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03/27/20 8:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Tara Cornehl LMP Healthcare / Public Health Tara Cornehl LMP 24818 27th Avenue Northeast I feel we should not be working. We cannot be 6 feet away we are in a small room w no air flow barely 

for 60 to 90 min w people. We are touching people and their are many surfaces in room that could ve 
touched even wiping everything down between clients doesn't feel safe . we are not essential during 
this pandemic. It's just risky for us our families and vulnerable clients. We deserve to be able to collect 
unemployment during this crisis.

Tara t_cornehl@yahoo.com 4257372000

03/30/20 2:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Starbucks in Fred Meyer Restaurant or food service business 1201 Valley Ave E Sumner While almost all Starbucks or closed, there is still this Starbucks open for walk up business.  This is 
not essential at all.

Jen Grant jennifer.grant@live.com

03/30/20 2:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open CROWN SPA Other massage 10522 LAKE CITY WAY #C 202Seattle I AM AN ADJACENT BUSINESS AND CROWN SPA CONTINUES TO HAVE A STEADYSTREAM OF 
PATRONS.

JEFF ERICKSON JEFF@THRIVELIFEYOGA.COM 2067347305

03/30/20 2:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Fred Meyer Starbucks Restaurant or food service business 1201 E Valley Ave ESumner While the store did take away all the chairs and tables, there is still walk-up service. This poses a risk 
to both the employees and the customers.

03/30/20 2:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Rody Chiropractic and massage Other Chiropractic and massage 10614 Canyon Rd EPuyallup They are a physical businesses allowing people in even if they have been in contact with people 
potentially infected with covid19. Which makes me feel that they are spreading the virus and not 
caring about the consequences. Most of there clients are elderly.

03/30/20 5:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Nexelis Health-related business 645 Elliott Ave W Ste 300Seattle Nexelis is a contract research organization that does testing for other companies. They do not perform 
any research related to COVID-19 and only the site in Laval, QC, Canada performs work relating to 
any vaccines.

Trevor Cronrath norman-trevor@hotmail.com 5097211112

03/30/20 5:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Oasis Massage Spa Other Other 21905 Marine View Dr. S.Des Moines Business still operating and accepting customers Will Hansen Willhansen1957@gmail.com 206-349-1657
03/30/20 6:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Miracle Ear Health-related business 18500 33rd Ave W.  D2Lynnwood Walked by this location and it is still open.  My a dentist office had to close, not sure why this 

business is still open.  Saw several older people walking in the door.
Jim Wright Jimwright77@gmail.com 425-478-2700

03/30/20 7:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Restore Hyper Wellness & Cryotherapy Other Alternative “Medicine” 400 Central Way Suite 125Kirkland Not only are they open but they are peddling pseudoscience prevention methods like their “iCorona IV 
Drip”. They claim to be essential to their clients who rely on them but they have been open for less 
than a month and is non-essential unless a person is addicted to placebos. There are multiple 
Restore Wellness locations in King County and it is my opinion that they should all be closed. They 
also employ RNs who could be helping actual patients.

Laurel laurelblack8@gmail.com 4257864085

03/30/20 8:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Jun Spa Other Massage parlor 20308 77th Ave NE #HArlington They're open regular hours, plus some extra hours Fri &Sat night, not limited hours. Are not licensed 
to be a massage clinic. This isn't therapeutic massage for injury or accident. It's sensual, erotic 
massage. Rumor has it, it's a well known whore house for the locals.

Brenda bpick75@comcast.net 4253433450

03/30/20 9:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Jun Spa Other Massage parlor 20308 77th ave ne suite hArlington It’s a massage parlor! Non essential and it requires a lot of touching and proximity Carol Morales Carol.morales@me.com 904-521-6737

03/30/20 9:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Jun Spa Other "Massage" Parlor 20308 77th Ave NE HArlington Open when should be closed and let's not get started on the actual business that is taking place in 
there!

Jennifer White whitejm72@gmail.com 3606182464

03/30/20 9:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Emerald City Smoothie Restaurant or food service business 1275 N 205th st Shoreline Long lines of people not social distancing TRUE
03/30/20 9:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Jun Spa Other Sex for money?? Spa?? Sex trafficking??? 20308 77th Ave NE Ste HArlington Open during mandated closure. Still seeing “guests” entering and exiting. Taushka Radonski widget99@hotmail.com 4253153664

03/31/20 12:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Taco Bell, Burger King, McDonald’s, 
Carl’s junior, Arby’s

Restaurant or food service business All Renton, Seattle It is unacceptable to have these franchise's open that can and will spread the virus faster than a small 
independent restaurant.  The state government needs to be smarter than this.

Corey Cote corey.cote85@yahoo.com 20647105757

03/31/20 5:12 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Oasis Massage Spa Other Spa 21905 Marine View Dr SDes Moines This is a Spa!  They should have been closed a couple weeks ago I believe.  I walk my dog by this 
place and see dudes come and go.

Travis Jackson travis@soundbodycare.com

03/31/20 7:03 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Oasis Massage Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Marine view drive Des Moines The front door has been cracked open and the open sigh is on ALL the time

03/31/20 7:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open The University of Washington Restaurant or food service business 4293 Memorial Way Northeast, Seattle, WA 98195Seattle The UW Starbucks food truck is open while President Ana Mari Cauce asked for students to stay 
inside and authorized remote learning for spring quarter. There are THOUSANDS of students. More 
faculty. It doesn't make sense to have a mandatory quarantine when people can still get coffee on 
campus and risk everyone getting sick faster. Please ask them to shut down till this is over.

Psymin Cisneros Kemikine@gmail.com 2063888637

03/31/20 8:04 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Baskin Robbins Restaurant or food service business 25620 102nd pl. Se Kent This shop is too small for social distancing and ice cream parlors are non essential Christina Allen christinamrsward@gmail.com 2534868727

03/31/20 8:05 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Baskin Robbins Restaurant or food service business 25620 102nd pl. Se Kent This shop is too small for social distancing and ice cream parlors are non essential Christina Allen christinamrsward@gmail.com 2534868727

03/31/20 9:00 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Button Chiropractic Health-related business 2414  NM  Myhre Rd # 120Silverdale Non urgent business routine adjustments being done

03/31/20 10:47 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Swedish Hospital Construction Boren and Cherry Seattle This construction site has not shut down nor are they following distancing guidelines. This is not 
essential construction.

Vanessa vanessabowker@comcast.net 2062936459

03/31/20 12:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open jun spa Other spa 20308 77th ave NE Harlington open sign on. Massages chris chrisandgregheyman@gmail.com 3604206939
03/31/20 1:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Massage Palm Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9702 S Tacoma way Suit# 104Lakewood Doors of this business wide open! Website states they are opened today  https://massage-

palm.business.site/
03/31/20 1:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Pizza Klatch Health-related business 312 4th Ave E Olympia Business is open and crowded. Not distancing. Dianna Flores dflores@gmail.com 360-482-4393
03/31/20 1:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Elements Massage Other Massage Therapy 1200 NE 65th St Seattle, WA   98115Seattle I think you need to clarify if Massage Therapy is considered an Essential business and explicitly 

define whether this business (and all massage therapy businesses) are essential or not.  Given the 
close contact that occurs during a massage, and the fact that massage therapists are not medical 
professions, it seems this business creates an unnecessary risk to the pubic and should be classified 
as Non-Essential. 

On Elements website they list the following 
"We plan to reopen to the community on April 9."
 
https://elementsmassage.com/green-lake

Colin cveach@gmail.com 206.295.3292

03/31/20 2:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Thompson  Audiology Other Audiology/hearing aid office 1111 N 35th Ave Yakima Elderly patients that are at risk of infection are the primary customers.

03/31/20 3:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open National Vision operating as Vista 
Optical

Other Optical Retail (eyeglass and contact lens sales) 5280 Pendleton Ave Bldg 5280JB Lewis- McChord Company requiring staff to work in spite of stay at home order.

03/31/20 5:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Healing Tree Other Massage therapy 3225 California Ave SWSeattle This business is currently emailing their client list about last minute massage openings tomorrow.

03/31/20 6:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Rainbow Massage Other Massage Parlor 900 Meridian Ave E UNIT 4Milton Business was open 3/31/2020

03/31/20 6:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Nirvana Asian Massage Other Massage therapy 4500 pacific hwy E suite AFife Since the government give an order to close any non essential business, most businesses followed 
the order. However, Nirvana Asian massage owner is careless. The massage parlors is still open! 
The owner she doesn’t  know how bad if she working on customer who had been infected by covid-
19. She could get infected! Then when she give a massage to somebody else they will get infected, 
after the customer will bring the coronavirus to their friends even family! Then anyone walking out of 
the business will be a carrier of covid-19, especially the therapist can’t keep social distance of 6ft to 
give a massage.  The owner still keep the business open is not taking responsibility of all citizens, the 
owner needs to follow the order from government, she not being responsible to all the people living in 
the world! Right now a lot of people getting infected already, washington will be like NY, if nobody 
followed the order by  Government！she need go to the jail!

03/31/20 9:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open QFC Restaurant or food service business 15800 Redmond Way, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Coffee shop inside QFC remains open, serving long lines of people.  This is very hazardous to the 
community, to coffee servers, and to legitimate grocery shoppers.  No reason to remain open.  We 
can make and drink coffee at home.

Matt Klassen mattjklassen@gmail.com 4257365610 TRUE

04/01/20 8:10 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Desert valley eye care Health-related business 8503 w Clearwater aveKennewick Still open and operating normal non essential services

04/01/20 9:08 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Advanced Health Theraputic Massage Health-related business 59 E Queen Ave Suite 111Spokane Hi my company delivers linens to many massage therapist and clinics and all of them have been shut 
down for last 2 week or more. I have one customer that has not shut down and she seems to think 
she doesn’t have to. The name of the account is Advanced Health Therapeutic Massage. Address is 
59E Queen Ave Suite 111. Her name is Sheila (Beck?) and her phone number is (509) 326-4122 or 
(509) 951-4052. I need my name and company to remain anonymous

Jason Brown jasonb@blueribbonlien.com (509) 994-0793

04/01/20 10:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Andrea Villa LMT Other Massage Therapy 31 Main Street Waitsburg Unfortunately, this massage therapist has posted on her Facebook page that she is accepting clients/ 
massages on April 1st and 3rd. She has also stated that during the time of mandated quarantine, she 
is still keeping her appointments. This behavior has put several members of the community at risk and 
continues to do so. She has openly stated on her Facebook page, that her services are essential and 
she will continue to take clients during this time.

Elizabeth Magill elizabeth.magill79@gmail.com 5092123927

04/01/20 11:10 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Rentina consultants of seattle Health-related business 3226 Nassau St, Everett A lot of older ppl go there.

04/01/20 11:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Pearl Street Massage Other Massage 602 N Pearl St, Tacoma, WA 98406Tacoma Drove past, there A-Frame signs are out and light at door is on, open for business. Gilbert Quante deskset2@me.com 2532975125

04/01/20 11:32 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Renton Spa Massage Health-related business 1717 ne 44th Renton Massage therapists not listed, occupational and physical therapist only.

04/01/20 12:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Dr. Philip Keirney Cosmetic Surgery 
Tacoma

Health-related business 105 27th Ave SE Puyallup Cosmetic Surgery office still open.  Seeing patients for cosmetic consultations. KATHY momy4@comcast.net 2532496979

04/01/20 1:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Roasters Coffee Restaurant or food service business 300 N Ely St Kennewick Cannot maintain 6ft distancing of employees/customers in shops, failure to follow proper hygiene 
procedures such as wearing gloves or sanitation of self/equipment. Coffee is not essential.

MISSSASHAWOO@YMAIL.COM

04/01/20 1:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Achieve Center Pediatric Therapy Health-related business 2323 West Broadway Avenue, Suite 3Moses Lake Is it considered "essential" for speech language pathologists to go back to work in a pediatric clinic to 
work with children and their families for non-health related therapy (articulation and language) with no 
PPE and no social distancing?

Patty Givens patty.givens@achievecenter.net 916-541-7340

04/01/20 3:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Natural Body Works Other Massage therapy, reiki services, esthetics 13912 NE 20th Ave , Suite 105 Vancouver, WA, 98686Vancouver There is skin on skin contact at this place and no way they can operate at a essential business as 
they touch people.

04/01/20 3:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Harbor Audiology and Hearing 
Services, Inc.

Other Audiology: Hearing tests, hearing aids and services 1901 So. 72nd St. Suite. A14Tacoma Due to nature of this business it is not possible to practice social distancing. Hearing  testing, video 
otoscopy, hearing aid fittings and  programming, ear impressions and teaching clients how to put the 
aids in and out requires 60-90 minutes for an appointment. Providers are less than an arms length 
away, sometimes inches and are serving the most vulnerable population with the median age being 
65+ years old. This company has multiple locations with extended hours that include weekends at 
their Tacoma and Gig Harbor locations. I have worked in this field for more than 12 years and 
currently work for HearUSA. Our offices in Washington and Oregon and in 32 other states have all 
been closed since Friday, March 27th at 5:00 PM.

Rochelle R. Gregoire gregoire.rochelle@gmail.com 253-298-0967 or 243-359-5055

04/01/20 3:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Oasis Massage Other Massage parlor 21905 Marine View DriveDes Moines,  WA. 9819IOpen for business  during this lock down time Mike Foss Mmofoss@msn.com 2064197928
04/01/20 7:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Cloud Nine Massage Other Massage 312 S Balsam St St AMoses Lake Business open that does not need to be.

04/01/20 7:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Chuck e cheese Other Kids play center 14919 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley WA Chuckee cheese is promoting a $5 pizza and posting posters to let everyone know they are open. 
This is mainly kids play spot that serves pizza and salad bar inside.

TRUE



04/01/20 11:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open McDonald’s Burger King Taco Bell Jack 
in the box

Restaurant or food service business Hundreds Lynnwood Seattle shoreline edmonds Everett Bothell everywhereFast food joints with kids dumb enough to advertise a box held out the window as a tool used to 
prevent the spread of coronavirus? Great idea, BK💡 The only thing that does is store the virus longer 
(plastic) so when you put your debit card in it, the cashier grabs it, without wearing gloves and tosses 
it back into the bucket for you to grab after charging your meal to it, is that you have more of a chance 
of coming into contact with a virus left on the bucket from the customer too sick to cook for themselves 
who went through the same drive thru 2 hours before your family went for burgers and a milkshake. 
It’s time to get much more strict Inslee, look at your numbers. Please Contact me to give you a 
detailed description of all the shit we’re doing wrong that is going to end with children dying here 
pretty soon. This virus is not attacking only “old” people and I promise you, not every one of the 
victims had an underlying health condition prior to contracting the virus. This shit is serious and we’re 
sitting here allowing it to take over. I have a medical background and common sense/street smarts, I’m 
honest and realistic, pay close attention to the details... these are qualities that are difficult to come by 
all in one person. Please, I want to help you help this thing from killing my family and friends, and my 
children... who have underlying health conditions. I am a nurse, working in a long term/skilled nursing 
facility, in Snohomish county. As far as I know, we haven’t seen COVID-19, but we can’t go back to 
January and test the residents that died suddenly... from pneumonia, can we?

Amber Meader Ambermeader@ymail.com 5097930034

04/02/20 12:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Pure Escape Spa Other Day Spa 13106 SE 240th St #202Kent Spa is still open performing massage therapy and aesthetic.

04/02/20 8:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Tri-City Orthopedic Health-related business 6703 W Rio Grand Ave, Suite BKennewick This clinic in non-essential and is remaining open. Orthopedic medicine is elective medicine and is 
non-essential. They are remaining open and forcing employees to come to work, even though they've 
already had one patient test positive for the coronavirus and another patient who is waiting for testing 
results.

04/02/20 11:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Pure Escape Medical Day Spa Other Spa 13106 SE 204TH ST SUITE 202KENT The owner is allowing her esthetician and massage therapists to work and encouraging them to work 
as much as possible. She is also talking about asking her nail person to come in and offer to do nails 
and make money while their nail salon is shut down.

Corinn corinnpilbro@yahoo.com

04/02/20 11:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Brindle Ridge Farms Other Horse riding lessons 3000 NW 299th St Ridgefield Conducting business as if nothing is happening with COVID-19 & children are close together. Many 
cars in the parking lot & large groups of people.

GC211 Caller wishes to remain anonymous 1-(360) 931.1867

04/02/20 11:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Ashley Furniture HomeStore Other Contracted delivery service via Ashley Furniture HomeStore 1955 S Burlington BlvdBurlington, WA 98233 Contacted us for in-home delivery of a bunk bed. We told them we're not comfortable with them 
coming into our home since Inslee issued the Shelter in place order on March 23, and they made 
several rebuttals of why it was okay & needed to be done anyway. We refused.

Tim Neal pvtpain66k@gmail.com (509)741-7414

04/02/20 11:29 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Lin asian massage Other massage Spa 5218 S Tacoma wayTacoma Massage is very contagious in close contact and every customer lies at the same table. Every 
massage shop is closed, only she is open all the time.

Lily 2234612677@qq.com

04/02/20 11:38 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Northwest Hot Springs Other Hot tub sales 5060 Pacific Hwy Ferndale Business is open as usual. Just talked to them and was told that they’re planning on staying open for 
chemical sales. The sales person said that they would still sell hot tubs though.

04/02/20 12:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Paper Tiger Coffee Roasters Restaurant or food service business 703 Grand Blvd Vancouver They’re allowing folks to come in and out without appointments, and proper distance is impossible to 
maintain because of the size of the shop.

Kelly Kleidon Gummybear4567@gmail.com

04/02/20 12:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Craft Store 13200 Aurora Ave N NorthSeattle The business is still open. Debbie Eckholt plantfan1@msn.com
04/02/20 12:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Olympia Multi Specialty Clinic Health-related business 406-A Black Hills Ln SWOlympia My Dad is 73 and has heart disease, high blood pressure and diabetes. His doctor at this clinic has 

said he needs to come in for an appointment today to discuss the findings of his heart monitor. My 
Dad requested a telemedicine appointment and was told he HAD to come in person. This is not an 
essential appointment and is potentially going to expose him to the virus. The clinic website says 
appointments are all being done via telemedicine but that is clearly not the case. The clinic is 
misleading the public and violating the emergency proclamation. The Doctor's name is Dr. Botanru.

Amy Brackenbury brackenbury@comcast.net 360-239-1013

04/02/20 1:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Hobby lobby Other Craft supply 4305 meridian ST. Bellingham They’re open and they’re a craft store. Not essential. Taran romero Taranbarker37@yahoo.com 3605275188
04/02/20 2:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Jun Sps Other Non medical massage parlor 20308 77th Ave NE HArlington They have turned off all lights but are still allowing men in for massage. They are known for being 

inappropriate.
04/02/20 4:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Check out my cards, comc Other Collectible buying 3104 C St NE STE 205Auburn This business refuses to close even though it is a non essential business. Employers are being forced 

to use up all of their PTO to avoid coming in due to safety concerns.

04/02/20 5:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Sav-mart Other garden nursery and furniture store 1729 N Wenatchee AveWenatchee Set up and selling seasonal plants and appliances and furniture.  No sign of any cleaning or 
disinfecting as people line up to purchase items.

Carl fireman-175@outlook.com 5096990704

04/02/20 5:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Clark Chiropractor Health-related business 9100 Silverdale WaySilverdale If they are really essential (which they should not be), they are also not following social distancing. 
There were 3 people in a small waiting room.

04/02/20 5:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Retail clothing and sporting goods store 2801 Nob Hill Blvd Yakima Retail sporting goods/clothing store is not essential per Gov list.

04/02/20 6:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Dutch Brothers Other Coffee 121 N. Stratford RoadMoses Lake Many people lined up and "waitresses" walking out to cars and getting orders about 2 feet from the 
driver! Coffee is NOT an essential business.

Molly mollygallaway@yahoo.com 509.989.4519

04/02/20 6:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Big 5 Health-related business 1133 N 205th St Shoreline This is a retail sporting goods store that is still open

04/02/20 6:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Big five Other Sporting goods 11010 harbor hill driveGig harbor They were open when they were to be closed. Michelle Mleonard812@gmail.com 2533042622
04/02/20 6:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Big 5 (Redmond, WA) Other Sporting goods, athletic wear, shoes 7214 70thAve Redmond, 98052 Store is open everyday, even has a sign on street saying they’re open! Colleen Zakar colleenzakar@gmail.com 425-780-9950

04/02/20 6:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Watson's  Nursery Other Nursery 2618 13th AVE NW PUYALLUP At approximately 430 pm on 04/01/1020 I observed  business open with approximately  10 cars in the 
customer  parking lot.

Robert Preble lingking1@msn.com 5417603052

04/02/20 7:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open ProBuild Other Lumber yard 1st Street Shelton Lots of people there during the day Gary Hansen garyrhansen@comcast.net 13604637417
04/02/20 7:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Michael’s Other Craft store Point Fosdick Gig harbor The store has remained open and is non necessary.

04/02/20 7:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Craft store 4141 Martin Way E Olympia Why would a craft store be considered non-essential?  Having Hobby Lobby open encourages people 
to leave their homes, plus the people who work there are at undue risk of catching or spreading 
COVID.

Kelly Auvinen mrsauvi@gmail.com 360-561-4983

04/02/20 7:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Michael's craft distribution center Other Craft distribution center Hoss rd. Grand mound Lots of people still working. No protection from the virus. Told to social distance, wash hands. But 
there's More than 10 people in 1 small lunch room.

04/02/20 8:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Lilli's Marvelous Massage 206.783.3270 Other massage 10015 Lake City Way NESeattle 98125 Across from a liquor store and appears to advertise services at site nearby (maybe in the ActivSpace 
building?)

joan rudd joan.rudd@comcast.net 2065269057

04/02/20 8:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Baskin Robbin 31 Flavors Other Ice Cream Parlor 1590 NW Gilman Blvd  ST 8Issaquah Ice cream parlors are not supposed to be open.
I saw from parking lot a line of peiplen
Not 6 foot apart 
Hands touching cone
No gloves 
No masks 
Saw hand it to the person..thete hands touch
This is a very unsafe place and should be shut down immediately

Ms wilson Cribbagequeen2002@yahoo.com 2064378582

04/02/20 9:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open BioSports Physical Therapy Health-related business 18 N Worthen StreetWenatchee I’m not sure why BioSports Physical Therapy is still open and seeing patients. They have not limited 
the number of therapists at any given time and are certainly not following social distancing protocol. 
The biggest PT clinic in the valley has cancelled all patients until May 12 and is seeing some patients 
via telehealth. Why isn’t BioSports doing telehealth visits? These times are tough but we need to put 
our community first and limit interactions. What a great option to have telehealth appointments 
available.

Claire Dahlstrom Claire.dahlstrom@gmail.com 5099985678

04/02/20 9:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Jun Spa Other Massage parlor 20308 77th Ave. NE Unit HArlington All open signs are off, but men going in and out all day
This has been suspected as a cover for illegal activity. Only men allowed.

Don Vanney Donvanneyjr@gmail.com 425-308-2073

04/03/20 10:05 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Art supply 7011 W Canal Dr Suite AKennewick I thought Hobby Lobby was a non essential business. Marcia Moreno jmmorenowa@hotmail.com 5092007009
04/03/20 10:38 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Retail sales 35020 Enchanted Parkway SFederal Way Open for retail business 4/2/20.

No essential functions.
04/03/20 11:11 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Promociones daisy Other Envio de dinero y cambio de cheques 114 s 5th ave Pasco Llega mucha gente en el lugar y no cuenta con medidas de higiene Fernando Moreno Fdomoma4@gmail.com 5094163823
04/03/20 11:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open All Massage Therapy, Physical 

Therapy, acupunture, etc.
Health-related business Bellingham Bellingham My concern is that massage, Physical therapy, and other alternative treatments are listed as 

"essential." There is no way to practice social distancing in these professions, and they are rarely 
"essential." These practitioners are touching their clients with bare hands and not wearing masks. 
Please reconsider whether this work should be taking place now, it is a place where Covid-19 is 
definitely being spread, whether people realize it or not.

Brad Jones bradrolfing@gmail.com 360-255-1557

04/03/20 12:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Sportco Other Sporting Good Store 4602 20th St E, Fife, WA 98424 There is no disinfectant measures taken at this store.

04/03/20 1:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open TJ Maxx Other multiple businesses -7-11, TJ Maxx 14051 Ne 175th Street,Woodinville, WA 98072Ivy says she only has a land line and asked this writer to complete and submit this form.   Please 
contact her

Ivy Nunez 425-844-4024

04/03/20 2:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Papa Murphys Restaurant or food service business 5700 100th St. SW Lakewood Papa Murphys is not an essential business and should not be allowed to be open at this time. 
Working side by side to make pizzas, it is impossible for employees to distance themselves from 
eachother. It seems very busy in there and this can't be healthy for employees or customers. Pizza is 
not essential.

Gabriel Benefacio Gabeb83@gmail.com 2536764849

04/03/20 2:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Staples Other office supply store 1740 N National AveChehalis Parking lot full and store busy, large banner outside store "We Are Open", business conducted as 
usual.  Non-essential business operating as Governor said in violation of order, and under Unfair 
business practices regulations.

anonymous

04/03/20 3:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Michaels Other Distribution center 208 Hoss rd Centralia This distribution center is still operating. Arts and crafts are non essential to sustain life and health.  
They have added sanitation and staggered breaks but there is no time between staggered 
breaks/lunches for sanitizing between.

Sky webb.sky@gmail.com

04/03/20 3:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Vancouver Farmer's Market Other Farmer's Market Esther Short Park Vancouver Today, Vancouver's city manager decided to open the farmer's market. While some food items are 
sold, it's mostly not food items. And I think this is a VERY BAD IDEA. Please review.

Tami Brewster-Barnes mouthy.one@gmail.com 360-980-3276

04/03/20 3:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Hobby stuff, misc. Highway 20 Oak Harbor Drove by 4/3/20 around 2pm and saw lights on and 4 cars parked in front. Jim Reddin jreddin@comcast.net 360-675-8949

04/03/20 4:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open esstac Other Outdoor Recreational Gear 8809 271st St NW Stanwood Non-essential business still operating. Social Distancing and PPE guidelines not being followed.

04/03/20 4:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Home Depot Construction The Home Depot, 1715 S 352nd St, Federal Way, WA 98003Federal Way Can anyone tell me how it is essential for little kids to be running all over the federal way Home Depot 
but construction workers need to stay home? Home owners are just shopping for tile and paint things 
that can be done later next month.

David Moloney dcmoloney@comcast.net 2533709661

04/03/20 4:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open natural factors Health-related business 14224 167th Ave SEMonroe This business makes every-day vitamins/supplements; not pharmaceuticals. They continue to stay 
open even though they are non-essential AND have had positive result COVID tests on multiple 
employees! When questioned, they state they are considered an essential business. Nothing they 
make requires a prescription nor aids in COVID prevention or treatment.

04/03/20 5:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open GNC Other Supplement Shop 900 meridian ave e Milton This business is non essential. They are a supplement store, which should fall under "personal care." 
None of the items are FDA regulated, and the only other thing they sell as far as essentials is bottled 
water, which you can buy at any actual essential retailer. The stores are small and difficult to practice 
social distancing, not to mention the complete lack of PPE for associates and cleaning supplies. They 
are putting more lives at risk by being forced to stay open at this time.

Bridgette bridgebumps@gmail.com 2533411518

04/03/20 5:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Other Sporting Goods 1161 E Wishkah St. Aberdeen They are not selling anything essential. Lance Foss lrfoss1970@live.com 13605919265
04/03/20 7:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Mexican food truck Restaurant or food service business 903 Engh Road - parking lotomak Non essential

Not standing 6 feet from each other
a concerned citizen

04/03/20 8:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Source Springs Health Health-related business 6722 200th Street SWLynnwood, WA I'm concerned that this naturopath is still practicing non-essential therapies using in-person visits 
during a time when all health professionals have been asked to pare down their practices to just the 
essential, urgent and emergent ones.  Dentists have closed offices and limited themselves to 
emergencies, primary care doctors and specialists are all transitioning to telemedicine platforms, but 
Amanda Luu, ND still insists on seeing patients in person for non-essential treatments.  This is a 
violation of Governor Inslee's proclamation to avoid all non-essential activities and presents an 
unnecessary risk to public health in the midst of a growing pandemic.



04/03/20 8:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Precious medical spa Other spa 1728 W Marine View DrEverett I know they are performing services such as waxing which is not an essential business.I spoke with 
someone who was just their receiving services. It states on their website they are open and taking 
people one at a time! Puts us all at risk!

chris chrisandgregheyman@gmail.com 3604206939

04/04/20 8:05 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Big foot java Other Coffee Highway 99 Everett People working with colds and serving coffee

04/04/20 8:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Baskin Robbins Restaurant or food service business 3010 Harrison Olympia Do we really need people going out for ice cream? I think ice cream is sold in grocery stores. Having 
an ice cream shop open as the weather gets warmer? Close the ice cream shops!!!

04/04/20 9:22 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Jun Spa Other Spa 20308 77th Ave Ne Suite HArlington Jun Spa is an Asian massage parlors and has been conducting business since the order has taken 
effect. They keep the open signs off and people still go in for "massages".

Zack Gobel Zkgobel@gmail.com 4253508021

04/04/20 5:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Little Red Spa Other Day spa 3200 Airport Way S Seattle This business has no legitimate purpose to be open. Brianna S bnschuman@gmail.com
04/04/20 6:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open angel massage Other Massage parlor 13507 meridian E Puyallup Still conducting non essential massages. Alfredo Gonzalez fmgonzalez92@yahoo.com 6618866531
04/04/20 11:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Legend Spa Other Spa and massage 18002 B 180th St Bothell Stopped to see if I could get take out from Bothell Pho which is next door to this business on 4/28/20.  

Restaurant was closed but the massage/spa next door was open with 5 cars parked in front
Ramona ramona40@frontier.com 4257768569

04/05/20 7:08 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Kona Ice of Central Spokane Restaurant or food service business 301 W Riverside Spokane I was told that ice cream trucks going to neighborhoods and selling iced treats was NOT essential. 
This is exactly what Kona Ice is doing. They are even asking people what neighborhoods to go to on 
their Facebook page. (Kona Ice of Central Spokane)

Their phone: 509-863-7280      Cell  208-819-5291

04/05/20 8:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open The Children’s Eye Doctors Health-related business 17130 Avondale Way, Suite 111 Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Open and doing regular eye appointments, not just emergency appts. Patients touching glasses 
frames doing regular frame selections. Eye doctors seeing multiple patients per day (very close 
contact) with no masks. No deep cleaning.

Wish ToRemain Anonymous Shawnljensen@gmail.com 2064275721

04/05/20 8:11 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Acupuncture wellness center Health-related business 18870 8th ave ne Poulsbo Bob Doane is prescribing and preaching that his Chinese herbs can cure fix treat covid 19 

He is dangerous to the local community

04/05/20 11:13 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Paul Luu, M.D Other Plastic Surgery Private Practice 5420 Rainier Ave S Seattle, WA 98118 Dr. Luu is still operating his plastic surgery practice in light of the stay at home order. His business is 
not an essential business and he is performing non-essential surgery in a time when medical supplies 
are in critical need by frontline workers aiding in fight against COVID-19.

04/05/20 12:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Sunshine Foot Massage Other Asian foot massage 8718 S Tacoma WayLakewood Several foot massage businesses are all open in the Lakewood and Tacoma area.  Too many to 
individually name

Tim wilson upmanwa@yahoo.com 2532215724

04/05/20 2:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Mid Roosevelt Massage Parlor Other Prostitution massage parlor 7010 Roosevelt Way NESeattle Sexual illegal massage parlor running.

04/05/20 3:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Planet Chiroptactor Health-related business 15524 Main Street suite 103Mill creek Business open serving public when non-essential. Private Private@gmail.com 206-555-1212
04/05/20 7:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open ISPA Health-related business 12529 Totem Lake BlvdKirkland Sign on door saying by appointment only. Obviously has many customers.

04/06/20 8:45 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Professional Medical Services Other Home Health Care Agency 112 Westfield StreetWest Springfield Internal Staff, Scheduler, Billing Manager, Director of Operations are not essential and can work from 
home. The external staff PCA's, HHA's, CNA"S are essential but they are out in the field.

04/06/20 11:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open She nah nam seafood Other Seafood 715 78th ave sew unit 2Tumwater Cannot maintain the social distance.
Not a food supplier.
Risk of contamination
No facemasks required

Glen Glenquaring94@gmail.com 2533446965

04/06/20 2:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Natural Body Works Other Massage, esthetics 13912 NE 20th Ave Ste 105Vancouver [Department of Labor & Industries Complaint]: 6 self employed people that rent a room including the 
owner Shana Arno. They see up to 30 people or more a day where their practice is touching people 
and cannot stay 6 feet away. She sent out an email stating she was open to her clients and they are 
considered essential but they are not.

Lyndsey Banks bann235@lni.wa.gov 360-902-5409

04/06/20 2:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Smith chiropractic Health-related business 1487 NE dawn rd. Bremerton This chiropractic office is open contacted me to get rescheduled for a massage appointment I asked 
what actions they are taking to help keep patients and providers safe they are not doing any 
screening at this office and are still servicing massages and chiropractors are not wearing gloves or 
masks this place is just allowing the public to enter with no regards to anyone's safety its ridiculous

04/06/20 5:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open unknown Restaurant or food service business 1202 N Pearl St, Tacoma, WA 98406Tacoma I heard the distinctive sound of an ice cream truck/vendor in the Avery On Pearl apartments just now.  
I didn't actually see the vendor, but we've seen and heard them over the years.

David Straayer mail@dhstraayer.com 253-759-0158

04/06/20 5:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open The garage massage Other Massage 710 5th Ave NW #300Issaquah Lots of people coming in for massage. How is this social distancing? massage is not essential.

04/07/20 7:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Le donut Restaurant or food service business 1317 s 11th Street Tacoma They're operating as if there's no stay at home order. Allowing customers to wait in line in the store 
without a solo walk up/pick up option.

Ursula Quibell avery77us@gmail.com 2539853609

04/07/20 12:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Foot And Ankle Surgical Associates Health-related business 404 Black Hills Lane #BOlympia Seeing non-essential patients

04/07/20 4:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open None Restaurant or food service business 2502 6th st Bremerton Large Gatherings still operating, serving food, workers without food permits! Restaurant still operating 
as usual with no dine in, but dine outside

Judy Bassett judybmoody@gmail.com 2125346342

04/07/20 5:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Ice cream truck Restaurant or food service business Kent Kent https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1-FkSDCYE51IjSv2ubli9wx-JYZMtlYtJ

Drove around with no mask trying to get kids together in groups

Matthew Lawson mr.matthew.lawson@gmail.com 2532562727

04/07/20 7:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Wolffys Restaurant or food service business 12814 e 14th Airway heights Sit out that says F&$k coronavirus we are open 8-8

04/08/20 9:35 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open JC Stoneworks Construction 13215 Smokey Point Blvd #103Marysville Countertop installation that is no essential and owner who tested positive is traveling to other counties 
without following social distancing with self or children.

04/08/20 12:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Sluys Bakery Restaurant or food service business 18924 Front Street NEPoulsbo Drove past today (4/8) and they are fully open serving customers inside with no observable social 
distancing in place or take out delivery system

Daisy daisygalla@msn.com 2066587557

04/08/20 8:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Sunshine Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 421 Rainier Ave S Seattle This business is a Asian massage business.  Phone text to business was answered and business 
operator stated they were open and asked me to use the back door.  This business is clearly defying 
the order.

Tye Holand tye.holand@seattle.gov 2066848656

04/08/20 8:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Mt. Si Chiropractic: Bradley D. Kaasa Other Chiropractor 325 E 3rd St North Bend This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/09/20 10:04 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Townsend Denture Clinic Other Denture clinic 302 robert bush dr swSouth bend I worked here until the virus hit when they told me they would have to shut down. It's come to my 
attention that they are still open, even though dentures are not considered essential. 

The owners have very servere health issues, multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis. They are 
elderly so that makes them higher risk. They are putting the town at risk by staying open through this 
virus.

Taisha Rae Wenman captaintaisha@gmail.com 3605246416

04/09/20 11:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open MD injury care Health-related business 330 Aw 43rd st are dRenton Clinic is non urgent but still soliciting patients to make appointments and come to massage and 
physical therapy.  They do not meet required standards for remaining open as an essential business.  
They are not a post operation clinic and only specializes in motor vehicle accidents. They also lack 
CDC guidelines of maintaining 6 feet of social distancing as the gym the use is a small confined space.

04/09/20 12:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Family Dermatology Health-related business 275 SE Cabot Dr., #A3Oak Harbor They are still open and seeing patients for routine dermatology appointments. Marci Hastings sunpup63@yahoo.com 3603051587

04/09/20 10:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Skybridge therapies Other Child sensory therapy 9307 Bridgeport way swLakewood OT & PT services for kids are not essential. They are highly likely to spread covid 19 to other 
children. There is no 6 ft distancing here. It's not possible on the shared space and shared equipment.  
 This business should not be open at this time.

Suzie Snowkissed25@msn.com 425-260-7161

04/10/20 7:50 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Miracle Ear Other Hearing Aid Dealer 3112 NE 125th St Seattle Advertisements in the Seattle Times the past two days about a hearing aid event on April 14. Trying 
to persuade dozens of older adults to come in for hearing tests and hearing aids on sale. Shame on 
Miracle Ear!

04/10/20 1:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Eternity Spa Massage Other Massage Parlor 14419 Greenwood Ave NSeattle On April 10, 2020 at approximately 1:25 pm I saw a client leaving the Eternity Spa Massage. It 
appears that they are not open during their normal operating hours but are still seeing clients.

Laura rockyhorror12@aol.com 630-453-1836

04/10/20 3:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Mother Nurture Ultrasound Other NON-essential ultrasounds (boutiques) 803 39th Ave SW suite dPuyallup This is not a real medical office. Clients are pregnant women coming in for elective ultrasounds, 3D 
memorable ultrasounds.

Jennifer vgvietboy@yahoo.com

04/10/20 6:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Ice cream truck Restaurant or food service business Kenmore Kenmore There is an ice cream truck driving through the streets. I live in Kenmore. It should not be out there Robert Young robertyoung.1@hotmail.com 4252865832

04/10/20 10:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open HiSpot Cafe Restaurant or food service business 1410 34th Avenue Seattle Baristas serving coffee to walk-ins, social distancing requirements not being followed, groups 
gathering outside establishment. Should be limited to take-out only.

04/11/20 9:44 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Zimmerman Chiropractic Health-related business PO box 6426 Olympia They have been seeing patience daily since the mandate. I have pictures of vehicles/licenses. Brent Martin brent.martin59@gmail.com 3609518313 zimmermanchiropractic@yahoo.com

04/12/20 11:28 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Rody Chiropractor Clinic Health-related business 10614 Canyon Rd. E.Puyallup Relative went in for adjustment. It is to my knowledge that chiropractors were not supposed to be 
open. My relative is immune compromised, and we are having enough trouble getting her to listen to 
us, this situation just made it worse. It appears as though the chiropractor did not wear any PPE 
during the adjustment either! Reprehensible!

Shannon Shannonspencer02@gmail.com

04/12/20 1:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Kate's Day Spa Health-related business 2713 E Madison St Seattle Kate's Day Spa is continuing to offer personal touch massage to all clients regardless of need. She 
treats many vulnerable clients and does not practice social distancing guidelines or proper cleaning 
techniques to create a place where infection is non transmissible. This poses a serious health risk to 
the community especially given she operates near a women's health clinic and HIV care center.

Angela fidesvincit@gmail.com 206-556-7577 kate@katesdayspa.com

04/12/20 3:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Denny's Restaurant or food service business 4th Ave S Seattle saw them serving customers inside as I drove by. allen Wyler Allenwwyler@hotmail.com 206-256-0396 TRUE
04/12/20 4:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Baskin Robbins Restaurant or food service business Auburn Way S Auburn Ice cream=non essential.  Customers do not stay 6 feet apart while browsing for ice cream flavors and 

touch the glass case continuously.

04/13/20 11:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Rainbow Masage Other Massage Parlor 900 Meridian Milton This massage store has remained open every day since Gov. ordered closed

04/13/20 3:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Steve West Ice Cream LLC Restaurant or food service business 3108 N Dora Rd Spokane Valley He has 5 ice cream trucks driving around Spokane and Spokane Valley selling ice cream to kids in 
neighborhoods. He has been doing this since the Stay-Home order.

Steve's phone # is 509-879-8914

I specifically asked you if this was essential and you told me NO...and I could not take my 2 ice cream 
trucks out.

If he can do it then so can I. You need to either tell him to stop or tell me that I can do this.

Patrick Gleesing pgleef@yahoo.com 503-753-2248

04/13/20 3:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Isabel's Espresso Restaurant or food service business 308 Lopez Road Lopez Island Groups of residents and visitors are gathering in front of Isabel's Espresso, including seniors, not 
practicing social distancing. It especially attracts young people. Isabel's in the center of Lopez Village 
and surrounded by senior housing. This is the only business on the island not complying with 
Governor Inslee's order.

Pam Pulver pamelapulver@gmail.com 2066792251

04/13/20 5:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Baskin-Robbins Restaurant or food service business 17404 Meridian EastPuyallup Business is open and serving customers with no gloves or masks right over the counter. Ice cream is 
good but not essential.

Rick Waldres rickorrhonda@msn.com 253-221-6888 TRUE

04/13/20 5:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open asian massage Other massage 5218 south tacoma waytacoma owner is not essential business not following cleanliness standards not using 
facemasks,gloves.business is dirty.

randy smith randy.smith@penske.com 253-267-4044 unknown

04/13/20 6:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Sno-king counseling Health-related business 19730 64th ave westLynnwood Has groups of people for group meetings weekly.

04/13/20 6:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Jack winters dds Health-related business 2102 pearl st suite 206Tacoma Performing  periodontal maintenance treatment on patients CDT D4910. This is a non emergent treat 
performed routinely in dental offices every 3-4 mos on an indiy

Juliet fengler Jfengler2 @yahoo.com 2539217668

04/14/20 8:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Baskin Robin Restaurant or food service business 1505 S 1st St Yakima I drove by today, 04/14/20 and there were several people inside the establishment getting ice cream.  
They do not have a drive-thru.  If they are serving they should have customers wait outside.

Elizabeth Hibbitt eshibbitt@yahoo.com 509-643-2154

04/15/20 7:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open The Vintage Baker Other In home baker 12102 130th St E Puyallup This person is selling a large volume of baked goods from their home. I'm not even sure they have a 
business license or go through health inspections. They have not stopped selling items even though 
they non-essential-in fact it seems to have increased their sales. They advertise their sales on 
Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/thevintagebakerpuyallup/ They are putting people at risk.

Vintagebaker@yahoo.com

04/15/20 10:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Maya Paradise Massage Other massages 9106 NE HWY 99 suite Gvancouver This business has been operating for the last few weeks. a lot of older customers going into this 
business.



04/15/20 11:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Ice cream truck Restaurant or food service business 125th street and 211th Ave EBonney Lake I’ve cream truck driving through neighborhood and coming in close contact (less than 6 feet) of 
children. License plate number AWH7238 Washington State. Older black Jeep

Barbara Oen Caoen@juno.com 253-405-1479

04/15/20 3:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open TOM RELAX Health-related business 11500 NE 76th St C-1, Vancouver, WA 98662Orchards They didn't following these stay home order

04/15/20 3:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open All City Ice Cream Restaurant or food service business 10743 A Street South, Suite BSeattle On April 15th an ice cream cart was selling ice cream in my neighborhood.  It was driving down the 
streets, playing music and stopping for customers.  On my street, several children ran out to the cart 
to purchase.  No PPE worn by vendor, no social distancing.  This can't be an essential business.  I 
have photos and a license plate number for the cushman vehicle.  WA plate 002958.

John Gallup jdgiv@harbornet.com 2533703080 info@allcityicecream.com

04/15/20 4:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Butterfly massage and spa Health-related business 8307 160th Ave NE Ste 1 Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Butterfly massage and spa is open during Covid 19. You can check more information on Yelp. I saw 
the sign open and some guy walk-in there for massage.

Sompon green Sompon.green@gmail.com 4259854535

04/16/20 7:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Brown and Haley Restaurant or food service business 110 e 26th street Tacoma Non essential buisness open and also violating social distancing. Lines are running with 10+ people 
in close proximity. This company doesnt care about the welfare of thier employees.

Cindy O 2534953351 sweets@brown-haley.com

04/16/20 10:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Blue Spark Health Health-related business 11607 State Route 302Gig Harbor Owner of this non-essential business continues to frequent the office & see clients at office. Carrie Phillips

04/16/20 10:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Golden Spa Other Massage 14626 Hwy 99 UNIT 104Lynnwood Washington 98087I have noticed this massage parlor with its "open" light on and a car parked in front since the lockdown 
started

David Taucher dat_it@msn.com 4257874173

04/16/20 11:21 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Best Foot Massage Other Massage 1622 Bay St Port Orchard Their open sign is off, Massage sign is on. Customers coming in for services daily. I have personally 
seen clients coming in and out.

Christina M Randle cm.randle7@gmail.com 3604736042

04/16/20 8:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Horse Cart Small Animal Hospital Health-related business 9111 346th St S Roy This clinic is performing non-essential surgical procedures, when most other practices are following 
the governor's and the WSVMA's recommendation to cancel not essential procesures.

04/17/20 10:00 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Select Physical Therapy Health-related business 7900 East Green Lake Drive North, Suite 204Seattle Physical therapy is not an essential business. They can open their virtual physical therapy sessions, 
but they also opened the in-person sessions, which is too early for our states!

04/17/20 3:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Ice Cream Driver Restaurant or food service business 7608 Stable Ct SE Tumwater I observed an ice cream man driving around our neighborhood handing out ice cream and wanted to 
report it in case this is considered non-essential. From my understanding I would believe that it is not 
essential to hand out ice cream that attracts groups of people.

Leslie Chavira Lcturner1983@hotmail.com 3607638350

04/20/20 10:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Naturopathic Medicine Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 32020 1st Ave. S. suite 104Federal Way This business has remained open during the stay home order.  Last week they had a large group 
meeting with approximately 10 cars present.

Lynn Mikel drmikelnd@gmail.com 2068782628

04/21/20 9:37 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Southsound Treatment massage Other Massage Parlor 818 39th Ave. Puyallup Open for business, may encourage other same type establishments to open as well. smt@massage-rocks.com

04/21/20 1:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Health Point Corporate office Other health points office (no essential workers there) 922 Powell Ave SW Renton My husband works there as an accountant and it took them several weeks to get the computers for 
the stay at home order. They now have them but my husband's boss is now having him come in all 
week even though they have the ability to work from home. Even though they know that my 7 year old 
little girl has been through chemo for Leukemia and so her immune system is compromised. They just 
want people in the office even though they know it's not allowed

Abbey Armstrong Petea108@yahoo.com 4252609447

04/21/20 4:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Health Foot Massage Health-related business 1207 SO Jackson st #102CSeattle I am a King Co Sheriff's deputy. Last week I warned this business about being open during the 
restrictions.  Today I walked into the business and they had a full staff of 4 workers and were giving a 
body massage to a male client. The male was naked with a towel on (foot massage?)
I told the owner Xingyu Chen to close the business. King Co Case # C20013297

Deputy Robert Nix robert.nix@kingcounty.gov 2064239779

04/22/20 11:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Butterfly massage and spa Health-related business 8307 160th Ave NE Ste 1 WA 98052Redmond This place is open for services. Even in the situation of Covid - 19 The therapists are working normal 
without mask and hand sanitizer. Inside the spa there is CCTV.
You can verify before the owner deletes it.

Anant Abbas  Gilitwala lifeinwashinton2020@gmail.com

04/22/20 3:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open RZ Massage Other Massage Parlor 14910 Pacific Ave S UNIT A, Parkland, WA 98444Parkland, WA 98444 On multiple dates, I have witnessed this location accepting clients into the facility.  The signs say that 
they are closed but the 'Massage' workers will sit in their vehicle outside until a client pulls up and 
then they will take the client inside.  A half hour later, the client leaves and another arrives.  The 
"worker" sits in a silver minivan with a dented right rear bumper.

D.J. Rothe thecoze@hotmail.com 2538615225

04/24/20 8:04 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open All about you massage Other Massage therapy 3rd street Elma Have driven by quite a few times. Multiple employees non essential working. Robert thomas Thoro68@gmail.com 3602292143

04/24/20 12:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Pasteleria  Panaderia la ideal Other Bakery 8909 14th ave South suit D, Seattle, Wash 98108Seattle There open, At first they would only open a few hours a day, now it’s different it seems there open 
more frequently, especially on the weekends, People are going in there with know masks, and it’s a 
small place! I’ve seen up to5-7 people in there at once, I don’t want to give my name because they 
could cause problems with me!!

SANJUAN61 001@comcast.net

04/24/20 12:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Alpine Chiropractic Health-related business 4020 Wheaton Way, #NBremerton Alpine Chiropractic is currently operating and taking patients.

04/24/20 12:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open West Sound Treatment Center Bar or other business with a liquor license 1415 Lumsden Rd Port Orchard Still operating and serving clients.

04/25/20 3:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Port orchard farmers market Other Farmer's market 901 bay street Port orchard No sinks for sellers to wash hands before the products are being sold  even after contact with 
customers

Charles Taylor chucky1490@yahoo.com 3606749439

04/26/20 1:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Ice cream truck Restaurant or food service business Mobile Newman Lake Selling ice cream to kids Martin Keller nwrogue@hotmail.com
04/26/20 10:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Kona Ice of Skagit Valley Restaurant or food service business Unknown -mobile businessSkagit County This is not a essential business and they continue to run, they have their schedule for this coming 

week all filled out on their Facebook page “Kona Ice of Skagit Valley” there phone number is 360-421-
9628

Rdonovan@kona-ice.com

04/27/20 10:59 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Healing touch and aromatherapy Cosmetology, hair salon, barber P.O. Box 248 Roy Taking massage clients in her home. Advertising for taking appts now in her home on numerous FB 
groups. I do have screen shots

Danielle Princesslauren05@hotmail.com 253-260-6640 Shanda Whitney

04/27/20 12:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Lavida Massage Other massage business open and operating 1414 South 324th Street Ste B213Federal way This business is telling clients and massage therapists that they are open on a "soft basis"  for 
massage for certain members and saying they have  "are fully booked". At this time they are a 
restricted business.

04/27/20 3:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Pacific Northwest Eye Associates Health-related business 3602 S 19TH ST TACOMA This business has remained open during the entire stay at home order and continues to be.  They are 
performing eye exams and are not observing the safe distancing in their facilities.  They are now 
planning to do elective surgeries starting 05/05.

Tim Gordon delaneynp@gmail.com 4252640818

04/27/20 4:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Roy Street Commons Other Apartment Building/Airbnb Hotel 621 12th Ave E Seattle Building owner is operating unauthorized Covid testing center in a residential building.  See website 
www.seattlecovidtest.com

Eric T Friedland

04/27/20 4:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Totally therapeutic massage therapy Other Massage 628 west main streetCentralia They are still doing massages even with them supposed to be shut down.

04/28/20 5:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Country farm and garden Other Garden store 6 west Washington AveYakima wa 98903 Not keeping buisness clean employees have one bathroom and company is allowing customers to 
use bathroom and the bathroom and lunch room is not being kept clean at all.Not keeping social 
distance too many people I think at one particular time due to size of buisness.

Pam 1pmscht@gmail.com 5098772119

04/28/20 11:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open MEI Massage Other massage parlor 4050 Pacific AvenueTacoma MEI Massage has remained open for business since the March 24th order. Open sign is off, but 
customers are instructed to enter through the rear of the business. The owner has no regard for the 
safety of her employees and/or the customers that they come in contact with... This business needs to 
be closed immediately to prevent any further spread of the virus and/or any other communicable 
diseases. Business #: 253-328-6833.

N/A

04/28/20 12:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Healing touch and Aromatherapy Other Massage 29606 73 Rd Ave S Roy Owner is Shanda Whitney - she is soliciting clients for her massage business on Facebook. You can 
see her ad here: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1007444085995028/permalink/3856309544441787/

04/28/20 12:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open LaVida Massage Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1414 S 324th St  Suite B213Federal Way This location posted on their Facebook Page on Friday April 24 that they will reopen on April 27 in 
defiance of the State Mandated closure.

Paul Silver pshiho@gmail.com 2065501583 federalway.WA@lavidmassage.com

04/28/20 12:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Gift Horse Other Consignment shop selling children's clothing 13300 175th Street Woodinville The door was open with baby clothes and other baby items on the sidewalk for sale at 11:30 a.m. 
4/28/20.

Greta Birkby birkby@mindspring.com 4252730926

04/28/20 12:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open JoAnn's Other Craft and fabric store 4104 Tacoma mall blvdTacoma Went to pick up wifes on line order and the store was letting people in to shop. I don't remember the 
Governor opening up state for craft stores. Why do i have to stay home if old people don't care about 
going out and getting the virus??

Timpanwester@gmail.com

04/28/20 1:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Federal way muscular therapy #100 Other Massage clinic 33650 6th ave S Federal way my boyfriend works at this massage clinic as a massage therapist and has informed me they are 
planning on reopening on Monday May 4th out of fear of being closed down , rather than confidence 
in the health of their employees and clients. Opening a massage clinic is extremely risky and putting 
dozens of people if not more at risk , all because this business in in fear of closing. It’s irresponsible 
and this is how the pandemic infection rates are kept from decreasing. Please, I beg you . Do not let 
this business unethically and illegally open back up because it will put people at risk and could cause 
unnecessary infection resulting in death of an individual.

Azaria davis Azariakdj@hotmail.com 2063888895

04/28/20 4:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Mother Nurture Ultrasound Other Elective ultrasound 803 39th Ave SW Puyallup This business performs only elective non-medical ultrasounds (i.e gender checks). If dentists aren’t 
allowed to be open, they certainly shouldn’t be. I’m a nurse, and a e had a patient come in crying to 
our hospital sent from mother nurture telling them the baby had a “faint” heartbeat when in fact the 
baby had passed more than two weeks prior. If the patient had not visited mother nurture 
(NONessential), she could have passed the baby naturally with no additional pain and suffering. The 
business is also actively soliciting on several JBLM motherhood Facebook pages.

Kate Runn kate.runn@hotmail.com 2538784036 Info@mothernurtureultrasound.com

04/28/20 4:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Smiles from the Heart Other Dentist 15419 NE 20th St Bellevue, WA My former dentist sent me an email today announcing that they are reopening as of May 18th (I can 
forward to you if you need it). I have not seen any announcements lifting restrictions on dentists, and 
am alarmed by the email. Please disregard if dentists are good to go.

Clodagh Reeves cmaryreeves@gmail.com 425-558-9998 info@smilesfromheart.com

04/28/20 4:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open unknown Restaurant or food service business mobile Tacoma This sounds weird but I heard ice cream trucks driving around my neightborhood. I cannot imagine 
selling ice cream on the streets is an essential service, and the fact that ice cream trucks attract 
children to congregate and break the social distancing parameters is very concerning.

unknown

04/28/20 11:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open The Cove Restaurant or food service business 402 164th St SW #106Lynnwood I walked in to pick up food I was to deliver. There was a table of about ten people drinking and eating 
and about five at the bar drinking and eating. It looked like an average Tuesday night. They were not  
following and restrictions.

Laurie Young lyoungcat@aol.com 2063539876

04/29/20 1:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open DaBell and Paventy Orthodontics Health-related business 712 N Evergreen Spokane Working when not allowed.

04/29/20 4:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open Jose’s Famous Salsa Restaurant or food service business 126 E Washington StSequim People are sitting at tables outside the restaurant and are not social distancing. They serve outside in 
the sidewalk area. Photo showed 3-4 people. It’s a small place. While we stay home!

Judy Clark JazzandJudy@gmail.com 360-461-0550

04/29/20 7:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is open hoodsport coffee company Restaurant or food service business 24240 US-101 Hoodsport, WA 98548hoodsport WA This business is a WALK IN restaurant ONLY not a drive by coffee shop. Sunday April 26th I 
witnessed multiple customers inside and outside the store. No social distancing, no masks just regular 
business open. WHY are you allowing these business to stay open? There is no point having a stay 
home order if you are not going to enforce it.

03/30/20 2:40 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Work sports & outdoors Other Sporting goods store 840 Roosevelt ave Enumclaw Does not meet governors guidelines.
Selling ammunition, no essential goods.
Not following 6 foot rule.

03/30/20 2:43 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Albert Lee Appliances Other Appliance delievery to non essiental homes All over Washington Fife Is appliance delivery really essiental. There are deliveries being made multiple in a day going in 
multiple homes

Tres Treseahutt007@gmail.com 2537540255

03/30/20 2:46 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition Other gun and ammunition sales 20829 Hwy 99 # A Lynnwood, WA March 29, around 3 pm, dozen men waiting at door.

03/30/20 3:02 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods 5725 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley Big 5 Sporting Goods is a non-essential business trying to desperately operate during this lockdown. 
All they do is sell sporting equipment (sports all closed down) clothes, shoes and camping equipment 
(camping, also shut down in Washington State). People are being put at risk for no reason. If you 
could please review and get back to me and explain how they are essential or take the necessary 
steps to close down this business then  that would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.

Garrett legalremedy@icloud.com 509-475-6583

03/30/20 3:07 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting goods 1916 S 320th St Federal Way Send people walking in and out of the store shopping when they don’t need to be open Donna Lawrence blu-id-lady@hotmail.com 206-491-0013

03/30/20 3:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open RV COUNTRY Other RV sales and service 310 Chamberlain rd Buckley No need to be open not essential causing risk on our community and to workers. If Boeing is shut this 
should have been shut weeks ago.

Mrs. Craig trishah55@yahoo.com 3603145665



03/30/20 3:14 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Work sports and outdoors Other Sporting goods 840 Roosevelt ave Enumclaw Too many people in and out. 
Busy environment.

03/30/20 3:19 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dick’s Sporting Goods Other Sporting goods store 328 NE Northgate WaySeattle They are still requiring staff to come in to work, and they are also working with customers.

03/30/20 3:30 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Simmons Automotive Repair Other Auto Mechanic 6481 Aldrich Rd Bellingham Business is operating as usual. I asked owner and he told me he wasn't going to close. Belligerent 
about government can't tell him what to do.

03/30/20 3:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Sporting goods store 171 valley center pl. Sequim Corporate claims items such as tents and water shoes are essential.  Manager says no one is buying 
essentials just stuff. They have made a list of bought items. 4-5 employees have quit due to this. 
Items can be bought at real essential businesses open here in the area if needed. Items bought lately 
can be gone without or found at coastal or walmart here. Managers have emplored corporate to close 
due to people using it as an excuse to get out and shop.

Corin tucker corin6904@gmail.com 3604407283

03/30/20 3:34 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vista Property Management Landlord 1002 39th Ave. Sw Puyallup Requiring non-essential employees to report for work. Lynette Rohr Lynette@govista.net 253-235-4311
03/30/20 3:35 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vista Property Management Landlord 1002 39th Ave. Sw Puyallup Requiring non-essential employees to report for work. Taylor Olsen Tolsen@govista.net 253-235-4311
03/30/20 3:38 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Poulsbo RV Other RV Dealership 510 Eleanor ln Mt. Vernon RV dealerships are not automotive. This dealership does no work on the automotive part, your sent to 

an Automobile dealership for that. No licensed plumbers or electricians so they are non essential.

03/30/20 3:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open True Value Hardware Other Hardware store 119 17th St Lynden Non-essential business is open

03/30/20 3:56 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ace Hardware Other Hardware store 1736 Front St Lynden Non-essential business is open

03/30/20 3:56 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Blue Dog RV Other RV Dealer 3808 N Sullivan 29ASpokane Valley They are still operating and only plan on closing if they get caught.

03/30/20 3:56 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open VanCour's Automotive Other Car Detailing 436 N Meridian, Puyallup, WA 98371Puyallup They have auto detailing on the left and auto mechanic work on the right side. Their detail shop is not 
essential and there was a lot of activity there Saturday.

Chad Kamke chad.kamke@Hotmail.com 253-389-8975

03/30/20 4:02 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Georgia-Pacific Other Gypsum Production 1240 Alexander Ave Tacoma I'm told they will fire me if I don't go to work. They are remaining open and consider themselves an 
essential business.
I am worried we are using PPE, hand soap and sanitizer that could be diverted to essential 
businesses. Also, can an injured employee receive emergency care? Hospitals are already seeing an 
increase in volume which may impact emergency services.

Scott Reardon sareardon@yahoo.com 2392587472

03/30/20 4:04 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Shady Creek Nursery Garden and Oinds Other Nursery and garden; housewares, jewelry, etc 388 Omak River RoadOmak Posting on Facebook that they are open for business. Sign in the driveway says they are open

03/30/20 4:04 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Valley Insurance LLC Other Surplus lines tax filing 307 29th St NE #107Puyallup This business claims to be essential yet it does not fall under the essential business outlined by the 
governer.  Employees have direct contact with individuals who can spread to vulnerable classes.

03/30/20 4:06 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Gun Shops Other GUN SHOPS 4000 Flynn St Bellingham Please  tell the stand alone gun shops that they are not to sell guns during the shelter in place order. I 
understand that multipurpose shops like TENEX and Coastal Farm and Ranch are able to still sell as 
are pawn shops (financial institutions) , but am still seeing lots of background requests for stand alone 
gun shops.

morgan libby morganlsc@yahoo.com 8315881453

03/30/20 4:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Wenatchee Quality Welding LLC Other Commercial welding 5830 Sunset HighwayCashmere I’ve been told this business is essential and I’m concerned about violating the governor’s stay at home 
order.

Donna dresutek@msn.com 5094702282

03/30/20 4:10 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open High Grove Apartments Landlord 12433 Admiralty WayEverett Allowing tours and resident's to go in building for unnecessary reasons.

03/30/20 4:10 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Del Mar properties Landlord 7814 state route 302Gig harbor This vacation rental is still open and operating and instructing it's tenants to walk across mine and my 
neighnor's private property bulkheads

Andrew O'Brien andyobrien4fitness@gmail.com 2533129453

03/30/20 4:13 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Other Pet supplies, grooming 1501  17th Ave.  #511Seattle Business was open today as I walked by (alone, on the way to the grocery store.) Seems very unfair 
that this business has remained open when so many others in the area are observing the non-
essential mandate to close in spite of the economic challenges involved.

Carolyn Graye cjgraye@gmail.com 2064744272

03/30/20 4:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Eastlake veterinary hospital Other Veterinary 1536 Eastlake Ave eSeattle My cat's vet, Eastlake veterinary hospital, is still open for business even though it does not perform 
emergent services and acts as a typical primary care. In addition, because the facility is so small, staff 
are unable to maintain six feet of distance from each other.

Jessica Kern Jkern313@gmail.com 206-985-2059

03/30/20 4:19 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Crown Beverage Packaging Other Manufacturer of aluminum cans 1202 Fones Rd SE, Olympia, WA 98501Olympia I'm concerned the company is open at this time. Pam Toal pam.toal@gmail.com 360.259.6501
03/30/20 4:26 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Betsy's Cabins at Mt Rainier-Tahoma 

Vista
Landlord 137 Big Creek RD Ashford Betsy's Cabins at Mt Rainier is with holding monies for reservations cancelled due to Inslee's stay at 

home order
Heather New heatherharvey0131@gmail.com 253-255-9653

03/30/20 4:36 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Inslee, Maxwell and Associates Other Kegal guardianship. Trust and probate management 2311 Elm St Bellingham While they probably clsim they have "workers who provide support to vulnerable populations to 
ensure their health and well-being including family care providers", the administrative functions 
provided by this company could be completed remotely.
I wish this report to remain anonymous.

Terri Booth tbbooth22@gmail.com 3603198317

03/30/20 4:36 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open snowgrass lodge Other nightly vacation rental 8787 icicle rd leavenworth,wa 98826full parking lot at this lodge. license plates from seattle area

03/30/20 4:51 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jiffy Lube Other Oil Change 4102 Pacific Ave SELacey Business is open and running, rather than closing during this time.

03/30/20 4:53 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open T-Mobile Other Cell Phones 612 Sleater Kinney Rd SELacey Business is open and non essential.

03/30/20 4:57 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open CPR cell phone repair Other Cell phone repair 206 W third Ave Moses Lake They are non essential Elisa mrselisaanderson24@gmail.com
03/30/20 5:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Weyerhaeuser Other lumber 1147 Prospect Ave Raymond I have been told that Weyerhaeuser is no longer making lumber out of fir, which was used for paper 

products.  Now it is hemlock, which is NOT used for paper products (masks gowns).  So, why is this 
business essential?  For the investors to make money while we die?  There are people there that are 
sick, but they haven't been tested because we are a small town.  People are going to die.  Please 
check into this.  Why should we wait until we are another Boeing?

Leisa Jennings leisajennings@gmail.com 4253302901

03/30/20 5:09 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Camping World Other Recreational Vehicles 1535 Walton Dr, Burlington, WA 98233 open for regular business not essential service, does not work on automotive part of  rv, disregard for 
employees, only works on rv at place of dealership requiring further non essential travel of customers

lane farmer laneman71@gmail.com 4253467171

03/30/20 5:09 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sound Pest solution Other Pest control Oak drive Steilacoom Working for residential areas and in contact with groups of people Concerned citizen
03/30/20 5:09 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open North American Auto Transportation Other Auto Transportation 615 S 96th St Seattle Sending drivers to ports and all over the Pacific Northwest and Utah Anthony Rodgers peaceandlove0867@yahoo.com 9072312695
03/30/20 5:10 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ace auto body & collision Other Auto body & collision 7728 river road e Puyallup There open not essential?? Teresa gregory Saberfritz2@gmail.com 2536537195 henry@aceautobodyandcollision.com
03/30/20 5:11 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting store 171 Valley Center pl Sequim Gathering of more than 10 people Alicia Acrogym.al@gmail.com 364616974
03/30/20 5:14 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabelas Other Retail 1600 Gateway Blvd NELacey I believe that Cabelas is a non-essential business that should not be opened period.  They do not 

carry anything that is essential to anyone’s needs.  Also, Cabelas is owned by Bass Pro Shop who 
shut down their flagship store which is apart of the corporate offices complex in Springfield, MO.  I feel 
that if that store was closed then why would that not be the case in WA based on the mandatory stay 
at home order given by Gov. Inslee.

Tina Carter-White twhite6502@icloud.com 360-522-0799

03/30/20 5:15 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting goods Leary way Ballard Not sure why sporting goods are essential. Marsha lovely M.lovely@comcast.net 2068514422
03/30/20 5:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Robin Hood Village Resort Other Cabins for rent 6780 E St Rt 106 Union, WA They are actually offering deep discounts for their cabins for stays from now to May 15. Emily Bachel ebachel@hotmail.com 3607108973

03/30/20 5:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lily's espresso Other Coffee stand 3310 Auburn Way N Auburn Why is a coffee stand with little traffic being opened. These baristas are being forced to work with a 
chance of exposure when the over company is barely making money. This stand needs to be shut 
down

03/30/20 5:19 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vacasa Other Vacation rentals 13th NW Street Portland They are currently renting their properties which adds to our small local resources being depleted. 
People are walking around with loose dogs and not using appropriate distancing practices.  Another 
local Vacation Rental has halted all their operations, which we appreciate greatly.  Vacasa is being 
blatant and incredibly insensitive to the local  negative impact they are having  in Rhododendron, 
Welches and all surrounding areas.

sheri ecochick.sheri@gmail.com 5305199925

03/30/20 5:25 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Retail Sporting Goods 1133 N 205th St Shoreline Business likely trying to inappropriately stretch "other retail that sells food and beverage products" to 
include impulse candy/pop machines by register and/or stretch "and home appliance retailers" to 
include camping grills/stoves/equipment in order to incorrectly claim being essential.

yargnit@gmail.com

03/30/20 5:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Novel Coworking Landlord 600 1st Ave Seattle They are keeping the coworking space open, requiring Novel employees to still come in, presumably 
so they can justify charging rent to tenants.

Jennifer Haller Jenhaller@gmail.com 2066833657

03/30/20 5:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ben’s Loan Other Pawn Shop 1005 S 2nd St Renton Pawn/gun shop is open. Jodi VanVlleet Jvvmom4@aol.com 253-332-8268
03/30/20 5:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Helene's Property Place LLC Landlord 225 ne Olsen St Pullman Business owner refusing to lay off employees to claim unemployment, offering stay home withOUT 

pay only, and threatening job security if employees do take this option, leaving them to fear getting ill 
in the office or losing their job. Says she won't close unless the police come close the business. She 
could run this office from her home, where SHE has isolated herself.

Stefanie S sgsmith318@yahoo.com 2087732202

03/30/20 5:34 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sunflower Daycare Other Childcare 14220 NE 73rd St. Redmond This daycare is privately owned and across the street from my house. It has stayed open and there 
are many people who come in and out of it. I’m not sure they are providing daycare services to 
essential workers but to anyone who needs care. This is a good way to spread the virus with a lot of 
kids in a small house and parents coming in and out all day. Hoping someone can look into it. Thank 
you.

Maria Schafer maria.kefely.schafer@gmail.com 4254669818

03/30/20 5:35 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pineapple Hospitality Other Corp HQ for a hotel chain 155 108th Ave NE #500Bellevue I understand they are still requiring employees that could work from home to be onsite at HQ I’m 
Bellevue.

03/30/20 5:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open HR Block Other Retail Tax Office 4301 S Meridian ST Puyallup At risk employees are still being forced to come to work in a basically retail space.

03/30/20 5:45 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Clear Creek RV Other Recreational Vehicle repairs 11572 Clear Creek RdSilverdale None essential, no reason to have employees,customers and traffic at this time. Jim fisher

03/30/20 5:45 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Michèle Cloutier CPA Other CPA Tax 372 H Street Blaine Business is open to do tax returns

03/30/20 5:47 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sportmans Warehouse Other Outdoor sporting goods store 1020 N Stratford Rd, Ste DMoses Lake They are still open, they are non-essential, selling guns, fishing equipment, camping gear and other 
non-essential items

03/30/20 5:51 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open NRB property management Other Property management 15413 1st aveCt S #G6Tacoma, WA 98444 Employees are still working in the office.

03/30/20 5:58 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Other Pawn store 20714 115th Ave E Graham A pawn store is not an essential business!! Faith MCNABFAITH@COMCAST.NET
03/30/20 6:06 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Perma-Fix Northwest Other Non nuclear 2025 Battelle  Blvd Richland This company is a non-nuclear non-hazmat cleanup facility and they are continuing to operate and put 

their workers and visitors at risk
Tina Carter tacarter71@hotmail.com 5094383564

03/30/20 6:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Double Eagle pawn Other Pawn shopt W. Francis and E. SpragueSpokane No limits on how many in store.
They said it's voluntary to be open or closed.

03/30/20 6:11 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Palouse empire pest control Other Pest control S 616 main st Colfax wa 99111 Non essential business still working and bragging about it.

03/30/20 6:16 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Rainbow children's academy Other Daycare 2281 116th Ave NE Bellevue Rainbow Children's Academy (who is only offering daycare to PreK programs) is still open in order to 
receive 100% tuition from all kids. From what we know the parents of the kids who are still going to 
the daycare now are not essential workers. We are very concerned about the health of the kids and 
teachers.

Students' parents RCA-Parents@outlook.com

03/30/20 6:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other sporting good store 21800 Market Pl NW #201,Poulsbo, The store had a lot of walk-in customers, doesn't seem to fit under essential businesses S Sheldon creativeseven@hotmail.com

03/30/20 6:48 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Retail 21800 Market Pl NW #201Poulsbo Sports arent allowed...ehy would they be essential? Silverdale WA location also still open Amy spray Bsnw360@gmail.com 360-621-2238

03/30/20 7:02 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Gustad Law Group Other Private disability law firm 13510 Aurora Ave N C-1Seattle This is my previous employer and when I went by Monday afternoon on my way to pick up my child 
from day care they were open and fully operational.

James Danajhirae@gmail.com 2066190702

03/30/20 7:02 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sports apparels Guide meridian Bellingham Big 5 open and non essential Amanda McCormick amanda.nieders123@gmail.com 3603183422
03/30/20 7:05 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Joes auto repair Other Auto repair 204 N main omak not following the stay at home order ((( deals with over 20 coustmers a day. john debrosky debroskyj@msn.com 509-826-1008

03/30/20 7:06 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Go Go Expresso Other Coffee Stand 3323 Marine Dr NE Tulalip This coffee stand is requiring girls to still work. My daughter works there and lives with my elderly 
parents .

Becki Becki.d.james@gmail.com 360-982-1635

03/30/20 7:15 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Retail 31956 WA-20 Oak Harbor Big 5 Sporting Goods is remaining open despite not being under any of the essential business 
definitions.

03/30/20 7:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Sporting goods retailer 7214 170th Ave NE Redmond I feel like they shouldn’t be open. I don’t understand why they would be essential.

03/30/20 7:23 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Betsy’s Cabins at Mount Rainier Other Airbnb Rainiercabins@gmail.comAshford Betsy is renting out multiple Airbnb cabins at Mount Rainier bringing in individuals that should be 
staying home and not going to the mountains to spread virus.  We are a small community with many 
elderly people.  The ruling says no non essential business or travel, how is an Airbnb essential unless 
you are renting to first responders or health care individuals to keep their families safe.  Betsy also 
does not live in Washington State.

Dennis Day d-day1@live.com 253/466-8783

03/30/20 7:25 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Low Price Guns Other Gun shop Address: 13433 NE 20th St suite iBellevue Gun shop is a non-essential business. This shop is still open to customers.

03/30/20 7:26 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Guns Other Gun shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd, Bellevue Gun shop is non-essential business. This shop is still open to customers.

03/30/20 7:30 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Wesco autobody supply Other Auto body supply 4015 Rucker ave Everett Store is open for curbside service to give paint to auto body shops. Non essential Shelly marks Wenpen@hotmail.com 4253303934



03/30/20 7:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Airbnb Other Short term rental Airbnb 5844 MOUNTAIN LNPESHASTIN This Airbnb is renting to a couple who are arriving from Mexico. They have this unit rented for the next 
two weeks beginning March 31. This couple who are renting the unit have a home in the Seattle area 
where they should stay for 14 days since arriving from Mexico. 

Please keep this confidential.

Marty Young mdyoungwa@hotmail.com 5096301473

03/30/20 7:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open OLS Serves non profit Other Delivery P.O. Box 4128 Seattle Requiring drivers to work and not honoring stay at home

03/30/20 7:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Miller shingles Other Lumber mill 20820 Gun Club Rd, Granite Falls, WA 98252Granite falls Is this a essentials business Erica Ericafleischmann17@gmail.com 4253991935
03/30/20 7:33 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Law Office of Thomas Olmstead Other Law Office 20319 NE Bond Rd Poulsbo Office is still open and meeting personally with clients and potential clients

03/30/20 7:34 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open unkown no tukwila business license Other Accounting / taxes / Other? 16228 42nd ave S tukwila Unlicensed accounting tax prep business operating on premise.  Additional businesses listed in phone 
book showing this address including a car lot and electrician.  Constant traffic all day and into the 
evening.

03/30/20 7:34 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Wild Birds Unlimited Other Bird Seed/Gift Store 15155 NE 24th St Redmond Although you can't go into the store, they are open and put the birdseed in your car for you.  Their 
website makes it clear that they are open with a special "virus schedule): 
https://redmond.wbu.com/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=local&utm_campaign=localmaps&utm_c
ontent=95

Megan Lyden meganlyden@msn.com 14256031548

03/30/20 7:35 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Wilco Other Farm and feed store 815 W Main St Battle Ground Continuing pet grooming for pets and seemingly busy nonstop!!!! Leeza Scribner leezabscribner@gmail.com 369-952-9038
03/30/20 7:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun and Ammo Other Gun Shop 20829 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Business is open

03/30/20 7:57 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Precise Shooter Other Gun Shop 19820 40th Ave W Lynnwood Business is open

03/30/20 8:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabela's Other Retail 9810 Quil Ceda BLVDTulalip This business does not seem to meet the any of the essential business requirements, however they 
are still operating allowing customers order items and pick the orders up as well as allowing 
customers in the store through the back doors.

03/30/20 8:09 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Company Other Boeing 3100 casino road Everett They are open for non Essential work- nothing that is immediate or required. Bribing employees with 1 
hour of vacation for every hour worked - plus getting the shut down wage. We all want the same 
treatment but they gave it some and then said they had too many volunteers - Boeing is an issue of 
the spread and killing loved ones !

03/30/20 8:15 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dicks Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods 1321 Columbia Center blvdKennewick Yes they sell bikes however 5-10employees inside are risking their health.

03/30/20 8:22 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open El centro de la Raza Other Social justice organization 2524 16th Ave s Seattle This business has been open and refuses to close. Has also made employees feel they can’t go 
home, for safety reasons.

Maria Maria2000@hotmail.com

03/30/20 8:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Sporting goods 31956 state Route 20Oak harbor I don’t believe this business is essential. Camp grounds are closed, sports are canceled and 
clothing/shoes are not essential.

03/30/20 8:38 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open County line shooting Other Retail shop 35502 state route 507Mckenna Non essential business that is open

03/30/20 8:41 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Metro Auto Rebuild Other Auto Body 2218 Airport Way S Seattle Business is open as normal with no effort to reduce staff or comply with the social distancing rules

03/30/20 8:41 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Retail Store 31956 State Route 20Oak Harbor This business is non-essential and should not be open at this time.

03/30/20 8:52 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Days Inn Federal Way,WA Other Hotel 34827 Pacific Hwy S, Federal Way, WA 98003Federal Way Forced labor of in-house cleaning workers without any protection of virus. Firing of workers without 
pay and not paying the real hours worked by employees. Management of cleaning group, Argelia fired 
workers for no reason and made xenophobic threats of calling immigration if workers don't work during 
virus without PPE

03/30/20 9:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Fast food and coffee Restaurant or food service business 1000 everywhere streetYakima I work at a fast food restaurant.  Burgers and fries. 
I'm handing food out the window all day long and being exposed to people that may be sick. 
Yesterday a man coughed with his window down as I was reaching out handing him his food.  Since 
when was fast food and coffee drinks a necessity?  We only operate the drive through, but I feel 
whomever is handing food to customer is at risk.  People are not checked out before they start their 
shift. Temp is not taken.

Grayson baker rainpebble64@yahoo.com 509-654-8735

03/30/20 9:25 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Trellis Advisors Other Financial 301 W. Umptanum Road, Suite 5Ellensburg Office is still open. Business Phone: 509.925.6080

03/30/20 9:38 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting Goods 1719 Morgan Road Sunnyside This is a sporting goods store and does not fall under any  essential category.

03/30/20 9:47 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ocean Shores Soapworks Other They sell pretty soap and beachwear. It is a gift shop. 710 Point Brown Ave NWOcean Shores This business sells pretty soaps and beachwear. That is it. They should not be open. Many people 
are concerned.

Sylvia Fain sylviafain@yahoo.com 3608781054 sales@oceanshoressoapworks.com

03/30/20 9:49 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dick’s Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods Store 1819 S Commons Federal Way My son works here, they sell sporting goods and some clothing. Sports are suspended, so there is no 
need for him to go to work. The store is closed to foot traffic but he is still required to meet online 
customers outside and help them load items into their vehicle, and check their ID’s!! He said some 
customers show up sick and he is worried for his health, but there is no word on the company to shut 
down online services. He is afraid of losing his job, which is why he still goes to work when he is 
scheduled. They are operating from 8am to 6pm every day, and this week it will be changed to 3am to 
8pm! They are adding more hours, which means more contact with more people! Please do 
something about this, the company will not shut down unless told so by the government! Thank you

Lola Jamieson Lola.jamieson52@gmail.com

03/30/20 9:50 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Watson’s Greenhouse and Nursery Other Garden nursery 6211 Pioneer Way EPuyallup This a non essential business that was open to the public as of 3/29/2020

03/30/20 10:09 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ocean shores soapworks Other Artisan soap shop 710 point brown ave nwOcean shores This business is non essential and remains open in a vulnerable community. Mrs. Elbon bethssammy@hotmail.com 5039149787 sales@oceanshoressoapworks.com

03/30/20 10:09 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open North Harbor Diesel & Yacht Service Other Recreational Boat Repair 720 30th Street Anacortes I would like to remain anonymous. My work (North Harbor) gave all employees a letter stating they are 
essential business because they are in the maritime industry. They work on personal yachts and 
boats, not passenger or cargo vessels.

Miranda Miranda.brown.shs@gmail.com 2068668539

03/30/20 10:11 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Manufacturing Seattle Plant-DeliverySeattle I do not think that Boeing’s non-military sections count as “essential,” and yet I have family that works 
there who have been informed they are still expected to work, to maintain the planes in storage. They 
are on rotating shifts, and not working a normal 40 hour week, but still being expected to go in. We 
have been staying home, as instructed, for more than a week, and how when they have to report to 
work on Wednesday, we will be potentially getting exposed. I don’t believe this was Gov Inslee’s 
intention

03/30/20 10:13 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sports gear 7501 N Division St Spokane They are open and their workers could be exposed or expose others to the virus.

03/30/20 10:49 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Home Depot Other Hardware store Utah st. Seattle The store was packed Saturday and Sunday, people tripping all over each other getting flowers, 
shrubs, New BBQ'S, lawnmowers, paint. Non-Essential business practice that's spreading the virus.

Bill W

03/30/20 11:05 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dicks Sporting Goods Other Retail 20 Bellis fair prkwy Bellingham We are not open to the public but we are still open and have to go to work just to sit there.

03/30/20 11:12 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sunrise Garden Suites Other Hotel 14800 Interurban Ave S Tukwila, WA  98168 Estados UnidosTukwila because they make the workers work and they don't want to but they threaten them that if they don't 
work they run them

03/30/20 11:13 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Eco movers Other Residential moving companies. 1200 W Nickerson St,Seattle Just not sure if residential moving companies are essential..they do not deliver food, or medicine or  
medical equipment  or anything that we believe are essential right now, instead they still deal with the 
public, go into houses and get in touch with items that could carry the virus and keep spreading it all 
over. Our question  is,are residential moving companies essential right now or are we seeing it 
differently than anybody else?.

Daniel moon Marinerovillavicencio@gmail.com

03/30/20 11:13 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Sporting goods 17014 Meridian E Puyallup All the major sporting goods stores are closed Dicks, Bass pro shop, Etc. Big 5 is claiming to be a 
essential business. Most of the employees are part-time with No benefits! Big 5 is willing to risk its 
employees lives!

Mike Ortiz Jax_mro@yahoo.com 2533065329

03/30/20 11:26 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Senske services Other Lawn spraying, tree spraying, pest spraying around the house and maintenance services7000 block east cataldoSpokane So there are 85 percent of the industry closed but senske stays open and not only breaking the non 
essential rule but is taking customers and employees away from the same companies doing the same 
lservices but are closed. So they will say it is essential but we are not. Its services produced for 
money. Lawn spraying is fertilizer for lawns and trees. The pest is for 98 percent of there work is 
spraying a barrier around the house for pests like spiders, ants, earwigs and no emergency service.

Bob Landaker Bob@4seasonslandscape.net 509-724-8458

03/30/20 11:37 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open One Main Financial Other One Main Financial 13401 bel red rd bellevuebellevue Multiple people going in and out of business.

03/31/20 12:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Good Store 1916 S 320th St Federal Way Business is not providing proper safety equipment to keep customers and employees safe. On top of 
this the goods provided within the store are not an essential product for most people’s everyday life.

Presto654@msn.com

03/31/20 12:34 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lincoln moving & storage Other Moving company 8420 s 190th st Kent I have a family member working there and it is putting him at risk of getting expose. sivamasaniai20@gmail.com

03/31/20 4:03 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora Rents Other Rental equipment store 17460 Aurora Ave N Shoreline I have personally witnessed this store renting lawn and garden tools to landscaper's during this 
pandemic. Requiring both parties to come into close physical contact with each other. Thus putting 
many people at risk. Is renting equipment so a person can upkeep there property really essential and 
worth risking lives over?

03/31/20 4:06 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora Rents Other Rental equipment store 8800 Aurora Ave N Seattle This store continues to stay open and puts the community at risk. Just so they can rent a lawn mower 
or two. Please tell them this is not ok.

03/31/20 4:10 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora Rents Other Rental equipment store 12558 Lake city way neSeattle I have personally witnessed this store renting lawn and garden tools to landscaper's during this 
pandemic. Requiring both parties to come into close physical contact with each other. Thus putting 
many people at risk. Is renting equipment so a person can upkeep there property really essential and 
worth risking lives over?

03/31/20 4:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora rents Other Rental 12558 Lake city way neSeattle Staying open so they can rent stuff. Putting both there employees and the community at un-needed 
risks.

03/31/20 4:17 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora rents Other Rental 8800 Aurora ave n Seattle Staying open so they can rent stuff. Putting both there employees and the community at un-needed 
risks.

03/31/20 4:17 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora rents Other Rental 17460 Aurora ave n Seattle Staying open so they can rent stuff. Putting both there employees and the community at un-needed 
risks.

03/31/20 4:21 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora rents Other Rental 12558 Lake city way neSeattle My employer is saying that a rental store is an essential business needing to stay open. I am at fear 
for the safety of myself, my family and the community as a whole by being forced to work.

03/31/20 4:21 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora rents Other Rental 17460 Aurora ave n Seattle My employer is saying that a rental store is an essential business needing to stay open. I am at fear 
for the safety of myself, my family and the community as a whole by being forced to work.

03/31/20 4:24 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora rents Health-related business 17460 Aurora Ave N Shoreline This store doesnt think that they should be closed and that are justified in putting people at risk.

03/31/20 4:26 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aurora rents Other Rental 17460 Aurora Ave N Shoreline This store doesnt think that they should be closed and that they are justified in putting people at risk.

03/31/20 4:53 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sunny rest nursery Other Flower nursery 9004 key peninsula hw nwLakebay wa They keep advertising online about being open, stating they are essential due to their veggie starts. 
But they’re for the most part a flower nursery

Danielle Nursedani@live.com 2533030171

03/31/20 5:10 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Double Eagle Pawn Other Pawn shop 811 S. Main St Deer Park Non-essential open daily Jessica Whitehall jess_la242000@yahoo.com 509-498-0663
03/31/20 5:45 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Fall City FireArms Other Gun store 33606 Fall City Redmond Rd SEFall City Concern that a gun store is open. I Don believe it is considered an essential business M Frohs ftoze2@hotmail.com 4254437827

03/31/20 6:16 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Metro  by tmobile Other Cell phone 2205 Fairmount  Ave #bVancouver It's non essential and to much person to person touching items Realllybdont want to Fancypants@yahoo.com 13606949006
03/31/20 6:18 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Harbor Freight Other Tool store Wenatchee ave Wenatchee Shouldn't be open Steve inscore The172flyr@yahoo.com 2536402611
03/31/20 6:45 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Santiago estates country view estates Other Manufacture home park sales and services 200802 east game farm roadKennewick Handing out fliers to over 200 homes touching all door knobs and possibly spreading germs or 

possible virus , management coming in I'll

03/31/20 6:46 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Georgia Pacific Other Drywall  manufacturing 1240 Alexander Ave Tacoma Over 100 employees working.  Manufacture of building materials is not a listed essential business. Bret B.christy316@gmail.com 12532309617

03/31/20 6:54 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Martin Davis PLLC Other Law Firm 1200 Westlake Ave NSeattle This law firm is a non-essential business and is requiring it's employees to continue to come into work 
in violation of the stay home mandate.
Martin Davis has the ability at this time to work remotely, they have simply declined to do so.

Sierra Ogasawara sierraogasawara@gmail.com 4252939883

03/31/20 7:00 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open unknown Other Pawn shop 215 S 72 Tacoma Pawn shop open.  NOT ESSENTIAL! Aram Westergreen aramwest@yahoo.com 253-545-8282
03/31/20 7:06 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hotels Other Lodging Pullman Pullman You need to remove hotels as essential businesses and close them down! Hotels in Pullman are still 

operating and taking guests from out of the area which will help spread the virus!

03/31/20 7:13 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pacific Rim Equipment Rental Other Equipment Rental 7745 1st ave s seattle They continue to remain open even though they are a non essential buisness

03/31/20 7:14 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Kia of Puyallup Other Auto repairs 111 Valley Ave NE Puyallup Sales is closed but not service and car wash department Pat Russell Plr1990@yahoo.com 2533200144
03/31/20 7:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hi-Rel Laboratories Other Laboratory 6116 N Freya St Spokane Still lots of vehicles in parking lot everyday. I do not believe this qualifies as an essential business.



03/31/20 7:28 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vista Property Management Landlord 1002 39th Ave SW Suite 302Puyallup Property Managers, Accountants are being forced to come to work each day. The building is open to 
the public, the management office isn’t. But the main concern is the workers being forced to share the 
same entry and exit points with other workers in the building along with the public that come and go

03/31/20 8:22 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open FS Solutions Other Water blaster rental 10816 25th ave s Lakewood Putting employees and customers at risk by staying open during the stay at home order

03/31/20 8:23 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open T-Mobile Other Retail 16314 Bothell Everett Hwy #102Mill Creek T-Mobile is reopening retail portion of store in Mill Creek effective tomorrow, Wednesday April 1. Paula Kingsley ellking1011@gmail.com 2064098064

03/31/20 8:44 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dick hannah Other Auto body shop 4th plain blvd Vancouver Dick hanna body shop Don Frisbie donrfrisbie@yahoo.com 3608316266
03/31/20 8:44 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Retail Store 11505 NE Fourth Plain Blvd C, Vancouver, WA 98662Vancouver Non essential business, people are shopping for non essential items (clothes, shoes, toys) and not 

respecting the distance guidelines.
Katie mccarthyfkatie@gmail.com 3604492617

03/31/20 8:46 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open CPR cell phone repair Other cell phone repair shop 10600 silverdale way nw.Silverdale, wa Owner refuses to close even though he and 2 employees are at risk for the virus. Cut hours of full 
time employees to part time to save money but employees cant survive off of it.

Brianna Brihairston@gmail.com N/a

03/31/20 8:50 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Susie McCoy Other AllState insurance 6813 Old Alexander Ferry RoadClinton She has one of her Employees Jessica Demant coming into the Office whereas Governor Hogan 
order  a stay home. Still in the office working in Corona Viruses you all need to take immediate action

Annymous Customer@gmail.com 3017898305

03/31/20 9:00 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Uhaul storage of East Spokane Other Storage unit facility 14505 E Sprague AceSpokane Valley Uhaul store is still open and functioning

03/31/20 9:02 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open BedVoyage Bamboo Bedding & Bath Other Sells sheets and towels 18915 142nd Ave NE #230Woodinville Owner of the company BedVoyage, recieved an exemption to be able to work during the COVID 19 
outbreak by claiming that the company is selling PPE & sheets to nursing homes and hospitals. This 
is FALSE. In fact, no PPE is even sold through this company. Along with the fact they have not once 
sold to a nursing home or hospital/medical facility. The owner is also refusing to work, but making the 
employees (one is over 60 y/o) still come into the office to fill orders (again, these orders are none 
essential). I'm astonished this business is allowed to work.

03/31/20 9:03 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open H and E Block Income Tax Other H and E Block Income tax 419 E Main ST Auburn This Business is open. Tax season has been extended until July. Judy Sinn sscam11@comcast.net 2533294678
03/31/20 9:07 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Country View Estates Landlord 200802 east game farm roadKennewick Employees are putting residents and themselves in danger of catching and spreading the virus , 

employees are going door to door leaving door hangers touching each door knob and going to the 
next , there are several hundred children in the park that are being put at risk of infection of virus

03/31/20 9:11 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cafe Elite Restaurant or food service business State Route 410 E Bonney Lake Baristas are not essential workers.

03/31/20 9:18 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ocean Shores Soapworks Other Retail/Gift Shop 710 Pt Brown Ave NWOcean Shores Store is open and advising that it is an "essential" business since they sell soap. sales@oceanshoressoapworks.com

03/31/20 9:23 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sav Mart Other Appliance & furniture store 1729 n Wenatchee aveWenatchee Furniture sales should not be open Steve inscore The172flyr@yahoo.com 2536402611
03/31/20 9:24 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sav Mart Other Appliance & furniture store 1729 n Wenatchee aveWenatchee Furniture sales should not be open Steve inscore The172flyr@yahoo.com 2536402611
03/31/20 9:27 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods 31956 WA-20 Oak Harbor Threatening employees of no pay if closed Krystal Opat mysteryko@icloud.com 405-826-8935
03/31/20 9:28 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jiffy Lube Other Oil Change 13021 e sprague spokane valley wa non essential, abide by the law

03/31/20 9:28 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Retail 5725 e sprague Spokane There are multiple locations in the state open
Claiming to be essential.

03/31/20 9:39 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open By the sea vacation rentals Landlord 21 McCullough Rd Copalis Beach All the other vacation rentals, RV parks, and motels are closed while this single VRBO continues to 
operate bringing in folks from outside the area potentially contributing to the spread of COVID-19. 
There are short-term renters in the place now who are out and about in the community like nothing is 
happening.

03/31/20 9:41 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vista Property Management Landlord 1002 39th Avenue S.W. Suite 302Puyallup Some workers have been forced to work or told they would be fired if they didn't come in. There are 
single mothers, parents that don't have childcare are forced to work. Some have elderly parents that 
live with them also. The owners just don't care.

Cathy Broussard arcellaseven@gmail.com (253)359-0571

03/31/20 9:44 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pebble Cove Farm Other Guest lodging 3341 Deer Harbor RoadEastsound This Inn is still operating for tourists (not directed specifically for essential workers), and room 
bookings are general public dates/rooms still available on the business website.   Their is not notice 
that the reservations system is closed, and thus inviting and encouraging visits.

Concerned neighbor

03/31/20 9:46 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open CPR cell phone and computer repair Other Retail electronics 10600 silverdale way ste 130Silverdale Owner knowingly warped the terms of telecommunication to include cell phone repair and has refused 
to check if we are essential or apply for exception

03/31/20 9:52 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Matthaeius camco Inc Other Cedar mill 6400 E. Agate Rd Shelton All companies they do work for our closed. Yet they are still open. Owner put a closed to the public 
sign out front.

Andrea Barnes Cristenegan@ymail.com 3604637455

03/31/20 10:10 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Betsies Cabins Other Vacation Rental Scate Creek Road NAshford Gatherings of people every day NA demonninr@yahoo.com 2537616136
03/31/20 10:12 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Grays Harbor Title Other Title Company 219 W. Market Aberdeen I just know they are open. They have an employee that goes out in the public everyday. They lock 

doors Sometimes but all you have to do to get in is make an appointment.
Cindy Reynvaan frisbo@coastaccess.com 3605892026

03/31/20 10:14 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Camping World Other RV Store 9420 Sandifur Pkwy Pasco This place of business is not considered essential. It is the sale of used and new RV's. People 
disobeying the Governor's order to "stay home" and "stay healthy" are going outside of their home to 
shop for RV's. In return, this puts several employees at risk of COVID-19 as well as the families that 
are coming in to shop. Business has not slowed down and the stream of people who are still showing 
up on these lots are concerning. To my knowledge, the camping world in Spokane WA is also opened 
to the public, subjecting several employees to the spread of COVID-19. The order is not being 
supported and respected and should be looked in hopes of preventing the spread of the virus.

03/31/20 10:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Paccar parts Other Distribution 405 houser way n Renton We ship out truck parts only. Yes, they are for semi trucks, but we do not ship out anything medical or 
grocery. We have been shipping stuff to literally everyone. No matter if the company we are shipping 
to is involved with a essential job. Example: shipping out kenworth decals to little dealers. Not sure a 
decal is essential to deliver medical or groceries lol. Paccar shut down across the world, but they 
failed to mention every single distribition center is open with hundreds of people running shipping a 
recieving across the us. Its concerning here in renton where the virus is bad.

Aj asalgado05@gmail.com 2532667337

03/31/20 10:32 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Premier Rentals Other Rental Facility 2618 SE Mile Hill RdPort Orchard Inquiring whether or not this business is safe to remain open. Tom Shandera
03/31/20 10:47 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big Five Other clothing, shoe store 861 N. Stratford Moses Lake, Wa still open Linda McNamar bnlmac@msn.com 5097660455
03/31/20 10:49 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cutwater boats Other Boat assembly/ manufacturing 17935 59th Ave NE Arlington They are continuing to have employees come in to work  manufacturing boats

03/31/20 10:54 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Kiddie Academy of Bellevue Other Daycare 10301 Northeast 10th StreetBellevue From our apartment, we can see the Kiddie Academy playground. There are +10 children and two 
adults playing. This worries us for the children and general public.

Hannah Kurowski hannahleahkurowski@gmail.com +12193239753

03/31/20 11:27 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open CWD Group inc Other Property Management 2800 Thorndyke Ave W, Seattle, WA 98199Seattle Property management is not listed in the governors declaration, and provides no essential services. 
We give residents their packages of which they are capable of getting themselves. Most of the condo 
owners are elderly and at risk. CWD declared themselves essential without actually being listed as 
such

03/31/20 11:28 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting goods 7501 Division Spokane No co operation between corporate and employees. I did a essential business form for big 5 and it 
was deemed non essential yet management is refusing to shut down or change it’s tendencies

Keaton Kman109@live.com 5099998159

03/31/20 11:28 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pacific topsoils Other Landscape Supply 9830 Renton Issaquah Rd SEIssaquah They are open and serving landscape companies who are non-essential and residential customers 
who are not supposed to be leaving their house for non-essential activities

Brian Brian.easter20@gmail.com 2533185900

03/31/20 11:31 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Iron Horse Inn B & B Other Vacation rental / Bed and breakfast 526 Maria Ave South Cle Elum Posting all over facebook and bed and breakfast website advertising a "Corona-free" place to stay to 
people outside of the county. Many people in the community have complained to them that they 
shouldn't be doing it, but they refuse to stop. The owners name is Matt Martinson, I have personally 
reached out to him and he told me there's nobody that's going to enforce him from doing otherwise.

Daniel Boehme Motawoah@gmail.com 509-881-7480

03/31/20 11:34 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Indigo real estate services inc Other Property management 6022 78th St Ct W, Lakewood, WA 98499Lakewood /Tacoma Is repairing empty apartments essential. If catching the bus to work, a person can put themselves in 
an unnecessary situation that could got them their lives. Just ffora non essential function

03/31/20 11:39 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sand dollar condos Other Vacation Rentals 56 Central Ave Pacific Beach They are still renting rooms which in turn outs their staff at risk as they have to still clean them

03/31/20 11:43 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Skyline crest apartments Landlord 500 Omaha way Vancouver My complex is still allowing their yard maintenance company to come and do yard work all over my 
100+ unit complex. We are a section 8 complex with high risk tenants and families.
 I took a picture today 3/31/2020 at 1130am of them coming RIGHT UP to my house with their lawn 
mowers. 
Im not sure the name of the company my complex employs.

Kiramagnolia@gmail.com 3605184896

03/31/20 11:46 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Sporting goods 18669 hwy 2 Monroe Seen over 40-50 people entering and exiting business in less then 30 minutes. Joe Hellickson joeyhellion@yahoo.com 2065541180

03/31/20 11:46 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Benjamin News Group Other Books and magazine warehouse 2701 N Van Marter RdSpokane Valley Merchandisers are going to and from stores stocking books than coming back to warehouse, drivers 
are going to different states and towns and coming back to warehouse. We have delivery drivers 
booking up pallets and using the bathrooms and walking throughout the facility. We sticker books.

03/31/20 11:50 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Safe to Go Movers, LLC Other Moving Company 5320 144th St, Tacoma, WA 98446Tacoma They are still moving people homes.  We have the information of a few of the families they are moving. Jamie Loneia jamieloneia@yahoo.com 253-347-7673

03/31/20 11:51 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods 7501 N Division St, Spokane, WA 99208Spokane Big 5 remains open when they do not sell essential goods. Clay Somes Claysomes@gmail.com 509-954-5509
03/31/20 11:53 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Wilco feed store Other Grooming salon 4609 canyon rd Puyallup Their grooming station is still open when it shouldn’t be kelsea klingelhoffer kklingelhoffer@gmail.com
03/31/20 11:57 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods 5725 E Sprague AveSpokane Light up sign in window said open - don't believe this qualifies as an essential business. Hannah Williams hannahwilli13@gmail.com

03/31/20 12:02 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Fredericks appliance center Other Appliance retail store 7509 159th pl ne redmond I Have freinds that work there

03/31/20 12:10 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Greystar Landlord 1280 Harrison St. Seattle Our Company Greystar is forcing Leasing (sales) and admin to come into the office during the week. 
We have been told to stay open for residents so that we can help them with non-essential issues. We 
are able to work from home one day a week but the rest of the week we have to be in the office with 
our co-workers. They are not allowing us to practice social distancing. We are at risk for catching the 
virus and potentially spreading it to family members. Please consider contacting them and penalizing 
them.

Madison Weakley weakleymadison@gmail.com 3606403408

03/31/20 12:20 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open H & R Block Other Tax prep 171 S Market Chehalis I also run a tax prep office and am self employed. I wanted to check on others so I called and was told 
I could drop off my paperwork. With a very bit of pushing I was told I could wait in lobby and talk to 
whoever I needed to. I do see the exception however they nor I qualify for this. Almost all of their 
employees are over 60. I’m sure if Chehalis is open so are the others in our State.

Rochelle Stanley Rochellelstanley@msn.com 253-355-0207

03/31/20 12:26 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Johnson Law Firm Other Law Firm 421 W Riverside AveSpokane The second day I’ve seen people going in and out of the business and their building. Looks as if they 
are operating fully still. I don’t believe law firms are essential and should work from home if they can.

Jane Matthews

03/31/20 12:30 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hi-tide ocean Beach resort Other Resort 4890 railroad ave Mo clips 98562 Still accepting guests from other counties. People from King county are traveling here for vacation still Adam Robinson adamrobinson1976@gmail.com 3605898169

03/31/20 12:39 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open M. Cloutier Carpenter PLLC Other CPA Firm 372 H ST Blaine Is this type of business an essential service?  They are not closed and putting people in danger.

03/31/20 12:43 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dex Media Holdings Other Dex Phone Book door to door delivery 2200 W Airfield Dr Dallas, TX They are delivering phone books door to door.  Had a conversation with them regarding being non-
essential, didn't care.  There were 3 guys in a car delivering phone books to every porch.  Didn't care 
about stay at home orders.

Andy Chitwood andy@acvwa.com 5094488707

03/31/20 1:03 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ocean Shores Soapworks Other Spa and Soap Store 710 Point Brown AvenueOcean Shores The business is fully open with lots of customers going in and out.  They sell spa products.  Lotions, 
clothing, bubble bath, etc.

Katherine Batey kbatey@gmail.com 2062509225 sales@oceanshoressoapworks.com

03/31/20 1:06 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open James Workman Other AIRBNB 1701 Mount Baker Avenue NortheastRenton Seems that cars from the temporary renters have been parked outside

03/31/20 1:11 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Integrity Property Management Other Property Management 10309 Canyon Rd e Puyallup Business is operating during shut down

03/31/20 1:14 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lake village east - mercy housing Landlord 420 97th DR NE Lake stevens Manager is here on property and  even approaching units to place unimportant information onto 
residents door clips. This place houses numerous elderly and others with disabilities, so her ignoring 
the stay at home rule is putting all of the residents at risk.
In fear of backlash I dont want to give my name but I'll give an email address to contact me at.

Anonymous LakeVillageEast.tenants@yahoo.com

03/31/20 1:25 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Harbor rental and saw Other Equipment repair/ sales 890 guard street Friday harbor This business is still open and draws in a large crowd of
People in non- essential business

03/31/20 1:26 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hartung Glass Other Manufacturing 17830 W Valley HighwayTukwila They are continuing to stay open while manufacturing products for non-essential purposes. Courtney Straight court.straight@gmail.com 206-383-9434

03/31/20 1:37 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open H&R Block Other Finance 493 N Wilbur Ave Walla Walla They are open and accepting customers to walk in an prepare tax returns. Joe Fondahn jfondahn@gmail.com 509-540-4576



03/31/20 1:37 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pro Tech Industries Other Fabrication of Truck Accessories 14113 NE 3rd Ct, Vancouver This business is still open they used a grey area that one department made products for Daimler to 
make everyone in all departments work. Daimler is currently closed but Pro Tech is still making 
people work.

03/31/20 1:41 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open H&R Block Walla Walla 9th Street Other Finance 636 S. 9th Street Walla Walla They are accepting tax documents and letting people wait inside while they prepare their tax returns. Joe Fondahn jfondahn@gmail.com 509-540-4576

03/31/20 1:46 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Retail 9989 silverdale way nwSilverdale Not essential but still open in Washington. All stores included in washington. Stores are closed in New 
Mexico, Las Vegas, northern Nevada and some California stores but corporate won’t close stores in 
washington

03/31/20 1:47 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sun cleaners Other Dry cleaners 226 Washington Ave S, Kent, WA 98032Kent This business closed for 2 days after the stay at home announcement, then reopened and is in full 
swing of business.

03/31/20 1:58 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Wicked fabrication Other Hot rod fabrication 1302 W Main St #35Auburn Has multiple employees at this business and even more in the complex they are in. Wicked Fab told 
emoloyes they are non essential but they need to work. So he won't lay them off and won't allow them 
to claim unemployment

03/31/20 2:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open State mechanical Other Commercial plumbing 8706 S. 222nd St. Kent Yeah so I’ve watched my girlfriends brother go to work the last couple days when you’re not 
supposed to and they’re building new buildings they’re not it’s not essential work the address for 
where they are out in the field that is 1710 136th Street Ave. E., Sumner, wa

03/31/20 2:03 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Weyerhaeuser Other lumber mill Main Raymond Before we risk our lives working at this mill, I want to be sure it is essential to the making of masks 
and gowns.  At this time, I don't believe the wood chips are going for this, and if this is the case, this is 
non essential and MUST BE CLOSED DOWN.  If the wood chips are indeed going for the making of 
gowns and masks, then I understand.  Can you please find out by asking someone other than 
Weyerhaeuser themselves.  I feel like the investors are greedy and don't want it to shut down.  From 
what I understand, it is Hemlock that is used for paper products, and I believe they have fir at this 
time.  I would really like an answer to this from someone that knows the truth.

leisa jennings leisajennings@gmail.com please keep confidential

03/31/20 2:04 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vista Property Management Landlord 1002 39th Ave. SW Puyallup Requiring employees to work in office.

03/31/20 2:15 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open watsons greenhouse and nursery Other greenhouse/nursery pioneer way puyallup, wa I was there and they were open.  They said only 10 people allowed at a time, but when I went in there 
was way more than that

none given none given none given

03/31/20 2:21 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Columbia Bank Other Bank 15104 East Main Sumner Lobby is open and not taking proper precautions. All branches are open in the lobby from mon-friday William Penn, MD 360-458-7761

03/31/20 2:36 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Valley Sheds & Garages LLC Other Shed sales 507 W University WayEllensburg Open sign is still on,

03/31/20 2:43 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The Boeing Company Other CIVIL ! Aircraft Manufacturer Everett, WA Everett Boeing is still working in Everett!! There are customer test flights, customer walks, inspections, the 
paint hangar is working 12 hour shifts - all this ON CIVIL AIRCRAFT!!!! NO, the Boeing 777, 787, 
UPS 767 , they all have nothing to do with defense!!! Boeing gives nothing about any order and what 
are the politicians doing? Nothing! Because Boeing has so much Power about the politicians! People 
at Boeing will die, spread the Virus! Thank you, all involved, to let Boeing do whatever they want.

can not say my name gorotate747@gmail.com

03/31/20 3:03 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Home Depot Other Retail 18333 120th Ave NEBothell I believe Home Depot is a non-essential business as of now. The number of people are not limited 
and I do not think social distancing is followed.

Elizabath av.kochu@gmail.com

03/31/20 3:16 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open U-Haul Other Transportation/Moving Equipment 6403 Martin Luther King Jr Way SSeattle The Stay Home mandate provided an exception for rental vehicles, and Uhaul has decided that this 
includes them because they rent vehicles (typically moving vans up to 26'). This does not seem the be 
the spirit of the exception - they are risking their employees because they think they can sneak in as a 
car rental.
All Uhaul locations that I've seen are open, but do not provide an essential service.

Sierra Ogasawara sierraogasawara@gmail.com 4252939883

03/31/20 3:22 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jiffy Lube Other Car maintenance 6744 NE Bothell WayKenmore I am not sure about this, but it doesn't seem like a necessary business to be open. Anne Cahanin acahanin@gmail.com 301 980-6541

03/31/20 3:33 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Fred's Appliance Other Appliance Store 3321 N Division St Spokane Appliance store is advertising being open as usual on facebook. Nora norascopeland@gmail.com 5098428712
03/31/20 3:40 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cascade Firearms Other Gun store 14020 NE Fourth Plain Blvd, Ste. HVancouver People are congregating in/around the store and defying the 6 foot guidelines.

03/31/20 3:57 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open beastie boutique Other Animal Boutique 13023 NE Hwy 99 Suite 8Vancouver Gourmet Pet Food can be postponed for 1 month as pet food including some premium brands at all 
grocery stores which will remain open during this crises can provide. I hate reporting this but will result 
in many people not having extra contact

Concerned Citizen

03/31/20 4:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Five Mole Auto Center Other Auto Repair Shop 6606 N Ash St Spokane Non essential business open and operating against order.

03/31/20 4:02 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Absolute drug testing Other Drug testing 1710 w mission Spokane Randomly calling in people for unneeded testing.  Small office area with no ability to social distance. spokane@adtlab.com

03/31/20 4:03 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sprint Other Cell Phone Store 1910 W Francis Ave Spokane Non essential business open and operating against order.

03/31/20 4:04 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Business Impact NW Other Alternate Lender 1437 S Jackson St Seattle There are still groups of people coming in and out of this building all the time during the day. Plus they 
are still open for business.

03/31/20 4:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Friendly Computer Spokane Other Computer Repair Service 1902 W Francis Ave #125Spokane Non essential business open and operating.

03/31/20 4:14 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Office Depot Other Retail 14008 E Sprague AveSpokane valley Non essential business open to public which allows elderly and families to bring young children in to 
browse.

03/31/20 4:16 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Valor Law Group Other Law office 110 W Lakeshore DrivePateros This is a law office that is operating normal hours, with a full staff, and open to the public. Doug Kirk dougkirk1@icloud.com (509)449-1899

03/31/20 4:19 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Mermaids Lagoon Other Daycare Center 2401 Utah Ave S Seattle Daycare is open and teachers are still going to work. Anthony Olachea Olacheanthony@gmail.com (206)637-6125
03/31/20 4:21 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open DD Electrical Inc Other Electrical contractor 191 Chimicum Road Port Hadlock non-essential business doing business.  Noticed employee's vehicles parked in back.  Foot traffic 

noticed
concerned citizen n/a n/a

03/31/20 4:30 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hall Forest product Other Lumber 5611 189th St E Puyallup Non essential business

03/31/20 4:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hobby lobby Other Retail 1002 East college wayMount Vernon Hobby lobby is forcing salary managers to travel to work and work within stores even though they are 
not essential.
Employees are being told you getting paid you will do what we tell you to.

Chris Lovingfaith@gmail.com 1360-3061987

03/31/20 4:39 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Quality appliances Other Used appliances 21639 pacific hwy s Des Moines They are a business operating out of a warehouse or basement and still promoting business and 
having people come to buy appliances. They are offering discounts and promotions to gain business 
due to Clovid-19. I believe the owners are also not a licensed business and illegal immigrants

Kelly Kellie0079@yahoo.com 206-321-0824

03/31/20 5:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Mapsco Other Aerospace 8165 1st ave s Seattle I don't think this company is essential business Tina sihaboro@gmail.com 2066363303
03/31/20 5:28 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open H&R block Other Tax preparer 12003 Des Moines Memorial DriveSeattle Is H&R Block an essential business to be open?? You can see clients closer than 6ft to the preparer.

03/31/20 5:30 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open LTP Tax, LTP Consulting LLC Other Accountant 304 Main Ave S, Suite 104Renton WA They are still doing business and receiving people in their office

03/31/20 5:53 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Church & Dwight Other Vitamin gummies 10 s 56th PL Ridgefield Risking hundreds of employees lives and the lives of there families to make non essential vitamins 
such as fiber supplements.  Please help us by closing this place until it's safe.

John Opd2121@gmail.com 3609897545

03/31/20 5:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sport store 24216 104th Ave SEKent They should be close. Their worker must keep working! Thinh Bui thinhhcmc@gmail.com
03/31/20 5:56 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Innovative Composite Engineering Other manufacturing Main Street White Salmon It may be essential, just not sure. 5094934484
03/31/20 5:56 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Enterprise Other They are servicing over 100 people daily and are not closing 83 34 23rd Ave, Queens, NY 11370Queens This Business is a rental car company. They have reservations of more than 100 people daily and 

they are not closing. This is a gross violation and they are putting their workers at risk everyday. They 
deny their workers the ability to wear face masks while working.

Shelly Shellyh6721@gmail.com 3476178656

03/31/20 6:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dicks Sporting Goods Other Sporting goods 1321 n Columbia center BlvdKennewick Why is a sporting good store open?   Even if doing curbside service.  Their employees are still at risk 
by being around each other and doing curbside.

03/31/20 6:12 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Southwest plumbing Other Plumbing 2401 SW Alaska St Seattle, WA  98106 United StatesSeattle There are nonessential workers still working. J 503-312-2522
03/31/20 6:22 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Retailer 24216 104th Ave SEKent Business is open but does not sell anything on the list of exceptions. Seems like most of their 

locations are open.
03/31/20 6:25 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Kent Auto Repair Other Auto repair 26922 132nd Ave SEKent This is a non-essential business and should not be currently in operation.

03/31/20 6:37 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Benjamin News Group Other Distributes magazines and books 2701 Van Marter Spokane Valley Business only distributes magazines and books to stores. Drivers and merchandisers are going into 
stores and dealing with customers and other people.. Then coming back to facility where workers are. 
No newspapers being printed or any newspapers being delivered strickly magazines and books.

03/31/20 6:45 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Whitney Gardens / Nursery Other Rhododendron Nursery 306264 Hwy 101 Brinnon Business is STILL open to the public. Non-essential non-food producing.

03/31/20 6:53 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open J&M homes Other Real estate 1351 pacific ave Woodland Multiple customers on site. Normal business operation

03/31/20 7:12 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open O'Reilly Auto Parts Other Auto Parts Sales 15500 1st Ave S burien Store open and full of customers waiting to buy parts Matthew D Steuer scoobamatt@gmail.com 4253141888
03/31/20 7:50 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Office max Other Office supply retail store 775 NE Koetje St Oak Harbor Employees are being forced to continue working despite low hours/ weekly pay. Primary function of 

customers coming in is to “get out of the house”.  Company is aware yet remains open. Store 
manager quit his job over company remaining open despite risk. Employees have no recourse and 
must continue working or lose their jobs.

03/31/20 7:59 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Fisher Investments Other Financial Services 5525 NW Fisher Creek Dr building 1, Camas, WA 98607Camas Not allowing employees to work from home, instead doing split shifts. No reason for this business to 
not allow employees to work from home

03/31/20 8:52 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Winsor Fireform Other Production 3401 Mottman Tumwater My loved one is being told to work and it is not essential right now in observance of the guidelines for 
social  distancing .

Michelle Strand sprib312@gmail.com 3606288660

03/31/20 9:00 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods Store 11010 harbor Hill Dr suite AGig harbor This company remains open  as an "essential foods" bussines. This store sells a very, very small 
amount of dry goods and IS NOT essential during our shelter in place order. They have no concern 
for public health or our community during this crisis. They have routinely failed to follow CDC 
guidelines.

Nichelle Madison nichellesrain@gmail.com 2533708671

03/31/20 9:29 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dobler Management Other Property management 3012 South 47th StreetTacoma There are approximately 8 or 9 cars in the parking lot.  The building appears to be closed with blinds 
closed and a closed sign up but employees have been working since the shut down.

Jenniffer Payne jenrpay@gmail.com 205-913-8100

03/31/20 9:33 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Baker Law Firm Other Attorney 1802 Grove St Marysville Personal injury law firm requiring employees to work in an office environment when courts are closed 
and motions cant be filed, performing non essential activities, as well as perform in person notaries for 
high risk individuals.

03/31/20 9:38 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabellas and bass pro shops Other Boating and hunting 1600 gateway blvd neLacy Cabellas and bass pro shops are open Throughout Washington  ! Although they are limiting the 
amount of people they allow in the store others are waiting in line to get in.

Laura Nelson lauralee0560@me.com 5037563394

03/31/20 9:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Gig Harbor Marina Other Marina 3117 harbor view dr Gig harbor They are staying open and have 25 plus employees . They are claiming exempt for transportation no 
that is a scam .

Loren defazio ltvinny1969@comcast.net 2533818080

03/31/20 10:04 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open absolute mobile drug testing Other drug tester 1710 W mission Ave,Spokane I am taking care of Covid 19 patients.  I was called in to do a random drug test.  If I don't go in I can be 
punished.  I go in to small waiting room full of people.  It is good that absolute is making a profit now.  
It will cost lives.

clinton reid Clntreid@yahoo.com 2088806562 spokane@adtlab.com

03/31/20 10:41 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Staples Other Office supplies 105 Mall Way Marysville I just don't understand why this store is open. It is not essential. I don't know if other locations of 
Staples are open.

Kathi Jackson kathijackson@earthlink.net 425-327-4529

03/31/20 11:18 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Coffee Stands Restaurant or food service business Washington State Everywhere Shut down coffee stands. These are not essential. Fast food I can see because people need to eat 
with the grocery stores being empty but you need to reconsider what essential means. This is a huge 
reason why people aren’t staying home, because they go out to get coffee with friends mainly 
teenagers.

03/31/20 11:18 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting goods 5725 E sprague AveSpokane valley I dont think Big 5 is an essential buisness. They simply sell sporting good which or not an essential 
need in this time. They are not caring for their employees and are only staying open to make a profit. 
It is a non essential buisness that is just making people more at risk by staying open.

Cameron Camerondoug1053@gmail.com 5096883708

04/01/20 6:05 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Milwaukie Lumber Co. Other Lumber yard 13113 NE Fourth Plain RdVancouver This is a non essential business, but the owner and the Cfo have read their own interpretation into the 
Governors law. We sell no plumbing or electrical supplies. We are all worried about being exposed 
and are worried because we have some older workers at the counter. We have all expressed our 
worries but they ignore them. They have given us cleaning stuff, but that is not enough. We should be 
closed

04/01/20 7:22 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ben Franklin crafts Other Craft store 19505 US-2 Monroe Even with the concerned citizens asking them please close they still refuse to do you saying crafts are 
essinital. They put their employees and locals at risk. They also make others believe this is ok to 
leave their home to get completely non essinital things and risk exposer to do so.

Larry Hughes lawacr@gmail.com 360348891e

04/01/20 7:40 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Island lumber home center Other Hardware store 17633 97th Pl SW, Vashon Putting everyone at risk because people keep using that facility because it’s open Marawyn Copeland marawyn@yahoo.com 2065355515



04/01/20 8:35 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Wisemans Appliance Other Appliance Sales 2619 California Ave. SWSeattle I am reporting this as a child of a employee at this business.  All of the employees are over 65 years 
old, some much older. They do most of their business over the phone, so was requesting that they 
lock the doors to the public and continue to do business over the phone.

anonymous

04/01/20 9:06 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Starbucks drive thru Restaurant or food service business SE 270th place Covington There is absolute no way this is an essential business. Are you kidding me. The transfer of cash or 
debit cards . Making coffee for others??? Why is Starbucks allowed to be open? Or any fast food 
drive through a for that matter?

Kimberly Evans McDowellkd4@gmail.com 206-604-7532

04/01/20 9:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hartills Saw and tractor Other Saw and tractor 101 W. Robert ave Chewelah Business is non-essential and should not be open.

04/01/20 9:28 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The Boeing Company Other Manufacturing 8998 Tyndall Rd Moses Lake Company has offered to pay workers a day of vacation per 8 hours worked during the shutdown. This 
is not helping us stay healthy. This is a non essential business open during the "Stay Home-Stay 
Healthy" ordered by Governor Inslee.

Cynthia Brown cbrown9@me.com 206-413-0014

04/01/20 9:29 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Total Property Management Other Property Management 7220 Pacific Hwy E Milton They had all of their employees claim unemployment and is having two people come into the office 
and work at a time so there is always four people in the office because the two bosses come in every 
day.

Jacob Thaut jakethaut@gmail.com 253-686-1064

04/01/20 9:34 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open valley nursary Other nursery bond rd poulsbo I didn't realize that a nursery could be open

04/01/20 9:35 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Uhaul Other Moving and Storage 453 N. Rainier Ave. Renton Uhaul is not a motor carrier or a propane distribution center and corporate is trying to passport off as 
one in order to stay open during the crisis. We are literally sending this disease all across the country.

Stephen Price Stprice81@gmail.com 4257570502

04/01/20 9:49 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open wells medina nursery Other Garden Center 8300 ne 24th st medina there is no reason for a nursery to remain open accounts@wellsmedinanursery.com
04/01/20 9:56 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dick’s Sporting Goods Other Sporting goods store 328 NE Northgate WaySeattle This business is open, with multiple employees working. This is not okay! Mia Miaghumphries@gmail.com

04/01/20 10:06 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Coast Property Management/ Morning 
Run Apartments

Landlord 18463 Blueberry LaneMonroe This property management company is forcing their employees to remain open and go door to door to 
over 600 units to collect private information about residents current work situations to prepare for 
potential evictions. They have sent letters to employees telling them they are essential and required 
to continue working and interacting with residents. They have not supplied them with proper safety 
equipment (ie masks and gloves, cleaning supplies, etc) two of the office employees at this location 
are cancer survivors and immunocompromised as well as have immunocompromised family members 
at home. Employees are afraid to speak up because they believe they will be fired/laid off and not 
brought back after businesses are allowed to re-open. This company is using scare tactics to 
continue to profit for own personal growth. 

Please act quickly!

Jolene Holly Hhi.jolene@gmail.com 425-879-7510

04/01/20 10:10 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sage community at orchard hills 
apartments

Other Apartments management 1845 leslie rd Richland I live with someone that works there and is around people! We are all staying at home and they make 
him go to work with 100s of people there it’s not fair for the family he lives with! I don’t want to kick 
him out but, I also don’t want the virus! There is a lot of buissness open here In Tri cites and I don’t 
get it!

Kyle fogel Kylejamesfogel@icloud.com 5092054761

04/01/20 10:29 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sunbelt rentals Other Equipment rental 13405 w sunset hwyAirway Heights They rent equipment I don’t see how that is essential at this point and time

04/01/20 10:29 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Black Lake BLVD Apartment Complex/ 
Landscaping crews

Landlord 3300 21st Ave SW Olympia Landscaping crew continues to perform landscaping work and is non essential.

04/01/20 10:33 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Benjamin News Group Other book shipping. 2701 Van Marter Rd Spokane Valley, WashWe are firced to come to work. No cleaning products supplied.  Nothing is ever cleaned. We ship 
books and magazines. It us non essential  but told we will not receive unemployment if we don't come 
in.

Sheila LaRue sheilalarue78@aol.com 5099986562

04/01/20 10:34 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cle Elum farm & home Other hardware 100 w. 1st st. Cle Elum open

04/01/20 10:47 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Stonewater Ranch Other Non-Profit 19537 Chiwawa Loop RdLeavenworth This business is a non-profit serving a non-essential function. They shared an image on their 
Instagram account (@ydadventures) this morning (April 1) of staff gathered for a staff meeting: some 
over zoom, but at least six gathered in a room on property.

04/01/20 10:53 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Forks Motel Other motel 351 S Forks Ave Forks Non-essential business is open

04/01/20 10:55 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jesus muffler and exhaust repair Other Muffler shop 4003 East McKinley aveTacoma Muffler shop open with total disregard to human safety Jack Jcg51@msn.com 2532023654
04/01/20 11:01 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dicks Sporting Goods Other retail bellis fair bellingham Im just curious on why this store is still open when all the sports are canceled for the moment. 

therefore people don't need sports equipment. Why are we still open and having to go to work when 
there is a stay at home order and they are not essential.

04/01/20 11:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Weinstein and Riley, P.S Other Law Firm 2001 Western Ave, Suite 400, Seattle, WA, 98101Seattle The firm operates bankruptcy and collections law as a "creditors-rights firm", neither of which are 
essential legal services according the the governor's order. While the firm has the capacity to have 
everyone stay-at-home(and admittedly have sent many home to do so), they still insist some non-
essential staff work a full 40-hours based out of the office and for those who are allowed to work from 
home to still come in to complete some duties. As a non-essential business, they are still having  
employees come in for duties unrelated to basic minimum operations and put them at risk of infection 
to COVID-19 in spite of the governor's mandate.

04/01/20 11:19 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bay Court at Harbour Pointe Apartments Landlord 11108 Chennault Beach RdMukilteo Leasing office remains open and staffed, and advertising apartments for lease.

04/01/20 11:20 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Stonewater Ranch Other Non-Profit 19537 Chiwawa Loop Rd.Leavenworth A video was posted on @ydadventures instagram of a staff meeting happening in person today. I 
have a screen shot but cannot post here.

gibson.caseym@gmail.com

04/01/20 11:36 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Planned Parenthood Health-related business 10056 SE 240th #A Kent Please enforce closure of Planned Parenthood as they come under non-essential business. Randie Thompson randielt@gmail.com

04/01/20 12:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vern Fonk Other Insurance Office 3531 Rucker Ave Everett Office is still open and fully staffed, exposure to germs yelling through the crack in the door plus 
accepting paperwork and money through the door.

Debra Ashworth matttoto1@gmail.com 425-772-8977

04/01/20 12:16 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Seattle Children's Redmond Bargain 
Boutique

Other Volunteer operated thrift store 15137 NE 24th St, Redmond This is a volunteer operated thrift store, a non-profit. Many seniors volunteer here. If only one comes 
in with C19, the rest will contract it soon enough and bring it back to the retirement facility that is 
nearby in Redmond.   This is not a place that should re-open for business until the mid-April peak of C-
19 is over.

Marjorie Taylor marji.taylor@gmail.com 408-221-0535

04/01/20 12:23 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Eller Insurance Other Insurance company 1002 S. Commercial StAransas Pass business is staying home despite stay at home order.  Insurance offices should be work from home. Jennifer Conley mooseymix@gmail.com 361-461-5617

04/01/20 12:24 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open DABCO Property Management Landlord 910 NE Providence CtPullman While some sections of this company are still essential like emergency maintenance, others like 
groundskeepers are still working on tasks that are clearly not essential during 95%+ of their work 
hours.

David Hanson apexfoo@wsu.edu 253-324-6191

04/01/20 12:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Mike's mowers Other Small engine repair 5321 N market spokane Clearly open for regular business Stacy Bruce boynamedstacy@gmail.com 5097233858
04/01/20 12:41 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Belltown Court Condo homeowners Other short term rentals in downtown condo 2415 2nd Ave #649 Seattle REQUEST TO SHUTDOWN NONESSENTIAL STR BUSINESS IN LARGE RESIDENTIAL CONDO 

On behalf on the permanent residents of our large condo building, please shutdown the shortterm 
rentals (aka, air bnb, Seattle Oasis Vacation Rentals) in our building as they are 1. NON essential, 2. 
unregulated by the health department, and 3. they endanger the health of the permanent residents 
during this health emergency. 

Approximately 1/2 of our large 250+-unit condo building is comprised of short term rentals (STR) 
maintained by investors who, mostly, do Not live here. Many STR owners live in other countries, etc. 
Their units are basically hotel rooms that they operate and manage from afar. 

Several of those commercial-venture units are now advertising deep discounts to come stay in our 
home.  We do not believe non-essential (unregulated) entrepreneurs should be allowed to risk our 
health. 

The other 1/2 of our building includes dozens of permanent residents who live here full time.  The 
average age of those permanent owner residents is 60+ years old. We have several residents in their 
70s and 80s. My neighbor is 81, a diabetic and stroke survivor. I’m 58 with asthma. Another older 
person on my hall has cancer..... several other residents have varying disabilities. 

A quick check online reveals that there are plenty of available hotel rooms at COMMERCIAL HOTELS 
in downtown Seattle. There is NO shortage of commercial hotel space that would justify these 
unregulated hotel rooms in our RESIDENTIAL building operating during a pandemic. 

Commercial hotels are a much safer place for visitors right now. (The prices are comparable. The 
Hilton app has a range of $78 to $200+ a night.)

Please, please, please SHUT DOWN airbnb-type commercial ventures that are operating in huge 
condo buildings downtown. They are NON ESSENTIAL AND SHOULD BE CLOSED. Hotels are 
available and are properly regulated by the health department. The people who work at hotels are 
deemed essential.  My elderly neighbors and I are not essential and don’t want to be exposed and 
exploited by airbnb owners who don’t even live here. We vote in local elections. They don’t. 

Claudia Donaldson claudia@claudiadonaldsonlaw.com 4322960924

04/01/20 12:42 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Earthwise pet and spa Other Private pet store and grooming 19150 ne Woodinville-Duvall rdWoodinville My boss’s have been saying that we can be open and that we should be working when they didn’t 
take any safety percussions when the virus started coming out.

Stacie Staciepie77@gmail.com 4257606524

04/01/20 12:48 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open big 5 Other sporting good whiskah street aberdeen why are they open? this not essential

04/01/20 1:06 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Northwest Yachting Magazine Other magazine publisher 7342 15th Ave NW Seattle working still reporting to office when all work could be done from home.

04/01/20 1:10 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Danner Corporation Other Aerospace Manufacturing 307 Oravetz PL SE Auburn Spread of the virus with a non essential business being kept open unnecessarily after the order the 
governor has made. I feel they need to be shut down now before they continue the spread while 
continuing to work everyday. They are making employees choose to either come into work or if they 
stay home making them use their PTO. They shouldn’t be making employees come in at a time like 
this and need to be confronted about it.

04/01/20 1:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Planned Parenthood Health-related business state oF WA Seattle Why Governor Inslee would you allow Planned Parenthood to remain open while all elective surgeries 
in other types of clinics and in hospitals have been cancelled.  Please Shut down all Planned 
Parenthood clinics in Washington State

04/01/20 1:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Spinnaker Property Management Landlord 2115 S 56th Street, Ste 308Tacoma They're still open

04/01/20 1:36 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Care@work by care.com Other Child care 77 4th Ave. 5th FloorWalthum, MA So I work for a backup nanny agency. Their headquarters is out of state but they have clients here in 
Seattle. I have no problem working for families that work outside of the home but they are still sending 
us to homes where people are working at home. The other day I was sent to a home with 3 adults. 
The families are asking me to take the kids to the park and if I refuse to go to a home where adults 
are in home and non essential my job is threatening to fire us. I’ve been offered a new job where I can 
work remotely but I’m concerned for former coworkers.

Sarah Cordova s.cordova18@gmail.com 425-275-2786

04/01/20 1:48 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport Other Renton Airport 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, 98057 They continue to operate for joy rides and other non-essential purposes. I know this because I have 
an ADSB receiver that reads the transponder of the aircraft and identifies the operator. They are all 
private or other non-essential.

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/01/20 2:22 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Rodeway inn Other Hotel 3710 meridian streetBellingham Hotels are not essential. They are still renting rooms to people. This is a big mess waiting to happen Rachel jst18rachel@gmail.com 3605599900

04/01/20 2:40 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Santiago country view estates Other Property management and mobile home sales 200802 east game farm roadKennewick Having maintenance guys go door to door several times a week,, showing homes for sale to public, 
having meetings in clubhouse

Adam 5099876640

04/01/20 2:50 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Clarkston CBD Other CBD retail products Fair Street Clarkston On the behalf of Concerned Citizens of Asotin County,  Wa. We are reporting the owner of this 
business for not being willing to comply by closing his Non-Essential business

Concerned Citizens cobra65sc.ra@gmail.com

04/01/20 3:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Verizon wireless Other Cellular phone store 5310 Pacific highway EastFife Don't see how Verizon wireless selling cell phones with customers in their store is essential. It can be 
all done over the phone

04/01/20 3:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Business Impact NW Other Loan Shark 1437 S Jackson St Seattle A lot of people are coming in and out of here all day and I don't think they should even be open. Why 
are there all these groups here? This can't be right.

04/01/20 3:16 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lowe's Other Home Improvement Store 6606 N Division St Spokane They're staying open against the proclamation. They are not an essential business. Not only are they 
putting the lives of their employees at risk, but they are also attracting a TON of visitors.

Tami Brewster-Barnes mouthy.one@gmail.com 360-980-3276



04/01/20 3:16 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport Other Renton Municipal Airport 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Date/Time Apr 1, 2020, 3:13 pm
General Aviation
1.05 mi / 1151 ft
Operator
WADEKAMPER LEO V WADEKAMPER MARY S WADEKAMPER JEFFREY L - HELENA, MT
C172 - 2006 CESSNA 172S
Callsign N1152Z 
Registration N1152Z

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001 Email

04/01/20 3:22 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport Other Renton Municipal Airport 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Apr 1, 2020, 3:19 pm
General Aviation
1.22 mi / 851 ft
PAHOLKE LEASING INC - RENTON, WA
C172 - 1973 CESSNA 172M
Callsign N20559 
Registration N20559

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001 rentonairport@rentonwa.gov

04/01/20 3:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport Other Renton Municipal Airport - PAHOLKE LEASING INC - RENTON, WA 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Apr 1, 2020, 3:19 pm
1.22 mi / 851 ft
PAHOLKE LEASING INC - RENTON, WA
C172 - 1973 CESSNA 172M
Callsign N20559 
Registration  N20559

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001 rentonairport@rentonwa.gov

04/01/20 3:29 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport Other Renton Municipal Airport - AFFILIATED FINANCIAL CORP - YAKIMA, WA 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Apr 1, 2020, 3:25 pm
0.5 mi / 1450 ft
AFFILIATED FINANCIAL CORP - YAKIMA, WA
C172 - CESSNA 172S
Callsign N6012U 
Registration N6012U

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/01/20 3:33 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport Other Renton Municipal Airport 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Apr 1, 2020, 3:31 pm
0.92 mi / 1175 ft
C182 - Cessna 182T Skylane
Callsign N6193C 
Registration N6193C

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/01/20 3:36 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport -SINGLE RAJ 
PA INC - BELLEVUE, WA

Other Renton Municipal Airport - SINGLE RAJ PA INC - BELLEVUE, WA 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Apr 1, 2020, 3:33 pm
0.52 mi / 1276 ft
SINGLE RAJ PA INC - BELLEVUE, WA
C82R - 1982 CESSNA TR182
Callsign N456DJ 
Registration  N456DJ

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/01/20 3:39 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport -
COLQUHOUN STEVEN D - LOS 
ANGELES, CA

Other Renton Municipal Airport - COLQUHOUN STEVEN D - LOS ANGELES, CA616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Apr 1, 2020, 3:36 pm
0.52 mi / 1551 ft
COLQUHOUN STEVEN D - LOS ANGELES, CA
2 - 2011 CESSNA AIRCRAFT CO 162
Callsign N5213U 
Registration  N5213U

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/01/20 4:00 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bay street coffee Restaurant or food service business 3304 Kitsap way Bremerton Still requiring employees to come to work and staying open. Jean Dunmire jeandunmire@yahoo.com 3605519710
04/01/20 4:04 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Durham School Services Other Bus Barn 1301 80th St SW 98203 Business is requiring employees to come back to work before end of Gov. Inslee's "Stay Home" order.

04/01/20 4:05 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Durham Buses Other Bus Charter Company 1301 80th SW Everett Large number of employees gathering for a completely NON ESSENTIAL PURPOSE. They only 
serve school buses and it's simply just to transport them between school districts. No reason to have 
this open right now.

04/01/20 4:07 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Durham Other Bus Charter Company 1301 80th SW Everett still bringing in large number of employees for a bus Charter company. No reason to have this service 
open. Saw large amount of employees in lot of business, one of them having coughing fits. Please 
shut it down!

04/01/20 4:11 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport Other Renton Municipal Airport - Unknown operator 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Apr 1, 2020, 4:09 pm
1.62 mi / 700 ft
C162
Callsign N5199D

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/01/20 4:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport - AFFILIATED 
FINANCIAL CORP - YAKIMA, WA

Other Renton Municipal Airport - AFFILIATED FINANCIAL CORP - YAKIMA, WA 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Apr 1, 2020, 4:19 pm
1.51 mi / 1075 ft
AFFILIATED FINANCIAL CORP - YAKIMA, WA
A/C Type
C172 - CESSNA 172S
Callsign N6012U 
Registration  N6012U

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/01/20 4:29 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bramble Berry Other Scented Soap Factory 2138 Humboldt st. Bellingham Non essential warehouse staying open

04/01/20 4:34 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open DIEDRICH ESPRESSO OR JASMINES 
DIERICH

Restaurant or food service business 111 FOUNTAIN ST BURLINGTON BUSINESS WILL NOT CLOSE AND MAKING THEM WORK OR LET THEM GO JACK JWW5657@GMAIL.COM 360-540-4729

04/01/20 5:22 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Traxes y Más Other Taxes 202 N 3rd Ave Pasco When I was passing by this business going home. The business was still open and 7 cars were at the 
business.

Roena roena101@gmail.com 509-531-1528

04/01/20 5:47 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting goods 2505 S 38th St Tacoma A sporting goods store cannot be considered essential when there are no school or professional 
sports currently engaged in activities.

04/01/20 5:58 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open North County Outlook Other Newspaper/Advertiser 1331 State Ave Marysville The publisher of North County Outlook Sue Stevenson has been encouraging employees to come 
into work, even when experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness. At least one employee has been 
tested for coronavirus. My mother has worked for this company for over five years and for some 
reason has never had any accrued sick time. I feel that my mother is being intimated by her employer, 
Sue Stevenson, to come into work. Please contact me.

Jason Angelocci angelocci12345@gmail.com 3853146380

04/01/20 6:20 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open LKQ Other Repairing recycled auto engines 2020 E Bakerview RdBellingham I honestly think this non-essential business should be closed due to increasing numbers of COVID19 
cases in Whatcom county.  This company has large number of employees of all ages.  I do not think 
it’s any type of emergency to repair old engines during this pandemic.  People need to stay home!!!

Raman Ramannat1@hotmail.com

04/01/20 6:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jiffy Lube Other Lube shop 1509 SW 12th ave Battleground The jiffy lube has decided to stay open amid this crisis and is non essential to everyday task. 
Changing oil is not essential when people are supposed to be at home. In my opinion it only 
incentivizes people to leave the house and interact with others.

04/01/20 8:13 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sports Retail 812 W Vineyard DriveKennewick Big 5 Sporting Goods does not meet any of the stated requirements to remain open as an essential 
business. However, both the Kennewick and Richland locations persist to stay open therefore in 
violation of the Stay Home-Stay Healthy Proclamation. Numerous families and elderly individuals 
continue to visit these locations for non-essential purposes.

Abigail Viegas amviegas@asu.edu 7602962084

04/01/20 8:15 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sports Retail 75 Columbia Point DriveRichland Big 5 Sporting Goods does not meet any of the stated requirements to remain open as an essential 
business. However, both the Kennewick and Richland locations persist to stay open therefore in 
violation of the Stay Home-Stay Healthy Proclamation. Numerous families and elderly individuals 
continue to visit these locations for non-essential purposes.

Abigail Viegas amviegas@asu.edu 7602962084

04/01/20 8:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Double Eagle Pawn Other Pawn shop 315 E Francis AvenueSpokane People everywhere in close proximity.  Parking lot was overflowing with vehicles. Gary McNeece mcneeceg@yahoo.com 5098793478

04/01/20 8:45 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Melvin mora Other Tax office 13618 van Nuys blvdPacoima Large gathering of people.

04/01/20 11:28 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Richland Mobile Home park Other Mobile Home Park Office Help 35 Apollo Blvd, Richland , Wa 99354 There is 3 Office employees, and 2 outside maintenance employees being force to stay on the Job 5 
day a week- 40hrs My ex Wife(Michelle Mackey) is one of the Office Employees The Office Manager 
Lives with her daughter who works for a Hospital In Yakima Wa, that puts Michelle at greater risk. 
Michelle Mackey is an At risk Person that should not be on the Job because she had a stroke 10 yrs 
ago that has physically and mentally slowed her down. Michelle also has Graves disease that is 
related to her gallbladder being removed. She is at great risk if she remains on the job. she has 
submitted a formal letter to the company requesting a leave of absence and they have rejected it and 
are telling her she must resign if she doesn't come to work..I'm asking the State of Washington to help 
her out Please. I still Love this woman and I don't want her to die because of this companies fucked 
up Greed. She need to be off work while the covid-19 is running rampant.. At home were she can be 
isolated and safe.
Mark Mackey

Mark Mackey shrprazor@yahoo.com 509 212-6244

04/02/20 12:32 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open HMA CPA Other Public Accounting Firm 510 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 400Spokane They are remaining open.

04/02/20 12:47 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open WAG N’ WASH Grooming Queen Anne Restaurant or food service business 1932 Queen Ave N Seattle Grooming is non-essential yet they are still open with in the pet store. Many customers in & out, no 
precautions

04/02/20 3:57 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Air B&b in rural residential 
neighborhood bringing in traffic

Other Air B&B 54 Sunny Slope Rd Brinnon Air b&b still operating bringing in multiple parties 4 cars this time. Concerns of spreading virus Please 
close down. Person cleaning does not have protective gear. #StayHomeStaySafe 
#YourVacationIsNotWorthMyLife

Cathy Whit katesirius60@gmail.com 360-531-3874

04/02/20 6:35 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ben F Barcus Law Offices Other Law Offices 4321 Ruston Way Tacoma Multiple people coming and going all day, everyday.

04/02/20 7:24 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ladybug espresso Restaurant or food service business 10443 16th Ave SW Seattle It's a bikini barista stand. It's got no bathroom, running water, sanitizer and it's ridiculous to say it's 
"essential".

04/02/20 8:06 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Benjamin News Group Other Distribution center for books and magazines 2701 N Van Marter Rd,Spokane Valley There is rumor that at an employees mom is a nurse, and has been exposed to Covid-19, and there 
person has been around her mom. They don't clean here, haven't provided cleaning products. We are 
only sending and receiving books. The employer found a loop hole saying that we see media because 
we send out magazines that talk about this disease. We are all to scared to say we don't want to be 
here, due to getting fired. We have employees here who have children,  and sick loved one.

Julie

04/02/20 8:43 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open At home daycare Other Daycare 1045 lakeside dr Moses lake Lady is watching like 9 plus kids in a tiny duplex. You can hear them from the street pounding on the 
walls and crying.. I don’t even think she’s doing it legally. Let’s them roam by themselves by the ledge 
of the water.. Not wiping things down. I’m concerned for those kids.

04/02/20 9:03 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Roasters Coffee Other Coffee shop 2615 S. Vancouver St.Kennewick WashingtonThey don't serve food. just coffee. While in drive thru coffee attendant is outside at your vehicle 
window taking your order, not using the 6' guideline. Is right next to the window.

Eric Wakefield fireman1296kenn@gmail.com 5094383775

04/02/20 9:07 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vortex Managers (istay, Gig Harbor 
Getaways, etc)

Other VRBO 1605 12th Ave #18VSeattle We have a VRBO. Yesterday (4/1/20) the place was booked with at least 6 people who are not 
staying inside and are putting the neighbors at risk The property is on the Sound.  They have other 
people booked for May as well. I am concerned that they are not cleaning as requird either . I am 
shocked with the stay at home order they are allowed to continue booking the property.

Karen Sauer Karenksauer@sbcglobal.net 408-421-5541

04/02/20 9:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open World Financial Group Renton Other Life insurance/investment services 15 S. Grady Way, Suite 610Renton business is open despite being told to work from
Home.

04/02/20 9:40 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sound & Fog Restaurant or food service business 4735 40th Ave sw Seattle I wrote a report yesterday and  again I’m looking out my window and they are still open and serving 
coffee more than one person, Including a mother with her children,  in the store and it’s a very small 
store. In the time it took me to fill out this form there is five people inside at least.

Melanie melanieproulxphotography@yahoo.com 4016446848

04/02/20 9:43 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Shoes and misc 909 Cooper Point rd swOlympia There is no reason for Big 5 to be open when there is not enough room for social distancing inside 
when people and their children are in there, or just adults , I have a Grandson that's works there, for 
the safety of all they need to shut down!! Horrible a dollar is worth more than lives! Please help with 
this

Cynthia Grisham cyn3ftw@gmail.com 360-200-2180

04/02/20 9:43 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Quilceda Creek Other Apartment 12115 state ave Marysville Not following social distancing, no sanatizing.non essential business open

04/02/20 9:51 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hi-Rel Laboratories Other Lab 6116 N Freya St Spokane Lots of vehicles in parking lot

04/02/20 10:16 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Monster transmission and performance Other Small remanufactured transmission company 17109 old Ayers rd Brooksville How is building custom transmissions essential....??

04/02/20 10:37 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Herc Rentals Other Rental Company 4403 20th St E Fife Non-essential business is open. Sick employees allowed to traverse throughout many counties. John Lewis Fiveolewis@gmail.com 2539223852

04/02/20 10:51 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Verizon Other Verizon 4906 Pt. Fosdick Dr.Gug Harbor I feel this business needs to closed as it is non essential due to the fact any communications that 
need to be conducted can be done by using the Verizon app or online. The workers are being put at 
risk as well as customers.  Thank you.

Amanda Bishop Ajbishop1089@gmail.com 2533186822

04/02/20 10:52 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Johnson Law Firm Other Law office 421 W. Riverside suite 216Spokane Concerned that practice is open with employees coming and going.

04/02/20 10:58 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open cash america Other pawn shop 33012 pacific Hwy s.federal way business open during lock down unanimous
04/02/20 11:19 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open International Wood Products-Tumwater 

Lumber
Other Lumber Mill 8277 Center ST SWTumwater WA This business was still operation as of yesterday and employees were near each other. JG gaiphoenix@msn.com 3609720601



04/02/20 11:39 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big Five Other Sporting goods 5725 E Sprague Spokane Wa This business is non essential and they are unnecessarily putting their employees at risk. Monica Riebe Riebemk@gmail.com 509-999-9136

04/02/20 12:00 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cash america Other Pawn shop 4201 Wheaton way Bremerton Pawn shops are not on essential list. There also has been many people in and out with no social 
distancing rules followed by.

Charles Joslin cojoslin@hotmail.com (206)717-1712

04/02/20 12:13 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods Store Borgen Gig Harbor Store Open sign is on and employee loading merchandise for customers David Jensen Jensenharbor@icloud.com 253-225-7636

04/02/20 1:00 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open PSM, adivision of cascade corp. Other heavy equipment attachments 21307 87th ave se woodinville 98072 there are people that are always in close proximity ,and have sick family members . they say that they 
will not close no matter what. they are more concerned about making money than the health of the 
workers.

jim young jamescanon34@gmail.com 4257377991

04/02/20 2:21 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open X Products Other Firearms 1110 W 17th St Vancouver This company has terminated employees and has asked them to show up to work to get payed under 
the table

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

04/02/20 2:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Seattle Urban Farm Co Other home garden maintenance 1125 nw 53rd st seattle employees unnecessarily driving to multiple homes in one day as well as making stops in high risk 
areas (grocery stores) in-between home visits.

caitlin regan campinhippie11@gmail.com

04/02/20 3:11 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open WRK Engineers, Inc. Other Structural Engineering 215 W 12th St #202, Vancouver, WA 98660Vancouver Owner and employees observed still working during normal business hours every business day since 
stay at home issued. Owner drives high end Audi typically parked to the north, just east of the 
entrance. Employees park at the large church parking lot to the northwest and walk across to the 
office.

04/02/20 4:11 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Mattress City Other Mattress sales 1281 N 205th St Shoreline Business storefront is in full operation with at least two staff.  I spoke with the owner who 
acknowledged that he is not on the essential list but has submitted paperwork to the Governors office 
to change that. He states that his business is essential because he is filling large contracts for the 
Covid response. The storefront is open so that people can have clean mattresses.

Bob Crozier rcrozier@shorelinewa.gov 206-801-2261

04/02/20 5:04 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Koch Enterprises Other Manufacturing 1240 Alexander Fife Workers are worried for their own safety and health by continuing to work even though business is 
not essential. Manufacturing company builds walls for homes and cardboard boxes. Some employees 
are getting sick and have already been sent home. 
2nd location/main office: 33 Peach Tree Atlanta, GA

04/02/20 6:29 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Firearms Pawn Buy Sell Other Pawn Shop 4398 164th St SW, Lynnwood, WA 98087Lynnwood One my way back from getting groceries, noticed this pawn shop was still open (open sign on). Not 
sure if a pawn shop is considered ‘essential business’, but I thought it was strange.

Eric Lu Eclu123@gmail.com 2068187676

04/02/20 6:40 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Stonewater Ranch Other Non Profit 19537 Chiwawa Loop RdLeavenworth It appears that employees are continuing to go into work and meet together in person

04/02/20 7:04 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open WATSONS NURSERY Other PLANT NURSERY 6211 PIONEER WAY E.PUYALLUP GATE OPEN FOR CUSTOMERS;  ABOUT A DOZEN CARS IN CUSTOMER
PARKING AREA;  NOTED CUSTOMERS OBSERVED THROUGH
WINDOWS.  UP TO TWO DOZEN EMPLOYEE CARS IN PARKING LOT.

LESLIE ZANE leslie.zane13@gmail.com 253-341-9645

04/02/20 7:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting Goods 9989 Silverdale WaySilverdale Big 5 sporting goods is still open and putting their employees at risk

04/02/20 7:24 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Fed ex office Other Mixed use Retail Tacoma Tacoma I was recently visting a fed ex office shipping medical supplies and was shocked by the amount of 
people in there making photo copies! Some lady was talking about how she was working on a family 
history book and needed to make copies and wasnt worried about the virus! I felt so bad for the 
employees who are forced to deal with non essintial customers. Since when is making photo copies 
essintial?

Drew A. Adrew1976@yaho.com

04/02/20 7:48 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bellmont Cabinets Other Cabinets 13610 52nd St. E. Sumner They make Cabinets and that is not essential customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com
04/02/20 7:53 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Amanda C and James D Hoch, DBA Air 

BNB
Other Temporary Leisure Lodging 3113 Grants View LanePort Angeles Home is being rented for short-term lodging. Jeff Petty jpetty1128@hotmail.com 360-582-7861

04/02/20 8:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting Goods Store 75 Columbia Point DrRichland Risking employees and customers to exposure to Corona Virus

04/02/20 8:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Maaco Other Automotive Painting 911 union ave Bremerton Maaco is still open full time with all of their employees there painting vehicles. Desiree dejjo22@yahoo.com 3602714060

04/02/20 8:28 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Amazon.com,inc. Other Warehouse Po box 80683 Seattle Keeping warehouse personnel at risk and sectioning office personnel off. Barbara BarbaraE@microsoft.net 325-455-3217

04/02/20 8:39 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Henry’s Donuts Restaurant or food service business 10924 Mukilteo SpeedwayMukilteo It’s a donut shop and it’s open. They only serve donuts. Tiffanyleanne88@hotmail.com
04/02/20 9:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open RODGERS DEUTSCH & TURNER Other Legal Firm 3 lake bellevue drivebellevue The parking lot is always full with employees

04/02/20 9:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open PCF Management Other Commercial Property Management 8625 Evergreen Way #200Everett, Wa Business function performed are non essential by the management office. Several function can be 
performed remotely but the owner refuses to allow any of us to do that. I'm extremely concerned that 
one of my coworkers could infect me with the virus. I fear retaliation from the owner if he were to find 
out I reported him.  I feel office staff can work remotely and/or schedule staggered times to come in 
the office for mail and payment processing.  Please help employees that work for owners whom feel 
the rules don't apply to them.

04/02/20 9:45 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Chabad Queen Anne-Magnolia Other Chabad Queen Anne-Magnolia 1615 4th Avenue NorthSeattle Pre-school or child care, or Hebrew School for 4 year olds, and other non-essential activities 
observed on Monday or Tuesday this week.

04/02/20 10:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sports Other Sports Store 1351 Galaxy Drive NELacey I can't imagine a sports store being open and considered "essential" when all sports are canceled and 
all gyms are closed.  That doesn't make sense.

04/02/20 10:10 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Gore & Grewe, PS Other Law Firm 103 E Indiana Avenue, Suite ASpokane They are continuing to remain open and serve clients despite the fact that they are not an essential 
business.

04/02/20 10:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The Lice Clinic Health-related business 424 N 85th St Seattle We had a customer that we turned down because we recieved an email from the state saying that our 
business in non essential and we had to close. This is a head lice clinic like ours, but we are not 
allowed to be open.... The same customer we turned away just messaged us saying that they got an 
appointment with this lice clinic tomorrow morning. Why would they still be allowed to be open, but we 
cannot?

Chris Parker cbparker42@gmail.com 425.344.2805

04/02/20 10:45 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other sports store Meridian Bellingham WA Why are they still open??? Michele Beven mbeven@fidalgo.net 3607082966
04/03/20 12:34 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Penske truck rental Other Truck rental 18441 E valley hwy Kent Not staying home during pandemic!

04/03/20 12:59 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boost mobile Other Cell phone business 7520 w Clearwater aveKennewick These are small stores that don’t have enough room for social distancing and aren’t listed as 
essential. This location was open as if 4/02/2020, not sure about other locations in tricities .

04/03/20 3:10 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Blackbird Espresso Drive - thru Restaurant or food service business 30741 3rd Avenue Black Diamond I’m not sure an espresso stand is an essential business. How is a tall chai latte essential? Lillie  Lyman Lillielyman@gmail.com 4259069764

04/03/20 5:26 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aerospace 3003 Casino Rd Everett Boeing in Everett Washington, one of the most non-essential businesses, plans to start production up 
again on April 7th. With thousands of people working in close proximity, which is a direct violation to 
the state and county orders/proclamation of staying home except for essential activities or essential 
business services. This is very dangerous as it can/will/has spread the virus quickly throughout the 
factory, with 1 confirmed death and dozens of positive cases, and in turn these people will spread it 
throughout the communities.

Jerryn Jerryn206@gmail.com

04/03/20 7:50 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Monkey Fist Marine Other Yacht repair and maintenance 2601 West Marina Place Ste KSeattle Is this business part of the Essential work force?? Riff taprunner666@gmail.com
04/03/20 8:18 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Manufacturing 3003 West Casino RdEverett Boeing is planning on reopening on 4/8.  Not because the danger is gone or structural change has 

been implemented to protect employees, but because they're economically necessary.  Making 
commercial planes should not take precedent over lives.

04/03/20 8:43 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hi-Rel Laboratories Other Aerospace 6116 N. Freya Ave Spokane This business is non-essential and is endangering their employees and the community by remaining 
open.

Greg Imgregbaker@gmail.com 5099397618

04/03/20 9:23 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Granite Spire Law Group PLLC Other Law Firm 2003 Western Ave St. 345Seattle They are non-essential business with capabilities to work from home. Employees are going into work 
daily.

04/03/20 10:22 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabela's Other Gun Store plus other 9810 Quil Ceda Blvd.Tulalip Cabela's in Tulaip just re-opened this morning (4/3/20).  I was in the store today.  I was told by 
Cabela's staff they are an essential business, they only follow Federal rules.  Also said this: "We are 
on tribal land and can do anything we want."

Thomas Meagher tommeagher@hotmail.com 4256284519

04/03/20 10:54 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The Boeing Company Other Aerospace 3003 Casino Rd Everett Boeing shut down for two weeks, but is planning to re-open April 8th. Airplane factory work is non-
essential, and people could be at risk going into work during this time.

04/03/20 11:27 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open MONEY MAN PAWN AND JEWELRY Other PAWN SHOP 31509 3RD AVE, STE 100BLACK DIAMOND OPERATES BEHIND FACADE OF CLOSED DOORS, BUT STILL CONDUCTING BUSINESS WITH 
PUBLIC.

04/03/20 1:00 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Easy Pawn Other Easy pawn 5990 west 44 Ave 80212Wheatridge co Not fallowing C O V 19 order and shutdown order as well .And last week me in my friend went there to 
pay for something and the let other customer in when there was no casher open they got very close to 
us didn't not inforce socil distancing and the not following shut down order

Mike Yen 303-503-4612

04/03/20 3:22 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Kersey Mobility Sumner Other Auto re-fitting and 6015 160th Ave E Sumner Business exposes vulnerable client population and demands that employees who could work from 
home come into work.  Business claims to be essential through auto repair + medical equipment 
exemptions but this is inaccurate and they have said they know it.  I do not work for them.

Catharine McGraw catharinemcgraw@yahoo.com 562.213.3014

04/03/20 3:24 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Kersey Mobility Redmond Other Auto re-fitting and 14640 NE 91st StreetRedmond Business exposes vulnerable client population and demands that employees who could work from 
home come into work.  Business claims to be essential through auto repair + medical equipment 
exemptions but this is inaccurate and they have said they know it.  I do not work for them.

Catharine McGraw catharinemcgraw@yahoo.com 562.213.3014

04/03/20 3:26 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabela's Other sporting good store 9810 Quil Ceda BlvdTulalip They have alerted their workers to report Saturday, 4/4, as they will be open for business. Roxanne Reilley roxannereilley@gmail.com 2538205171

04/03/20 5:13 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pawn One Other Pawn shop 3220 N Monroe St Spokane Yesterday this business was open, with a reader board outside advertising that it is open. Larry Cebula larrycebula@gmail.com 5098475232

04/03/20 5:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dave’s Jewelry and Loan Other Pawn Shop 9646 16th Ave SW Seattle Door wide open at 4:30pm on Friday, 4/3... people coming and going off the sidewalk. Jennifer Brll Jennibell73@gmail.com 306-939-2712

04/03/20 6:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open COA MEXICAN EATERY & 
TEQUILERIA

Restaurant or food service business Not sure Mount Vernon They have limited their nails from regular to 3-8 pm

04/03/20 8:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting Goods Other Sporting 11010 Harbor Hill Dr. A.Gig Harbor Is not an essential business right now with hunting and fishing not available. Karrie Bauer Bauerka2000@gmail.com

04/03/20 9:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport - ALTERNATE 
AIR INC - SEATTLE, WA

Other Municipal Airport 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 ALTERNATE AIR INC - SEATTLE, WA
C150 - 1975 CESSNA 
Callsign N45517

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/03/20 9:46 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Benjamin News group Other Magazines 2701 n van marter rdSpokane valley All employees are still working , under the radar of news but they are not news just magazines,  have 
observed employees are sick and vendor all stores in Spokane , Tri cites , and yakima

Benjamin News 5099275820

04/03/20 9:47 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabelas Other Sporting Goods 1600 gateway Blvd NELacey I learned that the store continues to operate, despite the directive to close all non essential 
businesses. In addition, all customers in the store were all crowded into one department. Management 
stated the store was essential because they have a small selection freeze dried camping food. All 
customers are crowded into the gun department.

Terri Carter-White tcarter0412@icloud.com 360-522-0755

04/03/20 11:14 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ben Franklin Crafts and Frames Other Retail 15756 Redmond WayRedmond This non-essential business has altered hours, but remains open for curbside pickup of orders. David McKinsey anakrow@gmail.com 4254198590

04/04/20 6:02 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aviation 7500 E. Marginal Way S.Seattle Boeing, a non-essential business, is forcing its employees under threat of termination to report to 
work on Monday, April 7. This is a direct violation of Governer Inslee’s Stay-at-home order and puts 
hundreds of workers at risk as 25+ Boeing employees have already tested positive and at least one 
has died.

Vanessa Whitley vanessew97@yahoo.com 6784090055

04/04/20 7:57 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Intercept and Associates Other Counseling agency 31435 10th Ave S Federal Way They are having groups with more than 10 people in little room Danny Allen datallen@gmail.com 2069462089
04/04/20 8:47 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Senske Other Lawn, tree and pest control 7115 E Cataldo Ave Spokane I live in veradale wa and I keep see the senske trucks going up my road. I'm pretty sure they are non 

essential
Jesse Bertram bertram4873@gmail.com 5095527367

04/04/20 9:04 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lairmont Manor Apartments Other Event Center/ Apartment Complex 405 Fieldston Road Bellingham The owner of this building (Joel) is forcing people to come into work and threatening them with their 
jobs if they do not comply. My property manager was laid off because she pushed to work from home. 
This is not an essential business and as a tenant here it makes me uncomfortable to see a variety of 
employees coming in and out of the building all day long and gathering in the hallway outside my 
door. We all share the same entrance. Please take action to shut this “business” down as nothing 
essential is occurring here. Thank you.

Ruby Dombek rubydombek@gmail.com 802-777-8094

04/04/20 10:08 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Columbia Gun Rack Other Firearms only shop 314 W Kennewick AveKennewick This shop is willfully violating the order by staying open when they only provide gun sales and no 
other function. They are allowing multiple people inside the cramped shop at the same time and are in 
essence encouraging people to be out when the should be home. Btw I am a gun owner & stance 2nd 
amendment supporter and still feel this way!

Kevin C 509-380-6616

04/04/20 10:28 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Columbia Gun Rack Other Gun shop 314 W Kennewick AveKennewick They've refused to close, and are defying the order meant for everyone's safety. Jason founderbrn@gmail.com

04/04/20 10:31 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Talos Tactical Other Gun shop 4096 W Van Giesen StWest Richland They've refused to close, and are defying the order meant for everyone's safety. Jason founderbrn@gmail.com



04/04/20 10:45 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Another Castle Edmonds Other Video Game store 23303 Highway 99, Suite AEdmonds The business is still open and making their employees work 4 hours or less a day. The owner said 
this was so "cops wouldn't see people inside and come knocking on the door." The owner (Matt Artim) 
also won't lay people off so they can apply for benefits, instead making them quit. They are not 
essential and he is putting people in danger.

Frank oddbal180@hotmail.com

04/04/20 10:50 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Airplane manufacturing 3003 w casino Rd Everett Boeing reopening on April 8th is dangerous to the health of washingtonians.  Please seriously 
reconsider allowing this to happen.  Stay at home should mean stay at home.

Amy Irle amyirle1@gmail.com 3602041101

04/04/20 10:57 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The car outlet llc Other Car lot 622 Central Ave S, Kent, WA 98032Kent People looking at cars on the lot with employee out in the lot

04/04/20 11:02 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Let Freedom Ring Other Gun Sales 5868 Pacific Ave SE Suite ALacey They are open and selling clothing and guns. None of which is essential. They also were out on a 
ladder today to put a blow up thing on the roof to get customers. The open light is on and they are 
advertising Friday and Saturday hours.

04/04/20 11:17 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vacasa & bytheseabythesea.com & 
oceanshoreswashington.com ALL 
vacation home management companies

Other vacation home rentals Pacific Ave Moclips Vacation home management companies are continuing to rent beach homes in my area bringing 
traveling visitors into my county and neighborhood. Housekeepers who must maintain these houses 
are taking unnecessarily risks.

Nancy Shortt nancyshortt@centurytel.net 206-353-1178

04/04/20 11:38 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Genesis auto and rv repair Other Recreational vehicle repair 6220 S Tacoma WayTacoma Poor ppe protection no masks available and 6ft from person to person is being violated

04/04/20 11:39 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dick’s Sporting Goods Other Sporting goods 328 NE Northgate WaySeattle Employees are still reporting for work. Some of these employees have to ride the city bus, and are 
forced to expose themselves daily. They are also still interacting with customers.

04/04/20 11:39 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ben franklin Other Craft supply 19505 us 2 Monroe As a non essential business they are taking orders by phone and quietly doing pick up orders. Travis Brown browntt84.tb@gmail.com 4259313003

04/04/20 11:53 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Colortyme Other Pay day loans 407 S Pioneer Way Moses Lake I was in 3/20/2020 and they stated they were not proccessing new loans. Still open to date. They 
should be considered non essential.

Victor Godinez 425-255-5004

04/04/20 12:42 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Paws Produce Other Gift shop and specialty seafood 102 Oneil road Oroville No social distancing.No safety precautions taken when handling items. There's produce, in season. 
There is nothing in season yet. Primarily a gift shop with handmade decorative items and some 
specialty items.

Kathleen Gregor kathleensranch30@yahoo.com

04/04/20 12:53 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Owned by Mandi LaPointe Other Vacation rental home 10241 State Route 903Ronald Vrbo.com/1693003?noDates=true

This is the link to the cabin on the vrbo website.
This owner is scheduling bookings while it is illegal in Kittitas County under the current Stay-at-Home 
order.

04/04/20 1:13 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Swing Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2423 E Union St Seattle Two of the employees are still scheduling appointments, according to their website, which also 
reports they've had recent bookings. A third employee lists no open appointments until May 5, so it 
does not appear to be a forgotten website task.

Kevin kevindfullerton@gmail.com 206.853.3467

04/04/20 1:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Full Circle Farms Other Door to door sales Door to door sales in Duvall, WADuvall Full Circle farms is going door to door in my neighborhood trying to sell their service, and not 
practicing social distancing.

04/04/20 2:20 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Rose Hill Car Wash Other Car Wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland Multiple employees washing cars, including cleaning the interiors of cars, possibly exposing 
themselves and clients to virus

04/04/20 2:25 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Retail 909 Cooper Point Rd SWOlympia They appear to be open and I don't see any of their functions on the essential list.

04/04/20 2:53 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport - AFFILIATED 
FINANCIAL CO - YAKIMA, WA

Other Municipal Airport 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Apr 4, 2020, 2:45 pm
Dist / Alt 1.02  mi / 1899 ft
Operator AFFILIATED FINANCIAL CO - YAKIMA, WA
A/C Type C172 - CESSNA 172S
Callsign N278CA 
Registration N278CA
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source
ADSB

Donna donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/04/20 3:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open LKQ BELLINGHAM Other Engine Rebuilding Company 2020 E Bakerview Rd,Bellingham my parents work for this company and they have more than 100 employees working under one roof 
and sharing same break rooms everyday with no necessary precautions at all.
They have been denied to take sick leave and the company has denied to shut the plant even after 
the state wide close orders.
They have not had any days off yet

tj randhawa24@yahoo.com 8058136811

04/04/20 3:09 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sky Nursery Other Nursery 18528 Aurora Ave N Shoreline This business is still open and having people come into work. This is definitely a non essential 
business and I am concerned for the employees.

04/04/20 3:11 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open DOUBLE EAGLE AIR INC - BURIEN, 
WA Renton Municipal Airport - YAKIMA, 
WA

Other Municipal Airport 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 These are bi-plane joy rides, NOT essential business.
Date/Time Apr 4, 2020, 3:08 pm
Dist / Alt0.39 mi / 2370 ft
EAGL - 1981 DOUBLE EAGLE AIR INC CHRISTEN EAGLE II
Callsign N16EE 
Registration N16EE
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source
ADSB

Donna donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/04/20 3:12 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open El Padrino Restaurant or food service business 530 Valley Mall ParkwayEast Wenatchee Too many people in bakery at once. There are many in and out people . Large amount of people over 
10 in business.

04/04/20 3:24 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods 22631 Bothell Everett Hwy ABothell This is 100% a non-essential business and it should be closed. Sean G Berger sgberger@gmail.com 2063106639
04/04/20 3:25 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Zoka Restaurant or food service business Central way and Lake WaKIRKLAND This coffee shop does not have a drive thru option and they are open today, April 4th, 3:15 for 

business. Customers are lined up.
Amalia Ayento Cressidagrey@icloud.com 4258028472

04/04/20 3:36 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Textron Aviation 172S Skyhawk SP- 
Renton Municipal Airport

Other Municipal AIrport - joy rides 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 These are joy rides for money, not essential business.
Date/Time Apr 4, 2020, 3:29 pm
Dist / Alt 0.89 mi / 1380 ft
C172 - Textron Aviation 172S Skyhawk SP
Callsign N859JT 
Registration N859JT
Traffic Source
ADSB

Donna Polehn donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/04/20 4:19 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Unknown Other Auto chop shop? 7105 ne 40th ave Ste. c & dVancouver I believe this is an auto "chop shop" being run by Russian immigrants. They are operating their 
business everyday.  They have multiple cars parked up and down the street (40th Ave.) that have 
been there for weeks as well as wrecks parked and stored in the parking lot.  I am an employee at 
Dean Lewis Associates which occupies Ste. A & B at this address.

Kurt Kunze kkunze58@yahoo.com 3609310329

04/04/20 4:42 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Seattle Suites, etc Other vacation rentals Elektra Condos 1400 Hubbell PlSeattle can you investigate? half of the condo building (200 units) are vacation rentals and there are still 
groups of people coming from who knows where with their luggage. why are these still allowed to 
operate? just last night there was a party on my floor with what sounds like 20 people inside yelling 
and laughing until 3am. please do something!!!!!

Tika tikab1@gmail.com

04/04/20 5:39 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Recreational retail 100 triangle center suite 150Longview Big 5 is a sports store and is remaining open. Dean Nicholas Baker ehsbandgeek2009@gmail.com 3604304239
04/04/20 5:53 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big5 Sporting Good Store Other Sporting good store 3201 38th Street Tacoma No sanitizer at the door, no shield for cashiers, no limit on customers coming in store. 

*Lakewood Big5 is still open, Lakewood, Wa.98498
All Big5’s in California are closed!!

Lori lytensley@yahoo.com

04/04/20 6:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dallas donuts Restaurant or food service business 6th Street Bremerton, washinton I've never been there, but donuts are not essential and it's small shop. Shirley Bubbles.white733@gmail.com
04/04/20 6:50 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sierra Pacific Other Lumber.mill Hwy 108 Shelton Still working with workers in close proximity Anonymous N/a N/a
04/04/20 6:57 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Marson & Marson Lumber Other Hardware Store 11724 River Bend DrLeavenworth This business continues to operate despite being excluded from the official list of essential 

businesses.
Jesse Fry therealjessefry@gmail.com 5092936003

04/04/20 6:58 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Apartment Management Consultants 
LLC (Campbell Run Apartments)

Other Leasing/Real Estate 13305 NE 171st St Woodinville I could not find anywhere in the Governor's list of essential businesses that includes apartment 
leasing offices. Maintenance makes sense since they handle emergency work orders. Leasing offices 
have the capability to work remotely from home and shouldn't be required to work in-person and on-
site.

Christian Krupp krupp.christian@gmail.com 2537978230

04/04/20 8:37 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Airplane Manufacturing 737 Logan ave n Renton Boeing is going to send all of the employees back to work Wednesday April 8, 2020.  Our job is not 
essential and don’t know why they are sending workers back to work.  Furthermore they have no 
cleaning supplies or protective equipment for there employees to use at work.  They expect people to 
bring cleaning supplies from home. It’s not feasible to have people work 6ft apart in a manufacturing  
plant when everyone works in close quarters of each other.

04/04/20 8:50 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open College Cleaners Other Dry cleaners College st Lacey Is that non essential

04/04/20 9:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Kaiser Aluminum Other manufacturer of aluminum products mainly aironautical 19000 E Euclid AvenueSpokane Valley WA Kaiser still making production employees work although all office personnel are gone.  Kaiser's main 
customer, Boeing is shut down, they have cancelled massive orders, Kaiser just uses this time to get 
caught up on late orders, they are only open for profit of upper shareholders.

anonymous anonymouse anonymous

04/04/20 9:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Office Depot Other Office Supply STORE 602 Sleater Kinney RD SELacey This store should not be open. They are sold out of almost everything essential and people are just 
going in to “boredom shop” or browse. Their employees and most importantly other people are putting 
themselves at risk. And for what? For people that don’t want to follow the order to stay home. This is 
ridiculous.

04/04/20 11:13 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Mt Baker Getaways Other Renting out non essential vacation rental homes to people who are supposed to be staying in their own homes.6765 Vaughn Ave Glacier, (Deming) This owner named Cecelia Carson has been going on the local town Facebook page advertising that 
she’s looking for renters to come and stay in her vacation homes. She has at least four rentals 3 of 
which are in Glacier and non essential. She’s inviting people from the big cities like Seattle to come to 
this little town on vacation. On top of her business being non essential, she’s inviting people to break 
the stay at home order by traveling. the business address on file is just one of her rental homes but 
her phone number is 425-232-9006 and her website is mtbakergetaways.com  
https://mtbakergetaways.com/
If you email her or call her and ask if you can rent a place to get away she will rent it to you.

Rheannon Rheannonsch@gmail.com

04/05/20 12:35 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Corsicana Mattress Company Other Non Essential Corporate Greed 222 State Route 505Winlock Open and requiring employees to work even though it's just for retail Sales. Employees are worried 
about going to work and exposing themselves and families to CoronaVIRUS. Employees have been 
begging to be to allowed to stay home according to Governor's mandate and The Plant Manager has 
said No, they must come to work because the Company is trying to get a contract to make beds for 
the government. Meanwhile, there's no contract, keep working when though there's no contract and 
make the company as much money as possible. Please investigate this company. Corruption. Worker 
exploitation. TERRIBLE Plant Manager. PLEASE

Emmanuel R. Italiano@gmail.com 360-785-1000

04/05/20 2:06 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open MY Law Other Attorney 33309 1st Way S Ste A104Federal Way Ridiculous, when other businesses r force to closed during COVID-19 it is unfair to for legal firm which 
is not essential business operating their business in the building. They are not urgent legal just doing 
auto accident. They do have about 5-7 employees which is Asians walking around the building & 
operating.  It’s not emergency legal but they r operating business by manipulate the law!! I’ve heard 
their employees has been treated by owner of the company to attend the work instead of work at 
home.  Lots of businesses r hiring is this is completely unfair for some of us! Please investigate!  
Thank you.

04/05/20 5:50 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lowes Other Lowes and home depot Pacific Everett Why are they still open.

04/05/20 7:21 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Watson's Greenhouse and Nursery Other Plant Nursery 6211 Pioneer Way EPuyallup They're reopening today and potentially exposing an employee with asthma to covid John Conley Onebrkbstrd@gmail.com 2534682319

04/05/20 7:57 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting goods store 818 ne northgate waySeattle All big 5 stores are open and they are non essential business.   Dicks sporting goods is closed.  
Shouldnt big 5 be closed?

04/05/20 9:48 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bellmont Cabinet Compnay Other Cabinet Company 13610 52nd St E Sumner, WA 98390 Just heard that this company is calling all their workers to come back to work starting tomorrow, April 
6, 2020.  They are non essential and have told their workers they had worked with the state to be 
listed as essential.  This is suspect because they make cabinets.  It needs to be checked out by the 
government.  Have not heard that they will be making anything to help in the coronavirus period.  This 
state has an order from Governor Inslee to stay at home for non essential workplaces thru May 4.  
This would put the workers in harm's way when they should be staying home during this whole month.

anonymous anonymous anonymous customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com

04/05/20 10:02 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bark and Garden Center Other Nursery 4004 Harrison Ave NOlympia This business is open. Selling plants is essential? Karmen Franko Frankokarmen@comcast.net 3607911831 barkandgarden@juno.com



04/05/20 10:13 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Karmart Burlington (All Karmart) Other Car dealership 1751 Bouslog Rd, Burlington, WA 98233Bulrington, WA Employees should not being selling cars. Buying a vehicle is Non-Essential! Employees could be 
asymptomatic carrieirs of COVID19 and be passing it on to customers who are taking it home to 
families. Customers can also be asymptomatic and be infecting the employees who are taking it 
home. The ability to buy a vehicle is non essential to life. All car  dealerships should be closed.

Peter Badillo peterj47@gmail.com 3603955371

04/05/20 10:47 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Republic parking/ diamond parking Other Parking lot enforcement for private companies 200 west Mercer st. Suite 103Seattle How is it essential for private companies to continue to charge and ticket people, especially people 
that are essential workers. In what way are there employees essential and how is it okay for them to 
price gouge people for parking their car when they are being required to stay home and leave there 
car parked for much longer than they would normally stay parked. I do expect a reply.

Jonathan shelby Jmfshelby.1995@gmail.com 5097145027

04/05/20 11:23 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabelas Other Sporting Goods and Camping 9810 Quil Ceda Blvd, Tulalip, WA 98271Tulalip Open for business when State order to close by Governor Chris Nation Wisdom1290@aol.com 4253226630
04/05/20 11:37 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pure skin and wellness Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 419 s 1st street suite aMount Vernon Pure skin and wellness has had people in the building. They are not employees.

04/05/20 12:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Destination Leavenworth Other Vacation rental company 940 US-2 A-1 Leavenworth Leisure travel, promoting vacation rentals in our area and still booking out of town and state travelers

04/05/20 12:05 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Destination Leavenworth Other Vacation rentals 940 highway 2 suite A-1Leavenworth They still renting vacation rentals. Not just one but 20 to 30 rentals John Bradshaw Jpbradshaw83@icloud.com 5096707469
04/05/20 12:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open HK Dim Sum, Rain Cafe, and others Restaurant or food service business Asian Family Market Seattle, Aurora ave and N. 130th St.Seattle These restaurants in Asian Family Market Seattle Mall have always been opened. They never closed 

!!!
mark lee marklee531@yahoo.com

04/05/20 12:12 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Casey's crafts Other Craft store 14485 wa-525 Langley Casey's crafts has announced on Facebook that they are re-opening with claims that they have 
received "essential" status. This is false and misleading. Endangering employees and public.

425 319-3564

04/05/20 12:24 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Destination Leavenworth Other Vacation rental company 940 highway 2 suite A1Leavenworth My former employee is still operating and renting vacation rentals Sara saraarea509@gmail.com 5096996653
04/05/20 1:14 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabella's Other Outdoor Sports Store 9810 Quil Ceda BlvdTulalip Cabella's has reopened their store in Tulalip from 10 to 6 now. It is obvious from all of the cars in the 

parking lot and they clearly state on their website that they are open. They have told their employees 
that they are open until further notice.

Elizabeth Feller elizabethleonafeller@gmail.com 425-329-9358

04/05/20 1:21 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Adopt a Stream Other salmon habitat restoration 600 128th St SE Everett They are pressuring employees to work and are holding voluneer events for tree planting with retired 
people. They have told employees that if they get the SBA loan that they will be required to work. 
They think they're essential because they have a trout exhibit.

Andrea Smith smithap@comcast.net 425-791-6956

04/05/20 1:35 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ramada Inn Other Hotel 1745 Kittelson Rd, Moses Lake, WA 98837Moses lake The Ramada Inn, in Moses lake is allowing non-essential activity including renting rooms to non-
essential travelers. They continue to use the facilities on site even against the governors authority. 
they will not help slow the spread of this virus

Donovan Snow donosnow42@gmail.com 5099419770

04/05/20 1:43 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Destination Leavenworth Other Vacation Rental Company 940 US-2 A-1 Leavenworth Still operating as a business and advertising to people who do not live in the community to come stay 
at their rentals as a "Safe Harbor for Spring Break" advertising vacation rentals so their kids can play 
outside and they can work from the vacation rental. No being used for essential personal.

Laura laura.berridge@gmail.com 2087508407

04/05/20 3:00 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Destination Leavenworth Other Vacation Rental Company 940 US 2, Suite A-1 Leavenworth This is a vacation rental company, open for business and bringing in people from outside our area for 
vacations.   I just went in to their website, requested a booking for April 7 - 12 for 14 people, and they 
accepted the reservation without hesitation.   People in our town have called them to complain, and 
they told us to mind our own business.

Brian Shugrue shugruebf@msn.com 509-548-2382

04/05/20 3:01 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Renton Municipal Airport - Other Small Aircraft 616 West Perimeter RoadRenton, WA 98057 Date/Time: Apr 5, 2020, 2:57 pm
General Aviation
Dist / Alt 2.77 mi / 1574 ft
Operator: HANSEN JAMES R - KENMORE, WA
A/C Type: C172 - 1975 CESSNA 172M
Callsign N5395H 
Registration N5395H
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source
ADSB

Donna donna.polehn@gmail.com 2067950001

04/05/20 3:12 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vancouver Farmers Market Other Farmers Market 8th & Esther St. Vancouver The Columbia Newspaper has reported the Vancouver Farmers Market will be opening to the public. 
While they said it is with social distancing I do not see how this is possible with all the people that go! 
I fear there will be a HUGE spike in cases here if this is allowed!!!  I don't get it.

Joanne McGinnis info@jmconsulting-llc.com 3606075864

04/05/20 3:36 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Destination Leavensorth Other Vacation home rentals 940 Hwy 2 Suite A1 Leavenworth,Wa This business is renting to people that are non-essential from out of the area with children and 
advertising to come to town even with covid19 like this is a vacation.

Jane Doe Janedoe@yahoo.com 509-548-0000

04/05/20 4:15 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Elk Ridge Other Short  Term Rental 15210 Christensen DrLeavenworth This Virus Kills People Without Them Knowing It & these People are coming into My Area and  Could 
quite possibly Infect and kill myself & my family! There is a Stay At Home Order,This Business in 
Violation of the Governors closure of Non Essential Businesses, their site on Air B&B encourages 
Rental during the Pandemic, This is ABSURD!!! Please Have It stopped immediately!

Yvonne Rhodes yvonnerhds@aol.com 5094211475

04/05/20 4:16 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Flower World Restaurant or food service business 15600 Blk. on Broadway RdMaltby Exposure.  What dont they get about stayhome? Daniel Fitzgerald Danfitzwestwa@gmail.com 4257911302
04/05/20 6:12 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Alpine Nursery & Landscape Other Plant Nursery 17518 79th Ave E Puyallup Witnessed a large number of customers walking around the premises in close quarters this afternoon.

04/05/20 7:10 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Aspen Dental Health-related business 8101 NE Parkway Dr Ste F2Vancouver This dentist is saying his office is open during the stay-at-home order.  He's saying it's just for urgent 
procedures BUT there are posts on FB that looks like he's fishing for new business, not just urgent 
cases.  Patients are getting comprehensive treatment plans.  How is an exam and xrays essential for 
a comprehensive treatment plans?!  Patients are being told they need "deep cleanings".  How is that 
urgent?!

04/05/20 9:28 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open SDN Other Staging empty homes for sale 5901 23rd drive W #105Everett Owner says that she has a loop hole and will not close. Workers are in enclosed truck together to 
jobs moving things in close proximity with each other. This is not moving households and is just 
setting up things in empty homes for sale. This work requires at least 2 employees in close contact 
when doing drop offs, as well as at warehouses in Everett and Kirkland.

04/05/20 10:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jamco America Other Aircraft interior 1018 80th st. Sw Everett My daughter is working there and has to attend work on Tuesday. Boeing just announced that they 
will be closing indefinitely until COVIT-19 is over. Therefore I don't understand why they have to 
remain open. Everything is on paused so why are they having their employees go back to work and 
risk their life for non essential work.

04/06/20 12:28 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Elegant landscaping and designs Other Landscape and gardeners 309 N Third St Yakima, WA  98901 Estados UnidosYakima This company is non essential and the employees work every day Anonimos Anonimos Anonimos
04/06/20 4:12 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jamco America inc. Other Businesses class seats for airplanes 1018 80th Street SW.Everett Airplane seat manufacturer which considers itself ‘essential’ under CRITICAL MANUFACTURING. 

Despite the governors extension towards May and Boeing shutdown indefinitely, they continue to go 
ahead and re-open for business on April 7th. Everyone knows they are not essential and only putting 
lives in danger by calling back production workers for profit. Perhaps the language allows for abuse of 
what is considered essential, either way, please do what’s right and shutdown this non- essential 
business. Families would appreciate it much. I will not provide phone number as I want to remain 
anonymous and am doing this as a favor for a employee who fears retaliation, obviously.  Here is a 
link to their website claiming their stance: https://www.jamco-
america.com/News/NewsArticle?newsID=5c58abd9-bdd8-471c-89fd-2af8381cb473

John dowhatisright@yahoo.com 123-456-1234 HR@jamco-america.com

04/06/20 6:06 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Coast Oyster Other Oyster seed production linger longer Rd  (Coast Oyster)Quilcene I have repeatedly, over the last week, noticed that employee parking is as full as its ever been Joseph Gallant gallantj10@yahoo.com 360-531-2378

04/06/20 6:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big5 Other Sporting goods 1719 Morgan Road Sunnyside I do not think that this is an essential business. There are always a lot of people there and they are 
not following social distancing.

Jenny Smith

04/06/20 8:34 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Maid Brigade Other Residential Cleaning company 17229 15th Ave NE Shoreline, WA 98155Shoreline Residential cleaning services are deemed non-essential  and this company has not stopped 
performing  them. Putting their clients and teams at risk. Only janitorial cleanings are deemed essential.

Alli Davidson alli.van.davidson@gmail.com 2065549940

04/06/20 8:37 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Molly Maids Other Residential cleaning company 13510 Aurora Ave N ste a, Seattle, WA 98133Seattle Residential cleanings are deemed non-essential and this company has not stopped performing  them. 
Putting their clients and teams at risk. Only janitorial cleanings are deemed essential. This company  
also has multiple locations.

Alli Davidson alli.van.davidson@gmail.com 2065549940

04/06/20 9:32 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open VA Thrift Store Other VA Thrift Store 4507 W. Wellsley Spokane Business continues as usual with customers entering and exiting business  with purchases. This 
business continues to take large amounts of donations and has been for days. I observe this 
everyday from about 10 AM until 6 PM.

Linda Fitzloff Lfitz05@comcast.net 8034311716

04/06/20 9:35 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Miracle Workers LLC Other Residential housekeeping  business 1126 11th st Clarkston, WashingtonEmployees are cleaning multiple houses a day which spreads contact. Putting residents and 
employees at risk for exposure.

04/06/20 10:01 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Shoplap Coffee Shop Other Coffee Shop 112 E Yelm Ave Yelm I don't think Coffee is essential at this time. They do not serve food. Diana Morris dianamomma50@gmail.com
04/06/20 10:50 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods Store 2500 SW Barton St. Seattle I walked by this morning, and Big 5 Sporting Goods appears to be open. I couldn't find anything in the 

governor's proclamation regarding sporting goods.
Dan Kramlich dankramlich@gmail.com 2068500088

04/06/20 11:10 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Kids Way, Lake Stevens Other Daycare 12211 20th St NE Lake Stevens This daycare is still open. There are toddlers who are not 6 feet away from each other. If local schools 
and parks  are closed, why is this allowed?

S barban.s@gmail.com 4253226869

04/06/20 11:14 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Huntwood Other Manufacturing 23800 e Appleway aveLiberty lake 100s of us are building cabinets. Jeramiah Jeramiah9999@aol.com 5098692716
04/06/20 12:21 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dutch Brothers Coffee Restaurant or food service business 22022 E Merdian E Graham Coffee stands are NON-ESSENTIAL Businesses. They do NOT provide a full meal, just muffins and 

cookies and ALL Coffee stands should be required to shut down.
Sara Pape saraofpape@gmail.com 253-579-5626

04/06/20 1:29 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sugar Bakery & Cafe Restaurant or food service business 1014 Madison St, First HillSeattle Notices at least twice this business is OPEN. Business serves Coffee and Bakery items ( 
cake/bread/muffins). Can't comment more but this doesn't seem to be essential business. And 
expensive coffee/barkey products business ? Why not go to Grocery store within .2 miles of distance?

04/06/20 1:46 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Camping world of pasco Other Rv Sales 9250 sandifur pkwy Pasco Spoke to one of the sales people there and he was even concerned they are Guilting him into 
working. They are keeping them Tucked behind their office cubicles. They have sold over 60 units in 
the last 25 days and are also advertising online that they are open

J Smith Joshthesalesguy@icloud.com 6096196680

04/06/20 2:10 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Various Airbnb rentals Other Vacation rentals 480 Alpine Place Leavenworth There are several vacation rentals still available for “instant booking” on Airbnb.com in and around 
the condo complex I live in. The instant book feature needs to be turned off so that people cannot just 
come stay in this area and bring their outside germs to our community.

Amy Amy.lyn.rollo@gmail.com 5034441295

04/06/20 2:30 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Grandview on the Lake Other Vacation Rental 322 W Woodin Ave Chelan this Is a vacation rental business and their crew should
Not be working. This is absolutely ridiculous.

04/06/20 2:33 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Rios and Cruz Imigration Defense P.S. Other Lawyers office 811 1st ave. Suite 340Seattle This is a Lawyers office that does not need to be opened.They have 15 employees working together 
my daughter works there and has gotten a dried caugh weI fear she will get worse she has told her  
boss and he says sorry but we are not closing. my daughters name is Jacqueline Gonzalez (206) 981-
6536

Elsa Gonzalez elsagonzalez865@yahoo.com (206) 981-6536

04/06/20 2:58 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open AirBNB at 1620 Sunset Ave SW Other AirBNB 1620 Sunset Avenue SWSeattle Visitors checked in yesterday.  Also yard workers are leaf blowing. All neighbors on the block...
04/06/20 3:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The Landing at Vancouver Other Apartment Leasing Office 100 SE Olympia Dr Vancouver Numerous leasing tours are being conducted today - Leasing Manager Ryle led around 2 women 

giving a tour of the property, assist manager Alisha was giving a tour to a man. They were conducting 
nonessential business in person - these people were asking what units were available, etc around the 
property. They were outside my apartment being toured. They are potentially exposing all of us 
residents to the virus and I do not feel safe in my own apartment complex.

04/06/20 3:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dick’s Sporting Goods Other Sports store 328 NE Northgate WaySeattle Store is still open. Employees are still having to report to work.

04/06/20 3:53 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Grease Monkey Other Oil Change Facility 33505 21st Ave. SWFederal Way It’s not attached to an essential business, does not perform repairs, and most customers are not 
essential employees.

04/06/20 4:59 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Fisher investments Other Financial advising 5525 NW Fisher Creek DriveCamus Staff continuing to go into work rather than work from home. Mary Alston Hammondtrips@verizon.net 7818505754
04/06/20 5:34 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dylan Reidt Other Airbnb 2938 Alki Ave SW Seattle Families staying in airbnb at private residence in already crowded Alki area of Seattle during 

Governors "Stay at Home" order putting people at risk of COVID 19

04/06/20 6:03 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lowes Other Retail store 5115 100th St S.W. Lakewood how can Lowes be open to sell anything including non essential item when you have closed so many 
small business that sell the Same things as Lowes. For example. Flooring,  plants, blinds, home 
goods like mirrors and drapes.  This is blatantly  unfair.

Lori Lori@hullfloor.com 2534397278



04/06/20 6:24 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Destination Leavenworth Other Nightly Rentals 940 Hwy 2 Suite A-1Leavenworthq A Safe Harbor for Spring Break

This special is for those of you who need a real Spring break and are looking to getaway while your 
schools are closed and everyone is cooped up at home.

Coming to Leavenworth's mountain air can be good medicine for your whole family. Children can 
enjoy their time off from school, you can work remotely, and everyone benefits.

March 9 to May 10 Direct Booking Special

Our bonus to you is a third night free for stays from March 9 to May 10. Apply coupon code THREE.

If you book a five night stay in that same time period, you can add two additional free nights. Apply 
coupon code SPRING STAY

This may not be combined with any other offers or discounts, and applies only to new reservations.

04/06/20 6:37 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting goods 18600 33rd Ave W Lynnwood Closed for a certain amount of day’s. Then all of a sudden re-opened.

04/06/20 7:52 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open TMC Properties Other short term rental 13016 US HWY 12 Packwood Guests are staying in an air b n b - several adults, children and dogs. Arrived 4/6. Short term rentals 
that draw people into a community of seniors is not a good thing

Ben Sherman bsherman@gmail.com 360-295-8600

04/06/20 8:46 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open AIR BNB'S, BETSY'S CABINS Other RENTAL VACATION CABINS PARADISE DRIVE ASHFORD WHY ARE THESE RENTERS/TOURISTS NOT STAYING AT HOME PER THE STAY HOME STAY 
HEALTHY PROCLAMATION 20-25!! WE ARE A VERY SMALL GROUP OF RESIDENTS AND DO 
NOT NEED THEM HERE RIGHT NOW IN OUR ONE AND ONLY GROCERY STORE STOCKPILING

3605692356

04/06/20 11:33 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Kendrick and Malane Other Legal 4109 Tieton Dr. Yakima Unnecessary contact with the public. Why put employees or citizens at risk, if not necessary.

04/06/20 11:40 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Work-Sports & Outdoors Other Outdoor Recreational Clothing 840 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw This retailer does not sell essential goods. They offer clothing and recreational sporting goods items. RC Anton 2066194554

04/07/20 5:40 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other sporting goods 18600 33rd Ave W Lynnwood Non essential business staying open

04/07/20 8:13 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Mr. Mobile Auto Repair LLC Other Auto Detailing unknown Battle Ground WA Facebook paid ad saying car washes sare essential, also cannot find any type of business license 
under that name except for Pasco and this one is in Battle Ground WA unlicensed business.

TIMOTHY M PLUMB PLUMBTIMOTHY@GMAIL.COM 5092228730

04/07/20 8:14 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open vancouver w city farmers market Other Farmers market main street Vancouver Farmers market to open this Saturday April 11th. To dangerous!! They have put it in newspaper and 
on news they are opening this Saturday April 11th.

Lorrie Ponn Lorrie1973@gmail.com 3606247079

04/07/20 10:21 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting goods. 15500 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver All Big 5 locations in Vancouver Washington are open for business.   From what I have read they are 
not exempt.

Ann Hiebler amhieb@hotmail.com 5039576760

04/07/20 2:16 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dave's Jewelry and Loan Other Pawn Shop 9646 16th Ave SW Seattle Store was open for business. Herb Neely herbneely@gmail.com 206-380-0447
04/07/20 10:57 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Retail/Sporting Goods 108 West Stuart RoadBellingham As an employee at Big 5, I feel that I, my coworkers, and customers are being put in risk by the store 

remaining open. Not only are we not essential but we also are receiving no protection or protocols to 
follow as employees. Our customers are coming in to shop around and are rarely following quarantine 
guidelines. I ask that if we are not considered non-essential we at least are required to have more 
protection for our employees and customers. Thank you for your time.

04/08/20 7:28 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Rafat Cates Other Vacation rental 1620 sunset avenue southwestSeattle Out of town renters arrived this week (Texas license plates)

04/08/20 10:43 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cash America Other Pawn Shop 1098 State St. Marysville Open with lots of business going in and out while other stores are staying closed like they should Kelly Grimsley kgrimsley@snohd.org 4253458017

04/08/20 1:29 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jo-Anne Fabrics Other Craft store 2886 NW Bucklin Hill RdSilverdale Craft store still open to the public while other craft stores like Michael's and Hobby Lobby have closed.

04/08/20 1:30 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jo-Anne Fabrics Other Craft store 2886 NW Bucklin Hill RdSilverdale Craft store still open to the public while other craft stores like Michael's and Hobby Lobby have closed.

04/08/20 1:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open 1981 Other Craft store 31523 Pacific Hwy SFederal Way Craft store still open to the public while other craft stores like Michael's and Hobby Lobby have closed. Andrew awilkins26@gmail.com 2539704417

04/08/20 2:41 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Several Different ones Other Vacation short term rentals (30 nights or shorter). Packwood WashingtonPackwood PLEASE,

We have contacted the governor's office twice now about clarification for short term vacation rentals 
operating in our area and have received 2 very different responses.  These vacation rental owners in 
our town of Packwood are NOT renting to essential workers for work reasons nor are they housing 
Covid 19 patients.  Our community is experiencing several vacationers coming to our area for 
anywhere from 1 to 7 nights usually and having guests departing and new ones checking in on the 
same day.  The owners are "choosing" to categorize themselves as a motel (essential) or  in a gray 
area (which the short term rentals are NOT listed as either essential or non essential).  This is putting 
tremendous stress on our community (for supplies) and for the housekeeping workers being forced (in 
their opinions) to work by these owners.  Concerning our grocery store, we have had several out of 
town people come for a weekend visit and been a large contributing factor in our shelves being wiped 
out.  All of our small communities that are tourist locations need clarification on the operations of short 
term rentals and the cleaning/management staff for them and if either one of these businesses or both 
are currently allowed.

Kristen Richardson-Roberson Angels.Touch.Cleaning@Hotmail.com 360.496.1072

04/08/20 3:26 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Rainer Woodworking Other Cabinetry 2615 S 80th St. #110Tacoma Not essential and no safety precautions at all (ok masks,  gloves, sanitizer) being taken. JENNIFER H Softgyrl26@hotmail.com 2536315920

04/08/20 3:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The Painted Pooch Other Pet Grooming 641 SW 153rd St Burien I'm not 100% sure if a pet grooming business is considered essential or not but I've noticed the 
business has remained open. From what I've seen/heard, the business has taken measures to limit 
exposure and promote social distancing, but from what I've read, Covid-19 can still be transmitted 
from the hair of animals to humans.

04/08/20 3:59 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting goods 2801 W Nob Hill BlvdYakima This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:06 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bowlby's Gun and Pawn Other Pawn and Gun Shop 129 S 3rd St. Yakima This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:14 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods Store 2505 S 38th St f Tacoma SHUT DOWN BIG 5. They are breaking the law and endangering the public! ALL WA BIG 5's STILL 
REMAIN OPEN. This is not okay.

Nichelle Madison nichellesrain@gmail.com 2533708671

04/08/20 4:58 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Chickalatte Other Coffee Business 10733 Aurora Ave N Seattle Bikini coffee is not essential in a pandemic. Facial coverings are not being required, and I am deeply 
concerned for the safety of the employees due to the fact that their employer has historically 
pressured them to increase their sales quotas or risk losing their job.

04/08/20 4:59 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods Store 5700 100th St SW #600,Lakewood Big 5 refuses to close under wa state law. this is dangerous! I really care and I don't know how else to 
make a difference. ALL WA LOCATIONS ARE REMAINING OPEN

Nichelle Madison nichellesrain@gmail.com 2533708671

04/08/20 5:22 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting goods 1101 NW Leary WaySeattle Been open every day I walk down Leary. A few weeks now : (

04/08/20 11:15 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting goods 31956 wa. State route 20Oak Harbor The business is open and running as usual.

04/09/20 6:40 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Baye Enterprises Construction 10749 A St S, Suite FTacoma Work still happen at furniture maker.

04/09/20 9:35 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open South Hill Auto & Truck Wrecking Other Auto and truck wrecking/shipping 6316 128th St E Puyallup This business is still open and has been throughout the statewide lockdown. Huge shipments of cars 
continuously come and go from early morning until night.  No social distancing.

H Dylan hmdylan@hotmail.com 2538811772

04/09/20 10:02 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Retail 108 West Stuart RoadBellingham Big 5 is still open and endangering their employees despite not being classified as essential based on 
the current guidelines for essential businesses.  Seeing as no one should be participating in 
recreation right now it doesn't make sense to allow a sporting goods store to remain open.

Kaylene Raftis kaylene.raftis@gmail.com 2533507329

04/09/20 11:43 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Unknown Other Vacation Rental 41 Sunset Street Moclips There are people from out of town renting this unit. There have been different groups of people in and 
out of this house since the stay at home order. They should not be here potentially spreading the 
virus to those who live here. They are vacationing on the beach, using the local stores, and locals 
clean the homes between renters.

Pamela N Hodge hodgepn@gmail.com 360-276-6839

04/09/20 11:46 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Unknown Other Vacation Rental 37 Sunset Street Moclips There are people from out of town renting this unit. There have been different groups of people in and 
out of this house since the stay at home order. They should not be here potentially spreading the 
virus to those who live here. They are vacationing on the beach, using the local stores, and locals 
clean the homes between renters.

Pamela N Hodge hodgepn@gmail.com 360-276-6839

04/09/20 11:47 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Unknown Other Vacation Rental 31 Sunset Street Moclips There are people from out of town renting this unit. There have been different groups of people in and 
out of this house since the stay at home order. They should not be here potentially spreading the 
virus to those who live here. They are vacationing on the beach, using the local stores, and locals 
clean the homes between renters.

Pamela N Hodge hodgepn@gmail.com 360-276-6839

04/09/20 11:48 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bright horizons Other Childcare 1570 W armory way Seattle This business is slated to open April 27th. There was a known case of Covid with one of the workers.   
 Should this business be following the Governors orders and stay closed until at least May 5th?

04/09/20 12:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Securite Gun Club Other Gun Club 11910 Woodinville Drwoodinville This guns club is open for business.  Their website lists they are open.  The manager at the location 
states they are open despite the state's mandate and stated "the federal government says we can be 
open."  https://securitegunclub.com/

jennifer sciarrino setterman111@comcast.net 2069457499 info@securitegunclub.com

04/09/20 1:30 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Betsy’s Cabins Other Short term rentals Paradise way Aghford This company is still renting housing for short term rentals for profit. They are not renting to essential 
workers and their are multiple visitors every few days.there are multiple properties being rented so I 
cannot give just one address. They are listed on airbnb by Betsy’s Cabins

Melissa Horton Mlmoss@me.com 5202505800

04/09/20 2:47 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Holmes Harbor Rod & Gun Club Other Gun club - shooting range 3334 E. Brooks Hill Rd.Langley, WA 98260 The shooting range is being used.  I don't know if that's an essential activity.

04/09/20 3:25 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Wells Medina Nursery Other Plant nurseru 8300 NE 24th St, Medina, WA 98039Medina Wells Medina plant nursery is not only open for business but has an extremely large number of people 
gathered together on its premises. They are unable to control social distancing on their premises also. 
So many people are free quitting their business that there is an actual traffic jam that goes several 
blocks down the road blocking the intersections in town.

An employee who needs anonymous protection accounts@wellsmedinanursery.com

04/09/20 5:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Sporting goods Multple Spokane Valley I work at hospital so people stay home!!  Why is a sporting good store open!!

04/09/20 6:12 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open DeWills Cabinetry Construction 12907 NE Fourth Plain BlvdVancouver I notice my cabinet supplier is required to close under the Stay at Home Order however this cabinetry 
company is still operating. Is this allowed?

04/09/20 6:20 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pacific Crest Cabinetry Construction 5901 S 11th St Ridgefield My cabinet supplier was required to close (building cabinets is not considered a non essential 
business). I noticed this cabinet company is still operating and supplies to the same market. Do they 
have an exception or are they in violation?

04/09/20 7:52 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Jo Ann Fabrics Other fabric store eastgate shopping plazaKent these stores have lines and crowds    this is a totally non essential business  customers are touching 
fabric  patterns etc

Mary L Sweeney m.sweeney@comcast.net 4255847790

04/09/20 10:40 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Retail Store 7630 N Division, Ste ASpokane The store is closed to walk in customers, but you can order online and pick up in front. I initially 
thought this was allowed and I picked up an order there, but I have since heard that isn't allowed as 
some small business owners I know said they couldn't do that.

Gene Brake genebrake01@gmail.com 509-981-5555

04/10/20 2:12 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pawn Father's Other Pawn shop 18810 Meridian E #114Puyallup Parking lot is always full. Doesn't seem like an essential business to be open. Just people bored and 
browsing. It's a pretty small shop from what I remember, social distancing would be hard in that setting.

04/10/20 10:17 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Craft Warehouse Other Craft store 9307 NE 5th Ave, Vancouver Wa Employer just informed employees they will be open for business starting Monday, April 13  for 
curbside orders. Craft Warehouse is not an essential business. They do not sell groceries

Angela Anderson alegnada@yahoo.com 4253454774 tricities@craftwarehouse.com

04/10/20 10:39 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Home Depot Other Home Depot All All They sell non-essential items everyday while competitors in the same segments of business are shut 
down.

Will Osborne willosborne12@gmail.com 406-579-0280

04/10/20 11:01 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Seattle early learning center Other Daycare 2207 California Ave SWSeattle It would appear they are carrying on with the daycare. Lots of little humans together.  Perhaps they 
are children of healthcare workers?

Hannah Mesunfan@comcast.net 2065502114

04/10/20 12:03 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sportsman’s warehouse Other Sporting Goods 1020 n Stratford road suite dMoses lake No need for a sporting goods store to be open if fishing and hunting are closed statewide.



04/10/20 2:39 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bloomer Estates Vacation Rentals Other Vacation Rentals 4910 Pacific Way Seaview, WA 98644 Vacation rentals still be rented to people traveling into the area of Long Beach Peninsula from other 
parts of Washington, Oregon and elsewhere. We are a small community with a small hospital and do 
not need vacationers visiting during this time. We are all working hard to do Stay Home, Stay Healthy 
so should these people. There is nothing open here to visit or see during this time of crisis. Their 
website addresses there is situation and their need to explain how isolated their rentals are. Renters 
still need to purchase food and gas which requires interaction that would not otherwise happen. They 
need to STAY HOME!

Lori Briggs lkbriggs2014@live.com 2537971995

04/10/20 8:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Vacasa Other Vacasa 913 NE Vine St White Salmon This property is a vacation rental business.  They are currently 5 cars, several with Oregon plates, 
with a large group of people drinking and having a party around a fire fit in the front yard. This 
vacation rental is booked every weekend as our neighboring town of Hood River has prohibited 
vacation rentals for non essential use. The owner allowing non essential and allowing tourists to stay 
in our neighborhood.

04/10/20 10:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Retail shopping 108 West Stuart RoadBellingham Big 5 should not be open because there is nothing essential to buy there that can’t be bought at a 
local grocery store. The store is also very small which makes if difficult for customers to practice 
social distancing

Destiny kendallk007@gmail.com

04/11/20 10:34 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open West Seattle Nursery Other Plant Nursery California Ave Seattle How can they be open and taking appointments online.  Shut them down!!!

04/11/20 12:46 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Veterans thrift store Other Thrift store 4507 W Wellesley ave.Spokane No precautions being used or social distancing visible. Only thrift shop, antique store, vintage shop  in 
Spokane not dying their part.

04/11/20 1:14 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Eagles hall 2933 Bar or other business with a liquor license Pine st & 72nd st Tacoma The doors are open and people going in, also gathering in the parking lot while we are under stay at 
home order from the governor. This is NOT an essential business, it’s a bar.

Jo Fitch mrsuffda2u@gmail.com 2534951173

04/11/20 1:21 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open My Garden Nursery Other Garden store 929 E Bakerview RdBellingham This is a gardening store that’s had 10+ cars in their lot at a time. The space inside isn’t very big and I 
can’t imagine how they are social distancing there, I drove past on April 11th at 1pm and the parking 
lot was full.

Brieanah Brezylj@gmail.com 3603192259

04/11/20 3:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Tumwater Pawn Brojers Other Pawn broker 6021 Capitol Blvd Tumwater I have been by there 4x today, coming & going to my own (essential) workplace, & business is open. I 
reviewed "essential" list & do not see a category fitting this type of business.

Deborah Johnson d.l_johnson@hotmail.com 3609430579

04/11/20 3:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Valley Nursery Other Gardening 20882 Bond Rd NE, Poulsbo, Washington 98370Poulsbo They just announced they are reopening.

04/11/20 3:34 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabelas Other Guns ammo clothing 9810 quilceda blvd Tulalip Why is this business open? Parking lot is completely full.

04/11/20 3:43 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Fred Myers Other Box Store 4025 176th PL SW Lynnwood WA The state of WA has mandated that non essential businesses close yet these businesses sell items 
that are sold at big box stores that are permitted to remain open because they also sell food.  If a 
store that sells plants is to remain closed then Fred Myers should not be allowed to sell plants.  
Stores like Target and Costco should only be permitted to sell essential  items.  This mandate serves 
big businesses.  Folks are out browsing at these box stores and I am not permitted to see my patients, 
nor drive to walk my dog in a meadow.   This is insane.

Elizabeth Holmes drbethnd@yahoo.com 2064500650

04/11/20 3:48 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Valley Nursery Other Gardening 20882 Bond Rd NE Poulsbo More than 10 people being closer than 6 feet from one another.

04/11/20 3:58 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Gartenmeister Other Plant Shop/Nursery 16015 81st Ave Ct EastPuyallup I drive by there Everyday and they’re open to customers. I see plenty of people inside and outside in 
their parking lot.

Erik gldfist2518@yahoo.com 2532232911

04/11/20 4:02 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Auto Zone Other car parts supply 17716 Canyon Rd E.Puyallup This store, and a few other ones, up and down Meridian Ave in Puyallup, WA, are open and doing 
business as usual. I will fill this out for other specific business names, but there were too many to 
even count in Puyallup/Spanaway/Graham area. It's ridiculous that so many people are sacrificing to 
keep the curve down, and so many others are doing the exact opposite.

Trish Gibson trish_gibson@hotmail.com

04/11/20 4:09 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Alpine Nursery & Landscape Other plant nursery 17518 79th Ave E Puyallup This store, and a few other ones, up and down Meridian Ave in Puyallup, WA, are open and doing 
business as usual. I will fill this out for other specific business names, but there were too many to 
even count in Puyallup/Spanaway/Graham area. It's ridiculous that so many people are sacrificing to 
keep the curve down, and so many others are doing the exact opposite.

Trish Gibson trish_gibson@hotmail.com info.alpinenurs@gmail.com

04/11/20 4:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Discount Tire Other tire store 12410 Meridian E Puyallup This store, and a few other ones, up and down Meridian Ave in Puyallup, WA, are open and doing 
business as usual. I will fill this out for other specific business names, but there were too many to 
even count in Puyallup/Spanaway/Graham area. It's ridiculous that so many people are sacrificing to 
keep the curve down, and so many others are doing the exact opposite.

Trish Gibson trish_gibson@hotmail.com

04/11/20 5:33 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open country cleaners Other Dry cleaners 16721 SE 272nd St Covington I work at the Fred Meyer in the same building so I get to see them open all the time. They are not 
essential.

Lauren lauren@manicpop.org 2066044350

04/11/20 7:22 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cash America Other Pawn shop 225 Sunset Renton Business is open regular hours , non essential

04/11/20 7:33 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Best Buy Other Electronic retail store 9551 Ridgetop Blvd Silverdale I have driven by the store for the past week and observed cars driving up to the entrance and 
purchases loaded into the cars. The route for drive up service is clearly parked is clearly marked

Patrick Burch patandsherri77@yahoo.com 3604711572

04/11/20 7:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Fred Meyers Restaurant or food service business 16600 SE McGillvray BlvdVancouver The Starbucks in Fred Meyers is still open despite all others being closed except for drive thru. I do 
not believe that this is a essential business, it is risking both the employees lives and the patrons who 
seem to not be able to go without a cup of coffee. If the employees want to keep working they should 
stock shelves or some other form of labor. It just encourages more people into the store. Thank you 
for reading this concern.

TRUE

04/11/20 8:41 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The gallery Other Pot shop Highway 7 Spanaway If fishing and hunting is not aloud, pot shops should be non-essential Nick jnkellogg737_82@msn.com 2533535616
04/11/20 10:03 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Daiso Lynnwood Other Dollar Store 18920 28th Ave W #111Lynnwood I have noticed twice while delivering for Amazon that this store continues to stay open when they do 

not sell anything essential.  Makes me mad that the rest of us are not working our normal jobs to save 
lives and they ignore the order.

Michelle Countz countz29@gmail.com 3602247426

04/11/20 11:45 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Gnc Health-related business 1535 nw Louisiana aveChehalis This business is a small space, non essential, open daily.

04/12/20 12:33 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open All Wound Up Other Yarn Shop 18521 76th Ave W, #109Edmonds Business is still operating. Allowing purchase online and pick up at store.

04/12/20 2:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Valley nursery Other Nursery 20882 Bond Road Poulsbo Nursery was working on an appointment only basis and recently lifted restrictions and are operating at 
full capacity. Many enclosed shop and greenhouse areas do not allow for distancing without restricted 
entrance.

Justin@valleynurseryinc.com

04/12/20 4:33 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Saltwater Vintage Other Vintage Goods 18825 Anderson ParkwayPoulsbo They are open every day 11-4 and yes, they sell coffee and chocolates, but there are a lot of people 
shopping there as they advertise on their website that they are open.  No masks, no protection and 
they should not be allowed to operate.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

04/12/20 5:35 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Ben's Loan Other Pawn Shop 1005 S 2nd St. Renton This is a pawn shop that is open, which is not an essential business. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:39 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pantel Tactical Other Gun Shop 16926 116th Ave SERenton Gun shop that is open! Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:43 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open North 40 Outfitters Other Sporting Goods store 1227 Koala Dr. Omak Non-essential business that is open Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods 703 Omache Dr A Omak Non-essential business that is open Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:46 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dave's Gun and Pawn Other Pawn Shop 112 N Main St Riverside Gun and Pawn shop that is still open! Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:49 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Okanogan Arms Other Gun Shop 105 Oak St Okanogan Gun Shop that was open! Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:50 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Der Sportsmann Other Sporting Goods 837 Front St. Leavenworth Sporting goods store that is still open Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:51 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Republic Sports Shop Other Sporting Goods 8 Creamery Rd Republic Sporting goods shop that is still open Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:53 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open North 40 Other Sporting Goods store 1150 S Main St. Colville Sporting Goods store that is still open Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:54 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Protection First Other Gun Shop 1403 N Greene St. Spokane Gun Store that is still open Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 5:57 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Sharp Shooting Indoor Shooting Range Other Shooting Range 1200 N Freya Way Spokane An indoor gun shooting range that is still open Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/13/20 2:52 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open BBR Motorsports Other Recreational and collector motorcycle repair 2551 Cole Street Enumclaw They haven't stopped working since the order was imposed

04/13/20 8:44 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open My Garden Nursery Other Retail Nursery 929 E Bakerview RdBellingham I drove by on my way home from my essential job and they had nearly a dozen people just coming 
and going like normal. Buying flowers is not essential. The lady that owns this place should be 
ashamed for putting money over safety.

04/13/20 8:56 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bark and Garden Center Inc Other Garden store 4004 Harrison Ave. Olympia wa 98502Olympia They we’re busy all weekend. I live nearby and saw shoppers all weekend coming and going. Looked 
on website to see if they were maybe delivering product but no mention

barkandgarden@juno.com

04/13/20 10:26 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open OSW Equipment Construction 20812 Broadway Ave.Snohomish They do not use social distancing and they do not clean things well at all. They company is 
technically considered an essential business due to the fact they build trucks but they can't deliver the 
trucks and as any employee will tell you it is not an essential business. It's only open due to corporate 
greed.

service@oswequipment.com

04/13/20 1:50 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Glen Zotec Other Nightly vacation rentals 9499 Semiahmoo PKY B7Blaine, WA 98230-9379This private owner continues to rent their private home at 7105 Rainier Way, Deming WA 98244 for 
nightly vacation rentals on Airbnb In violation of the Stay at home proclamation, and also aiding in 
assisting other to violate the proclamation by allowing then to rent vacation homes. vacation rentals 
are not essential.
Here is the link to the 
listing.https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/17267471?location=Glacier%2C%20WA%2C%20United%20Stat
es&source_impression_id=p3_1586810877_l2lv0S8uGQp0PUSq

ampnullolvr@gmail.com

04/13/20 2:28 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Out On A Leash Other doggy day care http://www.outonaleash.netNorth Bend they opened saying they are caring for essential workers pets, but are now trying to take the place of 
closed dog parks and  have large groups of dogs and people coming to their business.

April Kriha aprilkriha@msn.com 425-736-9303 425.736.2397

04/13/20 3:15 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting Goods 1025 Bethel Ave Port Orchard Sporting Goods are not on the essential business list.... Big 5 is open with a sign stating just to stay 
6ft away from people. This business should not be open.

Joann's right next door to them on the other hand... SHOULD be considered an essential business 
because people NEED fabric to sew cloth masks!

04/13/20 7:29 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Retail 15735 E Broadway Ave DSpokane Valley, WA 99037How is Big 5 and essential business? Jeff ocshopper@hotmail.com
04/14/20 6:51 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Gourmet Latte Restaurant or food service business 22730 Meridian Ave SBothell, WA 98021 REALLY, Why are latte stands open? You are subjecting young teens and adults who are serving 

these drinks to the risks of contracting COVID-19, Why? So far the messages from our leaders and 
government are INCONSISTENT at best and ill prepared. PLEASE CLOSE ALL DRIVE THROUGH 
COFFEE BUSINESSES - THEY ARE NOT ESSENTIAL and you are risking young lives. What 
happen to people making coffee (for a fraction of the price) at HOME?

Anonymous N/A 206-856-4646

04/14/20 8:46 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Baseline Land Surveying Other Land Surveying of private property in residential neighborhood 3007 18TH ST EVERETT WAEverett, WA 98201 Mr Tim Libs of Baseline Land Surveying was hired by my neighbor to survey our joint property line. A 
search of the state licensing for both Land surveyor in training and/or professional land surveyor did 
not indicate a license of any kind for Mr. Tim Libs. Mr Libs damaged my concrete driveway and left an 
unmarked deep "fence post" type hole for someone or something to become  injured. There is no 
doubt that my dog would have had a broken leg if she had stepped into this hole. This survey was not 
essential business and brought Mr. Libs into my personal space for what appears to be an unlicensed 
survey.

Anne Coxon annecoxon@hotmail.com 4252526592 tim@baselinels.com; www.baselinels.com; UBI#604-131-061

04/14/20 12:04 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pacific Indoor Tactical Other Gun range 951 Northeast 21st CourtOak Harbor Gun range is not classified as essential.

04/14/20 3:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Amazon.com,inc. Other Pipes 550 s Monroe St Seattle Not essential Barbara BarbaraE@microsoft.net 2538761278
04/14/20 5:02 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open VRBO, BETSYS CABINS, RAINIER 

COTTAGES
Other RENTAL CABINS STILL BEING RENTED OUT Paradise estates ashford "renters" are not complying to stay at home proclamation 20-25 and are in cabin rentals in a very 

small community of residents..using our one and only grocery store we rely on
prefer not to state unknown

04/14/20 5:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Residential housing Other Child care 1211 102nd Dr S.E Lake Stevens This has been going on for over a year and we are still seeing people drop kids off in the morning and 
pick them up in the afternoon.

Anthony Petkus carnut49@msn.com 425-330-8100

04/14/20 6:51 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Armageddon Arms Other Guns &Ammo 121 S Lewis St. Monroe Guns and ammo are not an essential business.  They should be closed during the quarantine. Jonathan Holmberg jonathan.holmberg@gmail.com 3604204332

04/15/20 2:02 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Nautilus Other Rental condominiums 835 Ocean Shores Blvd NWOcean Shores The units that are rentals have occupants.

04/15/20 10:17 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Onemain financial Other Financial lending/collecting 1220 n Columbia center blvdKennewick I belive this business is non essential, there are no cash transaction, they also have the ability and 
tested functions to allow their employees to work from home and do not let them. They are still facing 
customers in a small closing room and at times have to work side by side with another employee all 
they do is call to collect payments

04/15/20 11:20 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Community Day Center for Children Other Daycare 165 22nd Ave Seattle The daycare is open and has several children/babies there, including staff. Director Lois Martin is 
ignoring the closing of non essential business order.

Megan meganirvin1@gmail.com cdccinc@questoffice.net



04/15/20 5:00 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open All American Armoey Other Gun store and they make guns 14969 W Bow Hill RdBow They were open until 4/11/20, even after Sheriff told them to close. Apparently on Monday, per phone 
call with a Skagit Sheriff, the Sheriff's & Prosecutor office & gun shop met. They decided that they can 
be open because they manufacture custom guns.
Today, gun is store open, apparently with a letter from Sheriff that they are allowed to be.

Rebecca Peck peckrj@fidalgo.net 360 708-6122

04/15/20 6:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Home depot Construction 21750 Market Pl NWPoulsbo Last week I went to home depot in poulsbo unaware it was not supposed to be open the let one in 
when one goes out but the store was packed. Only a few people had mask and or gloves on. I didn't 
see any employees  wearing a mask right they had them hanging around there neck. Today I had to 
go to walmart for food so I went to sequim. I drove through the home depot parking lot and it was a 
mad house worse than poulsbo last week. I have never seen this store so busy. I only leave my house 
one or two times a month unless an emergency. I wear gloves and a mask. I have had people jump in 
my face saying mask dont work. This is why I stay home. These over crowded stores and no 
protection is not good.

04/16/20 7:29 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open American freight Other furniture warehouse 3041 Owen Drive Antioch just want to know if this company should be open to the public Ashley abutts54@gmail.com 615-593-6522
04/16/20 9:23 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Seaquest Motel Other motel 801 West First St. South Bend This motel sits in the heart of a tiny, impoverished town with a very large elderly population. The motel 

is continuing to house tourists from all over-- including those from the Seattle metro area.   Then 
these tourists buy from our grocery store and coffee shop. It's extremely dangerous because we're in 
NO WAY equipped to handle any cases of the virus here.      This is easy enough to check; just call 
360-875-5349 and ask for a room!      PLEASE handle this.

04/16/20 12:50 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open :Lowes Port Orchard Construction Sedgewick road Port Orchard, WA I'm angry at the hubris shown by Lowe's.  They are conducting business as usual, including weekend 
special of nursery items.  
They must think they're so big they are above the law.  Profits over community.  Shame

Dan Benson DrB@TwoBensons.com 5418922888

04/16/20 12:59 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open More than one Other Overnight Cabin/house rentals Big Creek road ASHFORD I would like to report approx 6 homes/cabins being rented on Big Creek Road. The addresses are 
108, 113, 119, 123, 137, 141 Big creek Road Ashford Wa 98304. This is just inside the Lewis county 
line SE of Ashford. The Stay at home is being violated by these renters according to the governors 
proclamation. These are not essential businesses as a hotel or motel would be. The owners of the 
properties are listed in the Lewis County Auditors web site. There are several of us that are retired 
and live full time in the area and are concerned that the virus may be spread in our area.

Phil Farcy mtnfrndz2@yahoo.com 3605690962

04/16/20 2:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Lake escape vacation rental Other Vacation rental 23120 lake Wenatchee highwayLeavenworth https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/33365034

04/16/20 8:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Seaquest Motel Other Motel 801 W. First St. South Bend Please pass this to the appropriate law enforcement agency. This motel is still doing substantial 
business and is in the very center of this very small town filled with elderly people. The tourists shop 
at our only grocery and it's very unsafe to have so many coming through here.

04/17/20 9:33 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The children’s courtyard south Other Daycares 3211 Willamette dr neOlympia Not practicing social distance upon Pu. To many kids playing together at once, care givers not 
practicing safe hygiene and non essential workers staying home, dropping kids off.  Both daycares in 
that loop!

04/17/20 11:12 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dicks Sporting Goods Other Retail 625 Black Lake BlvdOlympia Offering curbside pick up

04/17/20 11:30 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Tacoma License & Title Other License & Title 6718 19th St W University Place Business has not closed during Pandemic, Business always has line of customers.

04/17/20 12:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Randy’s hunting center Other Gun sales 721 E Huron ave Bad axe Busy busy every time I drive by and it is just a small store and guns are not essential part of life.

04/17/20 5:00 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open AAA Appliance Other Appliancr store 7406 Union Avenue Cleveland Business was open at 7:30 pm on April 17, 2020
 And other times as well

Rather not give Roderick Braxton

04/17/20 6:07 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pet o Other Pet store 9311 192nd ave e Bonney lake Their GROOMING department is still open. Grooming was declared non essential and thousands of 
small businesses had to shut down, Petco should not be allowed to groom. It is non essential.

Lisa Lisafisher87@gmail.com 2068803647

04/17/20 8:49 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open brender canyon farm Other vacation rental 7912 brender canyon rdcashmere the vacation rental is occupied as of 4-17-20 virgil gerbig ger0113@hotmail.com 5096705186 ludgerus@comcast.net
04/18/20 8:16 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open 12605 Icicle Lane, Leavenworth Other vacation rental in Chelan county 12605 Icicle Lane Leavenworth The vacation rental at 12605 Icicle Lane, Leavenworth, WA has rented out the house for the 

weekend.  Two families arrived yesterday afternoon.  Please, please start enforcing these criminal 
violations.  If you don't enforce now, what's it going to be like next weekend when they know they can 
get away with it?   I'm over 50, have asthma and two pre-teen girls.  I cannot get sick, especially from 
irresponsible criminals.  Please again and thank you.

04/18/20 9:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Pasteleria Panaderia la ideal Restaurant or food service business 8909 14th ave So, suit DSeattle, 98108 There open today Saturday, and at times in the day for a few hours

04/18/20 10:20 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Norpoint Shooting Center Other Gun Store 8620 172nd Street NEArlington Business announced on their Facebook page that they are reopening today or else they will need to 
close permanently.

Christopher Anderson christopher.anderson0783@gmail.com 2068834280 Brian@norpointrange.com

04/18/20 12:35 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Talos Tactical Other Firearms retailer 4096 W. Van Giesen St.Suite CWest Richland Small shop, inadequate social distancing, misrepresenting biz as essential by saying the DHS 
guidelines supersede governor's order.

Matt@talostactical.com

04/18/20 12:40 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Columbia Gun Rack Other Firearms retailer 314 W. Kennewick Ave.Kennewick Small shop, inadequate social distancing, misrepresenting biz as essential by saying the DHS 
guidelines supersede governor's order.

04/18/20 12:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hole in The Wall Other Firearms retailer/shooting range 7509 W. Deschutes AveKennewick Small indoor shooting range, inadequate social distancing, misrepresenting biz as essential by saying 
the DHS guidelines supersede governor's order.

scott@tricityguns.com

04/18/20 3:55 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Everett Other Manufacturing 9801 27th Ave. W Everett I am concerned that with Boeing starting up their operations many workers will not adhere to hygiene 
guidelines and infect their fellow worker. We are curious why Boeing is allowed to even start up with 
our state under order to stay home. We live in Marysville and do need to go to our Pharmacy and 
store for medications and food. Many workers from Boeing live in Marysville and I fear we will take a 
step back from our great progress in this state.

We are high risk and if Boeing can continue to be patient for a few more weeks, we will be better off in 
the long run. We do not want to be confined to our home any longer than possible. We miss our family 
and want to visit them so much. 

Please do not be afraid of stepping up to Boeing and keep their families home. This pandemic is 
bigger than business - it's about family and our well being as a nation.

Linda Pratt RL4PRATT@GMAIL.COM 3606539230

04/18/20 6:30 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aerospace Everett, Seattle, Auburn, etc...Everett Boeing is starting next week. 
According to the Presidents speech we havn't cross the gate ?? ( 14 days no new cases??)
Let alone phase 1
How can Boeing open??
Lifes at risk?
No urgent need for airplanes at this time
Im afraid to go to work
Thank you...

LeRoy Tenan Jr robt82861@aol.com 4253454316

04/18/20 8:57 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open The Range Other Shooting Range 1701 Garretson Ln Yakima There were at least 12 cars parked out front of this place at 2pm on a Saturday. They are very much 
open and very much not obeying stay at home orders!!!! Please stop them!!

Haley Henderson haley.henderson.cpa@outlook.com 5093888399 No idea

04/19/20 10:57 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aerospace Everett And Renton PlantSeattle Boeing is about to send approx. 30000 workers back to work. The work has not changed and social 
distancing is almost impossible. Most cleaning supplies and PPE were removed from the shop floor 
and tool rooms per management. Having all units reporting on Tuesday while one reporting on Friday 
is not staggering report times. If so many safeguards need to be taken right now for people to go back 
to work then it is truly not safe to be there. We are on a good numbers trend in the state and I would 
hate for that to be ruined by this company’s greed. Thank you.

Jim Cloninger jimmyc1126@comcast.net 2063963651

04/19/20 1:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Cabela's Other Sporting and Outdoor Goods 9810 Quil Ceda BlvdTulalip Lot's of customers in store, sporting goods is a non-essential business. Maite Abrams maitebengoa@hotmail.com 2063695199

04/20/20 9:40 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bif 5 Other Sporting Goods Store 909 Cooper Point Rd SWOlympia Is this Business Essential ? Diana Denis cccinc.d@gmail.com
04/20/20 2:58 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bright Horizons Other Daycare 1900 Oakesdale AveRenton I see staff, in uniform shirts, with kids playing on the playground. 

There were about 20 cars in the parking  lot, staff vehicles I assume.

4/20/20 @ 2:45pm

Susan Jose Susanaries1@gmail.com 8436949557

04/21/20 3:45 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aerospace 18001 Canyon Road EPuyallul Boeing is not essential. The work being done during the pandemic isn't only defense contracts, but 
commercial contracts. This is not essential and can wait. Although, you should give other non-
essential businesses the same privilege of opening who also implement safe working spaces as 
Boeing claims to have done. Quit picking winners and losers in this, close Boeing down or allow other 
businesses the same privilege.

04/21/20 1:27 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Mother Nurture Ultrasound Health-related business 803 39th Ave SW Suite DPuyallup, Wa 98373 I am the owner of an Inside View Ultrasound in Thurston county and received notice from your 
organization today that my business is considered non-essential- your reason was

 " Proclamation 20-24 prohibits non-necessary medical procedures that require the use of personal 
protective equipment (PPE).  Although Proclamation 20-25, “Stay Home – Stay Healthy,” states that 
medical care is essential, the proclamation unequivocally requires adherence to social distancing and 
sanitation standards.  Consequently, any care practice that requires close contact must cease except 
when needed a) to address emergencies or b) to avoid delaying a procedure that, as a result of the 
delay, would cause the patient to suffer harm within the next three months." 

 However you have given clearance to Mother Nurture Ultrasound on 03/30/2020.  It is an identical 
business model to my studio- and according to your standards is violating the Proclamation 20-25.  
Ultrasounds require CLOSE CONTACT, of multiple clients a day.  These are non-medical, non- 
necessary exams according to your department and the Governor's office.   

Can you explain to me the discrepancy as to why my ultrasound studio is being deemed non-essential 
when an IDENTICAL BUSINESS or ultrasound studio has been given clearance by your department 
and is still open and operating in Pierce county?  Can you please look into why the law is not being 
applied equally across the state. 

In addition there is another ultrasound studio in Tacoma Wa that is open and operating called 
Prenatal Universe.  Why has this business also not been contacted?  They have also been reported 
prior.   Thank you

Erin Blair erin@insideviewultrasound.com 8143970604 info@mothernurtureultrasound.com

04/21/20 2:50 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open BIG 5 Other retail sporting goods 815 N STRATFORD RD UNIT AMOSES LAKE NOT USING PROPER DISTANCING

04/21/20 4:57 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Boeing Commercial Airplanes Other Aerospace production N 6th st Renton Had workers come back in to work with no work to perform, while not producing airplanes which arent 
being delivered or flying anyways. Large gatherings of people, expected to try to build a plane in may 
with many people in a small space.

Charlyne Charlymwaddell@gmail.com 4252200231

04/21/20 7:12 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Distinctive designs Other Auto body for non essential workers 3904 Fidalgo bay rd Anacortes Running an auto body shop for non essential workers. Making in person contacts, as well as running 
a business within city limits

Nicholas Kyzar 3609087834

04/21/20 8:11 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Smokey Point Jewelry And Pawn Other Pawn shop 3131 Smokey Point Dr STU#13Arlington NA

04/22/20 9:15 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Talos Tactical Other Firearm dealer 4096 Van Geisen West Richland Newspaper article in the tri city herald evidences the business is open and operating in violation of 
the stay home stay healthy order. The disregard for safety precautions places other citizens in the city 
at increased and unnecesseary risk.

04/22/20 11:57 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Air B And B ..VBRO Other Air B and B Highway 3 Allyn There is an Air B and B open in the neighborhood that's remains open for rent the house can sleep 
12...it HAS been rented with groups...should it be open

Megd51@gmail.com Dave curran

04/22/20 1:05 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Northbrook Montessori School Other Home Daycare/Preschool 3706 193rd Pl SE Bothell business providing daycare service for non-essential workers northbrookmontessori@gmail.com
04/22/20 2:44 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open SEAQUEST MOTEL Other MOTEL 801 W. FIRST ST. SOUTH BEND OPEN FOR COUPLES/TOURISTS IN CENTER OF TINY TOWN WITH MANY OLDER PEOPLE 

AND ONLY ONE GROCERY STORE, PHARMACY



04/22/20 4:24 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Holland Bungalows Other Vacation Rental Property 4540 Corvina St Richland Holland Bungalows is a full time vacation rental property through AirBnB. The owners continue to rent 
the entire home out to non residential people. The owners have booked this rental for all of April and 
all of May and advertise allowing up to 8 adults to be in the home at the same time! The people who 
rent this home again are not locals! This business should not be allowed to continue renting and 
bringing non residents into our neighborhood  under the Governors orders! 

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/28202543?source_impression_id=p3_1587597809_SQ8QPHEXwgC9o
2wQ&guests=1&adults=1

Residents of the NeighborhoodRacheloca@gmail.com 7147819491

04/22/20 6:43 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open 7-Eleven Other Car wash 31980 Military Rd S Auburn Car wash should not be operating Brian Campbell campbell4959@gmail.com 2532094959
04/22/20 9:20 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Betsy's Cabins at Mt Rainier Other Rentals Paradise Dr. Ashford, WA 98304ASHFORD Per their Facebook page they are still trying rebt out the cabins.

04/22/20 11:28 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Home Depot (ALL!!) Construction 17777 NE 76TH ST REDMOND HOW IS HOME DEPOT ESSENTIAL WHEN CONSTRUCTION IS HALTED? WHY ARE OTHER 
CLOSED AND HOME DEPOT STILL OPEN?

MATHEWMCADAM MATHEWMCADAM@YAHOO.COM

04/22/20 11:31 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open LOWES (ALL!!) Construction 2002 132ND ST SE MILL CREEK HOW IS LOWES ESSENTIAL WHEN CONSTRUCTION IS HALTED? LOWES IS OPEN AND 
SELLING GARDENING AND FLOWERS DRAWING UNNECESSARY CROWDS.

MATHEWMCADAM MATHEWMCADAM@YAHOO.COM

04/24/20 12:23 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Petco grooming salon Other Pet Grooming Salon 22621 Bothell Everett HWY G12a, Bothell WA 98021Bothell This is endangering the lives of the employees, animals and customers, for a needless purpose of 
vanity and profits.

Petco

04/24/20 1:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open All American Armory Other Gun Shop 14969 West Bow Hill RoadBow Do these people think they will defend their "right" to infect our community with the corona virus with 
their arsenal?

Suzanne Wechsler Suz@samishbaycheese.com 360-708-8998 allamericanarmoryus@gmail.com

04/24/20 2:49 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Marysville Rifle club Other Private gun club Lakewood rd Arlington We hear guns Being fired everyday at this private gun club.  Did not see this on the list of essential 
businesses.

Helen Stewart hnstew10@gmail.com 4254783094

04/24/20 5:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods Store 17411 SE 272nd St #120Covington Big 5 Sporting Goods is still operating when it does not meet any of Washington State's guidance on 
what is an essential business. Company sells sporting goods which are all cancelled. By keeping the 
business owner, they are endangering their employees for something that is not essential.

04/24/20 5:55 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Norpoint Shooting Center Other Gun store & range 8620 172nd St NE #8988Arlington, WA 98223 Parking lot was full with people going in and out. Their Facebook page says they are open: 
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=3403495322998112&id=177719455575731

Brian@norpointrange.com

04/25/20 9:30 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Non-essential retail 171 valley Center pl.Sequim Most if the employees have opted out of work because of the virus including myself. The regional 
supervisor shut us down for I think about 5 days and then reopened.

04/25/20 9:58 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Norpoint gun Range in Snohomish 
County

Other gun range 8620 172nd St NE #8988,Arlington, WA 98223 "More GREAT news. Norpoint gun Range in Snohomish County has re-opened it's doors! Please stop 
by and support them, and thank them for taking a stand against the illegal edicts from Governor Inslee 
that forced them to shut down in the first place."

i have screenshots if you need them. 

they want to test to see if enforcement has teeth, I think.

christi keith christidkeith@gmail.com 425-443-2315

04/26/20 9:05 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open tracker safe seattle Other Gun safe store 834 industry dr tukwila open when they shouldn't be. Info@trackersafe.com
04/26/20 9:51 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Comfort suites Other Lodging-Hotel 4714 ne 94th ave Vancouver Hotel is running at 100% occupancy, with no safety guidelines implemented except for plastic shields 

at front desk
Anonymous maui1@outlook.com 5037288844

04/26/20 10:20 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open X products Other gun parts manufacture 1110 w, 17th st vancouver large number of people coming and going, No ppe, ??? darin wright noemail@noemail.com 3605067739 X products ??
04/26/20 11:36 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open silver arrow bowmen Other archery range 20409 E. Hickox RoadMount Vernon Not sure why this place is still open, lots of cars in the parking lot and people out on the range. silverarrowbowmensec@gmail.com

04/28/20 10:10 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open CANYON CREEK CABINET CO Other Manufacturing 16726 Tye St SE Monroe To Whom it may concern,
I am an employee of Canyon Creek Cabinet Co., Monroe WA.
My last full day of work was 3/25 as Management was looking for exceptions and clarifications for 
being an Essential Manufacturer and remain open. That evening they conceded to a notice from the 
governor's office addressing them and other similar companies were not considered Essential.
Yesterday I got word on the companies communication and announcements website that 
management was once again seeking an exception as Essential if they perform certain health checks 
and procedures to assure safety of the employees. 
I have concerns over how and who will actually perform and assure the people, production 
procedures and management are on the same page. I've seen and experienced attempts of lower 
level and mid-level supervision in following the practices requested by upper management in regard to 
the Covid-19 problem.
It appeared very superficial,  not enforced, only vaguely suggested by individuals with absolutely no 
experience in these procedures. 
In their defense, who does and can show them how and what it takes to assure the best in practice 
and enforcement of such a policy.
Too many of us have concerns. Some are of the age and have underlying conditions or have family 
members at home who do.
Gov. Enslee provided a way. The Federal Government provided a path. We can Shelter at Home and 
Flatten the Curve.
Last I looked we were at 475 fatalities and 9000 being treated, some in ICU.
Hospitals and First Responders are pressed. Supplies are hard pressed to supply.
Is this the time in a county where it all began to start building Kitchen Cabinets as Essential?
To call people back to work for what we've seen and experienced, the superficial?
Can you guarantee our management is doing all the right things in regard to Covid-19 to keep people 
from unnecessary exposure to this virus?
It would take a Team of Educated and Experienced people who are well versed in CDC guidelines 
and viral threat elimination to take the time to see if our facility is even considered possible to make a 
Covid-19 Free environment. 
Otherwise it's once again, business as usual and superficial. 
Thank you for time and devotion to aid companies and workers to make wise and sound judgment 
decisions. 
Sincerely,

durham ORANDYDD@YAHOO.COM

04/28/20 12:08 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Hewes Marine Company, Inc. Other Marine Manufacture 1445 North HighwayColville Hewes Marine Company submitted an "Essential Business Request" under "Critical Manufacturing" 
though they are a 'Recreational Fishing' boat producer.  Used unethical language on the request to 
the State to acquire "essential" status.  ALL types of boat manufactures provide parts for marine 
transportation.  Not a government or DOT supplier.... merely a recreational/leisure supplier.  Violation 
of Business ethics.

04/28/20 5:24 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open all construction sited Construction tacoma and Seattle lakewood i drive truck locally between seattle and tacoma there so many businesses that are open that should 
be closed
and the construction sites that went back to work are not 
following the safety guidelines by no means 
i think this really stinks for people's safety

Frank Morasky animal39_5@hotmail.com 2539613290 animal39_5@hotmail.com

04/28/20 9:05 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Paul’s tree / land management llc Construction Unknown. Service businessWalla walla This is a nonessential business claiming to be essential. I am in the tree here in history as well and I’m 
not working. He’s advertising on Facebook as being open for jobs.

Bradley Beckner beckners@gmail.com 5095200914

04/28/20 9:09 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Mint Landscapes Other Landscaping 5711 Lacey blvd suite 303Lacey Workers riding in vehicles together not social distancing and not essential

04/29/20 10:35 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Dewey Lawn Care Other Landscape Service 1502 S. California Ave.Long Beach This business has been open since Governor Inslee ordered all non-essential business closed. Other 
landscaping companies have complied. By continuing to operate Dewey Lawn Care has created a 
health risk and created an unfair business advantage. I do not own or use a landscaping service. I 
only wish that people obey the law.

Karen Strege kstrege@msn.com 4255235914

04/29/20 11:05 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open People ready Inc Construction 13028 interurban ave  S #112tukwilla Several times we have been told that construction work is essential. Have been giving government 
document that are misleading and wrong about essential construction work in order to go to work

jon smith jonsmith@gmail.com 4053615731 khillstephens@peopleready

04/29/20 3:16 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open ProGrass Other Lawn Spraying Service 13236 NE 177th Pl Ste 100Woodinville It appears that this is not an essential service as of 04/29/20 Jason Jorgensen Jetsam26@hotmail.com 2069317429
04/29/20 4:15 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Bo Quality remodel LLc Construction 124007 se verlie st Happy valley or 97086Finish Carpentry work Darren Chuisnot@hotmail.com 503-380-7020 Chuisnot@hotmail.com
04/29/20 4:17 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Landau inc Construction 11115 Vernon Road Lake stevens wa 98258Site work Darren Chuisnot@hotmail.com 503-380-7020 Chuisnot@hotmail.com
04/29/20 5:10 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Outdoor Emporium: Sportco Warehouse Other Sporting Equipment Store 1701 4th Ave S #1514Seattle, WA This store has been open since March 23th when the Governor first announced that it should be 

closed. The Seattle Police come into the store and are checking out guns and other outdoor 
recreation equipment. You can look up the form 4473 (Assault rifles and pistols legislative) and see 
that guns have been bought during this Stay Home Order. I have sent this report before and no one 
have contacted them, I have to go into work everyday and am going to get fired if I don't continue to 
come in. Please follow up with the store.

04/29/20 5:32 PM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Residential building Construction 1903 Hoyt Everett Not sure if this has openned up.  They started building next door on 4/28/20 They are not wearing 
masks or distancing themselves.

04/30/20 8:56 AM Essential BusinessNon-essential business is open Tacoma RV Service Dept. Other RV Service Center 8507 Pacific Hwy E Tacoma Tacoma RV service reopened on 4/28 to both staff and customers. Hand sanitizer is not available, 
disinfectants are not present, 6' distance is not being kept. Employees are required to wear masks but 
are not using them properly.

03/30/20 2:16 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Trigg Insurance Agency Other Insurance Brokerage 17425 Vashon Hwy SWVashon Business has the ability to work from home (software: Hawksoft). Business does not process payments internally, with very few exceptions, and Quickbooks is used. Bookkeeper is also owner. Not an insurance carrier - only brokerage. "It's just the flu".Amiee Yelinek amieelynn@gmail.com 2069721411 STACIE@TRIGGINSURANCE.COM
03/30/20 2:26 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Trigg Insurance Other insurance brokerage 14425 Westside Hwy SWVashon Workers are reportedly able to work remotely but owners are allowing them to come in to office (insurance brokerage, not essential, payments and  service can be done through other channels .  Doors are open for business. Owners recently travelled to and from another state and are not observing sanitation procedures and at least one of them has been sick.Anonymous vashonparadise@gmailcom
03/30/20 6:54 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Geico Dan Cantillina Insurance Other Insurance Sales/Car Sales 4201 N Division St Spokane I’ve emailed about this before. (and received a response from your office stating the business is NOT 

essential) They’re putting licenses at risk and still selling insurance.
Christopher Woods cewoods85@gmail.com 5098676095

03/31/20 7:11 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Hensel Phelps Construction 1899 120th Ave NE Bellevue Sound Transit construction site is still up and running in Bellevue with multiple contractors being 
required to continue to work on the construction of the new sound transit depot.

03/31/20 10:11 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Keller Ferry Other Transportation State Hwy 21 at Keller wa.Keller wa I needed to cross the Keller Ferry yesterday. What I observed was disturbing. Two cars in front of me 
loaded with teenagers unloaded and turned right around and lined up to get back on. 1 it’s free, that’s 
a horrible system, but what a risk it is putting the ferry crew in. This must be stopped. It’s not a 
playground for those that ignore stay at home order. As a taxpayer I resent my taxes being wasted like 
this. With the time to drive around be avg 10 min, this is not an essential service.

Chris Jones cdjones29@comcast.net 509-981-9938

04/02/20 9:34 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Custom Interiors Construction 6900 191st Pl NE Arlington Refusing to allow employees with high risk signficant others to claim unemployment. Still has its doors 
open and claiming they're essential. Denying people their unemployment benefits because they want 
to protect their families from getting sick.

Corey Mewhorter18@gmail.com 3603223649

04/02/20 12:32 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Lakeside Construction Construction P.O. Box 525 Issaquah Hello Governor Inslee I work for lakeside construction the address is just P.O. box in issaquah but the 
business is run out of the owner's, Clark Stahl's, home in Arizona. I am writing you because I have a 
concern regarding your stay home order and my companies non compliance as non essential 
business. We are being offered/allowed to stay at home without pay contrary to your plan of response 
to the pandemic. I am illegally being deprived my right to unemployment insurance and the state and 
nation require responsible response from you. Beyond this without response it may become 
necessary to involve the media.

04/02/20 5:10 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Puget sound recycling Other Recycling center 222 107th at s Tacoma I do not believe that the recycling center is an essential business. There is no clear sanitizing process 
on site to keep them healthy either.

04/02/20 6:29 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Solomon Education Center Other Cram school 8021 230th Street SouthwestEdmonds I still see kids coming to the school and. Parents are still coming to visit their children instead of 
staying home.

04/04/20 2:48 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Birch Bay State Park Other State Park Open Birch Bay WashingtonBirch Bay Why is the park in Birch Bay open? It has gates that can be locked, why are they being left open? Robert Shanabarger rjshanabarger@yahoo.com 4259715128

04/06/20 4:08 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open WSP Fire Training Academy Other State Fire Training Academy 50810 Grouse Ridge RdNorth Bend Trainees where not sent home after Gov. Inslee’s proclamation to stay home and essential business 
only to remain open.

04/15/20 4:15 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open cowlitz county fairgrounds maintenance Other landscape maintenance 1900 7th avenue longview I have photos of them performing routine maintenance at the fairgrounds on march 28th at 3:54 pm tim weddle tim8953 @gmail.com 3607516089

04/19/20 10:25 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Columbia Insurance Other Insurance Office 8000 NE Parkway DrVancouver This business has a financial planning side to it but none of those employees work at this location. 
There is a staff member that is actively voicing that they are not following social distancing protocol 
outside of office hours and is still being allowed in to work in office.

04/20/20 7:02 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open N/A Other Native or commercial crab fishing at Pt. Defiance 111qqq Tacoma Recreational fishing is closed, so should any commercial or native crab fishing seasons. Non 
essential.

Garry Moushegian hooks4nooks@gmail.com 2536918048

04/20/20 10:36 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Housing Authority of Snohomish County Other Housing authority 12711 4th Ave West Everett For what reason Only God knowns, HASCO has deemed mowing the lawn 
, with employees gathering with no PPE.ESSENTIAL!!! At least at Whispering Pines Apts. in 
Lynnwood@ 18201 52nd Ave W.,98037.

Paul VanValkenburg vanvalkenburgp69@gmail.com 2069145637 HASCO

04/20/20 7:26 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Colville Housing Authority Other Housing 42 convalescent center blvdNespelem They are forcing their employees to work in unsafe environments. They are non-essential and not 
even charging rent but they want all their employees to travel from large distances to meet in an 
unsafe environment without cause.

Caroline Wakwak 5099787067



04/21/20 7:52 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Wenatchee and East Wenatchee Construction All Wenatchee Construcción not following washing station and or clean bathrooms guidelines or governor orders 

No one is checkin construction sites before giving permits to continue work

Concerned citizen

04/21/20 9:31 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open WDFW Other WDFW Washington Washington There seemed essential when the public they work for cannot even use there own resources

04/21/20 1:41 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Washington State Lottery Other Washington State Lottery 814 4th Avenue East Olympia, WA 98506Olympia I called your lottery office and was told several people in the office were sorting mail and doing clerical 
work in direct violation of the governor’s orders. Why is gambling considered essential and my  ‘non-
essential’ livelihood is not. I know the answer but I’d like an explanation on what people you consider 
‘essential’.

Brian

04/23/20 12:45 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Sherriff Other Franklin County Uknown Franklin County It is extremely selfish, short sighted, and out of line with the Governors stay at home order; the head 
Sherriff leading this public insubordination should be charged and removed from his position.  He has 
no right to not uphold or change the law at his personal discretion.  That speaks to what else he may 
have done in his career as an officer of the law that "he decided" he had a right to do.  This is 
unacceptable and i hope this is being dealt with; don't let this go Governor.

Carol Thompson Carol.Thompson1@va.gov 206 764-2024

04/23/20 7:37 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Okanogan County Other Okanogan County 123- 5th Ave North, Room 200Okanogan Okanogan County sherif wants to reopen Okanogan County and that is defying what our governor 
declared about staying home. 
https://a01579cf-8172-4c88-bc11-
cc9cdc6be38d.usrfiles.com/ugd/a01579_6c94a7e31f9f4237b4d9b69e91e64052.pdf

04/24/20 12:52 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Chabad Hebrew School - Bellevue Other School / Religious Organization 16199 Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98008Bellevue I am a member of the community, and recently heard from parents that this kindergarten was never 
closed. It is operated inside of a synagogue that has been otherwise following orders. I would prefer 
to be kept anonymous but first and foremost want to help save lives of parents and community 
members.

Kalman Clement klmnclement@gmail.com 2066587783 bellevuerabbi@gmail.com

04/24/20 10:05 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Assumption-St. Bridget School in Seattle Other Private School 6210 32nd Avenue N.E.Seattle Over multiple parental feedback the school made a hard schedule pre K Ie Kinder Camp In person 
June 15-19 in direct violation of Washington State directives for in person school.   This information 
came in an email bulletin from the school principal.

Captain Nicholas Sgalitzer Nsgalitzer@aol.com 2063109062 Kathleen Conklin / info@asbschool.org

04/25/20 9:27 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Clallam Public Utility District Other Public Utility District 104 Hooker Road 98382Sequim This complaint is about Clallam PUD using the coronovirus as an excuse to NOT have meetings via 
remote teleconference. All other PUDs have continued remote meetings or scheduled extra meetings, 
while Clallam has not had a meeting in two months, and canceled this months meeting without a 
reason. Ratepayers are unable to stay involved and voice comments to elected commissioners, which 
has put them at a disadvantage during this uncertain time.

Nina Sarmiento nsarmie2@gmail.com 914-837-8772 info@clallampud.net

04/27/20 1:08 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Coast memorials Other Cemetery Markers 5703 Evergreen Way, Everett, WA 98203Everett Since Snohomish County Sheriff has indicated that he will not enforce the order, this business 
decided to open for business.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

04/27/20 4:46 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Zen healing massage Other Massage.spa 3608058555 Monroe Massage and Sell sex Barry 4255958874
04/27/20 10:00 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Centralia High School Other School 813 Eshom Rd Centralia I thought schools were suppose to stay closed & kids weren’t suppose to be there? They invited a 

student to help out to pass out books! The district obviously didn’t think it is that big of a deal because 
they posted photos. I drove through with my daughter and was shocked to see teachers not wearing a 
mask. My friend even said they approached cars in the same fashion. They might need reminded to 
stay at home and work! The district posted photos which showed what I either heard or saw. Very sad 
that this is how little respect they have for our community

Parent of a high school student

04/29/20 11:44 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Denny Middle School Other School 2601 SW Kenyon StSeattle Hundreds of students and teachers are on campus. They are not practicing social distancing. Patrick Kennedy kennedyp5@comcast.net 2066641677

04/29/20 9:46 PM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open seattle public schools Other school district 2445 3rd ave s seattle require employee come in the Seattle public schools building in 2445 3rd ave s, seattle, wa 98134. 
major of the work can be finish at home, but still require employee come in building every day without 
provide any protection.

04/30/20 12:40 AM Other AgencyNon-essential business is open Agape Boat Detail Other Boat Detailing 9120 Park Road Edmonds It has been brought to my attention that this business continues to operate even though it’s non-
essential.  I was also informed the owner is collecting un-employment; while still working and has 
received loans as part of the federal stimulus to help save small businesses.  Along with stating this 
and posting pictures of public forums. As a taxpayer and concerned citizen this causes me great 
concern.

03/30/20 2:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes G&CC Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th St, Federal Way, WA 98023Federal way The Club is still allowing their memebers to play golf and have not closed the course, still gathering 
and not staying home or staying healthy.

Dhobson@twinlakesgolf.net

03/30/20 2:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open RMG Oakbrook Other Golf Course 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood The golf course remains open and has remained open since the stay-home order took effect last week

03/30/20 3:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard large group of people congregating on practice putting green, business was open and thriving as of 
3/28/20

Nolan Mantey nolanmantey@gmail.com 320-249-5837 proshop@hlgolf.com.

03/30/20 4:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Eastlake Zoo Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 2301 Eastlake Ave Seattle Tavern was open Sunday after, with patrons sitting and drinking at bar

03/30/20 5:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Lake Cushman Grocery Other Ma PA store Lake Cushman Rd Hoodsport Should be closed. Non-essential

03/30/20 5:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Former Sylvester land Bar or other business with a liquor license 416 Sid Snyder Ave SWOlympia Non-essential business is open

03/30/20 6:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vape Up Other Vape 4609 D4 17701 Pacific Ave SSpanaway Drove past this business and seen customers going in and out.

03/30/20 6:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Plaza Jalisco Restaurant or food service business 1340 NW Maryland Ave, Chehalis, WA 98532Chehalis large number of vehicles in parking lot appears it is open

03/30/20 7:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Drunkies BBQ Bar or other business with a liquor license 9655 16th Ave SW Seattle Just serving take out and hours have changed. However bar filled with people who have been 
drinking all day. Bar still open as usual just only offering food to go. Using that excuse of people 
waiting for food to still serve drinks

03/30/20 7:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Wine Cellar Outlet Bar or other business with a liquor license 710 NW Gilman Blvd.ISSAQUAH Liquor (wine) shop that doesn't sell food that is operating curbside sales, despite the restriction.

03/30/20 8:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Chateau Ste. Michelle Bar or other business with a liquor license 14111 NE 145th St, Woodinville I know a few people that work in this business. They're still running, doing pick-up orders of wine, 
having people show up to do nothing but clean and reorganize, insisting that employees "donate" their 
paid time off to other workers who can't come in due to being in an at-risk group, and insisting that 
any workers who are unable to come (including those who are mandated to not come in) must use 
their paid time off (and if they don't have enough paid time off, go into 'time off debt' to the company.)

Rose joshupetersen@gmail.com 9137356748

03/30/20 9:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Several throughout washington Other Vape shops Several throughout washingtonAll A lot of vape shops are still open and they’re non essential businesses.  This one is advertising new 
vape they have just 10hrs ago. Vape shops are no different than a bar. If someone needs nicotine 
they’re are convenient stores.

03/30/20 10:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Hotbox smoke shop Other Vape shop 3800 factorial BLV SEBellevue They are a vape shop they don't sell food or any other essential items. Angela Taylor angie.tootsie@gmail.com 14252955866

03/30/20 10:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Roxbury Lanes & Casino Bar or other business with a liquor license 2823 SW Roxbury StSeattle, WA 98126 I have not physically gone to this establishment, but I suspect this business is still open.  My recently 
ex-husband is still going to work and he comes back to our home. I'm concerned for myself, but I'd like 
help in the extermination of CoVid19.

Carol Madderra blazingbroad@yahoo.com 2539850682

03/30/20 10:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open All Seasons Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 12232 Pacific Ave S, Tacoma, WA 98444Tacoma Several cars in the parking lot at 10:17pm. People inside the establishment, sitting at the bar and 
table. Interior lights were off aside from a light above the bar and the dark machines. All exterior lights 
and signs inside the windows were also off.

James LaRiviere 253-567-1703

03/30/20 10:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open City Hall Saloon Bar or other business with a liquor license 35317 314th Way SEEnumclaw I drive by this bar every day on my way to and from work. I work at a grocery store in Maple Valley so I 
have a reason to be out on the roads. Every night when I drive by this bar, there are anywhere from 3 
or 4 vehicles parked out front up to over a dozen vehicles. There are more vehicles in the evening 
than during daytime hours and there have been even more vehicles during weekend hours.

Monica Paschall mrpaschall929@gmail.com 253-329-4857

03/31/20 6:13 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open HD’s Pub Bar or other business with a liquor license 24131 Highway 3 Belfair I drove by this bar last night and the open sign was on, there was about 8 cars there and I could see 
smokers in the beer garden area outside.

Kelle Oblizalo Kelleo@hoodcanal.net 360-490-0902

03/31/20 6:47 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other Golf Club 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood While he closed the golf course. Issued letter stating members only are allowed on the course, and 
even though I live on the course it’s private property.  And will be fined, but members are still playing 
golf.

David B Croocutdave@gmail.com 2532023932 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

03/31/20 7:04 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Blinker Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 206 Washington Ave N, Kent, WA 98032KENT I believe this is a non essential business that is open for patrons smeyer@blinkerstavern.com
03/31/20 7:22 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Boulevard liquor Other Liquor store 1847 S 120th St, Seattle, WA 98168Burien It's my understanding that liquor stores are only 'essential' if they also sell food; as far as I know, this 

store does not sell food.
Joel Flamme jdflamme@yahoo.com 2067991552

03/31/20 8:56 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Capital city golf course Other Golf course 5225 yelm highway Olympia Golfers have been seen multiple times throughout the last week golfing. Lawn maintenance workes 
have been working throughout the week.

Elizabeth Anderson eanderson3239@gmail.com 2534958722

03/31/20 8:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Mis antojitos Restaurant or food service business 607 se Everett mall way #6Everett Preocupado en este lugar el fin de semana 
Se reunieron más de 15 personas en varios horarios
Es por salud de uno 
Respetar la orden 
Pero no lo estamos haciendo 
Taquería el Rinconcito No es esencial 
Reúne en ocasiones la misma cantidad de personas en unos momentos..
Por favor cierren estos lugares..

Alex Garcis alexga82@gmail.com 2063888690

03/31/20 9:28 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open City Hall Saloon Bar or other business with a liquor license 35317 314th Way SEEnumclaw This bar has been open all weekend long  ever since the closure mandate has gone into effect. Kelly Belton kdbelton@hotmail.com 12537971590

03/31/20 9:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Goldendale Country Club Other entertainment - golf course 1901 N. Columbus Ave.Goldendale There have been multiple people golfing almost every day since the closure order was put in place.

03/31/20 9:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake Golf course Other Golf course 1250 SW  clubhouse ctPort Orchard Golf course open , possible they’re selling food to go but Golf option is pulling city population from 
Tacoma out to the Key Peninsula region since this is the only golf course open in the pierce County 
region. This business will add to the spread in a low population community   Many elderly here and 
golf not essential.

proshop@hlgolf.com.

03/31/20 10:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 sw clubhouse ctPort Orchard Non-stop golfers on course not social distancing. Riding in unsanitized carts shoulder to shoulder.  
Multiple golfers playing together. Last weekend parking lot was full. Multiple golfers everyday since 
Thursday.

Karen Lowell lowellkt@msn.com 3604432576 proshop@hlgolf.com.

03/31/20 10:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Linden Golf Course Other Golf course 2590 E Main Ave Puyallup We see multiple people daily using the golf course during the shutdown Taylor Vetter taylor.vetter36563@gmail.com 2533709189

03/31/20 11:27 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard People coming and golfing Koko koko3@ymail.com 2535495906 proshop@hlgolf.com.
03/31/20 11:32 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oak Brook Golf Course Other golf course 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood I’d like to report a business in Pierce County that is clearly violating our stay home stay healthy order. 

Oak Brook golf club in Lakewood had about 75 cars in the parking lot by 9 AM this Saturday morning. 
When they were asked why they were open as they are nonessential business, they stated they are 
taking appropriate actions to keep their customers safe. This is absolutely not true and in my opinion 
violation of not only common sense, but of Governor Insley‘s proclamation. I don’t know who else to 
report this to or what could this will do, but we all need to do our part and those idiots need to be shut 
down.

anonymous michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

03/31/20 12:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Glacier Gun Club inside T-Brothers 
Liquor

Bar or other business with a liquor license 417 Plum St SE Olympia The gun club and liquor store are still open? Why is this an essential business?

03/31/20 12:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other Golf course 8102 Zircon Dr. SW Lakewood Golfers are still permitted to play on the course michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com
03/31/20 12:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Kindred Spirts Bar or other business with a liquor license 8219 Steilacoom Blvd SWLakewood Pure liquor store, no food items, open sign on and customers going in and out Bill Grissom billcgrissom@gmail.com

03/31/20 12:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open University Smoke Shop Other tobacco shop 4519 The Ave Seattle they have not closed doors, even though they are clearly not an essential business. Staying open is 
harmful to the health of themselves, their costumers, and the community.

Joe 3602960310

03/31/20 1:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Buzz's Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license Mud Bay Rd. Olympia Their "OPEN" sign is on and cars are parked near the front door C. Winslow Hill civillia@aol.com 3608662588
03/31/20 2:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Wauna Liquor Bar or other business with a liquor license 11717 1/2 State Route 302Gig Harbor Liquor sold without food. Entire business is in about 12'x12' space and allowing multiple folks in at a 

time.
Teddy Emmerich Emmerich711@msn.com 2709913962

03/31/20 2:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vashon Island Golf & Swim Club Other Golf club and restaurant 24615  75th Ave. SWVashon The golf club remains open and people are on the course. More concerning is a sign that says they 
plan on re-opening the restaurant on April 2nd.

Sarah Low sarah.rzj@gmail.com 253-951-6163



03/31/20 2:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Eleven Winery Bar or other business with a liquor license 287 Winslow Way E Bainbridge Island While every other tasting room, tap room and bar is closed in downtown Bainbridge the Eleven 
Winery tasting room is still open 7 days a week. I have pictures of people, including an employee 
sitting at the bar. Their doors are wide open, stools stil placed side by side, no social distancing. 
Bottle sales are supposed to be restricted to winery locations, they are the ONLY winery not abiding.

03/31/20 3:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Fairwood Golf and Country Club Other Fitness Class 17070 - 140th Avenue SE, Renton, WA 98058 United StatesRenton fitness class continues to meet up both online and in person

03/31/20 4:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open J. Michaels Bar or other business with a liquor license 15770 Redmond WayRedmond Open sign in window and vehicles parked by front door, every day still.

03/31/20 4:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Lakebay Marina Cafe Restaurant or food service business 15 Lorenz Rd NW Lakebay Sign at head of pier states marina us reopening April 15, 2020 plus multiple reports of food deliveries. Cynthia Rose rosacyn29@gmail.com 253-287-2699

03/31/20 5:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Cloud9 Hookah lounge Other Hookah lounge 2522 E Cherry St Seattle This type of business should of been closed since 03/16/2020. Still operating until today Bilquis Sofan smartmindme@gmail.com 206-915-7090

03/31/20 7:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Matchless Bar or other business with a liquor license river view drive tumwater business is open. it is a bar. selling beer.

03/31/20 7:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Taproom Bar or other business with a liquor license Wishkaw street Aberdeen There ignoring that there to be closed and have the whole time Pete beck beckdoris93@gmail.com 3605899487
03/31/20 7:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course ? Port Orchard Shouldn't be operating. proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/01/20 12:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vapor lounge Other E cigarette shop 1517 N Pines Rd, Spokane Valley, WA 99206Spokane N/a

04/01/20 8:26 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Lewis river golf course Other Golf course 3209 old Lewis River rd.Woodland, WA This company is taking advantage of other businesses being closed while following stay home stay 
healthy order and making a profit.

Cameron Callaway Cam13aaa@comcast.net 3605978733

04/01/20 9:22 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Super Nova Bar or other business with a liquor license 110 S Horton St Seattle Zac Levine one of the owners, is currently having artists and contractors work on building out the 
inside of his new night club, called Super Nova.  Everyones in need of money right now but he's 
providing nothing to help stopping the spread of corona and acting like a bunch of people sharing 
space inside a warehouse is no big deal.  He has a soft opening of 3rd week in april that's very 
important I guess, I'm not sure this is worth risking peoples safety over.

I would prefer to stay anonymousanon@anon.com 206-321-0000

04/01/20 12:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Raspberry Ridge Golf Course & Grill Other A Golf Course with Bar & Grill 6827 Hannegan Rd. Everson I live off this Golf Course and I've been watching groups (6-12 people) of mixed young and elderly 
people (golfers) continually play here throughout the day. They have not shut down and I continually 
see large groups of them. 

A golf course, claims to be an essential business, allowing old people to play. Absolutely ridiculous. 
They even have on their billboard out front "We All Can Beat This! To All The Front Line Personnel, 
Thank You" while staying open endangering our elderly. These people need to be fined.

Austin Baar AustinJBaar@gmail.com 360-920-1752

04/01/20 1:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Sporty’s beer and brew Bar or other business with a liquor license 6503 Evergreen WayEverett On 04/01/2020 around 12pm I noticed an to open bar on 6603 evergreen way and notice between 15 
to 20 individuals inside the bar, I when outside immediately.

Jose Torrejon 1969cielosdrive@gmail.com 206-658-7659

04/01/20 1:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Sporty’s beer and brew Bar or other business with a liquor license 6503 Evergreen WayEverett Sorry for my early report of a violation 
The bar was close they only serve take-out food... 
Sorry for my mistake, I apologize.

Jose Torrejon 1969cielosdrive@gmail.com 206-658-7659

04/01/20 3:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golfcourse Other Golfcourse 1250 Clubhouse Ct Port Orchard This golf course is still operating and not following guidelines of closure as a non-essential business. 
People are still using golf carts and playing the course.

Beth Grolbert Bethgrolbert@gmail.com 2536787833 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/01/20 3:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Dakota Creek GOlf Course Other Golf Course 3258 Haynie Rd Custer ,WA 98240 Golfer's playing golf & paying in a drop box etc. Open for business. John Olson jlolsonfamily.aol.com 360-815-6925
04/01/20 4:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Pro Golf Discount Other Pro Golf Discount Warehouse 13405 SE 30th St Bellevue The management/ownership stated to employees they were in a grey area and would stay open. Also, 

the people who decided to work and not go home, they gave a $5 bump to incentivize more 
employees to stay and work. No one wants to be there but the people who are risking they're health 
and family for an extra $5.

No Name Noemail@noemail.com 1112223333

04/01/20 4:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Club House Ct, Port Orchard, WA 98367Port Orchard I was offered a Tee Time and don't understand why other courses were deemed nonessential but 
they are staying open anyways? They are violating the stay at home order and putting people in 
harm's way!

Ryan Turney rmt460@yahoo.com 2533764949 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/01/20 5:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Roy tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 106 mcnaught rd Roy Seen people inside and its not for delivery. Along with a older gentleman that is under the care of one 
of the bar tenders there and he is inside the bar . How is this keeping him safe

04/01/20 5:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open HorseShoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard, WA 98367Business is remaining open and will not assist in the proclamation intent for essential activities only. proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/01/20 6:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe  Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House Ct, Port Orchard, WA 98367Port Orchard Lots of golfers have come from all over western Washington to golf because it is open. proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/01/20 8:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Total Wine Bar or other business with a liquor license 525 NE Northgate Way #5Seattle There is no way this business is non essential, yet it remains open every day until 8pm with constant 
flow of customers going in and out.

Elaine Lee Elee8015@gmail.com 5097104302

04/01/20 11:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Kindred Spirits Liquor Store Bar or other business with a liquor license 8217 Stelicoom Blvd.Lakewood The have food food in store which makes them non essential. As I said that they said the are working 
on getting a couple food items and are not closing.

Jenelle Brown Jenellewells21@gmail.com 253-754-5793

04/02/20 12:17 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Duty Free Americas Other Duty Free Liquor Store 20 12th Street Blaine We are still open, no protections for employees. Border is closed but employees are being exposed to 
large amount of truck drivers from all over the US. Liquor store that sells no food.

04/02/20 8:04 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake golf course Other Golf course 1250. SW Club house ctPort orchard The governor forbids golf, which is a leisure activity, but the golf course is open here. Ken Kim Rainbow_keun@yahoo.com 206-694-3306 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/02/20 8:09 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Club House Ct.Port Orchard I don't understand how this golf course can remain open when every other golf course in the county 
has closed.

Tamara Matheny 5mathenys@comcast.net 360-620-7505 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/02/20 9:04 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Bar or other business with a liquor license 1250 sw clubhouse ctPort Orchard We live on the course and every day since the Governors order, this course has been full.  Parking lot 
is full.  There have been nonstop golfers with multiple carts playing together.  They are not practicing 
social distancing and riding around in carts shoulder to shoulder.  We have observed people going 
into the clubhouse drinking and carrying on as if it is just another day.  Owner is defiant and told 
Bremerton Sun newspaper that he is going to stay open.  He knows he should be closed.

Karen Lowell lowellkt@msn.com 360-443-2576 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/02/20 10:10 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake golf course Other Golf course 1250 clubhouse CourtPort Orchard Golf course it's open to the public proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/02/20 10:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Enzos Restaurant or food service business 120 NW Gilman BlvdIssaquah Business is still open and working Karen waters 2535363383
04/02/20 11:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other golf course 1250 SW Club House CourtPort Orcjard April 1 this course was full of golfers with golf carts and in groups socializing proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/02/20 12:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vapor lounge Other Vape shop 2225 W Wellesley Ave Unit 104Spokane All of their stores are open in Spokane, while other vape shops closed. I’m not sure if they allowed 
open but other shops said they are not essential

Giovanna Gigi.buchan@yahoo.com 5038888124

04/02/20 1:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vapor lounge Other Vapor tobacco shop 16105 e. Trent Spokane Stores are open employees scared bit can't not show up to work in fear of being fired

04/02/20 2:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Tacoma Country and Golf Club Other Golf course 13204 Country Club Drive SWLakewood Emails to members from management telling them that the course is open for play, keeping groups 
small but practice social distancing.  The pro shop has a closed sign posted but members are actively 
playing and using the clubhouse facilities.

Christine Jones Iambrookdale@gmail.com 253-405-0699

04/02/20 3:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Grandview Golf Course Other Golf Course 7738 Portal Way P.O. Box 339Custer,WA 98240 Golfer's golfing in groups & paying via a drop box. They are not supposed to be open for business, 
this is BS. All the golf courses would be doing this if that was possible! Seeing post on social media!

John Olson.....Golf course owner!jlolsonfamily@aol.com 360-815-6925

04/02/20 3:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Los Portrillos Restaurant or food service business 10722 NW LakeshoreVancouver WA 98685 Patrons inside bar area drinking and playing pool Tony Aguirre 0356kid@gmail.com 6263729350
04/02/20 4:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Holistic evaluations Other Marijuana evals 11201 SE Kent-kangley Rd Kent, WA 9803011201 SE Kent-kangley Rd Kent, WA 98030Open with small waiting room and small offices not respecting social distance law

04/02/20 6:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open McCormick Woods Golf Course Other Golf course 5155 McCormick Woods Dr SwPort Orchard Although Golf Courses are to be closed, the general manager sent an email out to members of the 
course say, “business is not open, but you can golf on the course.” Today parking lot was full and the 
golf course was full with carts and walkers.

Andrea Zeigler andrea.zeigler@icloud.com 3605519890 bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com

04/02/20 6:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Quick stop gi Other Retail 15023 union ave sw Lakewood Operating in violation of proclamation

04/02/20 6:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake golf course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club house ctPort Orchard I called the course and spoke to the owner who is conducting business as normal and letting golfers 
play

proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/02/20 6:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Fred Meyer Jewelers Other retail jewelry 14300 1st Ave S Burien 98168 Sanford Design, Westside Jewelers--small privately owned businesses are forced to shutter but Fred 
Meyer Jewelers gets to operate???? They are a separate entity from the rest of the store and can 
totally close themselves off with a security gate.

Kathy Sanford cambe-creek@comcast.net 2062480546

04/02/20 7:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open T Brothers Liquor Lodge Bar or other business with a liquor license 417 Plum Street SE Olympia Alcohol sales is not an essential business

04/02/20 8:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Hotbox Smoke shop Other Vape and smoke shop 13220 hey 99 unit a Everett Vape shop and smoke is not essential but they are actually open extended hours and having 
coronavirus specials.

Daniel Elroy Elroydaniel7@gmail.com 253-886-4030

04/02/20 10:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Wing Point Golf & Country Club Other Golf Course 811 Cherry Ave NE Bainbridge Island I believe Wing Point is having their lawn maintenance workers come in to keep up the golf course.

04/02/20 11:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Kapowsin ale house Bar or other business with a liquor license 14902 kapowsin hwy eKapowsin wash 98344Serveing food to go have you wait inside. Serveing beer and wine.no social distancing.I saw myself 
15 customers in there yesterday.

Willie grasher (anonymous please)Williegrasher4 @gmail.com 2533559012

04/03/20 4:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Off Road Camber company Bar or other business with a liquor license 6506 114th Ave Ct EPuyallup This place serves BEER.  This is not a essential business and he works out of his garage and has 
HUGE numbers of people and many times the place is overflowing with over 100 people at times.  
THIS HAS TO STOP.

04/03/20 6:42 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Buzz’s Bar or other business with a liquor license 5018 Mud Bay Olympia WA Observed remains open for bar service April 2

04/03/20 10:05 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open every pot shop in the state Other pot shops mane street ALL ONE QUESTION?  HOW IS MARIJUANA ESSENTIAL Edd center.state.1@gmail.com 5097505975
04/03/20 10:46 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open House of smoke Other Glass and pipe shop Longview WA Longview They are not closing and they are not essential.

I would like to remain anonymous because I don’t want to get any of the employees in trouble but they 
are worried for they’re health and it’s not right.

Johnson Chynele@icloud.com 3603145433

04/03/20 12:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open McCormick Woods Golf Course Other golf course 5155 McCormick Woods Dr SWPort Orchard, WA  98367Dozens of golfers using the course daily. We live on the course and observe them every day Steve steve@stevegcharles.net bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com

04/03/20 1:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open McCormick woods Golf Course Other Golf Course 5155 McCormick woods drPort orchard They are still allowing their members to golf. I thought golf was a non essential business. Concerned Neighbor N/a N/a bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com

04/03/20 2:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Alaska Airlines Bar or other business with a liquor license 17801 International Blvd Concourse D,Seattle SeaTac Alaska Airlines Lounge D remains open, although not an essential business.  It is the only 
lounge-of any airline in the airport, still open. This seems to compromise the safety of workers and 
lounging guests.

TRUE

04/03/20 3:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open The Mule Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 5227 S Tacoma WayTacoma This is an nonessential business that is still operating. Sonja Keesee Keesee78@yahoo.com 2533829821
04/03/20 3:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open The Dubliner Irish Bar Bar or other business with a liquor license 15327 NE 90th St, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond This is a bar, and there were people standing outside smoking, so they are obviously patrons at the 

bar. The open sign was lit.
Karen Brooks kbseymour@yahoo.com 4252601476

04/03/20 3:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open McCormick Woods Golf Club Other Golf Course 2706 SW Chowchilla WayPort Orchard Walking dog along Marymac Dr. and encountered a threesome golfing. Called clubhouse to report 
and was told members were still being allowed to golf.

Jamie Gortmaker JGORTMA1@GMAIL.COM 8438144636 bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com

04/03/20 4:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Lakebay Marina Resort Bar or other business with a liquor license 15 Lorenz Road Lakebay Advertising take out , but encouraging people to dine in on their new "organic leather bar stools"! Not 
following social distancing, operating without current liqour and health liscence, operating under 
unpaid city and county violations. Improper sewage for restrooms.

04/03/20 5:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Tahoma Valley golf and country club Other Golf course 15425 Mosman ave swYelm I observed at least two individuals still golfing at 1600 on 03Apr2020.

04/03/20 5:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 sw Club house ct.Port Orchard They are open for business when the rest of the courses are doing as told.  They are also very busy!!! Aaron Stites ratdog889@hotmail.com 3602712628 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/03/20 7:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vapor lounge Other Vapor tobacco shop 16105 E. Trent ave Spokane N\a

04/03/20 7:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Brass Lantern Bar or other business with a liquor license 6201 E McKinley AveTacoma There were about eight cars out front and even through the boarded up window you could see the 
light on.

04/03/20 8:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open the taproom Bar or other business with a liquor license 1615 lafayette st steilacoom wa Bar is back open. Full of people since April 1st. They think the closure order ended March 31st. They 
are putting the locals are risk and giving misinformation. A family member lives right next door and is 
worried about retaliation.

Holly Shilling hollyshilling@yahoo.com 503-753-8809

04/03/20 9:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Cellar 55 Bar or other business with a liquor license 1812 Washington StVancouver I live near this wine cellar/tasting room. They currently have their door open and have multiple 
individuals on their patio drinking wine and gathering. They appear to be staying open under the table 
with the claim that they have “closed the tasting room” portion of their business while still allowing 
members to “access their wine in storage”

Kelly M kelro216@gmail.com

04/03/20 11:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other Golf Course 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood Golf course had people golfing as recently as this last Thursday. This is the 2nd time I have contacted 
the Governor’s office about this particular business. Golfing is NOT essential business and neither is 
the restaurant that services it.

Chris Haywood chrismariehaywood@hotmail.com 2538826314 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/03/20 11:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open NorthPoint CBD and Organics Health-related business 3863 Hannegan Rd #107Bellingham Customers test products on themselves and don't remain more than three feet away from staff.

04/04/20 1:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th StreetFederal Way The golf course said they were shut down for any and all golfing but even though the pro shop is 
closed they advised that the Mayor of Federal Way said they could violate the state mandate and 
members can now play. Players are in groups closer than 6 feet apart.

Patti Ward pattiward16@yahoo.com 206-765-7641 brownck68@hotmail.com

04/04/20 7:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Twin Lakes Golf Federal way, WA Federal Way Multiple people playing golf and using golf carts. Sara A Turley jtandsara@msn.com brownck68@hotmail.com
04/04/20 8:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Recreational 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard The golf course was open today with the parking lot full. Many groups of 4 to 6 people were golfing 

together, socializing within less than 6 feet of each other, riding in golf carts together.
Alecia Harris alecia.harris@gmail.com 2089549437 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/04/20 10:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf 1250 SW Clubhouse CourtPort Orchard Drove by to parking lot full of golfers and verbal reports of being open to the public proshop@hlgolf.com.



04/04/20 11:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open 2121 Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 2121 112th St East # 3729Tacoma They are open and serving customers in the tavern.. I thought all bars are to be closed during this 
time but this is not the first time I have reported it being open after the ban was placed in order, they 
are still staying open until 2 am and open at 11 am  7 days a week

LaVonne Lammi lavonnel@hotmail.com 2534260961

04/05/20 8:08 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Yelm Liquor and Beverage Bar or other business with a liquor license 16605 106th Ave SE a1Yelm Every day I drive by they are still open with a lot of people in and out.

04/05/20 10:15 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW Clubhouse Ct.Port Orchard Horseshoe Lake Golf Course remains open despite the order for golf courses to shut down. The 
owner even bragged in the local paper that he would not close.

Darcy Dcsalmi@yahoo.com 5105172039 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/05/20 10:21 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf course Other golf course 1250 SW Club House Ct, Port Orchard, WA 98367Port Orchard They also are not doing cleaning or distancing. Margie mccartney doctorsshopper@live.com 2532234808 proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/05/20 11:06 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open RMG Oakbrook Golf Club Other Golf Course 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood This golf course is intermingled with a residential neighborhood and yet the course is still open for 

golfers. All other golf courses in the area have closed. RMG Oakbrook is putting their employees, 
their patrons, and the neighborhood they share at risk

Guy McFadden mckid4@comcast.net 2535823915

04/05/20 11:21 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin lakes golf club Other Private Golf course 3583 SW 320th St Federal way Groups of four or more are continuing to play golf without respecting distancing. Golf is not essential. 
It's a swim club and a gym too.

Sofia mayo Sofia.p.mayo@gmail.com 2097519933

04/05/20 12:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin lakes golf and country club Other Golf course 3583 SW 320th St Federal way There are large groups of golfers out in the course all day. The parking lot is full. They are not 
demonstrating social distancing.

Melissa Harrington nursemissa@gmail.com 2534863788

04/05/20 1:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course Clubhouse Drive Port Orchard Golf course open and operating today, 4/5/2020. proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/05/20 2:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open 192 Brewing company Bar or other business with a liquor license 7324 Ne 175th st Kenmore, Wa People drinking outside. This is why the disease continues. I am in the medical industry. I am sick of 

the death. I have pictures.
Kim Hogan Kimdhogan67@hotmail.com 206-794-6390

04/05/20 4:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open All Seasons Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 12232 Pacific Ave S Tacoma Have driven past it several times, and there parking lot is full and I see people outside smoking and 
socializing

04/05/20 4:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th St FEDERAL WAY Open for business with no social distance regulations Lyrjet135@gmail.com
04/05/20 7:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House CTPort Orchard They are open and screening phone calls to be sneaky.  They should have to close like every other 

golf course in the county.
Daryl Matheny Daryl@goldmt.com 360-620-7504 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/05/20 8:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Brooklyn Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 2611 N River Road Cosmopolis Saw a post on facebook from several friends that they were at the brooklyn tavern. Saw pictures of 
the door open and people inside and out drinking beer.

04/05/20 10:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf 1250 sw club house ctPort orchard Open golf course, played a round there today with cash. Placed was packed! Zero social distancing 
enforced and not sure they are essential business to be open.

Anonymous proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/06/20 4:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open RailSide Brewing Bar or other business with a liquor license 309 NE 76th st. Vancouver They’re still serving sit-in customers. I saw at least 8 cars outside this small brewery the other day.

04/06/20 9:55 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf and Country Club 3583 SW 320th St Federal Way This private country club remained open on Sunday April 5th with people playing golf. the parking lot 
appeared had 30+ vehicles parked. my understanding is that all golf courses needed to close, 
whether public or private.

04/06/20 10:07 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th StreetFederal Way golfers are still golfing, not following social distancing even. Johanna Wolf jwolf@tpchd.org 253-590-9398 brownck68@hotmail.com
04/06/20 11:06 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 sw 320th st Federal Way They are allowing proprietary members to golf. Not only are they golfing they are not practicing social 

distancing when they are golfing. Huge groups of people are lining up to tee off. The golf course says 
Mayor Ferrel gave them permission and he is overriding the governor. In their recent newsletter 
4/5/20 greens committee talks about using the course.

Jana Richardson JLRichardson77@gmail.com 253-222-6690

04/06/20 1:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horeseshoe Lakae Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Club House Ct, Port Orchard, WA 98367Port Orchard, WA Non essential business operating. Mike Shows MIKECSHOWS@GMAIL.COM 2532238827 horseshoelake@yahoo.com
04/06/20 2:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Rain City Wines Bar or other business with a liquor license 10129 Main St Bothell, WA very small shop maybe 400 sq ft..sells only wine with a tiny refrigerator that keeps a few packs of 

salami and cheese...zero essentials
sutterman StubbenRex@gmail.com 425-733-1059

04/06/20 5:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf Course Other Private Golf Course 3583 SW 320th St Federal Way Wondering why public golf courses have remained closed, while private country club courses are 
open and very busy!
Not trying to get others in trouble, but it doesn't seem fair or safe for this course to remain open during 
these times

LH lharris_vwcresearch@yahoo.com brownck68@hotmail.com

04/06/20 6:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf & Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th St Federal Way The club house and golf course “appear” closed but every day several golfers are on the course. One 
told us they were exempt from the order because they were a private club.

Joe Donaldson joedonaldson@comcast.net 2538805731

04/06/20 7:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lakes Golf Course Other golf course Port orchard wa Port Orchard WA all of the other golf courses are closed and this one is packed daily rather not say hollyspeeps@gmail.com proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/06/20 7:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House CtPort orchard On 4/6, the golf course was observed open with large amounts of customers on site Aaron aaronlbogle@gmail.com 7156514626 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/06/20 8:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW ClubHouse CourtPort Orchard Horseshoes Lake golf course still open and it makes confusing all the golfer that why local golf 
courses can not open.

Micah Kim refmicah@yahoo.com 2063353448 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/06/20 8:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Packwood Brewing Company Bar or other business with a liquor license 12298 US Highway 12Packwood Encouraging second home owners to visit Packwood by posting on social media and telling the public 
to bring in their personal growlers to get beer. Who knows what has been sterilized and where the 
second home owners are traveling from. NOT selling essential items, only selling beer and tourist 
items. Please don’t encourage travel for beer.

AMD 3604961579

04/06/20 9:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Country club golf course 3583 sw 320th st Federal Way We’ve seen many golfers out golfing at the country club several days in a row the last week. Full 
parking lot and golfers all over the golf course and driving range, even groups of golfers together.  A 
golf course doesn’t seem to the an “essential” business during a pandemic.

04/07/20 9:07 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vapor Lounge Other Vape shop 1517 N Pines Rd Spokane valley Store is operating, says it’s essential while all other vape shops are closed in the area, employees 
seem uncomfortable

04/07/20 10:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard Golf course is still operating despite being told to close. Multiple people have complained. Matt 2535493137 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/07/20 10:37 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Gilf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th St Federal Way The President of the Club said that their members are allowed to play because as a private course 
they are exempt because the members are part owners of the golf course and can use it however 
they want. There are hundreds of people out there all day and they are not practicing social 
distancing. Members are saying that Mayor Ferrell of Federal Way approved this exemption.

Patti Ward pattiward16@yahoo.com 206-765-7641 brownck68@hotmail.com

04/07/20 11:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf & Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th Federal Way People on our Next Door Neighbor site have been complaining for some time of as many as 100 
golfers a day playing on the course, with 4 in a golf cart when the Governor has deemed this non-
essential.

Bonnie L West-Armstrong bonnielwest@comcast.net 8312455161

04/07/20 1:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Carlos cantina Bar or other business with a liquor license 629 S. Main Street Belen Liquor store remains open and states they will continue until they have a notice from alcohol board. Cory Ortega jromenomusicnolife@yahoo.com 5053019182

04/07/20 2:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Magoo s Bar or other business with a liquor license 2710 n 21 street Tacoma The bar has put newspaper on the windows to hide that they are open for business. Laura Jeanne Rodgers laurajrodgers22@gmail.com 2533138778

04/07/20 3:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 sw clubhouse ctPort Orchard AS of April 7, 2020 this business continues to operate.  I did get your notice that he was either called 
or referred to an agency.  It doesn't appear that he is going to follow the ruling.  Carts full of people 
continue to play on the course not practicing social distancing touching unsanitized carts, flag poles 
for the holes etc.  Then they go into the clubhouse and socialize and drink and eat.  Talked to a guy 
today and he drove all the way from Everson, WA up near the border because this course was the 
only one open.  If one person spreads the virus here, it is going to be state wide because people are 
coming from different areas just to play.  Kitsap County Sheriffs office has refused to act because 
"they want to limit contact with the public."  I have also observed people coughing while playing.

Karen Lowell lowellkt@msn.com 3604432576 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/07/20 4:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course with restaurant 1250 SW Club House CTPort Orchard I see golfers everyday on the course! My club has closed and I am curious why they are allowed to 
continue to endanger the public?

Allison Zimmerman drewangus@aol.com 253-255-5722 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/07/20 5:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Sunland Country Club Other Semi private golf course changes to private April 1 so members can continue playing while golf course is closed. Members of public courses can not play. We don't keep private schools open.109 Hilltop Dr. Sequim A semi private golf course was open to the public for daily greens fee's. When the Governor ordered 
his proclamation, the golf course changed to private so it's members didn't have to follow the 
Governor's Proclamation. And are not always social distancing.

Jerry Gordon Johnson  PGA Memberjerrygjohnson37@gmail.com 3605919725 sunlandgolf@gmail.com

04/07/20 6:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Club Other Golf course -250 SW Clubhouse CtPort Orchard Golf course is open to the public. Packed course today. Shame on them. Go shut that down!! Kelly 2537409560 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/07/20 6:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horse Shoe Other Gulf Course for members only 1250 SW Club House CourtPort Orchard Caller states there are at least 100 people there at one time and social distancing is not being 
practiced. There are members and workers all participating in spreading the virus. Caller stated one 
person that attended gulf course tested positive. Something has to be done otherwise this virus will 
continue to spread. Caller wanted to remain anonymous.  Phone number for facility is 253-857-3326

04/07/20 7:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open casa u betcha Bar or other business with a liquor license 4302 pacific ave tacoma people are inside acting like all is normal. sitting at the bar eating and drinking bud budlucky68@gmail.com 3604516627

04/07/20 7:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Casa YouBetch Bar or other business with a liquor license 4302 Pacific AvenueTacoma Parking lot is packed and people are not leaving they are staying for hours to drink. MaryJane Bostwick mjb@nventure.com 2534729931

04/07/20 9:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Black Rock Gilf Course Other Golf Course 31 Ray Rd Sunnyside WA Golf course remains open and is promoting monthly memberships on the their website. When I called 
they specifically said they were staying open and the owner decided he wasn’t accepting the 
proclamation.

Mike Davidson Mike_david2636@gmail.com 5094306002 scott@blackrockcreekgc.com

04/07/20 10:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Foxy Lady Latte Restaurant or food service business 31140 Pacific Hwy SFederal Way Business employees are advertising selling mimosas but people should not be getting takeout alcohol. Rose Stewart rosestewart1@gmail.com 2066221768

04/08/20 8:01 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course allowing players 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard Allowing golfers to play golf when they should be shutdown, social distancing not being practiced or 
respected

Bob Kelly bk19thhole@aol.com 3602712427 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/08/20 8:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf & Country Club Other Golf course 3583 SW 320th St Federal Way Several players on golf course together, playing golf.  Their website still accepting Tee times today. Dhobson@twinlakesgolf.net

04/08/20 10:22 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf course 3583 SW 320th StreetFederal way This golf course is allowing its members to still assemble and golf. They are NOT following social 
distancing recommendations and are putting both their members and the community who lives around 
the golf course at risk.

Stacey Johnson Chaos@wamail.net 253-278-2349 Dhobson@twinlakesgolf.net

04/08/20 1:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open RMG Oakbrook Golf Club Other Golf Course 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood I have reported this business before, as have several in my neighborhood.  I received a response from 
the state that this business was supposed to be closed and that they were contacting the business, 
however the business remains open today (4/8), despite the email that I received.

Jonathan McFadden mcfaddja@gmail.com 2535796422

04/08/20 4:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 sw clubhouse ctPort Orchard April 8, 2020  Business is still open and operating.  Several people are on the course not practicing 
social distancing riding side by side in golf carts.  Owner has closed off the course around our house 
but the rest of the course is operating.

Karen Lowell lowellkt@msn.com 3604432576 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/08/20 5:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake golf course Other Golf. Horseshoe lake golf course 1250 SW club house ctPort orchard WA 98367They’re booked solid through the day and week. Called the owner who’s taking tiles and he said he 
can’t save you from corona so it’s business as usual. Total disregard for public safety. The course is 
jam packed

J NA NA proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/08/20 11:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook golf course Other Golf course 8102 zircon Dr sw Lakewood @1pm, Over 60 cars, groups of golfers on almost every hole, no "closed" signs posted, still charging 
regular green fees to members n  owner stated "we'll close when they force us to" i am concerned 
about retaliation

Todd nagy todd.nagy@yahoo.com 253-380-7465 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/09/20 9:51 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake golf course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard Golf course is sold out daily. Parking is bumper to bumper.  Golf carts, flags, ball cleaners not 
sanitized or covered.  Practice putting greens and driving range crowded.

Kathy Morton-Sullivan Sullivanjkd@wavecable.com 360-509-1942 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/09/20 10:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Tacoma country and golf club Other Golf course 13204 Country Club Dr. SW.Lakewood Employees are forced to come in and continue to maintain the grounds. They’re allowing members to 
play golf

Danette Aubertin dhaubertin@gmail.com 3605801003

04/09/20 10:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Rainier Safeway Construction 3820 Rainier Ave S Seattle Major construction project outside the Safeway. Property Management company decided to replace 
the sidewalk.

04/09/20 11:05 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Other Golf course 320th Federal Way People are also sharing golf carts! Maggie Malletf Mmallett@windermere.com 206-618-6009
04/09/20 3:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Driving Range at the Snoqualmie Falls 

Golf Course
Other Golf Driving Range 35115 SE Fish Hatchery RoadFall City Driving Range is open and people are not maintaining social distancing. Tawny Paperd tawnypaperd@outlook.com 4254432994

04/09/20 4:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open kitsap golf & country club Other golf course 3885 nw golf club hill rd.Bremerton the golf course is open

04/09/20 5:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House Ct,Port Orchard, WA 98367Business should not be open Claudia Ellsworth cellsworth@harbornet.com 2533126610 proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/09/20 5:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open tuggs and chuggs Bar or other business with a liquor license 13443 W CLOQUALLUM RDelma this is the second time i  have seen the bar open, he does have food but i know for a fact that 8 cars 

in front of his bar is not for food, the community here is to small for that many vehicles just for take out

04/09/20 6:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open The Roundup Bar Bar or other business with a liquor license 30411 Mountain Hwy EGraham Bar is allowing customers to enter by the back door and the bar is full of patrons. kathy khenke44@gmail.com 2532496979

04/09/20 8:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Lakebay Marina Restaurant or food service business 15 Lorenz Rd Lakebay Gatherings of 20 or more. Serving food and alcohol. No social distancing measures being taken at all Anne Nesbit anezzler1@gmail.com 3105946555

04/09/20 9:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Bader Beer and Wine Supply Other Retail 711 Grand Blvd Vancouver wine ingredients open to public

04/10/20 7:46 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf 1250 SW Club House CTPort Orchard Golf course is packed daily.  Unessential travel, lots of people are car pooling from different locations 
etc.

Greg Talley gregtalley22@icloud.com 253.229.6494 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/10/20 8:21 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House Ct.Port Orchard Large gatherings of people.  Only golf course in western washington that remains open.  Owner and 
Management laughs at Governor Inslee's Order and is defiant.  Total disregard for social distancing.

360-710-3306 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/10/20 9:08 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Kitsap Golf Course Other Golf course golfers using the course 3885 NW Golf Club Hill Rd.Bremerton Golfers using golf course not maintaining six foot distance. Anonymous Anonymous. Com Anonymous
04/10/20 10:08 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open McCormick Woods Gold Course Other Golf course 5155 McCormick Woods Dr.Port Orchard Steady stream of golfers all day walking by my yard and in my yard.   Obviously renting golf carts. Paul Strange pstrange@wavecable.com 360-519-9068 bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com



04/10/20 10:13 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open RMG Oakbrook Golf Club Other Golf Course 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood The course remains open for business with significant numbers of golfers (who aren't social 
distancing) passing through the course & neighborhood daily. I have complained before & received an 
email stating that the course needed to close & that it would be contacted. However, the course 
remains open

Jonathan McFadden mcfaddja@gmail.com 2535796422 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/10/20 11:54 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oaksridge golf course Other Golf course 1052 Monte Elma RdElma Golfers on the course. michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com
04/10/20 12:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW clubhouse CtPort Orchard April 10, 2020 This business is still operating despite the mandate from the Governor.  Not practicing 

sanitizing or social distancing.
Karen Lowell lowellkt@msn.com 3604432576 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/10/20 12:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake golf Other Golf course 1250 sw clubhouse ctPort orchard The state doesn’t enforce the law so there is a level playing field all golf courses are supposed to be 
closed i think they should be open but that’s not the law!!!

Erven Layne chuckeb39@comcast.net 12533580536 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/10/20 12:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House CTPort Orchard Horseshoe Lake golf course still open. I am sure it is not allow Micah Kim refmicah@yahoo.com 2063353448 proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/10/20 12:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th StreetFederal Way Today at 10am people are golfing on the course, 3 golf carts of people playing together near the first 

hole.  This business has already been told to stop letting people golf and people are still golfing.
Jana Richardson JLRichardson77@gmail.com 253-222-6690 brownck68@hotmail.com

04/10/20 1:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Linden Lane Golf Course Other Private Golf Course 2519 East Main Ave Puyallup They are still open with about 50 or so golfers on their course right now. Jason Effrig Chevyguy1978@msn.com 2535793431

04/10/20 1:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf Course Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th StreetFederal Way, WA 98023Course open with people milling about the club Kent Nickels kent@thenickels.com Info@twinlakesgolf.net
04/10/20 1:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open McCormick Woods Other Golf Course McCormick Woods DrivePort Orchard Why are people meet8ng and golfing together? bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com
04/10/20 2:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Health-related business 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard People are playing golf without social distancing. Multiple people have complained and they're still 

open.
proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/10/20 2:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horse Shoe Lake Golf course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard, wa 98367I cant understand how they can be open
 Also allowing cart riders to ride together

dante robinson danterobinson@comcast.net 2062907197 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/10/20 3:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horse shoe lake golf course Other Golf course 1250 circle ct. Port orchardPort orchard Horse shoe lake golf course in port orchard is open and allowing the public to golf. I saw a five some 
today with two power carts and one walker cart. I saw over 30 cars in the parking lot and a few people 
mingling. I saw up to 3 groups of golfers on the course. I feel this puts our community at risk until the 
governor lifts the stay at home. This is anonymous but you should check it out! There phone line is 
busy and they don’t pick up. I’m concerned and want to golf but not at a place that disregards public 
health.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/10/20 3:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard This golf course remains open.  I don't think they are considered an essential business. Leon Reisberg leondonna@comcast.net 253.732.7359 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/10/20 3:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf course Other golf course 1250 SW Club House Ct,Port Orchard, WA 98367I think this is terrible.  The course is operating full time with many golfers. The owener says 'I don't 
care'

Greg Williams gwilliams@plu.edu 253-579-4718 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/10/20 4:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th StreetFederal Way One of your investigators told the golf course to shut down yesterday. Today there were at least 60 
people golfing and the parking lot was packed. They are not shut down. I have pictures to prove it. I 
have submitted 2 other forms and will continue to do so each day that I see golfers.

Patti Ward pattiward16@yahoo.com 206-765-7641 brownck68@hotmail.com

04/10/20 4:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th St Federal Way The golf course is packed every day with people golfing. There were over 50 people on the course 
today April 10th.  I have pictures. They have been told to close and refuse to do so.

Mel Ward wardcov@aol.com 206-321-3447

04/10/20 4:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake golf course Other golf course 1250 horseshoe lake ctPort Orchard, 98367 large groups gathering proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/10/20 6:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Meridian Valley Country Club Other Golf course 24830 136th Ave SEKent Although the business purports to be closed, the golf course is crowded with players. The club is 

certainly aware, as maintenance workers are still on the course, the parking lot is full,  and they are 
allowing member play

04/10/20 9:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open All of them Other Pot shops Every street corner In Washington Why are pot shops open during this time?  Is it because of the revenue they generate for the state?  
People can go without staying home and getting high for a while.

04/11/20 7:50 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard This golf course is in operation attracting many people from outlying areas who have to travel to get 
there, as golf courses in Pierce and King county are shut down.  If this course is not open I am certain 
there are large gatherings of people there.

Kristine Krisnoel1966@ gmail.com 206-331-8507 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/11/20 8:35 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Blinker Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 206 Washington ave NKent Bar is open to public, dine in open, groups of people gathered in front of bar. Celeste Furuta Celestefuruta@outlook.com smeyer@blinkerstavern.com

04/11/20 9:04 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard This golf course is remaining open and there are crowds of people going daily that are violating the 
Stay At Home order. It’s worrisome due to this can continue the spread of COVID-19. Please do 
something about this! For the health of everyone.

2533433407 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/11/20 11:01 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Linden golf and country club Other Golf course 2519 e main ave Puyallup I have seen people golfing on the course on the 3rd, 4th, 5th to the present day. Grace Kim gkim5300@gmail.com 2532457178 lindenproshop@outlook.com

04/11/20 12:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th StreetFederal Way Wa Although the golf course claims they are closed there are over 59 golfers on the course. The club 
says they are members who own the course and it is their responsibility to protect their property from 
trespassers and to play golf while doing so is acceptable and does not violate the Stay at Home 
order. I have an email from Mayor Jim Farrell agreeing to this and saying it is acceptable to him and 
he will allow it. These golfers are not practicing social distancing and are in large groups together.

Patti Ward Pattiward16@yahoo.com 206-765-7641 brownck68@hotmail.com

04/11/20 12:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 320th St Federal Wat Although the golf course claims they are closed there are over 50 golfers on the course. The club 
says they are members who own the course and it is their responsibility to protect their property from 
trespassers and to play golf while doing so is acceptable and does not violate the Stay at Home 
order. I have an email from Mayor Jim Farrell agreeing to this and saying it is acceptable to him and 
he will allow it. These golfers are not practicing social distancing and are in large groups together.

Mel Ward Wardcov@aol.com 206-765-7641 Dhobson@twinlakesgolf.net

04/11/20 1:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Kitsap Golf & Country Club Bar or other business with a liquor license 3885 NW Golf Club Hill RoadBremerton Still allowing members to golf. info@kitsapgolfcc.com
04/11/20 2:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open The classic golf club Other Golf Course 4908 208th st e Spanaway They are open for "members" only of the course. Mens club members, womens club members. If 

Spanaway Golf Course has to be closed why does this course get to be open?
Ron Ron@matrixelectricwa.com 2537979797 joe.beach@theclassicgc.com

04/11/20 3:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open McCormick Woods Golf Course Other Golf Course 5155 McCormick Woods Dr SW, Port Orchard, WA 98367Port Orchard There is a constant stream of golfers playing on this course.  I live on the course and see them 
everyday.

Rita Charles rita@ritamcharles.com 425-615-4580 bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com

04/11/20 3:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open The Bliker Bar or other business with a liquor license Washington Ave Kent w Saw people in there last week playing pool and drinking beverages.

04/11/20 3:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Kitsap Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3885 Erlands Point RdBremerton Observed people playing golf on the course and at least 10 people gathering closely in the club 
parking lot. Contacted one employee who advised that the restaurant is open, pro shop is closed, but 
since they are a private club, their Board decided that their members can use the course as long as 
they practice social distancing. Their members were also advised to not double up in carts. The one 
group I did see on the course did not adhere to his rule.

Sgt Jim McDonough, Kitsap County Sheriff's Officejmcdonou@co.kitsap.wa.us 360-337-7101 info@kitsapgolfcc.com

04/11/20 3:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Clubhouse CtPort Orchard parking lot was overflowing, 13 carts with people standing around them as they were waiting to tee off 
on the first hole. Club house was full of people checking in.

tammy c tammyc0123@live.com proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/12/20 7:07 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf course 1250 SW club house ctPort orchard This public golf course is open when all others are closed. proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/12/20 9:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Linden Golf & Country Club Other Golf club 2519 E Main Ave Puyallup People are still out golfing lindenproshop@outlook.com
04/12/20 11:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other Golf Course 8102 Zircon Drive SWLakewood The course was built in a residential area so the golfers come very close o many homes.  Most of the 

golfers are not wearing masks nor are they following the social distancing guidelines.  When they 
sneeze or cough, their germs go onto patios and lawns.  This is our 5th omplaint about this company 
with no action to date.

Guy McFadden mckid4@comcast.net 2533412703 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/12/20 3:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Clubhouse CourtPort Orchard This golf course is renting carts, and completely open to golfers.  There were golfers on the putting 
green, in carts and playing on the course on Saturday April 11, 2020

Anjanette anjanetteleigh@hotmail.com 3604275958 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/12/20 4:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oak ridge golf course Other Golf course Monte-Elma Rd. Elma Over 25 cars there today on Easter Sunday Donnie Graham Smithbilbo@comcast.net 253-381-9051 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com
04/12/20 4:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th Federal Way Although the golf course claims they are closed there are large groups of golfers on the course. The 

club says they are members who own the course and it is their responsibility to protect their property 
from trespassers. They claim that to play golf while doing so is acceptable and does not violate the 
Stay at Home order. I have an email from Mayor Jim Farrell agreeing to this and saying it is 
acceptable to him and he will allow it. Also on this email chain is an email from the Federal Way police 
chief saying they are not enforcing the Mayor’s order and will not enter the property. In fact he states 
he will increase security for the course. These golfers are not practicing social distancing and are in 
large groups together.

Patti Ward Pattiward16@yahoo.com 206-765-7641 brownck68@hotmail.com

04/12/20 4:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th Federal Way Although the golf course claims they are closed there are large groups of golfers on the course. The 
club says they are members who own the course and it is their responsibility to protect their property 
from trespassers. They claim that to play golf while doing so is acceptable and does not violate the 
Stay at Home order. I have an email from Mayor Jim Farrell agreeing to this and saying it is 
acceptable to him and he will allow it. Also on this email chain is an email from the Federal Way police 
chief saying they are not enforcing the Mayor’s order and will not enter the property. In fact he states 
he will increase security for the course. These golfers are not practicing social distancing and are in 
large groups together.

Mel Ward Wardcov@aol.com 206-765-7641 brownck68@hotmail.com

04/13/20 8:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Health-related business 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard I have been informed by 2 credible sources that Horseshoe Lake Golf Course is open and permitting 
play as of last weekend in violation of the Stay Home Stay Healthy Order. One person's son-in-law 
played there last weekend.

Mike Tucker 3604890292 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/13/20 8:42 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Health-related business 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard I understand Horseshoe Lake Golf is open in violation of Gov. Inslee’s proclamation for all businesses 
to close to stop the spread of Covid-19. Further they are not even following the safe practice 
recommended by golf courses across the country that are legally open. They should be shut down 
immediately and fined! It is just careless, reckless behavior that is putting good people’s health at risk.

Gary proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/13/20 10:34 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf Course Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th S Federal Way Golf course staying open despite being non-essential. Jo Kaye 206-719-5982
04/13/20 10:35 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Ellensburg Golf Club Bar or other business with a liquor license 3231 Thorp Hwy S. Ellensburg I am an officer with the LCB, I stopped at the location and spoke with the licensee.  They were 

allowing golfers on the course and I informed them that this was not allowed,  They put up new signs 
but did not seem to concerned with removing the golfers.  Also informed local police department.

Nathan Reynolds nathan.reynolds@lcb.wa.gov 509-828-9385

04/13/20 11:36 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin lakes gold and country club Other Golf Course 3583 sw 320th StreetFederal Way Members are golfing the course. They have been all weekend and they are golfing today. This 
business has already been instructed last week by an officer to stop all golfing. They continue to 
break the rules of the mandate.

Jana Richardson Jlrichardson77@gmail.com 253.222.6690

04/13/20 12:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open OZ Cannabis Other Marijuana Recreational Drug 3831 Stone Way N Seattle Recreational pot shop, have people with out mask giggling hanging out in front of the business and 
mindless--not following social distancing. The recreational marijuana is similar to vaping, it is not a 
thing we should allow similar to smoking during a pandemic.

Ng, Adam ambw.seattle@gmail.com

04/13/20 12:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Newaukum valley golf course Other Golf course 8839 153 Newaukum Golf DriveChehalis  Wa. 98532 Course has stayed open to play despite Gov. closing all courses

04/13/20 1:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Black Rock Creek Gof Course Other Golf Course 31 Ray Rd Sunnyside They are continuing business as usual with a disclaimer they are open to members only.  As they sell 
monthly memberships.  Clearly outside of the clairification golf was non-essential.

Jeremy Simmons jeremy9792@gmail.com 509 430-0462

04/13/20 1:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other Golf course 8102 Zircon Drive SWLakewood This course is run through a residential area, so the golfers who are not practicing social distancing 
are impacting homeowners.  We cannot use our patios or work outdoors on our property.  Some 
homes on the course are Adult Family homes.

Guy McFadden mckid4@comcast.net 2533412703 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/13/20 3:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Hashtag Cannabis Other Marijuana Recreational Drug 3540 Stone Way N Seattle Recreational pot shop, have people with out mask giggling hanging out in front of the business and 
mindless--not following social distancing. The recreational marijuana is similar to vaping, it is not a 
thing we should allow similar to smoking during a pandemic.

Ng, Adam ambw.seattle@gmail.com

04/13/20 9:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Tacoma Country and Golf Club Other Private golf course 13204 Country Club Drive SWLakewood The golf course is still allowing members to play golf on a regular basis. Over 50 golfers everyday and 
over 100 on the weekends. This is exposing employees to too many people.

04/14/20 7:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Changes Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 2103 N 45th St Seattle The business owner is inviting 30 to 40 people at a time to sit and drink and gamble in the bar. They 
come in through the patio on Meridian

04/14/20 10:54 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open J. Michaels Bar or other business with a liquor license 8301 158th Ave NE, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond, WA 98052 Why is this sports bar remained open? Dr.Julie Ann Avila avila2big3small@gmail.com 4258209891
04/14/20 2:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other Golf course 8102 Zircon Ave SWLakewood As I have reported  now 5 times this course is open and very active.  Since the course goes through 

the Oakbrook neighborhoods and the golfers are not practicing social distancing, the residents are in 
jeopardy.  If you try to use your patio or work on your lawn you are close to golfers in many cases, 
including Adult Family homes.

Guy McFadden mckid4@comcast.net 2533412703 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com



04/14/20 2:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake golf course Other Golf course 1250 SW Club House Ct, Port Orchard, WA 98367Port orchard Not following social distancing and having large crowds hanging around. 
Seen cars in and out, went in drive and people everywhere.  Parking lot people hanging around in 
large groups close to each other and same on course. This was 4-11-20

Lb proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/14/20 4:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Classic  golf Other Golf course 4908 208th st e Spanaway I live by Classic Golf Course and notice that Not only was it open but there are many cars in the 
parking lot. And many people on the course with their golf carts

Carla Rankin violetjayde@yahoo.com 2063711929

04/14/20 6:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other Golf 8102 Zircon DR SW Lakewood Unrestricted golfing and signing up trial memberships. michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com
04/14/20 7:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe Lake Golf Course Other Golf Course 1250 SW Club House CtPort Orchard Wa 98367This Business has been reported numerous times and nothing is done about their violations. Why 

wouldn't other courses open their doors?
Scott Alexander scott@alexandersgolfcarts.com 360-731-0597 proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/14/20 8:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 sw 320th st Federal Way People are golfing on this course. The country club has advised its members they may use the gold 
course. This is ongoing and the club has been told to stop by an enforcement officer. They continue 
to golf, people were golfing today.

Jana Richardson Jlrichardson77@gmail.com 2532226690

04/14/20 10:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other Oakbrook Golf Course Oakbrook Lakewood Large groups of people are golfing daily Dawn Musgrove dawnmbell@msn.com 2533070288 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com
04/15/20 3:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open cortez landcare Other landscape p.o. box 1105 kelso I have photos of them performing routine maintenance on terry ave in Longview on april 14th 2:55 pm tim weddle tim8953@gmail.com 3607516089

04/15/20 6:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Circle Inn Bar or other business with a liquor license 34 E Crafton AvenuePittsburgh, Crafton Patrons are I the bar drinking and playing music

04/15/20 7:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Magoos Annex Bar or other business with a liquor license 2710 NE 21st st Tacoma This bar has covered their windows with newspaper and tells people to come in the back door. 
They’ve already been caught by the LCB a few weeks back and were given a warning, but continue 
to serve people in the bar.

Charlotte Furia Freckledbookworm@outlook.com 2537789190

04/16/20 11:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Thunderbird tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 7515 15th ave NW Seattle Owner is staying open while placing  hot dogs all over the bar. When ppl walk in a hot dog must be in 
front of a customer so they can claim they are taking it to go. People are playing pool and drinking like 
no stay at home order is in place.  Customers sit on the patio drinking claiming it’s ok since they are 
outside. Friday night I counted 16ppl inside when I popped in hearing about the place still selling 
drinks.  The is complete BS knowing other bars on the block are following the Stay at home orders.

04/16/20 5:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Svöl Capco Beverages Bar or other business with a liquor license 4100 SW Alaska St, Seattle, WA 98116seattle mainly sells wine & beer. no indication of food. be safe. david senddavidanote@gmail.com
04/16/20 8:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Wing Point Golf & Country Club Other Golf course 811 Cherry Ave NE Bainbridge Island Golf course has Re-opened in defiance of the 20-25 proclamation

04/17/20 3:09 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Cheers Bar or other business with a liquor license 2611 Pacific ave. Tacoma Business still open.. definitely violating. Just cause open signs aren’t on doesn’t mean I can’t see 
people drinking/ like it’s normal

Juan Carlos Casos Juan.casos@yahoo.com 2532264395 Ali

04/17/20 11:50 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open LInden Golf Course Other Golf Course 2519 e main puyallup Golf course management is allowing golfers on the course.

04/17/20 12:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Alliance Residential Construction 121 112th Ave. NE Bellevue This private, commercial construction project resumed on Tuesday, April 14, despite that type of 
construction supposedly being on hold due to Inslee's order. 

It is grossly hypocritical and reeks of corruption that this kind of private construction development 
project (with numerous construction workers standing near each other all day) is allowed to resume 
while places like hair salons, public parks, etc. are mandated to be closed.

04/17/20 12:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Kitsap Golf & Country Club Health-related business 3885 NW Golf Club Hill RdBremerton People are still playing golf as of today. They have been open for a while now. Chris Kwon 3605368998 info@kitsapgolfcc.com

04/17/20 12:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Linden Golf & CC Other golf course 2519 E Main Ave Puyallup Private country club and golf course is open for members to play. You can clearly see guys out there 
enjoying themselves. The club is saying that because they're a private club, they dont fall under the 
essential/nonessential business restriction.

04/17/20 6:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Paradise Restaurant Restaurant or food service business 7250 Rainier Ave S Seattle there are 12 cars in the parking lot and the overflow is leaving garbage on Garden St, West side. 
People are inside  in larger groups.

Jennifer Rice jennifer68rice@gmail.com 2067255525 zinfanjen@hotmail.com

04/18/20 10:22 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Olympia Country and Golf Club Other Golf Course 3636 Country Club Dr NWOlympia Unless I'm incorrect, golf courses are not classified as essential. On April 17 at 4PM, I observed 
multiple groups golfing on the grounds, in groups of 3-6. I also observed grounds maintenance 
personnel present and working at the facility multiple times during this same week. The golfers were 
not maintaining social distance from each other. Grounds workers were working outdoors, and did at 
least appear to be operating with safe distance between individuals.

Mike@olygolfclub.com

04/18/20 1:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Thunderbird Tavern Bar or other business with a liquor license 7515 15th ave NW Seattle This Tavern has not closed down. Weekends and daily hours remain the same. Business as usual 
with people inside loitering  sitting at the bar top and playing pool.

info@tbirdballard.com

04/18/20 3:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Tulip Valley Winery Bar or other business with a liquor license 16235 state route 536Mount Verrnon This is the second weekend in a row I have observed them being opened (I live right across the road 
from them), they have had 10+ cars there at any single time and well over 10 customers, they are also 
selling tulips to people pulling in.

Ashley Rich A.rich2484@yahoo.com 13608558582

04/18/20 3:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Darby Winery Bar or other business with a liquor license 14450 Redmond-Woodinville Rd NEWoodinville Today I noticed that a number of wine tasting rooms in Woodinville, including Darby Winery,  Goose 
Ridge, and Ryan Patrick have opened again for wine tastings. According to the Governor's list of 
essential businesses, they are not permitted to be open again.

04/18/20 5:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Matthew's Winery Bar or other business with a liquor license 16116 140th Pl NE Woodinville I can hear music, and there are cars parked in their parking lot. Their Web Site is advertising that they 
are open until 7 pm today . Saturday 4/18, they were also open yesterday "for retail shopping and 
drive thru wine pick up"

Terry Orkiolla orkiotl@gmail.com 4258060883 Otis

04/18/20 6:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other Golf Course 8102 Zircon DR SW Lakewood Operating, fully open for business.  So busy, their parking is over flowed Into neighborhood off street 
parking.  Obviously not social distancing; visiting in clusters off course as well.  They never closed!

Carrie Pieszak Cmjune76@yahoo.com 2532121995 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/18/20 7:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Club Other Golf Course 8102 Zircon Drive SWLakewood Large gathering of people not practicing social distancing. Workers still maintain grounds yet not 
kicking people off for trespassing. 100’s of people per day using the golf course in close distance to 
residents homes.

michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/18/20 9:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Horseshoe lake golf course Other Golf course 1250 SW  Club house CTPort Orchard It has been opened more than a month and people still play golf even though Inslee said "stay home" proshop@hlgolf.com.

04/19/20 1:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Steilacoom Taproom Bar or other business with a liquor license 1615 Lafayette StreetSteilacoom Bar open at 7:30pm on Saturday April 18th and serving customers at the bar. Lora Baker Davis lorabdavis6@gmail.com 253-677-2484

04/19/20 2:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Steilacoom Tap Room Bar or other business with a liquor license 1615 Lafayette StreetSteilacoom, WA 98388On April 18, 2020 after taking the 7:10pm ferry from Anderson Island, I drove by the Steilacoom 
Taproom and much to my dismay I saw that the establishment was open and patrons were sitting at 
the bar drinking.  I find this both irresponsible.  Please investigate this infraction and take appropriate 
measures.

Jay Davis thedolphinboy2001@yahoo.com 253-651-4754 unknown

04/19/20 3:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vashon Golf and Swim Other Golf and Swim Club 24615 75th Ave SW, Vashon, WA 98070Vashon The golf course on Vashon has one small "closed" sign at its entry, not mentioning COVID, but the 
parking lot and the course are filled with golfers. I have photos. The closure is clearly not being 
enforced by the club.  Additionally, there is no messaging on the club's answering machine or its 
Facebook page that the course is closed. The club does not appear to have a functioning website.

Elizabeth Shepherd liz@nwfilmforum.org 2069637496 phone of club is  (206) 463-9410

04/19/20 3:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Linden lane golf course Other Golf course 2519 E. Main Puyallup Everyday there have people on the golf course , today Sunday a lot!!!  In groups sometimes , n ot. 6 
feet apart and no mask etc. No signs on office saying closed etc.

Shirley Hughes cherbear@aol.com 2539276630 2519 e main

04/19/20 5:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin lakes golf and country club Other Golf course 3583 sw 321st StreetFederal way People are golfing and there was a group of people tailgating in the parking lot. The course has signs 
on it saying “the facility is open to proprietary members. I have a photo of the sign. People are golfing 
this course every day.

Jana Richardson jlrichardson77@gmail.com 2532226690

04/19/20 5:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Sunserra Golf Other Golf course 23572 Sunserra Loop Rd Ste OneQuincy, WA Lots of people golfing in groups, no social distancing, no masks.  The course has removed the flags, 
but these folks are going at it like it's the US Open qualifier.  It clearly states on the list of essential 
business/service that 'Golf is not considered essential'.

Concerned resident tcbham@gmail.com

04/19/20 6:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th Federal Way The Mayor and Police Chief of Federal Way are allowing large groups to gather every day at the Twin 
Lakes Golf and Country Club. Although the the Twin Lakes golf course claims they are closed there 
are signs up saying the course is “open” to members and there are large groups of golfers on the 
course standing very close to each other every day.  They are all tailgating in the parking lot all while 
the police look on. I have an email from Mayor Jim Farrell agreeing to this and saying it is acceptable 
to him and he will allow it. Also on this email chain is an email from the Federal Way police chief 
saying they don’t have the authority to approve playing golf as part of a security force but they are not 
enforcing the Governors order and will not enter the property and will also provide extra security 
patrols for them. Federal Way can barely keep up with our crime issues as they are and now we are 
paying tax dollars to patrol golfers. Dozens of us in the neighborhood have filed violation reports with 
the State but they say they don’t know what to do about it so tell us to call the local police. We have 
shared these emails with the State showing that the police will not do anything about it. We are very 
concerned that this situation will exacerbate the spread of this virus in our community.

Patti Ward Pattiward16@yahoo.com 206-765-7641

04/19/20 6:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Smoke kings vape & Glass smoke shop Bar or other business with a liquor license 3611  W  Nob hill BlvdYakima They a 4/20 sell Tomorrow from 9am to 11:00pm Jose Linares linaresjose592@gmail.com 509-571-4485
04/19/20 6:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club Other Golf Course 3583 SW 320th Federal Way The Mayor and Police Chief of Federal Way are allowing large groups to gather every day at the Twin 

Lakes Golf and Country Club. Although the the Twin Lakes golf course claims they are closed there 
are signs up saying the course is “open” to members and there are large groups of golfers on the 
course standing very close to each other every day.  They are all tailgating in the parking lot all while 
the police look on. I have an email from Mayor Jim Farrell agreeing to this and saying it is acceptable 
to him and he will allow it. Also on this email chain is an email from the Federal Way police chief 
saying they don’t have the authority to approve playing golf as part of a security force but they are not 
enforcing the Governors order and will not enter the property and will also provide extra security 
patrols for them. Federal Way can barely keep up with our crime issues as they are and now we are 
paying tax dollars to patrol golfers. Dozens of us in the neighborhood have filed violation reports with 
the State but they say they don’t know what to do about it so tell us to call the local police. We have 
shared these emails with the State showing that the police will not do anything about it. We are very 
concerned that this situation will exacerbate the spread of this virus in our community.

Mel Ward wardcov@aol.com 206-321-3447

04/20/20 8:16 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Pacific Northwest Other Head shop On ferry street Wenatchee Selling beer to kids and is been open every day. John browning Rocketdog.jb@gmail.com 8138021488
04/20/20 8:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Blinker Tacern Bar or other business with a liquor license 206 Washington Ave NKent This is a Beer & Wine liquor license establishment.

They are open daily, They do not server food!
Mark Wakley cl@wecorp.us 2532435597 smeyer@blinkerstavern.com

04/20/20 9:24 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Club Other Golf Course 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood I was contacted by the Liquor Board last Monday to inform me that the course had been instructed to 
close; however the course remained open all week with hundreds of golfers this weekend.  The 
course is also open today.

Jonathan McFadden mcfaddja@gmail.com 2535796422 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/20/20 9:46 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other golf course 8102 Zircon Drive SWLakewood We have complained numerous times to this site and on the AG site, but the course remains open. 
Over 150 golfers used the course each day this weekend, which prevented us from using our patio 
since the course runs through our residential area.  The Liquor Control Board rep and the Lakewood 
Police rep both said they need direction from state to serve notice on the course.  I would think that 3 
weeks would be sufficient time for it to be provided.

Guy Alan McFadden mckid4@comcast.net 2533412703 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/20/20 1:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook CC Other Golf course Onyx Dr. Lakewood Why are they open michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com
04/20/20 4:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Total Wine Other Grocery 9980 N Newport HwySpokane Liquor stores are non-essential. It is not necessary to leave home to purchase alcohol. Averie averie.hollis@gmail.com

04/20/20 6:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open The Jackson Hole bar and grill Bar or other business with a liquor license 122 s bowdish rd Spokane valley There have been multiple cars parked outside the bar every night and are not the same cars each 
time. I have noticed it more after 5 pm.

04/21/20 12:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Surfside Golf Course Other Golf 31508 J Place Ocean Park People are gathering  in the golf parking lot and going out together to play golf. It states on their 
website that they are open to the public. More people are coming in to this area because they are 
open for Golf.

Lorrie Whitlow lori.whitlow@aol.com 360-777-3152 JonKukula@pga.com



04/21/20 12:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Linden Lane Golf Club Other Golf course 2519 E Main Ave Puyallup Everyday since shut down , we observe cars in parking , people golfing on the course , sometimes in 
groups of more than 4 , no social distance , no face masks , etc  Also NO signs in
Parking lot or office saying closed to covid-19 etc!  They have to know because the  lawn mowing guy 
is mowing when people are golfing !!!!

Brenda Annon .. xoxoprincess@yahoo 2535035450

04/21/20 1:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Suntides Golf Course Other Golf Course 231 Pence Road #2257Yakima Business continues to operate. Owners (Paul & Celia Cobleigh) are actively golfing with customers 
MANY times per week. There are many other golfers on the course both together and individually. 
With and without owners of the course. Multiple golfers on the course on a continuous and daily basis.

Burt bcharlet@hotmail.com 5099614456

04/21/20 4:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf Course Other golf  course 8102 Zircon Drive SWLakewood As I have reported now numerous times the golf course remains open an the golfers are playing 
through a residential area.   Most are not wearing masks and almost all are not practicing social 
distancing.  As a result homeowners cannot use their patios and parts of their lawns.

Guy Alan McFadden mckid4@comcast.net 2533412703 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/22/20 9:57 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open McCormick Woods Other Golf Course 5155 McCormick Woods Dr SWPort Orchard My father has been allowed to play golf at this course throughout the shut down. According to the 
Stay Home mandate all golf courses should be closed but they are allowing golf club members to still 
play on their course. This is dangerous.

Charlotte Kasal kasal.charlotte@gmail.com 2535498113 bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com

04/22/20 3:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf club Other Golf course 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood WA Oakbrook allows people play if they have a membership.
We all have to stay home. That's what Inslee said

michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/22/20 4:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open East side Smoke Cpany Other Head Shop sells Kartom 2008 State St Olympia Selling Kartom at a drive up
Window.

04/22/20 5:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Ritzville Pastime Bar & Grill Bar or other business with a liquor license 119 W Main Ave Ritzville The bar is operating with black plastic covering the windows

04/23/20 9:01 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vape Hub Puyallup Other Vape shop 15012 Meridian E Puyallup Drove by the business and door is open with an open sign illuminated.

04/23/20 7:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Longbranch Bar & Grill Bar or other business with a liquor license 230006 E SR 397 Kennewick I drove past at 6pm today (4.23.2020)and there was over 10 vehicles parked in the parking lot. It 
appears they are serving people inside.

04/24/20 10:28 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Twin Lakes Golf Club Other Golf 320th Federal Way Golf and drinking in late groups and several people using golf carts. Police say it’s private property 
and they can’t do anything.

Jackie Howe in1bluemoon@gmail.com

04/24/20 10:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Homestead Golf Course Other Golf Course 115 E Homestead BLVDLynden Golf course is beyond full today with golfers. Not sure if golf courses are now allowed to be open.

04/24/20 11:36 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vape-o-Rama Other vape shop 8819 Bridgeport wayLakewood I was in there and there were about 15 people in ther no one but me were waring masks Karyn L Froman karynfroman@gmail.com 2533046305

04/24/20 11:39 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Vapor flavors Other vape shop 4916 Center st Tacoma I was in there and there were about 10 people in there no one but me were Waring masks

04/24/20 11:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open I vape and glass Other vape shop 2522 S 38th st Tacoma I was in there and there were about 8 people in there no one but me were Waring masks

04/24/20 12:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open LInden Golf Course Other Golf Course 2519 E Main Ave Puyallup Golf course fully operational.  From parking lot you can see numerous individuals NOT practicing 
social distancing.

lindenproshop@outlook.com

04/24/20 12:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open LInden Golf Course Other Golf Course 2519 E Main Ave Puyallup Parking lot FULL.  You can see NUMEROUS golfers on course all bunched up.  Other courses have 
to close, why is this one open?

lindenproshop@outlook.com

04/24/20 2:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open KITSAP GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB Other GOLF 3885 NW GOLF CLUB HILL RDBREMERTON Course is open, along with crowded putting green and driving range.  Music and partying outside ( by 
putting green) at night. The Sheriffs Dept. already know what’s going on I saw them in the crowded 
parking lot days ago and still NOTHING is being done about it.

John Sullivan-Baker 360-509-1942

04/24/20 3:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Meridian Valley Country Club Other Golf Course Meridian Valley Country ClubKent People are continuing to play golf on this private golf course. Henry Jack Billyjack260@hotmail.com 206-714-9420 Meridian@meridianvalleycc.com
04/24/20 4:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Lattitude 84 Bar or other business with a liquor license 8401 So Hosmer St Tacoma The Business is open to serve people against the order to be closed.

04/24/20 5:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Overlook Golf Other Golf  course Hwy 9 @ Big Lake Mount Vernon Course full, lots of people, and many in golf carts where social distancing is impossible. Most people 
golf with friends, not household members.

Jean Knee jeanners1912@gmail.com 360-422-8133 info@overlookgc.com

04/24/20 5:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Cloud Nine Bar or other business with a liquor license Central Ave Kent They are open serving food and cocktail, beer. 206-26(-2340
04/25/20 10:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Mary Jane's House of Glass Other Head Shop 212 NE 164th Ave #19, Vancouver, WA 98684Vancouver They have stayed opened and don't practice social distancing measures. Also I am unsure as to how 

they do consider themselves essential. They have 14 locations that all remain open..
info@mjhog.com

04/25/20 6:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Smokers choice Other Cigar shop 13520 100 Ave NE Kirkland Open but not essential

04/25/20 7:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Crosscut Taproom Bar or other business with a liquor license 21 W Cowlitz St, Castle Rock, Open during shelter in place and non-essential business closure. Chris & Jen Wills contact@crosscuttaproom.com
04/26/20 8:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Oaksridge golfcourse Other Golf course 1052 Monte Elma Roadelma This golf course refuses to close even tho it is Not a essential business.  100s of golfers daily with no 

social distancing and no one wearing masks.  The business REFUSES to close even tho they are not 
suppose to be open!  Since the law enforcement refuses to take action, I’m fed up and reporting them.  
 I have video and photos.  They need to enforce this since they are disobey the order!  I hope they get 
huge fine and loose their business license

Cindy Nuxollcindy1@gmail.com 3609640690 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/26/20 4:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Overlake Golf Course Other Golf Course 8000 NE 16th StreetMedina Today, we were told that the golf course will be opening to members. The parking lot was full and 
crowds of people were gathering (no noticeable distancing) and some looked like they were setting 
up. 

We were told the Club House will not be open.

Mikela Msvieser@gmail.com 4252561733 info@overlookgc.com

04/26/20 6:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Classic bar and grill Bar or other business with a liquor license 2431 maple valley highwayRenton Bar has 2 HUGE signs out front declaring that bar is open and parking lot is full. Kevan Moore 4252896922

04/27/20 7:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Linden county club golf course Other Golf course 2519 east main Puyallup wa About twice a week hundreds of people gathering, playing golf! I live on the course! 2 people to carts 
no one social distancing. I cant golf with many others a like. Why a private course can? Idk

Chris Gilbert chrisgilbert79@gmail.com 2534051400

04/27/20 3:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Big bear vape shop Other Vape shop 40825 Sr2 Gold bar Vape/juice/pot smoking accessory shop is open. I would like to remain anonymous Garry Vire
04/28/20 6:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Angels of the Wind Bar or other business with a liquor license 3438 Stoluckquamish lnArlington Casino is opening May 4

04/28/20 1:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Salish Cliffs Golf Course Other Golf Course 91 WA -108 Shelton Spoke with gold course. I asked why and how they were open prior to May 5, 2020 when golfing was 
to be re-opened, they explained they have been open.

04/28/20 4:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open pioneer square smoke shop Other smoke shop 313 1st . Ave s seattle too many people in a tight area . business should not be open.

04/29/20 1:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Bluemist Hookah Lounge Other Hookah Lounge 24602 36th Ave S Kent Members walk in around 10pm and leave around 7am. Keeps it less than 10ppl says its friends only, 
but accepts payment thru Cashapp to hide transactions.

Abdi Mohamed Amohamed@yahoo.com 2063372144 Hassibfarooq@gmail.com

04/29/20 3:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open Jerseys sports bar Bar or other business with a liquor license 33509 21st ave SW Federal way The owner is letting regular customer’s come in and drink, he keeps the lights off and is charging 
cash only.. he is also still selling pull tabs

Chris wilkins 253 287-2361

04/29/20 3:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.gov LCB Non-essential business is open ShuJacks bar and grill Bar or other business with a liquor license 326 w. main st. elma at night the street fills up we live in a small town, have seen people come out and smoke go back in 
windows covered with heavy paper, "last time i tried to get the police to have this place stop smoking 
outside the doors  Chief Shults respond was she has a small task force so she will choose what laws 
she will enforce and this wouldn't be one" so I don't call the Elma POlice we are a very small town 2 
blocks of main st.  2 bars both i feel have been open for same reasons i want protection we deserve 
we don't have  please keep Elma safe

sandy dee barcellos 59.s.barcellos@gmail.com 3608617826 Jack Shumacker  ???  think

03/30/20 2:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Inland oil Other Office workers 747 basin st NW Ephrata The office workers have the ability to work remotely but the owner will not let them. There is an older 
lady with underlying health conditions living in the upstairs of the office. These office workers are my 
family members and the owner is puting our whole family at risk along with many others.

Tyler oliver tsoliver8@gmail.com 5096302180

03/30/20 2:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Arts and Crafts Other Art and Craft Supply 5730 Lakewood Towne Center BlvdLakewood This business continues to remain open despite lack of substantial ‘essential’ products or services.
They are using the term ‘fulfillment center’ to allow for Curbside pickup, with two employees at the 
store, one inside and one outside, putting danger to the employees and potentially customers.
This is not a required business function for the health of current society, as they do not provide food, 
medications, health or mental health services.

Jerry skypiratealayer@gmail.com 2539739709

03/30/20 2:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Adam and Eve Other Adult Store 3609 N Division St Suite ASpokane doesnt Seem like they should be open to non essential business during this time Tiffany Bodacious95037@yahoo.com

03/30/20 2:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jones Accounting Associates Other Accounting/Tax/Bookkeeping 1199 SE Dock StreetOak Harbor Business is not essential and should not be open.  Putting both customers and employees as well as 
their families at risk.

Anonymous

03/30/20 2:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harris Rebar Construction 4421 192nd st e Tacoma 20+ warehouse

03/30/20 2:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Milgard Construction 965 54th ave e Fife They are telling us that we are essential business someone on Friday has came down with the virus 
now we are all concerned, but management doesnt seem to concern. Please help.

03/30/20 2:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open NW Safe Company Other Retail; gun safes 830 Cole St Enumclaw Open signs on, customers coming and going freely from establishment.  Social media pages also 
report that store is open for in-person shopping.

03/30/20 2:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open B Side Games Other Hobby, Toy, and Game store 2525 E 29th Ave STE 9Spokane B Side Games has posted on Facebook that they have re-opened their retail storefront starting Mar 
30 after having initially observed the closure order at end of business Wed Mar 25.  

https://www.facebook.com/346743219180822/posts/546874155834393/?d=n

Dylan Blackhorse-von Jess dblackhorsevonjess@gmail.com 4255298964

03/30/20 2:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bedrock Specialty Stone Products Other Decorative rock 9201 W Hildebrand RdKennewick Non essential business still open.

03/30/20 2:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Colortyme Other Furniture rental 400 E Wishkah St, Aberdeen Business is open and shouldn't be.  Furniture rental isn't covered under essential businesses Susan McDaniel suemcdaniel1@gmail.com 3605904451

03/30/20 2:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Idens dealer services Other Automotive detailing; film install 1000 sw 34th st building w2 suite NRenton We are having to clean customer cars not knowing who was been in them

03/30/20 2:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Moe's home collection Other Furniture 720 Andover parkway eTukwila I am an employee of a business who has chosen to remain open since the governor's orders were 
given. I myself have chosen to stay home but the business remains open

Don Hodges donhodgesjr5051@gmail.com

03/30/20 2:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fully Charged Fitness Other Gym 117 E Naches Ave Selah They say they are closed on their websites but I have heard from people that go there that they come 
through the back entrance. That they schedule people exclusively so that there's not a lot of members 
at the same time and cause suspicion. They are telling the members not to say anything.

octavionogales@ymail.com fcfitness18@gmail.com

03/30/20 2:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Public Storage Other Storage facility for public use 10020 Martin Luther king jr way sSeattle Customers not maintaining social distance because facility is wide open during office hours. Large 
business with many visitors throughout the day

Concerned citizen

03/30/20 2:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Iron Gate Storage Other Storage facilities 7920 nw 117th Ave Vancouver They are letting multiple people at a time in their offices. Marvin barrelbunny2@yahoo.com 360-921-7927
03/30/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open J&m homes Other Manufactured home sales 1351 pacific ave Woodland Has full sales staff on site saw sales people showing homes last Friday still operating as of Monday Kurt Ziegler Zieglerhomes1@gmail.com 3606072460 woodland@jandmhomes.com

03/30/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veterans warehouse Other Second hand store 1219 n wenatchee aveWenatchee All second hand stores are closed in town, they know the order to be closed but have said openly 
they will remain open.

John pedersen jpedersen2612@charter.net 5093983989

03/30/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open J&m homes Other Manufactured home sales 1351 pacific ave Woodland Has full sales staff on site saw sales people showing homes last Friday still operating as of Monday Kurt Ziegler Zieglerhomes1@gmail.com 3606072460 woodland@jandmhomes.com

03/30/20 2:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Hot Springs Other Hot tub sales 507 Fisher Burlington Open regular business hours to sell hot tubs. Customers are going in and meeting with sales people 
and getting delivery.

Tammy Bush thebushteam@yahoo.com 3603185816

03/30/20 2:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Maid Brigade Shoreline Other Maid service 14720 Aurora Ave. NShoreline Groups of women going home to home for cleaning. Travel in groups in cars together also. E sunnyseattlebeaches@aol.com

03/30/20 2:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Comms Retail LLC Other Cellphone retail store. 3rd party AT&T authorized retailer 22001 HWY 99 STE#200Edmonds I have evidence of this companies health code violations in regards to covid-19 as well as 
misinforming their employees about being an essential workforce. I have already filed a clarification 
request and confirmed we are not essential. I also presented this to them and still they remain open.

Corey Harvey Coh1987@gmail.com 5715050550

03/30/20 2:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open At Home Other Home Decor 301 36th Ave. South E.Puyallup Why is this business serving the public when the governor has placed an essential business only 
order.  I don't kmow how home decor is an essential business.  These employees health is being 
unnecessarily put at risk for not reason.  Please look into why this business is being considered an 
essential business.

03/30/20 2:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open VRBO Other Vacation housing all over the state and other statesSeattle I know many people who currently are and/or are planning to still utilize VRBO rentals for spring 
break. It seems VRBO landlords should not be able to rent out their spaces and I have not heard this 
discussed.

Lynne Paulus lynne.paulusfam@gmail.com 206-953-4055

03/30/20 2:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pawn america Other Pawn Shop 1098 State Avenue Marysville They are open for business

03/30/20 2:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open REI warehouse Other Non-essential warehouse 1700 45th st Sumner Non-essential warehouse open with hundreds of workers in close contact.

03/30/20 2:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Best Buy Other Electronic store Tacoma Tacoma Not an essential business, why risk spreading disease

03/30/20 2:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Framatome Other Nuclear 2101 Horn Rapids RdRichland This Framatome facility manufactures nuclear fuel rods. This facilty does not produce or generate 
nuclear power, in any way. Production of fuel rods is planned months to years in advance of fuel 
outages at the actual nuclear power plant. This company is putting several hundred people in danger 
because of money. Please shut them down.

Matt Mvorheis598@gmail.com

03/30/20 2:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bathware Other makes bathtubs 801 Northern Pacific Rd SEYelm How is this an essential business ? I am worried about a family member working there whose wife and 
son have asthma.

Jill Feuerhelm auntjill48@gmail.com 5415134988



03/30/20 2:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Hot Springs Other Hot tub sales 507 Fisher lane Burlington Still open for business. Opened their regular business hours and customers coming in and interacting 
with sales people. Also they are still delivering hot tubs. Possible spreading Covid-19

03/30/20 2:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vista Property Management Other Property Management 1002 39th Ave sw Steve 302Puyallup Wa 98373 Owner is stating we are an essential business. Requiring all property managers and the accountant to 
work at the office even though we have the capability to work from home. We understand only 
maintenance workers are essential for emergency home repairs only. I WOULD LIKE TO REMAIN 
ANONYMOUS fearing retaliation.

Lynn Lrohr242@gmail.com 253-226-3965

03/30/20 2:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open North Star Glove Company Other Glove manufacturing company 2916 S Steele St Tacoma Non-essential business still open. Operating under the guise of PPE.

03/30/20 2:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open iSpot.TV Other Tech 15831 NE 8th St #100Bellevue People are still going in -office and having meetings. All work can be done remotely.

03/30/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open K9 To Five Doggy Playcare and Spa Other Doggy Daycare and Spa 17000 SE 1st St Vancouver Non-essential business still open and serving the public. Half of the workers have gotten sick already, 
though unsure whether or not with Covid-19.

Emily Nightray Emilyakester@gmail.com 13607219982

03/30/20 3:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open K9 to Five Playcare and Spa Other Doggy Daycare 17000 SE 1st St Vancouver This is a dog daycare business with grooming that has only shut down the grooming part despite 
having multiple people sick in both daycare and grooming part. They say they are essential but are 
risking their employees health.

Calyx Calyxashla@gmail.com 3609900320

03/30/20 3:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A-America Other Furniture Wholesaler 800 Milwaukee Ave NAlgona Warehouse staff still being required to receive, pick and ship product. Office staff are working remote. Cynthia Goist kclgoist@gmail.com 253-298-2400

03/30/20 3:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Pet House Other Pet grooming salon 35612 Wa-507 McKenna They are still grooming dogs. I called to see if they were open and they said yes on Tuesday & 
Sunday.

03/30/20 3:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open LJ Smith Stair systems Other Manufacturing 1212 Valley Ave NWPuyallup Business is non essential

03/30/20 3:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AmeriCan stone Construction 17603 ne union rd Ridgefield This company do not sell product i would consider to be needed for any essential construction. They 
sell flagstone, decorative rock, bark, pond supplies and gravel .

Dan Dburns226@gmail.com 3606074730

03/30/20 3:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Icicle Camp Other Vacation Rental Property 7713 Icicle Road Leavenworth Vacation rental still operating. Owner has been traveling between Leavenworth and Seattle

03/30/20 3:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smokiam Resort Other Rv Resort and Campground 22818 State Route 17Soap Lake This business is advertising allowing campers to come and stay at their facility. Brian Quill P40code3@hotmail.com 5096340332

03/30/20 3:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Maids Other Cleaning Company 12811 8th ave w suite C 201Everett Company is operating is residences. Most clients of The Maids are most likely self quarantined and 
the maids going into these homes is only increasing the risks of both employees and customers risk of 
contracting and spreading covid 19

03/30/20 3:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Compucom Other Information technology 2401 utah ave S. Seattle It is a contract job for the starbucks hq and can be done remotely but they refuse to do so even after 
concerns from staff.

Jeremy Halljeremy86@gmail.com 2538887013

03/30/20 3:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open American Stone Sales Inc Other small landscape retail. Primarily landscape stone for patios and landscape 17603 NE Union Rd Ridgefield Company Owners are in Utah, refuse to acknowledge the order. They first said we were a hardware 
store, now they are stating we are to remain open under the guise of essential to construction. We do 
not aid in food production nor do we provide anything essential to construction.

Kari Jones karij96@gmail.co, 3609046654

03/30/20 3:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Miracle Ear Health-related business 18500 33rd Ave W Lynnwood This is a retail business and the majority of its clients are elderly! They even had an open house 
event last week where they get as many people as possible to come in and get a free test for a free 
gift. This seems very wrong, and totally non essential. It’s my understanding that all locations are fully 
open.

Nicole Wright Thewrightteam@gmail.com 4254782616

03/30/20 3:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brite light welding Other Welding fabrication 5526 184th St E Puyallup They do not provide essential services nor practice any social distancing

03/30/20 3:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brown and Haley Other Candy manufacturer 110 East 26th StreetTacoma Non essential business still operating both the factory at 110 East 26th Street Tacoma and the 
distribution center at 3500 20th Street East in Fife.

sweets@brown-haley.com

03/30/20 3:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pawn 1 Other Pawn shop 215 s 72nd Tacoma Store is open

03/30/20 3:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open NORTHWEST DOOR Construction 19000 CANYON RD EPUYALLUP STAYING OPEN

03/30/20 3:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Leatherback Other Printing company 681 7th Ave Kirkland Printing company operations when they don’t need to be James Vickery James.dean.vickery@gmail.com 4252447169
03/30/20 3:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shred sports outlet Other Skateboard shop / clothing 4505 n division at Spokane They are still open letting people come inside to buy non essential items like skateboards and clothing 

making employees work and encouraging people to come in
Josh Joshpistole@gmail.com 5092513614

03/30/20 3:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TECHNICAL GLASS PRODUCTS Other manufacturing 8107 Bracken Place SESnoqualmie We where told that we have orders needed to get medical related buildings open,  but I checked with 
production and we do not have any orders for those customs anytime soon.  So we are open and 
there is no reason to be open beside them wanting money.

03/30/20 3:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Other Pawn shope 1905 Broadway Everett It's a pawn shop. And it's open. Not sure how a pawn shop would be essential. Evan imix4jc@hotmail.com

03/30/20 3:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open College HUNKS Other Moving/Junk Removal 6317 112th St E Puyallup Enter peoples homes to move them and remove none critical household junk. In teams of two or three. 
Entertaining multiple homes a day without protection. Sitting side by side in trucks in teams of two or 
three. Without the ability to wash hands after each job. This could be an essential business, I’m not 
100% sure seems like a company that is bound to contract and spread covid 19 though throughout 
Tacoma/ puyallup

Private climblocalapp@gmail.com

03/30/20 3:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jansens floral effects Other Florist 1035 vandercook wayLongview Business still doing non essential deliveries and allowing customers to come in to store

03/30/20 3:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kittitas valley trading Other Pawn shop 103 north main st Ellensburg Pawn shop is open and conducting business as usual

03/30/20 3:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open northrom quality center Other warehouse 1000 andover park westtukwila return warehouse for Nordstrom possible contaminated items giving employees $2.00 an hour for 
hazard pay. their number is 253-437-4518 non-essential worker violation!!!

anita grooms anitagrooms@comcast.net 2068177174

03/30/20 3:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RedPine Maids Other Residential House Keeping 22011 100 Ct SE Kent My friend was told she has to keep working. They're claiming they are exempt and non essential, but 
all they do is clean homes. Doesn't make sense to me how they're non essential.

03/30/20 3:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Foxhole, gi quickstop, nails, Jeanie’s 
sewing, etc.

Other Surplus,sewing, nails Union Ave sw Lakewood Drive by my store to check on it, and every store on union Ave sw is open and doing business. We 
shut down due to order but everyone else is open. Wondering why, we even filled out the form to see 
if we are essential and no replies yet.

Kevin capman Kevincapman@gmail.com 2535792363

03/30/20 3:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Summit Lake Antiques Other Antiques repair sales, refinishing 10724 summit lake roadOlympia Typical of this entity to ignore local and state government directives

03/30/20 3:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jack's Superior Auto Body Other Auto Body Shop 310 W. Columbia Dr.Kennewick Remains open and is not essential. Taylor pugetsoundps@mac.com 4063610506
03/30/20 3:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vista Property Management Other Property management Company 1002 39th Ave. SW Ste 302Puyallup WA 98373 in violation of the governor's Stay Home-order

03/30/20 3:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Excavation - Builders Supply Construction Stone Way N and N 41st StSeattle Excavation company for a multi family company continues to work.  I took video Justin Fogle Justin@apeacefulworld.com 2066963337

03/30/20 3:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Plastic Services and Products Other Plastic (ABS) Pipe Manufacturer 3500 Northpark DriveCENTRALIA Confirmed Non-Essential through MIL WA Essential Bussiness. Has paper work in the windows trying 
to loophole a connection to plumbers, and suppliers to "essential businesses". Will not close unless 
someone comes and tells them to.
As an employee I need to remain anonymous when the company is contacted for fear of retribution 
from the owners in Utah.

Chris Kytta CMKytta@comcast.net 3605086418

03/30/20 3:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jiffy Lube Other Vehicle maintenance 2025 4th Ave Seattle I wrote to the governor’s office last week asking if we were considered essential, the official response 
I got today says we are not but regional management claims we are and is refusing to close our 
locations

Josh Castillo joshcastillo@outlook.com 2067798334

03/30/20 3:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Surf Watch Landlord 21 McCullough road Copalis Beach I reside in a neighborhood shared by several vacation rentals, a motel, and an RV Park. This 
particular business seems to be operating against the guidance with short term stays continuing.

03/30/20 3:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open pipe r us Other glass pipe seller 7914 martin way e. #10olympia The store's main item glass pipes for smoking. james lee signman7004@hotmail.com 2533637800
03/30/20 3:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Iden's Dealer Services Other Auto Detailing 1000 SW 34th St Renton This company specializes in automotive appearance and protective services, as per stated on their 

site and social media pages. It is a luxury service and non-essential. It has laid off workers but there 
are still very many required to go to work everyday, putting their families at risk at home as well as co-
workers.

03/30/20 3:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fully charged fitness Other Gym 117 E Naches Ave Selah I have heard and seen people go into the gym. My brother in law has also been going there everyday 
since the lockdown has been in effect. They have posted on social media that they'll be closing but 
the have ignored it and stayed open.

03/30/20 3:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fitness together Other Gym 10627 NE 68th St Kirkland Workers still inside gym

03/30/20 3:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Taylor Transport USDOT751258 Other dump trucks carrier 7416 NE 101st StreetVancouver Drivers required to work and have contact with others without protective masks despite trading 
paperwork or getting required signatures

Staci Sturges LICSW ssturges@peacehealth.org 3605147489

03/30/20 3:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Floor Trader of Tacoma Construction 7310 S Hosmer St, Tacoma, WA 98498Tacoma Drive by at approximately 1:30pm 3/30/2020, Noticed an open sign. Do not think this is an essential 
business.

Craig Lewis capitcock@gmail.com

03/30/20 3:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Container Store Other Retail Organizational items 700 Bellevue Way NEBellevue I think this company is using a loophole to reopen, they sell containers which is not essential and they 
are putting their employees at risk

Marcella marcellamarieegan@gmail.com 206-334-1102 taxdept@containerstore.com

03/30/20 3:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Byers custom & restoration Other Paint and restoration 1302 West Main Street #38Auburn Working as a hobby shop.

03/30/20 3:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elements landscape design build LLC Construction Num 1 2312 55th St SeAuburn Has gone back and forth saying he was going to close and telling me to stay home all week after 
sending me home the Thursday before the shutdown. Won't tell me if he has state approval to stay 
open. Then fired me for claiming unemployment after he had told me he believed we would be closing 
and telling me not to come in essentially laying me off at that point. Stayed open on Tuesday 
Wednesday, Thursday, through shutdown. Only called off Monday due to weather. Starting new job 
after shutdown

Dylan dhartley51701@hotmail.com 4253244269

03/30/20 3:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Arts and Crafts Other Craft supplies 15600 NE 8th StreetBellevue This business is still open and is delivering craft supplies to customers in their cars in the parking lot. I 
believe this is happening at all Michaels locations except for Everett. I know for a fact that the 
Issaquah and Bellevue locations are doing this.

Terri Tanino terri.tanino@gmail.com 4252212133

03/30/20 3:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Benjamin Moore Other Paint store 2933 4th Ave S Seattle WA This store is a nonessential store because all they sell is paint and during this time it is not necessary 
to be painting your house . This needs to be shut down this store is also really small and does not 
have enough space to follow the 6 Feet guideline .

Valentino E. Valentino.89@icloud.com 2067854335

03/30/20 3:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hartung Glass Industries / Agalite / 
Holcam shower doors.

Construction 3351 E. Valley Rd. Renton We are open and we are holding on and organzing orders for customers that ate closed. Most if our 
customers are closed. Upper management Nick D Sciola has been providing updates just to say we 
are essential but no proof. They now tell us they will cut hours and use our PTO (which should be 
optional)to fill in hours rather than furlough us as this would disqualify us for benefits. We make 
shower doors primarily. I have the company texts fir the "updates" given.

Scott Spivey Spiveysofwa@gmail.com 4254436857

03/30/20 3:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Art Morrison Enterprises Other Custom chassis fabrication. 5216 7th st e Fife Working full crew with closed doors info@artmorrison.com
03/30/20 3:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Johnson Law Firm Other Law Firm 421 W Riverside AveSpokane From what I’ve seen it looks like their business is still fully operational. Not sure how many employees 

are working but I’ve seen activity in and out of their office, even after the stay at home order.

03/30/20 3:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hexcel Corporation Other Non-defense Aerospace Manufacturing 15062 Steele Rd Burlington This multi-national corporation is continuing to build commercial aerospace parts even though Boeing 
is closed.

03/30/20 3:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Thorbecks Fit Life Center Other Fitness gym 91 SW Chehalis AveChehalis This gym is still allowing access to hand picked members allowing them to use the facility

03/30/20 3:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Athletic Form Other Gym 2944 1st Ave S Seattle Observed multiple people throughout the day entering and exiting a CrossFit gym at the above 
location despite the close of not essential businesses

03/30/20 3:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Hotsprings Other Hot Tub/Pool Store 507 Fisher Lane Burlington The business appears to be open even though it could be non-essential.

03/30/20 3:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wireless Advocates Other Cell phone stand 1201 39th Ave SW Puyallup I believe this business is remaining open falsely classifying themselves as essential to avoid paying 
their employees closure pay. We sell phones. They claim that because we are inside of costco means 
we are inherently essential but we are a separate company. They told us we are welcome to 
voluntarily take leave but most of us cant because we need money. Phones can be purchased online 
if needed. We are forced daily to interact with customers putting us and everyone at risk when they 
could easily have their phones shipped to their houses I'd they absolutley need a new one.

Jeff Sharon jeffsharon22@gmail.com 2538860487

03/30/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DeFoe Pickett Other Family Law Firm 830 N. Columbia Center Blvd Suite AKennewick Employees are continuosly showing up Monday - Friday. I have also witnessed a few clients and 
vendors there.

03/30/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paccar Technical Center Other Paccar Technical Center 12479 Farm to Market RdMt. Vernon Non essential employees are still being required to work. I understand this business does have some 
essential employees but it’s more than just essential employees working

03/30/20 3:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paccar Technical Center Other Paccar Technical Center 12479 Farm to Market RdMt. Vernon Non essential employees are still being required to work. I understand this business does have some 
essential employees but it’s more than just essential employees working. I don’t want to leave my 
contact info bc I don’t want my husband to get fired.

03/30/20 3:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JAKES FIREWORK Other FIREWORKS 739 NEVIL ROAD WINLOCK SHIPS OUT FIREWORKS!!! NOT ESSENTIAL

03/30/20 4:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open National products inc Other Manufacturing warehouse 8410 dallas ave s Seattle Non essential manufacturing f
Furing this critical time



03/30/20 4:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Johnson Law Firm PC Other Private Law firm 421 w Riverside Ave 216Spokane Private law firms were not listed under essential. Not only that but with the ability to telework they 
require their employees to work in the office and had one employee show up even while sick because 
they wanted to stay open. They are claiming to be essential because they do “criminal” law even 
though it’s DUI and those hearings are postponed and the work is able to be done from home. They 
are putting families at risk.

03/30/20 4:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Arts & Crafts Other Retail Craft Store 1700 W Armory WaySeattle All Michaels locations in Washington State are open for curbside pickup.  The stores have not been 
provided cleaning supplies.  Employees are afraid of losing their jobs.  There is nothing that Michaels 
does that is essential.  This is a corporate decision.

03/30/20 4:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open House of roses Other Flower shop 477 oregon way Longview There posting all over Facebook that they are open and delivering flowers and also for pick up Nichole Billyandnichole17@gmail.com 3602619325

03/30/20 4:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Windows systems Construction 3400 S Tacoma St Union Gap wa 98903 They build windows and Patio doors and are still open when they are non essential.  I live in the area 
and can see shipping area and they are not 6ft apart.

Anonymous

03/30/20 4:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Naimor inc Other Manufacturing/fabrication 20214 Broadway Ave Building CSnohomish,Wa 98296Company currently  does not manufacture any products to supply the  essential services that support 
critical manufacturing as per the states critical manufacturing sectors guideline.

David Dvorak davedvorak0306@gmail.com 320-219-2797

03/30/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grandma’s Attic Other Home decor; clothing; jewelry; boutique shopping 12 North Main StreetOmak Having clothing sales; posting on Facebook that they are open for business because “clothing IS 
essential”

03/30/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bark & Garden Center Healthcare / Public Health Selling of plants and landscape options  4004 Harrison AveOlympia  WA 98502 BUSINESS VIOLATING ESSENTIAL BUSINESS LAW

Bark & Garden has been packed with customers.  Since we have a STAY AT HOME ORDER, people 
do not care and are shopping for projects to do, such as work in your yard.  This company in 
absolutely NO WAY IS ESSENTIAL. It has been running normal business as usual. Someone in my 
family while wearing medical gloves/mask decided to walk through the store to see what is going on, 
they were appalled to see:
NO SOCIAL DISTANCING
NO DISTANCING LINES BACK FROM THE REGISTERS
BATHROOMS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
NO GLOVES -except gardening
NO CUSTOMER HAND SANITIZER
NO PRECAUTIONARY RULES IN EFFECT AT ALL
LOADING CUSTOMERS PURCHASES WITHIN INCHES OF THE CUSTOMERS

With our COVID-19 pandemic crisis this is unacceptable.  The utter disregard for the safety of the 
public as well as their employees is ludicrous. They need to be shut down as well as any other NON-
ESSENTIAL BUSINESS.

julie g jaggrover@yahoo.com 360-528-0577 barkandgarden@juno.com

03/30/20 4:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Olympia Overhead Doors Construction 6410 Carpenter Rd SELacey Just concerned about employees going to customers homes.  Customers don't know if the employees 
are safe, and employees don't know if the customers are safe.  This business doesn't seem to be an 
essential type business.

03/30/20 4:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The GK Group Other Jewelry Manufacturer 5862 S 194th St Kent They submitted that we are making masks but only 1 or 2 employees were asked to make masks so 
they make us make jewelry still.  We now made to come 3 days a week to string pearls and take 
unemployment for other hours because our customers are closed

03/30/20 4:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pawn 1 Other Pawn shop 10851 US-2 Spokane No need for them to be open. Logan Porter Loganporter1500@gmail.com 5092176775
03/30/20 4:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cycle Gear Other Motorcycle Apparel (Not Maintenance) 825 Taylor Ave N Seattle Store seems to be open daily. Sells apparel - non-essential. anoprax@gmail.com
03/30/20 4:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AquaQuip Other Hot Tub Sales 933 118th Ave SE Bellevue Their store front was open yesterday (Sunday 3/29) with big signs outfront advertising to "come in for 

a hot tub sale happening". Their website (aquaquip.com) also loads a pop up that says "Yes, we are 
open!" as of Monday 3/30.

03/30/20 4:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bellevue Gun Club Other Gun Range 13216 SE 32nd StreetBellevue Received email from them saying they are an essential business. Seems dangerous to have people 
standing right next to each other for hours.

03/30/20 4:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Fitness Factory Other Fitness Center 4940 Auto Center Blvd.Bremerton People working out on exercise equipment, not respecting social distancing protocols. Kurt Wiest Kgwiest@aol.com 360-509-6944

03/30/20 4:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Window Systems Construction 3400 S Tacoma St Union Gap Non Essential business open. Jake Garfield 5098456120
03/30/20 4:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Back yard products Construction 3315  NE 112th ave unit 91, WA 98682Vancouver People come in and out all day long to pick up sheds, all under the guise of being an essential 

supplier for Lowe’s.. they say it’s a non contact form of business, but I don’t see contractors going to 
peoples homes to build sheds as essential

03/30/20 4:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Granite Falls thrift store Other Thrift store Unknown Granite falls Business is open with people gathering out front should be closed Brian Johnson brian45425@yahoo.com
03/30/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Guns Other gun range 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue recreation business open Trevor trevg.99812@gmail.com 425-456-8754
03/30/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Schippers and Crew Other Parts Assembly Shilshole Ave NW Seattle They are still demanding that employees work. No paid leave due to corona virus. The business is 

still open.
Huy Pham busybeaverhp@gmail.com 2069531373

03/30/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Reese Concrete Products Construction ? Kennewick Wa Have not shut down, still have the employees working regular shifts. Anonymous Concerned Citizen
03/30/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Miller Paint Other Paint Store 1500 NW Leary WaySeattle I don’t see how a paint store could possibly be considered an essential business during a health crisis!

03/30/20 4:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open New 2 you Other Resale retail ***** Mile Hill dr Port orchard Owner is advertising on Facebook things for sale then delivering to customers cars "with gloves" 
neither she nor customers involved in essential business. This store sells used items

Shani Shani@dljmlaw.com 3603283131

03/30/20 4:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rent a cinter Other Furniture retail 4200 E 4th Plain Blvd,Vancouver Have multiple people in and out of there showroom ever day along with sending employees out to 
peoples homes everday

Ashley Annabelleh14@yahoo.com 5099918860

03/30/20 4:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bluebird ice crean Restaurant or food service business 7400 greenwood aveSeattle They sell ice cream, beer and soda.  Not a grocery store Cindy brighton Cinders1020@aol.com 2064650814
03/30/20 4:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mother Nurture Ultrasound Health-related business 803 39th Ave SW Suite DPuyallup Hello I am the owner of Inside View 3D/4D Ultrasound LLC in Thurston County.  I did my due diligence 

and clarified with my county and the Governor's office if I was able to remain open as an essential 
business, and was emailed a response from the Governor's office that I had to close.  This business is 
a competitor with the exact same business model and is blatantly advertising that she is open and 
accepting appointments.

Erin Blair- Owner of Inside View Ultrasound in Thurston Countyerin@insideviewultrasound.com 8143970604

03/30/20 4:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precor Inc Other Manufacturing 20031 142nd Ave NEWoodinville My work (Precor Inc) shutdown Wednesday Mar. 25, 2020 due to COVID 19 stay at home for non 
essential business workers. We were gonna go back to work April 9th, 2020, but I got a phone call 
Mar 30th, 2020 stating we were going back to work Mar 31st, 2020. That is not even a week off of 
work.  And I don’t know how or if they even got approved for us to go back to work that early. We 
assemble exercise equipment for gyms and hotels. Gyms are closed. How are we essential?

Megan Msmatty94@yahoo.com

03/30/20 4:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Self Car Wash 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle This car wash continues to be open 25 hours a day with zero safety precautions. There are many 
individuals using the machines, hoses, vacuums, etc without hand sanitizer which means if they’re 
infected with covid they’re spreading it to the next patron.

Lauren Pawul lpawul@gmail.com 2068613861

03/30/20 4:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Car Wash 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle This car wash continues to be open 25 hours a day with zero safety precautions. There are many 
individuals using the machines, hoses, vacuums, etc without hand sanitizer which means if they’re 
infected with covid they’re spreading it to the next patron.

Travis Cheshire Travisacheshire@yahoo.com 2532556724

03/30/20 4:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Opensquare Other Warehouse 303 s river st Seattle Non essential business open and working employees Anonymous spurs2086@gmail.com 2537653516
03/30/20 4:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Masjid Al-Rahman Other Mosque 8819 Renton Ave S Seattle, WA 98118 Although the mosque has closed it's doors, it is sneaking people in through their back door, in order 

for them to perform their prayers.
akkam@occseattle.org

03/30/20 4:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mend Bicycles Other bicycle shop 7500 35th Ave NE #1/2Seattle clearly open - have had signs on the street pointing to their business.

03/30/20 4:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fluke Other Electronic distributor 9028 evergreen way, Everett, 98304Everett Business is behind my house. Running business as usual. Neighbor
03/30/20 4:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Craft Store 32061 Pacific Hwy SFederal Way This business is open. Why? It is not an essential business. It and other craft stores need to close. If 

there were less businesses open there would, likely, be less traffic in our community.
Regina Johnson regina444j@gmail.com 5205076176

03/30/20 4:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fats detail shop Other Car detail shop 27th st. W. University Place Detailing cars

03/30/20 4:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gone to the dogs Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9925 214th st E. Bonney lake We are NOT on the “essential “ list and most if not all other grooming salons  have been closed. They 
think they are above the law, and can be adding to this pandemic. 
They should be closed like all of the other grooming salons in the state- they are staying open but not 
letting people in the lobby. Dogs are a luxury. When this is all over and everyone is safe and healthy 
the dogs can continue to get their baths and haircuts. If there is health concerns due to grooming they 
can still get all those services at the vet. And people are  perfectly capable Of doing their own 
grooming at home until this pandemic is over and everyone is safe and healthy.

French jordanfrench1022@gmail.com 253-348-7649

03/30/20 4:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Herbalife Other Sell nutritional supplements 1516 5th St Marysville They are open all the time and I see on Friday and Saturday nights large groups of people gathering I prefer not to say since I am a neighbor

03/30/20 4:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crew Athletics Other Youth sports 6021 E Valleyway AvenueSpokane Valley This business is conducting baseball classes and lessons with it's young clients. Facility should be 
completely shut down during this time.

. . .

03/30/20 4:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Building X Fitness Other crossfit gym 15300 Redmond-Woodinville RD NEWoodinville I have a warehouse near this crossfit gym and they have been holding classes in the morning.  I was 
going by there today and they had  several people working out  in the gym

Benjamin Nakashimo bnakashimo@gmail.com 4253511924

03/30/20 4:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ecolite mfg Other Manufacturers  commercial  lighting mainly 2226 knox spokane valley,wa 99216Don't  believe  they are an essential  business linda lstandley1@gmail.com 5092908221
03/30/20 4:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Craft Store 32050 Enchated Pwy SFederal Way Drove by and saw that they were open. Why? Too many stores open. No wonder people won't stay 

home in our community.
Regina Johnson regina444j@gmail.com 5205076176

03/30/20 4:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mauer Construction Construction 2011 W. MAXWELL AVESpokane These men working at down at Music City in a building above the coffee shop at 1011 W 1st Ave in 
Spokane because the owner of Mauer, does not wish to close. There are reports of workers being 
sick and coughing.

03/30/20 4:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crescent Lighting Supply Construction 11232 120th Ave NE. Suite 202Kirkland wa 98033Kirkland Several employees very concerned about health and safety. Owner says virus is a hoax and governor 
simply trying to ruin small businesses. There are several locations, this is main office.

03/30/20 4:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cantrell Motorsports Other Auto/racing repairs and supplies 1655 139th Pl NE Bellevue Some content from email today:
Our workshop remains open for business and we have a couple different options available to you in 
order to facilitate your service.

Our waiting room and showroom is temporarily closed to walk in customers and visits will be accepted 
by appointment only in order to maintain our closed system.

Sign up for our concierge services and we can pick your vehicle up and drop it off, serviced and 
disinfected. Call or email to set this service up.

We also offer after hours drop off/pickup options if anyone would prefer to manage their services in 
that manner.

Our shipping and receiving department is operational.

JW Jw@skypalace.com 425-466-4731

03/30/20 4:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood custom cabinets Construction 23800 E Appleway Ave, Liberty Lake, WA 99019Liberty Lake Laid off only half of employees. The remaining half is still working daily on production floor. John smith warteq@gmail.com

03/30/20 4:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tykes 2 kids Other Kids clothing store 110 third Ave Moses lake The owner of the store is not closing Elisa mrselisaanderson24@gmail.com
03/30/20 4:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Branding Tools Inc Other Knife Engraving 4707 Minnehaha St.  Suite 307Vancouver Business is non essential and in doing so is putting employee's health at risk. requests confidentiality

03/30/20 4:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Country Yarns Other Sewing store 119 glen ave Snohomish King 5 did a report on this store staying open in violation of the governor's order

https://youtu.be/EuGcjyi0EGQ

Irrelevant

03/30/20 4:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precor Other Manufacturer 20031 142nd ave neWoodinville No essential excercise equipment manufacturer

03/30/20 4:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Athletic Form Other Gym 2944 1st Ave S Seattle Non essential business open. Have seen upwards of 5 people working out here; owner is flagrantly 
ignoring the new order

Reid Ackerman Ehmk@live.com 2062650496

03/30/20 4:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vandoren sales Other Manufacturing 10 NE Cascade Ave East Wenatchee Vandoren sales manufacture packing sheds equipment doesnt seem to be essentialat the moment. 
They are also sending people out of state (California) to install new line.

03/30/20 5:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eleganza Designs Other Woodwork 210 Thurston Ave NEOlympia Continued business activity. Comes home to a family and doesn’t wash hands often Juan Juanscuestas899@gmail.com 2062653006

03/30/20 5:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gu-Wi Gutters and Windows Other Gutters, window cleaning, and moss removal 2350 N 115th St Seattle They are not an essential business that is fully open for business and traveling to peoples homes. 
They are putting their workers and their community at risk

03/30/20 5:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CHRISTMANS JEWELRY AND COIN Other Jewelry & Coins 9333 Silverdale WaySilverdale Store open Kristie Wojtuniak kristiew@wavecable.com 3607313136



03/30/20 5:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue Origin Other Manufacturing 21218 76th ave so Kent Engineers and staff are being exposed to the virus because the Kent office has remained open and 
top level executives are pressuring managers to go to the office rather then work from home which 
they are setup to do. Unnecessary risks.....please mandate closure until the risk is gone.

Mark. Whistleblower Mb2538202150@gmail.com

03/30/20 5:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Other Aerospace manufacturer 507 N Levee Rd Puyallup They let everyone go in groups and didnt tell anyone that they would be keeping a skeleton crew to 
work through the two weeks of the stay at home order which I had to find this out by another 
employee that is in this crew to work. Which they said because they are making parts for a customer 
called AeroMed.

03/30/20 5:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Codel Entry Systems Other Door manufacturer 1510 St Paul Ave Tacoma Not working for government construction. Please look into this.

03/30/20 5:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Carpet Masters Construction 413 W Walnut St Yakima Owner is 80 years old, he tried to tell his bookkeeper that she needed to be laid off but she continues 
to come to work and bill him.... he is confused and doesn't understand that she can file unemployment 
for the month of April. She is exposing him and abusing him by making him think she can still work and 
be paid even though he doesn't have any cash flow.... if a local officer could stop by and inform her 
thast business is closed.... hopefully thast would help.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

03/30/20 5:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open K-9 Social Club. Owner- Sharon Ellis Other Dog walker Unknown Seattle Dog walkers are continuing to take their groups of dog to Magnesun Off Leash Park. She is not the 
only one.

Richard Winsler walkthek9@msn.com 2063841221

03/30/20 5:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane vacuum center Other Vacuum sales 2911 N Monroe St Spokane Too many people in store also no room for distancing. Remains open to the public for which it serves 
no city needs.

Dezi Nagyfy D.nagyfy@gmail.com 509-999-3929

03/30/20 5:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open South Sound Entertaiment Other Entertaiment Venue 103 93rd ave se Yelm This is a children's birthday and bounce-house place. I can't understand why this place is still open. 
It's not a essential business

Chuck poppa08.cb@gmail.com 3605257713

03/30/20 5:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open HPI ezaccess Other Manufacturing 700 milluake av n Algona They say that they are essential because they make handicap Rams and stairs. But the people that 
use them are the people who are supposed to stay home because they are old or sick or injured 
veterans.

Sam Taylor samsolo41@gmail.com 7654277713

03/30/20 5:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Iden's Dealer Services Other Auto detail, tint and clear plate install 1000 SW 34th St, Renton, WA 98057Renton Business claims we disinfect cars to stay open. Car detail might be a loophole, but we also install 
window tint and clearplate on cars which I and some of my coworkers don't see being essential and 
might actually help spread the virus from one car to another. We have multiple locations from 
Marysville to Renton

Fedor sedya95@gmail.con 4253669719

03/30/20 5:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sound bike and kayak Other Retail 120 E. Front Port angeles Drove by after the orders were set in stone and there open sign has been on everyday lights on 
people walking into store

Janee lysterjanee@gmail.com 3609125844

03/30/20 5:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kate Quinn Organics Other Clothing Warehouse 16531 13th Ave W Suite A102, Lynnwood, WA 98037Lynnwood This is a baby clothing online store that has a warehouse full of people picking clothes in narrow 
aisles. This is not social distancing at all! Puts people at risk. There are also older workers.

03/30/20 5:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Symetrix Other Technical 6408 216th st sw Mountlake terrace This company is not essential

03/30/20 5:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open HPI ezaccess Other Manufacturing 700 milluake av n Algona I just reported my employer and want to remain anonymous, for when the virus is under control Sam Taylor samsolo41@gmail.com 7654277713

03/30/20 5:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Variety Store Other Retail Variety Store 230 W Manson RoadChelan non essential store is open M Bauer mpbauer@msn.com 2069107747
03/30/20 5:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sécurité Gun Club Other Shooting range 11910 Woodinville DrWoodinville This is not an essential business. Wendy Organ Dw.organ@comcast.net 4252838323
03/30/20 5:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwestdoor LLC Other Garage Door Manufacturing 19000 Canyon Road EastPuyallup WA 98375 Non-essential business

03/30/20 5:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pilates bodies in motion Other Fitness gym 7326 27th  ave W suite BUniversity place Classes and private lessons being held

03/30/20 5:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Caliber collision Other Auto body shop 2600 E 33rd st Vancouver Multiple employees working on cosmetic car detailing.  Driving cars back and forth on residential street Alicia Wablondie30@gmail.com

03/30/20 5:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michael's Other arts and crafts 2921 S 38th St Tacoma How can an arts and crafts store be essential? Heidi Gosho hgosho@hotmail.com 4255232519
03/30/20 5:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Beachwood resorts Other Resort park/campground 5001 bay rd Blaine Multiple people gathering, drinking and using the resort park as a place to gather. Employees are told 

they’re essential and having to interact with members that state they’re supposed to be quarantined. It 
is not a permanent living facility and I believe it would be in the best interest of the employees and 
communities safety to not have this non-essential facility operating.

Beth Sterk Bethsterk8415@outlook.com 3609274856

03/30/20 5:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma gold and silver Other gift card and gold buyer 7606 s tacoma way Tacoma This business is operating against coronavirus essential business order. Ben Portnoy bennieportnoy@gmail.com 2536775407

03/30/20 5:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tommy Bahama Other Clothing 3941 I St NW Auburn Still having there workers work Monday,Wednesday, & Friday. If orders are up they want them to 
come in on the off days.

Wayne Nessconst@comcast.net 206-735-0412

03/30/20 5:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ComC Other Online sports/trading card business 3104 C ST NE, Ste 206Auburn I would prefer that my name be left out if my company is contacted as I don't want to be known as the 
whistle blower.

The company I work for, ComC operates as an online business selling sports and trading cards (ie 
baseball cards).  The company receives sports and trading cards from hobbyist looking to sell their 
collections or store their collections.  We ship out to customers who purchase these submitted cards 
up for sale online through our company website and as well as ebay and amazon.

The big question is how is an online hobby collector trading and sports cards business considered 
essential in a time of state and nationwide crisis?  We are not providing essential goods (supplies and 
food) to anyone who orders online. Every item we touch and ship out is purely hobby related.  

ComC continues to operate despite not providing essential goods or services vital to our community, 
the nation, and around the world. 
There are several workers (myself included) who have chosen to follow the Governors orders to 
shelter in place and self isolate (some due to the high risk category) because we are scared and we 
feel we are at risk with the fact the warehouse has kept its doors open (deeming themselves 
essential).

Those of use who are sheltering in place and self isolating have been left in employment limbo and 
are unable to apply for benefits because the company won't release letters of furlough to its 
employees not working at the moment because its operating as essential.

The other few employees that are working are only doing so (as they've explained to me anyhow) 
because they can't afford to go without pay if they cant apply for benefits with the company still 
choosing to operate.  They are scared but are between a rock and a hard spot. All of us would prefer 
to remain safe and healthy at home avoiding possible exposure to others and passing it to our families 
in a time like this.

Most of the employees believe that ComC is violating the Governors orders. 

Again I do wish to remain anonymous if by chance my company is contacted.  Thank you very much 
for taking the time to make this determination.

Brandy Crowder kbcooper1012@msn.com 2068903772

03/30/20 5:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbor Architects Construction 345 W Wishkah St, Aberdeen, WA Employee saying that they are not closing during the viral outbreak. Tristan Workman microdaddy@comcast.net
03/30/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sunrise Identity Other Promotional goods 405 114th Ave SE, Ste 200Bellevue The company makes promotional goods (tshirts, logo’d pens, etc) with most employees able to work 

from home with the exception of the warehouse staff.  Are they actually essential?  The owner 
company based out of Illinois provides uniforms for Amazon drivers, they’re essential but that isn’t the 
case in Bellevue.  Also by nature, they cannot perform social distancing.  I am not comfortable giving 
my contact info.  Please look into it, employees not safe.

03/30/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jd frabrication Other Steel frabrication 11307 Mt. Loop hwyGranite falls I'm a consirned neighbor. This bussiness has been open. Not seen any trucks leaving. So that leads 
me to believe they have no work. I believe they are taking advantage of the lax system and putting all 
the community at risk with there flagrant disregard to our saftey and well being. How could a run down 
welding company be essential.

Concerned nebior

03/30/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Milgard windows and doors Construction 965 54th Ave E. Fife Business is forcing employees to report to work. Employees were told "They'll let you take a "leave of 
absence" to shelter in place, but then you can't file unemployment". They refuse to close and are self 
claiming to be essential.

Kat Pearson relentingkitty@gmail.com 2532542028

03/30/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Site one landscape supply Other Landscape supply 14511 N.E. 13th Ave.Vancouver Site one has identified themselves a an "Essential" business. They have continued to stay open to the 
public and are making deliveries daily. To make matters worse they have been contacting their 
clientele base daily and informing them that they are essential businesses also, they need to keep 
operating as normal and that they can come get what ever they need to do so. 

In my opinion this is a direct violation of Gov. Inslees order and is a potential health hazard for their 
employees and the public.

Ken Norris Ken.redskinfan@gmail.com 5035680233

03/30/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dal-Tile Construction 4000 E Broadway AveSpokane They are open and are non essential.

03/30/20 5:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Steel Fab Construction 2205 e crawford st Deer park Owner told employees he feels he is essential because parts that have come in in the past not 
current. Told employees they are adults to just wash their hands but he is shutting down until inslee 
shuts him down.

03/30/20 5:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rover Other Pet grooming and pet walking service 92 Lenora st Seattle I do contract work for rover I noticed I was still receiving requests for work when I asked them why 
they said they are monitoring it themselves and are still sending out there employees I urged them to 
shut down and they told they take off there Schedule but we’re going to continue business as normal I 
have all of this and get in and can be verified via text that they sent but they service a lot of seniors 
and go into their homes this is very dangerous and they need to be shut down

Lois Johnson lolojava1977@gmail.com 4253214777

03/30/20 5:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lease Crutcher lewis Construction 3906–3958 15th Ave NESeattle I don’t feel like they are concerned about the workers health and well-being or their families they are 
pushing us to do the job through the shut down and Almost every worker out there does not agree 
with it and does not want to be there nobody feels safe please respond ASAP for safety health and 
well-being

Jayson numsen Jaysonnumsen@hotmail.com 2532559192

03/30/20 5:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Emser Tile Construction 4630 E Sprague AveSpokane They are open and are non essential.

03/30/20 5:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Inventech marine solutions Construction 5626 imperial way Bremerton Non essential business open. Putting people at risk

03/30/20 5:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Masonry Center Construction 715 E Sprague Ave #20Spokane They are open and are non essential.

03/30/20 5:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Milgard Windows Other Production/ Manufacturing 1010 54th Ave E Fife, Building windows is not essential

03/30/20 5:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Holland Ornamental Iron LLC Other Ornamental Iron 7026 27th St W, University Place, WA Non essential business is open and possibly exposing their employees to the virus because they are 
still doing installations at multiple locations.

03/30/20 5:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ford Sports Performance Other Sports Training 13425 SE 30th St #2CBellevue I have observed this business conducting group training sessions for the last two weeks.  I drove by 
and took a picture today of 6+ cars in the parking lot.  Music is blasting, you can see athletes leaving 
their training classes in workout clothes.

Darby Smith darbyj74@hotmail.com 4258911942

03/30/20 5:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Creo industrial arts Other Manufacturing 8329 216th st se Woodinville They went to the lawyers immediately after the announcement was made and are considering 
themselves construction when they are not we build museums and signs we are not essential

03/30/20 5:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bedrosians Construction 19119 E Broadway Spokane Valley They are open and are non essential.

03/30/20 5:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BMB Developer Construction 3411 Canyon Lakes DriveKennewick All employees still working, they are non essential plus the owner being a city council member should 
be following orders to set an example for the rest of the people.

03/30/20 5:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lake Connor Park Other Private Camping Club 14320 28th ST NE Lake Stevens I believe this business shouldn't be open or considered an essential business. There are people still 
working in the office and out in the park. I think the park should be closed and employees sent home.

03/30/20 5:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Three Vectors Corporation Other Warehouse 20021 80th Ave S Ste C5Auburn Business is open. Employees are still working daily despite the surge in cases risking everyone’s 
health.

03/30/20 5:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Garco Construction E. Broadway Spokane Is it non-essential?

03/30/20 5:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grandy Creek Koa Other Canpground 7370 Russell Rd Concrete Id like to report anonomys. I work here and dont feel we are essential. I am 61 and at risk for the virus Kelli Seals mskelli58@gmail.com 3608558455

03/30/20 5:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open IM, Item House Other clothing shipping 2926 S Steel St. Tacoma There are a lot of people around. The parking lot is full.

03/30/20 5:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CrossFit West Seattle Other Gym, CrossFit workouts 4200 SW Admiral Seattle There are workout classes beginning at 5pm. At least 6 people, if not more. Been going on since 
shutdown 2 weeks ago.

I don’t want my name associated with this as I have a neighboring business in the same complex.

Joe Schmo

03/30/20 5:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Securite gun club Other Gun club 11910 woodinville driveWoodinville Not sure how they can be open/ deemed essential?? info@securitegunclub.com
03/30/20 5:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Adventures Underground Other Books, Games, Comics, Hobby store 1391 George Washington WayRichland https://www.advunderground.com/   They are open.   People coming and going.   Their website says 

curbside pickup only -- but I sat in my car and watched - that's not the case.
Anonymous anonymous@gmail.com none

03/30/20 5:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Swains General Store Other Retail 602 E 1st Street, Port Angeles, WA 98362Port Angeles Swains General store sells clothes, fishing supplies, “home fix it yourself” items, and shoes. It is very 
much a retail store and it is still up and running, claiming to be essential.

Lauren Kleinberg Laurenkleinberg1@gmail.com 3604601074

03/30/20 5:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Communications LLC Other AT&T Authorized Retailer 20611 Bothell Everett highway suite F Bothell, WA 98012Bothell Continuing to put their employees and their families at risk by having them continue to work with the 
general public in stores. This business has been found non essential through an official inquiry on the 
Washington State website. Employees are being forced and intimidated, causing them to use their 
PTO or sick days to avoid exposure to Covid19 and to avoid losing their jobs.

Kayla Brubaker schliemank@gmail.com 425-387-6224



03/30/20 5:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Farwest Aircraft Inc Other Manufacturing 109 Roy Road SE Pacific Farwest Aircraft Supplies ground support for Boeing Aircraft but is not essential because these are 
only maintenance tools.

Anonymous DHallstead@Microsoft.com

03/30/20 5:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trayvax Other Makes wallets 4001 irongate rd. Bellingham Is having employees sleep in bussiness  so it looks like they are closed while  still making product

03/30/20 5:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Overnight printing Other Printing 2412 1st ave s Seattle They also own minuteman press in federal way at 34012 9th ave s c6 federal way 98003 Tonya Arredondo tonyakinzler@yahoo.com 425-533-5616

03/30/20 5:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Container Store Other Containers 2437 Southcenter MallTukwila This store sells containers ... not essential things AT ALL. The mall it is located in is also completely 
shut down but they are open to try and make a dollar, risking their employees health and encouraging 
people to go and shop for fun (this is ALL fun, not needed stuff right now in a crisis).

Megan Riggs megancamilleriggs@gmail.com 425-761-4967 taxdept@containerstore.com

03/30/20 5:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Container store Other Containers and house hold closets 700 Bellevue Way Bellevue This business is open and selling non essential items. Customers and worker are in very close 
contact. Workers wear no protective gloves or masks. If this business wasn’t open people would not 
be tempted to go there and risk the spread of the virus. They do not sell cleaning supplies, food or 
pharmaceutical items. Nothing but greed of large corporation.

Don snyder

03/30/20 5:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open LFS Other Warehouse - Marine Supplies 1000 F STREET SUITE 160Bellingham, WA Why is this business open

03/30/20 5:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hexcel corporation Other Aerospace manufacturing 15062 Steele Rd Burlington I work at Hexcel, and I can tell you that our business is definitely non- essential. They are 
endangering the 300+ employees that are still required to work everyday. I’m terrified that I will bring 
the virus home to my immune compromised wife.

03/30/20 5:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open North Bend Landscape Supply Other Landscape supply yard 43300 SE North Bend WayNorth Bend The business owner has shown a  very arrogant attitude towards the people in our community with 
regard to the Covid-19 virus.

Steve Matriotti04@gmail.com 425-737-2235

03/30/20 5:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Espresso Stop Restaurant or food service business 727 Meridian Ave Edgewood, WA This is just one of many coffee stands that should not be open. Social distancing is not being abided 
by, especially when drinks are handed to cars. Coffee stands are non-essential and give people 
incentive to go out of their homes. The baristas are afraid to work but feel the need to in fear of 
retaliation from owners/managers.

03/30/20 5:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gel Coat Products Other Commercial and home plastic coating 127 th St Seattle Owner continues operating non essential business. He is aware of proclamation but is forcing 
employees to come into work, despite their objections.

Kenneth Nashif kenandsupa@frontier.com 4252209977

03/30/20 5:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sure Would Motors Other Landscape material supplier,  Bark, topsoil, crushed rock 11715 Hiway 99 s Everett This business is not essential to be operating in these times! N. lynn Potter nlynnpotter@comcast.net 2069404224
03/30/20 5:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath Other Manufacturer 801 Northern Pacific Rd SEYelm The company claims to be providing Bath and Shower units to pop up Hospitals to aid the pandemic 

response but is operating at max capacity with no change to its production line up. No specific 
customer details have been provided to ensure this is true.

3609551430

03/30/20 6:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skookum Aerospace Other aerospace manufacturing 21019 66th Ave. kent My sig. other was called today and told he needed to be at work tomorrow, 3/31.  He may not be a 
person that has a lowered immune system, but I am. I can control my environment, to a degree.  Im 
worried, im afraid to get sick, and I dont understand why they would send everybody home on Wed., 
3/25 then call them back to work for tomorrow.  They said they will only have 10 people wprking.

Rhonda Goudie rhondagoudie@yahoo.com 360-460-0366

03/30/20 6:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Adventure sports Other Gun Shop 19905 Scriber Lake RdLynnwood I observed this business being open when they are not listed as essential. Robert Winicky Bobwin57@comcast.net 4253228997

03/30/20 6:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ladybug Esspresso Restaurant or food service business 401 Airport Way, Renton, WA 98057Renton They're open. Non-essential

03/30/20 6:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skyline Engineered Systems Construction 13421 39th Ave NE Marysville Skyline is still operating even after verifying they are non essential.  Numerous people are being 
"encouraged" to come in and work.  And there are several people actively working during the workday.

03/30/20 6:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gone To The Dogs Other Pet Grooming 9925 214th Ave E, Suite EBonney Lake This business is currently running with their open sign off to discreetly run business as usual. I am 
afraid with how many people they service a day that this out break will continue to sky rocket in our 
community.

info@gonetothedogsinc.com

03/30/20 6:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dunn Lumber Construction 9300 Aurora Ave N Seattle Dunn lumber has continued with non essential construction on the lot next to their main building. 
There is construction happening there from 8-5 everyday and large groups of construction workers 
congregating around the site. Please note that the construction is going on directly behind their main 
building. Construction on a lumber yard does not meet the governor's standard for essential 
construction.

Wendi wmwilliford@gmail.com

03/30/20 6:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Contour Countertops Construction 1530 Center Street Tacoma Employees are forced to work  even though the governor issued non essential businesses to close.  
Employees have worked every weekday since order was given. 
You can not maintain social distancing when carrying and installing countertops.  They install new 
construction and residences. The business refuses to close.

Michelle Ryser Mmryser@gmail.com 206-549-2214

03/30/20 6:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gone to the Dogs Other Groomers 9925 214th Ave E Bonney Lake I keep seeing many people coming and going out of this business with their open sign off to avoid 
suspicion. They have posted on Facebook that they will continue working as usual until forced to shut 
down. I fear that this will continue to contribute to the spread of CoVid-19 in our area. Please help with 
this.

03/30/20 6:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Synrad Other They make lasers for China 4600 Campus place Mukilteo I work at Synrad, they have too many employees and they claim to make “cups” and have a “food 
customer” they have sister companies and main base in New York. THEY DO NOT PROVIDE 
ANYTHING ESSENTIAL physically the company does nothing essential only sister companies in 
other states I can’t give my contact info they make lasers for China and sole customer is from China

Unknown Unknownwhywouldyouaskthat@unlnown.com 425-7224444

03/30/20 6:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood Industries Construction 23800 E Appleway Ave.Liberty Lake Continuation of salary employees required to  continue working! At least 50 plus employee vehicle’s in 
their parking lot every day. I witnessed several employees leaving after shift Friday March, 27,2020.

03/30/20 6:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Washington architectural hardware Construction 4409 South Orchard St.Tacoma I do not believe this business is essential due to the new guidelines of the construction essential stay 
at home act. Workers are still reporting to work.

03/30/20 6:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Norvanco International Inc. Other Distribution 4301 West Valley Hwy. ESumner Shipping non essential products, ship toys, thermos, stanley cups. Electrical component batteries. Anonymous

03/30/20 6:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open canyon rd self storeage Other storeage units 5303 144th st e tacoma    wash    98446we are all over 65 but told we need to work!!!!!!!!!!

03/30/20 6:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northlake academy private school Other Pre-school 12931 ne 126th pl Kirkland employee of the private school in kirkland WA. School is technically open...all the lead teachers are 
doing their online classes. But assistant teachers are still going to work. All the students who are 
coming to school thos kids parents are not essential workers. Why is it only safe to lead teachers and 
not safe to assistant teachers to go to work with kids. When parents of all those children coming to 
school are non essential workers.on website they say they are closed but teachers are still going.

Nick Be_cool34@hotmail.com 4256667890

03/30/20 6:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wanke Cascade Other Flooring wholesale 2003 N Waterworks st.Spokane Flooring wholesale run out of Portland says they are an essential business.    I'm not so sure this is 
correct.

03/30/20 6:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Monitor river park Other County or private rv parks 1914 us 2 Monitor Are.private rv parks open? Cheryl Ckimball51@gmail.com 5005694588
03/30/20 6:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood Custom Cabinets Other Cabinet manufacturer 23800 E Appleway AveLiberty Lake, WA 99019Business has called in workers to build and ship products ktwisler@gmail.com
03/30/20 6:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open USA stereo Other Car stereo store 3320 fourth plain blvVancouver This store has been open this whole time it is not essential Leisa nunn Leisa.leisa79@gmail.com 3607713321
03/30/20 6:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Silverstar Industries Other Manufacturing of retail fixtures 409 Evergreen Rd North Bonneville Manufacturing retail store fixtures for a future groserys store under construction in the Seattle area, 

forced laid off employees to come back to work on March 25th stating that they would contest 
unemployment, when asked for approval of being an essential business, was not provided with any 
official letters and told you can go home but we wont give you unemployment. Buisness still in 
operation March 30th 2020.

Jake Block Jakeskx250@hotmail.com 3603565013

03/30/20 6:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burgeners Woodworking Construction 4809 NW Fruit Valley RoadVancouver Owner claims the business qualifies as essential and is forcing employees to perform nonessential 
activities.

Keith Fossand kafossand@hotmail.com 360 619-8667

03/30/20 6:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mobile music Other Car audio 1715 East college wayMount vernon I understand this company does interlock however they are advertising all non-essential business as 
in car Audio, window tint and all other services offered through their many different locations we as 
Other big business as in car toys and Best Buy who also offer interlocks have shut down.

Mistie lamay Mistielamay@gmail.com 3607705908

03/30/20 6:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kitsap Mobile Grooming Other Pet grooming 9383 Miami Beach RdSeabeck Business is still taking appointments and operating even though pet groomers have been deemed 
non-essential.

https://kitsapmobilegrooming.com/mobile

03/30/20 6:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood industries Other Cabnet makers 23800e appleway ave.Liberty lake  wa They remain open say they dont care

03/30/20 6:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood cabinets Construction 23800 e alleyway aveLiberty Lake Sent some home 3/26. Had about 200 come back next day. Still open and working. Gail gailhughes.hughes39@gmail.com 12088190236

03/30/20 6:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Alisa Weis Other Individual 2743 SW Jabirin WayPort Orchard Published author delivering books to neighbors for reading and hosting book clubs Justin Weis weisside@hotmail.com 5093045340

03/30/20 6:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest doors Other Garage door manufacturer 19000 Canyon Rd., EastPuyallup Too many people in the space and they are not essential Mike Kennedy Mgk0648@gmail.com 2532418235
03/30/20 6:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stadium Flowers Other Florist 20628 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Florist thinking they essential - that’s crazy. Saw their delivery driver out delivering flowers to my 

neighbors.
03/30/20 6:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evergreen Refreshments Restaurant or food service business 13800 Tukwila International BlvdTukwila This is a small vending company, over 230 of its accounts has shutdown and they laid off 50% of their 

workers because there's no work. They are still have their people go out and remove and install 
equipment at locations as well. They are telling everyone that they are a grocery, which isnt really 
true. They do vending and micro-markets at other company's, most of which are shutdown.

03/30/20 6:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cycle Gear Other motorcycle equipment store 5727 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley Multiple vehicles and people not being responsible. Ed wolfeson@gmail.com 5095551212
03/30/20 6:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trailer Boss Other Sales 7821 Martin Way E. Olympia Trailer Boss is still open and the owner and the three employees are working everyday.

03/30/20 6:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open East side Adult store Other East side Adult store 863 Valley Mall ParkwayEast Wenatchee WA It's open and shouldn't be

03/30/20 6:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Athletic Form Health-related business 2944 1st Ave S. Seattle Private gym appears to be conducting business activities. Customers have been observed coming 
and going ever since the Governor's proclamation

03/30/20 6:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Retail 9755 NE Juanita Dr Kirkland They are not an essential business, yet they have a curbside service operating, which is still putting 
employees at risk.

Bethany Peterson Sixouttanine@gmail.com 4407496204

03/30/20 6:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Other Pawn shops 15027 Pacific Ave S Tacoma Business still operating when non essential Jennifer jeazor1982@gmail.com
03/30/20 6:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Joshua Hebert Other Photography Unknown Tacoma Photographer soliciting the business of Real Estate agents against stating they will shoot during the 

stay at home order
I contacted the photographer directly and they replied via email that they didn't agree with the rule and 
was going to work anyway.

Scott Manthey Scott@imageartspro.com 206-551-7233

03/30/20 6:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CMMS Construction 9086 S March Pt RdAnacortes A non-essential business refusing to comply with Governor’s order, and refusing to allow employees 
the option to stay home.

Julie juliehigh@live.com 2539518483

03/30/20 6:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rainer welding Other Welding 19020 NE 84th St Renton All employees are working and it’s not essential. They also have to work full 9 hours None None None

03/30/20 6:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JB fitness Other Fitness Gym 509 main street Sultan Gym use

03/30/20 6:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michael's Other craft store 4919 Point Fosdick Drive NWGig Harbor, WA 98335The store is closed, but they are open for "curbside pickup" -- online orders are brought outside to 
waiting customers.

Jody Whalen jlwhalen@centurytel.net 2538585581

03/30/20 6:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cascades Outdoor Store Other Outdoor Retail Store 222 Riverside Ave Winthrop Business remains open each day, does not perform essential functions. Mayor of Town is a part-time 
employee.

Cora Spondent coraspondent@gmail.com

03/30/20 6:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tip Toes Cleaning, Llc Other Cleaning business not certified in sanitation 410 E Magnolia StreetCENTRALIA She is a house cleaner, entering multiple houses a day exposing numerous people. Pam Orr-Rayton tprayton@aol.com 360-880-7085

03/30/20 6:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ? Other Pawn Shop /Loans 112th & Pacific Ave Tacoma a pawn shop at 112th & Pacific Ave in Parkland is still open. A pawn shop is not essential. Mike mwarren42@hotmail.com

03/30/20 6:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eden Indoor Garden Hydroponic Supply Other Garden store 14806 Pacific Ave S Tacoma Business still operating when non essential Jennifer jeazor1982@gmail.com

03/30/20 6:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bry’s Other Furniture Store 1401 State Ave Marysville I am not sure if this is essential or not but seems to not be. Sara Brucemom07@gmail.com
03/30/20 6:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ardagh group Other a factory that makes wine bottles 5801 E. Marginal Way S.Seattle this company is claiming that making wine bottles is an essential business and they have several 

employees working 24/7.
Kimberly Carroll carrollsangels@live.com 253-202-5593

03/30/20 6:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Menagerie Bella's Boutique Other Retail 306 Stilley Way GRANITE FALLS This business continues to operate despite it being non-essential and during the shut down. Rachelle Burton rb98006@yahoo.com 4253016914

03/30/20 6:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Retail 3115 Alderwood Mall BlvdLynnwood Exposing employees and customers needlessly. Joyce Hornecker Jhornecker@comcast.net 425-672-0449
03/30/20 6:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vpi quality windows Construction E 3420 ferry Spokane We are building windows for non essential construction

03/30/20 7:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Global Metal Works & Erectors Construction 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma we are not an essential business. we do not hold essential business contracts. we are a 
subcontractor of bigger non essential projects.

03/30/20 7:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath Other Production manufacturing 801 Northern Pacific Rd. SEYelm I work in shipping and the customers we ship to are not essential. This company is not complying 
even though they posted an article stating our company is building tubs for pop up hospitals. I have 
not seen a pop up hospital in my shipping load list. Please keep me anonymous as I would like to 
keep my job

03/30/20 7:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shaggy shack Other Pet services 3508 224th st E Spanaway They're refusing to close grooming and doggy daycare which other groomers have been made to 
close as non essential.

Lacee LaPierre Lacee_lapierre@yahoo.com 3605677262



03/30/20 7:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Steeler Inc Construction 7903  E Harrington AveSpokane This business is non essential and is continuing to have employers go. Their reasoning is that they 
deliver to the air force base ext...but those business are also shut down. They are putting their 
employees and the people their employees come in contact with in addition to their families at risk.

03/30/20 7:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Quick Ship Brands Other Ecommerce 15510 Redmond Woodinville Rd NEWoodinville This company sells used electronics on eBay. They are claiming to be “essential” because some of 
the products they sell are computers. They are also not able to follow social distancing requirements, 
as some of the employee work stations are very close together.

Alyssa Hayes alyssa.hayes@ymail.com 4259032802

03/30/20 7:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puppyworld Olympia Other Puppy selling store 2615 capital mall drive SW   Unit a1Olympia They are selling
Puppies and having them transported from filthy puppy Mila from Iowa.

If año
Al shelters are closed this business should also be closed as it’s not essential to
Purchase a puppy and there are a ton of essential pet food stores open.

Carla Mancilla Cpaguaga@hotmail.com 847-370-8011

03/30/20 7:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Training Grounds Health-related business 1524 Birchwood AvenueBellingham They put up signs saying they are closed on the front of the building. They are allowing trainers to 
continue to train clientele as long as they enter through the back entrance so that the gym appears 
closed.

03/30/20 7:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mattress #1 Other Mattress Store 16621 Meridian EastPuyallup I am almost positive they are open. We past by on our way to the grocery store, and the “open” sign 
was on. I thought maybe they forgot to turn it off. But today, because of my concern, we drove by 
again (in our car, no getting out) There were flip boards out that were not the yesterday. I could be 
incorrect, but I think it needs to be looked at. Obviously NOT an essential business.

Erin Ho Erin.Ho.1993@hotmail.com 425-761-1959

03/30/20 7:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mobile Music Other Stereo installing 1801 Cornwall Bellingham I do not think that installing car stereos is an essential business. Lots of the workers have small 
children at home and they are forced to work or lose there job

Stephanie Delgado Stephaniedelgado709@gmail.com 3603193100

03/30/20 7:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RPI Other Printing 3325 s 116 street Tukwila This printing company is not considered essential, nor fall under any guidelines Kevin p

03/30/20 7:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Valley quality homes Construction 1717 s 4th st Sunnyside wa I work for this company and there is over 150 employees working and our employer won’t shut down 
because he doesn’t like our governor.

Arron vela Arron vela

03/30/20 7:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shaggy shack resort and pet grooming Other Pet grooming 3509 324 th East Spanaway I own a grooming shop and was told to
Close so
I did and this person continues to
Remain open

Alana O’Brien Sirsamatsr@yahoo.com 2533325781

03/30/20 7:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open McFarland Cascade Pole Other Treatment plant and lumber 1640 E. Marc Tacoma, WA This lumber yard has more lumber than they can even find places to put it! They are working 10hr 
days 6 or 7 days a week ... each employee!

Sue Byrdyhouse@hotmail.com

03/30/20 7:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spa depot Other Pool and spa supplies 8910 Select CT.SE Olympia Company is still open and not following Governor Inslee stay at home order. Would rather not say.

03/30/20 7:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SGL Carbon Other Manufacturing 8781 Randolph Rd NEMoses lake Not selling material for critical industry. All material is for China and Europe. Christian webman198615@gmail.com 5096078785

03/30/20 7:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Palace Other Car Wash 655 NW 85th St, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle People frequently washing cars, at times biz full.  Most customers seem to be outsiders from 
neighborhood.  Concern over these careless customers spreading COV19 virus.

Harold Avelar epseattle@msn.com 206-288-9229

03/30/20 7:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Driveline Baseball Other Baseball Supplies 19612 70th Ave S #2-4Kent Complained online about proclamation then posted photos of employees continuing to work in 
warehouse.

03/30/20 7:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open screw products inc Other screw products 9401 bujacich rd bld 1bgig harbor Business with many employees not following the stay-at-home order. Business is non-essential

03/30/20 7:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Menagerie Bella's boutique Other Thrift Store 407 W Stanley St. GRANITE FALLS This thrift store is open to the public not following the shutdown. There is no way anyone can stay 6 ft 
away from each other. The place is way to small for that.

debb4295@hotmail.com

03/30/20 7:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The menagerie Bella’s boutique Other Thrift store 407 west Stanley streetGranite falls This business is non essential and should not be open. Samantha steele Samanthanwood@hotmail.com 3609135957
03/30/20 7:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nature's Inventory Health-related business 1504  Cole St Enumclaw This business sells only ingredients for cosmetics. It changed its FB Page to "holistic health service 

the day the order was issued. Further is is gouging the public by selling 70% alcohol for $4 per once. 
It is claiming its essential oil blends are anti bacteri, al, and selling CBD as am immunity booster. I 
cannot believe there is anything essential sold by this business unless jewelry, cosmetics, and 
handmade soap is essential. It is not only opened, but blatantly misleading tie public

Marianne Meeker Marianne.meeker@gmail.com 2067559994

03/30/20 7:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Baskin Robbins Restaurant or food service business 2001 Rainier Ave S Seattle it's an ice cream store. why is it open?

03/30/20 7:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Association Services Other Homeowners Association Management Company 12919 94th Ave E Puyallup It is believed that this business is remaining open when it is not categorized under an essential 
business.

03/30/20 7:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open North Bend Landscape Supply Other Landscape supply 43300 SE North Bend WayNorth Bend Non essential business. Justin 2062915100
03/30/20 7:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Three bears Other Airbnb Rainierlodging.com Ashford Renting out airbnb’s To people who should be staying home.  Ashford is a small community with many 

elderly citizens.  This is a non essential business.
Dennis Day D-day1@live.com 2534668783

03/30/20 7:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Arlec America LLC Other lamp company 994 Indystry Dr Tukwila WA 98188 They are open and doing business as usual despite the order to close.

03/30/20 7:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michael’s Other Retail 1700 W Armory WaySeattle This craft supply store (and others in the industry) is open and requiring its employees to work, in 
violation of the stay-at-home order

03/30/20 7:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sportsman Warehouse Other sporting goods 1606 Baron Pl Moses Lake Went by yesterday and there was a lot of cars there????  Why it's not a necessity no one can fish 
right now.

Linda McNama bnlmac@msn.com 5097660455

03/30/20 7:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fastcap Other Manufacturing 5016 Pacific Hwy Ferndale They make products for the for woodworking and claim to be essential because some of the hardware 
stores are still open.

03/30/20 7:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Container Store Other Retail 700 Bellevue Way NEBellevue They are open. If overpriced storage bins are a necessity, then I'm done. Carryout from restaurants, 
weed, and housewares can't ALL be essential or I'd be dead.

Andrew Wilson Sea1989ajw@gmail.com 2067089515 taxdept@containerstore.com

03/30/20 7:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Speedmart Other Sprint Car Racing Retail Store 304 Lila Ln Burlington Speedmart sells sprint car racing components and has a retail store that remains open. They are now 
advertising they are open for "auto repair" which is not what they are actually in business for. They 
have not done automotive repair in the past.

03/30/20 7:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquaquip Other Hot Tub Store 933 118th Ave SE, Bellevue, WA 98005bellevue They are advertising they are open for business
They have multiple locations in Puget Sound 
This is a business Gov Inslee specifically said is not essential
http://www.aquaquip.com/

Ed Smith egsbellevue@gmail.com (425) 454-4640

03/30/20 7:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Synesso Other expresso machine builder 5610 fourth ave s Seattle They don't apply to the essential catagory they make expresso machines not make coffee.

03/30/20 7:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Private Lives Other Adult Boutique 6300 NE 117th Ave # B3Vancouver, WA 98662Open sign while driving by between 2pm & 7pm; also listed as open on facebook page Natalie natsaccounts@mac.com 9713449886 privatelives01@gmail.com

03/30/20 7:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aarons Other Rent/lease to own retailer ? Yakima, Spokane,  Tri-cities, Tacoma, Puyallup, Vancouver, Longview,  CentraliaNothing essential about this business. Protect their families. Concerned anonymous individual AHSC@aarons.com
03/30/20 7:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Technical Glass Products Other Manufacturing 8107 bracken pl se Snoqualmie They are a specialty glass making production company. They didn't close under the guise of "making 

glass fos hospitals" but they are still producing glass for high end fireplaces. Because they didn't 
close,employees are forces to work or "voluntarily" use pto and stay at home.

MAE

03/30/20 7:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wagstaff Inc Other Manufacturing 3910 N Flora rd Spokane Valley One of Wagstaff’s department is involved with a small Hanford cleanup contract.  They feel everyone 
there is an essential worker because of this one small department and requires all to show up.  Some 
Engineers and designers get to work from home while they won’t let others to work from home for 
some reason.

Bruce Wayne Crabbytiger90@gmail.com 509-927-3811

03/30/20 7:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Fabric Patch Other Fabric store 220 10th Ave SW, EphrataWA Open and not essential, not following social distancing with employees, paying employees comp time 
while also having them claim unemployment.

03/30/20 7:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Technical glass products Other Glass production 8107 bracken pl se Snoqualmie Non-essential business, forcing people to use PTO Leanna Harter lena.lmh@gmail.com 12069632731
03/30/20 7:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Roasters Restaurant or food service business 496 George Washington WayRichland This is a coffee stand business that has over 10 locations around the area and is still open. These 

places, similar to all other coffee stands that remain open claim they have switched to paper wrapped 
covered straws, however still allow customers to use their own coffee mug. This has to pose a threat 
to spreading germs. And coffee shouldn’t be essential when people can make it at home or shouldn’t 
be out.

03/30/20 7:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other Pawn Shop 2341 Auburn Way S Auburn WA 9800 Driving by there were 5 cars in the small parking lot. Small shop. Anonymous
03/30/20 7:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Finnoe design llc Construction 8304 n regal st Spokane Business seems to remain open operating with all shop employees still. Don’t seem to be providing 

any essential steel based on essential business list.

03/30/20 8:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open James Hardy siding mfg Co Other Production 0 Spanaway Just like Boeing this manufacturer should not be open for business. It puts employees in an unsafe 
environment. It’s in violation of our government ordinance

Allyson McGuire Zola1960@yahoo.com 425 765-6093

03/30/20 8:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open D&L Foundry Construction 12970 Road 3 NE Moses Lake Worried about workers spreading the virus José manzano 5087936639
03/30/20 8:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pental Surfaces Other Sales 713 S Fidalgo St Seattle My father works here and upon asking why they haven’t been shut down yet, he said he wasn’t sure. 

Please do not reveal his name due to retaliation concerns.
Igor Yobuddi@hotmail.com 2062718689

03/30/20 8:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Columbia City Fitness Center Other fitness center 2609 S Jackson St Seattle Instagram account of this facility indicates it is only operating at reduced hours and doesn't 
understand criteria for closures.

robyn lee rhlee1417@gmail.com 6303031288

03/30/20 8:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The truss company Construction 2802 142nd ave e Sumner Company is still part open and making delivery of roof trusses to none essential contractors

03/30/20 8:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sportco Other Sporting goods 4602 20th st e Fife wa They are still open and are non essential

03/30/20 8:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mugu Games Everett Other Retail Game Store 5233 Evergreen WayEverett You can see their Facebook page specifically states they are still open for business.  As a customer I 
am concerned with the cleanliness and them passing on to others.  
https://www.facebook.com/mugugames/

03/30/20 8:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Platypus Marine Other Shipyard, refurbishing ships and barges 102 N cedar street Port Angeles We have a DOD contract but were mostly working on non DOD boats/yachts. We have non essential 
DOD boats/barges, hence the reason they're in the shipyard. If they were essential they wouldnt be in 
the port, they would be using them.The owner said he'd take the fine and keep us open... we were 
threatened with being fired if we didnt show up... we went from a single shift company, 600am to 330 
pm, to a split shift company, 5am to 430pm and 500 pm to 330 am... we upped our hours from 8 to 10 
and people that worked days went to night. They are fatiguing people and putting them at risk! they 
are working on non essential items, not finishing the essential ones and sending us home!!!! They 
care more about money than the people!

Jairamy0822@gmail.com 8587765685

03/30/20 8:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Silfab Other Builds solar panels 800 Cornwall Ave Bellingham Still in operation Carmella carmellasellshomes@gmail.com (360) 201-2523
03/30/20 8:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Public storage Other Storage rentals 3524 stoll Rd se Olympia I have serious concerns about the essential function and service provided by Public storage.  I asked 

the employee to show me his work pass, he declined.
Mason Cosentino mmc253360@gmail.com +13604027545

03/30/20 8:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mother Nurture ultrasound Other Non diagnostic ultrasound 3D 4D clinic 803 39th Ave SW Unit DPuyallup Owner claim this is a medical
Clinic but is a 3D ultrasound boutique instead. Please ask for owners medical license is they claim to 
be medical.

03/30/20 8:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open lice knowing you Health-related business 1105 n allen pl seattle lice clinics have been told they are non essential - even after knowing this - lice knowing you is 
providing services.

lisa lisahagman@me.com 360-813-5472

03/30/20 8:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Beehive espresso Restaurant or food service business 17716 bothell way Bothell Bikini coffee is not essential. They are not wearing gloves and have horrible cleanliness. Also and 
coffee stand is not essential people can go to grocery stores and buy coffee to make at home. Coffee 
stand have way to much contact with the public.

Dakota brown Dakotabrown686@gmail.com 4259235243

03/30/20 8:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Natural Baseball Player Other Gym 11626 Slater Ave N.E., Suite 4-5Kirkland Is not closing despite being a gym

03/30/20 8:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ladybug Espresso Restaurant or food service business 823 Meridian Ave E Edgewood I’ve seen drinks and food being handed out without gloves and other safety precautions. Baristas are 
leaning out of windows half-dressed.

NA NA NA

03/30/20 8:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Final Touch Auto Detail Other Car detailing 3100 East Madison Seattle Is not closing

03/30/20 8:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brads guns Other Retail shop 17008 forest canyon rd eLake tapps Non essential business that is open

03/30/20 8:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog Lounge Other Dog Day Care 824 NW 46th St Seattle How is a dog daycare an essential business!  in times like this. Elise Vincentini 206)946-1461
03/30/20 8:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby lobby Other Hobby 10011 evergreen wayEverett Refusing to close because of religious beliefs.

03/30/20 8:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink Sugar Espresso Restaurant or food service business 924 E Main Ave Puyallup I don’t see how women in pasties and thongs serving drinks without gloves is still considered 
essential business.

03/30/20 8:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mugu Games Other Retail game store 5233 Evergreen Way, Everett, WA 98203Everett Offering curbside delivery, but business is non-essential and should not be open Elizabeth Grove shirokata.erisa@gmail.com 206-351-7725

03/30/20 8:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Team Fitness Health-related business 1109 Frontier Circle EastLake Stevens People are parking in a different parking lot and walking over to use the gym facilities. It is only open 
to select people and several cars come by each day.

Demri Demri.toop@yahoo.com

03/30/20 8:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Quick ship brands Other Online retailer 15510 Redmond woodinville road NEWoodinville This business thinks they are essential and is staying open. They sell electronics online (phones, 
tablets, computers, etc) and they think selling computers makes them essential.

Aidan Aidanhayes111@gmail.com 4252800664



03/30/20 8:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open D and L Foundry Construction 12970 Road 3 NE Moses Lake I can’t see how manhole castings are a essential business at this time. With 50 plus people workings 
at and one time I can’t see how they are able to keep a safe distance apart.

03/30/20 8:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ideal Services Other Handyman 5113 Pacific Hwy E  #13Fife still sending workers out to do non-essential work. Robb Phillips robbphillips@comcast.net 2538782063
03/30/20 8:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dirty Deeds Cleaning Other Cleaning Business Hoffman Hill Dupont Residential cleaning business operating as normal. Many cleaning businesses have closed including 

the one we use but they remain open, putting every home they go into at risk. Residential cleaning is 
absolutely not essential and they are being selfish by remaining open. They along with many other 
companies are violating the order and promoting what they are doing on social media. Please do 
something about this.

joshua.andrew.rodgers@outlook.com 2532093100

03/30/20 8:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fitness outlet Other Fitness equipment 19220 alderwood mall PKWYLynnwood Store is open for business

03/30/20 8:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trayvax / Kimbo Other Manufacturing wallets 4001 Irongate Rd & 1790 Midway LnBellingham Manufacturing wallets -non essential and people sheltering at / living at  manufacturing facility. Owner 
refuses to close.

03/30/20 8:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ted's Upolstery Other Auto Body 20607 67th Ave NE A/B, Arlington, WA 98223arlington This is business is working as usual when it is non-essential Vern Getslaff verngetzlaff@yahoo.com 3607222722
03/30/20 8:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Extra Car Airport Parking Other Airport Valet Parking 16300 International BoulevardSeatac Extra Car is still operating even though it has been deemed un-essential. Lloyd LloydReevis@hotmail.com 4064500270

03/30/20 9:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grandma’s Attic Other Home decor, clothing, shoes, knick knacks 13 North Main Omak Continues to gather employees for non-essential business.   Continues to sell clothing and home 
decor and do “curbside” delivery of wares. Bragging on Facebook how business is better now with 
COVID-19.

03/30/20 9:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fashion Embroidery Other Screen-Print and Embroidery 13625 NE 126th Pl Suite 430Kirkland This business does not fall within the essential worker guidelines. They do screen-printing and 
embroidery for promotional marketing companies. They may have supplied embroidery for a hospital 
in the past or occasional but this is occasional and not essential in these times. They are taking 
advantage of the situation.

03/30/20 9:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Menagerie Bella’s  Boutique Other Thrift store 407 W Stanley St Granite Falls Owner is aware and thinks it’s funny that she’s still open. That no one is making her close .  She has 
been made aware of the order, and the possible fine

03/30/20 9:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pexco Other Plastic manufacture 3110 70th Avenue eastTacoma Three different shifts 30 to 50 people per shift, Amber hurt hesterbreuk22@gmail.com 12539812401
03/30/20 9:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open On guard mini storage tumwater Other Public storage facility 6000 lindersen way Tumwater Storage partners has 5 locations operating currently In Thurston county. Money Saver Olympia, 

Lacey, tumwater and On Guard tumwater and Olympia.
Candace meacham candiemeacham@gmail.com 3609992921

03/30/20 9:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Coffee Shack Restaurant or food service business Fir Island Rd Conway Why is this Coffee stand still open? They are a drive thru but they don’t provide actual food just 
cookies they really only provide coffee. Coffee is not essential. The employees  still have to come in 
close contact with each customer. They take cards, cash and the people must sign there computer 
pad. The girls don’t wear gloves and are being put in danger everyday just to make money for there 
employer. HOW ARE COFFEE STANDS AN ESSENTIAL BUSINESS?

Candida Schaff Candida74@msn.com 3604210900

03/30/20 9:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cennamo Woodwinds Other Saxophone repair 151 22nd Ave Seattle Owner is still repairing saxophones and meeting clients on-site for pickup and drop-off. Saxophone 
repair is not essential.

Sara Tomko 08priusforsalewa@gmail.com (360) 525-3281

03/30/20 9:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vpi quality windows Other Manufacturing E 3420 ferry Spokane We are building windows for non essential construction

03/30/20 9:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Floor Express Inc Construction 5701 Capitol Blvd SE, Olympia, WA 98501Tumwater Carpet store open? Anon Anon Anon
03/30/20 9:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Molly Maids Other House Cleaning 13510 Aurora Ave N Seattle House cleaners entering multiple homes a day performing non essential business. Aimee S aimeefaith@gmail.com 5093888267

03/30/20 9:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Interbay Self Storage Other Self Storage 1561 Armory Wa NESeattle This company said that they will stay open due to loose language in definitions of essential, said they 
will stay open until someone tells them they have to close. Also employees are instructed NOT to 
wear safety masks.

Dawn Lewandowski lewamdowski.dawn@gmail.com 2063100559

03/30/20 9:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Haakon industries Construction 1633 w 1st street Cheney They make commercial HVAC, for new construction.  Those new buildings wouldn't be up and running 
for a year.

JoD Conzett jconzett@comcast.net 5094675077

03/30/20 10:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Global Metal Works Construction 1144 Thorne Road Tacoma Please help these workers protect their families! Lanessa Nessamarcy6@gmail.com 253-231-2587
03/30/20 10:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shaw Industries Construction 22620 64th Ave S Kent Flooring warehouse is open. Not listed in the essential business document.

03/30/20 10:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open P&J Machining,  Inc. Other Manufacturing 2601 Inter Ave. Puyallup Business is ignoring the Governor Inslee's Stay Home order and has not closed their doors as 
mandated.

Deba Peterson debarogers@hotmail.com 2533505540

03/30/20 10:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Renton Village Cleaners Other Drycleaners 601 South Grady WayRenton  WA 98057 I have noticed that they are still open for business.

03/30/20 10:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wayfair Other Furniture Delivery 8610 S. 212th StreetKent Wayfair is still contracting delivery drivers for furniture delivery

03/30/20 10:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Iko pacific Other Shingle company 850 W Front St Sumas No social distance. Says they won't shut down. Christopher Kirby Cowlitzdive46@gmail.com 3607516917
03/30/20 10:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nlight Other Manufacturing 5408 ne 88th st Vancouver They are still requiring all workers that cannot work from home to work at the plant. There have been 

emails as to why we are still open, I believe that they are non essential, nlight says that they do 
military and medical work. They do not make anything directly in these categories.

03/30/20 10:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Granite construction Construction 18208A SE 1st St Vancouver This is only one of their plants open. They have other plants open. Using the word essential to 
continue to make money.

Christopher Kirby Cowlitzdive46@gmail.com 3607516917

03/30/20 10:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dollar general site Construction Renolds rd Centralia The dollar general store construction site had 6 cars in there today working

03/30/20 10:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The spare room vintage flea market Other Retail store 1215 WA-532 Camano island This business is still open and operating. They are allowing people to come to the business are 
purchase goods. I would like to remain anonymous

Cypress Wendler cypresswendler@gmail.com 13605727574

03/30/20 10:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The spare room vintage flea market Other Retail store 1215 WA-532 Camano island This business is still open and operating. They are allowing people to come to the business are 
purchase goods. I would like to remain anonymous

Cypress Wendler cypresswendler@gmail.com 13605727574

03/30/20 10:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Garside Florist Other Florist 6610 E Mill Plain Blvd.Vancouver Flower shop still operating and delivering flowers despite being a non-essential business.

03/30/20 10:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puppyworld Other Selling dogs 2615 Capital Mall Dr SW Unit A1Olympia Selling puppy mill dogs is NOT essential.  They've never sold food and now just brought in a few 
bags to be "essential".

Debbie

03/30/20 10:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Darvills Bookstore Other bookstore 296 Main Street Eastsound https://www.instagram.com/darvillsbookstore/?hl=en They are advertising that you can come to the 
store and pick up books that you order by phone and that they are there every day, but they should 
be at home because they are non essential, and shouldn't be encouraging people to leave home and 
shop!!

Maria Sutton mariasutton907@gmail.com

03/30/20 10:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Imperial Motion Other Clothing company 2920 s Steele st Tacoma 30+ warehouse and office personal required to work. Eric wicken, owner not allowing time off or 
remote work. Business as usual

Robin asmus rxasmus@gmail.com 2532035535

03/30/20 10:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hot Springs Spa Other Hot Tub 507 Fisher Lane Burlington Just concerned that we have local businesses not following the Governor's order and I would not want 
other companies to feel like if they can operate so can we.

03/30/20 11:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The good earthworks Other Wood stoves and yard tools 22805 SE 216th WayMaple Valley This is not essential. They sell wood stoves & weed eaters & there’s constantly cars out front. It’s a 
small cramped building & I’m sure the employees would be much safer at hope. Seams very 
unnecessary. Anything they sell can be bought at a local hardware store.

Melissa Sowers melbel71894@yahoo.com 2539700897

03/30/20 11:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Beneath The Bar Health-related business 309 N Van Buren St Kennewick This is a gym that has a door with a key scanner and a secondary door with a code to enter. They are 
allowing several people to use the facility and train there even though they announced it was shut 
down after the stay home order. They are doing this by giving certain people the code to the side door.

Amanda Petersen a.petersen0@me.com 5097935815

03/30/20 11:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smith's Mercantile Other Gift store 465 N. Market Blvd. Chehalis They posted of #acebook they would be open and letyou come in the store on tuesday, march 31. Jamie jamielynnb416@gmail.com 3605230627

03/30/20 11:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Milgard windows Construction 2935 70th Ave e Fife Hello, please assist. Milgard Windows in Fife on 70th are refusing to close. They are a nonessential 
business and my partner is employed by them. They remain open for business and are telling him to 
report to work. They insist that they are an essential business. Furthermore, there are sick people in 
there, no masks, and no ability for the 50+ employees to stay 6 feet apart. Furthermore, there was at 
least 1 covid19 case confirmed among the employees. They are violating governor Inslee's order. 
Please send authorities to shut them down.

Cara Jafar Cara.rx.tech@gmail.com 8054331364

03/30/20 11:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Corsicana Mattresses Other Make mattress 222 State highway 505Winlock Manager let to stay open and all employee must come to work to make beds order for store. We all 
scared to be sick for Coronavirus we need to the quarantine please, I Don't want my family sick also

Ma. G

03/30/20 11:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tomlinson Linen Service Other Tableoth and napkin company 2902 S 12th St Tacoma employees working. Not distancing

03/30/20 11:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Centers and Gemtext 
Recycling

Other Clothing bins Various address throughout the stateVancouver, Seattle, Spokane,  Tacoma, statewideWhat about all of these guys emptying bins. Handling 1000s of donations that may be contaminated. I 
think that if companies like Goodwill and Value village are closed, these guys that handle the same 
things should be closed!

03/30/20 11:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry maids Other House cleaning company 2125 196th St SW Lynnwood Washington state health department told me over the phone that house cleaning companies are not 
essential and should be closed.

03/30/20 11:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Molly maid Other House cleaning company 13510 aurora ave N ste aSeattle Still open for house cleaning. The state health department told me it’s not essential for them to be 
open.

03/31/20 12:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Yelm Cinema Other Theater 201 prairie park Yelm No n essential

03/31/20 12:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Dingo Other Pet tags manufacturing 8665 154th Ave NE, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond They remain open. The manager there has told the people to park across the street so that it appears 
that they are not.

Pat Loughery patloughery@gmail.com 4257651390

03/31/20 12:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Arrow Construction Supply Construction 9915 E Trent Ave Spokane Valley Still open with workers on 2nd floor.

03/31/20 12:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Carefree boats Other Boat club 1900 W Nickerson St # 112Seattle, WA Just got a marketing email from them saying they are still open.  They still have employees coming in 
to clean boats, train people and check them in and out according to their email

03/31/20 12:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michael’s Craft Store Distribution Center Other Retail Warehouse Center 208 Hoss Road Centralia Distribution center supporting non-essential retail outlets is open. Paul Thompson P360thompson@gmail.com

03/31/20 12:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ez pawn Other Pawnshop 2416 a east hwy 101Port angeles It's a pawnshop nothing that needs to be open during this time Richard moon Moonbeams4you@olypen.com 3607750745
03/31/20 1:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open MCMENAMIN AND MCMENAMIN Other PERSONAL INJURY LAW OFFICE 709 S. PEABODY PORT ANGELES The owner  Pat Mcmenamin is working at the office on a daily basis and is forcing his employees to 

continue coming and going into the office .
Peter Carl Jeldness pjeldness@gmail.com (360)460-9705

03/31/20 2:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sunset Air Other Heating & Air 5210 Lacey Blvd Lacey This business is non essential. If they have emergent situations they could have on-call technicians. 
No need to have staff that aren't needed put in harms way on a daily basis. They are staying open for 
selfish reasons and anyone that questions them is laid off. If you are sick you can come to work or be 
fired.

Dorothy Anderson Dandersongrammy@gmail.com 3602646673

03/31/20 2:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProSource Spokane Construction 3820 E Main Ave Spokane The business is still open at their storefront, they’ve just reduced their hours a bit

03/31/20 3:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gamestop Other Retail 5210 N rd 68 Pasco The business has been open past gov inslee shelter in place doing buy online pick up at door orders 
and credit card transactions through the door  while the employees wear gloves its not just this 
location either its all gamestop locations state wide many employees are afraid to even go in but they 
cant afford to stay home and not sure what to do  I'd like to remain anonymous but someone should 
really help them out are they violating the non-essential business shut down

03/31/20 3:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aarons Other Furniture, rent to own. 3611 e sprague ave Spokane Buying new electronics and furniture isnt really an essential at this ti.e Peter blaume Pblaume@gmail.com 5092708143 AHSC@aarons.com

03/31/20 3:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Regalo Carlson Other Warehouse, pet gates and baby gates 2980 center drive suite 150DuPont Business is non essential, but it's slipping through the cracks due to claiming baby gates are safety 
equipment.

Anne Onimuss

03/31/20 4:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Other Pawn shop 127th and lake city way neSeattle Putting community at risk.

03/31/20 4:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open J L Storedahl & Sons Construction 2233 Talley Way Kelso 90% of what they are currently doing is stocking inventory from one pit to anouther

03/31/20 4:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Training Grounds Other Gym 1524 Birchwood AvenueBellingham The business appears to be close from the front it is allowing people in through the back door

The business is a non-essential business, ignoring the governor's request by continuing operations.

More than 10 people are occupying the space on a daily basis.

03/31/20 4:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rei-Recreational Equipment Other warehouse 700 45th St E Sumner, employees still working michael falling mdfalling@outlook.com 206 914-8452
03/31/20 4:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Leaf guard gutters Construction 22620 85th pl s Kent They are still sending salespeople out to people's homes in order to sell gutters. I would like to remain 

anonymous, due to possible repercussions, thank you.

03/31/20 4:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vetrotech Construction 2108 b st nw Auburn In no fashion can this place be an essential business but yet they continue to lie and jump through 
hoops to make them seem so

03/31/20 4:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rent a center Other Retail- merchandise renter 11108 pacific Ave s Tacoma They keep calling me and harassing me even showing up at my home when I have told them when I 
get back to work after this virus passes I will pay them in full

Terry Kohl23@icloud.com 2532578252

03/31/20 5:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open VPI quality windows Other Manufacturing 3420 E Ferry Ave, Spokane, WA 99202Spokane Claims that window manufacturing is essential. Still open when other businesses that manufacturing 
are closed. Impossible to practice social distancing in that setting

David milligan davidmilligan1974@gmail.com 5098662536

03/31/20 5:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open VPI quality windows Other Manufacturing 3420 e ferry ave spokane wa 99202Spokane Claims window manufacturing is essential and refuses to close



03/31/20 5:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open LJ Smith Stair Systems Construction 1212 Valley Ave NWPuyallup Business in no way provides essential  support to the construction, operation, inspection, and 
maintenance of construction sites and construction projects for  essential facilities or services, nor 
does is support emergency or critical structural repairs to residential sites.

03/31/20 5:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Integrity interior solutions Other Furniture warehouse/supplier 22703 72nd Ave S Kent This business is continuing to operate in the public and is non -essential

03/31/20 5:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Judd lees tire Other Used new tire sales 110 s dale rd Spokane valley Business is open and the gentleman who owns business was very rude and isnt taking the request to 
close seriously....the conditions of this business is filthy and seems as if he feels above the law

03/31/20 5:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Diamond Netting Other Manufacturing 1064 E Pole Rd Everson, WA 98247 Non- essential business bringing employees in to work with potential possibility to spread the virus.

03/31/20 5:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Siteone/Wittkopf landscape supplies Other Landscape Supplies 8721 N Fairview rd Spokane This business sells dirt, rocks, ground up trees and decorative chunks of cement. It is not, as they 
claim, essential.

03/31/20 6:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Milgard Windows Other Manufacturing windows and doors 965 54th ave E Fife Manufacturing windows and doors is a non essential to the community.

03/31/20 6:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mystic Gardens Other Florist 1924 NE 3rd Camas Remains open and advertising on social media in spite of closure mandate. ellenlancaster@yahoo.com 3608342364

03/31/20 6:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burgeners woodworking Other Custom woodworking 4809 fruit valley rd Vancouver Pretty sure its non essential. Also know for sure, no social distance or safety in place.

Owner thinks Covid19 isn't real.

Travis farnham Travismfarnham@gmail.com 3606063593

03/31/20 6:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood Industries Construction 23800 E Appleway Liberty Lake Huntwood is open with receptionist, customer service open and production floor operating

03/31/20 6:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Busby Other Junk removal 11821 124th NE Kirkland Refuses to lay off employees and forces them out Elizabeth kempa Lizzyaaborden@comcast.net 206-265-1613
03/31/20 6:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Unknown Other Gym in office building 810 Virginia Street Seattle We can see people using the gym on the 2nd or 3rd floor. Jeff Spebtrain@gmail.com
03/31/20 6:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest center big blue truck Other Donations businesse 1840 south 126th st SeaTac Donations being picked up could help with the spread of covid-19 Melissa
03/31/20 6:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trobella cabinetry Construction 3201 be lower River RdVancouver I'm concerned about the health of all of us  when we should be closed to help stop this virus. Scary 

uncertain times.
Leslie harleyladyrider@netzero.com 3609521349

03/31/20 6:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Leafgaurd Construction 22620 85th Pl S Kent Disregard for their own workers health and subsequently the health of their workers families. Putting 
profit ahead of the publics safety.

Bill boosbigpapa@hotmail.com 206-245-4284

03/31/20 6:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Perma-Chink Systems Other Log Home Stains and Chinking 17635 NE 67th Ct Redmond Continuing to operate after shutdown.

03/31/20 6:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shareway industries Other Machine Shop 2526 E Street N.E Auburn This business is non essential and putting people's lives at risk. Bob Bob34051@gmail.com 2532455454
03/31/20 6:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burlington Storage Other Storage Units 111 Norris Burlington I’m on lock down watching people all day going in and out  entering their code in button box to get in 

and out
03/31/20 6:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Community Fitness Health-related business 6108 Roosevelt Way NESeattle wa 98105 Requiring workers to show up and using facility to force employees to record live-streams Against the 

order and forces the employees to also violate the order individually.

03/31/20 6:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paradise Glass Other It’s a paraphernalia store 108 East Bridge Centralia This store sells mostly Chinese import glass pipes, legal party drugs and is open daily Concerned citizen Concernedcitizen@hotmsil.com

03/31/20 6:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spa Depot Other Spa 8910 Select CT SE Olympia Not 6 feet apart all the time. Nothing to do with drinkable/ waste water. Having a pool or spa is a 
luxury not a necessity.

Anonymous

03/31/20 6:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Bridges at Kirkland Construction 11431 NE 116th St Kirkland Open signs posted at both south and north entrances on 3/18:20 Amanda Heckman amandakreger@gmail.com 570-730-2305
03/31/20 6:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TGP Construction 8107 Bracken Place SESnoqualmie Business does not seem essential based on current standards, and is forcing employees to use PTO 

if they will not come to work to honor the Stay Home & Stay Healthy order. At least one employee 
lives in a household with an immunocompromised individual.

Ron McHenry ronmchenryis@gmail.com 509-301-3920

03/31/20 6:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Leafguard Seattle Construction 22620 85th pl s Kent Leafguard is still running operations like normal. They have deemed themselves essential. Sales reps 
doing in home sales and installation crews working.

03/31/20 6:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stans merry mart Other clothing footwear store 733 S Wenatchee Avewenatchee, Wa 98801No need to be open   Too many people in store at same time needs to be closed so people stay home   
  Too many people out roaming around in wenatchee
Only major stores need to be open  Please take some action now

03/31/20 7:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sportsman's Warehouse Other Outdoor store 9577 Ridgetop Blvd Silverdale Remaining in business, after stay home order. Customers inside are still violating 6-foot rule, even 
with employee enforcement.

03/31/20 7:02 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sterling breen crushing Other Rock pit 887 wa 507 Centralia Still open not closing. Workers concerned

03/31/20 7:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Himalayan Corporation Other Pet treat manufacturer (not food) 4480 Chennault Beach RdMukilteo Does not manufacture any essential items, is not on the list of essential businesses, did not shut 
down and is forcing staff to work and be exposed

03/31/20 7:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AquaQuip Other Hot Tub/Pool 730 sw 34th St Renton Still open selling and home visit for hot tubs and swimming pools

03/31/20 7:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rain City Maids Other House Cleaning 220 6th st Kirkland Lots of people going into multiple homes a day. Stella Stellafries11@gmail.com 425-890-6520 hello@raincitymaids.com
03/31/20 7:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hawaii Car Transport Other Shipping Company Port Of Seattle 2715 11th Avenue SW, Seattle WA, 98134Seattle We shipped our truck from Maui and it arrived and is ready for pickup today. 3/31/2020... company 

has requsted we pick up our car today or tomorrow at the latest... we are in out latter part of 60's..
Holly Jacobsen hollyhjacobsen@gmail.com 2068425598

03/31/20 7:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Designcraft Construction 1710 13th St Clarkston The owner has asked employees to keep working, some are for fear of being terminated, and they are 
going into customer homes to install product with the immediate concern being exposure and 
spreading of COVID 19.

Matt Evans mttev13@gmail.com 509 295-3560

03/31/20 7:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BMC/Kingston lumber Other They sell building materials 26343 Bond Road NEKingston They appear to be closed but several customers just go to the gate and honk and employees let them 
in and they get whatever they want. And there’s still a good amount of employees working

03/31/20 7:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veteran’s Warehouse Other Thrift Store 1219 N Wenatchee AveWenatchee Large groups shopping. Open signs by road and advertising still open for thrifting.

03/31/20 7:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RHD Enterprises Construction 819 78th Ave SW Tumwater Construction contractor and welding/fabrication shop still running and requiring employees to work in 
closed shop and report to offsite jobs that are non on essential business list.

03/31/20 7:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Minuteman press of Kennewick Other Printing 110 N Cascade Ave Kennewick Open with all employees despite being non essential and doing non essential work

03/31/20 7:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Creach Greenhouse Other Greenhouse 14208 E 4th Ave Spokane Valley Still lots of vehicles in back parking lot. Even if business has been designated essential, essential 
business functions are likely still being performed.

03/31/20 7:15 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open International news Other Clothing distributor. 19226 70th ave s Kent Owner is not shutting down and requiring employees to work from the office/ warehouse.

03/31/20 7:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ednetics Other IT for Schools 1055 nw maple Issaquah Since schools are not open, Ednetics has no need to be open. Instead they are pushing harder to use 
this time to do installations of minor improvements at school buildings and have unnecessary office 
staff expected to be onsite

Jen jencarew@outlook.com 5098426999

03/31/20 7:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Interstate Concrete and Asphalt Construction 1175 E 3rd Ave Colville My spouse is required to work and my concern is that he is 61 with high blood pressure and cops. 
Fearful of loosing his job if he says anything. Confidential please

Susan suzwaz3@gmail.com 5095639854

03/31/20 7:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precision countertops Construction 20866 89th Ave S Kent Still operating as normal in the shop and installs.

03/31/20 7:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cornerstone Flowers Other Florist 202 N Pacific Ave Kelso Employees constantly making flower deliveries. James Powers powersjames12@gmail.com 3603530757
03/31/20 7:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michael's Other Arts and crafts 1567 S Burlington blvdBurlington I'm pretty sure that art supplies are not essential at this time. James Daytona675king@yahoo.com 3606329348
03/31/20 7:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pick-n-pull cash for junk cars Other Pick n pull 9605 NE 76 st Vancouver Large groups still congregating out side of the open business doing non essential work. Marissa Mpokvitis@hotmail.com 5415438305

03/31/20 7:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ccedwards construction Construction 2415 Inter Ave, Puyallup, WA 98372Puyallup wa The are working while the stay at home order is in effect the are in groups Gary Blankenburg blankenb22@gmail.com 4252872695

03/31/20 7:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Holmes Harbor Rod and Gun Club Other Gun range and social club 3334 Brooks Hill RoadLangley We can hear the gun range indicating people are still shooting. They are appropriately changing to 
take out restaurant by my concern is to still allow people into the range.

03/31/20 7:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific self storage Other Residential storage 4130 Pacific highwayBellingham I'm confused how a residential storage facility is considered essential I have two locations that do not 
store anything medical or food-related they're both residential why they put in their staff at risk

03/31/20 7:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aspen Sound Other Automotive accessories 7316 N Division St Spokane They install radios and speakers and non essential things in vehicles and still open when they know 
they should be closed. I went in asking and they admitted that they are suppose to be closed but 
trying to remain open.

annoymous annoymous 123-456-7894

03/31/20 7:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RPI Other Printing 3325 S.116th St Tukwila This company prints photo books...

03/31/20 7:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wireless Advocates Other Cell phone sales 1801 10th Avenue NWIssaquah Employees of Wireless Advocates forced to work in violation of essential business Covid 19 order at 
all Costco stores in Washington State. Wireless Advocates is a 3rd party employer.  Costco it self has 
complied with all orders closing all non essential portions of Costco stores.

Angel Hagman Angelhagman@yahoo.com 206-931-8890

03/31/20 7:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Haakon industries Other Air conditioner contractor 1633 W 1st St Cheney Open working on non gov and hospital units Envynewgrave@gmail.com 5097239341
03/31/20 7:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Davis Door Service Construction 2021 S Grand St Seattle To be honest, it’s not clear to me whether a door manufacturing company is currently considered 

“essential,” but I suspect not. Thanks for looking into it!
Wilson Diehl Wilson.a.diehl@gmail.com 206-779-8197

03/31/20 7:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Closets By Design Construction 1857 S 216th St, Des Moines, WA 98198Des Moines The company is still operating and going inside customer's homes for appointments as well as 
installations. They know they are not essential and won't shut down unless told to. They are requiring 
emails to work at the show room even though they could easily telecommute.

Lauren Hoover renren182@yahoo.com 760-270-7971

03/31/20 7:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Icom America Other Distribution 12421 Willows Road NEKirkland Non essential business still open

03/31/20 7:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Richlite Construction 624 E 15th St Tacoma My spouse is concerned his job is going against the rules and violating the essential business order.  
They do make wood products but we are curious as to how skateboard ramps and counter tops are 
essential. They also make cutting boards but the company they make them for is shut down to help 
prevent the spread of Covid-19.  He says 90 percent the of the employees at Richlite are scared and 
upset that skateboard ramps are priority to their health and families well being.

Andi Wilkins wilkins1994@hotmail.com 360-623-9400

03/31/20 7:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open J.R. Storedahl & Sons Other Surface Mining 2233 Talley Way Kelso, WA 98626 Gravel pit operator remains open to the public for business and continues to operate with dozens of 
commercial vehicles every day, and private vehicles as well, traveling through the pit to purchase 
gravel and traveling through the residential neighborhood that is the primary haul route.

John Breuer jebreue@comcast.net 360 907-6736

03/31/20 7:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich’s for the Home Other Retail business 6626 Tacoma Mall BlvdTacoma They sell hot tubs and patio furniture and remain open. They claim connecting with the family is 
essential.  They have 5 locations in the Puget Sound and not following they stay at home order.  
www.richhomes.com

jemery.johnson@richshome.com

03/31/20 7:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Privateer Press Other Toy Manufacturer 21220 87th Ave SE Woodinville They are still manufacturing and shipping products out

03/31/20 7:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Global Machine Works Other Machine Shop 19130 59th Dr NE Arlington Using DoD as an excuse to stay open and put our health at risk.

03/31/20 7:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Road Product Inc Construction 12301 E Empire Spokane This business continues to stay open regardless. Since the majority of construction companies have 
shut down they should comply as well since they are deemed non essential.

03/31/20 7:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kenny’s truck parts Other Dump truck parts store an repair 17066 Beaton rd Se Monroe No one is practicing safe distances and they are a dump truck an heavy truck repair facility John Scott Johncoot@yahoo.com 4253457679

03/31/20 8:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wireless Advocates Other Cellular Phone Sales 2219 S 37th St Tacoma The Washington Military Department has recently confirmed to me that Wireless Advocates does not 
qualify as an essential business at this time. I have reported that to the CEO but he denies the validity 
if the claim and is remaining open.

Austin Houston Austinlhouston@gmail.com 3609990220

03/31/20 8:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shamrock Paving Construction 110 N Hayford rd Spokane This business continues to stay open regardless. Since the majority of construction companies have 
shut down they should comply as well since they are deemed non essential.

03/31/20 8:02 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fascinations Inc Other Toy Company 19224 Des Moines Memorial DrSeatac The owner Bill has left this week for his home in Palm Springs CA leaving the employees to run the 
Toy company. Limited some employees hours, they are open full time. Employees are terrified they 
will loose their jobs if they leave. www.fascinations.com

Ang 360-367-1619

03/31/20 8:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Garrette Homes, Century Homes, 
MainVue Homes

Construction McCormick Woods Port Orchard There are four builders working in our community of McCormick Woods. It appears that only 
Zetterberg has complied with the essential business order. There are sub-contractors currently 
working at both the MainVue and Century sites and Garrette has multiple sub-contractors and the site 
supervisor working.

03/31/20 8:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Emerald City Gym Health-related business 10110 Evergreen WayEverett I go to this gym and drove by after work and there were cars out front so I went and knocked on the 
door.  There were about 15 people in there and I asked if they were open again, they responded with 
"We are only open for special clients".

03/31/20 8:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vanderlip and co. Construction Unknown Redmond Company is operating many locations still Fausto ramirez 201-246-1621
03/31/20 8:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Codel Entry Systems Other Door supplier 1510 St Paul Ave, Tacoma This buissness does not seem essential under the guidelines provided and they still have all their 

employees coming like regular without special precautions. Also employees have been threatened 
with being fired for taking time off to self isolate due to risk and illness. Plus they have N90 masks that 
are available to employees but could be given to hospitals instead.

03/31/20 8:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fiber tech Construction 3808 n Sullivan Spokane They make fiberglass walls which is part of the construction field Nick Nrbiruk3@gmail.com 5096805640



03/31/20 8:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dematic (Contractor for Amazon) Construction 10010 W. Geiger Blvd.Spokane Dematic top management is forcing non-essential employees to continue to show up for work and 
threatening they will lose their jobs if they don't.  Employees have tried to reason with them but 
Dematic doesn't care about them or their health, quarantine, or anything going on around them!!  
Please help us.

Mary mpe527@hotmail.com 2483434385

03/31/20 8:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sacred Heart Church Other Church 1614 Farrelly St Enumclaw, WA 98022 Several administration employees are working on site by direction of the priest. Several of the 
employees are also over sixty with preexisting conditions. They are still working despite efforts to 
clarify to the priest that the are not essicnal and should be at home.

Frank M frankieATM83@gmail.com 3608253759

03/31/20 8:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open S3 Maritime Other Marine Services Company 2360 West Commodore Way Suite 200Seattle They are telling their employees that they are an essential business. They work on yachts and 
sailboats. Not essential. They are hiding their guys in fenced boat yard down at Canal Boat yard.

Mike Tobin

03/31/20 8:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spectrum quarts Construction 6540 s glacier st #160Tukwila They say they haven’t heard directly from the state and won’t stop until they do Charles whitsoncharley@gmail.com

03/31/20 8:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cascade Training Center Health-related business 101 Nickerson St. Suite 200Seattle Other CPR training centers in Washington have been told by the state that they are non-essential. 
Cascade Training Center has still been offering classes over the last week and is still currently doing 
so.

Michelle Carter mischi.carter@gmail.com 2066182538

03/31/20 8:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mikron aka Quanex Other Window frame manufacturing 1034 6th Ave N Kent Putting employees at risk by still operating. They are non essential

03/31/20 8:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Summit Strength & Conditioning Other Exercise Gym 6928 22nd Street W University Place.  WA. 98466. 253-590-3133Open daily, with several cars often present. This is a gym with exercise machines. No known medical 
services. Believe non-essential per above; members/customers can exercise at home. Neighbors 
have commented negatively on this.

Bary Campbell bwc888@yahoo.com 2532131228

03/31/20 8:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Doors LLC Other Garage door manufacturer 19000 Canyon Rd EPuyallup Letters to employees were sent home to be closed. However some employees were told to still work 
or called back. If they do not comply they may not have a job to go back to.

03/31/20 8:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AO Services Construction 640 Perry ln Tempe This company is responsible for renovations not involved with any type of structural integrity or 
emergency services or low income housing

03/31/20 8:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Holt services inc Construction 10621 Todd Rd. E Edgewood This is my husband’s work. They are drillers, non essential. I am pregnant with two kids at home and 
they refuse to close. They forced him to take a leave of absence to stay home to protect his family. 
There are far too many “essential” businesses still open to make a difference

Dawn Dawnalisa526@gmail.com 2533064925

03/31/20 8:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Thermoforming Systems Other machine manufacturing 1601 w pine street union gap produces machines for factories to make plastic containers and has over 100 employees working jammie stacks.jammie17@gmail.com 15097310930

03/31/20 8:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pawn exchange Other Pawn shop Guide meridian Bellingham Lots of people entering and leaving pawn shop

03/31/20 8:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shoemaker Other Manufacturing 618 E 1st St Cle Elum Biggest employer in town.  No idea why they remain open..... Anonymous dessertsnorthwest@gmail.com 5096742991
03/31/20 8:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open American Liberty Other Adult novelty and movie store 3710 100th St SW Lakewood This business allowed shared movie viewing area which not only violates Lakewood RCW codes it 

violates Pierce County no public sexual activity laws
Jen jenfox467@gmail.com 12537326676

03/31/20 8:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Doors LLC Other Garage door manufacturer 19000 Canyon Rd EPuyallup Letters to employees were sent home to be closed. However some employees were told to still work 
or called back. If they do not comply they may not have a job to go back to.

03/31/20 8:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open watts specialties inc Other fabrication shop 2323 e pioneer #A Puyallup they are putting our lives at risk and all we do is make pipe cutting machines

03/31/20 8:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Audio controls Other Electronic Manufacture 22410 70th ave w #1Mountlake Terrance Putting their employees at risk for covid-19.

03/31/20 8:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stemcell technologies inc Other Stemcell 6425 s  216 st Kent Wa 98032 They should close to stop spread of corona virus Johnny
03/31/20 8:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Barnes and Noble book store Other Book store 4750 N. Division St. Northtown MallSpokane I know they are still open and I'm worried about my nephew who works there and his mother , my 

sister. I don't know why a bookstore needs to be open when the spread of Covid 19 is as bad as it is.
Leslie houseles950@aol.com 509-220-2979

03/31/20 8:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CBI service Other Not sure 5500 1st st Everett People working?

03/31/20 8:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mr. Detail Auto Salon Other Auto Detailing 1135 NW 46th St. Seattle Business continues to operate multiple locations in the Seattle area.  They interact with customers on 
a daily basis and are cleaning vehicles of potential customers who may have been infected with Covid-
19.  They are hopping in and out of vehicles which could potential spread to others.

03/31/20 8:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Comc "Check out my cards" Other Shipping sport cards 3104 C St NE Ste #206Auburn This company is not essential and are having us drive to work daily. Please advise.

03/31/20 8:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CertainTeed Gypsum Other Gypsum Plant 5931 E Marginal Way SSeattle, WA  98134 United StatesOperating without permit or clear validation of operational exemption of business type? Andrew Harris drewbin@gmail.com 2065192457

03/31/20 9:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open No sign Construction 175th and 15th ave neShoreline Parking lot is full, and many people inside the building

03/31/20 9:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trestle station 76 Restaurant or food service business 8011 20th st SE Lake Stevens I work at the trestle station operating the car wash which remains open. It is a manual car wash, we 
are taking receipts and payments from the customers so we are at a higher risk of contracting covid-
19. Please send an inspector out

Ty Meyers ty_meyers@yahoo.com 2066817282

03/31/20 9:02 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northend Truck Equipment & OSW Other Dump Truck & Flat Bed Building 14919 40th Ave NE Marysville Northend Truck has already been open and employees are reporting for work. They are not working 
on any essential work at this time, and come the end of this week, they will be requiring their 
employees to pack and move toolboxes and equipment to their sister business OSW in 
Clearview/Snohomish. MOVING is NOT ESSENTIAL. I am terrified. They plan to then have all the 
guys from both businesses working from that location do non-essential work. This will be somewhere 
in the neighborhood of 80-100 employees under on roof... building dumptrucks and flatbeds... that are 
not essential at this time. They may use some BS excuse about having a state contract... they are not 
working on any state work at this time and the letter they gave employees says they are critical 
manufacturing. My husband was building a flatbed last week to haul hay to the elk... ya know, the wild 
animals that feed themselves. Please do something about this. We have been staying away from our 
children and grandchildren at home to respect social distancing and yet we may still get sick because 
of company greed. My health is not the best and if I contract the virus, not only may I not make it, but 
this could cause further unnecessary strain on our healthcare system.

Lisa Owens tooattentive@aol.com 206-280-9176 sales@northendtruck.com

03/31/20 9:02 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stringham Construction Construction 227 Harvard Ave E 98102Seattle Continuing to do construction on an apartment building in Capitol Hill (non-essential construction). 
Large gathering of construction workers in a small vicinity.

Alex Raquer 2067951807

03/31/20 9:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michael's Other Retail 15521 east BroadwaySpokane valley Michael's is staying open. They aren't essential or on the list of essentials. Some of the employees 
are sick. They could easily be spreading covid and making their employees get exposed.

Katie tgrwigettash@yahoo.com 5092165048

03/31/20 9:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest door Other Garage door manufacturer warehouse 19000 canyon road eastPuyallup We were givin our letter stating we were furloughed because of the coronavirus. We was laid off 
thursday called back friday for monday. I asked if they got a letter from the state saying we was good 
for work and they wouldnt give an answer. We are staying because they are telling us we will be fired 
if we dont come in.

Echarette26@gmail.com

03/31/20 9:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open OSW & Northend Truck Other Dump Truck & Flat Bed Building 20812 Broadway AveSnohomish Northend Truck has already been open and employees are reporting for work. They are not working 
on any essential work at this time, and come the end of this week, they will be requiring their 
employees to pack and move toolboxes and equipment to their sister business OSW in 
Clearview/Snohomish. MOVING is NOT ESSENTIAL. I am terrified. They plan to then have all the 
guys from both businesses working from that location do non-essential work. This will be somewhere 
in the neighborhood of 80-100 employees under on roof... building dumptrucks and flatbeds... that are 
not essential at this time. They may use some BS excuse about having a state contract... they are not 
working on any state work at this time and the letter they gave employees says they are critical 
manufacturing. My husband was building a flatbed last week to haul hay to the elk... ya know, the wild 
animals that feed themselves. Please do something about this. We have been staying away from our 
children and grandchildren at home to respect social distancing and yet we may still get sick because 
of company greed. My health is not the best and if I contract the virus, not only may I not make it, but 
this could cause further unnecessary strain on our healthcare system.

Lisa Owens tooattentive@aol.com 206-280-9176

03/31/20 9:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Paragliding Other Paragliding entertainment 11206 Issaquah Hobart Rd SEIssaquah Parking lot has been FULL every day for at least the last week. People should not be parasailing right 
now.

Sally Meinert sallymeinert@gmail.com 425-394-3022

03/31/20 9:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Silver Bow Fly Shop Other Retail / Sporting 13210 E. Indiana Spokane Valley Non Essential Business open

03/31/20 9:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue Origin Other Manufacturer 21218 76th Ave S Kent It is still operating even though it's a non essential business. Employees on the floor are still being 
required to come to work. Management are all working from home.

03/31/20 9:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Polyform US LTD Other Production 7030 S 224th St Kent Not sure business is eligible for essential status Roger Stone xxobtaxx@gmail.com 2534574976
03/31/20 9:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Comc "Check out my cards" Other Shipping sport cards Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us drive to work daily.

03/31/20 9:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Genothen Other Cabinet manufacturing 2948 29th Ave sw Tumwater They're still operating making cabinets with county work release inmates coming an going an they're 
still doing deliveries to job sites

03/31/20 9:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open F45 Eastlake Other Gym 1800 Eastlake Ave ESeattle In the past week, I have seen two instances of people entering this gym. The first was a group of 4-5 
people ending a workout.  The windows are now covered in paper but I saw someone enter in 
workout gear this morning. Looking online, it looks like workout classes are still being offered. 
https://f45training.com/eastlake/schedule/

03/31/20 9:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Trailer Products Inc. Other Import/Manufacture 19120 SE 34th St,  Ste 105Vancouver, WA Please let me be anonymous because I'm one of the employees here. this is a non-essential 
business, but still remains open and make us go to the office. I was told it's essential and they'd try to 
use any essential category they want to demand us at work without providing a work from home 
option. All our daily tasks are done by a computer so we can definitely switch to remote work, but the 
owner refuses.

Jabe Doe mmtc1090@yahoo.com 8087534021

03/31/20 9:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jackson Dean Construction 19835 South East 248th StMaple valley Commercial construction firm requiring its office employees to physically go to work when they could  
work from home

Anonymous

03/31/20 9:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sporting systems Other Gun store 7415 NE Hwy 99 #104Vancouver Business has remained open and has had people congregating outside.

03/31/20 9:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pawn 1 Other Pawn shop 32811 Federal way Open and not essential Jerame Donutbringer@gmail.com 12536531345
03/31/20 9:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bobby McIntyre's Fitness Other Gym 4830 Pacific Ave a Tacoma Gym operations and personal training sessions.

Entering through back door.
03/31/20 9:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lake Stevens Athletic Club Other gym 1904 125th Ave NE Lake Stevnes I have driven by many times in the morning & afternoon & find people coming and going in to this 

exercise gym. It is not just the owner but all these people who are potentially infected others as they 
then go to the grocery store or visit friends.



03/31/20 9:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Keller Supply Co Construction 1428 15th St NW Auburn Hello, 

I was redirected to you by the Auburn police department after attempting to report a potential business 
violation as directed in today's KIRO 7 broadcast.  I am writing as a concerned family member of a 
Showroom employee at Keller Supply, a local plumbing wholesaler with multiple locations in King 
County, as well as other locations throughout Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and N.California.  
 Locations in King County include Seattle, Auburn, Kent, Renton, and possibly others.  The company 
is still operating with the majority of their hourly employees coming into work, despite the new edicts 
on what is considered "essential".  I submitted a request for clarification specifically on the Showroom 
sector of this business (link https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/d4c155fa930f4b848f95774d610c9708) 
and received the following response today, 3/30/20.

"After reviewing your request, we have determined that your showroom function does not qualify as 
essential at this time. Please know that we take this decision very seriously. Nonetheless, we believe 
that the best way to control the spread of COVID-19 is to temporarily limit interaction as much as 
possible. This is not an indictment on the importance of your business, nor is it permanent.

Please also know that you may continue to perform minimum basic operations to a) maintain the value 
of your inventory, b) preserve the condition of your premises and equipment, c) ensure security, d) 
process payroll and employee benefits, e) facilitate employees of the business being able to continue 
to work remotely from their residences, and f) conduct related functions. Any minimum basic operation 
must still adhere to the guidelines around social distancing and sanitation referenced in Proclamation 
20-25 or any subsequent proclamation related to essential businesses.

Please remember to practice social distancing in all your interactions.

* Please do not respond to this email because the account is not monitored. The account is used by 
the Business Response Team with the Washington State Emergency Operations Center only to 

Doe coronaessentialinquiry@gmail.com None alan.parish@kellersupplyco.com

03/31/20 9:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crystal cleaners Other Clothing cleaning store 1320 s 324th st Federal way Non essential business open Na
03/31/20 9:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CrossFit valley Health-related business 12403 e 1st ave Spokane People still working out as normal and parking lot was pretty full

03/31/20 9:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lemon Zone D'Erotica Other Porn shop 3813 N Division St Spokane This porn shop is selling porn DVDs which is against the law for them plus they are open which is 
also against the law for them.

Kim Arrotta kimmybq@msn.com 5093890796

03/31/20 10:02 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gone to the dogs Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9925 214th ave e Bonney lake Still open despite being listed as non essential.

03/31/20 10:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kenworthy Machine Other Manufacturing 30330 NE 172nd St Duvall Employees are continuing to go work at the shop and delivery trucks are delivering material.

03/31/20 10:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trimlite Other Door manufacturing company 901 SW 39th St Renton Just want to be sure that we are supposed to be open, prioritizing public health over profit.

03/31/20 10:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pental Surfaces Construction 713 S Fidalgo St Seattle This company is claiming they are essential as they are a wholesaler for porcelain tiles and stone 
slabs but they do not provide material for low-income housing or public works--only regular 
commercial and residential construction.

Marina Cameron marina.cameron@gmail.com 2067683200

03/31/20 10:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Armegeddon Arms Other gun shop 121 S. Lewis St Monroe It appears this business is open both at the store and relative to hours posted on its website. Michael Leese mrleese58@gmail.com 14252713126

03/31/20 10:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fully Charged Fitness Other Gym 117 E Naches Ave Selah all gym's in town and near town are closed. everyday we drive by Fully Charged Fitness members are 
still in there working out. around 15-20 persons. early morning, mid day, and mostly late evening. its 
not fair or safe.

alex

03/31/20 10:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open kenworthy machine llc Other Machine shop 30330 172nd street Duvall Hear employees congregating, watching delivery trucks come in/out Deanna deanna@knockknockhousekeeping.com 2068164439
03/31/20 10:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open New 2 You Other Retail (Thrift Store) 1696 SE Mile Hill Dr Port Orchard Store is still open and is not an essential business. Need to stop operating for public safety. Amber Rorex 3602861956

03/31/20 10:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Guns Other Gun store 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue https://www.wadesguns.com
Their website says that they can't answer the phone because "of the crowds" in the store

03/31/20 10:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open House of Roses Other Flower Shop 477 Oregon Way Longview Saw a Facebook post advertising zero contact home delivery. This business is making deliveries not 
cool.

Adam Freeland gadamfreeland@gmail.com 3603880299

03/31/20 10:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane Floor Trader Construction 6227 N Division St Spokane Flooring sales is not listed as essential.

03/31/20 10:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cottage care Healthcare / Public Health Cleaning people homes 611 east st titus st kent wa I work for this company I was wondering is this a essential business cleaning people's homes? Im 
asking because my boss say we are still open and we cant get  unemployment. Is this true?

Angela Anglea.green1981@gmail.com 3605560064

03/31/20 10:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood cabinets industry Other Cabinet warehouse 23800 e appleway AveLiberty lake Employees being called in to do original job titles not just maintenance Tiffany tiffanyhunt2386@yahoo.com 5092513540

03/31/20 10:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sportco Other Retail 4602 20th St E Fife Selling guns and other products they shouldn’t be.

03/31/20 10:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Books In Motion Other Audio book publisher 9922 E Montgomery Dr. #31Spokane Valley Employer refusing to close regardless of shelter in place ban. Due to this situation, I am being forced 
to use my PTO in order to stay compliant with the ban and safely take care of my daughter who has a 
autoimmune disease (crohns disease) as she cannot be exposed. This ban is in place to keep society 
safe and I should not be subjected to working or using my PTO because my employer refuses to 
close.  Main reason, he doesn’t want us collecting unemployment because of the possible 
unemployment Tax increase.
Due to his uncaring and argumentative attitude when I tried talking to him last week I have been very 
concerned about readdressing this with him or even reaching out for help/guidance.

Barbara Harris bharris93@hotmail.com 509-981-3680

03/31/20 11:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rover Other dog walking none listed none listed According to website, you are still allow to book dog walkers through the website in Washington State

03/31/20 11:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JamesHardie Other Manufacturing of fiber cement siding 18200 50th Ave e Tacoma Business is still remaining open while it does not fall under any of the essential categories

03/31/20 11:02 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wayne dalton Other Finished product mill 2001 industrial drive Centralia wa This is a really Unsanitary And necessary business we’re we only make wood garage doors that get 
exported out of state

Anonymous 41bllr@gmail.com 360-669-3223

03/31/20 11:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Baskin and Robbins Restaurant or food service business 2 28th Street SE Bothell Open sign illuminated people going in and out, people eating ice cream in the store LAC right4me@Gmail.com 4254812885

03/31/20 11:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bellevue Gun Club Other Indoor gun range 13216 SE 32nd St Bellevue My husband rec’d email from Bellevue Gun Club stating something like “until the Gov tells us 
otherwise, we’re open for business”. I can’t find a determination on exemptions pages that qualifies 
them for such exemption.

Denise Ivie Denise.ivie@yahoo.com 224-475-8117

03/31/20 11:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smith Gardens Other Nursery 6410 132nd ST NE Marysville Nursery which is only for flowers plant nothing to do with food Harvey harvey9242@yahoo.com 4257370509
03/31/20 11:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trailers Plus Other Trailer Sales 3603 136th Street NEMarysville This is a trailer sales business. this is a nonessential business still operating

03/31/20 11:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ace jewelry & loan Other Pawn shop 429 W Entiat Ave Kennewick Open for business Timothy plumb Plumbtimothy@gmail.com 509-222-8730
03/31/20 11:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open La Nevera Restaurant or food service business 2482 E. Desert Inn RdLas Vegas Have seen several people going in and coming out with desserts. . Paul Brueggemann pbstks4@gmail.com 7028930211
03/31/20 11:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Julies construction, land scaping Other Land scaping suply 507 mckinna wa. Mckinna Julies construction, land scaping suply have been open every day. Lots of people going in and out all 

day long beauty bark soil gravel, this doesn't need to be.
Charles chaz.a.redding@gmail.com 2533148525

03/31/20 11:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Retail store 701 Sleater Kinney Rd SELacey Michaels is a non-essential business that has continued business since the stay home order was 
placed. They are filling orders and doing curbside pickup even though they are not an essential 
business by any means.

03/31/20 11:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pools plus Other Swimming pool supply store 3949 Hoover rd Grove city Customers going inside building to make
Purchases without any guidelines being
Taken by staff.

Karen Ksmollette@hotmail.com 6143484176

03/31/20 11:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open IDI Distributors Other Insulation Multiple Kent Business is insulation distributor and is open.

03/31/20 11:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Miracle Method Tacoma Other Refinishing 2010 112th St E, Bldg ATacoma this company is still operating its normal daily jobs that is not considered essential. they have 
changed the invoice to add the words "cleaning" to loop hole their way into trying to be considered as 
an essential. they came into my home and refirbish my tub and when asked why they havent stopped 
operating business the employee stated and presented me with a memorandum that was obviously 
made by the owner and no prrof that they was approved by the state

03/31/20 11:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Everson Cordage Works Other Twine Manufacturer 7080 Everson Goshen RoadEverson Business is operating as usual. Alexis McDonald Alexismarie04@aol.com 3602016403
03/31/20 11:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lilac city llc Construction 726B N. Hogan st. Spokane They are putting peoples lives at risk by prioritizing money over the health of their employees and not 

following the stay at home order.
03/31/20 11:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open West Coast Armory North Other Firearms dealer 11714 Airport Road Everett I received an email from them on 3/31 at 11:18am stating "Our store is open Tuesday - Sunday

10am - 8pm
Until the state tells us otherwise…"

03/31/20 11:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The anointed house of prayer church Other Church 1132 E Marine View DrEverett Church had large groups of people going in it on Sunday

03/31/20 11:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pool World Other Hot Tubs and Pools 5701 E Sprague AveSpokane Open sign light on in window Hannah Williams hannahwilli13@gmail.com
03/31/20 12:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Country Homes Power Spokane Valley Other Hot Tubs and Fire Places 5323 E Sprague AveSpokane I don't believe this business is essential according to the stay at home order but their "open" sign was 

lite up in their window.
Hannah Williams hannahwilli13@gmail.com

03/31/20 12:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProSource Construction 3820 E. Main Ave. Spokane Wholesale flooring supplier mostly for remodels and not supporting the essential construction. Some 
employees required to work yet others are 'furloughed' and getting paid through April 8.

Janet Kingsley flagrev@yahoo.com 9288539595

03/31/20 12:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Triple T Trading Other Shoe Company 4025 152nd ST NE Marysville The company is still having people come into work. Some of the management staff brought their kids 
in. They are telling their high risk people come into work, a pregnant women in the warehouse, and on 
the design team. I’ve been bullied to come in, but I have not and now they are threatening me I’m 
going to be losing my job.

Jessica Russell JessicaARussell_@outlook.com 2067556301

03/31/20 12:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big Lick Restaurant or food service business 230 Adams st Newaygo Ice cream shop is nonessential, and there are many young high school/college students working 
there. Does not seem like it should be open for the protection of the employees and general public.

Lydia ling Lydiatanderson@outlook.com 2314141711

03/31/20 12:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skagit Arms Other Gunshop I don’t know Burlington Not essential and multiple people handling guns without being cleaned in between.

03/31/20 12:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest laminating Other Laminating business 1136 NW 51st St, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle Non essential business doing deliveries

03/31/20 12:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Les Amis Other Retail Clothing Shop 3420 Evanston Ave NSeattle The clothing boutique remains open with an employee inside taking private shopping sessions. The 
customers are within the “at risk age” and this is concerning, as it is purely superficial what these 
people are buying.

Concerned Concernedresident@gmail.com 206-632-2877

03/31/20 12:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skookum Archers Club and Range Other Archery 11209 Shaw Road EastPuyallup, WA 98374 The Archery is not an essential business. I drove by this morning in my way back from the grocery 
store and saw about 10 cars and trucks in their parking lot.

03/31/20 12:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The truss company Other Truss company 300 n commercial Pasco They dont want to close Chrystal Chrystaljaramillo@gmail.com 5094304348
03/31/20 12:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Esther - Есфирь (книжный магазин) Other Book Store 8621 NE 34th Way Vancouver This business has been operating for 5+ years and prior to that has been shut down by City of 

Vancouver at least once. Business still operates which brings 4-12 cars per day 7 days a week. Code 
enforcement has been notified long before Coronavirus but does not do adequate investigation. 
Business is listed on Google Maps.

James Petersen giant_niner_fans@hotmail.com 9713225236

03/31/20 12:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Growers Other plant nursury 9131 Markworth Rd Blaine People are working at times to close to each other and this business is not essential.

03/31/20 12:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Golden Pacific Embossing Other Printing/Paper Speciality 7035 212th St Kent They are continuing business as normal and are possibly not taking additional precautions while 
working.

03/31/20 12:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lice Knowing You Health-related business 1105 N Allen Pl, Seattle, WA 98103Seattle WA 98103 Our company Lice Clinics of America was determined  by Washington to be a non-essential business 
even though New York and Connecticut determined that lice treatment is an essential business.  Lice 
Knowing You is in the same business as us but is still  operating.

George Macoubray george@nwliceclinics.com 5035042957

03/31/20 12:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BC Window Care Other Window cleaner 687 Colorado ave East Wenatchee This company is still working washing windows. Observed him working at 1308 N Miller, Wenatchee. 
At a bar. This is the second business I’ve seen working since the Order.

Eric Opel ericopel@yahoo.com 5096305986

03/31/20 12:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gallons granite Other Granite countertops 24804 e Wellesley aveOtis orchards Customers and employees still coming to work Bob Rsoulejr@hotmail.com 5092163441
03/31/20 12:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Simpson Door Plant Construction 400 w Simpson ave Mccleary There is no way that door manufacturer is essentially to the town, county or state right now

03/31/20 12:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other Pawn Shop 15226 Bel Red Rd Redmond Non essential business is open

03/31/20 12:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Menagerie Bella's Boutique Other Retail 306 Stilley Way GRANITE FALLS This business continues to be open Rachelle Burton rb98006@yahoo.com 4253016914
03/31/20 12:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open East side Adult store Other Adult video store 863 Valley Mall ParkwayEast Wenatchee People going in and out of business (open sign on)

03/31/20 12:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stl International Inc Other Warehouse 9713 233rd ave e Bonney lake I saw they were working when others in the front office are not working.  I am a neighbor next to this 
warehouse Im seeing a lot of traffic.  Im just a concerned citizen.

Joseph Barnes Joeintofarming56@msn.com 2538233665

03/31/20 12:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Signature Windows and Doors Other Window and door company 22613 68th Ave southKent They are offering a sale and going into peoples homes

03/31/20 12:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Homefire Prest Logs Other Manufacturing business - compressed logs for campfire/fireplace 6925 Salashan PkwyFerndale Is this business considered essential?  Shouldn't the health of the people who work their, and their 
families be protected?  I have a relative that there, and I am concerned that he is being asked to put 
his health at risk just so this business can continue to make money.  The people who work there do 
not have access to reasonably affordable health care benefits and that also concerns me.  If they get 
sick, they may not seek medical help.  Lives are at stake here.

Rebecca Jones bjones2358@gmail.com 360-441-6286



03/31/20 12:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Back Breakers Other Moving company 1689 mainstreet Freeland I don’t think it’s essential

03/31/20 12:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nabtesco Aerospace Inc. Other Private own company 12413 Willows Rd NEKirkland They have not closed a day due to Covid19. job is at risk Their phone number is 425-602-8400 Undisclosed
03/31/20 12:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Barone Garden Other Garden and Yard Art 4800 Lake Washington Blvd NERenton, WA 98056 They have been open since the Governor issued his order.   There website even has their COVID 19 

hours on it. I witnessed customers today.  They also have a store in Mt. Vernon at 14683 WA 20.   I 
don't know if that one is open or not.

Cindy Josephson joseycc@aol.com 4257650379

03/31/20 12:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rodda Paint Other Paint Store 3726 nw plaza road # 107Silverdale Paint store open to retail customers Carl F Hodson carlhodson@gmail.com 2535083557
03/31/20 12:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DJ's Sportscards Other Sports Memorabilia 1630 Duvall Ave NE Renton I observed their lights and open sign on and someone working in the business about 5pm on 

3/27/2020.
03/31/20 12:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Surveying Other Surveying 407 5th St. Lynden A business that is not essential and continues to operate, even with reduced staff, sets a precedent 

that communicates to that staff "this is not important" and that overflows into the staff's behavior when 
not at work.  More frequent stops, gathering together with friends, etc.  Wich, in turn, jeopardizes the 
safety of more individuals & families.  Especially when those employees have children that need 
childcare.

03/31/20 12:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vaagan brothers Other Sawmill 565 w 5th Colville Non-essential!

03/31/20 12:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Highland Greens GOlf Course Other Golf Course 1055 State Route 11BBrushton, NY 12916 Highland Greens Golf Course is open. This is in no way an essential business. This will do nothing 
but help spread COVID-19.
https://www.facebook.com/highlandgreensNY/photos/a.3047026848670770/3866405293399584/?typ
e=3&theater

03/31/20 1:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Environmental Training 
Center

Other Training 1701 Mount Baker Avenue NortheastRenton Seems that cars from the employee(s) have been parked outside

03/31/20 1:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open River park square Other Mall 808 w main Spokane River park square is closed to the public, but employees are still working

Today employees were verbally told to stay inside, stay away from windows and to stay away from 
the sky walks so they aren't visable.

  The heat has been turned off, The lighting is minimal , The hot water heaters have been shut off.

Rachel rahoffman78@gmail.com +15098662286

03/31/20 1:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic bath Other Manufacturing 801 northern Pacific rd seYelm They are manufacturing bathtubs and even hiring asking for more people. That is not essential during 
this time

03/31/20 1:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Canine Behavior Center Other Dog boarding/dog daycare facility 7551 205th Ave NE Redmond, 98053 Robin Grannell is still operating hers doggie day care center, which has clients bringing in dogs on a 
daily basis for day care.  Her website states: " Per the King county Department of Environmental 
Health, until further notice, we are able to provide you with daycare and boarding service."

Megan Lyden meganlyden@msn.com 14256031548

03/31/20 1:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Frye Electronics Other Electronics 800 garden Ave N Renton Business is open yet has limited inventory Since it stated it was going to close. Inventory does not 
meet the needs of the community or state. Building would be better used if medical needs are 
required.

David David_e_nelson@msn.com 4258641583

03/31/20 1:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DJ’S Sports Cards Other Baseball Card Shop 1630 Duvall Ave NE Renton, Wa Allowing customers to purchase and consume a product that is not essential to the Corona Virus.

03/31/20 1:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pawn 1 Other Pawn shops 32811 Pacific Hwy SFederal Way They continue to be open to the public saying they are an essential business falling into the banking 
business category but even my bank is closed for person-person business.

03/31/20 1:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Preston bicycle Other In home Bicycle repair 8428 Preston Fall City Rd SEPreston Many customers are stopping by and not maintaining the 6 foot distance.

03/31/20 1:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puget sound truss Construction 21421 87th Ave see Maltby Truss plant is still trying to produce product while stay at home is in effect even though they are 
supposed to not be.

03/31/20 1:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bathware Other Bathtub/shower manufacturing 801 Northern Pacific Rd SEYelm If they are deamed an essential business they as te not practicing social distancing!

03/31/20 1:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Buddy’s home furnishing Other Home furnishing 3664 pacific ave se unit 354Olympia Sending text messages to customers claiming they are staying open and welcoming people to store! 
Why have I complied to this order not going to work and keeping my family safe when many others 
are ignoring the order and living normal daily lives prolonging this pandemic! When will the governor 
start to crack down and enforce this so it can’t be contained

Chandler Beardedfitnessreview@hotmail.com 3605158612 Buddy@buddyrents.com

03/31/20 1:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbor Saw & Supply Other Lawn equipment and logging supplies. 3102 Simpson Ave Hoquiam, WA  98550 United StatesHoquiam Business is open and running. Is not an essential business.

03/31/20 1:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Other Corporate Pawnshop 7241 S Tacoma WayTacoma We've been told that the retail side of a pawnshop is NOT essential yet I was able to call and get 
pricing as well as told I can come right in to buy it. All Cash Americas are sadly operating like this. 
Retail for the IS NOT essential.

Stacy padgettfarm@gmail.com 2533804074

03/31/20 1:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precor homefitness Other Sells exercise equipment 1181 Andover park westTukwilla All employees are conducting business as usual. Malissa malissa40kelly@gmail.com
03/31/20 1:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Innovation in Agriculture Other Widget Manufacturing 1308 Monroe Davenport The business is still operating, while others that are non-essential have shut down.  Any business that 

is not essential, that continues to run, gives other non-essential businesses the idea that it's OK to not 
follow the orders.

03/31/20 1:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Buddy's Home Furniture Other Home furniture 134 Rainier Avenue,  Renton, WaRenton They sent text messages saying they are open.  They are not essential. People can pay online. Shelley Wheeler Mrsshelleywheeler@gmail.com 2539548604 Buddy@buddyrents.com

03/31/20 1:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Baywood Cabinets Other custom cabinetry 18519 E Valley Hwy Kent, Wa Still conducting buisness and requiring employees to come in

03/31/20 1:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gruppo bravo Other Men Apparel 4265 S. Broadway Los Angeles 90037 We still keep working and i feel like the owner is more concerned about his business then the 
employee health.

03/31/20 1:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open B & G Hydro supply Other Hydro supply store 757 S. US 131 Three Rivers This business is bringing 30 to 50 people a day in the store. They are not practicing social distancing 
and many people are being put at risk because of it. Every other store in the plaza has been shut 
down but this employer is still operating illegally under the restrictions put in place by the governor

03/31/20 1:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Heartsong Equestrian Facility Other Equestrian Facility 3600 Olson Drive NWGig Harbor This business has made no effort to shut down to the public. Caring for livestock is essential, however 
having boarders and clients in and out daily is a HUGE violation. People will be getting sick. They are 
not making any efforts to operate with only essential personnel.

Natalie Yancey yanceynatalie@gmail.com 2533063386

03/31/20 1:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade’s Eastside guns Other Gun range 14570 Bel-Red road Bellevue They consider themselves an essential business because it is a constitutional right. Parking lot has 
been full with cars. Is this really an essential business?

Mikey Feinstein Mikeyfeinstein@gmail.com

03/31/20 1:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Royell Manufacturing Inc Other light mfg 3817 Smith Ave. Everett Employer runs two full shifts of more than 50 employees, this a non essential business in direct 
violation of the City of Everett and the State of Washington's sheltered in pace order. badged 
employees come and go all day form premise

Chris Bannister christopher@firland.org 4252807431

03/31/20 1:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tans & Company Other Tanning Salon 616 NE 81st  St E  98665Vancouver This business is still open. Limited hours but still up and running. Jana Nelson j.nelson32@students.clark.edu 3606072996
03/31/20 2:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Certifit Other Auto body parts 18404  cascade ave s #160Tukwila I wasn't sure if an "auto body" store that sales bumpers etc was an "essential" business at this time. 

Thank you
layla whitehead laylasuperstar4114@gmail.com

03/31/20 2:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Greenridge Townhouse Homeowners 
Association

Other HOA 15470 Chipman Ln. Houston This is a non-essential business that has failed to remain close not only that there is Business 
function performed that is non-essential like having a landscape business to come cut the grass.

03/31/20 2:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open MOORE FURNITURE Other FURNITURE STORE 328 BASIN ST SW EPHRATA THEY ARE OPERATING AS NORMAL

03/31/20 2:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rodda Paint Other Paint Store 4621 S Meridian Puyallup Store is still open despite the governor's stay at home order.

03/31/20 2:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Master Marine boat center Other Boat sales 506 Jacks Ln Mount Vernon Boat sales still open

03/31/20 2:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open brown-haily almond roca factory Restaurant or food service business 3500 20th street east..ste cfife brown-haily is a CANDY factory..because they supply grocery stores they think they are 
essential...but it is candy. the managers are working from home but require their workers to work 
onsite

n.sprinstun springstunnancy@gmail.com 5096306787 leave message sweets@brown-haley.com

03/31/20 2:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hyster-Yale Group Other Tech Center division developing prototype lifttrucks 4000 Blue Lake RoadFairview, Oregon We live in Vancouver and my husband works at Hyster-Yale on 4000 Blue Lake Rd. in Fairview, OR. 
This location is a research and development facility that develops prototype Hyster-Yale lift trucks. It 
does not manufacture, repair or sell lift trucks. My husband is unable to work from home and we can 
not afford for him to take vacation or go without pay in order to stay home. We are 63 and 65 years 
old, we raise 2 grandchildren and I am permanently disables.
I am very concerned my husband will get sick and I turn, we will also and then spread it to our families 
which also live here in Vancouver. I do not see how working on developing prototypes is essential to 
our current and very time sensitive need to isolate. I understand the company is following the 
directives put forth for “Essential Companies”, however I do not see how this prototype work is 
“Essential”. 
I am very worried. Please help me by looking into this.
Thank you!
Jayne Eckman

Jayne Eckman jayneeckman@aim.com 5038999520

03/31/20 2:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open PuppyLand Other Pet store that sells live puppies from puppy mills transported from Iowa 13103 Meridian Ave Puyallup WA This is a pet store that sells puppy mill puppies to the general public.  Of course, this is not essential, 
but they have gone out and bought some bags of food to try and qualify as an essential business for 
pet food.  They have never sold this type of item in the past.  I believe they are trying to lure the public 
into coming to their store and then selling them a puppy.  This is a violation of the direct order of the 
governor.  They are also doing the same thing in Olympia at a store they call PuppyWorld.  Please 
shut them down.

Marilyn Wilfong johnmarilynwilfong@aol.com 2537327375 Kerr/kayla@puppylandwa.com

03/31/20 2:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smith & Main Other retail clothing shop 37 103rd Ave NE. Suite CBelleuve Yesterday they are open and when  walked by to9dat, again there were people inside.

They said they were seen by appt

Rochelle Wright rochellew46@gmail.,com 2w06 226 1900

03/31/20 2:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Remtacenter Other Rent home furniture or electronics 13213 E Sprague Ave, , WA 99216Spokane Valley These people are still going to work. What reason do they have to stay open? They are not essential. Shannon barker Sbarker315@live.com 509-608-7238

03/31/20 2:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma Discount World Other Retail stors like Dress store/Clothing store 11013 Pacific Hwy SW 320LAKEWOOD Tacoma Discount World - They have lot stores inside like - gold jewelry / clothing stores etc. They will 
open tomorrow [ 1st April ] at 10am. They have sign outside on doors . I have store inside and we 
didn't have locks because its open market , so I have to be there , Please advise . don't tell to my 
name because after all I have to work their .

Pradeep Jain ladylike404@yahoo.com 2533260485

03/31/20 2:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wind river fitness Other Fitness center 51 hot springs ave Carson Wind river fitness is open for business during late night and early morning schedules. They have 
applied a dark cover over gym windows to block out activity.  It must be noted that the client base is 
LARGELY Sheriff deputies so informing the Skamania county sherriff department is useless.

Alyson Sazzipantz@gmail.com (805) 335-1617

03/31/20 2:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wood Worker Store Other hobby, woodworker supplies 908 Cherry ave Sumner Old guys socializing is not an essential activity David Meshke yellowhouse901@gmail.com 2538267936
03/31/20 2:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nichols Broethers Shipyard Other Shipyard 5400 Cameron RoadFreeland L&I DOSH received the following complaint from a member of the public

They are still working while the rest of the community is in a shut down mode. The boats that they 
build are none essential. The
workers are at risk because of the distance space they need. The working quarters are small and 
tight. When the workers work
they have to perform in pairs or in groups. Then they go out in the public with their dirty clothes on. 
They are putting our comunity
at risk

Robert Halstead horsetails2u@gmail.com 360-540-2458

03/31/20 2:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gator Creek Other Garden Center 51 hot springs ave Carson Gator Creek is attached to the Wind River Fitness business. WRF is owned by several people 
including Abby and Tony  who also owns Gator Creek Gardens. The business is still open in fact over 
the weekends the cars have been lined up on both sides of hot springs rd bring a lot of people 
together with no social distancing. I live close by and have no say in telling those people to leave. 
Putting myself and my neighborhood at risk. Skamania county has not been very proactive there are a 
lot of businesses ignoring the stay at home order. The sheriffs do what they want here.

Alyson Sazzipantz@gmail.com (805) 335-1617

03/31/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Icom America Other Tech 12421 Willows Road NEKirkland Not essential. The upper management says that we fall under the government communications 
essential aspect but have no business with them. All upper management is not around and tells lower 
level employees that they need to come in. Had 1 employee test positive and we are still coming to 
work.Average age at the company is over 60. People are going to die.

03/31/20 2:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petsense Grooming Other Pet Groomer 1405 NW Louisiana AvenueChehalis Grooming is still open and customers are still making appointments and coming in for dog grooming 
services.

Christine Preston christinempreston@yahoo.com 509-308-3479

03/31/20 2:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tri-Dee Arts Other Art/retail 215 S 1st Street Mount Vernon They are still offering curb side orders. I work for The Pottery Nook in Smokey Point and we were 
denied curbside pick up.

Erica Knapp ericalknapp@yahoo.com 4258706958

03/31/20 2:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sunds on Hood Canal / Sund Rock 
Marine Preserve

Other Recreational N26476 US 101 (13.50 mi) Hoodsport, Washington 98548Hoodsport Attracting visitors from outside the community. A gateway retired community!

03/31/20 2:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gateway Point Business Plaza Other Lawyers, Spa cleaners / installers, Palatial Gym, PC refurbishing shop and more...2605 Jahn Ave NW Gig Harbor I work for EF Recovery, medical billing and cloud infrastructure supporting first responders around the 
county. there's another 6+ businesses still operating that shouldn't be here

Brian Marohl bmarohl@outlook.com 2539887345

03/31/20 2:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Island Girl Paint Party Other Art/retail 10017 270th St Stanwood Non Essential business conducting deliveries against governor's orders. Erica Knapp ericalknapp@yahoo.com 4258706958



03/31/20 2:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Comc Other Online sport trading card business 3104 C St N E Suite 206Auburn, WA 98002 We were told we were an essential business. Alot if us have chosen to shelter in place but we're told 
we would have to use our PTO to get paid. They are continuing to run a 10 man shift. Owners are not 
communicating at all with us.

Susan Boso 2064780382

03/31/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prrcor manufacturing Other Aerobic fitness company 24309 Woodinville Snohomish Rd, Woodinville, WA 98072Woodinville This is not an essential business. They ship fitness equipment.  They rarely ship to hospitals and 
physical therapy clinics. And this is their excuses to staying open. Over 1/2 the employees there are 
high risk. And the covid19 risks are not worth staying open just to ship gym equipment.  Precor is a 
selfish business that only cares about money and not their employees at the shipping and distribution 
center in maltby wa.

Brooke snyder snyderbrooke2014@yahoo.com 425-478-4245

03/31/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Handmaid Cleaning Other Residential Housekeeping 103 E. Main Street #B204Walla Walla Handmaid  Cleaning is operating and providing residential cleaning services. I have had clarification 
from Homeland Security, State of Washington and my local health department in Walla Walla that 
residential housekeeping is not considered essential. If cleaning or providing janitorial for commercial 
or government offices that are considered essential ok. Handmaid has made videos and posted on 
their Facebook page that is is safe and essential to clean residential homes and that's what they are 
doing. My WA licenced, residential housekeeping business has been shutdown theirs should be too.

Jenny McMillan jenzmail77@yahoo.com 5095401470

03/31/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Goodwill Other Thrift store 3002 Hoyt Avenue Everett Thrift store open Sabriena Mathews Smathews2215@yahoo.com 4252637471
03/31/20 3:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Salon Services and Supplies Other Wholesale Distributor of hair/skin care for salons/stylists only 740 SW 34th St Renton i was asked to work during the stay at home order and they stated they are essential, i don't believe 

we are. we do not sell to the public and our items are not used for fighting the virus. it was made clear 
to me this morning that not only would unemployment benefits be denied but that those declining to 
work are also being terminated.

we only sell to salons and stylists

Angela Reigel angrrreigel@gmail.com 253-777-2120

03/31/20 3:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Ceramic Place Other Art/retail 1327 112th St SE Everett Non-essential Business conducting deliveries against governor's orders. Erica Knapp ericalknapp@yahoo.com 4258706958

03/31/20 3:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tri-Dee Arts Other Art Supply 215 S 1st St Mount Vernon This is an art supply and diy business. They are open and providing customers the ability to pick up 
projects to go and drop off art projects for firing. I am a like business who asked for exclusion from the 
non-essential shut down offering only curbside pickup and delivery and was advised I am to remain 
closed as a non-essential business. But, they are doing the exact same thing I was?

Kimberly Winfrey create@potterynookart.com 3607089971

03/31/20 3:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood Erotic Boutique Other Adult Video Store 12706 Lake City Way NESeattle My friend is employed there and there out if town owner will not let them close making them stay open 
24 hours.

Jay T. hedleyinwa@gmail.com 2067935388

03/31/20 3:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Premier Portable Buildings Other Portable Buildings 11226 N. Newport HwyMead This business is flagrantly violating the non essential business only rule.
They advertise "Were Open"
They meet customers in person.

03/31/20 3:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sherwin Williams Construction 1565 NW Louisiana Ave, Chehalis, WA 98532Chehalis A place of business selling paint is not essential for people's livelihood. Selling paint is not a business 
that supports essential function of society. This business is putting their employees and community at 
risk for something that is not pivotal in the health of individuals. Painting should be prohibited during 
this horrible pandemic.

03/31/20 3:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Screw Products Other Commercial hardware supplier/distributor 9401 Bujacich Rd # 1BGig Harbor This business is continuing to operate despite failing to meet qualifications of an "essential" business.

03/31/20 3:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skagit Arms Other Gun store 895 Nevitt Rd. Burlington Not practicing social distancing Scott Wortman sewortman@yahoo.com
03/31/20 3:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mobile music unlimited Other Car stereo shop 1715 college way Mount Vernon Non essential business staying open. As stated on their Facebook page. Adreen Andersen Adreen21@hotmail.com 4255307171

03/31/20 3:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbour Pointe Chevron Other Car Wash 12701 Mukilteo SpeedayLynnwood They are a gas station that has an employee run carwash open. This carwash seems to be very busy 
and I am concerned this will only further spread the virus with the amount of human interaction. To me 
this is a clear violation of the governors order.

03/31/20 3:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bainbridge Gardens Other Nursery 9415 Miller Rd NE Bainbridge Island While a lovely place, I don’t think a plant nursery is an essential business. Heidi Hspaffairs@gmail.com 2065795253

03/31/20 3:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bella Cleaners Other Dry Cleaners 940 6th St. S. Kirkland, WA 98033 The cleaners is open in spite of the non-essential business ban.

03/31/20 3:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Masons Supply Company Construction 7707 South Union Ridge ParkwayRidgefield This is my husband's company, and they are finding loopholes in the "essential personnel" guidelines 
in order to stay open. I am high risk, so my husband has taken the next two weeks to self-quarantine, 
but they told him in no uncertain terms that he could not take more than that or he would no longer 
have a job.

03/31/20 3:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other Residential house cleaning 430 91st Ave ne Lake Stevens They are moving from house to house to clean. I fear moving the virus. Cathy Lenac cathylenac@gmail.com 4253508290

03/31/20 3:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other Pawn shop 12700 Lake City Way NESeattle This business is open. It doesn't seem to be on the essential list Mary Short picunurse@comcast.net 2063685576
03/31/20 3:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma Gold & Silver Other Gold and Gift Card Buyer 7606 South Tacoma WayTacoma Is not an essential business as defined by Governor.   They don't do loans and therefore don't fall into 

the financial category.   They are price gouging those who need money at this time by offering 
unreasonable amounts to the public for gold, silver, and gift cards.  They are preying on lower income 
individuals and encouraging the spread of the covid virus.  My understanding is that the owner Tim is 
not a US Citizen but is from Russia.

Kim Nemeth Kim.butterflycreative@aol.com 4795618559

03/31/20 3:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DJ's Sportscards Other sportscard and collectibles shop 1630 Duvall Ave NE Renton On Facebook they say they are open for curbside pick up of online orders.  I went by the store today 
and their statue is prominently in front of the store, the open sign is on and an employee is inside the 
store.  The door was locked. Last week the door was wide open and bins of merchandise were out on 
the sidewalk.

Lynda lmmead@comcast.net 2064985508

03/31/20 3:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hall forest products Construction 5611 189th street E Puyallup Wholesale cedar yard. No structural need only high end vanity cedar. Many elderly & at risk 
employees.

Rachelle Black seattlefangirl@gmail.com 2533129485

03/31/20 3:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Flower World Other Nursery 9322 196th St SE Snohomish They own a corner store that is seperate from the main nursey that sells produce.  The main nursery 
is a non-essential business that is open as usual and attracting customers.

Deborah Smith elaine2241@aol.com 4254024689

03/31/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Artform Other Art framing shop 527 s Main st Seattle Owner is making the only employee come in to work riding ferry from brainbridge.

03/31/20 3:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TaNtalizing Tanning and Spray Other tanning, sauna, redlight 2006 N kings Hwy Myrtle Beach can be more than 5 people waiting if staff is doing a spray tan 
owner said not closing.owner seems more concerned w money than health of others

This info was passed onto me by a member

Mark Durst grandmomsemma@gmail.com 8439028251

03/31/20 3:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open At Home Other This is a home decor store. Columbia Center BlvdKennewick Even though they are selling from the curb, staff must still come in contact with the public. Linda Row Linda.hashil@yahoo.com 5094388270

03/31/20 3:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aaron's Other Rent to own Every company storeEvery WA store Aarons is not essential. To do this business there is no way to protect employees or customers. Corp 
employees required to stay at home and field employees have to risk themselves and families. All to 
secure $. Still in direct contact with employees and customer. Touching used product. Handing off 
paper. Pen, merchandise. It's not safe!

Concerned Employee Fear repercussions if givenFear repercussions if given Fear repercussions if given AHSC@aarons.com

03/31/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Flooring direct Other Floor covering 1347 state ave Marysville Several people in store shopping Lisa lisabrbu@msn.com
03/31/20 4:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bone-a-Fide Other Dog daycare/boarding facility 7928 184th Street SESnohomish This business has taken steps to social distancing, however, I do not believe that dog daycare and/or 

boarding services is considered essential. In addition, they are continuing  to pick up dogs at peoples 
homes through their dog pick-up services as well, which I am worried is unnecessarily increasing 
exposure.

03/31/20 4:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rustic heart desires Other Gift shop 45948 Main Street Concrete Still an open GIFT SHOP ie non essential business and posting on Facebook as open and taking 
orders.

Melissa

03/31/20 4:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kornerpocket Billiardz Other Billiards supply store 17721 132nd Ave NE, Woodinville, WA 98072Woodinville Business sent out emails that insisted they had been deemed an essential business by the state of 
Washington. The company made a flyer like message that did not provide any evidence from the state 
to back up this claim it was however posted on Twitter, Facebook, and the company home page. Here 
is the link to what I am referencing http://zc.vg/T83o9.

03/31/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Innovative Hearth Products Other Wood and Gas stove Manufacturer 1502 14th St NW Auburn Endangering all of there workers by remaining open and operational.

03/31/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Pool Guy Plus Health-related business 2815 E Main Puyallup They go out to people houses to do service calls for pool and hot tub and water test in their retail 
store.  I wouldn’t call it an essential at this time in anyway.

03/31/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Serial Knitters Other Retail Yarn Shop 8427 122nd Ave NE Kirkland The store is offering for customers to do pickup curbside at the location and have seen at least three 
employees meeting in the business.

Benjamin Bentler pianoartist@mac.com 3195129834

03/31/20 4:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Urban Canine Other Pet Supply Store 6320 N Ash St Spokane Non essential business open and operating.

03/31/20 4:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big League Edge Other Sports Training 22728 Russell Road,Kent Players are still going to BLE for baseball training

03/31/20 4:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jack’s Bicycke Shop Other Bicycle shop 1907 Iowa Street Bellingham The business should not be open. Judy blum Jblumand@gmail.com 3602203061
03/31/20 4:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skagit Arms Other gun dealer 899 Nevitt Rd Burlington This is a firearms dealer that is still open and selling firearms. Karen Powers / REQUeST ANONYMITY RCW 42.56.240.2karentp54@yahoo.com 360-927-7111
03/31/20 4:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mobile music unlimited Other Retail 1801 Cornwall Bellingham Car stero business is still operating, I saw the store open at 4pm on 3/31. Megan Dan_megan@comcast.net 3607566189

03/31/20 4:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bainbridge Mfg Inc Other Plastic injection molding 237 W. 3rd street Waterville Business is running 24hrs a day

03/31/20 4:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nordstrom Quality Center Other Retail 1000 Andover Park EastTukwila At the Nordstrom Quality Center we take a look at  returns that have already been processed through 
our stores or fulfillment centers. We are looking for damages to determine if we can sell the items at 
Nordstrom Rack. None of our Rack stores are even open. We are not an essential business and 
employees are worried about their well being. We were not even provided an essential business pass 
for driving even though we have asked.

Anonymous aubs02@msn.com 2066182539 adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com

03/31/20 4:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pick a Part Other Junk yard 8010 Old Hwy 99 SETumwater Workers present and operating car crusher.

03/31/20 4:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Savvy Dog Other Dog groomer 3208 ocean beach hwyLongview Dog grooming business is open.

03/31/20 4:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open L.J. Smith Stair Systems Construction 1212 Valley Ave NW #300Puyallup They are manufacturing custom stair parts, which are not essential.

03/31/20 4:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Envelope converting service Other Middle man envelope company 6603 Ursala PL southSeattle This company does not print or deal directly with the USPS Scott Olson lund5454@gmail.com 2065192180
03/31/20 4:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jobsite Stud Welding Construction 3203 Old Hartford RdLake Stevens Business is not performing essential business by any means Paul Peters Peters paul.peters@outlook.com 425.501.0469
03/31/20 4:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Simpson Door Company Other I’m not sure of the type - they manufacture doors 400 W Simpson DriveMcCleary This business is still open and operating, manufacturing doors, putting their employees and the public 

is harms way.
Jon Doe jdreportercpovod19@gmail.com 2065551212

03/31/20 4:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hartung Glass Construction 17830 W Valley HwyTukwila. Wa 98188 They manufacture residential glass shower doors, and windows for large construction projects.  Cars 
and workers are at their locations. Are they considered essential when most construction projects are 
shut down?

Arnold Tesch oddcouple98042@yahoo.com 253-631-4617

03/31/20 4:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other Pawn shop 1324 South 1st StreetYakima Lots of people parked at this business and dint think it’s an essential business. Joey Wallberg joey.wallberg@hotmail.com 509-388-5748

03/31/20 4:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sologen Construction Unknown Seattle They are actually marketing to scared individuals about the loss of power and to go Solar. Its a scary 
tactic and they are continuing to remain open for installation and metering when the utility company 
themelves have stated they are non essential. They are meeting with people with direct physical 
contact usually in their home to sell Solar. They need to stop

Katie 1katie.wright@gmail.com 2067397817

03/31/20 5:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Tree Guy Other Tree Service 4657 Mission Rd Bellingham Just advertised on his Facebook page today that he is essential. Do not believe this is an essential 
service unless emergency work is necessary.

Jaimie Jaimstar@hotmail.com 360-739-4317

03/31/20 5:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open She can Clean Other Maid service 6001 58TH AVE SE Lacey They are nonessential and   I am wondering if maid service is essential as they are not on your list of 
being essential.  They are still sending maids out

03/31/20 5:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Container Store Other Retail 700 Bellevue Way NE Suite 120Bellevue This business mostly sells shelving and storage boxes, etc. They have opened claiming that they fall 
under the category of businesses serving people who work from home, like Office Depot or Staples. 
They sell a couple of office chairs, and maybe a desk - these are not central to their revenue since 
reopening - their customers since reopening have been buying closet systems. Even if their opening 
meets the letter of the executive order, it certainly doesn't meet the spirit of what Governor Inslee 
intended. Their opening is forcing their employees to either put themselves in danger to serve non-
essential functions.

taxdept@containerstore.com

03/31/20 5:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Safran Other Manufacturing 18225 N.E. 76TH STRedmond I currently work at Safran,  We don’t make any kind of medical equipment.  However we do make 
military parts for their airplanes. Roughly about 150  people split Into two shifts work there. Some of  
the areas are too small for proper social distancing. Most of the people I have talked too don’t feel 
safe going to work everyday , and don’t feel the company should be open.

Tamara Randolph Tamirandolph@yahoo.com 425-306-3372



03/31/20 5:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby lobby Other Retail 13200 Aurora NE N NorthSeattle Hobby lobby forcing teams to go back to work even when state is under lock down for non essential 
employees and stores.

Giving no option as they are forcing salaried managers to work and travel to the stores. Being told 
your getting paid you are required to be there now

03/31/20 5:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Craft Store 1441 NW Louisiana AveChehalis Michaels is a craft store. They do not sell food or medical supplies, they sell craft supplies which is 
not essential to life. They have made themselves essential by saying they are there for teachers...

Tracy bobzhouse@yahoo.com 3606232273

03/31/20 5:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open For example: Outlook Inn, Orcas Hotel, 
Pebble Cove Farm, Forest House on 
Orcas etc.

Other Hotels, inns, B&Bs, vacation rentals, second homes owned by non-residents in San Juan Islands.https://us01.iqwebbook.com/OIOOIWA834/~/, https://reserve3.resnexus.com/resnexus/reservations/lodging/052E2F33-0575-47D9-85A7-C259E98405CDEastsound Please view all the accommodation options on the TripAdvisor website which encourages visitors and 
non essential travel to to the San Juan Islands:
https://www.tripadvisor.com/VacationRentals-g58656-Reviews-
Orcas_Island_San_Juan_Islands_Washington-Vacation_Rentals.html
Also, I believe that Washington State Ferries should allow only essential travel and I am surprised to 
find that they do not have any restrictions whatsoever. How does this protect the residents of the 
islands? How can we contain the spread of the virus if non-residents are allowed to travel to the 
islands to take a break?

Federico Busonero MD (Orcas Island resident)fbusonero@gmail.com 3603765922

03/31/20 5:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crawl Pros Other Crawl space installation 109 S. 25th st Tacoma Continues to operate and when employees try to utilize safety precautions bosses utilize Coronavirus 
denier behavior and tell employees to stop spreading lies.

03/31/20 5:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ron jones Other chain saw lawn mower repair 14400 pacific ave tacoma 98444tacoma does not meet the requirements bill wsppngtn@gmail.com 2533555626
03/31/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mt Si Pet Salon Other Pet Salon 430 Main Ave S North Bend People can't get their hair cut because they were force to close, but pets can?

03/31/20 5:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open International Paper Other Manufacturing (as a whole), Research & Development, Mill Support 32901 Weyerhaeuser Way S, Suite 101Auburn This business site is staying open under the reasoning that International Paper falls under an 
essential business as a manufacturer of paper goods. However, no manufacturing takes place at this 
site and they are not limiting the work being done there to that which actually supports mills and 
manufacturing.

03/31/20 5:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precor Other Fitness company 20031 142nd Ave Woodinville They have there assembly lines running in w2 w3 a5 group all together. People don't want to be 
there. But fear getting fired. Building tread mills isn't essential to this state healing and people not 
getting sick and dying. Please look into this. There are many older people that work there. They are 
very worried. THIS ISNT A ESSENTIAL BUSINESS. Thank you!

03/31/20 5:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Accor Technology Other Manufacturing 3310 5th St SE East Wenatchee This company issued a letter to its employees stating that it is an essential business, but is not on the 
official list of essential businesses, not do they have the official business re-entry registration cards.
Employees have a false impression that they have a sort of duty to work as they believe they are 
easential.
I have a copy of this letter.

Jesse Fry jesse.r.fry@gmail.com 5092936003

03/31/20 5:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rocket Dog Care Other Dog daycare 9035 19th Ave NW Seattle Business remains open despite being non-essential. Claims to be essential in providing medication 
but only dispenses medication based on owners instructions, medication is provided by the owners.

03/31/20 5:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fully Charged Fitness Other Gym 117 E. Naches Ave Selah Non Essential gyms around the area are closed. Fully Charged Fitness are currently opened for 
certain members which isn’t fair nor safe.

Anonymous

03/31/20 5:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Atom Skate Other Roller skate manufacturer 2750 Williamson PL NW, suite 148DuPont This company is non essential and still open!
This could be endangering the employees for no good reason

Sean Baker seabaker@yahoo.com 3605234050

03/31/20 5:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sunstream Boat Lifts Other Boat Lift company 22149 68th Ave.S Kent WA 98032 This company has it's warehouse open. It is a nonessential  business. It is manufacturing boat lifts for 
dealers. There is no reason to keep this company's doors open when people's lives are at risk. It's not 
fair that other company's had to close there doors and this one went against the rules of the governor.

03/31/20 5:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Miller Community Center Other Sports courts 300 19th Ave E Seattle People playing tennis in tennis court.

03/31/20 5:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Springtools Other Manufacturing of Pin Punches and Nail Sets 2921 N University RdSpokane Valley Non essential business. Owner is bullying employees and threatening termination with prejudice if 
they don’t come in. 
At risk employees on site. Many have very young babies at home. Employees trying to keep spread 
out and coming in at different times, but not implemented by owner, employees had to schedule it 
themselves. Don’t want to leave contact info, afraid of reprisal.

03/31/20 5:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chinook Services Other Window cleaning, gutter cleaning 12811 8th Ave W, Everett, WA 98204Everett, WA 98204 This company is in the same business as we are. We are shut down as a non essential business. I 
asked for a ruling from the State and they said I was a non essential business and could not be open 
for business. Chinook Services sent an email to one of my clients soliciting work and said they are 
open. They are working illegally. Please shut them down.

Ken Cameron kencameron@aol.com 2069094241

03/31/20 5:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Truss Components Construction 5232 Joppa St SW Tumwater They are working and non essential Melissa Driscoll Malissa0413@gmail.com 3607478499
03/31/20 5:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veritas Guitars Other Guitar maker 606 main st Vancouver Business still open with employees working inside in back making guitars

03/31/20 5:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open colorado steel  sash Other Distributor of supplies needed to install windows 6250 Ellis ave s Seattle Supply to business who are now shut down J mitseff
03/31/20 5:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open seattle dive company Other service on pleasure crafts, ychts and sailboats 25706 Florence Acres Rdmonroe This is a company that is dealing with pleasure and leisure crafts which does not fall under essential. burt thuxton thruxton777@gmail.com

03/31/20 6:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bellevue Gun Club Other Gun shop and range 13216 SE 32nd StreetBellevue, WA 98005 They sent out email that the range is open and available for public use, plus training for new gun 
owners. This is not essential business.

Victoria Podmajersky torreybird@gmail.com 206-240-3915

03/31/20 6:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open bottoms boat diving Other Underwater service on sailboats and yachts n/a seattle I believe yachts are not essential

03/31/20 6:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Miracle Ear Other Retail/hearing aids 674 Strander Blvd. Tukwila This retail establishment is calling the elderly to entice them to come in to have a hearing test, for 
potential sale! They are preying  on the very demographic that Governor Inslee  pleaded with to stay 
home!!! This is about sales NOT service! When these Grandparents get these calls they feel 
pressured and trust that their best interest is being considered. This is especially despicable to PREY 
on these people at such a dangerous time!!
They’ll live with out a brand new device, they’ll die with Covid 19!!!  PLEASE do the RIGHT thing!!

Viola DeBoo violadeboo@hotmail.com 206-850-2601

03/31/20 6:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precor Other Fitness Company 20031 102nd Ave Woodinville Originally closed due to Inslee’s stay home order than reopened and continued business normally. 
This is not an essential business. Please look into this. People are extremely worried

03/31/20 6:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Toys Other Car stereo Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma This business should be closed and helping the citizens instead of putting them in danger. Tammy Tammywithat@gmail.com 3603496713

03/31/20 6:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest door Other Garage door manufacturing 19000 canyon road Fredrickson Business is open, non essential.

03/31/20 6:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CASCADE WINDOWS Construction 10507 E Montgomery AveSpokane This business continues to make workers (multiple employees) come into work 5 days a week, 
sometimes 6 to continue working which is placing them at risk and there is more than 25 people 
working in small area alone. BUT they are allowing office and HR employees work from home. I am 
extremely concerned for this safety and liability to spread to others in the community.

Margie Brown Majpaj33@gmail.com 5097038453

03/31/20 6:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open iLoveKickboxing - Everett Other Gym 505 SE EVERETT MALL WAY SUITE #3Everett Large group of people working out and boxing each other in a closed environment. Susan Susanspicer2015@gmail.com 425-923-4199

03/31/20 6:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Signature Window and Door 
Replacement

Construction 22613 68th ave southKent This company has on their website essential but their competitors have been shut down. Fraudsters 
in more than one way...

Anonymous

03/31/20 6:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tri-Nar Inc. Construction 22122 20th Ave SE bothell The controller and another employee are working in the office daily. This is an electrical contractor 
and non essential.
They laid several employees off but in the office themselves.

KIM L ZINTER kzinter73@gmail.com 2067330203

03/31/20 6:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Master Cho TaeKwonDo Other TaeKwonDo School 5031 168th St. SW Ste 100Lynnwood Children are attending TaeKwonDo......despite directive of social distancing. Marie aljncon@yahoo.com 425-678-1838

03/31/20 6:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wet Noses Dry Paws Other Dog daycare 411 south Fawcett aveTacoma Massive amount of dogs so all those people coming out door in morning Sophia Maria Hall sophiahall@comcast.net 253-355-5882

03/31/20 6:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aussie Antiques Other Thrift store 501 North Whitcomb AveTonasket This business is open daily and is not an essential business they are a thrift store. Rose Isler avcountrystore@gmail.com 5094864214

03/31/20 6:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Citydog club Other Dog Daycare 809 Olive Way Seattle Business is not categorized as essential and continues to remain open amidst the Stay Home Stay 
Healthy order.

wiggle@citydogclub.com

03/31/20 6:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tunes station Other Car Audio shop 8012 S Tacoma Way #33, Lakewood, WA 98499Lakewood People are sick and still gathering there. It is unsafe for the community and not an essential Aicha astthe365@gmail.com

03/31/20 6:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sarah's Doggy Daycare Other Dog walker 1536 Elizabeth Ave, Bremerton, WA 98337Bremerton She continues to go in and out of peoples homes to walk their dogs. She is also an uber driver so in 
and out of restaurants. Has stated she will not stop until a government official tells her to.

Rene Bubbasmommy808@gmail.com

03/31/20 6:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open USTA Martial Arts Other Tae Kwon Do 17306 Smokey Point Drive #18Arlington Non essential business is open with more than 10 people inside on a regular basis. Erica Knapp ericalknapp@yahoo.com 4258706958

03/31/20 6:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bicycle Centres of Snohomish Other Bicycle shop 707 Pine Ave suite B101Snohomish Non compliance. Advertising online Covid19 update: Still open for business! Arnold Fredhour afresh05@gmail.com 2067953824

03/31/20 6:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tile for less Other Tile store 5414 e Sprague aveSpokane valley This store should be closed,the owner change his hours but says he won't close the store. He putting 
his 2 employees health at risk.

Michele michelesweet55@yahoo.com 5097239955

03/31/20 7:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Continental Door Comapany Construction 12718 E Indiana AveSpokane Non essential business still operating and putting others at risk

03/31/20 7:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AT&T Other Phone store 22001 highway 99 unite 200Edmonds Prime communications owns this buisness not AT&T declares non essential already

03/31/20 7:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Good Karma Doggy Daycare Other Dog daycare 414 St. Helens Ave Tacoma My business is essential and I’m not allowed to use my doggy daycare.   This is wrong Sophia Maria Hall sophiahall@comcast.net 253-355-5882

03/31/20 7:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Core Balance Other Yoga 4110 Terrace Heights Dr.Yakima This is a small yoga business still doing classes 7 days a week.
I have been in my classes when there are 10 people in the room. Distancing between people is not 
safe.
Please DO NOT use my name when you contact them, as I  am still a student there, but I have 
chosen not to go while the virus is active.

Margaret gary.peggymyhre@gmail.com 509-972-7889

03/31/20 7:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skyline communications Construction 12002 Beverly park blvdEverett All office employees can work from home but owner refuses to let them. And lays off the only 
employee following the work from home orders

03/31/20 7:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vetrotech Construction 2108 b st nw Auburn Glass and door manufacturer is not something that is essential but yet they remain open ignoring all 
social distancing rules

03/31/20 7:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bloom Inc Other Sod company Hwy2 Monroe They are delivering salt to private residence and no social distancing non-essential business Ken Kolrud Keyonkolrud@comcast.net 4253306044

03/31/20 7:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Juba restaurant Restaurant or food service business I 14223 Tukwila International bvdTukwila This business supposed to be close but I seen a lot of people coming in and out.

03/31/20 7:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evergreen engineering and sales inc Construction 1531 20th st NW Auburn Non essential business is open, putting our neighbor in dangerous of exposing to Coronavirus Hi we liu Jinliu@lcseafoods.com 9175842625

03/31/20 7:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Norvanco intl Other Warehouse 4301 west valley highwaySumner Business that distributes non-essential goods Casey bgsmitty2004@yahoo.com 2537544024
03/31/20 7:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Art Morrison Enterprises Other Custom vehicle parts 5301 8th St Fife Nonessential business. Company builds custom Chassis & suspensions for car enthusiasts & hobby 

car collectors. This is not an auto body or auto repair facility. They take orders for custom work 
ONLY. Company is not following the essential business only & staff has been told to report to work.

info@artmorrison.com

03/31/20 7:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gencap Construction 18149 68th Ave NE Kenmore My boyfriend works for Gencap and is being told to work despite the company receiving multiple 
warnings from the city that they are non essential and need to cease work/send their employees 
home. They closed for less than a week after those warnings and intend to open normal operations 
on Thursday April 2nd

Kelsey Beebe Kelseybeebe130@gmail.com

03/31/20 7:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sologen Power Construction 5100 Elm Street Pasco They are continuing to play on peoples fears of losing power for their homes during this crisis and 
have refused to comply with the shut down. When asked and shown that they are not essential they 
were verbally attacking people. This business needs to be stopped. Physical contact with various 
people IN THEIR HOMES to push their own greed for sales. This is a solar company that is 
thoughtless and they need to be held accountable

Katie 206-739-7817

03/31/20 7:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Magnolia Bridge Storage Other Self storage 1900 15th Ave west Seattle Business is open .I don’t believe this is an essential business

03/31/20 7:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Art on the Columbia Other Art store 830 N Columbia Center Blvd, Ste B2Kennewick I drove by this business and noticed they are still open, and through an open window, you can see 
they are hosting an art class.

03/31/20 7:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lemon /Zone D-Erotica Other Porn Shop 3813 N Division Spokane Non essential business open 7 days per week

03/31/20 7:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Interior Concepts & Design Other Interior Designer Firm 9532 Gravelly Lake Dr SWTacoma This place of business is still accepting clients into their show room, and they are making in house 
meetings with their clients. This is a non-essential business that doesn't provide any necessary 
construction services besides design plans. They continue to operate under normal business hours.

03/31/20 8:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bry's Other Furniture store 1401 State Ave Marysville Why is a furniture store open for business? rachealhollo@gmail.com
03/31/20 8:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crunch Pac Restaurant or food service business 301 Sunset HighwayCashmere This factory has a full parking lot full of factory workers daily. And their kids are going to daycare at 

the local elementary school which is Vale Elementary in Cashmere.
Christy Pease christypease@outlook.com 5096692368

03/31/20 8:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Makery Other Paint and sign studio 11105 Steele st s Tacoma Showing on social media that they are open to pick up painting signs and decorative items.



03/31/20 8:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Commercial Printing Inc Other Printing 1449 N Wenatchee AveWenatchee Printing services are not essential.  They are still operating and open to the public.

03/31/20 8:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fuzzy Wuzzy Rug Cleaning Co. Other Carpet and Rug Cleaning 4640 Union Bay PlaceSeattle Residential carpet cleaning and rug pick up in peoples homes.

03/31/20 8:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open bricks and minifigs Other toy stores 14650 N Kelsey St Ste 102,MONROE is a toy store essintal ? mechelle russell mechellepsalms56@gmail.com 4253448311
03/31/20 8:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open William's Flower and Gift Other Flower Shop 1620 6th ave Tacoma I work for a florist in puyallup and we had been told to shut down under governor's order so we 

complied.This shop provides same services that we do and when we requested an exception to do no 
contact deliveries we were denied as non essential.i would just like to know how  this shop is exempt?

Kristi Taylor graveyardgirl2@gmail.com 2533598074

03/31/20 9:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fry's Electronics Other Electronics Retailer 800 Garden Ave NorthRenton Fry's electronics is open in defiance of the governor's order, AND, is price gouging on re-packaged 
nitrile gloves.

I would rather not.

03/31/20 9:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Minute man Press Other printing business 16292 Redmond WayRedmond Print business is not listed as essential and they claim to have goverment contracts which most 
believe to be untrue.  The stay at home act doesn't work unless everyone does it.

jamey davis tripletsdad@comcast.net 425-922-2551

03/31/20 9:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AudioControl Other Electronics: audio amplifiers and processors 22410 70th Ave W Mountlake Terrace Apparently the company's lawyers have advised that legal wording can be stretched to imply the 
company does 'automotive repair' and works on critical networking infrastructure. The company 
makes and repairs auto amplifiers for music, and its audio amplifiers sometimes use network 
connectivity to control them. Not an auto repair, infrastructure, or otherwise essential business.

03/31/20 9:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Christensen shipyard Other Building a megayacht 4400 see Columbia wayVancouver The employees do not want to be working. Finishing a boat and packing up a warehouse.

03/31/20 9:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Quilting Mayhem Other Fabric shop 1118 2nd Street Snohomish Business still open, doing pick up orders, and shipping.

03/31/20 9:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DJ's Sportscards Other A collectibles baseball card store frequented by lots of kids 1630 Duvall Ave NE Renton This collectibles business is encouraging customers and advertising on his website and Facebook to 
visit his retail store in Renton. His video even shows customers inside his cramped store. I believe this 
is dangerous and against the law at this time.

Anonymous cheeto.knutsen@yahoo.com 2532679086

03/31/20 9:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Baseball Card Shop Other A collectibles baseball card store frequented by lots of kids 12110 Meridian E. - Suite 4Puyallup This collectibles business is encouraging customers and advertising on Facebook to visit his retail 
store in South Hill Puyallup.  I believe this is dangerous and against the law at this time.

Anonymous cheeto.knutsen@yahoo.com 2532679086

03/31/20 9:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Buddys home Furniture Other Furniture Rental 11007 Bridgeport way sLakewood They're openning back up for 4 days when people get paid to collect payments or to sale deliver and 
pick up furniture. All stores in the state. They sent messages to customers theynwould be open one 
the 1st till the end of the week

yeags723@gmail.com 4253209555 Buddy@buddyrents.com

03/31/20 9:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Guns Other Guns and Ammunition 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Their firing range and retail store are still open Brendan Dotson brendan.dotson@t-mobile.com 4253834000
03/31/20 9:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Zone d'  Erotica Lingerie Other Pronography 3813 N Division St Spokane Observed open signs and cars parked in rear customer parking. Observed while waiting in car across 

the street at Walgreens. Then drive around back and saw cars
.

Douglas McGuire's douglas.mcguire@gmail.com 509-319-7510

03/31/20 9:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Graceland sheds Construction 500 metcalf st ste a-4  Sedro Woolley 98284Sedro-Woolley They a shed company that has not shut down but all other shed company’s have shut down Kurtis johnson Sydneyjohnson2008@hotmail.com 3609410976

03/31/20 9:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bricks and Minifigs Other Retail Kelsey st Monroe Lego shop open and doing brisk business inside the store with adults and children coming in and out 
all day Saturday, Monday and Tuesday (today)

Jill juliaj2271@yahoo.com 5033327611

03/31/20 10:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open jev recycling inc Other concrete recycling 6524 240th St SE woodinville non essential! brian brian.easter20@gmail.com 2533185900
03/31/20 10:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Greater Gospel Temple Other Church 12626 Renton Ave SSeattle The leader of the church was in he church building conducting a live Facebook service. It was clear 

there was at least 5 people in the building, that number includes the musicians, which could be heard 
in the video on Facebook. The church is a non-essential business and the leader didn’t follow the 
stay at home ban.

03/31/20 10:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A A A & Monroe Rock Quarries Other landscape/rock quarries 15421 166th St SE Snohomish non-essential business brian brian.easter20@gmail.com 2533185900
03/31/20 10:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open washington cedar and suppy Other roofing material supply/roof top delivery 1400 w. main st auburn work is being performed like normal. no emergency jobs are being done, no hospitals or any essential 

buildings are being delivered too. no regard for employees health and the situation surrounding all of 
us now.

Jazmyn Bjorklund Jazmynbjorklund@gmail.com 5037983414

03/31/20 10:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Flower World Other Plant shop 322 196th St SE Snohomish Still open!

03/31/20 10:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skunks auto detailing Other Car detailing 503 S 3rd Ave, Sequim, Washington 98382Sequim Car dealers are not essential Khris Khrisr1986@gmail.com 3604618020
03/31/20 10:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Be one yoga Other Yoga studio 11220 NE 124th St #101Kirkland This studio seems to still open for a few classes per day. Yogi Seattleyogi@gmail.com 2066227656
03/31/20 10:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Check Out My LLC Other Trading Cards: Baseball Or Other Sports, Entertainment, Etc.  Consigner 6727 185th Ave NE Redmond COMC has skirted definitions of what is essential in order to remain open for business.  Employees 

that have elected to shelter in place cannot apply for unemployment to help cover living expenses and 
the few that are working are doing so because we cannot afford to NOT work because the business 
refuses to temporarily close and furlough it's employees to allow them to take on unemployment 
benefits to get through these hard times.

Jeremy (Though I very much wish to remain ANONYMOUS)bigbaldpapa@gmail.com 2068169349

03/31/20 11:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Natural Ballplayer Other Baseball Coaching 11626 Slater Ave NE suite 4-5Kirkland Via Social Media - Instagram @thenaturalballplayer all gyms should be closed and unsafe for 
children/athletes to not be executing safe distancing protocol.

Jacob Lee Jacobmrlee2@gmail.com 3604805575

03/31/20 11:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brist Mfg. Other Screenprinting Clothing 4208 Meridian St. STE 102Bellingham This non-essential business is still operating, warehouse production of screen printed clothing, hat 
decoration, and shipping and receiving are still occurring. 

The Stay Home-Stay healthy proclamation is not being taken seriously.

brendan@bristmfg.com

04/01/20 12:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby lobby Other Craft store 13902 E Indiana aveSpokane Valley Hobby lobby is planning on opening on Monday. Jill Kennedy itsjillk@yahoo.com 5098790067
04/01/20 12:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Summer Veterinary hospital Other Groomer( located in same building as veterinarian) 16024 60th St Sumner Nonessential grooming services. They are taking advantage of being housed within the same building 

as an essential business
Small business owner

04/01/20 12:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Purrfect Cat Boarding Other Cat Boarding & Grooming 1511 NE 166th St Shoreline Busy facility remains open for business 7 days a week. Boards up too 100 cats, plus onsite groomer. 
Business located in residential area.

purrfectcatboarding@gmail.com

04/01/20 12:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harold's Lighting Other Showroom 1912 N 45th St Seattle The showroom, which serves no purpose for anything other than people coming by to look at 
designer lights and place orders, is open, and the owner has expressed rebellious intent against the 
order.

04/01/20 12:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open United Volleyball Supply Other Volleyball supply 14615 NE 91st St Building BRedmond I just don't think Volleyball Supply is an essential business. Dawn Cozzolino dsantacozz@yahoo.com 2064237360
04/01/20 3:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Book Rack Other Bookstore 551 NE Midway Blvd, Ste 3oak harbor Non essentials were ordered to close, books are not an essential business. They are selling items 

curbside without social distancing taking place
Anonymous Anonymous unlisted

04/01/20 3:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shade Pro Other RV Shade Installations 2505 Folex Way Spring Valley This company has people traveling back and forth between San Diego and Yuma Arizona on a weekly 
basis .

Ralph Craig Zcarralph@aol.com 4085914558

04/01/20 4:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Build solar panels Other Silfab inc 600 bock of Cornwall AvenueBellingham Still open  and people are not social the 6 foot rule  and solar panels are not a essential Koe

04/01/20 4:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open OSW & Northend Truck Other Dump Truck & Flat Bed Building 20812 Broadway AveSnohomish Northend Truck has already been open and employees are reporting for work. They are not working 
on any essential work at this time, and come the end of this week, they will be requiring their 
employees to pack and move toolboxes and equipment to their sister business OSW in 
Clearview/Snohomish. MOVING is NOT ESSENTIAL. I am terrified. They plan to then have all the 
guys from both businesses working from that location do non-essential work. This will be somewhere 
in the neighborhood of 80-100 employees under on roof... building dumptrucks and flatbeds... that are 
not essential at this time. They may use some BS excuse about having a state contract... they are not 
working on any state work at this time and the letter they gave employees says they are critical 
manufacturing. My husband was building a flatbed last week to haul hay to the elk... ya know, the wild 
animals that feed themselves. Please do something about this. We have been staying away from our 
children and grandchildren at home to respect social distancing and yet we may still get sick because 
of company greed. My health is not the best and if I contract the virus, not only may I not make it, but 
this could cause further unnecessary strain on our healthcare system.

Lisa Owens tooattentive@aol.com 206-280-9176 service@oswequipment.com

04/01/20 4:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Silfab Solar Other Solar panel manufacture 800 Cornwall Ave Bellingham Friend who works there reports that business is operating despite a lack of customers and their 
business - solar panel manufacture - not being essential.

04/01/20 6:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The truss company Construction 118 a union rd Spokane valley Building and delivering trusses.

04/01/20 6:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Zelda's Pet Grooming LLC Other Pet Groomer 360 S Grand Ave Pullman This is a non essential business that is operating in Idaho while the WA stay at home order was 
active. I am not sure this was 100% legal, but they started operating out of an essential business (a 
vet clinic) but performing essentially non essential business and encouraging more traffic to a 
previously low contact and low traffic area.

Jodie Brotherton jodiebrotherton@hotmail.com 5094321323 Zeldaspetgrooming@gmail.com

04/01/20 6:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Arts and Crafts Retailer 7630 N Division St a, Spokane, WA 99208Spokane Non essential business encouraging people to come to their store. They are not properly staffed and 
employees are forced to use sick time.

04/01/20 6:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tori Belle - Lash Liner Other Direct Sales Lash Compamy 16120 Woodinville -Redmond NEWoodinville Shipping and hiding employee cars in warehouse

04/01/20 7:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lakeview Stone & Garden Other stone yard 916 N 143rd St Seattle Non-essential business requiring high-risk citizens to continue working and allowing citizens to 
continue shopping for cosmetic stone pieces.

04/01/20 7:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Richards Pipe and Steel Other Steelworks 144 Roy Road Sw Pacific They are still open and the owner told employees not to draw attention to the business and to park in 
the yard behind the shop.

Kaylee N Carothers kcarot123@gmail.com 2532483295

04/01/20 7:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Audio controls Other Electronic Manufacture 22410 70th ave w #1Mountlake Terrance There was already someone who tested. Luckily no one else got the virus. They are still functioning. I 
do not work there, someone I love does.

Hector gonzalezhc71@outlook.com 3605930728

04/01/20 7:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trailside Homes Construction 304 E 1st Cle Elum Several cars and lights on at showroom/office. Tim Berndt Berndt.tim@gmail.com 4257857982
04/01/20 8:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Comc "Check out my cards" Other Shipping sport cards Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us drive to work daily.

04/01/20 8:02 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Comc "Check out my cards" Other Shipping sport cards Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us drive to work daily.

04/01/20 8:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open carpet plus Other carpet, vinyl, hardwood, tile store 34515 16th ave s. federal way business open during lock down unanimous
04/01/20 8:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open bath and kitchen outlet Other bath and kitchen store 1610 s. 341st pl. federal way business open during lock down unanimous
04/01/20 8:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open cash america Other pawn shop 33012 pacific Hwy s.federal way business open during lock down unanimous
04/01/20 8:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Capital Industrial Other Fabrication 2649 RW Johnson Blvd. SW.Tumwater This company builds trailers and is forcing their employers to come to work. They also have a store 

front where they are remaining open and are not being cautious. This is a non-essential business that 
is open and putting families at risk.

04/01/20 8:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's EastSide Guns Other Gun Store 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue This retail store is still open.

04/01/20 8:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Maverick Label Other Labels 120 w dayton st ste a7Edmonds We make stickers. They have tried to call us "essential" bc we made some hand sanitizer labels. But 
mainly we are making stickers for golf clubs or other VERY unnecessary things.

04/01/20 8:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open S3 Maritime Other Maritime Vessel Maint. 2360 Commodore Way Suite 200Seattle I know they are working on sailboats and yachts; their vehicles are running all around Ballard and 
Lake Union. They could be spreading Covid-19 to Hundreds of people for no good reason.

04/01/20 8:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Plastics NW Other Manufacturing 2851 NW Lower River RdVancouver This company makes plastic parts that are not essential.  There is no reason for them to be open.  
They are only open because they are worried about losing business.  My spouse works here and 
should not be working.

04/01/20 8:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open THENATURALBALLPLAYER LLC Other Baseball academy that provides hitting and pitching lessons 11626 Slater Ave Ne, Unit 4Kirkland, WA 98034 The facility is continuing to provide baseball lessons and plans to conduct a baseball camp next 
week.  This is an unreasonable risk for the community.

04/01/20 8:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Snap fitness Health-related business 1600 NE Roseway LN #120Bremerton I overheard my daughter talking to her friend who was saying that her gym is still open but is telling 
people to park in the back because they didn’t want to get in trouble. My daughters friend said that 
they aren’t accepting new people but are letting members who had formerly existed in the back doors 
of the gym. This concerns me because they are not an essential business and I want to get my life 
back to normal but with people doing this such as this business, it will never happen.

Danya Danya0070@yahoo.com 3604908143

04/01/20 8:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smart Energy Today Construction 2500 Mottman road swolympia open for business non essential salesforce is working

04/01/20 8:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood Custom Cabinets Other Cabinetry 23800 e appleway aveLiberty lake Management states there is a skeleton crew running but behind locked doors there is a large amount 
of employees in assembly. Not possible to run this company on a skeleton crew.

Queen langford.kara@gmail.com 5092800224



04/01/20 9:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open NorPac Inc Construction 20015 85th Ave S Kent I am not sure if NorPac qualifies as essential business or not.  I have a personal request for inclusion 
pending.  I am not sure the business is doing this on their own as well or not.  NorPac is a leading 
Manufacturers’ Representative firm in the Plumbing, Hydronic Heating, and Irrigation industries - 
servicing Washington, Oregon, Northern Idaho, and Alaska.
http://www.norpacinc.com/ - COMPANY WEBSITE
I want to remain anonymous if possible.  I also want to keep working if possible but I do not want to be 
working if we are not supposed to be working. My father is high risk at 68 years old and has 
preexisting conditions and I do not want to spread the virus to him by going to work when I am not 
supposed to be working.  I am afraid if we are not essential this business will remain open which will 
not allow me to laid off.  I don't have enough money to choose to willingly not work.  If the business is 
open when it is not supposed to be it makes me feel like I am in a catch22.  I want to bring this to your 
attention out of fear but please keep me anonymous if possible.

04/01/20 9:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Factory Fitness Health-related business 4940 auto center blvdbremerton cars coming and going all day. sign on front door says gym is closed, but cars are parking in back lot 
and theres a propped door open in back aren't gyms are supposed to be closed

04/01/20 9:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bargain town sec hand &  vintage finds Other junk yard and sec hand 3839 and 3835 broadway avemoses lake Dont sell food just old stuff and adv in the Columbia basin herald page a4 Tuesday march 31 2020left 
hand side half way down.  There phone I s509766 1289 and 509989 7546 see add

M neal quilt@amerion.com 5097629299

04/01/20 9:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Athletic Form Health-related business 2944 1st Ave S Seattle This cross fit type gym is have classes all day indoors business as usual style. Between 11am and 
4pm most days there are at least 3 to 4 different classes going on. I asked one of the women that 
came out of that space as she was completely covered in sweat in workout gear out of breath with 2 
other lady's right at her side. All got into different vehicles to go home. What the hell!

Dathan Williams blackfowl81@gmail.com 2069406084

04/01/20 9:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open NorthStar Gloves Other Work glove manufacturer 2916 So Steele St Tacoma I feel leather gloves manufacturing are not essential at this time and I feel other business that had to 
close we’re more essential than this type of business.

04/01/20 9:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open free Handy man for Disabled Veterans Other second hand store 4507 W Wellesley Spokand there still operating and this store is a second hand store, they don't sell food. so why is it still open.

04/01/20 9:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Carpet Liquidators Other Carpets Guide Meridian Bellingham The business is still operating, although it is not essential. Shelli shellicaldwell@gmail.com 3607393116
04/01/20 9:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open moon valley organics Other Body care product production 3288 valley hwy deming Employees are still working in production at moon valley organics

04/01/20 9:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jobsite Stud Welding Construction 3203 Old Hartford RdLake Stevens Can you please cancel my previous entry for this company, it was sent in error.
Thanks

Paul Peters paul.peters@outlook.com 425.501.0469

04/01/20 10:02 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JB Sandblasters Other Sandblasting 6105 192nd St NE #1Arlington Don't believe they are an essential business Denise denijoe@comcast.net
04/01/20 10:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other Flooring Retail 115 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley Spokane Department has already informed this business they are non essential. This company has 

several locations through washington
manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/01/20 10:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Basta Boat Lifts Other boat lift manufacturer 1800 Richards RoadBellevue Business remained open a couple days after shutdown order, then closed (put up a sign), but have 
since re-opened

04/01/20 10:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tilz Soils and Compost Construction 12112 Miller Bay RD NEBainbridge Island Multiple times dump truck of soil passing on road

04/01/20 10:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Incom Other Manufacturing 4525 NW fruit valley roadVancouver They are using the fact that our location back east makes parts for military night vision to stay open 
but our Vancouver location has nothing to so with this process and yet is open and im being forced to 
either work or stay home with no pay.

Alan Trintinw@yahoo.com 2535764808

04/01/20 10:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michael's Other Arts and Crafts 1567 S Burlington BlvdBurlington Non-essential business Linda Snow linda@snowandsnow.us
04/01/20 10:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Other Manufacturing bath tubs 801 Northern Pacific Rd SEYelm non essential business running, social distancing protocol not being followed, negatively impacting 

the health of the community.
heidi geddes misterdozerdude@msn.com 360-894-0558

04/01/20 10:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Miller paint Other Paint wherehouse 5252 s Washington Tacoma This business is open. They claim to be exempt. I don't want my name given out, I have a family 
member who is going to work and is having child in day care

04/01/20 10:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skagit Coin Other Pawn Shop 1567 S Burlington BlvdBurlington Non-essential. Risk to public health Linda Snow linda@snowandsnow.us
04/01/20 10:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hole in the wall Other Gun Store/Indoor Shooting Range 7509 W Deschutes AveKennewick It is an indoor range and gun store. I heard several employees talking about how they all had people 

at home with compromised immune systems, and that one of them has a pregnant wife and two kids 
at home.  While I was there, a small group came in that said they had people from Oregon and a 
friend from California, asking if it was ok to just ‘look around’ if groups of people are violating the stay 
ar home order to just come ‘look around’ where else have they been? This is not only a gun 
shop/indoor range, but a destination location of this Tri-State area with Idaho, Oregon and 
Washington. This business remaining open in the current capacity is a danger not only to the 
employees there, but anyone from any community could be turning that shop, and in turn their homes 
into a hot zone

04/01/20 10:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AMTNW Other Aerospace manufacturer 20100 71st Ave NE Arlington, WA 98223 Lots out sick 1 confirmed case. Only makes plane parts that doesnt help people stay home and get 
what they need

04/01/20 10:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lux Pet Salon and Daycare Other Pet grooming salon 8011 20th St SE Unit 105BEverett My employer, Mathew Overvold, is keeping his pet salon open for business, and has backed the 
remaining employees into a corner in order to stay open. He bought pet food to resell, in order to be 
considered essential. This is an act, we have never sold pet food before this.

Jessica Jjanine718@gmail.com 4255831079

04/01/20 10:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nelson Motorsports Other Outdoor Recreation 3326 Bickford Ave BSnohomish I get that this is a small business that usually doesn't have many people at one time in its doors, but i 
just don't see a reason to be open when they are not truly needed and could be hurting the 
community by staying open and in public.

04/01/20 10:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ceramic pro and Spokane auto spa and 
customs

Other Car detail shop and auto body shop. 6315 E. Sharp ave. Spokane valley The owner has 4 businesses in one place and all 4 are still operating. One is a insurance company 
called profit solutions , one is ceramic pro, and one is Spokane auto spa and customs and they are all 
in operations everyday. The last business is advanced mechanical systems but that is a heating and 
cooling company and probably should be open. I do believe the main 3 should not be open and 
dealing with public during this pandemic.

Chris Arthur arthurs69.ca@gmail.com 2086820667

04/01/20 10:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Wing Shoes Other Retail Store 221 SE Everett Mall Way - M2Everett They are a shoe store that is remaining open and advertising

04/01/20 10:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Torklift International Other Manufacturer 1901 Fryar Ave Sumner We are not essential we should not be open they are worried about losing money

04/01/20 10:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brooklyn Iron Works Construction 2401 E Brooklyn AvenueSpokane Work place being Stuped about work while not suppose to.

04/01/20 10:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ArtForm Other Custon art framing 527 S Main St,  Seattle Wa 98104Seattle This business in OPEN, and has been open everyday since the Stay at home, Stay healthy order was 
put in place.

PLEASE MAKE THEM CLOSE AND ADHERE TO ORDER

Custom art framing is NOT an essential business.

Owner has ignored stay at home order everyday. Forces her one employee to come to work and ride 
the Bainbridge ferry.

Terrible!!

perfer not to say perfer not to say perfer not to say

04/01/20 11:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hartung Glass Industries Other Glass Production 17830 W Valley HwyTukwila A few workers there are high-risk as they are underlying health problems and yet the company makes 
them stay and work. There are some workers who have to be in close proximity, not following the 
social distance requirements. In addition, the company has stated that costumers have decreased and 
yet production continues.

John jnguyen2718@gmail.com 2066943303

04/01/20 11:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Taylor Metal Construction 710 A St NW Auburn non essential

04/01/20 11:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Container Store Other Closets/Storage Goods 2437 southcenter mallTukwila Business does not have essential goods and subjecting employees and customers to the virus and 
their health.

taxdept@containerstore.com

04/01/20 11:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Real Carriage Doors Other Door building 9770 44th Ave Suite 104,Gig Harbor They are running business.

04/01/20 11:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Venetian Stone Works Construction 17669 128th Pl NE Woodinville in full operation doing stone fabrication for residential projects

04/01/20 11:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cardinal Shower Enclosures Other Shower Glass Company. 3808 N Sullivan Rd building 35-c,Spokane Valley, WA 99216This is a shower glass company that is still working in a warehouse and office environment.  They 
produce residential and commercial shower glass.  Construction is shut down in the state.  
They are an out of state company and are taking on work from other states as well.  This is a safety 
issue and while shipping items to other areas could also be spreading the virus.  Thank you.

04/01/20 11:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Keller Supply Kitchen & Bath Showcase Construction 1428 15th St NW Auburn Employer is making all showroom employees come in and do training that they have requested 
specifically for things for us to do during this down time.  We are not essential, and this has been 
pointed out by multiple people.  Because we sell hot water heaters our company is saying they can 
run the full crew.  Maybe a skeleton crew would be okay, but not a full crew.  Another coworker has 
already done the form asking if were allowed to be open or not, and they said outside of upper 
management, no we shouldn't be open.  I haven't forwarded anything along as I fear losing my job 
over the company wanting retribution if I cost them any money for having to close.  None of the 
corporate (salaried employees) headquarters is working at office, only the hourly employees.  I could 
work from home since all were doing is web training, and they are refusing to allow it.

EC neverwannalose1432@gmail.com

04/01/20 11:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Service Partners Construction 6200 E Main Ave #1 Spokane Valley They do not service an essential need. They supply insulation to residential construction and non 
essential construction. They even sell retail to the public

04/01/20 11:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ross Pressure Washing Construction N/A Seattle Advertising for work on Facebook group Tacoma Buy Sell or Trade as he isn’t sick and can still 
provide services.

04/01/20 11:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lemon/zone derotica Other Porn shop 3813 N Division streetSpokane This non essential business is open while the stay at home order is in place!

04/01/20 11:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SALTWATER VINTAGE Other retail shop FRONT STREET  ??POULSBO, WASH THEY ARE A LARGE VINTAGE STORE.. DOESN'T WANT TO CLOSE.. they have an espresso 
machine, so decided they were essential..!!  encouraging people to shop is not what this is about. 
sickening..

kathryn Petit kathryn@petitandolson.com 2066051155 saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

04/01/20 11:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spade and Archer Design Agency Other Real Estate Home Staging 2501 Harbor Avenue SouthwestSeattle Spade and Archer is a non essential business (Real Estate Home Staging) that is open for and 
advertising for business and not complying with Stay home stay safe emergency order.  

Here is their internet add:  Good news is few and far between these days — but we’re happy to 
continue business while our listing agents and clients stay at home. Use our instant pricing tool, 
schedule a time for our team to visit the property and work with our remote staff to get your staging 
day on the books and installed to keep you moving toward a timely sale. Enjoy this discount code to 
make things a little easier. 

DISCOUNT CODE "STAYATHOME" EXPIRES APRIL 15:

10% off the initial payment of any PAY-UP-FRONT project
HOW TO USE YOUR SPADE AND ARCHER DISCOUNT CODE:

When you are filling out the form in the contract questions link and you are asked… Do you have any 
gift certificates or promotional items? Just enter the code: STAYATHOME
This code is valid in conjunction with gift certificates but is not viable in conjunction with other 
discounts. 
Discount codes are valid at the time of contract signing. Discounts can not be changed retroactively. 
This exact code must be submitted in the online contract questionnaire to receive the discount.
Discount applies to projects in the Greater Seattle area.

Prefer to remain annoymous anonymous please prefer to remain annoymous

04/01/20 11:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Recycle Bicycle Shop Other Bicycle shop 415 N Main St Ellensburg Open sign is on and business is being conducted.

04/01/20 11:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open IDI Distributors Other Distribution Multiple Arlington, Kent Business is still operating and open to walk-in pickups. Not working on any federal jobs. If essential, 
could easily take orders over the phone and schedule pickup, eliminating office personnel. They are 
now asking regional managers who typically work from home to come in to be a “presence”, 
increasing the people in the office and exposure, not reducing it. Employees are concerned about the 
potential risk to their families.

2532419296

04/01/20 11:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Recycle Bicycle Shop Other Bicycle shop 415 N Main St Ellensburg Open sign is on and business is being conducted.



04/01/20 11:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Retail 1185 NW Gilman Blvd.Issaquah, WA All the lights were on, there were people in the store as I drove by yesterday afternoon around 2 PM. Kristen Fife kmfife@hotmail.com 4255339243

04/01/20 11:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fall City Firearms Other Gun Shop 33606 Redmond-Fall City Rd SEFall City I noticed that this store is still functioning, with all their "open" neon lights on in all windows and the 
doors unlocked. Since it's a gun shop, they normally keep their windows shuttered, so I couldn't 
actually see inside.

Gretchen Richter de Medeiros grdemedeiros@yahoo.com 425-394-8441

04/01/20 11:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bark and Garden Center Other Garden Center, primarily ornamental plants, no livestock 4004 Harrison Ave NWOlympia Business is non-essential per the descriptions given under ‘agriculture’. Business primarily sells 
ornamental plants, no livestock, and some edible starts. Business is not enforcing social distancing at 
register area, cashiers do not have the space to remain 6 ft from customers when customers use 
payment system. Signage is inadequate.

barkandgarden@juno.com

04/01/20 11:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open B.well Health-related business 2705 unit A.  so Tacoma wayTacoma wa This is a gym Steven Russell Steve@aandrhoods.com 2535073860
04/01/20 11:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Frontier Door and Cabinet Inc. Other Door and cabinet maker, installer 11721 Steele Street SouthTacoma Non-essential business operating during quarantining period. Anonymous
04/01/20 11:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fort Fido Other Doggie Daycare 27th st. West University Place This business has remained open everyday I drive by it multiple times/day due to me being an actual 

essential employee (I am a nurse). How in the world is “doggie daycare” even remotely considered an 
essential business? It’s not ! Thx

Suzy Miller SuMill2@AOL.com 253-310-7733

04/01/20 11:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lithtex NW Other Print Shop 2000 Kentucky St Bellingham I have stopped going in to work but as evidenced by an email I received they are still operating in a 
limited function therefore unnecessarily putting employees at risk for the sole benefit of the owners. 
This makes me sick. I reported this in another form so apologies if this has already been resolved but I 
want to be certain they get the message that what they are doing is wrong.

Aden Lozar adenlozar@gmail.com 3609703603

04/01/20 11:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SaltWater Vintsge Other Antique store Front street Poulsbo, WA I could send you a photo!  They have a fake grocery store sign out front.  They think this is ok Scott Kpetit206@gmail.com 206-605-1155 saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

04/01/20 11:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sportsman’s Warelhouse Other Sporting goods 6603 W Canal Dr, Kennewick, WA 99336Kennewick Endangering employees in public by remaining open

04/01/20 11:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Twin Dragons northwest Other Martial arts 823 w 1st st Aberdeen A class environment shouldn't be being taught.

04/01/20 11:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Monarcas Landscaping Other Lawn mowing/thatching unknown Chelan, WA 98816 Proceeding with business as usual....mowing is not essential

04/01/20 12:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tropical Tan Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 11811 Mukilteo Speedway #104Mukilteo Tanning salon still open and allowing people to go tanning. Shandra Roberts Larryandshandra@hotmail.com 425-299-1653
04/01/20 12:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tails a Wagging Other Dog Daycare 3959 Hammer Drive Bellingham Dog daycare still operating for the public for non-essential citizens; allowing employees to conduct 

lessons at clients’ home or business.
04/01/20 12:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aloha Tiki Tails Other Pet groomer 729 Main street Buckley I walked by at noon today and they were serving dogs and I saw 1 client leaving with 2 dogs Leslie leslie.beatty@yahoo.com 4252696421

04/01/20 12:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pawn One Other Pawn Shop 8014 N Division St Spokane Non essential business open and operating.

04/01/20 12:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Scott Kelley Logging Construction Gamble Bay rd Kingston This company has been operating through the week, without regard to being non essential Jennifer Lovingthenorthwest@gmail.com 3602713135

04/01/20 12:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wind river fitness Health-related business Hot springs rd Carson They have remained open and actually blacked out windows so you can't see what's going on inside. 
Causing a lot of traffic in this area. Also the business is owned by the same people that run Gator 
Creek and they have not closed that business either. These people need to be shutdown they think 
they are above the law.

Barry brooks Brooks.barry777@gmail.com 5035601427

04/01/20 12:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hole in the walls Other Guns 7509 w Deschutes aveKennewick I recently went in with a friend to buy ammo, and I was honestly shocked this place was still open! 
There were a ton of people in the lobby and people inside the range as well. None of the employees 
had Ppe on and all they had up were the state required signs, but nothing but wipes for customers. 
One of the employees had a relative come in to bring lunch, and he was using a walker! What other 
health issues does he have that make him vulnerable? This is for everyone going there, some people 
were just standing and talking while touching everything, then leaving, if they went to that store, what 
other places did they go to and what germs did they bring there?

Julia

04/01/20 12:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aqua quip Other Hot tub 4232 196th street SWLynnwood Store is open Michele Avery Makaylalynn65@gmaul.com 3602249661
04/01/20 12:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shaggy Shack Pet Resort & Spa Other Grooming 3508 224th St E Spanaway They are posting on their FB page that they are still grooming and have special permission from the 

state to continue grooming.
Lynette Borcherding lynborcherding@gmail.com 253-538-0814

04/01/20 12:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kittens cabaret Other Adult entertainment 5800 4th ave south Seattle How in the hell is a strip club an essential business!!!! Come on people if that can be open then so 
should bars restaurants and casinos!!!!

04/01/20 12:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bark Central LLC Other Grooming 205 118th St S Tacoma They are posting on their FB page that they are still grooming. Lynette Borcherding lynborcherding@gmail.com 253-538-0814 Barkcentralstaff@gmail.com
04/01/20 12:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elevate Fit Life Health-related business 10608 NE 2nd St Bellevue Currently filming and streaming it live in gym location with multiple people present breaching non 

essential businesses being closed order, stay at home and social distancing

04/01/20 12:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Monroe Door and Millwork Other Door and millwork supply 17350 Tye st se Monroe This business supplies material to walk in customers and new housing construction. I have been 
watching employees coming in and continuing to work. It is not an essential business. This is still 
putting us all in danger by not staying home and continuing to spread the virus

Anonymous

04/01/20 12:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whitey's Wrecking Other Junk yard 4330 E Francis ave spokane I deliver mail here daily and want to prevent my possible exposure by avoiding unnecessarily open 
businesses. They are open every weekday, regular business hours.

Stacy Bruce boynamedstacy@gmail.com 5097233858

04/01/20 12:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ron’s Coin and Collectibles Other Retail, Resale, Gaming Community 6 N 3rd St Yakima Business that hosts gaming and card tournaments as well as resells collectibles is open for  
unnecessary business.

Mackenzie Bond karnmackenzie@gmail.com 5098343452

04/01/20 12:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sound Metrics Other Sonar Technology 11010 Northup Way  Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue They are a non-essential business. Since Inslee announced that violators will get a warning and then 
revoke a business license, the owner has told  people to park in the back of the building and is 
making everyone close the blinds so they look shut down. The owner rules by force, it is an older 
crowd and they are all afraid to say anything. Please do something for them. I would rather not give 
my information. http://www.soundmetrics.com.

04/01/20 12:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bob's Apple Barrel Bark Other Bark/Topsoil delivery 4480 US 97A Wenatchee, WA beauty bark delivery to an individual home is not essential

04/01/20 12:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sherwin Williams Other Paint stores Many locations Seattle Why are Sherwin Williams paint stores open? Anonymous
04/01/20 12:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CityMac Other Computer Retail Store 2551 Roeder Ave Bellingham Company is still open even with limited hours. Employees still required to go to work and for 

customers it does not look clean or that they are taking the virus seriously at all.

04/01/20 12:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ross pressure washing Construction Unknown SEATTLE This man is posting on facebook in the group's "everett buy and sell" and "snohomish county 
classifieds" that he does not have coronavirus and needs work now.

Lindsey Betts lindseybetts08@gmail.com 2064965707

04/01/20 12:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Snowgrass Lodge Other yoga studio / lodge 8787 Icicle Road Leavenworth Non-essential business is open and has a regular steam of people coming and going all day, every 
day

04/01/20 12:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Innovative Hearth Products (Country 
Stoves Inc.)

Other Manufacturing 1502 14th St NW Auburn My friend told me his wife was still having to go to work even thought it was a non-essential business 
and he was worried for her and his family's health.

04/01/20 12:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other Retail Flooring store 115 n Sullivan Road Spokane Valley Open to the public, staff still working after Sheriff’s office and health department said the store is Non-
essential.

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/01/20 12:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Coins and Auctions Other coin dealer 12014 SE Mill Plain Blvd Suite 220BVancouver This business is non-essential and is still open Rachel Rivers rachelrivers01@yahoo.com 360-607-4534
04/01/20 12:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tails-A-Wagging Other Dog training and daycare 3959 Hammer Drive Bellingham They are still offering private training lessons to take place at a client's home or at their own facility. 

As well as continuing to cooperate their daycare services open to both essential and non-essential 
clients.

04/01/20 12:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pro clean Other Detail 1231 s 1 street Yakima Fake essential nots Joel Joelherrera2424@icloud 5094904419
04/01/20 12:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jefferson County gun club Other Gun range 31 Barbara Lane Port Townsend If people are staying home to protect the community why is the gun range noisier than usual? Nancee Braddock Nanceebraddock@icloud.com 6504921591

04/01/20 12:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Karate Northwest Other Fitness gym 203 B Cypress Ave, Snohomish, WA 98290Snohomish, WA I found this on their Facebook.  

After speaking with the governor's office, we received the go ahead to conduct one on one training 
providing we adhere to all social distancing criteria. We are now scheduling trainings beginning 
Monday. Please call or text at 425-330-0453 to schedule your time, fb message here or email at 
casey@karatenorthwest.com. As always, our first priority is safety, if you or anyone you have come in 
contact with has shown any flu like symptoms please stay home, rest and be healthy. I look forward to 
seeing you all next week and please stay tuned for online content to train at home with also!

It also seems to be open.

04/01/20 1:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skatelite Other Skate board manufacturing 624 e 15th st Tacoma Business is open that is non essential Derrick Wilhelmi Dwilhelmi253@gmail.com 2532827321
04/01/20 1:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Page 42 Other Used book and DVD retail sales 2174 n hamilton Spokane Owner, wife and 5 kids working and not observing precautions. Donald Grau grau1954@hotmail.com 5093819515
04/01/20 1:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open John's thrift store Other 2nd hand store Highway 292 Loon Lake, wa This store has been open and customers coming and going all day Lori lorisage@comcast.net
04/01/20 1:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Print Time Other Retail printer 1932 9th Ave Seattle I observed several employees working I close quarters. Tim Trieb Tim.trieb4621@gmail.com 2063998175
04/01/20 1:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bricks and minifigs Other Lego store 14650 N Kelsey st #102Monroe Store sells legos, still having patrons inside to shop. Jiannah Turk Jiannah456@gmail.com 4253591803
04/01/20 1:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Autonation detail center Other Detailing 108 n vista rd Spokane valley Non essential, lacking social distancing.

04/01/20 1:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kitsap Mobile Grooming Other Pet grooming 9383 Miami Beach Rd NWSeabeck Two vans still operating...grooming dogs and cats https://kitsapmobilegrooming.com/mobile
04/01/20 1:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Retail 1567 S BURKINGTON BLVDBurlington I'm an employee at this location and they aren't shutting us down. We are adding to people's non 

essential travel and thus allowing people to violate mandated orders.
Jett Jettemse@gmail.com 3603919470

04/01/20 1:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Alaffia Other Manufacturing beauty supplies 8109 River dr se Olympia This business makes skin and beauty supplies nothing made there is for cleaning, sanitation, or 
disinfecting I dont think they should qualify as essential they are also operating with 100% of 
employees.

Chris C7485S@GMAIL.COM 3602597041

04/01/20 1:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Thunder Road Guitars Other Guitar Sales 6400 California Ave SWSeattle, WA 98136 Observed non-essential construction crew remodeling guitar sales shop. Ryan Burt rmburt@wsu.edu 206-601-4151

04/01/20 1:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Decor Carpet One Floor & Home, Agora 
- Seattle Office Water and Coffee 
Services, VER Audio Visual Equipment, 
O & J Inc, Crosson Ski and BECU 
Credit Union

Other Bank, Retail, Audio Visual Equipment, Office Supplier, Home Improvement 3316, 12600 Interurban Ave S #160, Tukwila, WA 98168, 12620 Interurban Ave S Suite 140, Tukwila, WA 98168, 12628 Interurban Ave S #130, Tukwila, WA 98168, 12610 Interurban Ave S #110, Tukwila, WA 98168, 12770 Gateway Dr S, Tukwila, WA 98168Tukwila Hello,
On my daily walk (alone) along the Green River Trail by the Duwamish river, I pass a business park 
that I've noticed is full of cars and people on the weekdays. I've seen buildings that are full of 
employees, many of whom I can see through the front windows are clearly not heeding the social 
distancing mandates that have been put in place to protect us. Additionally, I've seen employees 
taking walks along the trail in groups of two or three at a time. Specifically, the businesses I've noticed 
are Decor Carpet One Floor & Home, Agora - Seattle Office Water and Coffee Services, VER Audio 
Visual Equipment, O & J Inc, Crosson Ski and BECU Credit Union.

It is my concern that this behavior is having detrimental effects on our city. The more people that do 
not take social distancing and the risks of Covid-19 seriously, the more devastating effect this will 
have. I want this stay-at-home measure to end as soon as possible which will only happen when 
everyone, including these businesses, enforce the rules and take this health pandemic seriously. 

Thanks very much for your time,
-Sandy King

Sandy King kinglouiesandy@gmail.com

04/01/20 1:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open MJ's Other HOUSEKEEPING BUSINESS Fife, Washington, Pierce CountyFife The Owner is pushing employees to work during these times.  Some employees and clients have 
health issues, and MJ is still pushing to get keep working.

04/01/20 2:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Rim International LLC Other Import/manufacture 19120 SE 34th St, Ste 105Vancouver They remain open and don’t give employees an option to work from home. Please investigate as soon 
as possible. They try to use all the essential business category to fit in so they can remain open.

Jane Doe Mmtc1090@yahoo.com 8087534021

04/01/20 2:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ikea Other Warehouse 4604 196th St E Spanaway Ikea isn't an essential business, it's fake plants and cheap furniture. Although the main stores are 
closed the wearhouse isn't. Not only is there basically nothing to do while working, but it still puts 
people at risk no matter how much they want to practice their social distancing in the warehouse. If I 
catch this I bring it home to my grandparents and they die. If possible I'd like to not be connected to 
reporting this because, y'know, I work there.

Branden Wooten branden.wooten98@gmail.com 253-579-3064

04/01/20 2:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood  Gun & Ammunition Other Gun Sales 20829 Highway 99, Ste ALynnwood https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/some-washington-gun-dealers-keeping-stores-
open-defying-inslees-order-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/

Lauren E Gessler godivademaus@gmail.com 2532383777

04/01/20 2:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trichome Other Clothing and accessories 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. They 
are advertising that they are essential and inviting customers to come into the area that is full of at risk 
elderly people.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

04/01/20 2:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mavrik Marine Other Aluminum Boat Building 780 E Pearle Jensen WayLa Conner About 70 employees some times working in close proximity inside boats



04/01/20 2:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wades Eastside Guns Other Gun Sales 13570 Bel-Red Rd. Bellevue https://www.wadesguns.com/  site says they are purposefully defying Governor's shutdown orders.
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/some-washington-gun-dealers-keeping-stores-
open-defying-inslees-order-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/

Lauren E Gessler godivademaus@gmail.com 2532383777

04/01/20 2:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open crossfit tnterbay Other cross fit gym 4036 23rd ave west seattle front of business is closed , working out of back alley concerned citezen
04/01/20 2:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precision Water Jet Construction 207 S Colombia St Wenatchee This business is operating as usual and not adhering to the mandate. Ellie Alberts elliesalberts@gmail.com 5097409150
04/01/20 2:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skyline Flowers Other floral wholsaler 511 N Ella Road Spokane Valley They are making deliveries and processing flowers.

04/01/20 2:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Zone D Erotica / Lemon Other Adult store 3813 N Division st Spokane The store is still open when all other shops like it are closed. I don’t believe this is an essential 
business.

Jo Hilderbrand Johanna.164@gmail.com 5092177244

04/01/20 2:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Yakima Pride Other Not essential nonprofit group PO Box 1171 Yakima On March 30th President if mmmmm of this organization took the time to stand in front of city hall 
conducting business for nonessential organization in a time of crisis. A video posted on their page and 
on the news shows her conducting business in the open.

Deeply concerned citizen Deeplyconcernedcitixen@gmail.com 509.426.7799

04/01/20 2:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CrossFit Felix Health-related business 2211 5th ave Seattle This CrossFit location, as well as all of the other CrossFit locations in Seattle, are gyms. They are not 
an essential business, and I am concerned by the number of social media posts from people at 
CrossFit that I have seen lately. They should not be able to stay open just because they cater to 
typically wealthier customers when all other gyms have been ordered to close.

Monica lovelygreensenator@gmail.com 2063761438

04/01/20 2:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SP Plus Other Parking enforcement 1111 3rd Ave, Suite 2340Seattle SP Plus (Parking enforcement) is still actively ticketing cars at my place of work (The Bravern in 
Bellevue).  I was unable to return to get by car due to shelter in place law, but they still managed to 
ticket me.  Is this essential?

Chris Paape chris@paape.net 206-390-4440

04/01/20 2:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog Walkers at Magnuson Park Other Dog Walkers 7400 sand point way neSeattle Went for a walk at magnuson park and saw multiple professional dog walkers using the dog park.  
Each had more than 7 dogs with them.  Don’t have the business names, but they are entering multiple 
peoples houses to get dogs and taking them to a dog park.

They are at the dog park each day around noon.

Matthew Meyers Mmeye1@gmail.com 518-929-7790

04/01/20 2:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Premier Pump & Power Other Production 7600 NE 47th Ave. Vancouver The business falls under the “essential” category but doesn’t have the business to justify staying 
open. They’re building mostly stock units. Has kept sales dept home for majority of the work week.

04/01/20 2:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue cow Other Car wash Highway 20 Anacortes Car wash essential? Bennett bennett9906@msn.com 5155568736 larry@bluecowcarwash.com
04/01/20 2:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Hobby and crafts store 4141 Martin Way EastOlympia They are a non-essential business, whose stores continue to operate as usual. They have publicly 

stated their intention to defy the Governor’s order, placing the public at risk.
Mary Jo Moeschl, PhD mjmphd@yahoo.com

04/01/20 2:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath Other Manufacturing (Bath Tubs/Shower Enclosures) 801 Northern Pacific Rd SEYelm I drive by there and see a full parking lot of employees. These people are working with fiberglass, so 
likely wear respirators while working, but it is a lot of people in an enclosed area.

Hugh Daniels hdaniels@live.com 3605281190

04/01/20 2:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smith Gardens Other grows annuals and perennials plants 6410- 132nd Street N.EMarysville today 4/1/2020 noticed more then 70 cars parked around facility in multi-pal parking areas. business 
appeared to be operating. they have indoor and outdoor growing areas

Steven Dyer snedyer@yahoo.com 805-886-2268

04/01/20 2:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crossfit  Interbay Other crossfit fitness gym 4036 23rd ave west seattle second day of seeing people in alley working out . front door is locked and they park in back alley cambergain@live.com

04/01/20 2:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paragon mfg corp Other Manufacturing 2615 w casino rd Everett This company claims to be essential but nothing they are building is essential to the health and safety 
of anything right now. Employees are being made to continue working instead of staying home and 
staying safe.

04/01/20 2:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precision Water Jet Construction 207 S Columbia St Wenatchee Business still operating as usual in opposition to the governor’s mandate. Carter Alberts carter.alberts24@gmail.com 5093220501

04/01/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun Other Gun shop 20839 SR-99 Lynnwood This business is openly defying the ban and even bragging to the media about it. The owner has a 
history of openly and broadly defying local laws and ordinances and is a menace to the community. 
She is encouraging people to gather in groups and defy all the governor’s orders.
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/some-washington-gun-dealers-keeping-stores-
open-defying-inslees-order-amid-coronavirus-
outbreak/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_tw_m&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox
=1585772151

04/01/20 3:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Encore Cabinets and Millwork Other Cabinet Shop 2115 39th St Everett Owner is claiming it is an Essential Business putting Employees and the Public at Risk

04/01/20 3:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun Other Guns & ammo 20829 Hwy 99 # A Lynnwood This business is open and accepting crowds of walk in shoppers on a daily basis

04/01/20 3:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open MSI sweepers  McDonouhg & Sons LLC Other Parking lot sweeping 27218 SE Kent Kangley RdRavensdale WA 98051Not providing information

04/01/20 3:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition Other Gun store 20829 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Business is open and allowing walk-in customers

04/01/20 3:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun Other Firearm and ammunition store 20829 SR-99 A Lynnwood Not only are they open, they’re stoking fear and capitalizing on it.

04/01/20 3:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A cut above auto detailing and rhino 
lining

Other auto detailing 505 south 9th avenuewalla walla They are an auto detail shop and still operating , they just started posting pictures yesterday of 
vehicles they are putting rhino lining bed liner on and calling themselves essential. They do auto 
detailing, they are trying to categorize themselves under an auto repair shop which is false.

myron myronpierce@gmail.com 5094606600

04/01/20 3:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open sekisuiaerospace Other aerospace 1502 20th st nw Auburn this company has remained open since the 26th. However most people have been home for the last 7 
days 50 or so people have been working every day and the building has not been properly cleaned 
for the return of all on the 9th. now there is 1 reported case as of the 1st

04/01/20 3:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma's best pet grooming Other Dog grooming 3411 6th Ave Tacoma This business is still open and operating Heather scheeter Coloradolove90@gmail.com 3032188053
04/01/20 3:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Canadian lakes property owner corp Other Canadian lakes property owners Pierson Road Stanwood Mi Even though canadian lakes knows better they daily ( Weather permitting) have many golfers playing 

and associating with one another!
Connie Cetrone Kittyleeco@yahoo.com 2319724494

04/01/20 3:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Vac Shop Other Miscellaneous crap selling store 402 S Lucille St Seattle Claims to be a vacuum repair shop with other associated sales. Constant flow of people moving in 
and out, none with any vacuums.

Ian Declined - neighbor Declined for fear of retaliation

04/01/20 3:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Symetrix Inc Other Audio Manufacturing 6408 216th St SW Mountlake Terrace Business is still open and operational without concern for people's safety. Company also violated 
social distancing.

04/01/20 3:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Autumn run stables llc Other Horse stable 2226 103RD LANE SWOLYMPIA I live on the same private road as their business. They're keeping their facility open for their boarders 
to come in and out. The business is the one responsible for the care of the horses so their is no 
reason for them to allow additional people in and out to play with or ride their horses. I believe they 
are still offering riding lessons too. We're all staying healthy and they're bringing in all these 
unnecessary people, please help.

04/01/20 3:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open WeWork Other Co-working facilities 10400 ne 4th street Bellevue This is a co-working facility.   Small businesses rent a desk and larger companies rent more space.  It 
is shared.   Multiple floors.    They are pretending they are "Essential Businesses" because they do 
not want to pro-rate the rent.   Many small businesses cant afford to continue to rent space there, but 
since they have stayed open, there is no legal action to break leases.   Please look into this.

Dave Retchless dave@55zero.com 206-334-3673

04/01/20 3:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JKTD Fitness Health-related business 224 West 4th Tonasket The owner of this gym does not feel he needs to follow the rules and regulations like everyone else. 
This is the only gym I know of that hasn't closed its doors during this pandemic. Myself and many 
others are concerned that this negligence could rapidly spread the virus around our community.

Blake Austin blakester3103@gmail.com (509) 846-5800

04/01/20 3:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rozema Boatworks Other boat building 11130 Bay View Edison RdMy Vernon Large number of people working in building.  Why is boat building essential and allowed in a small 
community exposing this community to  possible contamination.

Susan Halvorsen tracker-115@live.com

04/01/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Janikie industry Other Janakie industries 1476 Moore st Sedro-Woolley Large amounts of people working in close quarters in non essential jobs Emily Emilyreneesmith3@aol.com

04/01/20 3:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wireless Advocates/ Costco Wireless Other Cell phone retailer 5500 Littlerock Rd SWTumwater Wireless Advocates is a cell phone retailer and does not provide essential services (people that need 
help with their phones can and should go directly through their service provider). I know that, in at 
least one location in the state, an employee has come down with the virus. They are putting 
employees at needless risk.

Jessie Weaver Spellnorcharm@gmail.com 3605618644

04/01/20 3:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sherwin Williams Other Paint Supply Store 1230 S 1st St Yakima Business is open and selling paint. This enables other non-essential contractors to be out and about, 
when they should be staying home as well.

04/01/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Down Under Gallery Other Art gallery 465 N 36th St, Suite CSeattle As of 4/1/2020, the art gallery remains open to the public. The person staffing the gallery came out 
onto the street (within 2 feet of us) to proactively tell us that we could come in.

04/01/20 3:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pawn Fathers Other Pawn Shop 18810 Meridian E Puyallup I saw that the business was open today 4/1/20.

04/01/20 4:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sunshine Cleaning LLC Other House Cleaning Vancouver Vancouver Ashley Renforth, the owner operator is still cleaning elderly peoples houses!! Financialfloww@gmail.com

04/01/20 4:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rustic Redemption Other Junk/ second hand shop 105 S Granite Ave Granite Falls business is not essential and is hosting rock painting classes. There are a lot of businesses in Granite 
Falls that are still open.

Ryan nissanmastertech@gmail.com

04/01/20 4:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Georgetown Barbell Health-related business Not sure Seattle Personal traing groups of people

04/01/20 4:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Daisys pet grooming Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 504 W Stewart ave Puyallup I live close by and they are still accepting customers & performing business as normal despite online 
saying they are closed. No essential works are conducted here. Dog haircuts& bathing. They are not 
licensed as veterinary. Very small location, cannot do 6ft rule at all. Many clientele are elderly. Putting 
community at risk.

Chelsea Warren Seventhsanctum90@yahoo.com 4173503001

04/01/20 4:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Best campus cleaners Other Dry cleaners 1907 sw campus dr Federal way Multiple non essential business in that area are open

04/01/20 4:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open MJ's Housekeeping Other Private Residential Housekeeping 4624 16th St E Suite A-1Fife This business employs independent contractors who go to private residences for private 
Housekeeping. The business is non-essential but clients and housekeepers are being advised that it 
is essential and this it is safe. And the housekeepers are still working in peoples homes at the owner's 
recommendation to the independent contractors and clients. I think this puts a large number of people 
at risk and it is dangerous.

04/01/20 4:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precor Incorporated Other Gym Equipment Manufacturing 20031 142nd Ave NEWoodinville A production line that only works if people are 2 or 3 feet apart.
The place wasn't sterilized before re-opening 
The management gave the workforce two choices : show up to work or get fired

Nidhal Al-Rubaye nidhals.falih@gmail.com 4253456946

04/01/20 4:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Unknown Other Boating 123 front street Mercer island On lake Washington, many recreational boats are in the marina and out in the open water. Personally 
it’s not my business but it’s unfair to have us stay inside like rats while they are out enjoying 
themselves?

04/01/20 4:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ci manufacturing Other Manufacturing cabinets 6900 191st pl ne Arlington They have been continuing to be open and exposing people

04/01/20 4:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other Maids 3702 W Valley Hwy N #308Auburn My sister says she is still working and going to residential houses to clean. That is so unsafe!  People 
should not be going to other people’s homes to clean. I’m sure people can survive without maids 
services. I’m sure people can survive cleaning their own homes for awhile.  Especially residential 
homes. My sister should not have to expose herself to not one home but multiple homes daily.  This 
will increases exposure for sure. This is information I got being relayed to me from my sister. She is 
scared and doesn’t want to loose her job.

Shablys Spaishon@gmail.com 2533205931

04/01/20 5:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CrossFit Spokane Health-related business 123 E. Mission Ave. Spokane Iv watched them gathering and working out behind the gym and inside. Levi leviquinn8@gmail.com 15092631780

04/01/20 5:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mega Wash Express Other Car Wash 17316 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley Lots of contact with money and cards.

04/01/20 5:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Continental Door Company Construction 12718 E Indianna AveSpokane company still open and sending employee out on job sites

04/01/20 5:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open C3 Worldwide Other Snow Sports Company 4917 14th ave nw seattle Non-essential business still open JC jolli_beast@yahoo.com 2062483852
04/01/20 5:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's For The Home Other Home furnishings, patio furniture 5881 Washington St. Rt. 303Bremerton, WA Home furnishings, patio furniture, etc non-essential business is defying state mandate and remaining 

open to the public.
04/01/20 5:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Game Freaks Other Video games 2616 Simpson Ave Aberdeen This business is posting on FB message boards and elsewhere the law doesnt apply to them and 

they will meet you for curbside sales.
anon 3605227430

04/01/20 5:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Plantation Other Antiques, collectibles, and gift shop 18833 NE Front St, Suite BPoulsbo, WA Non-essential business defying state ordered closure.  Offering customer pick-up and deliveries of 
purchased items.

04/01/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Moonlight Bay Tanning Salon Other Tanning Salon 1224 15th Ave Longview This is definitely a non-essential business where people get naked, sweat, and spread all kinds of 
germs all over the place. Perfect breeding ground.

LESLEY lesley.76.charette@gmail.com 3609575315

04/01/20 5:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Just Wood Other selling furniture 1601 S Gold St, Centralia, WA 98531Centralia Wa Selling furniture is not essential business that should be open. They are bragging about how much 
business they are doing.

Jane Smith grandmahotline@comcast.net 3605205277

04/01/20 5:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ccomeau pinstripe and lettering Other Lettering and pinstripe 5112 ne 119th st B Vancouver This business is in my property and is having people in and out. They are not taking the quarantine 
seriously.

Anett Scouller Anettscouller@yahoo.com 3609078475

04/01/20 5:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kitsap Mobile Grooming Other pet grooming 9383 Miami Beach Rd NWSeabeck I called Kitsap Mobile Grooming after a tip from one of my clients that were operational.......they are 
open and scheduling clients as of today (4.1.20)

TIffanie Miner paulyspawspa@gmail.com 360-865-1440 https://kitsapmobilegrooming.com/mobile



04/01/20 5:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood Boutique Other Adult sex club 12706 lake City way Seattle People meeting to have initment rrlations Robert Kiriluk robertkiriluk@gmail.com 4252192108
04/01/20 5:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Video Video Other Adult sex club 10326 lake City way Seattle People meeting to have initment relations Robert Kiriluk robertkiriluk@gmail.com 4252192108
04/01/20 5:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aarons furniture Other Furniture rental store 4217 Wheaton Way Ste LBremerton A furniture store is not on the list of essential businesses, and this one is still open. anonymous 84mdkmdk@gmail.com n/a AHSC@aarons.com

04/01/20 5:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whitman Global Other Carpet and Floor care 18734 142nd Ave NEWoodinville This is a carpet cleaning business for commercial and non of their contracts are for provider offices 
only for businesses that should be currently closed and not needing this service currently

Cheri Bayne Pederson6231@comcast.net 425-344-3569

04/01/20 5:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Happy tails mobile dog grooming Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 111 unsure longviewKelso Sorry, I don't know the address but they are definitely open and grooming

Their phone number (360) 425-4979

sue walters

04/01/20 6:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich’s for the Home Other Furniture, Stoves, Spas 5881 WA-303 Bremerton Business is non essential.  Sells patio furniture, spas, and stoves. jemery.johnson@richshome.com
04/01/20 6:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Screw products Other Fastener supplier 9401 Bujacich Road Gig harbor Company with 12+ employees still open. Business is non-essential service.

04/01/20 6:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The copy shop Other Copy shop 724 E University WayEllensburg Open doing business with the community and they are not essential.

04/01/20 6:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Backyard products Funeral home 3315 ne 112th ave unit 78Vancouver It’s dangerous and they are not going to volunteer to shut down. 360-744-9344 is their number. 
Please keep me anonymous

Larry Gaskins Larry_gaskins91@yahoo.com 5037939636

04/01/20 6:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spa Depot Other Distribution warehouse of Spa and hot tub supplies 8910 Select Ct SE Tumwater How is this an essential business

04/01/20 6:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kitsap Mobile Grooming Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9383 Miami Beach Road NWSeabeck Business is still operating despite being considered non-essential. Still operational as of 4/1/2020 Jade jadegilbert@live.com

04/01/20 6:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precise manufacturing Other Machine shop 5600 ne 121st ave Vancouver Do not believe work being conducted is essential. There are also other businesses open in the area 
that are non-essential.

04/01/20 6:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CASH AMERICA PAWN SHOP Other PAWN SHOP 7107 EVERGREEN WAYEVERETT Shop is open for normal business...I suspect their other Everett location is open as well... ALFRED MARKHOLT bigal555@comcast.net 2066041548

04/01/20 6:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open L&W Supply Construction 7416 Broadway ave Spokane Valley Many in our shop are concerned we were labelled non essential yet we remain open. Most our sites 
have closed down but our company disobeys the stay at home order. I  and many of us feel as though 
the company is playing Russian roulette with our lives but none of us can afford to loose employment 
entirely. We could easily be furloughed until it is safe to resume business. After construction was 
deemed non essential they just get a lawyer to draw up some letter stating we are needed. BS in my 
opinion. What can we do? I don't want to put my family and loved ones in jeopardy over this.

Vito Mirasolo vmirasolo@gmail.com 5097959151

04/01/20 6:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Iden's Dealer Services Other Auto Detailing 1000 SW 34th St Renton This is my second report in 2 days regarding Idens Dealer Services remaining open despite being a 
luxury cleaning and protection company for vehicles. Now one employee has tested positive as of 
today and they are still remaining open and telling their employees to "continue pushing forward." I am 
outraged over this, as a family member living in my house works there and has expressed concerns of 
being exposed through the positive person. PLEASE shut them down to help others. I am on the CDC 
list and have children and don't need to be worrying about this!

04/01/20 6:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northern Dance Theater Other Dance Studio 151 W 1st Ave Colville Received text message from owner that she conducted classes on April 1st and will hold classes April 
2nd. Additionally, advised that classes will resume next week before stay at home order is expired. 95 
total students in school all in close proximity as is a dance studio. I believe this to be extremely 
reckless and dangerous to the public health. Believe dance instructors are being forced to return to 
work.

Matt Konkle mkonkle11@yahoo.com (269) 207-8971

04/01/20 6:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eastside Auto Salon Other Car wash and detail 13421 NE 20th St B Bellevue Eastside is operating basically through the back door to violate the order.  I messaged Eastside via 
Facebook messenger thinking it was auto related.  They didn't respond quickly, so I messaged other 
shops.  I realized real quick, they are non-essential.  Its car cleaning.  Eastside messaged me back 
"Yes, by appointment only"  I called and they stated to bring the car in and they will meet me.  I drove 
by and there was a crew inside yesterday.  This business can spread Covid-19 to every customer and 
family.

Tony Tonyserval1@aol.com

04/01/20 7:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JKTD Fitness Health-related business 224 West 4th Tonasket Gatherings of more than 10 people at a fitness center. Brittany Austin Brittanygitt1@yahoo.com +15098469196
04/01/20 7:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Art Morrison Other Weld\Fab shop 5301 8th st. E. Fife Non essential buisness!! They build after market chassis and suspension parts for hot rods. No need 

for them to be open during this stay home order.
info@artmorrison.com 4/29/20

04/01/20 7:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Metropolitan Detail Other Car wash and detail 7410 185th Ave Ne Redmond I reached out to have my car washed through Facebook Messaneger.  They said they are open "Sort 
of".  They are only doing big jobs and my wash was not a big job.  A very Elitist answer.  Metropolitan 
openly admits they are currently open on the web page as well at www.Metropolitandetail.com .  They 
would love to do a "Paint Protection" plan.  Unbelievable.  I wish there was a fine for this selfishness.  
Please keep this anonymous.

Tony Tonyserval1@aol.com

04/01/20 7:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open B-Side Games Other Board Game Store 2525 E 29th Ave #9 Spokane Board game store is open with walk in customers shopping

04/01/20 7:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brindle Ridge Farm Other Horse Training & Lessons 3000 NW 299th St Ridgefield Business is conducting lessons and training which involves many kids and adults being in close 
proximity and touching the same surfaces and equipment. Business has approximately 70 different 
kids and adults taking lessons during the week.

04/01/20 7:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Midnight Window Tint Other Car wash and detail 15205 Aurora Ave N Shoreline I reached out via Facebook Messenger.  They stated they are Closed.  But later messaged  back and 
said "Business has dried up" and followed up with -All other shops are closed, but my guys need work 
and then stated  "Would you like to drop off and pick up on Sunday?"   They are obviously working off 
hours "Sundays" to avoid getting caught.  This is disgustingly selfish with no regard to the public and 
needs to be handled.

Thomas Tonyserval1@aol.com

04/01/20 7:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Needlepointer Other Needlepoint shop 22811 100th Ave W Edmonds Owner is not taking her employee's health into concern, as I believe there are at least two employees 
over the age of 70. It is also frequented by elderly women, which is exceptionally dangerous to their 
health, being that COVID-19 is known to affect elderly people more.

Sam Luecken samluecken02@gmail.com (206) 715-2711

04/01/20 7:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dullum industries Other Fab shop 13315 ne kerr rd Vancouver Non essential business still open.

04/01/20 7:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Open Heart Chapel Other Church 4123 N Monroe Spokane This church, which is right next to my home, still performs services multiple times a week with many 
people (most of which are elderly).

Jonelle campbelljonelle@gmail.com 5093623031

04/01/20 7:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open volcanic coins Other comic book store 220 Center St E Eatonville would like to know about a store that claims to be an essential business because they sell gold coins. 
The store appears to be more of a comic book shop.

K. Wade kwade@epdeatonville.org 360-832-6111

04/01/20 8:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shawn Casey Results Fitness Other Workout gym 155 108th Ave Bellevue I live in Bellevue across the street from this place. It seems there are still people working out there 
later in the afternoon.

04/01/20 8:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Windows Systems Inc Other Window manufacturer 3400 S Tacoma St Union gap Window manufacturer remains in production during stay at home proclamation. Not sure if they are 
considered essential.

Albert albertnrachel@gmail.com 5098544525

04/01/20 8:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Windows Other Prime windows 3400 south tacoma St.Union Gap got family working there, Company told them they were not essential! and wondering why these guys 
are still working

Rachel rockakarach@yahoo.com 5098544519

04/01/20 8:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gator’s Guns Other Gun Store 300 N 1st St Kelso WHY is a Gun Store allowed to stay open to the Public?  The owner got Cowlitz County to let him 
stay open because the police buy ammo from him!  He can sell them ammo from a back door!!!

Leah Berg Leah157@gmail.com 360-425-9473

04/01/20 8:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Window Systems Other Window Manufacturing 3400 S Tacoma St Union Gap This establishment is absolutely non essential. Workers for the plant have said the manager himself 
says they aren’t essential, but he is keeping the business open until someone FORCES him to 
shutdown. Please do something about this, he is putting his workers at risk, as well as the families of 
those workers. I believe this is in strict violation of the orders given by the Governor.

Alyssa Alcala alyssaraelynnsalinas1@gmail.com 509-831-3562

04/01/20 8:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Window Sytems Other Manufacturing plant 3400 S Tacoma St Union Gap I don’t think this business is essential. No one needs windows manufactured at this time. Keeping the 
plant open is putting 30+ people in danger, and those people’s families. I think this is a violation of 
Governor Inslee’s proclamation.

Eduardo

04/01/20 8:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fastsigns  aka TNT signs Other Non essential sign production 4609 Lacey boulevard southeastLacey The business has remained open throughout the shut down and has had multiple employees there 
daily.

04/01/20 9:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brocks junk removal Other Junk removal 111 Lake Stevens Junk removal is not essential! They have been cleaning up properties is Bothell lake Stevens granite 
falls with large groups of them working

Juliann Juliannrutt@gmail.com 425-923-8178

04/01/20 9:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Snohomish CrossFit Other Private fitness facility open to public customers 16326 SR 9 Snohomish, WA 98296Snohomish My understanding was that fitness centers of this type were to be closed under the stay home stay 
safe order

Anonymous

04/01/20 9:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rad junk removal Other Junk removal 10323 174th ave ne Granite falls Junk removal is not essential at all and these guys are going strong working like crazy putting ads all 
over

Juliann Juliannrutt@gmail.com 425-923-8178

04/01/20 9:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Leatherback printing company Other Printing company 681 7th Ave, Kirkland, WA 98033Kirkland The employees have to go to work and risk getting sick for a non essential job.

04/01/20 9:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Columbia Sports LLC Other Comic Book and Baseball Card Supply Warehouse 3109 NE 109th AVE #101 Suite DVancouver I work at Columbia Sports LLC. We sell Comic Book and Baseball cards supplies online on eBay, 
Amazon and columbiahobby.com . The owner Steve Tingwall is bragging about how he lied to the 
state telling them that our baseball card boxes are used for shipping masks to Hospitals. NOT TRUE. 
THIS HAS NEVER HAPPENED. He says we have been designated as essential and is forcing us to 
work  8AM to 4PM Mon- Friday - 3 to 4 feet apart with insufficient protection. THIS BUSINESS IS 
NOT ESSENTIAL. He is taking advantage of the fact that his competition has been shut down and is 
using the situation to profit by lying and endangering us. He gave us "Essential Worker Passes" which 
look fishy. Please stop this man and make an example of him so others do not do the same shameful 
things.

Louise Pickles l0u1sep1ckl3s@gmail.com -

04/01/20 9:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Felix Crossfit Other Gym 2211 5th Ave Seattle Felix Crossfit continues to teach personal training classes to clients.

04/01/20 9:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open NorthEnd truck equipment Other Welding 14919 40th Ave NE Marysville Still forcing employees to work. Also requiring employees to work and move equipment to a new shop. Jennifer Bennett orkemom@gmail.com 3604217165 sales@northendtruck.com

04/01/20 9:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gatandard gym Other Fitness facility 3602 s cedar st Tacoma Still open for customers, no distancing rules implemented, no one to regulate number of customers, 
no one there to clean up after.

iamthegstandard@gmail.com

04/01/20 9:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open West Coast Armory North Other Indoor shooting range and gun shop 11714 Airport Rd Everett Public indoor shooting range is open, gun store is open. I'm all for gun rights, but having people in an 
indoor confined space like a shooting range reckless.

04/01/20 9:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Saltwater Vintage Other Retail 18825 NE Anderson Parkway #105Poulsbo Door is wide open with giant “open” sign. They serve espresso, but customers are invited into the 
retail space to shop around.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

04/01/20 9:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Saltwater Vintage Other Vintage resale 18955 Anderson ParkwayPoulsbo This shop recently opened, I feel for them open ing at that time, however, they are using their coffee 
bar and truffle sales to stay open yo the public. All while advertising their retail side and keeping doors 
wide open with open sign and other merchandise to lure customers.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

04/01/20 10:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Craft store 1185 NW Gilman BlvdIssaquah This store isn’t essential. We don’t need a huge outbreak in Issaquah! Jen I Bobaferret@gmail.com 4252219863

04/01/20 10:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open WeWork Other Co-working office space Multiple WeWork locations throughout SeattleSeattle WeWork is a coworking space and is NOT an essential business. Yet all their WA & Seattle locations 
remain open which means they’re requiring staff and cleanings staff to work for non essential reasons 
https://www.wework.com/info/wework-covid-19-updates-north-america/

04/01/20 10:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Corsicana Mattresse Other Busines making beds 222 State route 505 Winlock Their open and workers are working. Why do they defy the rule. Why can't they let any one 
quarantine and follow advise of State. My brother in law works ther. Hes worried about getting sick 
and spreading it.

Dan Campbell No No

04/01/20 11:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open unknown Other Unknown 1021 w ewing st seattle I dont know if this is a business/violation/residence, but somebody is visiting the location. There were 
2 cars, and then 1 when i was returning from qfc, also is dog daycare essential?

808.208.6177

04/01/20 11:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sound Animals Other Pet daycare 3439 16th Ave W, Seattle, WA 98119seattle Saw a dog enter a car around 4pm today from the building. I dont know the legality of pet daycare. Im 
not sure if Metro Dog is open as well,

808.208.6177

04/01/20 11:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open unknown Other Unknown 3615 15th Ave W, Seattle, WA 98119seattle I dont know what this business is, but multiple cars were parked in the lot, and there is no good 
reason a nearby resident would ever park there, and no reason why business cant be done at home i 
can think of

808.208.6177

04/01/20 11:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SewCreative Other Retail - sewing & vacuum 1139 Princeton Ave Wenatchee Store is advertising as open regular hours with limited staff,  making deliveries around town,  allowing 
and inviting customers to come and buy things such as sewing supplies, boutique home cleaning 
product, bring sewing machines for repair,  etc.

04/01/20 11:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Higginsons Other Furniture 850 s grand ave Pullman They are closing the storefront, but still making the delivery drivers work and deliver furniture/unload 
trucks etc. They are being forced to keep their own time cards at home to record these times. Right 
before the stay home order they had to deliver to an elder care home so I am concerned for all 
involved.

SW Breeworkmail@gmail.com 2086919780



04/02/20 12:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crossfit Industrious LLC Health-related business 21609 WA-99, Suite CLynnwood, WA Observed this gym operating against the Stay-Home order at approximately 2:00pm Wednesday April 
1st 2020.

04/02/20 12:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Emerge Fitness Health-related business 2615 W Casino Rd #3hEverett, WA 98204 Suspect this gym is conducting business as usual against the Stay-Home order

04/02/20 12:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tails-a-wagging Other Dog daycare 3959 Hammer drive Bellingham dog day are not listed essential, still open.

04/02/20 12:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puget hound Other Dog daycare 3710 Williamson wayBellingham Non essential business still open

04/02/20 1:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Staging techniques Other Production company 1120 W Ewing St Seattle This business is continuing to perform operations at their new warehouse in Kent without following 
social distancing procedures. They are in the events industry.

04/02/20 1:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sekisui Aerospace Other Aerospace Manufacturing 1516 Fryar Ave Sumner Company has been staying open with small crew for double pay even though they are nonessential.

04/02/20 2:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kori’s Muttley Crew Other Dog boarding and daycare 1751 NE Goldie St Oak Harbor Still open. Not essential. Risking people’s health. This is frustrating. While another nearby small 
business Nerfed has shutdown. This woman has decided she is going to continue business anyway. 
The blatant disregard for people’s safety, and governor Inslee’s order is disgusting. Kori’s Muttley 
Crew has been open this entire time. Why? Please help.

04/02/20 6:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AudioControl Other Consumer electronics 22410 70th Ave W Mountlake Terrace company makes stereo amplifiers

04/02/20 6:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seascape NW Construction 84th St SW, Mukilteo WAEverett Non essential business open and working when it is dangerous to be out and about Ashley Naranjo 2064609305

04/02/20 7:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pool World Other Pool and spa 9111 N. Country Homes Blvd.Spokane I saw this place was open. I find it off I can't get an eye exam at America's Best or buy shoes at 
Footlocker or leather supplies at Tandy or have my puppy spayed during all this but I can buy a pool 
or spa.... I believe they are a non essential business operating contrary to Gov. Inslee's order.

Michael Fox mfox3400@yahoo.com 5096710146

04/02/20 7:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Comc "Check out my cards" Other Shipping sport cards Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us drive to work daily.

04/02/20 7:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Comc "Check out my cards" Other Shipping sport cards Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us drive to work daily.

04/02/20 7:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open His Hands Lawn Care & Services Other Lawn mowing and planting bed maintenance 6300 NW Concrete BlvdSilverdale 98383 Lawn mowing and planting bed clean up at Poulsbo Place HOA in Poulsbo WA on 3.27.2020 Misty McClain mmcclain@centurytel.net 360.271.7643

04/02/20 7:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Susan’s green cleaning Other House cleaning 11742 15th Ave NE Seattle Multiple crews going house to house cleaning, potentially infecting every house. info@susansgreencleaning.com

04/02/20 8:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws 4 Training Other Dog training facility 4015 stone way Seattle Dog training facility open and holding classes. Sarah Deimel deimels@gmail.com 5712436942
04/02/20 8:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Game Stop Other Game Stop (gaming) 1631 Del Prado Blvd S,Cape Coral I don't know why this store is still open and is clrearly not an essential business. Children are at risk 

not to mention the employees. Needs to be closed.
Kitty Gio kittygio28@gmail.com 847-812-1612

04/02/20 8:15 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trailready wheels Other Wheel manufacturing 1005w hazel street Mount Vernon Having employees working on non critical items.

04/02/20 8:15 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eastside Arcade Other Adult Entertainment Store 863 Valley Mall PkwyEast Wenatchee I believe a sex shop would be considered a non essential business. cougphil@yahoo.com
04/02/20 8:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open no name-just handy man Construction Bigelow north #12 Seattle Sanding and recoating with polyurethene ,smell next door for 3 hours Richard Waller rwaller@aol.com
04/02/20 8:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open fisheries supply Other marine supply, retail 1900 N Northlake Wayseattle this is a supply store for pleasure crafts. burt thuxton thruxton777@gmail.com
04/02/20 8:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open House Flipper-Don't know name of 

business
Construction 5706 Woodlawn Ave NSeattle I'm a neighbor of this house that is being remodelled. Almost every day they are working on the home. 

There is one individual who has an audible cough.
Neighbor 5103338734

04/02/20 8:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Portland Tractor Inc Construction 3415 S Truman St Washougal Non-essential business (refurbished tractor parts) stayed open.

04/02/20 8:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Portland Tractor Other Used Tractor Part Sales 3415 S Truman St Washougal Full office staff.

04/02/20 8:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Garage of Blessings Community Care Other Facebook Group 800 SE Barrington DrOak Harbor Garage of Blessings in Oak Harbor is physically closed, however their Facebook group, Garage of 
Blessings Community Care https://www.facebook.com/groups/garageblessings, is still highly active 
with people giving away and picking up non essential tangible items. They said due to governor's 
orders they would still operate for food items only, but these rules are being violated.

04/02/20 8:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cascade bark Other Bark yard 11 Washington Hbr. Rd.Sequim Selling bark and other products usual Don Trussell dontrussell009@gmail.com +13604775366
04/02/20 9:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rent A Center Other Furniture and Appliance Rental 2703 Sumner Ave. Aberdeen They are open so people are visiting. Risk of exposure. Lance Foss lrfoss1970@live.com 13605919265
04/02/20 9:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skagit Horticulture Other Horticulture 14113 River Bend Rd, Mt Vernon This company is still open and requiring workers to report to duty.  I do not see any indication that this 

is an essential service.
04/02/20 9:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burntown Fitness Health-related business 2004 SE 192nd Ave.Vancouver Noticed that gym is still open and people are still actively attending. This business is not following the 

order put in place by Gov. Inslee.
04/02/20 9:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boom Headshot Other Boudoir photographer 725 SW Mies Pullman This photographer is located in WA and conducting boudoir mini sessions across state lines in ID (we 

also have a stay home order and non-essential businesses can't conduct business). This can 
potentially infect people in WA as well as our small towns in ID and further overwhelm the healthcare 
system in both states. He has also been advertising "Coronavirus portrait sessions" showing that he is 
NOT taking this seriously. 

https://www.facebook.com/boomheadshot.pro/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-
R&eid=ARDmseET2g_2ayiVu2cLn2ykMGPsSC19zn9n4PH8OlV4TdQBW_NxGdpimGlEa9lrRF2LlCC
ZHN0RTd3O

2085824746

04/02/20 9:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northend truck equipment Construction 14919 40th Ave ne Marysville Last week the owner was building a flatbed to haul hay to feed the elk. The elk feed themselves they 
are wild animals! As of Friday is essential work Consist of packing up the shop to move to their sister 
company so instead of 40 people working with Daley he will be working with 80 people daily. There is 
nothing essential about what they are doing except exposing us all potentially. Please help!

sales@northendtruck.com

04/02/20 9:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other pawn or secondhand 12117 Meridian E Puyallup I am Officer Mike Lusk with the Puyallup Police Department.  I monitor secondhand transactions using 
Leadsonline.  Leadsonline.com is the main reporting tool for pawn or secondhand businesses in WA 
State.  I receive daily notification on suspicious activity such as previous suspects/arrested subjects 
pawning items.  After reviewing my notifications today (04/02/2020) for pawns that happened on 
04/01/2020 it dawned on my if these businesses should be open at all.  Note I listed the chain store 
Cash America Pawn but I can see that all the area pawn stores are also doing business.  I did search 
of your post of businesses allowed to be open using the keyword function but I did not find pawn or 
secondhand stores on your list as businesses allowed to be open.  Thanks for looking into this.

Mike Lusk mlusk@ci.puyallup.wa.us 253-377-7372

04/02/20 9:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood Other Cabinet companu 23800 E Appleway Liberty Lake I am not understanding how a cabinet company needs to be open at this time? Jack Cokematters@netscape.net 5095993297

04/02/20 9:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open kitsap combat sports Other gym 2901 perry ave bremerton thought we were all closed. as a neighbor seems selfish martin schrodinger 206-998-7854
04/02/20 9:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open sherwin williams Other Paint store Bethel road Port Orchard Why is a paint store open?

04/02/20 9:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nisqually Towing Company Other Towing Company 7201 Old Highway 101 NWOlympia, Wa 98502 My 20 year old granddaughter's car was towed yesterday and she had to pay $300.00 to get it back! 
She has been off work for two weeks now and is cleaning houses to survive this time. I thought the 
NO PARKING zones have been lifted! Am I correct? Shame on this company!!! They should be shut 
down!!! I am not happy about this situation and am going to let the world know about them!

Deborah Long- Retired School Teacherhotgrandma5252@yahoo.com 2065782688

04/02/20 9:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sportsmans Warehouse Other Gun Store 120 31st Ave SE Ste GPuyallup Store open for business since the governor's proclamation, with lines of customers waiting their turn 
to enter.

Guy Atkins atkinsguy@gmail.com 2532268655

04/02/20 9:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aqua Quip Other Hot Tub Store 3447 4th Ave S Seattle This business isn’t essential. They sell hot tubs and the owner won’t comply to shut them down.

04/02/20 9:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bike hub Other Recreation 1403 w 1st Spokane Noticed business was open while passing by. Liza Iberliza1@gmail.com
04/02/20 9:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Creach Greenhouse Other Greenhouse 14208 E 4th Ave Spokane Valley Back lot full of vehicles

04/02/20 10:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big Time Boxing and Fitness Other Gym 1000 Holland Dr #12aBoca Raton My son is going to this gym every day and his sister might have the virus. The owner refuses to close 
even though they have been told to once before. I don’t want anyone else to get sick!

04/02/20 10:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other Sales, Pawn shop 2341 Auburn Way SouthAuburn Sales are non essential Scott Nutter scottdnutter@gmail.com
04/02/20 10:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open All of them Other Gun and Ammo Stores Lynnwood Gun Lynnwood WA With domestic violence reports up over 20% , why would continuing to sell more firearms Be an 

essential service?.  This is not food or medical supplies or social service.
Jill McKinstry jillmmckinstry@gmail.com 2067236737

04/02/20 10:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brist Mfg Other Screen Printing 4208 Meridian St. STE 102Bellingham Business is deeming itself "essential" and inviting employees back into the workplace. This is counter-
productive to everyone's health just to make hats for other non-essential businesses.

Dont want to get in trouble if they eventually offer me back a job when this is over brendan@bristmfg.com

04/02/20 10:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dream Girls at Rick's Other Strip Club 11332 Lake City Way NESeattle Observed signage stating "You are hereby on notice that if you enter this facility you are assuming all 
risks of being subjected to the novel coronavirus"

Amy Schultz (206) 403-3270 euphunk@yahoo.com

04/02/20 10:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mary Jane's House of Glass Other Glass accessories for smoking 1708 E st Washougal Open yesterday which was April 1, 2020 Dr Donald Parker drdonaldjparker 3606075767 info@mjhog.com
04/02/20 10:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Virginia's Pet Salon Other pet grooming 18609 76th Ave West  Suite ELynnwood She is open for business when others in the same business are following the "stay at home" rule.  

This is a non-essential business according to the city and the state.
vlangeberg@outlook.com

04/02/20 10:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The foxhole Other Military Surplus 15022 union ace sw Lakewood They are open as are most of the other businesses in this town despite the stay at home order. Cynthia Skindjya@gmail.com 2535792363

04/02/20 10:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mary Jane’s House of Glass Other Marijuana novelty glass store 1708 E Street Washougal They have signage that they are open 9am-9pm and their open sign is on.  How is a marijuana glass 
store essential?  They have been open all along despite the Governor’s stay at home law.

Kristine Hammond kris.hammond@icloud.com 3609800839 info@mjhog.com

04/02/20 11:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shed Gal Other Sheds 33818 US-2 Sultan She is operating her business and having people come to look and purchase sheds. Miranda mirandahowe3@gmail.com 4253303819

04/02/20 11:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Art primo Other Spray paint for graffiti 1705 S 93rd St Seattle, WA  98108, suite # F17Seattle Selling graffiti paint and not keeping social distances Oleg Smolinets Olegsmolinets@mail.ru 2063839552
04/02/20 11:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Expiditora Other Warehouse 14301 24th St E Sumner Staff still working.

04/02/20 11:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's East Side Guns Other Gun Store 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Gun dealer is refusing to close even  though they are deemed not an essential business by the state. 
Their defiance of the law should not be allowed just because they have a large political lobby.

Greg Deresinski gderesinski@gmail.com 630-699-1908

04/02/20 11:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kirkland Bicycle Shop Other Bike shop 208 Kirkland Ave Kirkland Do not see this as an essential business

04/02/20 11:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest door Other Garage Doors 19000 Canyon Rd EPuyallup Refuse to close and threatens employees to refuse unemployment if they dont come in.

04/02/20 11:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquaquip Other Pool and spa 7608 Custer rd w Lakewood The governor said these businesses shouldn’t be open but they are

04/02/20 11:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open PawsVIP Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 15848 Tukwila International Blvd, Tukwila, WA 98188Tukwila Dog groomer that is still open for business

04/02/20 11:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petapoluza Pet Supply & Grooming Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 114 N 36th St, Seattle, WA 98103Seattle Dog groomer that is still open for business

04/02/20 11:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Schoenfeld Interiors Other Furniture Store in Bellevue 11555 Northup Way Bellevue Website states: We are also avalible for one on one appointments at the store. You can have 17000 
sq feet and a designer to help you. Lots of room for social distancing!

Use our chat feature to make an appointment.

http://schoenfeldinteriors.com/

04/02/20 11:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Snowgrass Lodge Other Yoga retreat lodge 8787 Icicle Road Leavenworth See above

04/02/20 11:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bellevue Indoor Range Other Indoor shooting range 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue There are two component in the store, shooting range and firearm retail. Shooting range reminds 
open and customers still come in for recreational shooting activity. The owner puts his employees and 
customers in risks of close physical contact and exposure of COVID19.

04/02/20 11:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lopez Crossfit Other CrossFit Gym 214 Lopez Road Lopez Island Gym is still open and being used by members. It’s a shared space. It is not cleaned on a regular basis. Rather not say Rather@notsay.com 3605551212

04/02/20 11:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Love Struck cleaning Other House cleaning 3507 e 36th Spokane Non essential worker could very well be spreading this covid 19 around I honestly dont think that they 
even have a business license

John randymatlockjr@yahoo.com -5097012018

04/02/20 11:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Diamond window tinting Other Window tinting 977 industry dr. Tukwila Window tinting is not essential. stop spreading virus.

04/02/20 12:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath Construction 801 Northwern Pacific Rd SEYelm Despite recieving clarification that making 300 bath tubs per day was non essential they continue to 
run and opperate on a 1 lunch schulde with their many employees. Corporate lies and says we are 
making bath tubs for pop up hospitals. 300 pound wall mounted permenant units dont go in pop up 
tents.

Ashley Lopez ashley.lopez18@northwestu.edu +13603381313

04/02/20 12:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open fogtite Other office 4819 west marginal way swseattle preforming landscaing work and hillside clearing. Parking vehicles behind building to hide activity. 
Groups are walking, talking, eating, and working together with no social distancing!  Crews are 
coming and goong. Trucks are hauling materials on and offsite for their project.

mary jeebel jeebelmary@gmail.com

04/02/20 12:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bellingham Roof And Gutter Cleaning Other Gutter Cleaning 2816 Martin St Bellingham On our local Facebook page people are asking for recommendations. On the response one said “they 
came out yesterday to clean our gutters”. I understand the need to make ends meet but to continue as 
others close to follow the rules is bad form and bad for health.

Bryan motation83@icloud.com 7206455723

04/02/20 12:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crescent lighting Other Lighting supply 11232 120th Ave ne  #202Kirklsnd This is a nonessential business remaining open. The owner is aware that he is supposed to close his 
business. There are three locations for this business but the owner sits in Kirkland at the above 
address. Many employees are concerned about their health and safety

04/02/20 12:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Del Sol Other Cleaning Business 611 W Columbia St Pasco, WA They are making employees go and clean offices even though cleaning is not considered essential 
work.



04/02/20 12:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Guns Other Gun Shop 13570 Bel-Red RD Bellevue This business is open -- I just checked. As of 4/2/2020 at 12:30pm, the person I spoke to at 425-649-
5995 said that they are open. Please close this business; it is non-essential!!

William G Mowat billmowat@hotmail.com 4257859361

04/02/20 12:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lowpriceguns.com Other Gun Shop 13433 NE 20th ST STE IBellevue This business is open by appointment only. As of 4/2/2020 at 12:40pm, the person I spoke to at 425-
614-4867 said that they are available for appointments to fill out paperwork and purchase the 
weapons that they have available. Is this okay according to the governor's order?

William G Mowat billmowat@hotmail.com 4257859361

04/02/20 12:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Hotsprings Other Hot tub sales 5060 Pacific Hwy Ferndale Selling hot tubs is not an essential business and hot tubs are not a necessity. It appears Northwest 
Hot Springs is operating under normal business hours and have not closed to the public.

04/02/20 12:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tulip Town Other tulips 15002 Bradshaw RdMt Vernon Open daily noon-4 and Saturday 11-5.  They are asking people to drive over to the tulip fields, see 
the fields, buy their merchandise and tulips.  People from various areas in Puget Sound are driving 
there (Renton, Bellevue, Tacoma, Seattle, ect) to see flowers, buy tulips and festival merchandise.  
This is NOT essential.  Please shut them down!!!

tulips@tuliptown.com

04/02/20 12:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hill Arrow/ Helac- Parker Other Manufacturing Battersby St Enumclaw If they are essential, all OK. It would be helpful for state to list companies that have been authorized to 
keep working. I know they do not make medical parts. One is support to Boeing, which shut down.

Jim Lovellford Mrlovellford1954@gmail.com 253-886-2539

04/02/20 1:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open OSW Equipment Repair Other They make custom beds for trucks/vans 20812 Broadway AveSnohomish Non essential w/ 40-80 employees! Last week they built a flatbed trailer for elk hay. Employer won’t 
close for the safety of employees and their families

service@oswequipment.com

04/02/20 1:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shepard Moon LLC Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 819 n 49th St Seattle Manufacturing non-essential products (bathing salts, lotions, massage oils) & delivering product to 
grocery stores that have reported employees with COVID-19 positive tests

Caitlin Regan campinhippie11@gmail.com 4068558741

04/02/20 1:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Public Storage Other storage facilities 2233 east valley Rd Renton Is Storage facilities considered essential Tova Rogers tovarogers1@Gmail.com 2063919116
04/02/20 1:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Premier fence Other fence co 4508 136th st ne Marysville a fence company should not be open

04/02/20 1:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Salvation army Other Donation drop off 176th & meridian fred meyer parking lotPuyallup People are dropping off donations to a manned trailer drop off center

04/02/20 1:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Thompson's Grooming Parlor Other Dog Grooming Service 411 Colorado Ave. East Wenatchee Received call that dog grooming business remains open, even though non-essential service. Richmond Petty - Chelan-Douglas Health Districtrichmond.petty@cdhd.wa.gov 5098866468

04/02/20 1:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Forgotten tresures Other Antique store 1910 Bay Ave Ocean park Small store, no social distancing

04/02/20 1:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 1982 Other Florist 6610 E Mill Plain Blvd.Vancouver Flower shop is continuing to operate and deliver flowers despite being a non-essential business.

04/02/20 1:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open pnw Other makes t shirts 519 n sycamore spokane i think they are not helping anyone by staying open

04/02/20 1:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lowes Other home improvement, hardware HIghway 3 Bremerton The parking lot was full today, 4/2/20 when I rode by. PamAlonia McCrary fluentfeedback@gmail.com 360-479-2661
04/02/20 1:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Funko Other Toy retailer &manufacturer 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Why or how is a company who's entire business model of plastic bobbleheads and tchotchkes still 

open?
04/02/20 1:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Northwest Family Law Other Law office 216 S Palouse St walla walla Their parking lot is completely full every day with new customers coming and going.  They have not 

closed and are not taking quarantine seriously by continuing to operate as normal.
D.C. NA (509) 252-0614 info@pnwfamilylaw.com

04/02/20 1:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Josh Gilliam Other Residential lawn spraying service 1840 Monroe Street Moses Lake Spraying fertilizer in residential lawns is non essential Concerned Citizen
04/02/20 1:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open QC Cleaners Other Dry Cleaner 5000 S Genesee St #3, 98118Seattle business remains open and people go in/out and brings people into appartment complex. sacha faust sacha.faust@gmail.com 4252139296

04/02/20 1:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open FEMCO Other Specialty, customized, no spill  plugs 15321 Main ST NE STE 319Duvall FEMCO ( Duvall, Wa) is an extension of their home business based in the Netherlands. The Duvall 
office  is strictly sales and distribution of their customized oil drain plugs that replace standard plugs in 
several applications, manufactured in China for the Netherlands main distribution center. This Duvall 
office is currently open 8-4 and fully staffed. This is a no. Essential business as the product is 
customized to replace standard  performance of varying oil drain systems.

Haley Richards Haleyrichards73@gmail.com

04/02/20 1:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Old hickory sheds Other Shed builders 20617 Mountain Hwy ESpanaway Non essential business producing and selling sheds

04/02/20 2:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Queens Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 504 Renton Center Way SW, suite 1 & 2Renton We have noticed over the last three days they they are letting people in and out of the wig shop. 
Parking lot is constantly full of people hanging around their cars, and talking to one another.

Savannah Westbrooke savannahwstbrooke@gmail.com 2533531942

04/02/20 2:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Superior wash Other Truck washing 3280 b st ne Auburn Operating after a lockdown was announced, continued operations for non essential business  Didn’t 
give employees an option to work or not

Brian rodriguez Briangrodriguez13@gmail.com 2533344292 support@superiorwash.com

04/02/20 2:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Safran Cabin Inc. Other Manufacturing 12810 State Ave Marysville This business is considered to be non-essential, per the current rules. Even though they are officially 
closed, management is still contacting employees requesting "volunteers" to come in and work. This 
business builds cabin interior pieces for airplanes - they are not a retail business, and do not provide 
any essential services. They are putting their employees at risk by continuing to operate.

04/02/20 2:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Plastic Services and Products Other Plastic (ABS) Pipe Manufacturer 3500 Northpark DriveCentralia I have confirmed through the MIL.Wa.Gov inquiry that my company is not essential under the Stay at 
Home Order. I have told my boss about it. He says unless someone shows up and tells us to close we 
are staying open. I reported this 3 days ago and no action is being taken.

Chris Kytta CMKytta@comcast.net (360)508-6418

04/02/20 2:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open California Tint Other window tinting 2600 Randall way suite #101silverdale company is still performing carr accessories, graphics, window tinting

04/02/20 2:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Wide Format Company Other Printing company 11106 Northup Way Bellevue Business appears to be open and operating business as usual, other than not taking drop-off orders.  
Printing is not identified as essential in the Governor's order.

04/02/20 2:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aircraft manufacturer 737 Logan Ave Renton Boeing is starting up in Renton even though they have no customers to buy their airplanes. There is 
nothing “essential” about this business. Do the right thing and shut them down. They have a large 
population of infected people that work there.

Justin alkijustin@gmail.com

04/02/20 2:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Winsome Trading Inc. Other Furniture manufacturing 16111 Redmond Woodinville Rd NEWoodinville This furniture wholesaler has a factory location in Woodinville. Although it is a non-essential business, 
it has remained open. It is still open as of April 2, 2020. Employees are being put at risk unnecessarily.

Corinna Valdez avaldez206@hotmail.com 2064513777

04/02/20 2:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cabelas Other Outdoor, Sporting good, guns 9810 Quil Ceda BlvdTulalip I heard from someone who worked there that hey are opening for business tomorrow because they 
sell guns and feel that it is an essential purchase.

Julie Julieg0826@yahoo.com 360-631-2171

04/02/20 2:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puppyland Puyallup Other Puppy Store 13103 Meridian E Suite 104Puyallup They strictly sell puppies. They are claiming that they are also a pet store because they have a few 
dog beds, crates, and toys for sale too. The store is literally called Puppyland. How is buying a puppy 
an essential business? If you go into the store the entire space is occupied with puppies, then off on 
the side are a few non-essential pet items for sale.

Jeniah Jackson Meadowmajor@msn.com 480-270-9717

04/02/20 2:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 30/10 Weight Loss For Life Health-related business 1145 NW Gilman BlvdIssaquah I drove past the weight loss clinic in Issaquah and saw they were still open. I assume their other 
locations are still open too. A weight loss clinic is not essential, even if they do provide food!

04/02/20 2:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veda Lux Boutique Other Clothing and Jewelry Store 1106 S Perry St Spokane Look at the post @ March 31 at 8:05 PM. They are still opening and delivering packages throughout 
the community. I would like to remain anonymous, but I think it is selfish and ridiculous for this 
business to continue doing what they are doing.

John Doe jdoe@noemail.com 555-555-5555

04/02/20 2:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mobile Music Unlimited Other Car stereo 1801 Cornwall Ave Bellingham Not sure why a car stereo store is open, doesn't seem essential

04/02/20 2:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lancer LTD. Other Commercial Print Shop 10020 E. Montgomery DriveSpokane Valley Lancer LTD. continues to stay open and they appear to have multiple staff members working. I do not 
feel that a print shop is an essential business. Until everyone stays home there is always a risk of 
infection being spread.

04/02/20 2:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veda Lux Boutique Other Clothing and Jewerly 1106 S Perry St Spokane https://www.facebook.com/VedaLuxBoutique/
March 31 at 8:05 PM

https://www.facebook.com/summer.hightower
Post on March 31 at 2:58 PM 

Still open, taking orders and employees delivering throughout the community. I'm not sure if the other 
form I submitted when through. Forgot to include the details and tried to back up.

John Doe jdoe@noemail.com 555-555-5555

04/02/20 2:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northend  Truck  Equipment Other Truck Bed and Frame Welding 14919 40th Ave NE Marysville 98271 40 employees assigned to non-essential work, are forced to go to work. Friday April 3, 2020, they are 
being forced to pack up shop to move to sister shop, then 80 employees forced to non conformity of 
COVID-19 order.

Linda Sims Grandmaladytoo@aol.com 253-569-3279 sales@northendtruck.com

04/02/20 2:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich’s for the Home Other Hot tubs, patio furniture 5881 WA-303 Bremerton, WA 98311Non essential business advertising (this morning) that they are defying the state ”Stay at Home” order 
and remaining open, and offering delivery of outdoor furniture.

04/02/20 2:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tulip Town Other Flower sales and new Tulip Safaris 15002 Bradshaw RoadMount Vernon will now dole out online ticketing, in-car tours of their field and gardens, plus curbside pickup for 
flowers encouraging people from all over the state to visit

Connie Ott connie@babytoboomer.com 4257572678 tulips@tuliptown.com

04/02/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JC irrigation & Landscaping Construction 353 W Maple Walla Walla They were doing Landscaping work next door.

04/02/20 3:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Data Link West Other Computer services 1313 E Maple St Bellingham Multiple customers walking in and out

04/02/20 3:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Diamond Cut Landscaping Construction 935 Edith ave Walla Walla Multiple guys coming out of truck to do non-essential yard work.

04/02/20 3:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open continum office Other retail 720 W. Fancher spokane valley this company is open has never closed, their open sign has been on everyday, I own an office 
furniture store, and have obeyed, it's unfair to me

Paul Davis/ Davis office furniturepauld@davisofficefurniture.com 509.994.1471

04/02/20 3:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Yakima School of Ballet Other Ballet studio 200 S 32nd Ave. Yakima I walked past the ballet studio today 03/02 at 2:00pm and the studio was full of students, parents, and 
siblings. The students were practicing ballet, while parents and siblings stood watch. I know the 
owner of the studio and even though she has a notice on the ballet studio doors about not having 
class-class was still being performed. Thank you.

Cordelia Blake Cordelia.elayne@gmail.com 509-952-7991

04/02/20 3:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vantage Community Management Other Community Management 8290 28th Ct NE C Lacey Business has personnel coming and going into building during working hours.

04/02/20 3:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sekisui Other Aerospace 1502 20th St Nw Auburn This business is working on commercial airline parts and not department of defense airline parts. 
They are not following 6 foot apart mandated rules.

Jamie Urbanec jamieurbanec@gmail.com 2532503392

04/02/20 3:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun Other Gun Shop 20829 Hwy 99 # A Lynnwood At about 2:30 PM on April 2nd there was a line of people out the door at the location.

04/02/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Sales Other Firearms sellers 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Some when is buying guns "essential"? Michael Papa Mcpapa58@gmail.com 4253398065
04/02/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Always pawsabilities Other Dog groomer 4903 20th Ave se Lacey This woman works out of her house with 5 children and is contaminating everyone around her in the 

community by continuing to work. She has clients come by multiple times a day and has zero 
disregard about their safety.

04/02/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Perma-Chink Systems, Inc. Other Seller of log home supplies, stains and finishes, etc. 17635 Ne 67th CT Redmond It is my opinion that Perma-Chink Systems is a business that sells non essential supplies for the 
superficial maintenance of log homes. The store in Redmond, WA is basically a store that sells 
coatings and caulking for log homes. Things that are just not necessary during this crisis. They are 
requiring that their sales staff, accounting staff, and online store employees all report to work Mon-
Friday. All of these jobs can be done from home as their VoiP system and web based sales software 
allow them to work from home. They could get by with a skeleton crew of a few warehouse folks to do 
the shipping and receiving. They are most certainly a non essential business.

Kevin Piatz kcpiatz72@gmail.com 206-518-0710

04/02/20 4:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veterans Thrift Store (Veteran's 
Warehouse)

Other Thrift store 1219 N. Wenatchee AveWenatchee This is a non-essential business. It is a thrift store that has remained opened.

04/02/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chinook Services Other Window washing, gutter cleaning 12811 8th Ave W. Suite C201Everett, WA 98204 Business is out doing roof cleanings and other non essential work

04/02/20 4:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Quarry Ridge Farm Other horse riding lesson facility 25604 NE Manley RdBattle Ground Numerous children and their parents at the barn at the same time to receive riding lessons

04/02/20 4:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Academy of Canine Behavior Other Pet Grooming 4705 240th St SE Bothell Pet Grooming business non essential having customers come inside building.

04/02/20 4:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Olympic engraving Other Jewelry 12121 northup way #107Bellevue wa A business that's open when I am closed and losing money to this made up pandemic used for 
government  gain absolutely  not ok ...Shut them down

John hebert J17392004@yahoo.com 4254420205

04/02/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Downtown Dog lounge Other Grooming/daycare 824 NW 46th St Seattle Non essential business working and allowing customers inside. slu@downtowndoglounge.com
04/02/20 4:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Verizon retailer Other Cell phone retailer 10120 SE 256th St Kent, wa 98030 Retailer is open usual business hours with a large inflated hot air oil shaped balloon on roof that says 

they are open. Parking lot is full
04/02/20 4:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Work and More Other Retail clothing 15620 Hwy 99 LYNNWOOD If contractor are not able to work on how is it possible that retail clothing sale is operating? MICHEAL COOPER mike@integritystonework.com 4253507746

04/02/20 4:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gstandard Gym Health-related business 3602 S. Cedar St Tacoma This gym is still running and large groups of members are coming to work out. Facility doesn't clean 
normally and def is not cleaning during this pandemic. This gym is a huge health hazard and has 
members that still come in and workout while sick.

Brittany Stewart



04/02/20 4:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Archon Tree Service Other Tree Service 14105 56th Ave NW Gig Harbor No essential business still working . Not fair to the rest of us

04/02/20 4:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Action city comics Other Comic book store 2016 S 320th St Federal way They are a comic book store, they are nonessential, and not practicing social distancing, more than 5 
cars outside the store and it’s a tiny store. I don’t know why comic book stores would be open. This is 
not helping to keep us safe!

Devon dltszm@gmail.com 2532508357

04/02/20 4:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Thornhill Tree Care LLC Other Tree Service 6514 63rd Ave NW Gig Harbor Working on non emergency tree care while the rest of us are not working. Not Fair Do Something!

04/02/20 4:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Arrow Construction Supply Construction 10225 E Trent ave Spokane This company has been remaining open since its not considered an essential business. Anonymous Scraftie1975@aol.com

04/02/20 4:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Top Notch Performance Horses Other Riding lessons 2404 103rd Lane SWOlympia Still bringing people in for riding lessons. Please help us keep all of these extra unnecessary people 
from coming up and down our street. We're staying at home like we're supposed to. This is a small 
private road and we're trying to stay healthy. This is owned by Alyson Meserve.

04/02/20 4:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brindleridge Farms Other Equine Lesson/Boarding Facility 3000 NW 299th St Ridgefield Children are attending lessons, no social distancing, business as usual

04/02/20 4:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Family Tree Care Other Tree Service 5226 So 8th Street Tacoma Working on non essential trees

04/02/20 5:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Energy personal training Other Fitness 4809 132nd st se c-102Everett There are multiple people working out inside

04/02/20 5:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquaqip Other SPA and Pool store 16350 Aurora Ave N Shoreline, WA 98133 The spa and pool store does not appear on the essential business list yet the store was clearly open, 
therefore violating the order

Lisa Hansen Ldh420@hotmail.com

04/02/20 5:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pet ponderosa Other Dog grooming 9211 204th St e Graham Facebook posts advertising current grooming appointments

04/02/20 5:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rent-a-center Other Furniture rental 60 E MelissaLane Shelton Business appears open everyday John Harrison jrharrison1945@yahoo.com 3604904648
04/02/20 5:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pet Sense Other pet groomer 1405 NW Louisiana AveChehalis Pet Sense sells dog food but also does dog grooming. They are fully open for dog grooming, they 

said because they sell dog food it's ok. And they are booked from today until the 11th
Laurel Behnke jamminwhippets@comcast.net 3607010388

04/02/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trailers. Nw Other Sales 18421 maple valley HwyMaple Valley Selling trailers Jon Do
04/02/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open IKO Pacific Construction 850 W Front Street Sumas This business only manufactures composite shingles. Claim they reached out & haven’t heard back, 

so they are proceeding as If they are essential, though cut hours. Requiring employees take breaks in 
their cars with nasty work gear. Claiming they need to produce shingles for natural disasters in the 
summer across the US.

Rebecca Abshire Pnwdesigned@gmail.com 4253081505

04/02/20 5:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The LUX Other Art store 603 Morris Street La Conner Open for business - putting art outside to draw customers in. Several people in and out of very small 
store.

04/02/20 5:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pawsitive Canine Academy Other Dog boarding and training 25119 N Aspen grove drColbert This business does not fall under the category of essential and has remained open and is attempting 
to profit off this pandemic. The owner recently traveled to Seattle and was exposed to someone who 
tested positive for COVID-19 just a few days after interacting with the business owner. The owner did 
not self isolate and continued to interact with staff and clients, failing to inform them of her exposure. I 
fear for my own health as well as the health and well being of the clients who are unaware of their 
exposure and could be considered at risk.

Katlyn Katieanderson1996@yahoo.com 5094898564

04/02/20 5:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Torklift intl Other rv accessory manufacturing 1901 fryar ave sumner non essential business risking employee health by continuing operations

04/02/20 5:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open --None-- Other Hardware, clothing, home decorating, coffee Main Street in Plain Plain The hardware store in Plain was open yesterday. They also have a latte- dispensing counter. Why 
are they allowed to be open?

Linda Herrington lindamarieherrington@gmail.com 5098880250

04/02/20 5:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wheel sport Other Bike shop 3020 s. Grand blvd Spokane No reason for this business to be open under the current conditions. Burton Rau burtonrau@live.com 5097688205
04/02/20 5:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Autoglass Clinic & Mobile Radio Other Autoglass Clinic & Mobile Radio 20201 front street Poulsbo Several people in waiting room. This is not essential business

04/02/20 5:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sekisui Aerospace Other Aerospace 1502 20th st nw Auburn This is a non essential aerospace company. Building commercial airline parts not DoD parts. They 
cannot follow the 6-foot separation rule.

Tiffany B Ltlbrat122@aol.com 253-324-0549

04/02/20 5:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Consign Furniture Other Furniture Retail 21605 E Country Vista Dr.Liberty Lake This is a consignment store for furniture and jewelry. There are cars in the parking lot and the neon 
open sign is on.

04/02/20 5:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mystic Gardens Other Florist 1924 NE 3rd Ave Camas https://www.facebook.com/groups/1757386014332392/permalink/3593853057352336/?sfnsn=mo

Business is open and posting on Facebook each day stating they are essential and openWe offer 
drive thru for flowers and weddings so if you have a marriage license no need to cancel your wedding 
you can postpone the ceremony and still get married on your day with our drive thru for only $50. Free 
to military, police, and any emergency responder. Doing this time of distancing if you do not have 2 
witnesses over 18 we will perform it live on the net so you are witnessed.

1924 NE 3rd Ave, Camas, WA 98607.
360-210-4694. Open 7 days a week
8:00am to 6:00pm, includes drive thru for weddings or flowers.

Tiffany Barr tabarr@comcast.net 3609919395

04/02/20 5:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Country Porch by Lori & Heart of 
Mine

Other Selling home goods, furniture, antiques 33221 206th Pl SE Auburn Two women opened a shop at one of the women's home, selling furniture and stuff. No limit to amount 
of people at their shop and they are non essential business.

anonymous no computer no phone

04/02/20 5:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rent-a-Center Other Furniture Store 39 S Wenatchee AveWenatchee They are refusing to close, and still open as normal.

04/02/20 6:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Buddy’s Home Furnishing Other Rental Store 15003 Meridian E Puyallup Not only do they remain open but going door to door collecting payments. In my case came for a $25 
3 days late. They demanding $80 payment or to come in my house a take the beds back. No 
attempted phone call

Paul Paulbean2015@outlook.com 5034402682 Buddy@buddyrents.com

04/02/20 6:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open B Side Games Other Gameboards/Gaming 2525 E 29th Ave Ste# 9Spokane Nonessential business open and should be close like all other nonessential. Gameboard and gaming 
place with people inside playing.

04/02/20 6:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Olympic Gymnastics Center Other Recreation/gymnastics 8511 Dickey Pl NW Silverdale Although closed to recreational classes, per their recent post on Facebook, this gymnastics facility is 
allowing girls on their competitive team to come in and train.
https://m.facebook.com/ogcwa/

04/02/20 6:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood Custom Cabinets Other Manufacturer of custom cabinets and other wood products for construction23800 E Appleway AveLiberty Lake, WA 99019The facility closed temporarily but has now re-opened.  A newspaper article has previously reported 
them as being non-essential.  A friend that is an employee reported that they are bringing in more 
employees and threatening them with denied unemployment claims.  I don't see how manufacturing 
cabinets and moldings is essential.  My friend reported that they have been shipping products through 
the back employee entrance.

Keith T Wisler ktwisler@gmail.com 267-221-2608

04/02/20 6:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tierra Ceramics Other Pottery Sunitch Canyon - NF 7705Leavenworth Pottery business open

04/02/20 6:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Carstar Collision Clinic Other Auto body repair service 13212 NE Bellevue-Redmond RdBellevue I received a call from this business, asking if I'd like to schedule my car for repair now during the 
shutdown. I had asked for an estimate 4 months ago on some minor body work. How is this an 
essential business? There website boasts that as auto repair is an essential business they are open. 
Essential auto repair is different from body work.

Maria Sikorski sikorskistaunton@hotmail.com 4252606496

04/02/20 6:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Interbay Self Storage Other Self Storage 1561 Armory Way NESeattle This business remains open & does not appear on the list of essential businesses. Customers that 
rent there already have access codes that allows access to their units when the office is closed. This 
office is only open to capture new rentals. Attending to current customers can be done remotely or 
with limited property walks. Continuing to keep the office open to the public is not necessary to the 
functions of this business & endangers the employees who are instructed not to wear any protective 
gear as to not frighten customers.

DAWN LEWANDOWSKI 2063100559

04/02/20 6:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paw patch bubbles and bows Other Pet grooming 1210 S gold st Centralia They currently posted they are open by appointment as of today 4/2 as a pet groomer myself and 
business owner I feel it is irresponsible to continue to work when all of us have closed our small 
business that may not make it through this so it is my duty to report so that we my be able to open 
again

Angela Davenmangy55@yahoo.com 3602920859

04/02/20 6:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Branding Tools, Inc Other Engraving business 4707 NE Minnehaha St, #307Vancouver Engraving business that claims they are essential and not working in social distance spaces

04/02/20 6:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Natures Garden LLC Other Retail gift shop 2200 Melrose St. # 3Walla Walla, 99362 Owner is posting on her FB page that she will open her gift shop by appointment and will also drive in 
town to deliver and is happy to be receiving orders.  The FB page:  
https://www.facebook.com/pg/tlgoenen/about/?ref=page_internal

Tiffany A Sinclair sinclair@skyegarden.com 5093017612

04/02/20 6:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rover stay over Other Pet day care 6451 hannegan Rd Lynden Open and not able to maintain social distancing. Also pets, while they can’t get sick, are vectors for 
the disease

04/02/20 6:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Foxhole Other Retail 15022 union ave sw Lakewood Business is operating in violation of proclomation

04/02/20 6:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood Boutique Other Erotic store 12706 Lake City Way NESeattle Open for business - non-essential. Close proximity. Jennifer Burlington Casadeburlington@gmail.com
04/02/20 6:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paw patch bubbles and bows Other Dog grooming 1210 south gold st Centralia There posting on there facebook there open there still taking grooming clients and are taking no safty 

measures
Ashley nissashleyncolten@gmail.com +13603381676

04/02/20 6:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open City Dry Cleaners Other Dry Cleaners 8410 Main St. (@ Bowdoin)Edmonds This business is in my neighborhood in a strip mall with other open businesses that are non-essential,  
 making this area less safe for us all.

Alicia: health care worker @UWMC-Montlakealiciakorkowski@yahoo.com

04/02/20 6:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Soap works Other Gift store PT brown ave Ocean shores Yes they sell soap a very small amount. Really they are. Gift store. Many other bussiness in the same 
area sell soap too? So since they have went out and purchased mops and cleaning supply to sell in 
there non essential store. They are geared towards shoes clothing. My point is im prettt sure many 
other stores in the same area would love to be open but are following the rules!

04/02/20 6:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood guns and ammo Other Gun zhop 20829 Hwy 99 Lynwood Gun shops are non-essential John wilmot Jpkamera@hotmail.com 2062708798
04/02/20 6:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Magic Nails Other Nail salon 8410 B - Main St. (@ Bowdoin)Edmonds This business is in my neighborhood in a strip mall with other open businesses that are non-essential,  

 making this area less safe for us all.
Alicia: health care worker @UWMC-Montlakealiciakorkowski@yahoo.com

04/02/20 6:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Habitat for humanity Other Thrift store for hardware, furniture Sylvan Way and Wheaton Way plazaBremerton Open Helen SCHWARTZ HelenLSchwartz@gmail.com 3606496794
04/02/20 6:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The maids Other Housekeeping 12811 8th Ave W c201Everett, wa I have previously contacted officials about confirming the non-essential status of this business as well.

04/02/20 6:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Energy personal training Health-related business 4809 132nd St SE C102Mill Creek Gym still doing personal training. No distancing. Na Na@yahoo.com Na
04/02/20 6:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lularue Other Clothing store 5098 E Hillcrest Dr Port Orchard Continues to do bussines as ussual. Attracts traffic to small homesteaded community has several 

individual who are high risk..also may even interfere with already approved essential bissines
 The dairy that supplies local milk. This is selfish on the part of the clothing store potentialy 
featel..Gods I hope not.

Russ Wiles Russbo61@gmail.com 3609083760

04/02/20 6:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Parry jewlers Other Jewelry store 4001 Summitview aveYakima Non-essential retail shopping business open 6197364170
04/02/20 7:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gold Rush Jewelry and Coin Other Jewelry Store 425 E Washington St #3Sequim Open sign was on and cars in the front of the business???  Not essential business even if they are 

opening to one person at a time.
Marcee mmmedgin@yahoo.com 360-912-2754

04/02/20 7:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Maids Other House cleaning Company 12811 8th Ave W. Everett Their job is to clean houses- they are in and put all day.

04/02/20 7:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sound cycle Other Auto wrecking yard 1220 Lider road Port orchard This business is open and has allowing large groups of people come and be super close together not 
flowing the covid 19 stay at home order

Haley Haleymckinney84@gmail.com 3603283972

04/02/20 7:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open happy tails Other Mobile pet grooming not sure kelso/longview Hello, my husband has seen the same mobile groomer driving around for the past week! The 
grooming salon i take my dog to told me they couldn't groom my dog because it was non essential

vera ramirez

04/02/20 7:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Many many gun dealers Other Firearms dealers in Whatcom County Everson Bellingham LyndenBELLINGHAM, WA Many many businesses that sell firearms in Whatcom and Skagit Counties are selling firearms 
obvious testing the limits of the closure order.

04/02/20 7:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open lux pet salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 8011 20th st se suite b105lake stevens The business is still operating although pet grooming is non-essential. They are not wearing PPE in 
the lobby when interacting with customers (which is a small and confined space), and don’t look like 
they’re taking extra precautions to keep customers safe.

04/02/20 7:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open West Coast Armory North Other Firearms retailer AIRPORT RD & HWY 99Everett Firearms retail is not essential. Small layout does not support social distancing directive. Bowman Bbhorn@gmail.com 4252396442

04/02/20 7:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wades Eastside Gun Other Indoor gun range/shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Gun shop and range is open. Website says, “we are open... large crowds. Jerry jerry.iseman@outlook.com

04/02/20 7:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tomaine Electric Other Auto parts manufacturer 8811 S 208th St Kent Not only is the business non essential, but they are taking it upon themselves to try finding a daycare 
for workers kids

Sharrie Yates Sharrie.Yates@gmail.com 3602399052

04/02/20 7:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Craft Store Other Craft/Hobby 4621 S Meridian AvePuyallup I beleive you could get ESSENTIAL supplies at Target/Walmart/Home Depot needed from these 
stores. 

Spread needs to be limited.

04/02/20 7:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Metal Magic Other Car detail shop 5621 south Tacoma wayTacoma How can detailing cars, tinting windows, or taking dents out of a car be essential. Mark Thessen Thessenma@aol.com 2533134553

04/02/20 7:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Retail Gilman blvd Issaquah A hobby store open - not essential and detrimental for their staff. Rosie Burns roseburns@gmail.com 2064862582



04/02/20 7:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Modus Technology Inc Other Scanning Services 200 W Sunset Way Issaquah This company is consciously disregarding the Stay At Home order while being aware that they are 
non-essential. They claim they are an essential IT company, while they only digitally scan documents. 
They have avoided closing in order to not pay unemployment. https://modustechnology.com/

04/02/20 7:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open i5 Guns & Ammo Other Gun Shop 7707 Martin Way E Lacey These stores are making loud and clear statements against our Governor's authority by refusing to 
follow guidelines every other Washington 
State resident and business owner is voluntarily sacrificing greatly for. This shop and other gun stores 
in the area are making this a political soap box with ongoing discussions in person and on social 
media; it is offensive that so many are fighting a life or death situation while others are focusing on 
their personal political agendas ignoring the real threat and failing to prioritize what we are currently 
facing. What is even more concerning is the example they are setting as they make it publicly clear 
that they require being addressed specifically through written statement stating that Gun Shops are in 
fact not essential before they will comply. Please address this issue one way or another so that there 
is not an example of willful disobedience without consequence; the rebellious entitlement on display is 
escalating and it is truly concerning to witness.

04/02/20 7:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DCP Hobbies Other Hobby/gaming store 351 Three Rivers DrKelso Has told people he is taking pre-orders on items that haven't released and they can come pick them 
up. He has information on his Facebook page telling people they will have meetups

04/02/20 7:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Camano Marine Other Marine 532 Camano Island Boat Uhaul business John Smith No emails No phone
04/02/20 7:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Schnitzer steel Other Metal processing 1902 marine view drive 98422Tacoma, wa Gatherings of groups of people in close contact. Operating without being an essential company during 

a statewide shutdown
04/02/20 7:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mobile music unlimited Other Car audio 1801 Cornwall Av Bellingham Workers on sales floor and installation being forced to work when non essential and have 

spouses/children susceptible to the the virus in home.
Britney Drake britneyseaira715@gmail.com 3504416183

04/02/20 8:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Securite Gun Club Other Gun Retail / Shooting Range 11910 Woodinville DrWoodinville, WA They are open and should not be. I've also seen a high number of vehicles in the parking lot which 
shows that a larger number of people are within the facility at the same time.

info@securitegunclub.com

04/02/20 8:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Craft Warehouse Other Arts and crafts 7411 W Canal Dr Kennewick Remaining open Sharon Jarkoff sj91343@gmail.com 818-378-3765 tricities@craftwarehouse.com
04/02/20 8:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Guns Other Gun shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Non-essential business.  Also not following social distancing guidelines.

04/02/20 8:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tim's Kleen Other Automotive Detailing 2009 Portland Ave Walla Walla Detailing business not licensed to carry out CDC cleaning measures offering automotive detailing 
services risking cross contamination between customer vehicles.

Slade airbusual@gmail.com 7205488592

04/02/20 8:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sportsman's Warehouse Other Camping supplies, fishing supplies, guns and ammo 1638 W poplar Walla Walla I don't believe this is an "essential " business Katherine Binder Kathybinder@charter.net 509-520-7121
04/02/20 8:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open G-Standard Gym Other gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym has remained open as can be seen in person and by their Instagram page

04/02/20 8:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Legendary Tan Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 16111 SE McGillivray Blvd Ste DVancouver This tanning salon is continuing to operate and has been heard stating she will remain open until she 
is told that she has to close and not a minute before.

04/02/20 8:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Generation strength gym Health-related business 12308 NE 56th Street unit 1603Vancouver This is a privately owned gym who is still open and training clients.

04/02/20 8:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Anko Other Retail 19500 Alderwood Mall PkwyLynnwood Business opening back up on April 3rd for online, non-essential retail and without social distancing 
precautions.

Anonymous Live0long0and0prosper@msn.com 4252182451

04/02/20 9:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Rave Other Car wash 5002 Center street Tacoma I don’t believe washing you car is essential Sharon Scarlson1124@gmail.com 2533125544
04/02/20 9:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Gun and Bellevue Gun Range Other Gun Shop/Range/Club 13570 Bel-Red Rd bellevue People are still parked there and it appears to be open

04/02/20 9:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Larson Cabinet Co. Other Cabinet manufacturer for mostly residential applications 247 13th st Clarkston Owner is unwilling to fully shut down after sending home half of the crew and telling them that she 
was closing. Rest of crew and herself are continuing to work with doors locked

04/02/20 9:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle pottery supply Other Ceramic and pottery supplies 35 S Hanford St SeattleSeattle The company is continuing to require employees to go in and conduct business.
The company produced materials for crafts and provided non essential art supplies. It does not fall 
under the category of an essential business

04/02/20 9:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ryonet Other Screen printing supplies 12303 NE 56th St, Vancouver, WA 98682Vancouver Screen printing essential?

04/02/20 9:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cross Cut Hardwoods Other Hard wood warehouse 4100 First Ave SouthSeattle Saw about 5 - 6 cars in parking lot outside of Cross Cut hardwoods today (April 2)

04/02/20 9:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bargain Boutique Other New and used bargain store 103 E main St. Goldendale They report they have essential oils so the city let them stay open, There is a Pharmacy across the 
street that serves the community with the same essential oils. I dont feel this business is essential to 
the community.

Tanya Williams reedsgirl1975@yahoo.com 509-250-2177 goldendalebargainboutique@gmail.com

04/02/20 10:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mcauliffes Nursery Other Nursery Springhetti Road Snohomish Staying open, advertising for people to come in on Facebook.

04/02/20 10:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun Shop Other gun shop 20829 Hwy 99 Suite ALynnwood I have seen people going in and out. Judy McCoid mccoidjudy@gmail.com 4252207038
04/02/20 10:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dean's Doggie Den Other Dog Grooming 158 Newman Lane White Salmon This Grooming shop has been brought to my attention as being open. This is causing issues for many 

other groomers who are abiding by the law to be closed.

Here is the facbook with posts showing this person has continued to stay open
https://www.facebook.com/deansdoggieden/

I belive not only for the safety of our communities but other groomers who are now having backlash 
for not being open because they are following the rules is just not right!

https://www.facebook.com/deansdoggieden/

Tara tarapavone@yahoo.com 360-739-2283

04/02/20 10:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CityMac Other Retail/Service 2551 Roeder Ave Bellingham Store is open to all customers when purchasing and repairing Apple computers isn’t essential George McKenna georgymac@me.com 4259054519

04/02/20 10:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Accor Technology Other Manufacturer 3310  5th Street SE East Wenatchee Company does not meet requirements to stay open under the manufacturing guidelines put forth by 
the state.

Max Angilley Maxwell.angilley@gmail.com

04/02/20 10:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hilltop Artists Other Glassblowing 602 N Sprague Ave Tacoma Multiple people inside hot shop (glass blowing studio located at Jason Lee Middle School). Up to four 
people at a time present inside on Thursday April 2nd for a few hours between around 10am-2pm, 
and also multiple people present on April 1st.

info@hilltopartists.org

04/02/20 11:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boot Barn Other Clothing and boot store 1st street Yakima This store sells boots and clothes.. Nikki Butterfly509@hotmail.com 509-901-8920
04/02/20 11:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Standard gym Other Fitness facility 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma People are coming and going from the gym late at night around 10 to midnight nightly Steven s.manion87@yahoo.com 2532825625

04/02/20 11:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sterling Breen Crushing Other Gravel Pit 887 state hwy 507 Centralia Still operating business Monday-Friday. Many trucks seen going in and out week of March 30

04/02/20 11:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pinto's Gun Shop Other Gun shop 224 Wells Ave SouthRenton This is a non-essential business and remains open. Dennis Lorimor lorimors@msn.com 206-226-1390
04/02/20 11:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Craft store 35020 Enchanted Parkway SouthFederal Way This is a non-essential business and remains open. Dennis Lorimor lorimors@msn.com 206-226-1390
04/03/20 12:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Robin Marie Photography Other Photographer 12738 O’dell Road NEDuvall She is advertising quarantine photo sessions all over the local Facebook pages. It’s really unfair for 

certain businesses to sneak through the cracks. And wrists extending the lock down even further for 
the entire community.

Kristel Goodwin KRISTELG@ME.COM 4254668450 robinmariephoto@hotmail.com

04/03/20 12:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Astro Auto Wrecking / Leo's Affordable 
Used Auto Sales

Other wrecking yard/ used car sales 37307 Enchanted Pkwy SFederal Way Business as usual. Men standing around in the parking area, cars parked along the shoulder of the 
road, heavy equipment in use. I assume tow trucks are essential businesses, but surely the entire 
wrecking yard and used car sales shouldn't also be operating?

Jane David janedavid7231@gmail.com 2533327231

04/03/20 12:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Twice Is Nice Other Second Hand Store 5998 Highway 291 Nine Mile Falls This business is open Wednesday-Saturday 11am-5pm while they are a Non-essential business. Katrina Moran crazzzy.girl@ymail.com 5095996229

04/03/20 1:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Robin Marie Photography Other Photographer 12738 O’dell Road NEDuvall She is advertising “quarantine photo sessions” all over the local Facebook pages. It’s really unfair for 
certain businesses to sneak through the cracks. And risk extending the lock down even further for the 
entire community.

Kristel Goodwin KRISTELG@ME.COM 4254668450 robinmariephoto@hotmail.com

04/03/20 1:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Federal Way Discount Guns Other Gun Jkkkkk Fedsel wst ,

04/03/20 1:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Construction 1925 Fowler St Richland If there is an emergency construction situation, one cannot find all their needs at Cost Less Carpet. 
They would need to go somewhere like Lowe's or Home Depot to get the other essential items to fix 
an emergency. Cost Less Carpet can only provide finish product like flooring. I was shocked to see 
that they are still open especially when similar companies like Great Floors closed to respect 
Governor Inslee's stay at home order. They are exposing their staff to the virus as well as 
encouraging people who are bored at home to go shop for remodeling their homes while their home 
anyway. All without practicing social distancing. It's companies like this that will keep the virus 
spreading to the public. It seems that they must not care about their employees either because it 
appeared to be fully staffed as there were several people working there...all very close to each other 
not practicing social distancing. It was disrespectful of the Governor's orders

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/03/20 3:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Money Man Pawn Other Pawn Shop 31509 3rd Avenue Black Diamond Not sure a pawn shop is an essential business. Lillie  Lyman Lillielyman@gmail.com 4259069764
04/03/20 3:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open WGS Guns Other Gun store/shooting range 11701 Pacific Hwy SLakewood I don't see that a gun store/shooting range is an essential business right now and their parking lot was 

packed as I drove by.
04/03/20 4:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Phoenix Direct Other Distribution - clothing 2625 North Berkeley lake rdDuluth Company is open

04/03/20 5:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mercer Island Florist Other Florist 3006 78th Ave SE Mercer Island This florist is providing online flower deliveries: websit says “open following CDC guidelines”.
Website: Mercerislandflorist.com

orders@mercerislandflorist.com

04/03/20 6:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mega Carwash Other Staffed carwash 1634 W Gardner AvenueSpokane This is the only manned carwash open in Spokane. It is staffed. People drive up and make contact 
with the staff prior to driving through the carwash. I would think a carwash isn't essential?

04/03/20 7:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Beneath the Bar Health-related business 309 N Van Buren St Kennewick This is a public gym. They have covered the windows and turned off the regular door access but are 
allowing people to enter through side door and park on street so they can still use the facilities. They 
have already been told by the health department to shut down so they made it look like they did. The 
same owners also have Ilon wellness that is a health spa. They have kept it open as well, advertising 
that they have immune boosting IV’s so therefore they are essential.

Rickie Lynn Shezapeach@gmail.com 5095201538

04/03/20 7:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Renton Spa Health-related business 1717 NE 44th st Renton Business is open - totally non essential

04/03/20 7:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Glacier Gun Club Other Members only gun range club 417 PLUM ST SE Olympia The club is inside a liquor store, which may be why they are staying open, but you need to be a 
member to enter.

04/03/20 7:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open T r a industries huntwood cabinets Other Warehouse 23800 e appleway AveLiberty lake I have a spouse that works at Huntwood cabinets and he said that they were bring back 400 
employees today 4/2/2020 to work in the warehouse. Plus they have unmarked trucks still doing 
deliveries. Hours are 6am-2pm only the warehouse is working. Entrance is on the back side of the 
building. With 400 employees that’s an estimated 1200 people at risk of covid-19 if you include 
families employees have to go home to!

Tiffany 5092513540

04/03/20 7:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pinto's Gun Shop Other Gun Store 224 Wells Ave S Renton To my knowledge, gun stores are not an essential business. On Saturday March 28th, there was a 
line out the door (but decent social distancing taking place). http://pintosguns.com/

04/03/20 7:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paw Print Genetics Other Pet Genetics 220 e Rowan Ave suite 220Spokane Paw print genetics has kept its lab open illegally. This company is completely non essential as they 
do pet genetics testing. Furthermore, they have a large stockpile of PPE they are hoarding and 
analysis equipment that could potentially test for covid. You can see by their electricity records that 
they have kept their lab open. My partner works there.

Max Silver Maxsilver@gmail.com 5096553593

04/03/20 8:02 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Staged to Sell Other Home Staging 1023 N 49th St Seattle This is a company that decorates “stages” homes prior to listing for sale. They do not meet any 
qualifications laid out by either 20-25 nor the clarification memo from 3/37/20 yet have been 
operational throughout the shutdown. They continue to send teams of people to to stage and de-
stage homes and are not following proper social distancing.

(206) 745-0360

04/03/20 8:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harris personal training Health-related business 10909 Portland avenue eTacoma Signs say closed but this is the third time this week I have seen more than three people in there 
working out, at this moment right now there’s about 10!!  I work in the business strip where the gym is 
located and my customers have also seen them and are very concerned.

Danielle Westing ms_chanelle@icloud.com 2539249223

04/03/20 8:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gamestop Other Retail 1118 Supermall Way Ste 103Auburn Gamestop is planning to open back up on the 7th this month, before the initial Stay Home order was 
slated to end. Even with Inslee's extension, they still plan on opening that day. I am an employee there 
that's genuinely concerned. We've had sick employees already, no PPE, the store hasn't been 
cleaned. We're not essential but we're being told to treat this as business as usual.



04/03/20 8:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Discount guns Other Gun shop & shooting range 1401 S 324th St Federal Way On 4/2 at about 5 pm I saw the business open. Doors were open, people coming in and out, 
congregating in the parking lot.

DIANNE ZORO dzoro1210@gmail.com 2532507185

04/03/20 8:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open McDonald miller Construction B street Quincy This is a microsoft data center being built but not operating. It is not essential as of now Gary bills Gnlbills@hotmail.com 5094304979

04/03/20 8:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open tacoma discount world Other clothing store 11013 Pacific Hwy SWlakewood they are a clothing store not an essential buisness and they are open to the public still.

04/03/20 9:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open How the west was clean Other House cleaning Unknown Kelso This business is still operating going house to house and not complying with social distancing 
regulations. Employees come in contact with several people daily and do not wear any PPE.

04/03/20 9:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynwood Gun Other Gun shop 20829 Highway 99 ALynwood If a non-essential gun shop can stay open with impunity and even flaunt it on the news, why do we 
have to shut down our businesses?

Dubyn Williams dubynwilliams@gmail.com 6197133925

04/03/20 9:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Peters and Son Flowers Other Flower shop 314 E Sprague Spokane defying stay at home orders by selling flowers to consumers

04/03/20 9:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Valley Quality Homes Construction 17123 E Sprague AveGreenacres Disregarding Gov Inslee's Order William N/A
04/03/20 9:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ashley Furniture HomeStore Other Contracted delivery service via Ashley Furniture HomeStore 1955 S Burlington Blvd,Burlington, WA 98233 Placed a complaint yesterday as well. Received a call today letting us know they we delivering a bed 

we've been waiting for. We told them yesterday that we are not okay with that because COVID, and 
they just called to say they would be here in 30 minuets.

Timothy Neal pvtpain66k@gmail.com (509)741-7414

04/03/20 9:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Morning Star Apothecary Other Bath Products handmade items Unknown Tacoma Here are the links to all of the social media and website for the business. The owner is also a fugitive 
on the run from multiple law enforcement agencies. 
https://www.google.com/search?q=Morning+star+apothecary&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-
us&client=safari

Anonymous Mail@mail.com 5555555555

04/03/20 9:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pickles Playland Other Dog daycare, grooming 12669 NE 85th St Kirkland They are still operating, and taking in additional non essential business by expanding their services to 
include dog grooming

Corey Polis coreypolis@gmail.com 2062406383

04/03/20 9:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Quality Packaging and Supplies Construction 2400 Statham Blvd Oxnard, CA  93033Oxnard I believe this business is non essential and they haven’t followed the stay at home order

04/03/20 9:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skagit County Historical Museum Other Museum 501 S 4th St La Conner The employees of the Museum were told to return to work today, after stay at home extension to 
return to work of May 4. All of the employees are high risk for a COVID infection . I fear for them. They 
were also told they cannot apply for unemployment as they are keeping them at minimal hours. 
Please help them .

Karen Summers kpsummers@yahoo.com 3607080532

04/03/20 9:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Foss Audio & Tint Other Car Audio 512 Strander Blvd, Tukwila, WA 98188Tukwila This is a non essential business. they do car audio. All of there locations are currently open. meranda

04/03/20 9:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood cabinets Other Warehouse 23800 E Appleway AveLiberty Lake They were closed and are now open with workers returning to work!

04/03/20 9:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Public Storage Other Storage units 9011 evergreen wayEverett Was told I would have to come into the office to pay ,would not take payment over the phone, said if I 
did not come in to the office they were auctioning stuff off on April 21, even though I told them my 
brother has brain cancer and can not get into account online

Kathryn Johnson kjohnson487@yahoo.com 4255161377

04/03/20 9:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boeing Construction 3003 W Casino Rd Everett WA Boeing just sent out a memo forcing people back to work on April 7th. This MUST be addressed!!! 
There is no social distancing, insufficient cleaning and at least one person has DIED while many other 
have been infected. PLEASE stop this!! People will be faced with termination if they refuse to 
endanger themselves. If we want to stop the spread of the virus, Boeing need to stand down and 
suffer alongside ALL the rest of the non-essential businesses.

Patrice imokyouremoreok@gmail.com 2068185168

04/03/20 9:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Last detail Other Car detail 15620 hwy 99 Lynnwood wa 98087 Looks This guys don't care Joe Joe22@yahoo.com
04/03/20 10:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 4Wheel Parts Other Selling off road vehicle parts 7602 South Tacoma WayTacoma, WA 98409 Working with a full crew not following “non-essential business” closure

04/03/20 10:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open extra space storage Other self storage 13015 canyon rd eastpuyallup theses storages are remaining open when they shouldn't and this particular location has a very sick 
woman there on 4/2/20 who was coughing and looked extremely ill.

nicole nicole.e.lungren@gmail.com 2533078812

04/03/20 10:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open American Liberty Other Adult Entertainment 3710 100th St Sw Lakewood This business is still open with many people in and out. The employees are claiming they are 
essential , but they do not sell food, medical supplies or any other essential item.

Jen jenfox467@gmail.com 253-732-6676

04/03/20 10:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open First Priority Other Vitamin Manufacturing 2681 Delta Ring Rd, Ferndale, WA 98248Ferndale, WA 98248 There are a number of people working there and many are Hispanic..I'm not sure if they've been made 
aware of the health concerns with regards to Covid 19.  I could be wrong and they are practicing 
social distancing, but I believe it's worth checking into.

Stephanie Maloy smmaloy@yahoo.com 3609206714

04/03/20 10:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Parking Diamond Service Other Parking Ticket Issuers P.O. Box 21050 Spokane Yesterday at work I was issued a ticket. To my surprise we were told we could park here since my 
team works with communications and we are required to be here. There are assigned parking for my 
team, but our shuttles are not active do to the shutdown. So we can park close to the building for now. 
The parking location is private, not on the street location. So my concern is that this company is 
issuing tickets, when they are not considered essential. They should not be on the premises or 
operating. Please issue them a violation for being open when they should not be. Plus the fact that I 
have to touch the ticket and put it alongside my belongings, calls for more spread of this disease. It is 
not fare. I have documentation that I am required to work here, if necessary. Thank you.

Vanessa Rosado vanessaj.rosado@gmail.com 425-496-4992

04/03/20 10:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane Christian Center Other Religious Church services/ education facility 8909 E Bigelow Gulch Rd, Spokane, WA 99217Spokane Noticed a number of vehicles in the parking lot during a normal work day, (Thursday) about 1:20 pm. 
4/2/20

Don dons3rd@hotmail.com 2088181374

04/03/20 10:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JM's Detail and Auto Accessories Other Auto detail and window tint 7450 S. Tacoma WayTacoma They locked up their front door and gate to look like they are closed but they are operating thru their 
back gate/door.  There are many people working including detailing, tinting, and etc.

04/03/20 10:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Granite Spire Law Group PLLC Other Legal services 2003 Western Ave Seattle Non-essential employees continue to report to the office on a daily basis, posing potential risk of 
infection to themselves and others. There continues to be no enforcement of the state-wide stay 
home order.

Evan Swope amoebacfm@gmail.com 9712201046 info@granitespirelaw.com

04/03/20 10:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open H & H Furniture Other Furniture Store 213 W Yakima Ave Yakima Big signage indicting there are open, Non-essential business Dave Geho dave@valleywebsystems.com 5094063840
04/03/20 10:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pelican Stay - Pioneer Square Other Hotel 400 S Jackson St. Seattle Are they allowed to be open and receiving guests? Stephan Schlegelmilch Schlegelmilch@gmail.com
04/03/20 10:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Miller Paint Other Paint store 196th street Lynnwood Paint store does not seem to be essential during this time .

04/03/20 10:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 1965 Other MOBILE HOME PARK OFFICE AND MANAGER 291 granat rd. port orchard LANDLORD CONTINUES TO COME TO THE TRLER AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS FROM 
TRAILER PARK OFFICE.

david clarkson dec0717@gmail.com 9417593428

04/03/20 10:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Auburn grooming Other Dog grooming 31325 112th ave se Auburn My groomer is closed but yet this one is staying open Jeff Docjohnson182@yahoo.com 2066057745
04/03/20 10:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evergreen truss and supply Construction 2003 E crawford Deer park Open for business and has employees going off property for lunches,no mask or gloves putting 

community at high risk
04/03/20 10:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mitts and cuts Other Dog grooming 3242 auburn way s Auburn My groomer has to be closed and this business is staying open Jeff Docjohnson182@yahoo.com 2066057745
04/03/20 10:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Manufacturing 3003 Casino Rd Everett In a management meeting, it was stated that customers are delaying delivery of planes by as much as 

6 months, yet they are calling everyone back on the 8th, during a stay home order, when we can't 
even deliver any planes and won't have work to do. This will put every employee in jeopardy of 
contracting COVID19.

04/03/20 10:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mattress City Other Mattress Store 121 SE Everett Mall Way suite aEverett A mattress store seems like a great place to spread covid and should not be open!

04/03/20 10:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BCT Other Print Shop 3433 4th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98134Seattle The business still running and with 3-4 employees. Dan
04/03/20 10:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Johns Auto Body Other Auto body repair 5795 NE Minder Rd Kingston It's an auto body shop, not an auto repair shop. Not essential. Probably no sanitizing/ social 

distancing either.
04/03/20 10:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big Five Other Sporting Goods Store 909 Cooper Point RoadOlympia This business should not be regarded as essential, and promotes activities outside the home.  They 

do not provide any essential properties in a "Stay at Home" atmosphere.
Susan Beatty smurfetteanklebiter@gmail.com 253.906.0637

04/03/20 11:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 16 cents 3 shoes & 5 socks Other retail furniture store 1233 n division st spokane wa open sign on, customers in store     there are 4 furniture stores on the block
Walkers, Mor, Complete Suite are all closed.   16 cents is still open.

brad brad@completesuitefurniture.com 509-362-3004

04/03/20 11:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Muddy Paws Other Dog Wash 13501 NE 84th St #101Vancouver, WA 98682I've had multiple sources tell me that this dog wash is still open.

04/03/20 11:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nature's Pet Other Dog Wash 512 NE 81st St F Vancouver, WA 98665This Pet Supply Store has a Do It Yourself Dog wash that is still open.

04/03/20 11:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mary Jane’s House Of Glass Other Glass shop 7219 NE Hwy 99 Vancouver They are a glass shop. That is completely non essential and they should not be open. Period. info@mjhog.com

04/03/20 11:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Auto Body Other Auto body repair 2400 Airport Way S Seattle Do not feel it is essential to repair body damage on cars at this time.  People coming and going.  No 
idea if they are carriers of the virus.

EVELYN C MARTIN evie.martin2005@hotmail.com 4252105029

04/03/20 11:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goids 15500 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver All Big 6 stores on Vancouver are open. Is sporting goods an essential business?  I do not think it is 
fair that they are open when other retail locations are closed.

Ann Hiebler amhieb@hotmail.com 5939576760

04/03/20 11:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cruz Carpet Cleaning    (509) 387-0912 Other residential carpet cleaning 601 N Baker Ave Apt 402East Wenatchee, WA. 98802Cleaning carpets in a large apartment building  no gloves or respirators Michael Fox fox939@msn.com (509) 387-3004

04/03/20 11:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Benjamin Moore paint store Other Paint Store 80th and Aurora Seattle How and why is a paint store considered essential?

04/03/20 11:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's Custom Upholstery Inc. Other Upholstery for automobile and others 10003 Aurora Ave N Seattle As far as I can tell, upholstery and auto customization isn't essential, but this business is remaining 
open and doesn't appear to be following social distancing guidelines.

04/03/20 11:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Other Side Other grass farm 1228 County Rd 303Jourdanton they are out working after our county put a shut down order, and they see truckers that come and go 
from town to town. we have positives in our town already and i’m worried they’re gonna keep 
spreading it.

anonymous

04/03/20 11:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mattress City Other Mattress store 121 SE Everett Mall Way Ste AEverett Drove by this business and they arenopen

04/03/20 11:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 16 cents 3 shoes & 5 socks Other Furniture retailer 1233 North Division st.Spokane Theyre constantly advertising on facebook in spokane garage sales area, posting address of 
business and stating they're still open for business.

Mike Mikeferrell1981@gmail.com 509-220-9775

04/03/20 12:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sports store 5700 100th ST SW suite 600Lakewood People coming and going. Noticed multiple people standing around the cashier not obtaining 6 feet. 
Listening to a gal say I am glad you are open so I can buy a trampoline!

Crystal Fisher Ken.crystalfish@gmail.com 206-718-9184

04/03/20 12:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Exclusive auto spa and window tinting Other Auto window tinting 4707 NE Minnehaha St suite #507Vancouver Stopped by and they are not following social distancing requirements in their show room. Furthermore 
they are open for business with five cars in their parking lot and they tint windows and do details on 
cars which I do not believe is an essential business.

Jeff Jeffsmith8613@yahoo.com

04/03/20 12:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Guns Other Gun Shop 13570 Bel Red RoadBellevue Wade's continues to operate in violation of Governor's Order.

04/03/20 12:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Verzion Other service, sales 23515 NE Novelty Hill Rd. #B-201Redmond Why is this store open when open Verizon stores are closed. Bonnie Milbrodt Bonnie_Milbrodt@msn.com 4258368993
04/03/20 12:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sign A Rama Other Sign Shop 305 SE Everett Mall Way Suite #14Everett This business is open, I don't see how a sign shop is essential

04/03/20 12:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DeVries Other Information management 601 e pacific Spokane Not sure if they are considered essential but they are still sherdding paper. Anthony Perkins aperkins250@yahoo.com 15099530919

04/03/20 12:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Gun Shop Other Gun shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue This is a gun store that says on its website that it is flagrantly violating the governor's order. Them 
staying open - especially because of what they sell - makes me feel far less safe. I am purposely 
staying anonymous because of the nature of this complaint. https://www.wadesguns.com/

04/03/20 12:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aussie Pet Mobile Other Mobile pet grooming  Franchise owner Ana Allison Seattle Seattle Please stop this company from working unnessicerly.  They risking so many lives everyday. This 
company has 10+ Van's being sent out 7 days a week to peoples home to groom pets. Each van 
grooms 5-10per day. That's a huge potential to infect thousands.

04/03/20 12:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mac’s upholstery Other Upholstery 5015 15th ave NW Seattle They’re still open. Claudette Smith smithclaudette@gmail.com 2066501360
04/03/20 12:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other Residential House cleaning /maid service 3702 West Valley hwy North #308Auburn They are sending employees, often times in pairs to upto 4 residential houses a day. Jason Ketner JASONKETNER@MSN.COM 2532023075

04/03/20 12:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Luft trailers Other trailer sales 907 N hibbs rd Ellensburg My soon to be husband works for them and has been staying home for the stay at home order luft 
trailers are not essential and is not taking the Necessary response to COVID-19

bridget Bridgetgoad@yahoo.com 5099291432

04/03/20 1:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Camano Island Kennel Other Boarding Kennel 240 Mouintain Crest CourtCamano Island The business is open and should not be I. wishtoremain anonymous anonymous@email.com 5555551212
04/03/20 1:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Joyeria Alex Other Joyeria con envio de dinero 116 N 5 th ave Pasco Joyeria que envia dinero open now, no existen medidas de higiene. Why open this bussiness? Fernando Moreno Fdomoma4@gmail.com 509-416-3823

04/03/20 1:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Funko Pop Other Collectible toy distribution warehouse 1202 Shuksan Way Everett this business is still open contact@funco.com
04/03/20 1:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Numerous Other Nurseries (plants) All Bainbridge and poulsboIn driving by and picking up feed for livestock it is clear that many nurseries are still open.  Also the 2 

times I've driven on Stottelmeyer Rd (N end) outside Poulsbo I have seen large groups (6 or more) of 
bike riders congregating and talking at the parking lot to the trails.

diana everist cox dianaeverc@earthlink.net

04/03/20 1:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Giant We Trust / 714-619-1904 Other Photography / Video / Clothing Studio 200-210 e 4th street santa ana This studio has been posting online love videos of them shooting music videos with large groups in 
the studio or meet up with large groups.

Prefer to be anonymous

04/03/20 1:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open FM Sports Other Gym/baseball training facility Redmond WA Holding workouts for teens/baseball players

04/03/20 1:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Funko Other Toy distribution 1202 Shuksan Way Everett I’m not sure how distribution of toys could possibly Ben considered essential.

04/03/20 1:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Laptop Other Laptop repair shop 7525 Aurora Ave N Seattle Customers continuing to frequent this shop which is a non-essential business.



04/03/20 1:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Woodland Motocross Park Other Motor cross race track 3232 Lewis River RdWoodland I am a neighbor of the Motocross Track.  They have been having races with more than 10 
motorcycles almost every single day since the stay at home order started.  10 motorcycles, means 
there is twice that many people.  Each motorcycle has at least one person spectating.  Normally they 
only race on weekends, which is tolerable.  The neighbors should not have to listen to the noise every 
single day while we are confined to our homes for 30 days.  I can't tell if they are having races or if 
they are charging people to practice.  I can see from my residence that someone is at the gate taking 
money when they enter.  This goes on from around 10am to 3 or 4 pm all day, every day.  In addition, 
my son is an essential worker, working nights and trying to sleep during the day.

Rene crazycntrygrl77@gmail.com woodlandmotocrosspark@gmail.com

04/03/20 1:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trail Creek Equestrian Other Horse Riding Facility 2302 50th Ave NW Gig Harbor The business is open and has made no effort to close to the public. The key groups are young kids 
and 50+ year old women. I’m increasingly worried about the effects this will have.

Betti Ann Yancey natalieyancey0504@gmail.com

04/03/20 1:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GLUKHENKO VITALIY & GLUKHENKO 
GALINA

Other Music Lessons 10001 NE 69th CircleVancouver Traffic to this house has picked up and kids are going into the home for music lessons Amber Thomas anstamps@live.com 360-990-7777

04/03/20 1:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open FM Sports Other Gym, athletics training facility 9123 151st ave ne Redmond large gatherings of athletes, training. anonymous anonymous anonymous
04/03/20 1:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open EZ pawn Other Pawn shop 2416 A E hwy 101 Port angeles Why on earth is a pawn shop still open? Are we really so uncaring to think pawned goods are worth 

more than i life? That’s all I can say.
Lily Lastoothoff@gmail.com 509-846-5368

04/03/20 1:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aloha Tiki Tails Other Dog groomer 729 Main St Buckley The business is still open and accepting grooming appointments from pet owners. Instead of closing 
completely they’re taking appointments for Tuesday and Wednesday’s only.

04/03/20 1:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Funko Other Toy retailer 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Why are they still open? And have been the entire time the governor has ordered a shutdown Dwayne Dsigh79@gmail.com 4258707955 contact@funco.com

04/03/20 2:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bigg Dogg Firearms Other Gun store 43306 SE North Bend WayNorth Bend Gun store remains open and active despite being a non essential business. Mark Swerland Swerlam@msn.com 2064591100

04/03/20 2:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Poulsbo Sheds Other Retail shed sales 18851 state Hwy 305 NEPoulsbo Closed sign on window but fully open for business. Just step on the lot and they come out and sell 
you a shed! Non compliance with state closures.

04/03/20 2:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cascadia NW Movers Other Moving company unknown unknwon Moved in new furniture to house in neighborhood.  Two guys who apparently delivered and set up.  
Also one seemed to be social distancing.  Five family members in the home.  They may be classified 
as delivery people but this is a long term event with a lot of contact between the people, not just a 
drop and go.

04/03/20 2:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open THE PHONE GUYS Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12717 4th Ave W, Unit C4,Everett WA 98204 I was surprised to see this cellphone store being open, they sell unlocked phones only, n I don't think 
its an essential business.
I saw people walking in and out.
This is there address and phone number
THE PHONE GUYS
12717 4th Ave W, Unit C4, Everett WA 98204
☎  4254203204

Rita Williams rita98188wa@gmail.com 4255219198

04/03/20 2:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Phone Guys Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4916 Center St, Unit E2Tacoma WA 98409 ☎I was surprised to see this cellphone store being open, they sell unlocked phones only, n I don't think 
its an essential business.
I saw people walking in and out.
This is there address and phone number
THE PHONE GUYS
4916 Center St, Unit E2, Tacoma WA 98409
☎ +12533920477

Rita Williams rita98188wa@gmail.com 4255219198

04/03/20 2:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Phone Guys Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 365 S Grady Way, Suite E, Renton WA 98057Renton WA 98057 ☎ I was surprised to see this cellphone store being open, they sell unlocked phones only, n I don't think 
its an essential business.
I saw people walking in and out.
This is there address and phone number
THE PHONE GUYS
365 S Grady Way, Suite E, Renton WA 98057
☎ +14259023630

Rita Williams rita98188wa@gmail.com 4255219198

04/03/20 2:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A & A Wireless Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 521 NE 165th St Shoreline, WA 98155 I was surprised to see this cellphone store being open, they sell unlocked phones only, n I don't think 
its an essential business.
I saw people walking in and out.
This is there address and phone number
A & A Wireless
521 NE 165th St, Shoreline, WA 98155
phone# 2065787484

Rita Williams rita98188wa@gmail.com 4255219198

04/03/20 2:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bark & Garden Center Other Gardening 4004 Harrison Avenue NWOlympia Please just ensure recommendations are being followed to remain open. barkandgarden@juno.com

04/03/20 2:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wades Eastside guns Other gun store 13570 Bel-red Rd Bellevue per their facebook page they are open for business despite being considered non essential by the 
governor and still have their shooting range open

04/03/20 2:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elmos Book store Other Porn shop 100th st sw Lakewood Patrons not observing governors non essential business order. Kim Sunnyfurdays1@gmail.com 2533248786
04/03/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ish Other Hand made and seconds objects store Railroad ave Shelton Wa 98584 Open for business and taking in items for resale this is a craft store selling handmade and second 

hand goods. Walked in off the street and bought unlabeled hand sanitizer and lotions. They are taking 
appointments to take in Easter baskets to be filled with store items and selling them. Can check their 
website for items they sell and what's going on.

Irene tarantino slowmoandme@gmail.com 3607973186

04/03/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TankWorx Armory Other gun store 1550 NE Riddell Rd Bremerton per their facebook page they are open for business despite being considered non essential by the 
governor

04/03/20 2:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aurora Rents Other Rental services N 175th and Aurora Ave NShoreline Company rents mostly to home owners yard equipment, tools, party equipment.  They've not rented to 
any government agency for about 5 years.  They also have 2 branch offices in Seattle (Green Lake 
and Lake City).  Business is slow, they've reduced their hours but are requiring staff to come into work.

Debra Dwyer debbiedwyer@outlook.com 206-349-9965

04/03/20 2:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Theresa Ellison VRBO Owner Other VRBO 178 Bryant Walla Walla I would like to complain as to why the VRBO’s are not shut down at this time. In the last few weeks, 
there have been people staying at the VRBO who admittedly came to our town from the west side of 
the state to “escape” the illness going around. The current occupants are obviously here enjoying 
Spring Break with children.This is not okay. If other non-essential businesses are prohibited from 
operating, then these residential properties for short term renting should also be shut down. This just 
brings people in from other areas that do not need to be here. As well, how can someone be sure that 
the residence was adequately disinfected from the previous residents? We will not stop the spread of 
this virus if people continue to ignore the stay at home order.

Mary Sutliff Lipps180@msn.com 5095229974

04/03/20 2:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Privateer Press Other Miniature soldiers for strategy games 21220  87th Ave. S.E.Woodinville Privateer Press is running a "Quarantine Sale" and shipping their product (miniature soldiers for 
strategy games) from their Woodinville facility. Link to sale here: https://store.privateerpress.com/

David Noonan dnoonan@gmail.com 3608868965

04/03/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classic Chassis Other Car Wash 5002 Center Street Tacoma This is an nonessential business that is still operating. Sonja Keesee Keesee78@yahoo.com 2533829821
04/03/20 3:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cricket Wireless Other Cell phone sales 2901 S 38th S Unit DTacoma This is an nonessential business that is still operating. Sonja Keesee Keesee78@yahoo.com 2533829821
04/03/20 3:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink elephant car wash Other Car wash 16223 Meridian E Puyallup Business is forcing employees to go into work and is opening back up for business tomorrow. They 

have put on their social media pages that they are closed but it is a lie.
Amanda Grandfield Amanda.e.grandfield@gmail.com corporate@elephantcarwash.com

04/03/20 3:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chasis Other Car wash 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup Employees working and people going through car wash.  Is this essential? I don't think so!! Amy R Davidson amyrd29@gmail.com 2532081594 corey@classychassis.com

04/03/20 3:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Guns Other Gun shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Openly said it will not follow the Governor's orders. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/03/20 3:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A&A Other TELEPHONE store 519 NE 165th St. Shoreline Business as usual Dave Westberg DAVEWESTBER@OUTLOOK.COM 2062557452
04/03/20 3:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition Other Gun and Ammo 20829 Hwy 99#A Lynnwood The business is non-essential and is refusing to comply with the governor's request. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/03/20 3:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kersey Mobility Everett Other Auto re-fitting and 7202 Evergreen WayEverett Business exposes vulnerable client population and demands that employees who could work from 
home come into work.  Business claims to be essential through auto repair + medical equipment 
exemptions this is inaccurate.  I do not work for them.

Catharine McGraw catharinemcgraw@yahoo.com 562.213.3014

04/03/20 3:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tulip Town Other Tourist merchandise, flower sales 15002 Bradshaw RdMount Vernon They have their road side merchandise stand open with a video on Facebook encouraging visitors 
and tourists to come. I'm a local and do not need to be further endangered by their desire to make 
money

Cassandra Gonzalez Cgonzalez137@hotmail.com 3604219771 tulips@tuliptown.com

04/03/20 3:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trugreen Other Landscaping/lawn and tree care 15265 ne 95th st Redmond Non essential business still operating, and telling employees if  they stay home and file unemployment 
They would may not qualify for benefits and possibly be terminated..

Eric Graham Seattleslim33@yahoo.com 5416336902

04/03/20 3:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Memory lane Other Vintage store 318 west Kennewick aveKennewick I was at the local gun store and noticed the customers that were in the gun store then went on into the 
vintage store looking and touching antiques in this building

Ana Meraz therealana98@icloud.com 5093087913

04/03/20 3:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Public Storage Other storage facilities 7421 s 180th st Kent Don't feel like they should be open. I work here and have had more Customers here this last week just 
sorting their stuff because their bored at home. they are putting my life in danger along with others. 
this is a 3 story building and Shouldn't be open.

Tova Rogers tovarogers1@gmail.com 2063919116

04/03/20 3:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Greenwood cleaners Other Dry cleaner 7619 greenwood Ave. NSeattle Business has been open every day except Saturdays (it's usual day off) since the first stay at home 
order and continues to operate as usual. It is tiny and not possible to maintain social distancing even 
if it were essential which it seems absurd that could be the case.

L.l.devine lolide@live.com 206.274.7610

04/03/20 4:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Training Grounds Other Fitness Facility 1524 Birchwood Ave.Bellingham Gym looks closed from the outside but they are allowing people to come in through the back entrance. 
This is a danger to our community and needs to be resolved ASAP!

04/03/20 4:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The flower Pot Other Florist 1254 mt st Helen’s wayCastle rock Business is still operating non essential services and allowing customers to shop retail space and 
doing deliveries.

04/03/20 4:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gotta Dance Other Dance classes 17945 NE 65th St Unit 100Redmond I live in the apartment complex right in front of this business. We see multiple cars coming and going 
out of this location as if dance lessons are still going on.

04/03/20 4:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tulip Town Other Roadside Business - Tulips 15002 Bradshaw RdMt Vernon Per the owner of Tulip Town, he is exempted from the Govenor Proclamation to close the state.  He 
states on his social media & website that he can be open (7) days a week selling tulip festival 
merchandise and tulips. https://www.facebook.com/tuliptown/  He also states he is exempted from 
staying home and can drive all over the Puget Sound delivering flowers to Hospitals, Nursing Homes, 
and First Responders.  He continues to video tape his business and his deliveries. How is he 
exempted?  Is he immune?

tulips@tuliptown.com

04/03/20 4:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The elephant car wash Other Car wash 715 39th ave sw Puyallup They are opening the vacuums back up tomorrow. Wich have been rightfully closed do to close 
proximity,  and contamination issues.  They want to disinfect pay stations every hour, but provide zero 
disinfectant and do not have an employee on site at all hours. They require  the employees  to wear 
face mask at all times but provide zero face masks. They require  employees to change gloves often, 
but provide a limited amount of gloves. No sink on site. Extremely high amount of customers per day.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

04/03/20 4:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mary Jane's House of Glass Other Glass shop for marijuana 1156 commerce ave Longview This business is primarily for puchasing smoking devices for marijuana. They sell some CBD and 
Kratom for herion users but that is not their primary business model. Their primary business model is 
glass utensils for smoking marijuana. They are doing promoting 420 sales to get people in the door. 
All of their locations are open throughout the state of Washington. There are many people shopping 
at these stores at any given time. This is unacceptable and non essential.

Marlowe McConnell marlowemcconnell@yahoo.com 3606098465 info@mjhog.com

04/03/20 4:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kornerpocket Billiardz Other Retail game shop 17721 132nd Ave NEWoodinville There was a facebook post about them delivery pool tables and opening up their showroom by 
appointment.

Paula Reese Paula@wellduh.com 2536785489

04/03/20 4:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Airplane manufacturing Multiple locations Everett Non essential business Doris Jeffries tall_people@frontier.com 4253502140
04/03/20 4:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Painted pooch Other Pet grooming shop 641 SW 153rd ST Burien The businesses that are not deemed essential shouldn’t be open but I’ve noticed people going in and 

out of this shop behind the back door. They have open sign turned off but numerous people have 
been going in and out with dogs. If all businesses are supposed to listen to the governor’s 
requirement, these open businesses are definitely taking advantage of this situation to their benefit. 
Please make sure that all businesses are playing by the same rules. Shouldn’t there be serious 
consequences? If everyone did this, then why are the rest of us following the rules? Please enforce 
the restriction as soon as possible.

James kim Jakimone80@gmail.com 253-355-3539



04/03/20 4:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Groomingdale's Dog Grooming Other Dog Grooming 805 W Steuben St Bingen My name is Alyson Mello. I own Aly Jane’s Pretty Pup Salon in White Salmon wa . The city told me I 
was non essential so I closed my doors . I have called the city of Bengin and White Salmon about 
Groomingdales still open . I do not think it is fair that she can get away with being open and I’m closed 
as I’m following the rules as a non essential business.

Alyson Mello Alyjanemello@outlook.com 509-310-3468

04/03/20 4:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Daiso Other gift items Roosevelt square seattle spreading the virus because they are non essential and should be closed sabina pelckmann sabinadesigns@comcast.net 2063351385

04/03/20 4:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evergreen Dance Academy Health-related business 2100 SE 164th Ave Suite D-111, Vancouver, WA 98683Vancouver, WA There's videos on Facebook of the owner going to her studio to do classes. Roxana Manesh- I wish to stay anonymousroxanamanesh@lclark.edu

04/03/20 4:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Die Empty Crossfit Health-related business 3180 w Clearwater suite dKennewick Crossfit gym who’s owner is openly posting that she and coaches are continuing to work out there 
including videos, etc

04/03/20 4:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Freedom Bookstore Other Adult video / book store 3710 100th St SW Lakewood Adult bookstores doesnt seem like an essential business.

04/03/20 4:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brindleridge Farm Other Equestrian facility 3000 NW 299th St Ridgefield Kids are coming to the barn for lessons, along with parents, many at a time. No Closure whatsoever. 
Kids are not social distancing. There’s now been an exposure to covid 19 and they STILL ARENT 
CLOSED

04/03/20 4:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brindle Ridge Farm Other Horse riding lessons 3000 NW 299th St Ridgefield Horse lesson program has continued. While feeding and cleaning horse stalls is essential, and the 
business owner could exercise horses if needed, having multiple children and adults on site, together 
for the purposes of recreation is not essential. Video and photos have been being posted of these 
group recreational events continuing.

concerned citizen concerned@yahoo.com 360-111-411

04/03/20 4:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mercer Island CrossFit Gym Other Gym 2750 77th Ave SE Mercer Island Today, April 3, I walked by the gym and there were at least three people inside working out.  Appears 
to be open.

Alan Waite alanwaite@gmail.com

04/03/20 4:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Wave Other Car Wash 9195 Wadsworth PkwyWestminster Business washing cars with a giant sign for 20% off. Todd todd@beergeeq.com
04/03/20 5:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mustang Signs Other Signs 10379 w Clearwater aveKennewick This is a non essential business putting themselves and their employees in danger

04/03/20 5:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bigwu fitness Other Gym 404 W Meeker St, Kent, WA 98032Kent I drove thru meeker street 3  when I'm coming from work , I noticed that the gym keep functioning as 
normal , I saw probably 7 -10 ppl working out , if the other companies are following the rules why don't 
they do the same

Bryan Pineda bryan.pineda13@gmail.com 2067750459

04/03/20 5:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Luxe Pawn Other Pawn Shop 14032 Aurora Ave N Seattle This place shouldn't be open! Drew Larson dogmantra@gmail.com 2062932277
04/03/20 5:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog House Grooming Other Pet Grooming 699 Sussex Ave W Tenino Non-essential Business is Open and fully operating. I am a pet groomer whose business is NOT open 

due to following Shelter In Mandate. As far as I understand, we are NON-essential.
Rikki K. JnRKaufman@gmail.com

04/03/20 6:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Roslyn Walking Tours Other Walking tours 110 w pennsylvania Roslyn gathering in groups!!! Sara Burton
04/03/20 6:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gold and Pawn Other pawn shop 11122 Pacific Ave. S.Tacoma Observed open at 5:45 pm on 4/3/20, and several other dates and times. Lowell Kiesow lowellk@blarg.net

04/03/20 6:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aaron's Other Furniture store 510 e nobhill blvd Yakima They have alot of people coming in and out. They are not taking precautions. Amanda a-lopez1@outlook.com 5097310984 AHSC@aarons.com

04/03/20 6:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chung Lian Trading Other Non-essential wholesale 200 SW Michigan St. #108Seattle Non-essential business still open to their clients, despite description on its website. Additionally, 
selling essential items during the pandemic such as face masks.

info@chungliantrading.com

04/03/20 6:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Safran Other Aerospace 12810 State Ave Marysville I work here and my supervisor has asked me to come in to perform on April 6th when we are 
supposed to be closed until the 12th.

karliheller0@gmail.com

04/03/20 6:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition Other Gun shop 20829 Hwy 99 A Lynnwood A gun shop is not listed as essential, why is it open? Carmel Jackoby carmel.jackoby@gmail.com
04/03/20 7:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Guns Other Gun Shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue They were on King5 News that they are remaining open despite being deemed a non-essential 

business. Close them down!
Heather Refvem hdrefvem@gmail.com 2062183406

04/03/20 7:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Holmes Harbor Rod & Gun Club Other Rod & Gun Club 3334 Brooks Hill RoadLangley Is a rod and gun club an "essential business"? Between 3 and 3:30 this afternoon, as I was walking 
my dog at South Whidbey Community Park, gunfire coming from Holmes Harbor Rod & Gun Club 
shattered the air. The loud gunshots repeated; they upset me and frightened my dog. We had to run 
for 15 minutes to get back to the car, away from the loud noises. I do not think a gun club is 
"essential" during this time of crisis when people are trying to stay calm. Please shut it down. Thank 
you.

Geraldine Moloney jaymamol116@gmail.com (206) 491-1696

04/03/20 7:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade's Eastside Guns Other Gun shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Gun shops should not be open!!! Shut them down

04/03/20 9:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Surplus Ammo & Arms Other Gun store 102 Puyallup Ave B Tacoma Large number of people gathering at non-essential business

04/03/20 9:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open County line shooting sports Other Gun store 35502 state Route 507Mc Kenna Social  distancing Art hughes Hughesajh@yahoo.com 253-843-0249
04/03/20 9:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Little Red Day Spa Other Spa 3200 Airport Way SouthSeattle Spa is soliciting active, on-site patronage via email: "The spa is officially closed but there is something 

you can do at the spa with your partner that is less risk to yourself and others than going to the 
grocery store... You can come to the spa to use the suites for some spa time..."

Connor Lee connor.p.lee@gmail.com 2066045261

04/04/20 11:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Westcoast armory north Other Shooting range and firearm sales 11714 Airport Rd Everett High risk of infection if you use this shooting range as it is impossible to adhere to social distancing 
safety measures. The range areas necessitate constantly being with in a few feet of others constantly 
and shooting with others in the range is done in a very confined space. As a gun ownership advocate, 
even I find it hard to believe gun sales and shooting a firearm are essential activities at the present 
time.

04/04/20 11:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Columbia Gun Rack Other Guns and Ammo 314 W Kennewick AveKennewick Willful violation of the Governor's orders. Article in the Tri-City Herald indicating the owner is aware of 
the order and staying open regardless. This type of behavior is likely to help spread the virus.

04/04/20 11:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Talos Tactical Other Guns and Ammo 4096 W Van Giesen StRichland Willful violation of the Governor's orders. Article in the Tri-City Herald indicating the owner is aware of 
the order and staying open regardless. This type of behavior is likely to help spread the virus.

04/04/20 1:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open County Line Shooting Sports Other Gun and ammo store 35502 WA-507 McKenna Open normal hours and is always packed with customers

04/04/20 1:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Beer Essentials Other Home brewing supply 2624 112th St S E-1Lakewood This store is a home brewing supply business. They do not sell anything that is essential to human 
life or exsiatence. Making your own beer and booze at home is not essential in any capacity.

04/04/20 3:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sky sims 360 Other Flight simulator experience 19031 33rd Ave W #100Lynnwood My father turned 76 today and was permitted to do a flight simulation.  He has been sick for several 
days including coughing.  His symptoms were not severe enough to be given a COVID test but this 
business should not have allowed this recreational activity.  They are not essential.

Meaghan Kelpszas Megabrat1980@msn.com 425-773-0201

04/04/20 3:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Plantation Other Retail 18833 NE Front St Suite BPoulsbo Doors are open and allowing public in to shop Michelle thecastleco@gmail.com 3605363152
04/04/20 3:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Interior woodworking specialists Construction 15337 new 92nd st Redmond They have 1 small job they may be essential but 90 percent of the workers are on non essential jobs 

and at risk
Keith kessell Kessellkeith@gmail.com 4259540524

04/04/20 3:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Speeding Car Wash Other Car wash 210 169th Street S Spanaway Non essential business still open Jennifer jeazor1982@gmail.com
04/04/20 3:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hardcore Gym Spokane Health-related business 4402 N Division StreetSpokane As seen on their public Facebook pg 

(https://www.facebook.com/339560556624385/photos/a.348910699022704/523969351516837) - 
owners have declared they are not closing. "And to the dismay of our haters out there, f*** you, we 
aren’t closing no matter what." Paper was put up on all windows blocking anyone seeing in & ppl use 
door on the back of their facility.

04/04/20 3:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Tot Shop Other Retail store 16601 Pacific Ave S Spanaway Non essential business still open Jennifer jeazor1982@gmail.com
04/04/20 3:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Coupeville Health and Fitness Other Health club Gym 35 NW 1st Street Coupeville Owner Terri Montana REFUSES TO CLOSE GYM DOWN!!! When asked why She will not for the 

protection of the community, her exact words were “Governor Inslee can’t tell me what to do!!” And 
she further said that the laws do not apply in island county! Carage the nursing home in Coupeville 
which has an outbreak of coronavirus patients and staff is just a stones throw away and Coupeville 
fitness has members from Carage families and staff!!! PLEASE CLOSE THIS BUSINESS FOWN AND 
SEND HER TO JAIL FOR NIN COMPLIANCE!!! There were at least 15 members in there this 
morning just inches apart from each other!!!!!!!!

Diane Parker dianeparker614@gmail.com

04/04/20 3:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RAC renta center Other Furniture store 5309 100th St SW, Lakewood, WA 98499Lakewood, wa Open selling furniture

04/04/20 3:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynwood gun and ammunition Other Gun shop 20829 Hwy 99, Suite ALynwood Business remains open despite being non-essential

04/04/20 3:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Community Fitness Other Gym 6108 Roosevelt Way NESeattle They are requiring their fitness instructors to come in and record 'livestreams' at the business, asking 
for donations but the instructors are not receiving the funds.  It is terrible that they should put their 
instructors at risk for pure profit.  Not in the spirit, or in the letter, of the order.

04/04/20 3:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bicycle Butler Other Bicycle Shop 6520 N. Ash Street Spokane Open for business during the day and alcohol related gatherings in the evening after hours.

04/04/20 4:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Daiso Other General housewares store 1706 s commons Federal way Store sells general household items like kitchen and bathroom gadgets, nick nacks, toys.  Open for 
business.

Patrica Luby luby.pa@outlook.com 2532143111

04/04/20 4:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fetch Please Dog Training Other Pet services 1647 W Broadway AvenueMoses lake Fetch please dog training is a company that offers training and other services and some products. 
They are still offering non essential items for purchase, zoom classes who are not essential and finally 
training walks, which are non essential. There are posts on Facebook proving this business is not 
closed down completely and is still making money and offering services at this time.

04/04/20 4:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Olde Creamery Other Antiques store 224 N Whitcomb AveTonasket, WA 98855 How is this the only antique shop that's open in our town?  they have people parking in the front and 
in the back of the store...

Ed Koonce ekoonce66@gmail.com 1-509-429-0099

04/04/20 4:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lakewood shooting Range Other Shooting Range 11701 Pacific Hwy SW ste. BLakewood A recreational shooting range for target practice doesn’t seem essential.
Except for Law enforcement.
Saw a lot of cars there. Which would make it seem like too many people in one place.

Mike Murray mikemurray2000@yahoo.com 3605934691

04/04/20 4:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Milgard Windows Other Window Manufacturing 8825 S. Asotin FIFE I'm writing in behalf of my LEP brother in law working at Milgard windows. He expressed concern that 
they are working and providing and unessential product at this time. Milgard makes windows. Given 
the slow down in construction him and other workers don not feel they should be risking thier and 
safety. Of even greater concern is the company's lack of PPE for staff. Just on Friday, they were 
informed a worker at the plant was diagnosed with COVID and have still made them come to work. 
Please help them look into this. I'm happy to provide direct contact information for those impacted and 
working there. There is some fear and apprehension about them losing their job by doing this.

Lawrence Coleman lc.abdul@gmail.com 2532308404

04/04/20 4:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hobby Lobby Other Craft supplies Sokane Valley Mall Spokane Valley Hobby Lobby is definitely non-essential and is endangering the public by being open. Beth Schomburg bibliobeth55@yahoo.com 5094663452

04/04/20 4:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cicely's Gift Shop Other retail gifts 112 W Pennsylvania AveRoslyn 4/5/20 neon "Open" sign lighted, sandwich board "Open" sign set  up on sidewalk, door open, cars 
parked at business; very small store so social-distancing not likely.

peggy cooke 17amie52@gmail.com 505-501-2189 cicelysroslyn@yahoo.com

04/04/20 4:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boost mobile Other Mobile phones 3205 N Division St, Spokane, WA 99207Spokane That’s it. They remain open. John herman Jherm02@hotmail.com 4254176251
04/04/20 5:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open MKR Tactical Solutions Other Gun Store 3622 Grandview Street Gig Harbor, WashingtonGIG HARBOR Business is continuing to remain open, running gun building classes.

04/04/20 5:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Secondhand Affordable thrift store Other Thrift store 14011 pacific avenueParkland Have seen them open for the last week or more with lots of customers Gloria Josèngloria@comcast.net 2532503555
04/04/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mt. Adams Fish and Game Association Other Gun range 975 NE Park AvenueWhite Salmon This business is open when all other nonessential businesses are closed, and all other recreation is 

closed. People are in all day, and the shooting is interfering with neighbors who are working from 
home. It's really difficult to have a conference call with constant gunfire in the background.

Becky Williams- but please keep this anonymous!biyi.williams@gmail.com 5092811101

04/04/20 5:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Plantation Other Antique store 18833 Front St NE suite bPoulsbo Antique store is still operational with curbside pickup. Paris 0916425@nkschools.org 3606217911
04/04/20 5:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Plantation Other Antique furniture store 18833 front street NE suite BPoulsbo Open for business, allowing customers to come in and shop. Ashley Smith Smash321.as@gmail.com 3608601560
04/04/20 5:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Plantation Other Antique Store 18833 Front St. NE Suite bPoulsbo They have been open for business and sell nothing essential.

04/04/20 5:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open I-5 Guns and Ammo Other Gun and ammo shop 7707 Martin Way E Lacey We were heading to WinCo at 10 AM this morning. I noticed there were 2 cars in I5 Guns and Ammo's 
lot and that the business had an open sign on it. This business should not be open right now - gun 
shops are not essential.

04/04/20 5:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dragon analytical laboratory Other Environmental laboratory 627 Durell RD SE B105Tumwater This is a non Essential business claiming to be an essential business when I questioned them being 
open. Also they are not practicing the guidelines. Was told not necessary

Amanda Myers myersal66@gmail.com 3604029764

04/04/20 5:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elmo's Adult Books & Videos Other Adult Bookstore 3922 100th St SW Lakewood drove by and notice cars in the parking lot and business is open. Beth Cummins bglhndlvr@gmail.com 253-330-2970
04/04/20 6:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic West Olympia Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1540 cooper point rd sw unit 420Olympia Called to freeze membership but told me they will be opening next week because they are essential, 

not really sure how they are pulling that one
lacey@tanrepublic.com

04/04/20 6:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open HTG, Inc. Other Asset retirement and logistics 2801 SE Columbia Way, Bldg. 31, Suite 110Vancouver Business is still making warehouse workers come in.

04/04/20 7:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition Other Guns 20829 SR 99, Unit ALynnwood, WA 98036 Owner says no one has told her to close even though Governor's office has said gun shops are not 
essential businesses.

Carol Riddell cariddellwa@gmail.com 425-771-3344

04/04/20 7:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bigbluetruck Other Nonprofit 1840 s 144th st. 98168Seatac That warehouse work is definitely not essential, I actually think they could get themselves in trouble Gilbert nwc_dr04@yahoo.com 2065999714



04/04/20 7:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nuna Other Distributor of upmarket strollers and other such items 12225 ne 60th way  Suite 300Vancouver I work at the UPS Vancouver facility. The Nuna company is still sending at least 1 40' semi trailer of 
high end cribs, cradles, strollers and such to our facility on a daily basis.
   Commercial customer pickups in general have barely declined in the Vancouver Area. Seems many 
non essential businesses are remaining open.

John Sarosky j_sarosky@yahoo.com 5038699235

04/04/20 7:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Private Sector Arms Other Guns & Ammo 3012 Harrison Ave NWOlympia Not closed and is very busy. Andrew Gregory 4062536945
04/04/20 8:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open FATZ Detail Other Car detail shop 7915 27th st. West University Place I live right down the st. from this car detail place & it has been open every day. This is Definitely Not 

an “essential business” legal to be operational right now & needs to be inspected & shut down. And 
no this place is not an auto mechanic type of a business in no nature; it’s literally just a detail shop. 
This is ridiculous; I am a nurse & drive by this multiple times a day because my job is essential. There 
are businesses literally all over the place that have been open.

Suzy Miller Sumill2@aol.com 2533107733

04/04/20 8:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Abraham's House Charity Other Antique shop 312 N Callow Ave Bremerton An antique shop, whether it be for profit or not, is not essential. The person working there has been 
throwing sales to bring people in when it should be closed.

Amanda amandakitchen93@gmail.com

04/04/20 8:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boost Mobile Other Cell phone College st Lacey Is that non essential

04/04/20 8:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mrs Pets Other Pet grooming 8412 5th Ave NE Seattle Open and taking clients on Saturday 4/4 despite pet grooming being deemed non essential. Kaitlin Cone Kaitlincone@gmail.com 2062802639

04/04/20 9:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Erika Strange Other Dog Grooming Mobile Dog GroomerVancouver This person is still operating as a mobil dog groomer in Clark County and her business is being 
promoted on the NextDoor app.  

Personally, I believe that dog grooming is an essential business.  However, the governor has stated 
that it isn't, and so all dog grooming businesses should be closed in order to comply.

Caryn Alomar Caryn.alomar@gmail.com 3606089008

04/04/20 9:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kahlianna Manriquez Other Dog grooming - nail trimming Parkside area of Vancouver, WashingtonVancouver A person is soliciting business as a dog toe nail trimmer at $15 per dog, out of her home in the 
Parkside area of Vancouver, Washington.  Her advertisement was on the NextDoor App.

I think this goes to show that dog grooming is an essential businesses.....if people are getting so 
desperate to get their dog's nails trimmed that they are willing to go to an unprofessional's house in 
order to get it done.

Personally, I believe that dog grooming is an essential business.  However, the governor has stated 
that it isn't, and so all dog grooming businesses should be closed in order to comply.

Caryn Alomar caryn.alomar@gmail.com 3606089008

04/04/20 9:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Force 10 Performance Health-related business 17935 NE 65th St Redmond Several people working out together in small spaces, each touching the same equipment while 
sweating and wiping their faces

04/04/20 10:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open fall city firearms Other gun store 33606 Redmond Fall City roadFall City they have remained open despite the governor's proclamation to close as a nonessential business Amy Stotts amy.liz@comcast.net 425-281-0363

04/04/20 10:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Talos Tactical, LLC Other Gun store 4096 W Van Giesen St., Ste. CWest Richland Gun store open. Attracting large lines and not performing social distancing. Logan lapierre_logan@yahoo.com 5094388895

04/04/20 10:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Saco-research Other Start up 41735 Elm Street, #401Murrieta, CA  92562  USAClaims crash dummy parts development is critical to public transportation. Karran Berg Karranb41@gmail.com 9514409470

04/04/20 11:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rainer Rubber Company Other Manufacture 15660 Nelson Pl Tukwila The company is not producing essential items. Also there are workers at high risk there.

04/04/20 11:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Open Heart Chapel Other Church 4123 N. Monroe Spokane, Wa. This church can also be seen on there Facebook page having service, they have an older crowd that 
attend too.
Please follow up, I would be interested in what was found & done about it. 
Please get my name & information anonymous. 
Thank you.

Brian bc@perfectdesignembroidery.com (509)893-9536

04/05/20 1:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Work ‘n More Other Retail 17800 west valley highwayTukwila A non essential retail store doesn’t need to be open during this crisis. Blake Thompson blake.erin.nicole.95@gmail.com 2532796373
04/05/20 2:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Barnhart Jewelers, Gemologist & 

Pawnbroker
Other Pawnbroker 422 south Chelan avenueWenatchee Why is a jewelry store/pawn shop open? They’re not on the essentials list. Brandon Leeberg Broncoguy@comcast.net 5093935817

04/05/20 3:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open K & N Electric Construction 415 N Fancher Rd Spokane valley Business does not fall in the definition of essential. High risk people work there every day. Ryan A Peterson ryanaustinpeterson@gmail.com 2069638440

04/05/20 8:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich’s for the home Other Retail 17750 w valley highwayTukwila They are advertising on tv that they are open. Encouraging people to come into their retail stores Darren Dk1383@hotmail.com 206-384-6734 jemery.johnson@richshome.com

04/05/20 8:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich’s for the home Other Retail 14404 ne 20th St Bellevue They are advertising on tv that they are open. Encouraging people to come into their retail stores Darren Dk1383@hotmail.com 206-384-6734 jemery.johnson@richshome.com

04/05/20 8:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gabriel Cosmetics Other Cosmetic company 15324 NE 92nd St Redmond Non essential business open

04/05/20 8:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Wholesale Florists Other Floral 525 S Front St Seattle Workers not staying 6 feet apart. More than 10 people working
Unsure how this falls under an essential business.

04/05/20 8:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Geocaching.com Other Recreational 837 N 34th St Seattle Geocaching.com is allowing the publication of new caches in the Seattle area and cachers are 
rushing out to be the first to find them. One log example, #GC8NG4N shows a person driving from 
Federal Way to Bainbridge Island just to be the first to get a new cache. A lot of these caches are 
being placed and found in parks that are supposed to be closed. I know geocaching.com can’t dictate 
what people actually do, but by suspending new caches they can stop the people from rushing out to 
get the new ones.

04/05/20 8:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Guns and ammo Other Gun shop Roy hwy in McKinna in the old churchMcKenna Saw about a dozen car and trucks parked outside. Front door was open. An individual was walking 
toward the door. Signs said open.

04/05/20 8:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Guns and ammo Other Gun shop Roy hwy in McKinna in the old churchMcKenna Saw about a dozen car and trucks parked outside. Front door was open. An individual was walking 
toward the door. Signs said open.

04/05/20 8:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rohner Mechanical Other Assembly Warehouse 2650 ne Andresen Vancouver This is a company that builds commercial paint booths and ovens. They are also not following the 6' 
social distancing rule.

04/05/20 9:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bella Body & Sol Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 960 Harris Ave #104Bellingham Owner is making appointments and allowing clients to tan telling them that her “D-light” therapy 
tanning kills bacteria on the skin and is good for COVID.

04/05/20 9:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Manufacturing West Casino Rd Everett Boeing is not in the Essential Business list, we have over 100 cases confirmed at Boeing in 
Washington, almost half of those in Everett. I work at Boeing and when they were claiming, before the 
original stay at home order, that they were supplying us with ppe and cleaning supplies that was a lie

04/05/20 9:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Talos Tactical Other Gun shop 4096 W Van Giesen St.West Richland Crowds lining up to enter business. Business deemed ‘non essential’ and is still open.

04/05/20 10:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blinn Fitness Health-related business C, 11419 19th Ave SE #A-105Everett saw people in this gym & they were very much open and working out in there.

04/05/20 10:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ikea Other Warehouse 4604 196th st e Spanaway i know someone who is high risk and they are still working

04/05/20 11:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open D&l foundry Other Foundry 12970 Road 3 NE Moses lake They are operating as normal

04/05/20 11:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aerospace 3003 Casino Rd, Everett, WA 98204Everett Boeing to reopen on third shift April 7th.

04/05/20 11:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Milgard Construction 965 54th ave east Fife Does not suport essential/critical construction.

04/05/20 11:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Milgard Windows & Doors Other Window Manufacturing 1010 54th Ave E Tacoma They have claimed they are part of the construction business. Workers get sick every week.

04/05/20 11:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Consign Furniture Other Furniture Store 21605 E Country Vista Dr.Liberty Lake Open

04/05/20 12:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grindville Athletics Other Health and fitness facility 3906 S 12th St Tacoma This fitness facility has remained open since the closure of non essential businesses. I feel that 
people are unnecessarily being put at risk of contract Covid-19 due to the owner’s inability to comply 
with Governor Inslee’s proclamation about closures to health and fitness facilities.

Squirrelmasterfp1754@gmail.com

04/05/20 12:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The finest accessories / France luxe Other Hair Accessory Production Building 30545 Se 84th Street Room 5Preston Owner requiring people to work as a group to ship orders worldwide with no safety precautions. Anonymous

04/05/20 12:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open pexco Other plastic extrusions 3110 70th avenue easttacoma wa 98424 make s fence bottom lock and windows frame  the management lyes we do parts for home land 
security we have lots of people over 65 yers old. please verify the company .thank you

04/05/20 1:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open https://securitegunclub.com/ Other Fun club 11910 Woodinville DrWoodinville There are a lot cars out front. I don’t see how a gun club is an essential business.

04/05/20 1:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veteran's Warehouse Thrift Store Other Thrift Store 1219 N. Wenatchee AveWenatchee, WA  988801This is a Thrift store.  When contacted they told me they help the homeless.  I don't feel that is 
correct.  They are basically retail.  Businesses need to close and keep people home!

Janet Wells wellsx5@gmail.com 509-264-7603

04/05/20 1:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Auburn western wear Other Clothing store 4337 Auburn way N.Auburn I'm pretty sure western  Apparell isn't essential Scott LaJoye scottlajoye@gmail.com 2532555866
04/05/20 1:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big J Sporting Goods Other sporting goods 107 calistoga Orting why are they open?

04/05/20 1:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Speed High Performance Track 
Club

Other Track and field athletic organization FederalWay Federal Way On 4/4, Coach Mike Cunliffe had approximately 12 athletes running drills in a West Seattle 
neighborhood. The athletes were not practicing social distancing and the gathering was non-essential 
and larger than 10 people. When neighbors approached the coach is response was extremely 
inappropriate and offensive to multiple neighbors.

04/05/20 2:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lashliner Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 16120 Woodinville-Redmond Road NE Suite 15AWoodinville I work in the warehouse here and we were closed due to us not being essential. I received and email 
from the owner this week that they are considered essential and even if they weren't we can come 
back to work. This is not the first law they are breaking. We are a fake eyelash company nothing we 
do is essential. They bought a bunch of bars if hand soap and are adding them for free to every order 
and to them that makes them "essential".  I afraid of going back due to the health risk but will be fired 
if I don't. I have seen them go after anyone that does not do what they say. I am hoping someone can 
make it clear to them that they have to follow the law just like everyone else.

Robert bob.burger3377@gmail.com

04/05/20 3:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cicely's Gift Shop Other retail gifts 112 w Pennsylvania AveRoslyn Roslyn attracts tourists, but we don't want outsiders coming in now. Cicely's open again today, 
Sunday 4/5/20, neon "Open" sign lighted in window, "Open" sandwich board sign out on sidewalk,  
shop door open, cars parked at this business. The owner is not complying with the Governor's order 
for non-essential businesses to stay closed.

Peggy Cooke 17amie52@gmail.com 505-501-2189 cicelysroslyn@yahoo.com

04/05/20 3:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane Full Gospel Church Other Church 2910 West Beacon AvenueSpokane This Church continues to meet live for sermons and other spiritual meetings.

04/05/20 3:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AQUATICS Other Bathtubs 801 Northern Pacific Road SEYelm WA 98597 Don't think making bathtubs are essential but when this went down they said we were. A friend made 
a complaint and got a response that said AQUATICS Bath is not essential. It was shown to  a 
supervisor and then shown to the plant manager to find out if we should still be work. Still haven't 
heard if we are or not. People are asking and we are not getting any answers. If we are not essential 
then we shouldn't be working cause its putting us and are families at risk!

tyler.joppa@yahoo.com

04/05/20 3:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Olde Creamery Other Antique store 224 N whitcomb AvenueTonasket This place is open and shouldn’t be!

04/05/20 3:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Bike Ranch Other Recreational bike pump track 4389 Y rd, Bellingham, Washington 98226Bellingham Allowing the public to come and ride indoor pump track.

https://m.facebook.com/Dirtbmxplayground/

Uncomfortable Notconfidential@gmail.com 3605555555

04/05/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open STONEWORLD Other BUSINESS 6166  4th Ave. South #3215Seattle 3 of my cousins were working at Stoneworld & one of them is my close one & he had said that his 
Boss "DANA" is against the gov. Jay inslee stay home & stay healthy. Business is been open since 
until now. 

My cousin just said last night that now DANA open the business for few hours so I dont know what 
time his open the business.

Please DO NOT mention that it was me who file a complaint. 

Stoneworld phone number is 206-764-9656

Rose Kho_roselle@yahoo.com 2062296115

04/05/20 4:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Citydog Club Other dog daycare and grooming 809 Olive Way Seattle Both Seattle locations (downtown and Ballard) are open. wiggle@citydogclub.com
04/05/20 4:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood boutique Other Porn shop 12706 Lake City Way NeSeattle They are still open

04/05/20 4:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open cost less carpet Construction 1925 fowler street Richland NO SOCIAL DISTANCING!! My wife and I were shocked at how many people were crammed in their 
small store. We were surprised they were open but thought we'd be safer from crowds there than the 
big box stores but we were wrong. There were 15-20 people all within inches of each other. And no 
hand sanitizer anywhere! Why are they even open??

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/05/20 5:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trex Other Bike shop 34 N Wenatchee AveWenatchee Why is a bike shop open? All other sporting type stores are closed.

04/05/20 5:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Construction 1925 Fowler Richland When we were at cost less there were so many people there and no one was practicing social 
distancing or sanitizing. We had to wait for help and it seemed everyone was just buying stuff for 
remodeling their homes while they were off work due to covid19. We needed 1 quick thing and 
thought we could get in and out quicker there because they're a smaller store but they were so 
crowded and nothing there seems essential for sure

manager@costlesscarpet.com



04/05/20 5:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's For the Home Other Hot Tub and Outdoor Furniture retail sales 6626 Tacoma Mall Blvd.Tacoma This retail operation sells outdoor furniture and hot tubs.  They also have a very minor portion of their 
business that sells appliances.  However they are advertising on TV that they sell hot tubs and 
outdoor furniture.   Common sense speaks that this is not an essential service.

John Kerwin jkerwin@harbornet.com 2539056548

04/05/20 5:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paul Lucchese Other Mowing services 23220 NE 141st Pl Woodinville Offering services for yard mowing pressure washing, and car detailing. His phone number is 206-948-
1172

04/05/20 5:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky Star Consignment Other Clothing and Accessories Consignment Shop 9551 Ridgetop Blvd NW, Silverdale & 8202 NE State Hwy 104, KingstonSilverdale & Kingston This business is advertising on their Facebook page "Now open by appointment!" Prior to this, they 
were also offering curbside pickup during the stay-at-home order, which I understand to be out of 
alignment with the governor's instructions as well.

04/05/20 5:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Melanie's House Cleaning Other House cleaning Not sure, advertising on facebookBremerton 360-908-8473
Melanie is advertising her house cleaning services as still operating. "Hi Bainbridge! If you are 
interested in a house cleaning, ( I run Melanie's House Cleaning) I am still available during this time to 
clean your home. ( I have face masks and gloves to wear). I have been at home quarantining as 
instructed, and cleaning only 1 to 2 clients a week to help keep everyone safe. Let me know if u would 
like to schedule a cleaning. Thank you and stay safe"

04/05/20 5:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Right Now Window Screens Other Window screens 103 Huckleberry St SE, Pacific, WA 98047Pacific Appears to be people going in and out picking up screens.

04/05/20 5:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The maid brigade Other Maid service 17710 134th Ave NEWoodinville This company cleans houses which can be done by the home owner therefore it is nonessential

04/05/20 5:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bargain Boutique Other Second hand store 103 E Main Street Goldendale Owner says she can be open because she sells a few mini bottles of essential oils. In reality this is a 
second hand consignment store selling specialty clothes and purses for rodeo. They also sell toys. 
Truly is a non essential business.

goldendalebargainboutique@gmail.com

04/05/20 6:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich’s patio furniture stires Other Retail patio furniture sales 5 locations are all openMultiple I just saw a commercial that blatantly stated all 5 Rich’s locations are open.  You can schedule an 
appointment on the website.  How come all retail sales has been shut down, including car sales, 
which seems somewhat essential if you need a new car.  How is patio furniture considered essential?

Christine hendrickson Chendrickson12@msn.com jemery.johnson@richshome.com

04/05/20 6:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open jamco America Other aircraft parts manufactor a vendor to Boeing 1078 80th st sw Everett Wa 98203 Starting manufactoring  4-7-2020. Boeing is shut down how is Jamco essential? Allen P Tucker IRONBUCK83@YAHOO.COM 4253284923 HR@jamco-america.com

04/05/20 6:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seabold United Methodist Church Other Religious 6894 NE Seabold RdBainbridge Island The church is planning to have Easter service. Altho they indicate only 10 allowed after adding the 
pastor and other members it is more and in a very small space.

04/05/20 6:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ATVTRACKS.NET Other Power sports accessories 11617 E Trent Ave Spokane Valley This business is in no way an essential business and has said that he will not close his doors no 
matter what anyone tells him to do. He feels that he is above the law!

04/05/20 7:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ms. Construction 1845 N Whitman St Tacoma I had appt for window installation on 3/31 with Renewal by Andersen.   State told them they had to 
close.  Champion Windows is advertising on TV and scheduling quotes/installs. Why can 1 but not the 
other??

Cheryl Towne cltowne@gmail.com 2533301541

04/05/20 7:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grays Harbor CrossFit Health-related business 505 West State St. Aberdeen Owner is allowing members to work out at his gym. Several people have posted pictures on Facebook 
of their work out inside his gym. He keeps it closed on the outside but allows people to enter

04/05/20 7:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Purfect Logos Other Apparel 15817 e Trent ave Spokane valley a Non essential business is still open

04/05/20 7:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rough country suspension systems Other Suspension systems 2450 Huish Rd, Dyersburg Rough country does not make car parts they make specialty items performance parts and dress up 
parts what I mean by specialty items they do not sell or make anyting for every vehicle on the road 
only for trucks SUVs and jeeps and about 95% of what they sell your vehicle needs to be customized 
for it to fit what they sell is not a need but a want item they even refused to give their employees 
essential employee letters even though they know some counties that their employees working are 
under a curfew and need them

04/05/20 7:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jack-ie Of All Trades LLC Other Residential House Cleaning 59 E Queen Ave Suite 114Spokane Arriving at family homes weekly in one vehicle in teams of 3 to clean. I was told residential cleaning 
was deemed non essential and they are breaking the 6 foot social distancing rule.

04/05/20 7:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Casey’s crafts Other Craft store 14485 WA-525 Langley This business  requested to be an essential business to sell supplies to make masks, they do not 
have all the supplies in stock to provide what they are claiming they can do. On there Facebook post 
they admited to not having elastic in stock and will not have it I stock for another 2-3 weeks. The store 
itself is inadequate for social distancing as well as the decontamination necessary for covid-19.

Concerned citizen

04/05/20 7:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AudioControl Other Stereo amplifiers 22410 70th Avenue WestMountlake Terrace This company should close down because it just makes fancy stereo equipment

04/05/20 8:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open WET-NOSES NATURAL DOG TREATS Other DOG TREATS 14439 167th ave se monroe This company only makes dog treats, not dog food. Has been working 6 days a week 24-7.

04/05/20 8:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boat lifts international Other Recreational marine manufacturing 1500A college way pmb 501Mount Vernon Recreational marine business operating as critical.

04/05/20 8:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open shift grappling Other brazilian jiu-jitsu 120 138th St S, Tacoma, Washington 98444Tacoma I was driving down and saw people inside  Doing brazilian jiu-jitsu. Around  7:30pm

04/05/20 8:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cascades Screen Printing Other Apparel 14208 e sprague aveSpokane valley This business is open

04/05/20 8:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Safe Other Safe delivery 830 Cole st. Enumclaw They are still open and delivering safes

04/05/20 9:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Coffee Gear Other Retail 6825 216th St SW Lynnwood This business has been open and shipping retail orders but does not appear to meet criteria for 
essential business in wa.

04/05/20 9:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Busy bee Other Auto detailing Elliot's ridge road Elkins Auto detailing Justin J. 3046212785
04/05/20 9:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Unitef Training Center Health-related business 7619 Martin Way E, Olympia Training taking plsce today st this gym.

04/05/20 9:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Gym Other Private gym 2209 14th St Port Townsend This business remains open

04/05/20 10:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jamco America Other Aviation Interior 1018 80th Street SW.Everett This business should not be open. It is not essential. My husband has to go to work this following 
Tuesday and it’s not safe. I don’t understand why they have to be open and in my opinion if Boeing 
already closed. They should do the same as well.

Ruby Rubbiitanngg@gmail.com 4256382007 HR@jamco-america.com

04/05/20 10:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Construction 1925 fowler street richland this company supplies to builders and installers and the general public for construction purposes. 
since construction is prohibited, they are either supplying builders when they shouldn't be or they are 
allowing a place for the public to shop for non essential needs. when my husband and I went to the 
store next door to cost less carpet for essential needs, we saw the cost less carpet parking lot was full 
and there is no reason for the public to be shopping or gathering there

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/05/20 11:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Auto Bright Other Auto detailing 148 s. Custer Tenini He is taking appointments. This is certainly non-essential!! Dorothy Anderson Danderson@gmail.com 360-264-6673 Autobrightcardetaiking@gmail.com
04/05/20 11:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle bouldering project Other Several meetup groups on meetup.com 900 poplar pl S Seattle Saw on meetup.com that there is a meetup scheduled for April 6. Climbing group.

04/06/20 12:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open PINK ELEPHANT Other CAR WASH 16223 Meridian E PUYALLUP Is a car wash considered essential? AMANDA BURSLEY AJBURSLEY@GMAIL.COM 2533121307 corporate@elephantcarwash.com
04/06/20 12:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AudioControl Other Audio equipment 22410 70th Ave WestMountlake Terrace Business makes audio equipment, is completely non essential and the work area is not well equipped 

for social distancing. I want to keep my friend safe.
Jordan Speers Jordan_rotten@hotmail.com 425-213-2213

04/06/20 1:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Container Store Other Retail 700 Bellevue Way Suite 120Bellevue Was inside the Bellevue Plaza Saturday (04/06/20), picking up food Togo a couple doors down. This 
store was open with about two dozen shoppers inside. Since when is biting containers essential?!

Amanda Chamba manchumb9@gmail.com 4252863404 taxdept@containerstore.com

04/06/20 6:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rwc delivery Other Deliver cabinets 1420 s 192nd street Seatac Most employees don't have health insurance Clara Sherman
04/06/20 6:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open I-5 guns and ammo Other Gun and ammo store 7707 Martin Way EastOlympia Guns and ammo sales is not an essential business and they have been open thru out this whole time 

of quarantine
Jashon Spencer Lilsoullja01@yahoo.com

04/06/20 6:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Thrive fitness Health-related business 118 N. Lewis St. Monraoe Recognizable city employee seen entering the business several times early AM while business is 
closed (notice on door and on website). When confronted, person said the restrictions apply to the 
public and he was not "the public" and that he had personal friendship with site manager who was 
allowing him in. I sent e mail to site manager 4/3 inquiring why anyone was allowed in the gym, 
expressing concerns about virus contamination. He responded "The gym is currently closed to all 
members. Some full time employees, owners and management are able to access the facilities under 
limited circumstances" My concern is not only that members at large have no idea this kind of 
"exemption" to the proclamation is being done (and submitting the gym to virus exposure) but also 
violators are at legal risk of losing jobs etc. I wish to remain anonymous since at least one and 
probably several city employees are most likely involved. I do not want anyone fired but only for this 
practice to stop so we can be assured the gym is safe to use if and when regular members are 
allowed inside.

04/06/20 6:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vassey Nursery Other small garden nursery 2424 Tacoma Rd E Puyallup Email received 4/4/2020   As it turns out, we will be open Monday and Tuesday this week and 
hopefully every week, open 7 days a week, just like usual.
  
Days and Hours:
Monday - Saturday 9:00 to 5:00
Sunday 10:00 to 5:00.   
Vassey Nursery…… “You’re good to grow!”

04/06/20 7:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aviation Technical Services Other Aircraft maintenance, etc. 3121 109th St SW Everett Parking lot was full of cars on Sunday afternoon.  Do not believe this to be an essential business.

04/06/20 7:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog Star LLC Other Pet Grooming 7741 24th Ave NW Seattle I don’t think this business is considered official

04/06/20 7:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open WASHINGTON CHAIN AND SUPPLY Other Marine Supply 2901 UTAH AVENUE SOUTHSEATTLE BUSINESS IS REQUIRING EMPLOYEES TO SELF PROVIDE SAFETY EQUIPMENT / CHECK 
TEMP THEMSELVES AT HOME AND WITHOUT THAT EQUIPMENT CANNOT COME TO WORK - 
RISK OF TERMINATION SUGGESTED

04/06/20 7:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Apartment building/ Transplant housing Other Apartment complex 4115 Roosevelt Way N.E.Seattle Washington 98105Rental business that the management can work from home, and they have signs posted every where 
through the building stating that the office is closed due to the coronavirus,but they people coming to 
work. We are supposed to practice 6 feet apart, but you have people coming in and out 0f the 
building. You can easily catch the coronavirus and pass it to others and you wouldn't even notice it. 
These employees should stay home and keep everyone safe. I don't want to let you guys who I am 
cause of fear of retaliation. They are making there employees come in when they don't have too. 
They will be in at work tomorrow Tuesday the 7th.

04/06/20 7:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog Star Other Pet grooming 7741 24th Ave nw Seattle Opening today for operation, shouldn’t be

04/06/20 7:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open First Baptist Church Other Church 202 McDaniel St Monroe The church appears to be having their maintenance staff working still. How is that possible if 
churches aren’t considered essential ? Is it essential for them to be put pressure watching and 
painting ? Those men need to be sent home.

Concerned anonymous  citizenFreetv4me@gmail.com 7706788302

04/06/20 7:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ICOM America Other Commercial Distribution 12421 Willows Rd NEKirkland Business continues to require nonessential staff to be on-site despite efforts by such staff to work 
from home.  Company head not taking the threat of infection seriously even after cases within building.

Current Employee generalbonaparte2004@yahoo.com

04/06/20 7:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Okanogan Arms Other Gun and pawn shop 105 Oak St Okanogan Non essential business open

04/06/20 7:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cadence Aerospace, PMW operations Other Aerospace 4101 industry dr e Tacoma Non essential with large amount of employees.

04/06/20 7:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog Star Grooming Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7741 1/2 24th Ave NWSeattle This business is remaining opening despite the stay at home order endangering the lives and health 
of its employees and customers.  They are in constant close contact with dogs and pets and due to 
the nature of the work it is unacceptable for this business to remain open at this time.

Joe deSimone Joedesim@gmail.com 4844772557

04/06/20 8:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mary Janes House of Glass Other Retail 477 S. 28th Street Washougal Employees are terrified to work together in their jobs which we can all do remotely but the owners will 
not allow.

Dianne Hazlet Dianne@mjhog.com 360-954-5361 info@mjhog.com

04/06/20 8:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane galvanizing Other Galvanizing company 2727 S Garfield Rd, Airway Heights, WA 99001Airway heights Yard is empty of work all they do is galvaniz metal I'm an employee with them they have tried passing 
us off as agricultural and manufacturing Wich we do very very little agricultural and we don't 
manufacture anything

04/06/20 8:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Joyson safety Systems Other Inflator assembly 9138 Randolph Rd NEMoses lake This facility is running production and employees are in close contact with each other.

04/06/20 8:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open IUIC Seattle Other Church 2415 S 12th St Ste DTacoma A very large group of church members continue to gather at the church. I witnessed at least 20-30 
people going into the church on Sunday 04/05/2020.

04/06/20 8:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Technical Glass Products Other Glass manufacturer 8107 Bracken Pl. SESNOQUALMIE Continued operation of non-essential manufacturing

04/06/20 8:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Adam & Eve Other Lingerie/Sex Toys/Products 3609 N Division St, Suite ASpokane, WA 99207 How is this store essential? According to your list of essential businesses, it’s not. They can continue 
to provide their products online. I personally know a high risk person who was going to go to this 
business on a public bus until she was convinced to use online.

Michelle Preston mychellefyve@yahoo.com (360) 320-5811

04/06/20 8:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Westcreek Grooming Other Pet Grooming 1506 S 36th Ave Yakima Non essential grooming business open. Diane Davis Hawkwillowhounds@ icloud.com 5099527303
04/06/20 8:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Susan's Green Cleaning Other Residential cleaning company 11742 15th Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98125Seattle While other residential cleaning companies  are deemed non- essential, this company has not stopped 

servicing homes, putting their team's and clients at risk.
Alli Davidson alli.van.davidson@gmail.com 2065549940 info@susansgreencleaning.com



04/06/20 8:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath Other Bath Making Company 801 Northern Pacific Rd SEYelm, Wa This is the 3rd complaint, I have contacted the department of health, AG, law enforcement, their 
corporate and NOTHING is being done. My husband travels from king county to Thurston County to 
work at aquatic which you already said was not essential. I already requested clarification. The 
employees have questioned them and they said they will shut down when forced to do so. The 
response from the governor was posted on aquatics Facebook page and aquatics deleted their 
Facebook! They are endangering their employees and community. Profit over health. Making 300 
bathtubs is not essential, the workers are complaining and they don’t care! They are still forcing their 
employees to work!

Ashley Lopez Mrs. AshleyLopez@Hotmail.com 360-338-1313

04/06/20 8:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sportsmans Warehouse Other Sporting Goods 11505 NE Fourth Plain Rd.Vancouver Guns are being sold during time of high domestic violence in the community. Gun  and ammo sales 
need to be suspended to prevent gun crimes and shootings.

Stephen G Brown bgbrown9501@centurylink.net 3606070702

04/06/20 8:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trobella cabinetry Construction 3201 nw lower river rdVancouver WashingtonMy bosses Kraig Tront and Jake Tront know that there business is not essential and still continue to 
operate with a full staff of people. He is also collecting government loans to cover lost wages and he 
is still operating with very little loss of income. No one is enforcing or even following the social 
distancing that has been set in place. Also has been allowing workers to come in sick and coughing 
not knowing what it is and not requesting them to get tested before coming back to work. I am fed up 
and am in fear for not just myself but my two moms that work there as well and my fellow co workers. 
The management does not care and goes as far as making jokes about it not being that serious.

Radley Blankenship Radley.blankenship4@gmail.com (360)869-8582

04/06/20 8:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Phoenix Truss Cororation Construction 2015 Old Highway 10Ellensburg Took one week of paid work off but are now back at work without having anyone tested or waiting the 
14 day incubation period.

04/06/20 8:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog Star Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7741 24th Ave nw Seattle Shouldn’t be open!!!

04/06/20 8:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog Star Grooming Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7741 24th Ave Nw Seattle I don’t feel comfortable being open. Holly hollhile@gmail.com 2068188419
04/06/20 8:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lighthouse Cove Other Property Management 3656 NW Munson StSilverdale Employee in office

04/06/20 8:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Munson boats Other Boat company 15806 Peterson placeBurlington Still operating with no essential work and making their employees work with no social distancing.

04/06/20 9:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open My Pretty Puppy Other Dog Grooming 4947 Lincoln Ave cypress Dog washing and grooming

04/06/20 9:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open aquatic Other thay make battubs 801 northern pacific rd seyelm it is a manufacturing plant lots of people working together

04/06/20 9:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Virginia Stamey Interior Design Other Interior Design 603 Stewart Street, ste 804Seattle They company has been open everyday. The owner stating the business is essential because she is 
the only one working in her home.

04/06/20 9:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open whield& armore window tinting Other car accessories 305 creek st se yelm window tinting is not essential

04/06/20 9:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nautilus, Inc Other Fitness equipment manufacturer 17750 SE 6th Way Vancouver Nautilus is requiring and pressures large numbers of non-essential employees, including engineers, to 
report in person for work, when that work can be done at home. They are endangering their 
employees and the public.

04/06/20 9:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wesco Other Warehouse 951 monster rd sw Renton We are suppliers for construction. Danny samorn Dannysamorn112@live.com 2532131574
04/06/20 9:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Key Coins Other Coin store 595 Bethel Rd. Port Orchard Every time I have driven by this past week I have seen their open sign on and vehicles parked out 

front.  The sell misc. stuff to the public and consign.

04/06/20 9:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fresh Start Cleaning Other Home cleaning business 3121 Chico Way Bremerton Home (maid service) cleaning business continuing to clean occupied homes. No PPE for workers.  
Owner: Camie Smith (360) 551-5174

Grant Holdcroft grant.holdcroft@kitsappublichealth.org 3607282228

04/06/20 9:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Liberty Book Store Other Book Store 3710 100th St SW, Lakewood Book store is open and people are inside. Sean Fay 253-848-2253
04/06/20 10:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Cool Swap'n Shop Other Local "Swap and Shop" groups Facebook group, Grays Harbor County, WA; Buy Nothing Aberdeen/Hoquiam/Montesano, WA; GH Swap 'n' Shop!' NW Shop, Swap; The ORIGINAL Westport/Grays Harbor SWAP SHOP; and moreAberdeen, WA There are multiple Facebook Grays Harbor County for "swap and shop" and "buy nothing."  Not 

traditional businesses, but facilitating non-essential business transactions.  Any way to get the group 
admins to put holds on the pages until May 4?

Brittany Ferry brittanyferry@gmail.com 360-305-5212

04/06/20 10:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Advaced Window Tint Other Window Tinting 8015 Broadway Everett not sure if applying window tinting is essential...

04/06/20 10:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lice Knowing You Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3003 Island Crest Way 1Mercer Island I called Lice Knowing You to see if they are available for lice removal and yes they are. Other clinics 
are shot down as per order. They don’t answer the phone but they text back. They are fully booked 
and next available appt was next day.

Daria darialipka@hotmail.com 2064913235

04/06/20 10:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Palis Pool & Patio Supply Other Pool Store 201 N Fruitland St Kennewick This store sells luxury items and the products to care for them. They are not only open but they are 
letting customers come into the store and not following any social distancing rules. The owner has 
made it clear to anyone that asks her that she does not believe there is a threat and she will remain 
open and force her employees to come to work until they drag her out in handcuffs and padlock her 
doors.

04/06/20 10:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dylan Seaman Other Moss removal and gutter cleaning Villa beach road Anderson island He claims he owns a roof cleaning business but he dont and he is working on a different roof 
everyday during this stay at home order

Regina Murphy queenlykisses@gmail.com

04/06/20 10:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Magnolia Bridge Storage Other Self storage 1900 15th Ave w Seattle It remains open

04/06/20 10:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cost Less  Carpet Other Flooring Retail 115 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley The department of health has said several times that this is a non essential business. They are 
risking the health of their employees and their walk in customers (who they rely on heavily)

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/06/20 11:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Impark/Republic Parking Other parking lot attendant PO Box 21646 Seattle these attendants could be spreading the virus... people hanging out in parking lots. 
their number is 833-265-7275

charles hamilton hamiltonc@ceteranetworks.com 2066178433

04/06/20 11:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Williams flower and gift Other Flower 331 railroad ave Shelton What is essential about a flower shop? They sent me an email saying they are remaining open Nicholas Flanagan nflanagan87@yahoo.com 2063274332

04/06/20 11:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Leeside Manor Other Senior day care and respite care home 22803 19th DR NE Arlington I'm surprised an adult day care can have people coming and going with such a vulnerable population. 
I call the owner, Susan Lee, today to verify that a strange car that had been sitting in our 
neighborhood had really just dropped someone off as the driver said they had. Susan verified that 
they had. Are they allowed to be open during the pandemic?

Julie Winchell winchell@wavecable.com 360-320-0237

04/06/20 11:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Breakwater Other marina 5603 n waterfront Tacoma Open business, employees working

04/06/20 11:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Benee Kent, WA State Officiant Other Wedding Officiant 401 S G Street Tacoma She has been offering "paperwork only" weddings to engaged couples during the COVID-19 lockdown.

04/06/20 11:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fascinations Toys & Gifts, Inc Other Toy Manufacturer 19224 Des Moines Memorial Dr.SeaTac This toy manufacturing company is still requiring employees to come to work. This is not safe. They 
are not protecting their employees which in turn is putting their families, roommates, and the 
community at risk. I am very concerned.

Jennifer Alley jalleymsw@gmail.com 206-432-6422

04/06/20 11:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open sally beauty Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 837 ne northgate wayseattle drove by and saw open sign. did not try to go in. is it essential?

04/06/20 11:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bear Creek Florist Other Flower shop 17186 redmond wayRedmond This flower shop is still making deliveries, they have a big poster on their door that says “we are 
making deliveries”. This is non essential for the business and the employees that work there, flowers 
are not essential to anyone’s health, and are not worth the risk of spreading Covid-19.

04/06/20 12:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Codel Entry Systems Other Custom Door manufacturer 1510 1510 St Paul Ave This company should not be open, with the tougher weeks of covid 19 approaching we should be 
working to close down places like this.

04/06/20 12:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dance arts Other Ballet school 31040 E Lake Morton Dr SEKent The business has a small waiting area that’s always full of people and kids. It worries me because of 
how the children getting exposed to covid-19

04/06/20 12:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ilovekickboxing Other Gym 1825 SE 164th Ave #120Vancouver Continue to gather inside and outside of business for kick boxing classes, signing up new members. 
Having members come in and purchase from shop

04/06/20 12:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Amys flowers Other Flowershop State route  97 Wapato Why are they open. Other shops in area are closed following government orders. Taking a toll on 
income. This is not right for them to be open.

Sean seandoonan88@gmail.com 5099456238

04/06/20 12:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sunsteel llc Other Metal fabrication 2002 Morgan rd Sunnyside We are not working on government job,we are working closer then 6 ft very  concern about getting 
infected by the other 100 employees  we are working with .

04/06/20 12:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Flying M Stables Other Horse boarding facility 3922 113th Ave SW Olympia Flying M is advertising on their Facebook account, that their arena is open for the public to haul to, 
and use for a fee.

Erin ecdrebis@yahoo.com 360-701-8517

04/06/20 12:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open It has no name on the building. Other Workout center 2305 W Broadway Moses Lake People still using this workout place when it is not supposed to be open and operating.  Owner has 
been notified but does not comply.

Keith Frey reaper20042@yahoo.com 5097717043

04/06/20 12:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kohl's Other Retail 2909 Bickford Ave Snohomish Stay home stay safe? Why are they open? CLOTHES are NOT essential. Whether it is online 
ordering or walk in, it is NOT essential

04/06/20 12:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Supreme brushless car wash Other Car wash 612 w Main Street Battle ground Monday, April 6th car wash is open and washing customers cars taking money and not staying at 
least 6 feet away from customer to attendant

Dylan johnson Frontnote431689@gmail.com 3609048207

04/06/20 12:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trailers northwest Other Sells trailers Maple Valley hwy Maple valley Still selling trailers

04/06/20 12:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Buddy’s Home Furnishings Other Home furnishing rental 15003 Meridian EastPuyallup This business is going door to door collecting payments. In my case the payment was 2 days late and 
instead of the $25 they wanted $80. I sent them away called the store offered to pay it up that was 
Wednesday. They wouldn’t take the payment over the phone they came back today for Payment. This 
is not socially responsible.

Paul Bean Paulbean2015@outlook.com 5034402682 Buddy@buddyrents.com

04/06/20 12:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Baker Manufacturing Other Manufacturing 11121 Valley Ave E Puyallup Remaining open and putting workers at risk

04/06/20 12:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Benne Kent Wedding Officiant Other Wedding Officiant 401 G St Tacoma Benee Kent is soliciting business online on Facebook for her Officiant service, and advertising 
reduced prices due to the current situation. She is a member of some wedding vendor groups on FB 
and is actively advertising her services to officiant weddings. Her contact info is 509-910-4621, her 
FB business page is Titled "Benee Kent Wedding Officiant."

Andrew Horton horton.ag@gmail.com 253-677-2937

04/06/20 12:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynwood Gun Other Gun Store 20829 HWY 99 Lynwood This store is STILL open and bragging about being an essential business on their website. Hours are 
10-6 7 dsys a week

Michelle Sanders mlbsanders@hotmail.com

04/06/20 12:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood cabinets Other Cabinet manufacturing 23800 e appleway Liberty lake as 99010 They were deemed non-essential and closed.  They reopened  there retail and factory the week of 
March 30th.   The number 2 employer in Spokane and they are  breaking the law.  Plus putting 
peoples health at risk.

04/06/20 12:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Columbia Cascade Company Other manufacturing 1801 W 20th St Vancouver I see trucks coming and going a this business. I know they make playgrounds. Likely not an essential 
business.

04/06/20 1:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other Flooring 115 N Sullivan Spokane This business is non-essential. There have been complaints submitted already. They received a letter 
from the Dept of Health identifying that they are not an essential business and should not be open. 
The employees were notified today that regardless of this letter, the store will be open for their normal 
business hours and if employees do not arrive as scheduled, they will be fired. I have several family 
members who work here, they have several high risk employees and they shouldn’t not be open the 
general public. Something must be done about this and other businesses like this.

Karey Kareyak@gmail.com 509-499-8807 manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/06/20 1:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sherwin-Williams Construction 2100 Keene rd Richland Contractors are shut down. There is no need to endanger employees because home owners are 
bored and want to paint.

04/06/20 1:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog City Other Dog grooming 4457 36th ave sw Seattle They are grooming 3 days per week as per their facebook

04/06/20 1:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open T and A Other Flooring store 6821 S 216th St kent they are a flooring sales company saying that its essential and putting at risk employees at higher risk jhon heckitatamalorne@gmail.com 2062293227

04/06/20 1:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brys furniture Other Furniture sales Grove Street Marysville Marysville is out of control people are not staying home this is insane. You need to do something Karen K Shaw karenshawstar@gmail.com 4252738871

04/06/20 1:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open J & I Power Equipment Other Power Equipment Sales 3729 Pacific Ave SEOlympia J & I has 2 locations - Olympia and Yelm. I personally do not feel the sales of power tools and 
equipment is needed at this time, if Auto Sales is non-essential. This business should be closed.

Sara Pape saraofpape@gmail.com 253-579-5626

04/06/20 1:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Belmore equestrian Other Horse, lessons, horse team 9801 James rd sw Rochester An animal has now caught the corona virus.  These are hour long lessons that repeat with different 
people all day long.  It’s impossible to help someone on a horse 6 ft away.  There is no way to 
disinfect the saddles and reins.

Steve Petersen (confidentially)Spetersen007@yahoo.com 503-781-7769

04/06/20 1:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ryder Last Mile Other In home Delivery 4402 D St NW STE 100Auburn While we are a part of Ryder Systems Inc - which is deemed essential - our specific hub is not. We 
deliver only furniture inside peoples homes. Sometimes for up to 90 minutes depending on the 
product. We employ independent contractors as delivery drivers and they have worked while 
exhibiting symptoms of COVID. The only way for us to stop contributing to the pandemic is to shut 
down. I fear I will lose my job for blowing the whistle.

Samantha samantha.colon@gmail.com 2537201166

04/06/20 1:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Peregrin manufacturing Other Machine shop 19504 24TH AVE W STE 5Lynnwood Non-essential business operating, not following social distancing requirements. Laurel Greenwood-Dickson Zerozee0@aol.com 4257744553

04/06/20 1:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pickles Playland Other Dog grooming 12669 NE 85th St Kirkland Pet grooming shop still open.

04/06/20 1:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Anko Other Retail 19500 Alderwood Mall PkwyLynnwood Non essential business still selling and curbside pickup

04/06/20 1:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CityDog! Club Other Dog Grooming 1400 NW Market St., Suite 103Seattle They are performing grooming services which are deemed non essential. Diane Lee dilee715@gmail.com 206-380-3170

04/06/20 1:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sasha's Pet Resort Other dog daycare 17595 NE 70th St #100Redmond "Business as usual" in a non-essential business

04/06/20 1:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Electroimpact Other Aircraft industry manufacturing 4413 Chennault Beach RdMukilteo If Boeing is closed, I would think they should be?  They are a supplier of Boeing.

04/06/20 1:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open IDL Precision Machining Other Machining 11600 49th Pl W Mukilteo Parking lot nearly full.  If Boeing is closed, so shouldn't a business like this?



04/06/20 2:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puget Sound Truss/Plywood Supply Construction 21421 87th ave se maltby Truss plant is still operating even though it is not essential. Management trying to get workers to 
come in against the Governor's proclamation. Upper management is aware of this. They are paying 
employees their wages plus people coming in would be double dipping. Putting people's health at risk. 
Jake Landis and Brian Scott are the managers. Don Swanson is the CEO of main plant at Plywood 
Supply.

04/06/20 2:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trailer Plus Other Trailer Dealer 3603 136th St NE Marysville and Olympia WaSaid they are open for business in Washington State defying close order. Roxann Mermis roxrct@frontier.com 4250716295

04/06/20 2:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The dollar lot Other Paid parking lot for recreational activities 1650 Galbraith Ln, Bellingham, WA 98229Bellingham This business is a paid parking lot for Galbraith Mountain.  Social distancing is not being practiced.

https://m.facebook.com/The-lot-2218298375163783/

Confidential Confidential@gmail.com 3606769999

04/06/20 2:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ABC Billiards Other Billiards sales 17602 Hwy 99 #120, Lynnwood, WA 98037Lynnwood WA 98037 Crew delivering pool tables.

04/06/20 2:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BluCoral Fit Other Gym 12303 Cyrus Way Suite 104Mukilteo Is still seeing clients 2 at a ti,e

04/06/20 2:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash america pawn Other Pawn shop 7016 bothell way Kenmore Numerous people in store at same time.
No masks or gloves.
In fact great clips and the pet store in the same parking lot are open as well. This does not help us 
trying to stop this pandemic

04/06/20 2:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spa Haven Other Spa display fair 2009 NE 117th St, Ste 105,Vancouver, WA 98686They will have a spa display in which people will leave their homes to check out a hot tub! sigh. They 
claim the customers will be standing 6' from each other. BUT it people driving for this unimportant 
event.

Shawn Shawn.Broderick@gmail.com

04/06/20 2:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Propet USA Other Shoe distribution company 2415 west valley hwy NAuburn They ship shoes, suspect they listed it as medical devices since they do ship diabetic shoes.

04/06/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CityMac Other Computer/phone service 2551 Roeder Ave Bellingham Did not practice social distancing. Wasn’t cleaning things that customers touched. Not an essential 
business. A bunch of unsafe employees are endangering the public.

Brandon Esch Brandon.a.esch@gmail.com 5055030866

04/06/20 3:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Revive Wellness and Tanning Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 901 W Yakima Ave #5BYakima This tanning place has several cars and customers in and out daily.

04/06/20 3:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hard Motorsport Other Build race car parts 3710 E. Trent Spokane Business is non-essential and is still requiring employees to come in and work part time.

04/06/20 3:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Video only Other Video store 7701 N Division St STE ASpokane I am seeing people come in and buy TVs and leaving and that is not essential Karen Klozz68@hotmail.com 5097147331

04/06/20 3:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Creative touch Other Auto Detail 11902 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley this business remains open and active during the mandatory shutdown

04/06/20 3:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open UpTown Cyclery Other Bicycle Store 500 Pacific Ave UNIT 110Bremerton I don't believe this is a necessary business, nor are they seeming to take any social distancing 
guidance (aka shop on-line or by phone, pick-up curb-side).

Maxwell Judd mjuddpro@gmail.com 360-471-9356

04/06/20 3:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Auto Skin Detail Other Auto Detail 3038 E Trent Ave Ste ASpokane this business remains open and active during the mandatory shutdown

04/06/20 3:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crystal Clean Auto Detail Other Auto Detail 12613 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley this business remains open and active during the mandatory shutdown

04/06/20 3:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open VIP Production NW Other Staging and Entertainment 724 N. Madelia St. Spokane Non-essential business is open and enabling a large gathering of people by providing staging for a 
church Easter service.

04/06/20 3:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ole's Pool and Spa Other Pool and Spa Retailer 1521 PiperBerry Way #105Port Orchard Still doing Active service and business and Open for Sales Lemisha Jane danandlamarshow@gmail.com
04/06/20 4:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Four Seasons Pools & Spas Other Pool and Spa  Retailer 9165 Ridgetop Blvd NWSliverdale Still preforming service and indoor sales. Lemisha Jane danandlamar@gmail.com
04/06/20 4:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gstandard Gym Health-related business 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma This business is open for business and not taking the Govenor's seriously. People working out and 

not cleaning or practicing social distancing.
Britiani Stewart 253- 921- 6180 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

04/06/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mount Adams Fish and Game Other Gun Club Corner of Tohomish and ParkWhite Salmon Two or more people shooting at once. Violating Noise Ordinances. Shooting in City Limits.  Shooting 
Over Salmon bearing creek.

Dan Miller miller.dan6@gmail.com 509-281-1100

04/06/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Midway Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Bridgeport Lakewood They have a closed sign up, but allowing customers to shop in there. Their being sneaky about it.

04/06/20 4:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Republic Parking Northwest Other Private Parking Monitoring 5105 Grand Loop Tacoma Parking monitors are non-essential however they continue to operate despite GOV Inslee's mandate. Tristan Manning tristan.manning@gmail.com 3606263163

04/06/20 4:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rbs ammo Other Ammunition 1340 bouslog road Burlington Still open

04/06/20 4:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Muddy Paws Do it Yourself Dog Wash Other Self Serve Dog Wash 13501 Northeast 84th StreetVancouver Self wash business remains open despite governor orders.  Close contact between staff & clients 
observed.  Facility equipment not all sanitized after customer use.  Employee states, "we will remain 
open until they force us to close.”  See  "we are open"  banner on website muddypaws.us.

Concerned Citizen

04/06/20 4:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Crest Industries Other Cabinet manufacturing 13610 52nd St E STE 300Summer They have claimed to have government allowance to continue to manufacture, when they are not a 
construction company; cabinets are the only thing created at PCI.

Jacob Golliet jtgolliet@gmail.com 2533356467

04/06/20 4:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Crest Industries, DBA Bellmont 
Cabinets

Other Manufacturing 13610 52nd St E Sumner Bellmont is a cabinet manufacturer specializing in high-priced CUSTOM cabinetry, primarily for 
remodels. They have, in the past, tried to use their small side dealings with Lowe's to declare 
themselves an "essential supplier" of Lowes, despite the fact that not a single Bellmont product is on 
the shelves at Lowe's. Lowe's sells Bellmont cabinets at their consultation counters, which I believe 
are all closed for quarantine.

Nora M. Quinn valkyriedrones42@gmail.com 253-457-1493

04/06/20 4:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Polka Dot Jersey Bike Shop Other Bike Shop 120 Lakeside Ave Seattle Saturday morning when I walked by the store was open with bikers going in/out. The staff inside was 
not social distancing either.

Ella Panther ellalakecourt@yahoo.com 2064951060

04/06/20 4:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open LCM Cabinets Other Cabinet Manufacturer 17404 147th St SE Unit AMonroe, WA the business continues to operate under the direction of the owner. There are people still working in 
units a, b, and j for LCM cabinets

04/06/20 4:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open LCM Cabinets Other Cabinet Manufacturer 17404 147th St SE Unit AMonroe, WA the business continues to operate under the direction of the owner. There are people still working in 
units a, b, and j for LCM cabinets

04/06/20 4:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other Pawn Shop 5718 Martin Luther King Jr Way SSeattle This business is non essential and is open to the public. Open sign on, people going in and out, door 
wide open.

04/06/20 4:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ridgefield Florist Other florist 328 Pioneer St Ridgefield offering curbside pickup and delivery of product Diane Kassner dianekassner@hotmail.com 360-852-5027
04/06/20 4:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mystic Gardens Other florist 1924 NE 3rd Ave Camas offering curbside pickup and delivery of product. Claiming their flowers are edible and therefore they 

deem themselves essential agriculture.
Diane Kassner dianekassner@hotmail.com 360-852-5027

04/06/20 5:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Conventry Gardens Other florist 602 NE3rd Ave Suite CCamas offering curbside pickup and delivery of product. Diane Kassner dianekassner@hotmail.com 360-852-5027
04/06/20 5:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Garside Florist Other florist 6610 E Mill Plain BlvdVancouver offering curbside pickup and delivery of product. Diane Kassner dianekassner@hotmail.com 360-852-5027
04/06/20 5:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nest Vintage And Home Decor Other Vintage Store 601 E Main Street Battle Ground offering curbside pickup and delivery of product. Diane Kassner dianekassner@hotmail.com 360-852-5027
04/06/20 5:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open El And Em Other Vintage Store 113 E Main St Suite 108Battle Ground offering curbside pickup and delivery of product. Diane Kassner dianekassner@hotmail.com 360-852-5027
04/06/20 5:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Floor trader Construction 7310 s hosmer Tacom Saw several cars in their parking lot Lori Lori@hullfloor.com 2534397278
04/06/20 5:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Literary Leftovers Other Used book store 813 W Main St Suite 108Battle Ground Offering curbside pickup and delivery of product. Claims the Health Department ok'd them to continue 

operating.
Diane Kassner dianekassner@hotmail.com 360-852-5027

04/06/20 5:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Master Auto Detail Other Detail Shop 1204 Iowa St Bellingham Doing work in a closed environment while touching other people’s vehicles could cause spread of 
COVID-19

04/06/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Milgard Windows and doors Other Manufacturing 965 54th Avenue EastFife Groups of people going in to work the same time 3 different shifts, lying to their employees saying 
we're  Open because of construction. Wasteful PPE

Kahnjd0224@gmail.com

04/06/20 5:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Surplus Ammo & Arms Other Shooting Range and Weapons Store 102 Puyallup Ave Tacoma While walking past, I heard laughter and someone tried to cough on me while shouting something 
unintelligible (I am Chinese American).

Elena Yi elena_yi@wawd.uscourts.gov 253-433-8738

04/06/20 5:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Arts crafts store 15th street Plano Michael's is still open in plano. You would have thought after Hobby Lobby closed, they would too Gail A Roller-Morrison Gailmor789@gmail.com 2148934043

04/06/20 5:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open EZ Pawn Other Pawn Shop 4595 Wadsworth Blvd.Wheat Ridge This pawn shop is open and regularly has 4 to 10 customers in its parking lot/small building. I saw that 
an EZ Pawn on Monaco was cited for being open during the stay at home order so I assume all EZ 
Pawns should be closed.

Lenia Hahn lenianjoe@gmail.com 7202923538

04/06/20 5:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Buying Gold Other Buying gold shop 11903 Pacific Ave.(SR-7)Tacoma(Parkland) WA. 98444Have contacted the local Sheriff and have done nothing.  Said they can't force them to shut down.  
Pierce County sheriff is not enforcing.  This is right next to a barber shop that has been closed for 
weeks.  This business is Russian owned and just buying gold from people.

Tony Holien tonyholien@Gmail.com 2535834754

04/06/20 5:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AQUATIC Bathware Other Making bathtubs 801 northern Pacific road southeastYelm, wa Company continues to run and also treating leave of absence as job abandonment despite being 
given an email from the governor claiming that this company is Not essential. Said they will consider 
themselves to be essential until being forced to close.

Christian lopez Mr.christianolopez21@gmail.com 3603499824

04/06/20 5:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sunset Materials Other Landscape Materials 18011 renton Issaquah Rd SErenton Business was told non-essential and now is back to operations after being told non essential Mindya Business

04/06/20 6:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Swanky Babies Other Baby Boutique 6403 Burden Blvd Pasco Selling kid toys, cribs, clothing is not essential.  This store does have the capability of doing online 
and curb side pick up.  Having the doors open and encouraging pregnant women to shop is incredibly 
irresponsible.

04/06/20 6:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Crest Custom Cabinetry Other Cabinet Making and distribution 5901 S 11th St Ridgefield Pacific Crest Cabinetry shut down for 2 weeks and told their employees they would be paid full 
wages. They plan to reopen this Thursday.

VICTORIA Sturm Aa_vick@hotmail.com 2607514883

04/06/20 6:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Consign Furniture & Jewelry Other Consignment furniture and jewelry sales 21605 E Country Vista DrLiberty Lake Business is open to customers and allowing retail purchases and pick up to commence. Shaelynn Nolan shaelynnrs@gmail.com 2065502473

04/06/20 6:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Costless carpet Construction 1925 Fowler st Richland Non essential business still operating manager@costlesscarpet.com
04/06/20 6:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mega Wash Other Car wash 1634 W Gardner Spokane Non-essential business open

04/06/20 6:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ben’s Loan Inc Other Gun shop 1005 S 2ND ST Renton Non-essential business is open

04/06/20 6:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue falls usa Other Manufacturing hot tubs 3808 n Sullivan Spokane valley They are requiring works to come in even though it is a non essential business Justin Schultz Hunterroscoe@hotmail.com 5093680147

04/06/20 6:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wade’s Eastside Gun Shop Other Gun shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Non-essential business is open

04/06/20 6:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open New Light Industries Other Research 9715 W Sunset HighwaySpokane Cars outside every day No No No
04/06/20 6:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gamestop Other Video game retailer 10408 US-2 Airway Heights Remained open despite coronavirus, claiming to be an "essential business" despite not providing 

food, clothing, shelter, etc while other retailers like Walmart and Amazon will still provide their goods 
alongside essentials anyway

04/06/20 6:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ply Gem Other Manufacturing 5001 D St NW Auburn They make windows. Supervisors getting mad at employees for staying home sick.

04/06/20 6:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Diversified Panel Systems Construction 2345 Statham Blvd, Oxnard, CA 93033oxnard Business has been operating all this time with all of their employees still there. Even when the 
employees share their concerns with the manager and owner nothing is done to help them.

04/06/20 6:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Private Lives Other Adult Lingere Retail 6300 NE 117th Ave #B3Vancouver Non-essential business is open. Drove by today and the open sign was on. Not fair to those small 
businesses who are adhering to the directive. Web ad says adjusted hours are from 2-7PM.

privatelives01@gmail.com

04/06/20 7:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Peak 6 Adventure Store Other Tours and gift shop 4883 Upper Hoh RoadForks The gift store has been open several days throughout the week.

04/06/20 7:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Serious About Fitness Health-related business 15205 NE 95th St Redmond To whom it may concern. I have visited a gym in Redmond that goes by the name of serious about 
Fitness. Owned by Chris Doran. Chris has disregarded state and city laws by keeping his gym up and 
running, going against mandatory closure by Gov. Jay Inslee. Chris is well aware that he should be 
closed. In fears of losing monthly revenue, Chris has kept doors open to members. Most members are 
not okay with this behavior. Chris will text from his personal phone a code that unlocks the gym. 
Members access this door code to get in and carry on with regular workouts.  Very concerned

Zach Zab97prlductions@gmail.com 4252489734

04/06/20 7:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Urban Tails Other Grooming, dog walking 825 N Garry dr Liberty lake Posted on Facebook community page advertising  new service of pet grooming, also does dog 
walking. Was a post actively seeking new clients now. Grooming and dog walking are non essential. I 
have a copy of the post.

Nicole Covey Nicolecovey@yahoo.com 5093894248

04/06/20 7:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prometric Other testing services 22002 64th Ave W Seattle Prometric Testing Services is planning on opening up operations effective April 16, during the stay at 
home order. https://www.prometric.com/corona-virus-update

04/06/20 7:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Terex Other Manufacturing 6464 185th Ave NE Redmond, WA 98052 They are asking employees to return to work on 4/13, despite being a nonessential business. See 
their COVID-19 Statement here: https://www.terex.com/en/covid-19-statement. It was updated on 4/6 
to show return to work on 4/13.

04/06/20 7:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rover Stay Over Other Grooming 6451 Hanngan RoadLynden Grooming is not considered essential

04/06/20 7:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open River Stay Over Other Groomer 6451 Hannegan RoadLynden They are considered non essential business and yet they are still open and grooming.

04/06/20 8:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seasoft Scuba Other Scuba gear manufacturer. 434 N prindle st Chehalis Seasoft scuba is open and attempting to produce lead contaminated medical masks to sell to 
hospitals and corona virus paitents.
Seasoft has not only been fined by ecology and L and I once, but are being investigated again for 
lead contamination at their new location. They have announced via Bruce justinens Facebook that 
they plan to produce medical equipment in the lead contaminated factory to sell to hospitals.

Kasey Emerald Bryan kaseyeskew@yahoo.com 3602809036

04/06/20 8:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Solar eclipse Other Window tinting 14009 SE Mill Plain Blvd # 100,Vancouver Everyone should do their part in “stay home”

04/06/20 8:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Exclusive Window tinting Other Car tinting 4707 NE Minnehaha St. Suite# 507Vancouver Working inside someone’s car can’t be sanitary



04/06/20 9:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BnB Pet Retreat Other Pet Boarding 210211 E SR 397 Kennewick Concerned that this business is advertising they will board pets owned by patients hospitalized with 
COVID-19. With the zoo animals in NY that recently contracted COVID-19 from a zookeeper could 
there be a potential for this facility to become a hot spot if they are boarding animals that have been in 
close contact with the virus and could potentially be carriers of the virus? 

https://www.yaktrinews.com/pet-boarding-facility-in-finley-offers-to-care-for-pets-at-no-cost-if-owner-
has-covid-19/

Brandon Coughlin Brandon.Coughlin@outlook.com 5097139220 bnbpetretreat@gmail.com

04/06/20 9:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ATVTRACKS.NET Other ATV & UTV Accessories 11617 E Trent Ave Spokane Valley He is not cloding his business and having his workers drive in from Idaho who also has a stay at 
home order

04/06/20 9:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma’s best pet grooming Other Dog grooming 3411 6th ave ste E Tacoma Covid 19 can be on these pets who sleep with their owners. Then cross contamination can happen 
within the shop. If people cannot get their hair cut why can a dog? They are going to kill someone.  
Some older person or health compromised person will not expect the dog or cat to make them sick. 
And a few kisses later . You get it. They are non essential and working and putting people at risk!

04/06/20 9:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open West Coast Armory Everett Other Gun Store & Range 11714 Airport Rd, Everett, WA 98204Everett These stores continue to be open while explicitly called out as Non-Essential. They use state & 
federal resources for background checks that should be focused on virus prevention, unemployment 
processing, etc. Close them now.

04/06/20 9:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Conboy Basketball Pure Advantage Other Basketball training facility 16303 NE 15th St. Suite AVancouver This basketball training facility has remained open training young athletes. The owner’s child spent 
multiple days at the facility in the past week (spring break)and has returned to his mother’s house with 
a fever. He said roughly 8 athletes were present at each sports training session.

Hayley Frohs hayleyfrohs@hotmail.com 3606018083

04/06/20 9:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Casey's Crafts Other Craft store 4485 State Route 525 #2 Langley, WA 98260Langley Craft store is open for regular business.  Does not require appointments.  Does require online or 
phone ordering.  Is not practicing social distancing.  Gives a discount IF customers were a mask.

caseyscrafts@whidbey.com

04/06/20 9:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Phoenix truss co Construction 2015 old highway 10Ellensburg This business is currently open and requiring employees to come to work despite it being a non 
essential business.

sales@phoenixtruss.net

04/06/20 10:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Greg’s Lynnwood Cycle Other Bicycle shop 5810 196th St SW, Lynnwood, WA 98036Lynnwood This is a bicycle shop and clearly not an essential business. James Yeager 5098183232
04/06/20 10:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gamestop Other Retail 1118 Supermall Way Ste 103Auburn The business plans on reopening at noon tomorrow.

04/06/20 10:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Finest Accessories Other Hair accessories e-commerce 30545 SE 84th St. Suite 5Preston business operates by supplying hair accessories and has multiple people working in close proximity 
without proper sanitation measures.

George Atmospherecustomerhelp@gmail.com (971) 999-1438

04/06/20 11:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Arts and crafts store 15600 ne 8th st. Bellevue I am a small business owner with a arts and crafts store. I was told my business was not allowed to 
offer curbside pickup (with customers ordering online) and we had to close, since we are non 
essential. Michaels is still advertising their online store & offering in-store/curbside pickup. I would like 
clarification on why this is allowed and essential, but my small business isn’t.

Chennal Darcy Chennalsdarcy@gmail.com 559-230-9216

04/06/20 11:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boulevard Mercantile Other Antique Store 1012 N Washington st.Spokane They are taking appointments to sell their merchandise in their store. 

Advertising on Instagram that this is happening now.

Byran Jepperson bjepper@gmail.com 15095992521

04/07/20 12:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brittany Nicole Photography Other Photographer 8310 319th St NW Stanwood Announced via FB that business would continue thru stay home order, photo sessions to be held 
outdoors. See post: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/252619108458482/permalink/1023298438057208/
Contact: 425-923-6277
Brittanya0701@gmail.com
https://www.brittanynicolephotographywa.com/

Anonymous

04/07/20 2:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Yakima Area Arboretum-Non profit 
organization

Other Arboretum and botanical garden 1401 arboretum dr Yakima The grounds of the Yakima area arboretum have continued to be open, this area is roughly the size of 
a golf course which is deemed non essential then viewing trees and plants should fall in to the same 
category. The main attraction there is a Japanese garden with handrails lining the paths which are not 
disinfected and the majority of visitors pass through and surely use these creating a high risk for covid-
19 transmission. This arboretum is also in very close proximity to yakima large homeless camp who 
should be sheltering in place yet are seen daily all about the arboretum and loiter in high traffic areas 
such as benches. Their readerboard is even encouraging people to visit which just seems ludicrous at 
a time like this. Someone needs to tell them the trees can wait until we beat this. They also have a 
small parking lot which is again another close contact area where on weekends when it gets busy it 
can be difficult to maintain social distancing guidelines.

info@ahtrees.org

04/07/20 5:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Regalo International / Carlson Pet 
Products

Other Warehouse 2980 Center Dr #150, DuPont, WA 98327Dupont I used the inquiry form and determined this business is non-essential, yet it remains open anyway. 
Though social distancing is iterated, it isn't enforced.

04/07/20 6:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Thrive fitness Health-related business 118 N. Lewis st. Monroe WA This is a follow up to report I filed yesterday. I continue to request anonymity but will provide you with 
e mail contact so I can be available to answer questions or receive communications. Dan

Thatdan1@aol.com

04/07/20 6:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open James Hardie Other Manufacturing 18200 50th Avenue eastTacoma Company still making employees go to work for a service that is not essential John Smith

04/07/20 6:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Retail and online Sales Other Sells sheets, and kitchen gadgets etc 1101 Collection Outlet Wy,  STE 1260Auburn Shipping non essential stuff all over the country. NO EMPLOYEE'S HAVE EVER BEEN TESTED!! 
These Sheets and bowel's etc are going all  over the country.  I know of a couple people with 
"Allergies" runny noses etc but working shipping orders.

Lynn Rokke lynnoname#gmail.com 253-862-4134

04/07/20 6:46 AM No AgencyLarge gathering(s) of people Active club Other Active club 745 n wabash ave Lakeland Large gatherings, not following social distances.

04/07/20 6:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Olympic hot tubs Other Hot tubs 1307 W Valley Hwy N Ste 101Auburn, WA 98001-4110I have been seeing them loading up hot tubs on the back of a flat bed trucks. Hot tubs don't really 
strike me as essential

mgmt@olympichottub.com

04/07/20 7:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smokey Point Jewelry and Pawn Other Pawn SHop 3131 Smokey Point Dr STU#13Arlington, WA 98223 Just asking the question about a Pawn Shop being an essential business.  And they have started 
some shady dealings with the stay home stay healthy order.

Kurt Pendt kpendt@gmail.com 3602718700 spjpawnshop@gmail.com

04/07/20 7:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Excell Aerofab Other Manufacturing 19222 62nd Ave NE Arlington They are open and for sure not an essential business info@excellaerofab.com
04/07/20 7:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's Home Furniture Other Furniture Store 16504 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Their website says their showroom is open and I saw it open driving by:

https://www.richshome.com/

I don't think furniture store falls under any of the exemptions

Peter Cher petercher@gmail.com 4252987358

04/07/20 7:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest door Health-related business 19000 canyon road Puyallup We are a garage door company still open. We are not building for any essential building but still 
buisness as usual. We are all noticing we are making doors but due to the shutdown nothing is 
leaving. We are a non essential buisness staying open.

Eddie Echarette26@gmail.com 4013099311 info@northwestdoor.com

04/07/20 7:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rolling Hills Gold course Other Golf course 2485 NE McWilliams rdBremerton My uncle is going here to hang out with his buddies.  He also lives in home with my other Uncle who 
has health conditions and is highly at risk.  Id deemed non essential why is this facility open?  My 
uncle has no concern over covid at all.  Feels it is "BS"

Brian Noble noblebrians@gmail.com 3606339112

04/07/20 7:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Heron Lakes Golf Coarse Other Golf Coarse 3500 N Victory Blvd Portland I understand this is an Oregon business,  Although we have numerous Clark county/Washington 
residences going into Oregon for activities and not practicing social distancing and posting on social 
media.  They stand right next to each other  possibly infected unknowingly,   then come back into 
Washington to possibly spread the virus.

Tom Chavez ffpmchavez@gmail.com 3609980466

04/07/20 7:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Valley Machine Shop Other Aerospace Manufacturing 1166 6th Avenue NorthKent, WA 98032 This is a non essential business especially since Boeing is closed down indefinitely. Lonnie Beck BINGO122783@GMAIL.COM 12063277353 web@vmshop.com

04/07/20 8:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Buds and Blossoms Too Other Florist 1310 Jadwin Ave Richland The flower shop has closed its storefront but is still taking delivery flower orders and making 
deliveries. The owner is asking employees to come in to work, violating the stay at home order for 
non-essential businesses.

04/07/20 8:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Communications Retail Other retail store 22001 hwy 99 #200 Edmonds I see young people trying to sell phones to people and NOT wiping anything down. This is just wrong 
you can order a phone online. This is a retail only store! Close it down!

gloria cowgirlenup@yahoo.com 4257606174

04/07/20 8:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Natural Ballplayer Other Gym/Sports Facility 11626 Slater Ave Ne Kirkland, WA 98034 Unit 4Kirkland, WA It’s a gym staying open at a time like this. You can see on the Instagram @thenaturalballplayer that 
they are still meeting with a ton of different people and not following any guidelines with social 
distancing or masks.

Hunter Baker hunterbakerman@icloud.com 8327732137

04/07/20 8:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evergreen Auto detailing (fake dba) Other Auto Detailing unknown Brush Prairie 604-174-713 UBI, advertising on facebook he is essential and doing car washes and details. TIMOTHY M PLUMB PLUMBTIMOTHY@GMAIL.COM 5092228730

04/07/20 8:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kumon Other Tutoring program 4575 NE 4th Street Renton They are being irresponsible with our lives in order to make a profit. Anonymous They'll fire me rentonhighlands_wa@ikumon.com
04/07/20 8:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smit’s Compost and Honey Sales Other Honey/flower 2620 Northwest Ave Bellingham Confused why this non-essential business is open?? Sarah P User150000@gmail.com
04/07/20 8:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Top Tree LLC Other Tree cutting service 6105 W Van Giesen StreetWest Richland, WA Seen them trimming trees on 4-4-2020 in Kennewick, WA TIMOTHY M PLUMB PLUMBTIMOTHY@GMAIL.COM 5092228730
04/07/20 8:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Products Other Cabinet and counters 6915 s. 196th st bldg. fKent, Wa They build cabinets for Costco. They supposed to be open? service@seattleproductsllc.com
04/07/20 8:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue Cow Carwash Other Car wash 12521 christianson roadAnacortes They don't even provide detailing services. Super non-essential. larry@bluecowcarwash.com
04/07/20 8:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Washington State Court Appointed 

Advocate Program
Other Church 804 9th Ave Seattle Several parishes within the Archdiocese of Seattle are encouraging their members to leave their home 

and attend prayer time at church and other events for Holy Week, the week preceding Easter Sunday. 
It is unclear from how many people will be present. Some of these churches state in their bulletins that 
a priest and/or staff member will be present, which may violate social distancing. Some parishes are 
also hosting scheduled private prayer time. These prayer appointments are scheduled back to back, 
so there is insufficient time to fully sanitize the church. In addition, the virus lives in the air for three 
hours in enclosed spaces so sharing the enclosed space of the church presents a health concern.

Scarlett Mai scarlettmfb@gmail.com 4256470235

04/07/20 8:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Frontier Construction and Supply Construction 11211 44th Ave E Tacoma They are choosing who gets to work while telling the rest not to.

04/07/20 8:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gu-Wi Gutters and Windows Other Gutter Cleaning and Window Cleaning 2350 N 115th St Seattle Gutter and window cleaning is NON essential, but owner is still mandating work to be performed. One 
employee lives with a person who tested positive and is working. Please shut him down!!

info@gu-wi.com

04/07/20 8:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fascinations Other Gift shop/model shop 19224 Des Moines Memorial DrSeaTac This business is not essential and is putting their employees at risk by requiring them to keep coming 
to work

Wendy Alley nyago47@gmail.com

04/07/20 9:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GameStop Other Video Game Store 509 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley Requiring their employees to work 4+ hours with public to sell video games.

04/07/20 9:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Revive Health and Wellness Other Tanning 901 W Yakima AvenueYakima I went to a take out place next door to Revive, and saw multiple people going in and out of there. I did 
not thing that Tanning would be considered and essential service.

04/07/20 9:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open T&A Supply Other Wholesale flooring distributor 6807 So. 216th St Kent Why is flooring distribution essential? I believe this company has the wrong perception of what's 
essential & what's not.

Colleen Brixey cbrixey216@gmail.com 3605227854 webhelp@tasupply.com

04/07/20 9:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath Other Manufacturer Rail road street Yelm Still operating after company-wide advised that it is non essential Anonymous to avoid retaliation
04/07/20 9:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Olympic engraving Other Engraving shop 12121 northup way  suite 107Bellevue ,wa This business is doing business in our business park while all other non essential  business  is closed 

This is my second complaint and I am seeing customers going in an out on a regular basis
John hebert J17392004@yahoo.com 4254420205

04/07/20 9:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Propet USA Inc. Other Shoe sales 2415 West Valley Hwy NAuburn This is a shoe distributor, and should not be open, and forcing their employees to work under threat of 
termination.

04/07/20 9:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Maids Other House cleaners 12811 8th Ave w Everett wa They go in and out of houses claiming they kill the virus so it makes it okay to go in and out of 
peoples houses all day

Breanne breannebalk@gmail.com

04/07/20 9:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints (Washington Everett 
Mission Office)

Other Church 16124 35th Ave SE, Mill Creek The office is open to the volunteers, who are going in daily to perform their regular duties, ignoring the 
Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation. This is a church organization, and therefore not an essential 
business.

04/07/20 10:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open USA Toyz Other Toy Company 1309 120th Ave NE Bellevue, It is not their HQ office, it's the warehouse located in Kirkland (address unknown).  I see people in the 
space and they shouldn't be.  They're just a toy company

04/07/20 10:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Builders FirstSource Other Stain shop 10310 E Montgomery AveSpokane Violating the stay at home order

04/07/20 10:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smokey point pawn & Jewlery Other Pawn shop 3131 Smokey Point Dr STU#13Arlington Owner & 1 other employee store is open, per owner they need the money and are taking peoples 
pawned items that come due while order is in place to stay home!

Jackie Roberts jsroberts69@gmail.com 4255125093 spjpawnshop@gmail.com

04/07/20 10:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry maids Other House cleaning business 1102 Brandt rd Vancouver wa Merry maids is a house cleaning business and all the other house cleaning businesses have been 
told to close I don’t know why Mary maids and Molly maids are still allowed to be open as they are not 
servicing essential businesses but residential homes.  Could Essentially spreading Covid from house 
to house without proper gear.

Jared ritzy.jared@gmail.com 3606122079

04/07/20 10:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Secondhand afforadables thrift store Other Thrift store 14011 Pacific Ave S Tacoma Too many people and cars in business in a non essential store

04/07/20 10:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eclipse Bookstore & Fine Art Other Book Store 1104 11th St Bellingham , Wa 98225On 04/07/2020 10:25am. I observed the store operating with books for sale outside and the front door 
was open. In the pass week there was books for free outside with everything closed. This was the 
first day I saw books for sale and the business looking like it was open as usual.



04/07/20 10:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open WildWise School of Outdoor Adventure Other Church/ outdoor school 26788 Highland Rd NE,Kingston This wilderness school is open and encouraging social gathers for their classes. They had a wild 
edible class on 3/28 which was not cancelled even after the stay at home order was in place. I was 
only able to get out of the class by mentioning to them what they were doing was violating the 
governors proclamation and that I could not attend because I have a compromised immune system. 
Only then did they reluctantly refund my money. Yet continued on with the class. They plan to 
continue this class on 4/18, 5/23 and 6/13 and seem flippant about social distancing orders.

Erin Hanson erinrver@gmail.com 2066976069 info@wildwiseschool.org

04/07/20 11:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Superior Auto Shine Other Detail Shop 1818 99th St E Tacoma, Wa 98445 They are  detailing cars, doing ceramic coatings,  buffing, everything pressure washing.  I have talked 
to them time and time again, stay home.

David Sukola david@davidsukola.com 2532320087

04/07/20 11:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Robs Online Trains Other Retail / Hobby store 5423 S Tacoma WayTacoma Open regular hours Karen Rich krich0093@gmail.com 253-582-2840
04/07/20 11:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cycle Gear Other motorcycle clothing & accessories 2501 S 38th Street Tacoma Open regular hours. Several men gathering at a time to visit Karen Rich krich0093@gmail.com 253-582-2840
04/07/20 11:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Your fast sign man Other Signpost installation for Real estate 5131 MOSQUITO LAKE RDDeming Owner Mike Baxter has told customers he got permission to operate from the Governor on his 

Facebook page, but no other signpost installation companies have been granted permission. I believe 
he is lying to customers and putting the public at risk. https://www.facebook.com/fast.signman.71

Kathleen Hill katiehill2727@gmail.com 4259992282

04/07/20 11:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Capital Court apartments Other Landlord violator 915 capital way Olympia I see people working in truck (one white  and  one dark colored)  and they are talking to each other 
not using socal distance at all. No masks or NOTHING how can they get away with being above the 
law. Other busneses are shuttered? They are NO exception Abide by the rules like everyone else 
they are putting neighbors and their tenants at risk

Concerned citizen and neighbor who lives neraby

04/07/20 11:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michael's Other Craft supplies/retail 17400 Southcenter PkwyTukwilla Employees must come in contact with public when completing online order pick ups at the curb. 
Customers are not keeping to social distancing guidelines. Crafts are not essential. Employees are 
facing customers daily and the company won't close. Close these retail stores for the protection of the 
employees.

Adamarie Lewis adamarie412@msn.com 2533155887

04/07/20 12:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crossfit 740 Other Gym 560 west fair ave Lancaster Several mornings this facility is still operating normal buisness as a gym work out facility.

04/07/20 12:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Abraham's House Other Antique, 2nd hand store 312 N. Callow AvenueBremerton The business is open to the public (items for sale outside on the sidewalk, and customer dropping off 
donation items.)  Spoke with clerk about violation and she said since they are a non-profit they are 
essential as they "provide social services, and other necessities of life for economically 
disadvantaged or otherwise needy individuals, such as those residing in shelters."  They are a used 
furniture/2nd hand store.

Sgt. Dahle Roessel dahle.roessel@ci.bremerton.wa.us 360-900-6699

04/07/20 12:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TJ stauary Other statue sales 26620 Pacific hwy Skent about 8 people in statue area  not practicing social distancing. Statues are NOT ESSENTAIL!!!!!

04/07/20 1:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Other car wash 1525 West Meeker St.kent about 8 cars and maybe 16 to 20 people not practicing social distancing.

04/07/20 1:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Service Partners Other Construction Supply 8609 S 208th Street Kent They arent an essential business and are selling to many other non essential businesses doing 
residential work.

04/07/20 1:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Waggin Tails Other Dog groomer 1024 14th ave Longview Dog groomers are Non-Essential. Business is still open

04/07/20 1:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elite Fitness Training Other Gym 1616 Eastlake Ave EastSeattle April 7, 2020 at 1300. Watched people in workout clothes enter the gym. 1616 Eastlake is the same 
location that UW Medical Center is performing the SARS-COV-2 assay.

Michael Maslowski michaelcmaslowski@gmail.com 215-859-0026

04/07/20 1:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma’s Best Pet Grooming Other Pet Grooming 3411 6th Ave Unit E Tacoma Continuing to work despite the state explicitly saying that pet grooming is non-essential. Kaitlin Cone Kaitlincone@gmail.com 2062802639

04/07/20 1:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition Other Gun Store 20829 Hwy 99 # A Lynnwood They have a line of customers outside waiting to get in today. Jacob Kuykendall Jacob.M.Kuykendall@gmail.com 4258026846
04/07/20 2:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petck6 Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1241 N 205th St Shoreline Grooming salon open. Non essential service that could be closed without effecting essential business

04/07/20 2:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gold and Pawn Jewelry and Loan Other pawnshop 11122 Pacific Ave. STacoma Business is open in vioation of Gov. order. John Bell jbell558@aol.com 7204728672
04/07/20 2:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Metro PCS Other phone store 11457 Pacific Ave. S Ste 2Tacoma Open for business John F Bell jbell558@aol.com 7204728672
04/07/20 4:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sure Shot Guns & Pawn Other Gun & Pawn Shop 114 Main St. Kittitas This business is non-essential and is open, defying the Governor's Proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 206-910-6419

04/07/20 4:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SKM Company Other Gun Shop 1714 N Pine Ave. Wenatchee This business is non-essential and is open, defying the Governor's Proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/07/20 4:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Firearms Other Pawn Shop 755 W Washington St. #ASequim It's Open Joseph Folop 3605043372 hello@northwestfirearms.com
04/07/20 4:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sportman's Warehouse Other Sporting Goods Store 1020 N Stratford Rd. Ste DMoses Lake This business is non-essential and is open, defying the Governor's Proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419 spoff@sportsmanswarehouse.com

04/07/20 6:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Oakbrook Gulf Club Other Gulf Club for members only 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood 98498 Caller stated gulf course is open to members only and large gathering of people and workers are 
there. Social distancing is not being practiced. The Governor's order is being violated 100% and the 
owners of the business don't care. This defeats the purpose of all other businesses and individuals 
that is following the order and that care about their community and state. Caller wants to remain 
anonymous. .

michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/07/20 8:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jamco-America Other Airplane seat upholstery 1018 80th street westEVERETT They have 600 employees at the everett branch. The only make airplane seats and lavatories this is 
NOT ESSENTIAL BUSINESS and have no ppe

HR@jamco-america.com

04/07/20 9:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Yachting Other Magazine 15th Ave NW Seattle Staff is required to work at the office instead of from home.

04/07/20 11:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A Better Shine Auto Reconditioning Other Car Detailing Unknown Vancouver They are advertising business on Facebook marketplace abettershine@gmail.com
04/07/20 11:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jamco America inc Other Non-essential business 1018 80th Street SW.Everett This company manufactures aircraft interior (seats). That is non-essential according to list of business 

allowed to operate right now. They have defied the governors order to extend the stay-at-home order 
and continue to operate even though Boeing has closed all manufacturing facilities indefinitely. They 
don’t care about the health of no one. Please help stop the spread of covid-19 and the culture of work 
first die later. Think of this was someone you loved requested back for no reason other than greed.

None None None HR@jamco-america.com

04/07/20 11:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stevens deep cleaning and repair Other Cleaning business Not listed Battleground She is homeless but carries a business license in Washington- or so she says. She is only found on 
Facebook as Shannon Atkins. The name of her business is Stevens cleaning or Stevens deep 
cleaning and repair. She is advertising on the battleground community pages and all of the buy and 
sell pages for Vancouver. A simple search on those pages of Shannon Stevens will bring up her 
current advertising. She is wearing no PPE, and is putting her elderly clients in danger.

Ryan Ryankmasuda@gmail.com 3602415533 stevenscleaningservice@live.com

04/08/20 6:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bothell Furniture Other Furniture Store 18811 Bothell Way NEBothell How is this an essential business that should be open? sales@bothellfurniture.com
04/08/20 6:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rain city maids Other House cleaning 220 6th st Kirkland Multiple cleaners going in and out of several homes a day possibly spreading the virus and risking 

lives.
Vicki Jnfthirtyfive@gmail.com 425-761-8068 hello@raincitymaids.com

04/08/20 6:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rain city maids Other House cleaning 220 6th st Kirkland Cleaners going into different customers homes all day Seth Seth.rind11@gmail.com 206-366-8971 hello@raincitymaids.com
04/08/20 6:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open K9 country club Construction 19027 E. Terrapin LaneOtis Orchards Kennel under construction in residential area. Subconcrators continue to work on building owned by 

K9 Country Club
John B Whitcomb johnlinda2010@rocketmail.com 4259858077 info@k9ccspokane.com

04/08/20 7:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rain city maids Other House cleaning 220 6th st Kirkland House cleaners going into several different homes daily Jennifer Jennkitty97@yahoo.com 425-290-7207 hello@raincitymaids.com
04/08/20 7:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbor Square Athletic Club Other Gym 7201 224th street S.W L-1Edmonds Overall business is closed to public, but still there have a lot of non maintenance people going in and 

out of the Harbor Square Athletic Club. They have been using back doors by the tennis courts to 
access the building to work out.

04/08/20 8:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Partners Capital Group Other Equipment Finance Company 20700 44th Ave W Suite 360Lynnwood Our office still open and conducting business. Our company sent out a letter stating we are essential 
and must remain open because provide “ Financing Option and Working Capital” for business to 
acquire during this time…. But that is not entirely accurate. What we do we can do remotely.
Our entire business model is conducted over the phone and through email. We are not open to the 
public, we are not a bank,  we broker equipment loans and working capital and we can do it remotely 
and be in compliance with the “Stay at  Home Order”

Everyday, we come to work risking the lives our loved ones, who live with us who are elderly because 
we have to show up or not get paid.  Some of us have children  at home, new born, expecting and If 
we do not come to work we will not get paid our base salary and it’s not like we have a line out the 
door of businesses ready to take on an equipment acquisition or working capital loan at 20%  rate or 
higher. 

Please put a stop this. Its not fair and not right

JD 425-954-6246

04/08/20 8:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Calming Nature Pet Grooming Other Dog Groomer 108 3rd St SE Yelm Non essential business is open calmingnaturepetgrooming@yahoo.com
04/08/20 8:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Olson Northwest Construction Bullard Ave Bremerton Olson Construction 253-820-3811

They are still doing residential construction on new homes, currently unoccupied on Bullard Ave. in 
Bremerton

Luke Fletcher runts71@yahoo.com

04/08/20 8:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jetpro auto wash Other Car wash 209 Grant Rd, East Wenatchee, WA 98802Wenatchee Jetpro is definitely NON-ESSENTIAL! Right now in this time of panic the last thing that needs to be 
open is a car wash. My brother was told he had to go in and he is at risk, and putting the customers at 
risk as well. This is blatant disregard for the safety and well-being of the employees and customers. It 
sickens me to think that someone can be so greedy to open up their non-essential car wash during all 
of this just to make a little bit more money.

Matthew matthewhstimmel@gmail.com 5096306965 manager@jetproautowash.com

04/08/20 9:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kent's Garden and Nursery Other Nursery/Garden Center 5428 Northwest RoadBellingham They announced:
"Thanks so much for your great response to our curbside service, em-mail and phone orders but it 
has become too complicated with our smaller staff and the large scale of the nursery. We will be 
opening April 9 10-4 seven days a week. Subject to change. There is an abundance of room to 
distance for the safety of all of us! Thanks From Kents . We have missed you!"

Denise Enck Quantahosting@gmail.com 3602140275 kentsgarden@gmail.com

04/08/20 9:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kent's Garden and Nursery Other Retail garden center 5428 Northwest RoadBellingham This is a garden center that sells 90% ornamental plants -- trees, shrubs, perennials. This is a garden 
center known for helping people beautify their property. They are planning to resume business as 
usual on April 9 per this email that went out on April 7. 

===

Monday, April 7th

News Flash Again!  

Thanks so much for your great response to our curbside services, email and phone orders but it has 
become too complicated with our smaller staff and the large scale of the nursery.  

We will be opening  on April 9th, 10:00 AM  - 4:00 PM,  7 days a week (subject to change if 
necessary.)

There is an abundance of room to distance for the safety of customers and staff. We are being very 
strict about social distancing.

Our motto has been "We have Serious Fun".  This is the true meaning of serious fun!

Thanks from all the Kent’s Staff. We have missed you.

===

This is so frustrating! There are many, many small businesses that would like the opportunity to be 
open -- serving their customers in safe ways. MANY other businesses are losing money during the 
COVID-19 closures. 

This business will be packed on the opening weekend. This opening encourages and invites people 
to go out and have some fun. This feels wrong and it is inconsistent with Washington's 
#stayhomestayhealthy order.

kentsgarden@gmail.com

04/08/20 9:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open My Garden Other Nursery/Garden Center 929 E Bakerview Bellingham They are open. Their website states:
"We are open daily from 10:00am to 4:00pm. 
We are asking our customers to keep a minimum of 7' between themselves, other customers and our 
team."

Denise Enck Quantahosting@gmail.com 3602140275 mygardennursery@gmail.com

04/08/20 9:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Carousel corner preschool/child 
learning center inc

Other Preschool 5345 se carousel ln Port Orchard They are attemptimg to force my wife to come in, saying she will be fired otherwise. Zane Brownell Zbrownell98@gmail.com 9122276812

04/08/20 9:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A lot of business Other Cbd, vape stores, wireless stores, car washes etc Cookeville tn Putnam Livingston and Putnam county are not following the guidelines. Businesses everywhere here are still 
open that are non essential and the police are doing nothing about it please help

Bridgett Bridgett.plante@yahoo.com 239-601-4344



04/08/20 9:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Dollar Tree, Red Barn 2nd. Hand, 
Radio Shack

Other Dollar Tree, 2nd. Hand store Hwy. 395 Colville The Dollar Tree store, Red Barn 2nd. store and Radio Shack were all open for business on April 7. 
How do these qualify as "essential?"

Tory Shook shook.tory@gmail.com 509.485.2168

04/08/20 9:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jet Pro express Other Automated car wash 209 Grant Rd, East Wenatchee, WA 98802Wenatchee Automated car washes are not essential to the operation of the country, and are only quickening the 
potential spread of Covid. Companies should make time for employees to wash vehicles at their 
facility during this pandemic.

manager@jetproautowash.com

04/08/20 9:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open southern by design Other landscapping 5316 173rd pl sw lynnwood every day on my way to the auto shop thier trucks are at the 7 eleven on their wayto work with 
multible trucks and crews to do lawn work that does not seem needed

Joey j jacobs schmooman67@gmail.com 4255950079 southerndesignllc.com

04/08/20 10:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aaron's Other Furniture 7810 N Division St Ste ASpokane Why is this business open at this time? And not allowing people who are laid off time with their 
payments.

Robert Dietz dawn_47@juno.com 5093859358 AHSC@aarons.com

04/08/20 10:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Other Tanning Salon 1520 Cooper Point RdOlympia This business has closed but all of a sudden their open sign is off but letting people walk in and use 
the tanning beds.

Thomas lacey@tanrepublic.com

04/08/20 10:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Floral Masters Other Florist 2601 2nd Ave, Seattle, WA 98121Seattle A relative from out of state,, who didnt know these businesses are supposed to be shut, sent me 
flowers from here...I threw them out immediately...I am elderly someone there may be sick? they're 
delivering all around the city.

04/08/20 10:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Young Child Academy Other Private School 557 Roy St Seattle My part time employee told me he was returning to his teaching job at a pre-school today.  That pre-
school is called Young Child Academy.

Phil Gustavson pgustavson@schoolofrock.com 2063317570

04/08/20 10:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burke Gibson LLC Other Point of Purchase Displays 702 3rd St Sw Auburn This private owned business, still remains open despite the non essential orders. They are kindly 
forcing employees to continue carry on and the consequences are that “ you will not get paid, unless 
you work” or you use up there vacation times to get paid for something they have no control over. The 
owner and sales team parks hidden from view behind there gates. They told employees that they dont 
want any one too see “ we are operational” so they can pay us for working. People continue to work 
because of how the owner treats his employees. This business needs to comply, we have no control 
over whats happening right now. Please leave me as anonymous..

Rob kurupt602@gmail.com

04/08/20 10:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lori Manley Photography Other Photography 36510 152nd Ave SEAuburn Gatherings of groups for photography to capture COVID 19 as a time to remember. How is this 
essential? Please view the post on her Facebook page. Also, she has a tenant on her property in a 
MIL unit but brings clients on the property without notifying tenant, and clients go in tenant's yard.

Amanda Knobel amandaknobel@yahoo.com 2532173342 lorimanleyphotography@gmail.com

04/08/20 10:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The smoke shop Other Smoke shop 1242 State Street - in Safeway parking lotmarysville The smoke shop on the corner near Christianos and boeing Credit union is wide open for business. Kelly Grimsley kgrimsley@snohd.org 4253458017

04/08/20 10:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sweetbrier Patch Mobile Grooming Other Pet Grooming Na Poulsbo Business has still been operating and taking clients. Tasha tashalia33@gmail.com sminer@sweetbrierherbs.com
04/08/20 11:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lighthouse Cove Property Management Other Property management 3656 NW Munson stSilverdale Employees in office

04/08/20 11:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Green Lake Jewelry works Other Jewelry store 550 Northgate Way Seattle At least 15 people working in the business every day last week and this week Christian Bell christianb@rabc1.com 2063832273 info@greenlakejewelry.com

04/08/20 11:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Regalo Carlson Warehouse Other Warehouse 2980 Center Dr #150Dupont This business doesn't fit the requirements for being essential, but remains open anyway. Attempts to 
comply with current safety standards are half-hearted at best.

Zack Castle reportregalo@gmail.com

04/08/20 11:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brunswig's Shoe Store Other Shoe store 525 N Market Blvd Chehalis I don't understand why this non-essential business is open. Sigrid Reinert sigrid.reinert@doh.wa.gov 3602695333
04/08/20 11:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harold’s Lighting Other boutique lighting and shade showroom, and lighting repair shop 1912 N 45th St Seattle Stretching the Governor’s guidelines for what is essential well beyond what seems to be their intent. 

They maintain an open showroom where they are engaging with customers for non-essential 
transactions with extremely minimal regard for social distancing.

04/08/20 12:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fuzzy Wuzzy Other Rug and in home carpet cleaning 4640 union bay pl neseattle Going into someones house to pick up or drop off rugs????

04/08/20 12:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Plantation Other Retail 18833 Front Street NE Suite BPoulsbo Customers going in and out of the store, business allowing people to shop.

04/08/20 12:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RPI Print Other Photobook Printing Company 3325 S 116th St, Tukwila, WA 98168Seattle This company prints personal picture books (photobooks) and is claiming they're essential because 
they "manufacture paper products."  Clearly, that mandate applies to companies that manufacture TP 
and paper towels, not photobooks.  Employees in Seattle, WA, Rochester, NY and Atlanta, GA.

04/08/20 12:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The City Smoke Shop Other Tobacco shop 6301 Rainier Ave. S.Seattle I don’t believe this establishment sells food and remains open, in violation of the Governor’s order. Shannon Roosma-Goldstein sroosma@earthlink.net 425-220-9287

04/08/20 12:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sweet Briar Patch Other Dog grooming Mobile Grooming Kitsap County Still going to people's homes and grooming dogs. Telephone 360-297-4900 and 360-620-3654

04/08/20 12:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open L&m footwear inc Other Shoes 5303 E. Washington Blvd.Commerce More than 10 people are working inside

04/08/20 12:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ducks Audio Other Car audio store 1000 Grand Blvd, Vancouver Store is open. Certainly not an essential business.

04/08/20 12:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boyer Mountain Pool Other Swimming Pool Construction 4960 Mission Creek RoadCashmere, WA 98815 Boyer Mountain Pool & Excavation Inc. is posting photos of them digging and installing swimming 
pools. Last post was on Friday. It looks like they never closed since Governor Inslee implemented the 
STAY-AT-HOME order.

info@boyermountain.com

04/08/20 12:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RPI Other Printing company such as yearbook and calendars. 3325 S 116th St Suite 161Tuckwila They are open 
Two shifts

Chris Sabion NeoPass076@gmail.com 6512462982

04/08/20 12:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Move Strong Fitness and Functional 
Training/Rainier Martial Arts

Other GYM/Martial Arts 307 Centre ST Rainier They are "sneaking" people in to workout daily. Dani Johnson bjohnsonkarate@comcast.net 3608702079

04/08/20 12:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Catch Me if You Can or Woof Dog 
Adventure LLC

Other Dog Walking 7520 33rd Ave NE Seattle Richard is a dog walker at Magnuson park. He along with some other walkers continue to operate 
their businesses at the off-leash dog park everyday late morning to early afternoon.

Matthew Meyers mmeye1@gmail.com 5189297790

04/08/20 12:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Move strong fitness & functional training 
and also a martial arts gym

Other GYM/Martial Arts 307 Centre ST Rainier Several people are still going and working out everyday. K Buss bussK86@gmail.com 360-701-2229

04/08/20 12:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue Star Auto Salon Other Automobile detail 15205 Aurora Ave N suite AShoreline Spreading virus from employees, customers to automobiles.

04/08/20 1:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Red Paint Brush Other Ceramics shop 2049 Wadsworth Blvd Suite KLakewood They are posting that they are open for business on facebook. Kristen Perkins Kristencase1717@yahoo.com 7207893499
04/08/20 1:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vacasa Other Vacation Rentals 850 NW 13th Ave Portland Vacation rental in Seaview Wa had people in it last week/weekend. The house is called the "Historic 

Hungry Cabin."
Rachel Wyrick KarateSkates@gmail.com 3607773431

04/08/20 1:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mary Janes House of Glass Other Head Shop 1156 Commerce AvenueLongview Sells Glass Paraphernalia and is considering that Kratom and CBD are dietary supplements. They 
have brought in snacks to sell to still be considered as essential.

info@mjhog.com

04/08/20 1:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gogo smoke and vape Other tobacco/vape store 14751 N Kelsey St. #102Monroe Non-essential, if my store has to be closed, why are they doing business as usual? Andrew Wyant skyvalleyvape@yahoo.com 360-550-1323

04/08/20 1:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Monroe Glass and Vape Other tobacco/vape store 19979 US-2 Monroe Non-essential, if my store has to be closed, why are they doing business as usual? Andrew Wyant skyvalleyvape@yahoo.com 360-550-1323

04/08/20 1:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open React Elite Other Cheerleader- tumbling 2913 142nd ave #109sumner They are still holding cheer practice

04/08/20 1:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood Gun Store Other Retail Highway 99 Lynnwood Flagrant violation and defiance remaining open as if they are above the law Gwen Merriam Gwenev@gmail.com 4257728169

04/08/20 1:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Move strong fitness & functional training 
and also a martial arts gym

Other GYM/Martial Arts 307 Centre ST Rainier Several people have told me they are sneaking people in to workout in there martial arts section of 
there gym and also lifting weights. Gym owners name. JIM Harai. cell number 808-227-0567 and gym 
number, 360-960-1348.

Brian Johnson bjohnsonkarate@comcast.net 360-701-9029

04/08/20 1:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cellular Plus Verizon Wireless Other Cell phone retail 650 Riverside Dr Omak This is a store that sells cell phones. They don’t repair them or help with actual communications. You 
can order cell phones straight from Verizon and have them delivered to your house for free and not go 
in this store. Also, the workers stand about 2 feet apart, customers stand about 2 ft from each other 
and maybe 3 ft from the workers. There’s no tape on the floor, there’s nothing saying to be 6’ apart, 
nobody wearing face masks or gloves and are handing cell phones back and forth with no sanitizing. 
This is guaranteed where you go if you want to catch something.

04/08/20 1:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smokey Wood Farm Other Horse farm teaching lessons 18804 NE 106th St Redmond Smokey Wood farm has been operating horse back riding lessons during the shut down.

04/08/20 1:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Edmonds Landscaping Other Landscaping 22319 76th Ave W Edmonds Edmonds Landscaping 425-775-0427
is out and about performing landscaping services in violation of the stay home order

Scott Iceberg scotticeberg@yahoo.com 4254809103

04/08/20 1:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mountain Masonry Construction 6161 Wilkerson ln #ASedro Woolley Non essential residential construction Matt Del Nagro Delnagromasonry@yahoo.com 360.708.9467
04/08/20 1:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Willow Crest Farm Other Horse farm teaching lessons 12053 154th Pl NE Redmond Willow Crest farm is open and operating horse back riding lessons during the shut down.

04/08/20 1:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open IKEA Other Distribution 4604 196th Street EastSpanaway They are open at lunch they were at the picnic tables side by side that’s not distancing at all how can 
people be safe like that buying furniture and fake plants are NOT ESSENTIAL there stores are closed 
Pierce County are seeing more cases and more death !!!!

04/08/20 2:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open FTA TATTOO Other Tattoo artist 450b Williams Blvd Richland Still giving tattoos and posting on fb Richardstyj@gmail.com
04/08/20 2:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boat Snake, Inc Other Boat detailing 7001 SEAVIEW AVE NW STE 160Seattle 98117-6021 I saw someone from this company washing a boat at Shilshole Marina this morning.  I took a picture.  

It is my understanding this is a non-essential business.
Sue Dunnell sue@boatdetailnw.com 4253278668 robert@boatsnake.com

04/08/20 2:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Gate Farm Other Horse Boarding Facility 23836 SE 24th St Issaquah Hi there, Red Gate farm is open and operating horse training and riding lessons. This is causing 
conflict within the horse community as some businesses who are following the order are getting 
pressured to open their business because others are not following the order.

regatecamp@earthlink.net

04/08/20 2:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chapman’s Nursery Other Chapman’s Nursery 14002 NE 117th AveVancouver WA Why is this business open? Packed with people and no social distancing..... Andrew Schrag Skibigzig@yahoo.com 3605460079

04/08/20 2:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Underwater Sports Other SCUBA diving retail store 10545 Aurora Ave N Seattle, WA 98133 SCUBA diving retail store stating they are open for "essential business' to support "local dive teams" 
but yet are open to the general public for retail sales and equipment rental, encouraging people to not 
follow the stay at home order.

uws@underwatersports.com

04/08/20 2:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CarWorx auto transportation Other Broker for auto transportation 12830 NE 14th PL Bellevue Monday the 6th of april tenant, shows up with truck and trailer, another vehicle shows up with a 
trailer. 8 plus people with an elderly gentleman present, hanging out , riding dirt bikes, no social 
distancing , or a non essential business period. Again today, used car lot dropping off vehicles to be 
transported 3 people present , no social distancing at all.

DD Crossroadstowing73@gmail.com 4257464410

04/08/20 2:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shipwreck beads Other Bead craft hobby store 8560 commerce pl dr neLacey While the storefront is not currently open to the public, other departments are still working, such as 
admin and shipping. I'm concerned that these gatherings may put them in danger.

stephanie2000252@gmail.com 8702042851

04/08/20 2:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shur Kleen Car Wash Other Car Wash BLDG 2205 14th & LiggettJoint Base Lewis McChordNot sure why a car wash is open on post, when all car washes outside the gate are closed?! Is there 
a double standard going on? There were about 9 cars in line. employees were not using any PPE or 
social distancing!!!!

Nate Spall nathaniel.b.spall.civ@mail.mil 3602808246

04/08/20 3:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Renton Coin Shop Other Gold Buyer 101 Park Ave N Renton This business is open when everyone should be closed they are not deemed essential Rachelle Garrott garrott_rachelle@yahoo.com 206 979-7392

04/08/20 3:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open I5 Guns Other Gun Shop Martin Way Lacey They are open and having customers come in and out of the side door Melody Griffin melodywoods424@comcast.net 3605561356

04/08/20 3:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northgate Rare Coins Other Gold Buyer 11319 Pinehurst Way NESeattle Business is non-essential and should not be open Rachell garrott_rachelle@yahoo.com 2069797392
04/08/20 3:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open KOI GARDENS INC Other POND SUPPLIES 6903 E WEILE AVE SPOKANE WA 99217 http://www.koigarden.com/

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Koi-Gardens-Inc-107331752635822/posts/?ref=page_internal

This is a retail fish and pond supply store.  They run this business out of their home with an indoor 
showroom that is open to the public and also an outside showroom open to the public.
This is not an essential busness.  Please close them down....they are having hundreds of people 
through there.

MARY ALEXANDER maryalexander@lithia.com 509-625-3236 koigardensinc@gmail.com

04/08/20 3:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mt. Vernon Glass and Vape Other Smoke Shop 425 E. College way STE 100CMt Vernon This smoke shop has been opened again since Monday and they don’t sell food so I see no reason 
they are open, definitely non essential.

Steve Weber obamaparty420@gmail.com 7632338227

04/08/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open McCredy Company Other Sporting Goods 126 W Main St Goldendale This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 3:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pinto's Gun Shop Other Gun Shop 224 Wells Ave S Renton This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bestway Pawn Other Pawn Shop 22 S 1st Yakima This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Range LLC Other Shooting Range 1701 Garretson Ln Yakima This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Valley Gun & Pawn LLC Other Pawn Shop 905 S 1st St Yakima This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Olde World Trading Company Other Gift Shop 25 Basin St. NW Ephrata This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Line-X Moses Lake Other Truck Accessories 500 E 3rd Ave Moses Lake This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Freedom Or Liberty Books Other Adult bookstore (pornography) 3710 100th St SW Lakewood This is an "adult bookstore." I saw they were open for business, with 7 cars parked in front, at 7pm on 
04-07-20.  This place sells pornographic DVDs, magazines and sex toys - nothing else.

Jeffrey Salter jeffsalter@yahoo.com 2533128382



04/08/20 4:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evolve Prints Other They do; website design, screen printing, logos, stickers, etc 915 NW state ave. Suite BChehalis, WA They are also not following the social distancing regulations.. what so ever. 
I am highly concerned member of the community as I am severely immune compromised, and 
someone in my immediate family is being told they are still needing to come into work at this time. This 
business is completely nonessential to the community at this time, and I am in fear of my health along 
with fellow community members.

Hannah hannah.f.haskins@gmail.com 3607917601

04/08/20 4:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cascades Outdoor Store Restaurant or food service business 222 Riverside Ave. Winthrop This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Winthrop Mountain Sports Other Sporting Goods 257 Riverside Ave Winthrop This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Meridian Valley Country Club Other Sport facility 24830 136th Ave SE,Kent Golf course is open for business as usual; golfers are out on the course in small groups all day. Monica Nelson monicanelson07@gmail.com 2069197094 membership@meridianvalleycc.com

04/08/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Outdoorsman Other Fishing Store 170 Riverside Ave Winthrop This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 4:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Luxury with a View Other Airbnb 3113 Grants View LanePort Angeles, Washington 98362Please go to the Port Angeles Airbnb site and find the property called  "Luxury with a View".  You can 
see reviews created in March 2020.  Future booking schedules show social irresponsibility & reviews 
clearly illustrate promoting non-essential travel during the COVID-19 era.  They  host guests on a 
daily basis & this is not acceptable. My son & wife live across the street & view cars on a daily basis. 
Obviously, reviews and future scheduling show contempt of the Governor's order, thinking they are 
above law. I am amazed that they would have reviews, I did notice that they  removed the home 
locations of these guests yesterday. Most guests were from Seattle, so they were obviously violating 
the shelter-in-place order as well.  All guests were
 tourists,  no essential folks whatsoever.  Reading the reviews clearly illustrates this. The owners are 
Amanda and James Hoch of Port Angeles and know better. The Airbnb web sit clearly says no non 
essential bookings. The Hoch's need to stop these bookings immediately for the safety of our rural 
community and should lose their business license for such egregious behavior.  Please contact  us for 
any additional information that would be helpful to the Governors Office. Thank you.  Ron and Betsy 
Snipe, retired teachers from Port Angeles Schools. April 8, 2020

Dr Ron Snipe drsnipe@aol.com 360-457-0434

04/08/20 4:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open North Star Wood Works Construction 6186 Portal Way Ferndale They are a non essential business operating with way too many people under one roof, standing way 
too close to each other, not being sanitary when it comes to washing their hands or wearing a mask

04/08/20 4:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lincoln Creek Graphics Other Sign shop 2421 93rd Ave SW Tumwater Sign shop is open but not on essential business list graphics@lincolncreeklumber.com
04/08/20 4:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Natural Selection CrossFit Other Gym 309 N Belfair Ct Kennewick I know they are still having groups of people coming in to work out.

04/08/20 4:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sweet Tooth Ice cream Other Ice cream truck 360-798-0475 Battle Ground Ice cream truck is nonessential!!  He was an older man wearing dish washing gloves.  He was in the 
SW Battle Grond residential area.  We are a”hot spot” in Clark county.

Chris Forrester Hapunagirl@me.com 3606247314

04/08/20 4:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other self serve car wash 655 NW 85th Street Seattle Business is still open and busy. This is a self serve car where people touch hose and vacuum 
handles, knobs, and tokens.

04/08/20 5:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Holland Bungalows Other Vacation AirBnB Rental 4540 Corvina St Richland This Vacation Rental is still in full operation with different guests coming and going from one night to 
the next. Cleaning is NOT done in-between different guest stays. Home accommodates up to 8 
people at a time and has NOT ceased vacationers since the order.  Rentals booked currently through 
April 10th at $165/night. Currently housing 4-5 Adult Male Construction workers who are working on 
homes in the neighborhood.

Rachel Roberts Racheloca@gmail.com 7147819491 juholla@hotmail.com

04/08/20 5:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Art Morrison Enterprices Other Automotive manufacturing 5216 7th st e Fife Not an essential business. They make automotive parts for custom hobby vehicles. Not practicing 
social distancing or safe practices for employees who are having to come to work.

info@artmorrison.com

04/08/20 5:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dog House Dog Grooming Other Dog grooming shop 699 Sussex Ave W Tenino I saw a sandwich board outside the shop saying they are open.  I called and left a messaging 
indicating they should be closed.  The next day (today, 4/8/2020) I saw the same sandwich board plus 
a new one saying they accept at-the-door service.  I called again and left a message I was reporting 
them.  My wife and I also own a pet grooming shop.  We started at-the-door service before the stay-at-
home-order.  Once the order was given, we closed our shop.  We don't think it's fair for some of us to 
comply while others don't.  Especially given the risk to our communities and the multiple sources of 
financial help for some businesses.

Donny Martorello donny_martorello@comcast.net 360-999-8715

04/08/20 5:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rdc stables Other Children's horse riding lessons 14599 McCutcheon rd EORTING Children's horse back riding lessons are being held. Multiple children and parents in attendance.

04/08/20 5:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open House of Smoke Other Retail/ Smoke shop NE, 1054 15th Ave Longview Still open Jason zxfresh@gmail.com 2533144531
04/08/20 5:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hot Box Smoke Shop Other Tobacco Retail 13220 Highway 99 Everett I was shocked to find it still open for business, but candy and energy drinks shouldn't keep this place 

open. They have large crowds of customers who are shopping for non essential items. They are 
allowing customers to spend lots of time in the store browsing with other customers, all 6 feet from 
each other. They should block off all non food items, like bigger stores are doing, to avoid 
unnecessary shopping and travel.

04/08/20 6:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AJ apartment Other Apartment 4504 42nd st sw Seattle ROOF DECK LOUNGE IS STILL OPEN! Many apartments have locked or closed theirs - why aren’t 
there managers ensuring our safety?!!!! Other renters are also scared of this clear violation of the 
governors mandate. There are people who still go to the roof. No word or warnings from the 
managers.

AjApartments@me.com

04/08/20 6:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hot Box Smoke Shop Other Retail 2100 N. Northgate WaySeattle I was shocked to find it still open for business, but candy and energy drinks shouldn't keep this place 
open. They have large crowds of customers who are shopping for non essential items. They are 
allowing customers to spend lots of time in the store browsing with other customers, all 6 feet from 
each other. They should block off all non food items, like bigger stores are doing, to avoid 
unnecessary shopping and travel.

04/08/20 6:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hot Box Smoke Shop Other Retail 3800 Factoria Boulevard SEBellevue I was shocked to find it still open for business, but candy and energy drinks shouldn't keep this place 
open. They have large crowds of customers who are shopping for non essential items. They are 
allowing customers to spend lots of time in the store browsing with other customers, all 6 feet from 
each other. They should block off all non food items, like bigger stores are doing, to avoid 
unnecessary shopping and travel.

04/08/20 6:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open PPG paints Other Non essential 1220 37th St NW SUITE 104Auburn Claims to be a essential business this business is not essential at all. It doesn't serve food it doesn't 
do construction or hair it is a violation. And is unsafe to keep it open to the public. Along with their ppg 
tacoma location 2719 s tacoma way tacoma, wa 98409 and their ppg seattle location 2925 4th Ave S, 
Seattle, WA 98134. 

Thank you

Anonymous

04/08/20 6:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Peak Dog Grooming Other Dog grooming 46503 276th Ave SEEnumclaw Openly operating and advertising on their Facebook page that they are open and taking appointments

04/08/20 6:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DB Photography Other Photography Olympia Olympia Douglas Booth posted the following on City of Lacey: Free, Wanted Facebook group:
Offering mini-sessions for Seniors in Spring sports that were canceled due to Covid-19 outbreak.  Let 
me capture your Senior in their uniform and equipment to provide you and him/her a momento.  **I will 
use my 70-200mm telephoto lens and stay 6+ feet away from all subjects**   $75  30 minutes - 10 
edited photos

04/08/20 6:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hot Box Other Smoke Shop 13220 Highway 99  Unit AEverett, WA 98204 Store is open even though Smoke Shops are Non-Essential.

Please note this is the chain that refused to close in LA County after police requested it and the State 
AG had to get involved.

Peter Bret Chiafalo bchiafalo@yahoo.com 2062818191

04/08/20 6:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Plants Northwest Other Ornamental nursery 14273 Redmond-Woodinville Rd NE, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Non-essential agriculture, non-food, actively open to the public, serving non-essential landscape 
businesses that are staying open

04/08/20 6:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Collins aerispace Other Manufacturing Commando road Everett Boeing is closed & Collins makes toilets for airplanes.

04/08/20 6:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hertco Ferndale Other Cabinet making 1810 Scout Pl Ferndale This company is a kitchen cabinet company for new construction and shouldn't be considered an 
essential business yet it looks as if the business is still open due to employees still coming and going 
from the building

Anonymous Anonymous

04/08/20 6:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aurora Antique Pavilion Inc Other Antique Store 24111 Hwy 99, Edmonds Allowing shoppers in. Allowing antique dealers in. The company has a doorbell and is still allowing 
shoppers to come in and make non-essential purchases.

Anonymous.

04/08/20 7:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aurora Antique Pavillion Other Retail/ Antique Resale 24111 Hwy 99 Ste 201 Edmonds, WA 98026Edmonds Surprised this non-essential business is open.  Owner said they reclassified as home improvement 
but they are actually resale/ retail.

Joanne Joanned617@gmail.com 2066500667

04/08/20 7:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grandview on the Lake Other Condo Hotel 322 W Woodin Ave Chelan A ton of people are still coming and going from
This place. When I drove by I saw a couple groups walking out of the parking lot, some with cameras 
and in big groups. This place is NOT a hotel. These people need to be stopped

04/08/20 7:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Boeing 767 Tanker program 3100 12th st sw Everett HI Im a boeing employee at the Everett Plant. I work for the 767 TANKER program. I was just 
contacted by my Manager stating we are going back to work on Monday April 13th.  They said this is 
ONLY for the TANKER program.  I have severe COPD and Im afraid to return to work or even go out 
in public at this time. My concern is if I Choose NOT to go back to work can I still collect 
unemployment?  I haven’t heard anything from our Union YET but Im sure they wont be happy about 
this. I suspect a small group is attempting to violate the stay at home order.  Isint this in direct violation 
of the stay at home order for non essential workplaces? If every other boeing employee is able to 
collect unemployment why cant I stay home and do the same? Please investigate this.

Thank you

Mike Quinn

360-990-8127

Michael Quinn mquinn1963@gmail.com 3609908127

04/08/20 7:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open American Workforce Group Other Staffing Agency 4250 Martin Way E Ste 103Olympia I believe this business is operating against the wishes of the Stay Home - Stay Healthy proclamation. 
This business operates by asking people to come into the office for job interviews that may never turn 
into a job. It unnecessarily promotes the spread of germs and contamination.  This specifically violates 
the orders given by the Governor.

Abbie abbie.ashcraft@yahoo.com 3603499963

04/08/20 7:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skookum Archers Other Archery range 11209 Shaw Rd E Puyallup I've seen the range open daily with groups of people hanging out near their playground and by their 
building.

Kait slyotter13@gmail.com

04/08/20 8:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Castle Guard Sports Other Sporting Goods 3664 Cooks Hill Rd. Centralia This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 8:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ZeroRez Other Carpet Cleaner unknown Spokane We heard a radio commercial saying they were open during the shut down. That they'll wear masks 
and booties when they come into your house to clean the carpets. Apparently they are calling 
themselves an essential business: https://www.zerorezspokane.com/

04/08/20 8:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open East County GUns Other Gun Shop 309 W Main St Elma This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 8:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dark Horse Trading Post Other Gun Shop 2834 Equus `Ridge Ln SWTenino This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 8:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wisner's Inc Other Machine Shop 146 Curtis Hill Rd Chehalis This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 8:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Oroville Gun Club Other Gun Club MP 18 County Road 7Oroville This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 8:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Al's Sporting Goods Other Sporting Goods 65 Holmes Td Tonasket This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 8:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Arden Gun Other Gun Shop 1046 Ward Way Colville This establishment is refusing to abide by the governor's proclamation. Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419

04/08/20 9:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Public Storage Other Storage All locations Bothell Public storage is claiming it is essential. It clearly is not. Karl karl@kbconstwa.com 2062352025



04/08/20 9:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CrossFit Felix Health-related business 2211 5th Avenue Seattle They are still holding group fitness classes, at all hours, with multiple people in class. They shouldn't 
be. Gyms are closed.  I have a friend who lives in the building and says classes have never stopped, 
they're trying to get him to shut but he won't.

Alyssa alyssaroyse@gmail.com

04/08/20 9:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skookum Archers Other Archery Range 11209 Shaw Road Puyallup This is a non essential business that is still open. There are much more important careers out there 
that should be open instead but aren’t. Please shut them down.

Chad Friddle c.friddle@bargreen.com 1-253-312-1984

04/08/20 11:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DIE EMPTY CROSSFIt Health-related business 3180 w Clearwater Suite RKennewick, WA This gym continues to operate and have people inside working out in groups. I have been by the 
building around 12pm both yesterday 4/7 and today 4/8 at same time and have witnessed this. This is 
unfair to the community and to other members who pay for memberships but are not allowed to be 
inside per governors orders. I have two other witnesses as well if necessary. Please stop this 
business from operating right now.

Katie Golphenee Kgolphenee@yahoo.com 509-539-7031

04/08/20 11:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Super Supplements Bremerton Other Vitamin store 3324 Wheaton Way Bremerton vitamin store is not a pharmacy. non essential business. Garrett Donald Klifman klifman@gmail.com 3604733091
04/08/20 11:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Die Empty CrossFit Other Fitness gym 3180 W Clearwater Ave Suite RKennewick Concerned they are staying open and not following the six foot rule. Nancy Swan ravenbrooke78@gmail.com 971-570-1011
04/09/20 7:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mobile Music Other Audio shop 1715 E College WayMount Vernon I see that they are open for business. I don’t think a music store should be considered essential. Jim Nelson ra64mike@gmail.com 3607702523

04/09/20 7:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BK attorney services Other Bankruptcy service 1917 W A St Pasco Business is for bankruptcy and is not essential. Employee has stated that boss has told them to park 
behind back of building so that no one can see their cars.

John Johndoe120@gmail.com 5094121356

04/09/20 7:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brist MFG Other Screenprinting business 4208 Meridian St Bellingham this business deliberately staying open knowing they are not an essential business and putting lives 
at risk.

anonymous anonymous anonymous brendan@bristmfg.com

04/09/20 8:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Swanky Babies/Savvy Moms Other Kid’s store 6403 Burden Blvd Ste D, Pasco, WA 99301Pasco They are open during the forced shut down

04/09/20 8:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bennet A. Taylor Other Lawyer office 901 5th Avenue suite 820Seattle Not only is this non essential business open and operating, they also sent someone to my house to 
serve me papers. I live with an immune compromised elderly adult and I can’t risk her getting Covid 19.

Christine Tavares Christine0587@gmail.com 3603919272

04/09/20 8:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SANI-TEC SYSTEMS Other INDUSTRIAL AUGER COMPACTOR MANUFACTURING 16015 MAIN STREET NEDUVALL THIS BUSINESS WAS VERIFIED NON ESSENTIAL BY THE GOVERNORS OFFICE AND WERE 
WORKING REMOTELY UNTIL YESTERDAY WHEN THE OWNER OF THIS BUSINESS CALLED 
ALL EMPLOYEES BACK TO WORK EFFECTIVE TODAY.  HE IS NOW STATING THAT HE IS 
CONSIDERED AN "ESSENTIAL BUSINESS".  THE EMPLOYEES ARE VERY CONCERNED ABOUT 
GOING BACK TO WORK IN FEAR THAT THEY MAY CATCH THE VIRUS AND SPREAD IT TO 
THEIR FAMILIES. ALL OFFICE EMPLOYEES ARE ABLE TO WORK REMOTELY.

KRISTIN kristinj.clark@frontier.com 425-923-5487

04/09/20 8:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smith Pak Other Dog training service 25119 N Aspen Grove LnColbert People come and go from this property constantly that are not homeowners and they are not 
practicing social distancing while on premises. Dog training is not an essential business at this time.

04/09/20 8:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ADT home security Other Adt home security 6102 N 9th St Tacoma Seen and heard them Performing house calls. Vehicles on road MICHAEL VEST MICHAELVEST87@GMAIL.COM 2532590546
04/09/20 9:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Studio Fit Other Personal fitness 8111 Stone Ave N Seattle Business is a personal trainer / gym in a mixed use residential building. Owner is still holding in 

person training sessions with clients.
04/09/20 9:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open KIDS KABOODLE Other used clothing store 6411 6th Ave SUITE 10Tacoma This is a small store not providing proper social distancing. the store is dirty and all products could be 

contaminated. they are not selling any essentials as claiming and are dirty. they are publicly posting of 
facebook to come in their store and bringing children. PLEASE CLOSE THEM DOWN

Amy George.amylou@gmail.com 2534418949

04/09/20 9:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Sweeping Other Auto sales, sweeping, other 12601 E Marginal Way STukwila Multiple businesses at this address appear to be open and operating. This one has a current 
business license (UBI #603-302-339). Vehicles come and go into this property at all hours of the 
night. Don't see any sweepers though.

Lauri Dunning ldunning7825@gmail.com 2064195947

04/09/20 9:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The GK Group Other Jewelry 5862 S 194th Kent Business is open as normal requiring employees to work stringing pearls

04/09/20 9:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evenlite inc. Other Exit signs 2575 metropolitan drTrevose they should not be open

04/09/20 9:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cross fit die hard gym Other Gym 3180 w clearwater suite rKennewick Drove by and noticed it is open for business.  Thought gyms were non essential? Sheila sheiladavid1962@gmail.com 5092125373

04/09/20 9:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Queens Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 504 Renton Center Way SWRenton Hair/Wig place. Bringing orders out to parking lot? and letting people inside. No masks no gloves. If I 
cant get a haircut then they should not be open. ANY business can call themselves "to go". ANY 
business can run  items to clients. WHY is this place still open????and allowed to bring things out to 
people standing on the sidewalk???

Alison wall Wall.alison59@gmail.com 2538207590

04/09/20 9:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Topsoil Northwest inc Other Topsoil delivery 9010 Marsh rd Snohomish They are open to the public. As many as 15 to 30 cars are there picking up yard supplies. As many as 
10 + people are in and out of office ( workers)  . They  have 7 + delivery dump trucks only going to 
personal homes. All the drivers have to go in and out of he office several times a day. Sometimes 
there is 15 + people in the office. It is a very very soon small office.

Anonymous

04/09/20 9:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Synthetic Turf Northwest Other Synthetic Turf Business 8330 Maltby Rd. Suite BWoodinville Synthetic Turf Northwest, located at 8330 Maltby Rd. Suite B Woodinville 98072 continues to work 
every since the governor’s shutdown. We have followed them to job sites. We are a competitor and 
we have shut down and laid off 16 employees as we are a NON Essentialbusiness. The owner of this 
company is Mike Vandaveer and he is smart enough to know he is working out of compliance.

04/09/20 9:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open pro Auto Glass Other Auto glass tinting 1351 Wyman st Richland People working daily no social distancing and open for non essential business Mark Humann Svdone518@hotmail.com 5094309863

04/09/20 9:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Topline Counters Other Counter tops 3900 150th Ave Ct EastSumner, WA I would like to report Topline Counters, a counter top company. They are claiming to be closed and it 
looks that way from the outside looking in and in writing, but it's actually picking up since governor 
Inslee extended the lockdown. More work is being scheduled pushing the limits of any gray area. 
Although there are some essential customers, Topline itself is not essential, that's why it's not "open" 
altogether. They actually are open though. Some are working from home which is allowable in the 
governor's proclamation but there are still measure people, installers, shop workers, and delivery 
teams carrying on and potentially exposing themselves, their families, communities, etc. There's been 
close calls but no one is sick or maybe they haven't told anyone. Some that are working are not 
comfortable but don't want to risk their job so they continue. It's to the point of going out to measure to 
places that are not safe and clearly not essential but they are defying the order themselves. Another 
thing is customers in Oregon are open and expecting delivery so Topline is supporting that. Is this 
something that someone can look into? It's not just the workers that are at risk, they have families 
waiting for them when they return home that are at risk too. That's the main reason for the governor's 
order, Stay Home-Stay Healthy. They are also taking advantage of undocumented people in the 
shop. It seems like they are the only ones working in the shop. Help us please.

Anonymous Please (I don't want to risk anyone's job)Anonymous Please (253) 826-5480

04/09/20 10:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Alans furniture Other Furniture store Cole street Enumclaw Furniture store open when other non essential business owners are closed! Diane Dianemt4@hotmail.com 5092204961

04/09/20 10:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open mattress mart Other retail mattress store 914 south burlington blvdburlington wa 98233 no other furniture store or mattress store can be open and I contacted the mayor twice and I guess it 
must be ok

don gerrior office@hansensfurniture.biz 3604247188

04/09/20 10:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Minal d Monga Design and Photography Other photographer 1790 11th ave ne issaquah She is advertising the #frontporch project. She is working taking pictures in the neighborhood of 
families in front of their homes. She is clearly out doing "non-essential" work. She is posting pictures 
on social media.

04/09/20 10:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lashliner / Toribelle Cosmetics Other Cosmetics online retailer 16120 woodinville Redmond roadWoodinville This company remains open and additionally is having their warehouse staff come to work to pack 
and ship cosmetics.

04/09/20 11:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lasting Impressions, Inc. Other Silk Screen, Embroidery, promotional gifts 1423 6th Street Marysville, WA 98270Marysville Business is open for operation and is allowing open door foot traffic. Chris Nation wisdom1290@aol.com 4253226630
04/09/20 11:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Avalanche Ranch Lightning Other Lightning manufacturer 1788 Midway Lane Bellingham Employees are still working.

04/09/20 11:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open vancouver toyota, hannah dealerships, 
home depot, lowes, every 
landscaper......

Other most businesses still open, car dealers, landscapers, manufacturers, retail storesall over Clark CountyVancouver, Camas, Washougal, Ridgefield, Battle GroundAll over there is non essential businesses up and running. Not fair to the people who obey the stay at 
home order. I have daily calls for work that I am turning down,  While when by chance I have been out 
(taking care of elderly Parents) I see a whole lot of people out there. On a Sunday I drove past a 
Home Depot and there was more cars in the parking lot than there was on Black Friday!!!

Geoff LaFrazia geofflafrazia@gmail.com 3608359005

04/09/20 11:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petals florist Other Florist 444 s market Blvd Chehalis Concerned that this florist is still open to the public and has there doors open for foot traffic to come in 
and shop

04/09/20 11:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puyallup Bark Supply Other Landscaping supplies 15618 Canyon Rd EPuyallup How is selling bark and dirt for landscaping an essential business? Stephen Stanczyk sportsdad7@centurytel.net 253-241-0602
04/09/20 12:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Adult entertainment, there is no sign 

with a name
Other Adult entertainment 3710 100th St Tacoma I have passed this adult entertainment facility a couple of times on the way to my dental office to treat 

emergencies. The sign always says open, with multiple cars parked in the lot. Today I saw a man 
walking into the facility.

Timothy Miller tmillersodh@gmail.com 12533129513

04/09/20 12:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Polarstone US / Basix Surfaces Other Warehouse / Countertops 9705 47th Ave SW Lakewood This business appears to be non-essential and is still operating.

04/09/20 12:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Basta Boat Lifts Other Manufacturer of boat lifts for yachts 1800 Richards RoadBellevue Business is obviously open.  I doubt that getting people's yachts in and out of the water is critical in a 
pandemic

04/09/20 12:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Video Only Other Retail 14339 NE 20th St Bellevue Video Only locations are still open, they do not fall under essential businesses. They are not an 
appliance store. They don't seem to apply under communications either, they mainly just are a retailer 
for tvs. They don't offer online sales, customers must go in their stores. They have stores in Kind, 
Pierce and Snohomish counties, among others.

Jennifer Todd JET66@YMAIL.COM 2063319900

04/09/20 12:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open National Testing Network Other Physical fitness/ testing 3101 111th St SW Unit PEverett All gyms are closed in Washington this may be a testing station, however the majority of testing is a 
physical abilities test which is a gym. They are not essential for any operation that cannot be 
postponed until the order is lifted, further more the other testing company is closed for good reason 
and they in my opinion only open for monetary purposes

Rather stay anonymous I could lose my job

04/09/20 12:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open kidz kaboodle Other Second hand children store 6411 6th Ave #10 Tacoma They decided to reopen their doors to public. If goodwill is closed they should be too. Tanya B51mck@gmail.com

04/09/20 1:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evo Other Warehouse 3209 West Valley Highway East Suite 100Sumner Ski and snowboard gear warehouse is still operational during daytime hours. Kristin Kristin.5@hotmail.com 253-389-4470

04/09/20 1:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Solta Medical Construction 11720 North Creek Pkwy N #100Bothell Construction and business being conducted by this non essential company. They manufacture 
cosmetic/aesthetic equipment used for liposuction, acne removal, and various other non essential 
equipment. Refusing to close and their parking lots are full of construction vehicles and regular 
employees.

Serene Williams serene.williams74@gmail.com 206-841-2913

04/09/20 1:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Maids Other In-home maid service 7709 15th Avenue NWSeattle Observed "The Maids" car in neighbor's driveway 4/9/2020 as per normal cleaning schedule. 
Neighbor is in high-risk age group. Don't believe in-home cleaning service is an essential service.

04/09/20 1:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan republic Other Tanning salon 5720 ruddell rd se suite eLacey Tan republic is open and their employees are not cleaning tanning beds between customers. Koda Carter Kodacarte@gmail.com 16159345940 lacey@tanrepublic.com

04/09/20 1:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Other Tanning Salon 5720 Ruddell Rd SE Suite E, Lacey, WA 98503Lacey Tanning is not an essential business. Even more concerning is that the sign on the door says 
customers must wipe down their own bed afterwards.

lacey@tanrepublic.com

04/09/20 1:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Express Concepts Inc Other EXTERIOR CAR WASH AND SELF SERVICE CAR WASH 19611 Alderwood Mall ParkwayLynnwood Are car washes exterior and self-service essential? Dan Kestle carwashman@hotmail.com 4257542035
04/09/20 1:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquaquip Other Pool and hot tub sales 4232 196th St SW Lynnwood 3 locations locally known to still be open to sell pool equipment and  hot tubs. Toniwilliams@yahoo.com toniwilliams@yahoo.com

04/09/20 1:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chevron Car Wash, Aloha Car Wash, 
Keebos car wash

Other car washes 19611 Alderwood Mall ParkwayLynnwood I see car washes operating today April 9th, 2020 are they allowed to be open?
Please let us know.

Dan Kestle carwashman@hotmail.com 4257542035

04/09/20 2:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Plastic Services and Products Other Plastic (ABS) Pipe Manufacturer 3500 Northpark DriveCentralia Recieved a reply this was referred to a state agency, still no action taken. No precautions being taken 
as far as masks, enforcing social distancing in the job, no regular sanitization of station for clocking in 
and out,door handles, etc. Regularly 4+ people in small break room eating lunch at small table 
together.

Christopher M Kytta CMKytta@comcast.net 3605086418 info@pspipe.com

04/09/20 2:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Furniture Max Yakima Other Retail Furniture Store 407 W Nob Hill Blvd,Yakima This None Essential business is operating and conducting business as normal allowing crowds to 
gather inside their store along with conducting in-home deliveries to the customer's house. They are 
not abiding by the social distance orders from the state. Other furniture companies are having to why 
do they not have to?

Zack Zlchristensen@outlook.com 2089675674

04/09/20 2:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A&A Wireless Other Wireless store 521  NE 165th St Shoreline Regular business hours uninterrupted.

04/09/20 2:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Idens dealer services Other Auto detail shop 5009 pacific highway eastFife washington Under 500 employees non essential staying open during covid Jonathan Cruzjonathan419@gmail.com 6199061628
04/09/20 2:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Interior Renovation Mobile Other Auto Interior Restoration 11246 NE 87th Kirkland The neighbors restore older cars interior and currently are restoring an older Porsche for a customer - 

they have people bringing their cars in during business hours to receive estimates and restored an 
older Lexus vehicle last week while having their employees go in and out of the home.

Angel Isaacson 4256280439



04/09/20 2:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ehli auctions/  cyber auction Other auction house pacific ave tacoma they are holding a online auction today and hundreds of people will have to go there to pick up the 
item in the next 5 days  . I asked him why . he did not care

ken curtindale kcurtindale@yahoo.com 3604925353

04/09/20 2:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RJ Automotive Other Auto Repair 1133 West James StreetKent He is performing non-essential business

04/09/20 2:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Craft store 1700 W Armory WaySeattle Why would a craft store be "essential"? It looks like they are only allowing pickup orders but there is 
nothing essential about what they are selling.

04/09/20 2:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kumon Other Tutor 13112 NE 20th St Unit 250Bellevue Tutoring kids? What if tutor is sick and doesn’t know Rachelle Alston Shellyalston@gmail.com 2064322434
04/09/20 2:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SCHOENFELD INTERIORS Other RETAIL 11555 NORTHUP WAYBELLEVUE, WA 98004OFFERING IN STORE APPOINTMENTS FOR CUSTOMERS KIM ROBBINS kimmyfits@gmail.com 253-678-5660
04/09/20 2:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trellis Other Antique boutique store 10312 120th st E #4 Puyallup They are open and running business. No way to be 6 feet apart from someone. Also harassing 

vendors to clear out for sale items even though they aren’t suppose to be leaving.
Aubrey Warnick Aubreywarnick77@gmail.com 6027054283

04/09/20 3:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Indoor Swap Meet Other Indoor Swap Meet 14802 Tukwila International BlvdTukwila The business appears open with a large number of cars in the parking lot. Brandon Miles Brandon.Miles@Tukwilawa.gov 2064313684

04/09/20 3:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Costco Wholesale Jewelry Depot & Call 
Center

Other Jewelry Quality Control Distribution Center & Call Center 800 Lake Drive Issaquah 800 Lake drive is not part of a Costco warehouse. It is an unmarked Costco building that contains a 
two non-essential businesses run by Costco. On the first floor it is a jewelry depot that performs 
quality control and performs distribution of that jewelry to Costco Warehouses for all the jewelry 
Costco sells at its warehouses around the world. On the second floor it is a customer service call 
center.  Functions in this building are in no way connected - physically or ideologically - to any 
“essential business” as per the governor’s order. I work in this building. Costco has refused to close 
the jewelry depot. After the governor’s order to close non-essential businesses Costco told us at 800 
Lake Drive that we can take a month of unpaid leave if we feel we are at risk of coronavirus, but that 
we’re “too busy to close” and will remain open. This unfairly doesn’t furlough us or qualify us for any 
government payroll aid.  Costco is using its essential wholesale grocery business across the street at 
the customer retail center as a smokescreen to put all of us jewelry processors at the separate  
building of 800 Lake drive and risk, and to defy the governor’s order. I cannot give you my name, real 
phone number, or real email because this information will be public and I fear retaliation by Costco for 
reporting.

John Doe Anonymous@gmail.com 425-555-5555

04/09/20 3:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A better shine mobile detailing Other Automotive Detailing No address listed Vancouver I saw an advertisement on Facebook of them hiring a new detailer, the image had the woman in the 
back of a car vacuuming without wearing ppe, offering a $99 "sterilization" special.

Andrew Richard Cramer andrew.cramersco@gmail.com 3605131067

04/09/20 3:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fully charged Fitness Health-related business 117 E Naches Ave Selah I suspect the establishment is a fitness gym is still open letting people in through the back side so no 
one will notice and complain.This is completely wrong and should be stoped as soon as possible.

Ernesto Nogales.lob@gmail.com

04/09/20 3:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's for the Home Other Furniture Several Seattle area locationsSeattle Stores sell hot tubs, patio furniture, fire places.  How can this be essential?  They are still having 
private in-person showings at their stores and their website says walk-ins are welcome. Plus they are 
delivering.  I understood that non-essential businesses cannot deliver.  Check out what their website 
says - https://www.richshome.com/

Katie jschweiss@gmail.com 3602141509

04/09/20 3:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fisher Investments Other Financial consultant 5525 NW Fisher Creek DrCamas Not enacting work from home and not adhering to social distancing protocol.

04/09/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AJ apartments Other Apartments 4504 42nd St SW Seattle I have asked the managers to please shut off or lock the roof deck at the top of the building. It is large, 
and is not essential. The main manager said she would look into it, but I still hear a lot of people up 
there In the day and especially late at night. It is a public health issue, and is in violation of the 
governor’s mandate. Please CLOSE THIS ROOF! There is no reason for it to be open or unlocked. 
Other apartments have closed their roofs.

Donna M Dsmpbf77@gmail.com 4257735697 AjApartments@me.com

04/09/20 3:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open bark and garden Other Retail garden store 4004 Harrison Ave NWOlympia I've driven by several times over the past week and the parking lot is full. Buying flowers is NOT 
essential. Why  is this retailer open.

barkandgarden@juno.com

04/09/20 4:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Liberty car wash Other Car wash 900 Aron drive Richland Non essential business CHERYL Gillespie Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com 5095822528
04/09/20 4:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Washington State Association Health-related business 999 3rd ave suit 1400Seattle The organization is forcing certain workers to go into the office and allowing higher-ups to work from 

home. Workers don't feel safe and they are forced to be exposed to the dangers of contracting the 
virus by having to go into the office everyday via comuting, entering the Wells Fargo Building 
everyday etc.

Zaira Reed zzairareedd@gmail.com 4803189083

04/09/20 4:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Keryn for Your Pets Other Pet Sitter and Groomer kforyourpets@gmail.comMukilteo conducting animal grooming in addition to pet sitting services. Jennifer Gregerson jgregerson@mukilteowa.gov 4255308978
04/09/20 4:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open torklift Other rv accesory manufacturing 1901 fryar ave sumner still open with extended operation hours.

04/09/20 4:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northstar Woodworks Other Manufacturing 6186 Valley View Rd.Ferndale Non essential business continuing operations

04/09/20 4:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mane Attraction Equine Massage Other Equine Massage and PEMF Treatments Arlington, WashingtonArlington, Washington Horses need to be fed, watered, cleaned, exercised....and we need to keep the people who do these 
jobs healthy by not having non-essential people at the barns.  Nonetheless, Mane Attraction has 
decided to reopen their non-essential business next week, despite the risk of infecting essential 
workers, as announced on their Facebook page today 4/9/2020:

" After a little more thought and research, Mane Attraction is going to be opening back up starting next 
week.

I apologize for the constant changes as I am trying to navigate what the appropriate action is for my 
clients and my business during this time.

I find that my service is essential to many horses and can be practiced safely.

Feel free to send me a message to get on my schedule! I am more than happy to work on your horse 
independently if you do not feel safe being at the barn, OR pre-paid sessions for a future date are 
also an option. "

Jennie Lovell jlovell@gmail.com 9712178131

04/09/20 4:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ultrasona Fetal Fotos Other Elective Ultrasound(photography) 9120 NE Vancouver Mall Loop Vancouver, WA  98662 United StatesVancouver This is a non diagnostic non medical facility allowing women to come in and receive “gender” And 
“photography” ultrasounds of babies.

04/09/20 4:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AaHsome Spas Other Hot tub store 504 E Columbia Dr. Kennewick They are open to the public, they sell a luxury item. Not essential Rick Rick.7876@yahoo.com 5099482376
04/09/20 5:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lisa’s pet Pawlor Other Dog grooming and daycare 7614 Custer rd W Lakewood I called to see if they were open and sure enough they said they’re open and  taking majority of clients 

on Saturday.  No other groomer in town is open.  This is ridiculous.
Ashley Ashleymillerlite1993@gmail.com 7608559202

04/09/20 5:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Western sintering co inc. Other Parts manufacturer 2620 Stevens Dr Richland They make parts that are for companies that are non essential.

04/09/20 5:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Winsome Trading Inc Other Furniture Warehouse 16111 Woodinville Redmond Road NEWoodinville Receiving shipping containers from China. China is the biggest threat to America and they're making 
their move right now. A communist country with the ultimate goal of conquering the USA and control 
the world. we don't know what kind of stuffs they're including inside these containers. We're not sure 
how this biolab made virus operates and lasts on surfaces. These shipping containers are their trojan 
horses, stop them now!

Jeremaiah James

04/09/20 5:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Greenhouse Florist and Nursery Other Florist and Nursery 555 NE 7th Ave Oak Harbor Remains open to shoppers/oblivious consumers without face masks. Open advertising promoting in 
store purchases.

Anonymous

04/09/20 5:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open PRIVATE MUSIC TEACHER Other Piano lessons 6008 barrington ln SELacey This neighbor is still having their clients coming in and out all day long to attend their music lessons. 
You can hear them playing all day and multiple cars coming in and out of their home.  UBI#602-947-
935

04/09/20 5:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Village Books Other Retail Bookstore 1200 11th St. Bellingham Store closed to public but staffed with what looks like several people for phone orders and curb 
pickup. Does this encourage their customers to leave home for non essentials? Concerned also for 
staff being asked to come in as they are not essential and unnecessarily risking their health

04/09/20 5:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ezloader boat trailers Other Manufacture of boat trailers 717 n Hamilton ave Spoakne We were shut down as a non-essential business. We are being asked to come back Monday April 
13th, 2020. We build boat trailers and i believe we are non-essential.

Kelly ball Kellyball198123@gmail.com 5093099346

04/09/20 6:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich’s Spa Other Hot tub retail store 16504 hwy 99 Lynnwood A hot tub store isn’t an essential business. They remain open and are even running g commercials 
encouraging customers to violate the stay at home order and come shop at their store.

Paul Dalton Pauld@pacificfiresecurity.com 2069570907

04/09/20 6:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open New York Store Other Clothing 2254 E Isaacs Ave Walla Walla I am concerned that this business is creating a health hazard by remaining open in violation of the 
Governor's proclamation

NANCY MONACELLI nmonacelli@charter.net 2408993654

04/09/20 6:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open S&A Wholesale Other Nonessential business 15615 40th Ave W Lynnwood, Washington. 98087Nonessential wholesale business is open. Not good for the public safety and health.

04/09/20 7:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petsense Other Dog grooming Louisiana Ave Chehalis Dog grooming is not considered essential but their grooming salons are open. Jaime Robertson Forbetterfoundations@gmail.com 3606235122

04/09/20 7:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open World Champion Center Other Taekwondo Studio 2133 Collier ParkwayLand o lakes They are still holding in person classes and belt tests with more than 25 in class together at a time. 
Usually groups are much bigger than that.

Olivia Papin obowns@gmail.com 8134459013

04/09/20 8:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lice Knowing You Health-related business 1105 N Allen Pl Seattle They are still open and performing lice removal services. It’s impossible to check for or treat lice while 
maintaining social distancing protocol!

Kristina Hawley kmbirkel@gmail.com 4259416265

04/09/20 8:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lice Knowing You Health-related business 13620 NE 20th Street, Suite GBellevue They are still open and performing lice removal services. It’s impossible to check for or treat lice while 
maintaining social distancing protocol!

Kristina Hawley kmbirkel@gmail.com 4259416265

04/09/20 8:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lice Knowing You Health-related business 3003 Island Crest Way Suite #1Mercer Island They are still open and performing lice removal services. It’s impossible to check for or treat lice while 
maintaining social distancing protocol!

Kristina Hawley kmbirkel@gmail.com 4259416265

04/09/20 8:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma Frame Makers Other Picture framing business 3011 6th Ave Tacoma This business has remained open during stay at home order. Pablo Acosta Pacosta@gmail.com 2532303321
04/09/20 8:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kidz kaboodle Other Second hand clothing 6409 6th Ave #10, Tacoma, WA 98406Tacoma Many families bringing their children in and browsing, hanging out, chatting and shopping second 

hand clothes.
Ember emberrahkonen@gmail.com +12533484569

04/09/20 9:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open EZ Pawn Other pawnshop 113 B W 1st St Port Angeles They're open

04/09/20 9:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open EZ Pawn East Other pawnshop 2416 A E Hwy 101 Port Angeles They're open

04/09/20 9:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dana’s housekeeping Other Housekeeping business 11200 Kirkland Way Ste 383Kirkland Housekeepers witnessed still cleaning customer houses, also going into office to be paid and office is 
still open soliciting business.

Samantha Davis nessa98087@gmail.com 425-207-3611

04/09/20 9:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aarons Other Rental furniture store 7601 Evergreen WayEverett They are calling customers from their store phone number and manager said they are still open. Samantha Davis Nessa98087@gmail.com 425-207-3611 AHSC@aarons.com

04/09/20 9:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Fitness Company Health-related business 4301 Meridian Suite HPuyallip This is a fitness club that is continuning to operate during Govenor's proclamation. Their website says 
that they are closed,  however they have been open limited hours for their members and are even 
putting out a sign/with balloons daily to draw in new members.

Jeremy Sumner jeremywsumner@gmail.com 2066886679

04/09/20 10:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open John and Judith Plesha Other Weekend Rental 12490 A SR903 Ronald Sign posted to call for weekend rentals.

04/09/20 10:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SILVER COVE RV RESORT Other RV RESORT 351 Hall Rd Silver lake It's been reported by multiple people in the community that the RV resort is open for business and has 
had a flow of people going there to camp and are not following social distancing guidelines

Caitlyn caitlynsparacino11@gmail.com silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com

04/09/20 11:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws n kisses pet grooming Other Grooming 5313 Point Fosdick DrGig harbor Open normal business hours. Non-essential business.

04/09/20 11:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stereo Warehouse Other Car audio window tint 13728 Aurora ave n Seattle Open and not essential window tint and car stereo equipment is not essential in any way shape or 
form

04/09/20 11:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood gun Other Gun store Hwy 99 Lynnwood Open against state order.people lined up around the block to get in.clear disregard to public safety 
and state regulations.!!!!!

Brian Brianpercy14@gmail .com 4254091541

04/09/20 11:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lynnwood gun and ammunition Other Gun store 20829 Hwy 99 #A Lynnwood They are advertising that they are open and brazenly say no one will shut them down.

04/10/20 12:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gabi's Cards and Comics Other Comoc Book Store/hobby store 4230 Pacific Ave SELacey This business is non-essential and still offering curbside pick up or having employees deliver orders 
of comic books and other collectibles to customers.

04/10/20 5:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 1700 Seventh Ave Other Building 1700 Seventh Ave Seattle many offices are open to people in small enclosed spaces.

04/10/20 5:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Builders first source Other Paint shop University spokane valley They still have trucks in and out they have signs on front door that says employees only. Not not the 
normal

jim

04/10/20 5:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hood Canal Brinnon Air B&B Other Hotel aB&B 54 Sunny Slope Brinnon people still coming to this neighborhood large group 2 days now. 
#yourvacationisnotworthmylife 
Close it down before covid is spread throughout this county and the counties they travel through to 
get here

Cathy White KateSirius60@gmail.com 3605313874

04/10/20 5:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Silver Cove Resort Other RV Resort 351 Hall Road Silver Lake They are not restricting to long term renters that were onsite prior to stay home order.  Currently 
accepting reservations fir next week on line and  new RVs entering yesterday with license plates from 
out of  state.  Need to be SHUT DOWN immediately to protect our community please

Cindy Baty Cindy.b@imagepressworks.com 971-284-0192 silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com

04/10/20 6:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wisers Furniture Other Furniture sales 168 Birch Bay Lynden RdLynden Continues to advertise open hours for sales and pick up of furniture on facebook Linda Nagel lkayen444@gmail.com 3609617403



04/10/20 7:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TRUFAB LLC Other METAL WORKERS 410 W Enterprise RdShelton, WA 98584 Even though Boeing is shut down for an indefinite period of time due to COVID-19 sicknesses and 
deaths, TRUFAB LLC remains open.  Word has it they are open due to pressure from Boeing to 
complete machinist projects on time for when Boeing returns to work or they will lose vital Boeing 
contracts.  This just sounded like unfair practices by Boeing to insist this business continue to put 
their workers at risk during these dangerous times.

04/10/20 8:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open EZ Loader Adjustable Boat Trailers Other Assembly 717 N Hamilton St Spokane They build boat trailers and those should not be essential. They virus can live on the metal for days 
and there will be more than 10 people in one building.

Kenta McLean kentamclean@gmail.com 704-961-2439

04/10/20 8:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Silver Cove RV Resort Other Campground 351 Hall Rd Silverlake The resort had closed, with the exception of their long term residents, which is reasonable. They still 
need some place to live. 
They’ve now opened back up, and people are traveling here from out of the area to camp, risking the 
health of our community.

Heather Schoonover hidschoonover@gmail.com 3602610867

04/10/20 8:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Systems unlimited Other Car stereo installation 12121 northup way #115Bellevue wa They are still putting in car stereos and the public is still going in and out ..Please even out the 
playing field .My business is closed and this is difficult  to watch when I am following  all the rules

John hebert J17392004@yahoo.com 4254420205

04/10/20 8:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Barone Garden Other Yard art and statues 4800 Lake Washington Blvd NERenton Business seems to be open and not an essential business Bob Parker bobparker1961@icloud.com 425-443-4921
04/10/20 8:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dixie Diamond/Concut Inc. Other Daimond Saw Blade manufacturing 6815 S. 220th st. kent, wa Are still open everyday manufacturing diamond saw blades... Is not essential David Harrison harrione300@yahoo.com

04/10/20 8:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's Furnishings Other Retail Business Aurora Ave Lynnwood Current advertising lists them as essential business but they are just an outdoor furnishings retail 
company.

Katharine Williams kate.williams74@outlook.com 2065518246

04/10/20 9:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Custom Auto Detail Other Auto Detailing 2505 W NW Blvd Spokane Last several days I have driven by, their open sign is on and they are working in their bays cleaning 
cars this seems to be a nonessential business.

Mark Stantmb@dshs.wa.gov 5093634976

04/10/20 9:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Silver Cove RV Park Other Camp grounds Hall Rd Silver Lake They are advertising and taking reservations for camping.  There have been many, many new RV's 
pulling in and the people don't observe the 6' rule.  I fear for my well being.

Georgene Bean Pansielady62@gmail.com 360-274-4592 silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com

04/10/20 9:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ballard Blossom Other Flower shop 1111 NW 85th St Seattle I am an employee here and received an email from the owner this morning saying, verbatim, “We 
have been open 9-2 every day this week.” They are trying to get us to come in to work and are telling 
themselves they fall under the “agriculture” category to justify staying open. I also know that they tried 
to appeal for an exemption when the mandate was first put in place, which was denied, so I don’t 
know why they think they can remain open.

Jessica Peterson jpeterson091@gmail.com 9062508491

04/10/20 9:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kasey car wash Other Car wash 2914 NE Andresen RDVancouver I personally don't believe a car wash is an essential business and forcing employees to go back to 
work when they are non-essential is crazy at this point in time

04/10/20 9:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ballard Blossom Other Florist 1111 NW 85th St Seattle Business is open and has been open since the mandate. They are claiming they fall under 
“agriculture,” however they sell neither seeds nor soil nor compost. They sell cut flowers. They are 
putting themselves and their employees at risk.

Jacob Tice ecitbocaj@gmail.com 269.720.5146

04/10/20 9:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Paw Spa Mobile Grooming Other Pet Grooming 1234 w 1st Spokane This company is still out grooming dogs during the stay at home order.  They are mobile so there is 
no address on their web site.

Levi Dean jeans222@yahoo.com 5099796777

04/10/20 9:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open National Products Inc dba Ram Mounts Other Manufacturer of electronic mounting devices 8410 Dallas Avenue SouthSeattle Manufacturer of electronic mounting devices (ipad holders, cell phone holders, etc.) is operating at 
normal capacity for the first time since shut down.

Scott M smacdonald@westmont.edu

04/10/20 10:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Safran Cabin Other Aerospace 12810 State Ave Marysville It’s a group of people working in very close quarters. Some of the workers I have to come in contact 
with in my everyday life, and I don’t want to catch this virus from them

04/10/20 10:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spectrum quartz Construction 6540 s glacier st Tukwila Still open they have been warned and don’t care Charles Whitsoncharley@gmail.com 2069922357
04/10/20 10:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Art Morrison Enterprises Other Fabrication Machine Shop for hotrods 5301 8th St E Fife, Wa. 98424 The owner refused to close and has had all employees working. Kim info@artmorrison.com
04/10/20 10:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lake Escape Boat Rentals Other Boat rental Palestine lake, and other East Texas lakes, Tyler TXTyler They are offering boat rides in an ad on Facebook. You can check their page here: 

https://www.facebook.com/Lake-Escape-Boat-Rentals-109627693719509/
Amanda Decker78664@yahoo.com

04/10/20 10:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Black Iron Gym Other Exercise Gym 18 Pumphouse Rd Goldendale Gym open for business Filiberto Ontiveros Klickitat County EOC 5092810467
04/10/20 10:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eric Fullerton Construction 469 Madrona St Eastsound WA Said business has shown blatant and verbal disregard for closure and distancing orders continuing to 

work a non-essential building.  ‘Making fun’ of The covid Pandemic

04/10/20 10:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ABC Imaging Other Printing 1425 Dexter Ave N Seattle This Business location is attached to a condominium location were there are many people living. Also 
this company has put illegal immigrants to work in this pandemic

Kendra Brown/Jay Kendra.d.jay@gmail.com 253.205.5327

04/10/20 12:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mobile Music Other car stereo installation 1801 Cornwall Ave Bellingham Several people gathering and working,  etc.  Should not be open.

04/10/20 12:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A cut above detailing Other Car detailer 505 s 9th ave Walla walla Not supposed to be open. Has large groups of people gathered at once.

04/10/20 2:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Platinum car audio Other Car audio 1416 E Main St Puyallup Open when supposed to be closed Stacy Lange msalmondjoy@gmail.com 2533278977
04/10/20 2:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fast Signs Other Sign shop 9460 Silverdale Way NWSilverdale WA This is not on the list of approved type businesses D.Wolfe
04/11/20 1:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open University of Washington Facilities Other Gardeners at University of Washington NE Pacific Street NESeattle The gardeners at UW are forced to work three days out of every 14 days of leave because 'they don't 

want the employees to lose their essential status'. They are only marked essential for snow removal 
not the function of the University. People have to pay for tolls to avoid the bus and some still have to 
ride the bus even if they feel unsafe. They work together, share vehicles, and are only patrolling 
areas for plant emergencies that can be taken care of 'on-call'. THEY ARE NOT VITAL TO CAMPUS 
OPERATIONS! How will they teach their kids and protect their vulnerable loved ones?

I don't want to lose my job.

04/11/20 9:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaddy Car Wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver This business is nonessential and putting its employees at risk by staying open. Hr@kaady.com

04/11/20 9:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open D'aboy career Horizons Other employment placement PO box 6426 Olympia WA 98506 I have pictures of their employees working daily since the mandate Brent Martin brent.martin59@gmail.com 3609518313 kari@careerhorizon.net
04/11/20 9:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Olympia Lighting Other lighting business 2633 Martin Way E Olympia They have had employees working daily since mandate. I could name them all by name Brent Martin brent.martin59@gmail.com 3609518313 susie@olympialightingcenter.com

04/11/20 10:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Karris's Arm Chair Property 
Management

Other Property Management 4011 SW 321st Federal Way WA Been at Martin Way location " Open " during Governor's Mandate. I have pictures of Mr. Malgadon on 
several occasions.

Ryan Reynolds ryanr@reynoldsrealestate.net 3608707814 karismalagon@hotmail.com

04/11/20 11:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AJ Apartments Other Apartment complex 4504 42nd Ave SW Seattle Rooftop is still open and people go up there and use the the grills, don’t socially distance, hang out 
with others. Isn’t this not a violation?

I can’t put my name in fear of eviction and retribution. I’ve been here a couple years. Managers don’t 
care about our health or safety!

Concerned Renter AjApartments@me.com

04/11/20 11:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Danika Seabrands Photography Other Photography 37407 160th Ave SEAuburn Continuing to take on photoshoots and photograph clients nikaseabrands@gmail.com
04/11/20 12:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ambiance Tan & Espresso Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 10800 NE Fourth Plain BlvdVancouver Business is showing an Open sign and customers were seen entering business. How can a tan be 

considered Essential?
Scott E Roemhildt Scottroem@hotmail.com 971-274-6392 ambiancetan.espresso@yahoo.com

04/11/20 12:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Country Line Shooting Sports Other Gun store 35502 WA-507 McKenna Their website says they are open. They have a parking lot that is filled with cars and an open sign. Kevan kevanaponte@gmail.com

04/11/20 12:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open All breed mobile dog groomers Other Mobile dog groomer 2215 189th Pl SW,  Lynnwood, Washington 98036 -Lynnwood This business is still open and  operating. allbreedmobilegrooming@yahoo.com
04/11/20 12:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mcconkey co / Surain industries Other Horticultural/ manufacturing flower pots 1615 puyallup st Sumner Making flower pots for greenhouse flowers Rob Eagle2138@gmail.com 4098533 derek.moeller@gmail.com
04/11/20 1:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Via Lago-Kirkland Other Retail - Clothing 129 Lake St S Kirkland Non-Essential Store is actually staying open with curbside pick-up. 762-233-5366 chapman@kirklandvialago.com
04/11/20 1:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich Other Outdoor Furniture 14404 NE 20th StreetBellevue They are selling outdoor furniture. They say that they are essential because they sell fireplaces but 

they are advertising outdoor furniture.
Kristy Kristy.e.piercy@gmail.com 425-503-5510 marti.kvalheim@richshome.com

04/11/20 1:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Games and Needful Things Other pawn shop/antique shop 317 S 1st St Shelton Their door is propped open as of 4/11/20 at 11 am Shannon A Murphree shannon.a.murphree@gmail.com 7203848942
04/11/20 1:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific crest building supply Construction 5901 S 11th st 98642Ridgefield, WA I am a current employee, we were deemed non essential for the 2 week shutdown and then once it 

got extended for the month they are saying we are essential now and reopened. Doesn’t make any 
sense. We make and drop off cabinets and have people working in a shop. Seems shady.

04/11/20 1:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chrome Personal Training Center Health-related business 206 E North Foothills DrSpokane The owner, employees, and clients are still doing workouts and one on one training within the 
business and posting it all over social media.

chromeptc@gmail.com

04/11/20 2:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elite Mobile Pet Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Mobile van Gig harbor Dumping gray water while driving 
And staying open 
Non essential business

Molly Farfan Mollyfarfan@gmail.com 2533253302 elitepetsalon2011@gmail.com

04/11/20 2:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dutch Bro’s Coffee Restaurant or food service business 1026 N Miller Wenatchee How the hell is coffee deemed essential? 3 workers working from a very small building. Long long 
lines, worker taking orders by walking up to cars. Coffee is not essential.

Eric Opel EricOpel@yahoo.com 5096305986 dutchbroscoffee@gmail.com

04/11/20 2:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Private Lives Other Adult boutique 6300 NE 117th ave Unit B3Vancouver Business is open that shouldn’t be. Jeff Knight Mrjeffersonknight@gmail.com 3609013033 privatelives01@gmail.com
04/11/20 2:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elite Mobile Pet Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7219 96th Street NWGig harbor Dumping gray water while driving 

And staying open 
Non essential business 

After she was told by other shop owners she said
"She doesn't care, Said she would " play dumb" and she can't get into any more debt "

Molly Farfan Mollyfarfan@gmail.com 2533253302 elitepetsalon2011@gmail.com

04/11/20 2:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grandview Window Cleaning Other Window cleaning 1250 N Wenatchee Ave STE H #183Wenatchee Window cleaner has been operating business since the “stay at home order”.  This guy still is working 
and also has under the table laborer.

Eric Opel EricOpel@yahoo.com 5096305986

04/11/20 2:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elite Pet Salon Mobile Groomer Other Pet Groomer 7219 96th Street NWGig Harbor The owner stated she would stay open and play dumb if caught when the stay at home was issued. 
After I explained why she shouldn't she said she would close. I just found out today she is still open 
after seeing her van.

Dezi Greigdk@gmail.com 3607649180 elitepetsalon2011@gmail.com

04/11/20 2:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ridge Cyclesport Other Bike sales 509 N Western STE 106Wenatchee This business is still open for sales, pick up and delivery. Also employs an employee paid under the 
table.

Eric Opel EricOpel@yahoo.com 5096305986 plewse@hotmail.com

04/11/20 2:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Queens Hair & Wig Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 504 Renton Center Way SWRenton There’s still a steady stream of people going to this hair supply. Loretta Williams lorettawilymz@gmail.com 2062185400 qbs0707@hotmail.com
04/11/20 2:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lori Manley Photography Other Family Photography 36510 152nd Ave SEAuburn Sometimes large groups of people,  seems to be a non-essential business altogether. Lori Manley 

Photography Facebook page advertises COVID-19 photographs,  a time to remember.
lorimanleyphotography@gmail.com

04/11/20 2:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kona bikes Other Bicycle makers 2450 salashan loop Ferndale This company is still operating making Mountain bikes and have employees still working though the 
rest of our companies in the area are closed!

Keith Kndcomposites@msn.com 3602016012 cb@konaworld.com

04/11/20 3:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Little Red Wagon Other Consignment store 1889 front st Lynden Little red wagon is open multiple days this week when it should not be opened as it is a non-essential 
business.

Blake Blake28soccer@gmail.com 3604418869 dlbosman@msn.com

04/11/20 3:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Foxy browns Other Consignment store 1885 front st Lynden This business has been opened multiple days this week when, I’d I’m not mistaken, shouldn’t be if it’s 
not an essential business.

Chele Deruyter@frontier.com

04/11/20 3:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open County Line Shooting Sports Other Gun store 35502 WA-507 Mckenna Still open, parking lot full during business hours Terra Bonella bonella@att.net 2533298923
04/11/20 4:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Miller Paint Other paint store 14207 Meridian E Puyallup This store, and a few other ones, up and down Meridian Ave in Puyallup, WA, are open and doing 

business as usual. I will fill this out for other specific business names, but there were too many to 
even count in Puyallup/Spanaway/Graham area. It's ridiculous that so many people are sacrificing to 
keep the curve down, and so many others are doing the exact opposite.

Trish Gibson trish_gibson@hotmail.com marsha.szarek@millerpaint.com

04/11/20 4:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aqua Quip Other hot tub and fireplace store 14019 Meridian E Puyallup This store, and a few other ones, up and down Meridian Ave in Puyallup, WA, are open and doing 
business as usual. I will fill this out for other specific business names, but there were too many to 
even count in Puyallup/Spanaway/Graham area. It's ridiculous that so many people are sacrificing to 
keep the curve down, and so many others are doing the exact opposite.

Trish Gibson trish_gibson@hotmail.com

04/11/20 4:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Foss car audio Other Car audio 3732 S Cedar St Tacoma Car audio does not seem like an essential business to be open right now. Patrice@fossaudiotint.com

04/11/20 5:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Legacy Hunters and Jumpers Health-related business 19802 NE 148th St Woodinville Non-essential business (horse stables) is open and operating as normal with lessons being given

04/11/20 5:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grizzly Other Metalworking/Woodworking 1821 Valencia St Bellingham Business remains open under technicality of being a hardware store but primarily sells hobbyist 
equipment and machinery that does not seem to fall under the purview of a hardware store i.e. Lowes 
or Home Depot that services construction/home repair.

csr@grizzly.com

04/11/20 5:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Craig's List Other Short Term Rental 2414~1st ave Seattle https://seattle.craigslist.org/see/sub/d/seattle-belltown-court-1-bedroom-condo/7106799389.html

This person is renting an STR in my condo of 250 units. Very scared that their $$ is valued more than 
my attempt to quarantine.

206-448-0872

04/11/20 5:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rent a center Other Retail 1590 s Burlington rd Burlington They sent a person to our door two days ago to try and collect our payment - banging on our door 
when we are in doctor ordered isolation

Kim Kecottrell@gmail.com 360-929-9431

04/11/20 5:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ritzmark Holding LLC Other VRBO 3716 Driftwood DriveClinton, Washington Owner, Nancy Ritzenthaler, is still renting out her VRBO on Whidbey Island. She had a group in last 
week and a new group checked in today, 04/11/2020. I believe eight people, probably all family 
members: grandparents, parents & grandkids. The average age of the residents on this street is 70+.

Rick Collar rickcollar@whidbey.com 360-579-4435   360-929- 6764



04/11/20 6:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Concepcion Andino Other Landscaping 360-513-1054 No address provided Company is going around neighborhoods and putting fliers on people’s houses advertising their 
services, mostly non-essential landscaping such as raking yards, washing driveways and are 
thatching and aerating lawns.

Melinda Perkins ames_pj@yahoo.com 4257720761

04/11/20 6:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Moclips Hotel Other Hotel 4829 Pacific Ave Moclips We are on a stay at home order and there are people renting the house that are not essential 
persons. They are on vacation and putting our community at risk

04/11/20 7:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Christensen’s Home Furnishings Other Furniture Sales 16628 State Rt. 507 Yelm Not an essential business, they should not be open. timbaublits@yahoo.com
04/11/20 7:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AlphaTest corpoation Other Manufacturing 261 w Business park loopShelton We do not fill we are essential,and have ask how do they know we are we make testing parts for 

future things,for st Jude,and others,we have parts we have been trying to make for months,We were 
told one day if w do not fill safe working We can go home,take off the next day we were going to have 
A meeting,the next day at the meeting we were told there staying open because there essential,but 
Did not show us proff,when we ask.and we understood that we could not get unemployment if we 
didn't come to work.we want them checked out to see please..also we keep the 6ft thing the best we 
can but fill the peers do not,they act like its a joke.afraid to give you my name.  I can't give my name 
can you please check thank you

starzwell@alphatest.com

04/11/20 7:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tiffany Calkins Other Photographer Unknown Everett Tiffany Calkins is running a photography business without a license and posting in social media 
buy/sell groups trying to find clients for this weekend to meet her in local parks. She says “I have shot 
at blackmans lake in Snohomish and not got caught”

Nicole Griswold Nicolegris@gmail.com 425-785-9292 tiffylovessaul@outlook.com

04/11/20 8:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Hot Springs Other Hot tub sals 507 Fisher Lane Burlington Business still open
Employees say that the owner doesn’t feel he has to close and is making them come to work.

cori@nwhotspring.com

04/11/20 9:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Betsy’s Cabins at Mt Rainier Other Recreational facility Paradise Dr Ashford They are taking reservations and are a recreational facility, not deemed essential. C Mangino Cjmmangino@gmail.com 3607015069 rainiercabins@gmail.com

04/11/20 9:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood Boutique Other Adult Store 12706 Lake City Way NESeattle An adult store is still open for business Elli B ebarrie10@yahoo.com jimsicilia@gmail.com
04/11/20 10:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood and vine dance studio, PLLC Other Recreational dance studio 804 Bay St Port Orchard Continuing dance lessons. Stating they are private. When asked why they are essential and they 

stated dance provides therapy. They have no license to provide therapy services to children.
christine523linnea@icloud.com

04/11/20 11:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harold's Lighting Other Retail 1912 N 45th st Seattle Why are there still  people selling lights during the plague!?!? RaeAnne Wiseman raeannewiseman@gmail.com 3608781574 cherylh@haroldslamps.com
04/12/20 12:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ekstasis Health-related business Market st. In Ballard Seattle Windows papered over, but several cars in parking lot and I hear yelling inside Robert Young rawbert52@hotmail.com 2067847506 bookkeeper@ekstasissc.com

04/12/20 2:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open North Fork Composites Other Fishing Rod Production 1395 Down River Drwoodland It is a non essential buisness. And all recreational hobbies including fishing is closed so why are they 
aloud to work and build fishing rods

William Veach hmwillysa@gmail.com 3609494849 alex.maslov@northforkcomposites.com

04/12/20 5:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Iron horse Other Motorcycle clothing 18419 Bucoda Hwy seTenino Holding a grand opening in a very small store. The parking lot is always full of motorcycle riders who 
then gather inside the store.

John Hevener Rainice@gmx.com jrdoan@hotmail.com

04/12/20 8:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue cow car wash Other Car wash 12521 Christianson roadAnacortes These workers interact with hundreds of people in a day at a non essential function. Owner is under 
the belief that business is considered automotive repair/maintenance.

larry@bluecowcarwash.com

04/12/20 9:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mid Columbia Wine & Spirits Bar or other business with a liquor license 731 N Columbia Center Blvd #100bKennewick They don't sell food or other essential items. And from what I understand only places with food and 
other essential items are supposed to be open and able to sell alcohol.

Michael Coleman coleman.w.michael@gmail.com 5099872158 shemali2000@yahoo.com

04/12/20 9:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Securite Gun Club Other Gun club 11910 Woodinville Dr.Woodinville I reviewed the list of essential business however I didn't see Gun shops nor shooting ranges as being 
essential.  I saw at least 20 cars parked in the lot and the website says they are operating.

Ryan rtnk@comcast.net 4252986348 info@securitegunclub.com

04/12/20 10:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lake Merwin Camper's Hideaway Other Private campground 24706 NE Columbia Tie Road  Amboy, Washington 98601Amboy This is a private campground that does not allow living on site and has limitations on the length of 
stay. I do not understand how this is deemed essential under the "private campgrounds can remain 
open and are considered essential to avoid the displacement of long term residents." People are 
enjoying their vacation sites there which I thought vacationing was off limits in this stay home order.

04/12/20 10:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Liberty Grove Farm Other horse boarding, training and clinic facility 7106 s Grove road spokane, wa 99224 continuing with horse lessons, bringing in out of area clinicians, allowing others to haul in and ride at 
the facility

Bettyaf11@att.net

04/12/20 11:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kidz Kaboodle Other Children’s Resale and Maternity Consignment Store 6409 6th Ave Ste 10Tacoma, WA 98406 This store buys and sells used clothing and baby equipment to pregnant women and parents of young 
kids. I don’t see how this either safe or essential right now.

kidzkaboodle@comcast.net

04/12/20 11:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fred's Guns Other Firearms 261340 US-101 Sequim LED sign outside claims "we are essential" and lusts business hours. Scott Kesilis scott.kesilis@gmail.com 3608219840
04/12/20 11:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Container Store Other Retail/Organization 2437 Southcenter MallTukwila Although this store is not technically open anymore, they are operating and have a team in to fulfill 

online orders for customers and will bring them out to their car. They are also allowing shopping in 
store by appointment, encouraging people to get out of the house. Was this approved as an essential 
business?

taxdept@containerstore.com

04/12/20 11:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AMI ReadyLift Other manufacturer of non-essential cosmetic and vehicle lift kits 5121 Hillsdale Cir El Dorado Hills company manufactures items used to make your truck look better.  these aren't replacement parts to 
keep a vehicle on the road.

04/12/20 11:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Omina mountain lodge Other Vacation Rental 23336 Lake Wenatchee HWYLeavenworth Still renting to non essentials—group size, not practicing social distancing. Laura lauragoesoutside@gmail.com 2087508407

04/12/20 1:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jet pro auto wash Other Car wash 902 grant rd East Wenatchee Non essential business Michael 7076964699 manager@jetproautowash.com
04/12/20 1:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Good Neighbor Vet Other Preventative Animal care Hudson Bay, Vancouver, WA 98661Vancouver The company drives throughout Oregon and Washington. They gather in large crowds and do not 

respect the 6ft rule. And still making employees work and putting them at risk
keith@goodneighborvet.com

04/12/20 1:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AJ Apartments Other Apartments 4505 42nd Ave SW Seattle I hear people exercising together on the rooftop, and see another complex with their roof open. There 
is NO physical distancing at all, and they're just hanging out there. There is nobody sanitizing the 
stairs, roof (with grills, deck chairs, garbages, gardens, rails) elevators in the AJ. This is 
DANGEROUS AND I'M SCARED. PLEASE DO SOMETHING!

concerned renter!!! AjApartments@me.com

04/12/20 2:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Leland Lawn Other lawn maintenance and landscaping 200 SW Skyline Pullman This is a lawn care and landscaping company. I was following the rules set forth by the governor for 
social distancing and closed businesses except essential businesses. I was not aware that lawncare 
was an essential business and chose not to go to work even though my employer had asked me to. I 
recently found out they had received a letter allowing them to work as did each worker, except for me. 
I have not been notified of any changes and did not receive any letters stating that I could work and 
received no calls, text or anything from my employer although they have continued to work. I feel that 
they have unjustifiably terminated my employment with them since no one has bothered to contact me 
and have not returned my messages or phone calls. I feel I have been treated unfairly, it's not like I 
refused to work for no good reason. What, if anything, can be done about this situation? Please let 
me know. And let me know what transpires from my report.

Daniel Hopkins hdan8851@gmail.com 5097701074 office@leland-lawn.com

04/12/20 2:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cottingham Farm Other Horse barn and horse riding instruction 10445 Secretariat Ln NEBainbridge Island Continues to offer horseback riding lessons to kids and teenagers Charles french Sonnyfrench@hotmail.com 5094813317 ivy.friedman@hotmail.com
04/12/20 2:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open E-Train Fitness and Performance Other Gym 12000 15th Avenue NESeattle Personal training is being conducted on premises

04/12/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open self employed Other Sells collectible cars, bikes etc 11705 268Th St Kent Multiple people looking at, buying, no distancing at all. Kate Lucas CrookedRiver_Kate@comcast.net 2537978898
04/12/20 4:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Enclume Other Manufactures Pot Racks 24 Colwell St Port Hadlock This business is absolutely non essential and has all salaried employees working FULL TIME Kachele kyelaca@gmail.com 13608211410 faruk@enclume.com

04/12/20 4:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sound Pacific resorts Other Rv resort 5001 bay rd Blaine There are multiple people staying at the resort and gathering for dinners and such There is no social 
distentsing being observed

Andrea Larson andielynn6@comcast.net 3602962763 renewals@belcherswanson.com

04/12/20 4:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open NW Trophy Other Trophy and Awards 13440 NE 177th Pl Woodinville Trophy’s and Plaques are not essential.  They are merely for employee recognition and for school 
events and sports when schools and sports are not even in service.

manderson@nwtrophy.com

04/12/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Carefree Boat Club Other Recreational boating 1900 W Nickerson Street #112Seattle Boat rental club for recreational boating.  Brings groups of people down to boats on docks at 
fishermens terminal, docks are 6 feet wide am those off us working on fish boats cant distance when 
walking up docks.  Port of Seattle refuses to close off docks to non boat owners.

Geoff Lebon Lebondeshazo@comcast.net 3605801010

04/12/20 5:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bathroom stall product manufacturing Other Bathroom Stall manufacturer 1102 Bonneville Ave.Snohomish They are requiring production employees to come to work while keeping their office employees at 
home still. Evidently they chose to order employees to come to work even though they haven't gotten 
an answer to whether they are essential.

04/12/20 6:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 76 gas station Other Pop up flowershop 7501 Roosevelt way n.e.Seattle Operating on weekends selling flowers out of awning in parking lot John Clarkmahoney@comcast.net 2065235405 gcs7501r@aol.com
04/12/20 6:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ruff Cuts Stephanie Schoof Other pet groomer mobile business Seattle Non essential mobile dog groomer still working. She has photos of violating social distancing on her 

instagram https://instagram.com/ruffcuts.seattle?igshid=fryi95959xf9

04/12/20 7:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Power wash Other Car wash working till. For hand wash 1707w.garland Spokane People to people contact in carwash . man was coughing on money looking vary sick working a tell. 
Every day Thayer not closed at all!!!!!!!

Matt 5095356457

04/12/20 8:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Icicle Camp Other Vacation rental 7713 Icicle Camp RoadLeavenworth Vacation rental owner has continued to travel between Leavenworth and Seattle over the past 2 
weeks.

04/12/20 9:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Businesses located on Meridan in 
Puyallup

Other Business's in Puyallup specifically on Meridan Meridan Puyallup Why are Puyallup businesses open?  Nothing looks closed except one car wash.  Michaels, Joann's, 
fast food restaurants, liquor stores, department stores, home stores, pet stores, Home Depot, Lowes, 
… are all open.  These are not essential businnesses.  Grocery stores or medical facilities are 
essential not craft stores or fast food resturants or home stores.  No one can believe that nothing is 
closed.  It's business as usual in Puyallup and it is scary.

Brooke Childrey bchildrey@rainierconnect.com 360-832-8992

04/12/20 9:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Silver Cove Other Campground Hall Road Silverlake Taking reservations and letting others come into our community during “stay at home” order

04/12/20 10:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Meryl Alcabes Other Photographer Seattle Seattle Endangering the lives of others while giving a bad name to small business photographers. Stay home.

04/13/20 12:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Barre 3 Other Dance studio 15021 Main Street, Unit EMill Creek When walking by there today, we noticed the curtains were drawn so we couldn't see in, but there 
was loud music and several voices coming from inside. Last week, as we were walking we overheard 
several dance instructors talking about how they are still giving lessons, and they were congregating 
near the studio.

Christina Rose-Bolak londonfog0901@gmail.com 360-746-1542

04/13/20 1:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tao Design Studio Other Home Staging 2793 152nd Ave NE Redmond Owner and manager are staying at home, forcing employees to continue to work (mainly offsite at 
storage units or actively staging for-sale houses), also have contracted moving company actively 
working.

04/13/20 1:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GameStop Other Retail- Video Games 19585 WA-410 A-16 Bonney Lake District Manager gathered employees willing to work from surrounding stores to open store effective 
immediately though store was ordered to shut down with "shelter in place". GameStop is non-
essential. 3 GameStop locations are doing this- confirmed by GameStop employee not wanting to 
work and afraid to speak out in fear of job loss.

A Bessey Alyssabessey@rocketmail.com 3605567993

04/13/20 4:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whistle Workwear Other Retail 1401 Marvin RD NE #101Lacey This business is mandating employees to work curbside pick up for customers at least two days per 
week to ensure employees a paycheck through the stay home order act. This is exposing high risk 
and non-high risk employees and customers alike. This business was classified as non-essential.

Sydney Jones sydneyjones1996@yahoo.com 3609819816

04/13/20 5:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Deerfield Farm Other Horse riding stables 11432 Upper Preston Rd SEIssaquah Care and wellbeing, even training, can be considered essential but riding lessons are not.  Little to no 
biosecurity measures have been set in place and yet parents are allowed to drop kids of for hours 
every day.  Then the parents congregate whilst waiting for their kids with no respect for social 
distancing.  This puts the essential team, veterinarians, farriers, etc at an increased risk.  They have 
been advised of the risks and asked to stop but no changes have been made.

Concerned Essential Worker

04/13/20 6:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Desert Graphics Other Embroidery 1626 W Broadway AveMoses Lake Non-essential business owned and operated by individuals in at-risk demographic still operating.

04/13/20 6:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's fFor the Home Other Furniture Store 14404 NE 20th StreetBellevue How is a outdoor recreation furniture store essential.

04/13/20 7:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shelby’s Floral Other Flower Shop 5211 W Clearwater AveKennewick They are still taking orders and delivering flowers. I have heard they are raking in the dough because 
all the other flower shops are closed. It’s extremely irresponsible for them to still be open!

04/13/20 7:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Circle M construction and landscape 
supply

Construction 4107 Broadway Spokane wa Want to remain anonymous but how are we essential. No other landscape companies are open.

04/13/20 8:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Basin Department Store Other Clothing store 111 West 1st Ave Kennewick This business is open and is not an essential business Debra res1esdn@gmail.com 509-737-9695
04/13/20 8:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Partners Capital Group Other Loan Brokerage 20700 44th Ave W #360Lynnwood business is open with 13 people in the office, they don’t seem to be essential

04/13/20 8:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vanilla Bean Photography Other Photographer 5002 Kitsap Way #215Bremerton Offering front porch sessions.

04/13/20 9:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Best Buy Other Electronics business 9551 Ridgetop Blvd NWSilverdale Drove past there on Friday the 10th after an emergency dental appointment. Saw a big sign out front 
that they were open.

04/13/20 10:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open St Vincent De Paul Other thrift store 308 W. Main Street Walla Walla they are a thrift store for the poor and have re-opened their doors and are allowing people in to buy 
clothing and other household items that are non-essential



04/13/20 11:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open M & J Repair Other lawnmower repair 2402 6th Ave Tacoma This business is totally non-essential and has not shut down at all due to COVID-19.  They are still 
serving customers, and have many people standing within close proximity.  This is very dangerous, as 
many of the people there are old and appear to be high risk.  Please shut this business down.

Darby Marcroft marcroft.darby@gmail.com 2533306644

04/13/20 12:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Extreme Turbo Systems Other We build performance parts for cars 3908 ne 145th ave Vancouver I am a employee at ETS and I believe we should not be open. We only build parts for cars to make 
them go faster, and for a small verity of cars. We don’t do any in house repair or make factory parts, 
only building product and shipping them out. And with all of this unnecessary shipping and contact 
with coworkers it just bring more trouble to the situation at hand, the corona virus. There is no reason 
for our company, and others that we ship to to be at risk for something that doesn’t need to be open in 
the first place. I am not the only one at my work who thinks that we are unnecessary, my boss is the 
only one pushing to work when it’s not needed. I would appreciate if my information was kept 
confidential to avoid unnecessary drama.

Geoffery Dahlenburg geoffery99@gmail.com 360-947-1142

04/13/20 12:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bothell furniture Other Furniture store 18811 bothell way Bothell wa I am blown away by this business!! I have seen a dozen tv ads promoting a sale etc since 
proclamation. Everything on net says they are open and operating. I call there today and salesperson 
said they were OPEN  and come on in. How are they essential?! These people are overwhelmingly 
pushing they are open and could care less about what the governor and government says and 
mandated. This one is really unbelievable! This is unfair and these people should be fined and 
ordered to close! Or all businesses like them should be able to open if you do nothing about it. 
Thank you

sales@bothellfurniture.com

04/13/20 12:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Team Fitness Other work out gym 1109 Frontier Circle Lake Steves Clients have been going every day. They park on the street so it looks like no one is there. There has 
been a truck in the parking lot at the entrance to look like they are doing work in the building. Clients 
are just as guilty as owner.

04/13/20 12:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ADT Construction 11824 North Creek Pkwy NBothell Still operating. Going into people's homes limited PPE. Alex Sandlin roxinabox@gmail.com 425-5510516
04/13/20 12:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wells Medina Nursery Other flower and house plant store 8300 NE 24th St Medina WA 98039 Also large gathering of people (traffic jam also outside the store) accounts@wellsmedinanursery.com
04/13/20 12:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Apex tool group Other Make sockets and bits 762 west Stewart st Dayton Non essential.

04/13/20 12:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue star auto salon Other Car salon 15205 aurora ave n suite aShoreline Making my friend work with customer today and this week. Amanda howards amandashowards@gmail.com 2068567663
04/13/20 1:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 2 Maids and a Mop Other residential house cleaning 225 E 3rd  #6 Spokane I own The Cleaning Authority here in Spokane.  I was told by the state the residential house cleaning 

is Non-Essential.  Now I'm doing the right thing and competitors are stealing our clients.  Not playing 
fair.   They will tell you that they are sanitizing homes.  We can do the same and open.  So what 
should we do?

Mark Silver mark@tcaspokane.com 509-220-9541

04/13/20 1:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Half Price Books Other Bookstore 7805 Leary Way Redmond Business is encouraging customers to leave their home for non-essential business (curbside pickup of 
non-essential merchandise).

04/13/20 1:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Macs upholstery Other Upholstery 5015 15th ave NW Seattle Still open! I see numerous ppl in and out of this place and am concerned nothing is being done. Claudette Smith smithclaudette@gmail.com 2066501360

04/13/20 1:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grindville Athletics Other Gym 3906 12th st Tacoma They have people in there at all hours of the day in close contact right inside a neighborhood. heaven jirak Heaven.a.jirak@gmail.com 2538868141

04/13/20 1:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Home Air BNB Other Air bnb 3528 W. Howe StreetSeattle Last week overnight guests from CA.
Yesterday and today overnight guests from Nevada

I live across the street at 3535

Alana Morris Ajkm13@gmail.com 206-275-3445

04/13/20 1:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open VMG Studios Other "Creative Marketing & Branding Agency" 13228 NE 20th Street, Suite 400,Bellevue WA 98005 Saw this hiring ad:

"Bookkeeper/Office Assistant
VMG Studios
-
Bellevue, WA 98005
Full-time, Part-time

THIS IS A PART-TIME TO FULL-TIME POSITION.

PLEASE, IF YOU DO NOT QUALIFY DO NOT APPLY. All applicants MUST submit a cover LETTER 
telling me a little about themselves and outlining qualifications as well as a resume in order to be 
considered for this position.

WHO WE ARE:

VMG Studios is a women-owned creative marketing agency and video production studio working with 
enterprise-level corporations. We are a diverse team that is hardworking and fun-loving and have 
been known to tip a good martini back at the office every now and then. VMG Studios’ culture is 
based on inclusion, collaboration, creativity, and FUN.

NOTE about the role during the pandemic:

VMG Studios is a media/studio and as such, an essential business. During the COVID-19 Pandemic, 
this role will require you to come to the office. All other team members are working remotely. The two 
owners are on-site every day. VMG studio's office space is sanitized daily. The bookkeeper's office is 
isolated. As normalcy returns, hours will increase as other onsite duties are added. (See details below)

BOOKKEEPER DUTIES INCLUDE:

    Manage and process invoicing, accounts receivable, and accounts payable.
    Processing credit card payments and reconciliation of credit cards
    Investigate any spending variances and make sure employees adhere to company spending policy.

Person looking for remote work - which this is NOT! www.rentstudio520.com

04/13/20 1:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma Christian center Other Gymnasium 810 E Harrison St, Tacoma, WA 98404Tacoma Allowing a group of 10 or more to play basketball during quarantine. 2533531935
04/13/20 1:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Greenies Other Bike shop 701 George Washington wayRichland People in and out renting equipment being touched by multiple people. Not clean

04/13/20 1:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eastlake Performance Other Gym 2926 Eastlake Ave EastSeattle I have heard and seen on several occasions people exiting the gym.  The most resent this morning at 
8 am 2 people exiting in gym clothes one carrying  tennis shoes one male and one female.  I saw at 
least one additional person in the gym.  They keep all the blinds shut so it is hard to know how many 
individuals are in the gym.  This has been going on during the stay at home and seems to be 
increasing in frequency.

Julie Johnson jumajoh@hotmail.com 12063240543 I only know first name Paul

04/13/20 2:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pexco Aerospace Other Aerospace 2405 S 3rd Ave Union gap Not essential 
Closed last two weeks for virus then opened back up today

04/13/20 3:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Express Employment Professionals Other Staffing company that has no contracts with the city or state 4545 Auto Center WayBremerton For the past 3 weeks employees Heather and Kristal have been coming to work and operating 
business facility and activities Mon-Friday  9-5 pm I have pictures of vehicles and times they have 
been at work

Annoymous

04/13/20 3:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Beefit Other Gym 2301 Market street  stit 155Mount Vernon Have  not closed  even after  the  governor's  order Steven Shepard Steveottp@gmail.com 3604668772
04/13/20 4:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CRJ Other Prefinish 19209 Des Moines Memorial Dr SSeaTac More than 10 people inside of business and its a prefinish wood trim company

04/13/20 5:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pavingstone Supply Other Landscape architecture 4401 11th Ave NW Seattle, WA  98107 United StatesSeattle Non essential business is openly defying state orders. Large crowds of people. Hazard to public health Bobby Bobby@bloop.net 8774827558

04/13/20 6:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Amusements on Demand Other Bounce house rentals 5301 2nd Ave S Seattle This business is advertising bouncy house rentals as an essential service to keeping people sane 
during Covid-19. They are delivering bouncy houses for rent to peoples’ homes without any regard for 
the measures put in place to prevent the spread of this virus. I have ads I can share with date stamps 
if you’d like.

Dana Math danaandreamath@gmail.com 206-949-4040 Ari Hoffman

04/13/20 6:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other Residential Cleaning 1014 N Pines Rd.   #116Spokane residential cleaning as been deemed non-essential by the state of Washington.  Why can they stay 
open?  I am a competitor of theirs and we took very seriously Governor Inslee's orders.  Now our 
competition is poaching up our customers.   Thanks.  I love Washington

Mark Silver mark@tcaspokane.com 509-220-9541

04/13/20 6:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gamestop Other Video game retail store 19585 WA-410 A-16 Bonney Lake This location of Gamestop is currently open to curbside sales/pick-ups even though they are a non 
essential business and are not selling essential products. This is exposing not only the employees 
there to potential infected people but also exposing the customers to a potentially infected employee. 
This is dangerous and should not be allowed to continue. They know they are violating the stay home 
rule as they tried to fight the rule when it was first put into effect. This opening is also not advertised 
anywhere on their website but if you call the store they will tell you they are open to credit card/gift 
card sales at the door. Their phone number is 253-862-1239. Thank you.

04/13/20 6:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sure would motors Other landscape material supply 11715 hiway 99 s everett Landscape material supply is not essential jesse white jessewhite@comcast.net 4252106146
04/13/20 6:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open VIS Group Other VIS Group homeowners association. 8617 Martin  way Lacey Employees required to report to work. Still forced to patrol neighborhoods to find and report on 

violations
04/13/20 8:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dip Experts Unltd Other Plasti Dip 22616 Pacific Highway SouthDes Moines Wa Drove by and noticed they are operating. Also still posting on social media of completed dipped cars Unanimous Unanimous@gmail.com 000-000-0000

04/13/20 8:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Twice around the closet , LAAD inc Other Retail clothing consignment 585 Bethel Ave suite 101Port Orchard Doors open, people going in, owner posting on Social Media for people to come drop stuff off.

04/13/20 8:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open LaConner Maritime Other Marine 920 Pearl Jensen WayLaConner Social distancing 
Being open to fix non essential boats

04/13/20 8:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Training Grounds Other Gym 1524 Birchwood AveBellingham These people continue to have people training at their gym even though it appears closed from the 
street. I live across the street and I see people going in through the back all day long. Why is nothing 
being done about this?

Danielle Schemm and Kyle Osborne

04/13/20 9:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Avtechtyee, Inc. Other Aviation 6500 Merrill Creek PkwyEverett Employer at Avtechtyee demand their employees to show up at work on Monday, April 13, 2020 
without proper PPE.  
This type of work is consider non essential business and should comply to Washington State stay 
home guideline due to Coronavirus outbreak.

Mai goldfish0620@hotmail.com 4256339761 https://www.avtechtyee.com/

04/13/20 9:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tommy Bahama Other Warehouse 3941 I St NW Auburn Does not seem like this should be deemed an ESSENTIAL business! Social distancing 
recommendations are NOT being enforced during work, breaks, or bathroom usage. Masks are 
provided & recommended, but hardly worn by the people  recommending them or by most of the 
workers.

04/13/20 10:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open gazebo florist Other flower shops 710 bay street port orchard i petitioned and was told absolutely not I cannot be open yet all these flower shops in Kitsap county 
are operating!!

wills flowers in port orchard bremerton and silverdale also operating

remain anonymous crtrkpr@yahoo.com

04/14/20 7:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Virginia Stamey Interior Design Other Interior Deaign 603 Stewart St, Suite 804Seattle This business is open, owner meeting with clients in their homes. Refusing to work from home 
because it is inconvenient. Stating "I'm essential because I'm the only bread winner in my home.

Virginia Stamey

04/14/20 7:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open FM Sports Other Gym 9123 151st Ave NE Redmond FM Sports is a gym and has never closed to follow the governors order. There is more and more 
people at the location since they are finding that he is staying open.

Ed Steinman edsteinman@hotmail.com 4258303065

04/14/20 8:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry maids Other Housekeeping 123 Wenatchee AvenueWenatchee Merry maids is stealing clientele from small housekeeping businesses because they are saying they 
are only cleaning businesses. This is why THIS isn’t working. You’re going to put small businesses 
under if this keeps up. They do not have a special certification to clean businesses any more than the 
rest of us. My children are about to go hungry while they are stealing my clients.

Rendee Jones Rendeejo@gmail.com 5094794890

04/14/20 9:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wood's Logging Supply INC Construction 103 E State St Sedro Woolley Not following social distance guidelines 
They mostly repair Chainsaws all day, I do not feel like that is essential to everyday life and I'm very 
concerned that this business is putting people at risk for absolutely no reason. I have seen these 
people gather in front of 5 people or more. Can some please contact me and let me know if this 
business is necessary.

Dom Demann Hlhmx2@gmail.com 3604800954

04/14/20 9:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Planet Fitness Construction 11812 NE Fourth Plain Blvd.Vancouver Non essential non emergency for new construction on an existing building is taking place. To be a 
Planet Fitness. Un-marked vehicles placing HVAC units and doing roof work and inside work.



04/14/20 10:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ben Franklin Other Craft store 19505 US-2, Monroe, WA 98272Monroe They say it is open for mask supply but almost all curb side pickup is candles, beads, paint etc that 
are completely un needed they are exploiting the rules and that is wrong. The whole city of Monroe is 
pretty much open for business just come by and see all the shops open. Pawn shops, detail and tint 
shops it's reduclus and the law enforcement literally say we will not enforce anything what is the point 
of no one cares to follow it. Do something anything this is not going to end until this we have rules but 
don't care to follow or enforce them. So can I speed now or steal those are rules and laws but hey can 
I choose what ones I have to follow? Last time I checked stealing a candy bar will be taken care of 
with fines or cuffs but possibly killing someone is ok.

Lawrence Hughes Lawacr@gmail.com 3603488912

04/14/20 10:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Athletic Form Health-related business 2944 1st Ave S Seattle This gym has not ceased operation since the proclamation.  There are at times a rather large number 
of people. No one even wears masks and today there are CHILDREN in there.  It is the children I'm 
most concerned for as the adults are choosing to put these kids at risk.

Jeff Levin jeffreyalanlevin@gmail.com 785-770-2316

04/14/20 10:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sports 171 Valley Center Pl, Sequim, WA 98382Sequim Are they essential? They were closed but are open again. Has the order been lifted? Tony tonymich4nw@gmail.com 3607974726

04/14/20 10:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mattress City Other Mattress Store 1281 N 205th St, Seattle, WA 98133Seattle They are allowing guests to come in and lay on beds even thougth they are not an essential business. Amanda Vent amandajmcphail@gmail.com 5092951471

04/14/20 10:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The wash dog Other Dog grooming 10623 16th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98146Seattle They are saying on their website they’re closed but they are calling clients and booking them dog 
grooming is a non essential business

Suzan Marsuz@msn.com 2068782944

04/14/20 10:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The wash dog Other Dog grooming 10623 16th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98146Seattle On their website they say they are closed but they are calling in grooming clients currently. They also 
might sell some pet food but grooming is nonessential

Yesenia yesenia.pottratz@gmail.com +1 (509) 985-3904

04/14/20 10:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Esstac Other Manufacturing and selling tactacle gear 8807 271st Street NWStanwood Believe to have a large number of employees working in a small space.  Would believe that this is a 
non essential business

Sara Robinson - City of Stanwoodsara.robinson@ci.stanwood.wa.us 3604545213 https://www.esstac.com/faq

04/14/20 11:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Our Place Vendor Mall Other shopping mall 16814 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley WA this is a non essential business that is continuing to operate while we are under this stay at home 
proclamation. This is wrong when so many people are going without work and losing their business 
and places like this are allowed to continue staying open.

Andrea Allen andie.allen69@gmail.com 509-474-0949

04/14/20 11:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 2914 Andersen roadVancouver WashingtonThis is a non-essential business, I don’t think they would be open. They work with many many cars & 
people. Over 400 a day.

Hr@kaady.com

04/14/20 11:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nintendo Other Nintendo 1229 NW 8th Street North Bend I have observed workers entering and exiting the property

04/14/20 11:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open project scrubs Other clothing store 255341 E Hwy 101 port angeles this clothing store, which sells scrubs for medical and resturant staff in the rural area is open and has 
not shut their doors.  This is NOT AN ESSENTIAL BUSINESS

dawn morton dawm_rn_06@yahoo.com 360-461-2234

04/14/20 12:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Farmers Daughters Flowers Other Floral Unkown/ operates from homeSelah Delivering wrapped flowers on Fridays.  (operating under business owner's name)

04/14/20 12:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Amy's Wapato Florist Other Floral 350 S Frontage Rd Wapato Delivering Flowers and allowing curbside pickup

04/14/20 12:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Homestead Golf course Other Golf course 115 E Homestead BlvLYNDEN This golf course is open and there are large groups golfing together and its packed daily. Not at all 
practicing social distancing!!!!!!!

Kenzie Jksnow4@gmail.com 3605958140

04/14/20 12:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Homestead Golf course Other Golf course 115 E Homestead BlvLYNDEN Large gathering of people on each hole daily large amount of people on this golf course everyday and 
its open to the public. This is not ok!!!!

Jordan Hannasnow24@gmail.com 3605958140

04/14/20 12:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open PMI truck bodies Other Truck body installation business 2219 112th st e TACOMA Business is open and operating as normal no pne observing 6 foot apart and no sanitizing wash 
available at the location

04/14/20 12:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Homestead Golf course Other Golf course 115 E Homestead BlvLYNDEN You try to call and they say they are closed but they are not!! The last week this course has been 
packed with big groups of golfers and there pro shop is open and running. This is not ok lynden is not 
taking this serously!!!! Please do something!!

Hanna Jksnow6@gmail.com 3605958140

04/14/20 12:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kiperts Trailer Sale Other Tractor Dealer 8439- Old Hwy 99 Tumwater A non essential dealership is still open and clearly disregarding all social distancing and the governor 
order. When I was at the store next door I saw them walk the lot with customers and not maintaining 
any distance.

04/14/20 12:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kidz Kaboodle Other Child's resale 6409 6th Ave #10 Tacoma Wa This store is allowing pregnant women and children in the store at the same time. It is a very small 
store and not able to keep the social distance requirements..  
There are other ways to do this they are putting people at risk

Lindsey Drake littleseattlemama@hotmail.com 253-733-8922

04/14/20 1:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Bay Other Fishing Rod Components 72 Banana Way Sequim They have been sending customers packages. Jeffrey Price staxjp@gmail.com I do not have one at the momment
04/14/20 1:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Alta pest control Other Home pest control Door to door salesmanSpokane wa Going door to door selling pest control services.   I don’t want people coming to my door during a 

pandemic
Dee Bowers centner Polestol@hotmail.com 5099949003

04/14/20 1:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open FastSigns Kent Other Sign Shop 7825 S 180th St Kent This business has remained open despite stay at home orders. FastSigns produces stickers and 
signs and is completely non-essential at this time.

04/14/20 1:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Go Tags Other Manufacturing and selling of dog tags and leashes 142 basin street NWEphrata There are multiple kids (workers)  still going in and out of the business as usual. We have seen them 
bringing in large containers of packages to the post office.

04/14/20 1:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Real steel recycling Other Recycling center 30 Barstow Flat Rd Kettle Falls People recycling metals and increasing the public health risk.

04/14/20 1:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ply Gem Other Window mfg 5001 D St. NW Auburn Complaints have been heard of unhealthy surroundings within inside of company. Overworked 
employees.

Wendy Bluhmfamily4@gmail.com 2063133729

04/14/20 1:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RAINIER LANDSCAPE SUPPLY Other LANDSCAPING SUPPLY 23211 Meridian E GRAHAM Why is a landscape business open and other businesses have to lay off their workers

04/14/20 1:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blackbird Wrap and Vinyl Other Vinyl wraps and window tinting 3110 N Airport RD Unit 2Ellensburg Not following shut down orders when other local like businesses are.

04/14/20 2:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaddy car wash Other car wash 2419 Andersen rd Vancouver Unexceptional business still open and running and not following the rules that the governor has put out SHAWNA Garrison Hottiemomma420@gmail.com 3607260354 hr@kaddy.com

04/14/20 2:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Capital Industries Other Infastructure 5801 Third Avenue SouthSeattle Our company has given very little in terms of proper information and measures to keep all employees 
safe from covid 19. I am unsure as to whether said company is an essential business as the 
companies that we offer our products are themselves closed, there has also been an outside 
landscaping company that was here today. We are being told that we will not be getting paid if we 
stay home, and that we cannot go on unemployment

04/14/20 2:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Scott's Cycle and sports Other Bicycle sales 704 Ely (Hwy395) Kennewick No-one is wearing face masks and they are not following social distancing protocols. Brian br.smith90@gmail.com

04/14/20 2:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grace point Other church 28121 SE 448th St enumclaw a caller notified us that there are more than 10 people gathering at this location

04/14/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wickum Weld Other Truck boxes 2100-A Kotobuki Way Vancouver Wa 98660Vancouver Producing truck boxes, not something that is essential during these times. Contrary to what they might 
say they are not for emergency vehicles.

04/14/20 2:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bathware Other Making bathtubs 801 northern Pacific road seYelm This business was labeled as non-essential and continued to run after being noticed. I sent corporate 
knowledge of this email and was demoted. Why are they still able to operate like this?

Christian Lopez Mr.christianolopez21@gmail.com 3603499824

04/14/20 2:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Moses Lake Shed Company Other Sales lot 1800 W Broadway AveMoses Lake Business is open violating the 6 foot or stay home order

04/14/20 2:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Waggin Tails Pet Care Other Dog Walker 101 NW 85th St Seattle Jacki brings packs of dogs to Magnuson Park. She goes into many houses then brings them to a 
closed park in Seattle.

Matt Meyers mmeye1@gmail.com 5189297790 Jacki Phoenix

04/14/20 2:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Goldendale Other Thrift stores ect Main street Goldendale Town of Goldendale not following order, some are but today main street seems to be busier than 
ever, thrift stores open ect. They shop in the Dallas then come here, you cant tell much is being done 
to stop the spread here. Not sure why the sheriff's aren't on top of it, I'm not from here, it's a small 
town mentality, they will take to Oregon for groceries, alcohol, ect
They all do, I'm running from DV I can not be interviewed or upset the local police

Jo Ranieestahly@yahoo.com 5037582916

04/14/20 3:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TBM Records Other recording studio 2801 Fort Vancouver WayVancouver business seems to be opening, large gatherings of people are still happening

04/14/20 3:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Happy Puppy Other Pet gooming 1407 N Young St Kennewick Open grooming business when they are non essential.

04/14/20 3:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open half price books Other book store 7805 Leary Way, Redmond, WA, 98052Redmond There are customers coming to the store and I don't think they are an essential business.

04/14/20 3:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ruff Cuts Other Pet gooming 29807 S Oak. St Kennewick Open grooming business when they are non essential.

04/14/20 3:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky Puppy Other Pet gooming 1407 N Young St Kennewick Open grooming business when they are non essential.

04/14/20 3:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nite Hawk Sweepers Other Manufacturing 19713 58th Pl S Kent This business is open and operational and is nonessential

04/14/20 4:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cdi Other Custom curb adapter manufacturer 7218 45th st CT E suite 104Tacoma They are still open and not following distance rules.

04/14/20 4:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hooked on a Feline Other Mobile pet business Mobile Spokane Is open and doing appts daily. Chris halverson Caswellrx@yahoo.com 509/938-5584
04/14/20 4:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Polka Dot Jersey Other Bike store 120 Lakeside Ave Unit ASeattle This is a non-essential business, and they are open for business.

04/14/20 4:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood Erotic Boutique Other Adult Video Store 12706 Lake City Way NESeattle Happened to drive by on Lake City Way today (4/14). Big reader board stay that store was open. 
Neon sign also said store was open.

Mike Burns

04/14/20 4:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jet pro Express auto wash Other Car wash 902 grant rd, east WenatcheeWenatchee I don't think a car wash is essential and it shouldn't be open during a pandemic. Jeanne LaRocque jeannel1956@hotmail.com 360-637-8524 manager@jetproautowash.com

04/14/20 4:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich’s For the Home Other Outdoor furniture, Hot tubs 6626 Tacoma Mall BlvdTacoma Advertising display showrooms being open for sales of outdoor furniture, hot tubs, fireplaces etc... 
both on the website and television.

David S Hays, OD Dhays@davidhays.net 253-208-6369 jemery.johnson@richshome.com

04/14/20 5:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fluff and puff dog grooming Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3147 Ocean Beach Hwy, Longview, WA 98632kelso They are still open and grooming Jay logullo88@hotmail.com
04/14/20 5:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fluff N puff Other Dog grooming 3147 Ocean Beach Hwy, Longview, WA 98632Longview They are open and grooming dogs. Groomers are buying dog food so they can sell it just the stay 

open. To sell dog food you have to update your business license. I doubt they have done that.
Traci Sanders Tsanders72@ yahoo.com 3605625078

04/14/20 6:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open cj dog grooming Other Dog grooming 5612 Ocean Beach Hwy #110, Longview, WA 98632longview If grooming shops that aren't shut down in kelso and longview more are just going to reopen. 

Cjs, fluff and puff, the dog zone, the pet works, wilco and petco are all open and running.

Logullo88@hotmail.com

04/14/20 6:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open dawsons trucking Construction hwy 231 valley, wa Dawsons is running truccks with sand, rock and gravel through the Towns of Springdale and Loon 
Lake daily.  I thought constructions was shut down?

John Kokinda 509 258-6904

04/14/20 6:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CJ’s Other Dog grooming 5612 ocean beach Hwy  suit 110Longview So they bought dog food just to reopen. Did they update the license so they can sell retail? Who 
knows I doubt it.  If these groomer CJs, Fluffy N Puffy, The dog zone ,Wilco, Petco business can be 
grooming. Then the rest of us groomers will reopen if we see nothing done about this. It’s not fair to 
us law-abiding citizens that on small businesses. Can my hairstylist sell some food and then she can 
re-open so she can cut my hair?

Traci Sanders Tsanders72@yahoo.com 3605625078

04/14/20 6:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open glass doctor Construction 18840 72nd ave kent i was in the office there today getting my car window fixed and they had office girls there working 
answering the phones and such i also witnessed some young men working the back that came into 
the office area it didn't seem safe and it doesn't seem that they should be conducting business as 
usual i understand people need there cars fixed but should all those people be there at work

lanna c lannac123@msn.com 5099626261

04/14/20 7:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Luft Other Trailer sales 907 N Hibbs rd Ellensburg They still haven’t shut down and are not an essential business my soon to be husband works for them 
and is isolating at home to be healthy his boss is still bugging him on why he doesn’t think they are 
not essential when they aren’t essential at all I’m afraid he will lose his job because he wants to be 
able to follow gov. Inslees orders

Bridget Goad Bridgetgoad@yahoo.com 5099291432

04/14/20 7:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Diversified Panel Systems Construction 2345 Statham Blvd, Oxnard, CA 93033Oxnard This business has been operating the entire time the stay at home order has been placed. Please 
check up on this business

04/14/20 7:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open E Train Performance and Fitness Other Gym 12000 15th Ave NE Seattle Personal training is being conducted on premises around 6-7 pm on 4/14.Similar activity was reported 
on 4/12.

04/14/20 8:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rent a center Other Funiture electronics rental store 11108 pacific ave southTacoma If dog groomers are listed as non essential then I know rent a center is definitely non essential Jennifer Morris Jennifermorris637@gmail.com 2539614574

04/14/20 9:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sweet Pea Imagery 3D / 4D Ultrasound Other Photography and Elective Ultrasound Studio 2309 N Division Street #1Spokane Business seems to be closed to new clients but is still performing elective non-medical 3D/4D and 
Gender Reveal ultrasound exams on "established" clients, due to the proximity between the customer 
and the ultrasound operator this violates social distancing and it is a completely elective non essential 
business that is still operating

04/14/20 9:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Corsicana Bedding Other Furniture 222 State Route 505Winlock 98596 Not essential. Employees working next to each other, no protection. Workers want to stay home to 
stay healthy. Bosses say employees are essential, have to continue work, no unemployment 
approved.

Anonymous- Anonymous Anonymous

04/14/20 10:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws and Claws Other Dog groomer 4707 W nobhill blvd Yakima Grooming facility is still open.

04/14/20 11:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gone To The Dogs Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9925 214th ave e Bonney Lake Remains open even after grooming declared non essential

04/15/20 12:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open North End Fitness Center Health-related business 2800 NE Goldie St, Ste 102 AOak Harbor Owner is letting MMA fighters train while the gym is supposed to be closed Yvette Esparza

04/15/20 4:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mega Wash Express Other Car Wash 17316 East Sprague AvenueSpokane Valley Business is open when it should be temporarily closed

04/15/20 5:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ruff inn it Other Dog kennel and grooming 29807 S Oak. St Kennewick They are not only doing kneeling but grooming. They never stopped grooming and grooming is non 
essential. They are answering ads for looking for groomers. This will ruin several business that are 
not grooming due to the quarantine.

04/15/20 6:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Perma-Chink Systems Other Log Home Maintenance Products 17635 NE 67th Ct Redmond, WA 98052 Business owner knows we are not essential but is staying open and requiring workers to come into 
the building.

James Jholden51@yahoo.com

04/15/20 6:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Apple Land Pest Control Other Pest Control 2430-A NW Cascade, East Wenatchee, WA 98802East Wenatcheee, WA 98802Not only are they operating under the essentials and I have proof Deb debtrahan@outlook.com 5096991368



04/15/20 8:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Miller Shingle Construction Gunloop road Granite Falls Still operating make cedar shakes and employees in the office..with no mask on Robert Blackwell riverthunder2006@gmail.com 3606913368

04/15/20 8:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The painted pooch Other Dog groomer 641 SW 153rd St Burien Still posting photos of her and employees at business with dogs after stating online she didn’t feel it 
was fair to ask her to close. Seems to be still open and not following order to close.

No thanks Nope@quietsnitch.com

04/15/20 9:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Speidel Bentsen LLP Other Law Office 7 North Wenatchee AvenueWenatchee They are still operating a full office and there is no way that they can keep distance from each other.  
They are asking their employees to come in in risk of their health.

Vern Nelson Jr. Vern.nelson@hotmail.com 5096301929 Jean@speidelbentsen.com

04/15/20 9:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 808 S I St Apartments LLC Other Landlord rehabbing apts 806-808 S. I St Tacoma Not sure whether this is an 'essential' construction site or not but I keep seeing workers  and 
supervisors standing close together, usually w/o masks. I'm concerned for the workers. I know they 
need the $$ but the hospitals don't need more to do.

Lezley McDouall lezley.mcdouall@gmail.com 253-213-2990

04/15/20 9:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open great floors Other retail floorcovering 9021 s 180th st kent violating social distancing - says open by appointment only - doors wide open people going in and 
out.  parking lot is full.  no monitoring at the door ...  definitely no appointment needed to get in.

bj oswold bjoswold21@gmail.com 206-227-2912

04/15/20 10:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane Valley Archery Other Archery Shop 3809 South Linke RdGreenacres They are scheduling one on one appointments. I own a archery business and the way I read it we are 
not to be open.

Gary Ludwig riversidearcherywa@gmail.com 360-941-5212

04/15/20 10:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Empress Estates Other Event Center 460 Empress Ln Woodland There has been a steady stream of people including contractors to this business

04/15/20 10:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lacey Bautista fashionxreign Other Retail clothing 21706 pacific hwy Ocean park Has been operating and having clients in home and offering more shopping and modeling 
opportunities. Not maintaining social distance.

04/15/20 10:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open sherwin williams Other Paint store Highway 99 vancouver why is it open? MIRNA ALFONSO mirna.alfonso2011@gmail.com 3608693838
04/15/20 11:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbor Gun Works Other Gun Dealership 1389 SR 105 Aberdeen Business is still open and selling guns.

04/15/20 11:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shaylah Dickgieser Other Grooming nails for dogs Not sure Marysville I have snapshots taken of this person offering non-essential services (mobile dog grooming) to go to 
the clients home and file dogs nails.  There are snapshots of someone confirming that she recently 
went to their home and provided this service for $.  This person has confirmed they are operating 
without a business license and admit that they are doing so to sustain their income.  I do not have this 
person's address, but her phone number was given by the person that was recommending her which 
is 425-760-2085 and her name is Shaylah Dickgieser and her city of address is Marysville, WA.

Angela L. Sargent alsargent6120@gmail.com 425-501-6120

04/15/20 11:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Autoglass Clinic & Mobile Radio Other Autoglass Clinic & Mobile Radio 20201 Front St NE Poulsbo The staff was reprimanded for notifying the state of the non essential business being done. Owner 
continues to break social distancing, not prescreening customers, not cleaning the building, allowing 
people to come in the store, not providing proper safety equipment for staff!

04/15/20 11:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pickles playland Other Pet grooming 12669 NE 85th ST Kirkland They are open for grooming, taking new and established business from the shops upholding the law. Didde Baekdahl baekdahl@comcast.net 4254426263

04/15/20 11:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Valley Nursery Other Nursery 20882 Bond Rd. NE Poulsbo Non-essential business ignoringclosure law. Benlashaway Benlashaway@gmail.com 3606921060
04/15/20 11:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open First African Methodist Episcopal Church Other Church 1522 14th Ave Seattle Church is holding what looks to be a funeral service on Wednesday 4/15/20 during the state wide 

stay at home order. I live right beside this church and can see the hearse parked in the front parking 
lot.

Bryce Foster fostbh+WA@gmail.com 724-553-9639

04/15/20 11:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Calming Nature Pet Grooming LLC Other Pet Groomer 108 3rd St SE Yelm Groomer's clients brag about going to this groomer because they're still open. All other groomers are 
obeying the order and are losing business to this person.

Molly Carmody molly@crowelaw.net 3604514718

04/15/20 12:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aquatic Aquatic Bathware Other Making bath tubs 801 northern Pacific road seYelm I was demoted and potentially fired for questioning Corporate Hr about continuing to keep this facility 
open when I have supplied them with the email from you guys stating that we are not essential. I 
provided it to the facilities HR, superintendent as well as plant manager and they said they would run 
until they were forced to shut down. At that point corporate sent out an email claiming we were 
essential regardless and that when I replied about your email. I was blocked from my accounts and 
demoted. They are still running and my job is in the air.

Christian Lopez Mr.christianolopez21@gmail.com 3603499824

04/15/20 12:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open St George Greek Orthodox church Other Church Greek orthodox Valley road Clifton any Gathering of people in this church is prohibited.  This whole week in the evening this church is 
having services

04/15/20 12:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Refeccion De Mexico Other Novelty & Clothing store 2010 Yakima Valley Hwy, Ste 41Sunnyside This is a novelty store that sells candles, gifts, clothing and blankets.  I have noticed patrons going in 
and out of store without masked and not social distancing but this store in note essential for being 
open.

Joseph Resendez jresend0889@outlook.com 2065999473

04/15/20 12:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Every single one of them in Olympia 
except for mine

Other Maid Service 5421 Capitol Blvd SWTumwater Merry Maids, You've Got Maids, Magic Mops, American Maid, Cottage Care, are ALL still cleaning 
residential houses, but you've told me I can't, why the discrimination against me?

Paul Lord pauljlord@yahoo.com 3605567856 WA

04/15/20 12:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Next Day Posts Other Sign install company 13716 Canyon Rd EPuyallup Choosing to open doors for operation, though deemed non-essential service at this time.

04/15/20 12:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Alex Jewelers Other Jeweler 7615 Firestone Blvd.Downey Has never closed and is endangering customers. Jose Lopez private private
04/15/20 1:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Canyon Creek cabinet company Other Manufacturing 16726 Tye St SE Monroe To whom it may concern,

Please be advised that canyon Creek cabinet company in Monroe Washington is doing everything 
they can to try and find a loop hole to reopen. They have already started calling employees to return 
to work and informed them they will be up and running next week. They have decided that taking 
people's temperatures at the door and separating their lunch room is safety enough. This is a concern 
since testing is still not available for the public at any given time and so many people do not show 
symptom untill it's too late. They are not going to provide masks and their is no way to maintain the 6 
foot distance during operations as daily operations require you to work right next to (literally rubbing 
shoulders) your co- workers and pass tools and cabinet parts back and forth. This company has 
around 400 floor employees that it will be putting at risk, not to mention all of their family members 
they return home too. If it's too dangerous to sit in a restaurant at separated tables then there is no 
way this company can open and keep their employees safe.  Please shut down managements profit 
over people mentality and keep us safe where they won't. Many of the workers here are considered 
high risk themselves or their immediate family members are.  These time are scary enough with out 
being told that a company's responsibility to it's shareholders is more important than it's employees 
health and safety. 

Thank you.
The Cimino family.

Dani Cimino Danimariesmith518@gmail.com 3604546014

04/15/20 1:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Walnut Grove Church Other Religious Organization 6004 NE 72nd Ave Vancouver I’ve reported this establishment previously, they are still gathering in fairly large groups. It is my 
understanding churches and religious groups are not exempt from Gov. Inslees non essential stay 
home orders. I have photos of the parking lot full, people in the parking lot and entering the building.

Kate jellykat17@hotmail.com 3609076442

04/15/20 1:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws and claws Other Dog grooming 4707 w nob hill Blvd Yakima My concern is the following businesses have been ordered to close and this business is taking the 
business away from other groomers that choose to follow the shelter in place order.

04/15/20 1:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cugini Florist Other Floral 413 s 3rd St Renton Non essential, still delivering flowers. Al Ray aray3@mail.greenriver.edu 2534548884
04/15/20 1:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Other Tanning salon 1380 Galaxy Dr NE suite e, Lacey, WA 98516Lacey This business is open but is not consider an essential business, they have three locations, one 

located at westside olympia, one located at Hawks Prairie, one located at reddell road lacey
DONG QIU Oasistanwa@gmail.com 3609706263 lacey@tanrepublic.com

04/15/20 1:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open kenworth truck co. /paccar Other truck manufacturing 1601 N 8th St RentonRenton WA 98057 planning on opening 4/20. no way to keep social distancing. certain supervisors haven't and won't 
adhere to guidelines. would be happy with the governor's may 4th. if one person gets cold/flu 
everybody gets it there. won't wait to open till 4th unless pressured or forced by the state

4252275800

04/15/20 2:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Triguard Pest Control Other pest control 234 SW 43rd St Suite CRenton WA 98057 Pest control service "salesman" is canvassing my neighborhood soliciting work. Knocked at my door 
(but did stand 6' away).

Theda DeBacker debackerwa@gmail.com 4254138219

04/15/20 2:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other Housecleaning service 5421 Capital blvd Tumwater Our business has been closed since the governor issued the stay at home order in March. This 
company wrote letters for the employees to carry. They clean residential homes and we were told this 
is nonessential.

Tracy tjarechiga@comcast.net

04/15/20 2:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Magic Mops Other Residential house cleaning 9410 Widgeon ct Olympia The company I work for abides by the stay at home order, while this company continues to enter and 
leave many homes a day. We were told that house cleaning is not essential. They are spreading more 
germs by entering many homes a day.

Tracy tjarechiga@comcast.net

04/15/20 2:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rose and Thorn Other Used clothing and furniture 1227 NE GOERIG STWOODLAND They sell used clothing and furnishings and are not following social distancing guidelines by loading 
used furniture into their customers vehicles

Ami Bennett ami@allstate.com 360-834-3992

04/15/20 2:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open American Plastic Mfg, inc. Other Plastic bag maker 526 South Monroe streetSeattle Plastic bag maker with personal still working and don't seem to have PPE

04/15/20 2:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wilson’s Furniture Other Retail Furniture Store 5080 Pacific HighwayFerndale Non essential furniture retail business is still doing deliveries of non essential goods (sofas, furniture, 
patio furniture, etc) into customer homes, their business is still open when you call, and they should 
not be open.

Lauren Lauren.m.small@gmail.com 3605106174

04/15/20 2:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other Residential Cleaning (Maid Service) 5421 Capitol Blvd SETumwater This business is a non essential business going into homes & cleaning homes. They are claiming to 
have specialized training in disinfecting & have a letter that they are presenting to customers giving 
customers a false sense of security.  This violation is putting customers at risk, espeacially senior 
citizens & customers with existing health problems. 
They are also taking on new customers. I spoke with them today 5/15/2020 about 1:00pm.

Rob Robtgillis@hotmail.com 3605186233

04/15/20 2:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open private sector arms Other gun shoo 3012 harrison ave nwolympia there open. anonymous Notapllicable@hotmail.com 3605555555
04/15/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spoon Fed Training Other Personal Training Gym 2000 Benson Rd S #183Renton Went to pick up items from market. Business music was blaring which caused me to look over. Saw 

many people working out inside including children.
Madeleine Joycechild m.r.joycechild@gmail.com 2069534026

04/15/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Meridian valley country club Other Golf course 24830 136th ave se Kent Golf course has stayed open and are allowing people to play. All other course and country clubs are 
shut down at this time except for this club.

Bob cruzan cruzan4@yahoo.com 12535907936 Meridian@meridianvalleycc.com

04/15/20 2:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other Home cleaning/Maid Service 5421 Capitol Blvd SETumwater From what I understand Maid services are not considered essential. The cleaners go into peoples 
homes to do things like vacuum and dust. Other Maid services have been told they are non essential 
and to close.

Jessica West jessicalord2010@yahoo.com 360-704-9256

04/15/20 3:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kids Kaboodle Other Kids consignment store 6th Ave Tacoma It’s been open the same hours every day. Amy Atherton Amyeatherton@gmail.com 253-209-0666
04/15/20 3:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Troger Awning and Sunscreen Company Other Looks like an awning and sunscreen company that has no BB rating. S. 18th and Tacoma Avenue SouthTacoma I doubt very much that an awning and sunscreen business is ESSENTIAL. They were operating in 

their machine shed, today, 4/15/2020 for most of this afternoon. I would like to have this verified but 
want to remain anonymous!

LaDonna Robertson pianolady492000@yahoo.com 253.880.2498

04/15/20 3:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open INNOVATIVE FITNESS Other fitness gym 1105 REGENTS BLVDFIRCREST large groups of people inside the gym

04/15/20 3:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Western Interlock, Inc. Construction 9145 Fassett ST SWOlympia WA  98512 I complained about this non-essential business about a week ago and they are still fully operating 
manufacturing and selling decorative landscape pavers and retaining wall blocks.  There are large 
and small trucks going in and out and office staff working and a forklift operator in their yard.   I fail to 
see what is ESSENTIAL about this business that provides landscaping material for landscaping.   
https://westerninterlock.com/?utm_source=googleWA&utm_medium=local&utm_campaign=gmb_listing

JG gaiphoenix@msn.com 3609720601

04/15/20 3:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Olde Creamery Other Antique/Gift Shop 224 N. Whitcomb Ave.Tonasket To my knowledge, this store isn't an "essential" business. It is a pawn dealer and antique shop...I 
know these are tough times for people, but it's important to help protect others from getting sick.

Heather hjanetzko@gmail.com

04/15/20 3:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kung fu Other kungfu sturdio 13704 24th st e B103Sumner Kung Fu Studio Teaching lessons to many people per day.

04/15/20 3:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open McCormick Woods Golf Club Other Golf Course / Club 5155 McCormick Woods Drive SWPort Orchard This golf course is still allowing members to golf and use the course. Most patrons are elderly and the 
owners of the club are not discouraging playing.

Elizabeth Gregg Esp46@live.com 206-618-5991 bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com

04/15/20 4:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evergreen Tractor LLC Other Heavy equipment rental 164 S Michigan St, Seattle, WA 98108Seattle They are aware that they have had a complaint and said that they are not going to comply.

04/15/20 5:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evergreen Tractor Construction 164 S Michigan St Seattle NOT COMPLING.... They are still operating normal business and workers are not social distancing no 
face Masks

Joe Schumer 2536374435

04/15/20 5:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Pet Stop Other pet grooming 7711 MacArthur BlvdVancouver They appear to be open.

04/15/20 5:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The foxhole Other Military surplus 15022 union ave swnLakewood They have ignored the order to close Cynthia
04/15/20 5:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Galvin Flying Service Other Flight school 7001 E Perimeter RdSeattle Non essential business is open and social distancing guidelines are not kept Stephanie Prefer not to disclose Prefer not to disclose



04/15/20 6:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Reshling Press RPI Other Digital printing 3325 S 116th st #118Tukwila This company is not listed as essential and is requiring its workers to work onsite and are not 
providing PPE or practicing social distancing

Kaitdwilli@gmail.com

04/15/20 6:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Consign Furniture Other Furniture Store 21605 E Country Vista DrLiberty Lake Furniture store open for business, not sure this is deemed as "essential . Josh Joshbarter@gmail.com 5098506436

04/15/20 7:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cascade Creditors service Other collection agency 1400 King street Bellingham People shouldn't be getting calls from collection agencies when so many are out of work due to 
covid19 they should be shut down like the rest of the non essential business.

04/15/20 7:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fount Cycling Guild Health-related business 1711 NW 65th ST Seattle Fount cycling is holding coaching sessions and group rides as a non-essential business. https://www.fountcycling.com/contact

04/15/20 8:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TriGuard Pest Control Other Exterminator 234  SW 43rd St. Suite CRenton Door to door sales occurring for exterminator services.  This company is selling their services in a 
residential neighborhood using a tablet device to show the pests that they manage.  They are not 
staying 6 feet away from potential clients.

04/15/20 8:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open kidz kaboodle Other 2nd hand store 6409 6th Ave #10 Tacoma they open Thursday-sunday. Not essential business. Allowing kids to come too. Tatyana tb2mck@q.com

04/15/20 8:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GameStop Other Game store 221 NE 104th Ave suite 101Vancouver With digital sales of games being available, GameStop is not essential and should not be open during 
this pandemic endangering the lives of potential customers and the employees

Steven Clem steven.r.clem@gmail.com 3606242793

04/15/20 8:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vintage Hardware and Lighting Other Manufacturing 2000 West Sims WayPort Townsend This business has remained open and is does not qualify as an essential business under the 
guidelines and is threatening employees to work or lose housing or not providing documentation for 
employees who has medical notes saying they can not work, threatening to terminate them. They are 
not providing masks or proper cleaning supplies to employees or adhering to social distancing. This 
information comes from direct employees.

Christina Roth christinar2290@gmail.com 4253508293

04/15/20 10:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Walls and windows inc Other Window covering company 4131 hannegan rd ste 104Bellingham Advertising to sell window coverings, do repairs, and cleanings. Telling people to come to place of 
business.

04/15/20 10:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Liberty books Other Adult video 3710 100th St SW # BTacoma Adult porn theater Gathering place where non essential contact is happening Anonymous Anonymous 206-666-6666

04/15/20 10:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open McCormick Woods Golf Club Other Golf Course 5155 McCormick Woods Dr SWPort Orchard While running along Marymac drive, a golfer was crossing the road with his clubs. Jamie Gortmaker jgortma1@gmail.com 8438144636 bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com

04/15/20 11:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tri-Cities Model Airplane Modelers Other Social Club - Specifically Model Airplane club 50001 Beardsley Richland Wa This club board of directors has twice emailed members encouraging them to come out and enjoy 
their hobby of flying model airplanes despite the proclamation for only essential travel.  The emails 
have also encouraged members to use social distancing.

Anonymous https://tcrcm.com/

04/16/20 12:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Corry's Fine Drycleaning/Bakker & 
Bakker LLC

Other Drycleaning 4060 California Ave SWSeattle I am an employee of Corry's who has volunteered to be laid off due to concerns about their continuing 
to stay open & my own safety, but with reduced hours due to lack of demand, after the stay home 
order was issued. I was asked to return my key last Thursday and they were still open with no social 
distancing signage and the manager was not wearing a mask. They can provide drycleaning delivery 
and laundry delivery and the stores do not need to continue to stay open. It puts employees and 
customers at risk.

Christine thrasher.christine@gmail.com

04/16/20 1:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lake Steven's Game Plus Other Game store 1805 Main St, Ste A Lake Stevens They announced they are opened on FB

https://www.facebook.com/112019203568661/posts/217046919732555/

04/16/20 6:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Various logging truck companies, 
including Weyerhaeuser.

Other Logging trucks delivering logs to Port of Olympia Port of Olympia Olympia Is the Port of Olympia essential?.  Are all the logging trucks delivering every day since the Order was 
imposed essential?  T

Carter Hick abrahamcarterhick@gmail.com 3608437744

04/16/20 7:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other House Cleaning Service 2125 196th St SW #118, LynnwoodLynnwood We use Merry Maids as our house cleaning service. Yesterday, we received a phone call from them 
saying that they plan to resume regular house cleaning services next week (week of April 20, 2020).

04/16/20 7:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Craft store 2921 S 38th ST Tacoma Non-essential business open

04/16/20 7:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Clever Gift Shop Other Retail Gift Shop 8202 NE State Hwy 104, #103Kingston They are offering shopping in their store by appointment - not selling online, but in person.  Are they 
allowed to offer by appointment shopping for a gift store?

Colleen Holmes boomboom375@comcast.net

04/16/20 7:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky Star Consignment Other Consignment Clothing Store 8202 NE State Hwy 104 (attached to #103)Kingston This store is owned by the gift store next door offering by appointment shopping IN their store - not 
online shopping as allowed.  Are they allowed to offer by appointment shopping in a clothing store?  
They have a sign in their window and they advertise it in social media by appointment, saying that 
others are doing the same.

Colleen Holmes boomboom375@comcast.net

04/16/20 7:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open IWP Other Countertop company 9705 lathrop Industrial SWOlympia Finding loop holes to have people work. They are non essential

04/16/20 7:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kameo  Flower Shop Other Retail 111 s 2nd st Yakima Business is still open and operAting. John G Floralislife@gmail.com
04/16/20 7:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Abbees floral Other Retail 116 e 3rd ave Selah Business still operating John g Floralislife@gmail.com
04/16/20 7:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wincraft Other Sports flag manufacturer 16750 Woodinville-Redmond rd. Suite c101Woodinville Some Employees were required to start returning to work on 4-13-2020. The business produces non 

essential items, sports flags and banners. Employer can not produce letter from governor allowing for 
non essential business to be operating in Washington. This company is not listed on essential 
businesses.

Montana montana.lynne1992@gmail.com 2069535703

04/16/20 7:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The findery floral and gifts Other Retail 620 s 48th ave Yakima Still operating though deemed non essential John g Floralislife@gmail.com
04/16/20 7:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open flower world greenhouse Other flower retail 9322 196th st se snohomish Wouldn't think a flower retailer is essential rick koshman koshmanrl@aol.com 2069149414
04/16/20 8:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Inventech Marine Solutions Other Recreational boat building 5626 Imperial way SWBremerton Non essential and offering an additional $2.00 per hour to any employee willing to work "full time". Dan Pedrin dandantheweldingman@gmail.com 360-620-1088

04/16/20 8:17 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ruff Cuts AKA Ruff it Inn Other gROOMING 29807 S Oak St, Kennewick, WA 99337Kennewick While I understand these people can be open for boarding for issues related to Covid 19, they are 
grooming and performing other services that are considering non essential. It is unfair to those of us 
following the quarantine to shut down. So many in our area are still grooming out of their houses etc.  
But these guys are out there doing this because they were told they could open the boarding.

KAT groomsbykat@gmail.com 5093039631

04/16/20 9:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wynoochie Wildwood Other Private corporation - Camping 530 Geissler Rd Montesano Business continues to operate and allowing members access for day use. Have limited facilities open 
for the up to and over 300 members. Only allowing one small bathroom for the whole park. 

Board has stopped all camping but allowed entry to members and immediate family. 

Conditions are not being met with people working and not practicing social distancing. 

This is a problem with the amount of people that could be attending. 
While there I witnessed several people who were not practicing social distancing and this is not a long 
term housing. 
People are traveling to this park to vacation during the day. Causing unnecessary travel.
None of the playgrounds or structures for children are closed or being cleaned.

Mack Lamb macklamb@gmail.com 13609860310

04/16/20 9:15 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open J Matheson Gifts, Kitchen & Gourmet Other Retail Gift and home decor store 2615 Colby Ave Everett, Wa. 98201 Open to public. Owner conducting business with clients.  Is this business essential? Josette Goarin goarinjosette73@gmail.com 2067950925

04/16/20 9:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Norse City Boardroom Other Skateboard Sales 18800 Front St Poulsbo Their website says they are closed, but a sandwich board on the sidewalk in front of their business 
advertises their curbside pickup hours.

Douglas Murray dougandlin@comcast.net 360-620-7733

04/16/20 9:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Higginsons Other Furniture and mattresses 850 S Grand Ave Pullman They are now making the drivers come in full time this week to deliver furniture and unload truck as 
well as advertising on Facebook that folks can come into the store.

Sw Breeworkmail@gmail.com 2086919790

04/16/20 9:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open emerald home furnishings Other Furniture warehouse 3025 pioneer way eastTacoma Everyone is laid off except a few people and my son works here. I'm concerned for his safety because 
of covid 19

Brenda snell brendasbell2011@gmail.com 2539052854

04/16/20 9:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Walkers Furniture Other Furniture sales 3808 N Sullivan Spokane Valley Company is still open at the warehouse. Forcing employees to continue working in hazardous 
conditions. Discussing ways to “ soft open” under the radar at some store locations.

04/16/20 10:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Homestead farms Other Golf course 115 E homestead blvdLynden I’m seeing reports on Facebook of people still golfing at this course on a daily basis from friends who 
live off the course.

04/16/20 10:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aussie Pet Mobile Puget Sound Other Mobile Dog Grooming Northbend,  Issaquah, Renton, Seattle, Snohomish, Maple Valley,Kirkland, Mercer island, Woodinville, Mill CreekAna Allison is the Franchise owner. Refuses to close. Putting thousands at risk every week. They are 
open 7 days a week with 10 Van's servicing many cities.

ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

04/16/20 10:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mattress Ranch Other Retail Sales 3650 State Hwy 16 SWPort Irchard Workers have received phone calls, directing them to return to work beginning on the 28th of April. 
They have been directed to sell to customers even though the business is “closed”

04/16/20 11:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fall City Firearms Other Gun Shop 33606 Redmond-Fall City Rd SEFall City The shop is still open but worse yet he has several people in there at a time and there is no physical 
way to social distance.

Brad Szlezak bradszlezak@gmail.com 6309473262

04/16/20 11:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wild Birds Unlimited Other Bird seed 275953 US-101 Sequim WA (Gardiner)This store has been open from 10-4 daily and is NOT an essential business. They sell wild bird seed 
and decorative garden items.

04/16/20 11:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Valley nursery Other nursery (plants) 20882 Bond Rd NE poulsbo Is a plant nursery an essential business? They were taking phone orders or have people shop by 
appointment. They are now open as usual.

Tammy Gallagher tammymg1@gmail.com 12069790372

04/16/20 12:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Barrk Wash Other Dog grooming salon 710 #D. George Washington WayRichland Open for dog grooming never shut down

04/16/20 12:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other Sporting goods 1133 N 205th St, Shoreline, WA 98133Shoreline Friend works there and he is concerned about them being open. Derrick Pray Derrickpray@Live.com 206-794-8156
04/16/20 12:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Parry Jewelers Other Jewelry Store 4001 Summitview AvenueYakima Non Essential - shouldn’t be open. Brent
04/16/20 12:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Likelihood Other Sneaker Retail 1101 EAST UNION STREETSeattle Business doing “takeout” / pickup without follow social distancing guidelines, and without masks or 

gloves. 5-ish people would gather outside the store front sometimes

04/16/20 12:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elite Bridal Other Retail 16925 Southcenter Pkwy Suite A Tukwila, WA 98188Tukwila They are still open and doing business

04/16/20 12:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Swanson's Nursery Other Garden center 9701 15th Ave NW Seattle This garden center is not an essential agricultural business.  The parking lot is full daily. Erin Sweet esweetnd@hotmail.com 2067834842

04/16/20 12:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane Glass Centers Other Auto and home glass shop 2319 N Division Spokane Continue working business as usual. In peoples homes and automobiles. No precautions taken for 
employees or customers.

04/16/20 12:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big 5 Other sporting and hunting goods 1133 N 205th St, Shoreline, WA 98133Shoreline this buisness is staying open to the public even though it is a non essential buisness. many of the 
customers are homeless and many others are elderly. customers are free to pick up and put back as 
many items as they like. this buisness also is a distributor of firearms and an annonymous worker 
reported overhearing customers talk about looting while purchasing a firearm.

Emory Cook emoryecook@gmail.com 2064369208

04/16/20 1:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prime Parking Systems Other Parking attendant 1354 Aloha St seatle There is no need for parking attendants, especially at a hospital. The attendant handles money and 
cards from everyone who pays. I was 4 cars back and watched. The attendant did not change gloves 
between customers even though handling potentially contaminated material from each person served.

Thomas Ford Ford peterpan56@gmail.com 2538744270

04/16/20 1:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Certainteed/Saint Gobain Other Gypsum Warehouse 5931 E Marginal Way SSeattle Requiring some people who can work from home to work in office, even though the job can be 
remote. Not following social distancing guidelines in the office. Not sure they're even an essential 
business.

Julene Skelton Azmoogle@gmail.com 6234149793

04/16/20 1:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shelton Athletic Club Other Fitness club State Route 3 Shelton I can see people working out inside this fitness center parking lot is full Doug Pearson Badwilly69gmail.com 253-326-1139

04/16/20 2:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kidz Kaboodle Other Retail 6411 6th Ave Suite 10Tacoma Retail store is open and allowing guests to come in and shop as normal.

04/16/20 2:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kent’s Garden and Nursery Other Nursery 5428 north west roadBellingham Why would a garden nursery be essential. I drove by there the other day and there is more than 50 
people probably out there buying flowers. But we can’t go fishing and we can’t go golfing but we can 
all gather at a flower shop and buy flowers. I can’t get propane for my barbecue but I can go to pot 
shop though get some weed. This makes no sense to me whatsoever come on governor Insley you 
know what Is essential and not.

Kim Krey Kimkrey7@aol.com 3605104413 kentsgarden@gmail.com

04/16/20 3:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Erik Berry Photography Other Photographer 1925 voorhees Ave unit bRedondo Beach Photographer is continuing to operate and having multiple people not following social distancing (ie: 
hair and makeup services for the photoshoot)

04/16/20 3:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spoon Fed Fitness Health-related business 2000 Benson Road SRenton This gym is still opened. Stopped to pick up pizza and people in there, loud music blaring.

04/16/20 3:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Commercial airplane manufacturing 3003 w casino rd Everett They will open April 21. 70,000 direct employees and another 50,000 people who work for their  
suppliers. How can we have over 100,000 people return to non essential work and put this entire 
community at risk? Even if they can practice social distancing, which they cannot, we are talking over 
100,000 families who will put this entire state at risk.

04/16/20 3:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hot Rods Auto and Boat Detailing Other Auto Detailing 2624 N Monroe Spokane On multiple different days the above referenced business has been open and doing business as 
usual.  I have personally observed the employees working on different vehicles over the last two plus 
weeks.  The owner has lied to local law enforcement stating that he is simply checking the building 
and was cleaning a neighbors car when another friend stopped by.  States he is a sole proprietor, but 
he does indeed have employees.

Leona leonaw9@yahoo.com 5092947533

04/16/20 3:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open pawn 1 double eagle pawn Other pawnshops in spokane wa varies spokane they are selling jewelry and letting people in to shop and touch things



04/16/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Slick Rock Tanning Spokane Valley Other tanning salon 212 N SULLIVAN RDSPOKANE VALLEY I closed March 25 Per governors orders as tanning was NOT listed we also have other health 
services the same as Slick rock however they have NOT closed on day that I have seen..  I have lost 
thousands of dollars and now I am losing my customers to them..

JONATHAN JOHNSON INSPARATIONSSPOKANE@GMAIL.COM 5094969307

04/16/20 3:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A variety of businesses in winlock Other Many businesses in winlock washington Many Winlock I was in winlock today /16/2020  at around 3pm and many businesses were operating example a 
antique business, a restaurant allowing people to sit inside to eat, a bar, and at the local grocery store 
nobody cared how many people were in the store.

None Witchywoman44449@gmail.com None

04/16/20 3:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Not sure Construction 100st & Kalamazoo aveCaledonia Gravel pit is still operating

04/16/20 4:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hair art beauty supply Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9000 rainier ave s Seattle Beauty supply non essential business is open not following social distancing

04/16/20 4:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Beauty direct beauty supply Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 377 Strander Blvd Tukwila hair store is open. Not an essential business. People gathering

04/16/20 4:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Beauty direct beauty supply Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 321 w Smith street Kent beauty store open. Allowing people inside

04/16/20 4:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tim Bush car wash Other Car wash 7200 Burden blvd. Pasco They are opening operations on April 22nd. I don't feel safe about returning to work, I'm not sure what 
to do and as an employee for them I do not want to lose my job there.

04/16/20 5:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws and Claws Other Dog Grooming 4707 W Nobhill BlvdYakima Business phone number is 509-966-9999, owner is Lori

04/16/20 5:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The United Church Port Townsend Other Church 1820 Irondale Road Port Hadlock Still holding church service in church. Believes he is above government law because of his higher 
calling and will not shut down.

04/16/20 5:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Boat Company. Lake Tapps Other Boat store  and boat servicing 3205 W Tapps DR. E.Lake Tapps They seem to be working normal hours. Deborah Moore Jdmdmoore@msn.com 253. 283.0105
04/16/20 6:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open College Hunks,  Junk B Gone, 1-800-

GOT-JUNK?
Other Junk Removal 4229 W Marginal Way SWSeattle I have seen trucks from all 3 of these businesses still operating.  They are not certified to remove 

hazardous, or biohazardous waste, yet they can have hundreds of interactions with the public a day 
with no PPE.

2026-503-9024

04/16/20 7:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lumalack Enterprises Inc. Other Apparel packaging and gift items 14006 NW 3rd Ct #104Vancouver Not following closure of non essential business.

04/16/20 8:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Black Pines hot tub, spa and billards Other Hot tub store 7711 Lake Ballinger WayEdmonds Called and want to set up a spa delivery/insulation on April 21st. After I said the stay home stay safe 
is in affect until May 4th i was told to just stay 6 feet away while they were here and that they want to 
get people their spas.

Koren Taylor taylor91011@yahoo.com 253-831-1741

04/16/20 8:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Iglesia Una Luz de Esperanza Other Church 1500 south 336th street #20Federal way They are still holding service and not doing social distance Louis Good louis.good@goodsata.com 2063042233
04/16/20 9:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fountain of truth jesus name church Other Church 112 lincoln ave w Tenino Open for services several times a week. Dorothy Dandersongrammy@gmail.com
04/16/20 9:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Norpoint Shooting Center Other Firearms sales and gun range 8620 172nd St NE #AArlington Public post on Facebook openly stating intent to open for normal business on Saturday April 18th. Brian@norpointrange.com

04/16/20 11:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sanctuary Other Card game store 509 N Western Ave, Ste 111Wenatchee Open as both a retail and a gathering place with very limited space.

04/17/20 7:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lemonade Other Home insurance carrier 5 Crosby st New York Not sure where to report this . So the violation that is marked is wrong .
My complaint is that they make no accomations to assist with my monthly payments . Would not 
change the date and stated they would cancel my policy if not paid

Christine rodriguez christinerodriguez777@gmail.com 8562133736

04/17/20 9:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open New 2 You Other Second hand/ used itemsstore 1500 Mile Hill Port Orchard This store only sell second hand items, no food or hardware. They allow everybody in with no attempt 
to social distancing. There is no reason for this store to be open. It’s just like Goodwill which is in the 
same mall and they are closed.

Steven Hohnstein mpd14retir@gmail.com 3602711942

04/17/20 10:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Glass House Dance Health-related business 3310 E Lake Sammamish Pkwy SEsammamish This dance studio has several cars and people coming and going from the building either to film 
online classes or to hold classes

04/17/20 10:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nite Hawk Sweepers Other Manufacturing 19713 58th Pl S Kent This business is nonessential and open for business. More than 10 employees working at one time 
and all bringing and sharing food.

04/17/20 11:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Slick rock tanning and salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 212 n Sullivan rd ste DSpokane valley A tanning salon should not be opened but has stayed open this entire time.

04/17/20 11:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Talking Dog Grooming Other Dog Groomer 222608 E Game Farm rdKennewick Our Health Department keeps getting complaints submitted by a Facebook group of groomers 
regarding other groomers who are operating during the stay home, stay healthy mandate.

Justin Gerber Justing@bfhd.wa.gov 509-460-4330

04/17/20 11:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Doggie Divaz Other Dog Groomer 210 N Perry st. Kennewick Our Health Department keeps getting complaints submitted by a Facebook group of groomers 
regarding other groomers who are operating during the stay home, stay healthy mandate.

Justin Gerber Justing@bfhd.wa.gov 509-460-4330

04/17/20 11:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CubCraftera Other Recreational Aircraft Manufacturers 1918 S 16th Ave Yakima Non-essential business still staying open and terminating employees adhering to the stay at home 
order. Took sick time off from work and was told not to return until 100%. Do not feel safe.

04/17/20 11:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Boeing Company Other Aerospace 2400 Perimeter RoadAuburn There is no reason for this company to be open. They do not have the proper protection equipment to 
protect their employees.

04/17/20 11:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ambius Other Indoor plant care 6242 s.196th St. Kent Ambius has 2 separate businesses.  One, a pest management biz is deemed necessary.  They are 
also keeping the plant care and ornamental side of the business open and it IS NOT ESSENTIAL 
AND PUTS EMPLOYEES AT RISK!  Please look into this and have them close down the plant care 
side.

Teresa Jones 8087835152 Bonnie Schramm

04/17/20 12:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kitsap Quarry LLC Construction 818 Archie Ave W Bremerton They are always working around the clock. Lots of guys over there.

04/17/20 12:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open River Road Landscape Supply Other Landscape supply materials and delivery 6620 River Road Puyallup People lined up with personal pickup trucks and utility trailers picking up landscape supplies every 
weekday and Saturday. Selling and delivery of non essential landscape supplies.

Pat Sw pat1s@outlook.com 2532552733

04/17/20 12:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Originally Grown Muscle Health-related business 612 Tacoma Ave S   Suite ATacoma not sure but a few cars in front?? maybe something going on inside??

04/17/20 1:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open McCormick Woods Other Golf course Mary Mac Drive Port orchard The golf course is full today bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com
04/17/20 1:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Suds City Car Wash Other car wash 6500 Martin Luther King Jr Way S, Seattle, WA 98118seattle We were told car washes were non essential.  Other car washes are being told they can stay open. 

We keep getting form letters that don't adress our concerns at all.
ian eisenberg ian@ikes.com 206851555

04/17/20 1:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Golf course Oaks ridge golf course Other Golf course 1052 Monte Elma RdElma The golf courses open and packed with golfers Doug Brown dnbrown@hotmail.com 4258987215
04/17/20 1:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kara Chappell Photography Other Photography 1776 SW Downfield WayOak Harbor Kara Chappell is still providing photography services as she is advertising on her instagram. 

(@kara.chappell) as she is referencing sessions she has done in the last few days. Photography is 
not essential, and she is still providing services.

https://www.karachappellphotography.com/

04/17/20 1:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 24 Car Wash Other Car Wash 533 128th St SW Everett, WA 98204 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 1:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aloha Car Wash Company Other Car Wash 17818 Bothell Everett HwyBothell, WA 98012 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 ford@alohacarwashcompany.com
04/17/20 1:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Olha Cleaning Service Other Residential house cleaners Unknown Unknown We usually have our home cleaned by them every two weeks. They are still asking to come clean. We 

keep saying no.
Jennifer Anderson jenn.e.anderson@gmail.com 6024560357 +1 (425) 757-3578

04/17/20 1:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Thrift store Other Second hand/ garage sale 221 Puyallup ave Tacoma How can a thrift store be a safe place with 40 people milling around? Im angry. Tabitha Eldridge tabithasmiracle@gmail.com 2536662469

04/17/20 1:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Benchmark Auto Salon Other Detailing/Car Wash 2130 196th St SW Lynnwood, WA 98036 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 https://www.benchmarkautosalon.com/contact-lynnwood-auto-detailing
04/17/20 1:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Buffalo Chevron Car Wash Other Car Wash 13102 39th Ave SE Everett, WA 98208 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 1:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Outlet Car Wash Other Car Wash 1402 Outlet Collection WayAuburn, WA The payment methods won't be sanitized and spread germs from multiple users coming through. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726

04/17/20 1:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Car Wash  6824 NE 181st St Kenmore, WA 98029 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 1:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chevron Car Wash Other Car Wash 10220 Evergreen WayEverett, WA 98204 Business operating in violation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 1:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chevron Car Wash Other Car Wash 2130 164th St SW Lynnwood, WA 98087 Business operating in violation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 1:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dirty Detailing Other Automotive Detailing 725 W Broadway AveMoses Lake Business is still operating quietly. They are still accepting cars and detailing them on the sly.

04/17/20 1:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Clean Spot Car Wash Other Car Wash 70 State Ave Ste C Marysville, WA 98270 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 info@cleanspotcw.com
04/17/20 1:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lightning Clean Car Wash Other Car Wash 145 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw They are still washing cars. Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 1:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Clean Spot Car Wash Other Car Wash 26800 90th Ave NW Stanwood, WA 98292 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 info@cleanspotcw.com
04/17/20 1:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Outlet Car Wash Other Car Wash 1402 Outlet Collection WayAlgona They are still washing cars. Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 1:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Clearwater Car Wash Other Car Wash N 99 21125, Hwy 99Lynnwood, WA 98036 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 info@clearwaterwash.com
04/17/20 1:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hidden Lake Kung Fu Other Kung Fu Studio 13704 24th street E Suite 103BSumner They are teaching classes every day to students

04/17/20 1:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cross Roads Market Car Wash Other Car Wash 5200 172nd St NE Arlington, WA 98223 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic West Olympia Other Tanning salon 1540 cooper point road sw unit 420Olympia Very unsafe to have people in tanning beds!! And tanning is far from essential Tammy Hanson Thanson256@comcast.net 3607897893 lacey@tanrepublic.com

04/17/20 2:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rainbow Car Wash Other Car Wash 4606 NE Sunset BlvdRenton They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 2:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dr Buff Car Wash & Detail Other Detailing/Car Wash 7525 212th St SW Edmonds, WA 98026 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi. Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sawyer Village Car Wash Other Car Wash 27201 216th Ave SE Maple ValleyMaple Valley They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 2:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Edmonds Kwick 'n Kleen Car Wash Other Car Wash 9715 Edmonds Way Edmonds, WA 98020 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open General Car Wash Other Car Wash 6101 Evergreen WayEverett, WA 98203 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Genie Car Wash Other Car Wash 31980 Military Rd S Auburn They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan mlonigan@gmail.com 5415137942
04/17/20 2:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Juanita Firs 76 Car Wash Other Car Wash 13701 100th Ave NEKirkland, WA 98034 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Keeboo Car Wash Other Car Wash 19406 44th Ave W Lynnwood, WA 98036 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Twin Star Car Wash Other Car Wash 9002 Railroad Ave Snoqualmie They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 2:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Monroe Street Power Wash Other Car Wash  3121 N Monroe St Spokane, WA 99205 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Outlet Car Wash Other Car Wash 1402 Outlet Collection WayAuburn, WA Payment method not being sanitized and spreading germs in between uses of customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726

04/17/20 2:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mr. Kleen Car Wash Other Car Wash 19611 Alderwood Mall PkwyLynnwood, WA 98036 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Genie Car Wash Other Car Wash 31980 Military Rd S Auburn, WA Payment methods not being sanitized in between customer usage. Judith judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726
04/17/20 2:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car washes Other Car wash 11701 se mill plain blvdVancouver Might as well open everything up if no one is going to enforce the new laws. Hr@kaady.com

04/17/20 2:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Papa Bear's Car Wash Other Car Wash 20702 Bothell Everett HwyBothell, WA 98012 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pioneer Station Car Wash Other Car Wash 719 91st Ave NE Lake Stevens, WA 98258business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Crossfit Other Gym 164 Bay Lyn Drive Lynden Group of people working in close quarters and still running in groups

04/17/20 2:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open New 2 You Other Thrift store 5616 Albeni Rd Hwy 2Priest River, ID They posted on their facebook page that they are opening outdoors this weekend from 10-5  
(https://www.facebook.com/New2youBC/)
We're so sad about being closed but it's given us an opportunity to do some freshening up. We're 
having parking lot sales this weekend and next to try and help up declutter some inventory. Come by 
and find deals or let us know what you need and we can go in the store to "shop for you"

Emily Hatcher emily@mountainpeak.farm 5095891002

04/17/20 2:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Other Car Wash 1439 Auburn Way N.Auburn, WA No sanitizing in between payments/customers coming through.Could be spreading germs. Judith Roel judithroel@gmail.com 3602249726

04/17/20 2:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pro Wash Car Wash Other Car Wash 2535 S. 320th St Federal Way, WA No sanitation in between payment from customers. Spreading germs just like at gas station pumps. Judith Roel judithroel@gmail.com 3602249726

04/17/20 2:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prowash Carwash Other Car Wash 14980 N Kelsey St Monroe, WA 98272 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Purple Haze Auto Detail INC Other Car Wash 1403 Grove St Marysville, WA 98270 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/17/20 2:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Outlet Car Wash Other Car Wash 1402 Outlet Collection WayAlgona, WA Payment methods are not being sanitized into between washes spreading germs. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726

04/17/20 2:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open White Glove Car Wash Other Car Wash 601 S Park Hill Dr Puyallup They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 2:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wayn'e Auto Detail Other Car Wash 7302 44th Ave NE F Marysville They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 2:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Washington Detailing Other Car Wash 533 128th St SW Everett They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 2:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Rave Car Wash Other Car Wash 5002 Center St Tacoma They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Car Wash Palace Other Car Wash 655 8th Ave NW Seattle They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tahoma Car Wash Other Car Wash 208 Norpoint Way NETacoma They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607 info@marineviewventures.com
04/17/20 3:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tahoma Car Wash Other Car Wash 6006 PACIFIC HWY EFife They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607 info@marineviewventures.com
04/17/20 3:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma Truck Wash Other Car Wash 1820 Portland Ave ETacoma They are still washing vehicles Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mr. Car Wash Other Car Wash 1504 E. Main Ave Puyallup WA Not sanitizing payment system between customer uses. Judith Roel judithroel@gmail.com 3602249726
04/17/20 3:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kingsgate Car Wash Other Car Wash 12425 NE 144th St Kirkland WA Not sanitizing payment system in between customers.Spreading germs. Judith Roel judithroel@gmail.com 3602249726

04/17/20 3:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Speedy Car Wash Other Car Wash 14719 Hwy 99 Lynnwood They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Soft Touch Carwash Other Car Wash 600 S Pearl St Centralia Their car wash is still open Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607 info@softtouchcarwash.net
04/17/20 3:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smokey Point Car Wash Other Car Wash 16815 Smokey Point BlvdArlington Car wash is still open Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precision custom cabinets Other Custom cabinet shop 3705 Auburn Way N Auburn Still in operation during stay at home order Dennis Schofield Dennisschofield82@gmail.com 2532131067
04/17/20 3:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sudstar Car Wash Other Car Wash 2400 Milton Way Milton WA Not sanitizing payment system in between customers washing vehicles. Judith Roel judithroel@gmail.com 3602249726

04/17/20 3:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rose Hill Car Wash Other Car Wash 12520 NE 85th St Kirkland They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Purple Haze Auto Detail INC Other Car Wash 1403 Grove St Marysville They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Prowash Carwash Other Car Wash 14980 N Kelsey St Monroe They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProWash Car Wash Other Car Wash 5405 Pacific Hwy E Fife They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProWash Car Wash Other Car Wash 2535 S. 320th St Federal Way They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProWash Car Wash Other Car Wash 15119 Pacfic Ave S Tacoma They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 1st Class Car Wash Other Car Wash 150 SW 160th St Burien WA Not sanitizing payment systems in between customer's uses. Judith Roel judithroel@gmail.com 3602249726
04/17/20 3:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProWash Car Wash Other Car Wash 4813 Bridgeport Way WUniversity Place They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rose Hill Car Wash Other Car Wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland WA Not sanitizing payment system in between washes. Judith Roel judithroel@gmail.com 3602249726
04/17/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pony Express Car Wash Other Car Wash 15011 Union Ave SWTacoma They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pioneer Station Car Wash Other Car Wash 719 91st Ave NE Lake Stevens They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink Dolphin Car Wash Other Car Wash 5201 Pacific Ave TacomaTacoma They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607 kimandshin@yahoo.com
04/17/20 3:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Papa Bear's Car Wash Other Car Wash 20702 Bothell Everett HwyBothell They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open One Guy's Auto Detail Other Car Wash 5016 208th St Lynnwood They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607 oneguysautodetail@gmail.com
04/17/20 3:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Midway Beauty Supply Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 10922 Bridgport Way SWLakewood I went into the store and it was packed with me and about 15 other customers.

04/17/20 3:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mr. Kleen Car Wash Other Car Wash 19611 Alderwood Mall PkwyLynnwood They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mr. Car Wash Other Car Wash 1504 E. Main Ave Puyallup They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Monroe Street Power Wash Other Car Wash 3121 N Monroe St Spokane They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kingsgate Car Wash Other Car Wash 12425 NE 144th St Kirkland They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607



04/17/20 3:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Keeboo Car Wash Other Car Wash 19406 44th Ave W Lynnwood They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Karmichael Auto Salon Other Car Wash 11400-B Mukilteo SpeedwayMukilteo They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kar Wash Other Car Wash 2330 Olympic Hwy NShelton They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 3:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Frontier door and cabinet Construction 11721 steel st s Tacoma wa 98444Tacoma They are building cabinets for job sites that are closed down. Just storing everything. They say they 

have state obligations. So they have to be open. Why make stuff to sit their. They aren’t shipping 
anything but door out. And they hold meeting of 20 people twice a week.

04/17/20 3:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Juanita Firs 76 Car Wash Other Car Wash 13701 100th Ave NEKirkland They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JLE Truckwash Other Car Wash 2320 136th Ave E Ste #2140BSumner They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Henry's Auto Detail Inc Other Car Wash 6225 202nd St SW Lynnwood They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbour Pointe Chevron Carwash Other Car Wash 12701 Mukilteo SpeedwayMukilteo They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open General Car Wash Other Car Wash 6101 Evergreen WayEverett they are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Formula 1 Car Wash Other Car Wash 3625 factoria Blvd SEBellevue They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dr Buff Car Wash & Detail Other Car Wash 7525 212th St SW Edmonds They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Details On the Go Other Car Wash 527 C St SW Auburn They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cross Roads Market Car Wash Other Car Wash 5200 172nd St NE Arlington They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Basta Boat Lifts Other Constructing Boat Lifts 1800 Richards RoadBellevue They have been working since the Governor announced the Stay Home-Stay Healthy.. Sue suzau20@comcast.net 4256527490

04/17/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Car Wash  6824 NE 181st St Kenmore They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan mlonigan@gmail.com 5415137942
04/17/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open sunset auto sales Other car dealership 11720 hwy 99 everett wa 98204 displaying showing and selling cars tim buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/17/20 4:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Other Car Wash 1439 Auburn Way N Auburn They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burwell Landing Car Wash Other Car Wash 2550 Burwell St Bremerton They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan mlonigan@gmail.com 5415137942
04/17/20 4:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bigfoot Car Wash Other Car Wash 11310 Lake City Way NESeattle They are still open and washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Benchmark Auto Salon Other Car Wash 2130 196th St SW Lynnwood They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open APC Auto Spa Other Car Wash  19834 141st Pl NE Bldg DWoodinville They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607 info@apcautospa.com
04/17/20 4:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aloha Car Wash Company Other Car Wash 17818 Bothell Everett HwyBothell They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607 ford@alohacarwashcompany.com
04/17/20 4:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 8th Street Car Wash Other Car Wash 111 E 8th St Port AngelesPort Angeles They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607 info@8thstreetcarwash.com
04/17/20 4:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan republic Other Tanning salon 1380 Galaxy Dr Lacey This is an non essential business running as normal lacey@tanrepublic.com
04/17/20 4:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 24 Car Wash Other Car Wash 24 Car Wash Everett They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 1st Class Car Wash Other Car Wash 150 SW 160th St Burien They are still washing cars Molly Lonigan molly.lonigan@brownbear.com 2062742607
04/17/20 4:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open K9 Pac West Other Dog training 1418 6th Ave Tacoma No distanceing people in and out all day. Heather tiggrba 2536779541
04/17/20 5:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Guns & Ammo Other Firearms 1035-1081 Washington AveColton Long line outside the store some have mask some dont and none of the are 6-12 feet apart

04/17/20 5:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Horselake golf course Other Golf course 1250 SW  Club house CTPort Orchard This golf course is still open and people are playing at there. proshop@hlgolf.com.
04/17/20 6:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Alcoholic Anonymous Other Alcoholic Anonymous 506 1st street S. in the annex buildingYelm They are having meetings 7 days a week some days they have 2 meetings a day. I worry about them 

getting sick or getting others sick. AA has zoom meetings so meetings at this time are still possible

04/17/20 6:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Barrett Business Services, Inc. Other professional employer organization 8100 ne Parkway driveVancouver Several employees are required to be at work on the second and third floor offices, but the business 
in non essential. Guests/clients can also access the business from the second floor.

Destiny Court dstnyrenee@gmail.com 360-448-8532

04/17/20 6:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CUGINI'S FLORIST Other Flower Shop 413 S 3D ST RENTON They are still making deliveries, to hospitals,  houses, etc. Seems like an easy way to spread the 
virus...

Ashley supereffinduper@hotmail.com

04/17/20 7:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open iSpot.tv Other Advertising 15831 NE 8th StreetBellevue Many employees in the building working

04/17/20 11:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CROWN SPA/ EMERALD SPA Health-related business 10522 LAKE CITY WAY NE # C-202SEATTLE I HAVE REPORTED THIS BUSINESS BEFORE. I AM AN ADJACENT BUSINESS AND ONCE AGAIN 
, I WENT TO CHECK ON MY BUSINESS LOCATION, AND THEY NOW have a sign to call for 
service and they show up  for their 'clients'. I have also reported this business to the human and child 
enslavement hotline. THIS NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED PLEASE. I AM WILLING TO PROVIDE 
MORE DETAILS IF NEEDED.

JEFF ERICKSON JEFF@THRIVELIFEYOGA.COM 2067347305

04/17/20 11:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tim Bush car wash Other Car wash 7200 Burden blvd. Pasco They are opening back up on April 21. I work there and am very concerned for my safety, we all touch 
the same handles/hoses/touch screens/cash and debit cards, we will spread this disease so rapid if 
one if us gets sick with covid19. We are constantly in close contact with the public, we cannot stay 6 
feet apart, it is impossible. Isn't Washington state still under quarantine?

Jarae.kathleen@gmail.com

04/18/20 12:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chelsea's On Point House Cleaning LLC Other Housecleaning Service 415 Calistoge St W Orting Currenly advertising on Facebook, posting recommendations as recent as 4/16/2020 , says she is 
"safe" to clean your house. Name is Chelsea, phone number is 253-365-9066.

Linda Lloyd ljbrindle66@gmail.com 509-953-3575 Business Owner : Chelsea, phone number 253-365-9066

04/18/20 2:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open West Marine Other West Marine Bremerton Bremerton Please shut this down, west marine is not essential

04/18/20 2:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open West Marine Other West Marine Tacoma Tacoma Thet are criminally violating the order, and endangering lives, creating a flashpoint for violence

04/18/20 3:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wireless Advocates Other Cellphone retail vendor 400 Fairview Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle They're a cellphone sales vendor who operates inside Costco. They're a third party seller who doesn't 
do tech support or repairs.

04/18/20 6:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mode music Other Music class 3805 Delridge Way SW,Seattle Still open providing lessons

04/18/20 6:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blackhawk Golf Course Health-related business 2714 Kelly Lane PFLUGERVILLE Golfers have been observed not wearing masks and congregating without social  distancing on holes 
in groups of 4-6

Terrie Bovinich etere8@yahoo.com 7374020857

04/18/20 6:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Anything Grows LLC Other Hydroponic store 1625 Columbia Park TrailRichland This business states they are an agricultural business but they are just a store that sells products to 
help you grow weed at home I dont belive this business should be open during this whole covid 19 
pandemic risking contaging people because they want to make money. They dont sell products to 
farms or any huge agricultural companies. Its litterally just for at home growers. Please consider.

Cristal Guizar Cristalguizar987@gmail.com 5094059510

04/18/20 6:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dean’s Doggie Den Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 158 Newman Lane White Salmon Still operating, posting on Facebook.

04/18/20 7:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cabelas Other Clothing & Sporting Goods 9810 Quil Ceda BlvdTulalip 98271 Why is this business "essential"?  It is drawing hundreds of shoppers per day buying nonessential 
items.

William Zoberst kaleokahu@gmail.com 206 683-0669 cabelas@mackenziepartners.com

04/18/20 7:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The wash dog / two dogs Other Dog grooming 10623 16th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98146Burien Grooming a lot of dogs and a lot of people are in the building at once

04/18/20 8:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Republic Parking NW Other Private parking attendant PO Box 1112 Tacoma Private company issuing parking tickets for at Pt. Ruston, when the entire center is closed. It doesn’t 
make sense to have a person walking around without PPE in an empty shopping area.

Kristine Nicholls kalbert23@hotmail.com 4158476243

04/18/20 8:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady Car Wash Other Car wash 2914 NE Andersen Rd.Vancouver They are operating a business that is non-essential, and putting the lives of customers and 
employees at risk.

3604501862 Hr@kaady.com

04/18/20 9:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Comic Book Shop Other Comic Book Store / Gane Store 4750 N Division St #2130Spokane Selling product at the door. Patrick Day phdays@gmail.com 2062906265
04/18/20 11:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ARMY SURPLUS Other sells military good 2635 N DIVISON SPOKANE SIGN SAYS OPEN CUSTOMERS GOING IN AND OUT JACK HASTINGS jhastings@generalstorespokane.com 509-953-4131
04/18/20 11:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Brenda's Pet Barber Other Pet grooming 1212 B St Washougal Grooming several dogs during mandatory shut down

While other businesses are closed
C shevchenko cmshevchenko11@gmail.com 3608436236

04/18/20 12:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lab Athletics Other Crossfit Gym 4206 Meridian St. Bellingham This gym has refused to close since the stay at home order.
I have witnessed people go in and out and workout and jog together around the building.

04/18/20 12:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trichome Other Clothing Retail 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. They 
are advertising that they are essential and inviting customers to come into the area that is full of at risk 
elderly people. Open today 4/18/20.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

04/18/20 12:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DeWils Custom Cabinets Construction 12907 NE Fourth Plain BlvdVancouver Cabinet shops are not an essential business and putting employees at risk

04/18/20 1:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aaa Other Dog grooming The Pet House Mckenna People taking their dog inside facility. Multiple people waiting outside with pets

04/18/20 1:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbor Square Athletic Club Other athletic club 160 Dayton St. Edmonds, WA 98020 The indoor club has closed to comply with the Governor's order but left its outdoor tennis courts 
unlocked. Many tennis players are using them every day,  putting adjacent trail walkers at risk. No 
masks, no gloves, too close together. This while all public courts in Edmonds are closed for physicial 
distancing.

Carol Riddell cariddellwa@gmail.com 425-771-3344

04/18/20 2:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eastlake Performance Gym Other Personal Training gym 2926 Eastlake Avenue EastSeattle, WA 98122 This is a personal training gym. I have seen different clients going in and out of this gym all week. He 
keeps the shades closed and lights off. The gym is not considered essential service.

Lori Sabado lorisabado@gmail.com 2062003539

04/18/20 3:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Little red wagon Other Children’s consignment store 1889 front st Lynden Children’s consignment store that is open and still accepting consignments at this time. I observed 
multiple families going in without any face or hand protection.

Brittney O’Bryan Cjoobryan@yahoo.com 360-306-2634

04/18/20 3:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mill Bay marine Other Boat rental Suncrest View Drive Manson On Sunday 4/18 I noticed a rented boat with approx 5 people on board on Lake Chelan. Boat was 
market with “ Mill Bay Marine “ boats for rent.

04/18/20 5:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Video Only Other TV sales store Several addresses Several cities How the hell is a store chain that sells televisions an essential business in a pandemic?!?!

04/18/20 5:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Doggie Style Other dog grooming 1132 wheaton way bremerton dog grooming is open. Not esential. Not fair to business owners who have observed the order

04/18/20 5:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Don’t know Other Gym business at their home. 20024 e grace lane Otis Orchards Many people gathered to work out at home business

04/18/20 5:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ben Franklin Other Art supplies 19505 Hwy 2 Monroe Why is this store allowed to be open when non-profit art centers who sell supplies are not allowed?

04/18/20 5:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dereck auto detail Other Car detailing 8401 Aurora St Seattle Observed them open and doing business Karen bosley klboz12@gmail.com 2062298643
04/18/20 5:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Autospa Other Car wash, car detail 2730 80th Ave SE Mercer island It said close but still saw there a worker working and they doing the car.  

Sometime even no car but there still worker working in the shop or work around the shop.
Sandy Lemen.freah@gmail.com N/a

04/18/20 5:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich’s for the home Other Fireplaces, spas n lawn furniture 6626 TACOMA MALL BLVDTacoma I do not feel this is an essential business.  Not a matter of life or death if they are open.  Various other 
locations (Tukwila n Bellevue) are open also.

Diane Smith Jsds10@me.com 253-891-3550 jemery.johnson@richshome.com

04/18/20 6:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paul's Flowers Other Flower Shop 1210 Pacific Ave Bremerton Continue to do business. Telling others online to 'list food on your site as a loophole'.  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SecretBremerton/permalink/2828981080524012/

04/18/20 6:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TriGuard Other Door to door sales of spraying for Virus and insects Unknown Washougal Not only is it inappropriate that he came to my door twice in one day, but he claimed their spray 
product kills not only insects but now kills virus too.

Debra wood woods4j@gmail.com 719-232-0674

04/18/20 7:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ASPEN LAND SURVEYING Construction 15510 92ND ST NW SUITE AGIG HARBOR They are working as usual and I am worried about a friend that works there...  If he does not work he 
will loss his job... Surveying land is NOT essential

H L exoticlegends@gmail.com 360-536-7894

04/18/20 7:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma Barbell Club Health-related business 10719 A Street SouthTacoma Observed five cars in parking lot and saw at least three people enter in 4/18 at about 6:30 PM John John_janine@comCast.net info@tacomabarbellclub.com

04/18/20 8:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Book & Game Co Inc Other Book store 38 E Main St # 101 Walla Walla, WA 99362Large sign on the front door that reads 
WE ARE OPEN 11am - 6pm Daily 
Call 509-529-9963

B 509-529-9963

04/18/20 8:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Northwest Family Law Other Law firm 216 S Palouse St walla walla They continue to operate as normal.  They have customers coming and going every day.  They have 
moved to parking behind the building to not draw attention. They know what they are doing is wrong.

Pacific Northwest Family Law (509) 252-0614 info@pnwfamilylaw.com

04/18/20 10:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Regal Other Movie theatre 20751 WA-410 E, Bonney Lake, WA 98391Bonney lake Regal been opening twice a week Lisa yellowparkschool@Yahoo.com
04/19/20 4:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Regalo Warehouse Other Warehouse 2980 Center Dr #150Dupont Business does not meet criteria for essential work. Additionally, social distancing and proper use of 

PPE is not being implemented. Masks are worn around necks as often as around faces, by both 
workers as well as management. Temperature checks are done in a cold warehouse, so they prove 
ineffective.

Autumn Maggiore autumnmaggiore@outlook.com

04/19/20 6:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Associated Boat Transfer Other Large boat delivered to residential property and dropped on lawn 21937 4th Pl S Normandy Park Deliver of large boat, probably 30' or more, quite literally dumped on a residential lot...

04/19/20 7:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Car wash 6301 35th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98126Seattle There are people constantly at this car wash which appears to be operating 24/7, using shared 
equipment. There is no one to sanitize it.

Sarah Sarahworldwide@gmail.com

04/19/20 9:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Browsers Other Retail bookstore 107 Capital Way N Olympia Curbside pick up of books

04/19/20 9:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Two Monkeys Toystore Other Retail toystore 510 Custer Way suite 202Olympia Online social media orders (Facebook and Instagram) with storefront curbside pick up

04/19/20 9:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Safe Co. Other locking safe store 830 Cole Street Enumclaw NW Safe has not closed at any point during the lockdown.  FYI. Greg Daulton dimes4u@hotmail.com +12536329000
04/19/20 10:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Other Tanning Salon 5720 Ruddell RD SELacey Open sign on and customers seen going in and out. lacey@tanrepublic.com



04/19/20 10:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Verizon Wireless Other Cellular Network Services 11430 51st Ave NW Unit 104BGig Harbor I am concerned as to why this establishment is still open during this time. I would not deem it as 
essential. The employees are only given about 1 mask each to wear each day and I don’t feel like 
they are properly being taken care of for the amount of time they are being exposed to the virus. If 
none of the phones are even going to be on display, there isn’t much to do besides customer service 
and selling product, things definitely possible to do over the phone or online like the rest of the world 
right now. 
I don’t think it’s worth the risk for customers and employees both for them to be open. And continuing 
to pay minimum wage without hazard pay is inhumane! 

I’m local to the area and have observed many elderly people going into this store and I think it would 
be appropriate to close something seemingly nonessential like this in hopes to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19 if we ever truly want to get rid of it. People are still going out and about when it’s not an 
absolute necessity and I believe that it’s because places like this are still open.

Jackson Bennett Bennett.jackson1@yahoo.com 2068614747

04/19/20 1:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GameStop Other Retail game store 4008 172nd st ne Arlington I don't think that selling video games isn't essential business and I know for a fact that they are open 
right now.

Jamie 0vortex0@gmail.com 9377017813 98223

04/19/20 1:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cupcake Royale Restaurant or food service business 2025 nw market st Seattle They were open for walk in customers. They have an active flower stand outside at their door  in 
addition. When I drove by, there were 12 people gathered sitting and standing outside their door 
waiting to go in, only 3 people were practicing distancing.

How is this ok?!

Annette atoot@yahoo.com 2066614504

04/19/20 3:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Beach Inn Other Motel 12 1st St S Pacific Beach Inn opened 2 days ago. Rumor is that owner is stuck in Hawaii and decided to open in order to not 
lose the business. Cars in the parking lot.

04/19/20 3:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids of Lake Stevens Other Merry Maids Maid Service 430 91st Ave NE #13Lake Stevens My Daughter works for Merry Maids services of Lake Stevens and they are reopening on Monday 
4/20. They are not on the essential functions list from what I saw. Also I believe they are endangering 
their workers and clients by violating the stay home proclamation. Cleaning people's personal homes 
isn't an essential service and doesn't become one just because they have added an extra sanitation 
step to their service. Some of their workers have expressed their fear to come back and have been let 
go as a result.

Catherine Smith catshout9@hotmail.com (360) 799-0788

04/19/20 4:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jessie's Happy Tails Other Grooming Salon 1404 Fawn Court Bolingbrook Being open during shelter in place order

04/19/20 4:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Other Tanning salon 1380 Galaxy Dr Ne Ste ELacey Taking tans and apppointments during stay at home order Amanda Pierpoint 19jas98@gmail.com 3609996777 lacey@tanrepublic.com
04/19/20 4:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Danika Seabrands Photography Other Photography 37407 160th Ave SEAuburn This photographer is still taking sessions

04/19/20 6:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open US Granite / Interior Logic Group Construction 1812 B St NW #120 Auburn People working in close proximity, not following social distancing guidelines or using PPE as of 04/17

04/19/20 7:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CFM (Contract Furnishings MRT) Other Residential Remodel Supply 3600 Industry Drive EastFife Residential remodeling supply store continuing operation. Showroom closed, though employees 
continue to arrive and operate in close proximity.

Jesse Graham soldierzim@yahoo.com 2533322455

04/19/20 7:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma Bike Other Bike store 3010 6th ave Tacoma They are ignoring the order and selling bikes and accessories Randy Fermstad rfermstad@gmail.com 2067143758
04/19/20 7:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open VILLAGE at Montreux Other landscapers 5000 NW VILLAGE PARK driveIssaquah I own/live in a Condo. The Association is allowing a non essential activity... leafblowers coughing by 

my door etc.  The lawn does not need to be mowed now. They are spreading the virus.
Kendra North k.north@comcast.net 4254434345

04/19/20 7:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ana Marie Bookkeeping Other Bookkeeping 451 Guadalupe St Guadalupe Ana Marie was recently hospitalized with positive Cocis-19 and some of her family members 
(employee) also tested positive and their business remained open. Ana Marie for the past two weeks 
has been working the business and has been spotted mailing tax firm in town without a mask and 
gloves. Not sure if she is cleared to resume business or be open

04/19/20 7:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open North Star Equipment Other Non essential manufacturing 1341 W 1st St, Cheney, WA 99004Cheny Alot of the workers are of the age to be worried about theur health. She is non essential. She 
manufactures pottery goods. For schools and private potters. Im sure her employees health is worth 
more than a dollar in her pocket. Shame on her.

James hendley Hendleyusmc@gmail.com 5092167115

04/20/20 8:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other House cleaning 430 91st Ave Ne #13Lake Stevens Still working and going to multiple houses a day Kathy Wheeler
04/20/20 9:15 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink Dolphin Car Wash Other Car Wash 5201 Pacific Ave Tacoma Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201 kimandshin@yahoo.com
04/20/20 9:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shell Car Wash Other Car Wash 20702 Bothell Everett HwyBothell, WA 98012 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 Customercare-us@shell.com
04/20/20 9:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shell Car wash Other Car Wash 201 128th St SW Everett, WA 98204 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 Customercare-us@shell.com
04/20/20 9:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shell Car Wash Other Car Wash 13885 Fryelands BlvdMonroe, WA 98272 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 Customercare-us@shell.com
04/20/20 9:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shur-Kleen Car Wash Other Car Wash  3311 Kitsap Way Bremerton, WA 98312Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 9:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smokey Point Car Wash Other Car Wash 16815 Smokey Point BlvdArlington, WA 98223 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 9:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Heirloom custom cabinets Construction 3522 N. Eden Rd. Spokane Valley Residential construction that is still open. There is no 6 feet apart inside the shop or inside the 

delivery vans
Bart Moorhead

04/20/20 9:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Splash & Dash Other Car Wash 13001 NE 177th Pl Woodinville, WA 98072Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 9:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush car wash Other Car wash 520 west Columbia driveKennewick Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  We 
have listened to the advice of local authorities and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
That being said, you may notice some temporary changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

You are among our most loyal customers and we appreciate each of you and your patience as we all 
made adjustments to these new things we are all going through together.  We will be starting 
recurring Unlimited Passes again and your renewal day of the month may change slightly.  We have 
extended each Unlimited Pass the same amount of days we were closed so you won’t miss out on 
anything that you paid for.

If you have any questions about any changes please contact our Customer Service Department at 
509-579-0061.

We will see you at the wash!

CHERYL Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com 5096194741 Bush car wash

04/20/20 9:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ulta Beauty Other Retail/Beauty 17170 NE Redmond wayRedmond Ulta Beauty is planning on opening it's business this week for buy online pick up in store purchases. 
Although customers won't be allowed in the store, employees are required to come in and work 
despite the Governor's Stay-at-home orders. Business is not essential.

04/20/20 9:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Washington Detailing Other Car Wash 533 128th St SW Everett, WA 98204 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 9:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Soft Touch Car Wash Other Car Wash 600 S Pearl St Centralia Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201 info@softtouchcarwash.net
04/20/20 9:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ballard Blossom Other Florist 85th and 12th Seattle Just saw at least one of their vans. I can't confirm they're delivering but if they are closed as 

nonessential, those vans should be stationary. Please investigate.

04/20/20 9:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush car wash Other Car wash 520 west Columbia driveKennewick Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  We 
have listened to the advice of local authorities and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
That being said, you may notice some temporary changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

You are among our most loyal customers and we appreciate each of you and your patience as we all 
made adjustments to these new things we are all going through together.  We will be starting 
recurring Unlimited Passes again and your renewal day of the month may change slightly.  We have 
extended each Unlimited Pass the same amount of days we were closed so you won’t miss out on 
anything that you paid for.

If you have any questions about any changes please contact our Customer Service Department at 
509-579-0061.

We will see you at the wash!

Susan Susansgotmail@yahoo.com 5095823693

04/20/20 9:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wayne's Auto Detail Other Car Wash 7302 44th Ave NE F Marysville, WA 98270 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 9:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush car wash Other Car wash 520 west Columbia driveKennewick Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  We 
have listened to the advice of local authorities and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
That being said, you may notice some temporary changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

You are among our most loyal customers and we appreciate each of you and your patience as we all 
made adjustments to these new things we are all going through together.  We will be starting 
recurring Unlimited Passes again and your renewal day of the month may change slightly.  We have 
extended each Unlimited Pass the same amount of days we were closed so you won’t miss out on 
anything that you paid for.

If you have any questions about any changes please contact our Customer Service Department at 
509-579-0061.

We will see you at the wash!

Roy Gillespiecheryl@yahoo.com 5095822528 509-579-0061.

04/20/20 9:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Thompson Tile & Stone Other Tile and Stone Sales 711 S Fidalgo StreetSeattle My husband is an employee there and is being asked to show up to work while this business is 
supposed to be closed. Other employees are being forced to show up to the business as well.

Adam Dunko adam@dunko.net 1-862-576-0407



04/20/20 9:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's Patio Furniture Other Retail Patio BBQ Store 6626 Tacoma Mall Blvd, Tacoma, WA 98409tacoma wa Rich's has 5 Stores in Puget Sound 
Bellevue, Southcenter, Lynnwood, Tacoma and Bremerton
They are doing TV Advertising that their stores are Open for Business.

This is a direct violation of the Governors Stay at Home Order

G. Schaefer egsbellevue@gmail.com 8003543633

04/20/20 9:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 1st Class Car Wash Other Car Wash 150 SW 160th St Burien, WA 98166 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 9:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 8th Street Car Wash Other Car Wash 111 E 8th St Port Angeles, WA 98362Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 info@8thstreetcarwash.com
04/20/20 9:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbour Pointe Chevron Car Wash Other Car Wash 12701 Mukilteo SpeedwayMukilteo Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201 jdowdle@msn.com / dmdowdle@hotmail.com
04/20/20 9:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 410 Auto Wrecking Other used car sales/auto wrecking 27865 WA 410 Buckley This is considered a non essential business and he has remained open regardless of Gov Inslee's 

order.
04/20/20 9:59 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bigfoot Car Wash Other Car Wash 11310 Lake City Way NESeattle, WA 98125 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 10:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific crest building supply Other Custom cabinet shop 5901 S 11th ST Ridgefield WA My shop is open but we just make and install cabinets and there is social distancing half the time but 

theres no sanitation throughout the day and in some areas you cant social distance
Spencer Patten. Spencer000pp@gmail.com 3606448738

04/20/20 10:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burwell Landing Car Wash Other Car Wash 2550 Burwell St Bremerton, WA 98312Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 10:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jacksons Car Wash Other Car Wash 1439 Auburn Way N Auburn, WA 98002 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 10:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chevron Car Wash Other Car Wash 2444 156th Ave NE Bellevue, WA 98007 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 10:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Car Wash Other Car Wash 1211 S Sprague AveTacoma, WA 98405 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com
04/20/20 10:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Car Wash Other Car Wash 6905 27th Ave West University Place 98466Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com
04/20/20 10:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Car Wash Other Car Wash 7432 Custer Rd. W Lakewood, WA 98499 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com
04/20/20 10:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open k fitness Other fitness gym 1524 Birchwood AveBellingham Boxing fitness gym open. park manor shopping center. appears closed from front covered windows 

and all but customers are entering all times of day from the back of the business. They park in the 
alley and go in and out the back door wearing work out gear and carrying gym bags.

04/20/20 10:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Car Wash Other Car Wash 3915 Center Street Tacoma, WA 98409 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com
04/20/20 10:28 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Car Wash Other Car Wash 2216 112th St S Parkland, WA 98444 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com
04/20/20 10:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Car Wash Other Car Wash 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup, WA 98372 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com
04/20/20 10:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Car Wash Other Car Wash 11304 Canyon Rd EPuyallup, WA 98373 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com
04/20/20 10:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Costco Car Wash Other Car Wash 4401 4th Ave S Seattle, WA 98134 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 hcimuchowski@costco.com  / lsimpson@cotsco.com
04/20/20 10:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Light to the World Evangelical Church Other Church 33929 42nd Ave S Auburn The church has held regular Sunday services since the start of the outbreak. On April 19, it held both 

morning and evening services. At least ten cars, many carrying multiple occupants, drove to and 
parked at the church during both services.

Robert Davies rrd42@live.com 2537099255 (253) 661-6130

04/20/20 10:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Details On the Go Other Personal Detailing Business 527 C St SW Auburn, WA 98001 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 10:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Formula 1 Car Wash Other Car Wash 3625 factoria Blvd SEBellevue, WA 98006 Business operating in violation of the Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 10:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car wash 3220 Kennedy Rd. Richland A car wash which is NOT essential in any way is reopening because they know that local authorities 

are not going to enforce. We risk our own health to work in the hospitals and it is sickening that a 
nonessential business will promote people leaving their homes for something so stupid. We have the 
a high growth rate here per capita and this business needs to be following the stay home orders.

Kelylynn1@yahoo.com

04/20/20 10:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Emerald City Trapeze Arts Health-related business 2702 6th Ave S Seattle There are still a large group of employees LIVING in the gym (the building is not zoned for residential 
use) and training on all of the gym equipment.

04/20/20 10:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Speedy Car Wash Other Car Wash 14719 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 10:48 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Formula 1 Car Wash Other Car Wash 3625 Factoria Blvd SEBellevue Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 10:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hoodsport Coffee Restaurant or food service business 24240 US-101 Hoodsport, WA 98548hoodsport WA standard business open for customers

04/20/20 10:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's for the Home Other Spa Sales 16504 Hwy 99 Lynnwood They are promoting that they are open and essential. How are spa sales considered essential??

04/20/20 10:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open White Glove Car Wash Other Car Wash 601 S Park Hill Dr Puyallup Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 11:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 1st Class Car Wash Other Car Wash 150 SW 160th St Burien Car Wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 11:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbour Pointe Chevron Carwash Other Car Wash 12701 Mukilteo SpeedwayMukilteo, WA 98275 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 11:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open south coast humane society thrift store Other thirft store 16094 Hwy 101 Southbrookings they just opened today after beiing closed they are allowing 25 people at a time inside david alm wondereyes498@yahoo.com 5413737206

04/20/20 11:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Details On The Go Other Car Wash 527 C St SW Auburn Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 11:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harvey Airfield Other Recreational airfield 9900 Airport Way Snohomish They are operating non-essential, recreational air services and flight lessons daily, none of which 

meet the essential services or workers under the governor's order.
Douglas Owens dwo99@yahoo.com 703-864-5520

04/20/20 11:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other House cleaning 430 91st Ave NE #13Lake Stevens I don’t see cleaning houses as essential and on top of it, I don’t think that going into to others houses 
is a good idea. Great way to infect more people with this damn virus.

Jack Howell jhey004@gmail.com 425-350-2528

04/20/20 12:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pineapple Hospitality Other Hotel 155 108th Ave NE Unit 500Bellevue Employees that could easily work from home are STILL being required to commute into the office 
every day. This is unconscionable.

04/20/20 12:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Henry's Auto Detail Inc Other Car Wash 6225 202nd St SW Lynnwood, WA 98036 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 https://henrysautodetail.com/contact/
04/20/20 12:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JLE Truckwash Other Truck Wash 2320 136th Ave E Ste #2140BSumner, WA 98390 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 12:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Other Car Wash 2330 Olympic Hwy NShelton, WA 98584 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 12:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 1st Class Car Wash Other Car Wash 533 128th St SW Everett WA Business not sanitizing payment system in between customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726
04/20/20 12:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Karmichael Auto Salon Other Car Wash 11400-B Mukilteo SpeedwayMukilteo, WA 98275 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 12:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kingsgate Car Wash Other Car Wash 12425 NE 144th St Kirkland, WA 98034 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 12:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lightning Clean Car Wash Other Car Wash 145 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw, WA 98022 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 12:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mr. Car Wash Other Car Wash 1504 E. Main Ave Puyallup, WA 98372 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 12:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Outlet Car Wash (Chevron) Other Car Wash 1402 Outlet Collection WayAlgona, WA 98001 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 12:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink Dolphin Car Wash Other Car Wash 5201 Pacific Ave Tacoma, WA 98402 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 kimandshin@yahoo.com
04/20/20 12:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BMA Academy/Brazilian Jui Jitzu Other Gym exercise 710 W Main St.    STE 126Battle Ground Gym has never closed during crisis. Has someone living on site in van in back of business. Cardboard 

in front windows so people inside can’t be seen from cars. Has a “closed” sign but cars & people 
aplenty. Including Battle Ground police officers working out! HELP! Not many people in town wearing 
gloves or masks! HELP us stop the spread in our town!!!

Jami Belew jamilmcbelew@gmail.com 360 601-3476

04/20/20 12:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jacob's Upholstery Other Upholstery and furniture retail 16023 East Sprague AveSpokane Valley Open for business as usual. No apparent social distancing for workers or customers. Employees 
reporting to work in violation of State stay home order and performing non-essential business services 
as of at least April 20, 2020.

04/20/20 12:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hertco Kitchens LLC Other Cabinet Manufacturer 1810 Scout place Ferndale I don't know 100% if they are nonessential, but they just make cabinets and kitchen parts and are still 
operating their factory and having workers come in

tempdongolev@gmail.com

04/20/20 12:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ford Sports Performance Other Gym 13425 SE 30th St #2CBellevue Why is this non-essential business is open? Rebels. They need to be closed. Cheryl hikerbebe@outlook.com 425-736-3629

04/20/20 12:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trichome Other Clothing retail 618 S. Jackson St. Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. They 
are advertising that they are essential and inviting customers to come into the area that is full of at risk 
elderly people. Open today 4/20/20.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

04/20/20 12:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 24 Car Wash Other Car Wash 533 128th St SW Everett Not sanitizing payment system in between customers. Spreading germs. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726

04/20/20 1:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky  Puppy Grooming Other Dog Grooming 1407 N Young St Kennewick Drove by on way to store, business open sign on and sign on door saying open and employee  cars in 
parking lot.

Teresa Pink_veritaserum@hotmail.com 5097830729

04/20/20 1:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open bush car wash Other Car wash road 68 pasco This business is not essential

04/20/20 2:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pony Express Car Wash Other Car Wash 15011 Union Ave SWTacoma, WA 98498 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 2:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProWash Car Wash Other Car Wash 4813 Bridgeport Way WUniversity Place, WA 98467Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 2:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProWash Car Wash Other Car Wash 15119 Pacfic Ave S Tacoma, WA 98444Tacoma, WA 98444 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 206) 536-7601
04/20/20 2:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mattress Firm Other Mattress store 17957 Garden Way Woodinville Why is a mattress store open? Seems like a great place to spread caronavirus.

04/20/20 2:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Purple Haze Auto Detail INC Other Car Wash 1403 Gorve St Marysville Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 2:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProWash Car Wash Other Car Wash 2535 S. 320th St Federal Way, WA 98003Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 2:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ProWash Car Wash Other Car Wash 5405 Pacific Hwy E Fife, WA 98424 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 2:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rainbow Car Wash Other Car Wash 4606 NE Sunset BlvdRenton, WA 98059 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 info@rainbowcarwashkc.com
04/20/20 2:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rose Hill Car Wash Other Car Wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland, WA 98033 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 rosehillcarwash@hotmail.com
04/20/20 2:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 8th St Car Wash Other Car Wash 111 E. 8th St Port Angeles WA Not sanitizing payment system in between customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726 info@8thstreetcarwash.com
04/20/20 2:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other Maid services 430 91st Ave NE Lake stevens Continuing to make people work who are uncomfortable and the business is non essential

04/20/20 2:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Watson Furniture Group Other Furniture manufacturer 26246 12 Trees Ln NW, PoulsPoulsbo, WA 98370 Watson is planning on resuming production on April 27. They are claiming to be essential 
manufacturing because they have customers in essential fields but they only make office furniture.

04/20/20 2:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rose Hill Car Wash Other Car Wash 12520 NE 85th St Kirkland, WA 98033 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 rosehillcarwash@hotmail.com
04/20/20 2:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sawyer Village Car Wash Other Car Wash 27201 216th Ave SEMaple Valley, Washington 98038Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/20/20 2:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shur-Klean Car Wash Other Car Wash 3311 Kitsap Way Bremerton Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 2:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smokey Point Car Wash Other Car Wash 16815 Smokey Point BlvdArlington Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 2:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Washington Detailing Other Car 533 128th ST SW Everett Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 2:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wayne's Auto Detail Other Car Wash 7302 44th Ave NE F Marysville Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 2:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Outlet Car Wash Other Car Wash 1402 Outlet Collection WayAlgona Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201 gakhal.brothers@gmail.com
04/20/20 3:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ford Sports Performance Other Gym 13425 SE 30th St #2CBellevue This gym has continued to be open and hosts daily sessions for multiple athletes. Parking lot is filled 

with cars.
04/20/20 3:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sawyer Village Car Wash Other Car Wash 4606 NE Sunset BlvdRenton Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 3:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sawyer Village Car Wash Other Car Wash 27201 216th Ave SEMaple Valley Car wash is open. Daniel Gorbach Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.com 206.297.5201
04/20/20 3:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GameStop Other Video Game store 1650 NW Louisiana AveChehalis Video-game store. They have been open since day 1. When you drive by you can see several kids 

and adults all piled into store.  Very small space for so many people to be in right now.
Jennifer

04/20/20 3:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kelly Slater Wave Co Other Surf Ranch 18556 Jackson Ave Lemoore CA Workers still coming and going from site doing non essential work when there is no need for them to 
be there and risking being exposed and spreading the virus instead of staying home

04/20/20 3:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue Ribbon Grooming Other dog grooming 2240 Peace Portal DriveBlaine Business has been open throughout the pandemic.  Nonessential. Rhonda Fehr rhondafehr@yahoo.com 7012707579
04/20/20 3:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bicycle center of everett Other Bicycle center of everett 4707 evergreen wayEverett Open when they should be closed

04/20/20 3:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Downtown Banya Health-related business 2814 Colby Ave, Everett, WA 98201Everett Hot sauna. Listed as Closed on Google, if you call they are still open and allowing up to 10 people at 
a time.

04/20/20 4:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open National Products Inc Other Manufacturing 8410 Dallas Ave S Seattle It seems to be in full swing today. Lot’s of employee’s cars, and driving around with the fork lifts. The 
noise level really has gone up!!

Edith Roden edithroden@gmail.com 7373338576

04/20/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petco Other Grooming salon 2805 e 29th Spokane PetSmart salon was shut down. Why are they still able to be open and running? They are doing 
nothing different!

04/20/20 4:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Work n more Other Safety equipment/ clothing ect 316  Broadway ave Everett Onpen 7 days a week to the public,,, unknown if following 6 ft rule in store the location is to SMALL  
for that 

Same type of store is CLOSED  "  Deemed non essential " !!!

Jon dawgsfanone@hotmail.com 4253661410

04/20/20 4:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Margolin Shoes Other E-commerce warehouse 2701 N kildare Ave Chicago Sports clothing is not an essential item Maria Ks0254866@gmail.com 8473714355
04/20/20 4:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Zone D' Erotica Other Lingerie retail store 3813 N Division streetSpokane This store has been open since the shutdown was placed on non essential businesses Ron 509-939-5306

04/20/20 5:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Felida Moorage Other Moorage and boat launch 4911 NW 122nd St Vancouver The boat launch is still open and charging to launch. The public is still being allowed to come down 
and pay to fish. This means residents have to traverse people fishing on a 4 foot wide boardwalk in 
order to go pick up mail or go to their vehicles if needed. There are no posted notices telling the 
public that the fishing and boat launches are closed and the moorage manager is still collecting fees 
in person from people using the launch.

Sara StyleinPlace@gmail.com 2064727745 Mike@RoeLaw.com

04/20/20 5:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Copart Other Junk Yard 11019 W McFarlane Rd.Airway Heights doing business as usual. this site is serviced by several tow operators that travel across state lines. 
the public frequents this site to purchase vehicles that have been deemed total loss by insurance 
companies. there are no cars sold to the public with clean titles, only BOS. this is not essential and 
puts many people at risk.

04/20/20 5:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Plateau Club Other Golf private club 25625 E. Plateau DriveSammamish There are people playing golf on this course 
The clubhouse isn’t open but I’ve seen people playing.

Jean Ann Aguirre tagu4@comcast.net 2066048326

04/20/20 5:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Design by Precious Petals Other Flower shop 16802 pacific ave southSpanaway Florian shop is open for business Deb Myers Rondebmyers@hotmail.com 253-314-4432
04/20/20 6:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Canyon Creek Cabinet Company Other Cabinet Manufacturer 16726 tye st se Monroe The cabinets get sold all over Washington and out of state to contractors. We have to wear a mask in 

a super hot warehouse and it feels like I am suffocating. They just reopened today and only called in 
90 people to work

04/20/20 6:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open HenokAlemayehu LLC Other Driver for hire & school run driver 3602 S 180th st A 17Seatac B/c of Covid 19 Henok Ayele henokayele@yahoo.com 2067014357 henokayele@yahoo.com
04/20/20 6:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Platinum Auto Spa Other Automotive cleaning 6318 Holabird Ave, Baltimore, MaYrylandBaltimore This business has been doing “non-essential car work” since the mayor issued the closing of non-

essential businesses.   This owner continues to serve customers and is doing it out in the open 
without regard for the rest of the pubic who has adhered to the legal implications.

None None@gmail.com 410-010-0000 INFO@PASDETAILING.COM



04/20/20 6:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kidz Kaboodle Other Retail clothing consignment store 6409 6th ave Tacoma This is a non essential business that sells nothing but used children clothes. It isn’t fitting into the 
categories at all.. They are not actually following any safety protocols in the store. I witnessed multiple 
people on a group checking out. Taking used clothing back and forth between multiple people. No 
cleaning happening.

Joy Begallia Amirejoi@yahoo.com 2532307456

04/20/20 7:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red barn second hand Other Used furniture store 490 W 2nd street Colville Open sign displayed in windo today at about 3pm, so I stopped and went in to verify it was open. 
Asked the lady behind the counter if they were supposed to be open now, she told me “the 
government has no authority to shut us down”

Melinda Yoas Myoas@hotmail.com 775-600-7453

04/20/20 7:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wallaroo's Furniture and Mattresses 
Valley

Other Furniture Store 212 North Sullivan RoadSpokane Valley Continuing to be open "by appointment only" and posting furniture for sale on Facebook Marketplace 
and only giving the address of the store but not the name. If you go to the store you will see 
customers inside browsing furniture and making purchases and being helped by salespersons.

04/20/20 8:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Floor trader Construction Division @Francis Spokane Business is open and is flooring not essential not practicing social distances Jeff Bray Jeffcbray@comcast.net 5098796921

04/20/20 9:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Judd lees tire Other Tire shop 110 n dale rd Spokane valley Business is open and not following quidelines 6ft apart jeepjunkie509@yahoo.com
04/20/20 9:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Innovative fitness Health-related business 1105 regents blvd Fircrest This gym is still having groups of people come in and workout. They are parking all over the business 

complex then going inside the gym for hours.

04/20/20 9:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A Picket Fence Other Gift shop 1006 Main St Sumner They posted on their Facebook page tonight they are doing a “soft” opening for their regular 
customers.

04/20/20 9:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Washington Cheer Brigade Other Gymnastics/cheerleading training 3000 Columbia House Blvd, unit 120Vancouver Making house calls & offering classes in her personal home during this time, also possibly out of 
business location as well.

Wacheerbrigade@gmail.com

04/20/20 10:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huntwood Industries Other Cabinet manufacturer 23800 E Appleway AveLiberty Lake They are open and delivering cabinets to job sites, they are putting everyone in my community at risk.

04/20/20 10:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whitney Gardens & Nursery Other Flower Shop 306264 US Highway 101Brinnon People from all over the state visit here and are putting the small rural population at risk. They have 
been in violation since the beginning of the order, they know they're not exempt and don't believe 
anyone with authority will actually come out here to do anything about it.

Mike joe@grr.la 213-973-8979

04/21/20 4:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open hollywood boutique Other Adult book/video store 12705 lake city wy neseattle numerous patrons in and out all times of day, does not sell or perform an essential service L. Jacson lawrence.jackson@seattle.gov 206-684-0850

04/21/20 4:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aluminum Products Construction 3633 E Nebraska AveSpokane After the original declaration we were told that we were non-essential and were unable to work. Then 
they started having people come in to work and saying to park in the yard where nobody could see 
our vehicles but we were essential because we do work for Costco. Just seems suspicious at this 
point.

04/21/20 5:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Floor Trader Outlet Construction 6227 N Division Spokane Flooring retailer, non essential business as pertains to construction Steve Bowerman softballfan101@hotmail.com 5094817524
04/21/20 6:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Zak Designs Other Novelty manufacturing 1603 s Garfield Airway Heights This business is non essential and endangering its employees to sell children's novelty items. Jeff Garr Jmgarr@comcast.net (509) 270-1218 Irv Zakheim

04/21/20 7:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue Dolphin Wash Other Car Wash 21525 Bostian Rd. Woodinville This car wash is in full operation despite being a non essential business Craig MacKay craig@cleanplanetcarwash.com 2065106422

04/21/20 7:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids Other House cleaners 430 91st Ave NE #13Lake stevens Going into peoples houses under stay at home order exposing themselves

04/21/20 8:00 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aloha Tiki Tails Other Pet groomer 729 Main street Buckley Drove by at 8am today and they were open and customers were dropping off dogs Leslie leslie.beatty@yahoo.com 4252696421

04/21/20 8:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shell Car Wash Other Car Wash 825 Front St N Issaquah, WA 98027 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 Customercare-us@shell.com
04/21/20 8:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shell Car Wash Other Car Wash 1605 NW Gilman BlvdIssaquah WA 98027 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 Customercare-us@shell.com
04/21/20 8:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shell Car Wash Other Car Wash 12001 NE 8th St Bellevue, WA 98005 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 Customercare-us@shell.com
04/21/20 8:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shell Car Wash Other Car Wash 14008 NE 8th St Bellevue, WA 98007 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 Customercare-us@shell.com
04/21/20 8:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Speedi Carwash Other Car Wash 5003 N Pearl St Ruston, WA 98407 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 8:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Speedy Carwash Other Car Wash 14719 Hwy 99 Lynnwood, WA 98087 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 8:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Safefire Other Indoor shooting range and gun retail 4857 NW Lake Road STE 210Camas Received an email from a furloughed employee that they were opening on 4/25 defying the governors 

orders. The employee doesn't feel comfortable with the decision and is afraid to lose their job if they 
don't go back to work.

info@shootatsafefire.com

04/21/20 8:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BumbleJax Other Print shop 3663 1st Ave S Seattle I am an employee of a non-essential company and my manager is asking me to work. I'm just not sure 
if its legal.

Joshua joeshlittle@gmail.com 2069393927

04/21/20 8:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pac westK9 Other Dog training 1418 6th Ave Tacoma waTacoma There are people in and out of the building, very close to each other. There are homes behind the 
business. We have witnessed many individuals in close proximity.

04/21/20 8:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open TruGreen Other Yard care 225 N. Ella Rd Spokane They are non-essential Kym kymyfaulkner@gmail.com 5099982325
04/21/20 8:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Urban Basics Other Antique/ vintage store 209 E Main Street Battle Ground They are still allowing shoppers. Employees are still there.  They are selling items online and telling 

vendors to bring items in to sell, work on their booths etc.

04/21/20 9:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Splash and Dash Other Car Wash 851 S 38th St Tacoma, WA 98418 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minnid.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 9:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sudstar Carwash Other Car Wash 2400 Milton Way Milton, WA 98354 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-7789-3700
04/21/20 9:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tacoma Truck Wash Other Car Wash 1820 Portland Ave ETacoma WA 98421 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 9:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tahoma Car Wash Other Car Wash 208 Norpoint Way NETacoma, WA 98422 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 info@marineviewventures.com
04/21/20 9:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tahoma Car Wash Other Car Wash 6006 PACIFIC HWY EFIFE, WA 98424 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 info@marineviewventures.com
04/21/20 9:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Car Wash Palace Other Car Wash 655 8th Ave NW Seattle, WA 98117 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700 (206) 525 - 7626
04/21/20 9:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Genie Car Wash (Chevron) Other Car Wash 31980 Military Rd S Auburn, WA 98001 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 9:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Rave Car Wash Other Car Wash 5002 Center St Tacoma, WA 98409 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 9:45 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Front nine condo Other Grounds keepers Harbour point in MukilteoMukilteo Grounds keepers no masks still doing business Joshua taylor Chefcioppino@gmail.com 435-791-4163 Not sure
04/21/20 9:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open PNW Remodel & Flooring LLC Construction 4802 S Pine St #0117Tacoma, WA 98409 We've observed several workers from this business, and potentially other businesses, doing work on 

my neighbor's home, located at 620 Belmont Ave E, Seattle, WA 98102. The workers are not 
observing physical distancing practices, and are inside and outside the property throughout the day. 
The house is vacant, so there is no indication that the work is essential.

Cari G carigg1987@gmail.com 206-232-1540

04/21/20 10:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Twin Star Car Wash Other Car Wash 9002 Railroad Ave Snoqualmie, WA 98065Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 10:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tough top awnings Other Rv awnings 17311 NE 182nd Ave, Brush Prairie, WA 98606Hockinson Not sure if this Buisness is essential Geoffrey Hutchinson ghutchinson0814@gmail.com 3605183140
04/21/20 10:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open EZ LOADER BOAT TRAILERS Other Boat Trailers 717 N HAMILTON STREETSPOKANE EZ LOADER BOAT TRAILERS has been open 3 days a week for 2 weeks and now going back to 

fulltime.
EZ loader was able to use state/gov money to pay employees while off, they have over 50 employees. 
They may be still using state/gov to pay employees.
EZ LOADER builds boat trailers. Not essential business.
The employees are confused regarding if they should be working.

Julie Johnson julieionej@hotmail.com 14064717457

04/21/20 10:12 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Athletic Form Other Gym 2944 1st Ave S Seattle If you go to their Instagram page @trainathleticform you will see they are still open as a gym and are 
training clients. And have been training clients since they were suppose to close. They post it on 
social media as if the rules do not apply. They should be closed like all the other gyms.

04/21/20 10:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open T a s h a L y n n Photography Other Photography 103 Yellow Brick RoadKelso This person is hosting photography sessions at local parks and random locations and bragging about 
it on Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/298504950545780/posts/1019700575092877/?d=n

Tashalhouston@gmail.com

04/21/20 10:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Valley Gas & Car Wash Other Car Wash 204 Valley Ave NE Puyallup, WA 98372 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minnid.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 10:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Valvoline Instant Oil Change (Car Wash) Other Car Wash 2919 Olympic Hwy NShelton, WA 98584 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700

04/21/20 10:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open White Glove Car Wash Other Car Wash 601 S Park Hill Dr Puyallup, WA 98373 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brwonbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 10:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Soft Touch Carwash Other Car Wash 600 S Pearl St Centralia, WA 98531 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/21/20 11:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lice Clinics of America Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4202 Meridian Street #200Bellingham This business is open to the public. They have "clients" everyday. CHRISTINA E MILLER cmillerkw@gmail.com 3603038608
04/21/20 11:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precision Door and Millwork Construction 9516 E Montgomery #17spokane valley Drove by and saw that these guys were open.  Looks like they are making deliveries to job sites as 

well.
04/21/20 11:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Emser Tile Construction 4630 E. Sprague AveSpokane Retail showroom open to the public for new tile selection, non-essential at this time.

04/21/20 12:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aloha Car Wash Company Other Car Wash 17818 Bothell Everett HwyBothell WA Not sanitizing payment system in between washes. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726 ford@alohacarwashcompany.com
04/21/20 12:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue Star Auto Salon Other Auto Salon 15205 Aurora Ave N suite AShoreline Owner has been bullying employee to keep working. The 20 year old employee has expressed his 

safety concerns but the owner will not listen. Has threatened to fire him if he doesnt come in and 
work. The owner called the employee in today and yelled at him. Told him he would pay him under 
the table and he could still collect unemployment. He said he is paying the only other employee cash 
so he can collect unemployment too.

Meagan L Brooksbank meg.horman99@gmail.com 2064274996

04/21/20 12:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sleep Shop of Yakima Other Furniture Store 1811 S First Street Yakima They have a very small store and are open while much bigger stores are closed. Glenn Manuel Glennmanueljr@gmail.com 6237037300

04/21/20 12:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Hobby/Craft Store 2921 S. 38th St Tacoma Michaels is a non essential business that is doing curb side delivery. They indicated they are 
accepting US Parcel Service Prescription deliveries which is not what their business is registered for.  
They feel that now they are accepting Prescriptions through US Parcel service they are essential.  
They are not a mail delivery location nor pharmaceutical company.

Yolonda Brooks brooksyolonda17@yahoo.com

04/21/20 12:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bartlett Tree Service Other Landscaping 309 S Cloverdale Street #E18Seattle Multiple trips to the neighborhood to install trees and bamboo on private property.  Multiple people in 
close contact to do so.

RW 206-832-9653

04/21/20 12:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Transform 180 Other Gym 300 Fairview Ave Seattle Gym has been operational every day for the last week. From my apartment I have observed 4 
different people in the last hour drive up, park and walk in to the gym.

Dan dpfarland@gmail.com 206.939.2790

04/21/20 1:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tiki Car Wash Other Car Wash 11909 NE 8th St Bellevue The Tiki Car Wash is a competitor of ours and should be closed per the following:

I wanted to provide further clarification for you and your client, Brown Bear Car Wash.  Currently, all 
car wash operations, including tunnel, self-serve, or brushless, are not deemed essential.  This holds 
true whether the car wash is standalone or adjoined to a separate business, even if that separate 
business is essential.  This also holds true whether the car wash is serving the general public or 
select customers from essential sectors.  
  
We certainly appreciate that you sought guidance in order to comply with Proclamation 20-25.  And 
we can verify that your decision to remain closed is consistent with our office’s reading of the 
Essential Critical Infrastructures List. 
  
Lastly, note that anyone wishing to report a business operating in violation of the proclamation can do 
so here. 
  
Please feel free to contact me with any additional questions or concerns, 
Alejandro
  
ALEJANDRO SANCHEZ 
Special Assistant | Office of Governor Jay Inslee 
Desk: 360.902.4124 | Cell: 360.688.0727 
www.governor.wa.gov | alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Lance Odermat lance.odermat@brownbear.com 2065508250

04/21/20 1:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fred's Guns 2.0 Other Gun Shop 261340 US-101 Sequim The store has been open even though they say they are temporarily closed online. They have the 
open sign on customers coming and going.

fredsguns2.0@gmail.com

04/21/20 1:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rent a center Construction 179 telegraph rd Bellingham Open business

04/21/20 1:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cabinet and Granite Construction 181 telegraph rd Bellingham Open business

04/21/20 1:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eastern Hills Community Church Other Church worship team (musicians and singers) 91 Savannah Ln Ste ASequim The Worship Team (musicians and singers) gathered at the otherwise empty church to record music 
for an up-coming Internet broadcast of a Sunday church service.  I'm not sure if distancing is an 
exception to the Stay At Home proclamation. I'm concerned about my church families.

churchoffice@ehcchurch.org

04/21/20 1:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open V Nives Other Knives 107 Mashell N Eatonville He has been open several days and local government and police do not seem to be concerned with 
taking any action.

support1@vnives.com

04/21/20 1:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ornamental Stone Other Concrete Planter Company 101 E Northbay rd Allyn Wa 98524Allyn Twice now, on my way weekly trip to the grocery, I have seen a forklift moving things in the backyard 
of the concrete planter shop in allyn. Their open sign is off, but it really looks like people are still 
working.

04/21/20 2:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lemons Zone D'Erotica Other Porn shop 3813 N Division St Spokane Not only are people buying items they are selling illegal products such as porn DVDs.  Their license 
doesn't allow this.

Kim Arrotta Kimmybq@msn.com 5093890796

04/21/20 2:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open APC Auto Spa Other Car Wash 19834 141st Pl NE Bldg DWoodinville WA Not disinfecting payment system in between customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726 info@apcautospa.com
04/21/20 2:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Benchmark Auto Salon Other Car Wash 2130 196th St SW Lynnwood WA Not disinfecting payment system in between uses of customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726
04/21/20 2:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Dog House Other Dog/cat grooming 699 Sussex Ave W Tenino The business is open and advertising grooming services when pet groomers have been listed as non-

essential.
Jenna Eberl Lovemyhemi@gmail.com 253-820-7707 (360) 264-4222



04/21/20 2:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bubbles and Bows Other Dog/cat grooming 1210 S Gold St Centralia Business is open and advertising services despite grooming being deemed non essential. Jenna Lovemyhemi@gmail.com 253-820-7708

04/21/20 2:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Washes Other Carwash All in Tri - Cities and Walla WallaKennewick They are back full steam ahead and no social distancing... Doug d_ouglas@yahoo.com 509 https://bushcarwash.com/
04/21/20 2:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ocean Shores kites Other Hobby shop 759 Point Brown Ave NWOcean Shores Props door open so customers can come in and shop. Andy Said & Brenda Sias
04/21/20 2:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ocean Shores kites Other Hobby shop 172 W Chance a LaMer NWOcean Shores Props door open so customers can come in and shop. Andy Said & Brenda Sias
04/21/20 2:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Doggie Hut Bowzers Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7318 NE 63rd StreetVancouver All of us groomers are following the rules but people like her keep spreading the virus and she is 

taking money out of dog groomers pockets that are following the rule as the dogs she is grooming 
would wait until we can legally open

Billie Sennert Brksnbubbles@gmail.com 3606905554

04/21/20 3:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whistle workware Other Retail 12904 Meridian E Puyallup Whistle workware is still open and continues to be open. Not just the Puyallup location but all 9 
locations total. A lot of the staff at each store have children and some sort of health problems. Wither 
it is asthma or pre-existing conditions. The owner of the company has been told by their employees 
about how dangerous it is to be open, and yet he continues to stay open. Only caring about money 
and not keeping his employees safe

Clark Darknussfallz@aol.com Del diede

04/21/20 3:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hills of comics Other Retail 125 E Main St Auburn They are posting on Facebook about being open

04/21/20 3:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Children's Place Other Clothing store 561 S Fork Ave SW North Bend They have requested their employees to leave home and come to their store for work starting Monday 
4/27. They will have multiple employees inside the store. This breaks WA Governors Stay home order 
because Children's Place is not an essential business.

Concerned Citizen

04/21/20 3:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open pink Elephant Other Car wash 16223 Meridian E Puyallup Why are they open when Brown Bear where i have membership cannot? Clayton Moore cm.clayton.moore@gmail.com 2537201645 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

04/21/20 3:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Express Self-Serve Car 
Wash

Other Car wash 3915 Center St Tacoma They are operating as normal. Jennifer Palacios jaepalacios@yahoo.com 253-273-7552 corey@classychassis.com

04/21/20 3:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car wash at Trestle Station Other Car wash 8011 20th St SE Lake Stevens Car wash still open and operating.

04/21/20 3:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Car Wash Other Car wash 11304 Canyon Rd EPuyallup Hand to hand exchange of cash/card to pay for services. Brianne J. Denton briannes5151@hotmail.com 253-951-3576 corey@classychassis.com
04/21/20 3:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elephant Car Wash Other Car wash 715 39th Ave SW Puyallup Hand to hand exchange of cash/card to pay for services. Brianne J. Denton briannes5151@hotmail.com 253-951-3576 MIKE@ELEPHANTCARWASH.COM
04/21/20 3:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink elephant Other Car wash 16311 Meridian E Puyallup, WA  98375 United StatesPuyallup This car wash has been operating and is not essential. It also has a significant amount of people not 

adhering to 6 ft apart in the vacuuming stations.
corporate@elephantcarwash.com

04/21/20 3:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Car Wash 655 NW 85th St Seattle This car wash is open when others were told to close. Sallie C VanDyke sallieav@gmail.com 206-617-4375
04/21/20 3:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open pink elephant / shell station Other Car wash business on the 410 410 Bonney Lake this is frustrating because while brown bear observes the rule and the rest of all the other car washes 

are open it looks like saturday at the car wash everyday!
Carrie Campbell Haymond carriehaymond@cbbain.com 2065120850 Customercare-us@shell.com

04/21/20 4:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Place Other Car wash 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle Self serve car wash is open and was never closed. Busy everyday! Matt James mattjames5272@gmail.com 2063938245
04/21/20 4:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elephant Car Wash Other Car wash Meridian Puyallup Open and people using vaccums Candice Cather clcather@gmail.com 2538752223 MIKE@ELEPHANTCARWASH.COM
04/21/20 4:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Great Car Care Center Other Carwash 6750 Kinball Dr Gig Harbor Not observing Governor’s order, while other car washes in the area are. Wrong and unfair to other 

businesses.
Gary Clower garyclower@yahoo.com 2532089156

04/21/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Block Advisors Other Tax Consulting Business 10303 NE Fourth Plain Blvd #115Vancouver Is this an essential businesses that should be operating?  No social distancing available in this office Neighbor 360-936-1615

04/21/20 4:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Salt & Pepper Clothing Other Womens clothing 4770 E 50th St Vernon Tuesdays and Thursdays open until 4/23/2020
From 4/27/2020,  Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays will open

04/21/20 4:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink Elephant Other Car Wash 3175 56th st Gig Harbor Phone # 253-432-4578 Dave Augenstein Fireaug@msn.com 425-753-1253 corporate@elephantcarwash.com
04/21/20 4:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Self serve car wash 655 NW 85th St Seattle It’s non essential and should be closed Jesse Abbott abbott.jesse@gmail.com
04/21/20 4:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jackson’s Shell Gas Other Car Wash 13106 NE 175th St Woodinville Car wash attached to this Jackson’s Shell Gas Station continues to operate. Customercare-us@shell.com

04/21/20 4:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chasis Other Car wash Orchard/Center st Fircrest The business still operating despite of Gov Inslee’s order. Ma Cristina latoja.mcristina@gmail.com 2068998992
04/21/20 4:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Right Now Window Screens Construction 103 Huckleberry Street sePacific people coming and going dropping off window screens. Not practicing social distancing. touching 

gates. Not essential.
04/21/20 4:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Games Plus Other Comic shop 1805 Main St Suite ALake Stevens On their Facebook page they state they are open. John Hernandez JTHSeaTac@gmail.com
04/21/20 5:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jet Pro AutoWash Other Car Wash 1660 N. Wenatchee Ave.Wenatchee, WA 98801Operational and servicing customers when brown bears on the West wide of the state are not allowed 

to operate based on the governor's Proclamation 20-25
Jamie Stine wstine0781@comcast.net

04/21/20 5:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash 3810 Court Street Pasco They have reopened their entire chain at the request of Pasco city officials.  Car washes should be 
exempt, but I believe all businesses should follow the same rules.

04/21/20 5:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CLASSY CHASISS Other CAR WASH 105 7TH AVE se PUYALLUP WA 98372NEVER CLOSED AT ALL Denise B Cuff deelight007@yahoo.com 2532025105
04/21/20 5:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush car wash Other Car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  We 
have listened to the advice of local authorities and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
That being said, you may notice some temporary changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

You are among our most loyal customers and we appreciate each of you and your patience as we all 
made adjustments to these new things we are all going through together.  We will be starting 
recurring Unlimited Passes again and your renewal day of the month may change slightly.  We have 
extended each Unlimited Pass the same amount of days we were closed so you won’t miss out on 
anything that you paid for.

If you have any questions about any changes please contact our Customer Service Department at 
509-579-0061.

We will see you at the wash!

Cheryl Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com 5095822528
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* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

You are among our most loyal customers and we appreciate each of you and your patience as we all 
made adjustments to these new things we are all going through together.  We will be starting 
recurring Unlimited Passes again and your renewal day of the month may change slightly.  We have 
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04/21/20 5:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open All for Paws Other Pet Groomer, pet shop 246 W Manson HWY #6Chelan They are open and offering all services.....I called them

04/21/20 5:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ballard blossom Other Florist 1111 nw 85th st Seattle And yet they get to apply for stimulus?   My flower shop is closed when the government told me too!   
Please answer me ,   Thank you

Sue grimord Sgromord@gmail.com I4148618889

04/21/20 5:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Super Sudsy Car Wash/76 Gas Station Other Car Wash at 76 gas station 209 Central Ave S Kent This business was operating the car wash on Sunday 4/19 at about 1:30pm.  I observed cars in line 
with a person scrubbing the cars as they entered the car wash. 
 According to an email from Brown Bear, car washes are not essential.  Email had link to providing 
violators, as Brown Bear said many other car washes were breaking the order.

Michael Trochalakis mihalistro@gmail.com (206)255-0547

04/21/20 5:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Downtown Dog Lounge Ballard Other Dog groomer 824 NW 46th St Seattle Non-Essential business is open. Flaunting it on the web and Instagram. Must be nice to collect a 
paycheck when so many others can’t.

Brenda milesdavis@gmail.com

04/21/20 5:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Imperial Auto Salon Other Automotive window tinting 13209 NE 126th PL #A190 Kirkland, WA 98034Kirkland Tinting vehicles is not an essential business.

04/21/20 5:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sunbirds Other Retail of guns and shoes, seasonal garden center 1757 N National AveChehalis This store has only recently begun its seasonal garden sales. On 4.18.20 the parking lot was full. 
Inside the employees are not wearing any gear, and most alarming they were not keeping people from 
clustering. The lines were too congested, too many were huddling around plants for sale, so we left. 
Also they didnt appear to be tracking numbers of entry / exit. I was permitted to purchase new t-shirts 
and nothing else at the end of March.

Ronelle Scharber Ronironi1966@yahoo.com 3608800440

04/21/20 5:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Magnolia bridge storage Other Storage 1900 15th Ave w Seattle It’s open

04/21/20 5:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood Erotic Boutique Other Adult novelty shop 12706 Lake City Way NESeattle Business is non-essential; adult DVDs, adult toys, personal lubricant, etc. Employees are at risk of 
getting sick, especially with concentrated homeless population in the area.

04/21/20 6:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other car wash 6301 35th Avenue SWSeattle Car wash is being used on a routine basis sometimes up to 13 cars at a time are using the business. 
On nice days, it is busy all day long and into the evening. It seems that someone services the car 
wash every morning for trash and clean up.

Julie Linn julie.linn@gmail.com 360-608-1506

04/21/20 6:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Schoenfeld Furniture Other Furniture 11555 Northup Way Bellevue Website says "call for an appointment".................Closed does not mean appointments. Todd Patterson tpatterson@summerhousepatio.com 2064096785 info@schoenfeldinteriors.com

04/21/20 6:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane discount Other Other retail 523 S. Dishman Mica Rd.Spokane Owner is Steve Waco.  I was surprised to see that his Spokane Valley location was open on 
04/21/2020.  The company sells used retail apparel and misc. Goods to the public.  There may be 
some sort of technicality that allows this company to operate during the covid crisis that I am not 
aware of..  However, I due to my uncertainty, I felt obligated to report this business, and let the State 
of Washington determine if the business is essential for not.

Jeff Chamberlain , CPA Jc@jchamberlainpllc.com 5099799215

04/21/20 6:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tasha Lynn Photography Other Photography 103 Yellow Brick RoadKelso Is scheduling and taking photos with whole families - not their own. Photography isn’t essential! Tashalhouston71@gmail.com

04/21/20 6:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other car wash 7200 Burden Blvd Pasco Open without being a essential business. Do all other business can do the same? osie cruz osiel.cru@gmail.com 5099896457

04/21/20 6:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Interior Logic group Construction 6911 s 196th St. Kent They have flooring installers going in early in the morning.to install flooring. Cathyniesen@interiorLogicgroup.Com

04/21/20 7:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink elephant car wash Other Car wash 16223 Meridian E Puyallup Touching the automated pay station could spread covid-19. No one disinfecting or cleaning the pay 
stations at all. Not smart!

Tim Haisch tim@advancedelectric.com 2536066704 Auburn

04/21/20 7:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Foss Auto Other Stero Audio and window tint store 512 Strander Blvd Tukwila That they do Car Stereos, window tint, car washes. etc. Car sales dealerships are closed and curious 
how they are allowed to stay open as an essential business? They have 5 locations and all remain 
open. kkk

04/21/20 7:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Windworks Sailing Other Sailoat rental 7001 Seaview Ave #110Seattle WA Business is advertising (via email) sailing charters starting May 1 for pleasure sails. This is prior to the 
stay at home order lifting and there is no way to properly socially distance while at one of their boats, 
refueling, etc.

lauiri@windworkssailing.com

04/21/20 7:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mercer Island Auto Spa Other Car Wash 2730 80th Ave SE Mercer Island It is open.



04/21/20 7:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Valley Insurance LLC Other Surplus lines insurance 307 29th st ne Puyallup They have employees that are traveling to the post office, meeting with clients, and servicing clients. 
They file taxes for insurance companies, which is not covered in the Gov proclamation. They are a 
non essential business still operating exposing themselves and others to Covid 19

Gina@valleyinsllc.com

04/21/20 7:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush car wash Other Car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Watch the news he’s not following the order and your not stopping his 9 car washes, Autobaun every 
car wash .

Cheryl Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com 5095822528 Richland

04/21/20 7:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GardenSphere Other Garden and landscaping 3310 N Proctor Tacoma At least half a dozen customer cars parked outside of this business tonight, with customers obviously 
coming out with purchases.

Cheryl Kopec cherylkopec@gmail.com 2532248101 CUSTOMERSERVICE@GARDENSPHERE.BIZ

04/21/20 7:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws and Claws Other Dog Grooming 4707 W Nob Hill BlvdYakima Still taking clients when all the other shops in town have had to close down.

04/21/20 7:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open V Boutique & Salon Other Clothing store 3501 Rd 68 #103 Pasco Obviously open n selling with racks of merchandise outside on front walkway. Jim Mahoney mashwatcher943@yahoo.com 5093084279 mashwatcher943@yahoo.com

04/21/20 8:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open leathers furniture Other furniture and home furnishings 5530 E. Lake Sammamish Pkwy.  SEIssaquah non essential business Berry Ray bersea@yahoo.com 4252770291
04/21/20 8:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Joanne Fabric Other Retail 4104 Tacoma Mall BlvdTacoma They closed and reopened. People are standing in line to close together.

04/21/20 8:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pipe and glass Other Smoke shop (not cannabis) 20373 Viking avenue nwPoulsbo Why is this an essential business? Tammy Gallagher tammymg1@gmail.com 12069790372
04/21/20 8:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash 7200 Burden BoulevardPasco It is not fair that they are open and many of us that are flowing the rules are remaining closed. How do 

they get away with re-opening all their Tri-Cities locations.
Leslie Brown browncofan@hotmail.com 5096548287

04/21/20 8:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Armageddon Arms Other Gun Shop 121 S Lewis St Monroe, WA Business is open when it should be closed.

04/21/20 8:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sudstar Car Wash Other Car Wash 2400 Milton Way Milton Sudstar closed temporarily but reopened this past weekend in direct violation of the Governor's 
proclamation.  It is crowded during the day and night.

Michelle M Tate mmclaugh5494@gmail.com 2533101142

04/21/20 8:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trestle Station Other Gas Station and Car Wash 8011 20TH ST SE Lake Stevens “ Currently, all car wash operations, including tunnel, self-serve, or brushless, are not deemed 
essential.  This holds true whether the car wash is standalone or adjoined to a separate business, 
even if that separate business is essential.  This also holds true whether the car wash is serving the 
general public or select customers from essential sectors.” 

Currently, their Car Wash remains open. They are still interacting with customers.

04/21/20 9:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Oasis Other Adult video and entertainment 515-132 Lovington Opersting of a non essential buisness Jimmy W Burns burns2421@gmail.com 5757473004
04/21/20 9:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink elephant car wash Other Car wash 27240 168th pl se Covington If brown bear isnt allowed to operate why should pink elephant MIKE@ELEPHANTCARWASH.COM
04/21/20 9:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Other Car wash 5002 Center Street Tacoma This non-essential business is still open. There is an attendant working on the premise. Payment is 

taken through a touch screen that is not wiped down between customers.
Natalia Wyble nataliatb@msn.com 2535072293 corey@classychassis.com

04/21/20 10:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaddy Carwash Other Car wash Various locations Vancouver/Hazel Dell Open while other operators have been deemed non essential. Kristopher Groff k_ryan73@icloud.com 2067134013
04/21/20 11:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash 3220 Kennedy DriveWest Richland Non-essential business reopening all locations. Entire Franklin County has already disregarded Stay 

at Home Order and I’m concerned this will encourage other businesses to do same.
Olivia Patnode olivia13patnode@gmail.com

04/22/20 1:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Second hand affordables thrift store Other Thrift store secondhand store 14011 Pacific Ave S Tacoma Everyday this place is Crawling with people, alot of people who carry the characteristics of drug 
users. The shop is very dirty no way to social distance if covid19 is spreading in Tacoma. It's 
definitely happening here! Please do something!

Mike mikepayne2011@gmail.com 2533205258

04/22/20 2:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Flavor Jungle LLC Other Raw materials for eliquid (electronic cigarettes) 1321 Marietta Ave Bellingham The owner is keeping his business open. I don't think this is responsible. The company provides raw 
materials for the electronic cigarette industry. We used to be called ecigexpress. He expects all 
employees to come to work, and I don't feel safe doing so.

Timothy Furre

04/22/20 5:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evolve fitness Other Gym 1351 Republic st Seattle Holding Boxing classes on Tuesdays Tiffine Wright Tiffinewright83@gmail.com 3608406004
04/22/20 6:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Regalo International Other Warehouse 2980 Center Dr #150Dupont Business has been determined non-essential. Social distancing is not being practiced at all, and PPE 

is being used improperly. Multiple reports have been filed and no action has been taken.

04/22/20 7:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cugini Florists Other Florist 413 s 3rd st renton doing business against Governor's order. risking employees, customers and general public health by 
NOT staying home

mark sandsprayer1@aol.com 2065513442

04/22/20 8:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open mattress city Other mattress 205th & Aurora Aven NorthShoreline open when others in the same industry are obeying the Governor

04/22/20 8:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car wash 520 W Columbia Dr Kennewick The address above is the business mailing address.  There are seven car was locations in Benton, 
Franklin and Walla Walla counties according to their website, Bushcarwash.com, and an article in the 
4/22/20 edition of the Tri-city Herald paper.

Chris Kramer Tanahouse@msn.com 541-6120610 , messages onlyTTB LLC

04/22/20 8:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Secure it self storage Other Public storage facility 2225 cooper point rd swOlympia They are operating as if there is no virus, I'm an employee and  I feel my health is at risk and 
everyone that comes in to the facility

Kevin fisk Kevinzx3@gmail.com 3604637959

04/22/20 8:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Regalo/Carlson Other warehouse 2980 Center Dr #150Dupont I don't think this business is essential (distributing pet and baby gates to retailers) and the warehouse 
manager, Gui Castro, removes his mask whenever speaking to anyone (while ignoring social 
distancing)

04/22/20 8:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush car wash Other Car wash 1132 Aaron drive Richland He’s in the paper, he’s in the news , encouraging everyone to disobey your orders and has been 
running one of his 9 locations illegally since 3-25-20

Mikaela Gillespiemikaela@yahoo.com 5095822528

04/22/20 8:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush car wash Other Car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Making news and news paper not right encouragingto disobey , so what if everyone does this!!! Then 
everything we are stayed home for is distorted . Look at Tyson meat

Alex Alexcavazos32@hotmail.com 5095822528

04/22/20 9:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady Car Wash Other Car Wash 2914 NE Andresen RdVancouver Non essential business open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash Keene Rd West Richland Newspaper article in the tri city herald evidences the business is open and operating in violation of 

the stay home stay healthy order. The disregard for safety precautions places other citizens in the city 
at increased and unnecesseary risk.

04/22/20 9:15 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 6300 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Non essential business open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:18 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open European Stone and tile design Other Tile and granite 13615 NE 126th Pl #400Kirkland Company has been operating every single day. Trying to make all employees come back, stating they 

will all be taken off standby if they do not comply. Business is not essential by any means.
Michael Lackie righteousmike22@gmail.com 4256559420

04/22/20 9:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:23 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car wash Other Car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com
04/22/20 9:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Showcase Specialties Other Embroidery and screen printing 702 w. Lewis st pasco Still operating even under stay home order.. Now trying to force employees to work because our 

Franklin County sheriff says he will NOT ENFORCE STAY HOME ORDER.. we have families and 
deserve to be safe.  Please help us.  It being forced.

showcase@scspecialties.com

04/22/20 9:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open james g. murphy Other auction house P.O. Box 82160 - 18226 - 68th Ave. N.E.Kenmore, Washington 98028https://murphyauction.hibid.com/catalog/206262/radio-communication-equipment-and-police-seizures/ info@murphyauction.com

04/22/20 10:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Parry Jewelers Other Jewelry store 4001 Summitview Ave., #10, Yakima, WA 98908Yakima Informs public through website business is open for business in addition to paying a person carrying a 
sign on 40th and Summitview Ave. that business is open

Cheryl Business Daph.LaRue@gmail.com 509-457-1596 Brent Hudson

04/22/20 11:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Xtra Fitness Other Gym 18001 Bothell Everett HwyBothell I work at a nearby health facility and noticed the other day that I thought they were having classes, but 
decided to mind my own business. They have the windows covered in the front so you can't see in. I 
just took a break with another person I work with who said they are having classes and she was 
thinking of reporting. I told her that's what I thought and asked how she knew. She said that she can 
hear the Zumba music and the other day when it was sunny they had their exercise group out back 
behind the businesses exercising.

Rachel Jaffee Rjaffee@usc.edu (509) 881-0811 unknown

04/22/20 11:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Harbor Dance Other Dance Studio 6820 Kimball Dr Gig Harbor, WA 98335The dance studio appears to be open with parents and children entering and exiting the building. Susan Dellinger   info@harbordance.net

04/22/20 11:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shabby Dog salon dog grooming Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 650 Goerig St c Woodland Many other grooming shops are closed and out of work, and it's come to my attention that Shabby 
Dog is still accepting customers.

Annabelle 3608468301

04/22/20 12:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Higginsons Other Furniture 850 s grand avenue Pullman Again advertising on Facebook that they will be open all day Saturday marking down furniture. They 
are also making their delivery drivers come in to arrange floor displays and to deliver furniture to 
people

Sw Breeworkmail@gmail.com 2086919780

04/22/20 12:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open OneMain financial Other Loan Sharks 615A SE Chkalov Dr, Ste 8 Vancouver, WA 98683Vancouver They shouldn’t be open because there not essentially needed. Duke Pahukoa duke.pahukoa@comcast.net 3607842785
04/22/20 12:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mr. Other Spas and fireplaces 10410 139th Street Ct EPuyallup It doesn't seem to me this is an essential business.  Last few days I noticed they were open for 

business.
Jim Miler jlmiller58@msn.com

04/22/20 12:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sharon's resale boutique Other Consignment 7620 Pioneer Way Gig Harbor I don't believe that this is an essential business. She does consignment for clothes, purses, and shoes 
among other items.

Marcail Hoag 2533121981

04/22/20 12:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Four Paws Other Dog training 10680 Ridge Rim Trl SEPort Orchard WA The public and businesses that are non essential are using this RR zone property to train dogs and 
the barking is distributing my quality of life during this government mandatory lock down. I have now 
reported this three times, to my local Kitsap County DCD, commissioner, animal control and sheriff.  I 
have not received any call backs and nothing has changed.  Today 4/22/20 @ 12 noon the business 
using this property just walked dogs to my fence and allowed them to use the bathroom and is 
allowing several dogs to bark. This is a disturbance of my enjoyment of the use of my land and 
property.

Cindy Moore moore123.1@wavecable.com 253-677-1268 Tina Stafford

04/22/20 12:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car wash 7200 Argent Pasco They are wasting PPE ( if followed correctly) they would have to change everytime they touched a 
car, credit card, etc. On top of that, using the washing of police cars as a defense of their actions.

04/22/20 1:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Other Tanning salon 1380 Galaxy Dr NE Lacey The business lights and signage appear as if it is closed but people are going in and out for tanning 
services.

Concerned citizen anonymous@report.org lacey@tanrepublic.com

04/22/20 1:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open BEN'S LOAN INC. Other PAWNBROKER LOANS, FIREARMS & PAWN SHOP 1005 South 2nd StreetRenton, Washington 98057, United StatesI know some folks that is a neighbor of the owner,  they told me that the owner of this business hates 
the governor, and is not practicing any of the guide lines layout. they was told that the sales of guns 
was more important by the owner of BEN'S LOAN INC.

Sorry, that is not going to happenno contact no phone

04/22/20 1:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open THE LINKS MOSES LAKE Other GOLF CORSE 4524 Westshore Dr NEMOSES LAKE They're supposedly closed but there are groups of people DAILY out golfing.

04/22/20 1:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Heaven Sent Other Small Engine Repair 21031 49th AVE W Lynnwood selling lawnmowers out of house/business Robert Bretz robert.bretz58@gmail.com 4257702846
04/22/20 1:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Barn Other Second hand store; antique, thrift strore 490 w 2nd ave Colville Just drove by today and the business is open. Not sure if it's an essential business since it's a 

antique, second hand store.
Brian Brooks Mb.brooks8575@gmail.com 2534594194

04/22/20 1:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Temple Fitness Health-related business 35417 21st Ave Federal Way, WA 98023federal way I continue to see people going in and out of here they come out sweaty and in gym attire. The 
employees screen calls and windows are covered up, so u can't see what going on in there.  They 
say it's employees coming and going. I know the difference between an employee and someone 
working out .

Danna Daniel timmysdanna@gmail.com 2537325301

04/22/20 1:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open precision door and millwork Construction 9516 montgomery #17spokane valley i just spoke to an employee and this business is open and has conned their bank into providing the 
paycheck loan.  please stop them.

04/22/20 1:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Foss Audio Other Car Audio retailer 10 se Everett mall wayEverett Business is non essential and operating without any type of safety measures. Mike Griffin Michaelgriffin0826@gmail.com 4254091960

04/22/20 2:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Creative Countertops Inc Other Countertop fabrication 22285 Stottlemeyer Rd NEPoulsbo Owner had 1, maybe 2 essential jobs (according to an employee). After those were done, the 
employee was told to cut whatever the programmer was done with because he is losing money and 
needs to do some installs. One of their contractors wants something done as soon as the date is 
finished with the stay at home, but they aren't marked as essential. An employee is currently working 
on a non-essential job, but the contractors are trying to get the paperwork to make it essential. They 
haven’t yet. The employee has also been managing inventory and attending other duties not related 
to essential jobs.

Alexis business.alexis.martin@gmail.com 4252491913

04/22/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Columbia Fitness Other Retail Business 433 E Columbia DriveKennewick Business is still open to public

04/22/20 2:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bassett furniture Other Furniture 1802 62nd Ave Fife Why is a furniture store open? I doubt very much it’s considered essential. Shame on them. Star Metternich Mettrjm@yahoo.com 2534484363

04/22/20 2:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The foxhole Other Retail 15022 union ave sw Lakewood This business has been and continues to violate the Governors stay at home order.  Along with 
several businesses along that street.

Chris Lohring808@gmail.com 2532782509

04/22/20 2:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Liberty Book and Arcade Other Adult store 3710 100th s W lakewood this business should not be open due to is a adult enterainment business

04/22/20 3:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Salewskys jewelry Other Jewelry store 211 A n Orthtower aveCentralia I walked by and have seen the last couple days they have been open and have there open sign out 
on side walk



04/22/20 3:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The foxhole Other Military surplus 15022 union ave SWLakewood This business is open and claiming to have essential business status. 
I own the same type of business and went through the proper channels to find out if we are essential 
and was told we are not. 
We seem to be the only business in the town of Tillicum that is indeed following the stay at home 
order. 
It is very hard to continue to do so while all our competitors are open.   There seems to be zero 
consequences for them as well.

92y@92yankee.net

04/22/20 3:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Olde Creamery Other Antique shop/Pawn broker 224 N Whitcomb Ave, Tonasket, WA 98855Tonasket I'm surprised to see this business is open since it is not an essential business. It puts people's lives in 
danger by enticing them to shop there, and it is breaking Gov. Inslee's order.

H. Pfeifer 509.486.2460

04/22/20 3:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open NW Quality Housekeeping Other Residential House Cleaning 17315 121 Ln SE Renton They are advertising on FB. They have a janitorial side. I had to shut down my house cleaning 
business, and so should they!

michelle D Middleton michellemiddletoncoaching@gmail.com 5125776156

04/22/20 3:55 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Galvin Flight Training LLC Other Flight School 7001 Perimeter Rd SSeattle Galvin is still open for in-person flight instruction for all students, including private, recreational and 
student pilots. President Grant "Skip" Moshner can be reached at 253-709-3167

ericl@galvinflying.com

04/22/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big Bend Golf Course Other Golf Course 899 NW Cole St Wilbur They are violating the non essential order. There are groups of golfers there everyday golfing.

04/22/20 3:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sunset Kennel Other Pet grooming 1614 Swantown Rd Oak Harbor Grooming is listed as non essential business. They are still providing grooming to clients. This bring 
nonessential staff and clients into contact.

Melissa Inches Melissainches@hotmail.com 360-672-1864

04/22/20 3:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rainier Flight Service LLC Other Flight School 800 W Perimeter RdRenton Rainier is still open for in-person flight instruction for all students, including private, recreational and 
student pilots.

gordon@rainierflight.com

04/22/20 4:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pickles Playland Other Dog grooming 12869 me 85th Kirkland Grooming service when it is non-essential Felicia Ward ward.felicias@gmail.com 2067799947
04/22/20 4:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kitsap Golf & Country Club Other Golf 3885 NW Golf Club Hill RoadBremerton Golfers are playing on course, when questioned at location, staff replied by saying the individuals on 

the course are "members" who are getting in their essential exercise.  This statement contradicts the 
current stay at home order by our governor as all golf courses in the area restrict all play.  By having 
only members play reinforces social inequality.

04/22/20 4:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood Boutique Other Adult Store (porn) 12706 Lake City Way NESeattle I've been seeing people come in and out of this store. This is definitely not essential activity. Jessica D. Puckett Jessicadpuckett@gmail.com 206-418-8825

04/22/20 4:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Galvin Other Flight school Boeing Field Seattle This business is a flight school providing flight instruction to private people for recreational purposes. 
The distance between two people inside of an airplane is a few inches. Dozens of people use these 
airplanes every day and if one of them is sick it is easy to make dozens of people sick. This is not an 
essential business.

04/22/20 4:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whistle WorkWear Other Clothing Retail 2789 NW Randall Way #101Silverdale I have it from a trusted source that this chain plans to re-open it's retail stores for full retail business, 
on Monday 27 April, despite the Governor's proclamation.  This is not an essential business according 
to the list.

John Labdon jerel1961@wavecable.com 3605097169

04/22/20 4:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash 3810 W. Court St. Pasco this business was widely publicized in the local Tri-City Herald and KEPR news. Heading: LOCAL
Tri-Cities car wash opens in spite of WA governor’s stay-at-home order for coronavirus.
How is it that all day they have had every location open and the City of Pasco code enforcement did 
not do anything about this at this particular location however, another business about 1/2 mile away 
opened today (thought it was alright due to Clint Didiers comment, facebook on small business) and 
the City code enforcement went to his business and told him he had to close however, the car wash is 
able to be open and operate??? The body text of the article indicated and made it appear as the car 
wash was opening up for frontline healthcare workers, giving back however, it's open to the general 
public.  This sounds like discrimination as the owner who opened and was told to close by the code 
enforcer, the owner is Hispanic while the other business owners who are just down the street are not.

Veronica vmv1971@msn.com 509-308-8909

04/22/20 5:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tasha Lynn photography Other Photography 103 yellow brick roadKelso She’s booking photo shoots Tashalhouston71@gmail.com
04/22/20 5:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Renton Boeing Logan ave N Renton Renton 737 program is NOT working. Everett is but Renton 737 staff haven’t worked at all, no work to 

do. Now there’s a report, here is the link, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/04/21/boeing-workers-are-wary-factories-reopen-
after-coronavirus-lockdown/. That MY HUSBAND is an experiment to see if going back to work is 
safe????????? What the hell? They are putting my  husband and me at risk! My husband has a heart 
condition and I have a compromised immune system.  I can’t believe they are using the employees as 
an experiment. I am beyond pissed and disappointed in this system, RENTON has NO work!  This 
has to be looked into. This is horrible. Please look into this. My husband and and other workers are 
NOT an EXPERIMENT!!!!!!!!!

Amber Melendez Amberlmelendez@yahoo.com 8052182350

04/22/20 5:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Salewsky's Jewelry Other Jewelry 211A N. Tower Ave Centralia This business was open and had their signs out on the side walk advertising being open today.

04/22/20 5:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Triguard Other Pest control solicitation Aw 43rd st Renton Sales person going door to door trying to sell services. Kelly Haag kelly.haag78@gmail.com 2537409560
04/22/20 5:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Haight Carpet & Interiors Construction 12910 NE 178th St Woodinville This business is disregarding the orders and is being careless with it's practices Josh Joshhart1212@gmail.com 206-454-9856 Mark@haightcarpet.com

04/22/20 5:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lifetek Other CPR, first aid training 2021 East College Way, Suite 214Mount Vernon Lifetek offers training classes to the general public and healthcare providers for American Heart 
Association. They are still open despite the governor's proclamation, and the AHA extending all 
certification expirations for healthcare providers.

Jeff jsluys82@gmail.com 3603031281

04/22/20 6:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Needlepointer Other Hobby supply 22811 100th Ave W Edmonds Posted on 4/20 on Facebook that the business is hiring people to work and that there are still 
employees working in the store.

shop@theneedlepointer.com

04/22/20 6:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open FREDS GUN Shop Other Gun store 261340 US 101 Sequim I do not understand why this business is open for shoppers Leilani Burns Lanitravels@yahoo.com 5626079483
04/22/20 6:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Norpoint gun range Other Gun range 8620 172nd St NE Arlington, WA 98223 A fun range is not essential and they have been closed up till this week. Rob Jones Jonesmcginty@msn.com 425-232-2884

04/22/20 6:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puget sound truss/plywood supply Construction 7036 NE 175th St Kenmore The truss plant (puget sound truss) is operating, sending out emails telling workers to come in and 
work even though it's non essential and making employees feel like they won't have a job. They say 
they don't believe in this and are making statements that are not okay.  The owner Don Swanson, 
Brian and Jake Landis are the biggest contributers to this and the owner Dons email told employees 
to come in even though the order has been made. Please stop the abuse.

04/22/20 7:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open 4 Paws Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 17303 139th Ave NEWoodinville Grooming business open

04/22/20 7:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Son Rise Ranch Other Horse Riding Facility 24003 NE 44th St Vancouver I’ve seen multiple posts on social media as well as have been told by riders there that they have been 
conducting horseback riding lessons and furthermore are not maintaining social distancing or any 
precautions.

Pamila Cronkhite

04/22/20 7:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Norpoint Shooting Center Other Guns and ammunition sales/ shooting range 8620 172nd St NE # AArlington This non essential business has made multiple public Facebook posts about opening for normal 
business hours this past weekend and going forward everyday, violating the stay home stay healthy 
mandates.

mnmulumba@gmail.com Brian@norpointrange.com

04/22/20 8:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Csonka’s Custom Rustics Other Manufacture 21515 112th St E Bonney Lake I know that this business is open and running and has been the entire time the stay at home order has 
been issued. Their employees are working out of their shop everyday. Even while this order is in 
place welding metal and in a very close environment.

Monica Osborn Monicaosborn2@gmail.com 2535765234

04/22/20 8:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Snohomish Flower Co. Other Flower shop 1425 Ave D Snohomish She is a flower shop.doing flower deliveries. This is NOT ESSENTIAL. Shes just greedy and wants 
money and doesnt care shes open.

Sharon

04/22/20 9:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush’s Car Wash Other Car wash chain 3220 Kennedy Dr. West Richland This business (all locations) opened April 21, despite the governor’s initiative. Additionally, the West 
Richland Police Department posted themselves on Facebook getting their cruisers washed that day.

Molly Petersen Mollyvan77@gmail.com 5092055563

04/22/20 9:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other Pawn Store 15226 Bel-Red Rd, RedmondRedmond Store is open Carrie cmckissick77@hotmail.com
04/22/20 9:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JR Furniture Other Furniture store 402 Strander Blvd Suite BSeattle Store is advertising that they'll be open April 23rd. See: https://jrfurniture.com/schedule-store-preview/

04/22/20 9:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Other Car wash 5002 center street Tacoma They’re still open and operating Rachel Libby rachel.e.libby@gmail.com 2535345653
04/22/20 9:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stereo Centro Car Audio HID LED & 

Security
Other Car stereo 1023 Bronson way sRenton I have a similar business and I have closed, I think it is not fair

04/22/20 10:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Sporting goods South Grady way Renton Open for business but don’t see them listed as essential

04/22/20 10:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush's Car Wash Other car wash Seven locations in the Tri-CitiesRichland, Kennewick, PascoNon essential business is open for business, although the owner has stated that he has taken 
precautions for his employees.  The general public is getting their cars washed, as well as some 
police cars.

04/22/20 11:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Grand Image LTD Other Art Publisher 4730 Ohio Ave S seattle Business is not open to the public but inside the building at 4730 ohio ave south employees are still 
operating

04/22/20 11:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Little Red Wagon Other Children’s consignment store 1889 Front St Lynden, WA  98264 United StatesLynden This bussines is not essential, because it’s a retail store it should not be operating like every other 
one in WA. Please mKe sure they follow the Governor rules.

Beatriz Smith biabeatriz.oliveira@aol.com 3603546687  lrwlynden@gmail.com

04/22/20 11:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chevs of the 40s/Street Rod 
Headquarters

Other Classic car, hot rod supplies. Hobbyist vehicle parts 1605 NE 112th st Vancouver 98686 877-783-2854 is their phone number. The vehicle parts sold here are for hobbyist vehicles. Not 
primary transportation vehicles. It is an internet sales business as well as a retail to walk in customer 
location.

Doug Moos Dmoos1@aol.com 260-600-3609

04/23/20 12:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Josephine’s Other Antique store 701 Bay St. Port Orchard This owner and there staff are selling out of there store. What they are doing is advertising online and 
having customers come and get there items. The staff brings it out to them. They are not wearing 
gloves or mask. They are putting people in danger.

Lina Docken Kldocken1717@gmail.com 3607103640

04/23/20 3:33 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Safran Cabin, Inc. Other Production of airplane cabin parts 501 N. Newport Ave.Newport Safran Cabin, Inc. has scheduled employees to return to work on April 27th, a week early, violating 
the Governor's Stay at Home order. Employees are nervous about returning early... to make airplane 
cabin parts. Boeing is shut down and they are Safran's biggest customer, so why risk it? Do they have 
permission to do this? If so, someone lied to make it happen.
I prefer to remain anonymous, as I am a spouse of an employee who has been told to return.

Concerned citizen trying to stay healthy

04/23/20 4:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Country Club Other Golf Course 19547 Golf Club RoadSoap Lake People are riding around in golf carts together and standing in groups without obeying the 6-foot 
distancing rule

Lauren Stephenson lls42262@gmail.com 5094980089

04/23/20 6:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Big 5 sporting goods Other Sports retail 144 Easy Street Wenatchee Selling mostly non essential things

04/23/20 7:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky Flowers Other Flower Shop 6827 W Clearwater AveKennewick employees being told they have to come to work their non essential job. delivering flowers, working in 
a small space with no social distancing.

hello@myluckyflowers.com

04/23/20 8:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ezloader boat trailers Other Boat trailers 717 north halmilton Spokane I seen the parking lot full of workers

04/23/20 9:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Liberty Book Store Other 'Book Store" 3710 100th ST SW Tacoma Concerned that people are gathering in the store and not following social distancing and are not an 
essential business.

Sean Fay 253-848-2253

04/23/20 9:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open PF&S Railway supply Other Model Railroad 560 Ione Rd. Pasco Open without taking temperature or other safety. Model railroad, very non essential!! Leroy & Sharron Prantle

04/23/20 9:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash Multiple in Benton & Franklin CountiesPasco Car wash posted it was following the directive of the county commissioners and opening for business 
on their FB page.

Jessica Lee mrsjessylee@gmail.com 2065517084 Check FB Page for details

04/23/20 10:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Downtown Mercantile Other Retail for home decor and jewelry 116 W Kennewick AveKennewick Facebook posting of opening up today 4/23/20 11am Business as usual. Their phone number on 
Facebook is 509-378-0711

04/23/20 10:20 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ballard Crossfit Health-related business 6419 15th ave NW seattle Business has been having people exercising inside while having them park in the back and street to 
not attract attention but atleast 4 individuals were seen working out inside the last two days.

aaron@ballardcrossfit.com

04/23/20 10:21 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Discount Vac and Sew Other Furniture 119 W 1st Ave Kennewick, WA Business thats not essential is open and not following six feet rule

04/23/20 10:30 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Golden Palm Tanning Other Tanning salon 5025 n road 68 Pasco On Facebook they state they are open for business Jennifer Jones jonesjenn1981@gmail.com 5093088171
04/23/20 10:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane galvanizing Other Galvanizing 2727 south Garfield Airway heights People there are wearing dirty masks. I don’t believe what they do is essential.

04/23/20 10:41 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JAKES FIREWORKS Other FIREWORKS Distribution WAREHOUSE 739 Nevil Road Winlock They are open for business, I cant see fireworks as essential. 
They hired more people this week from the looks of the parking lot.

Cindie Mcmillan cindiemedina@gmail.com 3605894427

04/23/20 10:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Golden Palm Tanning II Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2025 N Road 68 Pasco Golden Palm tanning reopened as of today 4/23/2020 its posted on their facebook page.  They are 
allowing 6 people into the salon as they call it at a time.  They only provide tanning services.

Melissa Blasdel melissablasdel99@outlook.com 5093023233

04/23/20 10:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Green Cleaning Seattle Other Residential House Cleaning 4615 Aurora Ave N Seattle While the rest of residential cleaners have closed, they've remained open michelle D Middleton michellemiddletoncoaching@gmail.com 5125776156

04/23/20 10:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open fit-321-go Other gym 229 Broadway E Ste 11Seattle This gym on broadway is still having people come in and exercise (though hours seem reduced). You 
can see people exercising from on broadway in the unit above Mud Bay/Jai Thai

04/23/20 10:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Slumberland Other Furniture store 1940 Market Way Watertown Open , doing by appointment, “following guidelines” sheriff in our town does not care and is not 
enforcing .

04/23/20 10:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open First Metals Construction 414 Monroe Avenue NERenton Their Website: https://www.firstmetalsupply.com/ First Metals Supply  is not only open they are
Selling N95 medical masks. Ani Babaian facebook page, https://www.facebook.com/Ani.Babaian is 
advertising N95 Masks and even shows her traveling to places shut down.

contact@firstmetalsupply.com



04/23/20 11:04 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cardsmart Other Card store 342 Union ave Holbrook ny Should not be open Wish to. E anonymous
04/23/20 11:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Iron Work Boutique Other clothing 224 Sussex ave w Tenino this is a clothing boutique if kohls is closed why is this business open? ruby bauer aranna420@gmail.com 360-9999-2478

04/23/20 11:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ben's Bike Shop Other Bike Shop 1251 W Washington St,Sequim How is a BIKE SHOP essential??? Victoria Parker iknoweveryndn@gmail.com 3605452303 info@bensbikessequim.com <info@bensbikessequim.com>;
04/23/20 11:40 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Needlepointer Other Needlepoint/craft 22811 100th Ave. W.Edmonds From: Edmonds Web <webmaster@edmondswa.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 20:35
To: PoliceInfo <PoliceInfo@edmondswa.gov>
Subject: New submission from 'Anonymous Tip'!

You have a new submission.
Your Name: 
Your Email: 
Subject: The Needlepointer
Message: The shop The Needlepointer has remained open despite Washington State's and The City 
of Edmonds stay at home orders. They've put paper on the front door but continue online business 
and have 6+ cars in their parking lot during store hours. They have done several live videos on 
Facebook where people from several different households are less than 6 feet apart and no one is 
wearing masks. They employ several women that are over 70 years old and at risk of catching Covid-
19.

04/23/20 11:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lab Athletics (Body Lab) Other Crossfit Gym 4206 Meridian St. Bellingham This business has been open even through the shelter in place order. People coming and going and 
working out and definitely not social distancing.
This is the second time I'm reporting this.

I would like to remain anonymous

04/23/20 12:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tim's Bike Shop Other Bike shop 2401 Broadway Everett Business is open

04/23/20 12:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spa Go LLC. Other Delivery of new Hot tubs/spas and moving of the same 21012 108th AVE SEKent The Governor specifically stated that The delivery of hot tubs was not allowed in one of his speeches. 
The moving and delivery of hot tubs does not fall into the category of essential.
Spa Go has continued to operate as usual through this crisis while others have stopped as ordered 
by the state. They are endangering the lives of their employees,customers and the general public.

Erick Johanson spadeliverywashington@hotmail.com cell 3607910307

04/23/20 12:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open FingerSwagger Other Guitar Lessons 10627 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley Saw people walking in and out for lessons. I’m a service industry, my business is closed. I can’t teach 
karate right so they shouldn’t be open either. They can do online lessons just as we are.

Patrick Kaczmarek 206-321-0000 steve@fingerswagger

04/23/20 12:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sanctuary Other Collectable Card Game Retail Store 509 N Western Ave #111Wenatchee The owner has notified the local police department and sheriff department that it is against his rights 
to restrict him from running his shop. He is open and processing transactions daily. He has said he 
won't let people sit and play cards.

Stephanie Bohart sbohart@hotmail.com 5096705832

04/23/20 12:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open recycled biker Other Retail consignment store 2211 wa 530 Arlington This buisness is a small retail motorcycle clothing and consignment store .they r not a essential 
buisness at all there other company that would way closer to essential than this company .. i have 
facebook messanger message where the owner lisa tried to tell us they were recreational essential 
and she got called out on it and then said she jumped gun saying that but too be quiet cause she is 
opening anyways cause her buisness is struggling she needs make money .. they are not only non 
essential small business that is struggling and facing uncertainty and make have close door so for 
them to try to ask customer keep quiet not  cool

Jody S jodeci21@hotmail.com 4255300205

04/23/20 12:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trichome Other Clothing retail 618 S Jackson St. Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. They 
are advertising that they are essential and inviting customers to come into the area that is full of at risk 
elderly people. Open today 4/23/20.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

04/23/20 12:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Trophy and Awards Inc Other Trophy Engraving 1314 Howell St Seattle Store owner in shop, working on computer with ‘open’ sign lit and doors open. Megan Kelly Megan.ekelly88@gmail.com 206.595.5024

04/23/20 1:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kapowsin skydiving Other skydiving airport Shelton 10 people plus pilot skydiving Harry S Griffith III skionco@aol.com 3604271366
04/23/20 1:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puyallup Bark Supply Inc Other Bark supply 15616 Canyon Rd. ePuyullap Open and delivering landscaping materials Gene Ghi685108@gmail.com 2537920996
04/23/20 1:38 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 N 21st Ave Apt DPasco Open and in operation ju76592@gmail.com, INFO@PROTAXESLLC.COM
04/23/20 1:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Meridian Valley Country Club Other Golf 24830 136th Ave SEKent Allowing members to golf and other private courses are not allowed to have members golfing. Meridian@meridianvalleycc.com

04/23/20 1:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bellingham Circus Guild Other Gym/ Venue 1401 6th Street, Suite 102Bellingham, WA A gym is a non-essential business. Not complying to stay at home orders and still conducting 
business as usual.

04/23/20 2:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Other Tanning Salon 5720 Ruddell Rd SELacey This business is non-essential and appears to be open. Kathy Sallee Salleekathryn1@gmail.com lacey@tanrepublic.com
04/23/20 2:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Redmond Rare Coin (kirkland) Other Rare Coin Collector 12411 ne 124th St Kirkland This non-essential business is open during a non-safe period. Guests come and go like there is no 

concern, as other businesses are following Gov's mandate as prescribed. Not safe, not fair.
Nicole Roberts Nicoleroberts670@aol.com rick@redmondrarecoins.net

04/23/20 2:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bristol Yacht Detailing, Inc. Other Yacht detailing 1230 SW 167TH STSeattle The owner and his crew were detailing the hull of a boat today. Sue Dunnell sue@boatdetailnw.com 4253278668 Dave Nordstrom
04/23/20 2:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Parry Jeweler Yakima Other Jewelry Store 4001 Summitview Ave unit #10Yakima They are open to the public for shopping and jewelry cleaning.

04/23/20 2:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Little Fish Swim School LLC Other Swimming instructions for young children and toddlers 12564 17th Ave NE Seattle Business appears to be open seven days a week and has many customers who show up on a regular 
basis.  This business is located in what should be a quiet residential neighborhood but the amount of 
business results in a steady flow of non neighborhood people showing up with more than one family 
group present at any one time.  I think the potential threat of spreading the corona virus to the 
neighborhood and especially to next door neighbors is very high.

Ross King rsking909@gmail.com 206-440-5704 www.littlefishswimschool.net

04/23/20 2:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blinds Ambitions Other Window coverings 12 Ivy Lane Pasco This is a competitor who is open for business, We are all small businesses in my area , I have been 
shut down for 4 weeks basically taking ability to give quotes to customers that are buying from 
someone who is not doing what  they are supposed to do. I have asked for an inclusion and was 
denied, that is why I, certain they are in violation.

Susan Schuermann tsschuermann@budgetblinds.com 5094308952

04/23/20 2:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Blind Guy of Tri-cities Other Window coverings Pasc Pasco This is a competitor who is open for business, We are all small businesses in my area , I have been 
shut down for 4 weeks basically taking ability to give quotes to customers that are buying from 
someone who is not doing what  they are supposed to do. I have asked for an inclusion and was 
denied, that is why I, certain they are in violation.

Susan Schuermann tsschuermann@budgetblinds.com 5094308952

04/23/20 3:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Oakbrook Golf club Other Golf course 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood WA I always see people play at there.
Please stay home

michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/23/20 3:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue mountain boarding Other Horse stable 11207 crockett St SWOlympia Horse stable having a boarders dinner and congregating together in groups then going around 
everywere on horses acting like it's just a giant vacation over there groups of people every weekend

04/23/20 3:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Merry Maids of Lake Stevens Other Cleaning/Maids 430 91st Ave Ne Lake Stevens Putting their maids in risk of getting sick, threatening to fire them if they don’t work

04/23/20 3:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tms Performance Other Auto shop 8504 228th Kent No employee ppe or anything to distance customers and there were 2 kids in the lobby area

04/23/20 3:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Glacier West Self Storage Belfair Other Self Storage Facility 19720 E HWY 106 Belfair This business is still open and renting units encouraging people to violate stay at home order. It has 
been full of people in an out every day.

Patricia Blaylock lynn.rash.tricia@gmail.com 3606899076 Belfair@glacierwest.com

04/23/20 3:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open THE CLUB AT GIG HARBOR Health-related business 3201 JAHN AVE NW STE 200GIG HARBOR Still open for business. Public in and out all day. cassidy
04/23/20 3:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws and Claws Other Dog Groomer 4707 W Nob Hill BlvdYakima Have been open this whole time, despite stay at home order.

04/23/20 3:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CJ's Grooming Other Pet grooming 5612 ocean Beach hwy #110Longview Has employees grooming and is full service. I have a grooming shop and it seems she is talking the 
staying home groomers dogs . I would groom my customers dogs if I could but she is taking 
advantage of all the other groomers who are doing the right thing and staying home. She never 
closed. She has taken advantage of the opportunity to grown her business through a tough time by 
bringing our customers to her as their only option to get their dog groomed. Not fair to the other 
businesses.

Brenda L White pollyestherme@gmail.com 5038164884 Cj's grooming

04/23/20 4:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fred's Guns Other Guns and ammunition store 261340 101 Hwy Sequim https://www.facebook.com/FREDSGuns   and https://www.fredsguns.com/  Fred's Guns is openly 
violating the non-essential business rule, even teaching classes. Their Facebook page is posting 
names and counties of early-release prisoners; they are also suggesting people use their "COVID-19 
checks" to buy progressively more powerful rifles to use for "tyranny, for far away tyranny, for lots of 
tyranny." Also posting letter from Snohomish Co. sheriff and pics from "back to work" protest in 
Olympia on 04/19/20. I took pictures at the store today; one of the employees was wearing a gun on 
his hip in the store. This is open, aggressive defiance of the law, and I am concerned. Thanks.

Marsha Maguire mmaguireb3@gmail.com 5403088105 fredsguns2.0@gmail.com

04/23/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JR furniture Other Furniture store 402 strander blvd Seattle Business is open and not following governors guidelines

04/23/20 4:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood Erotic Boutique Other Lingerie/viewing booths etc. 9611 e. Sprague Ave.Spokane valley Store is operating as if nothing is going on. John
04/23/20 4:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elephant car wash Other Car wash 1200 black lake Blvd SW 98502Olympia Business is open when it is not considered essential. They are putting people at risk.

04/23/20 4:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open American  fuel llc Other Car wash 2125 caton way Sw Olympia The car wash is open and doing business Tiffany KIRKENDALL ilovemynewlife4real@gmail.com 3604028305
04/23/20 4:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open American fuel LLC Other Car wash 2126 caton way SW Olympia Car wash is open Jessica clarke jjchazleyes27@gmail.com 3608195263
04/23/20 5:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Oakbrook golf course Other Golf course 8102. Zircon dr.SW. Lakewood WA 98498 Thank you for letting the Horeshoe Golf Course close. However, 100 people are playing golf on the 

Oakbrook Golf Course. Oakbrook Golf Course seems to be a different country than Washington. 
Social streets are not keeping 6feet. Although Okburok Golf Course pro shop is not open, the owner 
tells the members come to play.

Kim mkwholesale425@gmail.com 206-694-3306 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/23/20 5:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open White elephant Other Car wash hwy 410 Bonney Lake Allows car washes Sharon Hanson Sharon7mk@comcast.net 2539061240 Sharon7mk@comcast.net
04/23/20 5:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Liberty Books Other Adult Book Store 3710  100th St SW Lakewood So how is an Adult book store with video booths an essential business?

04/23/20 5:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A Personal Touch Pet Parlor Other Groomer 114 N Main St Wilbur This business has been continually grooming dogs at their business in Wilbur Wa and at their home in 
Deer Meadows Wa. Multiple locals have claimed to still be getting their dogs groomed by this 
business between March 25-April 22

04/23/20 5:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Town and Country Flowers and gifts Other Flower and gift store 159 Bingaman Dr # A, Morton, WA 98356Morton They posted on facebook that they are open. Jamie Brown jamielynnb416@gmail.com 3605230627
04/23/20 6:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AT&T Other Phone 2701 171st Place NE Unit 205 Marysville, WA  98271 United StatesMarysville The business is open and many people are inside

04/23/20 6:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open A Personal Touch Pet Parlor Other Grooming 114  N Main St Wilbur I saw them grooming dogs when they aren’t suppose to

04/23/20 6:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whistle Work Wear Other Work wear 12904 Meridian E Puyallup This bus is non-essential. The supervisor contacted employees and threatened to fire any employee 
who does not return to work. My nephew and his fiance both work at this company. They have a one 
year old daughter. They told the supervisor that they are choosing to follow the Governor's Stay At 
Home Stay Safe proclamation in order to keep their daughter safe. The supervisor told them that 
either he or she had to come in to work or they will not have a job.

Kim Hillage Kimhillage@gmail.com 2532282862

04/23/20 7:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AMERICAN RAILWORKS - YOUR 
RAILING SOLUTION

Other ALUMINUM RAILING COMPANY 13127 Beverly Park RoadLYNNWOOD, WA 98087A 50 employees company working full time manufacturing aluminum rails for residential and some 
commercial business ( pools, decks, stairs, balconies gardens, etc.) - cutting, welding, painting, 
instaling.

Mario Prieto mariogol@hotmail.com 4257437694 Seth@railworks.net

04/23/20 7:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boot Barn Western Wear Other Apparel store 1214 MARVIN Rd Lacey People clearly shopping there, and electric sign says “Open”. Mary Jo Moeschl mjmphd@yahoo.com 509-240-7150
04/23/20 7:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws in the Park Other Pet supply and grooming 17833 1st Ave S Seattle They are STILL doing grooming. Alice ohmydoghair@yahoo.com 2064131093
04/23/20 8:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open paws in the park Other Grooming and supplies 17833 1st ave. S. Seattle They are actively grooming and taking appointments. Thomas
04/23/20 8:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Handyman Solutions Construction 2220 E. 49th Ave Spokane Owner has told workers they are returning to work on 4/27/2020.

04/23/20 8:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Half Price Books Other Retail - Bookstore 15600 NE 8th St Bellevue Open for curbside for non-essential which is not allowed Citizen
04/23/20 8:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AR Workshops Other Retail - in Mill Creek Mall 13416 Bothell Everett Hwy, Unit #206,Mill Creek Open for a DIY art To Go - Pick Up at a location. Here's what's on their website

Step 1: Select which DIY kit you wish to order
Step 2: Select "choose design" and choose each of your design choices
Step 3: Enter your Design Options, including any required customization details, paint colors (specify 
in comments), and your contact information.
Step 4: Complete the checkout process and submit your payment. You will receive an email 
confirmation once your order is complete. 
Pick up at your location on the time designated.

Citizen millcreek@arworkshop.com

04/23/20 9:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pollen Floral Works Other Flourist 101 Front Ave SW, Castle Rock, WA 98611Castle Rock Open and not practicing social distancing. Observed employee helping a patron out to their car, 
employee was carrying their flower order. Both were in close proximity less than 2 feet.

Lance Curry CurryLM@msn.com 2535094455

04/23/20 9:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open community center Other community center PO 88600 steilacoom wa 98388 they are not following good precautions, we were put at risk.

04/23/20 9:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Village Books Other Retail Bookstore 1200 11th Street Bellinham Open for phone orders with curbside pickup - non essential. Main Business is a bookstore.
Curbside pickups are not allowed under the Non-Essential Category.

https://www.villagebooks.com/

04/23/20 10:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Gamestop Other Electronics 21505 market pl nw Poulsbo People are saying they are open.



04/23/20 11:10 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Amusements on Demand Other Bounce house rentals 6222 CHATHAM DR SSeattle Bounce house rental business is offering and delivering rentals according to their facebook page:

https://www.facebook.com/amusementsondemand/posts/2877671459017993
https://www.facebook.com/amusementsondemand/posts/2856058677845938

Philip Weiss spamforphil@kingrat.biz info@amusementsondemand.com

04/24/20 2:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Blue Cow Car Wash Other Car Wash 909 E College Way Mount Vernon Owner is telling customers he "has permission to be open". Toby tobydz@gmail.com 702.580.0076 larry@bluecowcarwash.com
04/24/20 4:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JR Furniture Other Furniture store 19220 33rd Ave Lynnwood They announced that all of their stores are opening on April 23rd! Disgusting! 

https://jrfurniture.com/schedule-store-preview/
04/24/20 6:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rosehill carwash Other Car wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland Hello. I was at this car wash and the owner had received a notice ,a warning to shut down the 

nonessential carwash and he said that he would just pay the fine and stay open. He(mark) is putting 
money before people's health. He is a danger to the community and his employees. 
He recieved the warning to close on Wednesday april 22nd, but was still open on the 23rd and will be 
open on the 24th

Amanda Amandamarchand7@gmail.com 2068598357

04/24/20 8:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Storages r us llc Construction 194 River Ridge Ln Kalama Construction has not ceased throughout the stay home order and is ongoing with several workers 
onsite. Local authorities have not shut it down and appear to be non compliant and the business 
owner has no regard for public safety or the health of others in the neighborhood.

04/24/20 8:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vashon Golf&Swim Club Other Golf course Dockton Rd Vashon Island Golfers on course Friday April 17,Saturday April 18,&Sunday April 19. Number of golfers approx 30-40. Michael Denslow denslowsr @yahoo.com (631)987-3553

04/24/20 8:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Vashon Golf and Swim Club Other Golf Course 24615 75th Ave SW Vashon Dozens of people are at the location and not keeping their distance Michael Denslow 631-987-3553
04/24/20 9:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Precision Door and Millwork Construction 9516 E Montgomery #14Spokane Valley I sent a note on Monday and I see that this company is still open.  I went in, pretended to order a door 

and there were several people in the office - no one was wearing a mask or distancing.  I think it’s 
unfair that you can make rules that you don’t enforce.  I will be letting my business owner friends know 
that they won’t be caught breaking the non-essential orders.

04/24/20 9:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lux pet salon and daycare Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 8011 20 th st Lake Stevens Posting on Facebook that they are open for grooming and actually making appointments and having 
clients come in for their pets to be groomed

crystal keys keyscrystal@gmail.com 4255830021

04/24/20 9:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open AeroTEC Inc Other Aerospace Testing 6100 4th ave S Ste300Seattle This business is not essential and does not practice social distancing. They still hire and meet and do 
close up training.

anonymous employee

04/24/20 9:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cleaning Authority Other Residential home cleaning 7413 Thompson Ave SESnoqualmie Three person crew entered the above listed residential address on 4/24/2020. Crew was wearing 
PPE. Phone number listed on vehicle was 425.292.9554. Unable to locate more information Due to 
the business being a franchise

DAVID MILLS nefariousd7@GMAIL.COM 9283087811 unknown

04/24/20 9:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Josephine's Mercantile Other Home decor shop 701 Bay Street Port Orchard, WA Shop has employees and vendors coming in, working.  Having customers coming in to pick up 
furniture.  This has been reported by MANY people.  WHY has this not been addressed??!

info@josephinesmerc.com

04/24/20 9:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Neoasis Interiors Other Furniture Rental Company 6325 212th street SWLynnwood This company is trying to operate under the moving and logistics umbrella and is jus a furniture rental 
company for stagers who stage homes for sale the company is not a residential or commercial moving 
company. While the unessential job ban was active the owner of this company paid people more 
money a hour to have them work anyway. One of his employees may have contracted the covid-19 
during this time he continues to operate this unessential buisness with no regards to the pandemic 
please shut this company down for the sake and health of his employees

Robert MILLER robertem7483@gmail.com 4253461633 mdamron@neoasisinteriors.com

04/24/20 10:01 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Josephine’s Mercantile Other Furniture shop 701 Bay Street Port Orchard, WA This business has been reported MANY times and now publicly claiming they have received 
permission from the Kitsap County Health District. Employees and vendors working, delivering knick 
knacks. Customers picking up merchandise. WHY is this not being addressed??

info@josephinesmerc.com

04/24/20 10:16 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Windermere Gig Harbor Down Town Other Real Estate Office 3111 Harborview Dr. #200AGig Harbor, WA 98335I drove by the Windermere office in Down Town Gig Harbor and an agent of the office Rob Mitchell 
had the "agent on duty" A-Board out in front of the business and the business "OPEN" sign lit

Sean L. Watson watson@windermere.com 253-549-8069 askibbs@windermere.com

04/24/20 10:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Encouraging Words Other Bookstore 529 s Wenatchee aveWenatchee Owner posted on Facebook that they disagree with the stay at home order and that their business 
was going to be open.

Evan Spitler Evanspitler@gmail.com +20127 044 9804 Encouragingw@gmail.com

04/24/20 11:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Zumba with Fanny Health-related business 29100 Pacific Highway SouthFederal Way Classes are still being conducted daily from 930 am until at least 11 am. Debbi OHara debbist8@yahoo.com 206-566-2632

04/24/20 11:34 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Coupeville Fitness Center Other Gym 35 NW 1st Street Coupeville WHY HAVE YOU NOT SHUT THIS BUSINESS DOWN??? They have stayed open every day with 
gatherings of people in close proximity sensor the governor ordered gym’s closed!!!  WHYBARE YOU 
ALLOWING THEM TO BE ABOVE THE LAW????

Diane Dianeparker614@gmail.com Terri Montana

04/24/20 11:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Likelihood Other Shoe Store 1101 E Union St Seattle Likelihood has been reported before and has since then taken their outside sign away but are still 
open and people are still waiting outside to pick up their purchases.

04/24/20 11:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Master Hong's World Champion 
Taekwondo

Other Martial arts 1912 201st Pl SE Suite 202, Bothell, WA 98012Bothell Kids are being trained at this location.

04/24/20 11:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open K FITNESS Other workout gym 1524 Birchwood aveBellingham This Gym is located in the Park Manor Shopping Center. Staff and Clients of the gym are entering the 
alley doors. Recently they were parking in the alley but know they are spread out in neighboring 
parking lots. I am one of the neighboring businesses and witnessed people coming and going today. I 
would prefer to stay anonymous

04/24/20 11:52 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Toysmith Other Toy distribution warehouse 3101 west valley Hwy eastSumner Company laid off half of employees other half took 20% pay cut. Warehouse still open. Did not tell 
employees that a fellow employee contacted covid 19 for nearly two weeks. During that time is when 
they started to implement social distancing. They should have already had it in place due to the 
governors orders. This is a toy distributor. Not sure how that is essential.

Backcountry2112@gmail.com

04/24/20 11:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mighty Moose Comics Other Comic book shop 4015 Factoria Blvd SEBellevue This business has been posting on Facebook the days and times they are open.  They are asking 
customers to place orders for pick-up.

mightymoosecomics@gmail.com

04/24/20 11:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Union marine in fife wa Other Pleasure boats 7700 pacific highway eastMilton I will be returning to my job on the 27th. I am just concerned as i have chronic asthma. And im trying to 
stay inside as long as possible till this carona is subsided. They will be opening on the 27th.

Jasen 2535760062

04/24/20 12:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Manntiques Other Home decor antiques HWY 2 Wilbur wa Why can the be open it’s a home decor store Ron and Lori mann
04/24/20 12:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Coast Memorials Other Monument/Memorial Manufacturer 5703 Evergreen WayEverett Non-essential business reopening job sites in Everett and Granite Falls on Monday 4/27/2020

04/24/20 12:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bigfoot Car Wash Other Car Wash 11310 Lake City Way NESeattle WA Not sanitizing payment system in between customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726
04/24/20 12:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Buffalo Chevron Car Wash Other Car Wash 13102 39th Ave SE Everett WA Not sanitizing payment system in between customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726
04/24/20 12:49 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burwell Landing Car Wash Other Car Wash 2550 Burwell St Bremerton WA Not sanitizing payment system in between customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726
04/24/20 12:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ehli Auctions. Other Auction. 9415 Pacific Ave Tacoma Still operating and plan to open back up with full work force April 27th 2020.

04/24/20 1:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Washington Law Center Other Personal Injury Law Firm 15 Oregon Ave Suite 210Tacoma This office still has every employee at work. They’re closed to foot traffic but every time I make a 
delivery no one is wearing masks. My guess is there is over 10 people in the office.

04/24/20 2:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Red Barn Other This is a second-hand store, and does not sell food, groceries or hardware.157 N Oak St Colville I have observed on two occasions over the past two weeks that the Red Barn, a second-hand store, 
is operating. I saw a customer go into the store once.

Karen Nooney knooney@live.com

04/24/20 2:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GameStop Other Retail video games 221 NE 104TH AVE STE 101Vancouver Most, if not all of the GameStop retail locations have remained open during this time.  They are 
putting all of the employees at risk.

04/24/20 2:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CASCADE PEAKS Other RECREATIONAL CAMPGROUND 11519 US HWY 12 RANDLE This is a private owned campground that has opened and advertised for recreational camping and 
social gathering.

KAREN GARD karengard@aol.com 2533345686

04/24/20 3:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Peninsula's Treasures Other second hand store 116 N Race St Port Angeles second hand store open for business when all the others in town are complying w/ non-essential 
business order.

macfred48@gmail.com

04/24/20 3:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whistle Workwear Other Clothing workwear 12904 Meridian E, Puyallup, WA 98373Puyallup I have already reported this business and they continue to operate as well as sending letters forcing 
their employees to either quit or continue their schedules. They are threatening the employees with 
loss of employment and medical coverage if they do not show up for their shifts. at this point this is a 
non-essential business. And many of this particular stores employees are immunocompromised or 
living with an immunocompromised person. All of this is being disregarded by the owners.

C Middleearthmadam@gmail.com 2533413742

04/24/20 3:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Helios coatings inc Other powder coating 1411 navarre rd sw canton cant be essential. got fired today due to complaining about rules and regulations about self 
distancing, masks, tempature taking with thermometor that dont work. after complaining, was released 
from my job. these people are all at risk.

james r james jimjames26@yahoo.com 3308092310 marshal lieninger

04/24/20 3:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle goodwill Other E-commerce 1400 s Lane St Seattle goodwill my concern is that Seattle goodwill it’s not an essential business they do not have to compare city to 
keep people 6 feet apart and We have to do with items that are donated from customers it could’ve 
came from a customers home that was infected with the COVID-19 virus or anything and we are 
forced to start work this Sunday before the stay home order is lifted.

Kimberly love_ak8385@outlook.com Daryl.Campbell@seattlegoodwill.org

04/24/20 3:28 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pabco Roofing inc Other Shingles roofing tile plant 1476 Thorne Rd. Tacoma Requesting workers return to plant before its safe to do so in a unsafe environment Jane Weiss Jane.weiss@gmail.com 2532720374

04/24/20 3:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tim Bush Carwash Other carwash 1131 Aaron Drive Richland Tim Bush Carwash opened its 7 carwashes in Benton, Franklin and Walla Walla counties April 21, 
2020. I am not thinking that this is an essential business.

Pamela Woodward woodfish24@gmail.com 5096273621

04/24/20 3:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Other Car Wash 1439 Auburn Way N Auburn WA Not sanitizing payment system in between washes/customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726
04/24/20 3:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Car Wash 6824 NE 181st St Kenmore WA Not sanitizing payment system in between customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726
04/24/20 3:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Horticultural Elements Construction 700 NORTHWEST 42ND STREET STE 119Seattle This business continues to have employees conducting business at their construction and 

landscaping sites. I do not believe the business is providing adequate protective equipment to their 
employees or has provided employees with guidelines for social distancing.

04/24/20 4:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Safran Other Aerospace 12810 state ave Marysville I'm being told that I have to return to work April 27th and the stay at home order hasn't changed to 
allow my company to open.I have no confidence in their ability to disinfect nor have I been given any 
information on how they intend to comply with the back to work safety rules.

Tiffany Alabadi Tiff.taylor143@outlook.com 2532458047

04/24/20 4:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mobile Mongrels Other Dog grooming Mobile on Mercer IslandMercer island I’ve been told that mobile mongrels is operating on Mercer Island Rebecca Caron becca@puppy-bubbles.com 2062457577 becca@puppy-bubbles.com
04/24/20 4:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petco Other Grooming salon 1210 marvin rd ne Lacey They had 2 cops show up and tell them they're non essential and they're still open and taking 

appointments
04/24/20 5:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Goodwill Industries Other E commerce Thrift store 1400 lane street Seattle I'm being recalled to work on April 29th. I work for Goodwill. Are we supposed to be doing this a week 

before the end of the order? I'm in e-commerce but still have to touch everyone's donations.
Stephanie Auckland nightsteph84@gmail.com 206-571-3659

04/24/20 5:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Eclipse Bookstore & Fine Art Other Bookstore 1104 11th St Bellingham Business has been open for multiple days in a row. Michael Gamlem III mgamlem3@gmail.com 5098239180
04/24/20 6:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JR Furniture Other Retail Furniture All stores and warehouse in Washington StateThroughout Washington StateStores are open by appointment but warehouse is still making deliveries. No masks or gloves being 

worn. Stores in Seattle and Tacoma areas are making home deliveries and pick ups. Employer is 
requesting all workers return to work Monday, April 27 in all stores.

Annomys (I am an employee and do not want to risk losing my job)pebbles360@comcast.net 360-827-0264 206-380-6980 (email address unknown)

04/24/20 7:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Extreme turbo systems Other Performance fabrication 12613 NE 95th ST. Vancouver, WA 98682Vancouver ETS Builds performance car parts and does not provide necessary parts to dealers or customers. 
These parts are for import race cars. No maintenance or repair is done here. Social distancing is not 
being practiced successfully as the shop is to small. ETS Management has lied to the governor to 
remain open, jeopardizing it’s workforce

Sales@extremeturbosystems.com

04/24/20 8:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Silverlake  24 hour car wash Other Car wash 10208 19th Ave SE Everett People using car wash to wash cars on Friday April 24 at 6:30 pm. No caution tape was up to prevent 
people from using the car wash like I have seen at other car washes around Everett.

Luella Cook Yazzynine@icloud.com 4258767515 Silverlake@NWStorages.com

04/24/20 8:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Huebner Headshots Other Photography and also hair/makeup Location: 843 Parkman Avenue, 90026 (Silverlake) *Please call (256-503-5686)Los Angeles 1. She is openly advertising on Instagram that she is still open as well as on her site. 2. I know from 
multiple people that she is still taking appointments. Her appointments are usually wed-Friday around 
11am-1pm

Like to remain anonymous for fear of retaliationLike to remain anonymous Like to remain anonymous Leah Huebner huebnerheadshots@gmail.com

04/24/20 8:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fairwood Pet Center Other pet store Petrovisky rd Renton ARE THEY ALLOWED TO SALE DOGS STILL??

04/24/20 9:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lux Pet Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 8011 20th st se suite b105Lake Stevens Pet grooming salon is open and operating and not following guidelines. Receptionists are not wearing 
masks or gloves, and they are not disinfecting between customers.

mirina mirinantamayao@live.com 2063878445

04/25/20 6:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shur+kleen Other Car wash 3311 kitsap way Bremerton They were open for business yesterday (4/24) after being closed for most of the stay at home order 
so far. They reader board even said "open today, (hours)"

04/25/20 8:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood erotic boutique Other Porn shop 12706 lake City way neSeattle Non essential business is still open, still putting employees at risk even after receiving violation notice.



04/25/20 8:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open auction sales co. Other auction CONTACT USAUCTION SALES CO. 1400 US Hwy 197 •The Dalles, OR 97058https://oregon.hibid.com/catalog/206037/welding-and-fabrication-shop-liquidation/?g=all-
categories&sortOrder=3
Oregon company, selling in Washington. Items may be picked up on Friday-Sunday, May 1st-3rd, 
9am - 4pm, or by appointment.

AuctionSalesCo@gmail.com

04/25/20 8:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open shell gas station and food mart Other gas station / car wash 140th and 8th st bellevue car wash attached to building is open daily and brown bear car wash is not allowed . not fair. Bruce Holeman bruceholeman@yahoo.com 206-228-4675

04/25/20 8:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lawless Forge Other Entertainment and team building 3600 E marginal way S #8Seattle Non essential business still open and having customers interacting in close proximity. Confirm by 
going to their Instagram account and select where they’ve been tagged. You can still book classes on 
their website too. www.Lawlessforge.com

04/25/20 9:51 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DOggy Style Other Dog grooming salon 1132 Wheaton Way, Bremerton, WA 98310Bremerton Open and taking dogs for grooming. Advertising as open and states has permission to be so. R. Bloch ruthieb43@gmail.com 360-405-0225

04/25/20 10:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open CJ's grooming salon Other Pet grooming salon 5612 ocean beach hwy  suit 110Longview It is clear that the employees cannot perform their job duties while keeping a safe distance from each 
other or the public (transfering pets to and from owners)

Anonymous

04/25/20 10:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lux pet salon and daycare Other Dog grooming salon 8011 20th st SE suite B 105Lake Stevens No social distancing or sanitization measures in place. No masks/gloves being work or wiping down of 
surfaces etc.

04/25/20 10:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open sound estate co. Other estate sale sedro woolley, wa sedro woolley, wa https://soundestatecompany.com/
We are reopening online bidding on the Frank Lloyd Wright Lake Front Home in Sedro Woolley 
Estate Sale effective 6am Saturday April 25th. Auction will close at 6pm Wednesday April 29th.

info@soundestatecompany.com

04/25/20 10:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open RPGBUS Other AT HOME ROLE PLAYING 1432 W Lawrence DriveSpokane Daily gathering of people at this at-home business.  This is a residential neighborhood where this 
business is being run.  It is not commercial.

Mark Gardner mbg3262@comcast.net 509-230-6993 hawkenterprising@gmail.com

04/25/20 11:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lisa's Dog Grooming Other Doggie grooming 8509 N Antietam Dr Spokane Not at all social distancing!!many people come and go hang out in yards in multiples. John Donn Johhnyluvsher@gmail.com 5099935526 Lisa Pelozzi

04/25/20 11:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aspire Athletics Seattle Health-related business 4100 Aurora Ave N Seattle On April 25th at around 11:00am, I saw a bunch of people go inside the business with their gym bags.  
 I peeked through the window, and the business was still open and social distancing measures were 
not followed!

04/25/20 11:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Char Larson Other yard sale ongoing and extensively advertised on Craigslist 4421 N Simpson RoadOtis Orchards This business was loading out a car to people from Seattle the last time I was there trying to retrieve 
my electric wheelchair which was parked out back in a shed.  I had been camping there in my 
motorhome with no hookups because she needed help with ranch and yard work and with untrained 
10 and 11 year old horses.  I am 72 and have MS so I was running from the place due to constant 
traffic in and out and customers viewing items all day right next to my motorhome.  She was literally 
ordering me to work with another farrier who I don't know and who is bringing his wife along while he 
trims the feet on a confirmed kicker and a very shy and hot full sister to the kicker.  Being as how I 
would be sweating and straining a couple feet to four feet from this guy I said I wanted to wait until 
after Covid restrictions or have a vet there to worm and anesthitize the horses sufficiently to safely 
trim their feet.  That enraged her so I said I was leaving.  She tried to keep a couple thousand dollars 
worth of my round pen panels as I wouldn't work with her horses but I called the sheriff and was 
granted my property.  I had to deal with getting law enforcement or her threatening that she was for 
three straight days before I could get out of there with my horse corral, horse cart, pickup, car, 
wheelchair ( dead batteries ) and motor home.  During that time I counted twenty different people 
coming around most with no masks or gloves on and standing right next to one another when talking 
or exchanging money.

Patricia Jensen dancinghorsespj@gmail.com 5092637296

04/25/20 12:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Park Vista Condominium Other Condominium Tentant - Jenny Lewellen 2641 - 58th Avenue SW, Unit 202Seattle Tentant has been and continues to sell items from building during Stay Home - Stay Healthy 
proclamation. The items include toys and household items. Numerous people have come to the 
building trying to enter the building and sometimes crowd around the "common entry area."

confidential neighbor please ConfidentialNeighbor@comcast.net (206) 402-5064 jlewellen18@gmail.com

04/25/20 12:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pietsch pit experiences Other Rental cabins Index Index They have guest traveling from out of town to stay and are promoting it on the Internet. They are just 
rental cabins on property in the town of Index.

Alexis martin Lex300_8@hotmail.com

04/25/20 12:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dirty Roots n Boots Forest Therapy Other Outdoor recreation Enumclaw Foothills Trails, EnumclawEnumclaw https://facebook.com/events/s/treasure-hunt-and-arts-n-craft/1113628218998298/?ti=icl emilyanddben@icloud.com

04/25/20 1:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Seattle Times Other Media company 1000 Denny Way Seattle They continue to publish non essential blather like Kshama  Sawant ‘opinion pieces’, I.e. see page 
A16, Friday April 24.

04/25/20 2:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kitsap Mobile Grooming Other Mobile Dog Grooming 9383 Miami Beach Rd NW, Seabeck, Washington 98380Seabeck Two mobile grooming vans on the road and going to homes. Seen parked and working at various 
addresses in Kitsap County.

R. Bloch ruthieb43@gmail.com 710-4094

04/25/20 2:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rental house Other VRBO 18260 E St Rt 3 Allyn wa This house sleeps 12 and has been open and running.......why us this allowed Megan Danby megd51@gmail.com 2067155467 Dave Curran

04/25/20 2:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Joanne's Other Sewing craft 196th 99 Lynnwood Open

04/25/20 3:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veda Jenkins - The Beach House Other Gift shop The Beach House Langley Gift shop is open but it’s non-essential Meredith Macharia njerii@gmail.com 6174072001 Veda Jenkins -m
04/25/20 3:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Nueva Generacion Other Retail Clothing 532 W Main Brewster Drove by, front door was open and an open side was outside on sidewalk

04/25/20 4:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Salewskys jewelry Other Jewelry store 211 n tower ave #A Centralia Every time iam in town I see them open, they are open every day it looks like excluding Sunday, if 
they are allowed to stay open there will be more to follow in town this next week

04/25/20 5:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Emma Rose Company LLC Other Photography 218 First St South Bend She has photographed so many families. Other photographers are not taking pictures. There wont be 
jobs left for ppl following the order. She bragged on fb she did 32 families in 3 days in Pacific county 
with lots more to come in May. This isnt counting others in early April. Unfair to others following the 
order

Gina Green Scottgina2011@hotmail.com 3605806373 emmarosecompany.com

04/25/20 5:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Little Red Wagon Other Consignment Clothing Store 1889 Front Street Lynden If all clothing stores have to be closed then so should this one!

04/25/20 6:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Aero Precision LLC Other Manufacturing (firearms) 2320 COMMERCE STTacoma Company is not providing the proper PPE, eg. nitrile gloves or masks.  This company is still having 
large group meetings.

(Rather not say) 253-387-7887

04/25/20 7:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chiwawa pines dacha. Vacation rental Other Vacation rental 2265 pine tree Leavenworth 6 cars at this rental
https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/20915562?source_impression_id=p3_1587866300_MFiGQhDosKxrUb
qN&guests=1&adults=1

04/25/20 7:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Goodwill Industries Other Retail Store 1400 S Lane St Seattle My boss just reached out today on my personal phone and asked me and a few colleges under the 
radar to return to work THIS Tuesday. We are absolutely non essential, no one needs to go to 
Goodwill. My coworkers and I are extremely concerned about returning to work before the stay at 
home ban is lifted. Especially when the nature of our work is hands on dirty work coming in direct 
contact with potentially contaminated donated items.

Alicia Andree Alicia.andree@gmail.com 425 275-8711

04/25/20 7:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mor Furniture for Less Other Furniture 8301 S 180th St Kent, Washington 98032I just saw on their website that they were opening up for appointment only, and it seems that they are 
not an essential business.

Jorgen Steen jorgenbbreporter@gmail.com 206.679.6335 8301 S 180th St Kent, Washington 98032

04/25/20 7:53 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Quarry Tile Company Construction 6328 E Utah Ave # 1Spokane I work for this company. Swing and Grave have been on standby as it was closed. Day shift is still 
working and this is an non-essential business still running. Please keep this anonymous.

Trevor Trevor.Waldorf96@gmail.com 5096200232

04/25/20 8:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Goodwill Other Thrift Store 1400 S Lane St Seattle I work for e-commerce as traveling quality control. We dig through stuff from all over the state and I 
am concerned about contamination. They also want me to travel to other cities like I did before. Lastly, 
all of us are in doubt that selling used goods and antiques online is considered essential.

Nicholas Dotson omnipotentpupil@gmail.com 2063700885

04/25/20 8:16 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kitsap Mobile Grooming Other Pet grooming 9383 Miami Beach RdSeabeck The business closed a week after the implementation date but reopened Friday, April 25 for business 
with two groomers working despite the fact pet grooming isn’t essential.

Tasha Smith Tashalia33@gmail.com

04/25/20 8:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Goodwill Industries Other Retail 1400 S Lane St Seattle The Goodwill e-Commerce department is planning to reopen a week before the Stay at Home order is 
over. My job includes directly handling donations, which is an infection risk. I do not feel that Goodwill 
qualifies as an Essential Business and I am concerned for my potential safety.

Peter Williams pcharleswilliams@gmail.com 2062271235

04/25/20 8:51 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open LANDA PERFORMANCE Other Mechanic 16203 N 1207 PR NWPROSSER Testing cars for racing on a machine and is very loud and not a necessary business not essential.

04/25/20 8:54 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Be Bold Games Other Marketing/Promotion 3526 Hoyt Ave Everett While their place of business is their residence, they have been having people leave their homes to 
visit their house for work purposes. Note this tweet - 
https://twitter.com/BoldBebo/status/1254222533701730305?s=20

Edward Uhler edwarduhler@gmail.com Brittanie "Bebo" Boe

04/25/20 9:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Wunderland  Curiosities Other Retail shop 691 main St Buckley They are still letting people buy from them. Including games and her weird hobby stuff she makes.  
Which she most likely isn't paying taxes on. Seeing as they aren't open. They we're building there 
business up. Also letting groups in to play games in her store. She advertise their shop all over 
Instagram and Facebook.

253 720-5392

04/25/20 9:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open "Millard's Cabin" - Airbnb Other Vacation rental 566 Cannon Rd packwood Vacation Rental that is promoting vacationing and tourism from out of town guests. They are also 
hiring housekeeping services to clean after each guest. These out of town guests are violating the 
stay home order and are vacationing to small rural towns. The owners of this property are blatantly 
disobeying the stay at home policy and promoting tourism. 

I have evidence from social media posts(from their guests) proving that they are renting out this 
property to people on vacation during the stay at home order. 

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/30294520?source_impression_id=p3_1587874990_XlmHhCpC%2BLtS
W%2FYc&guests=1&adults=1

packwood98361@gmail.com

04/25/20 9:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open PetCo Grooming Salons Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1725 Twin Creek LaneWalla Walla If Petsmart Grooming and private grooming salons are closed then why are they open? Hope smith Love_hope_smith@yahoo.com 9096459244

04/25/20 9:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petco. Other Pet grooming salon 1725 twin creek pl Walla walla They are grooming dogs when all other groomers have been required to close Kelli Kelkelk123@yahoo.com

04/26/20 4:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Door tech Other Storm door manufacture 121 ceader ln dr Lexington Continued running and is still running  through the stay at home order Josh Mckinzie bigmickinzie12@gmail.com 3366058796
04/26/20 5:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Dubtown Brewing Company Bar or other business with a liquor license 201 Main Ave S, Renton, WA 98057Renton This bar has been serving customers regularly in violation of the states guidelines. Josh Bray raynerius@gmail.com

04/26/20 7:03 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Downtown Dog Lounge Bakery Other pet store selling alcohol 3515 Fremont Ave NSeattle pet store selling homemade human food and alcohol Michele Spencer lorismspencer@gmail.com 4253438050 Elise Vincentini
04/26/20 8:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tahuya Adventure Resort Other R V Park Resort 900 NE Mission Wood DrBelfair, Wa.98528 Not obeying business closure. People coming stay and use the park. AJC98446@yahoo.com
04/26/20 9:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open elephant car wash Other car wash 314 pac hiway so federal way Why is this car wash open when my car wash (brown bear) Auburn was denied an essential 

exemption?
Tom Sunick tomsunick@msn.com 2063008864

04/26/20 10:10 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Light to the World Evangelical Church Other Church 33929 42nd Ave S, Auburn, WA 98001Auburn This church has maintained regular Sunday service since the start of the outbreak. There are nearly 
20 vehicles in the church parking lot at the time of writing, and more continue arriving. The church is 
broadcasting a live feed of their service, whereby congregants can be seen disregarding social 
distancing and face covering measures: http://lttw-church.com/archive/video/

Robert Davies rrd42@live.com 2537099255 http://lttw-church.com/archive/video/

04/26/20 10:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Metro by T-Mobile Other Phone 4120 Meridian St Bellingham a gal is running this store telling us it’s closed and to go to their other location in samish and offering 
delivery service. this location is closed, WHY IS THIS GAL STILL WORKING HERE WITH THE 
OPEN SIGN ON? you must not be closed!

04/26/20 11:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Skye Rising PHotography Other Photography Business Gig Harbor, WA Gig Harbor, WA This person is offering porch sessions as of 4/26/2020 --She posted it on her Facebook page offering 
these sessions. 

https://www.facebook.com/Skyerisingphotography/

Website: https://www.skyerisingphotography.com/

skyerisingphotography@gmail.com

04/26/20 12:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sudstar car wash Other Car wash 21205 Olhava Way NW, Poulsbo, WA 98370Poulsbo Lines of cars waiting and people vacuuming cars less than six feet from the other person Kevin herbert Firebird_1991@hotmail.com 3606203458

04/26/20 12:20 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jacksons Other Car wash 17941 108th Ave SERenton Jackson's Shell is operating the car wash and vacuums in violation of the Governor's proclamation. 
There is a keypad everyone must touch to operate the car wash.

Greg Mingus gregmingus@gmail.com 5203041633

04/26/20 12:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jake's Fireworks Warehouse Other Firework Manufacturer 739 Nevil Rd Winlock, Wa 98596 This warehouse is in full operation since April 20th. The parking lot is full of employee vehicles.  I 
have a friend who works there.
It is mandatory for all employees to return to work by the employer.

Heidi A Moses hmoses@q.com 3608809086 nick.saia@jakesfireworks.com

04/26/20 12:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash Arena Drive Richland How is a car wash considered essential?  I would be absolutely LIVID if I was a small business owner 
about to fail but the owner of a car wash that is probably worth millions gets to stay open?!?!

Amy Nicon nixonra@charter.net 5095312738

04/26/20 1:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kaady car washes Other Car wash 11701 se mill plain blvdVancouver We are being held financially hostage. We are a nonesstial business yet still open after closing just so 
the owner can make money.

Erika Esmcmasters91@gmail.com 3604481772

04/26/20 1:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Life N Light Other Photography business Life N Light, 2210 Hewitt Ave, Everett, WA 98203Everett This company is a non-essential business that continues to post themselves working with other 
business. On top of that there is continuous posting and advertising where social distancing is not 
applied. They have violated the stay at home policy repeatedly.

bookings@lifenlightphoto.com



04/26/20 1:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elk ridge Other Campground 13880 SR 410 Naches I seen some people I know post photos on Facebook. Stating that they are camping at Elk ridge 
campground and have been camping out there for a few days now. I also called to verify that they are 
open.

Rosalinda Mora Rslndmora29@yahoo.com 5093796883 mailto:info@elkridgecampground.com

04/26/20 2:09 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trichome Other Clothing retail 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. They 
are advertising that they are essential and inviting customers to come into the area that is full of at risk 
elderly people. Open today 4/26/20.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

04/26/20 2:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Simple Tidings Other Retail Kitchen knick knack and supply store 1115 Main Street Sumner They do not sell any essential items/products.  They sell candy, specialty kitchen wares and knick 
knacks.  They are open for retail, walk in business everyday.  This does not seem like an essential 
business at all and will likely just lure in people that are bored at home to browse.

04/26/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Barnes and Noble Other Bookstore 19401 Alderwood Mall Pkwy,Lynwood Wa 98036 I called. You can order books online, and then go to the store and pick up the book. I asked if workers 
were working, and the person said that there were workers inside.

Theo Dzielak melodyplay@earthlink.net 2064189522 425 771-2220

04/26/20 3:27 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Goodwill Other Ecommerce 1400 lane street Seattle Hello 
My company is trying to pen back up next week and I’m very scared it is not safe. There is no 
venalation all the windows are lock and bolted. Employees do not work 6 feet apart and there is no 
way we can accept and list items donated as the virus lives on fabric. I will have to quit if they want to 
go back to work because it’s very unsafe. 
Thanks for listening

Unika Unika.g1@gmail.com 206.313.2604

04/26/20 3:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Joann Other Johann fabric 13410 medrian east Puyallup  wa I went by today and  there was at least 50 t0 75 people standing there waiting get in the store why a 
fabric store be open and they were no way 6 ft apart

Donald Tobias oldman62644@msn.com 2538475186

04/26/20 3:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Safran Cabins Inc formally Zodiac 
Aerospace

Other Boeing subcontractor 12810 State Ave. Marysville, WA 98271-7849Wife called back to work on Monday April 27, 2020. Heard noting on the news about reopening. Have 
a high risk disabled son at home and am concerned for his safety.

Charles McClain cvm.third@gmail.com 4253309419

04/26/20 4:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mattress Depot Other Furniture and mattress 9960 Silverdale Way NWSilverdale The store is staffed with doors open and lights on Max Sadtler msadtler@gmail.com 3607103564
04/26/20 4:48 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Uniqlo Other Retail (store in mall) 2110 Bellevue SquareBellevue Requesting retail employees to work while stay at home orders are still active (May 2-4). Planning to 

open retail store on May 5 while unclear if retail can be in business during pandemic.
elizabeth.tsai@uniqlo-usa.com

04/26/20 4:56 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open WOODY'S CAR WASH Other CAR WASH 1551 SW BEEKSMA DROAK HARBOR Car wash has remained open thru pandemic despite all other car washes ordered closed. Anthony Vicari vicaria@frontier.com 206-992-2654 360-434-1084

04/26/20 5:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bubbles and bows Other Dog groomer 240 and  N. Pearl streetTacoma All other private shops had to close, this place should be no exception!!! And neither should Petco!!!! 
Shut them all down...or open them all up!!! Be fair!!!!

Riosie@yahoo.com

04/26/20 5:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws and kisses Other Pet grooming 5313 point fosdick Gig harbor All other small shops closed, and have been told not to open. Why are they open? Why is petco 
grooming? Shut them ALL down, or open them ALL up!!! Be fair and consistent!!!

04/26/20 5:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rose hill car wash Other Car wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland Car wash and interior detailing

04/26/20 5:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Flamingo car wash Other Car wash 12520 NE 85th St Kirkland Car wash and interior detailing

04/26/20 7:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Runners Soul Other Sporting goods 5020 W Clearwater Kennewick Business announced on Facebook they intend to open tomorrow in violation of the Stay Home Stay 
Healthy mandate.

runnerssoultri@frontier.com, CURT@RUNNERSSOULSPOKANE.ORG

04/26/20 8:13 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hollywood beauty supply Other Beauty supplies west 7 mile Detroit Lot of ppl gathering . And more than 6ft apart. This weekend alt of beauty supply stores in mi open

04/26/20 8:32 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash 1131 Aaron Drive Richland Patrons in cars not wearing masks. Lines of cars with patrons not wearing masks. Workers not 
wearing masks when running patrons payment cards.

Anonymous

04/26/20 8:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash All Washington LocationsPasco I guess its ok for me to drive 80mph in a 70 mph zone. Or even drive 80mph in a 55mph zone for that 
matter. Breaking the law is breaking the law, period! Bush car washes should not be subject to 
different laws than other businesses or people!

Anonymous

04/26/20 9:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Enumclaw bargain center Other Pawn shop unknown, located by enumclaw safeway storeenumclaw wa It is a pawn shop and they were closed but than opened their doors over a week ago. Mrs. Smith ed@ednjoysmith.com 3608256065 ENUMCLAWBARGAIN@GMAIL.COM

04/26/20 9:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Open Heart Chapel Other Church 4123 N. Monroe Spokane, WA They are open Sunday's at 10:30 a.m.
Ignoring social distancing & staying open.

Rick Haffner

04/26/20 10:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Transform 180 Other Gym 300 Fairview Ave N Seattle People are actively using the gym. Multiple people inside at the same time

04/26/20 11:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Contract Furnishings Mart Other Flooring showroom 14920 ne 95th ST Suite ARedmond Flooring showroom dedicated to small residential remodels open for business. PPE not provided to 
employees and Governors guidelines being loosely followed or disregarded entirely (thermometers 
not available). Encouraging homeowners and designers to leave quarantine and shop in store for non-
essential remodeling projects.

04/26/20 11:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Glass Docotor Other Glass Shop 319 N Custer St Aberdeen This is the 2nd notice I have sent about him staying open.
If we have to stay closed at my Glass Shop because of the stay at home
then they need to comply with that order. They have been open from day one.

Perry pshaw6139@yahoo.com 360-593-4387 Mike Hardie

04/27/20 7:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DAA NORTHWEST Other AUTO AUCTION 2215 SOUTH HAYFORD ROADSPOKANE LARGE GROUP 7am MEETING IN SMALL ROOM IN DETAIL DEPARTMENT NO PROTECTIVE 
GEAR. THEY DONT PROVIDE PROTECTIVE GEAR FOR WORKERS. ALEX WHO THE 
SUPERVISER AT THE DETAIL SHOP ASKED US TO BRING OWN PROTECTIVE GEAR BUT 
ALOT DONT HAVE. THEY STARTED BACK TO WORK TODAY 4/27/2020. NO ONE GOT TESTED 
SO UNSURE IF ANYONE HAS COVID 19.

L CLARK beauty25beauty@yahoo.com

04/27/20 8:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane valley marine Other Boat dealership 7915 E Sprague AveSpokane valley This is a non essential businesses that is open and people are gathering, employees being forced to 
go to work

04/27/20 8:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Extreme turbo systems Other Fabrication 12613 NE 95th ST. Vancouver, WA 98682Vancouver ETS has brought back its full staff which is around 30 employees, social distancing is not possible in 
this small shop, parts being made are for performance cars and are not essential to keeping vehicles 
on the road, parts are not distributed to dealerships like ETS claims. No part built is needed to 
maintain cars driveability. These are luxury performance parts, and ETS has lied to remain open, 
They’ve lied about the shop size and amount of workers. This is not a skeleton crew, also they have 
lied about whether parts are needed to keep vehicles on the road. No repairs or maintenance is done 
at this fabrication shop.

04/27/20 8:50 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The factory fitness Other Gym-fitness center 4940 auto center wayBremerton I saw about 20 cars out front and they blacked out there windows this is not right

04/27/20 9:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Contract Furnishings Mart Other Showroom offering flooring 500 South Brandon Seattle Showroom open to the public Judy
04/27/20 9:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Coast Memorials/Priceless GraniteOther Monument Company 10515 Mountain Loop HwyGranite Falls, Wa The owner of this company has reopened his doors putting all the workers at risk of catching the 

coronavirus. He has based his decision to open on what the Sheriff has said, The sheriff has stated 
he will not enforce the law. What gives him the right and the business owner the right to put people's 
lives in jeopardy. I have a family member that works there and do not want them catching this virus 
and bringing it home. PLEASE MAKE THIS COMPANY SHUT ITS DOORS BEFORE ITS TO LATE. 
THIS VIRUS IS NOTHING TO MESS WITH.  THIS OWNER NEEDS TO FOLLOW THE LAW JUST 
LIKE EVERYONE ELSE.

Chris Green

04/27/20 9:46 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Celebrations Other Party supply rentals 4614 Lacey Blvd SELacey I got a call saying the manager decided to reopen the store without warning and the crew is there to 
work. They rent tents, tables, chairs, food service items etc for wedding parties and other large 
gatherings... not anything "essential"

https://www.celebrationsstore.com/feedback.asp

04/27/20 10:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rich's Hot Tubs Other Spa & Hot Tubs 6626 Tacoma Mall BlvdTacoma We are a clock shop in Fife and inquired about having our business open using the same guidelines 
that Rich's Hot Tubs is using.  We were denied.  We also received this response regarding hot tubs:
MIL WA Essential Business <waessentialbusiness@mil.wa.gov>
 

After reviewing your request, we have determined that clock and watch repair, spa's, and hot tubs do 
not qualify as essential at this time. Please know that we take this decision very seriously. 
Nonetheless, we believe that the best way to control the spread of COVID-19 is to temporarily limit 
interaction as much as possible. This is not an indictment on the importance of your business, nor is it 
permanent. 

We just want the rules to apply to everyone.  Just because Rich's is a donor to Red Cross or a larger 
business should not make them exempt to the guidelines of essential business as mandated by the 
state.  Thank you.

Tawnya Tingley heirloomclocks@gmail.com 206-406-8094

04/27/20 10:31 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Book & Game Co Other Book Store 38 E Main St #101 Walla Walla Newly reopened their doors and has hours posted 10 AM to 6 PM daily. Rhiannon Wentland rhiannonwentland@gmail.com 5039999069

04/27/20 10:38 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Book & Game Co Other Book Store 38 E Main #101 Walla Walla Business is claiming they are now considered essential and operating daily 10-6.  It is a book store 
that also sells games.  I do not understand how this remotely qualifies as essential.  Our area is now a 
hot spot with cases growing.

Whitney Jacky wjacky.aud@gmail.com 5092001590

04/27/20 10:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Midway beauty supply Other Beauty supply 10922 Bridgeport Way SWLakewood Customers coming out with bags. Business turns off signage, but leaves door open for customers. 
Never has closed during order.

Dale Bateman deltroy@aol.com 2535345876

04/27/20 11:11 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chevron Car Wash Other Car Wash 10220 Evergreen WayEverett WA Not sanitizing payment systems in between customers. Judith Roel judith.roel@brownbear.com 3602249726
04/27/20 11:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petco Other Grooming 1210 Marvin Rd ne Lacey Every other salon is following the order of closing their salon including their largest competition 

PetSmart. They are profiteering off the pandemic and the misfortune of other people

04/27/20 11:15 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bush Car Wash Other Car wash 5231 W Okanogan PlKennewick The opening of the car wash was published in the Tri City Hearald: Tri-Cities car wash opens in spite 
of WA governor’s stay-at-home order for coronavirus

I have concerns that Benton and Franklin County are not enforcing the stay home orders due to their 
personal agendas, which means our community is at risk.

Nancy Jones-Batch nejbatch@hotmail.com 509 378-1645

04/27/20 11:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open MOR Furniture Other Furniture Stores 1201 N Divsion St Spokane WA MOR is advertising on their website "OPEN for appointments" in Washington State.  They have 6 
stores in Kent, Lacey, Lakewood, Smokey Point, Spokane & Tri Cities Washington.  They are not 
listed as an essential business.

Us Washingtonians with smaller businesses should not let huge companies break the law and get 
away with it.

HOW CAN THEY LEGALLY DO THIS?  Here are the web addresses that clearly are breaking all the 
rules that other retailers are suffering and following.  Simply go to their website and follow the links 
are see below.

https://morfurniture.simplybook.me/v2/#

Gary Absalonson garyabsal@gmail.com 509-990-4279

04/27/20 11:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Discount Vac and Sew Other Sewing 119 W 1st Ave Kennewick non essential with multiple people in

04/27/20 12:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Book and Game Other Bookstore 33 e. Main, unit 101 Walla walla Small bookstore opened claiming government approval to do so despite not selling anything close to 
essential other than some novelty stationary.

04/27/20 12:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Shur-Klean Self Serve Other Car Wash 3009 Wheaton Way Bremeron, WA 98312 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/27/20 12:59 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Oaksridge Golf Course Other Golf course 1052 Monte Elma RdElma Parking lot was packed at Oaksridge Golf Course on April 26. Many golfers on course. Kathy Thompson Kknothompson@comcast.net 3607040710 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/27/20 1:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burwell Landing Tunnel Car Wash Other Car Wash 2550 Burwell St Bremerton, WA 98312Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/27/20 1:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Sky Orca Photography Other Photographer NA Tacoma Outdoing front porch sessions conducting business with sessions and traveling. Jenny jenny@jennystorment.com 2532344875 Senad Tirić

04/27/20 1:29 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Burwell Landing (Self-Serve) Other Self-Serve Car Wash 2550 Burwell St Bremerton, WA 98312Tunnel wash is closed, however, the self-serve appears to still be open; in violation of the 
proclamation.

Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700

04/27/20 2:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trichome Other Clothing retail 618 S Jackson St. Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. They 
are advertising that they are essential and inviting customers to come into the area that is full of at risk 
elderly people. Still open. 4/27/20.

04/27/20 2:19 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Barks and bubbles Other Dog grooming 9200 w Clearwater aveKennewick Open for pet grooming which has been deemed non essential

04/27/20 2:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Seattle Lighting Other Retail store 1811 Hewitt Ave. Everett I’m not sure under what context Seattle Lighting reopened under today. But their model of business 
requires employees to be in close proximity to customers for extended periods without a 6’ distance. 
They are not requiring the use of masks. I am concerned for our downtown area and their customers.

Kirsten Yanasak embodytherapyeverett@gmail.com 4252806411



04/27/20 3:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Midway beauty supply Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 10922 Bridgeport was SwLakewood I've observed people in and out of the store. There's a open sign on. I also have receipts for 
purchases made that shows the violation. They gave me a card and said call first.

Semone Williams am.supply@yahoo.com 253-999-8415

04/27/20 3:41 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bothell Furniture Other Furniture store 18811 Bothell Way NEBothell Open for business, yet it is a non essential business.

04/27/20 3:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Spokane Trail Rides Other BnB and camping 522E. Washington Rd.Spokane I had reservations for June and canceled out of covid concern. My deposit was kept because owner 
said they are operating as usual. She has stalls that were converted to sleeping rooms on a horse 
ranch. She also offers camping including groups. The vent I was signed up for was a group event. I 
can’t get my money back because she said at their place they are open and it’s business as usual. 
She is capitalizing while others suffer.

Kathy zimmer Kauzimmer@gmail.com 2088833700 Jen Hatch

04/27/20 4:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Independant Baptist Church Other Church 1104 N Okanogan StEllensburg Church service was held inside April 26th.  Social distancing was not even followed including 
someone coughing on another person sitting in front of them with no covering per a report from 
someone that attended.

B reggie32_98925@hotmail.com John Allen/Pastor

04/27/20 4:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Priceless Granite/Pacific Coast MemorialsOther Stonework manufacturer/installer 10515 Mountain Loop Hwy, Granite Falls, WA 98252Granite Falls Business has resumed production operations as of today 4/27/20, with what appears to be full 
production staff. Produces ancillary products for the construction and funeral industries, not listed as 
essential functions for either sector under the standing stay-at-home order.

04/27/20 4:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Evergreen Valley Nursery Incorporated Other Nursery 7132 Spurgeon Creek Rd SEOlympia Maybe 12-15 cars parked outside this past Saturday, fairly regular occurrence. Charles Gilman ccalving1977@gmail.com 360-359-8154

04/27/20 5:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky Puppy Grooming Other Dog Grooming 1407 N Young St Kennewick Seen that they are open several days with customers going in and out. Also reports online of them 
being open from other people.

04/27/20 7:04 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Clear Water Car Wash Other Car wash 21125 Highway 99 Lynwood Open with a line up of cars on 4/25/2020

04/27/20 7:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Manor at South Bay Other Equestrian riding lessons and rental Brno house 3728 South Bay Rd NEOlympia House for rent , number of renters and their  members, with  property owners along with a number of 
people for equestrian  events and 
Riding lessons all non compliant in social distancing.  People coming and going  new renters daily up 
to 25 people so the ad says on Love the Manor , 
And Chastain Mist equestrian  center .with 25 horses . Said she has an OK  from Inslee

Scott Nelson Sbscott52@gmail.com 360-789-0305 Misti Chastain

04/27/20 7:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mattress City Other Retail 1281 N 205th St Shoreline Giant sign proclaiming they are open.  What? Lori Parker thefishnchipsdiet@gmail.com 7029855767
04/27/20 8:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whistle Workwear Other Retail 141 Marvin rd Lacey This company has chosen to open its doors today, Monday, April 27; against Gov. Inslees ‘Stay 

Home’ order.
04/27/20 10:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GoEbits Other Electronics Store 1418 Harvard Ave Seattle GoEbits has been opened throughout the stay-at-home order. Despite other businesses in the same 

plaza as them closing, they've been open and have been trying to capitalize on other similar 
businesses closing.

04/27/20 10:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open GoEbits Other Electronics Store 4760 University Way NESeattle GoEbits at University District has been opened throughout the stay-at-home order. Despite other 
businesses in the same plaza as them closing, they've been open and have been trying to capitalize 
on other similar businesses closing.

04/27/20 10:23 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Oaksridge golf course Other Golf course 1052 Monte Elma roadElma This golf course continues to be open even though the gov closed it in March as non essential.  100s 
of golfers daily.  I have photos & video!  The local police & sheriff do nothing.  Why are they open.  
How are they going to pay tax for March & April when they are suppose to be closed?  I read 
businesses that don’t comply can be fined and loose their business license.  I hope you do this since 
they have been open every day since lockdown.  I will file complaints daily until you close this 
business.  No one social distancing and no one wearing masks.  It’s not fair they continue to make 
$1000s of dollars during lockdown when they were supposed to be closed.  Golfers spreading the 
virus everywhere.  I have notified tv stations.  They need closed and not allowed to open may 5 since 
for past 2 months they refused gov order

Cindy Nuxollcindy1@gmail.com 3609640690 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

04/27/20 10:24 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ashley Furniture Industries Other Furniture 1955 S Burlington BLVDBurlington The store plans to reopen under guidelines that by appointment only for mattresses. Putting many of 
their HIGH RISK employees under HUGE duress as they could potentially lose their furloughed jobs 
completely or put them selves at risk for infection. The District Manager and Corprate have been 
calling all managers in the ENTIRE WA STATE in plans to reopen AGAINST the order of the stay at 
home that Inslee has put in place. ASHLEY EMPLOYEES ARE BEGGING YOU TO TAKE ACTION 
AND STAND UP FOR THEIR HEALTH AND WELFARE

Anonymous due to fear of terminationSpitfire_love@hotmail.com 206-739-7817

04/28/20 12:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mystic Movement, LLC Other Retail 511 4th street Bremerton They are not an essential business and are allowing people to come in and shop in their store to 
purchase products.

Alexa Sergeant

04/28/20 3:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Showcase Specialties Other Screen printing and embroidery shop 702 w Lewis st Pasco Non-essential business not following the stay home, stay safe order. Stephen Langfu74@gmail.com Showcase@scspecialties.com
04/28/20 3:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lakeview golf and country club Other Golf course 19547 golf club rd Soap lake 98851 The only Golf Course opening Washington State. Many golfers in groups not practicing social 

distancing.
Lauren Stephenson lls42262@gmail.com 5094980089

04/28/20 5:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open First choice pawn Other Pawn shop 404  west 1st Wapato wa 98951 Non essential ,not adhering to 6ft distance. Pam 1pmscht@gmail.com 5098772119
04/28/20 6:22 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Imagine Children's Museum Other children's museum 1502 Wall St Everett This business has been open to children and families as long as they are members paying for it.  

They should not be open as it is not essential.  They are endangering lives of children & adults as 
often grandparents are taking them.

Merrilea Allphin mountmjjk@msn.com 360-386-9453 imaginecm.org

04/28/20 7:57 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Whistle Workwear Other Workwear clothing shop that does not sell any medical scrubs or medical supplies. Stock is only boots, shirts, pants, winter/leather gloves and common reflective gear. They also do not sell tools for construction.6818 Tacoma Mall BlvdTacoma This retail space is way too small to provide proper distancing for employees and customers. They 
also do not sell anything that needs to be bought in person rather then from their website. I suspect 
this is a forced reopening to prevent the employer from paying unemployment benefits to the workers.

nightshade518@yahoo.com

04/28/20 8:36 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Metrie Inc. Other Interior Finishings Manufacturer 5575 Nordic Place Ferndale This business is not essential to the economy. A company-wide email shows them claiming essential 
status because they manufacture wood products. Interior finishing are not essential.

04/28/20 8:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veterans Thrift Store Other Thrift Store 4507 W Wesley Spokane People congregating in the front and in the store, not using any prevention.  The store has never 
been very clean.

04/28/20 9:05 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Chop it up barbershop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 18910 28th Ave W #102aLynnwood Damien kirkwood is still cutting hair Frank Prado sayow2001@yahoo.com 4253773395
04/28/20 9:07 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky Puppy Grooming Other Dog Grooming 1407 N Young St Kennewick Dog groomers are supposed  to be closed.  Mine is Yet I've seen their open sign as well as people 

reporting them as open online for grooming.
Pink_veritaserum@hotmail.com 5097830729

04/28/20 9:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Veterans warehouse Other Second hand stores 1219 n wenatchee aveWenatchee Store is open and operating out back door cash transactions. Sitting right across street from business 
mode. It’s a thrift store no different then Salvation Army goodwill or any other local thrift store.

Pedersen john jpedersen2612@charter.net 5093983989

04/28/20 9:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open King of clean Other Carpet cleaning 1920 hawk ct. Enumclaw Observed Garrett cleaning carpets in enumclaw Cera suzuki Tinylight4him@gmail.com 2065756902 Garretthodgson@gmail.com
04/28/20 9:56 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Joanna Other Craft retailer 4104 Tacoma Mall blvdTacoma Joanna is not essential, other craft stores are following the law but Joanns is flagrantly NOT. I was 

there and they are allowing groups in, social distancing is not happening, I counted a little over 40 
people shopping, and they are 
endangering the community.

Citizen No No

04/28/20 9:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JoAnns Fabrics Other Hobby store 4104 Tacoma Mall BlvdTacoma Went by to pick up curbside order and JoAnns was letting customers in the building to shop. When I 
was there there were people waitng to get in with no social distancing in place. Why is this 
nonessential business allowed to let people in the store? Has the Govenor eased restrictions?

04/28/20 10:06 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stanley Steemer Other Carpet cleaning 1513 14th st nw  suite 102Auburn Business is still operating during non essential orders , observed them cleaning in auburn today Cera joy suzuki Fbonfire@live.com 2538520737 Onlinesupport-tacoma@steemer.com

04/28/20 10:32 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open King Of Clean Other Carpet Cleaning 1920 hawk ct Enumclaw It’s upsetting that all non-essential businesses, like carpet cleaning, should be shut down but not 
everyone is obeying these orders. Garrett with King of Clean has continued to operate since the 
beginning of the shut down, regardless of our governors orders.

Alaura Alaura_hansen10@hotmail.com 2067074933 Garrettlhodgson@gmail.com

04/28/20 10:42 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky Puppy Other pet grooming salon 1407 N. Young St. Kennewick I have been contacted by messages by TWO different people today about the salon operating and 
they even have their lighted open sign on. We called them today and they were willing to schedule.

Kelly Brown kellybrown56@yahoo.com 5099481066 Kimberly Snoddy

04/28/20 10:44 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bellevue Rare Coins Other Jewelry Store 321 Bellevue Way NEBellevue A non-essential business is open when it shouldn't be

04/28/20 12:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lisa’s pet pawlor Other Pet grooming 7614 Custer rd w Lakewood I called to leave a voicemail and Lisa answered I asked if she was open and she said yes. I stated that 
since I just needed a nail trim I would wait until this was over and she told me to come on down and 
that she would be open and waiting. I did not go and am disgusted that someone would not be taking 
this seriously putting not only other humans at risk but their pets as well.

Taylor Volpe Tmartin0615@yahoo.com 8582094454

04/28/20 12:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lisa’s Pet Pawlor Other Dog grooming 7614 Custer Rd W Lakewood I called to see if they were open because I saw people not following the social distancing and sure 
enough the lady that answered told me she was open for business.

Ashley Miller Ashleymillerlite1993@gmail.com 7608559202

04/28/20 12:36 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pacific Bay Other Fishing Rod Components 72 Banana Way Sequim Letter sent to their customers

Dear All of our Valued Customers
Hope all of you are good in the current hard time caused by the worldwide corona
virus outbreak.
I would like to let you all know that the government of Washington State has
announced an order to require Washingtonians to stay home few days ago. This
proclamation has close all businesses except essential business. In the light of this,
Every employee of our company has stayed home from the day after the date of
proclamation. But you don’t need to worry about any impact business with us,
because we are still staying connected with all of you. All of you can throw your
orders to us through email at orders@fishpacbay.com, or portals, as usual. Our
people will take care of your orders and make a prompt response to you.
Second, what I would like to let you know is that PB is one of affiliated companies of
an multinational fishing group, which is based on Taiwan. You might be already
aware of ,through many media reports, that Taiwan has been well recognized and
reported as the best performed country in the world to fight with the Corona Virus.
Besides, Taiwan also provides the essential supports to U.S. such as the providence
of 100,000 masks. PB has been asked by our group policy to manage well to fulfill the
requests from all of you during this special time. Don’t worry. We are temporarily off
the ground, but closer to you. Just let us know what you need.
Finally, please don’t believe any rumor about our company, which might be made
and spread by any terminated employee. We are still operating very well and getting
stronger…
Best Regards,
Tony Huang
CEO, Pacific Bay

04/28/20 12:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Jorge's Lawn Care Other Lawncare 2105 Norris Rd Vancouver Phone number 971-227-1388 on side of truck is only thing I can see to identify them. Can't find a 
webpage white pages etc. Property management company has continued to send out lawn care crew 
to this apartment complex (Norris Road Apartments, IPM Property Management). We don't even have 
grass - they walk around with leaf blowers moving around dirt and leafs in the parking lot. They're non-
essential on a regular day but have continued working through the shutdown, multiple workers piled 
into a truck, no face masks, nothing.

04/28/20 1:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Other Tanning Salons various locations in Lacey; Galaxy Drive, Ruddell RoadLacey are tanning salons considered essential businesses?  Tan Republic salons are open in Lacey - so I'm 
confused.  I've seen several other Tanning businesses closed so wondering why this particular chain 
is open for business as usual.  I can only imagine the various ways COVID 19 can spread inside these 
locations

Chris Rito cmdirito@gmail.com 3607010000 lacey@tanrepublic.com

04/28/20 1:50 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Secure it self storage at cooper point Other Public storage 2225 cooper point rd swOlympia I am an employee and there is no way to keep the place sanitary when the people can come and go 
before hrs of operation  and after hrs. Employees dont need to be there for the customers to access 
the facility. I strongly suggest they be closed.

Kevin fisk Kevinzx3@gmail.com 3604637959

04/28/20 2:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Puppyworld Other Pet Store only selling dogs-non essential items 2615 Capital Mall Dr SW Unit A1Olympia This store is selling puppies. They are non-essential.  They do not offer pet supplies, ONLY dogs.  
They are encouraging citizens to disobey the stay at home order and come into their store for "puppy 
snuggles".  They are putting countless citizens at risk which then puts all of WA at risk.  Local 
authorities are doing nothing about this stores violation.  Selling dogs that still being imported across 
state lines, is non-essential.

Lori Dale laureld992@gmail.com 2537403170 www.puppyland.com



04/28/20 2:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Hardcore Gym Other Gym 4402 N Division Spokane People ie: members of this gym have been seen going in the back door thru the parking lot

04/28/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Cabinets Plus LLC Other Cabinet and Counter Top Sales 4630 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley Not sure if this is "essential" business. No social distancing. No gloves no masks no hand sanitizer. 
This business is operating as if nothing has changed, aside from blue tape haphazardly stuck to the 
floor

Larry Neil Idontwanttobefired@idontwannadieeither.com 62847273

04/28/20 2:57 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Action Sports Other Sporting Goods Store 340 N Olympic Ave Arlington This store is open and should not be. Bob Nelson nelsonbob01@yahoo.com
04/28/20 2:58 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Arlington Pickers Other Antique Store 332 N Olympic Ave Arlington This store is open and should not be. Bob Nelson nelsonbob01@yahoo.com
04/28/20 3:11 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Carpet Liquidators Other Flooring retailer 4400 4th Ave S Seattle This is a retailer that has remained open throughout the shutdown at one location, and according to 

their website they plan to re-open the others on May 4th. Almost the entirety of their clientele is 
retail/home improvement not supplying construction.

04/28/20 3:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open SignDog Media Other Sign company 10814 Valley Ave EastPuyallup Business is still accepting customers and going out and doing sign installs despite not being an 
essential business

Donald Juntunen

04/28/20 3:37 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lux Pet Salon Other Pet grooming 8011 20th St SE B105Lake Stevens Open for business and taking appointments per this Facebook post: 
https://www.facebook.com/luxpetsalonanddaycare/posts/805780129946595

Pat Reynolds onlypatman@gmail.com luxpetsalon@petgroomingpro.com

04/28/20 4:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Elephant Other Car Wash 13855 1st Ave S. Burien Car wash is open and when I drove by after getting off work as a healthcare worker there is a Sheriff's 
vehicle getting a wash.Arent they supposed to enforce the law?

Bill Fry billfry@gmail.com 4253511454

04/28/20 5:18 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy chassis Other Car wash 105 7th ave s e Puyallup 5 employees at a time 
No ppe

Mariah Krupp Mariahwall94@gmail.com 2533759548

04/28/20 5:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Other Car wash 105 7th ave se Puyallup 5 employees operating under false pretense of being essential business while all others in WA are 
closed. Business not providing PPE or practicing social distancing. Owners have no regard for 
employees health or impact at home of said employees

04/28/20 5:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Firehouse Pet Shop Other Dog grooming 17 S Wenatchee AveWenatchee Their grooming shop is open when grooming is still deemed NON ESSENTIAL! They are encouraging 
people to come in all times of the day and not following state rules and having grooming CLOSED like 
every other grooming salon in the town.

04/28/20 6:05 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lazy Dog Crazy Dog Other Dog daycare 3300 Wallingford Ave NSeattle Lots of traffic there today Tom French thomas.r.french@gmail.com
04/28/20 6:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open ballardcrossfit Other gym 6419 15th ave nw seattle Repeatedly seeing at least 4 individuals working out inside and outside the gym

04/28/20 7:25 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Yuppie pawn Shops Other Pawn shop 12669 NE 85th St Kirkland, WA  98033 United StatesKirkland, Wa Non essential Tanya Drummond Drummondtanya@rocketmail.com 509-881-7281
04/28/20 7:52 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ashley Furniture Other Furniture 9577 Ridgetop Blvd nwSilverdale We are opening on Thursday.

04/28/20 8:34 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paws in the park Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 17833 1st ave S Normandy park They have been doing grooming services which has been deemed not essential

04/28/20 8:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Full Force Fitness Other Gym/fitness 12308 NE 56th St #1303Vancouver Gym seems to be open, multiple people have been seen entering and using equipment. fullforcefitnessvancouverwa@gmail.com

04/28/20 9:00 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mercer Island Auto Spa Other Car wash 2730 80th Ave SE Mercer Island Open Manager@MercerIslandAutoSpa.com
04/28/20 9:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Window cleaning and more Other Window cleaning 14238 bear creek rd neWoodinville Not practicing social distancing at meet up site. ( 19654 ne 133rd st, woodinville ). Also going into 

clients house to clean windows. Have been ignoring the stay home stay safe order.

04/29/20 7:58 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Kayla kobela photography Other Photographer Unknown Oak harbor This business  is non essential and has posted that now that state parks are open they will be 
booking photo shoots of all types

04/29/20 8:24 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Ashley HomeStore Other Retail Furniture 18601 Alderwood Mall ParkwayLynnwood Ashley HomeStore is opening a series of stores to appointment only business. This is not an essential 
business.  Company sells furniture and mattresses.  However, they do not sell medical level hospital 
beds, only typical mattresses on lifestyle adjustable bases.  As a retail operation, this is a violation of 
the WA stay at home order.  The stores will be selling all of it's in store retail items.

04/29/20 9:29 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lashliner Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 16120 Woodinville Redmond RD NE Suite 15AWoodinville I work in the warehouse and the owner bought some small hand soaps and deemed themselves 
essential. The business sells false eyelashes not anything that is essential. We have all been put at 
risk for not reason.

S. Burger bob.burger3377@gmail.com NA Bob.Kitzberger@lashliner.com

04/29/20 9:39 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Car wash 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle Vacuums and self service car wash open Ann Carlson amc2362@gmail.com 206-755-4677
04/29/20 9:47 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bothell Furniture Other Furniture Store 18811 Bothell Way NEBothell Drove past - open sign on, doors open. Non-essential business Andrea Gerber andreagerber25@gmail.com 2068584940 sales@bothellfurniture.com
04/29/20 10:14 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Mor Furniture Other Retail Furniture opening for Appointments in 6 different cities in Washington State1201 N. Division Spokane There are signs on their main entry doors to call 858-285-3723 to schedule an in store, in person 

appointment.  Or, it says you can  go to their website and schedule an appointment to be in their store 
at any of their 6 Washington state stores.  Go look for yourself.  If they can get away with it, why can't 
anyone do this.  Maybe we should just ignore the Governor's orders like they are......

Gary Absalonson garyabsal@gmail.com 509-990-4279 morfurniture.com

04/29/20 10:25 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Joanne Fabrics Other Fabric store 13410 Meridian EastPuyallup They have large gatherings of people waiting to get in.  Other fabric stores, The Quilt Barn, The 
Quilting Fairy, Geegee's are following the directive and staying closed, Joanne Fabrics is not.

Dorene Strange disp1222@comcast.net 253-691-8277

04/29/20 10:26 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Camping World Other RV Sales 1535 Walton dr Burlington Business has been open in violation of essential business rules.Website says they are open and they 
are conducting business against the law.

Camping World

04/29/20 10:37 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Boost Mobile Other Boost Mobile 4220 Guide Meridian Suite CBellingham All other telecommunications places are closed but boost mobile

04/29/20 10:53 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Haltermans RV Other RV Sales 1757 Walton dr Burlington Sales dept open everyday and selling to non qualified customers.

04/29/20 10:54 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Freestone Inn Other Hotel/Motel 31 Early Winters Dr. Mazama Actively renting rooms and cabins at resort Deb Peck erick.peck396@gmail.com 509-997-2722
04/29/20 10:55 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Paul Everts RV Country Other RV Sales 511 Suzanne LN Mt Vernon Sales department open and selling to non qualified customers.

04/29/20 11:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky Flowers Other Flower Shop 6827 W Clearwater AveKennewick This business is allowing customers to pick up items from their shop during normal business hours. hello@myluckyflowers.com

04/29/20 11:08 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Training Grounds Other Gym 1524 Birchwood AveBellingham Despite being warned via email, this establishment remains open for training. These owners are not 
law abiding citizens and will not shut down unless forced to do so. Members are still training here 
despite the gym appearing to be closed. I must remain anonymous as I fear physical blowback from 
Kyle.

Kyle Osborne and Danielle Schemm (danielle_schemm@msn.com)

04/29/20 11:09 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Training Grounds Other Gym 1524 Birchwood AveBellingham Gym is still allowing members to train. Danielle Schemm (danielle_schemm@msn.com)
04/29/20 11:15 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Renton Fish and Game Club Other shooting range 17205 SE 144th ST Renton 98059 Business is open & large gathering of people are at the business anonomous
04/29/20 11:19 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Xtreme Powersports Other Sale ATVs, snowmobiles, and Side x sides 1930 2nd Ave Okanogan, WA 98840Okanogan Saling ATVs, snowmobiles, side x sides with accessories is a violation human NA NA

04/29/20 11:27 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Renton Fish and Game Club Other Gun Club/Shooting Range 17205 SE 144th St Renton Based on regular gunfire noise coming from the direction of the shooting range, they seem to be 
open. As an outdoor recreation business, they should not be open until 5/5.

04/29/20 11:35 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Deer Run Apartments landscaping Other Landscaping 2400 20th Ave NW Olympia This business continues to operate during shut down.  Hired by Deer Run apartment owner.

04/29/20 11:49 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Doughty steel and machine bearings and supplyOther Fabrication shop 685 Hwy 92 Delta Concern for public safety and the health of the workers

04/29/20 12:02 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open True Fitness Gym Other GYM 135 E Woodin Ave Chelan Walked by, their sandwich board is out on the sidewalk saying open, saw people in there working out.

04/29/20 12:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Everybody's Music Other Retail 1801 D St Suite 2 Vancouver Offering curbside pickup for orders

04/29/20 1:31 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Famous Joes Vendor Emporium Other vendor Emporium 9126 E. Sprague AveSpokane Valley Spoke with a woman requesting all vendors come in to the emporium on a sunday from 11-4 to pay 
their table rent. i mentioned their business is non-essential and being open is not a good idea as their 
are hundreds of booths in there, the majority of which are rented by old people. the woman on the 
phone said she is an LPN so it is OK if she is calling poeple and havng them all come in to a 
VENDOR EMPORIUM on one Sunday . . .

rebecca chadwell misschadwell@gmail.com 5095908046 FLAMINJOES.SALLY@GMAIL.COM

04/29/20 1:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Trichome Other Clothing retail 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. They 
are advertising that they are essential and inviting customers to come into the area that is full of at risk 
elderly people. Open today 4/29/20.

INFO@TRICHOMESEATTLE.COM

04/29/20 2:01 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Renton Fish and Game Club Other outdoor shooting range 17205 SE 144th St. Renton There were people shooting at the range today even though they say they are closed.  it is private so 
members may have access and there were definitely people shooting today.

merrill cohen merrillannc@msn.com 2062765541 board@rfgc.org

04/29/20 2:03 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open DAISO Other Japanese  high end dollar store. 1706 SOUTH COMMONSFEDERAL WAY IF ALL THE STORES ARE CLOSED AT THE COMMONS MALL IN FEDERAL WAY  DAISO 
SHOULD BE CLOSED TOO.  I DROVE PAST THAT STORE AND THERE WAS ALOT OF PEOPLE 
IN THAT STORE.

04/29/20 2:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Stemtree Mukilteo Other Educational Afterschool Program 10100 Mukilteo SpeedwayMukilteo They are open (open sign is on and multiple people are inside sitting at tables) and their website says 
they are offering COVID-19 school closure day camps. They are an educational based afterschool 
program and should not be able to be profiting from a day camp model while all other child programs 
are forced to be closed.

Amanda Lewis camlanngrl@gmail.com 2064123050

04/29/20 2:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Smith Alling LLc Other Law firm 1501 Dock Street Tacoma Employees at Smith Alling have been ordered to come in to the office to perform non-essential tasks. 
In exchange for committing this violation of the stay home order employees will be allowed to perform 
other tasks that can be done remotely and receive pay. Tasks that can be done remotely, though 
possible, will be prohibited unless staff are willing to come in to the office to perform non-essential 
tasks. in retaliation for refusing to come in and perform non-essential tasks employee was terminated.

Alex Trettin alex@alextravel.com 2536400784 mmc@smithalling.com

04/29/20 2:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Airbnb Other Airbnb 19915 East Grace LaneOtis Orchards Spring Van Cleave continues to have customers at her house.  She currently has a customer renting 
a room since April 27.  I have videos to send upon request.  She continues to show that rules don't 
apply to her.

Mary Peterson meppeter@hotmail.com 509 891-0782 message

04/29/20 2:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Saltwater Vintage Other Large Antique/Gift store Front Street Poulsbo, Washintong They have been open daily and advertising on social media to come shopping.. they are saying 
because they have Chocolate bon bon they are Essential grocery and laugh.. they have been 
reported to the Poulsbo police, but have not been shut down.. and they say told them they are 
essential because they have bon bons- someone needs to do something..  It is a slap in the face that 
other retailers are doing there part and they are laughing that they get away with it..

Kathryn Petit kpeti206@gmail.com 206-605-1155

04/29/20 3:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tab Republic Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5720 Ruddell Rd. SE Suite ELacey Both locations in Lacey have stayed open the entire stay at home time

04/29/20 3:21 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pure carpet cleaning Other Carpet cleaning 1411 North 48th streetSeattle Business is on property working. Marlene Reed Mbreed@gmail.com
04/29/20 3:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Bremerton Raceway Other Race Track 7500 SW Old Clifton RdPort Orchard According to posts on website/facebook the race track will be fully operational on May 8th, 9th and 

10th regardless of the stay at home order.
info@bremertonraceway.com

04/29/20 3:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open General Retail Other I had to go to Everett to Boeing for my Husband and the  amount of Businesses from the main hub of Downtown Everett  back south on 99 to Everett Mall Way I lost count of the Buinesses from Discount Furniture, JoAnn Fabrics, Seattle Lighting Co..Hair Salon Supplies Store,. Everywhere I looked the parkinglots were busy and so many people! I thought I missed an announcement that a miracle had happen and it was all over!!!!Everett Mall Way Everett It was alarming to see not only adults out in masses but had young children (even babies) with NO 
Face Protection of any kind. As a formerly employed person by DHS and a School District it was 
bordering on child endangerment. The customers at the Everett Fred Meyer did not care about Social 
Distancing and 985 of the shoppers in the store wore no Face Protection. Only a few elderly 
customers and about a dozen more through the entire store.
People don't understand by their actions and unwilling to at least wear protective messure are 
denying a larger population their civil rights to be free. There are those kept in complete lock down 
because risk to them. Without MANDATING AN ORDER TO WEAR MASK OR FACE COVERING IN 
PUBLIC or be fined AND Businesses take a stand and post :NO MASK or FACE PROTECTION - NO 
SERVICE. We have had Emergency Support, Essential workers and friends on the Medical Frontlines 
in our Family working the ENTIRE TIME so Washington residents can stay home. We love Our 
Families and they are priceless to us. How selfish are these people that risk the lives of All who are 
Serving and their loved ones no regard.

Dena Person denaperson@comcast.net 14254833254 throughout the entire Everett & Lynnwood Areas I drove through

04/29/20 3:40 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Northwest Door Other Garage door company 19000 canyon rd. e. Frederickson deemed a non-essential business in march 2020, still in operation. violation of governors order. sent 
some employees home for over a month, but never closed completely. large company putting 
employees at risk of becoming infected.

Edward C. eddiec84@hotmail.com 2539707180

04/29/20 4:08 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lucky Puppy Other Grooming 1407 N Young T Kennewick Yesterday I was going to Thai City about 12:30 and saw a man come out of lucky puppy exclaiming 
how clean his dog was.  A few minutes later a woman came out with 2 groomed Shihtzus.  Why are 
they open when my groomer isnt?

5095544334

04/29/20 4:14 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Amusements on Demand Other Bouncy house rentals 5301 2nd Ave S Seattle The owner of this company continues to advertise his business as open and “essential” for parents in 
our neighborhood groups. He posted again today saying that despite a warning from the State, he is 
open for business and is offering steep discounts on his bouncy house rentals. He needs to be shut 
down.

Ari Hoffman

04/29/20 4:22 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Midnight window tint and detail Other Window tint Aurora ave Shoreline Midnight window tint No No No
04/29/20 4:30 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Petco Other Dog grooming 4110 ne 4th st Renton I was under the impression dog grooming was not coincided essential D.cotie25@yahoo.com
04/29/20 4:33 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Rock Paper Games Other Board and Card Game Store 691 Main St Buckley Has had small groups and individuals entering for business. Has announced they are opening fully on 

Friday, May 1, for large groups to play card and board games.
Will Abrahamse Willabrahamse@gmail.com 2537406999



04/29/20 4:45 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Lether Law Group Other Law firm 435 Dexter Ave N, Apt 445Seattle They have opened their business and told employees they thought they are essential. Sandra Kruh sandra.kruh@gmail.com 206-496-2362 Tlether@letherlaw.con

04/29/20 4:47 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Pink Elephant Cat Wash Other Car wash 16223 Meridian eastPuyallup Both locations on 112th in Puyallup, wa , downtown Puyallup by the Fairgrounds, as well, on So Hill 
Puyallup arevooen for business, all the while others are shut down, ie Brown Bear, Tidal Wave  in 
Frederickson. It’s wrong

Cheri Nolen Cheri1210@gmail.com 2533802758

04/29/20 5:06 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open The Smithshyre- Kitsap Goat Yoga Health-related business 22119 Foss Rd NE Poulsbo, WA This yoga studio is selling tickets for people to come and socialize with the goats. The yoga studio 
had goats doing yoga with people before, and they’re continuing to sell tickets for people to socialize 
with goats now. They are holding open times and posting all of this info on facebook.

Savannah Savannah.milford@gmail.com 5094990003

04/29/20 5:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open m & j repair Other lawnmower repair 2402 6th Ave, Tacoma, WA 98406tacoma this business has remained open 100% of the time during quarantine. they have never shut down 
despite being non essential.  multiple people can be heard loudly coughing in the business.

04/29/20 5:12 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open JoAnn's Fabrics Other Fabric and Craft Store 481 North Wilbur AveWalla Walla Is this type of store essential? Macile Assink macile100@hotmail.com 509.949.9363
04/29/20 5:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Arbor Heights Swim and Tennis Club Health-related business 11003 31st Ave SW Seattle The tennis courts are open and being utilized by groups of individuals arriving in separate cars. I tried 

calling the business first to let them know their facilities were not secured, but the mailbox was full and 
there was not a forwarding number/message.

Lisa Zander pollencoveredlens@gmail.com 520-272-1382

04/29/20 5:39 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tim Bush Car Wash Other Car Wash 1131 Aaron Drive Richland Washington Tim Bush Car Wash, including all their locations in the Columbia Basin, is not essential as defined in 
the Governor's order, but opened back up for business on April 21, 2020.  I have been ordered to 
return to work in violation of the Governor's order, on May 1, 202, or be terminated.  My family is 
immunocompromised and I would prefer to follow the Governor's directive.  Please help.

Ashton Wolf cdoren317@msn.com 360-910-3004

04/29/20 5:44 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Children’s attic Other Second Hand Clothing 3013 W. Kennewick AveKennewick This store is opening for shipping despite the stay home order

04/29/20 6:42 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Josh Lusk Photography Other Photographer unknown Puyallup Photographer is getting tagged in post stating they were shoot that day while non essential 
businesses are supposed to be shut down

sarah holley sarahcholley@yahoo.com 253-241-4705 jlphotographyservices@yahoo.com

04/29/20 6:43 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Fragrance and Gifts ll Other Gift shop 2010 yakima valley Highway #37Sunnyside This business is selling face masks from a 50 count box at $3.00 each one. Totaling $150 for a 50 
count box.and posting such sale on their Facebook page Perfumería y Regalos. Located next to 
JCpenny inside the Sunnyside Wa Mall.

Fragrance Sunnyside.webs.com

04/29/20 7:07 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Two maids and a mop Other Residential cleaning 225 E 3rd Ave #6 Spokane Going into peoples homes and cleaning that are not disabled

04/29/20 7:15 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Other Tanning Salon 1540 Cooper Point  Road Southwest #420Olympia They have 3 locations: West Olympia, Lacey - Hawks Prairie and Lacey - Thornbury Crossing.  They 
announced that they are open on Instagram and I saw it through a friend announcing that they were 
open - @tanrepublicwestolympia.  How is a tanning salon that gives people skin cancer essential? I 
don’t think so.

04/29/20 7:17 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Frontline cleaning plus Other Residential cleaning 5316 N Cedar St Spokane Going into peoples homes and cleaning that are not disabled

04/29/20 7:35 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1380 Galaxy Drive Lacey A friend posted on Instagram story that she was tanning at tan republic. It said “tan republic is open” Lauren Mayer Lhadleybrown86@gmail.com 13608199274

04/29/20 7:46 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Tan Republic Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1540 Cooper Point Road SWOlympia A friend posted on Instagram that she tanned at tan republic today (at this location — previous 
message had incorrect address) including a picture. She said she believes all tan republics in the 
area are open.

Lauren Lhadleybrown86@gmail.com 13608199274

04/30/20 5:13 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Alyssa Annett photography Other Photographer/make up artist/jewelry maker 14 e main st suite #212 walls walls wa 99362Walla Walla WA 99362She is still photographing people. She is advertising on her social media (Facebook and instagram) 
about having photography sessions right now during quarantine . I feel this is going to continue to 
keep people unsafe and potentially infect other people. She is not considered essential and is trying 
to make money off of this pandemic and potentially spread the infection. All other non essential 
businesses are closed and facing hardship however I am unsure why she feels she is essential. Her 
husband is a police officer so she thinks the rules dont apply to her.

03/30/20 2:47 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Hensel Phelps Construction 1899 120th Ave NE Bellevue Is a Sound Transit operations facility under construction essential? I don't think it is. If it was up and 
working I could understand.

Dale DaleR09@msn.com 2532611438

03/30/20 4:42 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Adam & Eve Other Adult Store 348 W Bosanko Ave # CCoeur d' Alene I'm not sure if the Washington location is also open but I am an employee of the Coeur d' Alene 
location and I feel like the store isn't essential and I've heard nothing about potential closure. I want to 
make sure my co-workers and their families are safe during this pandemic.

03/30/20 4:43 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Cornerstone General 
contractor(Suprise Lake middle school)

Construction 2001 Milton Way Milton The school is closed but large groups of construction workers congregate on a regular basis, and are 
still required to go to work.

Alden Bickford Aldenmm@gmail.com 3604021014

03/30/20 5:08 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Agape boat detail Other Boat and yacht detailing Nathaniel vrentas ownerEdmonds Boat detailing is not an emergency requirement and they should not be driving around to multiple 
marinas completing work during this criss. Boat detailers are not listed in any essential job listings

03/30/20 6:11 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Planned Parenthood Other abortion facilities 723 Riddell Rd Bremerton There's nothing 'essential' about deliberately killing innocent human beings for another person's 
convenience. And they use PPE that is needed elsewhere.

K M Daly daly0119@comcast.net 13606492770

03/31/20 6:56 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Pink sugar expresso Other Drive through coffee shops in Puyallup 924 E main ave PUYALLUP Expresso stands are not essential business along with fast food businesses, they do not wear gloves 
or masks they handle money and credit cards then hand you coffee, fast food hands you your bag of 
food, I'm sure they don't wash there hands every time they handle money

Khristy Bower khristypowell@gmail.com 2537549776

03/31/20 7:19 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Aarons Other Rental store 4217 Wheaton way Bremerton Wanted me to violate stay at home order to finish paying up bill I earlier paid on this month with what I 
can told them I will pay soon as possible being haven’t worked in three weeks(instacart) that’s another 
story we are here with 400$ left and no end in sight for this 8 person household could you please tell 
them to cool it for awhile every dollar is to survive right now thank you

Delmar parris Dap206@icloud.com 360-932-1723 AHSC@aarons.com

03/31/20 8:58 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aerospace 3003 Casino Rd Everett Boeing is planning to open the factory and office on April 8th and requesting all managers to go back 
to the office on April 6th. Just wondering if the governor is still considering to extend the “stay home, 
stay health” order.

03/31/20 9:01 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Truss Way Construction 525 E S Hill Rd Sunnyside They are doing business as usual & all other construction is shut down.

03/31/20 9:06 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open not applicable to a business Other 100's of cars on Camano Island during the day. And on freeway between Camano Island and ShorelineRoads and Freeways on Camano Island and Freeways between Stanwood and ShorelineStanwood Thousands of cars still traveling during daylight hours on Camano Island and Stanwood. And on the 
freeway between Camano Island and Shoreline . We are sheltering on Camano Island.  Needed to 
bring my older  sister who  has dementia to Shoreline. Another family member will care for her now for 
2 weeks at their home. PLEASE CATEGORICALLY SAY TO ALL RESIDENTS THEY ARE NOT TO 
BE OUT DRIVING OTHER THAN GROCERIES AND MEDICAL NEEDS. EVEN  IF WE NEED 
ROADBLOCKS TO ENFORCE THIS. OUR LIVES DEPEND ON COOPERATION!

Patrick Burns patrickburnsfr@msn.com 2067198305

03/31/20 9:16 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open WeWork Other Office Sharing 1411 4th Ave Seattle All WeWork locations and their 3rd party vendors remain open. At this specific location there was a 
confirmed case in early March and building residents were just notified of case today.

WeWork is an office sharing space and NO members at their locations are essential.

Mallory Taylor malloryktaylor@gmail.com 2067348970

03/31/20 9:17 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open WeWork Other Office Sharing 925 4th Ave. Seattle All WeWork locations and their 3rd party vendors remain open. 

WeWork is an office sharing space and NO members at their locations are essential.

Mallory Taylor malloryktaylor@gmail.com 2067348970

03/31/20 9:18 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open WeWork Other Office Sharing 1601 5th Ave. Seattle All WeWork locations and their 3rd party vendors remain open. 

WeWork is an office sharing space and NO members at their locations are essential.

Mallory Taylor malloryktaylor@gmail.com 2067348970

03/31/20 9:18 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open WeWork Other Office Sharing 107 Spring St, Seattle All WeWork locations and their 3rd party vendors remain open. 

WeWork is an office sharing space and NO members at their locations are essential.

Mallory Taylor malloryktaylor@gmail.com 2067348970

03/31/20 6:21 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Aion management Landlord I s broad st Philadelphia They own several apt complexes have maintenance on site instead of on call putting them and their 
families at risk. Also moving people in and out of locations not sanitized.

Shelly Mock shorteeshel1@yahoo.com 4845534494

04/01/20 7:20 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Church & Dwight Other Vitamins 10 south 56th Place Ridgefield Non essential work.  Fiber is not essential. Judy Opd2121@gmail.com 3607874620
04/01/20 7:57 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Fisher Investments Other Financial 5525 be Fisher cr. Dr.Camas Don't need to be open.

04/01/20 9:55 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open air control Other air conditioning 5200 LaPalma anaheim This company has their entire office approx 300 people including the business development people 
coming in everyday with no sanitizer or masks for anyone.  There is no reason for them to have the 
business development and staff people at the office.  They were told if they did not feel comfortable 
take sick time or vacation time.   I understand companies need to stay open and keep things going, 
but there is no reason to have the entire staff in the office with no protection.

elizabeth cera lizcera88@gmail.com 3108771859

04/01/20 7:57 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Phuong Mai Other Travel 241 S 4 Th PL Ste BRenton  Wa 98057 My business is closed during Covid19 from 10 Feb until now 1 Apr 20- My gross business every 
month $1500- I do not have money to pay for all expenses and ultility

PHUONG MAI TRAVEL phuongmai98007@hotmail.com 2067233842

04/01/20 8:52 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Adult bookstore Other Adult bookstore Valley mall parkway East Wenatchee wa The disgusting Adult book store does not need men going in and out all day long,  very unsanitary 
and probably illegal

04/02/20 9:45 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Nisqually Towing Company Other Towing Company 7201 Old Highway 101 NWOlympia, Wa 98502 My 20 year old granddaughter's car was towed yesterday and she had to pay $300.00 to get it back! 
She has been off work for two weeks now and is cleaning houses to survive this time. I thought the 
NO PARKING zones have been lifted! Am I correct? Shame on this company!!! They should be shut 
down!!! I am not happy about this situation and am going to let the world know about them!

Deborah Long- Retired School Teacherhotgrandma5252@yahoo.com 2065782688

04/02/20 5:48 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Kidz 1st Other Daycare 717 S 61st St, Tacoma, WA 98408Tacoma Witness multiple children being dropped off and collected daily Adam hocutt adamchocutt@gmail.com 6154807192
04/02/20 5:49 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Norma's Multi-Cultural Child-Care, LLC Other Daycare 866 S 64th St, Tacoma, WA 98408Tacoma Witness multiple children being dropped off and collected daily Adam hocutt adamchocutt@gmail.com 6154807192
04/02/20 6:57 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Bark and Garden Other Nursery, Garden Store 4004 Harrison Ave Olympia None Karen Dix Karendix22@gmail.com 3604812390 barkandgarden@juno.com
04/02/20 7:57 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Planned parenthood Other Parenthood planning 7426 W Bonnie Pl Kennewick Abortion is not health care. Non-essential. Arianna Francis createdtobehis@yahoo.com 5096194675
04/03/20 6:46 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Michaels Other Craft store 10300 Silverdale Way NWSilverdale This store does not sell essential supplies, and is allowed to remain open for sales when small mom 

and pop shops have been forced to close.
Sheila Peterson Sdpwa@hotmail.com 3602710742

04/03/20 11:15 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Amazon Other Furniture retail P.O.  box 81226 Seattle Local furniture stores aren’t allowed to be open or deliver then why should amazon be able to sell non 
essential items.  You are making so they are growing even stronger compared to local small 
businesses.

Jed Hartjed4@yahoo.com TRUE

04/03/20 9:53 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open CADH AMERICA Auburn Other Pawn shop Auburn way so across from Muckleshoot CasinoAUBURN Capitalizing on keeping people's jewelry if we cannot come in to pay our interest fees.Dave is the 
manager and he ssid to me that he will keep my jewelry which is worth $5k if I dont come in on april 
with to pay my interest of $135. I told him I couldn't do that right now and he said then youose it.so I 
have called chamber of commerce and Governor Inslee and Consumer Protection and nobody doing 
Nythimg.this is a non essential business located across from Muckleshoot casino and they making 
money off of the publuc.they need to be fined and shut down and told they will not make us lose our 
jeewelry.

Alvia Cabico Alherth1@msn.com 2533586278

04/05/20 5:16 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open All pawn shops Other Pawn Shops thru out wa state all citys Scientists from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) -- part of the NIH -- 
mimicked the virus being transmitted from an infected person onto everyday surfaces in a household 
or hospital setting by coughing or touching objects, the agency said. Scientists then investigated how 
long the virus remained infectious on these surfaces.

Pawnshops allow any one any where in to look at there good and touch there second hand good's,  
potentially spreading the virus.  So i ask why places who sell second hand goods should stay open?

Carl Kirby kirby2768@gmail.com 4255510184

04/08/20 9:52 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Greenscape Other Landscape N Kelly Ct spokane having mowed grass isnt essential would assume Matthew Cusack triathlonmc@gmail.com 5092802328
04/08/20 2:39 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Gone to the Dogs Other Dog grooming 9925 214th ave e Suite EBonney Lake Still open for business

04/11/20 11:59 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Adcock llc Other Airbnb 120 Rainbow lane Packwood There are to many different people in and out of this Airbnb and not socially distancing.Some guest 
are from King county crossing to many counties .We have told him that we are uncomfortable with him 
running his business and he keeps having guest .We even told him it’s governors orders.Please help 
with matter .It would be greatly appreciated

Patrice Mars Mars_patrice@yahoo.com 3608270731 info@adcockmgt.com

04/11/20 11:05 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Silver Cove RV Resort Other RV Park 351 Hall Rd Silver Lake Letting people come in RVs, lot’s of people not social distancing Betty Cooke Cooke78@scattercreek.com 5033101433 silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com



04/16/20 11:19 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Governor of the State of Washington Other GOVERNMENT OFFICE 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SWOlympia The Governor, AG, and their staff are operating while shutting down a majority of the State. Their 
function is non-essential. LIFT THIS SHUT-DOWN AND RETURN LIBERTY TO THE PEOPLE. This 
order is unconstitutional and has gone on long enough.

04/17/20 11:18 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Cafe Lavoure Restaurant or food service business 210 5 th Ave south Edmonds 10 or less people congregating and less than 6 feet apart. They are asking people walking by to goin 
them. Seems as though they are in protest of state regulation.

Mary Johnson nalaonthebeach@gmail.com 509-687-5800

04/17/20 2:17 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open 1954 Construction 3112 32nd st SeaTac David May who lives at 3112 32nd street is making aa lot of noise usinghis electric saw machine day 
after day in a bow Lake 55years and older community. This is a non essential work that he is doing. 
The noise makes it hard for me to stay inside my own home. According to Park's rule he is not 
allowedto make the noise but the managers look the other way and refuse to enforce the rules. Like i 
said the noise he is making is making it  hard for me to stay inside my home. Savid is harrassing me 
using my neighbors;. Moshin my neighbor across the road is allowing this abuse to go on. David has 
been spying and stalking me using his camera. I cant take legal action agaisnt him because 
everything including the court system is closed.David is cutting wood in the driveway of my neighbor 
across the street.

Rambha Prasad celestial54@msn.com 4252096402

04/19/20 12:21 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Robin hood Village Resort Other Hotel motel resort 6780 E Highway 106Union They have a sign out for vacancy and that the rooms are open and cleaned 360-898-2163 Kathy Geist geist@hctc.com 360-790-2843

04/21/20 5:15 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Jay inslee Other Governor Olympia Olympua Jay inslee is the most non essential out there!

04/21/20 5:46 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open Jay Inslee Other Government State capital Olympia This jack-ass is destroying businesses while shielding his favorite cash  generators. As in Boeing, Pot 
shops and his DNC and vice president campaign

Dan Glover Dglover714@comcast.net 509-869-7937 Jay In(over his head)slee

04/28/20 10:56 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open office of the governor Other governors office capital building olympia other - governors office continues to violate the constitutional rights of the citizens of the state of 
washington

john q public fuckyoujay@charter.net 509-666-6660

04/28/20 10:57 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open office of the governor Other governors office capital building olympia other - governors office continues to violate the constitutional rights of the citizens of the state of 
washington

john q public fuckyoujay@charter.net 509-666-6660

04/28/20 10:57 AM No ActionNon-essential business is open office of the governor Other governors office capital building olympia other - governors office continues to violate the constitutional rights of the citizens of the state of 
washington

john q public fuckyoujay@charter.net 509-666-6660

04/29/20 5:57 PM No ActionNon-essential business is open Norhtwest Dentention Center Other Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma The dentention center is non essential and the detainees should be relased. Kat Goldberg isaacnoahgold@gmail.com +12063808324

04/30/20 10:03 AM Non-essential business is open Renaissance Roofing Construction 419 S Fillmore St Kennewick Owner Michael Stone is posting discounts, and clearly stating that he plans to ignore the stay-home 
order. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10159815153334746&id=209793224745

04/30/20 10:07 AM Non-essential business is open Bothell Furniture Other Furniture 18811 Bothell Way NEBothell This business is exposing people to COVID-19 in violation of the Governors Orders.

04/30/20 10:09 AM Non-essential business is open Jay Inslee, Governor, WA State Other The Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia The most NON-ESSENTIAL office in the State is open and the hypocritical clown in charge refuses to 
abide by his own orders.

Paul Revere Live_free_or_die@gmail.com

04/30/20 10:15 AM Non-essential business is open City dog Other Dog grooming 1400 NW Market St #103Seattle Four groomers in a small room all grooming despite being non essential Rebecca Caron becca@puppy-bubbles.com 2062457577 becca@puppy-bubbles.com

04/30/20 10:17 AM Non-essential business is open Lucky paws Other Pet groomer 4618 sw 320th ST Federal way Posted all over Facebook that they were opening on May 5th even though governors hadn’t lifted 
restrictions.

04/30/20 10:27 AM Non-essential business is open CityDog Club Ballard Other Pet grooming 1400 NW Market St., Suite 103Seattle 4 groomers working in tiny grooming room at same time where social distancing is not possible (and 
pet grooming is non essential).

Kaitlin Cone Kaitlincone@gmail.com 2062802639

04/30/20 10:41 AM Non-essential business is open Petco Other Pet grooming 201 E College Way Suite BMount vernon Grooming salon is still fully open, and completely booked up with appointments until the 3rd week of 
May

Cassie marlow Ymme.emmy@yahoo.com 360-826-5789

04/30/20 10:46 AM Non-essential business is open GM NAMEPLATE Other Screen Printing 2040 15TH AVE W SEATTLE They are threatening my wife to return to work or firing will be administered. She is in fear of losing 
her job because the risk of the virus. They are picking profits over health and using any loophole to 
stay running. She is willing to work if proper testing is available.

Justin lilsandman1@gmail.com 2537544382 JEFF ROOT, BRAD ROOT

04/30/20 10:47 AM Non-essential business is open Lewis Creek B&B Other AirBnB 18425 SE 44th St Issaquah We have a AirBnB on a private single lane road that is allowing guests during the Shelter in place. 
This past weekend there was 5 adults and 3 children. Were not practicing social distancing and said 
they didn't speak English when told about distancing.

Jacque Sorrell issysquaw75@gmail.com 2063496912

04/30/20 10:54 AM Non-essential business is open Johnny Tsunami Other window cleaner 1050 James St, Seattle, WA 98104Poulsbo Their website claims they're an essential service, I find that rather hard to believe that window 
washers are essential services.  Saw their vans driving down my street on Seminole RD NE in 
Poulsbo.  So either you've made a comical exception for such a business or they're violating the law 
and lying about it on their website.

Jeff Russell jeff.w.russell@gmail.com 5128253972

04/30/20 11:02 AM Non-essential business is open Joses Restaurant or food service business 126 E. Washington Sequim Customers being served at sit down tables.

04/30/20 11:03 AM Non-essential business is open Helac-Parker Construction 222 Battersby ave Enumclaw My son and another relative  work there and just had there 2nd case of Corona and still refuse to shut 
down.  My son is a lead there for 20 plus years it's a small shop and he says there's no way they can 
social distance.  They do supply mask and gloves .

Sandy Reimann Reimann49@msn.com 360-367-1750

04/30/20 11:13 AM Non-essential business is open First Avenue salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 138 1st ave nw Ephrata As I drove by their shop I saw that they were open with customers inside. Andy & Britney Zepeda

04/30/20 11:15 AM Non-essential business is open Viking Cabinets Other Cabinet Manufacturing Company 24215 Mountain Hwy E, Spanaway, WA 98387Spanaway, Wa I spoke with coworkers and found that my company had started bringing in people a few days ago. I 
don't know if they are allowed to be open -- but I feel like they don't quite fall into the realm of 
construction. They are a family run cabinet manufacturing company.

Robert mcnattrobert@gmail.com 2534143725

04/30/20 11:21 AM Non-essential business is open Posh Paws Grooming Salon Other Pet grooming 6411 Roosevelt Way NESeattle Non essential business open during stay at home order. Kaitlin Cone Kaitlincone@gmail.com 2062802639 federica@poshpawsseattle.com
04/30/20 11:45 AM Non-essential business is open Arborists of Washington, Inc. Other Tree Service 8611 S 228th St Kent Employees being told to come to work starting tomorrow, 5/1 and beyond. PPE not provided (being 

told to provide your own). Non essential work being scheduled. Being told to work in order to be paid 
under the new Paycheck Protection Program.

kaylindawn@gmail.com

04/30/20 11:48 AM Non-essential business is open Ivan Salaverry MMA Other Gym 230 8th Ave N Seattle Tracking posts on FB, Ivan, though a friend, openly is pushing against this order and stating this is 
BS. He plans to open his gym Monday, all this is easily traced via facebook. We all want to get back 
to work, to be in open rebellion is selfish.

04/30/20 12:09 PM Non-essential business is open Petco Grooming Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5700 100th St SW lakewood The petco grooming salons in the ENTIRE state are still open despite grooming beeing deemed 
NONESSENTIAL. No action has been taken at all to limit customers, in fact, groomers and pushed to 
take more and thus exposing themselves to the virus. There is no way anyone can stay 6 feet away 
from one another inside the salons, as most are too small. Please do something about this as 
Groomers are tired of being pushed to work in unsafe conditions.

Lauren lauren_peine@hotmail.com 2532495869

04/30/20 12:12 PM Non-essential business is open Cedar one construction  and maintenanceConstruction 100 2nd Edmonds Emplyees are working in occupied homes on a daily basis in king, pierce, and snohomish counties 
inspite of stay at home order and is not an essential business.

Tricia Rotter tricia.rotter@msn.com 2537373773

04/30/20 12:32 PM Non-essential business is open G Standard Health-related business 3602 south cedar Tacoma I am a truck driver and I witnessed several men and women park their car a block away and walk to 
this Health and fitness (gym)facility which is directly behind Platt Electrical supply company.

Morris Beck Jr bubbabeck2@msn.com 2532413136 G Standard

04/30/20 12:43 PM Non-essential business is open Arborists of Washington, Inc. Other Tree Service PO BOX 11531 Spokane, Wa 99211 Requiring crews to work starting tomorrow, 5/1/20 before Governors order has been lifted for non 
essential businesses. Non hazardous tree removal and shrub work. Not providing masks and gloves 
(saying to provide them yourself but requiring to come to job site in order to be paid from the PPP 
loan).

Kaylinda M. 425-737-6730 509-227-7397

04/30/20 12:56 PM Non-essential business is open All American Other Landscaping 134th ave Vancouver Non essential business operating as normal. Muti employees together in trucks, violation of social 
distancing

04/30/20 1:10 PM Non-essential business is open Amber's Dog Grooming Other Dog grooming 1250 SE Bishop Blvd, Suite FPullman observed the owner handling several dogs from several cars in parking area and taking into their 
place of business around 1 pm Thursday afternoon, 4/30/20

Anonymous

04/30/20 1:17 PM Non-essential business is open trail end taphouse and restaurant Restaurant or food service business 511 maple st snohomish Quote "we are going back to work". Putting everyone back on the schedule. Still only take out and 
delivery, but forcing me to break the stay home stay healthy order. This is a non-essential business. 
Not even close to being ok.

Cosett king pigehuff@gmail.com 425-322-9547

04/30/20 1:38 PM Non-essential business is open Northwest Logging Construction 2522 N Proctor St Unit 15Tacoma, WA  98406 United StatesThey are doing construction and logging next door to my house.My Address is 6113 E Collins Rd, 
Port Orchard WA 98366

Aaron Johnson aaron.p.johnson13@gmail.com 3609817977

04/30/20 1:41 PM Non-essential business is open Riffe Lake Campground Other Camp Ground 241 Osborne RD Mossyrock I was just concerned this business was open since reviewing information online it said all 
campgrounds would remain closed in Washington until further notice so just wondering how they can 
be open ?

Ashley Malloy.ashley.am@gmail.com 2534496754

04/30/20 1:45 PM Non-essential business is open J & I Beauty Supply - salon and accessoriesCosmetology, hair salon, barber 1172 Albion Rd Toronto A salon is not an essential service.
They should not be opened.

04/30/20 1:47 PM Non-essential business is open WA State Government Other Government Government Way Olympia WA state government is infringing on our rights.  Be transparent! John 2065552350
04/30/20 1:47 PM Non-essential business is open Amusements on Demand Other Bounce House Rental company 6222 CHATHAM DR SSeattle Ari Hoffman, the owner and operator of Amusements on Demand (a bouncy house rental company) 

was already warned to shut down but has stated publically he will not comply.  There is also no proof 
that the equipment is being properly sanitized and cleaned between rentals. 

https://www.facebook.com/322681581893045/posts/692507274910472/

Alycia alyciabarrow@gmail.com info@amusementsondemand.com

04/30/20 1:51 PM Non-essential business is open Kaady Car Wash Other Car Wash 3 locations in Vancouver, WA (2914 NE Andresen Road, Vancouver Washington)Vancouver WA Brown Bear car wash in Redmond was declined their request to stay open. Either they need to be 
able to open or Kaady needs to be shut down. https://www.brownbear.com/about/covid19 
Kaady has 19 locations in WA and OR all operating.

Prefer not to say generic.email@gmail.com 360-000-0000 https://kaady.com/contact

04/30/20 1:56 PM Non-essential business is open Tsugawa Nursery Other Gardening 410 E Scott Ave Woodland, WA This business doesn’t fall into any of the categories listed as essential businesses. They continue to 
stay open and while they limit how many customers can come in at one time, customers aren’t 
observing social distancing.

03/30/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Vancouver Ford and Hyundai Other Car dealership 6801 NE 40th st Vancouver Their owner refuses to close their sales department

03/30/20 2:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other Car Dealership 400 river rd Puyallup Observed them selling cars and signing paperwork in the Key Bank parking lot across from the 
dealership

03/30/20 2:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Michaels Toyota Bellevue Other car dealership Bellevue Bellevue Selling cars and contracting people on vehicle during the order

03/30/20 2:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open magic toyota Other car dealership lake city lake city selling cars and contracting people on vehicle during the order

03/30/20 2:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Infiniti of Tacoma Other They are selling cars 4902 pacific hwy e Fife They are selling cars, I know of 5 cars sold over the weekend Bob Bobvillacars@gmail.com 3606497773
03/30/20 2:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia CDJRF of Spokane Other Auto sales 10701 N Newport HighwaySpokane New and used sales is open for business. Actively calling to solicit business and continuing to show 

cars, go on test drives, evaluate trade ins and finance vehicles.

03/30/20 3:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson Cars Other Auto Sales 13806 hwy 99 Lynnwood Drove by today 3/30/20. Open signs were on, hoods were up, people were going in and out of the 
sales office.

03/30/20 3:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motor Sports (NWMS) Other Auto Dealership 400 River Rd E Puyallup They are selling used automobiles and never stopped when the order was put into place. They are 
selling at all of their (11) locations. Not fair to all the other dealers who have complied and have 
stayed closed.

Anthony good-life2010@live.com

03/30/20 3:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Complete Automotive Inc. Other used car sales and car maintance 1107 Elliott Ave W Seattle This company still has several employees work and they are not practicing the stay at home order, or 
social distancing.

03/30/20 3:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Legend Auto Sales Other Auto Dealership 14650 1st Ave So Burien They are selling used automobiles and never stopped when the order was put into place. Not fair to 
all the other dealers who have complied and have stayed closed and have lots thousands in daily 
sales. Their printed vehicle temp tag printed from the DOL system will show they have been selling 
vehicles during the order was effective.

Anthony good-life2010@live.com

03/30/20 3:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Puget Sound Safety Other motorcycle training 10720 Woodland Avenue EastPuyallup, WA Still holding motorcycle training classes gathering students and instructors in close proximity to one 
another on the practice range (at Cheney Stadium in Tacoma) and in the classroom in Puyallup at 
business address.

Greg Rich gregriccio@yahoo.com 253-370-2339

03/30/20 3:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Vancouver Ford Other Automotive Dealership 6801 NE 40th St Vancouver The sales department (not deemed essential) continues to remain open and encourage people to visit 
the dealership.

03/30/20 3:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson Cars Other used car sales 13806 Highway 99 Lynnwood Very much open with tons of people coming and going, owner doesn't care and vows to stay open A Concerned Citizen

03/30/20 4:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northtown auto liquidators Other Used car sales 3817 n division Spokane Saw groups of people on the lot and in the office that were not employees.

03/30/20 4:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Genesis Credit Management Other Collection Agency 906 SE Everett Mall Way Suite 301Everett I have screen shots from Jose Salas telling employees to STFU and get to work. Told people to share 
that post, supplying alcohol to employees while they are calling consumers in Washington state and 
telling them that they either come in or voluntarily furlough. But if they choose voluntarily furlough, 
they can’t get unemployment...so they need to come in.

03/30/20 4:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Blue Dog Rv Other Rv 3808 N Sullivan rd Spokane Valley Company still has people working at corporate headquarters the upper management has ability to do 
both from work site and from home

03/30/20 4:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nixons marine Other Boat dealership 3025 Travel Plaza Way, Pasco, WA 99301Pasco, wa Non essential buisness

03/30/20 4:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open carstars Other Car dealership 8500 old hwy 99 se Olympia They are trying to sell vehicles to people Kelly prador Prador83@hotmail.com 3604899327



03/30/20 4:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Convict Ink LLC Other Tattoo Parlor Unknown Nisqually Kurts Walter Michael III (a convicted felon) is operating a (possibly unlicensed) tattoo shop under the 
name Convict Ink in Nisqually in Thurston County, WA. Time-stamped photos of his work are publicly 
posted in his Facebook page, including tattooing a 16 year old girl (Makaylah Michael).

03/30/20 4:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Airstream Adventures Other RV dealership 27222 Covington Way SE.Covington Continues to remain open for business despite Gov. Inslee's mandated orders.

03/30/20 4:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open bmw seattle Other Auto Dealership 1002 airport way S Seattle This non-essential business is blatantly violating the governors order by remaining open for car sales 
under the premise that only the service department is over. You can walk in the door and do business 
just like any normal day.

03/30/20 5:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Johnson RV Other RV sales 4105 Pacific Hwy E Fife This RV sales place is open but are not an essential business

03/30/20 5:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other Vehicle sales 816 N 28th Ave Pasco Vehicle sales is open. I am under the impression that only vehicle repair and parts are allowed to 
remain open.

Jordon Archibald jordonarchibald@gmail.com 5094129212

03/30/20 5:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Motors Northwest Other Used Car Dealer 7007 S Tacoma WayTacoma Open for business

03/30/20 5:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia Dodge of Tri cities Other Vehicle sales 7171 W Canal Dr Kennewick Vehicle sales is open. I am under the impression that only vehicle repair and parts are allowed to 
remain open.

Jordon Archibald jordonarchibald@gmail.com 5094129212

03/30/20 5:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other Car dealership 400 river road Puyallup This dealership is meeting customers off site to continue selling cars. They tell you to pick a car 
online and they will meet you somewhere central to complete the car deal. I thought the auto industry 
was completely shut down in the state of Washington.

Davida Mayes Veeds25@yahoo.com 2538860172

03/30/20 5:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Rv country Other Rv dealer 511 Suzanne lane Mount vernon Still conducting business as usual. Selling etc

03/30/20 5:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Renton cdjr Other Car dealership 585 rainier ave s Renton sales side supposedly closed yet are still taking in customers by appointment to sell a car. Service 
side had a positive case and yet are open still

Tina becker becker5150@msn.com 2532690021

03/30/20 5:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other Used Car Dealership 400 River Road Puyallup, WA they are acting like they are "closed" by closing the gates to their car lots and not allowing foot traffic 
customers on their lots, however they are forcing their sales staff to still work, take calls and then 
sneak out to other locations to let customers take test drives and purchase vehicles. they are a shady 
company who is trying to avoid allowing their employees to stay home safe and collect unemployment.

Eric Crivello ecrivello@live.com 253-230-3636

03/30/20 5:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lexus of Tacoma Other Auto Sales 1708 40th Avenue Court EastTacoma Sales department continues to be open.

03/30/20 5:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sentry Credit Other Collections Agency 2503 Howard Ave Everett Collection agency with over 100 staff still open Chelsea Ducray Chelseana85@gmail.com 9703145330
03/30/20 5:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open KM Resorts of America, 253-896-4677 Other Rv resorts, like thousand trails 6191 20th street e Fife,wa 98424 they have 8 membership resorts not rentals. This site. Travel in resort. 801 east main street elma wa  

98541, 3604823877
Mark Arellano awaabi@outlook.com 425-458-8828

03/30/20 6:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lone wolf harley Other Motorcycle dealership 19011 east cataldo spokane valleySpokane valley There are multiple car motorcycle RV dealerships open in the area

03/30/20 6:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RNRRV Other Recreational vehicles 23203 E Knox Ave Liberty Lake They have been open since the Governor put in the non-essential business  order. They are 
attempting to make money no matter the cost to their employees.

03/30/20 6:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Poulsbo rv everett Other Rv dealership &service dept 12218 hi way 99 Everett Why is this business open in an area where this virus is likely to spread ? Endangering workers and 
customers and families. It isn’t right and there’s no way they could be considered “essential “ even if 
they applied, think about it

Jim thompson Jim_thompson882@yahoo.com 4259999999

03/30/20 6:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Jess Ford Other Car dealership 522 Midway Ave Grand Coulee This business is still running as normal. People are not practicing social distancing. Non essential 
parts are still open such as car detailing and car sales.

03/30/20 6:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Golden Wheel Driving School Other Driving school 75 Broadway Elmwood Park Driving around with students

03/30/20 6:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open True colors hair salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12012 E Sprague Spokane Valley They have been open and operating every business day and sneaking the clients in and out the back 
door . Employees park and use rear entrance. I have observed this every business day since the stay 
at home order was in effect for hair salons .

Dawn Cdgels@msn.com 509-230-5611

03/30/20 6:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Vancouver autogroup Other Car dealership sales 6801 NE 40th St, Vancouver WA 98661 Sales department continues to operate while all other dealers sales department are closed in the area 
following the stay at home order

03/30/20 6:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Car Trek II Other Car dealership 1620 River Rd Puyallup They have stayed open selling cars after the stay at home order was put in place. Refuses to obey 
and close like most of the other auto dealers have because they don’t think anything can or will 
happen to them. You can verify vehicles sold from DOL vehicle permitting site (SAW) that issues the 
license tag for the window. Not fair to all the other auto dealers who have complied with the 
Governor’s state order.

Anthony (wish to stay anonymous)good-life2010@live.com

03/30/20 7:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mega Other Auto 1447 n wenatchee avenurWenatchee Open to public non essential Connie 509-782-3324
03/30/20 7:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other Vehicle sales 819 river road Puyallup They are still selling vehicles and making other businesses that closed for the virus for 2 wks now 

called in to work on there licenses for auto sales

03/30/20 7:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Speck Buick and gmc Other Dealership sales departments 2910 w Clearwater aveKennewick  99336 Business owner Katie Moore has her dealership open for business to sales department, which is non 
essential business they have been selling cars everyday, today they sold 2 cars. Katie Moore told all 
of her  sales team they were being payed off with the exception of her sales managers and her 
finance managers. Katie wants them there to still sell cars!  Katie said she required them to be there 7 
days a week, but the next day she changed it to Monday through Friday!  A customer went to one of 
Katie Moore’s other ealerships and someone from her other store told that customer that “they can 
not be there,Speck at Hyundai “.  Katie Moore lairs off her sales staff but kept her sales managers 
and finance managers onboard to sell cars at Speck GMC on Clearwater ave!  My husband refused 
to stay onboard during this critical time, the store , the sales managers and the finances guys call my 
husband for finance help when he is supposed to be off work. And the boss Katie Moore keeps 
asking them when my husband will be into work.
 and does not need to harass my husband at home because he will not be at work during this crisis!
When all the other dealerships close to sales to the public, why is Katie Moore putting at risk the 
sales managers and finance  teams  to keep her business going to the public.  The only part of her 
business that should be there is her repair department, but she is not doing that. I am not sure if her 
other dealerships are open to business I can only say  what I know because it directly is Impacting my 
husband and our family.

Rhonda sue Ruiz rhondadueruiz@gmail.com 509-405-4742

03/30/20 7:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RHD specialties LLC Other Car dealer 21620 84th Ave S #2Kent This car dealer is actively selling vehicles and listed it on their Facebook page that they are still 'fully 
operational and selling cars".  They have absolutely no care for public health by actively selling cars 
and being open to the public. On top of this they are clearly stating they are open online....

Richard Grayson Rgrayson@comcast.net 2062230494

03/30/20 7:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tacoma Boat Sales & Service, Inc Other Boat related business 9316 Portland Ave ETacoma Open standard business hours every day. Brendan Keyport brendan.keyport@gmail.com
03/30/20 7:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Karmart Other Car dealership 660 Auto Boulevard Burlington Karmart is operating with business as usual.

The employees are not practicing social distancing 
And they are still selling cars, including having employees ride along during test drives.

Donna sustaita56@yahoo.com 3605401990

03/30/20 7:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The wild flower and the good lash Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12 orondo ave Wenatchee Both people who own this salon are doing house calls. Hannah McMaster and Chelsea Ruiz. Sarena Mills Sarenamills10@hotmail.com 5096692998

03/30/20 7:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest motorsports Other Auto sales 816 n 28th ave Pasco All dealership are closed and they are still selling cars from there dealership and other dealerships 
cant as we follow the guidelines and they are no exception to the law...please correct ..

Richard lidell Niceguy8324@yahoo.com 5098510541

03/30/20 8:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Suede Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 412 S. 48th Ave Yakima The owner Betty King posted all over facebook that she will continue to take clients. I would love to go 
back to work, but if people don't stay home we will continue to have the virus

03/30/20 8:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open quality auto sales Other Used car dealer 11605 pacific hwy swlakewood Saw them open with like 8 people in a very small office

03/30/20 8:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Legend Auto Sales Other Car dealership 14650 1st Ave S Burien Several people have reported that the dealership is still allowing customers to come and inspect 
vehicles and test drive, when the sales department is not included in the "essential services"

03/30/20 8:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Wynoochee Wildwood Park Other Recreational private campground 530 Geissler Rd Montesano Large area for hundreds of people to gather. 2 (one for each gender) public bathrooms open. Only 2 
employees for a possible amount of hundreds.

03/30/20 8:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Yakima Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Fiat Other Car dealership 2300 Goodman Rd Union Gap Dealership is still open and selling cars and advertising they are still open.

03/30/20 8:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tk auto Other Auto sales E sprague Spokane valley People walking around looking at vehicles im and out of multiple cars with other customers as well 
dosnt seem necessary

Chris Chriskeister@hotmail.com

03/30/20 8:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Subaru Spokane Downtown Other Car dealership 423 W 3rd Ave Spokane Sales staff are required to work in the building, customers are being met offsite in parking lots. No one 
is enforcing social distancing in either sales or service departments.

Robyn Hodgson RHodgson313@gmail.com 5099988306

03/30/20 9:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia Dodge Ram Chrysler Jeep Other Automotive Sales N Divison Spokane Selling vehicles and not essential business Shawn Vanderberg ShawnVanderberg@dishman.cmdlr.com 5092200061
03/30/20 9:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other Car dealership 400 river road Puyallup They’re meeting customers at Fred Meyer to sign paperwork and still selling cars 

All stores are doing it!!

Brody Graybeal Brodygraybeal@hotmail.com 4256916255

03/30/20 10:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson cars Other Car lot 13806 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Operating car sales masking it as auto repair

03/30/20 10:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson cars Other Car lot 13806 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Operating car sales masking it as auto repair 
Carsoncars.net

03/30/20 11:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mountain River Trails Camping 
Association

Other Private campground 1000 Mountain River Trails RoadCLE elum Office, clubhouse and exterior bathrooms are shutdown, they are providing a portapotty cleaned 1x 
daily. 
Board is allowing /encouraging people to come over to camp. Also water will be shut off for 
construction on waterlines during the day. It is a rustic campground, people live there and have no 
way to be sanitary. 465 sites  approx 20 full-time residents plus numerous campers from out of the 
area.

Concerned member

03/30/20 11:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mountain River Trails Camping 
Association

Other Private campground 1000 Mountain River Trails RoadCLE elum Office, clubhouse and exterior bathrooms are shutdown, they are providing a portapotty cleaned 1x 
daily. 
Board is allowing /encouraging people to come over to camp. Also water will be shut off for 
construction on waterlines during the day. It is a rustic campground, people live there and have no 
way to be sanitary. 465 sites  approx 20 full-time residents plus numerous campers from out of the 
area.

Concerned member

03/30/20 11:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson Cars Other Auto dealer 13806 hwy 99 Lynnwood Test driving vehicles with customers and not practicing social distancing or adhering to shelter in 
place.

03/31/20 12:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Luvias barber shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 607 s first ave Othello They continue open to the public many people saw in and out on Juanita A Aguilera aliciajaguilera533@yahoo.com 6306702081
03/31/20 12:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Allsport Powersports Other Powersport sales motorcycle /atv 19505 E Broadway aveLiberty Lake sales dep still open with a large group of customers

03/31/20 12:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Karmart Other Car dealership 660 Auto Blvd Burlington My cousin works there and is making car sales men pretend they are service crew and having them 
still sell cars

03/31/20 12:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Pine Village KOA Other Vacation RV park 308 Zelt Strasse Leavenworth The non-essential park is open packed last weekend, still taking online reservations and totally 
ignored social distancing,  with their out of town patrons going all over town, shopping, recreating.

Goehner goehner@live.com 509.293.9919

03/31/20 1:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Legend auto Other Car sales 14650 1st ave s Burien Multiple individuals going on test drives and buying cars with salesmen. Unknown Unknown Unknown

03/31/20 1:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Poulsbo RV Other RV dealer 510 Eleanor lane Mount vernon Still selling RV’s. Online and showing in person. Completing deliveries of sold units. RV business is 
non essential! 

 Service not complying with social distancing measures.

03/31/20 2:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open DAA AUBURN Other AUTO AUCTION 3130 D street Auburn Claims that they are essential and workers question this. They are moving cars that may have viruses 
still active in interior

Carl Anderson carllanderson2@gmail.com 253.880.7084

03/31/20 2:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open National Credit Services Other Debt collecting 2525 220th St SE, Suite 200Bothell Extensive amount of employees having them all in a smaller space

03/31/20 5:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Renton CJDR Other car dealership 585 Rainier Ave S renton has not stopped selling vehicles...crazy disrespect, employees bragging about getting internet 
customers in and taking easy money with little to no competition.

michael michaelniles7@gmail.com 12062293119

03/31/20 5:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Great clips Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5720 Lakewood Towne Center Blvd SW Ste CLakewood Multiple reports of this business stil open and cutting hair.  Hate to turn someone in but this is life or 
death for citizens AND the healthcare workers.

Michelle anonymous None None

03/31/20 5:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Rich's Other Car dealership 16004 Aurora Ave n Shoreline I live nearby, my wife & I walk the trail multiple times a day and we observed two guys washing cars at 
different times walking by the property via the interurban trail on Friday 3/27. Walked by Saturday 
3/28 and observed vehicles pulling on to and off of their sales floor. Test drives? Essential?

Phil

03/31/20 5:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Eastside auto licensing Other Auto licensing 12006 ne 85th st Kirkland Business is still open, multiple people inside through out the day, no social distancing Nicole Johnson Darlingnikki.johnson@gmail.com



03/31/20 6:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Barbershops& beauticians Other Barber & beauticians 441  peacock kelchnerUnderwood If we call licensing department they say we can open april1st.  Other reports say April 6th. Trump says 
April 30.  . Which is it?  Most of us closed  down March 17 thinks it was for two weeks. Then other 
news we saw it didn't look like shop up north closed until the 23rd.. Please clearfiy.thanks

Rebecca woosbear@yahoo.com 541-400-0762

03/31/20 7:26 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open National Credit Services Other Debt collecter 2525 220th st SE Bothell Shares building and common areas with Seattle Childrens Homecare, risking exposure to essential 
workers i.e. nursing and pharmacy

03/31/20 7:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Elite 1 Auto Sales Other Used car lot 800 W Columbia DriveKennewick Went to town yesterday for gas. These guys had customers with sales people and the owner was 
also present.

03/31/20 7:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Artistic Auto Group LLC Other Used car lot 911 W Columbia DriveKennewick Saw the owner showing customers cars and conducting business as usual.

03/31/20 7:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open North Spokane RV Campground Other Campground 10904 N Newport HwySpokane We are dealing with people who are traveling around the state's. I feel that this work in non essential 
with the "stay home, stay safe" order Inslee ordered last Monday! Our residents are merely campers. 
They are not permanent residents. This is not a mobile home park, it is a campground. I sincerely feel 
like they are not taking necessary precautions during this uncertain time to ensure their resident or 
employees health and safety.

Robert Whaley Robertwhaley1215@gmail.com 5092639249

03/31/20 8:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Jeep and Toyota dealers Other Car dealership 150 SW 7th St, Renton, WA 98057, 585 Rainier Ave S Renton, WA 98057Renton, WA Both auto dealerships are open. Employees spend long times smoking in the back of buildings. 
Offices and workshops are open all day. Cars are constantly coming out of shop area.

Sophia Vackimes svackimes@gmail.com 2815090386

03/31/20 8:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open National service Bureau Other Debt collector 18912 north creek pkwy #205Bothell There is no need for debt collectors to be harassing people for money everyday. It’s absolutely 
unnecessary  that they are open at this time. I know for a fact there is a pregnant women there 
terrified for her life but her boss says this is all a media hoax and he won’t close unless it’s over his 
dead body! Shut them down please.

Joe McManud Jobobmcmanus@gmail.com 206-599-91115

03/31/20 8:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Infinity of fife Other Car dealership 4902 pacific hwy e Fife Dealership staying open against the rules

03/31/20 8:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RV Country Other RV Sales 21803 WA-410 Bonney Lake The bussiness is open

03/31/20 8:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest MotorSports Other Car Dealership 17510 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Most definitely a non essential business.

03/31/20 8:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carstars Other Auto Sales Car Lot 621 W Heron Street Aberdeen Business is open and selling cars Don Fowler hotrodalley@comcast.net 3605901541
03/31/20 8:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open CARSON CARS Other USED CAR DEALERSHIP 13806 HWY 99 LYNNWOOD THEY ARE OPEN SELLING CARS DURING THE STAY HOME STAY SAFE ORDER.

03/31/20 8:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsports Other Car dealership 17510 hwy 99 Lynnwood, WA The company is promoting social gatherings. I’m concerned for my communities well being.

03/31/20 8:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open NARIES Home Inspection Training Other Home Inspection Training 51 W. DAYTON ST. Suite 203Edmonds I’m not sure he is considered an an essential business and should be open.  He teaches students 
home inspection training. He has been having a classroom of people (4-5), including himself makes 6 
at times for the last week and a half.  There is not enough space in the room to have social distancing 
and people are sitting right next to each other.  Refuses to close and says “he’s not sick”.   That’s not 
the point.  Please ask him to close and stop having 4-5 students in the same space for hours each 
day. These are random people, not coworkers of an essential business that needs to stay open. 
Thank you

03/31/20 8:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open legend auto sales Other car dealer ship 14650 1st ave s rentonwa still sold cars when they are suppose to close.

03/31/20 9:04 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Columbia Debt Recovery dba Genesis Other Debt collections 906 S Everett Mall Way Ste 301Everett Business is open and collecting debt during this crisis. Threatening to fire people if they don’t come to 
work.

03/31/20 9:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open North west motorsports Other Dealership 17510 SR-99 S Lynnwood,Everett,marysville,Spokane, PuyallupThey have 13 locations in wa and are bragging that they sold 30 cars on Monday 
For them it’s been business as usual

03/31/20 9:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Imperial Home Sales Inc Other Mfg Home Dealership 1250 NW Maryland AveChehalis Manufacture Home dealership is still receiving walk in customers

03/31/20 9:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cascade tech/Riverside paymentd Other Call center for debit processing 12500 see 2nd circle suite 240Vancouver This business is supposed to be closed and it's open.its a call center with no windows and there is 
people there that have covid-19.they won't close.they asked employees not to tell anyone that there 
still open

Ray bjaray15@gmail.com 5038854797

03/31/20 9:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Yakima adjustment services inc Other Debt collectors 301 west Lincoln aveYakima Debt collection still open. More then 10 people in office. Owner refuses to close.

03/31/20 9:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Coulter Architects,PLLC Other Architects 105 N Emerson Chelan Not essential business has been working during the shutdown.

03/31/20 9:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Whynooche Wildwoods Other campground 530 Giesler Rd Montesano care givers not given proper cleaning supplies,no masks,have open restrooms staff must leave there 
home to clean every 30 minutes,people coming and going in park at their leisure ,The President of the 
board of the park lives on site with numerous guests entering and leaving the park all hours of day

Paula ummieof9@yahoo.com 3605811784

03/31/20 9:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Poulsbo Rv Other Rv 510 Elenor Lane Mount Vernon, Everett, Auburn, KentThey are operating all sales departments. Salesmen selling from home sending customers in to view 
and purchase. They are trying to reduce crowds to not get caught selling - not to protect employees 
and public.Management staff must report and be on site to sell

Anonymous

03/31/20 9:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Columbia Debt Recover LLC dba 
GENESIS

Other Debt collection company 906 SE Everett Mall Way ste 301Everett This is a collection company insisting it is here to fulfill payment plans per the order. But they are also 
collecting by calling out. We are a call center in operation.

03/31/20 9:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia Chrysler Jeep Dodge of Tri-Cities Other Car dealership 7171 W Canal Dr Kennewick, WA 99336Sales are not essential under Inslee order.
And social distancing is not being practiced .

Heather heatherdb@live.com

03/31/20 10:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Fiat of 
Spokane

Other Car Dealership 10701 N Newport HwySpokane They are still conducting sales online, there aren't supposed to be conducting sales at all even if they 
say its online. People are still going in to test drive cars.

Greg James gregjamesgang@yahoo.com

03/31/20 10:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open U-Neek RV Center Other RV Sales 2625 Old Pacific Hwy S.Kelso Making workers come in to work and not keeping social distances.

03/31/20 10:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Receivables performance Management Other Call center 20818 44th Ave W #140Lynnwood This is a collection agency and has people working in close proximity and owner refuses to close the 
call center and office

03/31/20 10:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Audit & Adjustment company Other Collection Agency 20700 44th ave w ste 100Lynnwood No social distancing,  no ppe. Stephd@audit-adjustment.com
03/31/20 10:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open EH metal recycling Other Metal buyers 8801 ne 117th ave Vancouver Seeing several people gathering and business doesnt fall under essential

03/31/20 10:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Korum Automotive Group Other Car dealership 100 River Road Puyallup WA I was interested in a vehicle at this dealership and corresponded via email. They told me they were 
closed to sales until April 8. They also have that statement on their website.   I had plans to look at the 
car at that time.   I got an email yesterday telling me they opened the dealership yesterday to show 
the car to someone else.  I have an email trail of these facts.

03/31/20 11:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Johnson RV Other Recreational Vehicle Dealer 4105 Pacific Highway EastFife The Johnson RV website continues to invite customers to come in and shop for and purchase 
recreational vehicles.  The main location of Johnson RV is in Sandy, OR and is also open since they 
say that they sell 'homes' and are therefore essential. The Oregon store is driving motorhomes to 
customer residences in Washington for purchase delivery in violation of our travel ban.

Paul OldenKamp paul@oldenkamp.org 206-551-7058

03/31/20 11:06 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Vancouver Ford Other Auto sales 6801 NE 40th St Vancouver All the other car dealership are closed and they are still selling. Why are they exempt from selling? I would like to stay AnonymousI would like to stay anonymous I would like to stay anonymous

03/31/20 11:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson cars Other Car dealership 13806 SR-99S Lynnwood There were several workers, working at a Nonessential business Carson cars James Beattie Jambezy@yahoo.com

03/31/20 11:19 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Haltermans RV Other RV Sales 16520 Smokey Point BLVDArlington This is a  RV trailer sales business. this is a nonessential business still operating

03/31/20 11:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open pacific steel and recycling Other metal recycling 409 Butterfield road yakima,Wa.  98901 I do not deem them to be essential to still be open period.

My girlfriend that has stage 4 lung cancer cannot receive chemotherapy from North Star Lodge here 
in Yakima as they are closed for treatments
That to me seems to be essential not a recycling junk yard !

Lee Kukuczka fuddbro1@yahoo.com 509-945-6494

03/31/20 11:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Jefferson County Fair Campground Other Campgrounds and Communal Restrooms - OPEN 4907 Landes St. Port Townsend Hello,

This facility in the center of a highly populated community of seniors, is still accepting transient people 
living in tents and cars and using a communal restroom and shower. There is still 'no camping' tape 
up across the field because the ground is still soaked- yet, tents are out there. In the past three years, 
this facility has been less than responsible about who they allow to 'camp' there. The owners and 
manager allow loud, drunken, and high transient tent campers to fight, yell, and scream, and instead 
of taking responsibility for their guests, refunding their money and asking them to vacate, they tell 
local residents to call the police.

With this public health disaster and stay at home order in place, the management will not care for, or 
take responsibility for the health and safety of these campers or local residents in this neighborhood. 
Shouldn't all campsites and communal restrooms be closed, especially with this virus being airborne 
in a senior community?

Can you please shut down this poorly managed facility and remove these campers immediately?

Thank you.

Resident

03/31/20 11:42 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Vancouver Ford Other Car sales 6801 NE 40th St Vancouver Am I breaking the law by working? I was told we are open and to report to work. I am one of the sales 
staff here at Vancouver Ford/ Vancouver Auto Group. Will I be fined or punished for working during 
the shut down?

Jeremy Noble Jlikesjava@gmail.com 5037808142

03/31/20 11:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Valley Quality homes Other Manufacturing homes 900 South Ely Kennewick, washingtonThey are not essential and should not be open Dorathy Dorathyannr9@gmail.com 509-531-9649
03/31/20 11:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson Cars Other Car Dealership 13806 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Car dealership is non essential

03/31/20 11:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Angel's Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12211 E. Broadway Ave.Spokane Valley This is the 3rd week the Salon is seeing clients after the governor has issued the stay at home rule. 
Spokane Regional Health District has been informed and called them 2 weeks ago. She put paper on 
the main door with a "closed sign". She meets people at the door and lets them in, then shuts it. We 
have been taking pictures and a video of her doing this. As of 11:55 on 3/31 a client just came in her 
door!! A complaint was also faxed to DOH on 3/27. Most people going in appear to be in the high risk 
age group!

03/31/20 12:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest MotorSport Other Dealership 816 N 28th Ave Pasco Telling their salespeople to lie about being open 
And the one in Spokane is Also open. And their service dept isn’t even open to the public it’s only for 
their inventory.. total Bullshit..

Art Garcia Garciafamily2001@live.com 509-841-2799

03/31/20 12:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Columbia debt recovery Other Collections agency 906 SE Everett Mall way Suite 301Everett I have spent over 20 years in the collections industry. We are not considered financial services we are 
data furnishers!!! Genesis also known as Columbia debt recovery has refused to join All the other 
agencies in WA state and either close down or work from home!!! We have debt collectors working in 
the office and are hiding or firing our sick employees. Again all other collections agencies have done 
work from home in the entire state. We have had positive patients and it's all being covered up please 
help order all debt collection agencies to close or work from home. We are officially supposed to only 
be updating credit reports but we have 20 collectors shoulder to shoulder collecting debts

Anonymous longlashes79@outlook.com 4257371928

03/31/20 12:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Pacific Ridge Homes Construction 4323 234th PL SE, BOTHELL, WA 98021Bothell Real estate agent is working in sales office with closed doors, blinds down while his car is parked in 
the community all day. Violating the order by not working from home and be by appointment only for 
essential real estate needs. MINER'S CORNER Community

not comfortable sharing - community residdent

03/31/20 12:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mercedes-Benz of Seattle Other Car Dealership 2025 airport way S Seattle Sales is open even though that’s considered non essential. My son is trying to buy a car and I’m very 
scared of it.

03/31/20 12:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RHD Specialties LLC Other Car Dealership 21620 84th Ave S STE 2Kent Dealership posted about being opened.

03/31/20 12:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RHD Specialties LLC Other Automotive Dealership 21620 84th Ave S STE 2Kent This auto dealership is actively advertising (On Facebook, possibly other places) that they are open 
and you can buy a vehicle from them today.

03/31/20 12:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Maria Whitworth Other Airbnb 15008 NE 7th StreetVancouver Maria is unlicensed airbnb. Has still been having many people stay at her house as she rents them 
space.  Men, woman,  and children.  1 consistently stays now, but many come and go.

Jamie Bunnell Luvinbbgirl_2003@yahoo.com 3609530125

03/31/20 12:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kens Beauty Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4033 56th Trail SE Olympia I saw on instagram @kens_beauty_ advertising that she was still performing esthetician/beauty 
procedures. 360.970.1904

Anonymous NA NA

03/31/20 1:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Haltermans RV Other RV camping sales store Burlington hill business parkBurlington WashingtonSells.. finance

03/31/20 1:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Audi of Bellevue Other Car Dealership 1533 120th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98005Bellevue Audi of Bellevue has been committed to staying open despite this pandemic. A car dealership 
shouldn't be an essential business. People should not be gathering at a dealership just to buy a car.

03/31/20 1:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mt baker motor sports Other They sell dirt bikes and atvs 2111 iowa street Bellingham Absolutely no reason to be open. They sell entertainment equipment

03/31/20 1:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open LaborMax Staffing Other Staffing Agency 3417 Broadway Suite CEverett This business is non essential and is staying open.



03/31/20 1:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Gold bar nature trails Other Recreational camping club 16411 may creek rd Gold bar Non essential business operating and over 400 members currently living on property. Jason Moore Jmoore@yahoo.com N/A

03/31/20 1:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open McCord's Vancouver Toyota Other Automobile sales 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver They have kept the sales department open.

03/31/20 1:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Price Ford Lincoln Other Car dealership 3311 E Hwy 101 Port angeles, Wa 98362They are secretively still making car sales when only the service and parts department are permitted 
to be open.

03/31/20 1:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Yakima Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Other Auto Sales 2300 Goodman Rd. Yakima Still open to sell cars.

03/31/20 1:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open carson cars Other car dealer 13806 hwy 99 lynnwood dealer has been open sales every day TR carynjp@msn.com 4252487149
03/31/20 1:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open L & M Truck Sales Other Truck Sales 4001 E Boone Ave Spokane Work being conducted is non-essential, additionally not following social distancing guidelines. Laura Mizzschizo@gmail.com Due to public access, preferred contact method is email.

03/31/20 1:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Wine Country rv park Other Rv park 330 merlot drive Prosser This park is allowing people traveling from different parts of the state’s into our community. Someone 
may be infected and it may cause a spread

03/31/20 1:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open QUAILTY auto center Other used car dealer 20420 Highway 99, Lynnwood, WA 98036LYNNWOOD We wanted to buy a car and asked how are you open and all other car dealers are closed. They said 
we have a way to do it. We have been selling cars everyday and business is great. We felt very 
uncomfortable and didn't proceed any future. The other dealers we called said NO we cant sell cars.

the news said to report violatorsreport@gmail.com 8885551212

03/31/20 2:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tattoo Pizzazz Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5904 California Ave SWSeattle Owner Shannon Perry tattooing during quarantine. You can see on her instagram @shannonperry

03/31/20 2:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sound fors Other Automobile sales 101 Grady way Renton Sales staff laid off however managers are there selling cars. They act as if they are there for service 
however they are actively selling and showing cars. Direct order from owner

03/31/20 2:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Strategy Real Estate inc Other Realtor 9339 Bay Shore Dr NWSilverdale Multiple realtors working in this office everyday

03/31/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open MCCORDS VANCOUVER TOYOTA Other Sales Department-Dealer 10455 NE 53rd st. Vancouver Sales side of Dealer is currently open, management is asking sales personnel to come in and sell.

03/31/20 2:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lacey nails Other Nail salon Yelm and sleater-kinneyLacey How can you do somebody's nails and say 6 feet apart from impossible are do their eyebrows what do 
their feet

Jewel tinajuel12345@gmail.com 3605663589

03/31/20 2:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Adventure Motorsports Other Motorcyle sales 320 N Lewis St Monroe It appears that this business is operating as usual. On 3/31/2020 we observed 10 vehicles in the 
parking lot upon opening at 10:00 AM. Employees were placing dirt bikes, quads and various other 
vehicles they sell out on display in their covered sidewalk display area.

scott@adventuremotorsports.net

03/31/20 2:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open T's Barbershop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 331 Division St NW Olympia Drove by T's Barbershop on March 31, 2020 at 2:30 p.m. and saw they were giving haircuts.  Several 
cars parked outside and people getting their haircut.

Vincent Lester vplester@gmail.com (360)789-0299

03/31/20 2:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open McCords Toyota (Vancouver Toyota) Other Car Dealership 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver Mc-Cords Toyota continues to operate and not allow its employees (ones with administrative duties) 
to work from home. It continues to sell cars at the location

03/31/20 3:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota of pullman Other Toyota of PULLMAN sales department STATE ROUTE 270Pullman All others dealerships in town sales departments are closed except Toyota of Pullman

03/31/20 3:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Convergint technologies Other Security company that manages video systems 450 Shattuck Ave s #100Renton Business is able to monitor their systems off site, large groups of people gathering to smoke outside 
people’s residences, clearly not following social distancing even if they are classified as essential

Amy Myricka1@gmail.com 303-264-8539

03/31/20 3:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson Cars Other Car Dealer 13806 Hwy 99 Lynnwood https://www.carsoncars.net/

Website posting declares they are an essential business and offers sales of vehicles.

03/31/20 3:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mercedes Benz Seattle Other Automotive Sales 2025 Airport Way S Seattle Their sales team is still selling vehicles and is not just open for service.

03/31/20 4:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open NORTH WEST AUTO SPORT Other AUTO DEALERSHIP 819 RIVERROAD PUYALLUP CONTINUE TO OPERATE AND SPREAD VIRUS BRAD GOODE Rennhack11@hotmail.com 2067783008
03/31/20 4:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Winona Beach Resort Other rv, camper, cabins rental park on lake 33022 Winona Beach RdValley They opened all seasonal trailers this weekend.  Some new travel trailers were brought in.  They are 

booking reservation for this weekend, and the rest of the summer.
kim varner tvarlifer@yahoo.com 509-954-2458

03/31/20 4:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Retro classic auto sales Other Auto sales 240 n main st Spangle Wa Open for auto sales Andy 638-8762
03/31/20 4:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Vancouver Toyota Other Retail New and Used Car Sales 10455 NE 53rd St, Vancouver While other dealers have shut down as ordered by the WSIADA and Gov. Inslee. They continue to 

operate a sales staff and allow customer's into their show room and to test drive cars with limited 
social spacing.

03/31/20 4:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Subari Of America Other Subaru Of America 14510 N Lombard StPortland Oregon Subaru of America refuses to halt shipments of new vehicles to dealers in WA state. All dealers sales 
departments have been closed under the Governors order. New vehicles shipments put employees at 
risk and potentially move the virus across state lines and risk new hot spots. Subaru appears to be 
speeding up these shipments to avoid restrictions.

Kieran kieran650@msn.com 2069547280

03/31/20 4:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tumwater Nail Creations Other Nail Salon 704 Trosper Rd SW #106Tumwater Business continues to operate, set up appointments and post pictures on Social Media of work being 
done

03/31/20 4:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sound Ford Other Auto dealership 101 SW Grady way Renton , Wa There store is open and has people in and on sales floor, buying cars. Lee Pittman denmanpittman@gmail.com 2064849746

03/31/20 4:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open SB&C ltd. Other collection agency 1520 e college way mount vernon company is still open and having their employees work in the office. jessica
03/31/20 4:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Karmart Other Auto dealership 655 Auto blvd Burlington, wa The karmart locations are up and running when they are not an essential business. Lee Pittman denmanpittman@gmail.com 2064849746

03/31/20 4:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Ocean shores outdoor recreation club Other Camping club 58 dunes lane Ocean city Still letting people in some must drive hours to get here with meaner people not staying home George Fredericks georgefredericks309@yahoo.com 3605809855

03/31/20 5:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Artist from platinum rose Other Tattooing 2302 n argonne Spokane Artist David birge from this shop is continuing to tattoo from his home-  which violates state tattoo laws 
and quarantine mandate.

Sal Tattooingbeast@gmail.com

03/31/20 5:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Alaska cascade Other collection agency 612 harrison street Sumner collection agency is not essential calling

03/31/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open BMW Northwest Other Car Dealership 4011 20th St. East Fife My son works for BMW Northwest in their detail shop. I do not believe this is an essential business 
according to the guidelines set forth in our "Stay home, stay safe" guidelines. 
His job functions only consist of cleaning and detailing cars. How is this essential?

03/31/20 6:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Payless Auto Sales Other Auto Dealership 8916 S Tacoma Way, Lakewood, WA 98499Lakewood Business is still calling soliciting me as a customer and acknowledged not an essential business Anthony anthonycsims@yahoo.com 2068236768

03/31/20 6:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsports Other Car Dealership 17319 Hwy 99 Lynwood, Wa 98037 Car dealrship is open and this is non essential business activity. This business does not provide 
rental car or transportation to essential work force.

03/31/20 6:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Infinity Nails and Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 19480 US-2 Monroe I have seen them open during normal business hours. I know that this is a non essential business. I 
think it is wrong that they are not complying.

03/31/20 7:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other Car sales 17510 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Business is still selling cars. Employees are meeting customers in parking lots or at their homes. 
Doors are closed but employees are still there. There is no service department.

03/31/20 7:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Braven Metals Other Metal recycler 2315 N Machias Rd Lake Stevens Driveway gate is open, lots of traffic coming in and out of business.

03/31/20 7:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest motorsports Other Auto sales E 28th ave Pasco They are still operating as normal and selling cars , they are using there non customer service dept as 
a front but selling cars daily while all other dealers are closed including prestige on court street doing 
the same here in pasco wa.. not fair to other dealers to allow this ...

Richard lidell Niceguy8324@yahoo.com 5098510541

03/31/20 7:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sports Cars international Other Automotive Dealership 17717 Bothell Way NE,Bothell This dealership is open and has been ever since last wednesday. I drove by this store on Sat and 
Sun and they were actively conducting business.  They were open again today when I drove by.  
They are a car dealership only and don't have a mechanic shop so they have no reason to be open

03/31/20 7:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other Car lot River road Puyallup This company is operating - treating it like internet sales. They meet customers off site to test drive 
vehicles and then process the sale online- 
The hardest part is watching the employees be forced to work because they are not being laid off to 
claim unemployment -

03/31/20 8:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest MotorSports Other Auto sales 12606 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley Unfortunately this company has decided to remain open and sell vehicles. It is hard to know where the 
customers have been and could easily spread the virus.

03/31/20 8:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Fiat of 
Spokane

Other Auto sales 10701 N Newport HwySpokane Unfortunately this company has decided to remain open and sell vehicles. It is hard to know where the 
customers have been and could easily spread the virus.

03/31/20 8:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia Chrysler DOdge Jeep Ram Fiat of 
Spokane

Other Vehicle sales 10701 N Newport HwySpokane Unfortunately this company has decided to remain open and sell vehicles. It is hard to know where the 
customers have been and could easily spread the virus.

03/31/20 8:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Morenos auto sales Other dealership 601 Yakima Valley Hwy, Sunnyside, WA 98944sunnyside Is open

03/31/20 8:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Family Affair Style Center Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3604 South Genesee StSeattle This business has her clients park inside the gate of the business instead of on the street and is  still 
in full operation.  She takes clients by appointment only to keep the flow of people down.

Renee reneefaith123@hotmail.com (206) 931-4063

03/31/20 9:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Poulsbo Rv Rv- Mount Vernon- Everett- 
Kent- auburn

Other Rv 510 Eleanor Lane Mount vernon 6 days of selling since Govenor Inslee ordered non essential to close. Keeping salesmen at home 
sending customers to the store so no one see all the sales people hanging around. Now they are 
demanding customers sign notices customer is buying for quarantine purposes, and housing. Not one 
of the sales in 6 days was due to any of this.

Anonymous

03/31/20 10:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Haselwood Auto group Other Auto Sales 950 W Hills Blvd Bremerton Auto sales still open and my husband being forced to work in the finance department or loose his job. 
Company calling it “Volunteer” knowing if you don’t show up they will fire you at the first chance.

03/31/20 10:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Karmart Nissan Other Auto SALES showroom floor visits Auto plex Burlington Wa They set 2 different appointments to come in and test drive cars. I was invited to the showroom while 
obviously using essential business as an excuse...wink wink...

Ben Gaggero Bengaggero@gmail.com 4254186107

03/31/20 10:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia  but many dealers in Spokane are 
still open

Other Car dealership sales department Newport Hwy (Hwy 2)Spokane This dealership is still open though pretending to be closed. Sales people are selling cars and 
customers are not keeping distance away from others. Other dealers are open in Spokane too.

03/31/20 11:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lynnwood Motorplex Other Motorcycle dealership 17900 WA-99 #100 Lynnwood They are open. Seeing customers ans selling motorcycles. Nikki Metz NikkiM2014@yahoo.com 360-876-1221
04/01/20 12:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mt. Baker moto-sports LLC Other Moto sports 2111 Iowa st Bellingham A shop selling motorcycles, 4 wheelers and other motorized bikes doesn’t seem to be essential during 

this time.
Alexis Alexiskb10@yahoo.com 6028592751

04/01/20 12:19 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Experience PowerSports Other Motorsport vehicles dealer 12268 N Frontage RoadMoses Lake They are open and are non essential

04/01/20 6:00 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Peninsula Subaru Other Car sales dealership 3888 state hey 16 Bremerton Still selling car as usually, check state issued temporary license plates/ hard temps.

04/01/20 6:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Valley vip auto sales Other Car dealership 11813 east sprague Spokane valley This is a non essential buisness that is open and discussed our concern and they refused to 
acknowledged the stay at home order and will remain open

Jeff costello

04/01/20 6:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Pacific iron and metal Other Metal recycler 2230 4th ave s Seattle They have two other businesses on site that are xlosed but they are open because they are afraid to 
lose money if they shutdown and workers are still involved with eachother.

04/01/20 6:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest motorsports Other Automotive business office 819 river road Puyallup Have remained staffed, never closed J Heimerman Jheimerman@comcast.net 4257668157
04/01/20 6:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Genesis Credit Management Other Collection agency 906 SE Everett Mall Way #301Everett Trying to pass as a financial institution but they only do collections.

04/01/20 7:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Receivables performance Management Other Call center 20818 44th Ave W #140Lynnwood Call center is open, and is calling to collect on debt during this time ,making employees get payments 
if not they send them home ,working in close proximity of one another

04/01/20 8:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Strategy Real Estate Inc Other Realtor 9339 Bay Shore Dr NWSilverdale Still operating and not closing the business

04/01/20 8:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Strategy Real Estate Inc Other Realtor 9339 Bay Shore Dr NWSilverdale Still operating and not closing the business

04/01/20 8:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Strategy Real Estate Inc Other Realtor 9339 Bay Shore Dr NWSilverdale Still operating and not closing the business

04/01/20 8:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Larson and Assoc. (Grant Middleton) Other Civil Engineering (non government) 9027 Pacific Ave #4, Tacoma, WA 98444Tacoma They are open again today they are trying not to pay unemployment.  Not to mention not a trust 
worthy employeer.  My firm not working how can they?  I have federal government contracts and they 
are all frozen which per the governor's office only way we could still be designing.

Erik Johnson Medicinecreek@yahoo.com 360-463-4514

04/01/20 8:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Metro Metals Northwest Other Recycling 2401 St Francis Ln Vancouver Continued operation of scrap metal yard.

04/01/20 9:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Own a car Other Auto sales 1326 s fair ave Yakima wa They keep selling cars and have customers always there Sam Salazar Sam.salazar27@yahoo.com 509-941-1573
04/01/20 10:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Salon Bliss Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 23 dr se Bothell Business as usual

04/01/20 10:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lake Connor Park Other Luxury recreational camping club 14320 28th St NE Lake Stevens I believe a luxury camping ground is a non essential business. The office staff can work from home, 
but is not. They have onsite caretakers for this type of situation, and they’re not utilizing them. For 
those who are obeying the stay at home order, and working from home are being aggressed upon by 
the manager.

04/01/20 10:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Armada Corporation Other Collection agency 1035 w Broadway aveMoses lake This is a collection agency. This is NOT A NON ESSENTIAL BUSINESS!!! 1 WORKER HAS BEEN 
ALLOWED TO ATTEND WORK FOR 2 WEEKS WITH FLU LIKE SYMPTOMS. ANOTHER 
WORKER HAS HAD DIRECT CONTACT WITH AN INFECTED SPOUSE AND CAME IN TO THE 
BUSINESS TO LET KNOW INSTEAD OF CALLING!!!!! PLEASE SHUT THIS PLACE DOWN!!!! 
THIS PLACE HAS ABOUT 11 WORKERS AND 11 WHOLE FAMILIES ARE NOW AT RISK!!!!!!!!!! 
VERY IRRESPONSOBLE!!!!!



04/01/20 11:00 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open BMW Seattle Other Automotive Dealer 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW Seattle is ignoring Jay Inslee's mandate about auto dealers. Their doors are open to new 
clients, they are selling cars for non-essential business and completely ignoring all laws.

04/01/20 11:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Richard James and Asspciates Other Commercial Collection Agency 4317 NE Thurston Way Suite 270Vancouver People are being asked to come in if they can’t work from home.

04/01/20 11:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest motor sport Other Automotive Sales 5423 66th Ave E Puyallup Even though Automotive sales were ordered closed last week , this company is selling cars and 
trucks . They deliver them on trip permits to go undetected (not printing 45 day temp licenses). It is my 
observation that this puts not just their employees at risk but the general public at large , continuing 
the spread or possible spread of the corona virus...

Mark Russell mdpr57@yahoo.com 2536916463

04/01/20 11:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hudson Auto Center Other Automotive sales Viking way Poulsbo Reader board says they are open for all business

04/01/20 11:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Yamaha Jack’s Central Honda Other Motorcycle dealer 309 S Main St. Ellensburg Conducting business while nonessential

04/01/20 11:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open NORTHWEST MOTORSPORT Other AUTO DEALERSHIP 400 RIVER ROAD PUYALLUP,  WA These people are working in a non-essential business and selling cars while the rest of us have to  
stay home. Plus they are delivering cars on out of state 3 day trip permits, which is illegal.

L. BRIDGES

04/01/20 12:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open McCords Vancouver Toyota Other Auto dealership 10455 NE 53rd StreetVancouver Employees are not given any reassurances of returning to work should they take time off.  They were 
given the “option” of taking time off noting the first ones to do so would be the first ones to be let go.  
Of course it was not written, only verbal ?  No unemployment available to those who work

Susan Baumgart sbausserman@charter.net 541-944-8276

04/01/20 12:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Bellaeme Beauty Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 27500 102nd Ave nw ste 2Stanwood Casey Bell is currently doing lash extensions and claims her business is “medical” and refuses to stop 
lashing clients.  She is a Master Esthetician.

Whitney Oats Whitney.oats@gmail.com 4252059365

04/01/20 12:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lighthouse Acceptance Corporation Other Debt Collector 7118 NE Fourth PlainVancouver, WA Debt collector/financing office owned and operated by and for the Dick Hannah family of automotive 
dealerships. The dealers have all shut down as nonessential, this office is not essential for anything, 
their dealers are closed. They are not a bank and do not fall under FDIC or NCUA definitions.

Nathaniel ntwillea@comcast.net

04/01/20 12:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson Cars Other Car Dealership 13806 Highway 99 Lynnwood This business is open and selling cars. Scotty Carlson ScarlsonTright@gmail.com 425-789-8615
04/01/20 12:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Gig Harbor RV Resort Other Campground 9515 Burnham Drive NWGig Harbor Office does not need to be open. Encourages customers to come in an be exposed. Office is open 6 

days a week still. Employees are very close to each other and handing off mail too close. Office 
should be closed.

Amanda Annek5208@gmail.com 2538588138

04/01/20 12:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open All about miracles llc Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 6101 100th st sw suite 14Lakewood she’s posting videos at her salon telling others to come get there hair. This is not the first time either. Bobbi Robinson Robinsonbobbi@yahoo.com

04/01/20 2:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mercedes of Seattle Other Vechicle Sales 2025 Airport south seattle Selling Vehicles to non essential customers and have several sales staff on site. Jon Van Gieson jvangieson@outlook.com 2533146308

04/01/20 2:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dynamic Collectors Other Debt Collector 790 S Market Blvd Chehalis This business is calling people collecting bad debt from people who are not working and they are 
being very inconsiderate. They have people working in the office letting people walk right in. The 
court house is closed, why are they able to hassle people during this pandemic?

04/01/20 3:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dodge Jeep Chrysler Karmart Group Other Car Lot 660 Auto Blvd Burlington, Sales floor is open which is not essential.

04/01/20 3:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RPM Other collection egency 20818 44th ave w lynnwood office still open

04/01/20 3:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Karens Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1351 E 38th St Tacoma Customer is accepting callins or random stop ins for hair cuts on a semi regular basis,  i called this 
into the City of Tacoma and they did not seem to care,  saying it is not manditory and that it is up to 
the business owner to comply

Gary Patten ganthonypatten@gmail.com 253-347-3697

04/01/20 3:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open vip motorsports Other auto sales 408 w columbia drivekennewick They are still selling cars against the policy of order ,They make it look closed however if a customer 
comes in they are selling cars and helping them as normal ...

Richard niceguy8324@yahoo.com 5098510541

04/01/20 3:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Blue Dog Rv of Washington Other Rv 1700 51st Avenue e Fife Still processing sales (by appt only) for recreational vehicles

04/01/20 3:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open west coast auto sales Other auto sales 3203 w marie street pasco still selling cars and open for customers with several employees operating there...Sold several since 
the shutdown and not complying ,this is going on the whole time and nobody in the area are enforcing 
or warning any dealerships about being open at all ..I own one and complying

richard lidell niceguy8324@yahoo.com 5098510541

04/01/20 3:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open mr car auto sales Other auto sales 2304 w lewis st pasco This is crazy i own a dealership and closed and follow the guidelines and have not sold a vehicle on 
the stay at home order and these other dealers are kinking the system to sell we have 6 in the tri 
cities still not following the order and yet nothing done ,Does this mean i should open back up ..or are 
we gonna get some help to stop the violators that think not touchable ...I have driven by them and 
open and called and they will sell a car no matter what ..

richard lidell niceguy8324@yahoo.com 5098510541

04/01/20 4:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Caring Transitions of Olympic Peninsula Other estate liquidation/auction service 259537 US, US-101 Sequim They are offering multiple online auctions, however pickup times are in violation of our stay at home 
order. They are requiring people to leave their homes to come in and pick up auction wins. This 
results in a large crowd of people.

04/01/20 4:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Legend Auto Sales Other Auto Dealer 14650 1st Ave S Burien Dealer is open to the public and blatantly violating stay at home order. Requiring employees to work 
and threatening termination.

Fearful of Retaliation Sales@legendautosales.com 2062411888

04/01/20 4:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open JAG Enterprises Other auction house 7315 27th St West Suite B1University Place They are open Mon-Wed and scheduling people to come in and pick up items in violation of our stay 
at home order.

04/01/20 5:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Autostars motor group sick speed motor 
sports

Other Used car dealer and import retail 3103 w Washington AveYakima wa Large gatherings of people , child labor violations , fake imported 
Chinese goods for sale, not keeping people safe and distancing 
All other buiseness in the area who could be deemed essential are playing buy the rules used car lots 
should also

Jayme mills mills.jayme@gmail.com 509-969-7097

04/01/20 6:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tk auto Other Used car lit 6914 e Sprague Spokane valley Business is not essential. Employee can't collect unemployment due to business still staying open. Miranda crigger Mwpluto@outlook.com dakota14

04/01/20 6:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Navy City Metals Other Metal Recycling 3805 SR-3 South Bremerton, WA Navy City Metals - a metal recycler continues to operate in violation. This afternoon their continued 
processing ignited a fire in their recycling yard requiring fire department response to extinguish. Fire 
department resources are needed elsewhere and should not have had to respond to an illegally 
operating non essential business.

David Lynam Dlynam@co.kitsap.wa.us (360) 347-4443

04/01/20 8:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Liquidation Car Company Other Car dealership 5250 Guide MeridianBellingham They are continuing to stay open

I would like to stay anonymous

Ashlie Long Ashliemnlong@gmail.com 3606485234

04/01/20 8:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cadillac and Chevrolet of Bellevue Other Auto sales 600 116th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue They are forcing employees to come in for auto sales.  Also, it should be noted they are making 
finance people contract prior to the shutdown and predating the contracts.

04/01/20 10:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Salon Pink Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 351 Strander BLVD Tukwila This Stylist has been taking clients in her studio since the first order was given on March 16th.  Fellow 
stylists have confronted her multiple times over different social media threads. Her schedule remains 
open to clients.  Her studio is inside the Sola Salons group, as is mine. She claims this is all a 
conspiracy theory.

Ana bronzeshirt292@gmail.com 360-595-4561

04/01/20 10:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open True Colors Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12016 East SpragueSpokane valley The salon remains open with 2-3 stylist working every day. Amy Alter42015@gmail.com 5099399751
04/01/20 11:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Rairdons Honda of Marysville Other Still selling vehicles 15714 Smokey point blvdMarysville This dealership is very sneaky they are still selling cars by appointment only which they announced 

on their Facebook. 
I also have a pic if u want it.
Also the shop has no hot water and most of the techs do not practice good sanitizing measured like 
washing thier hands and wiping down surfaces. 

They have a Janitor the comes nightly but only cleans the sales portion of the dealership and front 
customer service area. The techs required to take care of the shop.

I do have pictures of thier Facebook page as well as thier dirty men’s room in the shop.

Amy McCluskey amerella2617@hotmail.com 4256149214

04/02/20 6:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Valley vip auto sales Other Car lot 14225 east sprague Spokane valley This is a nonessential buisness that remains open.The owner was very aggressive and told us to get 
off his property when asked why he was open.

Jacob stevenson

04/02/20 8:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Emerald City  Harley-davidson Other Motorcycle sales 5711 188th St Lynnwood Multiple employees at work - desks on top of one another. Selling clothes and conducting motorcycle 
sales with at least 5-6 sales staff present. Still calling customers to conduct new business during this 
time.

04/02/20 8:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsports Other Retail used vehicle sales 400 River Rd Puyallup This non-essential business is still open and conducting business as usual.

04/02/20 9:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Washington Realtors Other residential real estate PO box 719 Olympia Washington Realtors , www.warealtor.org has sent an email to all Washington State realtors that 
staging is an essential business.  Now realtors are calling stagers to stage homes....this is not an 
essential business.... unbelievably irresponsible. Announcement on their website. NWMLS has 
same..Northwest Multiple Listing Service. Go on the www.warealtor.org site and click on the yellow 
Learn More link and then click on special announcement. Realtors are calling off the hook to get 
houses staged now.  This needs to stop.

04/02/20 9:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Golden Nails & Hair Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3225 NE 145th St Seattle Neon sign was on, sandwich boards were on the corner, saw a person going into store

04/02/20 9:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Solar Nails and Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1309 Lewis River RdWoodland Company is open, and posting such on their FB.

04/02/20 9:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Airstream Adventures Other dealership 27222 Covington Way SECovington All vehicle dealerships have shut down... so why is this one still open ? RV's are not essential !

04/02/20 9:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lone wolf Harley Davidson Other Motorcycle dealer 19011 e cataldo AveSpokane valley Based on guidelines yesterday the dealership is still operating against the rules .. us employees were 
just told at an all team meeting this morning that all business functions will continue against the 
proclamation because ‘were staying open for your families and our great customers’ .. us employees 
wondering what the government means

Anonymous scared employees

04/02/20 10:22 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open John L. Scott Real Estate Other Real Estate 19723 10th Ave NE #200Poulsbo The real estate agents can work from home, but have continued to show up to the building every day. Samantha Trainque samanthatrainque@hotmail.com 3604714498

04/02/20 11:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Allsport Polaris Other Motorcycle sales 19505 E Broadway AveLiberty Lake Selling motorcycle without social distancing R Harrison Harrison6714@msn.com 5092173098
04/02/20 11:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Jet City Harley Davidson Other Motorcycle dealership 3715 e valley rd Renton Still selling motorcycles

04/02/20 11:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Not sure Other Accounting/book keeping 16228 42nd Ave S Tukwila Going to great lengths to hide the fact they are open including having people park in neighboring 
store parking lots and across the street then walking in.  Cameras and look outs onsite moving cars 
around in front of the property to make it appear vacant.  I wish I was making this up.  Clients mostly 
appear to be from groups that may not be comfortable seeking police or medical help.  Clients also 
from a group that tend to live in extended family situations.  Stream of clients is non-stop all day and 
into the night.

04/02/20 11:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open BMW of seattle Other Car dealership 1002 airport way s Seattle I’ve observed groups of sales people/employees congregated inside the dealership. Meg Megschmitt@icloud.com 8457810960

04/02/20 11:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Seattle Hyundi Other Auto Dealership 14005 Aurora Avenue NSeattle IThe sales department is open.

04/02/20 12:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nails Other Nail Salons Lakewood Dr Lakewood I do not know the name of the nail business, there was two open, each across the street from each 
other in multi business complexes. The open sign was lit, and customers parked in front.

Lorrie McDaniel Luviner@gmail.com 253-278-1167

04/02/20 12:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson cars Other Auto Sales 13806 hwy 99 Lynnwood Hoods open, balloons out trying to attract  customers while under order for appointment only Cameron cameronwestlund@hotmail.com 4259414649

04/02/20 12:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open New Creation auto sales Other Auto Sales 12529 hwy 99 Everett Open sign on, balloons out trying to attract  customers while under order for appointment only Cameron cameronwestlund@hotmail.com 4259414649

04/02/20 12:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sunset auto sales Other Auto Sales 11720 hwy 99 Everett Open sign on, hoods open balloons out trying to attract  customers while under order for appointment 
only

Cameron cameronwestlund@hotmail.com 4259414649

04/02/20 12:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open NW MLS Other Real Estate 11430 NE 120th St Kirkland NW MLS is putting out mis-information that home staging is now considered essential business.  As 
such, many staging companies are getting pressured by agents to stage their homes.  Here is the 
verbiage they put out on April 1st, 2020:

Can stagers stage homes and remove furniture from a listing during the Stay Home, Stay Healthy 
Order? (Revised April 1, 2020)

Yes.  Information concerning real estate services indicates that staging a home and removing staging 
items is now permitted.  Like all other in-person activities, staging activities must be by appointment, a 
total of no more than two people may be at property at any one time, and those two people must 
adhere to strict social distancing guidelines established by the CDC.  Sellers should vacate the 
property prior to any staging activities.

Denise Crump denise.crump@hotmail.com 4252803801

04/02/20 12:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Navy City Metals Other Scrap yard 3587 W Belfair Valley RoadBremerton I was dispatched to investigate a fire at the location. it called for a large response of emergency 
personnel to extinguish the fire and provide traffic control.  The business processes scarp metal, they 
don't appear to be on the "essential" list.

Ken Rice  Kitsap County Deputy Fire Marshalkrice@co.kitsap.wa.us 360-471-2214



04/02/20 12:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Airbnb.com, vrbo.com, vacasa.com, 
tripadvisor.com

Other Vacation Rentals various San Juan County Despite the state-wide order, numerous offerings at the above websites still advertise properties for 
rent in San Juan County, a tourist destination. Some are owned by county residents, others by folks 
who live elsewhere. I observed people coming to one of them daily over the past week. Can 
something be done to shut down these websites from advertising all these places that bring tourists to 
our medically fragile islands, with a population whose average age is over 60?

A;examdra Gayek gayek07@hotmail.com 360-376-5484

04/02/20 12:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Washington Realtors Other Real Estate 504 14th Avenue SEOlympia Washington Realtors are putting mis-information out there that Home Stagers are now considered 
essential and can stage properties.

Here is the information they have sent to their agents:

Can stagers stage homes and remove furniture from a listing during the Stay Home, Stay Healthy 
Order? (Revised April 1, 2020)

 

Yes. Information concerning real estate services indicates that staging a home and removing staging 
items is now permitted. Like all other in-person activities, staging activities must be by appointment, a 
total of no more than two people may be at property at any one time, and those two people must 
adhere to strict social distancing guidelines established by the CDC. Sellers should vacate the 
property prior to any staging activities.

Denise Crump denise.crump@hotmail.com 4252803801

04/02/20 12:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open D.R. Strong Consulting Engineers Other Civil Engineering 630 7th Ave Kirkland Concerned citizen reporting 22-24 people gathered in that business

04/02/20 1:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Pelage Medi Spa Other Medi spa 111 Front St N. Issaquah spa open for laser hair removal and skin treatments, which is not essential during a pandemic Jen Dominick jenj_78@hotmail.com

04/02/20 1:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Leavenworth Vacation Rental Other Short Term Rental 10285 Ski hill Dr. Leavenworth This is a STR that has had activity since the Governors Proclamation. Currently 4 new cars in the 
drive-way with activity of that of vacationers. The house has been a revolving door and putting our 
small community at-risk.

Kim kjohnell64@gmail.com 206 369-8651

04/02/20 1:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Seattle Used Bikes Other Motorcycle dealer 905 Aurora Ave N, Seattle, WA 98103Seattle Currently open from 9a-5p

04/02/20 2:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson Cars Other Car Dealer 13806 Highwy 99 Lynnwood wa They have open signs on, the hoods are up, the doors to the office are open. I am told they were 
doing this last week as well. Today i stopped and watched. There were several small groups of 
people on the lot, moving between the lot and the offices. I prefer that my name not be brought into it 
as I am in the same business. But like nearly everyone else I have closed and now limit my 
transactions in keeping with the mandate.

Brian Leavitt 425 348-2277

04/02/20 2:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Valley vip Other Auto dealership 14225 east sprague Spokane valley Why is this buisness open.Tried to talk to the owner to ask why,he got very threatning and 
confrontational said to mind our own buisness

Stephanie wixcomb

04/02/20 3:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Queens Beauty Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 325 W Kennewick AveKennewick I take daily walks with my bf and baby and so far since all salons have been closed I've seen on 
multiple occasions them being open and performing services. Today April 2, 2020 being one of those 
days.

04/02/20 3:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Smells Like Uranus Used Cars Other Car lot 401 Hershell Hollow RoadEverett Violation of the Fuhrer's orders to close and ruin their non-essential, food and housing providing 
operation!

04/02/20 3:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dont know Other Airbnb 4266 n. Whitman st and 4262 n. Whitman stTacoma Different people coming and going staying at address's listed. Thomas Tom2tone77@hotmail.com 2532220795
04/02/20 3:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dynamic Collectors Other Collection Agency 790 S Market Blvd Chehalis Called to collect debt knowing we are in a pandemic. More than 10 people working at their business.

04/02/20 4:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open pinnacle dematology Health-related business 1515 116th ave ne #307bellevue i am aware that this dr. is still open and performing non essential as botox and injections hair 
transplant . she is risking to spread the COVID-19 to our community as we are at the pick this next two 
weeks.

RY rozita@me.com 2063498696

04/02/20 4:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Credit King Auto Sales Other Used Car Dealer 10307 lake City way Seattle We have seen the owner of this business there showing cars. He keeps his open sign off but he is 
there almost every day. He does not appear to be keeping a 6 foot distance from the people he is 
showing the cars to.

Claire claires.design@gmail.com 4255122803

04/02/20 4:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open rairdons auto group Other autosales 16610 Smokey pt Blvdmarysville sales operating during shutdown

04/02/20 4:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Other Nail shop 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd, #130Port Orchard They were open this morning. The neon open sign was on and a customer walked in. Kim Huyber Kimvh711@msn.com 3603622958

04/02/20 4:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Pelage Medi Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 111 Front St N Issaquah, WA 98027 Medi Spas are a franchise that do skin care and Botox/filler etc. This business is operating by 
coaching clients on how to have an “emergency”. It creates pressure on other medi spas and other 
cosmetologists to serve clients the same way and to avoid loss of business.

Joanne Gerri Pelage@live.com 425-837-8710

04/02/20 6:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsports Other Auto sales 816 N 28th St Pasco My concern is they have employees working in 2-3 days on and 2-3 day’s off. They are telling people 
they are closed but can see them by appointment. I personally know someone who works there and 
feels they have to comply or loose they’re job.

Diana McCreary d.r.mccreary@hotmail.com 5098324511

04/02/20 6:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kim's Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 17424 WA-9 SE UNIT B1Snohomish Nail salon is open for business and is listed as non-essential Anonymous Anonomous@mail.com 360-555-5555
04/02/20 6:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other Pawn Shop 2341 Auburn way s Auburn I am not sure if pawn shops are considered essential. They shouldn't be. Mari Mhkw1983@gmail.com

04/02/20 6:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Farwest steel Other Steel fabricator 3703 NW Gateway AveVancouver Not following guidlines

04/02/20 6:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Glamour Nails Other Nail salon 19963 US 2 Monroe This salon was open and operating with full staff and clients on Tuesday March 31st. Alyssa Dietz Faithfulbc@gmail.com 206-356-3123

04/02/20 7:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mountain River Trails camping 
Association

Other Campground 1000 mountain River Trails roadCLE elum Board closed bathrooms,  laundry and water but allowing camping. counted people camping at 35 
sites today and groups of people gathering.

04/02/20 7:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tina wieldraaayer provoncha Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1044 Lyle ridge Oak Harbor Hair stylists and nail technician working out of this home in spite of order to close violating the social 
distancing guidelines. They're advertising on Facebook but then deleting ads.

Aimee Rice Jimaimeerice@gmail.com 3603204699

04/02/20 7:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tacoma Auto Exchange Other Car Dealership 7212 Canyon Road EastPuyallup It is a non-essential business that is dirty and the bathroom doesn’t have proper ventilation for 
customers (it is more like a bathroom at someone’s home).

Anonymous N/A N/A

04/02/20 7:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dynamic Colectors Other Collection Agency 790 S Market Blvd Chehalis They are having people still collect and work as normal and are having no employees park in the 
parking lot but instead on surrounding streets and parking lots so they can appear to look closed.

04/02/20 7:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mountain river trails Other Private campground 1000 mountain river trailsCle elum This campground is open to 485 members with rvs on site.  Allowing the members to come and go.  
Some reside there in county violation.  Water/bathrooms/laundry closed.  Unsanitary conditions.  
Members site tells them to bring water when they come.

Cheryl lassonde Cheryllassonde29@hotmail.com 12063515053

04/02/20 8:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Vancouver Toyora Other Car Sales 10455 NE 53rd streetVancouver Selling vehicles to non essential clients, more than one sales rep in dealership at a time.

04/02/20 8:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Motors Northwest Other Car dealer 7007 S Tacoma WayTacoma, WA 98409 Selling cars, test driving cars, all the others are closed Joe smith Joesmith@gmail.com 2533527986
04/02/20 8:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Enumclaw Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram Other automotive dealership/auto repair service 726 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw WA 98022 Violates businesses which are supposed to shut down during stay at home and you phone and they 

say they are open and they consider themselves essential.  Other dealerships are closed.  Please 
investigate to keep us all safe at this time.

Jon Martin jonmartinn1@gmail.com 2534998765

04/02/20 10:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Liquidation car company Other Car sales, used car lot with no mechanic shop on site 5250 guide meridianBellingham I work at a car lot and cannot work so I had to go on unemployment while this place has open signs 
and running ads on Facebook? I would rather not have them know who is reporting them but they 
have no shop on site so  cannot be open and is not an asset Islamic business and just worried also 
about the customers going into a business that should not be open possibly exposing the virus. We all 
believe in what the governor tells us so we stay home. If they are suppose to be open that’s fine but a 
business that should not be open but is, is one more business that could spread the virus. Thank you 
from a caring citizen, father, grandfather and husband.

Jeff Sprague jeffalen@hotmail.com

04/03/20 8:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Desert Oasis RV Park (DORVP) Other RV Park 600 yakima ave Moses Lake This is the THIRD report I've submitted about DORVP owner Mitch Molitor, Manager Jose Zambrano, 
Office employees Carol Sandlie and Terry Hillary (they must of checked in these three new tenants). 
Just yesterday a THIRD RV has moved into DORVP. DORVP have been under investigation about 
Mitch M. illegal business practices from the NW Justice Project ( MRS. J. Williams) and Washington 
States Mobile Home Resolution Program (Ian Anderson) I have Lawyers and Social Media 
professionals working on court cases and Social media blitz for DORVP If the Moses Lake Police 
Dept. a Capt. Williams or the Grant County Health a John Ness, or the Prosecuting Attorney for Grant 
County a Garth Dino would have over the past three years done something about Mitch M. and his 
staff I wouldn't need to contact your office over and over about Mitch M. illegal business practices. 
Now I contact the top person in Washington State about this problem and like these people here in 
Grant County I'm not getting any answers to solve this injustice that is DORVP and Mitch M. and staff. 
This story will be in the NEWS as soon as this C-19 virus is over. Being able to report that someone 
from outside of Grant County has done something  about this injustice. I ask NO beg DO SOMTHING 
before I'm DEAD. I have CROHNS and other health issues that these action could cost me my LIVE. I 
shouldn't have to contact this office if the local people would do their jobs and save the people in their 
county. Grant County has second largest cases of C-19 in E. WA. and behavior like this is why. 
Thanks Thomas Hanley

Thoms Hanley thomhanley@hotmail.com 5093613500

04/03/20 8:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Country Cabin Nail Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 15524 SE Mill Plain Blvd, Suite# 110Vancouver This nail salon continues to operate in violation of the governor's orders.

04/03/20 8:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Management Trust Other Management Company 6704 Tacoma Blvd Suite 111Tacoma Agent was roaming around the neighborhood for their monthly ‘walk through.’  I understand the agent 
is in the car, social distance from the residents, but on a second thought, the job is non essential.  I 
would like to keep my name anonymous.

Ann Nguyen Nguyent82@yahoo.com 2532418010

04/03/20 9:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open CASCADE SIGN & FABRICATION Other Sign shop 108 W MEAD AVE YAKIMA, WA Still open and functioning.  Not considered essential.  They make signs for businesses that aren't 
really required as essential.

Anonymous Jjjohns10@yahoo.com 509-865-1903

04/03/20 9:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Angel's Touch Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12211 E Broadway Spokane Valley They have been seeing clients this whole time-not once have they closed and most of their clients are 
older

04/03/20 10:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hertz car sales Other Car sales 14500 1st ave s Burien They are still conducting business. They are taking credit application over the phone. If customer is 
approved. They are driving to there house. With paper work.

Ana

04/03/20 10:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Enumclaw Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Other auto dealership/service repairs 726 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw WA 98022 Are car dealerships supposed to be open?  I thought Gov Inslee stated on Wednesday that it was 
added to list of non-essential businesses?

04/03/20 11:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mayflower Metals, Inc. Other Scrap Metal Recycler 139406 W Johnson Rd.Prosser Ever since March 23 (Gov. Jay Inslee's address containing the "stay home , stay healthy" order), 
Mayflower Metals, a NON-ESSENTIAL Business, has continued to be open. This business, and its 
2nd location, is open to this day as of this report, April 3, 2020. They are putting hundreds at risk due 
to heavy unclean human traffic. Find out yourself when they are contacted.

04/03/20 11:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Booth Renters taking clients at home Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 143 S. Tacoma Tacoma Last year our trusted Congressmen and women and all Senators failed the Booth Renters by not 
helping them secure unemployment, medicare, social security. I am a booth renter and I will be 
working because I have no income and I could be spreading the disease. It's been 17 days and it's my 
only choice to feed my family. No one realized the security these bills would have provided to the 
beauty industry at the time because no one predicted a pandemic and future pandemics. Please think 
about that.HB1515 and SB5326 Help protect the booth renters so they don't have to take health risks 
and risk the health of others to feed our families.
Thank YouSheri

Sheri Williams williamssheri860@gmail.com (206)452-9403

04/03/20 11:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Abraham’s house charity antiques Other Antique store 312 n Callow Ave Bremerton Open signs on doors and many people walking in and out with large items (furniture, desks etc)

04/03/20 11:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Allen's cycle Other Motorcycle parts 6319 n Pittsburgh Spokane Not essential

04/03/20 12:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nash PowerSports Other Motorcycle Dealer 1611 West Valley HWYAuburn Sales still operating not following social distance guidlines. Edwin Devi edwindevi@looklarson.com 253-209-2773
04/03/20 1:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open MJs property services LLC Other Landscaping 5103 Wabash CT NEGrand Rapids They are driving around the neighborhood doing estimates and dropping flyers on mailboxes Tyler Tjschaap89@gmail.com 6168216121



04/03/20 1:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hyundai of Seattle, Chrysler Dodge 
Jeep Ram of Seattle

Other Car dealership 14005 Aurora Ave. NSeattle Sales intentionally kept open and social distancing not in place. Bathrooms for customers and 
Employees do not have antibacterial soap or hand sanitizer available. Owners/managers requiring 
sales employees to continue to come in and work to sell cars. I expect this to remain confidential so 
that my job does not get jeopardized please as I am a sales manager at this establishment.

Chris Yvw145@gmail.com 4065982552

04/03/20 1:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Puget Sound Collections Other Collection Agency 738 Broadway #400 Tacoma They are still forcing employees come into the office to work. Employees are working in close quarters 
with 2 or more people inside a closed office the size of a cubicle. All work functions are completed on 
the phone and computer but they still have made no effort or offered the option for employees to work 
from home. Collection agencies are NOT essential at this time.

04/03/20 1:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open M & J Repair Other Lawnmower Repair 2402 6th Ave Tacoma Non essential business is open, I saw at least 8 people standing in very close proximity.  Customers 
and employees.  There is NO WAY this business is essential.  This business has not closed or 
delayed hours once in this entire COVID pandemic.  Please shut these people down.

04/03/20 1:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Convict Ink LLC Other Tattoo & piercing shop 11536 Riverside Dr. SEOlympia Unfortunately. The Convict Ink LLC tattoo parlor is still up and running, doors open, welcoming people 
to come get Tattoos eventhough we are on quarantine. Not only that... Convict Ink LLC is ran illegally, 
yes he has a City business license(Olympia),  but nothing else and no insurance, no blood borne 
pathogens, no Tax payer number nothing. Kurts Michael is running the shop out of his living room.  
He said, and I quote, 

"I'm not worried about the stupid quarantine or getting fined, I won't be touched because the 
government has bigger things to deal with,  plus, the sheriff's office can't touch me eventhough I have 
been tested positive for Covid 19"..This is unacceptable and  not an essential buisness.  Someone is 
going to get hurt or spread Covid 19.

Convict Ink LLC 

11536 Riverside Dr. SE 

Olympia, Wa. 98513

Convict Ink LLC on Facebook

Kurts Michael on Facebook

BRETT JONES BJONES72@gmail.com

04/03/20 1:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tacoma Boat Other Used boat sales 9316 Portland Avenue ETacoma Not keeping social distancing Nancy Kordes nanners0809@yahoo.com 3607012924
04/03/20 2:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Convict Ink LLC Other Tattoo shop 11536 Riverside Dr. SEOlympia Unfortunately. The Convict Ink LLC tattoo parlor is still up and running, doors open, welcoming people 

to come get Tattoos eventhough we are on quarantine. Not only that... Convict Ink LLC is ran illegally, 
yes he has a City business license(Olympia),  but nothing else and no insurance, no blood borne 
pathogens, no Tax payer number nothing. Kurts Michael is running the shop out of his living room.  
He said, and I quote, 

"I'm not worried about the stupid quarantine or getting fined, I won't be touched because the 
government has bigger things to deal with,  plus, the sheriff's office can't touch me eventhough I have 
been tested positive for Covid 19"..This is unacceptable and  not an essential buisness.  Someone is 
going to get hurt or spread Covid 19.

Convict Ink LLC 

11536 Riverside Dr. SE 

Olympia, Wa. 98513

Convict Ink LLC on Facebook

Kurts Michael on Facebook

Marie Perry Nperry74

04/03/20 2:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open MJ’s Property Services LLC Other lawncare 5103 Wabash Ct NEgrand rapids Business owner meeting with clients in person. Poaching clients from another lawncare company that 
is unable to perform services due to COVID 19.

Casie Carey casie_carey22@hotmail.com 6163408608

04/03/20 2:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open True colors salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12016 east SpragueSpokane I work in a salon of 15 girls. There are 5 girls who refuse to close during this time. There working in 
groups and I have gone in to grab a couple of my items from my station and observed girls working 
and say they have no intentions to stop. This includes the salon owner. Names are Shannon hueghs 
Amy stevens a Heidi Mcmillian .

Donna Herrin donnalee1170@gmail.com 5099391424

04/03/20 3:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sova Auto Sales Other Car Sales 5001 S Tacoma WayTacoma This is an nonessential business that is still operating. Sonja Keesee Keesee78@yahoo.com 2533829821
04/03/20 3:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open DK ENTERPRISES Other Coin & Stamp collector 10 NE SILVER PINE DR STE 110BREMERTON WILL NOT FOLLOW SOCIAL DISTANCING PROTOCALS

04/03/20 3:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open H&R Block Other Tax preparation 3904 4th Avenue Renton The list does not include tax preparation as an essential service so my office (CPA office) is closed.  
But my competition remains open.

Valerie Pickens vpickens2@yourfinancialsolutions.com 2066794197

04/03/20 4:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skagit Cycle Other Bicycle shop 1704 S Burlington BlvdBurlington Business still open and functioning. Certainly non-essential.

04/03/20 4:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open M lashes & Brows Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 707 S Grady Way #600renton this is a non-essential business performing services in very close proximity to people, they are being 
very shrew about their operations as it is by appointment only... 
https://www.vagaro.com/mlashesandbrows/book-now typically asians always trying to break the law

04/03/20 4:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Work - Sports & Outdoors Other retail 840 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw They sell clothes fashion candy candles and fishing gear. No social distancing at all! Please shut 
them down People are dying we as a community are disgusted!

04/03/20 5:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Covington Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 17039 SE 272nd St Covington The company is open and accepting customers.

04/03/20 5:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Harvest reality Other Real estate 5604  96th st east Puyallup People working in a very small office. Charlotte proulx Charproulx@gmail.com 509-930-9141
04/03/20 5:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sound Dive Center Other SCUBA Diving retail shop 5000 Burwell St Bremerton WA 98312 Business open to the public for recreational scuba diving retail sales.  Advertising they are "open due 

to essental services requirements" yet open to the public and recreational scuba diving community

04/03/20 5:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tacoma Scuba Other SCUBA Diving Retail store/sporting goods 1602 Center St Tacoma WA 98409 SCUBA Diving retail store is remaining open to the public for business.  Recreational SCUBA diving is 
a non-essential activity and this store being open is encouraging people to be out of their homes. IF 
they are servicing "essential workers" in the commerical diving industry they should still not be open to 
the general public.

04/03/20 5:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lighthouse Diving Other SCUBA Diving Retail Store 5421196th St W #6 Lynnwood, WA 98036 SCUBA Diving Retail store that is remaining open to the public.  Recreational SCUBA diving is a non-
essential sport and staying open is encouraging people to be out of their homes for non essential 
business.

04/03/20 5:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open elektra condominiums #710 Other vacation rental renovation 1400 Hubbell Pl. #710seattle all this week i've seen numerous different laborers coming and going out of unit 710 because they are 
renovating it. painters, drywall, construction, etc.. very loud and noisy and so many people. half the 
building is airbnb and full of travelers. i wish you could do something.

Mark Gilbert markggilbert@yahoo.com

04/03/20 5:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Diva Nails & Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3704 1722nd St. NEArlington Open sign and all other signs on, cars parked in front Karen Snowgodesssupreme@aol.com 4258764080
04/03/20 6:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nails 2000 Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1442 Jadwin Ave Richland Just that they appear to be open. They are a nail salon and I drove by yesterday to a dr appt and saw 

their open sign on.
04/03/20 6:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The last resort Other Camping rev park 2005 Tucannon rd Pomeroy This business has ignoredthe mandate from the begging of the virus both store and campers Stan hoyecki Hoyeckitribe@ yahoo 5096293119

04/03/20 7:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lindsey Tomacheck Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 763-11 Coal Creek RdChehalis Lindsey Tomacheck is suspected of doing non essential business, at home and without proper 
licensing to perform such services in her home.

Nicole bellinger Nicb97@gmail.com 3603887404

04/03/20 7:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Yakima Adjustment Other Collection agency 309 W Lincoln ave Yakima Business should be closed!

04/03/20 8:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Salon pink Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 351 strander blvd suite 32Tukwila Still functioning business. Doing salon services.

04/03/20 8:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Legend Auto Sales Other Delership 14650 1st Ave S Burien Nonessential businesses operating.

04/03/20 9:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Union Avenue Tatoo Company Other Tatoo Shop 14718 Union Ave SWLakewood Has been opened every single day since Quarantine began.

04/03/20 10:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard Nail salon has been seen working on clients nails. When questioned technician said if you don't like it 
go away.

04/04/20 8:27 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Portfolio recovery Other Collection agency unknown Unknown So collection agencies are allowed to harass people during this? 
They called my home at 820am today looking for someone else however this is considered essential 
business? 
You made this stupid ass order now I’m going to ensure ITS ENFORCED ACROSS THE BOARD . 

PHONE NUMBER WAS 5095635029

Russell Thomas ram1500owner@msn.com 3606891261

04/04/20 8:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lexus of Bellevue and all O'Brien 
autogroup dealerships

Other Car dealership 101 116th Ave SE, Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue, WA These dealerships are still open for sales when they should not be

04/04/20 11:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Co part Other auto , motorcycle,atv , boat auctions + other states 21421 meridian e Graham dealer auto and motorcycle auctions ,by Co part and other sites

04/04/20 12:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mountain River Trails Camping 
Association

Other Private Campground 1000 Mnt River Trails roadCle Elum Closed the office because the campground is non-essential but camping is still allowed, 
bathrooms/laundry are closed and water is off during the day. Multiple people live there in dangerous 
unsanitary conditions.

04/04/20 2:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RE/MAX Northwest Other Real estate agent 21828 3rd Pl W, Bothell, WA 98021Bothell Really state agents are still showing a lot of people the house to sell. Many cars park in front of the 
house and showing people inside the house , back yard. No one really care about social distance!

04/04/20 3:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Caring Transitions of Olympic Pennisula Other Online Auctions tmurphy@caringtransitions.comPort Angeles She is conducting an online sale with scheduled pickups.  All other businesses with the same services 
like hers have all ceased.  She is one of the only online auction companies  ignoring the governors 
orders. As a matter of fact, she is advertising three sales on the site right now and advertising that 
there is more on the way.  She is putting people in jeopardy because many people will come from 
other areas to pick up.  I contacted the franchise headquarters in Ohio about a week ago to tell them 
about the mandate in Washington State. They ignored my warning and still let Teresa Murphy 
operate during this mandate.  This is unfair to all the other small businesses who have complied.

Tammy Taylor koacht21@hotmail.com 206-271-2019

04/04/20 3:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open BMW Seattle Other Automotive Dealership 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW Seattle has decided to remain open and to continue selling cars even though we are deemed 
non-essential. We have a sign on our door that states that we are a spill-over facility for our service 
department, but really we are selling cars to anyone who wants them.

04/04/20 5:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RDPort Orchard Nail salons should not be open during this stay at home order Ashley Bryant Ashb0177@hotmail.com 2537206229
04/04/20 5:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open McCord's Vancouver Toyota Other auto dealer 10455 NE 53rd St. Vancouver They appear to be open for regular business.  People in the showroom and cars out on test drives. Travis Whitmore twwhitmore21@gmail.com 3606009601

04/04/20 5:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Unknown Cosmetology, hair salon, barber unknown Yakima,  Washington I'm told from a cousin that in Yakima Wa. on Main Street near the police station there is a nail salon 
near a pandaria  there is a nail salon open.  Lots of people in and out

Anita Rodriguez mymama1927@gmail.com 5093671903

04/04/20 5:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open NW Motorsports Pasco Other Dealership 816 N 28th Ave Pasco Dealership is currently operating and has salesman on site. They have also been delivering vehicles 
to customers homes 7 days a week.

anonymous anonymous anonymous

04/04/20 6:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Machol & Johannes LLC (doing 
business with Portfolio Recovery 
Associates LLC)

Other Debt Collectors 2800 156th Ave SE Suite 105Bellevue On March 25, 2020 someone from this office unlawfully entered my locked building (you have to have 
a key or be let into the building). I was on quarentine and they pounded at the door several times at 
which point I answered because I thought it was an emergency and they gave me paperwork that was 
dated January 31st, 2020 and had 20 days to respond. Not only did they violate non essential 
business but they violated social distancing and I have been sick inside last several weeks. The 
whole thing was really wrong and they knew I was in quarentine and I couldn't respond in 20 days and 
I believe they purposely timed this.

Andrea Parrish designdiva3527@gmail.com 2062956668

04/04/20 6:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard The business was open and giving a manicure today Leah Cupps leahcupps@gmail.com 3603379249
04/04/20 6:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota of Tacoma Other Car Dealership 7815 S Tacoma WayTacoma Toyota of Tacoma continues to sell cars to general public. Not just essential customers.

04/04/20 7:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Great Glamour Beauty Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 59 W Nob Hill Blvd Yakima The business is not comply to governors Inslee mandatory closure due to covid-19. The business is 
still operating at regular hours and not following mandatory non essential business shut down.

Melanie ceja Melanieandrade69@yahoo.com 509-941-7262

04/04/20 7:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Harly Davidson Other Motorcycle dealer 3715 E Valley Rd, Renton, WA 98057Renton They are selling bikes, not just service

04/04/20 8:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Settimo Cielo A seventh heaven salon 
and day spa

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 256 e third street Kettle falls Hair salon performing hair cuts and colors



04/04/20 9:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lake Merwin Campers Hideaway Other Private Camping Grounds 24706 N.E Columbia Tie RdAmboy This is a 1,500.00 site private camp grounds. That is now completely full with people who live in 
Oregon and instead of staying home they all came to Washington. They are shopping at the one 
market in town. This store is over flooded with customers throughout the day.  Everyone out here in 
Amboy does not feel ok about this.. Please check into it thank you .

Cammie Walton Konekokisu@gmail.com 3609043646

04/04/20 9:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Una bella ame Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1621 Central Ave S GKent Lash extensions studio still up and running

04/05/20 7:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Vancouver Toyota Other Auto dealership 10455 NE 53rd Vancouver They are still open for business and selling cars. I don’t believe auto sales in essential per the terms 
of your order.

Tina Anderson Growgiveforgivelove@gmail.com 3606000825

04/05/20 8:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mary lues beauty shop Health-related business W mead ave. Prosser wa My wife has a shop right Beside her and she is closed. And this lady is doing buisness all the time Terry Brown 1burnimdown@gmail.com 5093086882

04/05/20 11:29 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Holben's Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 109 S. Mission Wenatchee When people on facebook say they need a haircut he lets them know right in the comments when and 
what hours someone will be in his shop to take care of them, on john holbens personal facebook page 
and Business page.

04/05/20 1:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard They are open and doing peoples nails. That is non-essential. Not fair to the other nail salons 
following the rules.

Candy Patterson navyace1@netzero.com 3605519053

04/05/20 1:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Wax on spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Central way Kirkland Sent an e-mail saying they are still doing leg waxing while “taking precautions” Barbara Kim Romabjk@gmail.com

04/05/20 3:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cars of tacoma Other Dealership 2501 s tacoma way Tacoma They still open 
I see alot of people gathering and not following social distancing

Abdullmoez Bani Nasor lionheartnaser91@gmail.com 2534148952

04/05/20 3:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard Salon is open with customers Jennifer Lee jennykmiles@yahoo.com 3608019543
04/05/20 4:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nina's Nails Other Nail Solan 350 Duvall ave NE Renton text to inform me she would be open most mornings by appt...

04/05/20 5:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Poulsbo RV Other RV Sales 510 Eleanor Ln MT.Vernon They are still showing people RVs for sale and having them in the showroom. I am pretty sure they 
are doing this at all of there locations. RV Country is also still helping customers for sales.

Concerned citizen

04/05/20 6:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lively nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Bethel and sedwick Port Orchard Did not close, still dueling nails. Not healthy Holly Emery cwehae@wavecable.com 3604406840
04/05/20 7:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Daisy’s salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9457 35th ave sw Seattle Has not shut down her business . Still working on people. Everyday. I see it on my cameras  

everyday, and when i check on my business which has been closed since 3/17. She just doesn’t turn 
her sign on.

Denise Rivera Info@factoryhairseattle.com 2063795678

04/06/20 4:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Rv sales of broward Other Rv dealer ship 3030 Burris Road Davie Lots of people stilll walking in the rv dealership Crystal layamitchell@icloud.com 7866581780
04/06/20 6:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Richard James and Assoc Other 3rd party Collection Agency 4317 NE Thurston Way Suite 270Vancouver Not only are they open, they are violating the 6ft rule

04/06/20 7:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Yakima adjustment service Other Collection Agency 309 w Lincoln Ave Yakima drove by they were open wondering if they are essential business. Trevor Nuñez n.trev1030@gmail.com
04/06/20 9:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Eastside Subaru Other Car Sales 11803 NE 116th Kirkland Staying open with regular hours.

04/06/20 9:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nail Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Suite 120Port Orchard Nail salon business remains open

04/06/20 9:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open TJ NAILS Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9925 214th Ave E Bonney Lake Open sign on, cars parked at the business

04/06/20 10:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Oday auto Other Used car lot 4218 north division Spokane Used cars are not essential to sell a car there has to be close contact for test drives and inspections 
of cars there is no barrier between owner and customers

Ed curtis Edcurtis1967@gmail.com 509-558-9981

04/06/20 10:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open LS Nails & Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1909 Main St. Lake Stevens I know for a fact this nail salon is open. I just returned home from a trip to Jays Market which is next 
door to this business and LS Nails & Spa is open.

Daniel Morrow dannymorrow@att.net 4252395439

04/06/20 11:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open NAME NOT AVAILABLE Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 296 SW 41ST ST RENTON LOCATION PROVIDING HAIRCUT

04/06/20 12:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Bethel Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 23211 84th Ave W Edmonds When getting my dinner at the Dominos next door, I saw that the salon had their "Open" light on.

((There's also a smoke shop next door to it that is open, not sure if that's considered essential or not))

Marie Morse scdessa@gmail.com 4257717605

04/06/20 12:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Urban Pearl Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1414 Commerce AveLongview Seeing select clients at early hours to stay undetected by outsiders.

04/06/20 1:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open West coast autoworks Other Used car lot no repair facility 22400 hwy 99 Edmonds Open everyday since lockdown ordered . I drive by everyday and see 5-6 employees serving 
customers, congregating outside, answering phones, allowing multiple customers in tiny office. All with 
no distancing or masks.

Eric Flanagan Ericflanagan1986@gmail.com 4247914889

04/06/20 2:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kirkland GMC Other Car sales 12335 120th Ave NEKirkland The sales department is open and placing calls for people to come in and buy. Not being safe and 
misninforming customers.

Coffeestandowner1@yahoo.com

04/06/20 2:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sentry Credit Other Collection agency 2809 Grand Ave Everett Wa Still people working there...collection agency...not essential at this time.

04/06/20 3:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Machol & Johannes Other Debt collections 2800 156th ave SW suite 105Bellevue wa 98007 On march 23 2020 and3/31/2020 Phillips/court ops served papers to my house for a debt to capital 
one and did a drop and serve at my door. Not only did they come to my home when we are ordered to 
stay home they came to my home. When they're not essential business

Sara Johnston sarapeery@hotmail.com 3606280937

04/06/20 4:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nina's Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 350 Duvall Ave NE Renton I have been by this business several times and she is in there with a couple of clients. She also text 
me to tell me that she will be working every morning every day.

04/06/20 4:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tina's Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 404 Cedar St Seattle It appears that Tina's nails is still open for business occasionally.  I saw a client receiving nail service 
around 3:30 PM on April 6, Monday.  Neither was wearing masks. I am concerned that close contact 
between folks who are not protecting themselves may expose themselves or more to danger of 
spread of disease.

04/06/20 4:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RHD Specialities LLC Other Car Dealership 21620 84th Ave s suite 2Kent The business is completely open. Multiple employees working. No social distancing practice being 
used. They have not closed at all since the order. They are a specialty car dealership that is not 
essential at all.

Alex Alexanderellis1993@gmail.com 2064129157

04/06/20 4:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open BMW Seattle Other car dealership 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW Seattle currently has over 10 people working in their sales building right now, violating the 1 
person in the building at a time order. They also have their front door unlocked and are doing 
business on the sly.

lisa lmpezzella83@gmail.com 3346189635

04/06/20 4:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mercedes Benz Seattle Other Car Sales 2025 Airport Way S Seattle Mercedes is still selling vehicles; their corporate office is continuing to allow them to illegally do so, 
Swickard Auto Group.

04/06/20 4:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Major league barber Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 400 a Grady way Renton People going in and out of business getting hair done

04/06/20 5:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nina's Nail Salon Other Nail Salon 350 Duvall Ave NE Renton Text to tell me they would be open in the AM daily by appointment.

04/06/20 6:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Untouchable Cuts Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5006 Center Street “D”Tacoma Taking customers when barber shops are suppose to be closed down due to Governor Inslee’s 
shutdown order.

Jeanelle Foster jkiriginn4@gmail.com 253-205-1407

04/06/20 6:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Le Chat Noir Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th ave, #C Tacoma Business is still open.

04/06/20 6:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Houston 1st Choice Auto Auction Other Auction 825 Rankin Road Houston This business is open and still having auctions of large gatherings. Misty Jones 9362625399
04/06/20 7:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lions paw Other Totoo shop 2902 wetmore ave Everett Saw people getting a tattoo and drinking in said location on April 06, 2020 6pm Anonymous

04/06/20 11:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shannon French Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th Avenue Tacoma The business is operating when should be closed.

04/07/20 3:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Luxe motors Other Car lot 1308 E NOBHILL BLVDYakima Car lots are not essential business,  and they still remain open

04/07/20 8:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Seattle African Braids Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1314 Central Ave S, Kent, Washington, USAKent I originally had an appointment with this hair braider on March 30 but the order was already still in 
place so she canceled it and obviously can give me a time when she would be able to do my hair. But 
I also follow her on social media sites and ever since the day she sent the notice that we had to 
reschedule appointment she still been posting hair online of hair that she’s been doing well this order 
has been in place she also still have to give me my deposit back due to the fact I said that I wanted it 
back because she couldn’t give me a game plan as to what her plan was during a coded crisis with 
reschedule appointment. Today as of today she is still doing hair and she is still accepting 
appointments and it’s a major violation and my next stop is attorney generals office So that I can get 
my money back because she was supposed to give me that back seven days ago a deposit required 
to book an appointment. Her normal disclosure is you cannot get a refund but considering what has 
happened over the last few months obviously businesses aren’t recognizing the refund policies and 
so she agreed to get it back and I also have text messages from her.

Sharmina Sharminacook@gmail.com 2535458010

04/07/20 8:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Chop it up barbershop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 18910 28th Ave W #102a,Lynnwood Damien kirkwood sayow2001@yahoo.com 4253773395
04/07/20 9:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Helen's Botique Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 807 S. Wenatchee Ave.Wenatchee Report that business is operating, photos provided that confirms this. Richmond Petty - Chelan-Douglas Health Districtrichmond.petty@cdhd.wa.gov 5098866468
04/07/20 9:19 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota of Tacoma Other Car Dealership 7815 South Tacoma WayTacoma There dealership is open and not adhering to social distancing. Also they offered to sell me a vehicle 

as I am a unessential worker. All i had to do was sign and lie about my work.
Sunny Ananomys@yahoo.com 253-475-4816

04/07/20 11:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open West Coast Armory North Other Firearm sales, and shooting range 11714 Airport rd Everett Non-essential business continuing operations, taking advantage of the covid-19 situation to drive 
profits.

04/07/20 11:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open GT Metals Other Metals Scrap 2001 38th Ave Longview Unsafe practices. Very small scrap yard on a dangerous corner. I live on the road behind there and 
when the owner sees my trying to go home he deliberately blocks me from access and I have to drive 
two miles around to get home. He did this to me yesterday and when I got back around to my house 
he taunted me. There is a commercial scrap yard nearby that I would consider essential. I called the 
police and they wouldn’t come out.

Jody Chastain pucciniwa@centurylink.net 360-936-1396

04/07/20 11:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lan Hair salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2632 S 38th St suite ATacoma She is has her lights off and open sign off but I can see people inside, and people coming in and 
leaving her salon.

Jessica Jkalil92@yahoo.com 6015517402

04/07/20 1:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mount baker motor sports Other Sales 2111 Iowa street Bellingham They are open and selling quads, dirtbikes etc. they say by appointment only but door is unlocked 
and everyone is welcome in

04/07/20 2:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sheer Elegance Hair Design and 
Barber Shop

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9000 Renton Ave S Seattle Witnessed workers of the business, customers going in/out of this business Ms Jackson youthfulkay@gmail.com 206 940-9613

04/07/20 4:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open All Sport Polaris Other Recreational vehicle sales 19505 E. Broadway Ave., #8842Liberty lake Employees are being forced to work and told their job would not be held I’d they want to go on 
unemployment. The showroom is closed but customers are making appointments and employees are 
made to see clients shopping for four wheelers and dirt bikes. I was a customer and saw.

Bret johnson Bretjohnsondds@gmail.com 509-998-5627

04/07/20 4:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Haltermans RV Other RV Sales 16520 Smokey Point BLVDArlington Still conducting business with the public even though it is a nonessential business

04/07/20 5:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The CDL School of Washington (DBA 
Troops into Transportation)

Other Private Vocational School BLDG R9654 Cook AvenueJBLM, WA 98433 This driver training school claims to have been granted "essential function" status from the 
Washington Military Department with regards to conducting in-person student training that is provided 
in very close quarters.  My agency licenses Private Vocational Schools and also approves their 
programs for VA beneficiaries, so if this school is able to continue in-person training we will need to 
rethink the forced closure of many other schools.

John Murray john.murray@wtb.wa.gov 360-709-4627

04/07/20 6:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open own a car Other Used car dealer ship 1326 s fair ave Yakima there selling cars and shouldn't be. They have there sales guys out there selling cars and dealing with 
customer's. They are not obeying the law.

04/07/20 6:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Polished Studio Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 861 SE Pioneer Oak Harbor They are taking customers to a different location to perform services. Shellie Yates shellieyates64@gmail.com 2539882193
04/07/20 7:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open one stop motors Other Used car dealer ship 1707 e no hill blvd Yakima The business is non essential and shouldn't be open. They are selling cars and they shouldn't be.

04/07/20 7:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Luxe motors Bar or other business with a liquor license 1308 e nob hill blvd Yakima This dealer is non essential and shouldnt be open for business

04/07/20 7:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open premier auto group Other Used car dealer ship 3612 main st union gap This dealer is selling cars and is a non essential business.

04/07/20 7:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Yakima dodge dealer Other Dealership 2300 Goodman rf union gap Selling cars to the public

04/07/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Ehli auction / cyber auctions Other public auctio house 9415 Pacific Ave. Tacoma WA. Ehli's auction house is currently conducting an  "on line" public auction with scheduled on site public 
inspection on April 8th. The pick up dates begin on April 10th and continue through April 16th. details 
available at www.cyberauction.com

annonymous NA NA

04/07/20 8:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Strategy Real Estate Other Real Estate 215 6th St Bremerton Over 60 aged people working

04/07/20 9:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mai natural hair joi Cosmetology, hair salon, barber N/a Tacoma Accepting and booking clients via fb 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/909131435908583/permalink/1509145059240548/

Bethany Heartcave@iCloud.com 4255336757 mai.mattoir@gmail.com

04/07/20 9:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Puget Sound Estate Auctions Other On line auction sites on the web estatesalesbygayla@gmail.comFederal Way This owner is violating the Washington state mandate.  Her business is running on line auctions.  She 
has people show up and pick up the items in person. I run the same business and was told I am NOT 
ESSENTIAL and I closed down.
Why does she get to run her business and I do not?

T Taylor Koacht21@hotmail.com 2062712019

04/08/20 7:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Emerald City Harley-davidson Other Vehicle sales 5711 188th st sw Lynnwood Still conducting sales and allowing for a large gathering of people as the door is open to encourage 
business and people are bored so, alas. It is the opposite of social distancing

04/08/20 7:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Brothers Powersports Other Motorcycle business open for sales 5205 1st Street Bremerton Motorcycle shop is open to the public. Not just the service department is open the whole store is 
open. No social distancing no regards to the safety of the public or employees all together calling this 
juts the flu.

David Ball dball59@yahoo.com 253-710-2379

04/08/20 8:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open click it rv Other various newport highway spokane i notice lots of nonessential businesses in spokane still open. i dont want this to go on longer, i want 
to work again. it is like many think spokane is safe so your stay home order means nothing. how are 
rv dealerships allowed to be open?



04/08/20 10:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Power Motorsports Other Motorcycle Dealership 333 SW Sublimity BlvdSublimity OR 97385 They are located in Oregon but are advertising that they will sell and deliver motorcycles to residents 
in SW Washington clearly violating the Governor's orders. They had it advertised right on their 
website yesterday and I have heard from people that they have contacted them and they offered to 
deliver and sale to customers in Washington taking the motorcycle right to their Washington 
Residence.

Travis Richards travisr711@gmail.com 3606004242

04/08/20 10:29 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open South Sound Honda Suzuki Polaris Other Motorcycle Dealership 2115 Carriage Drive Olympia They are selling new and used motorcycles to the general public. Travis Richards travisr711@gmail.com 3606004242
04/08/20 10:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Motosports Hillsboro Other Motorcycle Dealership 809 NE 28th AvenueHillsboro Oregon 97124They are selling new and used bikes to Washington Residents and offering delivery to these 

resident's residences in Washington.
Travis Richards travisr711@gmail.com 3606004242

04/08/20 10:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carstars Auto Sales & Rv Sales Other Used Car Sales 8500 Old Highway 99 SETumwater This used car business is open as normal with normal hours. There is no mechanic shop for oil 
changes etc. There is no propane sales for the Rv's. They used Kippers for Propane fill up. This 
business is not essential.

n/a n/a n/a

04/08/20 10:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open carson cars Other Car dealership 13806 HWY 99, Lynnwoodlynnwood This Dealership is open and let people buy cars

04/08/20 10:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Seattle Finest Motors Other Car dealership 4401 168th St SW lynnwood This Dealership is open and let people buy cars

04/08/20 10:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open M and a affordable auto sales Other Auto dealerships 8420 ne hwy 99 Vancouver Open to sell cars to anyone that walks in

04/08/20 10:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Seattle Finest Motors Other Car dealership 4401 168th St SW lynnwood This Dealership is open and let people buy cars

04/08/20 10:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open APX Auto brokers Other Car dealership 20031 Hwy 99 lynnwood They are open

04/08/20 10:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mudarri Motorsports Co Other Car dealership 13131 NE 124th St Kirkland you can walk in in store and buy car

04/08/20 10:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open M and A affordable Other Used Card Dealership 8420 NE Hwy 99 Vancouver Open to everybody that wants to buy a car, not practicing social distancing, when told about violation 
they say they dont care

04/08/20 10:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open M and a affordable auto Other Cardealer ship 8420 ne hwy 99 Vancouver Open for normal business Gage gage007@gmail.com 5035011996
04/08/20 11:26 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open M&A affordable cars Other Car Dealership 8420 Ne highway 99Vancouver They are selling cars without regards to social distancing. Whitney Rhodes Whitney.p.rhodes@icloud.com 3609073203
04/08/20 11:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Silver Cove RV Resort Other Camping resort 351 Hall Road Silver Lake Resort is open and functioning like normal. Making money while the rest of our businesses are closed 

and we are following stay at home as ordered. Makes me angry when I see this posted on Facebook.
Virginia Alton ginny4389@msn.com 2533069469 silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com

04/08/20 12:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open SPORTS CARS INTERNATIONAL Other AUTO SALES 17717 Bothell Way NEBOTHELL BUSINESS IS ADVERTISING AND HAVING PEOPLE VIEW AND TEST DRIVE CARS. NOT DOING 
SOCIAL DISTANCINGF

N/C N/C N/C

04/08/20 12:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open ENTERPRISE CAR SALES Other Car dealership 8800 W Central Ave Wichita, KS They are not essential and have more than 10 people there at a time.

04/08/20 3:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The foxhole Other Retail 15022 union ave sw Lakewood Open daily. Reg business hours.  Along w/ almost every business in Tillicum, including a nail salon! Stacy Taylor Stacy32.st@gmail.com 5038588616

04/08/20 4:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Jerry Smith Other Auto Sales 12484 Reservation RDAnacortes open to sell cars to non qualified customers as per the Governors list.Putting them on dealer plates so 
as not to show licensed during the stay at home with DOL.Illegal use of  dealer plate over 72 hours on 
a dealer plate.

04/08/20 4:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nina's nail salon Other Nail Salon 350 Duvall Ave NE Renton Received a texts from Nina letting me know she would be open by appt
early AM during the week.

G Guinn sodamn.luckygg@gmail.com 2535694963

04/08/20 4:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Su's Barber Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 10202 149th St E #101bPuyallup Their open sign is on and there are cars parked in front of it. Lights on inside. Kevan kevanaponte@gmail.com

04/08/20 5:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Swanky! Lash and skin studio Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 11910 meridian E Suite cPuyallup Every other day the owner comes in parks in the back and has one or two customers coming in for 1-
2hrs she comes after 5. I am just concerned about the social distancing when she does eyelashes or 
lip procedures. She does not have hours as it is appointment based.

Kaela Belen Kaela.belen@gmail.com 2532261018 emillee@swankyskinlash.com

04/08/20 6:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open T and K Nails Other Nail Salon Yelm Avenue Yelm T and K nails is open for business. They have had people going in and out all day, also have a door 
open; you can see people in there sitting down getting nails done.

Samantha Loucks Louckssammy@gmail.com 253-973-5020

04/08/20 6:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open T and K Nails Other Nail Salon Yelm Ave Yelm We have a stay at home in place. So unhealthy for this business to be open during this time. This 
would be a feeding ground for close contact. Not right when other businesses are following order

Laurie Busterhush@yahoo.com

04/08/20 9:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The good lash Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1118 Wenatchee Hannah McMaster has been having her clients go to her house and has them pay in cash. She is 
doing hair and lashes.

Jackie Jackie12@live.com 5096681312

04/08/20 11:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Larson automotive group Other Car sales 2001 N Meridian Putallup Business is still open for auto sales, saying they they sell to essential employees only. They also say 
by appointment only, but they will make an appt with anyone.  Requiring employees who help process 
those sales to come to work and be potentially exposed.

Rick Rickandwendywarner@gmail.com 2539731113

04/09/20 8:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open J Ryan salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 105 E Front St Port Angeles They have customers coming thru back door

04/09/20 8:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open finest quality pre owned cars Other used car sales 4401 168th st sw lynnwood wa98037 openly showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/09/20 9:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open skagit valley hyundai Other car dealership 1313 s goldenrod rd burlington wa 98233 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/09/20 9:04 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open volvo cars seattle Other car dealership 2700 ne 55th st seattle wa 98105 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/09/20 9:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sky King Auto Other Auto sales/auto wrecking? 12601 E Marginal Way STukwila Multiple businesses at this address appear to be open and operating. This one has a current 

business license (UBI #604-489-633). People and vehicles come and go into this property at all hours 
of the night. Including junk or unlicensed vehicles brought to the yard. City business license hasnt 
even been issued to date. Not sure how they get to be in business right now

Kim Dunning ldunning7825@gmail.com 2064195947

04/09/20 10:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nailsbycin Cosmetology, hair salon, barber None listed Federal way She is making house calls to do nails. And posted about it on Instagram.  Is requesting clients have a 
group
Of girls to make her trip worth it .Her Instagram name is nails_by.cin and her website is 
https://nailssbycinn.glossgenius.com/ her phone number is 206-698-2979.

04/09/20 10:42 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Polished studio and The Root Cellar Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1044 Lyle ridge Oak harbor Polished is a salon I’m down town oak harbor. All their stylists began doing hair out of a closed 
basement salon at Lyle ridge. That salon used to be called the root cellar but has closed. There are 
about 6-7 stylists working out of this Lyle ridge location daily

04/09/20 10:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Jills barber shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 749 SE pioneer way Oak harbor They have their windows covered in paper. Have clients coming in the back door and continue to 
provide hair services

04/09/20 10:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open auto star auto group Other Used car dealer ship 3103 w Washington aveYakima They're selling or trying to sell cars to customers outside Sam blackouttinting2015@gmail.com 4143391266
04/09/20 10:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Untouchable Cuts Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5006 Center Street. DTacoma Barber shop is open and cutting hair regardless of the shutdown order. I’m concerned because they 

are risking the possibility of spreading the virus. This is one of the “black market shops”
Jeanelle Foster jkirigin44@gmail.com 253-205-1407

04/09/20 11:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open T K Auto Other Used autos Sprague Spokane Valley Selling cars as normal not following guidelines. Jennifer Save your green@hotmail.com
04/09/20 11:06 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open T K Auto Other Used autos Sprague Spokane Valley Selling cars as normal not following guidelines. Jennifer Save your green@hotmail.com
04/09/20 11:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hellen Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 17730 Ambaum Blvd SSeattle People are getting their haircuts and are open every day. They turn the lights off so people don't see 

they are open but they are taking customers and not keeping up the 6 foot rule.
Lang Anonymous

04/09/20 11:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Whidbey Getaways Other Vacation rental 2815 Howard Rd, Langley They have rented their vacation rental house on deer lake for 5 days starting yesterday and have 
other rentals scheduled

Heather ham@whidbey.com 3603412787

04/09/20 11:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Unknown Other Vacation Rental 45 Sunset Street Moclips There are people from out of town renting this unit. There have been different groups of people in and 
out of this house since the stay at home order. They should not be here potentially spreading the 
virus to those who live here. They are vacationing on the beach, using the local stores, and locals 
clean the homes between renters.

Pamela N Hodge hodgepn@gmail.com 360-276-6839

04/09/20 11:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open BMW Seattle Other automotive dealer 1002 Airport way S Seattle Please do something, this place sold 6 cars yesterday. The governors order not more than 1 person 
in building, yet there's 3 people in our call center, 5 sales people, 3 sales managers, 2 office 
managers, 1 finance manager and numerous customer all clearly violating the states orders. Do not 
believe what they tell you, go see for yourself

lisa lmpezzella83@gmail.com 3347913764

04/09/20 11:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lisa's Grooming Place Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 96 Navigator Ln or PO Box 2181Friday Harbor The other groomers in town are following local rep Rick Larsen's lecture on rules and punishments 
and Lisa is going on as usual grooming at home shop as well as picking up other groomers' clients 
during this time of sheltering at home.

Victoria Williams vwilliams100@ hotmail.som 360-298-5374

04/09/20 11:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Autonation Subaru Other Car Dealership 10000 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley My friend is experiencing Covid-19 symptoms after buying 
A car

L10 none@gmail.com 800-789-342

04/09/20 11:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Auto Performance and Audio Other Auto Repair 4820 134th PL NE Marysville Multiple vehicles are coming and going in various states of repair.  The business is still operating 
even though I don't believe they have a business license in the city or state.

Chase Nunes chasenunes@gmail.com 425-212-7323

04/09/20 12:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Richard James and Assoc Other Third party collection agency 4317 NE Thurston Way Suite 270Vancouver Numerous people are in the office

04/09/20 12:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kirkland Buick GMC Other Dealership 12335 120th Ave NEKirkland I am observing sales activity, test drives, customers on the showroom, sales and management staff 
onsite. There website says "need reliable transportation? We are here to provide sales assistance 
onsite or online" This is the same with Chevrolet of Bellevue. I feel that this business is not following 
the guidelines set forth by Wa state related to social distancing and essential business.

Rob Edinger robedinger@gmail.com 2069149442

04/09/20 1:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Vegas Hair Studio Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 905-A Northeast 68th StreetVancouver Hair salon is still open for appointments and walk-ins. Bently bentlyd97@gmail.com
04/09/20 1:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open del sol auto sales Other car sales 13304 hwy 99 lynnwood wa 98037 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/09/20 1:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open select motors auto sales Other car sales 13711 hwy 99 lynnwood wa 98037 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/09/20 1:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open carson cars Other car sales 13806 hwy 99 lynnwood wa 98037 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/09/20 1:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open sorrelas nail salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 25 s union road spokane valley regular daily customers. they park at other business parking lots and walk into the salon. average of 6 

customers a day sneak in.
04/09/20 1:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open John Wayne Resort Other **ALL Private owned RV Parks** 2634 W. Sequim Bay RoadSequim This park and all RV parks on the peninsula are renting vacation spots to vacationers and risking the 

lives of the elderly people who live there permanently. Tourist season is being welcomed and 
encouraged and risking the lives of all who live on the peninsula. This is going to start a new round of 
infected persons and cause many deaths as most of us have compromised immune systems. This 
MUST BE STOPPED! My next call will be to Washington D.C. and the media.

Rita Clessner rclessner@yahoo.com 360-320-2117

04/09/20 2:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Luxury nails and spa Other Nail salon 1541 bethel rd se Port Orchard wa 98366As far as I know places like these are not supposed to be open and Touching people having a 
business like that it’s not OK. My daughter is a hairdresser and I have friends that work at salons and 
they’re not allowed to do it so what makes these people privilege on having their business going in 
opening with people standing out the door. I’m sure people are getting inspected and everything 
having to do with your nails and touching them and only being like maybe inches away from the 
customers. This is not good for the environment for these people to have their business going. Do 
they know somebody in law enforcement or a representative or something to let allowing them to have 
their business going?!. I’m sure people are getting inspected and everything having doing their nails 
and touching them and only being like maybe inches away from the customers. This is not good for 
the environment for these people to have their business going. Do they know somebody in law 
enforcement or a representative or something to let allowing them to have their business going

Brenda Tetreult Sweetpea.63@yahoo.com 3602653359

04/09/20 2:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Jet Chevrolet Other Car dealership 35700 enchanted parkway sFederal way My spouse works here as a sales manger and he is being asked to come into work and work car 
deals and get paid under the table for non essential car deals.

04/09/20 3:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tousled Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 103 Palouse Street Unit 2Wenatchee Megan Skerlong, owner of Tousled Salon, is providing haircuts to individuals in the community and 
accepting payment “under the table” through electronic transfers. Her venmo account shows history 
of transactions for “best haircut” or “black market haircuts.”

Makena Ackerman makena.ackerman@gmail.com 5096793249

04/09/20 4:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hellen hair salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Hair salon 17730 AMBAUM S. Ste# B1Burien WA 98148 This salon still opening and cutting people hair with all lights off inside.  Never closed since our 
governor orders.  Please come out to investigate and stop the virus.  Thanks

04/09/20 4:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Update needs to be sent to most of them Other Motorcycle Dealerships WA State Wa Stat So many Washington State Motorcycle Dealers are posting on Facebook that they are open for sales. 
My dealership shut down the second we were supposed to yet most are not. Webb Powersports, 
Lynnwood Motoplex, Adventure Motorsports, RIDE Motor Sports, MT Baker Motorsports, I know are 
still selling ATVs, UTV, etc. These are not essential

04/09/20 5:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skin Perfect Aesthetics Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 636 SW 152nd Street suite DBurien Their Facebook page is advertising that they are taking clients for waxing appointments Saturday 
April 11th and that they are fully opening on May 1st

04/09/20 5:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skinperfect Aesthetics Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 636 SW 152nd Street suite DBurien Their Facebook is advertising taking appointments Saturday April 11th and re-opening May 1st

04/09/20 6:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Ruby’s Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 10603 Fourth Ave WEverett It seems as they are closed but in reality they are open working. I just don’t believe it is safe to open 
during these times due to the virus and especially when the Gov. ordered hair salons to be closed.

Dante Limon Zirvah321@gmail.com

04/09/20 6:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Other Nail Salon 1900 SE Sedgwick RoadPort Orchard This nail salon has remained open throughout the stay-at-home order. It’s my understanding that this 
is not deemed an essential business.

Jim Luebeck jfk4232@msn.com 360-900-7308

04/09/20 7:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Untouchable Cuts Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5006 Center St Suite DTacoma Blinds drawn in windows at the front entrance, however, customers seen entering through back door, 
some while wearing aprons.



04/09/20 8:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open True colors salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12012 e sprague unit #1Spokane valley This salon has refused to cease business as usual and is still continuing to defy orders in place by 
bringing their clients in through the back door of the building every day even as recently as today. 
They are acting as though they are in complaince by keeping their front doors locked and their sign 
off etc all the while having all of their employees park in the back of the building and bringing their 
very elderly clientele thru the same rear entrance. I have a video of this if you are interested. It was 
recorded on march 22nd well over a week beyond the required date of closure for all hair salons 
specifically.

Kendra Bogle kendrabogle@ymail.com 509-279-5573

04/09/20 10:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The glam lab Lashez & Tingz by Ro 
Phan

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tacoma Tacoma Posting and offering lash services 

https://www.facebook.com/rothanai

https://www.facebook.com/groups/909131435908583/permalink/1512612245560496/

Bethany Heartcave@icloud.com 4255336757

04/09/20 10:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lashes outt Cosmetology, hair salon, barber N/a Federal way Posting offering and doing services 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/909131435908583/permalink/1512612245560496/ 

https://instagram.com/lashd.outt?igshid=1fiher9oj07an

Bethany Heartcave@icloud.com 4255336757

04/09/20 10:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Myano nails and spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1521 3rd ave Seattle I notice that this business was still open last week and I feel that they fit in the same area as a hair 
salon or baber shop. I just checked their website and it still says they are open at lease on google 
maps and from what I understand that all non-essential businesses must be closed

James jenkins james200183@yahoo.com 2065965978

04/09/20 10:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skinperfect Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 637 sw 152nd streetBurien Marketing email advertising limited hours Saturday and reopening Date of May 1

04/09/20 10:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cycle Gear Other Retail sales of motorcycle clothing and accessories 5727 E Sprague AveSpokane Phoned business to inquire about a product, they confirmed they are open regular hours. They made 
no mention of special procedures due to Covid-19.

04/10/20 7:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open McCord's Vancouver Toyota Other Car Sales still open 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver Sales room still open / google search advertises still open / showroom open to public / test drives 
being given to public

04/10/20 7:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Silver Cove RV Other RV campground resort 351 Hall Rd Toutle This company changed management and is open and taking reservations. Toutle/Silverlake is a very 
small town. We have seen an influx of people camping and in our small stores etc. from Texas and all 
over. They offer long term as well and those people who live there will now be exposed. This is 
ridiculous. I went to website and called. I’m able to book a weeks stay. I’m very upset they are not 
following the stay at home order.

Jill Cloke Jscloke28@gmail.com Jill Cloke

04/10/20 7:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cyclops Tattoo Other Tattoo shop 1406 Fruitvale Blvd Yakima My son got his first tattoo the other day. I don’t see these shops as essential and don’t know how this 
can be done if nail salons and barber shops are closed.

Andrew Giles Andrewg8078@gmail.com 509-901-1980

04/10/20 8:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Broadmoor rv Other Rv salea 9145 thomas dr Pasco  wa I wouldnt think that rv sales is not a essential  business .  My question would be do they disinfect  
after each person that goes into the rv

Sarah Becksr54@yahoo.com 5093030481

04/10/20 9:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Auto liquidators Other Car wholesale company 2306 S. Hayford roadAirway Heights I am concerned my wife is being made to work in a unsafe environment because the owner cares only 
about his bottom line. He knows his business is nonessential because he has stated so but refuses to 
adhere to the governor's request to stay home stay safe. Please can you help with this matter before 
someone gets sick and dies!!!!! Also please don't mention my name because he will retaliate against 
us for reporting him and his business!!!!

Ian Taylor ian49321@gmail.com 509)368-8259

04/10/20 10:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open DD nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9919 4th ave w Everett Still doing nail salon Cathy carbajal
04/10/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sherman's Cutting Point Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1107 West Chestnut AvenueYakima This business has been open and seeing customers all week.  There have been cars there (in 

addition to the owner's pick up) three days this week.
Victor DeLong victor@delonglawoffice.com 509-961-2101

04/10/20 11:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skinperfect Aesthetics LLC Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 636 SW 152nd Street, Suite DSeattle I received a marketing email that the salon would be open on Sat 4/11.  
Limited Hours: Saturday April 11th 11:00-3:00
  Happy Hour Brazilians $53
TEXT for your appointment: 206-659-3656
  We are open limited hours on
Saturday, April 11th and anticipate re-opening on Friday, May 1st! Take advantage of our FLASH 
Skincare sale - 25% off all Skincare + GWP for purchases over $100
Equal or lesser value, limited to stock on hand
 $99 Express DermaPlane Treatment & Gift with Service - FREE Travel Size Elta Cleanser!
 I hope you are staying safe and healthy and enjoying this beautiful weather.  I am opening with 
limited hours, by appointment only, limiting your exposure to others. Please know I am taking extreme 
sanitizing measures seriously. Thank you for supporting Skinperfect for the last 15 years, I look 
forward to seeing you soon.
Be well friends, Darla 
 Book With Us 24/7  
 Leave a Review  
 Skinperfect Aesthetics, LLC
636 SW 152nd ST, Suite D Seattle Washington, 98166
RING: 206-439-7546 TEXT: 206-659-3656
To unsubscribe please click Here

04/10/20 11:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Beauty Secrets by Jodie Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Not sure Bellingham I am a self employed hairstylist that is closed down. It physically pains me to do this, but I have seen 
this person advertising on social media offering mobile hairdressing services during the quarantine, in 
people's homes. I have a screenshot of her business card, and can't provide a physical address as 
she is mobile.  On her business card is her photo, and the contact as 360-303-3341. Her name is 
Jodie Warren. I know her personally, but have not seen her in probably 20 years.

Shasta Duplantis shastaduplantis@gmail.com 3605954207

04/10/20 12:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Hair Den Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 122 S 39th Street (back corner of building)Yakima My great aunts hairdresser is still doing hair appointments at The Hair Den salon.  I know most of her 
clients are older ladies 65+. Iv seen them walk in with canes and walkers. Im highly concerned 
because not only is she not social distancing and still taking customers, but many of them are of the 
vulnerable population.

Gina Many GinaMany@gmail.com 5093073709

04/10/20 12:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Yelm Nails Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 510 W Yelm Ave, Yelm, WA 98597yelm Owner order to customer parking car back side of store and open for service. The shop turn off open 
sign but still open now

04/10/20 1:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lash Gal Mya Cosmetology, hair salon, barber N/A Vancoucer This lash artist is performing services on clients still while mandated not to. As a lash artist, we are 
face-to-face with clients while performing services so the risk of spreading covid-19 is severely high.

Amber Ortega amberber23@yahoo.com 3607739405

04/10/20 1:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Convict Ink LLC Other Tattoo Parlor 11536 Riverside Dr. SEOlympia Convict Ink LLC is openly advertising they are still open for business. (Kurts Michael) I live across the 
street from the business and he's open still. Lots of people in and out daily. He's even running 
"Specials" to get people in. He's on Facebook @ConvictInk and Kurts Michael.

Marie Perry MarieP74@gmail.com

04/10/20 1:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skinperfect Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 636 SW 152nd St. Ste DBurien Business is a beauty/skin care salon and is advertising that they have "Happy Hour Brazilians"  
https://tinyurl.com/qvy46vr
Even if this business could be considered essential, and I don't know how, how are Brazilian waxes in 
any way "essential"?

04/10/20 3:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skin Perfect Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 636 SW 152nd St Burien They are actively soliciting appointments for Brazilian waxes for this Saturday, April 11th. Krystal Marx krystalamarx@gmail.com 206.291.7574

04/10/20 3:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open silver star auto sales Other car sales 17820 hwy 99 suite alynnwood wa 98037 showing and selling cars tim buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/10/20 3:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lynnwood motoplex Other Boat seadoo dirt bike dealer Hwy 99 Lynnwood Sales is open tues-sat violating your, employees and public’s rights under your order. Anonymous Anonymous@comcast.com 5554445555

04/10/20 5:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Parlour Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4851 Rainier avenue southSeattle Posted on public Facebook page that the business is still taking clients. (Salon)

04/10/20 5:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lone Wolf Harley Davidson Other Motorcycle sales 19011 E Cataldo AveSpokane Valley This store continues to remain open, forcing workers to report to work.

04/10/20 6:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open TK AUTO SALES Other USED CAR DEALER 6904 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley This business seems to be open everyday and has no repair facility

04/10/20 6:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Car Store Other USED CAR DEALER 3223 E Sprague AveSpokane It appears that this place is open everyday and has no repair facility

04/10/20 7:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sierra Jones Beauty Cosmetology, hair salon, barber ——- Vancouver They are still lashing people when they are not supposed to be open. Kylee Yakimchick K.yakimchick@gmail.com (360)980-0565
04/10/20 7:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Midway Beauty Supply Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 10922 Bridgeport WayLakewood This business leaves their front door open all day. For the past several days I’ve seen many cars at 

this business and people going in and coming out with bags.
Del Deltroy@aol.com 253-534-5876

04/10/20 7:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open ExpeditionTrips - Atlas Expeditions LLC Other Travel Agency 5932 California Ave SWSeattle People are still coming to work here at this house. No sign on the business, but it is not a private 
residence.

04/10/20 8:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Moreno auto sales Other Used car dealer ship 601 yakima valley hwy.sunnyside They are selling cars to the public. They are not complying with the law. They shouldn't be selling 
cars. They are posting pictures on line with the customer purchasing the car. This is not fair for all the 
other deals that are complying. Please do something about this.

Sam mustafa blackouttinting2015@gmail.com 4143391266

04/10/20 9:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Queens Hair and Beauty Supply Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 504  Renton Center Way SWRenton My dog went to the veterinarian (with an injured Dog)  While waiting in the parking lot for the dog to 
finish. Queens Hair and Beauty supply located  next door at 504 Renton Center Way SW had their 
Open sign on, the door open and customers being greeted at the door by unmasked Workers>  
Unmasked Workers were also taking product to the people in cars . The sidewalk they are using is 
shared by the Vet. One of the workers put her hand on my back and asked if I had an order to pick up 
and what my name is.    This took place between 1:00-3:00 PM on 4/10/2020.  This business is 
Ignoring Public Safety and put me in Jeopardy with this action.  Hair salons and beauty salons are 
suppose to be closed.   I am an essential worker in health care. I'm exposed to enough risk. The 
woman stated she is allowed to be open because they are delivering the wigs to cars  But on 3 
occasions customers were greeted at the door.   If they are allowed to be open for some reason they 
need to be schooled on social distancing.    I have been hunkered down at home except during my 
essential workers hours.   I also saw that Great clips and a nail salon across the parking lot were also 
open and allowing customers in. I saw on their website they are open tomorrow morning (4/11/2020)

Pamela Connors pgconnors2013@gmail.com 206-265-9532

04/11/20 7:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skinperfect Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 636 SW 152nd St Burien Since when is a "Brazilian " an essential service?

04/11/20 10:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsports Other Used car dealer 400 river road Puyallup They are selling cars.  They do not have a service department that is open to the public yet their 
sales personell is working out of the service department,  delivering cars across the street at Fred 
Myers, The daffodil bowling alley, and the key bank parking lot.

04/11/20 11:27 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Elevate Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 514 Main Street Vancouver Salon personnel providing services though my salon shut down. Door and windows screened yet 
patrons arrive and leave with haircut.

04/11/20 11:27 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Frontier Ford Other Car dealership 26310 Hwy 20 Anacortes Lots of employees at the dealership. Seems like they're selling a bunch of cars too. The repair shop 
looks open, but I think they're essential. I dont think the sales people are though.

Jack McCormack Jackmack2079@gmail.com 3603603600

04/11/20 12:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hellen’s Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 17730 Ambaum Blvd Ave S.  Unit# B1Burien ,  WA 98148 This Hair salon still opening and cutting hair people in / out with all nights inside off.  The owner 
comes and opening the door around after 12:00pm every day.  Please come to investigate and close 
the business to stop the viruses exposing.  Thank you!

04/11/20 1:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skin Perfect Aesthetics Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 636 SW 152nd ST Burien I received an email directly from the business owner stating the business would be open today, 
Saturday April 11 from 11am-3pm to perform Brazilian waxes, facials and other beauty services that 
are obviously non-essential. Additionally, these services are performed in close contact with other 
humans and are not safe right now. I can provide a screenshot of the email if needed.

04/11/20 1:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open John L Scott, Anna Lee Baglio Other Realtor 1954 Se Lund Port orchard We are renters and she has continued to try and enter our home for inspections, has been all over the 
property without warning and is now working on our septic on our deck (which none of was 
necessary) and limiting our front porch and garage access.



04/11/20 2:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Automobile sales Other Auto sales 400 river road puyallup I drive by Northwest Motorsports in Puyallup every  several times a week. While the other dealers in 
town seem to be following the sales restrictions and seem to be closed Northwest Motor Sports 
always has multiple salespeople showing customers around the lot.  They even have groups of 
employees standing together apparently waiting for customers.

04/11/20 2:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Automobile sales Other Auto sales 101 grady way renton I drive by Sound Ford in  Renton every  several times a week. While the other dealers in town seem to 
be following the sales restrictions and seem to be closed Sound ford  has 4 to 5 Managers in the 
dealership ready to sell anyone a car.  They meet you at the door and ask you to go back to your car 
and call and schedule an appointment  for 2 minuets later. They have made up letters they ask you to 
sign stating that you are in a critical business and qualify to purchase. during the stay home stay safe 
order  ..  Total scam Please shut them down

04/11/20 4:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Southhill Nails Other nail salon 11910 Meridian E Puyallup This store, and a few other ones, up and down Meridian Ave in Puyallup, WA, are open and doing 
business as usual. I will fill this out for other specific business names, but there were too many to 
even count in Puyallup/Spanaway/Graham area. It's ridiculous that so many people are sacrificing to 
keep the curve down, and so many others are doing the exact opposite.

Trish Gibson trish_gibson@hotmail.com

04/11/20 4:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other used car dealership 400 river road Puyallup They remain open and dont even have a service department that works on customer vehicles. They 
are blatantly ignoring the Governors orders to close non=essential businesses

Peter Ventrella p_ventrella@yahoo.com 425-765-8866

04/11/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Impressions Le Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7500 196th St SW Lynnwood Roberto continues to cut hair for elderly clients

04/11/20 8:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Gents barber shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 422 n 20th ave Yakima Salon/barber shop has been open the week of 4/5-4/12. They are having customers park behind the 
business in another lot to appear closed

Brandi Roloff Cheermom7475@gmail.com

04/11/20 11:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Tonsor Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 617 Main Street Vancouver This is a Barbershop that is still providing Barbering services. Appointments can be made at 
https://the tonsor.com

Dana Dickson Danidickson1970@gmail.com 360-624-5345 scissorworkbarbershop@gmail.com

04/12/20 10:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sadiddy lashes Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Unknown Federal way Jymie walker is an unlicensed person offering eyelash services in her home. Link below 

https://www.facebook.com/100005093225710/posts/1436140596565701/?d=n

04/12/20 10:27 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open True Colors Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber E Sprague Spokane Valley They are working out the back door and in peoples homes.  I have lost clients to Amy due to this.

04/12/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Salon y variedades Ashley Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 405 state ave Marysville O was at the stop sign and I notice this hispanic hair salon with their "open" sign off but, something 
catch my eye. There was lots of people in the shop getting hair cuts on Sunday April 12 mostly kids. 
Considered a big violation to the Stay home order. Not fair to the rest of Marysville hair salons and 
barbershops who are following the order.

Carlos estrada galvan.car@hotmail.com 4253142037

04/12/20 5:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota Carlsbad Other Toyota Carlsbad 5424 Paseo del NorteCarlsbad they are calling people in to upgrade cars when we should be staying at home.

04/12/20 5:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Omak Marine Other Snowmobile dealer 128 Columbia St Omak Snowmobile business that is non essential that is open! Romaine Bush romaine.bush2005@gmail.com 2069106419
04/12/20 6:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open CONVICT INK LLC Other Tattoo Parlor 11536 Riverside Dr. SEOlympia Convict Ink LLC owned by Kurts Michael is open and running. He's tattooing daily,  a lot of people.  

Even advertising that he wilk travel. His ads are in Facebook @convictinkllc and @kurtsmichael
Deondra Stewart Dstewart71@yahoo.com

04/12/20 6:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open CONVICT INK LLC Other Tattoo Parlor 11536 Riverside Dr. SEOlympia Convict Ink LLC owned by Kurts Michael is open and running. He's tattooing daily,  a lot of people.  
Even advertising that he wilk travel. His ads are in Facebook @convictinkllc and @kurtsmichael

Michael Jones MichaelJones@yahoo.com

04/12/20 8:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open unknown Cosmetology, hair salon, barber unknown Spokane (937)-349-5291 is trying to schedule people for hair appointments. She is unlicensed as well. Ashleigh Zibell ashleigh.n.zibell@gmail.com 9038413265

04/13/20 11:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open MC Euro Other Car Dealership 7233 south tacoma wayTacoma He’s advertising cars and low N/A Na@na.org 253-111-1111 Mike
04/13/20 11:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sunset Ford Other Auto Sales 6616 166th ave e Sumner Sunset Ford is selling vehicles and taking test drives with customers. Jeff Jandm98003@hotmail.com 2532187700
04/13/20 11:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Jordan's Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Barber 1177 Lee Blvd Richland someone posted on Facebook that they just got a great haircut from Jordan's yesterday.  And the 

person who got the haircut was recently asked to stay home from their job at Home Depot because 
they had a cough and a fever.

Tiffany Sinclair sinclair@skyegarden.com 5093017612

04/13/20 12:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Salon Joseph Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 600 W McGraw streetSeattle Services being provided in this location. Owner Joseph abolafia
04/13/20 1:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skinperfect Seattle Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 636 SW 152nd Street Suite DBurien Business is currently advertizing that they are Doing Happy Hour Brazillian waxing Joey Martinez martinez3660@msn.com 12062517044 info@skinperfectinseattle.com

04/13/20 2:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hellen Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 17730 Ambaum Blvd S  #B1Seattle I have witnessed the owner having clients come in for hair cuts, color, ect... She keeps the lights off 
while working so nobody can see her from the parking lot.
 the owner (Daniel) of the Laundromat next door says she is there M-F working on clients.

Angie Jackson amcjackson1976@gmail.com 206-898-8532

04/13/20 4:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open they want champagne Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 16501 25th Avenue Tacoma Business owner is still conducting lash extensions, acrylic nails, and facials on clients on a daily 
basis. This violates the essential only policy.

Jackie

04/13/20 8:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Holben's  Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 109 S Wenatchee AveWenatchee https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10221834788881533&id=1311933082 John C. Holben

04/13/20 9:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Convict Ink LLC Other Tattoo Parlor 11536 Riverside Dr. SEOlympia Convict Ink LLC  is refusing to shut down during quarantine. (Tattoo Parlor) @11536 Riverside Dr. SE 
Olympia Wa 98513. I am backing Kurts Michael up 100%. We feel that tattoos are "essential". This is 
how we make our living and its essential to the public to get tattooed. People are stress free when 
being tattooed, ptsd victims are emotionally calmed and we refuse to close. We have had 20 to 25 
people a day for the last 3 weeks. We will not let someone take our Livelihood away.  @ConvictInk on 
Facebook and Kurts Michael on Facebook.  Thank you.

Deondra Stewart Dstewart71@yahoo.com CONVICTINK2020@GMAIL.COM

04/13/20 11:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open TIMMY HAIR SALON Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 22309 7th Ave S Des Moines open every day for hair appointments when other places have been closed. does not wear mask or 
gloves

STEVE CREPEAU dcrepeau@msn.com 4252260653 TIMMY

04/14/20 8:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lynnwood Motoplex Other Motorsports Dealer 17900 Hwy 99 STE 100,Lynnwood, WA 98037 On their Facebook Page offering home delivery of motorcycles and OHV when purchased. All other 
dealers shut down. 

For anyone that would like to purchase a New or Motorcycle or OHV; please call us and a sales 
specialist will assist you with your needs. You can also fill out a contact form online and a specialist 
will get back to you as soon as possible!

04/14/20 9:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Evergreen Financial Services Other Collections 1167 Jadwin Ave Richland Still open and forcing payments/legal action when you cant pay during this time.

04/14/20 11:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsport Other Car Dealership 12227 Hwy 99 Everett I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs on and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 1 
person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and garages open, etc. everything indicting they are on the 
premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/14/20 11:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Del Sol Auto Sales Other Car Dealership 13304 Hwy 99 Everett I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs on and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 1 
person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and garages open, etc. everything indicting they are on the 
premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/14/20 11:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson Cars Other Car Dealership 13806 HWY 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs on and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 1 
person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and garages open, etc. everything indicting they are on the 
premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/14/20 11:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open True Colors- Amy Stevens Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12016 East SpragueSpokane Valley This Salon is specifically still seeing clients.  They are told to park in the back by the dental office or 
away from the salon and come in the back door.   The signs on the front say closed so they leave the 
lights off and see clients near the back.

Drew Mason Drewjmason@gmail.com 5096796664

04/14/20 12:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kiperts Trailers Sales Other Dealership 8439 Old Hwy 99 Tumwater This business is still opening and selling tractors and trailers to the public. I was at their feed store 
next door and it was very obvious they were open and disregarding all social distancing. They were 
talking to customers within 2ft space, shaking hands, and then walking into their business with 
customers assuming they went into fill out paper. I think the owners name are Roxie/Kraig. They are 
clearly being irresponsible with the closing order and all social distancing guidelines.

04/14/20 2:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Ride Now Powersports Other Off Road Vehicle Sales 3305 W 19th Kennewick No-one at the business wearing face masksor observing social distancing guidelines. Brian br.smith90@gmail.com

04/14/20 2:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open elliott bay auto brokers Other car dealership 13001 aurora ave n seattle wa 98133 showing and selling cars tim  buffington tim.buffington@sandbervolvocars.com 2069192789 jim phelps ewashington@ebautobrokers.com
04/14/20 2:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open mazda of everett Other car dealership 11409 hwy 99 everett wa 98204 showing and selling cars tim buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/14/20 2:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open seattles finest motors Other car dealership 401 168th st sw lynnwood wa 98037 showing and selling cars tim buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/14/20 2:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open River city auto Other USED CAR DEALER E. Sprague Spokane Open and selling cars

04/14/20 2:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open To auto Other Used car lot E. Sprague Spokane Open and selling cars

04/14/20 2:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Price Ford Other Car dealership 3311 E hwy 101 Port Angeles I personally know people that work here and other people that have been buying cars while the 
dealership is suppose to be closed. There has been talk about falsifying documents to protect the 
dealership. Other dealerships in town are going to attempt to open because this dealership has gotten 
away with it.

Kim Pritchard Kim_pritchard6@hotmail.com 3604615467

04/14/20 2:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sharp & Sons USA of yesterday motors Other classic car sales and service 455 St Helens Ave Tacoma Classic car sales & service open. Multiple individuals present (minimum seen: 3; max seen: 6) and not 
maintaining social distancing. Business not performing essential car repairs but rather optional 
collector / hobby car work.

Deborah Watkins dwatkins0609@gmail.com 206.460.9299 unknown

04/14/20 3:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hardins used cars Other Used car lot E. Sprague Spokane Open and selling cars

04/14/20 3:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The car center Other Used car lot E. Sprague Spokane Open and selling cars

04/14/20 3:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open TK AUTO SALES Other Used car lot 6904 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley open with customers out on lot

04/14/20 3:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open BMW Seattle Other Auto dealership 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW Seattle sales department is still clearly violating the governor's orders. There is a closed sign on 
the door, but it is fake, the door is unlocked and there are 10 plus people in the sales building inviting 
customers in via email and phone and selling cars to non-essential people. They are joking behind 
the scenes that they are cheating and getting away with this. People forced to work there are 
nervous! Please do something!

London Agrawal lagrawal@lithia.com

04/14/20 3:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Greatcuts Hair & Tanning Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3186 NE Sunset BlvdRenton This non-essential business is operating during the COVID-19 epidemic, and it is impossible to cut 
hair when the 6-feet rule is applied. Therefore, this is very unsafe considering the business size and 
the practice of hair cut, etc.

Thu Ha Nguyen thnguyen206@gmail.com 2063562895

04/14/20 4:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Apollo hair center Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 14401 East sprague Spokane valley My boyfriend has been going to Apollo for years for his hair appointments.  When things first got shut 
down they contacted him and said they would still be doing briskness in a garage in post falls Idaho 
which right along state lines and ten minutes from Spokane.   This business tends to Older men 
replacing hair.  I made it very clear to my fiancé that I did not want him getting his hair done during this 
time and placing everyone in our house I jeopardy of contracting the virus.   The called him several 
times and behind my back made an appointment for an appointment in a garage in Post Falls Idaho. 
this is a complete lack of trust intbe community and within buisinesses that are supposes to be trusted 
to work in the community.   I am completely appalled .   The gal who did his hair is Rachelle and the 
male who was calling setting up the appointments  is Reid.   Now I have to be scared about getting 
the virus!!!!  please feel free to contact me at 509-844-6822.  This is wrong and putting innocent 
people at tsk for money and hair.

Shirley vanning Olivervanning@msn.com 5098446822

04/14/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cutters on the square Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 208 2nd Street Wenatchee She is seeing clients on Wednesday, 4-15, even though it’s a non essential business Shelly shellylmcmullen@gmail.com 5038165449 Sandra Henderson

04/14/20 9:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open 916 Vera Court Mount Vernon WA 
98273

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 916 Vera court Mount Vernon A neighbor of mine is performing hair cuts in her garage weekly 
I don’t know her name but I have her address and I see people coming and going and seeing her 
perform this service frequently during our shelter in place requirement



04/14/20 10:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Audit &Adjustment company Other Collection agency 20700 44th ave w Lynnwood This collection agency is still operating. No social distancing guidelines are in place. Stephd@audit-adjustment.com

04/15/20 9:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Brotherton Cadillac Other Auto sales 215 sw 12th st Renton The president of the wsiada has 30 units out this month. Jeff jandm98003@hotmail.com 2532187709
04/15/20 11:06 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Horizon Auto Sales Other Car Dealership 12631 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 

March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs on and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 1 
person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and garages open, auto repair signs, etc. everything indicting 
they are on the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/15/20 12:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sunset Auto Wholesale Other auto sales 6434 south tacoma waytacoma selling cars to people that are non essential and have other vehicles

04/15/20 12:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lang Autosports Other Car Dealership 15523 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs on and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 1 
person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and garages open, auto repair signs, etc. everything indicting 
they are on the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/15/20 12:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open J & R Motorsports Other Car Dealership 15304 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs on and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 1 
person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and garages open, auto repair signs, etc. everything indicting 
they are on the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/15/20 12:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Seattle Finest Motors LLC Other Car Dealership 4401 168th St SW Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs on and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 1 
person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and garages open, auto repair signs, etc. everything indicting 
they are on the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/15/20 12:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Livengood Motor Other Car Dealership 16131 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs sometimes on, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 
1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs, etc. everything indicting 
they are on the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/15/20 12:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sno King Auto Sales Other Car Dealership 14325 Lake Rd Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs sometimes on, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 
1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs, etc. everything indicting 
they are on the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/15/20 12:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open 18823 Hwy 99, Lynnwood, WA 98036 Other Car Dealership 18823 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs sometimes on, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more than 
1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs, etc. everything indicting 
they are on the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/15/20 1:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open 425 & Co Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 425 N Pearl ST Ellensburg Trista Daughtery doing hair 
Kimberly Wiles doing eye lash extensions 
Salon has window coverings trying to hide services being done.

04/15/20 2:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Scary Hair Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Was not Provided Bellevue Caller concerned about a stylist that is visiting people in their homes.
Caller report that Nazzi Nassiri posted information about this hair stylist on neighborhood blog stating 
that Ken, 206-459-5576 will come to your home. I am reporting on behalf of the caller listed below.

Linda Carrigan 425-941-5498

04/15/20 3:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The beauty box Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1817 Washington wayLongview Drove past this salon today and noticed their open sign and lights on, took a picture and appeared 
that someone was looking through blinds.

Megan Meganleezimick@gmail.com 3604300729 Breanne Nicole woodring

04/15/20 4:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open pinnacle dermatology and skin 
rejuvenation

Health-related business 1515 116TH AVE NE siute 307BELLEVUE i have noticed this dr. is still open and performs non essentials procedures as injections and botox 
and other cosmetic .

rozita yousefian rozitay@comcast.net 2063498696 rozitay@comcast.net

04/15/20 4:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star nails Other Nail salon 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd suit 130Port Orchard Store is open from 12:00 to 7:00 pm doing nails by appointment Amanda Wells awells082711@gmail.com 3609905755
04/15/20 4:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Salon Signature HairDesign Health-related business 2331 140th Ace. Ne  Bellevue WA 98005Bellevue I saw the owner of Salon Signature HairDesign does haircut for customers two times today (April 15th 

)at 8am and 2 pm. The sign was closed but she works inside the salon near the bathroom , you can’t 
see from outside because she had the private room. 
They’re open Wednesday to Saturday. 
They have camera inside you can also check from that too.

Sompon Green Sompon.green@gmail.com 4259854535

04/15/20 6:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Barber T's Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 318 S. Main Street Montesano She was doing house calls and now has paper over the windows of her shop, so people can't see that 
she's in there cutting hair. There may actually be two barbers/stylists operating out of the same 
location.

Janie yotr7111@gmail.com

04/15/20 7:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sugar Society WA Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2110 Madison StreetEverett taking appointments since order was made

04/16/20 2:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Barber Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Craigslist Seattle https://seattle.craigslist.org/sno/hab/d/everett-hair-care/7106625068.html

04/16/20 6:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hair By Sherise Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1440 NW Gilman Blvd. Suite 3Issaquah On 4/15/2020 a photo of Sherise Elsey was posted on Facebook by Carol Stamper with the caption 
“at home haircuts. Thank Sherise Elsey”. It was a photo of Sherise Elsey cutting Carol’s child’s hair. 
An hour later the photo was removed.

Sherise Elsey

04/16/20 9:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Taes beauty shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Harbor Avenue Freeland A customer told me that this person is working on customers and she is doing them one at a time in 
her place of business.

Kris Wood Islandgalkc@yahoo.com 360-969-4443 Tae

04/16/20 11:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Beautiful lashes by staci Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2226 Ranier Ave Everett This business is still operating doing eyelashes against state order to shut down. I have proof of 
somebody paying her for eyelash services on “venmo” From today and all last week. I will attach 
them. I wish to remain anonymous.

Emily Matthews mdjacobson17@gmail.com 9713365105 staciwhitlock1@hotmail.com

04/16/20 1:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open carson cars Other car dealership 13806 hwy 99 lynnwood wa 98087 displaying showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/16/20 1:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Not sure Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 118 NE 90th Ave Vancouver My neighbor is running a hair salon out of her house.

04/16/20 2:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tac Town Tattoo Other Tattoo & Piercing 8232 Pacific Ave Tacoma They made the storefront look like they are closed but they are actively tattooing. Also they are not 
licensed up to date.

Alexis Rouse Violabean@gmail.com 8608690687 Jason “Gravy” Desimas

04/16/20 2:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RPM Motors Other Vehicle saled Pacific Ave. Woodland He's open daily selling cars. Walter 3609219338
04/16/20 3:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Grimm Collections Other Debt Collection 1677 South 2nd Ave SWTumwater Approximately 2pm, Thursday, April 16, observed 8 vehicles parked in their parking lot.

Debt collection is not on the essential business list for the state of WA.

Paul Grimone fitone92@yahoo.com 4252962503

04/16/20 3:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Studio 602 Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 602 regents Blvd Fircrest Business owner was performing salon services in the salon April 16th 2020 and has been seen prior 
as well.

04/16/20 5:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RoadPort Orchard I thought these places were not supposed to be in operation and there are multiple people in store in 
close proximity

Tom Myers tommyers66@yahoo.com 360-328-3877

04/16/20 9:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Port Of Poulsbo Other Marina 18809 Front Street Poulsbo The campground part of the Marina is open an really crowded this weekend Miriam Stevens miriam.a.stevens@gmail.com 9517199409 carol.tripp@portofpoulsbo.com

04/16/20 9:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Signature Haïr Design Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2331 140th Avé NE Suite DBellevue The salon stays open from Wednesday to Saturday and this has been going on for few weeks.  The 
owner leaves the sign as “Closed » while her salon is open and she has her customer park the car 
somewhere else not in front of her salon pretend as if her salon has closed. The owner and her 
employee work in the room not on the work floor so no one can see that they violated the “ Stay 
Home Order and Social Distancing Rule” from the outside of the salon. There is a customer left a 
review on Yelp 2 weeks ago after getting her hair done at the salon.

Kim peanutbutternanjelly@yahoo.com 206-332-2850 Winnie

04/17/20 12:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hair Bank Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1805 S 316th St # A105Federal Way This place is taking private appointments for hair cuts

04/17/20 7:39 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open autonation ford bellevue Other car dealership 411 116th ave ne bellevue wa 98004 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/17/20 8:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Convict Ink LLC Other Tattoo Parlor 11536 Riverside Dr. SEOlympia Convict Ink LLC is still tattooing. Their four is still open and they have people in And out everyday.  

They have people there now.  Look at their Convict Ink Facebook page. It clearly shows his recent 
tattoo work.  It's unacceptable.

George

04/17/20 10:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kings nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 210 south kings ave Brandon Making Facebook post about the government can’t shut him down told customers that it’s 100$for a 
full set of nails and to come pay with cash only enter a back door to multiple clients and is price 
gouging on top it

Kimberly Kimberly.kay.onelove@gmail.com 813-690-9739 Long

04/17/20 10:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kings nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 210 s kings ave Brandon Nail salon currently open not following precautions nor distancing Kaylee Kayleemullis0718@gmail.com 8137674129
04/17/20 10:47 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Spokane Hyundai Corp Other auto dealership 8801 E Sprague Spokane They told me that they can sell me a car if I sign a release stating that I meet certain criteria. Like my 

car repairs are too expensive to repair but I don't have to provide them proof of that. I just have to sign 
a form stating that..

04/17/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Genesis Credit Management Other Collection comapny 906 SE Everett Mall Way #301Everett, WA 98203 this is a non essential business that is open. this does not fall with in the March 23, 2020 
Proclamation 20-25 Governor Inslee issued. 

collection companies are non essential. they are operating from their office. 
time of violation 8:08AM 04/17/2020

04/17/20 12:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Gmoneybrows Cosmetology, hair salon, barber liberty lake Washington Gmoneybrows is operating a permanent cosmetics business during shutdown. Taking only "cash" Gabriella Rizkalla

04/17/20 12:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kitsap Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3721 Kitsap Way Bremerton Nail salon open, fair amount of customers, small enclosed space..

04/17/20 1:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open USA Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1769 Burlington BlvdBurlington I was buying stamps at the Burlington UPS store and was surprised to see this nail salon (a couple 
doors down from UPS) had the door open and the OPEN sign lit.  Based on my review of the list on 
the website, I am pretty sure this is NOT an essential business.  If it is essential, I'd love to know--I 
really need a pedicure.

Maureen Pettitt, Ph.D. mo1pet@yahoo.com 3603335122

04/17/20 2:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hair loft Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 8302 176th Ave sw Rochester Hair Salon open against governors orders Anne Petersen
04/17/20 3:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open I-5 Motors Other Car Dealership 3323 20th St E Fife Still selling cars. Having customers come in to test drive and buy cars. Telling customers not to tell 

anyone that they’re open for business. They don’t even have a service shop so it’s only sales. They 
said if anyone asks, to tell them that their car was breaking down so they had to buy a new one 
because it’s a loophole for them.

04/17/20 4:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Yelm Nails spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 510 W Yelm Ave yelm All covered windows still open and accept phone call customer for service now

04/17/20 4:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Barclays hair design Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 320 112th st sw Everett Accepting walk ins for product and gift cards for future use.

04/17/20 4:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open magic toyota Other car dealership 21300 hwy 99 Edmonds Wa 98026 showing and selling cars tim buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/17/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Other Nail salon 5591 Bethel Rd SE Port Orchard Open again yesterday with customer inside getting nails done not compiling with 6 ft social distance 

too this was about 4:30 pm.  Just drove by again today and sign in door said open.  Got pics 
yesterday with sign on door giving open hours for the month of April.  Please shut down not an 
essential business.

Kathy Silverman kbsilverman17@gmail.com 360-509-3183

04/17/20 6:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open LONE FIR RESORT Other Campground 16806 LEWIS RIVER RdCougar They are allowing people to camp at this location. They are also running their big foot tour bus thru 
town. There were at least 12 RV at this location today.

JEREMY JOHNSON Info@lonefirresort.com (360) 238-5210 JEREMY JOHNSON

04/17/20 9:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota of Pullman Other Car Dealership 8683 st rd 270 Pullman On 4/17/20 at approximately 5pm, I went to purchase a car, not knowing that car dealerships were 
closed. They let me test drive a 2017 Ford fiesta and the ONLY reason it was not sold to me was 
because I did not like the price they offered. They never asked if I was an essential employee, the 
salesman was not wearing a mask or gloves and did not abide by the social distance standard of 6ft. I 
had to back away from him to obtain that distance.  It was only after my visit to the dealership that I 
found out that they should not be open to the public, except for the service side.

Kori Blevins koriblevins@gmail.com 4257727927

04/18/20 6:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cutz Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 13633 1st ave south (adjacent to The Grainery)Burien My wife was buying food at The Grainery next door. While I waited outside, I observed what appeared 
to be 3 customers and the (barber) inside the shop.

Eric Abbott eric.abbott.01@gmail.com 5095909890

04/18/20 8:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open I5 motors Other Auto sales 3323 20th st e Fife They are still open and I’ve seen lots of people going in and out. I thought car sales were against the 
order by Inslee.



04/18/20 8:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Convict Ink Other Tattoo Parlor 11536 Riverside Dr. SEOlympia Convict Ink is still open for business and is posting their pictures of tattoos he is doing on Facebook 
and Instagram. If you look they openly expose they are not closed down. They are having alot of 
people in and out.

Darrelle Mills Kurt

04/18/20 10:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Elevate Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 514 Main Street Vancouver 3 Saturdays in a row. Elevate continues to see clients and other days as well. Curtains closed but 
patrons enter.

Downtown salon owner following the rules Mari Mabin. Manager

04/18/20 11:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Fiat of 
Spokane

Other Car Dealership 10701 N Newport Hwyspokane Before limited car sales were allowed this store was still selling vehicles and even had sales people 
on their showroom. Its frustrating that some businesses aren't respecting the situation and putting 
themselves before public health. Businesses are responsible for making sure the customer is 
protected and also following guidelines. Now it seems like they are operating as if things are normal.

Greg James gregjamesgang@yahoo.com

04/18/20 11:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hollywood Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4203 Rainier Ave S Seattle For the past two weeks this business has been taking in clients. James Gruspe James@rvfb.org 2063198741
04/18/20 11:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Camp Chevrolet Other Car Dealership 101 E Montgomery AveSpokane This business is operating as if nothing is different. Despite saying on social media that they are 

working by appointment only, that isn't the case.
Greg James gregjamesgang@yahoo.com

04/18/20 12:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mary Lou’s Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1213 Meade Ave Prosser Today on April 18th I personally saw 2 different customers getting haircuts, they would enter through 
the main doors, be taken to a back area and emerge with cut hair.  Pretty obvious when you have the 
only open business on a street with cars pulling in and out and pretty brazen.

Peter Cole Peterhcole@hotmail.com 509-786-2362

04/18/20 1:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Chop it up Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 615 112th St SE Everett I have Been hearing of people actively getting their hair cut at this barber shop and their other 
locations during the shut down of non essential businesses

Stephanie Stephanielynn2425@gmail.com 4253082734

04/18/20 2:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Super fades Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5831 Lacey blvd SE suite kLacey Witnessed someone cutting hair. Lights off and door open. People going in and out for hair cuts and 
parking scattered in the parking lot.

04/18/20 2:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lucy Celes's Cosmetology Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 220 parfitt way sw apt 103Bainbridge Island There are two flyers posted at the apartment complex, where elderly and other high-risk people live, 
that states this lady will do your hair in either her home or the client's home at any time, despite not 
being essential and violating 6ft rule. Contacted police but they said to contact Governor's office but 
not open right now, was then told to fill out this form. The number on Lucy Celes's flyer is 253-282-
7987. Please do something about this because this is very unsafe and illegal

no email, but phone number from flyer: 253-282-7987

04/18/20 3:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Boardwalk Motors Other Auto Dealership 1344 17th st se Auburn Per facebook they are selling to non essential people and delivering vehicles

04/18/20 4:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Llc Sakharova pro Styling. Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 40th street, Sammamish,wa 98075Sammamish this woman is a hairdresser, her husband is running for state governor, Anton Sakharov.  but she 
works at home, even at the time, for cash, when all the cosmetology businesses are closed.

https://instagram.com/sakharova_pro_styling_llc?igshid=1a7pt87qts1at

Sakharovanv@gmail.com

04/18/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cutz Inc. Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 13633 1st ave S Burien Drove by around 5pm today and noticed the barber shop “open” sign was lit up and my husband saw 
someone getting a haircut!

gemma berish gberish@hotmail.com 2062408941

04/18/20 10:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Midway Beauty Supply Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 10922 Bridgeport Way swLakewood, WA 98499 I have a receipt from purchase. She wasn't giving me at first. But I asked for it. The store is making it 
look like fixing but they are letting customers in. There is no distancing.. Nothing.

Holland7000@gmail.com

04/19/20 7:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick Road Suite 130Port Orchard Reported this business a few days ago, still open. Others have reported and lots of complaints on 
social media. This business puts community at risk

Tom Myers tommyers66@yahoo.com 360-328-3877

04/19/20 11:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open New Creation Auto Sales Other Car Dealership 12529 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/19/20 11:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sunset Auto Sales Other Car Dealership 11720 Hwy 99 Everett I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/19/20 11:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Excellent Choice Auto Sales Other Car Dealership 11200 Evergreen WayEverett I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/19/20 11:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open New Creation Auto Sales Other Car Dealership 12529 Hwy 99 Everett I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/19/20 11:22 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Price Is Right Auto Sales of 
Lynnwood

Other Car Dealership 14825 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/19/20 11:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Select Motor Auto Sales Other Car Dealership 13711 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/19/20 11:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Car Craft Other Car Dealership 2200 196th St SW Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/19/20 1:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open SeaHorse Tattoo Other Tattoo industry, in home business 325 N Kansas Ave East Wenatchee Tattoo business is both non essential,  yet also violates social distancing guidelines. Especially with 
children in the home during covid19. Business should not be open or operating.

With to report yet stay anonymous. Mari Matney

04/19/20 2:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Bon spa  nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2020 maltby RD Bothell They have been opened few days already.
Working Sunday about 10 people at the same time at shop.
Are they allow to open?

Jeannie jin701213@hanmail.net 4252186020

04/19/20 2:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Triumph Tattoo Other Tattoo parlor 604 E Fairhaven AveBurlington Stay at Home order is in place Michaella R Kahns bckahns@hotmail.com 3603918371 https://www.triumphtattoo.com
04/19/20 4:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Thunderhand Tattoo Other Tattoo Shop 1358 Jadwin Ave Richland Washington Order to close all shops closed except for two.  these shop covered the windows and continue to 

tattoo and trying to hire artists from other shops. (mine) to work because they are open.
Jared Spath

04/19/20 5:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dave’s Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 104 N Midwat Oak Harbor Was told by a store cust that this business is open when barber/beauty shop in my store is following 
orders. Sign says they are open 9am-5pm.

Joyce Napoletano nappy382000@yahoo.com

04/19/20 7:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Silver Star Auto Sales Other Car Dealership 17820 Hwy 99 suite ALynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/19/20 7:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Car Master Pros Auto Sale Other Car Dealership 8225 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/19/20 8:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort orchard Business has been open during the entire lockdown. Was even reported in Kitsap sun newspaper. Liz Ektrees77@gmail.com

04/19/20 8:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Seattle 3D Brows Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1800 S Jackson St, Ste BSeattle Their whole team of staff members are taking clients and servicing them.  They are also offering a 
referral bonus for clients to refer others to come in to get services done at this time.

Romell Viray viray.rom@gmail.com (425) 243-3682

04/19/20 9:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Larson Toyota Other Car dealerships owned by Larson. 7815 south tacoma wayTacoma Service department is closed but all employees required to report to work(25+). Automotive sales 
being done with many people and public in building. Sometimes up to 30-50 people's in building at a 
time. All Larson dealerships are open and seeing public. Not following current orders for essential 
only sales. Asking employees not to clock on to avoid records of working. Not cleaning common 
surfaces in public areas.

Bethany lewis Bblewis2388@gmail.com

04/19/20 11:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open TOYOTA OF TACOMA Other auto sales 7815 SOUTH TACOMA WAYTACOMA sales department is open  they are selling cars to non-essential customers. annoymous annoymou@gmail.com 20612345567

04/20/20 12:26 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open DesertSun Other tanning salon 60 E MelissaLane Shelton Saw business open John Harrison jrharrison1945@yahoo.com 360-427-3104
04/20/20 7:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open VOLVO CARS SEATTLE Other car dealership 2700  NE 55TH ST seattle wa 98105 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/20/20 7:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open volvo cars tacoma Other car delaership 1602 40th AVE CT EFIFE WA 98424 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/20/20 7:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open larson automotive group Other new and used car dealerships 7815 S Tacoma WayTacoma Wa 98409 Advertising, showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789 Rob Larson
04/20/20 9:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails or Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgewick Port Orchard This business star nail or nails not sure the exact name because it’s listed as star nails but the sign 

just says nails has been open and remains open during this order. They are located next door to Fred 
Meyer and little ceasers. I understand people need to work but we ALL need to follow this order. I 
have friends who have salons and they are closed so why is this nail salon open and why haven’t 
they been shut down? I have seen numerous complaints on Facebook.

Stacey hayter staceyah@yahoo.com 3602777844

04/20/20 10:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Audit and Adjustment Co Inc Other Collection Agency 20700 44th Ave W #100Lynnwood They are remaining open with workers working when they are non essential Stephd@audit-adjustment.com

04/20/20 11:22 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open dougs lynnwood mazda Other car dealership 22214 hwy 99 edmonds wa 98026 showing and selling cars tim buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 069192789
04/20/20 12:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Visible Changed Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 615 SE Chkalov DriveVancouve Open for business although light is off

04/20/20 1:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Don’t know Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1540 Cooper pt rd #420Olympia 98502 They are open Nope Due to potential retaliation 3600000000
04/20/20 2:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skin Perfect Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 636 SW 152nd St., Ste DBurien I do not believe that waxing and botox are in any way essential. This business should not be opened 

but continues to book appointments for non essential things like brazilian waxing.
Nancy Kick imagination.celebration@gmail.com imagination.celebration@gmail.com



04/20/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Una Bella ame Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1621 S central Ave Suite GKent Lash extensions studio is still open. Person is also having contact with multiple people outside of work 
having bbqs and Partys. Potentially exposing everyone.

Norma Ramírez Jasmine Hernandez

04/20/20 2:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shear Salon and Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 18 w Crawford St Deer Park Customers come and go getting hair cuts and their hair done as normal Business during this 
pandemic as a non-essential business! No personal protection equipment, face masks or anything of 
the kind.

Matt Mattkish17@gmail.com 5099393319

04/20/20 2:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hands of gold spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7406 27th st university place Woman taking clients during lock down.  Doing facials. handsofgoldspawa@gmail.com
04/20/20 2:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hands of gold spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7406 27th st university place Woman taking clients during lock down.  Doing facials. handsofgoldspawa@gmail.com
04/20/20 2:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open All star cars Other Car Dealership 1153 Columbia park trailRichland Sale of vehicles within a very tiny facility. No masks. No separation of 6ft apart. No cleanliness. Samantha Vidrio 9933sv@hotmail.com 5093031652 Martin@astarcarsales.com

04/20/20 3:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mercedes Benz of Bellevue Other Car Dealership 11850 Bel Red Rd Bellevue When I went in to take delivery of my new vehicle on Saturday I was surprised to witness that there 
were servers sales associates working.  I was told from my sales associate that I would be the only 
person in the building while signing my paperwork.  When I arrived there were a lot of sales 
associates standing around and this made me very uncomfortable!  Isn’t sales considered non-
essential?  Also I read that the state of Washington requires that only one sales person and only one 
customer should be in the showroom or building during the sales transaction.  This place is definitely 
breaking the law and  exposing sales associates and customers to potentially catching coronavirus.  
Something needs to be done about this because it is unsafe and unjust!  The state states clearly the 
rules, so any company or organization that is not following the guidelines should be punished!

04/20/20 3:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 se Sedgwick rdPort orchard Why is a nail place open for business and refusing to comply with Governor's order. Sam hawkins Shawkins@sharis.com 360 440-5176

04/20/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Ephrata Nails & Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 365 Basin St SW Ephrata Why are they open and doing business? Saw them open on Monday, 4/20 at approximately 2;30 pm Deanna deannagracee@hotmail.com 3609903124

04/20/20 6:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Don’t know Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 13614 East 3rd Spokane Valley Doing hair,color,perms, with people coming and going ,elderly being dropped off and picked up,one 
on one with people, no social distances, Supposed to be closed!!!!
And working from a home business!!!!!!!

Greg seek Seekgs@wsdot.wa.gov 5099271557

04/20/20 7:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Badder Ink Tattoo Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7520 W Clearwater AveKennewick They are having parties with under age children and doing tattoos and gathering in groups.  They are 
posting on instagram and snapchat to put out offers.  They have pierced and done tattoos by walk in 
and appointment.  These people pierced under age girls nipples without parental consent.  
Regardless its statutory rape.

Israel

04/20/20 7:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Super America Auto Sales Other Used car sales shop 8601 Aurora Ave N Seattle This is NOT an essential business. 
Multiple people are moving and test driving cars without sanitation.

04/20/20 7:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Inside Passage Yacht Sales Other Boat Dealer 409 30th St Anacortes Inside Passage Yacht Sales posted a photo of performing a pre-delivery inspection of a personal 
pleasure cruising vessel. They claimed it was to be delivered to Alaska. This is not essential to the 
current pandemic and is not an essential business that should be open at this time. As a fellow boat 
manufacturer and yacht brokerage this is disheartening that they continue business while we follow 
the state mandate and have our business of 40 employees laid off. Please shut them down, they’re 
not following our states mandate. I have a screen shot of their Facebook post clearly defying our 
states stay-at-home order. I’d be happy to share it!!

Stephen Graf Steveg@aspenpowercatamarans.com 4255083488 Brian Krantz / crew@ipysales.com

04/20/20 7:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Joes Barbershop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 127 State Ave Chehalis Hey Jay. You fucking moron. This is going to bring your ass down.

04/20/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dougs Fresh Cutz Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12211 main st Portland They are preparing to send the vulnerable to “safe camps” and in 3 weeks. At this point you will not 
be receiving and reviewing reports on which businesses are open but rather which homes and 
businesses are hiding the vulnerable.

04/20/20 8:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Consumer Auto Liquidators Other Auto Dealership 10828 sunset hywy Airway heights Sent me home because we were a non essential and after receiving loan we all the sudden became 
essential have not been paid for the time I have been off and was told not file for unemployment but 
was told because I wont work that I wont be paid. I just want to know really what my rights are and 
want the truth not false info.

Percy Worthy pdubbya9@gmail.com 5094963981

04/20/20 9:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hair solutions Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4431 E Front Port angeles She doing hair out of her house Betty 3609135422 Tami ziegler
04/21/20 12:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Five Star Nails Other Nail Salon 1900 Sedgwick roadPort Orchard Observed to be open with client inside. Has sign on door with open hours and phone number to call to 

schedule an appointment
Elaine Frantz ef2783@wavecable.com 3607690213

04/21/20 9:42 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mercedes-Benz of Seattle Other Auto Sales 2025 airport way s Seattle I understand that the service department is essential but sales has been open since the stay at home 
order was in effect.

04/21/20 10:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shermans Cutting Point Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1107 W. Chestnut Ave.Yakima Multiple times he has been open Amanda laroquey@msn.com
04/21/20 10:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dynasty cuts Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1206 state ave marysville lots of people gave been seen going in and out of the store in the morning and to afternoon

04/21/20 11:04 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open New Look Eyebrow Threading Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4200 Meridian Street #101Bellingham This business is open to the public. They offer eyebrow threading and waxing as well as henna tattoos CHRISTINA E MILLER cmillerkw@gmail.com 3603038608

04/21/20 11:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motorsports Other Truck dealership River road Puyallup Salesman are working in the dealership and doing current sales

04/21/20 12:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open trailers northwst Other trailers for selling maple valley hwy maple valley seelling trailers

04/21/20 12:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open T and K Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 204 West Yelm Ave Yelm Building does not have open sign on, but people are entering the building, staying for long enough to 
get nails done and leaving. Then another person(s) enter the building.

04/21/20 12:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hands On Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4 Bickleton Hwy Goldendale Salon and massage parlor are taking clients
https://www.facebook.com/101061714614185/posts/248407706546251/?d=n

04/21/20 1:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Artistry king Other Tattoo studio 5620 ne Gher rd Vancouver Working out the back door

04/21/20 1:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Muse Extension Lounge Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 522 Capital Way S Olympia They are posting on their instagram account about continuing services for clients.

04/21/20 2:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Elevate Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 514 Main Street Vancouver Salon receiving clients and working behind closed curtains. Has been for last month. Is again today. Mari Mabin

04/21/20 2:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lou’s Barbershop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2615 N 21st Tacoma My partner went and got his haircut there today 4/21/2020

04/21/20 3:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open H Cuts and Color Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 713 S 17th St SW Lower LevelKnoxville Cutting one head of hair after another against the mandate Tim Holder
04/21/20 3:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nail Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard Many complaints from the public to the Health District.  still remains open even after discussing. Eric Evans - Kitsap Public Health Districteric.evans@kitsappublichealth.org 360-728-2225

04/21/20 4:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hands on Hair and Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4 Bickleton Hwy Goldendale Locally announcing that scheduling appointments as of today, As the Governor has no authority to 
close anything beyond today.

Anonymous

04/21/20 5:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Adventure Motorsports Other Sales of Recreational Vehicles 320 N Lewis St Monroe Witnessed senior citizen working and folks walking in to business buying recreational vehicles. Taylor taylor.philpott@gmail.com 4259193202 scott@adventuremotorsports.net

04/21/20 6:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open APX Auto Brokers Other Auto Sales 20031 ST Highway 99Lynwood Open sign and doors open for business - cars posted online with fresh ads. Customers are coming 
and going.

Concerned Citizen

04/21/20 6:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Imperial Spa Other Massage/spa 1255 Barkley Blvd Bellingham Just watched them unlock the front door to let a customer in. Open sign is off.

04/21/20 6:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Christine Face and Body Studio Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7605 SE 27th st. #153Mercer Island Open during shut down taking clients. info@christinefaceandbody.com
04/21/20 7:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Ninas nail and hair Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 350 Duvall ave ne Renton There definitely Doing customers but have all the blinds closed and have customers park across the 

street but there has been one on the employees cars parked there a few times super unfair when the 
rest of us our following the rules

Elizabeth menzel Lizzsrenton58@live.com 4255183199

04/21/20 7:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Great cuts and tanning salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3136 ne sunset BlvdRenton I’ve been by twice and seen them open plus have heard other people talking about sneaking 
customers in really why don’t they think they don’t have to follow the rules like everyone else

Elizabeth menzek Lizzsrenton58@live.com 4255183199

04/21/20 7:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open #1 nail pro Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2801 ne sunset BlvdRenton They have been sneaking customers in just not right when everyone else is following the rules Elizabeth menzel Lizzsrenton58@live.com 4255183199

04/21/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shawndra Holt /Connie and Co Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1740 front st Lynden Hair dresser is operating business in home and at other people’s homes Wsgalatians@gmail.com

04/21/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Oasis Hair Co Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 13127 E sprague AveSpokane Valley They are still offering services

04/21/20 8:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Le Chat Noir Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th Avenue #CTacoma Shannon French, Cosmetologist # 73411 has still been working and open for business.

04/21/20 8:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Richard James & Associates Other Collection Agency 4317 NE Thurston Way Ste 270Vancouver WA 98662 Employees were working from home and the owner/management made the employees go back to 
work in the office. Because he feels like they are essential enough and don't need to follow the 
guidelines

anonymous

04/21/20 9:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open T spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber West olympia Olympia It was brought to my attention that t spa is doing nails.   I am a hairdresser that is following the 
guidelines

Jennifer Lanegan Bkranchsj@gmail.com 360-870-4276

04/22/20 5:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Le Chat Noir Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th ave suite: CTacoma Shannon French, salon 73411 is working.

04/22/20 6:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open le chat noir salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th ave unit C tacoma The salon is still taking people for services. Shannon French 73411 and Megan Overton. Also noticed 
that many of the people working in the salon don't have business licenses, shop keepers licenses and 
many up to date licenses required. They have people working without licenses such as Carine 
DeLeon an educator at Clover Park Tech, Megan Overton; the owner, Shannon French listed 
differently and many others, Megan Overton has many unlicensed people working in her shop without 
business likenesses, shopkeepers licenses, tattoo licensees and INSURANCE.  This Salon should be 
looked at closely.

04/22/20 7:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cindy Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12015 NE 8th St #2 Bellevue Doing business secretly while pretending to be closed. Saw on multiple times as I drove by. James Chillipbros@gmail.com 2065569768

04/22/20 8:39 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard On Tuesday 4/21/2020 around 4pm I noticed the nail salon was open and 1 customer inside. The 
customer and woman working on her nails were seated facing each other within about 1-2 feet 
(across the nail table) with no masks, separation, etc.

Emily Boucher emilyrboucher@gmail.com 360 509-7153

04/22/20 8:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Ro Phan Lashes Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4329 e salishan blvdTacoma This person is doing cosmetic things like eyelashes extensions at her home.

04/22/20 9:27 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open badder ink Other tattoo shop 7520 W clearwater Ave, Ste aKennewick The owner of Badder ink is and has been seeing clients both in his home and at his shop. Under 
suspicion I reached out to him to see what he would say, I have text messages from him admitting to 
this.

Caroline J Morales Caroline_JMay@yahoo.com 3215444122

04/22/20 9:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Audit and Adjustment Co Inc Other Collection agency 20700 44th Ave W # 100Lynnwood Calling people back to work and to come into the office when they are a non essential business who 
is illegally staying open . They have had employees actively working illegally this whole time as well .

Stephd@audit-adjustment.com

04/22/20 10:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mercedes-Benz of Seattl Other RETAIL CAR SALES 2025 airport way s Seattle The sales department has not quarantined. Business has slowed dramatically and there is rumor that 
sale are going to open back up full time so employees cannot collect unemployment. Even though 
they are commission based and business has slowed down more than 90%. This establishment has 
not followed Any of the regulation put in place as far as Sales. And something should be done about 
it. People are concerned because the gm has lied about pay and will not come up with a solution to 
help employees. They have sent emails to employees stating that we were closed or going to close 
but have not done so. They are doing something behind the scenes and do t want to reveal it to the 
staff.

04/22/20 10:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mercedes-Benz seattle Other Car sales 2025 airport way S  98134Seattle I am a current employee and hear my manager Ammar Khan say that sales department can remain 
open because he can loophole it because service is open. Even though we are not suppose to be 
selling to new customers we car and there is not 24/7 cleaning they only have one guy walking 
around with a spray bottle that cleans for 1 hour at best.

Bright Friday Jeff swickard

04/22/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open LKL MOTORS Other car dealership 6204 112TH St E PUYALLUP WA 98373showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/22/20 11:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota of Tacoma Other Auto Sales 7815 S Tacoma WayTacoma Toyota of Tacoma is reporting sales at 100% capacity and not following the guidelines by auto sales. Charles Scott Chucksitems@gmail.com 3607316267 Robert Larson

04/22/20 11:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Soh Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1614 S. Mildred St. Tacoma Owner is still accepting appointments here during the day. Very busy with appointments- yes, one/two 
people at a time BUT they aren't supposed to be open at all right?

04/22/20 12:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Silver Cove RV Resort Other Campground 351 Hall Rd Silverlake Silver cove resort is still taking reservations for camping in their park.  The park has been full every 
weekend.  It is my understanding that private campgrounds may be open for permanent residents but 
not recreation camping.  This business being open is bringing in large numbers of out of town guests 
to our small community

Sheila sheebs95@aol.com 360-749-6319 silvercove@highwaywestvacations

04/22/20 12:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Love nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Oak park shopping centerOak park ca Doing business from back of store 
Entering from back door

Afraid https://www.google.com/search?q=love+nails+oak+park&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=safari#trex=m_t:lcl_akp,rc_f:,rc_ludocids:9599239184819807779,rc_q:Love%2520Nails%2520Salon,ru_q:Love%2520Nails%2520Salon

04/22/20 12:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open BON SPA NAILS Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2020 maltby rd ste 4Bothell They were taking clients about 2 weeks only for appointment.
Also only take cash payment from client too.
Very concerned about they keep the tax in their pocket?
Get all the benefit from covid-19 also keep cash from the business?

Sam shannadave2@gmail.com 4257738986

04/22/20 1:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota of Tacoma Other Toyota dealership 7815 south Tacoma wayTacoma Selling cars store is open for business

04/22/20 1:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Other Nail Salon 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard wa 98366Have seen several people online saying that this business has not closed at all during this pandemic! Sonya Gskids98@comcast.net 253-318-8648



04/22/20 1:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 se Sedgwick rdPort Orchard Facebook post from a client that was unhappy about her nails. She  went to said business on 
Saturday 4/18/20. Star nails even claims their hours may be different do to Covid19, not closed for 
business!

Becky L Rencowski brencowski@yahoo.com 2533062729

04/22/20 2:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Polished Skin Jamie Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1837 Cole St Suite AEnumclaw Esthetician performing services on clients polished@salonkathleen.com
04/22/20 2:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Slick Rock Tanning And Spa Other Tanning Salon 212 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley Open sign on customers going in Tammy jammy1958@yahoo.com 5099247213
04/22/20 3:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Skin funk tattoo Other Tattoo 8253 Brewerton Rd Cicero He is still doing tattoos and I do not feel that it is safe Annette Adevereaux87@yahoo.com
04/22/20 3:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open K’s Lashes and more Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 8206 206th Ave E Bonney Lake Doing lash application out of her home during shelter at home. And not properly licensed. Renee Eaglesgirl0712@yahoo.com Karen_ktn@yahoo.com

04/22/20 3:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open mercedes benz of lynnwood Other car dealership 17800 hwy 99 lynnwood wa 98037 showing and selling cars tim buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/22/20 3:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open QSalon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3901 NE 4th st ate 102BRenton 4/22 at 3:56 pm they have clients in there cutting their hair Jordan Murray Islandergyrl@hotmail.com 206-856-6579
04/22/20 4:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Cut Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 222 Division st NW Olympia Open every afternoon/evening giving haircuts. Anywhere from one to 3 chairs in operation

04/22/20 4:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hairspray Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 236 Chehalis Valley DrChehalis Traci is still seeing customers and open to business . Several customers observed after visiting her 
establishment. She has continued to stay in business because she can hide. Her business is off the 
main road and she is sole proprietor. Takes cash and serves alcohol to her customers. She should 
follow the rules like the rest of her fellow cosmetologists.

04/22/20 5:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota of Tacoma Other Toyota Dealership 7815 S Tacoma WayTacoma Open for business full time selling new and used cars.

04/22/20 5:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota of Tacoma Other Car Dealership 7815 south Tacoma wayTacoma Open for business illegally

04/22/20 5:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open South Tacoma Mazda Other Car Dealership 6027 South Tacoma WayTacoma Detail shop is operating and service lot techs are working. How are they considered essential. Proper 
precaution for covid 19 are not being followed. Approved cleaners and masks are not being provided.

andrea krushka andreakrushka@gmail.com 2535375885

04/22/20 5:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Toyota of tacoma Other Toyota dealership 7815 s tacoma way Tacoma Selling cars and open for business, local dealerships are closed but this guy can sell?! Jordan 509-260-1021

04/22/20 5:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Ralph's Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1207 Meade Ave, Prosser Barber shop opened in spite of the Governor's proclamation and the fact that Benton County now has 
nearly 400 reported cases of Covid 19 and 39 deaths.  
Another covidiot!!!

Sheryl Cole inspiredbymuse@hotmail.com 360-286-0569

04/22/20 5:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Larson Toyota Other Auto Dealer 7815 South Tacoma WayTacoma Sales department is open for business.  They are selling to anyone and everyone and simply having 
them sign the "certification" form.  I have several email correspondence stating they will sell me a car

04/22/20 5:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Larson Toyota Other Auto Dealer 7815 South Tacoma WayTacoma Sales department is open for business.  They are selling to anyone and everyone and simply having 
them sign the "certification" form.  I have several email correspondence stating they will sell me a car

Katie Mitchell katiesitchy@gmail.com

04/22/20 5:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Eastlake Auto Brokers Other Auto Sales 13105 NE 124th ST kirkland open serving no essential customers and having several people together in close contact.  Not 
obeying the order.

Kevin Burton 4258149696

04/22/20 5:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Larson Toyota Other Automotive Retail 7815 S Tacoma WayTacoma They are selling vehicles and not following any of the Governors guidelines. I have email proof and 
can send info to you if you send me a link.

Carol Peebles peebles808@yahoo.com 2064554452

04/22/20 5:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Larson Toyota Other Autop Dealership 7815 South Tacoma WayTacoma All of the Larson Dealerships are selling cars as normal to everyone

04/22/20 6:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The stage Other Barbershop 2 Nd st Snohomish Barbershop is open a cutting hair no mask no distancing Joshua Taylor Chefcioppino@gmail.com 425-791-4163 Don’t know
04/22/20 6:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Electroimpact, Inc Other Engineering 4413 Chennault beach roadMukilteo Company President is requiring employees to work from work despite the ability for Many to work from 

home. Actively tracking those working away from the office. Could fully function with a skeleton crew

04/22/20 6:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest Motor Sports Other Used auto dealership 1502 River Rd Puyallup They don’t care. They say they would rather take the fee. Their selling 25 to 50 vehicles a day. They 
said they have an inside person. Not fair for rest of us.

04/22/20 7:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open King's Den Barbershop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2511 Commercial AveAnacortes I've driven by the barber shop numerous times and he has his open sign on and customers in there. terraleeb123@gmail.com

04/22/20 7:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Academy and clinic Dominick Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 30390 Pacific Hwy S, Federal Way, WA 98003Federal way They are posting services thru Facebook during quarantine. They also offer treatments with lasers for 
the skin without being licensed doctors.

Maria Elena Lopez Maelena35099@gmail.com Anonymous

04/22/20 11:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Good Guys Used Cars Other auto sales 2411 4th Ave E Olympia They seem to be open regular hours when I've drive by. Would rather not
04/22/20 11:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mazda of South Tacoma Other Car dealership 6027 S Tacoma Way, Tacoma, WA 98409Tacoma Cleaning cars and employees are not wearing protective gear and within 6 ft Bobby Manning South Tacoma Mazda

04/22/20 11:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open South Tacoma Mazda Other Car Dealership/Detail Shop 6027 S Tacoma WayTacoma Non essential business, not following state mandates of social distancing, face masks and using  
proper preventative precautions

04/23/20 9:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Alaska cascade financial Other Collection agency 612 Harrison st number 202Sumner Been opened since the start. Sz essential because does some taxes on the side I think

04/23/20 9:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open washington estate liquidation Other auction house 12468 Patirica Lane Burlington, WA 98233 https://waestateliquidation.hibid.com/catalog/208496/april-2020-estate-and-consignment-auction/
Auction Notice: PICKUP: Saturday, April 25th, 2020 between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

chris@waestateliquidation.com

04/23/20 9:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open mcmillan bros. Other auction house 17713 Dunbar RoadMount Vernon, WA 98273https://mcmillanbros.hibid.com/catalog/208068/april-monthly-tool-auction---april-8-and-closing-april-30/
 Checkout Date/TimeCheck on May 1st and 2nd. Please call ahead for appointmen

360-848-9506

04/23/20 9:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Sugared Beauty Lounge Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 19725 40th Ave W Suite FLynnwood You can still book appts online for appts in April 2020 H anonymous@gmail.com
04/23/20 9:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open T&K nail Other Nail salon 204 West Yelm Ave Yelm The owner of the T&K nail has been working every day outside of the stay home order since March 

17th. She has been visiting people's home to provide nails services and also provides services at her 
salon.

Erin e.marjos4@gmail.com 3607913374

04/23/20 9:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Metro metals formerly Simon metals llc. Other Electronic recycling 2451 st Francis laneVancouver there Is something very shady going on and I know they are saying less people are there and working 
then there actually is also there was a situation that can further be disclosed anonymously and 
privately to protect my husbands identity

Anonymous (to protect my husband)Spidermanthugg.13@gmail.com 360-673-6565

04/23/20 10:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nouveau MesSpa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5125 Olympic Dr #108Gig Harbor This is what they're advertising:
We are now open! At Nouveau Medspas we are dedicated to making you feel your best, offering 
injectables & fillers, laser treatments, and IV therapy. Our team is deeply committed to the health of 
our patients, as well as our own. To serve you safely, we are remaining well equipped with face 
masks and gloves, we always clean our service areas after every patient visit with medically grade 
sanitizers. We will allow a limited number of patients into the office at a time and keep patients within 
6 feet from each other. Come visit our office worry-free while getting the best care in town.

Conni Losey Skinbyconni@gmail.com 360-908-5150 Judy

04/23/20 10:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open EBA Other Car dealership 130th and Aurora Seattle Washington 98133this dealership has been closed due to Jay ansley's closures I have seen workers coming and going 
and the last 4 days and gathering together closely. Afraid for our health care worker workers strain on 
them.

I live in the Cambridge apartments my name is MaryNo email contact at this time 206-365-2525 is the Cambridge apartments telephone number but they may know nothing about it I as a resident look out and watch these activities coming and going to work , date 04 22 2002.Unknown

04/23/20 11:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shayna Reyes Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 803 NW 12th ave Battleground This hairdresser is cutting hair in her garage.  Police officers and firemen are her largest clientele so 
no officials will address her violations. She has cars parked out on the street waiting their turn to go 
inside and get their hair cut.  Battleground has the largest amount of recorded cases in Clark 
Countywide

04/23/20 11:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hair world Beauty salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3818 Steilacoom Blvd swLakewood Customers are receiving haircuts at this business. I have pictures of activity. Sun Hwa Marvelle sunhwamarvelle@gmail.com 2537208896

04/23/20 12:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Chuck's Barbershop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 300 NE High School RdBainbridge Island Chuck's Barbershop is currently operating. Carolyn Tyrrell 2067139742
04/23/20 12:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Bon Spa Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2020 Maltby Road Bothell I witnessed today, April 23rd at 12:04pm, 2 older ladies and what appeared to be one of the ladies 

young grandsons entering the salon.
I also saw someone in the salon the day after the shutdown.

Reneé K msreneek62@hotmail.com 2064652556

04/23/20 1:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Primo auto Other Car dealer 10122 pacific ave southTacoma Open selling cars says he can transfer after may 4th or back date paperwork if cash sale

04/23/20 1:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Porsche Bellevue AutoNation Other Retail NE 8th St. Bellevue I received a call last week from sales about Interest in a car. I was shocked they were still conducting 
sales. They said yes they have been all along because people needed to buy Porsches. I checked 
their website and sure enough it says the store and service is open. Conversely I checked other WA 
Porsche dealers and they seem to be abiding by the law and only have service open, no sales. This 
is egregious and I would never consider buying any vehicle from them with their callous disregard for 
public health and safety for greed.

Karina Dean Wishihadacookie@gmail.com 912 -308-1129

04/23/20 1:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Connie and Co Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1740 Front St Lynden Wa, 98264 Customers seen coming and going from salon with freshly styled hair.  Blinds are pulled but business 
is being conducted.  Stylists are working.

Erin Herschlip Dave-erin@comcast.net 360-527-2338 Connie Alsum

04/23/20 2:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Bon Spa Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 19713 3rd Ave SE Bothell Earlier today I observed people walking into this nail salon so I called to make an appointment.  I 
asked if they were open and they scheduled an appointment for me for tomorrow at 10am for a 
manicure and pedicure.  They are running their business as usual.

Melissa Brown melkamp@gmail.com 4253450963

04/23/20 2:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd, WA 98366portorchard She is open Monday through Saturday from 12-7 starting April 1st. Felicia Venner feliciahamilton44@yahoo.com 3606330039
04/23/20 2:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open d Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RDSilverdale Another complaint to Public Health.  Open.  Police did not tell them to shut down. The public is 

concerned.  Should not be open.
Eric Evans (Kitsap Public Health District)eric.evans@kitsappublichealth.org 360-728-2225 starmf@aol.com TRUE

04/23/20 2:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Bare bliss Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 20 south 4 ave Yakima This business advertised on social media that they are willing to provide services  secretively and 
advertised their number.

Can’t share that Sorry

04/23/20 2:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Titi African Hair Braiding Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3515 S 56th St Tacoma Saw a person leave the shop today who looked like she had just gotten her hair braided Kay Miles kayvg@outlook.com 253-722-9397

04/23/20 2:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Larry's Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3517 S 56th St Tacoma The shop has paper in windows and closed sign up however I saw someone go in the unlocked door 
and also someone seated in the barber's chair.

Kay Miles kayvg@outlook.com 253-722-9397

04/23/20 3:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Grimm Collections Other Collection Agency 1677 South 2nd Ave SWTumwater Thursday, April 23 at 2:20pm, drove by Grimm Collections and noted 7 cars in their parking lot again. 
This is my second report on this business. Debt collection is not essential and they are clearly 
violating the Governors mandate.

Paul Grimone fitone92@yahoo.com 425-296-2503

04/23/20 3:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Washington Collectors Tri-cities Inc Other Debt collection agency 510 N 20th STE D Pasco They are telling employees they have to return to work starting 04-27-20 because they have received 
The PPP loan. If the employee does not return to work they are being told their unemployment 
benefits will be denied. Also they are not following any social distancing in the building nor are they 
providing any safeguards against the possibility of exposure to the virus.

allisoncote0130@yahoo.com 2406266406

04/23/20 3:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open DEALERS AUTO AUCTION 
NORTHWEST

Other AUTO AUCTION 2215 S HAYFORD RDSPOKANE Business has already begun calling employees to return to work beginning Mon. April 27th despite the 
"Stay At Home" order remaining in effect until at least May 4. I am the family member of a current 
employee and would rather not provide contact into for fear of repercussions to them.

04/23/20 3:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open One stop motors Other Car dealership 1707 E Nob hill BlvdYakima wa This guy have more then 6 people working and it’s none essential but most dealership are close that’s 
not fair for everyone this guy are selling a bunch of cars and there none essentiam workers and they 
tell people to say they are

Billie onestopmotorsyakima.com

04/23/20 3:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open chrysler dodge jeep ram  of seattle Other car dealership 13733 aurora ave n seattle wa 98133 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/23/20 3:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Washington Collectors Tri-Cities INC Other Debt collectors 510 N 20th suite D Pasco I’m a current employee. My employer told me I needed to return to work by 4/27/2020 because they 

got the PPE loan if I choose not to come in my unemployment benefits would be denied. There is no 
social distancing nor any mask or sanitation area, also there was word of now employees heard that 
there is another employee that lives with her parent that is positive for the Covid-19. The company is 
trying to bully us into returning even though there is a stay home order in affect. They believe that the 
rules do not apply to them. Please help the employees feel safe at this so called family called 
business!!

509-403-4337

04/23/20 3:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open One stop motors Other Dealership 1707 E Nob hill BlvdYakima Washington This dealership is respecting the 6 feet apart we live right next to them and bunch of people go there 
how do yku speck is to get better all the dealership are close and they have all there workers there 
working

Mike onestopmotorsyakima.com

04/23/20 3:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Stag Barber and styling Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1401 Avenue D Snohomish Multiple people have come and gone into this  Business. The added superstrong window tint onto the 
windows.  There is an open signed turned on and it looks like business as usual. Although I need a 
haircut...it’s not fair for other barbershops to remain closed. They also have a MAGA flag in the 
window if you squint your eyes through the tint.

Peter Volksman66@aol.com 2067959911

04/23/20 3:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Cherry's Hair Dezign Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 10328 Aurora N Seattle Drove by there today as she was unlocking her doors and letting customers inside. It was 1pm.  Her 
website even says she is open.

Marcy McFall marcydarlene@hotmail.com 2067064029 Unknown

04/23/20 4:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kitsap Auto Outlet Other Car Dealership 3555 W St Highway 16Port Orchard Open for regular business. Doing giveaways online for Playstation Games to draw people in. Kasey Osborne

04/23/20 4:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kitsap auto outlet Other Car used lot 3555 west state hwy 16Port orchard Car lot open like normal they are on Facebook advertising give ways to drawn people in. They are on 
hwy so you can see them easily when you drive past, multiple people in building and lot.  looks like it’s 
open like normal



04/23/20 4:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tony Mendez hair salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12720 4th ave w b Everett wa 98204Everett People are still allowed to come in to the salon to get treatments and their hair done.

04/23/20 5:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Exp Realty Other Real Estate Agency 821 9th Ave S Kirkland Mary Shanley is canvassing the neighboring soliciting real estate services and passing out fliers. I 
have one of the fliers she handed out along with multiple security camera that recorder her walking up 
to my house (along with several others in the area).

This is a risk to public safety and she is not following the stay at home order. 

Mary's number is: 206 - 355 - 8732

maryshanley.exprealty.com

mary.shanley@exprealty.com

04/23/20 5:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tae’s Hair Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5570 Harbor Ave Freeland Tae called my mother regarding her scheduled hair appointment for yesterday 22 April 2020. Tae told 
her she is still working and mom would need to “sneak in the back door” Tae put my mom at risk and 
in turn post the rest of us at risk. When I asked why she got her hair done she said that Tae was open 
and wanted the money. Not only did Tae cut her hair but also gave her a permanent which takes 1-2 
hours. Tae is violating the law and endangering her customers and the entire community. My mom is 
92 and a high risk; Tae is taking advantage of her elderly customers. Mom said Tae told her she 
wants the money to go to Korea to see her family. This is unacceptable.

Becky Tangen Beckytangen@gmail.com 360-771-1607 Tae

04/23/20 5:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Buyers Agent Other Real estate 216 N 40th Ave Yakima Open everyday. People in the office everyday. Sandwich board out front everyday advertising 
“exclusive buyers agent on duty” doors are open and they are welcoming people in.

Terry tdrk2.3k@charter.net 509-895-9302

04/23/20 6:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lovesome Beauty Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1232 170th Ave NE Bellevue Home-based business in residential neighborhood, business sign in yard and in window next to front 
door. Customers observed coming and going. Owner heard booking appointments by phone when 
standing in yard. No WA state license for Lovesome Beauty on WA DOL lookup.

phone 425-223-8540

04/23/20 6:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Madison Blanc Luxury Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4429 Wallingford Ave NSeattle Saw the owner or operator unload her car and then a second woman arrived and she brought her in 
and started doing hair services on her!

Shayla Montoya shaylamontoya1@icloud.com 2536321783 maisonblancseattle.com

04/23/20 6:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Paradise Nails and Spa Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 262 N 1st St Kalama I'm a resident of Kalama and have personally witnessed as well as spoken to people who know 
people that have secretly had appointments with this woman to get their nails done. I have seen her 
go into the salon with a customer behind her and she closed the blinds and left the open sign off while 
I was at the gas station across the street. I also have a friend who said that she made an appointment 
to get her nails done by this woman (Maria) at her home. She said she didnt even ask if she was sick. 
I was curious about this and called the number on her Facebook page to see if I could book an 
appointment and she answered and said I could! She had appointments for the whole week and tried 
to set one for next. I am appalled by this illegal activity and feel like people like this is why it is taking 
longer to get this disease contained. I do not want COVID to spread in my community and become at 
risk because people want their nails done. I would like to stay anonymous because I do not want my 
close friends to find out I have reported this business. I know 3 people who are regular customers at 
her salon. PLEASE check into Maria's illegal practices. She has posts on the page saying she is 
closed but that is not true. Here is the facebook link: https://www.facebook.com/ParadiseNailsKalama

paradisenailskalama@gmail.com

04/23/20 7:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open fancy nails Other nail salon 10707 Pacific Ave S STE Ctacoma Not an essential business and people going to have their nails done. After noticing this business 
open, I notice there were alot of nail shops open on Pacific Ave in this area and in Puyallup. The web 
search show which shops are open one the is temporary closed.

04/23/20 8:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Revolve lash dolls Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 826 S. 2nd Ave. Suite AWalla Walla Is doing consistent lash extension application on clientele during quarantine restricted times. Kailee Hudson Khuds343@gmail.com (509)301-0276 Isela Arias

04/23/20 9:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shannon French, Lechat Noir Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th avenue #CTacoma Shannon has been working and operating her business, even though the governor has closed 
businesses.

04/23/20 9:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Megan Overton Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th avenue #CTacoma Megan Overton, does not have a shopkeepers license, nor does she have Insurance. Megan has 
people working in the salon that are not licensed or insured. Megan is harboring unlicensed people 
such as Jenny

04/23/20 9:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open French, Shannon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th avenue #CTacoma Shannon French is working even though the governor order the business to close to prevent the 
spread of Covid19. Her vehicle is clearly parked in front and also in the back of the building. It seems 
she has disregarded the governor's order and mandate.

04/23/20 10:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Audit & Adjustment Other Collection agency 20700 44th ave w ste 100Lynnwood They’re still operating against the governors order. Stephd@audit-adjustment.com
04/24/20 12:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The stag Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1401 avenue d Snohomish Noticed the sign indicated business was open today (4/23/20). Witnessed someone entering 

establishment
Julie duguay Duguayhaffner@aol.com 206-478-1889 360-568-5589

04/24/20 7:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Ridenow Powersports Other Motorcycle dealership 3305 W 19th Ave Kennewick They are selling side by sides, and Atvs and such. They are using the service dept to show the 
vehicles and have the customers show up there to cover it up. They have the guy sign your papers at 
the front counter to hide what they are really doing.

04/24/20 11:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open RE/MAX Honors Other Real Estate Office 1002 39th Ave SW Suite 200Puyallup Since 3/26 this real estate office has remained open, though the NWMLS & WA REALTORS have 
provided guidance that staff should only be checking the office periodically to ensure its security. The 
owner & admin are continuing to work as usual every day w/ the office open approximately 10-6 every 
day.

04/24/20 11:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Chevrolet Cadillac of Bellevue Other Auto Dealership 430 116th  Ave NE Bellevue Employer is having employees work in the building, which is non-essential even though the work is 
not considered necessary, there are concerns about following social distancing guidelines.

Adna Ali adali@kingcounty.gov 206-263-9694

04/24/20 12:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open CarHop Other Automobile sales 1619 Auburn Way N Auburn Conducting business as usual. Allowing walk in traffic. Scheduling appointments with customers who 
do not qualify under the exceptions to the rule. Not following social distancing guidelines. Scheduling 
sales for full shifts, not just for appointments. CarHop has multiple locations in WA including 
Lakewood, Seattle, Bremerton, Everett, Spokane.

Susan Isitt Isittbs@msn.com 2533768497

04/24/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Renewal salon and spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 301 Norris Street New Meadows How is this Salon being open to all the other licensed professionals who are operating under the vivid 
guidlines

Kazia Dreyer norrkazi@isu.edu 2083152549 Kelsey Howard

04/24/20 2:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Country Comfort Salon & Day Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 203 Suite N Dennis StreetKennewick, Wa I work at an essential business that shares parking spaces, and during my 9 hour shift I see multiple 
vehicles pull up with people coming and going all day, which seems to imply they are operating their 
business as normal.

Casey Jorgenson casy.jorgenson@outlook.com 509-378-6044 Owner - Shelie Greco/ Store Number 509-735-4151

04/24/20 2:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Revolve Lash Dolls Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 826 S 2nd Ave  Suite AWalla Walla There is a lash artist/co-owner of this business (Isela Arias) who is currently taking lash extension 
clients. Clients have been witnessed entering and exiting the business while this person's car is 
parked in the lot. The lights are off in the business, and services are being conducted in a room 
behind a closed door.

MELISSA BROWN melissarulesbigtime@gmail.com 509-520-4496 isela_80194@live.com

04/24/20 4:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dogcon Other Auto dealership 66 SE LYNCH RD SHELTON Made a comment on Facebook  that he has been openly selling cars and spreading misinformation 
about the current crisis. Threatens to sue the state or anyone who tries to take his license from him.

Leon Lawson

04/24/20 4:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Untouchable Cuts Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5006 Center St, Suite DTacoma They have the front closed down, but are letting customers in through the back door so people dont 
see them.

04/24/20 5:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Revolve Lash Dolls Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 826 S 2nd Ave, Suite AWalla Walla I’ve witnessed clients in and out of place of business, after mandatory shut down up until today 
(4/23/20). She also applied for unemployment through her previous employer (my employer) while 
working as a self-employed business owner.

Diana Fernandez Diana.fernandez0726@gmail.com 5095405596 Isela_80194@live.con

04/24/20 5:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RoadPort Orchard This business did not close for one day during Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation.  They have 
their OPEN sign on with hours posted on door.

Bonnie Myers skinglow2@gmail.com 360.340.1597 360.876.6644

04/24/20 5:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Exotic Nails and Spa Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1703 SE Sedgwick RoadPort Orchard This business advertises their COVID-19 hours of operation on their website.  They have remained 
open for the duration of Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation

Bonnie Myers skinglow2@gmail.com 3603401597 360.895.2369

04/24/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Le chat noir salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th avenue, C Tacoma Working in this salon

04/24/20 5:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kara Keaton Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Unknown Omak Kara Keaton is a student at nail spa academy in Wenatchee and is doing nail appointments during 
shut down from her home in Omak, WA. Her instagram username is nailsbykara which shows she is 
currently working from her home and doing nails.

Andrea Carden aedwarda_27@hotmail.com 5096411024 Kara Keaton

04/24/20 7:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tonya Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 407 w bell street Sequim I have seen  this nail shop working on clients.  They do it with lights off.  I have witnessed it twice with 
my own eyes.  I have also had others tell me she has asked them  if they wanted to get their nails 
done.  This has been going on for weeks

Tonya Tweter Skinenvystudio@gmail.com 3604614800

04/24/20 7:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shannon French Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th ave, unit C Tacom She has been working and the salon as been open for her

04/24/20 7:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shannon French Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th Ave, C Tacoma Every day she has been open for business and working

04/24/20 8:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Megan Overton Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th ave, C Tacoma Does not have a current shopkeepers license and has workers that or and not licensed working in the 
salon on a daily basis. No insurance

04/24/20 9:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Stag Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1401 Avenue D Snohomish Many have reported this barber shop has been cutting hair. We as hairstylists have been told we 
CANNOT work. Someone who is violating this should be reprimanded and have their license 
removed. None of us should be profiting while others have no source of income.

Beth Nier Cbnier@comcast.net 2064539964

04/24/20 9:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Stag Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1401 Ave D Snohomish Multiple people have posted that this shop is open and taking clients and it isn’t right for them to be 
making money illegally while the rest of us follow the law.

04/24/20 9:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Your Place For Nails - Mobile Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Goldbar Wa GoldBar Wa She is advertising on Facebook that she is taling two - three customers a day in her home to do nails. 
She is setting appointments...in response to Sheriff Fortney's statement that he will not enforce the 
stay at home order in Snohomish County. She is posting pictures of people's nails she has done 
today. Her number is 206-356-3123

l. Willmann orphaneddecor@yahoo.com 425-599-5051 yourplacefornails@gmail.com

04/25/20 5:09 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Le chat noir Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th Avenue suite cTacoma Shannon French is open for business and taking clients.

04/25/20 5:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shannon French Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th Avenue suite cTacoma This business is open and taking the public.

04/25/20 7:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hi Def Cuts Other Barber Shop 116 SW 153rd St Burien My son and I were on a walk yesterday afternoon. When we walked by Hi Def Cuts there were 
several cars in the parking lot. When we looked in the window, the owner was clippering someone's 
hair that was sitting in the Barber a chair. We could see through the opening of the curtains that the 
lights were on and he was definitely in business.

Deanna deannasyourstylist@gmail.com 2067551650

04/25/20 8:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Unit 130 Port Orchard, WA  98366Port Orchard Business is open doing nails. Tonuah Trujillo tonuah2@gmail.com 4254423626
04/25/20 9:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard I have pictures from March of this salon being opened and have a picture of their open sign lite up as 

well as a technician working on a customer's nails when you zoom. Now this business has continued 
to stay open regardless of the order placed months ago and have blankets up in their windows so you 
can't see inside. Something needs to be done because they do not care about the port orchard 
community. There are many Facebook postings on the port orchard site about this business being 
open. Please shut it down and revoke their licsen.

krystle krystle_costa@live.com 3606896441 http://centurynailspa.com/about-us

04/25/20 9:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Carson Cars Other Car dealership 13806 HWY 99 Lynnwood This dealership is actively selling cars in a retail setting Gavin Haugen gavinhaugen@hotmail.com 4257702363
04/25/20 10:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Salon Estetica Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5303 comercio way Woodland hills I thought hairdressers weren't allowed to be working Deserie Crazybutterfly8975@gmail.com 8055018159
04/25/20 12:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dynamic Collectors, Inc. Other Collection Agency 790 S Market Blvd Chehalis Covered windows with cardboard so people can't see ppl are working. Having employees park on 

side streets. Not calling out, only answering as people call in. Forcing employees to be 'on call'. 
Knowingly violating the order and being sneaky about it.

04/25/20 1:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 Sedgwick Suite 130Port Orchard Many complaints of this business being open and owner says she doesnt care Sandi Hubbeling Sandismailbox@wavecable.com 3608714781

04/25/20 2:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nouveau Spa & Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4100 Summitview Ave. # 101Yakima Performing cosmetology services on clients. Debbie Ackerman
04/25/20 2:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard The lady who runs the store screams at people when they tell her that her business is non-essential. 

They are not wearing masks and always have more than 5 people in a small store.
Cheyenne Anderson ch3yanderson21@gmail.com 2532572873

04/25/20 2:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Unknown Other Massage 1230 s 336st Federal way That’s not keeping 6 feet Brandi Gonzalez Brandigonzalez78@icloud. Com
04/25/20 4:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Chop it up Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 615 112th st se Everett They are not supposed to be open



04/25/20 4:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open PERRY KIM STUDIO Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7650 SE 27TH ST. SUITE 136Mercer Island Have seen clients there almost every day since closure began. He is working with the lights off to look 
closed. Has been confronted by multiple people so he put up construction paper to cover the windows 
and obscure view from outside.

Jeremy Barto jbarto44@gmail.com 2068987981 Perry Kim

04/25/20 5:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Indigo beauty studio LLC Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 909 112TH AVE NE STE 105 STUDIO #8  And  11810 SE 66TH STBellevue Owner performs cosmetology services in her own house encouraging to call to book appointments 
and pay cash only

04/25/20 6:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Untouchable Cuts Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5006 Center St Suite DTacoma Clients seen entering and leaving establishment through back door, some while wearing aprons you 
wear in hair salons/barbershops. Clients/employees are taking up parking spots intended for the 
patients being seen by several medical offices in the building.

04/25/20 6:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Fade 2 Perfection Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1212 N 20th Ave Pasco I saw a Facebook post stating they’re taking clients at this location. Ginger Corriell cherryrolla@gmail.com 509-539-5662
04/25/20 6:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Fade2perfection Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1212 N 20th Ave Pasco Franklin country sheriff informed residents he wouldn’t enforce stay at home orders. People online 

have informed me this salon decided to take the opportunity to open.
Samantha caldwell Samjcald@gmail.com

04/25/20 7:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Perry Kim Studio Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7650 27th Street Mercer Island On April 23, 24, and 25th business owner and tenant had clients in their establishment . Hair coloring 
and Haircuts . Now the business has cardboards up their windows stating there closed for remolding. 
Both the owner and tenant parks in the chevron parking lot close to the hair salon. Owner drives a 
black Volkswagen and tenant small SUV.

04/25/20 9:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kristen hoyt ivante hair salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 910 south east everett mall wayEverett She is posting on facebook offering in home services please contact me with an email address to 
upload screenshots

Beverly Hughes equinehomes@outlook.com 4255314221 Kristen hoyt

04/25/20 11:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open On Broadway salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 734 E Broadway Goldendale This salon has been open like normal during this time. I have drove by on my weekly essential trip 
and I have witnessed cars parked in front of the salon and people in the shop getting hair and nails 
done. Michelle cooper- Hurst 
is running business as normal. Also she is not practicing social distancing. Her business license is 
currently delinquent. Also her website states it is still open and she is taking appointments. I fear by 
her doing this is she is causing harm and danger to our town. Since we have had confirmed cases in 
Goldendale.

Onbroadway7002@gmail.com

04/25/20 11:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Shannon French Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th avenue, #CTacoma Shannon French working at Le Chat Noir Salon has been working each day even though the 
governor has issued a stay at home issue for none essential businesses and workers. She has a total 
disregard for the order and continues day after day operating as a cosmetologist and keeping the 
salon open for clients.

04/25/20 11:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Le Chat Noir Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3019 6th avenue, #CTacoma Le Chat Noir Salon is open for business and is not licensed or has Insurance. The booth renter 
Shannon French is open and operating.

04/26/20 12:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 de Sedgwick rdPort orchard Many people have reported this business for taking clients. They say “they are taking clients by 
appointment only” they cannot provide a nail service at a safe distance. Why are they still open over a 
month later!

Megan caldwell Caldwellmegan8595@gmail.com 3608659031

04/26/20 8:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Stag Barber Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1401 Ave D Snohomish Not only has the owner Bob opened the doors for business, but my biggest concern is that he is 
completely unsanitary and has a dirty work station. I worry about him being older himself and his 
clients not being safe. 
I’m not opposed to this type of business reopening soon but it must be clean and sanitized between 
each client.

04/26/20 10:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Razors N Barbers Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 41995 E florida Ave Hemet There’s people in and out no mask no nothing . No social distancing going on . People just hanging 
out . They say their taking only apts BUT this should be closed . I’m a resident and went to the 7/11 
nearby and saw all of this . Please this is dangerous

04/26/20 2:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open STUDIO trend hair design Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 75 NW Dogwood st Issaquah All windows are now covered so you can’t see in and customers are using the back entrance in the 
garage.  They are doing people’s hair inside.

ROBERT GARDIPEE robert.gardipee@gmail.com 2065999931

04/26/20 3:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Clark Beauty Evolved Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 10637 NE 68th ST Kirkland The owner of this business announced on their Instagram (@Clark.b.e)  that he and his wife will start 
taking clients.

04/26/20 4:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Perry Kim Studio Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7650 SE 27th St Mercer Island On April 23,24,25 owner and tenant seen in establishment with clients. Business now has covered the 
windows with cardboard. Clearly they are seeing clients. Garbage bags was outside with empty 
coffee cups from Starbucks and empty product boxes.

Perry Kim

04/26/20 6:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Great cuts Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Sunset Blvd /renton highlandsRenton Even the web site says open, crowded many men waiting to get hair cuts, no ppe.  This is second 
hand from a neighbor who did have her hair cut there, she said people were coming and going. The 
hairdressers said she had 3 boys to feed and had to stay open. That excuse is not good enough. 
Who’s going to take care of her boys when she gets sick.

04/27/20 7:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Stag Barbershop Other Barber shop 1401 Ave. D Snohomish Wash. I couldn’t believe they were open when I went by this morning. They’ve installed Mylar over the 
windows and hung up a big flag to keep people from having a clear view of them at work. Their open 
light is on and their barber pole is illuminated and spinning.

Terry Anderson Cyclehound@comcast.net 425-407-2418

04/27/20 8:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Auto Place Inc Other Car Dealership 15500 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this Dealership has looked like there are open for business 
when I drive by. They have open signs that are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, doors and garages open, auto repair signs 
posted when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. everything indicting they are on the premise 
and will conduct a sales transaction.

Roy Kemper mr.kemper10@gmail.com

04/27/20 9:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Temptations Other Tattoo shop 800 W Nob Hill Blvd Yakima He is still doing tattoo work. Not taking the necessary precautions with face masks etc. Angel Angelbabyblues8892@gmail.com "Diablo "

04/27/20 10:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Salon Glam Other Hair and nail salon 28 grand ave Englewood They been open never closed .saw a women come out with hair cut apron around  her neck to put 
money in parking meter. A week later I saw  a women leave with her hair all done.i ask a women, she 
said use the back  entrance to get inside.

J alvia jalviajr@yahoo.com 9179395026

04/27/20 10:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Northwest GeoDimensions Other Land Surveyors 15 N Chelan Ave Wenatchee Norm NELSON has a field crew of surveyors working and also office workers in the office one being 
Jon McMillon. They are working non essential survey jobs.
Please make them abide by the law! He is putting money above all else!

Wendy Finck Wendy.finck@gmail.com J5094702356 NNelson@nwgsurveys.com

04/27/20 10:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Show room auto tinting Other window tinting 6430 Tacoma mall boulevard #100tacoma typically has open sign off, but is open and is doing work in there garage. I wish to remain anonymous finchjohn20@gmail.com NA Bobby Benjamin

04/27/20 10:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lash & Brow Co. Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 324 N. Tower Ave Centralia Heidi Vaudrin is performing lash services to her clients. Her clients are posting pictures about how it’s 
nice that she is back open to get them in since no one else can. I have seen this multiple times now 
and it’s not right.

Ashley Bond ashleybond2007@gmail.com 360-520-4933

04/27/20 11:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tacoma RV Service Dept. Other RV Service Center 8507 Pacific Hwy E Tacoma Business is reopening and taking customers starting 4/30. It is highly unlikely employees will be able 
to maintain social distancing requirements.

beangray.ag@gmail.com LaDonna Meadows

04/27/20 12:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Southbound motoraports Other Motorcycle 2724 96Th st Lakewood Open business for motorcyclea

04/27/20 12:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Premier Polaris Other Motorcycle/atv store 122 charles st monroe There were large numbers of people in the showroom.  Zero social distancing being followed. Riley Plateel runnin6@gmail.com 4255163862

04/27/20 1:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Runs unlicensed lash extensions business from home  during Covid 19Other Person name Emilia Purzecki 2512 TOWN  CT N LAWRENCEVILLE  twpEmilia Purzecki Runs unlicensed lash extensions business from home during Covid 19. She was 
formerly employed by Metropolis Spa salon now she runs this operation at home with no social 
distancing at all.
emi_thelashartist on instagram 
15622283162

Ewa Huff mikado304@verizon.net Emilia Purzecki

04/27/20 2:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Chevrolet of Bellevue/Cadillac of BellevueOther Car Dealership 430 116th Ave NE Bellevue My son is a salesperson at Chevrolet of Bellevue and he's feeling very unsafe in his workplace as 
leadership is facilitating operations with full staff and are clearly violating State guidelines on what 
qualifies for an essential vehicle sale. He has been required to continue test-drives and be inside 
vehicles with customers, work among a full-staff (violating the one staff member at once guideline 
listed on your essential businesses info page) The same owners own and operate the Cadillac of 
Bellevue dealership next door where my son believes the same violations may be occurring. He was 
very apprehensive for me to report this in fear of losing his job so I wish to remain anonymous.

04/27/20 2:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Oak Blossom Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 14101 Main St #102 Hesperia ca 92345 Stylist doing color today at 1pm and last Thursday night at 830pm Christal Essential980@yahoo.com 9094190129
04/27/20 4:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nail Salon Other Nail salon 1900 SE Sedgwick RdPort Orchard Has been ordered to close business and has been notified to close by the city with a sign on the door 

from the city and continues services customers daily.
Talica Gilson Talica33@gmail.com (360)525-4170

04/27/20 6:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Eighth Day Nail Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9809 214th ave E Bonney Lake This nail salon has its front windows covered and drapes pulled but you can see their lighting on. 
People are entering from the back door to have their nails done so entry isn’t noticeable at the front 
entry.

Dave Dreiling Davedreiling@outlook.com 2538631599 Eighth Day Nails

04/27/20 6:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick RDPort orchard She is STILL taking clients even though the city has put notice on her windows.

She currently has one client in the chair and two waiting.

Unknown

04/27/20 8:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Athena's Oasis Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2722 Colby Ave. Suite 421Everett This business plans to open on the 5th, regardless of law. Below, is her FB post. I'm a healthcare 
worker concerned for this action's impact on the community.

"Currently, Washington State has no plan for reopening my industry. They are dragging their feet and 
only just now (4/27) starting to talk to industry representatives about how to keep you safe when 
businesses reopens.
The thing is, you're all adults, as am I. I know what I need to do to keep myself safe, and my spa 
sanitary. I know what cleaners to use, and how to use them because they've been drilled into me from 
day 1 of Esthetics schooling. In fact, I have had over 150 hours of safety and sanitation training in 
school alone.
I plan to begin reopening May 5th. I'm responsible for being honest with you about how I keep my spa 
and services clean. You are responsible for deciding if you think my spa is clean enough that you 
want to visit."

Aaron Thompson aaron@lastoryx.com athenasoasis@gmail.com

04/27/20 8:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open AutoNation Honda Spokane Valley Other Auto dealerships 8201 E Sprague AveSpokane valley Business is currently open to non essential customers purchasing vehicles as well as a normal staff 
size

04/27/20 9:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Badder ink Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 7520 W Clearwater Ave suite aKennewick Multiple photos of clients getting tattooed the last few days iliketopokeholes@yahoo.com
04/27/20 10:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Wild Hair Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 418 NE Cedar St Camas Owner Jyl Straub is illegally seeing clients for hair services in violation of social distancing orders. 

This is evidenced by posting client pictures publicly on social media with client's thanking her for 
seeing them.

Katelin Durnal katiedurnal@gmail.com 5039399840 Jylibeans15@aol.com

04/28/20 12:19 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open kitsap auto outlet Other car dealer 3555 west state highway 16port orchard selling cars to non essential workers. telling employees to come back before may 4 or they will be 
replaced or will have to reapply. and have more than 1 person inside the building. large gathering of 
employees.

a few employees can confirm this

jimmy brown jimmy707.jb@gmail.com 3608421127 sales@kitsapautooutlet.com

04/28/20 6:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Don’t know Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 5224 Olympic Dr NWGig Harbor Open as usual

04/28/20 8:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nonveau Spa & Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4100 Summitview Ave.Yakima Doing Cosmetology Services on clients.

04/28/20 10:04 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open CHOP IT UP BARBER SHOP Cosmetology, hair salon, barber CORNER OF 112TH & 7THEverett SHOP IS OPEN AND OPERATING AGAINST CLOSURE ORDER Anonymous
04/28/20 10:29 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd, Unit 130Port Orchard I was shopping at Fred Meyers yesterday, 27April2020, for elderly family and noticed this business 

was open, customers inside getting services done or waiting for their turn. Open sign was turned on, 
in red, inviting potential customers.

Christine Hurley c.hurley.nb@gmail.com 253-432-3837

04/28/20 11:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Advantage Auto Direct Other Auto Dealership 7408 S. 212th StreetKent Used car dealership is still open and selling cars. The dealer, Alex Moncada is violating the safety 
requirements of the Governor's proclamation.

04/28/20 12:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lithia Dodge Ram Chrysler Jeep of SpokaneOther New Vehicle Sales 10701 N Newport HwySpokane Sending emails to customers stating their Sales department has been deemed an essential business 
and their showroom is open for business.

Mark Waltermire markw@dishmandodge.com 5092202803 lithiacdjrofspokane@crm.eautodealerhub.com

04/28/20 12:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open T & K nail salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber West yelm avenue Yelm I live right behind them and they are there most days and just have people park across the street at 
ma and pa's cafe and cross the street. Lately they have been more careless. Lots of business coming 
to them  i am able to take videos if you would like.

aimee messmer Amelia5234@aol.com 3605613877



04/28/20 12:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Hollylooks Beauty Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 149 SW 152nd St Burien Business has covered street facing entrance with black out curtains. I contacted business owner 
about noise inside their business unit. I stated someone may be breaking into their unit. Owner stated 
not to worry, her partner is inside doing some cleaning. 

I walked outside and laid down on sidewalk to look under the curtains and viewed two employees 
working cutting customer's hair and 4 people sitting on couch/chairs waiting to be serviced. 

Owner is having people park 1 block away, do not use front entrance, customers enter by knocking 
on alley entrance on foot, then get allowed inside business. 

This is a shame that I as a small business owner, follow stay @ home order, taking a significant 
financial hit, yet this business keeps operating. 

Really irritating..

Please do something about this business. Thank you.

Wolfgang info@wsipi.com 206-661-0412 Irma V Hernandez Gonzalez & Gregoria Soriano-Noyola

04/28/20 1:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open BEAUTY IN THE BASEMENT Cosmetology, hair salon, barber FIR ST AND STATE AVENUEOLYMPIA SHE PARKS A BLOCK AWAY AND HER CLIENTS PARK IN THE BUILDING PARKING LOT
WHEN I CAUTIONED HER ABOUT IT A FEW WEEKS AGO AND SAID THAT SHE SHOULDN'T BE 
WORKNG SHE SAID THAT SHE WAS A SINGLE MOM AND NEEDED THE MONEY.
SHE WAS NOT WEARING A MASK OR GLOVES. I HAPPENED TO SEE TWO PEOPLE GO IN AND 
OUT OF THERE TODAY WHILE I WAS STOPPING TO PICK UP MY MAIL

CHRISTIAN JOHNSON MANNATECH.NW@GMAIL.COM 360-480-2904 BRITTANY

04/28/20 2:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 Sedgwick Port Orchard This business has been running through the whole shut down.  This business has been shut down by 
the city(notices posted, licensed revoked) on the 20th of April. Today as I passed by I see business as 
usual including a customer with her little daughter waiting inside. So she is not only operating against 
the proclamation, she is operating without a license!

04/28/20 2:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Great cuts hair salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3186 me sunset blvdRenton Walking by and a lady was cutting men’s hair. And was open for business Stephanie Palomera stephaniepalomera@yahoo.com 4253061445

04/28/20 3:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Deb's Hair Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 19515 Scriber Lake RoadLynnwood Debbie has three times been seen in her salon doing hair. The last time was Friday April 24th. My 
Business Manager called me that evening around 5:30 to tell me that she had just had an employee 
tell her that they had witnessed Debbie with a client in her shop earlier in the day.  

It is a salon in a senior affordable housing apartment community.  It is a commercial space within the 
building.    

I called Debbie when the SIP first was put in place as she had been seen in there after it went into 
effect with someone doing a service.  She assured me she would not do any further business. 

This time I didn't call her. Just turning her in, clearly she doesn't care.   I understand how tough it is, 
my dearest friend has owned a large shop for 30 years, has received no money since this started, but 
rules are rules.  Not essential is not essential.  Thank you for listening.

Sherry Reed sherryr@indigorealestate.com 2067988527 Debbie

04/28/20 3:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Not 100% just moved in to building also sell used cars out of part of itOther Small boat fabrication 1868 Walton Dr Burlington, WA  98233 United StatesBurlington They have been open and closed since day one of the closure. Working with 20-30 employees. And 
groups of people gathering in the parking lot. They are nonessential business and all nonessential 
businesses are supposed to be closed if we have to suffer so does everybody else

Rather not say

04/28/20 3:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open hinshaws honda Other Car dealership 2605 auburn Way n auburn Opening early despite stay at home order. Opened4/28

04/28/20 3:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Chop It Up Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 18901 28th AVE W #102aLynnwood Barbers are providing house calls to still cut hair which does not promote social distancing Kiley Kooloo27@gmail.com 2067946175

04/28/20 7:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd, Port Orchard, WA 98366Port orchard They refuse to close even after the city posted sign instructing them to do so after numerous 
complaints. Can’t find any licensing that matches the faces of the people actually working there or 
names. Way more people seem to be working there then actually seem to have licenses, poor 
sanitation. Watched them use tools on people then just bang them on the counter and throw them 
back in the drawer. They refuse to close and aren’t even wearing masks or gloves and when you walk 
by the people getting their nails done aren’t wearing masks and are sitting by each other. From what 
I’ve heard the owner says who care they can’t stop her. Then she pretends not to know English if 
people tell her to stop working on people. There seems to be a lot of people coming and going and 
she just plays dumb. The city posted signs in her window and right after the man left she had 2 clients 
in the store.

Just A. Name

04/28/20 7:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Jenifer Bair Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 61 Lyle Loop Selah She is a hairdresser and has been going to people's homes and cutting their hair for the past 6 
weeks. Typically elderly.

04/29/20 5:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open The Salon Loft Other Tattoo 45 N BB King BLVD #106Memphis Store front like a clothing store and beauty shop w tattoos being done

04/29/20 7:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Poulsbo RV Other RV sales 12218 highway 99 Everett This RV store is selling RVs, not wearing mask. Salesmen said the order was stupid and they will 
continue to sell no matter what. This is a luxury item and camp grounds are closed. Please stop them! 
Lives are at risk!!!

Joe Wakazuru

04/29/20 7:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open dougs lynnwood mazda Other car dealership 22214 hwy 99 edmonds wa 98026 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/29/20 7:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open bill pierre chevrolet Other car dealership 11323 lake city way seattle wa 98125 showing and selling cars Tim Buffington tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.com 2069192789
04/29/20 9:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open star nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1900 se Sedgwick rdPort Orchard  WashingtonThis nail Saloon continues to stay open. Even after receiving notice of violation. They took the 

violation notice down and continue to do nails and stay open. As of 4/28/ 2020
Sandra Erickson sandraerickson921@yahoo.com 3607100415

04/29/20 10:42 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kristen hoyt Cosmetology, hair salon, barber House calls Marysville She's been giving hair cuts and doing her hair business going to house calls and receiving payments 
via Venmo for hair that has been done while she is not allowed to, I have photo proof of payments 
made for her services she provided while state is shut down

Amanda Cable paintdhorsestables@outlook.com 360-631-2994

04/29/20 11:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lions den Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2509 commercial aveAnacortes He has been on and off open working and open sign on. I am a salon owner and this is not fair Brie Briegk@gmail.com 360-708-9080 Robert Enos

04/29/20 11:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open HAIR PLUS BEAUTY SUPPLY Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 3569 WHEATON WAYBREMERTON The owner of this business was seen opening his doors for customers & selling items today. He also 
has a sign on his door saying that he's doing that. I witnessed, have photos of & spoke to 2 customers 
who confirmed this as true. Also, just reported this to local police department in CITY of 
BREMERTON by phone.

JANET PINEAU mariejenea@gmail.com 2064062944

04/29/20 12:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Lakeway Realty, Inc. Other Real Estate 3547 Lakeway DriveBellingham I have been informed that multiple employees have been exposed to an individual who has tested 
positive for COVID-19, but employees are not allowed to go home and self-quarantine. Business 
owner refuses to close.

Emily Sari emilysari@yahoo.com (206) 639-1530

04/29/20 1:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Kathleen wolf LMT Other massage p.o. box a ashford she is running her m,massage therapy business out of different places

04/29/20 2:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Tier One Barber & Beauty Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4096 Sierra way San Bernardino, Ca As I was coming from picking up food from a near by food drive thru, I noticed a Black adult male with 
2 black young boys who entered the facility as a Hispanic male inside the shop opened the door for 
them.

Princess Little Promise1987@yahoo.com -9095679854

04/29/20 2:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Supreme Cuts Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2700 NE Andresen rdVancouver Business shows to be close . But is man walking in and out and get hair cuts by owner Cknunez09@yahoo.com 3607233296

04/29/20 3:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Mollie Michelle Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 12121 Northup Way Bellevue Myself and a fellow coworker witnessed two women enter the Salon at approximately 3:00 pm on April 
29, 2020. We are an essential business located a few doors down from them. I have taken pictures of 
the vehicles they arrived in and the license plates. My coworker has confirmed one of the vehicles 
belongs to an employee/owner. We would like to remain anonymous.

Cassandra B Cassie.rcranch@hotmail.com 5096159105 Ste 214

04/29/20 3:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open My Lash Brow Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 220 SW Sunset BlvdRenton I drove by this place a few times on different days and saw they were open with vehicles in front.

04/29/20 3:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open LaVida Massage Other Massage 1414 S. 324th St Suite #B213Federal Way Non essential business is open. This is not safe.

04/29/20 3:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Larson Toyota Other Auto Dealer 7815 South Tacoma WayTacoma All of the Larson dealerships are selling cars as it is business as usual

04/29/20 4:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Nail Flare, LLC Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 8701 271st St NW Stanwood On April 29, Nail Flare LLC made a Facebook stating that someone would be at the Salon for anyone 
to come make an apparel purchase.

NA meatisfoodnotmurder@gmail.com NA mynailartist@gmail.com

04/29/20 4:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Casie Nails Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 4435 A Street Auburn Customer activity and placing construction paper over the windows and doors Melissa melissa@auburnlegacy.com 2532443445

04/29/20 5:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Star Nails Other Nail Salon 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd. Ste 130Port Orchard This is my 3rd report on Star Nails being OPEN.  According to Governor Inslee's Proclamation this 
business should not be open.  This business has their OPEN sign on 4/25/2020 at 4:43 p.m. and a 
customer in the manicure chair getting her nails done.  Star Nails is endangering my local community 
with potential spread of COVID 19.  Why is she not following the rules and helping to protect her 
clients and others in the community?  I have photos documenting what I just stated.

Kathleen Fortner katfor7@gmail.com 3602860542

04/29/20 5:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Dynasty Cuts Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1206 State Ave suite c, Marysville, WA 98270Marysville, WA 98270 The woman that owns this place is doing hair cuts she had thee I am aware of today each 30 minutes 
apart my boyfriend texted her to see if she was open and she was trying to schedule him in she said 
she is cutting hair one person at a time with the 30-minute appointment. This place sells alcohol while 
you get your haircut with no license as well My boyfriend will not answer questions and I did not think I 
could call the sheriff due to Adam Fortney that needs to be gone next election I hope he is not 
counting on votes of citizens that follow the Law and chain of command.

cheryl cstone71465@gmail.com 206-334-3811 they are om Face Book

04/29/20 6:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Doug's Barber Shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 27924 152nd Ave SEKent I walk by there daily. They are open. They are hidden in back of a smoke shop. Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

04/29/20 6:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Salon 1010 Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1010 ne minehaha stVancouver Periodically workers are serving customers throughout the day

04/29/20 8:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Laura B Salon Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 642 s northwest highwayBarrington Have driven by the salon at various times on multiple days. The business lights were on and cars 
were parked out from. 3 clients entered and left the salon none of which wore masks. Per the owners 
social media posts, she is retailing professional color products for at home use.

Laura salon spa.com

04/29/20 10:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open SALON 1010 Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 1010 NE MINNEHAHAVANCOUVER I've just learned that my 85yo grandmother was contacted by her hair dresser at Salon 1010, asking 
her if she wanted her hair done.  She convinced my grandmother to go in for a hair appt by telling her 
that there's only one person in the salon at a time, masks would be worn, etc.  A stylist there is 
preying on vulnerable, high-risk individuals.  I'm sure they're financially hurting, but they're going to kill 
someone.

prefer to remain anonymous please look into this

04/29/20 11:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is open Soft Style Salon/Barber shop Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 2701 NE 114th Ave Vancouver Barber offering services from his home. I have a screenshot of his open business on Facebook. meganbluhm@hotmail.com

03/30/20 2:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open HERRENKNECHT Other manufacturing 1613 132nd Ave E STE 200SUMNER STATED THAT EMPLOYEES MUST USE VACATION IF THEY ARE INTERESTED IN STAYING 
HOME. MY SON WORKS HERE AND MY OTHER CHILD IS WAITING FOR HIS COVID TESTING 
AND WE SHOULD ALL BE ABLE TO STAY HOME TO SAVE LIVES!  THIS COMPANY IS A 
DISGRACE!

03/30/20 2:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ladybug Bikini Espresso Restaurant or food service business 34049 Military Rd S Auburn These coffee stands are not essential. The management has not taken any steps to take precautions 
with the virus. The girls working are not being supplied hand sanitizers, gloves or masks while 
working directly with the public. If the management can't take care of the employees, then shut them 
down. It is not just the address listed above, but all of them. Most employees don't even have their 
food handler's permits.

Jake Hayes jrhr127@hotmail.com 5095706737



03/30/20 2:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Interbay Self Storage Other Personal Storage Facility 1561 West Armory WaySeattle Self storage facilities are not on the list of essential businesses. They are practicing unfair labor 
practices because many of the employees  afraid to get sick or spread sickness. My sister is 
recovering from severe illness, still couching and dizzy and being told to come to work and not wear a 
mask (because it will make customers nervous). Belligerent homeless people, refusing to practice 
social distancing, are trying to live in their self storage units during the day. All of this California Owner 
operated Seattle facilities remain needlessly open so they can continue to make profits while their 
employee's health and welfare are compromised..

Tanea Stephens taneastephens@outlook.com 206-579-4545

03/30/20 3:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Stacey and Witbeck/ Atkinson Construction 2800 Harbor Bay ParkwayAlameda, Ca This is the E335 Eastlink extension in Bellevue for Washington light rail. It is new construction and is 
not to open for a few years. They have been disregarding social distancing protocol for employees 
and are illegally continuing this new construction even after Gov Inslee revised construction 
guidelines. This will continue until they are told otherwise. Please check on this for the safety and well 
being of the employees and their families.

Jonathan Jbehel0712@gmail.com 2532587186

03/30/20 3:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Lux Pet Salon and Daycare Other Dog grooming salon 8011 20th St SE. Everett, WA The business is still open and accepting dogs for grooming and safety precautions such as masks, 
gloves etc are not available to employees and surfaces are not being regularly sanatized.

03/30/20 3:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Pacific Golf & Turf Other Golf & Turf Repair 1818 Bickford Ave Snohomish They have prepared themselves to look closed from the outside but are still running business inside. 
This has made employees fearful of the virus spreading to them when they could be home and still 
getting paid instead of being forced to decide and possibly not be paid.

Mrs. Lescher monicallescher@hotmail.com 4253017439

03/30/20 3:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Yakima Distributing Other Wholesale distribution of tobacco and its products 521 S 2nd Ave Yakima, WA 98902 Yakima Distributing is requiring their employees to still come to work. Not providing an opportunity to 
be safely distant from each other.

03/30/20 3:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open PSM INC. Construction 21307 87th Ave S.E.Woodinville,  wa 908072This company says its essential, but I don't think it is. I know for a fact they are not following the 
guidelines for the safety of fellow employees. Meetings are packed together, etc.

Maureen jackson maureenjck@yahoo.com 2063492410

03/30/20 3:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open WGCN Program. A Montessori school Other School 1460 Wilmington Dr. #8772DuPont WA 98327 Students and faculty are not following social distancing and proper sanitation procedures. i.e. no soap 
and hand sanitizer. Or hand washing.

E.R. Hansen Topfuelrick@hotmail.com 253-686-2654

03/30/20 3:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Legacy Landscaping Inc Other Landscaping 1705 Newport Way NWIssaquah Requiring workers to come in daily for non essential business, not complying with safety protocols or 
providing proper PPE

03/30/20 3:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Prime Comms Retail LLC Other Cell Phone Store 22001 Highway 99 Ste 200Edmonds Business does not have proper cleaning supplies to keep customers and employees safe. Two 
employees were ill enough to get a COVID-19 test, the company took 2 days to have the store 
cleaned while still keeping it open, including having possibly infected employees come back to work. 
The store has a high traffic of customers over 65 and is not taking any steps to keep their employees 
or staff engage in any social distancing. Employees have submitted complaints and received 
responses declaring the business non essential but no action has been taken so far.

Jeff Shalles jmshalles@gmail.com 4252498484

03/30/20 4:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Champion Metal Other metal roofing manufacturer 5927 234th ST SE Woodinville warehouse workers gather in groups not practicing social distancing.
also, I dont believe a metal roofing manufacturer to be an essential business.

03/30/20 4:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open cascade aviation services, inc. Other aircraft equipment parts and supplies-manufactuers. 15318 39th ave, Marysville, wa 98271Marysville Wondering if this is an essential business that needs to be open and operating. 
Not following all protocols per a employee who is concerned

Gail Block gailblo@msn.com 4259236258

03/30/20 4:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Jet-City Harley-Davidson Other Motor Sales 3715 E Valley Rd Renton An employee was tested positive for COVID-19, but the business continued to remain open.

03/30/20 4:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open South Sound Entertainment Other Entertainment venue 103 93rd Ave.se Yelm Large groups of ppl still going there Ruby Bauer Aranna420@gmail.com 3609992478
03/30/20 4:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Sound Advocates Law Group Other Legal Office 707 E Harrison St Seattle 7 cars in parking lot of banktruptcy law office with people congegrating in doorway shaking hands.

03/30/20 4:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Quick Shop Brands Other Ecommerce 15510 Redmond Woodinville Rd NEWoodinville This company sells used electronics on eBay. They are claiming to be “essential” because some of 
the products they sell are computers. They are also not able to follow social distancing requirements, 
as some of the employee work stations are very close together.

Alyssa Hayes alyssa.hayes@ymail.com 4259032802

03/30/20 4:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Silver Superstore Other Retail 7841 S 180th Kent Running a silverware business with warehouse employees still coming into very small workspace.

03/30/20 4:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Maaco Bellevue Other Auto body shop 1400 132nd Ave NE Bellevue Workers exposed to viruse still working with pubic.

03/30/20 5:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open screw products inc Other screw products 9401 bujacich rd bld 1bGig harbor business is non essential and has employees working close together while sick. 3 employees showed 
symptoms and were not sent home and business not sanitized.

03/30/20 5:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open North thurston school district Other School district Various Olymmpia Friend of friend told me janitors are being forced to go to work even though they are done cleaning 
the schools. Also told they do not have cleaners capable of killing covid19 so that is ridiculous

03/30/20 5:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ryder Last Mile Other Furniture/Fitness Equipment Delivery Service 4002 D St NW Auburn Our constituent who works for Ryder and would like to remain anonymous reported that the company 
is open and functioning despite the non-essential services it provides to people. Its parent company, 
Ryder Inc., is classified as an essential business, but our constituent does not believe that the Last 
Mile division in Auburn is providing essential functions nor is it equipped to do so safely.

Emlyn Foxen emlynfoxen@kingcounty.gov (206) 263-3659

03/30/20 5:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open SGL Other Carbon fiber production 8781 Randolph RD NEMoses lake We have workers there who breath dangerous chemicals such as HCN and other gasses 
management are allowed to work from home but us production people are being forced to work and 
threaten with attendance and being told if we don’t show up we will lose our jobs people work there 
with asthma who are concern for their health but won’t speak up due to the threats by management

03/30/20 5:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Triumph Other Aerospace. Manufacturing Airplane parts 1514. Flint rd Airway Heights No social distancing,no hand sanitizer, no way to disinfect anything Gayle Hegwer babygoose65@gmail.com 509671-2938
03/30/20 5:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Prime Window Systems Other Manufacturing vinyl windows 3400 S Tacoma st Union gap Non essential. Employees have to work closer then 6 feet.

03/30/20 5:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Constantine Construction 17016 seconds wax rdCovington Large amount of people in close vicinity on job site.

03/30/20 5:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Luvo Wealth Advisors Other Private Wealth Advisory 2275 116th Ave NE Bellevue My child works at this location and currently sits less than 3 feet away from her coworkers. Also this 
business could easily happen from home but the owner refuses to let his workers work from home. It’s 
forcing a business of 11 to come in everyday and be social with each other in countless meetings. 
Please help!

Nancy Brommers nfugier1940@gmail.com 2065248125

03/30/20 6:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ceccanti Construction 4116 broke dale rd. E.Tacoma My husband is still working on a  job site that is not following protocol and I don’t believe it’s essential 
and if it is it should not be. The crew does not need to be exposed at this time. Please look into this 
matter. They are working in greenlake off 40th St. please keep my name Anonymous it’s very 
important because my husband can get fired. My husband does not know I’m reporting this so please 
keep my name out of it.

Tina Buschke Cocoontobutterfly1717@gmail.com 3607103640

03/30/20 6:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Big Daddy’s Doggie Daycare & Wash Other Dog grooming salon 3704 Ninth St SW Puyallup The daycare may still be “essential” but self serve dog washing is not. The owner is and was very lax 
about social distancing even before the Stay Home order was issued but banned groups of over 10. 
He clearly does not care about the health and safety of his customers or his employees.

Erica B e.martinson86@gmail.com 206-940-5002

03/30/20 6:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Regalo international Other Warehouse 2980 center dr #150 DuPont I work here, I just don’t believe that the place is classified as an essential business. They separated 
shifts for health purposes but the GM from first shifts stays all day regardless. And social distancing 
definitely isn’t in place inside.

Steven stevenbordelon17@yahoo.com 360-688-9969

03/30/20 6:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open VP tax Other Tax filing 23805 104th ave se kent more than 10 people waiting and sitting together to get their tax filed and no precaution taken

03/30/20 6:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath company Other Manufacturing 801 Northern Pacific rd SEYelm Making bathtubs for residential homes when they have fields of inventory, employees are not working 
6 feet apart and entire plant has 1 lunch and 2 breaks where employees are not practicing social 
distancing

03/30/20 6:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Brown and haley Restaurant or food service business 110 east 26th st Tacoma No social distancing, non essential, almond roca is not essential need for people to survive corona 
virus

Junior molia Juniormolia@gmail.com 2534147216 sweets@brown-haley.com

03/30/20 6:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open JC Higgins and Associates Landlord 802 39th ave sw Puyallup Not sure if this business should be open as well as 20 + employees in same area

03/30/20 6:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open JC Higgins and Associates Landlord 802 39th ave sw Puyallup Not sure if this business should be open as well as 20 + employees in same area

03/30/20 6:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Overlake Medical Center Health-related business 1035 116th Ave NE Bellevue NONESSENTIAL departments and clinics at the hospital continued as normal. Example: outpatient 
clinics (urology, diagnostic imaging, etc.) These departments  and clinics are not related to 
emergency department, and put workers at INCREASED risk and are in fact spreading Covid.  Social 
distancing measure were NOT in place in the general workspace  (coworkers WITHOUT masks must 
work at computer stations adjacent to each other - not 6 feet a part).  Recommendation - these 
nonessential clinics should close to reduce exposure to employees and patients!

03/30/20 7:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Accra Manufacturing Other Machine Shop 17703 15th Ave SE Bothell Parking lot remains full each day and employees work in close quarters. They build airplane parts for 
Boeing which is no longer building planes, so don’t believe them to be essential.

03/30/20 7:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open NOV/Ershigs Other Fiberglass Fitting Manufacturer 742 Marine Dr Bellingham Ershigs is continuing to stay open, even though they are not essential. They are also not following the 
6 foot separation guidelines and they are not cleaning or sanitizing. They have sent employees 
threatening letters with miss information.

Valerie Simpson valzilinek@hotmail.coim 2063043062

03/30/20 7:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Creo industrial arts Other Sign shop 8329 216TH ST SE Woodenville Sign shop is open and not following social distancing guidelines.

03/30/20 7:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Washington window and door Construction 17832 NE 65th St Redmond Still open forcing workers in close quarters . Still delivering doors with multiple people in small truck to 
un opened construction sites and personal homes

03/30/20 7:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open The Good Earth Works Other Fireplaces/yard work equipment 22805 se 216th way Maple Valley They sell  and fix fireplaces/weed eaters/chainsaws etc. and do mobile service. No one doing 
customer or employee screening. No one wearing gloves or PPE. Very small building with up to 5 
employees. Sign on door says employees have immune compromised families, don’t come in with 
symptoms but still open. Type of business seems very unnecessary. Not safe or customers or their 
employees!

03/30/20 7:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Rios Immigration Defense P.S. Other Law Firm 811 1st Ave #340 Seattle This law firm continues to defy the stay at home order and states they are an essential business. 
Disregarding social distancing even though individuals working there are over 50 years of age and a  
staff of over 12 employees. They continue to report to work for fear of losing there job and continue to 
operate without fear of consequence due to office being out of peering eyes do to office location.

Ann annunder28@gmail.com

03/30/20 7:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Clark Construction Construction 520 Pike St Seattle They are requiring workers to continue working even though two people tested positive on their 
SeaTac airport project.  If subcontractors do not work they are told they will be denied unemployment. 
They are forced to work.

03/30/20 8:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Emerald City flagging Construction Kent wa Kent These guys are continuing to work with complete dis regard to social distancing Tanja Duffy

03/30/20 8:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open G&S flagging Construction Kent wa Kent These guys are continuing to work with complete dis regard to social distancing

03/30/20 8:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ryder Last Mile Other Delivery Service 4402 D St NW Auburn This delivery service only delivers furniture. They assemble furniture in hundreds of homes every day. 
About a month ago 5 delivery drivers had fevers and returned to work without clearance from a 
doctor. 1 even worked while having a fever. Furniture that someone bought 4 weeks ago is not 
essential.

Samantha Colon samantha.colon@gmail.com 2537201166

03/30/20 8:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open TMI traffic control Construction Kent Kent Not following social distancing, unsafe practices

03/30/20 8:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open nutradried Restaurant or food service business 6920 Salashan Pkwy Ste #D111ferndale they make a secondary production of cheese that doesn't sell and most of there contracts have 
canceled. They are over stocked but they are forcing there employees to work with out proper food 
sanitation procedures and saying its safe to get over it or they will find someone else to work there

03/30/20 8:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Roasters Coffee Restaurant or food service business 7235 Burden Blvd, Pasco, WA 99301Pasco Coffee is nonessential, keeping a coffee stand running encourages people out of their homes. 
Amongst that, workers are not practicing social distancing as their stands are too small to be working 
6ft apart.



03/30/20 8:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Northwest Center Other Donation Center 1806 S 11th St Yakima I am an Employee for Northwest Center a non profit organization.
NWC is responsible for clothing drop off bins outside of the office and through out the Wa state. My 
concern is that these bins have homeless and other people who are constantly climbing into these 
bins taking the possessions and also using the bins as temporary shelters. The contents of the bins 
come from all over and walks of life some of which may be from people who have been exposed to 
covid-19. Drivers who pick up these contents from the bins have to remove the items by hand and the 
homeless who dig into these bins become exposed to such dangers helping the virus spread from 
county to county. NWC is using the the grey areas of essential worker rules saying that bins need to 
be cleaned out there for we are under the Sanitation and recycling guide lines. These bins at the 
moment I believe still cause a major health risk that is not essential to the community at the moment.

Jesus Mendoza ekkous@charter.net 5093886880

03/30/20 8:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open T Barger Dirtworks Construction 14218 Stewart Rd SESumner Multiple people working within 6 ft of one another... including safety meeting before start of business. 
Lack of cleaning supplies... sanitizer, lysol, ect...

A L_amber_143@yahoo.com

03/30/20 8:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Nls owned by monarch nation wide Other Landscaping All over Washington Everyone Multiple people in one truck, not social distancing 
Doing routine maintenance for municipalities. The government should be leading this not people! If 
they do it here they will be doing it all over the country. The president needs to draw the lines.

Boyd Boydruckhaber@comcast.net 2067190628

03/30/20 8:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open SPORTSMANS WAREHOUSE Other SPORTING GOODS 9577 Ridgetop Blvd NWSilverdale THIS STORE IS NOT NESISARY AND AN EMPLOYEE HAS CAME IN CONTACT WITH A PERSON 
WHO TESTED POSITIVE.

13603076900

03/30/20 9:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Microconnex Other manufacturing 34935 SE Douglas StSnoqualmie, WA 980655 people at MIcroconnex have tested positive for covid-19 and yet they're still open for business. peter kartak peterkartak@gmail.com 4255249032

03/30/20 9:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Tesla Other Auto Detailer/Dealership 14408 NE 20th St Bellevue The delivery team is still working. I'm not sure how we are considered essential and we have 2 
confirmed cases thus far in our company

03/30/20 9:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open La Conner RV & Camping Resort Other Campground 16362 Snee Oosh RdLa Conner Business owners told employee if he didn't come to work, he would be fired. 3 employees have tested 
positive.

03/30/20 9:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open ISG Other panel shop 3600 SE COLUMBIA WAYVANCOUVER NOT ESSENTIAL. TOILETS INOPERABLE, USING PORTA POTTY.  SOCIAL DISTANCING 
IMPOSSIBLE. VENTILATION NON EXISTING.

03/30/20 9:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Soundmetrics Other They build sonars 10 employees 10110 Northup way Bellevue When the company first heard about having to close, they were going to close, the owner found some 
sorta loop hole and found a way to stay open.  This business is in no way essential.  I decided to use 
my PTO to stay home for 2 weeks, everybody looked sick,  and my wife has medical conditions that 
could harm her if she were to catch the virus.  Any way just concerned.

03/30/20 9:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Persnickety lawn and landscape Other Landscaping company None listed online Issaquah Owner Keith Wolfe (425) 802-1114, business address not listed. Still sending out landscaping crews 
in pairs, violating social distancing and operating a non-essential business.

Samantha Fakharzadeh Samantha.Fakharzadeh@gmail.com 2068593503

03/30/20 11:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Reischling Press Incorporated Other Manufacturer of cards and photo gifting products 3325 S 116th Street Ste 161Seattle Business is non essential, employees are required to work in factory.  Social distancing not possible.  
Proper cleaning and protection is not being carried out.  Employees are afraid.  Office employees are 
allowed to stay home.

Afraid to give my name

03/30/20 11:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Light house Landry Other Laundry mat 5738 north 26th streetTacoma Non essential business is open, not complying with 6foot rule, not complying with 10 or less people.

03/30/20 11:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Top Secret Customs Other Classic car restoration 18935 59th Ave NE Arlington Non essential business working that requires the use off PPE (respirators, face masks, gloves etc).

03/31/20 12:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Receivable performance management llc Other Collection agency 20818 44th Ave W. Suite 140Lynnwood Found out from an old coworker they are taking the daily fine and have confirmed covid sick staff 
members and still operating at normal function levels.

03/31/20 12:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Jeremy sanchez Construction Baker street Wenatchee This owner is very sick yet still working in the wenatchee area. He refuses to get tested. 
Please contact him.

03/31/20 1:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Starbucks Restaurant or food service business 8720 NE Centerpointe DriveVancouver My daughter works at this Starbucks’ location. She has told me of a number of issues that do not 
seem to comply with the current mandates. First and foremost, the fact that Starbucks is allowed to 
consider themselves an “essential “ business is far beyond accurate; coffee can be obtained at a 
number of different business that are ACTUALLY deemed essential, such as grocery stores and gas 
stations, it can even be made at home. 

In addition, three of her managers have been out sick over the last 4 weeks, her shift supervisor, her 
assistant manager and her store manager. Two of which were out of work for several weeks, one 
whom has yet to return to work at all, and two of them both being said to have COVID-19 symptoms 
and cases. This has yet to have been brought forth to the team, and is at risk of putting the customers 
they serve at risk, let alone the fact that my daughter has not been able to see either of her 
grandparents during this time. The store has not been cleaned and sanitized since these managers 
have been sick.

TRUE

03/31/20 5:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open asset recovery specialists (ARS) Other used business copier 22455 72nd ave s kent ars is open for business and does not follow the social distancing guide lines. charles yates c.yates.e@gmail.com 2062289520

03/31/20 5:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open moes home collections Other furniture warehouse 18621 89th place southkent moes home collections is open for business and does not follow the social distancing guide lines at 
there warehouse or their retail store in the sodo distric.

charles yates c.yates.e@gmail.com 2062289520

03/31/20 5:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Quick Ship Electronics Other E-commerce 15510 Redmond-Woodinville Rd NE, Woodinville, WA 98072Woodinville Business claims it's essential due to being apart of the Costco supply chain but is merely an online 
reseller. Deals mostly in electronics including phones, tablets ect. Management not implementing 
much procaution like 6 ft rule and claims sanitizing surfaces is enough

Prefer to be anonymous due to possible retaliation, sorryAnonymous@anon.com Anonymous

03/31/20 5:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open DnL Foundry Other Iron work facility 12970 Road 3 NE Moses Lake Business is staying open requiring employees to report to when when business is not classified as 
essential. Employees not following 6 feet apart social distancing within foundry.

03/31/20 5:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Hartung Glass Other Shower door manufacturing 3351 East Rainier ave SRenton We are cannot follow the social distancing at all times. We only have one deep cleaning per day. We 
manufacture shower doors. All of our customers are closed. Our product is piling up and it is unsafe. 
Not able to ship out products.

03/31/20 6:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open UW Tower Other Radiology scheduling 4333 Brooklyn Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98105Seattle Our manager is only allowing employees with high phone stats to work from home. The rest of us are 
required to go into the office. We schedule Radiology appointments which are being scheduled in 
May due to CV19. A lot of have to catch the bus because parking is still $17 per day!

Colleen Green 3606600940

03/31/20 6:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Economy fence Other Fencing 11709 Cyrus way Mukilteo They have crews clumped together and meeting with the public without any safety gear. They need 
help

Kayla Kpennamen@gmail.com 4253501863

03/31/20 6:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Lewis hall Construction 4182 w Stevens way NeSeattle Non essential, no hand wash stations. Jose perez Maricela21yo@gmail.com 2522551638
03/31/20 7:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Washington Chain and Supply Other Industrial Marine Supply 2901 Utah Avenue SouthSeattle Non-essential business.  Employees who have identified themselves as high risk or have identified 

immediate family members that are high risk for. Coved 19  still being required to work.  Employees 
not being provided safety equipment, not performing appropriate cleaning to workspaces.

03/31/20 7:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aquatic Other Factory 901 northern Pacific rd seYelm Bath tub factory running "buisness as usual" claiming to be making bath tubs for pop up hospitals 
when there have been zero changes to the production schedule to authenticate that claim. 90+ staff 
working in close quarters with zero considerations for social distancing while on the floor.

03/31/20 7:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Monarch landscape Construction 7627 W Bostian Rd, Woodinville, WA 98072Woodinville Not essential business, makes workers gather and work in large groups, won't pay sick leave to 
people who are refusing to go to work

Mr Rodriguez Morfeo86@gmail.com

03/31/20 7:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Peregrine MFG Other Machine shop 19504 24TH AVE W STE 5LYNNWOOD, WA 98036I do not believe this is a essential business if it is it’s a long stretch. Employer no long allows sick 
employees at work but was 2 weeks ago. Poor ventilation and social distancing is not followed at all. I 
believe this to be a dangerous environment for employees to work in.

03/31/20 7:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aquatic Other Manufacture tubs 801 northern Pacific rd seYelm Business is working non essential work. Forcing over time. Close working areas and cant social 
distance. 90+ people.

03/31/20 8:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open GMS Metal Works Other Machine shop 1427 20th St NW Auburn Owner is continuing to work although they are non essential and they are not following social 
distancing protocol.

03/31/20 8:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open BevMo! Bar or other business with a liquor license 850 NW 45th St Seattle, WA I am an employee and wish to remain anonymous. BevMo has limited its hours but is still accepting 
walk-in orders and has employees interacting with customers daily. It has been extremely alarming to 
myself and other co-workers how negligent the company has been in truly protecting us from 
infection. Please keep my information private. Please help us.

Alex alexedmonston@gmail.com 6627019362

03/31/20 8:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open University of Washington Construction 3980 15th ave N.E. Seattle We have 200+ people on the job daily in an enclosed building, The building is not occupied yet, it’s 
brand new it has not been open to the general public

Tom 425-888-2609

03/31/20 8:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Holland America Flower Gardens Other Tulip Festival 1066 S. Pekin Road Woodland Holland America is continuing to hold their tulip festivals.  Large groups of people are there to take 
pictures with the flowers.  People are not following social distancing practices.  Tulip viewing should 
be non-essential.

03/31/20 8:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Nordstrom Other Retail 4th Avenue flagship storeSeattle Employees not self isolating Virginia Gomez Starbright101701@aol.com 4252937533 adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com TRUE
03/31/20 8:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open AQUATIC Other Tub business 801 northern Pacific rd seYELM They're working as a none assential business. Full time with no possibility of self distancing. 

Company should close due to shutdown to stop spread of virus.

03/31/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Maid Brigade Other maid services, housekeeping 14720 Aurora Ave N Seattle Office staff not handing out sanitizer or face masks freely. Employees are repeatedly told not to keep 
asking for more PPE by the office manager Lorena and Berta. Business owner Mark is aware but has 
not sent out any information to employees smart phones. Just posted a paper inside the office but 
most of the cleaning staff leave from home to the customers house to clean and are confined two and 
three to a car for the duration of the workday. When questions are asked managers berate the 
workers. Some of the women fear continuing housekeeping for fear of contracting the covid virus or 
vice versa. This business owner seems to care more for about his business investment than his staff 
or the home owners that still want their home vacuumed.

tejedajb@yahoo.com

03/31/20 8:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Cost less Carpet Other Flooring store 1925 Fowler st. Richland Not following proper guidelines for the covid-19 virus Anthony Muradanes Tone8130@gmail.com 5093789824 manager@costlesscarpet.com
03/31/20 9:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ryder integrated logistics/fabral Other Delivery of Pole building construction supplies 6207 e. desmet Spokane Company portrays itself as essential , delivering non essential items, drivers sent to locations were 

employees have tested positive , providing minimal to none protections against virus , reported to 
supervisor of possible exposure no action taken

Jay Hanson Jayhanson1970@gmail.com 509-218-5478

03/31/20 9:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Dewils industries Other Cabinet shop 12907 ne fourth plain BlvdVancouver My brother works for this company and the owner has told people he is not shutting down unless the 
cops literally take him in handcuffs. There are too many people working in close proximity in that 
warehouse. They need to be shut down.

03/31/20 9:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Work-Sports&Outdoors Other Sporting Goods store 840 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw High volume of traffic each day through the store, with groups/families that don’t follow social 
distancing or proper hygiene/cleaning inside the store. Items being purchased are non-essential items

Carli cdurbin1517@gmail.com

03/31/20 9:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open COST LESS CARPET Other Flooring store 1925 Fowler St. Richland Not following proper guidelites for covid19 Tony tone8130@gmail.com 5093789824 manager@costlesscarpet.com
03/31/20 9:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Vaupell Holdings Inc Other plastic injection molding 1144 NW 53rd St, Seattle, WA 98107seattle they are not essential and they keep there employees close together like caged rats jhon anon.spider@yahoo.com 2062293227

03/31/20 9:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open My baker products Other Pressed wood 2929 roeder ave Bellingham Not sure it’s essential. They are not complying with guidelines. 6 feet a apart.  Just scary.

03/31/20 9:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Howard S Wright Construction 1800 NW myhre roadSilverdale Open construction that is non-essential and social distancing requirements cannot be followed 
throughout the day

03/31/20 9:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Wayne Dalton (Overhead Door 
Company)

Other Finished products mill (wooden Garage doors) 2001 Industrial DriveCentralia We are non essential production, and mainly export to California and Ohio NOT LOCALLY. I believe 
several coworkers have already filed as well, and we have extremely unsanitary conditions due to not 
having a cleaning crew anymore. The production manager said as long as we "swish water in our 
mouths" we wont get sick. Thank you.

Anonymous 26 heenglemccringleberry@gmail.com

03/31/20 10:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Regalo International Landlord 2980 Center Dr #150Dupont We distribute baby/pet Gates. Don't do social distancing. Unloading shipping container only few feet 
from someone else. No

03/31/20 10:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Lianga pacific inc. Other ReManufacturing of wood molding 2120 port of Tacoma rdTacoma Social distancing violation Sandovaljohn13@gmail.com
03/31/20 10:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Surface Art Construction 19901 62nd ave s Kent This is a tile vacation facility and warehouse, they dont follow social distancing guidelines as the work 

stations don't allow them to in their fabricating department. Products come from Italy and China, and 
lunch and break room is not closed.

Krislyn Turner krislynturner@hotmail.com



03/31/20 10:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bathware Other make bathtubs 801 Northern Pacific Rd SEYelm Owned by American Bath Group. Company says they are making showers for field hospitals. Workers 
see no evidence of this. Lack of social distancing.

Jill Feuerhelm auntjill48@gmail.com 5415134988

03/31/20 10:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Wesco Other Warehouse 951 monster rd Renton Have been a case of covid-19 Danny samorn Dannysamorn112@love.com 2532131574
03/31/20 10:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Wesco Other Warehouse 951 Monster RD Renton There has been cases of COVID 19 in the facility. John Doe
03/31/20 10:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Genie Other Manufacturing 47020 SE 144th St North Bend Business is not essential to public health, food supply, and or medical supply/sevice. Business 

produces metal parts unrelated to food, medical supplies, or fuel. Business cannot operate and 
adhere to social distancing rules. Employees are being subjected to working in extremely close 
distances from one another and are constantly calling in sick and sick at work. Employees have been 
exposed to the virus through friends and family that have contracted and died from Covid-19.

Matt chubbabubba117@hotmail.com 425-736-4231

03/31/20 10:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open North valley services Other Recycle center/ adult with disabilities program 923 East south st. Orland Having staff run recycling  and working when not necessary

03/31/20 11:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Cascade Windows Other Window manufacturer 10507 E Montgomery AveSpokane Valley They continue to stay open and are risking lives. One of their employees had tested positive for Covid-
19 last week and they are still open. They also attempted to pull a work permit to continue to work. All 
of their office employees are working from home but they still have they're warehouse workers coming 
into work. Several employees have called out sick.

Jessica Serrano Zackyyessi16@gmail.com 7864081415

03/31/20 11:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Minuteman press of Kennewick Other Printing 110 N Cascade Kennewick They are exposing the public and employees by claiming they are doing essential work. Not offering 
PPE to employees and not following safety guidelines for COVID19 prevention.

Vanessa vanessafv@gmail.com 5094602373

03/31/20 11:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Wooldridge boats Other Boat Builder 1303 s 96th st Seattle 98108 Employees wife has Covid 19, employee was still required to come to work and doctors think he may 
have it.

03/31/20 11:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Dewills Other Cabinet maker 12907 NE Fourth Plain BlvdVancouver More than 30 workers still working with no social distance in a non essential job Anonymous Anonymous@gmail.com 3609999999

03/31/20 11:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Sara's Signs Other Home Decor 1695 Lewis River RdWoodland I am currently an employee at Sara's Signs...we make home décor signs. I do NOT believe that this 
business is an essential business to remain open during a world wide pandemic and the last thing I 
need right now is to get fined for going to work illegally. Our boss claimed were essential because our 
signs go to a website called Zulily so she claims we can remain open but I just don't feel comfortable 
going to work if its not legal. She's also telling us we need to ask her permission to go on 
unemployment and if we don't return to work during this she will find replacements. I can also vouche 
for the fact that we are NOT staying up to date with proper PPE and have an employee that thinks 
she has the coronavirus, and is continuing to work and put us all at risk and not even wearing a mask. 
We work within 4 ft of each other. I believe this is extremely unprofessional and I know we aren't 
following protocol. I hope that this is enough information...if you'd like more I'm willing to speak with 
anything I may know. But I ask, PLEASE, keep this as an anonymous tip as my boss is a small 
business owner and she will definently fire me if she knows I gave a tip in. My assistant manager of 
Sara's is my roommate and is willing to speak towards this also.

Skylar skylarjakel@icloud.com (360)-261-8328 or (360)-601-6188

03/31/20 11:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Genie Other Manufacturing 47020 SE 144th St North Bend Genie does not serve public health, food industry, or medical in any fashion. Genie has subjected all 
employees to sub-par guidelines for handling the Covid-19 crisis. Employees are constantly sick at 
work or calling in sick. There is only vocalization of techniques used to prevent spread of illness. 
There is no enforcement from Genie. Genie is backing their employees into a corner by not giving 
them paid leave, or offering lay-offs that ensure unemployment acceptability. We are told that we must 
use personal paid time off if we feel at risk but what about those of us with families that have no PTO? 
We are constantly sharing germs and risk infecting our family. This must be regulated correctly and it 
is not.

Nate Baker nbake999@gmail.com 425-736-4231

03/31/20 11:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Wayne Dalton Garage doors Other Finish products 2001 Industrial Dr. Centralia Are we build his garage doors for Ohio and California are working environment is very unsanitary and 
unsafe. We are also not receiving any hazard pay for unsanitary working environment

Anonymous 12952@adnaschools.org

03/31/20 11:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Sunrise identity Other Warehouse/promotional goods 12611 northup way Bellevue Business conducting non essential work and forcing employees to come into work. No cleaning 
equipment or sanitizer provided. No social distancing. Company mostly deals with promotional goods 
like T-shirt and other wearables.

03/31/20 11:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open U.S Cellular Other Retail Wireless Sales 1125 Harrison Ave Centralia Business is still open while not being an essential business. Sick customers still coming in 
disregarding social distancing practices.

Mark Garibay mark_garibay@hotmail.com 3603888179

03/31/20 12:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ardagh Group Other Glass production 5801 E. Marginal Way SSeattle One confirmed case with multiple family members that work there and they are still open. No sanitizing 
or cleaning. Bathrooms look like a science project. Putting many families in danger.

03/31/20 12:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Holiday Inn Express Other Hotel 131 128th st sw Everett Hotel is open for business putting employees at high risk because the only business they are catering 
to is drug addicts and prostitution. 80 percent of rooms being booked are thru online discounts to 
cater to the low level unhealthy client. Housekeeping staff is cleaning room with drug paraphanalia on 
a daily. Heavy foot traffic thru each room that is a drug room. The company is using dust masks and 
Clorox wipes as there form of safety and sanitization. Front desk, breakfast and housekeeping staff 
are less than 6 ft away from guests.

Anonymous staff do to fear of being fired.Unknown 0000000000

03/31/20 12:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open DACO Material Handling Other Distribution 8825 S 184th Street KENT They have 1 case already of COVID 19 from an employee

03/31/20 12:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Cascade Engineering Services Other Engineering and Metrology 6640 185th Ave. NE Redmond Cascade is remaining open and penalizing employees who will not work due to health risks. They are 
also not implementing any added distancing or sanitation measures and are putting employees at risk.

03/31/20 1:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other flooring store 1925 fowler st. Richland no sanitizer stations for employees, not following 6 ft separation rule even though its posted, 
customers waiting in store when not suppose to, and not cleaning store after customers leave

mandy valdez man_d_v@hotmail.com 509-378-1789 manager@costlesscarpet.com

03/31/20 1:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Seametrics Other Production 19026 72nd Ave S, Kent, WA 98032Kent Company over 75 people in production no ppe or social distancing people work side by side with no 
shield or any PPE

03/31/20 1:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Astellas/Universal Cells Other Biotechnology 3005 1st Ave, Seattle, WA 98121Seattle This company does non-COVD-19 related researches, they are not complying with the social 
distances for their employees either. Employees are working in cubic office areas, the workers sit less 
than 6 ft with each other.

03/31/20 2:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Rain City Maids Other House cleaning 220 6th street Kirkland Employer sending employees into homes to clean residential homes without proper PPE. Non 
essential since people are home, not hazard cleaning homes. Employees feel unsafe while boss stays 
quarantined at home and makes them work eventhough they have said they are afraid of illnesses. 
Don’t want the owner to know who reported him because he will retaliate against my daughter who is 
a manager

Roxanna Cofield roxcof@comcast.net 6787241651

03/31/20 2:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Jemco Components & Fabrication Other Fabrication shop 603 5th Pl S Kirkland Business has 20 or so employs at work & are gathering for breaks outside in small groups without 
much separation

Ken Allender kenallender48@gmail.com 4258287891

03/31/20 2:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Locklier's Meat Other Meat delivery/solicitation 7638 Emerald Dr SWLakewood Came knocking on our door trying to sell meat. Solicitation. Not wearing face mask or gloves. Is going 
door-to-door. Not essential services. Company is out of Lakewood. We live in Lacey. Way outside his 
quarantine area. Not following social distancing, or the Stay at home order.

Heather Wulf PiscesDreams81@yahoo.com 360.451.7747

03/31/20 2:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open James Hardie Building Products Other Fiber cement manufacturing 18200 50th ave E. Tacoma They claim to stay open based on providing for construction of medical facilities but that's not what is 
happening. They had an assumed positive but did not quarantine the crew that the person works with.

03/31/20 3:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Weatherguard Construction 1128 12th avenue Longview They pile their workers into a bus and converge on small businesses trying to comply Susan Sindergard@comcast.net Work

03/31/20 3:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Evergreen tractor llc Other Heavy machines 164 s Michigan st Seattle Workers walking around, no gloves or masks, standing close to each other and pressure washing. its 
heavy machines definitely not essential

Steve Katrell 2534665822

03/31/20 3:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Molly Maids Other House cleaners 13510 Aurora Ave N ste a, Seattle, WA 98133seattle I observed a Molly Maids car with three housekeepers exiting a private house and putting cleaning 
supplies in their car; it looked like they were finishing up a job and were packing up to leave.  This 
was on the 122nd block of 11th Ave NW; I was walking my dog.  At least two of them were wearing 
surgical masks, but they were riding in a car together and were closer than 6 feet apart as they were 
packing the car up.

Dana danastahl95@gmail.com 12066183324

03/31/20 3:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ek engineering inc Construction 105 west Main StreetBattle ground Multiple people working in a small office

03/31/20 3:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Apartment Mgmt Consultants, LLC 
(AMC) (dba Campbell Run Apartments 
in Woodinville, WA)

Landlord 13305 NE 171st St Woodinville CONTACT NAME: Maria Carrillo (HR Dir. - compant is in Utah) 801-633-5231 or 801-676-1269 and 
she is REQUIRING employees to go to work or get fired. Their attny said they are essential workers, 
"even though not specified in Gov Essential employee list" & gave them personal letters to carry. 1 
employee had fever& cough & was still REQUIRED to go to work & give Personal apt tours! 
Employees Scared-to get sick or be fired!  
PLEASE HELP THESE WORKERS ASAP!!

Tammy Krupp krpfam@msn.com 253-797-4526

03/31/20 4:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Los Tapatios Other Mexican market, mostly money wire transfers, pays cell phone bills and activations114 S 9th St walla walla is not at all following social distancing, employees not wearing gloves, has taken no safety 
precautions. Its Business as usual.

Maria De La Torre maria509@gmail.com 5099461524

03/31/20 4:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Petersen Brothers Inc Construction 2008 E Valley HWY Sumner Business continues to remain open with out allowing work from home for everyone. Office operating in 
full swing, social distancing is not being respected for example circling around behind peoples desk 
for conversations. Still doing construction work in the yard. We can provide emergency repair for 
Guard rail and barrier but we should be restricted to just that. Still sending people out to pick up parts 
and supplies for work that is not essential.

Raymond Severns raymondseverns@gmail.com 2533635316

03/31/20 5:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Bill's yard swvice Other Lawn maintanance 13612 55th ave cf eastPuyallup, These guys are doing lawn maintenance with majority of client being at risk for virus (Senior's). Nor 
have the essentials to keep them safe, such as washing hands. And are at a variety of different place 
on a daily bases.

Lisa C. lisamc1369@gmail.com +12532035497

03/31/20 5:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open The Pool Guy Plus Other Salesof pools, spas, supplies, water testing 2815 E Main Ave Puyallup Company not providing cleaning supplies for staff to sanitize store efficiently. Not complying with state 
order in danger in staff and public

Debbie Douglas Dj_64debbie@yahoo.com 253-651-6212

03/31/20 6:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath Other Aquatic Bath Company 801 Northern PacificYelm I requested clarification from the governor if Aquatic was 
An essential business and their response was that it is not 
An essential business but aquatics remains open and produces 200+ bath tubs a day and is fully 
staffed not following social distancing

Ashley Lopez mrs.ashleylopez@hotmail.com 3603381313

03/31/20 6:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open GMN Other Unknown 15th Ave West Seattle The business continues to operate event though they may not be considered essential. There are still 
numerous employees working.

03/31/20 7:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Associated Materials Inc néé Alside 
Windows

Other Window manufacturing 2801 Freeman Road EFife We produce vinyl windows.  We have a crew of at LEAST 120 on any given day.  We are all in 
contact with door handles and each others’ shared breathing air, our company provides NO PPE or 
other options for employees for this situation.

03/31/20 7:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Microsoft Other Video Production Facility 4400 148th AVE NE Redmond Microsoft Production Studios is fully open and hosting video and event productions. They are 
attempting to social distance when possible but it is not always possible when you need crews of 15+ 
people to do a production. Employees feel unsafe and uncomfortable going to work. It seems the 
operation is not essential at this time and they are certainly not limiting the work they're doing to 
"essential only."

03/31/20 8:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Braun northwest Other Production North star Rd Napavine Working without essential passes to drive or work. I work there myself and they said that if someone 
in the building gets to Coronavirus they would send everyone that was around the person with it home 
but not close down shop so there for they would make us come back to work the next day.

Alex Weissenfluh Alexweissenfluh94@gmail.com 3603556432

03/31/20 9:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Madrona Real Estate Services Landlord 1320 E Pike St Seattle After being allowed to work from home, employees are now being forced into an office that doesn't 
allow for social distancing

Ila Dickenson ila.e.dickenson@gmail.com 2065184697

03/31/20 9:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Prime Window Systems Other Window manufacturing warehouse 3400 Tacoma StreetUnion gap WA 98903 This is a small business with over 150 employees all packed into a small warehouse which does not 
have enough space to enforce the 6ft social distancing they also locked all the restrooms making it 
harder to wash your hands and stay healthy in this crisis.

03/31/20 10:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Deacon Construction Construction 1400 sw 107th st Seattle They are remodeling apartments at the address above. Not practicing social distancing and there 
were people coughing and working together.



03/31/20 11:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Work N More Other Retail 17800 W Valley HwyTukwila Not only are they still open. They are not following sanitation or social distancing requirements.

04/01/20 12:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Addition foods, (Dog food distribution) 
Cascade Western representative 
(electrical wiring) Shah Safari ( clothing 
outlet) Kent Washington

Other Electrical wire warehouse, with multiple other companies in 1 warehouse. 19227 72nd Ave S Kent No hand soap, no cleaning supplies, no hand gloves Cameo Mccalpine cmccalpine@gmail.com 360.522.2882

04/01/20 5:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Juanitas high school Construction 10601 NE 132nd st Kirkland They are around 40 /60 workers, same area

04/01/20 6:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Stacey whitbec Construction 149th Shoreline Many people coming into contact everyday

04/01/20 6:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Inter-Pak supply Construction 5901 South 11th St Ridgefield Not staying within the 6 apart

04/01/20 6:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Commercial cabinet works Construction 5901 South 11th St Ridgefield Not staying within the 6 apart

04/01/20 6:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Urban cabinets Construction 19300 144th Avenue NEWoodinville Lots of people working close together.

04/01/20 7:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open ABODA by RESIDE Other Corporate Housing 6525 240th ST SE Woodinville Our company is telling us and police that we are an essential business, providing housing for people 
that come from other countries to work for Microsoft. If there's a travel ban and a stay at home order in 
place, we are not working. No customers are coming or going. And if they are, they can be housed 
temporarily in a hotel provided by their company. ABODA is also not providing essential PPE for our 
workers-- no facemask or gloves for drivers in the field.

John Roberts theoilcanfinderman@gmail.com 4257735075

04/01/20 7:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Conifer foods Restaurant or food service business 15500 woodville-redmond rd#c-400Woodville Employees not practicing social distancing. Operating food truck selling fisher scones. MARLENE A PEARSON map2thepast@gmail.com 2537329777

04/01/20 8:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ruff construction LLC Construction 16120 redmond-woodinville Rd ne suit 9Woodinville Making employees work in people's homes without proper safety attire no gloves ,mask, body suit 
ECT working in close proximity of people

04/01/20 8:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Winsome trading Other Furniture warehouse 16111 Redmond Woodinville RD NEWoodinville No masks, gloves, and disregarding 6 foot rule. Was told if employees stay home during quarantine 
that wages and job would be lost.

04/01/20 8:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Erin Baker's Wholesome Baked Goods Restaurant or food service business 427 Ohio St. Bellingham Many employees not able to follow social distancing guidelines. Employees required to continue 
working even when concerned they may have been in contact with an infected person. Non-essential 
business continuing to operate.

Athena athenakohrmann@gmail.com 2066838602

04/01/20 8:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Vision landscapes Other Landscape 9924 28th Dr SE Everett Actively working a non essential business with no social distancing practices. 425-610-8712

04/01/20 8:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Parc East/ pro grass Other Landscape 4290 Addy St. Washougal A landscape crew can't sit 6 ft apart inside a truck Alan Varden vikingtarheel@hotmail.com 9712308154
04/01/20 9:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Greenleaf Landscaping Other Landscaping 3001 S Huson Tacoma Crew trucks packed with 3-4 employees sitting next to each other. Then they go to apartment 

complexes, cut grass and don't follow any social distancing guidelines.
Jeanette Craig Seattleladyfish@gmail.com 253-632-1961

04/01/20 9:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open The Gourmet’s Galley Other Cookware and candy shop. 21 Spring Street Friday Harbor Although there are a minor amount of food products (spices, teas, gourmet jams and honey) it’s 
mostly cookware, utensils and a lot of candies. The store is cramped, owner won’t allow use of face 
masks or gloves for employee and 6’ distancing isn’t maintained. It’s very dirty inside and cramped.

Stephanie Simonton Stephanie.simonton@icloud.com 360-622-9340

04/01/20 9:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Northwest Lanscaping Service Other Lanscaping/Yard Maintenance 7627 W Bostian RD Woodinville 2 men in the cab of their many trucks  (which is not following the 6 foot rule).  Is mowing lawns, pulling 
weeds and leaf blowing essential?

Bob Webster b.webster@rainierwelding.com 206-853-3977

04/01/20 10:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open University of Washington Construction 3980 15th ave N.E. Seattle We have a confirmed case of Covid

04/01/20 10:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Dewils industries Construction 12907 ne 4th plain Vancouver WA 40 employees at high risk of getting covid19 sitting in lunch room,same bathroom, touching same 
tools and materials. Owner refuses to close.

Non-essential workers Savelives@yahoo.com 911

04/01/20 10:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Whatever construction contractor is 
building houses in the development

Construction 16th ST SE & 79th AVE SELake Stevens Builders are building houses and sharing a single porta-potty, working in extreme close proximity to 
one another.

04/01/20 11:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Different contractors Construction 2521 13 Ave. S. Seattle Observed several construction workers shake hands and not following the 6ft recommendation.

04/01/20 11:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Sage and all Landscaping business in 
Olympia area

Other Landscape maintenance P.O. Box 14728 Tumwater We have a problem with landscaping companies in the Olympia area and throughout Thurston County 
still operating despite shut down. Through conversation I have learned many owners ‘stretching’ the 
terms to deem the companies ‘essential’ my own employer sent me fraudulent documents defining us 
as essential. I called health dept to confirm we were to shut down. We received messages that work 
will most likely start again Monday because our employer (Puget sound grounds maintenance) has a 
permit allowing us to go back to work , no gloves no masks. Please address the public that private 
landscapers are not ‘essential’ and need to comply to keep the community and its workers safe. 
Please keep my info anonymous

Kevin Norton Onebadguitarist11317@gmail.com 360.791.4358

04/01/20 12:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Madrona Real Estate Services, LLC Landlord 1320 E Pike Seattle Originally employees were working from home, but recently they were made to go into the very small 
office and work. They are well within 6 feet of each other and the work can be done at home.

04/01/20 12:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Rain City Maids Other House Cleaners 220 6th St Kirkland This is a house cleaning business. Sending cleaners in and out of strangers home without proper 
PPE and in complete disregard of the stay at home act. Please keep me anonymous to business.

Kirstie S Kirstieraiesuarez89@gmail.com 2067020613

04/01/20 12:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Jackson Hewitt Other Tax services Hwy 2 Airway Heights Employee and 2 customers in a semi enclosed space inside a Walmart doing business. People in very 
close contact

Denise Rains Dennylori@aol.com 5089811399

04/01/20 1:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Honeywell Other Manufacturing 15001 NE 36th St Redmond There was a delay reporting a person with the virus to other workers. Also people from other shifts 
are working overtime, causing over crowding on the next shift. Distancing is not possible. Workers 
can carry the virus home to others!

Paul Montgomery paul@macpanic.com 4254175930

04/01/20 1:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open I don't know the name of the 
construction companies.

Construction 1515 Shenandoah Drive East      and     1536 Shenandoah Drive EastSeattle, 98112 Nonessential residential construction. Large groups of workers NOT observing social distancing. Julie Blystad Jblystad@comcast.net 2063702627

04/01/20 1:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Olympic food equipment Restaurant or food service business 1222 2nd ave suite CTumwater This person is coughing not  covering their cough,  or taking this seriously. Rather not say No thank you

04/01/20 1:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Grand Pacific Apartments Construction 7021-7025 S D St Tacoma Construction workers not keeping social distance, no face masks, no hand washing station and are 
not essential.  This is a for-profit business and is not essential

Tracy Turner coachtracyt@gmail.com 707-332-3003

04/01/20 2:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open ghy bikes Other Bicycle shop 230 Main Ave S, Renton, WA 98057Renton Open sign.  People going in and out the whole day!  6ft not distancing not followed Farid Harhad farid.harhad@gmail.com 225-955-0820

04/01/20 2:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Epic asset management Landlord 219 e Garfield st Seattle Epic asset management is forcing its employees to work on site when it is non essential and can be 
done remotely. They are forcing employees to not social distance and be potentially affected while 
corporate works from home.

Susan smith Susansmith@noemail.com 4257782501

04/01/20 2:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open MJ's Housekeeping Other Residential housecleaning 4624 16th Street EastFife Staff are being sent to individual residences to perform cleaning and were told that their work is 
considered essential by the owner and that they had to come to work or be fired. No protective 
equipment is being  provided or even recommended.   Business owner has also bragged to some 
workers that she has filed for her own unemployment.   Business phone number is 253-926-1012

Julie Boyer Boyerolywa@gmail.com 360 352-2418

04/01/20 3:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open SGL Compost Other Carbon fiber 8781 Randolph Rd NEMoses lake SGL sells all product overseas, they are not shipping product currently, product made is not a 
necessity.. and they were not providing the proper mask, hand sanitizers, disinfection wipes.. It is my 
belief and belief of many others that they are putting profit over people health..

Manuel E Mendez bp_2002us@yahoo.com 5092705963

04/01/20 3:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Lawncare Other Lawncare 8912 Waller Road EastTacoma I worked for a lawn care company who remains open during the COVID19 shutdown and doesn't 
abide by social distancing measures. I was shoulder to shoulder with my co-workers while in a vehicle 
numerous times a day.

Brandon LeBlanc leblanc.brandon19@gmail.com 2536517796

04/01/20 3:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Silver Streak Other Construction Dump truck Drivers 23700 SE 264th St, Maple Valley, WA 98038Maple Valley They are still having there drivers go out and perform work duties that are non essential, they haul 
product for construction pits and sites..the drivers come in contact with multiple people, paper work 
that could put the drivers and families at risk..this is a job that is not necessary and needs to stop. 

Sincerely Concerned employees

Anonymous please chadderton1979@gmail.com 2067944562

04/01/20 3:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Pacific Research Laboratories 
(Sawbones)

Health-related business 10221 SW 188th Vashon Sawbones makes medical training equipment, but nothing related to Covid-19. They have reopened 
again as of 3/30, after being closed for only one week after the governor's order. They have 175 
employees.  Unless they have converted the factory to make respirators (which I doubt) I believe they 
are bending the rules to stay open and make $$. I work there and don't want to go back because it 
puts our community at risk. They also stated on there website they would let their customers 
determine if they were essential.

Giustin Durall giustinmdurall@gmail.com 206-714-7359

04/01/20 3:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Prime Windows and Doors Other Building windows and doors 3400 S Tacoma StreetUnion Gap I have observed people working in assembly lines and they most definitely are not 6 feet apart. They 
are building windows and doors and they are going nowhere. There aren’t business open that need 
these products at this time. They also have porta potties during this time of a pandemic. So not 
sanitary.

04/01/20 3:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open UW North Student Housing Oak 
Hall/Lewis Grove Ph IVb

Construction Wa university campus not addres next to deny hallSeattle This job site is not following the rules social distances and I think is not a essential job to many people 
working together l, please do something absher is the contractor is not taking care of the workers.

Luis pariente Luispariente4@gmail.com

04/01/20 3:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Sportsman's Warehouse Other Sporting Goods 120 31 AVE SE Puyallup This does not appear to be an essential business that continues to operate.  How can this business 
stay open, but Dick's Sporting Goods is closed.  Also, no social distancing occurring.

04/01/20 5:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Teknon inc. Construction 7808 Hawks Prairie Road NELacey Not following social distancing guideline and with infected workers working with large group of people

04/01/20 6:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open United Finance Other Auto Loan Office 7305 NE Fourth Plain Blvd. Suite AVancouver I was under the impression that businesses such as this were deemed non-essential and therefore 
should not be open, the employees are placed at desks less than 6 feet apart and are NOT following 
social distancing protocols.

04/01/20 6:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Angela’s Green Cleaning Other Cleaning business PO Box 65113 Seattle WA 98155Seattle Employees entering homes under quarantine without PPE and without disinfecting chemicals. 
Website was changed 04/01/20 to state that sanitizing services are offered—false. No bleach is used 
by employees and the owner is baldly lying to clients. Residential cleaning only—no janitorial or public 
sanitization at this company. Workers are not being compensated for hazards to health. Client, their 
families and workers put at risk.

angcleaning@gmail.com

04/01/20 6:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open pavl painting Construction 9555 Old Pacific Hwywoodland  98674 The paint fumes from this business are making it impossible to stay home I'm forced to leave I will be 
taking the kids to the park till we can again breathe the air in our home.

Sandy Thomas Thomassandy75@gmail.Com

04/01/20 6:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Lakeside construction Construction 8592 Hunts Pt Ln Seattle Full construction crew building a dock at a residence. No social distancing. Guys sharing tools and 
passing materials around. Looked like new project starting after stay at home order. This is not 
essential, and they are risking my community and themselves!

04/01/20 7:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open HARTUNG GLASS Other Window manufacturer 17820 West valley hwyTukwilla They are a window manufacturer for homes. They tell their employees that there layers said they can 
be open.  They are also not following the 6 ' rule. They tell employees that 3 feet is ok.  Lots of 
employees working in confined areas and within close proximity.

Jim haffnerjim3@gmail.com 425- 518-9358

04/01/20 7:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ranta CPA Other CPA Firm 1818 Westlake Ave N Suite 424Seattle All work can be done online but they are still requiring Bookkeepers to come into the office. There are 
7 employees and they do not sit 6 ft apart. One worker constantly sneezes and coughs without 
covering her mouth. She does not leave the room nor does she wash her hands after. Also, blows 
nose and leaves the dirty tissues on her desk. Owners know about this and do not address the issue 
with the employee. Please help.

Maureen McGowan maureen98102@yahoo.com (206) 902-6057

04/01/20 8:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Adgagh group seattle Other Bottle recycling 5801 e marginal way sSeattle Business is having positive cases of covid 19 and not sending people home, still open for work and 
not cleaning and not disinfecting

04/01/20 9:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Weyerhaeuser Other Structural lumber testing 32902 Weyerhaeuser way southFederal Way We received information today during a Skype meeting stating that a housekeeper that was last in our 
building March 27 received her positive COVID-19 test results last night and the employees there are 
being asked to continue working. There are still 10+ people working in the warehouse testing 
structural lumber. I would like to verify that this is essential work. They are supposed to be cleaning 
tools after use and remaining a 6 ft distance.

04/01/20 9:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open ImageNet Other Document scanning/data management 6411 S 216th st Kent Remaining open, telling employees to lie to authorities and tell authorities their work is essential. 
People often work within 6 ft of each other, with several supervisors openly denying the seriousness 
of COVID19

Kevin Daniels thebrumagem@yahoo.com 2062007654

04/01/20 9:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open domino's Pizza Restaurant or food service business 8345 15th Ave NW Ste ASeattle This is NOT Essential, we are having to follow sloppy procedures as employees there while this virus 
wont even peak until July , please please deem this place non essential officially so we can claim our 
benefits and protect our lives and others lives.

Scott Johnston headpastor8@gmail.com 3602338622



04/01/20 10:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Top Pot Donuts Restaurant or food service business 2724 N Proctor St Tacoma Operating under the guise of an essential business. Donuts are not essential during a global 
pandemic. Workers are not being supplied with proper preventive wear. No signage regarding social 
distancing or covid-19 precautions are posted. Employees asked to work even though had a fever.

Kristen Angelo thatonekristen@gmail.com 2533102355

04/02/20 12:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Lens crafters Other Eye glass retail South hill mall Puyallup Lens crafters in the Puyallup mall is still open and not able to maintain 6 foot rule Barbara 2067650907

04/02/20 1:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open MSI Sweepers Other Sweeper 27218 SE Kent Kangley Rd98051Ravensdale Employees meeting with more than 10 people. Not following safety protection.

04/02/20 5:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open James Hardie Siding Other Manufacturing 18200 50th Avenue eastTacoma People are still having to work in an environment where they are unable to socially distance and in a 
non essential business

MJ

04/02/20 6:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Saborios Landscaping Other Landscaping 23128 SE 436th st Enumclaw wa 98022 Not following stay at home and socisl distancing Amy
04/02/20 7:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Pacific landscape services Other Landscape 2718 N.E. Burton Rd. Vancouver, WA 98662Vancouver Not following social distancing truck full of four people riding together then going to work sites and not 

keeping distance from other citizens.
Adam Ajenson28@outlook.com

04/02/20 7:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Watts specialties inc Other Welders 2323 east pioneer #APuyallup Family being exposed to covid-19 Austin austinwyatt@gmail.com 2532570757
04/02/20 7:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Tempur-Sealy Inc. Other Mattress manufacturer 2626 willamette dr lacey Buisness is non-essential by definition and Social distancing is also not being enforced Ken Fisher kenny.fisher82@outlook.com 5038631914 consumersupport@sealy.com

04/02/20 8:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Tempur-Sealy Other Mattress manufacturing plant 2626 Willamette DR NELacey Tempur-Sealy mattress manufacturing plant has remained open for production. Supposedly the legal 
dept found a way to stay open in case orders come in for hospital beds but no such orders have been 
received. Only 20-30 out of 120+ employees have shown up each day but the nature of the work 
makes it impossible to maintain proper social distancing. My spouse is in management at the 
company and fears retaliation for speaking out. He has underlying health issues that put him at 
greater risk of covid-19 complications.

consumersupport@sealy.com

04/02/20 8:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Direct Fairways Other Call center 7200 NE 41sr StreetVancouver Not respecting social distancing.  Sharing headsets. Still hiring new employees weekly. James Ruark Jamesr@vanportmech.com 360-518-3894

04/02/20 8:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Milgard Other Window and door manufacturer 965 54th ave e. Fife Non essential business is open, not practicing social distancing, people are starting to test positive for 
Covid.  Workers continue to be made to work very close together.  Lying and claiming they are 
essential to providing windows to medical facilities.

Rachel rachelknickerbocker@gmail.com 253-792-9907

04/02/20 8:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Northwest area LLC Other Contractor 2620 s Tacoma way Tacoma The owner is sick with pneumonia and is still trying to work I'm scared that I will get sick and 
compromise my immune system and contract covid 19 please contact the owner and tell him to stop 
working

04/02/20 8:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Accurate Industries Other Aluminum Treatment and Paint Shop 233 D St NW Auburn This company is no longer working on orders for essential businesses. They always allowed a worker 
to come in while they were showing severe symptoms of Covid-19. That worker got tested and the 
results were inconclusive. I don’t fully believe they told us the truth about the results.

Niki Craiger Niki.Craiger@gmail.com 253-249-6475

04/02/20 9:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open CLS Landscaping Serice LLC Other Landscaping/Lawn Service 4207 9th Ave NW Seattle Still working with two or three employees workings and sharing one service truck.  Sitting together in 
the front and back seats.

04/02/20 9:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Plastics Northwest Other Manufacturing 2851 NW Lower River RoadVancouver No PPE, no social distancing, business as usual. Company makes plastic parts for non-essential 
businesses. Rents a building from Port of Vancouver, so they have self proclaimed themselves 
essential as well.

Anonymous to avoid RetaliationCantsay@gmail.com 360-555-5555

04/02/20 9:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Michael's Distribution Center Other Craft supplies Warehouse 208 Hoss Road Centralia Aside from this business being non essential and still in production, this company is not providing the 
proper sanitizing services. The equipment is not being sanitized hardly at all and when I asked for 
cleaning supplies to clean the area where we process online orders I was denied. They said they 
didnt have any to give me.

Andrea Ettenhofer andrea.ettenhofer@gmail.com 3604923123

04/02/20 9:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open NAP Steel Other Distribution 19022 80th Ave S Kent This business distributes to Non essential businesses and is currently open. They are not complying 
with CDC cleaning and sanitation guidelines, putting their employees, customers and community at 
risk.

04/02/20 10:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Fabrication Products Construction 4201 NE Minnehaha StVancouver this business is a welding/fabrication shop, they are the only ones open in the area. The owner told 
his employees when asked about them being an essential business "if you don't hear it from me then 
its bullshit"  They are not practicing social distancing, there was an employee that came back from 
traveling and came into the office without being quarantined for 14 days. There are more than 10 
employees working in this shop.  The owner of this company is only concerned about making money 
for his business and not concerned for the employees health and risk/exposure during this pandemic. 
PLEASE SHUT THEM DOWN!!

anonymous- DUE TO RETALIATION FROM OWNER/COMPANYanonymous/ DUE TO RETALIATION FROM OWNER/COMPANY anonymous/ DUE TO RETALIATION FROM OWNER/COMPANY

04/02/20 12:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Kaleidoscope Landscaping Other Landscaping 16037 Aurora Avenue North, Shoreline, WA, 98133Shoreline Providing weeding and lawn mowing services to wealthy clients while exposing workers to possible 
infection, spreading infection between workers and their families, using PPE for non-essential work, 
required work meetings of up to 20 people, workers riding in trucks together, NOT to mitigate 
emergency related safety hazards, like a tree branch that needs taken out for safety, the so called 
essential activities are weeding, mowing, planting bulbs, pruning flowering shrubs at individual 
residents in high income neighborhoods. Workers cannot get child care because it's not actually 
essential. Low wage workers and their vulnerable children and families are at risk to exposure and 
exposing others.

Maisy Lane lane.maisy@gmail.com 206-351-6178

04/02/20 12:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Draper Valley Farms Other Farm 1000 Jason Ln Mt Vernon My uncle and aunt reached out to me yesterday , I live in Kent,Wa there is a slight language barrier so 
they are unable to write this email themselves. They work at Draper Valley Farms which recently had 
two patients that tested positive, that was all the information that was provided to them by the 
company. The company continued with normal activity. It’s a factory where they pack chicken, which 
is non essential according to the essential business list.

Simi K. simarpreet_kaur@live.com 2538860804

04/02/20 1:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Boeing Company Other Manufacturing N 6th Street Renton Boeing is forcing return to work for manufacturing personnel on the 8th. They claim they have created 
procedures to keep us safe but they won’t enforce them. Office personnel told to stay home. Boeing 
shouldn’t be open. It’s impossible to social distance. Huge risk to the community and workforce. Stop 
letting them walk all over the government!

I want to be anonymous Anonymously@yahoo.com 123-888-0913

04/02/20 1:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Precision Countertops (contracted 
through HOME DEPOT) working in 
Spokane County

Construction 26200 SW 95th  Ste 303Wilsonville  OR   97070Precision Countertops is based out of OR, but I have a family member who is employed by them 
currently doing countertop installations in Washington, Idaho, and Montana.  Precision Countertops is 
contracted with the HOME DEPOT (which is still open and considered an essential business).  
However, the nature of the work is such that Precision Countertops employees enter into multiple 
customer homes to install countertops, and I believe this is in violation of Gov. Inslee's Stay At Home 
order and puts employees and customers of Precision Countertops at significant COVID-19 health 
risk. I believe this to be a non-essential business, as countertop installation is primarily cosmetic in 
nature.  My family member who is currently employed at Precision Countertops does not want to put 
his employment in jeopardy with regard to reporting this activity and would like to remain anonymous.  
Precision Countertops has informed my family member that they will not be laying off any of their 
employees, but that employees may elect to stop working without pay (due to COVID risk) making 
them ineligible for unemployment benefits.  My name and contact information is listed below, but I also 
wish to remain anonymous.  Please protect our privacy.  Also I would like to report is that an employee 
of Precision Countertops has been ill this week with possible COVID-19 symptoms (fever and cough), 
has stayed home this week, but has not been tested for COVID-19, although this individual reportedly 
did see a doctor.

Laura no retiribution lauraleesantis@live.com 5094677088

04/02/20 1:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Bothell Furniture Other Furniture store 8811 Bothell Way NEBothell Store is open by appointment only although they are doing deliveries and putting young men’s lives at 
risk.
I would prefer my name not mentioned.

Christine Kelly Tinakellylyn@aol.com 2064996876 sales@bothellfurniture.com

04/02/20 1:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Northwest Door LLC Construction 19000 Canyon Rd EPuyallup Multiple employees still working at company, not following social distancing, not an essential business Mendhy Johansen Mendhyjo@gmail.com 2536788864

04/02/20 1:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open 1-800-GOT JUNK Other 1-800-GOT JUNK 4624 Stonegate ST SELacey In 1-800- GOT JUNK truck, 2 workers, no facemasks, in closed cab , arrive at home across from mine 
to pick up "junk".  Workers went inside, with " paper/contract?" in gloved hands, no distancing seen. 4 
people live in that home, 3 very obese adults and 1 child (3 years?).  Men exited home with nothing in 
hand.  May have proceeded to rear of home, where garage is, and I cannot see that area, to pick up 
"junk".   The renters are moving to "East Coast".   1. Don't think this business is essential.  2.  Perfect 
business to spread virus locally and nationally.

Donna Wright (73 yr. old) dwright799@comcast.net 3603578791

04/02/20 2:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Plygem windows Other Window manufacturer 5001 D st NW Auburn I need to be anonymous please.

I work for Plygem windows in Auburn Washington. Me and my associates are very concerned as to 
why our business is essential and still open. We are manufacturing windows for residential homes, 
and now mostly for other states. Most of the employees cannot keep the 6ft distance because we are 
an assembly line all touching the same parts. They have offered people to stay home the 2 weeks per 
governor's rule but most of them cannot afford it. Now with some people off, the rest have to now pick 
up the slack and work overtime and weekends. We are a company will around 400 employees and in 
very high risk and exposure.  Please let me know what we can do except leave and not get paid while 
our peers are working and risking getting sick. Residential housing is not essential right now! 
If we are essential that's fine I just want clarification for everyone. The people who left per governor's 
order will be penalized by company. They will start charging employees Cobra pay for medical 8f they 
don't return to work.

Thank you 

Jason ayers jason.ayers@comcast.net 2062557104

04/02/20 2:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Integrated manufacturing solutions Other Wiring harness manufacturing. 12400 ne 60th way bldg bVancouver Employee's are working in very close proximity of each other performing non essential task's. Benjamin whitcherbenjamin@yahoo.com 3604501213

04/02/20 2:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Construction companies Construction Corner of 6th and AlderTacoma Construction workers still working on non essential housing project working in.close quarters and 4 of 
them having lunch at their cars in very close proximity

Cynthia Cynthia@iupatdc5.org 2067947312

04/02/20 3:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open vovk construction inc. Construction 21219 SE 292nd Pl kent this company says they don't have to stop working , i'm in a similar bussiness and was laid off , ive 
seen 8-9 guys typicaly 5-6 working in close proximity for a couple of weeks now at the address i have 
listed above , having never not once heard a word of english spoken makes me wonder if their 
workers are of legal statis, WE NEED TO GET A HANDLE ON STOPPING THE SPREAD OF THIS 
VIRUS THESE UNCARING GREDY PEOPLE JUST NEED TO STAY HOME FOR A WHILE LIKE 
THE REST OF WHO ARE COMPLYING WITH OUR GOVERNORS PROCLAMATION

04/02/20 3:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open WeWork Other Shared Office Space 501 Eastlake Ave E Seattle, WA 98109Seattle This business is breaking the law on multiple records. for once this is a non essential business  and 
also it is hash shared workspaces which attracts crowds of people. They have multiple locations 
trough out the state.

John Smith j.smith@gmail.com

04/02/20 4:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Landed Gentry Homes and Communities Construction 504 E Fairhaven Burlington Still constructing new homes in Mount Vernon (Woodside senior community). Workers are not 
keeping 6’ away from each other.

3609822307

04/02/20 4:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Pacific Industrial Supply Construction 1231 S Director StreetSeattle Non essential not respecting social distancing, canceled all employees insurance on layoff end of 
month.

Emily Chavez payables@pacificindustrial.com 2066822100

04/02/20 4:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Plygem windows Other Vinyl window manufacturing 5001 d st. Nw Auburn We are a vinyl window manufacturer who supplies residential housing. There is no way for some 
positions to be 6 feet apart. Seems a lot of windows we are making are being shipped out of state.

04/02/20 5:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Unknown Home based business. Other Landscaping 17504 158th PL SE Monroe Employees gathering at a home based business within a residential area.Employees standing in 
street in front of homes in culdisac not maintaing social distancing.Why would a home based business 
be open.Unsafe and un sanitary during this horrible outbreak.

Jason Wharry jason.wharry@gmail.com 4255823729

04/02/20 5:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Site One Landscape Supply Other Landscape Supply 9605 26th Ave S #7828Tacoma Wa Employees not doing Social Distancing not a Essential Buisness Carl Scheer 253 761-6437



04/02/20 5:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Dish Construction 8330 S 259th St Kent I have a friend that works for this company. He said he servicing between 4 and 6 homes a day. Some 
homes with people that are sick. He was not sure of what they are sick with, but he his concerned 
about being a carrier of the virus. He also said he does not have all the required PPE to do the job 
safely. I would like to stay anonymous. Thank you

John Collins collinsjohn111@msn.com 2068981306

04/02/20 5:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Pease Construction Construction 3815 100th ST SW, #3A, Lakewood, WA  98499Lakewood I observed at least 5-6 workers wearing safety vests all huddled together in a circle, standing shoulder 
to shoulder, on April 1, 2020 on the Armory Construction site. They are building the new Armory on 
Kimmie ST SW in Tumwater WA and the work is continuing.

JG gaiphoenix@msn.com 3609720601

04/02/20 6:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Residential Construction Construction 2211 Nob Hill Ave N Seattle Construction still being done at the residence, multiple on-site workers not adhering to social 
distancing guidelines

04/02/20 6:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Funko Other Collectible Toys Distribution Center/Warehouse 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Funko is keeping their distribution center/warehouse open though this is in no way a non-essential 
business. I have friends that work here, and are putting their health at risk every day, just so they can 
continue to earn a paycheck. I fear for their health and well-being.

Danielle Drain muzikbuff@comcast.net 425.877.8214 contact@funco.com

04/02/20 6:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Unknown Construction 215 1st Ave N Seattle Many construction workers working on a residential project in close proximity. Forrest Tan Hsu hsu.forrest@gmail.com 2063665909

04/02/20 6:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open AT INDABA Health-related business 2808 EAST MADISON ST #200SEATTLE WA 98112 AT INDABA : is doing visitation with dozens of kids each week, in their homes face to face :  by the 
time they get to your home they have been in dozens of other homes putting  your child at risk.  They 
take your child to visit the abusive parents home that has to be supervised, the problem is they have 
already been in dozens of strangers homes by the time they transport your child to the other parents 
home and sit by the childs side for 4 hours.  The visitation supervisor is in multiple families homes 
each week (up to 15 different families homes each week) spreading the virus by the time they are with 
my child. They do not take temperatures before each shift,  they do not check the homes temps they 
are visiting:  they can not guarantee 6 feet  social distancing due to it being children with them. This is 
not essential. AT INDABA is  a service where they provide visitation with the abusive parents home. 
The children are already living with a safe custodial parent, therefore they are not CPS and are not 
essential during this pandemic.  They can facilitate the visits with the abusive parent over a electronic 
platform and should SHUT down all face to face visits during the stay at home order mandated by the 
Governor. They are spreading deadly virus by infecting dozens of peoples families, elderly, children 
and community by not following the governors orders.

Terri Bradbury  (I am afraid of retaliation for reporting this therefore using a ALIAS) I am happy to talk to you if you email me back.  Please do not give out my PHONE NUMBER or CONCEAL IT.TerriBradB@Gmail.com 2065674775

04/02/20 7:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Millar construction Construction 8013 St. John’s rd Vancouver Not being safe, no Poe, no one is making sure that the workers have proper space

04/02/20 8:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Bellmont Cabinets Other Cabinetry 13610 52nd st E Sumner Not enough PPE equipment, not possible to follow social distancing guidelines. We only make 
cabinets ( not essential)

customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com

04/02/20 8:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open IDD AEROSPACE Other Aerospace sub-assemblies 18225 NE 76TH ST Redmond IDD is telling employees that if they have concerns about working they will consider on a case by 
case basis. They have largely denied requests for time off and keep changing criteria.  They have 
also not provided opportunity to social distance to all areas.  I want the chance to follow stay home 
directive and protect my health and that of my family.
Why is this essential to the immediate health and well being of my community?

Cynthia Kreutz Cynthia.kreutz@gmail.com 4254420106

04/02/20 10:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Bear Creek Florist Other Florist 17186 Redmond WayRedmond Non-essential business is still open to the public (as of 3/31), no safety measures have been taken for 
their employees (i.e. gloves, etc), wine still making home deliveries.

04/02/20 10:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Diagnos Techs, inc Health-related business 6620 s 192 PL, bldg jKent The business does saliva testing for hormones and food allergy. They get samples, blood and saliva, 
from all over the world for testing. They had 2 employees who were diagnosed with coronavirus, but 
the place did not close after that. There are people who work there and who were exposed, were 
around the diagnosed ones. Business is nowhere close to essential. I work there and am concerned 
with safety. I guess the owner does not want to close the place due to virus. They do not test for covit 
19.

04/03/20 12:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open IFH Group West Other Miscellaneous Sheet metal shop 17301 51st Avenue NEArlington Shop makes misc. Hydraulic tanks for businesses that have shut down. Also assembles CoinStar 
machines. No social distancing no evidence of essential duties.

Christopher decemberchristopher@gmail.com 4355355963

04/03/20 6:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Village Life Homes Construction 4006 215th Street SEBothell New home construction
*Non-Essential business
*Workers are not practicing keep safe distance
*Workers are not wearing protective mask

Norm beetle77@yahoo.com

04/03/20 7:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open COST LESS CARPET Other Flooring store 1925 Fowler St. Richland Not following proper protocols for the covid 19. Store is still letting customers in after they close at 
noon. No 6 foot role is in effect and not cleaning properly

Veronica Carrillo veronica-alicia@hotmail.com 5099472156 manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/03/20 7:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Schippers & Crew, Inc Other Electronic Assembly 5309 Shilshole Avenue NW, Suite 100Seattle Company is lying to authority that they are essential, but actually, they assembly parts for vacuum and 
audio components, they keep the large group in same room

Huy busybeaverhp@gmail.com 2069531373

04/03/20 8:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Airplane manufactors Xxxx Seattle/Renton/EverettBoeing has announced workers back to work April 8th. Are they providing any type of PPE, social 
distancing, etc?

04/03/20 8:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Contract Furnishings Mart Construction 14920A  NE 95th St Redmond 98052 CFM serves residential remodel and new construction. Workers are unable to keep 6 ft. apart. Locked 
doors are opened to some customer and delivery traffic. No option to work from home. Older 
employees required to show up and work with the team. Oregon based owners have several stores in 
Washington state yet follow Oregon laws whenever a profit is on the line.

Patricia Moorhead ampmgm@mac.com 2066790660

04/03/20 8:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open National Products Inc, Ram mounts Other phone mount Manufaturer 8410 Dallas Avenue Southseattle also have workers around the corner at 1025 S Elmgrove St
Seattle, WA 98108

04/03/20 8:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open DeWils Custom Cabinets Construction 12907 NE Fourth Plain BlvdVancouver I heard they were operating the factory.  The parking lot was full of vehicles on April 2nd

04/03/20 8:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Constractor name is Paul (I believe they 
are Greenbuild)

Construction Next to 2035 NW 63rd St, residential townhomes being builtSeattle (Ballard) Contractor and crew continue to conduct business working on the town homes, they are there now 
8:45 AM April 3.  This has never stopped since Inslee's order.  I have photos, do you need them?  I've 
reported this more than once as has a neighbor.

Demara searchjob670@gmail.com

04/03/20 9:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Talbott law Other Immigration law firm 308 N 2nd St Yakima Non essential business is open, not practicing social distancing, they are risking employee safety and 
the safety of there clients that come in as well as the Yakima community.

04/03/20 9:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Rodda paint Other Paint retailer 3838 4th ave s Seattle Have seen people walk in the store when they have posted curbside only. Employees dont appear to 
be social distancing.

04/03/20 9:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Acheten's Quality Roofing Construction 4110 112th St S Tacoma Work truck with 5 crew members w/dump trailer and portable toilet in route to do residential roofing 
project in Tacoma Washington - seen on HWY 512

04/03/20 9:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Greenbuild Construction 2033 NW 63rd St Seattle The construction of several townhomes (not low income) has continued for the past three days. Full 
construction, including use of power tools and excavator. Hours have been 7am - 5pm or later.

04/03/20 9:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Watersmith Construction, Inc. Construction 5018 Lambskin St. Tumwater this is a dock making company.  The machinery is running constantly.  More than usual.  Are docks an 
essential business?

04/03/20 9:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Airline manufacturers 737 Logan Ave N Renton We are non essential. They say we are.  We build less than 5% of military in Renton. 737 can not 
even fly right now. There is no reason for all of us to possibly be exposed to covid 19. They are 
making us come back to work on the April 8th for no reason I believe.

Chad Paskiewitz chchadp@yahoo.com 2067797604

04/03/20 10:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Panasonic Avionics Corp Other In-Flight Intertainment 3303 Monte Villa PkwyBothell Exec leadership mandating touch labor teams to package and ship orders to support  sale ($) target 
objectives putting at risk several employees in the warehouse-

Lenny LeSarge lesarge@comcast.net 4259415313

04/03/20 10:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open GenCap Construction 1310 Minor Ave Seattle The project at 1310 Minor Ave is non-essential as it is a residential renovation project. The workers 
lack of PPE and can not practice social distancing at the job site.

04/03/20 10:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Manufacturing West Casino Rd Everett I am a Boeing employee that works in the Everett factory. As of today we are being told to report back 
to work on Wednesday, April 8th. Although I understand Boeing is using it's 3D printing capabilities to 
produce masks and our Dreamlifter to deliver supplies, we in manufacturing are not essential. We 
have numerous confirmed cases and 1 death in the Puget Sound area. Our numbers of cases will 
only rise if 30,000 + employees are sent back to work. Social distancing is not possible, just as it is 
not possible in construction, hence, they were designated non essential. The Renton factory is not 
even building airplanes. The Everett factory is barely delivering any, definitely not internationally. I am 
completely puzzled as to why we are being sent back to a Covid-19 hot spot

Bonnie McKelvy delyjo@live.com 4255243433

04/03/20 11:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Stimac Construction Construction South Kansas loop East wenatchee Construction of homes continue with stay at home order

04/03/20 11:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Attic Projects Construction 6821 S 220th St Kent If you consider them essential, workers are not social distancing Vic Sabojonii@gmail.com
04/03/20 11:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Crate Tech Other Warehouse 8247 S 194th St Kent Reports of 3 people testing positive for Covid-19 & still having them work, refusing to pay the sick. Monica Hawkins Monicahawkins24@gmail.com 2068996728

04/03/20 11:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aerospace Everett Plant Everett, Wa As of this being written Boeing expects us to report to work on April 8. Nowhere on the states list does 
it say that Boeing is an essential business. You might as well open up the state if this is allowed to 
happen.

Jim Cloninger jimmyc1126@comcast.net 2063963651

04/03/20 11:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ruff Construction Construction 16120 Redmond Woodinville Rd NE Suite9Woodinville, Wa 98072Ruff is continuing non essential work on condominiums @ 2411 S 248th st Kent, Wa. Theyve already 
installed adequate security lighting on bldg B.  Havent begun more work on the next (blog C). 
Ignoring Inslee stop work order. Not using social distancing working up close to residential unit doors 
and windows. Employees riding on back bumpers of company vehicles up and down street.

P.. M. Stull parriss62@yahoo.com 253-391-6149

04/03/20 11:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Adam and Eve Other Sex toy store 3609 n division Spokane I walked by Adam and Even thinking it would obviously be closed but instead there were 2 employees 
at the register and more than 10 people walking around a very tiny room without masks on or any 
protective gear. The company doesn’t provide hand sanitizer and doesn’t provide any information 
regarding sanitizing or being protected. I don’t believe a sex store is essential or safe enough to be 
open during this crisis putting more and more families at risk.

04/03/20 11:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Howard S Wright Construction 1001 NE 10th st Bellevue Our company is opening back up monday after being deemed non essential to build towers for 
amazon which is not essential. They tried handing out non official paperwork to crews and police 
have already said they aren't valid. This job needs to be shutdown.

04/03/20 12:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Above the Board Construction Construction 4033 Ashworth Ave NSeattle AND not following distancing guidelines. I heard that they were just trying to finish the roof, just 
another couple of days, but they continue. What's going on here?

Alice aturtles@gmail.com 5033242412

04/03/20 12:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Commercial Airplane Manufacturing 3003 W. Casion RoadEverett, WA  98203 Boeing management has announced plans to return to work so that they may manufacture new 
commercial airplanes on 4/8/20.  They are doing this knowing that non-essential business have been 
ordered to be closed.  Boeing is misinterpreting the Governors order and believes that all Aerospace 
is included as an essential business.  Please correct this issue before 4/8 to protect the families of 
Boeing Everett employees who will, as a result, be put at risk for Covid-19 exposure.  Dozens of 
people will be die as a result of Boeing's failure to comply with Governor Inslee's stay-at-home order.  
Thank you.

Sara Skarvan hartwarmer77@yahoo.com 425-404-1747

04/03/20 12:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Atlas 236 project Construction Intersection of 236th St SW and 56th Ave WMountlake Terrace I observed multiple on-site work, some with more than 1 person being on-site at the same time and 
may not exercise social distancing, starting on the first day that this order was in place. I also saw a 
couple workers went into the site office together last week, and this morning, I saw a person wearing 
a vest too inside the site office.

I'm getting tired of seeing these people not obeying the Order and social distancing practice which 
would prolong the pandemic period.

The project is multi-family apartment building, so the construction is considered non-essential per the 
Government's order.

Andy andy.lianto@gmail.com 425-598-6313

04/03/20 12:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aaron Jones Construction LLC Construction 1711 EASY ST Wenatchee This company along with many other contractors are continuing non essential construction. I know 
this because I work in a lumberyard and people are not only ignoring the order but also spreading 
false information to each other about the crisis. Thank you for all you're doing during these difficult 
times.



04/03/20 12:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Graham Construction Construction 707 Terry Ave Seattle Construction site reopened this morning; workers practicing no social distancing whatsoever Vanessa Bowker vanessabowker@comcast.net 2062936459

04/03/20 1:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Outdoor Emporium Other Fishing and hunting store 1701 4th Ave S., Seattle, WA Disinfectant measures are minimal at least.  No protection for workers either.

04/03/20 1:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Perma-Chink Systems Other Log Home Maintenance 17635 NE 67h Ct Redmond Owner knows this business is non essential but refuses to shut down, even openly bragging about it. 
He is putting the office staff at risk.

04/03/20 1:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bathware Other Bathtub manufacturing 801 Northern Pacific Rd SEYelm This business manufacters bathtubs. They have deemed themselves "essential" and remain open. 
They are currently telling employees they have to come to work, any one calling out or trying to file for 
Emergency FMLA or Emergency Paid Sick Leave are being denied and told that not coming to work is 
considered job abandonment.

Jessica Davis Jbad0107@gmail.com 3602502459

04/03/20 1:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Marc Gavac SELF License #: 123456 Construction 1879 Brainers Rd Freeland, WA 98249Freeland Residential residence Construction and Pouring concrete at residential construction site on 4/4/20

04/03/20 1:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Landed Gentry Homes and Communities Construction 504 E. Fairhaven Blvd.Burlington It is my understanding that home construction was deemed non-essential.  This company continues to 
have workers continuing to work on new homes in the Woodside Community, Alpine View, some 
working close together - I saw two persons on a scaffold on the back of a home as recently as April 2, 
2020.

04/03/20 1:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Virginia Mason Construction 1001 9th ave Seattle Virginia Mason CHI perinatal construction project has now had 2 Construction workers test positive 
for COVID-19. This project should be deemed non-essential until the stay home order is lifted. Many 
workers including myself do not feel safe continuing to come to work.

Anonymous

04/03/20 1:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aaron's Other Retail - rent to own All washington locationsAll washington locationsWe are in close contact with customers. There is no way t ok social distance. We are touching 
prelased used furniture and items customers are returning. Coughing and body fluid from use all over 
it. We are not selling essential items, we are selling trivial vanity unneeded items. Forced to work to 
collect money owed for monthly rent. No care for us or our families. Taking home all we contact. Corp 
and Regional managers up are required to work from home. But they expect us to rosknour family and 
our lives for them to collect their monthly revenue. We provide nothing essential to our community that 
cant wait to save everyone's life.
It's all a money grab for our company. We are selling TVs, and video games. That's out top seller right 
now. Not even computers, or appliances. 

We are here to protect the companies portfolio and collect their $. 

We need help from our government to protect our families and our own health. Aaron's is only looking 
after upper management at the risk of their field employees.

Thank you a concerned and fearful employee who fears retribution if spoken openly

A concered and fearful employeeJeremy.kudlo@Aarons.com 5416193593 AHSC@aarons.com

04/03/20 1:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Team Nelson Construction 20102 broadway aveSnohomish Many construction workers working within tight quarters. R. Miller is also on site. This is a tilt up 
currently in the foundation stage.

Chip Chipisburgess@gmail.com 2062475543

04/03/20 1:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Elite Construction and Development Construction 5804 road 90 Pasco Observed company employees at work site on the corner of tucannon and steptoe in Kennewick. 5-6 
work trucks and personal vehicles. Workers were in close proximity of each other and some had no 
face mask. We are all to follow the rules, why are they exempt?

04/03/20 1:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Urban Self Storage Other Storage Facilities 918 S Horton St, Seattle, WA 98134Seattle Headquarters and all WA-based facilities are being required to stay open, attract large amounts of 
customers, and collect late rent fees even though all facilities are 95% automated. Company is putting 
employees lives at risk. Company president Patrick Reilly has vastly stretched the definition of 
"essential" in an attempt to maintain almost non-existent profits. These facilities do not need to remain 
open even for "essential" tenants, as every tenant has an access code to enter the storage units 
during all hours of the day without employees needing to be on-site.

04/03/20 2:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open boeing Other commerical aerospace manufacturing east marginal way  (north boeing field 737 delivery center)seattle we have been told to return to work on Wed 8th.  There is no need for all of the work force to return to 
working in close quarters at this time.  We are not delivering airplanes.  We need to stay home and 
away from people.  If its too dangerous to play golf....its definatly too dangerous to go to work and be 
stuck in close proximity to sick people.

Mark Allen 1morepar@gmail.com 253.514.5494

04/03/20 2:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Luke’s Carpet and Design Center Other Retail - flooring 8438 W Gage Blvd Kennewick Despite the governor’s proclamation, this store continues to carry out business as normal. Still open 
to the public, and still asking employees to come in, despite a direct connection to a positive case.

Gavin Pointer gpointer95@gmail.com 2086598129

04/03/20 2:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open NW Landscape Management Other landscaping 1911 SW Campus Way #464Federal Way Landscaping is not essential.  Workers are sharing vehicle and not observing social distancing.

04/03/20 2:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Auburn shopping center Construction 109 s division st Auburn Why is this construction site still going on a non essential buisness and where someone in my trade of 
work tested positive for convid 19 a week ago. They were still up and running after they found out 
someone tested positive and failed to tell all trades of workers. Why do they get to stay up and 
running when they are not essential at this time and only spreading this virus to those workers who 
have families at home. After seeing my coworker go through what hes going through its not right.

04/03/20 2:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open vo giant Hoang general contractor Construction 3014 SW Charlestown StSeattle Construction activity continuing as if normal. General contractor is on site and directing labor. Active 8 
hours a day. New construction, development.

Aaron Hundtofte hundtofte@gmail.com 2066045504

04/03/20 3:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Topline Counters Construction 3900 150th Ave Ct ESumner Company has remained open for high needs customers. Employees are being called back daily. They 
plan on reopening with the entire staff before the stay at home order is over.

04/03/20 3:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Kaleidoscope landscape Professionals Other Landscape 16037 Aurora Ave N Shoreline As of today we are reopening on April 6th
I'm sure you have a lot of people contacting you right now and I thank you for taking the time to read 
this. I work for Kaleidoscope and feel that they are asking us to go against the Govenors orders and 
put ourselves and the community at risk. 

The safety worries I have include but are not limited to: 
-Contact that we have while we are out doing a job. For example: Two people in a truck... thats less 
than 3 ft apart and sharing tools that cannot be sanitized. (We have been offered masks from our 
employers to use, but wearing a n95 mask to landscape while healthcare professionals are in 
desperate need seems insensitive to their heroism and selfish) 
-Having to use public bathrooms (shifts are 10 hrs long) We cant avoid going into public places even 
if we wanted to.
-If it is raining we would be eating our lunches inside the truck in very close quarters. 
-We have no guarantee that coworkers are maintaining social distancing in their personal lives. Our 
employers will be testing temperature a "asking the right questions".

Thank you again for taking the time.

Jina gillaline@gmail.com 2064078111

04/03/20 3:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open RPI Other Printer of books, cards and photo products 3325 S 116th Street Seattle,  WA 98136 Factory employees are still required to work and are being endangered every day.  Office employees 
are allowed to stay home, management too,  people who work in the manufacturing area are scared 
of getting sick but required to work but this is not an essential business.  Safety is not being 
considered only money.

I would be fired if I gave you my information.

04/03/20 3:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aerospace manufacturing 8415 Paine Field BlvdMukilteo Boeing produces commercial airplanes but  is trying to claim exemption from the Governor's orders 
because they also make a very small percentage of military planes.  An employee I know there reports 
that Boeing has also made no substantial changes to ensure that hourly employees are six feet away 
from one another while they work. They employ a huge number of people who commute from all over 
western Washington and they are putting them and everyone they come into contact with at risk by 
pretending that they are essential right now.

Emily Zimmer roxyerro@yahoo.com

04/03/20 3:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Factory 3003 W Casino Rd Everett Boeing plans to reopen while the state is still under a Stay Home order. Building commercial airplanes 
is non-essential and Boeing is not able to provide appropriate social distancing for their employees. 
They should not reopen until it is safe for the employees to return to work.

04/03/20 3:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Gourmet Latte Restaurant or food service business 24019 Woodinville Snohomish RdWoodinville I'm very concerned for the girls working as well as the customers. Coffee is non essential as people 
are more than capable of making coffee at home. I saw a video on Facebook today of a girl crying 
saying she works at a coffee stand and tested positive for the virus but sees hundreds of people a 
day. It's not safe, it's putting so many more at risk and it's even giving people an excuse to go out 
because coffee stands are open. The rest of the stands in the area are closed down but Gourmet 
latte is up and running. Very unsafe.

04/03/20 4:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Elephant Car wash Other Car wash 16223 Meridian East Puyallup Washington 98375Puyallup Employer is supplying PPE’s for their employees. Told employees to bring their own Dwain dwaindorr@gmail.com 5418151017

04/03/20 4:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Gordan company Construction 4179 113th ave ne Lake Stevens Construction is still being done on the development and workers not social distancing.

04/03/20 4:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Design Imports Other Wholesaler of towels, women’s accessories, travel accessories and personal care18125 Andover Park WestTukwila I’ve been informed that this company is still running daily operations in their office. They are requiring 
that their employees still come everyday. There are no sanitary processes being used and social 
distancing is not being respected.

Kristin Stubbs kristin_stubbs@hotmail.com 206-853-1576

04/03/20 5:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Elephant carwash Other Car wash 16223 meridian e Puyallup Per employees they are looking to be open tomorrow when they are not essential, do not have PPE, 
or proper cleaning supplies.

04/03/20 5:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open WeWork Other Office Space 255 S. King Street, Suite 800Seattle They are continuing to stay open, have cleaning staff that have to be there, and if the office cleaners 
are sick, they have to use their own paid sick leave, which keeps them working in some cases. They 
are also continuing to charge month after month small businesses for the leases even if they are not 
occupying the space.

Marc Pollard marcp@55zero.com 206.661.2810

04/03/20 6:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Evergreen OnSite Other Septic Unknown Snohomish Supposedly this company has employee(s) that we’re positive and are continuing to stay open 
although the employees were probably exposed which is then exposing the customers as well.

04/03/20 7:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Pacific garden design Construction 1508 south chestnut st spokane washington 99224Spokane Employees with flu like symptoms present at work and coming in close contact with other employees. 
Owner has no intentions to stop production. Owner sending employees to idaho to try and avoid the 
stay at home order.

Anonynmous 5095659188

04/04/20 12:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Materials Testing and consulting Construction 805 Dupont St #5, Bellingham, WA 98225Burlington Making workers work job in close proximity and for non,-essential construction projects

04/04/20 12:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Plateau maids and concierge Other Maid service 3495 Larsen ave Enumclaw non-essential business is open not supplying sufficient PPE for workers and going from house to 
house using the same cleaning equipment and not practicing proper social distancing

04/04/20 10:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open James Hardie industry Other Production/ Manufacture 18200 50th Ave E Fredrickson A business  manufacturer that makes product for construction. Usually has over 50+ associates at a 
time and does not follow the social distancing guidelines. From what I heard a lot of employees 
fearing for their health and well-being

04/04/20 1:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open AcuNatural Family Healthcare Health-related business 306 E 37th  Street Vancouver WA Not medical, nutrition only with practitioner telling patients to do what he says and not listen to the 
medical sources. Not practicing social distancing and/or hand washing or using protective gear.



04/04/20 2:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Bark and Garden Inc Other Plant Nursery 4004 Harrison Ave NW, Olympia, WA 98502Olympia No social distancing signs or tape on floor. 
No limit of people in store or parking lot. 
Parking lot has been full almost everyday this week (3/29/2020-4/4/2020) 
Company still has a full staff of employees.
Company is still making house calls and dong crew landscaping work.
Employees practicing non safe disinfecting (only water) and social distance rules. 
Nowhere are there signs about COVID 19- upblic restroom still open to all customers.
Employees are loading plants and dirt into peopls cars without proper PPE or no PPE at all, no social 
distancing ANYWHERE.

Emma Grover emmgrover@icloud.com 3605287707 barkandgarden@juno.com

04/04/20 5:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open CubCrafters Other Aircraft Manufacturer 1918 S 16th Ave Yakima There’s been a few workers that have been getting sick and unsure if it’s COVID-19 or not because 
it’s not disclosed to us. It’s unfair they don’t want to shut down. They have management completely 
isolated and production workers working between one another.

04/04/20 7:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ply Gem Pacific Windows Corp Other Manufacturer 5001 D St. NW Auburn Manufacturer of windows. They claim they make windows for hospitals not so.  Apt. , Store front, 
housing .. if we want to take time off, it will be unpaid or vac .. if we take too much time off , we are 
told it will effect our health insurance.  No sanitizer in building, 3 toilets for all employees .. not 
necessary to be open at this time.

04/04/20 8:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open The Boeing Co Other The Boeing Co Puget Sound Puget Sound multiple LocationsTheir is no social distancing through out these plants your exposed to many people during the day 
they need to shutdown their puget sound plants and not expose their employees to this deadly virus I 
fear for my life.

DAVID ACHMAN DAVIDACHMAN@YAHOO.COM 2539419267

04/05/20 2:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open MIller Shingle Other Shingle Mill 20820 Gun Club Rd Granite Falls I have heard from people who used to work here that this place is unsanitary and are alot of hazards. I 
believe this is a non essential business it is just a shingle mill. To help stop the spread drastic 
measures should be taken before it is too late. They also don't like to give they're employees sick time 
at home. Shady buisness

04/05/20 9:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Salitech Systems Inc. Other Garbage Compactor Manufacturing 16015 Main St NE Duvall Company President Ron Kaptein is mandating that all employees will return to work on April 9th 
regardless of the Governors Stay Home Stay Safe order. This is putting all our health at risk for a non 
essential business. No social distancing or sanitation process in place and some of us can work 
remote. Our health is at risk.

William william.eclark@frontier.com 425-330-1084

04/05/20 9:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Seattle's favorite Restaurant or food service business 20620 84th ave s Kent 2 employees have tested positive. Business still running

04/05/20 4:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Bills yard service Other Residential yard maintenance 13612 55th Ave Ct E, Puyallup, WA 98373Puyallup Havent sanatized any vehicles. Dosent supply us with gloves. Lets sick emploee still work. Employee Jomay9591@gmail.com

04/05/20 6:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Lynden Door Other Door manufacturers 2077 w main st Lynden Multiple elderly people are still working at Lynden door. Lynden door is sending out falsified 
documents saying they are essential. They are not following CDC guidelines about cleanliness nor 
are they giving employees the option to work from home or be laid off. It’s a detriment to the county

Meghan Meghangattis@gmail.com 3602015712

04/05/20 6:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Cascade Aspault Other Ashphalt sealing  manufacturer 6238 S Tacoma wayTacoma Concerned about contracting the Covid 19 virus. This Co is just a Ashphalt sealing manufacturer and 
we deal with the working in confined spaces. Concerned for the workers rights . If we don’t return 
back to work we are considered Quitting. We feel this is not a safe work pl under these conditions.

McCall Wonderfulmc1@gmail.com 1-253-213-3754

04/06/20 5:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Jefferson Healthcare Health-related business 834 Sheridan Street Port Townsend Non essential departments remain open. Even though some employees are able to work from home 
they are still having to go to work.

04/06/20 10:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Lennar Homes Construction 11807 NE 99th St Vancouver Lennar knows they are non-essential, but still requires employees to work and encourages Trade 
Partners to continue working.  This is despite Lennar employees and trades in Washington and 
Portland dying of, having, and being exposed to, COVID 19. Lennar even sends Clark County 
employee(s) to Portland to work for those under quarantine due to direct exposure.  Please call me, 
but keep confidential, for fear of reprisal.

Sara Dolen gregnsary@hotmail.com 360-931-7696

04/06/20 1:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Surface Art/Tile Fabrications Northwest Construction 19901 62nd Ave. S Kent This is a tile fabrication facility and warehouse. The product comes from both China and Italy, and is 
not Critcal material as it is not used in Hospitals or stores. The work space doesnt allow social 
distancing in the fabrication department.

Krislyn A Turner Pandalyn3@gmail.com 2532239384

04/06/20 2:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open kineta inc Health-related business 219 Terry Ave N Seattle Company works on cancer research, does not perform any essential functions related to the 
coronavirus. Employees are still expected to come to work and working during non business hours is 
being frowned upon.

Arun Sundaram twopieman@gmail.com 4253143757

04/06/20 4:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open IOSM dba Onsite health and safety Health-related business 520 6th St., Rodeo CARodeo We provide none of the listed "essential functions." Found under Healthcare/public health and yet are 
being told by our employer that we've been deemed essential though they have not provided proof or 
reference material following the statement and our requests for proof deeming us essential.

Michael Slagle mslagle155@gmail.com 2067752732

04/06/20 4:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Northwest Center Other Nonprofit Organization 7272 W Marginal Way SSeattle They have a confirmed case of COVID from an employee, and the only reason why someone I know 
is allowed to go home and quarantine is because they obtained a doctors note. They've also 
threatened to fire this person if they did not show up to work due to the pandemic b/c they were 
concerned for their health. This persons doctor also gave them a note on 3/25 to self quarantine and 
their work ignored the doctors note and threatened to fire them, again.

Amanda Locke mandamarae04@gmail.com 2069999038

04/06/20 4:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Prime Window Systems Construction 3400 Tacoma St Union Gap THIS BUSINESS HAS SOMEONE WHO TESTED POSITIVE FOR COVID AND THEY ARE STILL 
OPEN. 100+ EMPLOYEES WITHIN ONE FOOT OF EACHOTHER. DO SOMETHING!!!!!!!

04/06/20 4:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Send A Cake LLC Restaurant or food service business 4515 125th Ave SE #B108Bellevue Will not allow employees access to unemployment after closure of employee’s daycare due to Covid 
19. Address provided is their corporate office not the facility where the cakes are made. UBI 
604323446

Andrew Fritz andrewfritz@aol.com 5095544111

04/06/20 4:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Spokane Industries Precision Castings Other Foundry 3808 N Sullivan Road Building #2Spokane Valley PPE equipment being shared, not practicing social distancing and non essential business. On 4/6/20 
an employee from melting department called in sick and another employee filled in and wore the 
melting coat, face shield and gloves. It is on camera and other employees witnessed this taking place. 
You cannot spray anything flammable on PPE worn in that department, so they cannot be sanitized.

04/06/20 4:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other install carpet, flooring and countertops 115 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley My husband and I both work there and they are operating illegally. they are absolutely not essential. 
The sheriff went in and told them to cease operating, but they sent an email to him and the sheriff 
decided it was enough of a grey area he couldn't shut them down. They have no PPE and no way of 
making sure everyone is 6 feet away. They are now saying if we don't come to work they won't pay 
us. They need to be shut down immediately. I talked to a lady at the L&I Department and she said 
they are absolutely not essential and I need to report them to this website.

Bri Ralston briralston0627@gmail.com 406-369-2797 manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/06/20 6:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Bills yard service Other Residential yard maintenance 13612 55th Ave Ct E, Puyallup, WA 98373Puyallup Employee sick.
Not sanatary.
Havent sanatized trucks or any equipment.

Employee Jomay9591@gmail.com

04/06/20 6:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Virginia Boren Offices Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Non-essential construction project. New shell and core office and garage, no tenants, no lessees, 
scheduled through December. Office and Workers not able to maintain distance. Lack of PPE, 
cleaning, testing.

04/06/20 8:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Technical sevices inc. Other Manufacturing 1150 NE 21st court Oak harbor This company of 200 people isnt following any guidelines. If we choose not to work, we will get fired. 
They arent following social distancing guidelines, we all share a lunch room and no evidence of 
cleaning is done. There isnt any hand sanitizer or any cleaning products available.

3606325256

04/06/20 9:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Pillar Aimcco Other Manufacturing plastic injection molding 3925 Grant St Washougal I am a long time tech employee for Pillar Aimcco and have somewhat of a leadership role as well.  
Pillar is forcing employees to work even if they need to quarantine.  They sent out notices (and made 
everyone sign them) saying there will be no quarantine UNLESS you have a note from a doctor and it 
says you have Covid 19.  Anything else and you miss work you will be docked points leading to your 
termination.  I have witnessed upper management calling employees a slur for female genitalia for 
wanting to quarantine with their family over Covid 19 fears.  We manufacture plastics for companies 
selling a product and I do not feel we are essential.  Employees with at risk family at home/kids with 
no child care, are being told they cannot take a layoff and that they will be fired.  We were told even if 
we show symptoms we are to be at work or we will be docked points.  The company did not have the 
correct ppe before this outbreak and I have seen many employees under me exposed to toxic 
chemicals and told to keep their mouth shut.  Now during the worst outbreak we have seen in years 
they dont even have the PPE I currently wear to the store when my wife and I shop.  Many employees 
in my group are worried sick about their families and that one of us will bring it into work, many have 
no child care for their kids, but management tells them "sucks for be you."  They are exposing us for 
profit not for necessity or essential.  I have even heard from one senior management employee that 
Pillar is looking to capitalize on many other of our competitor companies closing down and allowing 
their employees to quarantine because (in his own words) they are soft b-words.  No plastic injections 
are being done in china or half the US so pillar is hoping to grab a bigger share in the market and 
putting us all at risk.  We all are terrified and even more terrified of retaliation from the company 
because they have done it before.  As we head into the next 2 weeks (which is supposed to be the 
worst) we are scared.  I would quit but I have worked here for 10 years and dont want to leave behind 
the employees below me.  I want to stand up to aimcco and protect my coworkers but I know I will be 
fired and have an example made of me to keep everyone else quiet.  Please help us even if it is just 
getting PPE and enforcing that they follow the rules set in place by OSHA.  I'm sorry I dont know 
where else to turn.  I emailed and called the Columbian and other newspapers

I'm sorry I cant they will retaliateJohndoe1234@gmail.com 3608352103

04/07/20 2:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Brown and Haley Restaurant or food service business 110 east 26th street Tacoma Non essential buisness open during stay at home orders. They are forcing employees to work despite 
not being an essential buisness. Owner falsely stated that they qualified for essential buisness saying 
they constantly use peanut flower, which is a lie. It was used for 3 days only to use that as an excuse 
to stay open. There are more than 7 - 10 people in very close proximity working on production lines. 
They will not provide masks and are very short on gloves. Workers have neen threatened with getting 
fired if they report them. This is a serious matter

Conserned worker 2534953351 sweets@brown-haley.com

04/07/20 10:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open All City Fence o Other Fencing 36 S Hudson Seattle Was told an employee was confirmed coronavirus positive and is remaining open for business.

04/07/20 12:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Fluke Employee FCU Other Production and shipping warehouse 9028 evergreen wayEverett Hello,
My name is Seth and want express some concerns about the business Fluke Employee FCU on 
Everett Way, in Everett WA. The managers did tell the employees and kept a secret that multiple 
other employees working there had gotten the corona virus and did have them stay home, exposing 
all the others that worked there. The secret was uncovered today and found that they have had the 
virus for a while, yet they will not shut down. We also produce electronics and ship domestically and 
internationally so it could spread more. I’m just asking if there is anyway we can resolve this problem 
by shutting Fluke down and having cleaned and not a risk for the elderly employees there and others. 
Thank you and I hope you stay safe and healthy.

Seth fricke Runningwild07@hotmail.com



04/07/20 1:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Newport Manufacturing Other Welding 13024 Newcastle WayNewcastle 2/28/20 Boss came to work sick, 3/2-3/4/20 she came in sick, foreman sent her home each day. On 
3/23/20 my foreman came in sick, my boss purchased him thermometer. Governor ordered  "stay 
home" order. I text Boss about concern of having people come in sick. She said to return to work 
4/9/20 in regards to unemployment. 4/1/20 she text me stating her bronchitis came back. Her and the 
foreman both continue to come in sick. She called me 4/6/20 from work. She is asking I do 
nonessential work such as, floor grinders. I live with 90 year old grandparents and fear for our health, 
now she is retaliating by threatening my unemployment if I dont return 4/9/20. And sent email trying to 
claim sickness never happened. I have text proof. Not refusing work, just don't want illness exposure. 
Please let me know if this business is essential and how to proceed.

Daniel Hampton danhampton89@gmail.com 4254436843

04/07/20 4:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Hytek Finishes Other Metal Finishing 8127 So 216th StreetKent, WA 98032 There are individuals currently working in the buildings that have active Covid-19 infections - either 
themselves or their spouses or close family members.  The company insists that other employees 
continue to report for work to perform functions that do not meet the "non-essential" criteria under the 
current "stay at home" orders.

Catherine Edwards cassyedwards1958@gmail.com 12536705132

04/07/20 6:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Pacific Crest Custom Cabinetry Construction 5901 south 11th Ridgefield This cabinet manufacturer plans on reopening April 9, 2020. This business is not essential and could 
be a potential spreader of the virus. Employees fear losing jobs if they don't return Thursday. 
Governor Inslee stated in press conference today that construction is not cleared to reopen. This 
small business is trying to slip through the cracks and reopen in spite of Governor order.

Marissa Sandretto Marissasa0332@gmail.com 3604423686

04/07/20 8:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Washington Lift Truck Other Sales 700 S Chicago St Seattle This business is still operating outside of the governor’s orders that non essential business should be 
closed until further notice. Employees are still working inside the building when work can be done at 
home if need be and are fearful of their lives because this business has more than 10 people 
gathered together everyday and is not properly disinfecting the building which leaves them vulnerable 
to covid-19. Employees are also not being provided personal protective gear or hazard pay.

04/08/20 7:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath Construction 801 Northern Pacific RdYelm, wa I filed a previous complaint, they were contacted by OSHA and told to shut down and WE ARE STILL 
RUNNING!!! 
They are lying to us and saying we are making wall mounted bath tubs for pop up tents! Our plant 
doesn’t make units for pop up tents!!!! They don’t care about us or the sick employees!

Ashley Lopez mrs.ashleylopez@hotmail.com 3603381313

04/08/20 7:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Winsome trading Other Furniture warehouse 16111 Redmond Woodinville rd ne wa 98072Woodinville my company is doing what ever it can to take advantage of this covid 19 situation. My boss knows 
that people are staying home and turning to online shopping. We sell furniture, chairs, tables and 
shoe racks. It started off with one day off the week to “stay home and stay safe” but with increased 
orders we are working 11 hour days non stop being told if we stay home we will lose our jobs. No 
masks no gloves. When we addressed this to our boss we were told to get back to work and think 
about the company and not our selfs.

04/08/20 9:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open 4 different contractors Construction Willow point drive Richland I witnessed 4 different contractors working on a house.  No PPE.  8 different guys. Dori Luzzo Gilmour wine_woman_13@yahoo.com 5093669706

04/08/20 9:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Unknown Construction 19221 Aurora Ave NorthShoreline, WA 98133 There’s construction that’s building a basic public storage facility at 19221 Aurora Ave N, Shoreline, 
WA 98133. This should be a violation of the Essential Workforce according to information on the 
Governors essential business guidelines, as far as I read. First & foremost the workforce's health is 
being jeopardized and they are not social distancing, I have photos. Why is the city of Shoreline 
allowing this? Everyone else is under law to obey the Governors order! I informed the city of 
Shoreline twice. I live across the street in a 200 unit complex with 55 plus tenants. Even though we 
have at least 1 confirmed case of COVID-19 in our building many still don't take it seriously. To have 
construction going on in plain sight just makes people more brazen. Please have them cease & desist. 
We are worried about our fellow tenants. Thank you!

Jon Pierre Sauvageau jonsauvageau@gmail.com 2064916458

04/08/20 9:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aquatic Bath Construction 801 northern pacific Rd SeYelm I am writing this because employees are frustrated that they are non essential and every day they are 
at work they run the risk of contaminating their loved ones at home with covid. They have had their 
jobs threatened by if they don’t show up they the company has grounds for termination. These are 
hard workers who if it wasn’t for the health risk would have no problem showing up to work. Older 
workers who are in their 60’s re being forced to work. The company is not listening to the governors 
mandated order and the employees work close together. The employees are in desperate need for 
help and he company feels like they can afford the fine but can’t afford the closure of their company. 
PLEASE HELP these citizens exercise their right to be safe and keep their loved ones safe as well.

Nicole Thehenrys0407@gmail.com 360-280-2208

04/08/20 9:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Jet pro express Other Self serve car wash 209 Grant Rd, East Wenatchee, WA 98802Whynachee My friend got sent back to work because the business was "essential "got called back into work to 
watch the car wash. This doesn't seem very essential. And he agrees.  He was originally layed off 
because of this but just got called in a day ago because his boss said it was okay. Wanted to make 
sure it was. Seems very unessential.

Katelyn Durbin katelyn.durbin97@gmail.com 3605805873 manager@jetproautowash.com

04/08/20 10:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Perpetuity inc. Construction 6654 Carlton Ave S, Seattle, Wa 98108Seattle Condo construction. Groups of 10+. No social distancing.  Etc. Neil Honomichl honomicn@yahoo.com 206-229-9265
04/08/20 11:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Paulsen construction services Construction 2623 W Crockett St Seattle Witnessed non-essential construction happening and safe distance protocol being broken often.

04/08/20 11:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Peaks northwest roofing Construction 360 s. Burlington BlvdBurlington Working as if nothing is wrong new roofs and tear offs we all sHare same bathroom and tools and 
materials and is impossible to stay 6but apart

Chris Burlington@gmail.com 3607702614

04/08/20 11:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open 4IFE Painting LLC Construction 312 28TH #A, SEATTLE, WA, 98144, UNITED STATESSeattle There is work is being done at 1473 22nd Avenue, Seattle, WA 98122, and it does not appear to be 
essential and related to structural integrity. The workers also do not appear to be maintaining 
appropriate distance between each other.

04/08/20 12:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Amos Construction Construction 132 Wernex Loop Selah Non essential construction of 2 duplexes. There are about 20 guys on the site and many of them are 
working in close proximity to each other. Only half are wearing masks. They are handing each other 
tools and material constantly. Note the address I supplied above is mine and not where the 
construction is taking place. Construction is next door to the address I provided above.

Charles Mears chuckandhailey@yahoo.com 5097596588

04/08/20 12:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open MV Transportation Other Motorcoach/shuttle transport of Amazon employees to designated work locations through out WA.19835 Woodinville Snohomish RdWoodinville I am an employee of MV Transportation, I feel my co-workers and myself health and safety are being 
placed in great danger of exposure.

MV drivers are expected to drive/shuttle Amazon employees to and from their work locations and 
designated park and ride locations daily, during the Governor's stay at home order.

MV management has willfully denied and/or failed to provide drivers with protective covering(masks, 
gloves, overall covering, etc.)

If drivers want to receive guaranteed pay, they are expected to drive buses with limited passengers 
who could potentially carry the virus.

Since the ridership is down to less than 2 passengers per 6 routes being maintained twice daily, 
Amazon should provide these employees with free parking so they can drive their personal vehicles, 
limiting exposure to MV drivers and their families.

Brenda Hamilton 310hamy@gmail.com 4259714730

04/08/20 12:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Masons Supply Company Construction 7707 S union ridge parkwayRidgefield This business worka closely with each other in a office setting and with yard employees.  They are 
not implementing any restrictions to 6 feet per Government orders which is a risk to all. THEY ARE 
NOT an essential business. They have 12 locations including one in Portland that also dont follow 
these guidelines.

Daniel Osborne danieldaddyo@yahoo.com 5033743244

04/08/20 12:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Masons Supply Company Construction 7707 S union ridge parkwayRidgefield This business worka closely with each other in a office setting and with yard employees.  They are 
not implementing any restrictions to 6 feet per Government orders which is a risk to all. THEY ARE 
NOT an essential business. They have 12 locations including one in Portland that also dont follow 
these guidelines.

Daniel Osborne danieldaddyo@yahoo.com 5033743244

04/08/20 1:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Multiple Contractors Likely no 
advertisement

Construction 718 N 81 St Seattle About 15 workers doing home construction in close quarters, no 6 ft separation, no face masks, 
absolutely no precautions.

04/08/20 3:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Gu-Wi Gutters and Windows AND 
Artisan Window and Gutter Cleaning

Other Gutter Install/Cleaning and Window Cleaning 2350 N 115th St Seattle Not closing - NON essential business - one employee lives with 2 people that have tested positive 
and still working - owner is aware, and still puts him out in the public to work. He has NO concern for 
employs, or the public safety.  He is only concerned about money in his own pocket

04/08/20 4:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Jerry’s Iron Works Other Manufacturing 16015 Main Street NEDuvall There is not enough room for proper social distancing in the office portion of this business for the 
office/administrative personnel. The owner wants workers there starting tomorrow 4/9/2020, even 
though it is not May 4th and the stay at home order is still in effect. This is NOT an essential business.

04/08/20 5:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open KC Equipment LLC Construction 2410 BOYER AVE E #3Seattle No hand washing, no sanitizer, no PPE. Multiple people riding in trucks together.. standing within 1-2 
ft of each other.. not taking any precautions. Said they are exempt from rules put in place by state 
order.... how is that legal?  Working in a state park also? Wooton park in desmoines is not an 
essential project! Tell this company to follow the rules. Never seen a company like this. No regard to 
safety or spacing requirements..

David

04/08/20 6:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Luxury homes LLC Construction 20219 e 9th ct. Spokane valley Workers with no masks and no social distancing between individuals. Non essential construction still 
proceeding. No regards for rules or regulation.

04/08/20 8:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open 24 Hour Fitness Renton Highlands Health-related business 4110 NE 4th St Renton Many people working out in the gym,  not social distancing. Ginger Castleberry ginger.castleberry@gmail.com 4253455961
04/08/20 9:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Sunsteel Llc Construction 2099 Sheller Road Sunnyside More than 100 employees

People not keeping distance
No sanitation stations
1 Janitor that cleans restrooms twice a week 
Need respirators
Allowing sick workers to come back
Not taking proper precautions
Having daily meetings with all employees

04/08/20 10:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Hollywood and Vine Dance Studio, 
PLLC

Other Dance studio 804 Bay Street Port Orchard Stated on their Facebook page posted on April 6th- “Great news! We will be opening! I got this and 
looked threw it carefully and we are good to reopen. I asked for a formal letter to display and that is 
why we will be back Next Monday! So so so so happy!!!!”
The owner Christine Stevens is referring to a fake letter from the Governor that she posted as 2 
photos on April 6th as well. We drove by that studio today and she was there with 2 children dance 
students who were NOT her children and her 2 Employees. They were also not social distancing.

Jane Doe

04/08/20 10:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Cash America Pawn Other Pawn 1098 state ave Marysville They are not essential and are not following safe distance guidelines. Large crowds very close to 
each other and no sanitation of any kind

Kimberly ines Kimberlyines83@gmail.com 4256266444

04/08/20 11:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open A Personal Touch Painting Other Painting company 6245 B Rich Road SELacey Employees are in very close proximity of each other daily. Three people to one van. They work in 
occupied homes that have sick people in them. They do not wear protective masks or gloves when 
working. They have been doing drywall jobs, not maintenance on JBLM. At least one worker is sick 
and may have contacted COVID19, but has not been tested. Employer is aware, but insists the 
employee does not have Coronavirus., but how would he know? He's not a doctor.

Deanna Wills Nenigirld5@gmail.com 2533309975

04/08/20 11:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open relationship advantage Other Relationship class 4520 N crestilne in the churchSpokane Non essential business open. 25 people in a 20 foot room around a table. Ginger Johnson facilitater 
earns 150 per person cash money. Very dangerous, I will lose money not attending but it's better then 
concocting Corona virus

Jason Jeffrey germanvikings4life@gmail.com 5092029800

04/08/20 11:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Vapor Lounge Other Electronic vaping e-cig business 2225 W Wellesley 104Spokane All Vapor Lounge locations in the state are open. People gather in longe area inside the store to vape 
filling the rooms with possible aerosolized contaminated vapor from individuals lungs and mouths

Kristi Johnson krislajo@gmail.com 5099987737

04/09/20 6:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Excell Construction 2309 s jackson Seattle No 6 feet rule. Non low income housing. People in basement close with no protection Na Na Na



04/09/20 7:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Jerry’s Iron Works Other Manufacturing 16015 Main St NE Duvall The business owner is still requiring people come in despite not being essential business they make 
compactors. Even while staying open he has no social distancing measures and is now requiring that 
all office personnel be in the office even though they all have the ability to work remotely.

Megacraig93@gmail.com

04/09/20 10:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Marlo Brown construction Construction 3006 NW 60th St Seattle There are workers who are unprotected and not observing stay at home orders or social distancing 
regulations, putting themselves and others at risk. This employer should offer paid sick leave to its 
staff so they can stay home.

04/09/20 4:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aquatic bathware Other Manufacturing 801 Northern Pacific Rd SEYelm Bathtubs and showers are not worth lives. Why did you let a corporate lawyer decide that? I pray 
everyday that my husband doesn't bring home this virus to our immune compromised child,  that the 
workers who have multi generations in their homes don't bring it home to their parents. Workers there 
are not following the social distancing when they leave work. Workers are scared to stay home 
because this corporation is known for retaliation.  Please please close them down.  A corporate 
lawyer shouldn't get to override what our governor is asking us to do!!!

04/09/20 4:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Magnum Venus Products Other Manufacturing 1862 Ives Ave Kent Manufacturing company that builds equipment to make fiberglass hot tubs and boat hulls, not really 
an essential market.  Also fails to provide ample cleaning gear to allow employees to clean their work 
environments.

Robert Morris bobmorris77@yahoo.com 8154517603

04/09/20 4:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Greenhouse Other Florist and nursery 555 NE 7th Ave Oak Harbor Patrons of above named business not following health guidelines, example employees and customers 
not wearing masks or gloves. To my knowledge florists shops are deemed non-essential business.

04/09/20 5:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Sanitech Systems Inc. / Jerry's Iron 
Works Inc.

Other Trash compacter manufacturer 16015 Main Street NEDuvall This business resumed normal operations today (4/9/2020). They have not received authorization as 
an essential business and should not be operating. Additionally, their office workers are now working 
in close quarters when their roles have the capacity to be done remotely and have easily done so 
these past weeks.

Kaitlin Lebon kmlebon@gmail.com 4257607237

04/09/20 5:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Interstate all battery center Other Battery company 727 134th st sw Everett I've been told by people that interstate battery's retail department is considered non essential, we 
have been open and have not shut,managers have told us we are essential and we cannot take time 
off. Also they are not following social distancing, when we are in contact with customers they refuse to 
let us take credit cards over the phone so it forces us to get close to customers. Also someone has 
tested pos for COVID-19 , and they remain open. We weren't aware of any deep cleaning that was 
done and again the remain open forcing workers to work with customers who in itself the customers 
are non essential

C Chadhastings84@gmail.com 2063077327

04/09/20 6:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open carlson regalo warehouse Other warehouse 2980 center drive suite 150dupont this distribution warehouse ships doorway gates to big box stores and online retailers.  they are still 
continuing to operate and can not maintain proper social distancing according to the guidelines.

d3m0n54in7@yahoo.com

04/09/20 9:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open CubCrafters Other Manufacture Small Aircrafts 1918 S 16th Ave, Yakima, WA 98903Yakima Second time reporting. There was one of our workers that tested positive for COVID-19 and company 
didn’t want to release information. It’s unfair that management and leadership gets to stay home 
isolated while the rest still have to work.

04/09/20 11:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Elevate Fit Life Health-related business 10608 NE 2nd St Bellevue Non essential gym still opening and operating daily with multiple people working in a building with 
100s of condos. Broadcasting their own quarantine violation transgressions on social media channels 
as well as can be seen and heard (loud music and employees with microphone yelling out exercises 
and repetition counts) at various times of day but mostly around 9am, 12pm, 5pm, 6pm. This business 
is putting their employees health at risk as well as a having a variety of people frequenting the space 
several times a day in a residential building putting 100s more at risk!

04/09/20 11:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Northwest Podiatric Laboratory Other Manufacturing 1091 Fir Ave Blaine Business has returned to manufacturing orthotics with employees that have been asked to voluntarily 
return to work temporarily.  There are no safety precautions being taken such as masks, sanitizer, 
strict cleaning or proper mandatory distancing while these products are being passed from one 
employee to another in close proximity. More than 10 employees working in a small area with no extra 
ventilation and no way to practice safe social distancing.

04/10/20 4:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Childhaven Other Childcare 1345 22nd St NE Auburn Daycare has been closed and employees laid off. However, current Employees are not wearing 
masks, nor using social distancing. Meeting families in person and providing meals and home visits 
with no PPE. A worker tested positive and a family who children attended  reported positive test.

04/10/20 7:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Bathroom stall product manufacturing Other Production of bathroom stalls 1102 Bonneville Ave.Snohomish They have required production employees yo come back to work while keeping the office employees 
still at home. Evidently they haven't gotten a response back yet on my employer's request to be 
considered essential. PLEASE do not share my name with my employer, I will be fired.

Curtis Kimble curtis2000.kimble@gmail.com 8179018720

04/10/20 10:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Tyee Lumber and Construction Construction 3737 A St SE Auburn Construction building non-essential projects (fences and decks) in an elderly neighborhood while also 
not respecting social distance of 6 feet.

NA NA 253-929-8179

04/10/20 10:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Stoddard international Other Aerospace 18660 58th ave NE Arlington On April 13th Stoddard international is planning to violate the stay at home order. Is ordering all 
employees (over 100 people) to return to work at 6am on the 13th. The employees work together in 
close proximity where social distancing is impossible.  Stoddard international was already deemed 
non-essential but they do not agree with the extended order that lasts until May 4th. 

Returning to work is not optional and they’ve released several emails stating such.  I worry about the 
safety of myself, family and co workers. I feel their decision is irresponsible and so do many co 
workers. Unfortunately we have no choice but to return on Monday. 

For job security I ask in any investigation I remain anonymous.

Glenn Bray Glennb1701@icloud.com 425-273-8987

04/10/20 11:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open unknown Construction 5006 15th Ave NE Seattle residential construction ongoing every day. Workers observed not complying with social distancing on 
job site. Also includes 5014 15th Ave NE

04/10/20 11:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Sunrise Glass Inc and jobsites Construction 707 N Central Ave Kent Management forcing employee to work in nonessential business even with pre-existing health 
condition. Limited PPE available. Social distancing is only minimally enforced.  No handwashing 
stations on jobsites. Commercial glazing still going on for GCs but in closed businesses.

04/10/20 12:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Meisner Construction Construction 4443 127th Ave E Edgewood Construction that is non-essential. Contract workers there every day not practicing social distancing. 
They are breaking ground for new home behind this property.  How is this essential. That have no 
stopped construction or moving earth.  The City of Edgewood office is closed and no one is regulating 
builders in our community.

Concerned citizen concernedcitizen@yahoo.com info@meissnerconstruction.com

04/10/20 5:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Accurate concrete construction llc Construction 741 Edith ave Walla walla Working in groups not taking safety measures. No masks, no gloves Threats of being fired if workers 
dont continue to work.

Lupe Diaz Lupe83@gmail.com 5093013932

04/11/20 10:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open The finest accessories Other Retail hair accessories online /warehouse 30545 SE 84th St #5Issaquah The CEO is forcing people to work in the warehouse. She is laying off workers and threatening 
termination if they don’t work. She has laid off workers even though she is getting the SBA loan. She 
is not providing PPEs to employee’s she’s is forcing to work. She sells accessories. This is not 
essential. There are people working with compromised immune systems.

I can’t leave a name or I’ll be fired.Anonymous 5555555555

04/11/20 1:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aarons Other Rent to own All Washington StoresAll Washington LocationsWe are not selling essential items or needs. We are lucky to receive 1 call a day in relation to sales 
requests and those are for a tv, game system, or couch. 

In a conference call it was stated we are open for the purpose if collecting our money owed. To call 
our customers for payments. 

We are required to pick up and return used merchandise. People couching, sitting, body fluids and 
anything else left in these items are subjecting us and our family's to Covid 19 and other issues. The 
company dont care. We are here to collect $ from payments owed.  While our upper management is 
required to work from home and NOT allowed to travel even to store locations our of fear and 
precaution due to Covid 19.

This company needs stopped because they do not care about the staff and putting us in unsafe 
situations soley ti collect money. Which is pissing our customers off because all there creditors are 
giving them a break and working with them but we are not. We are calling them 2 times a day and 
calling g their references and family members to try and collect payment. We are bothering 
references. Everyone needs to stay home and worry about their health. Not the $ they owe ti a 
creditor. But I'm forced to be a bully to collect money when I want to be home keeping my family and 
myself safe. 

We can. It social distance with our jobs. Our show tools are closed but we are going out to customers 
cars for payments. We are touching, carrying, breathing in used customer products they are returning. 
No way to clean, disinfect,  and sanitize before touching. We are risking our lives and the lives of our 
loved ones so my company can collect their monthly revenue. That was stated on a conference call 
today, we are only here to collect monthly revenue.

Speaking for many Aaron's employees..... please help!

Jarred Bowman Jarred.bowman@aarons.com 5416338821 AHSC@aarons.com

04/11/20 2:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Dick McCormick Construction Construction 3715 41st Avenue SouthSeattle Construction continues on unoccupied residence. Workers regularly observed within 2 feet. 
Construction in violation of governor's order.

David Katz daykay@gmail.com 206-799-0698

04/11/20 2:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Aarons Other Rent to own All Washington StoresAll Washington LocationsWe are not selling essential items or needs. We are lucky to receive 1 call a day in relation to sales 
requests and those are for a tv, game system, or couch. 

In a conference call it was stated we are open for the purpose if collecting our money owed. To call 
our customers for payments. 

We are required to pick up and return used merchandise. People couching, sitting, body fluids and 
anything else left in these items are subjecting us and our family's to Covid 19 and other issues. The 
company dont care. We are here to collect $ from payments owed.  While our upper management is 
required to work from home and NOT allowed to travel even to store locations our of fear and 
precaution due to Covid 19.

This company needs stopped because they do not care about the staff and putting us in unsafe 
situations soley ti collect money. Which is pissing our customers off because all there creditors are 
giving them a break and working with them but we are not. We are calling them 2 times a day and 
calling g their references and family members to try and collect payment. We are bothering 
references. Everyone needs to stay home and worry about their health. Not the $ they owe ti a 
creditor. But I'm forced to be a bully to collect money when I want to be home keeping my family and 
myself safe. 

We can. It social distance with our jobs. Our show tools are closed but we are going out to customers 
cars for payments. We are touching, carrying, breathing in used customer products they are returning. 
No way to clean, disinfect,  and sanitize before touching. We are risking our lives and the lives of our 
loved ones so my company can collect their monthly revenue. That was stated on a conference call 
today, we are only here to collect monthly revenue.

Speaking for many Aaron's employees..... please help!

Jarred Bowman Jarred.bowman@aarons.com 5416338821 AHSC@aarons.com



04/11/20 2:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Lone Fir Resorts Other Resort & RV Park 16806 Lewis River Rd.Cougar The business owner Jeremy, is not following social distancing guidelines and is continuing to operate 
a Non essential service, such as, providing lodging, group sightseeing tours around Cougar Loop Rd. 
in a trolley that is not street legal. The people he is transporting are not six feet away on the trolley. 
Also, he is driving the trolley through residential areas, where he is not permitted to give tours. Also, 
Jeremy and his employees do not practice social distancing with eachother. I regularly see him and 
his employees entering and exiting the same small motorhome, that they will occupy for hours.

Jesse jessestunts@gmail.com 8053774918

04/11/20 4:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Valvoline Other Non-essential 20302 98th St East Bonney Lake Witnessed 15 workers at job site, no social distancing or ppe. Workers also go into the Costco for no 
real purpose. This is the third time this has been reported.

04/11/20 6:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Glen Echo Gardens Other Botanical Garden 4390 Y Road Bellingham Owner is keeping this non essential business open during their otherwise regular hours, customers 
are stopping by, social distancing is not being enforced.

Concerned Neighbor glenechogarden@yahoo.com

04/11/20 7:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Active construction Construction 5110 river rd East Tacoma Violating social distancing and non essential business

04/11/20 10:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Girard resources and recycling Other Semi trucks delivering topsoils for home gardens and other stuff. 11033 92nd St SE Snohomish Not following social distancing guidelines. Conducting non-essential business such as delivering 
topsoil for hone gardens and instructing their employees to lie to police about their jobs.

Jody Robinett but please don’t give Girard my namejodybodie@yahoo.com 4253146480

04/12/20 9:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Terex Construction 6464 185TH AVE NERedmond We report to work on 5/13/2020, no social distancing, we all work in weld cells with multiple people, 
they say there an essential business, but we build construction equipment.I think it’s to soon for them 
to risk our lives when there is a lockdown.

Alexander  Richardson Roscoe7811@aol.com 2068515625

04/12/20 11:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Cook's Magnolias lawn care Other Yard and lawn care 17404 Meridian E Ste F #251Puyallup Non-essential business that is continuing to run and also not following social distancing requests. Heidi Sanders stillatoysruskid@gmail.com 253-365-4700

04/12/20 12:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Milgard Manufacturing Construction 1010 54th Ave E Fife This business manufactures windows and doors and is not essential, they also are not practicing 
social distancing.

Andrew Brooks atbrooks2013@yahoo.com 3602868995

04/12/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ketelsen Construction Construction 3050 Brisbane St. Walla Walla I want to be completely Anonymous.  My employer still has us working in areas that are not essential 
to structural integrity, I’m working in very close quarters with others, needing to share tools. No hand 
sanitizer in bathroom and only one hand was sink. Not feeling safe or protected. Refused to lay 
people off. Gives the option to stay home with no reimbursement.

Patrick Craddock patrickfcraddock@gmail.com 971-300-6556

04/12/20 1:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open A1 Education Other Supplemental Education 3333 184th ST SW Suite MLynnwood My boss had 3 people in our NONESSENTIAL business (that has been closed since the stay at home 
order was enacted) on Saturday, April 11th. There was no 6 foot distance respected. She is also 
forcing us all back to work before the stay at home order is lifted or we will not have jobs to return to.

Kayla Filetto kayla.filetto@gmail.com 4252326538

04/12/20 6:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Funko Other Toy manufacturers 6305 36th Ave w Everett This is a toy factory.  My friend’s brother works there and is now sick with a fever and said two of his 
coworkers have gotten COVID 19.  Also the warehouse does not provide safe social distancing work 
environments.

Ashlee Meissner Ashleeinseattle@hotmail.com 4257508209 contact@funco.com

04/12/20 7:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Funko Other Toy company 2802 Wetmore Ave Everett, WA The warehouses for this company are still open. There have been two confirmed cases of covid 19 in 
these facilities already. A family member of mine who works here just came down with a fever and 
may have the virus. Lives are being put in danger over toys, doesn’t seem right.

Sam SamanthaKate88@hotmail.com 4252480318 contact@funco.com

04/12/20 7:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open SOUND GLASS Construction 5501 75th st W Tacoma Warren the owner is putting workers at risk for COVID by emailing his workers that they have work 
that is non essential. this work can wait!! no social distancing in a work vehicle.

04/12/20 8:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Washington Iron Worka Construction 3144 NE Halyard LnOak harbor Multiple employees have gotten sick within the last two weeks. Not enforcing social distancing.

04/12/20 9:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Griggs Department Store Other Hardware Store/Retail 801 W Columbia St Pasco Suspicion on someone carrying the virus who works there. Non-essential business, too many people 
in the store everyday.

04/13/20 6:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Regalo International / Carlson Pet 
Products

Other Warehouse 2980 Center Dr #150Dupont In a previous inquiry, this business was deemed non-essential, and yet it remains open. Though some 
measures are being taken against the virus, there is no real enforcement of social distancing or 
proper use of face masks. With several temps being brought in each day, the risk of exposure is 
increased even further. I fear for my own safety, and that of my family by extension.

Zack Castle reportingregalo@gmail.com

04/13/20 7:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open K&M rebar Other Rebar company 6302 ne 127 th ave Vancouver wa 98682Vancouver wa. Workers not doing social distancing. Workers are driving together in their cars on break. Spitting on 
the ground. 
Non essential business.

04/13/20 8:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open ASC Machine Tools Construction 900 N Fancher Rd Spokane Valley ASC used a false statement of essential work to stay open siting food preparation support.  This is not 
correct, supports construction siding.  Unable to deliver completed machines as businesses are 
abiding by the stay home mandate.  Has at least two confirmed cases of the 90 employees presently 
working.    Will not provide confirmed numbers to employees.  Refuse to provide proof of state 
approved essential business.

04/13/20 8:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open ASC Machine Tools Construction 900 N Fancher Rd Spokane Valley ASC used a false statement of essential work to stay open siting food preparation support.  This is not 
correct, supports construction siding.  Unable to deliver completed machines as businesses are 
abiding by the stay home mandate.  Has at least two confirmed cases of the 90 employees presently 
working.    Will not provide confirmed numbers to employees.  Refuse to provide proof of state 
approved essential business.

04/13/20 8:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open LaborWorks Other Day Labor Company 13624 Hwy 99 Suite D8Lynnwood Day labor company is open with no jobs available, non essential customers and operations. More 
than 40 people in a small office not distancing in the morning last week, waiting for work that is non 
existent. It is not safe for this place to be open.

Alison West 206-395-9877

04/13/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open STS Construction 1500 block Boylston AveSeattle construction on abandoned hotel/apartment building.  workers observed not distancing properly. josh jbrzozno@gmail.com 2067075834

04/13/20 9:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open GU-WI Gutters and Windows and 
Artisan Windows and Gutter Cleaning

Other Gutter Installation/Cleaning and Window Cleaning 2350 N 115th St. SEATTLE This company continues to work, putting employees and the public at risk. One employee lives in a 
house where 2 people have test positive and continues to work,  and the owner is aware. This needs 
to STOP!

info@gu-wi.com

04/13/20 9:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Brite light welding Other Welding/manufacturing 5526 184th St E Puyallup They do not produce anything essential. Not practicing social distancing. Now an employee has has 
been exposed to a confirmed positive patient and the owner is guilting his crew to keep working.

Lisa 5303620851 Ralph Thompson jr

04/13/20 11:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Spaces Belltown Other Coworking Space 2815 Elliott Ave Seattle The Spaces Belltown coworking space is remaining open during this time, requiring their building staff 
to come in to the office.  It is my understanding that there are no essential services being run out of 
the building.  The organization is also not moving desks 6 feet apart and has offered nothing to 
members regarding suspending their membership/rent payments.

Lisa Zook lisa.m.zook@gmail.com 614-638-5628 Chris Dayton christopher.dayton@iwgplc.com

04/13/20 8:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Griggs Department Store Other Retail/Hardware 801 W Columbia St Pasco Someone in this work place has the virus but refuse to close. Large gatherings of more than 50 
people inside the business when open, not essential or safe

04/14/20 10:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Waters and wood inc. Construction 3040 B st nw Auburn Witnessed 2 employees yesterday on a job site doing non essential work and while not following 
social distancing protocols. This is the third time I’ve noticed them in my area recently working

04/14/20 10:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Superior tree service Other Tree service 2121 north comercial Ave pasco wapasco wa We are unsafe please do not tell them I am reporting they will fire me they.they aren't following and 
covid 19 rules to separate we are at high risk

Jr Pimpinallday2@gmail.com 5095372607

04/14/20 10:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Superior tree service Other Tree service 2121 north comercial Ave pasco wapasco wa We are unsafe please do not tell them I am reporting they will fire me they.they aren't following and 
covid 19 rules to separate we are at high risk

Jr Pimpinallday2@gmail.com 5095372607

04/14/20 1:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Milgard Construction 965 54th Ave E Fife Telling employees that they are an essential business,  if they want to self quarantine they have to 
exhaust their accumulated time off then return to work

Connie Knoblauch jcaddams@msn.com 2533970417

04/14/20 4:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open IMPORTS & CLASSICS Other Classic Car Dealership 8038 Guide Meridian RdLynden Business is open by apt. only. Possible sick employee. Mike Willby MikeW321@aol.com 360-349-2325 Importsandclassics@gmail.com
04/15/20 8:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Exxel Pacific/Vulcan Construction 8606 35th Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98115Seattle, WA Specifically the concern is for the "Jackson" Site. While getting special permission and deemed 

essential... I am sure they failed to mention the site has had 5 cases, including 1 death as a result of 
Corona Virus. Specifically from a company on site called Platinum. This site does not need to be in 
operation and is not operating safely for its employees and subs. Social distancing and sanitation are 
sub par and in direct violation of the governor's orders as well as CDC guidelines.

Shelby shablosj@gmail.com

04/15/20 1:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Griggs Department Store Other Hardware Store 801 W Columbia St Pasco Confirmed Covid-19 case in this store but they refuse to shut down and are hiring more people to 
work due to a large amount of employees refuse to work in an environment that has the confirmed 
virus. They aren’t taking any action and it’s unsafe and unsanitary. Always a large amount of 
customers, non essential business.

04/16/20 9:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Wayne Dalton overhead doors Construction 2001 Industrial Dr Centralia Threating employees with there jobs that dont come to work. They make Custom Garage Doors for 
the RICH. . How is that essential ,  we are not expendable assets,  Business as usual. . profits before 
people.

Michael Deseguirant Millwright0059@yahoo.com 3606212689

04/16/20 9:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Via RV llc Other Custom RV building 16626 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm an employee with via RV LLC and the Asian owner will not follow the covid-19 guidelines and is 
operating under non-essential guidelines there's no need for them to be open to work on motorhomes 
has requested that we come in every day and not follow the guidelines of social distancing he's 
allowing customers to come in without facemask anything and is put our health at risk I told him about 
the laws and the guidelines and he said he will not follow them it is ridiculous!!!

Cash Cashysmashy928@gmail.com 2065910095 Don't Ma

04/16/20 2:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Seneca Foods, Inc. Other Food Processing Company - Processes Apple Chips 2418 River Rd. Yakima Seneca Foods, Inc. in Yakima, WA shut down on March 26, 2020 due to the COVID-19 and the 
Governor's Stay Home, Stay Healthy Order of March 24, 2020.  The plant reopened on April 13, 
2020.  it employs approximately 50 full-time permanent employees and the remainder are temps hired 
through a Temp Agency and some are from the WA State DOC Work Release Program.  The plant 
manager requires all employees to clock in 5 minutes before the shift begins.  This means everyone is 
lined up, waiting to use one time-clock, to clock in.  There is no social distancing; no 6 feet between 
employees waiting to clock in.  The company has NOT provided nor has required employees to wear 
face masks nor have they provided any type of PPE gear to protect themselves or the product they 
are producing.  This plant produces fried "fruits or vegetables" chips; primarily fried apple chips.  
There are issues as to the personal hygiene of the "temps", and their carelessness of abiding to the 
social distancing policy set by the Governor.   The production of apple chips (or any other fruit or 
vegetable) is not an essential commodity during this pandemic crisis.  This plant should remain closed 
until the Governor lifts the ban for the health and safety of its workers.

04/16/20 4:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Air Design Construction 1807 E Francis Spokane Air design is not only working although they are not supposed to be but they are not providing any 
type of safety equipment for their employees and they are not following any safety guidelines! Please 
help.

04/17/20 6:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open General biodiesel Construction 6333 1st ave south Seattle Employees working around dangerous chemicals like sulfuric acid with no haswooper training. Pools 
of acid laying around the plant

Current employee careers@gbdnw.com

04/17/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Boeing Other Aircraft manufacturing 3003 W  Casino RoadEverett Boeing is calling us back to work on Tuesday, April 21st. We are non essential according to Inslee's 
Essential Business report. It includes aircraft maintenance and repair. We are building new airplanes. 
As of today, there are 61 corona virus cases at the Everett plant. That is with only the few workers 
that are there now. It is unsafe to be there.

Vicki Mahan vmm620@gmail.com 425-412-0793

04/17/20 1:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Premier Construction 12910 SE 240th St Kent Since the day after the governor gave everyone the stay home order they still make all employees to 
show up for work even though they know about the orders, people have tested positive for covid at 
this sight and they still are keeping the doors open. They even had 250 people on site 4/16/2020 
Fairfield is who runs the sight and premier is the roofing company that keeps working.

bulldogs98rock@gmail.com



04/18/20 12:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Overlake Golf & Country Club Other Country Club 8000 NE 16th St Medina This golf club has reopened their restaurant for takeout service as a ruse to skirt the sheltering law. 
They have not provided PPE for workers, trained workers on sanitation, or monitor staff cleaning 
procedures. No concern to stop the spread amongst themselves or the people they serve. They have 
no restrictions on the pickups, so many eat in the parking lot and on the golf course like a picnic or 
tailgate party. Takeout ends at 7pm, but staff then use the facility late into the night to drink alcohol 
and party.

info@overlookgc.com

04/18/20 10:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Puget sound plants Other Landscape nursery 9615 192 nd St se Snohomish Employees loading box truck without distancing, customers coming in and out. Employees working in 
close quarters doing production work. 
Not properly disinfecting all work areas.
Reopened even though not an essential business.

04/18/20 10:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Clean Kratom Other Kratom Store 1522 Simms St Lakewood They are spreading COVID19 by not having employees wash hands(they wear the same pair of 
gloves for 8 hours and touch different peoples monies, ids,debit cards, etc)

jacob hughes jacob.hughes.superior@gmail.com

04/18/20 12:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Zen Massage Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 9520 Aurora Ave N Seattle She is open. I live a block away and see customers going inside and her open sign on.

And she  has cemented 12+ sharp screws/ nails sharp side up all along her rose wall, PAINTED 
green so that anyone who sits gets injured for sure. She is a SAFERY HAZARD

Marcy McFall marcydarlene@hotmail.com 2062479109

04/20/20 8:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open VIP massage Other Asian illegal massage 12702 Hwy 99 Everett Illegal sex act massage business open!!! Saw 5 vehicles in parking lot and called and asked why it 
was open and she turned off the “open” sign! Someone said a Home Depot someone got Covid from 
a woman there!

Leaha Tajon leaha@tajon.com 206-265-1956

04/21/20 10:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Yakima Bait Other Manufacturing fishing lures 1000 Bailey Ave Granger Employees are asked to work even though its non essential. One of my co workers is being tested for 
covid and the company is still open and having us report to work.

04/21/20 12:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Rohner Construction 2650 NE andresen rd #102Vancouver Building custom paint booths and ovens are Non essential functions being performed. There is at 
least 1 confirmed coronavirus case and it has been announced that they expect more. 2 employees 
were confirmed to have been exposed, only 1 employee that was exposed is quarantined. Rohner is 
not providing proper PPE to protect their employees, and making minimal attempts to prevent spread 
of this disease. Rohner has continued to send employees to known infected areas of California and 
Seattle resulting in at least 1 employee contracting Covid-19.

04/21/20 1:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Johnny T Stine at Friday Harbor Grand 
B&B

Health-related business 345 Blair Ave. Friday Harbor WA 98250An unlicensed person is selling and administering an non-approved drug for $400 as a treatment for 
COVID-19.  https://sanjuanislander.com/news-articles/people/30970/mayor-invites-vaccine-peddler-to-
friday-
harbor?fbclid=IwAR1vyWQ7KYpOcNskjOTPKKlnQEYOu9PdU2ywKEHmlxq6ScuEaF0dPhTa4H8

360*378*0442

04/21/20 9:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Classy Chassis Other Car Wash 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup A friend of mine works here and was told that they were given a letter stating the company was told 
they could stay open, but failed to show her the letter. She found it was non-essential and additionally 
at work, they failed to provide her proper PPE from hand sanitizer, gloves, face masks, to hand soap.

corey@classychassis.com

04/22/20 12:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ryerson Other Metal supplier 600 SW 10th St. Renton WA 98507Renton We have no business being open. Are branch has one contract/customer that makes medical 
equipment but Our branch in Renton doesn’t make that product in house. It is subbed out to a 
contractor or one of our many branches. Our main product is sheet metal. Our branch has taken no 
extra effort to our daily function. We are often with out basic hand soap there is no cleaning/sanitizing  
crew. I don’t believe we are essential nor taking extra precautions. Please intervene to help us keep 
our families safe.

Dion Woodring dionwoodring@yahoo.com 2533200857

04/22/20 2:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open HCI Steel Buildings Construction 17833 59th ave ne suite carilington HCI is a non-essential business. They do not manufacture primary steel, or construction for essential 
businesses. Not following mandatory social distancing. Employees work in a trailer with no proper 
ventilation and no where to wash hands. No running water connected to trailer or bathrooms. HCI 
doesn't  provide enough fixed or portable hand washing facilities or stations at workplaces and jobsites 
so employees can wash their hands frequently with soap and hot and cold (or tepid) running water.

sales@hcisteelbuildings.com

04/22/20 3:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Conrad manufacturing Other Aerospace, commercial plastic 4156 B place nw a Auburn, wa Being called in for non essential work.  Non-essential business is operating with all employees in the 
same building. Everyone told they will be paid 40/hr. Week.  No PPE provided.  Was told today that 
we need to work Saturday, then take a day off next week to even out our time.

Kyle Crabtree Kcdisc@gmail.com 2532261481

04/23/20 11:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Metro by T-Mobile Other Telecommunication Company 121 Samish Way Bellingham the same employees who got my friend with with the rona virus at the other metro pcs store is still 
working at this metro pcs location!!!!!! they do not care about their customers and I will not be 
shopping here again! they r also not following social distancing regulations!!!

04/27/20 10:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Demolition Man Other Demolition 8129 Occidental Ave SSeattle None essential, no ability to wash hands at secondary yard, no ability to wash hands on job sites. Sharon Itara060@gmail.com 2537226446

04/27/20 11:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Allcore360 Other Workout 130 scruggs road ste 207Moneta Still open and not practicing social distancing tracy@bodyshoppefitness.com
04/28/20 9:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open HCI Steel Buildings Construction 17833 59th Ave NE Suite CArlington This company opened April 20th 2020 before any restrictions were lifted. This company also is 

preforming non-essential work, such as but not limited to: providing free quotes for customer inquiries, 
delivering material to non Phase 1 qualified job sites, selling & processing new non-essential building 
sales. This company is also not keeping their staff 6' apart, no sinks provided for the office staff along 
with no soap or running water near the break room area or restrooms, and the employees are not 
given the choice to work from home safely as instructed by the governor. This company is putting 
profit and greed before their staff and their family.

Seth bassprotopshop@gmail.com ted@hcisteelbuildings.com

04/28/20 10:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Olympic Color Rods Other Glass Blowing Supply Warehouse - Distribution Warehouse 1050 West Nickerson St.Seattle More than 10 people present at a single time, not practicing social distancing, employees fear of 
losing there jobs if they do not go to work.

Jennifer Krause jenniferbkrause@outlook.com 2533262023 Phillip O'Reilly (Pore1@mindspring.com) and (phil@dpfa.com)

04/28/20 11:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Big 5 Sporting Goods Other Sporting goods 17014 Meridian E Puyallup Endangering employees by allowing more public access to multiple store locations. They do not sell 
any essential items and whatever is selling is not essential at all. Please close down Washington 
State locations to protect the public as well as the employees being forced to work.

Kiley willikiley@gmail.com 2533502826

04/28/20 11:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Kitsap Auto Outlet Other Auto Sales 3555 W, WA-16 Port Orchard Has total disregard for Stay home order and even fired employees not willing to come back. Used 
govt assistance for employees wages to hire new people .

https://www.reddit.com/r/Kitsap/comments/g9ihyn/kitsap_auto_outlet_during_covid_19_breaking_laws/
?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share

04/28/20 3:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Priceless Granite and Tile Other Granite Manufacturers 10515 Mountain Loop HwyGranite Falls Business is open and employees forced to work against state shut down orders
Employees not following social distancing requirements 
Company is not providing their employees personal protective equipment

04/28/20 4:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Hunt wood cabinets Administrative office Construction Administrative office Spokane? I know someone who works in the office and they are not social distancing and they’re already back to 
work right now

Carrie Rudd Carrieann01@gmail.com 5097011456

04/28/20 5:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open South Tacoma glass Construction 8915 Lakeview ave swLakewood We are in and out of people's apartments and houses daily installing vinyl windows. We drive to and 
from the jobsite with 3 people in our truck at all times. Not to mention I had my job threatened because 
I expressed i felt unsafe at work due to this virus. I and everyone I work with really needs some clarity 
on this. We've been back to our normal duties since Wednesday 22nd of April.

Brian Brian.mulshenock@gmail.com 2533018213

04/29/20 8:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Construction company Construction 302 10th Ave. East. Seattle Today, Wednesday April 29th, the apartment building construction site re-opened and started. No 
workers are wearing any PPE, and based on what I can see online they aren't supposed to be 
opened without some submission of a plan that includes PPE or still being made to stop construction. 
I live at 302 10th Ave east and the new building is the next plot over. I do not know the name of the 
construction company.

Sean L Johnson sjohnson.uw@gmail.com 4152401240

04/29/20 9:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Ballard Consignment Other Consignment Furniture Store 5459 Leary Ave NW Ballard This consignment store has been offering "private showings" to the public from 11-3 daily and has 
been doing so since the stay at home proclamation started. They have not closed the store, and I 
don't believe sanitary measures (masks/gloves) are being implemented.

04/29/20 11:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Sunsteel Llc Construction 2099 Sheller Road Sunnyside They told us some one tested positive who was just their everyone had contact with him.
We had a meeting today and they said he tested positive yesterday but it's okay because we are 
more likely to die from a car crash than covid 19 I have a wife with cancer, my elderly mother i take 
care of and two toddlers in the household. Almost everyone working here is older folks and we have 
one janitor for 150 plus people. We have no cleaning or disinfecting supplies we are not even being 
given masks or anything.

04/29/20 1:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Dunca Construction Construction 268 Chaparall St. Ocean Shores Wa 98569workers not wearing masks, not following 6 feet rule. They may be working at non essential 
construction as they have been working for at least a month during shutdown. The worksite is 324 
Duck LAKE Drive SE Ocean Shores WA

Pat Sullivan sullivanpatrick903@gmail.com 5304101425 DUMITRU_DUNCA@YAHOO.COM

04/29/20 1:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Soaring Heart Natural Bed Company Other Retail Mattress Company 101 Nickerson St. #400Seattle From the beginning of Safety in Place Soaring Heart did not close down. They have been forcing 
employees to work or threatening unemployment. They now have the showroom open during the day 
and are completing sales. The employer has required staff during the use of PTO.  Social distancing 
practices are not in place or cleaning standards. I am afraid of losing my unemployment for reporting 
this but so many people are being put in danger. Please do not disclose my information to the owner. I 
have proof of all of the above claims!

Madison Ambrose ( Please keep private)madisonambrose13@gmail.com 2242013477 Mike Schaeffer  mike@soaringheart.com

04/29/20 3:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Pacific Exteriors LLC Construction 14724 Bothell Way NESeattle this company has intentions of resuming operations and beginning new projects that’s are NEW 
CONTRACTS and do not qualify based on the restrictions set in the governors order.

04/29/20 6:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSHNon-essential business is open Petrin Dermatology Health-related business 8301 161st Avenue NortheastRedmond Petrin-known to run a shady practice at best, plans to re-open May 5th. He is 'requiring' his 
employees to return and is cancelling all furloughs on that date. He is claiming to be an 'essential' 
business even though he has been closed as of March 23rd's state-wide order.  It is in the city that I 
live in which is how I am aware, via friendship with extremely scared employee (who says all are but 
now have no choice). I'd ask the state to also look deeply in his practice. As a patient (no longer) I've 
witnessed him not sign charts and ask front office help to sign off on charts.  I also know for a fact his 
head of HR has been working (and getting paid) while claiming unemployment. He makes employees 
do procedures they are not trained to perform. As a tax paying, charity giving citizen this sickens me. 
The rest of his employees have been nothing but first class.  He's known for seeing more that 50 
patients a day.  No wonder he wants to open up. $ over employee/public safety.
Covid-19
Shady Practice
HR breaking laws
Shut this guy down.
E-mail is from his website. Only e-mail offered.

John Gregory johngregory4747@gmail.com tea.prom@petrindermatology.com

03/30/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open none (dwellings under construction) Construction 7000 Greenwood Ave NSeattle Hello, I was under the impression that non-essential construction needed to be halted.  A few dozen 
construction workers here have been there every week day, when I was under the impression your 
common apartment/condo building was non-essential.  Them ceasing construction for now would 
reduce the daily flow of people to our neighborhood.

Andrew Percival andrew.h.percival@gmail.com (206) 713-0153

03/30/20 2:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rays Other Landscaping 223 Barton Renton Work teams, landscape blowers blowing their germs around, close neighbors, I feel vulnerable Nancy Neisner@comcast.net



03/30/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Lawn Care Other Lawn Care Services 402 Valley Ave, Ste 110Puyallup My son works for this company and I am concerned that they are putting his health in jeopardy by 
keeping the staff working on what I feel are non-essential services right now.  I know that TruGreen is 
a national company and these are WA state orders, but these people work in the state of WA.  Please 
keep my name out of any conversation with this company as it could put my son's job in jeopardy.

Barbara Stogsdill babs5794@gmail.com 2532783693

03/30/20 2:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mirage Hardscape Construction 615 N Baker Ave Apt DEast Wenatchee Construction hardscape business still operating as usual with all employees including hiring new ones.

03/30/20 2:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open RBC Constuction Construction 9014 N Greenwood StSpokane Still is working and running company.

03/30/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Interior Wood Working Specialists Construction 15337 NE 92nd St. Redmond The management is turning a blind eye, pertending like they are not hearing Observation; Allowing 
employees to continue to come to work, but not forcing anyone to work. Not everone there is takeing 
this threat serious. I made the personal decision to stay home on march 20th and I know IWS was 
allowing employees to work after march 23rd.

Johnny Arellano johnny.jj78@gmail.com 4252938470

03/30/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Solutions Landscaping & Excvtn Construction 19915 Spabenjer Place (360) 440-3630 (360) 697-1470Poulsbo Seen out working on projects and taking on new jobs after proclamation deadline. Told to stop, but 
they refuse and are very sneaky.

03/30/20 2:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Contractors at The Farm Apartment 
Complex-Mill Creek, WA

Construction 132nd Street SE (SR 96) at the signalized intersection at 39th Avenue SE.Mill Creek Up to 30 employees working from 7AM until 3-4 PM Monday-Saturday. Non-essential contractors. Don Houvener donaldhouvener@yahoo.com 2067073339

03/30/20 2:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 718 n 67th st seattle workers have continued to work on this home .construction despite shut down of non-critical 
businesses  due to corona virus. this poses a danger to neighbors

charles stewart steworcas2@aol.com 2062917125

03/30/20 2:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Katerra Construction 19202 E Garland AveSpokane Valley Katerra is a construction company and the CLT factory directly supports field construction of non-
essential job sites. I am concerned that this business is remaining open, putting employees at risk 
each day.

03/30/20 2:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction Next to Tukwila libraryTukwila Construction still going on.

03/30/20 3:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 854 Highline Dr. East Wenatchee A new house is being built and construction and has continued everyday since the clarification of 
what is essential and what is not.

Lance Merz lewismp2002@yahoo.com 509-470-2506

03/30/20 3:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Associated Materials Construction 3120 freeman rd e Fife Requiring all workers to work, building windows

03/30/20 3:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Seattle Genetics Construction 3450 Monte Villa ParkwayBothell Construction workers, including Plumbers and Electricians are still working at Seattle Genetics in 
Bothell. Seattle Genetics has their own people working from home to be safe but the construction has 
continued. The construction is not essential just a tenant improvement project. 50 people are on site 
during the day shift and 50 on swing. No social distancing is being provided. Please look into this and 
do something about it before someone dies.

Jenny Wubbena jjggmartin@hotmail.com 2068184835

03/30/20 3:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open North County Lawn Care Other Landscapng 6689 Malloy Rd, Ferndale, WA 98248Ferndale Observed several of their landscaping teams working around Whatcom County on 3/27. The crews 
were merely cutting grass, trimming, etc. Called their office and asked why they were still working. 
Told by receptionist that they were an essential business.

joel helle joelhelle@hotmail.com 3609617993

03/30/20 3:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction College crest apartmentsPullman Ongoing construction around student housing Charlie Allfrey callfrey@aol.com 2064996146
03/30/20 3:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mcdonalds Construction 917 Avenue D Snohomish Construction of a new McDonalds commercial building.  

Working last Thurs and Friday and again Today

Joe Willis willis4x@comcast.net 3607221849

03/30/20 3:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ayers Construction Construction 112 Birchfield Parkway, Onalaska, WA 98570Onalaska, WA Observed construction continuing on new build home at the above address on March 27 and 30, 
2020.  Multiple individuals were working at property.  Ayers Construction's business address is 168 
Garrett Loop, Chehalis, WA.

Deborah Hilliard deborah.sherk@comcast.net 360-864-5660

03/30/20 3:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Wall to wall tile and stone corp Construction 6835 S 212th Kent Boss text us and was asking for people to come in monday and possibly Tuesday to go up to a jobsite 
in Arlington, Wa ran by AMWA.

03/30/20 3:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stimson contracting Construction 11515 w sunset hwyAirway heights Continuing to make employees work at non essential jobs

03/30/20 3:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Olympic Rentals Other Lawn and Landscaping 1018 Boundary St SEOlympia at ~11am 3/30/2020 I was in my living room teleworking  (per the governors order) when a loud leaf 
blower and  weed wacker was being operated outside my rental. I looked out my window to and saw 
our lawn guys mowing our grass (which was not needed as it hasn't grown) and blowing small 
amounts of clippings everywhere. I realized I had been hearing this noise for 45 minutes as they did 
their normal weekly lawn preening. This is SO wrong. They didnt even have PPE on and were 2 feet 
from me. 
Olympic Rentals contracts these services as there is a truck with a biz logo but I do not know the 
name of this company,

Jennifer Stewart MissJenniferStewart@gmail.com 3605291803

03/30/20 3:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Geopier NW Construction 40 Lake Bellevue Dr # 100Bellevue There no essential on site ground work

03/30/20 3:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CH Custom Homes Construction 11918 122nd Ave Ct EPuyallup This remodeling company is continuing business as usual, despite the Corid 19 outbreak. Carole Baskin Carolebaskin@outlook.com 2535551212

03/30/20 3:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bouten Construction Construction 627 N Napa Spokane I work for a company named Bouten Construction.  They have me traveling in between Pullman, 
Colville, Spokane, and Tri Cities, building non essential construction projects.  Including a delta dental 
corporate office in Colville Washington, a learning center in West Richland, and the animal health 
center of WSU.  Noone takes the restrictions seriously and have consistently compared covid19 to 
the flu.  I'm glad to be working, but would be much happier doing my part to help flatten the curve.   I 
have also heard complaints from other citizens about our jobs. 
Thank you.

Travis Kennedy Travis.p.kennedy@gmail.com 5099643362

03/30/20 3:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dee' Landscaping Other Landscaping Nora Ave Spokane Spraying and fertilizing trees and bushes at Spokane Teacher Credit Union on Nora Ave. TS Murphy tmurphy35@yahoo.com 5093858334

03/30/20 3:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open State Mechanical Construction 8706 S 222nd streetKent We shut down next door to this plumbing company. They are a Non-Emergency company performing 
new installation and remodel work. I believe this not to be critical for them to be operating and be a 
source of spreading the virus.

Thank you.

03/30/20 3:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clark construction Construction 17900 international Blvd suite 400Seatac Why is this construction job site still open?? There is no way to practice social distancing while 
multiple people are working in the same location, also there have been multiple confirmed covid19 
cases reported at this project

Mike Mikeclee2@gmail.com 2532091913

03/30/20 4:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Legacy Landscaping Other Landscaping 1705 Newport Way NWIssaqua The business is still open and operating nonessential services. The owner indicated he would 
continue until he got caught.

03/30/20 4:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mainvue homes Construction St Andrews, McCormick WoodsPort Or hard Continuing to build single family homes Kelly Wright wrightks54@gmail.com 4252607550
03/30/20 4:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Construction 2856 80th ave se mercer island Seems like all other construction in the area has stopped except for these guys - is this essential??

03/30/20 4:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open His Hands Lawn Care and Services Other Lawn care company 6300 NW Concrete Blvd.Silverdale Their trucks and crews have been spotted in multiple locations since last Thursdays stay at home 
orders.

03/30/20 4:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mike's lawn and Maintenance Other Landscape Maintenance 4961 s 318th St Auburn Operating though business not deemed essential

03/30/20 4:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown construction company Construction 2608 39th Ave W Seattle Construction continuing on personal residence. I do not know the company’s name, only that I believe 
a family in the neighborhood is building it for themselves and construction is still ongoing even as of 
today. I think name is Watson?

03/30/20 4:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Teufel Other Landscape maintenance 6844 220th St Kent Teufel does landscape maintenance of our HOA and they are not an essential business.
Our company shut down but many of our competitor landscape companies are out doing normal 
business.

Ron Peterson ronp@greeneffectsincdo 253-405-7720

03/30/20 4:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open black lotus landscaping Construction 803 dwight st port orchard landscaping and mowing lawns does not appear to be essential, they are traveling all over our county 
of Kitsap performing maintenance routes and landscape install work.  They have crews that are 
working together without proper distance

Sean Ellis magic.man117@yahoo.com 3608651335

03/30/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Earth Works Landscape Services Other Landscape maintenance 12575 Evergreen DriveMukilteo Earthworks is  not an essential business.
Our company shut down but many of our competitor landscape companies are out doing normal 
business.

Ron Peterson ronp@greeneffectsincdo 253-405-7720

03/30/20 4:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Morina Homes Construction 3809 30th Ave W Seattle Despite talking to workers at this house (3809 30th Ave W, Seattle 98199/Magnolia) and presenting 
them the Governor's order and several articles about the residential construction ban, they continue 
working on a massive 4500sf house on a 4800sf lot. Have photos, video; license plates; our 
neighbors include a doctor and nurse fighting COVID-19 and I have a CBS News colleague who just 
died of COVID-19, yet these construction folks think they are somehow above the governor's orders, 
endangering all of us as the weak link in the "stay at home" order. Builder is Loni Morina of Morina 
Homes.  The following were contacted and all said the order enforcement was "not our jurisdiction:" 
SDCI, L&I, WA State Patrol, Seattle Police, Seattle/King County Health Department.

Helen Holter hh91west@gmail.com (206) 948-4226

03/30/20 4:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest Landscape Serviceces / 
Signature Landscape

Other Landscape maintenance 20045 84th Ave S Kent NLS / Signature Landscape is  not an essential business.
Our company shut down but many of our competitor landscape companies are out doing normal 
business.

Ron Peterson ronp@greeneffectsincdo 253-405-7720

03/30/20 4:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Lawn Care Other Landscape maintenance 402 Valley Ave NW Bldg A suite 110Seattle South TruGreen  is  not an essential business.
Our company shut down but many of our competitor landscape companies are out doing normal 
business.

Ron Peterson ronp@greeneffectsincdo 253-405-7720

03/30/20 4:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Builders first source Construction 20815 67TH AVE NEARLINGTON Truss plant still doing construction

03/30/20 4:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 5006 & 5014 15th Ave NESeattle Continued residential construction on 3 adjacent buildings despite stay home order. Also not 
complying with social distancing when workers present

03/30/20 4:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Superior Interiors Construction 9609 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Owner refusing to follow gov. Orders

03/30/20 4:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Living water lawn and landscaping Construction 2510 13th street Clarkston 20 employees out front this morning. There claiming landscaping is essential. Nic Nicmain90@gmail.com 5097808144

03/30/20 4:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open manor way apartment Construction 2407 manor way Everett they are building apartments...not fixing it.. daniel an_danny@hotmail.com 4253459217
03/30/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ricoh/Starbucks Restaurant or food service business 2401 Utah Ave s Seattle They don’t support any restaurants or food services from the corporate office but they have required 

staff to be in a closed building to sort mail and and collect packages. They also make no effort to 
maintain social distancing

Kelly burgess kelly.burgess3@gmail.com

03/30/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Realtor steve Fischer Construction 11000 block e Marietta laneSpokane valley Owner continues to have construction crews building house. Police were there Friday and work has 
continued today.

Shanna Mower Aurora320@live.com 509-868-7940

03/30/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Inca Builders LLC Construction 14242 Ambaum Blvd S.W.Burien Inca Builders construction site in Greenwood, Seattle (9531 Evanston Ave N) has been operating 
during the Stay Home-Stay Healthy period and work is still currently continuing as usual. Site 
manager is Henry Vallejos. (206) 551.6618 .

03/30/20 4:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landed Gentry Construction 504 E Fairhaven Burlington Currently building new homes in Mount Vernon (“Woodside”). The builder states they are exempt from 
the stoppage.

03/30/20 4:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Metal tech Other Machine shop 1907 fryer Ave Sumner Shop operates, makes commercial parts and nothing medical. Laid off since of workforce to slip under 
radar.

03/30/20 4:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Primary Electric Construction Corner of Nob Hill and 16th AveYakima It is a full construction site working fully as usaul with 50 or more employees

03/30/20 4:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Wickum Weld Other Truck accessory manufacturer 2100A Kotobuki WayVancouver Business has more than 20 employees still operating

03/30/20 4:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Flynn BEC Construction 20829 72ND Ave S Kent They are working on a school in King County. The general contractor of the project is refusing to shut 
down and still has trades working, including the Carpenters Union workers from Flynn.

Sara lasarita3@gmail.com

03/30/20 4:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brawner & Company Other Consulting 35030 SE Douglas St. Suite 110Snoqualmie This business is still open and employees are still reporting to work, some employees are scared of 
working from home because of reprimand from employer.

03/30/20 4:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 2513 13th Ave S Seattle 3/30: Construction workers (at least 2 visible) present on-site. Small residential project. Ben Klingenstein Benjamink84@gmail.com 9257881886

03/30/20 4:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fowler General Construction, Inc. Construction 201 S Garfield St, Kennewick, WA 99336Kennewick employees forced to work for a non essential job

03/30/20 4:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mar pac Construction 1815 S G St Tacoma, WA Apartment building under construction   Not opening for residence anytime soon no way it would be 
essential to be working and not taking two weeks off to keep the Community safe

Bob

03/30/20 4:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Let's Pour Concrete Construction 2709 south 86th aveYakima Believe residential concrete is not essential.

03/30/20 4:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Roland Development LLC Construction 1022 Spruce St Edmonds New home construction...continues to request subcontractors to work job sites even though it is their 
understanding new home construction is considered nonessential.  If the subcontractor refuses..the 
builder finds another sub willing to "break" the rules at the expense of the original subcontractors 
revenue.

Maggie S maggiesmith19751986@gmail.com

03/30/20 5:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DGR Development Inc Construction PO Box 13316 Mill Creek New home construction...continues to request & pressure subcontractors to work job sites even 
though it is their understanding new home construction is considered nonessential.

Maggie S maggiesmith19751986@gmail.com

03/30/20 5:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Legendary Construction Ne120th and 31st Ave NESeattle Construction workers still building a brand new townhome Nina Wurz aninawurz@gmail.com 5045590972



03/30/20 5:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kulchin Foundation Drilling Construction 9818 Sales Rd S Lakewood My boyfriend works for Kulchin. Kulchin is refusing to shut down job sites and asking their employees 
to come to work

03/30/20 5:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clear Lawn Maintenance Services, LLC Other Lawn mowing and yard maintenance service 1810 East College Way Unit #118Mount Vernon My neighbor was the first COVID-19 death in Skagit county.Today I took photos of Clear Lawn 
Service mowing and maintaining yards in my gated, retirement community. Two trucks, two trailers full 
of tools and mowers. And several workers doing lawn care as usual. I am a senior & very high risk 
due to health. This concerns me deeply. Photos available if needed. This a non essential business at 
this time.

Doreen Patranato Patranato1@gmail.com 425-343-6144

03/30/20 5:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MainVue Homes Construction 196th Ave SE Monroe Eaglemont Neighborhood, Monroe, WA. Residential (new) construction. Non essential construction 
activity. 8am-6pm - 7 days a week. I have photos and video. This is high end residential construction 
that does not meet the Governor's construction guidance. There are several people framing, building, 
and operating heavy machinery. When they are standing around, they are NOT 6 feet apart. I have 
pictures of this as well.

Gina ginam4462@yahoo.com 4252736175

03/30/20 5:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Seattle Galvanizing Construction 6010 199th St NE Arlington They remain open, although I believe they're non-essential. Tammy Anderson arizona362@hotmail.com 3606091397
03/30/20 5:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mike Homan Contstruction Construction 1022 cottonwood dr richland still roofing houses and making employees work right next to him told us we would get fired if we 

stopped working
Staci Rae Mutchler stacipease@outlook.com 5099801507

03/30/20 5:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Heritage Homes Construction 10910 Evergreen WayEverett, WA 98204 Making the contractors work on site, when all other contractors must stop...Contractors don’t want to 
work and they want to stay at home... Business is still requesting to go to site and work...
Are they or are they not essential or are then not essential to the governor’s stay at home order?

Mark Adams Mark.e.adams11@gmail.com 5056145984

03/30/20 5:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cascade Sign and Fabrication Construction 108 West Mead Ave Yakima Company is still making electricians work on none essential jobs. This is putting the employees and 
the public at risk.

Destiny Bucklin d.bucklin57@gmail.com 509-307-5458

03/30/20 5:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hill and son excavating Construction 2110 40th St Seaview Business has been operating as usual, moving machines, etc..

03/30/20 5:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Big C Industries Other Steel Fabrication NOT manufacturing 3339 Washington WayLongview This owner has told her employees this is only democrats and that if you want to leave you can go on 
unemployment but there will not be a job to come back to. "if we shut down there will not be a job to 
come back to"

Ronda Cross RondaC@bigcindustries.com 360.261.7210

03/30/20 5:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JMS Construction Construction PO Box 7251 Kennewick I have driven by and they have a full construction team still out building houses.  I stopped and asked 
and was told they were washing their hands.  From what I saw, they were not protected or 6 feet apart.

Sabrina Coolkiddos@yahoo.com 5092709199

03/30/20 5:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Services Other Public Works non Emergency/landscaping 410 N  Quay street Kennewick Confidential to protect job. 
The order 3rd paragraph under Public Works, which is a sub heading under a main heading of 
EMERGENCY SERVICES SECTOR is operating as normal under non emergency criteria, such as 
lawn fertilizing, spraying trees for insect, disease and fertilizing, aerations for lawns. Pest control 
(exterminators) which is also running to include non emergency services. Extermination is a small part 
of this business. 
Washington Tree and Lawn in Shoreline is owned by Senske and is running under their 
understanding as an Essential business as well. 
Although techs are indeed outdoors and practicing social distancing as well as office personnel. It 
seems to be a non essential business according to the order for our State. Landscaping has been 
considered non essential in other States.  This needs to be clarified as several landscapers are 
reading the order as essential and conducting business as usual. This includes TruGreen, which is 
Nationwide. 
Senske services/Washington Tree and lawn are absolutely doing services as Non Emergency 
sanitation of residences, etc

Cindy cindysolheim@yahoo.com 4253615292

03/30/20 6:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 510 10th Ave E Seattle This residential construction site is clearly not essential, yet still operating daily. Lots of noise starting 
at 7am, which is very disruptive to the people who respect the WFH order.

Frédéric Dubut frederic@dubut.name 425-623-0405

03/30/20 6:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sage Homes NW Construction 9505 19TH AVE SE, SUITE #118Everett There is residential housing construction ongoing directly adjacent my apartment. This is not an 
emergency repair or supporting critical infrastructure in any way and the workers do not maintain 
appropriate distance from each other. The workers also walk right next to my window all day so I can’t 
even open it.
Construction permit  #6677606-CN 
Construction location: 216 17th Ave E, Seattle, WA

Alex Wood alexwood@gatech.edu 4242129939

03/30/20 6:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Granite Enterprise Construction N. Idaho Rd Rathdrum Groups of them are working down town Spokane.  Doing siding and roofing non essential work tiffany1992kerr@gmail.com 2086181723

03/30/20 6:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Component Concepts Inc Other Production 3229 Pine Street Everett Business is still open and family member is still expected to show up. Kayla Kayladdog@gmail.com
03/30/20 6:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Bombing Range RoadWest Richland Construction is continuing at the residential construction site at Holly Way and Bombing Range.  

Construction crews are coming and going every day as if its okay.

03/30/20 6:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Other Landscape 400 n quay Kennewick Question if really essential . Rumor that a similar business was shut down as non-essential

03/30/20 6:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Quality Plumbing and Construction Inc. Construction 1842 BENDER Park BLVDLynden, Wa This company is continuing to build a duplex on the corner of Northwood Rd and Aaron drive in 
Lynden

03/30/20 6:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Builders First Source Construction 10310 E Montgomery AveSpokane Valley WA 99206My nephew works there. I became concerned after reading Gov Inslee's declaration of construction 
business as non essential. This company has locations all over Washington state.

Gary Brown grrbulldog@yahoo.com 15095355839

03/30/20 6:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Carlson paving products Other Paving products 18425 50th ave e Tacoma Employer Louise is refusing to shut down even when employees are complaining of feeling sick , 
there are a few employees out sick , employees have concern about these sick employees , their 
employer Louise has told the employees it’s none of their business and that he is not shutting down. If 
employees do not work they will be fired. This employer has absolutely no regard to his concerned 
and stressed out employees, this is unfair labor practice by the employer Please help !

Sherri Quartzihunter@yahoo.com 2532008181

03/30/20 6:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Island details landscape & maintenance Other Landscaping 12990 Phelps rd ne Bainbridge island Employees are having unnecessary contact with outside sources and vendors. Concerned citizens Noemail 0000000000

03/30/20 6:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mauer construction Construction 2011 w Maxwell Spokane Working on non-essential buildings that no one inhabits and has over 10 people at the site with 
multiple sub contractors in and out all day as well

Carly Berry Cberryspo.wa@gmail.com 5092701311

03/30/20 6:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Compass encore concore Construction 150 Washington AveBremerton The construction zone is between my condo and the hotel between these two adress 
My condo
320 Washington Beach Ave, Bremerton, WA 98337
Hotel
150 Washington Ave, Bremerton, WA 98337
I noticed three men walking closely together leaving construction zone this morning they were 
smoking it was cold and raining I am worried they dont know about corona virus I am worried about 
seeing these men at the grocery store or pharmacy I am elderly I want them to know but I am worried 
to tell them myself

Amelia Pérez Perez6559@yahoo.com 8742890

03/30/20 6:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tatum Lawn Care Other Spraying fertilizer 9160 Harris Road Moses Lake Spraying Fertilizer is not essential

03/30/20 6:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mcclone Construction 16640 international blvdSeaTac Workers are parking in our areas, using facilities designated for local residents and gatherings 
together for lunch at the restaurants and 7-11.  Delivery trucks also create more traffic.  If they are not 
going to follow the rules why should anyone else?

03/30/20 6:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Energi fenestration Other Manufacture, creates pvc window frames 6525 Hardeson Rd, Everett, WA 98203Everett Shut down for a few days as 2 or more employees had corona virus.  Company took volunteers to 
work with the threaten of no pay and or being disciplined and are running full force.

Rebecca rice Smooth_as_ice_@hotmail.com

03/30/20 7:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clark Construction /SeaTac New 
Construction

Construction 17801 International BlvdSeaTac They are requiring these people to still work with 3 confirmed cases . My friend had young kids and I 
a family .Hes being forced to work

Becki Becki.d.james@gmail.com 360-982-1635

03/30/20 7:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open No Idea Construction Corner of University and MinorSeattle How is it everyone gets locked down but construction (which is non-essential) is allowed

03/30/20 7:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Project S9 LLC Construction 215 1st Ave. N. Seattle construction crew still working on the new apartment construction from 7: 00 am until 3:00 pm Nick Hsu arcgroup.mail@gmail.com 2062611700

03/30/20 7:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Washington State Department of Labor 
and Industries

Health-related business 12806 Gateway Drive SouthTukwila Independent medical examinations are non-urgent and non-essential but are still being requested and 
scheduled by the Department of L&I.  This is putting workers and examiners at risk and forcing all 
involved to not comply with social distancing and say at home mandates. These exams should be 
suspended for the safety of all involved.

todd seidner tseidner@comcast.net 20697829918

03/30/20 7:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open C&R Landscaping Other Landscaping 28247 199th Ave SEKent Workers are told they have to work this non essential job, owner refuses to shut down until he is 
taken to jail.

Victoria Wheeler victoriaa@me.com 2533943505

03/30/20 7:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open M&C Drywall INC Construction 1401 108th St Tacoma Over 20 people in the mornings gathered and working and then working throughout the community 
doing nonessential construction.

Angela Szewcik aszewcik@gmail.com 360-451-7338

03/30/20 7:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lakeside Construction Construction E. Beaver lake dr. SESammamish I observed 6-7 guys working on a dock today. First, how is residential dock building essential? 
Second, I watched these guys working closely together, passing materials and tools around. They 
were not working in safe distances or wearing masks. I felt sorry for them, since they are probably 
being forced to work or lose their jobs. Why should these guys be out getting exposed or exposing 
others? If folks stay home for 2 weeks we can beat this. I also saw an older guy on the job coughing 
and spitting right next to the others. Please don’t let construction like this continue during this stay 
home order, it puts the whole community at risk. I looked up their phone number and considered 
calling, but decided against it. Here is their number: 206-850-0250. I know it was lakeside because I 
saw cars with the stickers on them and they do work out here all the time.

03/30/20 7:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trugreen Lawn Care Other Lawn Care 402 Valley Ave NW Puyallup There is absolutely nothing essential with Trugreen. They have technicians going to 20-30 peoples 
houses everyday.

03/30/20 7:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trugreen Lawn Care Other Lawn Care 15265 NE 95th St Redmond This business is operating because they have a pesticide license. My husband works there and can 
tell you that 90 percent of the workers are doing lawn care, not pest control.

03/30/20 7:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trugreen Lawn Care Other Lawn Care 11031 117th pl NE Kirkland Trugreen is risking employee health across the state. They do not fit any essential business and have 
technicians going to thousands of homes everyday.

03/30/20 7:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clark construction Construction 520 Pike St Seattle They are requiring workers are coming in to work at SeaTac airport.  If workers and subcontractors do 
not work they are told they will be denied unemployment.

03/30/20 8:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open D R Horton Other Residential Housig Construction Highland Ridge Bonney Lake 3rd time we contacted govt. Bonney Lake shut us down last Thursday. You did not respond to us on 
Sunday. D R Horton is still building at Highland Ridge. Why? Horton has more money than the people 
sitting at home - obviously you are favoring them because they provide more money. How sad is that? 
Favor the national companies while your serfs suffer. Govt at its best :-(

Randy Huges Randyandleslie@yahoo.com 253-750-0274

03/30/20 8:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open System Tech wa Construction 2816 N Madelia St, Spokane, WA 99207Spokane Working still in schools and other construction sites.

03/30/20 8:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Art by Nature Other Landscaping fencing 11032 159th Ave NE, Granite Falls, WA 98252Granite falls Making workers work during the stay at home order, not caring about the health of employees.

03/30/20 8:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 2212 9th Ave SW Olympia construction workers have been putting up siding on individual walls of individual duplexes. none of 
the houses have holes in the walls so this is an elective procedure in my humble opinion. please keep 
my name Private.There are I feel vulnerable about adults in the community due to age and health 
issues.

Ki Woyke kiwoyke@gmail.com 3605560550

03/30/20 8:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open KD / O'Neill still fab Construction 270 Kirkpatrick road Elk Washington 99009I think this is a non-essential business still open

03/30/20 8:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Josh Fisher Construction 7017 Ne Totem Ln Suquamish Joshua Fisher keeps offering handyman services on local facebook groups (specifically Work on 
Bainbridge Island), and is replying to posts with his phone number 360. 265. 0127 for jobs and 
projects.  Please call him and explain to him that this is not allowed.  He has posted or replied 3 times 
in the past 48 hours, and his wife Katie Fisher chimes in saying how badly they need the money right 
now.  His own post (which our admins deleted) actually said "covid-free handyman services".  Which 
as we all know is nonsense because you can walk around before you show symptoms, or when you 
are asymptomatic.   I am not sure if his address is correct, I pulled that from white pages but the 
phone number is the one he posted on facebook.



03/30/20 8:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Daniel Cotter Construction 4214 E Buckeye AveSpokane Daniel  Cotter the Owner of the property is having  a company call "Christian brothers construction"  
come in to build small two story houses.  Both Daniel and the other workers have been working for 
the past two weeks 7 days a week  from 7 am - 6pm. All the other construction sites around us have 
closed down.  You would think they would follow what the Governor has asked of them.  My Daughter 
is immuno-compromised  because she has Turners Syndrome  and I am doing my part to keep her 
safe.  It just wears on you when others just don't care and think they will never get it.

Lauriea Michels Runningpro@Yahoo.com 5092635190

03/30/20 8:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Richmond American Homes Construction Overlook Drive E Bonney Lake Richmond American Homes is a new residential construction company, they are not emergent or 
maintenance and have received multiple letters/emails to hault all work, that they are not essential but 
are requiring their workers such as superintendents and assistants to go to work. They have received 
warning from the Master Builders Association and have not complied. Several workers are higher risk 
with diabetes and Asthma, but are not allowed to take time off and get unemployment. If they do, they 
have to use vacation hours or not get paid and risk losing their jobs. I know Joel is in charge of the 
bonney lake tehaleh location. Other sites are doing the same thing.

03/30/20 8:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Construction Construction 2621 Franklin Ave e Seattle A contractor was doing construction at this site today.

03/30/20 8:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JMS Construction Construction Cedar Street Kennewick My employer is having us still build houses telling us that he is legally allowed to and that if he sends 
us home we cannot get unemployment which I found out we can

03/30/20 9:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NPL Construction Construction 16707 E. Euclid Spokane Valley NPL Construction replaces existing natural gas pipes. These existing natural gas pipes have no 
issues and are not leaking, providing no danger to customers. Although this type of work is an 
essential infrastructure upgrade, it is not essential. They have recently started work for the 
construction season, putting there employees at risk while they should be self isolating. Putting their 
families and the public in whole at risk. I feel they are not taking this pandemic serious and am afraid 
that lives will be lost because of this, to just make money. We in Spokane can recover from the 
economy, we cannot recover from the deaths of thousands.

03/30/20 9:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cadman inc. Construction 26110 NE Lewisville HwyBattle Ground I was wondering if the company where I work should be open. We closed Thursday March 26th after 
further clarification of the order. But today March 30 I was asked to come into work tomorrow March 
31st to see if we can stay busy since they were open today. Cadman is a rock pit so I was wondering 
if our job is truly essential. Please don't use my name if you check in with the company.

Thank you, Chris

Chris Vernon cvernon2581@q.com

03/30/20 9:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Z construction Construction 2060 e bakerview Bellingham They are working on new construction projects claiming that they essential, the employees have been 
give letters from Perry Zender, the owner, saying that they are essential workers.

03/30/20 9:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 21018 61st Ave W Lynnwood Residential construction continuing for the past week. Natalie Foskey Natalie@bradleycommercial.net 4253437176
03/30/20 9:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Slabjack NW Construction 700 NW Gilman Rd Unit E103BIssaquah Business owner is having employees go out and do bids, than forcing crew to work on sites when 

they’ve expressed their concerns of the virus and being non essential as they fix and level sidewalks, 
garages and such. The owner was told he wouldn’t qualify as essential

Jennifer Jungen juztjenncan@icloud.com 4044769128

03/30/20 9:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Silvan Construction Construction 1700 Westport Rd Aberdeen This business has been performing construction during the restriction period. The construction is non 
essential in origin. The business is operated on a property not owned by the business owner. The 
business owner when asked about his activities, has said he will continue no matter what.

03/30/20 9:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Windfall Lumber Other Wood Product Manufacturer 711 Tumwater Blvd SW Suite DTumwater Interior wood product manufacturing (Starbucks bar fronts and conference tables) is NOT essential. 
Forcing workers to choose between a paycheck and potentially getting sick is not right. Not a SINGLE 
thing produced there is ESSENTIAL to COVID.

Anonymous lacof56985@gotkmail.com 5555555555

03/30/20 9:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Drywall inc Construction 8311 valkey ave E Edgewood wa 98271 office open more than 10 people working together vanessa
03/30/20 10:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Olympic Landscaping Other Landscape maintenance construction company 12708 58th Ave e Puyallup Many employees are still working regardless of the non-essential business stay-at-home Order. Austin D Eller Ellerdaustin@gmail.com 2534574583

03/30/20 10:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Globle metal works & Erectors ink Construction 1144 thorne rd Tacoma These people are thrown all over pierce co and king co and then sent home after being exposed to 
the covid 19 they the workers could be bringing this virus home to there elderly family members or 
there infant children. There job is to install railings on buildings theres no hospital or military contracts 
there boss and owner of company is putting all 40 employees at serious risk of catching the covid 19 
and taking it back to there families for no essential reason there not a company that needs to be out 
there risking all these family's health and welfare. Thank You 
.P.S.it is very imperative that they the company dosnt know my name as repercutions could be 
detrimental to me and my familys well being again i would appreciate your utmost confidentiality in this 
mater And again Thank You

Victor Victormulligan@gmail.com 12532731793

03/30/20 10:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Michels Corporation Construction 5701 48th Dr Ne Marysville None of the work done out of this location meets the definition of critical Shawn Dunn sfalken@gmail.com 4255234791

03/30/20 10:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Building Envelope Mukilteo, WA 
John Wakley owner

Construction Northgate Plaza Condominiums, 9416 1st Ave NESeattle WA Demanding construction workers go into 84 units of a condo building to install new fireplaces when 
the heaters work just fine. Building is a “reclad” with siding being replaced. They don’t work 
weekends and their project isnt compromised structurally. They claim it’s an emergency repair, 
however, the project has been scheduled for over a year in advance. 

There has been one case of Covid in the building and the workers/ tenants are fearful of contracting it 
as well as retaliation for reporting the unsafe conditions. 

Electricians are also onsite doing non essential repairs such as adding power for new fireplaces and 
running camera wiring. 

They need to secure the project and quarantine!

Brian Servicevanryan@gmail.com 4259030332

03/30/20 10:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Around the corner cafe Construction 301 Harman way s Orting Not caplaying with non essential work and gathering of people.

03/30/20 11:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LaborMax Construction 3417 Broadway #C Everett Non essential buisness. Threatens employees to keep them working Kenzie kriann.g@gmail.com 2535927188
03/30/20 11:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Chet's Roofing & Construction Construction 26301 79th Ave S Kent Tearing off and installing new roofs still has all the roofers in one small room in the mornings to get 

jobs. Not doing just emergency repairs
D

03/30/20 11:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open His Hands Lawn Care & Services Other Landscape service 6300 NW Concrete Blvd,Silverdale On Friday the 27th at nearly 5 p.m. this company was working in the housing area called Poulsbo 
Place in the older part of Poulsbo. They are the regular landscape service for these houses. The 
workers had no masks or anything and were walking around the front and sides of houses. Many of 
these houses are owned by older citizens. The one worker was coughing, not covering his mouth at 
all.

Kim Rowe rowe_kim@msn.com 5097103622

03/30/20 11:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open WCCI Construction 1001 flaming geyser RoadBlack diomond There is no way possible to work safely with the work that we perform, just last Friday they had 30 
guys chasing one curb machine. I know it's hard to picture but imagine a big truck leaving a trail of 
curb and gutter behind it with 30 guys directly behind it! This company has paid the entire office staff 
including themselves to stay home well they have a 65 year old superintendent taking over the 
dispatch for them. Please protect my family and my co-workers families!

Anonymous

03/31/20 12:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CDK Construction Construction 26231 NE 165th St Duvall 1. My Boyfriend is working on townhomes that are non essential in seattle  and his company said they 
are going to keep on working till they get shut down

2.His job site and a couple of others near by have many people on them and they don't think they 
should be working

3. They have to quit for 2 weeks if they don't think they should work.   No pay and not knowing if they 
will have a job when things blow over

Rachel Dickerson racheldickerson24@yahoo.com 2067158182

03/31/20 12:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ziva Enterprises Inc Construction 1402 Lake Tapps Parkway SEAuburn Their crew was continuing construction on snohomish McDonalds today. Doesn’t really seem 
essential to build a McDonald’s. I have video evidence that shows they were working.

Anonymous Mcd7284@yahoo.com

03/31/20 2:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Costco Other Corporate office 999 Lake Drive Issaquah Senior leaders making workers come in to office when they are perfectly able to work from home. I 
used to work there - leadership is very old school and not comfortable with technology. Employees 
feel pressured. I don’t want to get anyone in trouble so I will not identify myself.

TRUE

03/31/20 4:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JH Kelly Other Industrial construction 821 3rd. Ave. Longview Workers are very concerned for their health and safety. Work performed is not essential.

03/31/20 5:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tru green Other Lawn spraying 242 n Ella Spokane They should not be open as they are a service business and taking from the rest of the industry that 
is closed like employees and clients.

03/31/20 5:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Talents Construction Construction Evergreen shopping plaza/ Old Salvation ArmyVancouver Retail Construction doesnt seem essential. Talent Construction is jeopardizing OUR lives!!! Tonya Rogers rogerstonyap@gmail.com 3215913999

03/31/20 5:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ppm Construction 1951 Alaskan way Seattle Large group of non-essential construction employees building non-essential dock. No ability to social 
distance.

03/31/20 5:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Valencia fencing Construction 565 7th st ne East Wenatchee I’m in the construction industry and am out of work per the stay at home order. These guys are 
blatantly violating the order every day. They load up every morning at their yard on Park street in 
Wenatchee, behind 7-11 between 7&8am every morning. They are working at residences as far away 
as Entiat. Are these guys above the law?

Jeff Tolley Tolleyjeff@yahoo.com 5098817730

03/31/20 5:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bremerton Habitat For Humanity store Construction 3600 Wheaton Way Bremerton Also requiring workers to report for work on Construction sites.
And in The store

concerned citizen

03/31/20 5:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clark construction Construction Seatac airport Seatac They're using the fact that the airport is essential to say that we are essential are construction project 
is the sky Bridge it's not obstructing anything and it's not connected to anything yet so both sides that 
it would connect to already have excess there's no reason for us to be open we have two positive 
Corona victims and several bronchitis victims from the chemicals that they're spraying.. we have to 
travel through airport security and on the international traveler underground train and passed 
Customs everyday coming and going to get to our job the risk factor is unreasonable.

Anonymous please

03/31/20 6:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gary Merlino Construction Construction 9125 10th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98108Seattle Gary Merlino construction is carrying on deafening scorpion drilling on Main St. and Alaskan Way in 
Pioneer Square downtown Seattle. They are NOT WEARING MASKS and there are about 20 
construction workers in front of our building daily. The construction workers are standing about a 12 
inches away from each other when talking without masks, and they are interacting closely & joking 
around with COPIOUS AMOUNTS OF HOMELESS people who MAY BE SICK WITH COVID 19. 
Please shut this NON ESSENTIAL CONSTRUCTION DOWN FOR THE SAKE OF TENANTS AND 
RESIDENTS OF MAIN ST PIONEER SQUARE. WE CITIZENS ARE SOCIALLY DISTANCING AND 
YOU ARE PUTTING US AT RISK by PLACING THESE CONSTRUCTION WORKERS WHO ARE 
NOT WEARING MASKS OF ANY KIND a few feet from OUR GROUND FLOOR UNIT. We half to 
walk past them to walk our elderly dog. Help us stay safe by stopping this Alaskan way construction! 
Is the Alaskan Way construction “essential” during GLOBAL PANDEMIC COVID 19? Or is Gary 
Merlino’s lucrative contract more VALUABLE TO YOU THAN downtown residents’ lives? Do you care 
about the citizens WHO LIVE IN PIONEER SQUARE? Homeless people are running rampant all over 
Pioneer Square and interacting with the construction workers in CLOSE PROXIMITY. Help us!!

Peter Walberg Peter@walbergdesign.com

03/31/20 6:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Global Metal Works and Erectors Construction 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma Global Metal Works and Erectors is a small non union structural and ornamental iron company 
continuing to operate doing jobs that do not meet essential work requirements as detailed by the 
governor

Chad Wulff racenut08@gmail.com 253-549-9496



03/31/20 6:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Katera Construction East Sprague ave Spokane i believe this project is non essential and the contractor here is just looking for loopholes in the rules 
to stay open. Some workers have left others like myself have not been given an ok to leave

Daren 509 953-0444

03/31/20 6:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MarPac Construction 5740 Martin Luther King Jr Way SSeattle Lots of guys working on apartment complex that just started

03/31/20 6:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lease Crutcher Lewis Construction 15th and stevens wayseattle @ UW construction is continuing on a non Essential project with reports of blood and vomit in the portolets

03/31/20 6:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Aqua Pacific Landscape Construction 1922 S Sunrise rd Spokane Valley Operating in both WA and ID

03/31/20 6:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MacArthur Company Construction 6015 E Broadway AvenueSpokane Valley One of their workers at their Hayden, ID branch has tested positive for COVID. However, the company 
is still having workers from the Spokane branch go to the Hayden branch as well as coming and going 
from the Hayden branch to the Spokane branch. No one has notified any customers. And no 
employees from the Spokane branch have been quarantined and continue to work with the public 
even after being in contact with the person from the Hayden branch. Also they are not concerned with 
cleaning either of the branches. Most likely not an essential business.

Bri bribledsoe@gmail.com 5097248894

03/31/20 6:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 7015 D street Tacoma Construction is continuing on a residential building.  NOT ESSENTIAL! Aram Westergreen aramwest@yahoo.com 253-545-8282

03/31/20 7:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open BNbuilders Construction 15045 Tukwila International BlvdTukwila Not only is this tukwila justice center inessential, but we are unable to voluntarily stay home because 
of contract binding scheduling and will be unable to receive unemployment benefits unless we are 
forced to close the site or if we are sick and get kicked off. This project is to large to safely follow 
CDC guidelines and should be reviewed and shut down for protect ourselves and our more at risk 
family members. Thank you

03/31/20 7:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brady trucking and landscaping Other Landscaping 922 E johns prairie RdShelton Non essential ans encouraging people to come in . Margarito Chatitoruiz9188@gmail.com N/A
03/31/20 7:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brady trucking and landscaping Other Landscaping 922 E johns prairie RdShelton Non essential ans encouraging people to come in . Roxanne Roxanmewagnerr@yahoo.com N/A
03/31/20 7:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Joe’s landscaping Other Landscape 13300 Avondale Rd NeWoodinville He is opening every day and different people come to him every day sometimes I see like 10 

customers at the same time
Nick Jack.nick201866@gmail.com

03/31/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Western mechanical Construction 7018 s 220th st Kent They dont do emergency plumbing,right now they are in businesses doing tenant improvments and 
non emergency type renovations.

Jerry Marktheplumber73@gmail.com 2104528384

03/31/20 7:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Retreat Student Apartment Construction 2045 NE Merman DrPullman Construction crews of 50+ still working during shutdown.  They believe they are essential business 
when all other construction has stopped.

Mark Cross Healpullman@gmail.com

03/31/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Definitive Drywall Construction 14813 88th ave ne Kenmore Still sending his guys to work on non essential jobs

03/31/20 7:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open EXXEL Pacific Construction 323 Telegraph Rd Bellingham this is regarding lacey washington and other job sites...building for profit senior housing which is NOT 
Eessential and ordering employees back to work at unsafe jobsites.

03/31/20 8:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific commercial equipment AKA aero Construction 8317 bickford AvenueSnohomish They stopped my crew from working in Mercer island but yet they call me to have me go to work but 
tell me to file for unemployment so they can denied me because I haven't worked there long enough 
for 680 hrs but now I have no income..... please do something about this I'd like my pay and we should 
not be traveling to work right now and stay home.

Trent Harmon Trenkatie@yahoo.com +13609266501

03/31/20 8:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Roofing company don’t know name Construction 4420 hunt st Gig harbor Across the street from this address there is a new development of all new construction homes and 
there still building, roofing and siding at least which is all non essential

Jeffrey berglund Hondarida213@gmail.com

03/31/20 8:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mortenson Construction Construction 305 Harrison st Seattle Why can this construction company continue to work? Everything I read is because of money! Why 
can’t all construction companies go back to work and implant same work standards?

03/31/20 8:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open D.r. Horton Construction 1729 166th pl SE Mill Creek Builder is working like normal and ignoring the shelter in place. Lisa Swords skylerswords@live.com 4252391197
03/31/20 8:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mike's Lawn & Maintenance Other Lawn Care 4961 S 318th St Auburn His employees are still out mowing residential lawns.

03/31/20 8:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bills Yard Service Other Residential Landscape 13612 55th Ave E CtPuyallup Trucks and equipment have not been sanitized. One employee out sick (not confirmed COVID-19). 
Employees not given masks or gloves for protection. Employer has not made any changes protect 
employees and customers has no plans on doing so.

Joan jomay9591@gmail.com 2534332776

03/31/20 8:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 2125 Terry Ave Seattle Contractors for the Pan Pacific Hotel doing construction are doing tenant improvements to retail 
space.

03/31/20 8:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open EXXEL Pacific Construction 323 Telegraph Rd Bellingham not continuing construction but sending some employees to job site in Lacey Washington and 
possibly other jobsite and requesting some sub contractors to show up...

03/31/20 8:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gram Lumber Other Wood Mill 985 SW 2nd Street Kalama Supervisors REQUIRING employees to show up for work with fevers, coughs, or after being exposed 
to someone that is being tested for COVID in their immediate family.

Alana Quigley quig75@gmail.com 3605403450

03/31/20 8:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 1975 Other Ba5k dust and lawnmower sales 515 englert rd Woodland Operating during stay home order Rick blum blumrk1@gmail.com 3608314398
03/31/20 8:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Eagle Contruction Construction Eagle Ridge Freeland This company continues to build houses. I’ve seen roofers and landscaping multi truck continue like 

business is usual
Jay h2o_rider@yahoo.com

03/31/20 8:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ReBath of Spokane Construction 12926 East Indiana AveSpokane They drove from Spokane to Idaho are performing work, right now!  This puts us all at risk!  The 
remodel bathrooms, they aren't plumbers!  They are non-essential.  How pathetic.  I have pics and 
video. They are currently working on the corner or Canal and Wellesley in Greenacres!

03/31/20 8:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Aqua Pacific Construction 215 s Conklin rd J-12Veradale Lanscaping company is actively landscaping.

03/31/20 8:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Black Hills Excavating Construction 400? Stoll Rd SE ( Intersection of Stoll Rd and Stoll Rd SE)Olympia All the workers show up most of them in two vans and they stand around in close groups talking then 
the go work on building the middle income apartment building - this is not a low income building.  My 
company has followed its rules.........

Elizabeth anangel4u2@hotmail.com 360 790-4386

03/31/20 8:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Choice turf Construction 9010 Marsh road Snohomish This business sales grass turf sod and all home and commercial landscapes have been deemed non 
essential which would make them non essential.  There needs to be consistency across the board 
with this order.

Brent Nielsen cacheturf@gmail.com 206-755-5183

03/31/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sound Earthworks Inc., (construction) 
and Milestone Companies (Puyallup 
developer)

Construction 3933 Ingleside Dr SELacey Residential construction and groundwork is ongoing with a small crew. Property is being developed 
into luxury townhomes, not intended to be affordable housing or for local/state government need.

03/31/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ballard Natural Gas Construction 4758 Ballard AVE NWSeattle They are not limiting their work to essential work. They are still having/forcing their employees work 
on project that’s are not essential/emergency cases.

03/31/20 8:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open manor way apartment Construction 13215 hwy 99 Lynnwood this is 2nd time to report..
they never stop working..
I hope you guys do something for us..

daniel an_danny@hotmail.com 4253459217

03/31/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open manor way apartment Construction 2407 manor way Everett this is 2nd time to report..
they never stop working..
I hope you guys do something for us..

daniel an_danny@hotmail.com 4253459217

03/31/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gordon Finch Homes Construction 101 N. Argonne, Suite CSpokane Valley Very large residential construction company. Keeping worksites and business open, along with office 
staff. Sent out emails stating that they were still open. Told his workers to, "sanitize the office and 
park outback."

Pamela Jamison Jamisonpj@msn.com 509-621-0326

03/31/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Deacon Construction 7304 10th St SE Lake Stevens Construction site was closed for 2 days,now is back up and running. It's to build a storage unit. 
Workers are not wearing masks when in close contact (chatting in a group onsite) along with using 
port-o-pottys (not very sanitary). None of this seems essential and not helping to flatten the curve. 
Disappointing.

03/31/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open I don't know - there's no idenfying signs 
or vehicles. David Sucher is the home 
owners name.

Construction 816 NE 91st Street Seattle This construction crew has been building a DADU for every weekday since the Stay Home order was 
put in place. This will be a solid wee they've continued to work. They do not appear to be exercising 
social distancing and we watched them tear off a roof wearing no safety harnesses, and more 
recently dropped construction debris (a large board with nails in it) directly into our back yard landing  
directly in the spot where our dogs are trained to use. If our dog was there he could easily have been 
injured or killed.  We do not want to touch the dropped debris as we do not know if the virus could be 
transferred on it. This is not a public construction project and is entirely non-essential.

Marco Prozzo jax@nwlink.com 2064679696

03/31/20 8:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open not sure the name Other Landscaping company the residential Community at 7th ave and 3rd Ct Skirkland lanscaping business open for residencial area. The company come eveyweek.

03/31/20 8:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Josh Gilliam Tatum Lawn Care Other Spray technician 9160 Harris Road Moses Lake Not essential for people to have fertilizer sprayed on their grass by a company. Concerned citizen

03/31/20 8:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sound Homes Construction 537 7th St NE Auburn Construction at site next to my home continues. This is residential for -profit housing run by Sound 
Homes. I don;t know the address. I am at 536- so I put 537 as an educated guess.

They worked on the day after Gov. Inslee clarified the construction guidelines , stopped for a couple 
of days and now are back building.

Allison Harding fleebers@gmail.com 2062269697

03/31/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Village at Totem Lake Construction 12560 120th Ave NEKirkland I working on the siding of the building and they are forcing us to come back in because they said they 
found loop holes. We said no, and they have now brought in another siding company until we put 
more guys there. There is no emergency other than their schedule. The siding is not the water 
proofing there is no water proofing that is needed to maintain the structure over the next two weeks.

Lindsey Olsen lindseyolsen900@gmail.com 206-432-5601

03/31/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fatigue Technology, Inc. Other Manufacturer 401 Andover Park EastTukwila Employees are required to come to work, and online work has been denied

03/31/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Moonlight Tile & Stone Construction 4932 Contractors Dr BEast Wenatchee All workers are still working as usual. Installers are still traveling to clients homes and installing 
counter tops. Shop personnel is still interacting as they typically would.

Aaron Alberts cornerstonecustomgranite@gmail.com 5094293520

03/31/20 9:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Green Thumb Company Other Lawn service PO Box 5414 Bellingham They are out mowing privately owned lawns in my neighborhood, with more than one person in a 
truck.

03/31/20 9:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open PLM paving and concrete Construction W225N3178 Duplainville RdPewaukee Not sure if they qualify for essential business. People working

03/31/20 9:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Precision Waterjet Construction 207 S Columbia St Wenatchee All workers are still working as usual. Installers are still traveling to clients homes and installing 
counter tops. Shop personnel is still interacting as they typically would.

Aaron Alberts cornerstonecustomgranite@gmail.com 5094293520

03/31/20 9:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kubota Gardens Landscaping Construction 15419 SE 112th St Renton Have seen them operating in and around Bellevue most notably near my house in Clyde Hill. When I 
asked the employee Macks why he was still working he said “Me boss makes us come or we no get 
paid”. The other mexican employee didn’t seem to speak english.

Edward Carlson Rather not list my open information on a public record

03/31/20 9:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open I don’t know the contractors name Construction 20 elk view lane Cashmere There has been up to 15 people working on this house with the contractor that holds the license.  
This is serious and there putting so many people in danger.

Concern cashmere resident Private Private

03/31/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Out of the Box Manufacturing Other Electronic Assembly 1600 SW 43rd St, Ste 200Renton They threatening employees if who comply with the State order, will not guaranty to have job when 
they come back

Xuan Nguyen phamsinh@hotmail.com 2066611079

03/31/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JULIO DEVERA Construction 3418 17th ave S Seattle The remodeling of this vacant house continues including weekends despite  the Stay in Home order. 
Construction on a vacant house doesn't seem to be a "essential" business activity.

Geoff Bartelmes bleyseng@hotmail.com 2067900539

03/31/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sam's landscaping service Other Lawn Seattle Seattle Out doing lawnwork at 77.and 30 nw Jf baitf 2068834807
03/31/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Links and Logs Fence Company Construction 740 W Washibgton St #217Sequim Links and Logs Fence Company is still operating and building residential fences.

03/31/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Katerra Construction 3750 Hoh St SE Lacey Construction contractor is building new apartments, business is non essential Linda adag235@lni.wa.gov 909-342-0813

03/31/20 9:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open A Cut Above Landscaping Other Landscaping 101st Street Stanwood This business is a landscaping company that is working today.  Has the road blocked 101st Street in 
Stanwood.   Doing yard work this morning
A Cut Above  telephone number on truck. 800-201-1355

Sara Robinson - City of Stanwoodsara.robinson@ci.stanwood.wa.us 360-454-5213

03/31/20 9:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 6th ave and Alder StTacoma The first day of the order there was no one at this construction apartment site.  Yesterday there were 
workers, though not as many, working on the structure.  They did not leave until just after 5pm as I 
passed them on my way into work in the morning and when I was coming home they were just 
leaving.  Today the same cars were outside of the structure and I could see people moving around.

03/31/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Campos Yard Service/ Jesse Campos Other Landscaping 5326 160th St. SW Edmonds My neighbor who owns this company insists on working as a landscaper even though it is considered 
a non-essential business.  My concern is primarily that he and MANY other landscaping companies 
are still working, many of these companies have many people on staff - sure, working outside but we 
are mandated to stay home if possible.  This is not his families primary income and I'm concerned he's 
just one of many alike companies who thinks this does not apply to them. I would like to remain 
anonymous if possible.  Thank you very much.

03/31/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Liberty Lawn and Saw Other Lawn care 6105 W. Van Giesen StWest Richland Mowers are not essential Helen



03/31/20 9:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cuz concrete Products Construction 19604 67 th av north eastArlington This company called people in to do inventory Who are these people live with a person that has the 
virus COVID-19 they are at work and Cuz concrete knows about it there are three different divisions of 
this company cuz concrete, cuz septic, a s T&E repair 
There not following the guidelines having people there that are living with people with the coronavirus 
it is scaring the workers

Tarya Taryapalmer@gmail.com 360-9131436

03/31/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Langsford Landscape Construction 4244 236rH Ave. NERedmond Landscaping crews doing non-urgent work (mowing, trimming, etc.) as usual.

03/31/20 9:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Howard Freeman Construction Construction 828 25th Ave S Seattle Crew of up to 6 people working all day every day. Tiva Brown tivabrown@gmail.com 206-478-8360
03/31/20 9:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ??lake union partners?? Construction Mid town center 23rd and unionSeattle Workers are on site 3/31 at 9:45 AM  They also have a hose where it appears they are dumping a 

huge amount of water I to storm drain.  I am taking video.
Marshall Carter marshall.mtg@outlook.com 206-240-5888

03/31/20 10:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Contractor Construction 9024 Sylvan Pl NW Seattle Residential Construction project continuing.  Workers not social distancing and doing non essential 
work.  Concrete repair and demolition.

03/31/20 10:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Inland group Construction 219th Ave ct e Bonney Roofers and landscaping still working marina macias Malejandre2006@yahoo.com 2536534354
03/31/20 10:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown who the contractor is Construction 4707 24th Ave NE Seattle Construction had halted as of last thursday but since today 31MAR they are back up and running. I 

live next to the job site. Also the job site is quite large so this is the best address I can find on google 
maps. this is residential construction for PROFIT and NOT essential.

Dayna Roberson daynarobe@yahoo.com 2067269710

03/31/20 10:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Turner Construction Company (Phone: 
(206) 505-6600)

Construction 700 Dexter Ave N Seattle People working at the construction site located at 700 Dexter Ave N at 10 am on 3/31/2020, this is a  
suspected violation of the Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation.

03/31/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open don't know Construction Corner of Juanita Drive & NE 122nd WayKirkland Four construction workers on the roof of one of the town homes at "The Parkside at Juanita" standing 
together and talking, about 2 feet from each other.  Wearing hard hats & neon vests.

Kathy Goodson dnkgoods@mindspring.com 425-823-3507

03/31/20 10:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ? Construction 917 NW 52nd St Seattle Construction on new residential townhouses was continuing yesterday. Aseem Agarwala aseem@agarwala.org 2066170948

03/31/20 10:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Geopier Nw Construction 13726 16th St E, Sumner, WA 98390Sumner Groups in Seattle

03/31/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pro-Lawn Care Etc Other Landscaping 15412 Olympic View Loop RdSilverdale Business is still running, employees are being forced to show up using threats of firing, misleading 
employees into thinking they're essential. No social distancing. No PPE dist. to workers.

John 3609799208

03/31/20 10:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unsure Construction Bear St McCleary Continuing to finish constructing a home in the neighborhood. Looks like at least 4 individuals. All 
other home construction has ceased.

Allen Miller allenm61@comcast.net 3607896750

03/31/20 10:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rodgers Landscaping & Maintenance Other Landscaping 2075 Seabeck Hwy NWBremerton Non-essential business was still operating as of 3/26/2020.

03/31/20 10:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open N/a Construction 6021 sw stevens streetseattle luxury condos being built on the corner of alley and street. work has continued through out the stay at 
home order. social distancing is not being followed, work does not appear to be essential.

George Sikes gsikes30@gmail.com

03/31/20 10:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown - small construction firm Construction 218 1st Ave N Seattle Non essential construction has been going on for the stay safe/home order. Number of people onsite 
ranges from 10-30 people.

NA NA NA

03/31/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clark Lewis Construction Seattle Convention CenterSeattle general contractor is forcing workers to come to work during this shelter in place order by the 
Governor.  workers feel unsafe.

anonamyous anonamyous anonamyous

03/31/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AXIOM Construction aka AXIOM D7 Construction 1841 Front Street Lynden Business is operating construction and roofing

03/31/20 10:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open HR Quality Construction Construction Minkler Blvd & Andover WTukwila Framing and mechanical work being done. 3/31/20 10:30am Robert C goldentreasures@msn.com 2537772775
03/31/20 10:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Renewal by Andersen of Seattle Construction 7433 5th Ave South Seattle They continue to perform face to face sales meetings in customers homes during the shut down, as 

well as installations of windows and doors
Randy Rovang RRovang@whidbey.com 4259773198

03/31/20 10:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 937 Falls of clyde OCEAN SHORES Clearing a lot for future construction

03/31/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown --contractors Construction 816 NE 91st ST Seattle ALSO Non essential business not following social distancing requirements. I have witnessed one crew 
worker on the upper floor SPIT 4 times within one minute down to the driveway below. One of those 
times, another crew member was walking out from the garage and it almost hit him.  They are so close 
to my property that he is probably also spitting into my yard.

03/31/20 10:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Garrette Custom Homes Construction 402 E 26th St, Ste 200Tacoma Garrette Custom Homes building in McCormick Woods area. They are the only builders working in the 
area, all others have stopped work. They're working in the Dunmore area of McCormick Woods.

Deann Martin 3607318323

03/31/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MTT Constructions/MTT Holdings Construction 16000 Christensen RdSeattle Construction still going on in new subdivision across from East Park & Bremerton YMCA (in Kitsap 
County). Tom Tollen is the owner of the development.

Sheryl Usman 3607310881

03/31/20 10:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open West Valley Hardwood Construction 2001 48th Ave Ct. E. Suite D Fife, Washington 98424Fife, WA 98424 Many workers working. Brian Williams Minimaltheorys@gmail.com 253-335-7237
03/31/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Residential Construction Construction 4424–4598 Bay Vista Blvd Bremerton, WA  98312 United StatesBremerton I’m hearing construction happening on apartment buildings.

03/31/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 1306 33rd Ave S Seattle My neighbors hime remodel is in full swing with upwards of 8 contractors onsote daily. This isnnot 
roofing or other essential work but yard and inside finish work. Very concerned that they are ignoring 
the stay-at-home order.

Victor Szalvay victor.szalvay@gmail.com 2063555174

03/31/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cloise & Mike Construction Construction 4158 W State Hwy 16Port Orchard Owner is having daily morning meetings in person with up to 70 people in order to distribute roofing 
jobs. Thinks the pandemic is a joke, saying he would bring out his AK-47 before they stop him from 
working.

3606218352

03/31/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Three Men And A Mower Other Mowing 1215 Silver Lake RoadOak Harbor Seen a business truck with a couple of uniform guys mowing a house lawn. Saw on website they are 
still open.

03/31/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stringhand Construction Construction 350 Harvard Ave E Seattle Construction site still operating Drew drewcoll@gmail.com 2065528863
03/31/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Around north ave a Buckley wa These guys are continuing to build in a residential project we are all getting really fed up it must stop Reg Grimsby58@comcadt.net 2532248717

03/31/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 4426 40th Ave SW Seattle workers still showing up to job site of new house construction (remodel of existing house not being 
worked on); workers not keeping 6ft distance

03/31/20 10:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don’t know landlord won’t tell me Other Landscaper 802 39th st sw Puyallup They were here cutting my lawn today and when I asked them why they said call the landlord and 
they don’t answer so I am here

Theresa Cassidy Tcassidy253@gmail.com 2532418432

03/31/20 11:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Many sub contractors Construction 10492 14th ave sw 98146Seattle Monday through friday 7 am to 5pm we have cable installers under our apartment. Other sub 
contractors of filling outside of windows will silicon sealant. Many people and about on this property

Anon Anon@noreply.com 2062062066

03/31/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 1st and Eagle Seattle There are two construction projects at this intersection (I was able to see at least 7 people working) 
for what appear to be building apartments/condos.

Amy Conklin amy.conklin@hotmail.com 2062513270

03/31/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fowler general construction Construction 201 s Garfield st Kennewick Open and working and crowds of guys with not enough sterilization

03/31/20 11:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sterling Construction NW Cannon Circle Silverdale Builder conducting non-essential construction.

03/31/20 11:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Luke's Carpet Construction 8438 W Gage Blvd Kennewick My son is an employee of this business and I'm not sure that flooring is considered to be "essential" at 
this time.  There have been other employees who have not reported to work due to a loved one being 
ill (undiagnosed).  Also social distancing guidelines are not being enforced.

Rayna W raynam02@gmail.com 5099477306

03/31/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lawn and landscaping Other Lawn and landscape care 8618 27th at E. Puyallup 2 people doing miscellaneous work to landscaping Kelly constable 509-863-3383
03/31/20 11:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dan Ship Landscaping Other Landscaping 117th padden Vancouver Working as normal.

03/31/20 11:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Joshua's Landscape and Construction Construction 4522 152nd Ave Ct ESumner It is a construction company that is replacing a fence in our neighborhood. This is non essential 
business.

James Jamesandcorinne@gmail.com 2533075170

03/31/20 11:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Huss Lawn Other Landscaping 6816 117th ave Vancouver Operating as normal.

03/31/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Malones landscape Other Landscape PO Box 9260 Covington They were Mowing and edging the lawn at my apartment complex in renton today March 30th Brian brian.easter20@gmail.com 2533185900

03/31/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Seacon Construction 9001 192nd Ave E Bonney Lake Ongoing construction for a self storage complex. At least 20 people on site

03/31/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MOntgomery Painting Construction unknown Lacey, Olympia, Tumwater?Power washing a building exterior in rural Thurston County, about the 4500 to 5000 block of Puget Rd 
in NE Thurston county, 10:50 a.m. Tuesday March 31.

03/31/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Martiens Landscaping Other Landscapers. 704 87th ave NE   #28     Phone #425 737-7728  on side of truckLake stevens He has not stooped working through this at all. and when confronted him on fie-day he showed me 
this fake letter. this thing is peaty scary for most of us but there are still some that are not taking this 
series. these neighbors are not taking this very series and are still haven party at house and still 
working. Not right, we all have to do this togather.

Drew Baker thebfam2@outlook.com 4254329773

03/31/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cr Floors Construction 34323 Pacific Hwy SFederal Way This company is still open normal business hours and making employees work full time hours even 
though their construction is non essential.

03/31/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Paul Construction 2035 NW 63rd St Seattle The property is next to 2035 NW 63rd, the first name of the contractor is Paul (confirmed by Dept of 
Transportation Kirk Caulkins). As of today, 3/31/2020 the contractor himself and his crew have not 
ceased working at this residential construction site, have photos if necessary and they are there right 
now

De searchjob670@gmail.com 206-375-8656

03/31/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open California Closets Construction 12 Overlook Drive (Install Address)Queensbury Witnessed California closets working in nearby neighbors home to install new closets while the 
older/elderly neighbors were home.  We thought this should be a non-essential business and 
especially concerned due to the age of the occupants. Contacted the company, but they are still 
currently there.

Jason Dilwith jrdilwith@gmail.com 518-307-7916

03/31/20 11:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 4033 Ashworth Ave NSeattle How can single family home construction be caring on with multiple contract companies in the home 
when everyone else working from home. This is does not seem like an essential place of work.

03/31/20 11:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Patrick’s garage door Construction 360.600.1573 Vancouver No business address.
Business is performing work while directed not to. When employees ask about it they say they are 
essential.
“We are licensed bonded and insured in both Oregon and Washington. Oregon license: 149886. 
Washington License: Patridg991lm”

03/31/20 11:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open i’m not sure Construction 215? 1st ave n seattle i can’t find a business name or anything but they are still hard at work. the site is between 209 and 
219 1st ave north in lower queen anne.

jordan leggett jal25@uw.edu 3039172479

03/31/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stegin construction Construction Ruston way Tacoma Working construction housing non essential  as by our government. They are working in large groups John vallier Vallier05@ Comcast.net 360-893-6554

03/31/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tacoma LNG Construction 1001 Alexander Ave ETacoma Non functioning LNG plant with large gatherings of construction workers and multiple people who 
have come in contact with cases and are showing symptoms

03/31/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Langsford Landscape Other Landscaping 4244 236rH Ave. NERedmond Langsford is still doing normal work in chateu woods as of yesterday and the HOA website says they 
intend to keep service open https://www.chateauhoa.org/

03/31/20 11:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open U Cut Above Other Lawn services 23407 NE 92nd ave Battle Ground My niegbor has thier lawn maintenance  people still coming to mow lawns.  There are at least 2 to 3 
people in each truck .

Nancy Ashleymeowcat.asf@gmail.com

03/31/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Lawn Care Other Landscaping Truck parked at Meridian and 195th St.Shoreline How is TruGreen an essential business? Guy’s truck parked on Meridian just north of 195th, came 
out of house and wouldn’t be direct with us when we asked about him working. My boyfriend works 
for landscaping business and it’s closed, as they all should be!

Vanessa Gaumer vanessagaumer@gmail.con 206-554-1957

03/31/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 N. 21st Avenue Apt. DPASCO NON ESSENTIAL BUSINESS CONTINUING TO WORK. OWNER IS ALSO WORKING WITH 
OTHER LOCAL COMPANIES. OWNER IS NOT KEEPING DISTANCE OF OTHERS.

03/31/20 11:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Au Natural Hardwood Floors Construction 12707 NE 37th st Vancouver They are still working in people's houses

03/31/20 11:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 N. 21ST AVENUE APT DPASCO NON-ESSENTIAL BUSINESS IS OPEN AND OWNER CONTINUING TO WORK AND ALSO 
ALLOWING HIS EMPLOYEES TO WORK. OWNER IS ALSO WORKING WITH OTHER LOCAL 
CONSTRUCTION BUSINESSES. OWNER AND HIS EMPLOYEES ARE NOT MAINTAINING SOCIAL 
DISTANCING.

03/31/20 12:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 5049 Sand Point Place NESeattle active construction occurring at residential construction site

03/31/20 12:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Langsford Landscape Other Landscaping 4244 236rH Ave. NE, Redmond, WA 98053Redmond Employees out doing normal landscaping business

03/31/20 12:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cascade Built Construction 207 18th Ave Seattle Construction workers at 207 18th Ave are continuing to work to build a new apartment building. They 
are not abiding by social distancing as well while they work. They boarded up the first two floors but 
are continuing their work inside there.

Max Deshler Mdeshler@outlook.com (415) 779-2330

03/31/20 12:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Grounds Guys Construction 12411 E Empire AveSpokane Valley doing landscape maintenance ( leaf pickup and mowing) at Pine Valley Ranch Apartments.

03/31/20 12:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Home Center Construction 112 w. 30th Spokane I was driving by and seen people outside with painting buckets and supplies. This is a non essential 
construction site. Their is no residents in the home at this time. Therefore this house should not have 
people working in it if it's not under the essentials.

03/31/20 12:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 1098 E. Hastings RoadSpokane Residential construction continuing. Multiple contractors onsite starting at 7am. Scott Sentenn sentennscott@gmail.com 4253468754

03/31/20 12:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Howard s wright Construction borren and Virginia Seattle 30 workers close together anonymous anonymous.com 5555555555



03/31/20 12:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shoemaker Construction 618 E 1st street Cle elumCle elum I am concerned that my company is non essential and are pulling as many strings to say they are and 
stay open there are people here that are sick and because they won’t close can’t be put on 
unemployment I fear this will spread in this small community for the companies personal gain

Zach McKenzie mack-zach1@hotmail.com

03/31/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Walsh Construction Construction 2314 NE 48th St Seattle Fully operational construction site - building a residential building. Erik Weis erikweis1@comcast.net 206-790-3171
03/31/20 12:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Saenz Painting LLC Construction 14218 52nd ave s tukwilla Painting front doors of new constructions homes on 3/31/2020 noted.

Address of construction:
8518 30th ave nw, seattle wa 98117

I don't know who the developers are, but there has been other work ongoing in those homes that is 
also non-essential.

Sarah Burns sarah.e.westbrook@gmail.com 18106231269

03/31/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MainVue Homes Construction 196th Ave SE Monroe Residential construction - 4 houses that I can see. I spoke with MainVue and they claim the work 
being is to ensure structural integrity. This is NOT true. I can see it with my own eyes. They are 
building the house, not ensuring structural integrity. They began building roofs and walls. She said 
they will continue work. I have daily progress pictures.

Gina Pfister ginam4462@yahoo.com 425-273-6175

03/31/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Other Lawn treatment service company 402 Valley Ave NW Puyallup 3/31/2020
To the Attorney General of the State of Washington Mr. Rob Mc Kenna,
I am a current  outside sales employee of TruGreen located at 402 Valley Ave NW in Puyallup 
Washington.  I knock on residents doors and solicit them to purchase lawn,tree,and bush treatments 
from TruGreen. I notified TruGreen about the Governors decree that was put in order to address the 
coronavirus pandemic. As you know due to the nature of this pandemic Governor Jay Inslee issued 
this  emergency decree to stop the spread of the virus and to stop all unnecessary exposures to the 
coronavirus. Governor Jay Inslee issued a decree stating that ALL non essential businesses close for 
14 days. On the day Governor Jay Inslee ordered this decree I informed TruGreen HR and Staff 
about this decree and how lawn services are not listed on the Governors emergency decree as an 
essential business. TruGreen Branch Manager Phillip Griffin of the Puyallup TruGreen location told 
me that TruGreen is an essential business so they will continue to provide lawn services such as 
seeding, aeration, and lime treatments...this is a blatant disregard to the health ,wellbeing and safety 
of the public and to our elected officials in the state of Washington. Today they are still open and 
operational. In fact upon notifying HR of TruGreen and Phillip Griffin at the Puyallup Branch about 
TruGreen breaking the law and not following the emergency decree Governor Jay Inslee put in this 
was TruGreen’s response-
[TruGreen] Re voicemail.amr- customer in waiting.png
As you can see Vanity from TruGreen HR requested that “ this message be deleted and all copies be 
destroyed including attachments “.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me at Patnation1@icloud. Or at 420 S 321st PL 
# H-6 in Federal Way,WA.
     Respectfully,
Francina Sanchez-Reddick

Francina Sanchez-Reddick patnation1@icloud.com 206-886-1678

03/31/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Home Center Construction 18107 n. Palomino Spokane I already tried to contact the owner and their is still currently workers their at this time.

03/31/20 12:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open not known --JM Const. Construction 11670 Des Moines Memorial Dr SBurien Construction of private sidewalk blowing dust on neighboring properties.  Construction workers 
gathering

Julie missjulie520@gmail.com 4048344595

03/31/20 12:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SS Landscaping Services Other Landscaping company 10219 Portland Ave e ste dTacoma They have employees working during this time, you will be fired and won’t qualify for unemployment if 
you don’t want to work due to the COVID outbreak. They keep being told they’re not essential but 
they care about their money more than their employees health

Olivia Palacios Olivia.palaciosxx@icloud.com 2533279338

03/31/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Other Landscaping 91st Ave SE Olympia Landscaper is working. Their phone number: 360-545-7581

03/31/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 8423 grattan pl s Seattle Continuing to work

03/31/20 12:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Homes West, Inc Construction 6557 36th Ave SW Seattle We saw 4 or 5 workers at the site today. Jean Pasche-Lambert jeanp@seanet.com 206-937-6186
03/31/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open H & N Sheet Metal Construction 1133 California WayLongview These employees are building a new school.  Is this really essential?  If this is deemed nonessential 

and you have to contact H&N, please do not mention my name as my son works there and I do not 
want him to be "laid off/let go."  Thank you.

Kellie Lasley lasleyluck@gmai.com 360-426-8144

03/31/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedar County Landscaping, Inc Other Landscaping P.O. Box 217 Ravensdale I have seen this company vehicle at several homes doing landscaping.  Is this an essential business? Rebecca Roelle geroelle@aol.com 253-326-6096

03/31/20 1:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kaufman construction Construction Bailey-Brayton Field, wsuPullman Construction activities on a baseball stadium continue during mandatory stay at home period

03/31/20 1:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Orchard Crest assisted living/Lydig Construction Off the corner west of Everygreen and 4th ave.Spokane Valley Orchard Crest assisted living has a brand new building being built. Probably about 6 months from 
being complete. It’s a Lydig job. Was told orchard crest is classifying it as a essential build. Most of 
the people disagree. Lots of people on this job site are reporting as a non essential with you. This 
building will have 2 chart rooms. So that’s why they claiming it as a medical building. People have 
underlying conditions on this job but can’t walk because the fear of losing their job.

anonymous Imboutboutit@hotmail.com

03/31/20 1:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Washington State Convention Center 
Addition

Construction 9th/Howell Seattle Construction ongoing despite being a non-essential business.

03/31/20 1:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open STRASSER WOODENWORKS Construction 14237 NE 200TH STWOODINVILLE Last week, a majority of the Bathroom Manufacturers closed their shop because they deemed 
themselves as NON-ESSENTIAL businesses. Why is STRASSER WOODENWORKS still open? 
They don't touch the plumbing in people's homes, only decorate it. They need to shut down!

03/31/20 1:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open IBEW-191 Construction 27 N. Chelan Ave. Wenatchee I am concerned about the safety of my father as well as all construction workers and their families 
sent out to continue working at the Microsoft facility. IBEW also works at the Wenatchee APL project 
in which they are wanting to send more construction workers. The virus is spreading on the job site 
with at least two known people that have contracted the virus and one death happening a few days 
ago. We are worried he will bring the virus home to us.

03/31/20 1:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premier Landcare: Commercial 
Landscape Maintenance

Other Landscaping 11400 Olympus WayGig Harbor Landscaping is continuing today and workers aren’t even wearing any face covering. Nancy Colyar ncolyar@gmail.com 225/281-3436

03/31/20 1:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Harbor homes Construction One street over from 92nd Pl., South EastEverett I am an electrician in construction staying home watching people build houses behind my house at 
2918 92nd Pl. SE., Everett, WA is where I live they are directly behind my house kind of a slap in the 
face

John Wolf John W at Cascade integration.com 2063911040

03/31/20 1:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Katerra Construction Scallop drive Bremerton I live in the apartments across the street and these people have been working during the lockdown in 
NEW construction. I know it doesn’t fall under essential because my jobsite got shut down. Also, I’ve 
seen a food truck there at lunch a few times serving people grouped around not social distancing or 
anything

03/31/20 1:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kerner Construction Construction "Taylor Lane" Development - 21407 SE 20th StSammamish Workers doing non-essential building construction - not following governmor's mandate on non-
essential work. Workers at other construction projects in our area have covereed up and protected 
their projects and left. These guys just keep on working.... Has gone on for days.

Joan Sanders jsanders@u.washington.edu 425-761-4347

03/31/20 1:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don’t know working on condos. Construction 8035 SE 33rd Mercer Island WA 98040 United StatesMercer Island Doing construction and painting on condos with a high elderly tenancy. Shaina Poll shainapoll@gmail.com 2063870269

03/31/20 1:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Canterwood Commercial LLC Landlord 5727 Baker Way NWGig Harbor Not sure if this qualifies as essential business, but there is a landscape company working outside of 
the commercial building today.  Would not worry other than the landlord is illegally having construction 
workers working in the building.

03/31/20 1:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 2608 39th Ave W Seattle New home construction is still ongoing on this house.  I don't know the construction company's name, 
but this is not an essential business and I do not appreciate it continuing during stay at home orders 
to protect all of our health

03/31/20 1:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open New Dimensions Landscape Other Landscape company 8504 Canyon rd e Puyallup landscapers are out and mowing lawns and my landscaper received an email saying they couldn't do 
maintenance.  I want to be able to go back to work and as long as they are out, it will take longer.

Jen jennifercalder@yahoo.com 2063960945

03/31/20 2:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Olympic Color Rods Other Distributor of Glassblowing supplies 1050 W Nickerson Seattle This company has remained open and is doing business.  They have laid off some employees but are 
now calling them back to work tomorrow to unload a container, putting everyone at risk.  My adult son 
is one of those being called back, but will not be going and could be fired because of it.

Cheryl Garcia swaimgarcia@gmail.com 4257800195

03/31/20 2:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mark (owner) building house at the 
beginning of

Construction Reichel Rd se Rainier We 98576Rainier wa My family and friends cannot work on homes they are building, yet they are building the first of three 
houses in front of me.  I took pictures yesterday and told them they were not essential workers but yet 
they continue to buikd.  It is not fair to make a profit for selling houses when others who have 
deadlines are not able to wirk.

Kitten Peters Kitten_peters@yahoo.com 360/446-7287

03/31/20 2:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open True Design Landscape Other Lawn Care / Landscape N 25th St Tacoma I observed this non-essential business operating today - mowing a neighbor's lawn today

03/31/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Truss Components Construction 5232 Joppa St Tumwater Their equipment that assembles the trusses is located on Lambskin St.  I live about a block away.  I 
can hear them running their equipment everyday from about 7 am to about 3 pm.  There are workers 
cars lined up on Lambskin.

03/31/20 2:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SEI - Sound Earthworks Incorporated Construction 16507 110th Avenue EPuyallup This is a construction site in Lacey just west of College and 37th Ave.  Construction continues on site 
preparation for a large townhome development.

Becky Andrade becky.andrade@gmail.com 3174425867

03/31/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brabec Homes Construction 12118 NW 48TH courtVancouver Construction activity -  non essential

03/31/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Harbor custom homes Construction 3361 amaker lane Bremerton A lot of people still doing construction on that site

03/31/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedar mountain woodwrights Other Cabinetry 309 S. Railroad Ave.Ellensburg Employees still showing up to work as normal.

03/31/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 927 W 20th Ave, 99203Spokane They took down the contractor's sign, and I don't see a permit for the work to get the contractor's 
name, but there is a MAJOR RESIDENTIAL remodel going on at 927 W 20th, 99203.
According to the county assessor site, the owner of the home, not living there yet,  is BROWER, 
JAYSON S & DEANA M
2018 W SUMMIT PKWY, SPOKANE, WA, 99201-7008

03/31/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Vita Green Services Other VitaGreen 3774 Iroquois Ln Wenatchee These guys were mowing my neighbors yard, so I called the office and they said that lawn aeration is 
an essential business.

Christopher Neuberger fitbychris@gmail.com 2064887636

03/31/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lazareed llc Construction 112 totem lane Longview wa Over the past two weeks every day there has been construction done at a vacant home. There has 
been any where from 3-8 cars/trucks every day. They operate 9:30-5 Mon -Friday for sure. I know 
construction is not essential as I have several family out of work. It would be one thing if it was just 
one person, it's several people every day.

03/31/20 2:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Other OTHER COMMUNITY-BASED GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS AND  ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS : Landscapers, Lawn Care and pest control7115 E Cataldo Ave Spokane Valley, WA  99212Multiple reports of observation of their trucks out servicing properties. Including the letter on their 
website states how they are following the guidelines and updates and implementing CDC social 
distancing in order to do their work while other in their industry have been told they are non-essential 
and to close and cease work and have.

Lisa mlfairburn1@gmail.com 5099932970

03/31/20 2:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Other OTHER COMMUNITY-BASED GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS AND  ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS : Landscapers, Lawn Care and pest control225 N Ella Rd Spokane Valley, WA  99212Multiple reports of observation of their trucks out servicing properties. Including the letter on their 
website states how they are following the guidelines and updates and implementing CDC social 
distancing in order to do their work while other in their industry have been told they are non-essential 
and to close and cease work and have.

Lisa mlfairburn1@gmail.com 5099932970

03/31/20 2:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rnj construction Construction 809 chestnut st Sumner Multiple vehicles congregating and working on non-essential construction next to business owners 
house.  5+ vehicles at site at a time 5-6 days a week

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

03/31/20 2:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Green Line Construction Construction 16 120th St SE Everett Our neighbor (on 3rd Dr West in Everett) has had this company at their home, daily, throughout this 
Stay at Home order. Two workers. 

Three generations live at this home, and the young children have been mingling all over the 
neighborhood with other children. The adults leave the house frequently, daily, too. NOT 
RESPONSIBLE!

Prefer this kept confidential, as we do have good relations/friendships with our neighbors.

Wendy Weaver davwen94@yahoo.com 4252804532



03/31/20 2:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open VBOB LLC | LMN | WEISMAN DESIGN 
GROUP (CBRE?)

Construction 1930 Boren Ave seattle I am looking outside my window from my high rise and I can hear and see construction work 
happening at this site. I have videos and photos to prove that they are in violation of Gov. Inslee's stay 
at home orders, which also apply to construction sites

Angela Chong angechong@gmail.com 8088407758

03/31/20 2:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hydroseeding and Bark Blowers/ 
Rockslingers

Construction 14021 Pioneer Way EPuyallup This company is still actively providing services of hydroseeding and bark blowing while under the 
stay at home order.

03/31/20 3:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pence construction Construction 2747 Pence Loop SESalem Non-essential construction. Nick white nicklauswhite16@gmail.com 13605563476
03/31/20 3:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Many businesses operating onsite Construction 1514 & 1518 NW 339th St and 34509 & 34512 NW Pacific HwyLa Center Many companies from roofers, framers, people putting siding on, cleaners are all back to operating 

like normal while I have many family members in construction laid off.
Katie Finch hairbykatie.finch@gmail.com 3606055165

03/31/20 3:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Caterra Construction 500 Block East RiversideSpokane Catalyst building is under construction despite being non-essential. It does not fall under any 
categories considered "essential" as far as I have read. When asking for a mask because I was 
working in close proximity to others, I was told there were none because they had all been donated, 
as our health was deemed less important than those working in hospitals.

(509)768-7042

03/31/20 3:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Silver Cloud Hotel - MC Construction - 
Point Ruston

Construction 2317 Ruston Way  or  5219 N Shirley St, Ruston, WA 98407Tacoma Workers and subcontractors were ordered back to work today 3/31/20 after one week of complying 
with stay home order.  MC Construction messaged that attorneys found federal loophole that made 
the project essential as a toxic waste improvement project from the Asarco Smelter.  This contractor is 
risking the workers families and community’s health.

Holly Harrison hollyhrrsn1@gmail.com 253-358-0128

03/31/20 3:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TW Clark Construction 16800 E Broadway Ave.Spokane Valley This company has several workers on site and this facility is months from completion and should be 
shuttered as directed by Gov Inslee. In the event neighbors in the immediate area contract the CV19 
they will be pursued legally.

Grant Piche aarta340@gmail.com 5094992950

03/31/20 3:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Avid Landscaping Other Landscaping (yard care) 1413 N. 136th StreetSeattle Landscaping is not essential! Currently they have been at my neighbor’s house for a few hours. 
Multiple trucks.

03/31/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stratford Construction 213 1st Ave N SEATTLE Large residential construction site that's not for emergency or low income housing. Not social 
distancing, has gatherings of 10 or more employees huddled in adjacent parking lot. They are also 
not all wearing safety gear. The other day an employee had 2 toddlers playing on the lot while he 
worked. Site located at Queen Anne Seattle, WA 98109 47.620217, -122.355624

Jenney Ward nukegrrrl@aol.com 2068530287

03/31/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open reyes tree service Construction 15808ne 38th circle Vancouver wa There is a group of workers cutting trees in the city and not respecting the governors proclamation the 
campany # is 360-721-3797

reyes cuetzpalin2008@gmail.com 360-7711906

03/31/20 3:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shelter Homes and their subcontractors Construction 530 12th Ave E Seattle Residential construction of 5 townhouses has continued at 530 12th Ave E after the Governor's 
Proclamation (they are working right now, March 31 at 3:30pm).

Brian LaMacchia bal@farcaster.com 206-726-4931

03/31/20 3:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 1300 NE 238th Ct Brush Prairie WA Workers continue construction on this new build house.  Materials and equipment continue to be 
delivered.  Sanican is also leaking.

03/31/20 3:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open construction of luxury townhomes Construction 520 Valley St Seattle continuing construction of luxury townhomes after order to close non-essential businesses

03/31/20 3:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Alder Creek Apartments and 
Townhomes

Construction 11716 ne 49th streetVancouver Still operating outside of essential tasks and putting staffing and renter's at risk of exposure.

03/31/20 3:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open guaranteed construction, LLC Construction 444 Sw 122nd St burien Residential construction going on SE60th St Issaquah, WA

03/31/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Holder Construction, Out of State 
Contractor

Construction c/o Actapio - 285 Technology Center WayWenatchee, WA 98801Holder Construction is an out of state General Contractor. It will not shut down the construction site 
for all subcontractors. They are claiming they are essential business because they are building 
"infrastructure." The data centers are not in current operation. They are being constructed for Actapio, 
Inc. at 285 Technology Center Way, a subsidiary of Yahoo, in Wenatchee. Therefore, how can they 
be essential to current infrastructure? They are not a governmental entity, they are not protecting 
valuable data security, they just want to remain on schedule for future growth. Total greed and lack of 
community concern! There are multiple social distancing violations and no way for any of the crew 
members to wash their hands for 20 seconds. Other "infrastructure" job sites that are under 
construction (not operational) have shut down in Chelan and Grant County (i.e. Rock Island Dam and 
Microsoft Data Centers). Why not Actapio?

03/31/20 4:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Perma dry waterproofing Construction 608 SW 12th ST Renton They are not essential business but the workers fear they will lose their job if they stay home

03/31/20 4:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open sabelhouswest Other painting 10880 old frontier rd nwsilverdale violating stay at home order working as usual truck #5 Deanna Webber dweb46@live.com 3604620207
03/31/20 4:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dematic North America, Prairie Electric, 

Layton Safety
Construction 10010 w Geiger BlvdSpokane We are being told by our corporation that we are essential workers building an amazon. We are 

scared well contract covid-19 there is more than 100 workers in this building. Also rumors going 
around that someone working has the virus

Anon Anon Anon

03/31/20 4:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JMC Cabinets Construction 3224 McDougald AveEverett Cabinet shop is open and people are working even though they support a non-essential industry. Christian wil09001@gmail.com 4252686951

03/31/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stephen Waite Conservation Architects Construction 1154 2nd Ave S / 111 Elm St. adjoining propertiesEdmonds Nonessential business operating in a residential neighborhood, and likely in violation of local zoning 
codes for the City of Edmonds

03/31/20 4:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Douglass Properties Construction Highway 2 and Pittsburg Avenue (New construction across from Costco)Spokane When I was driving down Highway 2 (Newport Highway) yesterday, I noticed that there were 
construction workers getting land ready for building west of Highway 2 on Pittsburg Avenue.  You can 
see it from Highway 2 (across from Costco).  This land belongs to Harlan Douglass Construction.

Lora Hovland lorasgottajet@yahoo.com 509-475-8393

03/31/20 4:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Corstone contractors LLC Other Contractors California California I live in Port Angeles Washington. These contractors are working daily on a storage unit place. They 
are based in California I am told but still working. They have at least 12 people on there job at all 
times.There buisness phone number is 360 862 8316

Janee lysterjanee@gmail.com 3609125844

03/31/20 4:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open GHL Architectural Millwork LLC Construction 1906 Occidental Ave. S.  Suite 8Seattle non-essential small business remains open

03/31/20 4:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clatk/lewis Construction Convention Center Seattle A jobsite with 500 people being forced to work together on a site that has already been deemed non-
essential.

Brad brad.toland1@gmail.com 2068508582

03/31/20 5:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Amsberry paints Other Painting company Main street Monroe Blocking parking for lube and oil business ..cars can’t get to the business Diane Bruner dianekbruner@outlook.com 3608056929

03/31/20 5:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open HiLine Construction 2204 W Nob Hill Blvd Unit GYakima They are still working

03/31/20 5:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Composite Solutions Corporation Other Aerospace 14810 Puyallup St E STE 100Sumner This company that I work for is remaining to stay open during the stay at home order. I've read the 
"essential list" and we do not fall in any of the categories of essential. 
I'd like to remain anonymous. Thanks.

Kev kevclipproduction5@gmail.com 2534746347

03/31/20 5:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landed gentry Construction Fairhaven Ave. Burlington Many workers are on site and are not practicing safe distancing from what we witness. Thank you.

03/31/20 5:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Multiple Construction McWilliams Road in East Bremerton, between Central Valley Road and Highway 303Unincorporated BremertonConstruction continues at this 152 duplex unit housing site.  Observed several construction workers in 
close proximity to each other.  Until these people observe the 'Stay at Home' order and stop the 
spread, the longer the rest of us have to stay away from our jobs.

03/31/20 5:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Calportland Construction In the industrial  park, bremertonBremerton Im compromised. My doctors tell me to stay home that if I am exposed to covud 19 that I will die. My 
husband is being forsed to work. Its a concrete company. Its not essential.  My life and the lives of 
others isnt worth the money make. My husband is afraid to lose his job. Hes wirked every day this 
week abd will be working tomorrow  also. I dont want to due. Im scared.

Concerned woman 3604346921

03/31/20 5:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AVI-SPL Construction 21312 30th Dr SE #102Bothell Business is forcing non essential employees to continue to work on job sites around the state.

03/31/20 5:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open christensen construction Construction 2840 crites st sw #100tumwater they are working on a building for wssda a non essential building and said they will keep working until 
they are told not to

ken huff ken1huff@hotmail.com 13609706571

03/31/20 5:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Other Landscaping Lindberg Port Angeles I don't know the name of the company but they go once a week to 2038 Lindberg Rd. They don't use 
their work truck anymore,they use a u haul . The number on the side of the trailer is 35SA. I have 
pictures of them there today. If you want the pictures let me know. People need to take this seriously.

Darci A McCabe jadmccabe@yahoo.com 3608091322

03/31/20 6:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open schwiesow construction Construction 920 fair st centralia are not stopping work on non essential jobs until told to stop like all other contractors ken huff ken1huff@hotmail.com 13609706571

03/31/20 6:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Supremacy Remodeling LLc Construction 6021 7th Ave SE Lacey Still operating and finishing remodeling jobs

03/31/20 6:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Elegant landscaping and designs Other Landscapping 309 N Third St Yakima, WA  98901 Estados UnidosYakima This business is working every day Anonimos Xxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx
03/31/20 6:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open American Bridge Construction 1098 Pine St Seattle Over 100 people on the site and it still open. Not following 6 feet distancing Jefferson Moe moe_jeffc02@yahoo.com 206-854-9013

03/31/20 6:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Atlas Electric Construction 1203 N Havana st Spokane Business as usual 
Not following the rule

03/31/20 6:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sound Earthworks Inc. Construction 4205 37th Ave SE Lacey I live in the surrounding neighborhood and have babies. I’m not trying to get anyone in trouble but the 
construction going on is definitely non-essential

03/31/20 6:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Century communities Construction 9300 Viola St se Tumwater Work as usual. John
03/31/20 7:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Romanoff renovations Construction 1104 132nd St SW suite bEverett This company is still operating system saw multiple workers at address listed above. Id like to stay 

anonymous.
Schelbi Hash snhash09@gmail.com 3606287385

03/31/20 7:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sanchez Landscaping Other Landscaping Service 9819 25th Ave Ct S Tacoma They are out side cutting grass in the rain every Friday in my townhouses. There are a total 4 workers 
at a time.

Myritah Knighten mimiknighten85@gmail.com 12533413379

03/31/20 7:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Larry Haight Roofing Construction 15203 NE 95th St Redmond They are continuing to work. Employees are being told they have to work because they are essential. 
The employees are very concerned because they are working in close quarters at times, and they are 
fearful of loosing their jobs if they speak up.  I they are doing a lot more work than just roofing. The 
employees don't understand why they have to work at homes of people who are inside under 
quarantine or the stay at home order, but they have no choice per the owner. They do not want to be 
exposed. They are mostly Mexican workers and feel they are being put at risk unfairly. I have heard 
this directly from a worker/ friend whom i told to stop coming and finishing a side  project at my house 
(not through this company) because I am following strict lockdown for 3 weeks now. They do not 
under stand why they are still going to other homes. I want my identity to remain confidential and the 
detail of how I know this.

Cynthia Fauchald fauchald5@hotmail.com 4252973177

03/31/20 8:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open KRUEGER SHEET Metal Construction 731 north superior Seattle Roofer and sheet metal  working around each other

03/31/20 8:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Frontier landscape maintenance Other Lawn maintenance 11402 NE St Johns Rd, Vancouver, WA 98686Vancouver They are out doing maintenance when it is a non essential business.

03/31/20 8:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Landscape Management Other Lawn maintenance 7997 NE Walker Rd, Hillsboro, OR 97124Hillsboro Lawn maintenance is out working doing non essential work.

03/31/20 8:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Marble Cor Construction 4114 E. Wellesley Spokane Installation of granite isn't essential. Having to install it, means having to be out in public 
unnecessarily, putting people at risk for no reason.

Jacob kittysdontsqwim@gmail.com 2066614215

03/31/20 8:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Roadrunners painting Construction Unknown Aberdeen I am a contractor out of ocean shores and as we are all instructed to cease any further jobs I have 
seen chris from Roadrunners painting continue for weeks . I personally seen him at the Quinault 
school district carrying in paint for the last couple weeks working for hours a day. This is not ok or fair 
to the rest of us abiding by the laws and especially continuing to work prevailing wage for a school 
district.

John westberg johnwestberg22@yahoo.com

03/31/20 8:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Style Landscaping Construction 2606 Highland drive Anacortes Landscaper working. 2 workers in truck. If you want pictures let me know. Mark Lawrence mark@simplyyards.com 3607085109

03/31/20 8:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mark Heuett General Construction Inc Construction 1225 PortWay Clarkston Chiropractor project @ 10th & Highland project is NOT essential. 
Doctor has office open already this is upgrade.
Workers share hand tools in close proximity No PPE or sanitation. Mark refuses to temp shutdown.

Anonymous

03/31/20 8:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Presidential Homes LLC Construction Boulder Creek. Puyalluppuyallup People are still building houses at that location and off of  Rainier Ridge by D.R. Horton
110th Ave E and, 187th St E

03/31/20 8:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mark Heuett General Construction Inc Construction 1225 PortWay Clarkston Bonneville project @ 13th & Portway project is NOT essential. 
Bonneville has office open already this is upgrade.
Workers share hand tools in close proximity No PPE or sanitation. Mark refuses to temp shutdown.

Anonymous

03/31/20 8:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 204th Ave and 410 Highway in Bonney LakeBonney Lake 3 Construction sites by the Costco in Bonney Lake all had workers at them today. None of them are 
essential

Anthony Lackey anthonylackeysr@gmail.com 2532284255

03/31/20 9:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hoffman construction Construction 16545 25th Ave NE Shoreline This school construction site is a NEW school.  The old section of the school is still perfectly capable 
of the continued education of shoreline students.   This project is NOT Essential and certainly not 
worth risking the lives of construction workers and their families at home.
There has been two confirmed cases of Covid-19 on site and cleaning efforts and protective 
measures have fallen short.  Please mandate that this job temporarily shut down for the safety of the 
construction workers still on site.

Anonymous Anonymous@gmail.com 425-425-4254



03/31/20 9:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NA Construction NW 27th Battle Ground New Home Building Construction is still going on. Multiple New Homes are still being built. TRUE

03/31/20 10:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific iron and metal Other Recycling center for metal 2230 4th ave s Seattle Working and having employees near eachother.

03/31/20 10:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Weger's landscape construction Construction 800 clover st Moses lake wa. 98837They are doing new construction landscaping installation for Haden homes. 3 workers to a vehicle.

03/31/20 10:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Roadrunner paint  Licensed and 
bonded ROADRPL835C8P UBI# 604-
090-089

Construction It is not publicly listedAberdeen He is still working on jobsites! I seen him working on 8th street in aberdeen remodeling and painting it. 
I looked up his licences and bond myself here it is

License and bond
ROADRPL835C8P
UBI# 604-090-089

Anonymous Sentualfire58@yahoo.com 3605555555

03/31/20 10:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trilogy at Tehaleh Construction 14218 Knoll Park Dr EBonney Lake Multiple Construction Home Sites are still being worked on within the Tehaleh community, I live here 
and feel it is unsafe and places the families at risk. I would like to have all construction cease in the 
area until the Stay at Home order is lifted by the Governor.  I counted 32 sites today where 
construction and "new" landscaping work was being completed, none of which is essential.

03/31/20 10:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premier Power Electric Construction 8365 Hogum Bay Ln NELacey There is a business which is still open and having many contractors still work during the Governor's 
order. They are forcing their employees and the contractor's employees to work even though they are 
not essential workers. Skanska subcontracts with Premier Power Electric in Lacey WA which has their 
office open and their multiple job sites open.

John Jones hotdogger91@outlook.com

04/01/20 2:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Chervenell Construction Construction 1203 Prosser Ave Prosser We are building a school. Non essential job site. A lot of boots on the ground from all trades. Guys 
spitting on ground. Zero distancing.

04/01/20 2:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedar mountain woodwrights Other Cabinet shop 309 n railroad Ellensburg Business remains open

04/01/20 4:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hoffman Construction Construction 19343 3rd Ave NW, Shoreline, WA 98177Shoreline Hoffman Construction is refusing to suspend work in a non Essential project that doesn’t meet 
qualifications. In addition my employer Flynn BEC that is currently performing work for Hoffman has 
explicitly said that anyone that refuses to work at the site will be denied unemployment and will be 
treated as if we had quit. Basically forcing employees to work due to fear. 
The project name is Einstein Midde School in Shorline.

04/01/20 5:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Saltese cabinets Construction 1616 E Lyons Ave suite fSpokane Still installing cabinets and countertops at job sites.

04/01/20 6:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Global Metal Works and Erectors Construction 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma Global Metal Works and Erectors is a small non-union structural and ornamental iron company. They 
are performing installation activity on job sites like Burlington coat factory at the Tacoma mall,  
Tukwila Village SHAG community and others. They are sending out crews of 2-3 carpooling in pickup 
trucks. None of this seems to be in line with the governor’s stay home, stay healthy order nor proper 
social distancing. They also have a shop running with around 12 and office of about9

Chad Wulff racenut08@gmail.com 253-549-8496

04/01/20 6:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NLS Landscape maintenance Construction Pioneer st Ridgefield NLS landscape maintenance continues to perform landscape maintenance despite the mandatory non 
essential business closure order. There are many retired senior citizens in this area, and I find this 
concerning.  Thank you

Jeff sawyer Jeff@sawyerhgc.com 707-223-7271

04/01/20 6:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Wooldridge Boats Other Boat builder 1303 S 96th St Seattle My friend is an employee being told to still come in and work and his boss is refusing to allow furlough Justin Milestone justin.milestone@gmail.com 2062716880

04/01/20 6:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Construction Construction 5740 Martin Luther King Jr Way SSeattle They still work

04/01/20 7:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Christensen Shipyard Construction 4400 SE Columbia Way, Vancouver, WAVancouver Wa 98661 This company continues to operate.  They build multi million dollar yachts.  They are working on a 
yacht that hasn't even been sold yet.  This business is not essential to be operating at this time and 
they are putting their workers and their workers families at risk to contract Covid-19

04/01/20 7:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Global Metal Works and Erectors Construction 1144 Thorne Road Tacoma Business remains open. Both the in house shop and field crews are still operating.

04/01/20 7:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pelland Construction Construction 7015 S D st Tacoma There is no social distance going on on this job site and I don’t see anything posted showing that they 
are in essential job site either. They are doing siding of an apartment. And there are over 20 people 
on site.

Anthony Johnson anttgod@gmail.com 2532417119

04/01/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest Clinical Research Health-related business 1951 152nd place NE, Suit 200Bellevue Northwest clinical research is a clinical research organization that does not deal with COVID -19 
patients. The facility is still open without being a nonessential business. They have fired a couple of 
people from the job who opposed working during the stay at home order. They are running 
nonessential studies currently and are asking the life of study patients who are vulnerable as well as 
people working in the facility. Please take actions against this organization for not following the stay at 
home order for nonessential business.

Ben Rosa ben.rosa0987@gmail.com

04/01/20 7:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Top Soils Other Landscape supply 805 80th st sw Everett Employees that have been sick for weeks with "the flu" are being forced to come to work or face 
retaliation. 
   PEOPLE THAT ARE STILL SICK!!!
   L&I shut down the blower trucks after a driver fell ill. The new plan yesterday was to double up 
people in the other trucks but give them goggles and masks while grouping around 20 people in a 
limited area for "busy work" after being called back from one day lay off.
  Presumably after at least some of them have been exposed to the sick driver. No word on what 
might be ailing him yet but people are concerned.
  Still little or no social distancing possible.
  Again, this company is not doing any essential work unless beauty bark is now essential?
    It's like people are being held hostage.
                       Irene Baker

Irene Baker nonlocalyokel@gmail.com 425-760-4502

04/01/20 7:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AHO Construction Construction 12 K St NE Quincy For days have continued non essential construction.

04/01/20 8:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unsure the name Construction Dianna Way Wenatchee construction has continued at a residence despite the order. multiple vehicles with personnel 
congregating in a small residential community.

04/01/20 8:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kens Yard Service Other Yard Service 10410 15th Ave SW Seattle This is a business that cuts residential lawns.  Mine in fact.  I do not believe this is an essential 
business.

Laura Fox laura.fox@seattle.gov 206-242-1204

04/01/20 8:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DLH Inc General Contracting Construction 1502 5th Ave N Seattle There is new construction going on up the street. There appears to be 8-10 workers actively. They 
are definitely actively circumventing the quarantine as they also began work this morning at 6AM 
before city ordinances allow.

Evan Haney evanphaney@gmail.com 4252188802

04/01/20 8:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske services Other Tree and landscaping 2909 river rd Yakima They are working employees and making them go to customers houses and knock on doors all for 
pruing and trimming shrubs! This shouldn't be essential at all!!

Emmanuel gonzalez Kauserbuk@gmail.com 5094249342

04/01/20 8:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Presidential homes Construction 174 st ct E & 74 ave eSpanaway Construction, residential, and siding, 15 or more workers and don’t see a cleaning station and they 
are working closely.

Anthony Johnson anttgod@gmail.com 2532417119

04/01/20 8:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fowler Construction 9507 Burns rd pasco wapasco Pasco school district is not compliant with what is considered essential. Re wording Inslee's 
statements in order to keep construction going.

5098448121

04/01/20 8:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Falk Rd Vancouver There have been several construction workers working on what appears to be a townhome 
throughout the day.

04/01/20 8:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Donald Stolz owner/ trucks have no 
name on them

Construction 0 Angle Lane SW Lakewood The construction crew is clearing out all the trees on said property since Friday. They start every 
morning at 8, and go till 4pm. Their permit/ parcel number is 5900000031

Ronald Messmer tbmessymb@aol.com 253-330-2515

04/01/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AAction excavation inc Construction 45266 robertson ct Concrete Excavation company performing non essential landscaping and  non Essential  residential work K 3607703717

04/01/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown, performed at 42nd Ave SE, 
at Rockdale new development

Construction 42nd Ave SE Bothell Delivery of windows and doors is taking place. Construction activities are taking place every day.

04/01/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premier Roofing and Water proofing 
company(iron     Flats jobsite)

Construction Ne 8th ave and NE 66th St.Lake City There is a crew working today of 18 people. Derrell Heck heck.derrell@gmail.com 2534417333

04/01/20 9:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open David M Sucher Construction 816 NE 91st ST Seattle Ongoing construction of a back yard cottage. 4 contractors working and spitting. incessantly from 25 
feet up.

04/01/20 9:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Patterson Creek Landscaping Other Landscaper 26520 SE 168TH STREET #CIssaquah I witnessed them pulling into a property to in Woodinville that appears to be a a horse breeding farm.

04/01/20 9:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shell gas station Construction Lake Washington BlvdKirkland Construction site  non essential. Far too many workers in small job site. Please shut down to save our 
lives.

Anonymous

04/01/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Railpro Construction 14110 NW 3rd ct #5704Vancouver they were out installing something on a building that looked like a railing

04/01/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landed Gentry Homes Construction 504 E Fairhaven Burlington Continual construction of Cambridge Commons new homes on E Jones Road in Sedro Woolley, WA . Pam L nanalloyd56@gmail.com 360-661-6480

04/01/20 9:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fabio Construction Construction Working at Ardmore PlaceSequim Building a house. Crew working at 9am on 4-1-2020 Julie LaMotte julie88007@gmail.com 3605656569
04/01/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DeWils Custom Cabinetry Other Manufacturing 12907 NE Fourth Plain BlvdVancouver Per the governor's order and subsequent clarification, home construction and supply of related 

materials (including production of kitchen cabinets) are not considered essential unless necessary for 
structural integrity of the property.  I am president of Canyon Creek Cabinet Company in Monroe, WA 
and we have ceased operations per the governor's order.  My competitor, DeWils Custom Cabinetry, 
has not.

Robert Foote robertf@canyoncreek.com 206-751-4732

04/01/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ready Mow By The Yard Other Landscaping/Lawn Care 62 SW Eston Street Oak Harbor I am the business owner and need to know if I can stay open and provide service to my clients.  The 
mandate and the updated mandate are not clear on if I can continue business.  We have always are 
and will continue to practice social distancing practice!  Please let me know ASAP, as I am in fear of 
having to close my business.

Richard Hoover hoover269@hotmail.com 360-632-9580

04/01/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open No name on truck Construction 1407 North 48th StreetSeattle I asked them not to do it as it’s not essential work. It is two men. Our homes are are very close 
together they told me “too bad” placed the ladder on my fence and proceeded to work. It has now 
been more than an hour

Melissa Butorac Lissabutorac@gmail.com 2064078101

04/01/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Precision Industrial Contractors Construction 1555 Down River DriveWoodland After checking by phone this company claims to be essential when it is construction only. Kim Pierson kimberley.wiesner@gmail.com 503-929-0212

04/01/20 10:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open whidbey lawn care Other landscaping 1613 carlton way oak harbor they are out there mowing lawns, I called the non emergency police in oak harbor last week and they 
did nothing. The business owner stated that he is essential and is sliding in under construction 
business which is bullshit. I am worried that they are spreading to elderly people who need our 
protection

Janna Lally jannalally@gmail.com 3605993981

04/01/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open RG landscaping Other Landscaping 4411 California Ave SWSeattle This company came to my apartment complex to do some landscaping care and blow leaves etc. 
multiple employees in a truck . I took pictures and can send them if needed. NOT a necessity right 
now in the middle of a pandemic and it is frustrating to see

Amy Donaldson donaldson.amy@yahoo.com 3604313767

04/01/20 10:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don't know Construction Corner of Stone Way N & N 41st St.Seattle Construction crews still working.  Too many construction sites are continuing on non-essential 
buildings in the Ballard, Wallingford, Fremont areas.

Chuck fabulouschuck@gmail.com 2065182783

04/01/20 10:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Factoria Mall Construction 3903 Factoria Square Mall SEBellevue Construction project where the Safeway used to be is continuing despite government order.  This is 
construction of a retail mall, isn't critical

04/01/20 10:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unmarked contractor Construction 606 NW 82nd StreetSeattle Contractors have been parking behind the house for the last week and working on an interior 
renovation of a house for the last week or so.

04/01/20 10:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Balance Point Heating and Cooling Construction 1010 state ave #1455Marysville Not sure if this business is essential but the owner keeps posting to the Walla Walla WA community 
that hiring for lawn service is okay. Just want to stop this character from getting people in trouble. I 
was told by a landscaper that it’s not considered essential.

Kenneth Storey Store24@tirefactory.com 5098437140

04/01/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Stoneway and 41st Seattle Construction has continued at the corner of 41st and stoneway throughout the stay at home order. 
They are not following any social distancing and putting the community at risk

Hunter Webb Hunterwebb5@gmail.com 4699512299

04/01/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest Doors Construction 19000 Canyon Rd EPuyallup People were called in to work when plant was told to close in the shut down. I have friends in the 
carpenters  union who can't work due to the shutdown and this company builds garage doors. There 
are  several cars in the parking lot as well as lights on

Julie LaCOSS dyxicoop66@yahoo.com 2534269333

04/01/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CRJ Construction 19209 Des Moines Memorial Dr SSeatac I’m pretty sure this is a non essential business. Albert Ortiz Ortizg51@yahoo.com 2064506733
04/01/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Renegade Northwest Construction 1025 W Hayden Ave, Hayden ID 83835Hayden They are working on residential construction.

04/01/20 10:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bill and Phyllis Campbell Other Landscape maintenance 3291 NE Harrison DrIssaquah Landscaper was there doing mowing, weeding  general garden maintenance with their truck and
equipment with no name of the company on the truck!  I was told by my yard maintenance company 
that they were considered non essential right now.

C. Williams chelle.williams@comcast.net 206-484-3835



04/01/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Vertumni Other Landscaping 4063 1st Ave NE Seattle Four man crew in a single work truck came and did pruning and weed whacking, basic lawn 
maintenance on neighbors lawn.

Kate Chipo13@aol.com

04/01/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Garcia lawns Other Lawn maintenance Whitehorn way Birch bay We live on whitehorn way in birch bay. We have observed garcia lawn services mowing lawns. I did 
not see that type of business on the essential list.

Jeff s Jeffhere@comcast.net 2063008195

04/01/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open We do dirt / Salacia Processing Plant Construction East side of 45th Ave 14100 blkMarysville Wa 98271 Working during lock down Debbie Auntypeanut@aol.com 425-508-1002
04/01/20 11:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dundee Construction 12812 N Chronicle StMead, Wa They are working on the 2700 block South Havana street Spokane. WA Steve Sesdib@comcast.net 5099797613

04/01/20 11:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 34632 Se 268th st Ravensdale Multiple workers working on a construction trench excavation for a residential home during the stay at 
home order.

Alex Abperkins88@yahoo.com 206-607-7105

04/01/20 11:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown construction Construction Othello st Seattle Construction, tearing up street off Othello St -- in West  Seattle just southwest of myrtle reservoir 
park; west of 35th ave sw

04/01/20 11:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Michael Homchick Stoneworks, Inc. Construction 6834 NE 175th St Kenmore in full operation doing stone fabrication

04/01/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Services Other landscaping maintenance services 7115 East Cataldo Ave.Spokane I call and they said they were an essential business because they are an exterminator and offered 
lawn services, tree services etc. along with exterminating. To me that is non essential and they should 
not be opened.

04/01/20 11:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Elysium Construction Construction 4214 53rd Ave NE Seattle This company has a construction crew continuing to work on a private residence. I have witnessed 
them working multiple days since the stay at home order was put into place. They are working closely 
together and not social distancing, and the home they’re working on is right next to other homes. The 
crew makes numerous trips to their big truck over a shared sidewalk. The company truck says 
Elysium Construction at 206-403-1457. Thank you.

Cami Johnson camille.j@comcast.net

04/01/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Central Pre-Mix Construction 1900 N. Sullivan Rd.Spokane, Wa Deemed non essential, but facility is still open. Tom Tom@dontwanttodisclose.com 5099991234
04/01/20 11:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open H.D. Fowler Company Construction 13440 SE 30th St Bellevue Business claiming non-essential status because connection to agriculture, not true. Also could 

operate 90% from home but refuses to do so.

04/01/20 11:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Columbia Palisades Corp (an affiliate of 
Weston Investment Co.)

Construction 192nd & Brady Rd., VancouverVancouver This is a huge mixed use development construction site.  There are.  Cars on site.  I have a photo and 
video too.

Tracy Maguire tracy4maguire@gmail.com 360-952-1950

04/01/20 11:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 650 highland dr Bellingham This exterior construction will not shut down.  Contractor uses equipment and brings in new mateeials Wally sgalitzer wally920@gmail.com 3607390169

04/01/20 11:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 510 highland dr. Bellingham I walked by this morning and several carpenters are close together and obviously working inside the 
structure.  I saw them go in with tools.  I am also am a contractor, but have shut down my job.  Why is 
this allowed to go on.  Mt Baker Roofing is also putting a new roof on an existing house on South 
Garden St.  if I stopped work, make them.

Wally Sgalitzer wally920@gmail.com 3607390169

04/01/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not advertised Construction 8060 Norbert Pl NW Silverdale Workers are working on this house to paint and they are deemed non essential. Prepping house to 
paint while they are shut down! I have pictures and video.

Tiffany Sierra tmsierra5@gmail.com 3605518914

04/01/20 11:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Panorama Apartments Construction 9624 Frontier Ave SESnoqualmie Construction of apartment continuing despite proclamation both landscaping and interior work. They 
list their phone as (866) 853-7286

Jim Reynolds Jim@alliance4health.org 2063306951

04/01/20 12:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dave Sneesby Construction Construction 1000 St. Route 150, Unit 32Chelan, WA Doing window trim around the drive through window of a coffee shop is NOT essential

04/01/20 12:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Choice landscape Other Landscaping company 15377 SR 536 Mount Vernon A truck with three employees and a full trailer of lawnmowers were out doing business as usual Ricky Vance wewereheroes.us@hotmail.com 3609272613

04/01/20 12:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Lawn Care Other Landscaping 225 Ella Rd Spokane Business is sending employees to perform lawn care services at residential addresses.

04/01/20 12:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Farm Construction 4008 132nd St SE Mill Creek Construction work continues

04/01/20 12:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Calportland & Cadman Construction 2327 West Mill Plain Blvd.vancouver so both concrete plants are observing the stay at home program but since ore does not have the 
same order they are sending workers to Ore, to work, which has the highest outbreak in Ore, Vanc is 
right now at 28 I guess they want us to bring it back to Vancouver.

jurgen johnson JOHNSON7102@COMCAST.NET 3609045828

04/01/20 12:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Other Landscape Maintenance Services 7115 East Cataldo Ave.Spokane Senske is a landscape maintenance company. I own a business that does the same services as them. 
We are shut down due to the stay home. They are saying they are essential, cause they are 
considered to the exterminator. They treat mostly ants and spiders around the house. If they get 
emergency calls I can see helping those people but to do routine pest control I thought was not ok. It 
is completely unfair if they are out working doing their services and us smaller companies are follow 
what is asked of us. They say they will work until they are shut down. Please let me know if us smaller 
companies are ok to work.

sbuss0821@yahoo.com

04/01/20 12:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Turner Construction Company (Phone: 
(206) 505-6600)

Construction 700 Dexter Ave N Seattle Multiple people are working at the Turner construction site at 700 Dexter Ave N on 4/1/2020.

04/01/20 12:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NW Contour Building Co. / Contractor 
Lic #NORTHCB870Ck  425-766-9815

Construction 7020 Greenwood AveSeattle Construction workers / Framing crew is working on-site on a muiltfamly townhouse project

04/01/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mark Heuett General Contractor, Inc Construction 10038 Snake River RoadAsotin Wa 99402 This complaint is from Asotin County Public Health and local Building and Planning. This construction 
company is building a NEW office for a chiropractor who currently is working from an established site. 
The work is only the beginning stages and is no where near completion. When our EH staff was on-
site yesterday they have pictures of social distancing not occurring. We deemed them non-essential 
for two jobs on 3/31/2020 only to have the Governor's office give them an email allowing them to 
continue work. In our small community this has caused huge disruption to local law enforcement, 
regulators, and building and planning. We are wasting resources trying doing educational visits and 
collaboration with our county and city entities to have all of our work undone by the Governor's office, 
We have 4 construction companies that have now followed same suit as Mark Heuett's Contracting. 
I'm begging that you please help us to maintain the Governor's orders in our small community. We are 
feeling very unsupported in those efforts.

Sundie Hoffman shoffman@ac-hd.org 509-243-3343

04/01/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Conco Construction 18644 72nd ave. S Kent Trucks on highways to non essential jobs

04/01/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Distinctive Landscape Other Lanscape maintenance 16620 NE 72nd Ave Vancouver See them out mowing yards and trimming shrubs I'm tje Clark county area Chaun Solocg@hotmail.com 360 356-4514

04/01/20 1:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Blooma Tree Experts INC Other Tree service PO Box 31945 Seattle Blooma Tree Experts Inc. is owned and operated by Martin Macauley and Josiah Macauley, both ISA 
Certified Arborists (PN-5768A and PN-7246A) They have no Street Address on the website. There 
are 5 guys working on my neighbor's trees. https://bloomatree.com

04/01/20 1:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Artesian landscapes Other Landscaping 1710 15th Avenue Longview Two men came to my neighbor’s house and planted over a dozen trees and manicuring the grounds. I 
contacted the owner of the property who messaged and told them that they shouldn’t be working. 
They moved their truck after this and seemed to be loading the truck but then moved the truck out of 
the way and continued working. I informed them they were wrong to be working and they stated they 
had gotten a message from the owner to stop. They left immediately after this. 
I took a picture of them standing in beside their truck, with the business name.

Mike Rogen Kiljoywsh@yahoo.com

04/01/20 1:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open new residential construction Construction chiesa PL , gray house , new constructionSequim This is a new residential construction project. They have been working on it for the last week, painting 
the interior. There are multiple people each day. It looks like they are building a house to me.  I doubt 
this is essential business activity.  This is the new gray house. I live across the street, 11 Chiesa PL

Bruce Schwab tworns@mac.com 3606320511

04/01/20 1:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Corliss Resourced Construction Summer Tapps HwySumner Corliss resources which is hauling BARK DIRT CEMENT is not essential business. The gates are 
open I personally watched over 14 trucks coming and going from their plant. I also drove up to office 
at the plant and there are men working. About 15
Boy I would like to have our business open but we follow the law. Scott Corliss the owner never does 
he’s putting people at risk and not following the order

Kelley Fulford Kelfulford@gmail.com 2069191564

04/01/20 1:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Construction company Construction 1611 Dexter Ave N Seattle Construction workers working on building located at 1611 Dexter Ave., North are cutting down trees 
and doing other work. They are nonessential they should not even be out there.

laura mckiernan Velvetlaura@yahoo.com 12064967466

04/01/20 1:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DEAN HOLT CONSTRUCTION L.L.C. Construction 2311 S 18th Street, Mount Vernon Female worker spent several hours in the building since Monday March 16; March 21. 22, and March 
23. Observed large format art panels loaded into her wagon. Also on the 25th. Yesterday, March

Caron Monks caronmonks@yahoo.com 4259055258

04/01/20 1:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Construction 115 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley Please help! I work at Cost Less Carpet. They received a call today from a Sherrif letting us know we 
need to close. My manager took the call and had the Sherrif call our owner. Our owner, Randy, is 
telling the police that we have HUD accounts. Our specific store does not have HUD accounts. Other 
Cost Less Carpet locations do, but ours does not. 
Our manager does not want to remain open, but our owner is trying to force him. Please help! The 
staff at this store is concerned for their health and safety. Most of us are considered high risk.

Katie Getman Kbordner@live.com 509-995-7443 manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/01/20 1:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Waeco Construction 10227 20th st se Lake stevens Lots of workers at job site.

04/01/20 1:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Robert Graham Construction 2356 Viewmont Way WSeattle Private remodel (expensive home) continues with 2 unmarked vans and a pickup truck in front on 
2356 Viewmont Way W and crew working non-stop. There is a sign in the front yard for David 
Coleman Architecture 206.443.5626. This needs to be shut down for the sake of our first responders 
and elderly.

Carolyn Lathrop Carolynlathrop@gmail.com 206-409-4444

04/01/20 1:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SS landscaping services Other Lawnscaping 10219 Portland Ave E ste DTacoma Landscaping local apartment complex Kelly Rodgers trouthunter99@yahoo.com 3609084260
04/01/20 1:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOHN ZETTY Construction 37820 Bay St NE Hansville, WA 98340 John Zetty, is building a shed on a lot that he doesn't own: 37820 Bay St NE, Hansville, WA 98340.  

John Zetty home address is:  4983 TWIN SPITS RD, HANSVILLE, WA   98340
Rhaglennwr rhaglennwr@gmail.com

04/01/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild the contractor's name is 
Paul according to Kirk Caulkin (Dept. of 
Trans)

Construction Next to 2035 NW 63rd StSeattle I've taken many photos and videos of work crews continuing to work on an uncompleted condo 
complex located next door since the mandatory shut down.  That continues today with people in and 
out of the unfinished Buildings

De searchjob670@gmail.com 206-375-8656

04/01/20 1:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction NW Corner of 90th NW and 26th Ave NW alley accessSeattle What makes them special ? Contractors are accessing new home site from back of house so they 
won’t been seen. Lots of truck traffic, workers coming and going. Not keeping their distance from each 
other.

Joe ( do not distribute) Joe206williams@gmail.com

04/01/20 2:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Teufel Other Normal Landscape maintenance 6844 S 220th St Kent This company is out mowing and performing normal maintenance again today after being informed 
that they are not an essential business.

Ron ronp@greeneffectinc.com 253-405-7720

04/01/20 2:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mainview Homes Construction 223rd Ave SE Sammamish Construction crews are building new homes Jim Kardos jimkardos@gmail.com
04/01/20 2:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brace Point Construction 9242 47th Ave SW Seattle As of 1:00 pm. 04-01, at least five workers onsite building a new single family home Craig Munson craig@seattlefloor.com 2067831591

04/01/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Moonlight Tile & Stone Construction 4932 Contractors Dr BEast Wenatchee They are conducting business as usual and not adhering to the mandate. Ellie Alberts elliesalberts@gmail.com 5097409150

04/01/20 2:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hoffman Construction Construction 27633 SE 400th WayEnumclaw Hoffman Construction uses laborers to do landscape work at their personal residence.  I do not know 
if certain aspects of this company's operations are exempt from the proclamation but I'm certain that 
yard work is not one of them.

David Kinkade oldtractorboy@skynetbb.com 206-790-1306

04/01/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Construction 192nd St SE and 22nd Av SEBothell Workers at new construction of 4 houses. Gina White nonnagina.gw@gmail.com 4252055967
04/01/20 2:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bluefalls USA LLP Other Manufacturing hottubs Spokane valley industrial park bldg N4Spokane valley Trying to make us work for a nonessential business and trying to deny my unemployment because im 

not working
Anonymous

04/01/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Distinctive Landscaping Other Landscaping 1975, 16620 NE 72nd AveVancouver I see 4 people mowing a neighbors lawn.  Landscaping does not appear to be an essential business 
from what I can see in the guidelines.

Alfred Walter alwalmsg@gmail.com 360-718-8998

04/01/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The trellis center Other Special needs day program 300 bare rd ELLENSBURG Employer is not willing to close doors even though they are not essential. They are putting workers 
and disabled adults at risk.

Jess Greenwood Jess_greenwood21@yahoo.com 5092282399

04/01/20 2:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Moonlight Tile & Stone Construction 4932 Contractors Dr BEast Wenatchee Business is still open in opposition to the governor’s mandate. Carter Alberts carter.alberts24@gmail.com 5093220501
04/01/20 3:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Martinez Landscaping LLC Other Landscaping 10128 42nd Ave NE Marysville Company is continuing work despite landscaping being a non essential business

04/01/20 3:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Residential construction Construction 100 st & 9 ave w Everett Too many construction workers, it's like most of Everett's businesses like smoke shops, pawn shops 
and nails salons are open. Lots of people out not listening.

04/01/20 3:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pro-Lawn Care Ect Inc. Other Lawn service 15412 Olympic view loop rd NWSilverdale Watched the owner fire a employee because he said he should stay home as per governors order 
and didn't want to work

04/01/20 3:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Neptune General Contractors Construction PO Box 495 Anacortes Continuing non-essential construction work in violation of state order



04/01/20 3:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Construction 411 West Main StreetBattle Ground Wa 98604Saw 4 construction workers at the old print shop on main street that is being renovated. Two truck 
with cargo trailers in back. 4 guys all closer that 6' to each other. No lights on in the building so I'm 
assuming stealth mode

JOHN HANEY johnehaney@gmail.com 3605214662

04/01/20 3:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Specialty Equipment Inc. Construction PO Box 495 Anacortes Construction being preformed that is non essential

04/01/20 3:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Contract Furnishings Mart Other Flooring Supplies 14920 NE 95TH ST, STE ARedmond We supply flooring, tile and carpet. We do not stock these items, they are ordered in. When we 
recieve them in, homeowners and contractors come and pick them up. I've loaded up at least 5 
homeowners and 2 contractors today already. These jobs are not emergencies. Our sales reps are all 
here taking phone calls and emails. Please don't tell my company I'm reporting them, I don't want to 
lose my job or get into trouble.

Brad Wysong Wafflesk8@hotmail.com 4252607203

04/01/20 3:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Washington fence co. Construction P.O. Box 286 Buena White Isuzu flatbed with fencing materials and 2 workers seen traveling to or from a job site in Yakima 
at 3:20pm

Missy Muffett Missymuffett22@hotmail.com 5093072888

04/01/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tatum Lawn Care Other Fertilizer 9160 Harris Road Moses Lake Spray tech is still spraying fertilizer seems like thatvus non essential

04/01/20 4:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Holden Construction, General 
Contractor for Actapio

Construction 285 Technology WayWenatchee Holden Construction is claiming essential business status for construction of a non-operating data 
center and will not shut jobsite down.

Tina Whited whiteds@live.com 509-869-3894

04/01/20 4:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Neptune General contractors Construction PO Box 495 Anacortes Workers on job doing non essential field work.

04/01/20 4:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 98th Avenue West and 216th (large development)Edmonds two guys doing roofing, business as usual, do not appear to be buttoning things up, just continued 
construction.  Everyone else is doing a great job, but a few stragglers are still doing non-essential 
business here.

Kari Emery kariemerydvm@gmail.com 206-910-9235

04/01/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Graham Construction and Management 
Incl

Construction 1200 Stewart Street Seattle Project Stewart LLC is directing Graham Construction and Management, Inc. to proceed with work 
based on the following:
Due to a situation where it is critical that an operation or process be completed to maintain
critical path conditions which might affect the future of the project
to preserve the existing asset to ensure structural integrity and remove the risk of spoliation to the 
structure on this project to continue construction of a grocery store (store not under lease nor will 
open before 2021.)

John Rogers rogers@gmail.com,

04/01/20 4:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CAP SANTE MARINE Other Landscaping 9002 S March Point Rd,Anacortes While they appear closed, I see their trucks out with people and equipment in them.  Three times I 
have seen their vehicles on the roads with two people in the cab of the trucks.

Ken Hargis kenh@capsante.com 13602933145

04/01/20 4:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Macdonald Miller Construction B street Quincy The Superintendent of this Job said they will not shut down unless someone gets sick with Covid 19 
they had 2 employees get sick and sent the other workers across the street to my husbands sight this 
in new construction not maintenance... but they are on a maintenance contract so they have a loop 
hole to go against the proclamation...

Carrmon Bills Jonandcarrmonbills@hotmail.com 5093665266

04/01/20 4:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Magnum Construction Services Construction 12822 Hwy 99 Everett Appears to be supporting luxury apartment construction in Seattle. Even if essential, not distancing 
with two people sitting together in truck

David Snyder snyder.dl@outlook.com

04/01/20 4:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Framer Construction 3824 180th Street East.  Spanaway 98446Spanaway This construction business has been performing as usual. I don’t know the name of the company, 
their vehicles are unmarked.

Concerned Neighbor

04/01/20 4:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Costco and unknown Construction Off 410 Bonney Lake Construction in Bonney Lake is still ongoing and there are way to many people not obliging by the 
government laws against covid there. Please contact for more info. Thank you

Greg Mollichi Greg.mollichi@sakconstruction.com 2532544130

04/01/20 5:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LANDED GENTRY HOMES Construction 504 East Fairhaven AvenueBurlington Commercial builder still operating. Many trucks and  workers on site. Not following social distancing 
guidelines.

04/01/20 5:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Milgard windows Construction 2935 70th st Fife They are staying open even though they are not essential. Matthew matthewsomers4@gmail.com +18052976270
04/01/20 5:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Charter construction Construction 24728 45th ave southKent they have about 25 employees and suppliers building a house there.cars everywhere BW bwsparts@yahoo.com 4259719796

04/01/20 5:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Whitman Global Carpet and Floor Care Construction 18734 142nd Ave NEWoodinville This company is not following social distancing or/and is not an essential business Angela Balser abalser2@gmail.com 4253217393

04/01/20 6:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AMERICAN RAILWORKS - YOUR 
RAILING SOLUTION

Construction 1327 BEVERLY PARK RD.LYNNWOOD, WA 98087Over 50 people working full time + some O.T just a few blocks away from  our home.
Shop workers, welders, painters, installers, drivers, and Office people in general.
Is that  essential to solve the Virus Pandemic

Mario Prieto mariogol@hotmail.com 4257437694 Seth@railworks.net

04/01/20 6:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open A S A P Asphalt Sealcoating and 
Patching LLC

Other Asphalt and Paving 17413 185th Ave NEWoodinville This business was performing driveway grading at the above address on April 1st at about 3:30pm anonymous

04/01/20 6:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Star Construction, 360-990-0515 Construction Chico Wa. 98312 Chico This guy is doing residential siding in Kingston and Hansville at this time. He told my wife he is under 
essential business. I looked at the Governors, open-and-closed essential - business list. And do not 
see siders essential.I am annoyed with people not following the rules. risking this whole thing 
dragging out longer.

Kevin Bell kev.bell@yahoo.com 3607650181

04/01/20 6:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gram lumber Other Lumber mill 985 nw 2nd st Kalama Non essential business is open and forcing employees who are sick or have been exposed to covid19 
to come to work or they will lose their jobs

04/01/20 6:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Select homes Construction 97 st sw vacant lots Edmonds Still operating billing single family residential dwelling units and have been since the first governors 
orders.  10 plot development of $1.2+ million dollar homes.

04/01/20 7:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open seattle tree care Other tree care company 319 Nickerson St, Seattle, WA 98109seattle This company is making a mockery of this so called "Stay at home" order. The owner Peter G (on 
their website) is risking his employees and the rest of us citizens doing our part! 

Do something about it; nobody is above the law.

04/01/20 7:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Meadowleaf, Conner homes Construction 233rd pl SE, and SE 41st ct intersectionSammamish Construction crews haven’t stopped, in very close contact. Concerned citizen Thompsonwb@hotmail.com 4257034034
04/01/20 7:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Services Other Spraying residential landscape 401 N Quay st Kennewick spraying fertilizer and pesticides for residential yards claiming they fall into the following criteria’s 

Public works under Emergency services:

Workers such as plumbers, electricians, exterminators, and other service providers who provide 
services that are necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation, and essential operation of residences.

3/31 update from Gov. Inslee

Company considers spraying residential lawns, trees and shrubs, killing weeds, aerations, outside 
maintenance  meet this criteria as the prevention of spoilage of vegetation, therefore in full operations. 

Isn’t vegetation implied below for Food and Agriculture for food consumption, rather than protecting a 
tree from spoilage in a yard for cosmetic purposes?  Please clarify. 
Don’t get me wrong, I want to work but I don’t want to go against the law, nor do I want the company 
to lose their licensing. Apparently the way that I read the law differs from the company’s stance. 
Thank you 

Please keep confidential to protect my job 

MAINTENANCE OUTDOOR MAINTENANCE Outdoor maintenance, including vegetation, is deemed 
essential only when necessary to prevent spoliation, avoid imminent damage, or address Emergency 
repairs

Cindy cindysolheim@yahoo.com 4253615292

04/01/20 7:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SSCI Construction Point Ruston Tacoma Company is requiring some crew members to do non-essential work

04/01/20 7:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LandCare Other Landscaping 18017 SE Renton Maple Valley RdRenton They continue to maintain property in downtown Seattle that is nearby to an apartment building with 
many elderly and at risk residents. The property is directly adjacent to the designated smoking area 
and the workers are constantly maintaining an empty lot by leaf blowing and doing unnecessary 
landscaping.

Aaron Roberts aaronbradleyroberts@gmail.com 2064588868

04/01/20 9:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Definitive Audio Other Electronics Retail 6206 Roosevelt Way NE, Seattle, WA 98115Seattle Told by employee that employees are still being sent to people's houses to deliver and install 
electronics on behalf of the business, despite the order. They are doing it on vacation time.

Elizabeth teenygator@gmail.com

04/01/20 9:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NLS - Nortwest Landscape Services Other Landscaping 7627 W Bostian Rd Woodinville , WA 98072They are still doing rutine maintenance on residential and commercial properites..- have photo of it! 
Not fair for other business who follow the orders.

Katarzyna Andrzejczak Andrzejczak1@hotmail.com 4258025316

04/01/20 9:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Summit Veterinary Referral 
Center—Aldrich & Associates 
Contractor/Construction

Construction 2505 S. 80th St. Tacoma Construction not following guidelines. It is just a remodel of an existing building. Construction is not 
affecting the daily maintenance or function. Clients still bringing their animals. This is just a tenant 
improvement—it is non-essential. Contractor closing gate to make it look like construction has 
ceased. Not sanitary. SHUT THIS JOB DOWN for the sake of everyone’s well being and health.

04/01/20 9:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Housing Development—Korsmo 
Construction

Construction 38th and Portland Tacoma Construction continues on what appears to be a Housing project. This is non-essential at this time,
as this is new construction and no one is occupying it. Too many people working on this job site. One 
person just came back from Mexico and he was not required to self quarantine for the 14 days and 
went right to work.

04/01/20 11:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clopay building products Other Production Market st Troy People have the virus in the building and clopay says eather come to work or be fired Melissa K Williamson melissacamden32@gmail.com 9373011725

04/02/20 12:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Contract Furnishings Mart Construction 11806 NE 65th St Vancouver Floor covering retailer is continuing to provide services and supplies to the residential construction 
trade which is deemed non-essential in the state of Washington  By remaining open and selling 
flooring material to the trade, they are encouraging continued construction projects despite Governor 
Inslee's orders. If the suppliers dont shut down, the stay home stay safe policy fails.

Ron ronjen@comcast.net 3609072546

04/02/20 2:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Petersen Brothers Inc Construction 2008 E Valley HWY Sumner Open for business and visitors. Sending people out to job sites, errands, other retailers or sites. 
Social distancing is not being respected or enforced. People are coming to work sick. I work here with 
my brother and father, and my father is an at risk person but isn't allowed to work from home when he 
is fully able to. We don't perform any essential business and the constant going to work everyday is 
exposing people that shouldn't. Please help.

Raymond Severns raymondseverns@gmail.com 2533635316

04/02/20 3:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open OSW Equipment Other Dump Truck Factory 20812 Broadway Ave, Snohomish, WA 98296Snohomish Non-Essential Business is open. Large numbers of people meeting each day to conduct dump truck 
construction. I have to work there every day, it is not essential to build more dump trucks and they are 
not social distancing. I do not wish to provide my information do to potential retaliation.

service@oswequipment.com

04/02/20 7:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Johnson's masonry Construction 11522 34th ave eastTacoma This construction company continues operation .working from residential zone not business. Greg porras Gregbporras1@gmail.com 253-765-3702

04/02/20 7:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Custom View Landscaping Other Lawn/yard maintenance P.O. Box 381 Kingston, WA 98346 Employees are still out working mowing lawns and cleaning planting beds Misty McClain mmcclain@centurytel.net 360.271.7643

04/02/20 7:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 4800 24 aven ne seattle I can see workers congregating Jay jay@yahoo.com 2069941799
04/02/20 8:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 2521 NW 92nd StreetSeattle Construction crew continue inside work of home construction site.  Crews moved portable potty to 

rear of house and are parking / accessing from 90th. My concern is crews are coming and going that 
don’t live here.

04/02/20 8:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Century Communities-The Preserve at 
Tumwater Place

Construction 9003 Viola St SE 98501Tumwater They are proceeding with residential construction like everything is normal.

04/02/20 8:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open HiLine Yakima Construction 2204 W Nob Hill Blvd unit GYakima Day 4 of the mandated lockdown- HiLine Homes Yakima is still sending their employees to work. To 
customer homes and job sites.

04/02/20 8:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open I'm not sure the business  name Construction 18006 38th ave ct e Tacoma There are workers showing up every day,  I see no other construction company's employees out here 
working . I'm not sure if it because of a language barrier or what but they need to be educated. It's not 
safe.

Chris Monahan Tmedic127@gmail.com 2532080929

04/02/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ??? Construction 4033 Ashworth Ave NWSeattle Residential construction continues after edict has passed.

04/02/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Roofing and Construction Construction 19740 Viking Ave NWPoulsbo Business appears to be working at full capacity.

04/02/20 8:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lennar Homes Construction 11807 NE 99th StreetVancouver Why are Lennar Homes employees still working in new housing communities?  According to the 
Governor's Proclamation, these aren't essential jobs.

04/02/20 8:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NLS Signature Other Landscape and Maintenance 7627 W Bostian Rd Woodinville This company is putting multiple employees in work trucks.  They are redirecting business that has 
been stopped to jobs that are not essential, such as sprinkler repair, residential water features and 
lawn mowing.

Terri Jenkins tajenkins42@gmail.com 360-720-3599



04/02/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jake D Construction Construction 12814 72 Ave NE Kirkland Construction Company continues to build houses in this short plat. Workers are now parking their 
vehicles inside the garage of the one finished house at the end of the road. People coming and going 
all day.

04/02/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open I believe it is Greenbuild, the contractor 
is Paul (per Kirk Caulkin of sdci)

Construction 3 construction sites next to 2035 NW 63rd St in BallardSeattle Contractor has never ceased operations crews have been at all 3 residentail town house sites this 
morning and since proclamation

De Va searchjob670@gmail.com 206-375-8656

04/02/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open I believe it's Greenbuild, the contractor 
is Paul (per Kirk Caulkin Dept of 
Transporation)

Construction next door to 2035 NW 63rrd St, there are 3 consecutive construction sitesSeattle The contractor & his crew have never ceased operations there are have been quite a few of the crew 
out today, I have photos & videos over the past several days

Demara searchjob670@gmail.com 206-375-8656

04/02/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 8549 Martin Way EastLacey Business as usual at this construction site building apartments. They are closing the gate to make it 
appear they are not working

04/02/20 9:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open RBC Construction Construction 9014 N Greenwood StreetSpokane Owner Brady and crew are still actively building houses disregarding the safety of others per the 
governors order

04/02/20 9:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Acro Homes Construction 1913 15th Avenue SSeattle Housing construction site was closed for a week for the stay at home order, though some construction 
happened on Thursday Mar. 26th.  That site is fully re-open today, in defiance of the order as a non-
essential construction site

04/02/20 9:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Turner Construction Company (Phone: 
(206) 505-6600)

Construction 700 Dexter Ave N Seattle Non essential business open, people working at the construction site located at 700 Dexter Ave N.

04/02/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sea-coat Painting and Remodeling Construction 2019 NW 63rd St Seattle This is one of many construction workers I am seeing on new homes in my neighborhood today. Their 
vehicles are taking up parking. They are parking in my driveway. They are loud. And they are 
definitely within 6ft of each other.

Jacob L. livingston.j.i@gmail.com 2064731817

04/02/20 10:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mandy (Mark) Darnell Construction Reichel Rd building of 3 homes to saleRainier Asked them why they were building when others couldn't.  Was told by Mark that L&I override the 
governor and as long as they had 4 workers and 1 supervisor could work.  We know two man teams 
who do during on new home and were told no could not work.  Materials are being delivered every 
three day.  This is unfair to small construction worker who are staying at home.  Have puctures.

Kitten Peters Kitten_peters@yahoo.com 360/446-7287

04/02/20 10:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ruebens Other Landscape maintenance 5710 2nd Ave Ferndale Mowing lawns in my neighborhood. Todd Leupold toddleupold25@gmail.com 3603193229
04/02/20 10:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Huestios Landscaping LLC Other Landscaping 1506 E Salt Lake St pasco I personally know the owners and a few employees. They fully operated even after Governor Inslee 

asked them to stop. Huesitos stopped for a couple days and yesterday employees were ordered to go 
back to work today. There is about 2 people per crew and a mechanic. Crews were told that if they 
did not go work there would be no pay and they could not use sick time or vacation time.

04/02/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fowler Construction Construction 650 George Washington WayRichland Past 2 days noted workers on the site on the back side facing Amon Park.  This morning, there were 
4 workers visible.  3 workers at a unit not observing the 6 ft social distancing requirement.  I was 
under he understanding that this construction site was non-essential.

04/02/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LNL Builds Construction 7544 43rd Ave S Seattle Construction is ongoing on new residential construction

04/02/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brashear Electric, Inc. Construction 1601 Columbia Park Trail, Ste. 204Richland Company still working

04/02/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bigboy construction Construction 1618 south skyline driveMoses lake Comes into Lowe’s daily doing nonessential work. Lowe’s is actively exacerbating this problem by 
serving all customers regardless of them being in need of essential items or not. The local news came 
here and the manager hid in his office. It’s bad, have so much more to say... please help!

Matthew insell minsell@gmail.com 561-699-8839

04/02/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Other Lawn maintenance, "mow and blow" 9406 NE 14th StreetClyde Hill Commercial crew doing regular lawn maintenance and blowing of leaves and debris Ronald Ferguson ronf@turning-ip.com 425-503-7776

04/02/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknow townhouses Construction corner of 26th Ave S and JudkinsSeattle working and not social distancing

04/02/20 11:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Titan builders Construction Dungeness meadowsSequim I am confused why people continue to not take this seriously

04/02/20 11:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Other Lawn Care 607 W Bolan Ave Spokane A TruGreen service truck has been go up Bolan Ave several times a day for the last week and a half. 
Seems unjust that smaller businesses have shut down and they are still operating

Rob Swedo rswedo@comcast.net 509/994-0426

04/02/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CDK Construction Construction 1600 East Yesler WaySeattle , Washington 9812216th Avenue Townhomes
Non essential
CDK Construction

04/02/20 11:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Services Other Landscaping Audubon NeighborhoodSpokane Spray services and aerators are operating.

They also posted on their Instagram saying they were deemed essential while our lawn care provider 
was told they are non essential. That is unfair!

04/02/20 11:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ethan Home Repair and Remodeling Construction 313 Heather Rd Everett Appears to be conducting construction work that is nonessential.  Also appears to be unpermitted  
work !

Cathy Allen Cathyallen55@ Hotmail.com 360-910-1420

04/02/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open nielsen brothers FLOORING Construction 13700 Bel-Red Rd bellevue This store is open and allowing any customers to come in and handle samples

04/02/20 11:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ethan Home repair and Remodling Construction 313 Heather Rd Everett Company is conduction construction during stay at home order.  Company falls under non- essential 
business.

Peggy Clark tiggerlou72@yahoo.com 425-345-4773

04/02/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Roofing & Construction, LLC Construction 19740 Viking Ave NWPoulsbo I have seen this business operate as normal, not following the social distancing requirements, 
continuing to work on roofs and it is very uncomfortable for our community.  I walk my dog regularly 
and have seen Integrity LLC continue working on houses.  Friends of mine have also complained 
about work that is being done.  Please look into, I prefer to stay anonymous. I am trying to be a good 
samaritan and make sure our community stays safe.

04/02/20 11:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest Millwork and Door Co Other Millwork manufacturing 8256 NE Hwy 104 Kingston Wa Please stop spreading this virus by continuing to work as usual. Not safe.

04/02/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Exxel Pacific Construction 10227 20th st se Lake Stevens, wa Too many workers too close together working on a non essential building.

04/02/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lease Crutcher Lewis Construction 3980 15th Ave Ne Seattle Has had a confirmed case of Covid on site and aren’t taking proper measures to safety the site.

04/02/20 11:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open private contractors Construction 165th and lakeside drspanaway multiple contractors doing residential construction from 6am to 4pm during the week Jonathan Paulson jpaulson4610@gmail.com 2538885744

04/02/20 11:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Other Landscaping Deer Run Apt 2400 20th Ave NWOlympia Landscaping company working for Deer Run Apartment complex.

04/02/20 11:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown, unlabeled vehicles Construction 8710 27th St E Edgewood New home construction. Development is across the street from the address provided. Not only are the 
ignoring the ban they have no ppe. No fall protection, no safety rails etc.

Mike Jovanovich jmike02014@gmail.com 2063992263

04/02/20 11:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hey Do You Need Your House Painted Other Mobile Painting Company 2528 Grandview RoadFerndale I was out for a walk and saw them painting a home off Bridgeview Drive in Lynden. Devin Gartner dgartner17@gmail.com 3605105346

04/02/20 12:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Robert Perry Construction 9418 165th Street Longbranch Resident continuing to build new residence using variety of contractors and construction workers 
arriving with trucks to deliver supplies. Driving through Longbranch Shores Association gate. There is 
no essential need re sanitation or safety.  Additionally, no social distancing practiced among owner 
and workers.

04/02/20 12:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Birch Bay Lawn Care Other Landscape maintenance 5710 2nd Ave Ferndale Mowing lawns in Birch Bay Todd Leupold toddleupold25@gmail.com 3603193229
04/02/20 12:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sage homes Construction W golfcourse dr Chelan I have reported this company locally and nothing has been done. It is unfair for small busniss owners 

like my self to be off work and watch these big money hungry companies  still worlking. Painting, 
drywall , framing are not securing the job site. Let me know where to get a letter to go back to work , 
whats good for one is good for all.

John clinton Clintonwoodworking@gmail.com 5096795442

04/02/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hansen Construction Company Construction 17348 Marsh St SW Tenino Residential homes are still being built in Lacey and Yelm.

04/02/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lucille and Rainier construction Construction Lucille and Rainier Seattle Full construction team with four contracted trucks going on at Lucille and Rainier construction Kq Kquinn574@hotmail.com 312-213-9866

04/02/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hydroseeding and Bark Blowers/ 
Rockslingers

Construction 14021 Pioneer Way EPuyallup This business has remained open and operational after the stay at home order providing 
hydroseeding and bark blowing services which are not covered under the essential business list.

04/02/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Paint pros usa Construction 2621 s. Havana streetspokane This idaho based company is performing non essential work at this location! Along with all other 
trades.  New residential.  My PAINTING company is shut down and complying 100%. I live next door

andre miesch andre@smartfinishes.com 5092164080

04/02/20 1:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 802 pine st Seattle Workers are moving construction equipment on the property.

04/02/20 1:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fans Group Construction 802 pine st Seattle This contraction site is in full operation. Phone number is 425-505-2500. Fanagroup.com

04/02/20 1:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open WDC Properties Construction 1655 C Street Vancouver Construction continues even though the governor issues the directive that construction is a non-
essential business.

Jessica 360-991-8049

04/02/20 1:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 9225 180th Lane SWRochester Non-essential construction, workers building a fence and just completed a shed. Anonymous Anonymous

04/02/20 1:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Macmor INC landscape/irrigation Other Landscaping 3291 NW Mount vintage waySilverdale Using blowers that kick up the dust and everything else to make it hard to breathe during the 
pandemic, I have video and pictures of them working today 4/2/2020 at 1:50

Allen Olesen Allenado50fox@hotmail.com 206-280-2036

04/02/20 2:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Puget sound coatings Other Industrial painting co 9220 8th ave s Seattle Wa Workers being exposed... Then going home to families

04/02/20 2:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Legends Lawn Care Other Landscape maintenance 5507 Salish Rd Blaine Mowing lawns in Birch Bay Todd Leupold toddleupold25@gmail.com 3603193229
04/02/20 2:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bridgehaven condos Construction 13065 15AVE NE Seattle We a have a plumbing project here where all the units are getting new plumbing. It was an 

assessment from about 6 months ago. The majority of us ate over 60 and are at high risk. We want to 
know if it is legal for them to continue work being the governor has ordered a stay at home order. We 
are very uncomfortable having all the workers go in and out of our units at this time.

Linda Hartline hartlinelinda@hotmail.com 2062618290

04/02/20 2:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Other Landscape maintenance 3960 Hammer Drive Bellingham Chemical applications for lawns in Birch Bay Todd Leupold toddleupold25@gmail.com 3603193229
04/02/20 2:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open R&R Irrigation Construction 1451 Tull Drive Walla Walla Doing non-essential residential irrigation work and has employee riding in vehicle with him.  Total 

disregard for community safety.
04/02/20 2:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 4304 26th Ave SW Seattle Construction on townhomes. Not low income housing. Anthony Welch twphoto@comcast.net 2063711285
04/02/20 2:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Collision Masters Other Non essential body shop 13635 NE 126th Place #200Kirkland 1 worker has been exposed to a covid 19 positive  tested patient.

Will not approve workers to use unemployment and not be absent from work.
Business is not taking worker safety seriously.

04/02/20 3:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Belliss Homes LLC Construction 20211 SE 210th St. Maple Valley Working on local job sites building homes

04/02/20 3:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MN Custom Homes Construction 1412 112th Ave NE #200Bellevue Custom new home being built. Roofing being done at 4571 167th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006.

Gayle Fitzgerald gayfitz@hotmail.com 425-641-4615

04/02/20 3:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sorry - unknown building contractor Construction Federal Ave E, on the block between E Republican and E Mercer streetsSeattle Continuing condo construction in Seattle on Capitol Hill on Federal Ave E, on the block between E 
Republican and E Mercer streets. There is no indication of the construction company name - sorry I 
can't supply that. There have been work crews continuing to frame up the structure all this week. The 
workers are not practicing social distancing.

Matt Offenbacher matt@helloari.com -2066830008

04/02/20 3:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Reve exteriors DBA Dabella Exteriors Construction 23502 E Knox Ave Suite BLiberty Lake Home Improvement Company with services including Roofing,siding,and window replacement. 
Company has created a call center in their office to generate leads for field reps. For in home 
consultations and sell products. Reps are driving and making contact with potential clients in a 2 hour 
radius including Idaho. Dabella Exteriors has multiple locations state wide that are doing the same.

Daniel Cunningham 5095370295

04/02/20 3:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other Flooring Retail 115 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley How can this place still be open,  new construction is down in washington,  they do not classify  under 
the definition of a home improvement retail store.  No lumber, nuts, bolts,  plumbing etc. Their 
competitors are closed....

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/02/20 3:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other Flooring Retail 1925 Fowler St Richland How can this place still be open,  new construction is down in washington,  they do not classify  under 
the definition of a home improvement retail store.  No lumber, nuts, bolts,  plumbing etc. Their 
competitors are closed....

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/02/20 3:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other Flooring Retail 888 E Broadway AveMoses Lake How can this place still be open,  new construction is down in washington,  they do not classify  under 
the definition of a home improvement retail store.  No lumber, nuts, bolts,  plumbing etc. Their 
competitors are closed....

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/02/20 3:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other Flooring Retail 830 NE Rose St College Place How can this place still be open,  new construction is down in washington,  they do not classify  under 
the definition of a home improvement retail store.  No lumber, nuts, bolts,  plumbing etc. Their 
competitors are closed....

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/02/20 3:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other Flooring Retail 2521 W Court St Pasco How can this place still be open,  new construction is down in washington,  they do not classify  under 
the definition of a home improvement retail store.  No lumber, nuts, bolts,  plumbing etc. Their 
competitors are closed....

manager@costlesscarpet.com

04/02/20 3:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cost Less Carpet Other Flooring Retail 210 n 5th ave Yakima How can this place still be open,  new construction is down in washington,  they do not classify  under 
the definition of a home improvement retail store.  No lumber, nuts, bolts,  plumbing etc. Their 
competitors are closed....

manager@costlesscarpet.com



04/02/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Burlington Coat Factory Other Retail clothing store 4214 TACOMA MALL BLVDTacoma There are contractors daily working on this newly constructed retail store. They have not stopped and 
I see multiple contractors there everyday - it has not stopped. “Stay at home” has not been enforced 
by their corporate headquarters. Since this store is under. instruction you will need to contact the 
corporate office for BURLINGTON COAT FACTORY. 609-387-7800. I would like to know action was 
taken.

Linda misslinda33@gmail.com

04/02/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tatum Lawn Care Other Landscaping 9160 Harris Road Moses Lake Non essential taking care if residential lawns spraying not imminent

04/02/20 4:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lease Crutcher Lewis Construction 3980 15th Ave Ne Seattle Has had a confirmed case of Covid on site and aren’t taking proper measures to safety the site.

04/02/20 4:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cascade construction clean up Construction 5010 144th dr se Snohomish This business is still working.

04/02/20 4:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Plants Northwest Other Wholesale Plant Nursery 14273 Woodinville-Redmond Road NERedmond This is a wholesale nursery of ornamental plants for local landscapers & contractors only.  It is open, 
receiving orders and serving customers.  The only customers it serves are those landscapers and 
contractors that are non essessional.

Sue sue.dickson.21@gmail.com 206-799-6513

04/02/20 4:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 6915 Carleton Ave SSeattle They have a crew of two guys on site installing siding material. These are not low income housing or 
does it meet any of the requirements for essential work.

Justin Finch Justinf@unicoprop.com 2069147787

04/02/20 4:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest constructions and 
Landscaping

Other Landscaping 9389 Central Valley Rd NEBremerton Cutting lawns on 4-1-20 in my neighborhood.
Not for the elderly.
Worked on a lawn that neighbor cut him self 2 days before.

Scott Mackie Scottcm@prodigy.net 360-779-9327

04/02/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TEUFEL Other Landscaping 6844 S 220th St Kent Are landscaping services essential? These guys work all over and specifically, they work on sunrise 
Blvd for the HOA of Sunrise Masters Association. I don't know why they would be able to continue 
work considering there level of contact they may have with people from all over the area. There is 
also another landscaping company that works in Emerald Pointe at Sunrise and theyare a vendor for 
the HOA J&M Management but I need to confirm the name.

Darrell zlujrrad@gmail.com 2533484689

04/02/20 4:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Road Product Inc Construction 12301 E Empire Spokane This company has been remaining open since its not considered an essential business. They have 
the capability of working from home. Asphalt plants and aggregate companies has shut down and 
these are an essential job.

Anonymous Scraftie1975@aol.com

04/02/20 5:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Multiple-do not know Construction 1419 183rd st SE Bothell Residential construction. Many people on site. No social distancing. No masks.

04/02/20 5:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open United States electric corp Construction 1802 miller ave Olympia They keep working, they show up every day

04/02/20 5:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Modern drywall Construction 201 Garfield st Kennewick They are not apart, still working closely in groups

04/02/20 5:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Advanced Build Northwest Construction 12621 pacific highway SELakewood, WA. 98499Ignoring order - continuing to work as normal - several employees have been ill Catherine Hurst Outsbox1@yahoo.com 972-977-8458

04/02/20 5:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open KC, Scarcella & KLB just to name a few Construction Seattle Seattle My fiance is still working side by side out there in a park construction site. It's non essential. I'm 
worried for him, myself & others.

Lorie loriedays@gmail.com 2532028151

04/02/20 5:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SATCO Other Lighting Distirbutor 4710 116th St SW Mukilteo Full parking lot - non essential business.

04/02/20 5:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kolelsch Construction/RJ Development Construction 111 Market ST NE Olympia, WA  98501 This business is still building apartments (Tumwater Pointe Apartments) at 6700 Linderson Way SW,  
in Tumwater WA.  Many workers on site.

JG gaiphoenix@msn.com 3609720601

04/02/20 5:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest Doors Other Garage Door Manufacturing 19000 Canyon Rd EPuyallup This business is still operating as normal, but with a smaller crew. They were originally supposed to 
be security, but they are working shipping and manufacturing.

Don Meadows don.meadows1@gmail.com 3374019832

04/02/20 5:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mohawk Other Carpet pad manufacturer 223 Downie Rd Chehalis Still operating an not following the 6 feet apart nor are they sanitizing their place of business

04/02/20 5:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not known Construction 14034 palatine ave nSeattle Since gov. Order construction continues at above address. Yesterday 4-1-2020 all day construction 
work, today only early am

04/02/20 5:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Huntwood Construction 23800 e appleway aveLiberty lake Alot of people in small areas Nathan reed ndr2930@gmail.com 2535334174
04/02/20 6:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open America 1st Roofing Construction 3816 South Road Mukilteo Office Staff still required to come into work although there are plenty of resources to work from home.

04/02/20 6:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tim's Complete Other Landscape 15458 SE 272 St. Kent Company just mows my lawn and blows off the driveway. How is this essential. The crews don't wear 
any protective equipment and don't practice safe distancing.

04/02/20 6:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dimensional Communications Construction 1224 Anderson RD Mount Vernon This is a business that installs video and audio equipment in commercial businesses and schools.  I 
don’t believe this is essential at all.  This just puts people at risk.  Most of all it puts the families of 
those workers at great risk.

Frank Cota mexiville@yahoo.com 4252317174

04/02/20 6:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open North County Landscaping Other Landscaping PO Box 309 Custer, wa They continue to run landscaping business and use blowers aren’t they supposed to cease work until 
we are allowed to go back to business as usual?  No othe landscapers are currently working so why 
can they?

Shelley Carpenter Shelleycarpenter33@gmail.com 2064910268

04/02/20 6:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lenny's lawn care Other Lawn mowing Wabash ave Spokane His crews are working in Spokane Valley, today all day, and every day so far this week I'm staying home and staying anonymous

04/02/20 6:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trinal manor construction Construction 107 w 11th ave Ellensburg Construction business still operating crew of 15 plus are working together not maintaining social 
distancing, this should be shut down, it’s a senior living housing snd is putting us all at risk

04/02/20 6:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trinal manor construction Construction 107 w 11th ave Ellensburg Construction business still operating crew of 15 plus are working together not maintaining social 
distancing, this should be shut down, it’s a senior living housing snd is putting us all at risk

04/02/20 6:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Graceland Portable Buildings Other Selling of sheds. 500 Metcalf St. Ste A-4Sedro-Woolley Still up and running, building sheds, selling sheds, delivering sheds, working in teams of more than 10. Sydney Johnson sydneyjohnson2008@hotmail.com (360) 333-2145

04/02/20 6:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mitchel Contractors Inc. Construction 19505 Vashon Hwy SWVashon Project Manager/Superintendent, Kevin Mitchell, is going to work and not following Social Distance 
Guidance issued by the Governor in support of lowering the curve and spread of COVID-19 in 
Washington State.

Jonathan Sabin jonathan.sabin.m@gmail.com 6086324023

04/02/20 6:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Harley exteriors Construction 10200 q128 th Bothell Telemarketing . 4 feet apart! New people coming in daily due to high turnover! Training face to face 
daily. It really is a Petrie dish

Tom williams Tomd202@yahoo.com 4253540048

04/02/20 6:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Specialty autobody Other Autobody 7922 224th st e Graham They leave the open sign off and block front windows. Owner Jeremy is paying people cash to work 
while knowing he isn’t allowed to b workin. Says he won’t get caught

Jimmy baker Jimmy.baker1982@yahoo.com 2534338474

04/02/20 6:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Village Homes Construction 215th  St SE Bothell Construction is active, multiple people are working in close proximity to our neighborhood. It’s 
definitely a danger to the workers

Elena Raikhman lena.rai@gmail.com 2623526269

04/02/20 6:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open HHX, LLC Construction 14806 81st Ave NE Kenmore I wasn't reporting them before because it was just a couple of guys working heavy equipment, but  
today they had a full crew out doing home construction.

Scott Van Cleave scottwvc@hotmail.com 425.390.4641

04/02/20 6:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Waterfront Construction Construction 205 NE Northlake Way Suite 230Seattle This business is operating while not being essential.

04/02/20 6:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open All star Fence Construction 903 E Pacific Ave Spokane Other fence companies are closed, All Star is still operating based on a report from an employee. Austin Shea abseds619@gmail.com 5099993698

04/02/20 6:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pease co. Construction 2120 83rd ave Tumwater Construction site adjacent to Bush elementary school in tumwater.  Blatantly ignoring stay at home 
order as well as social distancing

04/02/20 6:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Custom design roofing llc Construction 6659 kimball drive Gig harbor Non essential construction business denying employees unemployment due to them still operating Erin Novak erinfnovak@yahoo.com 3602863081

04/02/20 6:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Other Lawn care 410 North Quay St Kennewick Fertilizing residentials lawns in my neighborhood Gary Splattstoesser splattsg@hotmail.com 5093667024
04/02/20 7:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hermanson Other Comercial Plumbing Sea Tac Airport Seattle Everyone else on this job is not working just the plumbers and they have all been exposed because 

people are Ave gone home and been sent home so why are thebplumbers still working and coming 
home risking others lives

Rob Rob38ostby@gmail.com 2533005053

04/02/20 7:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Milgard Other Manufacturing 2935 70th Ave S. Fife Nonessential. Multiple plants and locations.

04/02/20 7:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SEI - Sound Earthworks Inc.  Civil 
Contractor

Construction 253 - 375 - 7616 Puyallup Construction work continues on a new townhome development at College and 37th Avenue in Lacey 
WA

Becky Andrade becky.andrade@gmail.com 3174425867

04/02/20 7:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Village Life Homes - Tamara 
Development

Construction 4026 215th Pl SE Bothell Construction has continued for over a week on multiple homes throughout the Tamara development 
by Village Life Homes.

Holly O'Connor weathers@stanfordalumni.org 2067144804

04/02/20 7:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rudeen Development LLC Construction 24201 E. Knox Ln Liberty Lake Construction activity is in full force at the under construction Beau West Apartments at 7410 S 
Hayford Rd, Spokane, WA 99224.  10-20 employees generally on site since the order went into effect.

Lance Mace lancemace@gmail.com 5084183166

04/02/20 7:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Global metal works and erectors Construction 1144 Thorne road Tacoma Certain workers are sick and still attending work other workers are not being advised of this fact. Hannah purcell Hannahjopurcell@yahoo.com 2068024012

04/02/20 7:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Coast to Coast Turf Other Artificial Turf Installers 3303 37th Ave W. Seattle, WA The street address listed for the business is the owner's home address, but it is listed at the business 
office on the website. However, my concern is that they are sending crews of employees out to 
continue installing artificial turf throughout the Seattle area.

Courtney Thompson cvthompson2@gmail.com 509-991-7406

04/02/20 7:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dow Landscaping Other Landscaping 707 W 1st Cheney I don't understand how/if a landscaping business is essential.  Beauty bark and gravel aren't 
necessary for life to function.

Linda Rae Alvarado Lralvarado@aol.com 3608668653

04/02/20 7:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AA Asphalting Construction 14720 Puyallup ST Sumner This company is non essential and putting human lives at risk every day they are opening with over 
140 employees and even more subcontractors

Cameron cameronedwards0@gmail.com 2532786254

04/02/20 9:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Natural Design Landscaping Other lawn mowing, composting, landscaping 28333 SE 8th St. Fall City Employees have been observed driving in and out of gated worksite with moving equipment.  They 
have been observed unloading cut grass/landscaping materials  onto their compost piles.  Personal 
vehicles of employees have been observed on site.  All this week.  Most of the employees appear to 
be Mexicans and might no know the current rules.

Ilze Tomsevics ogita@hotmail.com

04/02/20 9:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Natural Design Landscaping Other lawn mowing, composting, landscaping 28333 SE 8th St. Fall City Employees have been observed driving in and out of gated worksite with moving equipment.  They 
have been observed unloading cut grass/landscaping materials  onto their compost piles.  Personal 
vehicles of employees have been observed on site.  All this week.  Most of the employees appear to 
be Mexicans and might no know the current rules.

Ilze Tomsevics ogita@hotmail.com

04/02/20 9:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 509 COATINGS Other painting 5621 n lacey street spokane USES PERSONAL VEHICLE NOW NOT WORK VAN BUT LOADS EQUIPMENT TO PERSONAL 
VEHICLE FROM WORK VAN AND RETURNS EQUIPMENT TO WORK VAN AT END OF DAY

04/02/20 10:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Granite Other Granite shop 2424 east Bakerview roadBellingham 10 employees Fabricating Countertops and then installing in residential homes. No safety measures 
being taken at I'm  a local realtor that has been forced to follow Governor Inslee shelter in place. Why 
can this business continue to operate? I have not been able to have a professional photographer or 
an open house in weeks.This has  to stop in order to keep people safe.let me know if I should go to 
social media or the newspaper?

Sheri Davis Sheridavis.realtor@gmail.com 360927-6245

04/02/20 10:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Larsons cabinet company Construction 249 13th st Clarkston Cabinet company is still open and operating. Employees continue to visit multiple customers homes.

04/02/20 10:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open High-Line Homes Construction 4225 Pennsylvania StreetLongview Home being constructed.  Contractor has continued work despite state order that commercial and 
residential construction are not essential.

Mike Larsen mlarsencowlitz@gmail.com 360-431-4138

04/02/20 10:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Other Landscapers 24100 St Hwy 3 Belfair As I drove past this gas station at 7:30 am I observed several vehicles with trailers hauling 
landscaping equipment. I do not believe landscaping to be an essential business. No company name 
on vehicles.

Jan Callaway jlcal1@hotmail.com +13606336403

04/03/20 12:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Omega Industries Construction 7304 NE St Johns RdVancouver I drive by and see parking lot full of cars and see many workers together. Bill Flanagan Babdbflany@comcast.net. 360-901-6570

04/03/20 12:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Old Tesla Showroom Construction 1037 6th Ave S Seattle I don't understand why this construction site is still open and they are not following social distancing 
mandates, which is easily observed by driving by.

Brian Knoblich bknoblich@hotmail.com 4252480459

04/03/20 12:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Winsome Trading Other Furniture building business 16111 Redmond Woodinvile Rd NEWoodinville My brother works here and as of April 2, they were still required to work despite employees knowing it 
is wrong. Even if they want to stay home, they cannot, for fear of losing their jobs and health. benefits. 
Winsome Trading builds furniture like dining chairs and is a NON-essential business.

Arlene Davis kazuarlene@comcast.net 4258294288

04/03/20 1:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ply Gem Windows Construction 5001 D St NW Auburn Washington branch is open despite the California plant being closed.

04/03/20 2:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Other Lawn Maintenance (Agriculture) 15265 Northeast 95th StRedmond, WA Still operating as lawn care company visiting and around houses with people in them when they are 
not essential to the continuation of residency.

04/03/20 4:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open All Weather Gutters and Construction Construction PO Box 651 Tracyton They are performing painting and pressure washing services currently. Have been told several times 
they are violating the order, but they won't take it seriously.

04/03/20 4:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Garco construction Construction 4114 E Broadway Ave.Spokane Job sites are still in operation and building non essential facilities.

04/03/20 5:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity roofing Construction Viking way Poulsbo Continue to work with no reguards to safety of crew or people near they're work. Someone needs to 
step in and save the crew before it's to late

04/03/20 6:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kinneys Custom Hardwood Construction 710 E Mason Lake RdShelton, WA 98584 Observed this business truck at a home on Autumn Line in Olympia. Susan Burdette burdettes427@gmail.com (360) 970-4073
04/03/20 6:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mar pac Construction 5740 Martin Luther King Jr Way SSeattle I see then working how can they get The proper masks and hospitals can’t?   I see then get new 

ones.   I took lots of photos for the news
Bob Funin206@yahoo.com 206-206-2062

04/03/20 6:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Seattle Genetics Construction 3450 Monte Vista ParkwayBothell Drug trial company currently under construction but not functioning and or producing product anytime 
soon.



04/03/20 7:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Woody's lawn care Other Lawncare 5810 Vance Rd. Grawn He is still operating and conducting business on a daily basis

04/03/20 7:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Matvey foundatiins Construction Tacoma/Olympia/everettTacoma Commercial says they are open to business and can do repairs while social distancing outside. Stephanie Tucksen tucksenfam@yahoo.com 5804805209

04/03/20 7:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Turner Construction Company (Phone: 
(206) 505-6600)

Construction 700 Dexter Ave N Seattle Multiple people working at the construction site located at 700 Dexter Ave N at 7:30 am on 4/3/20.

04/03/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Keystone Kitchens, Inc Construction 19510 144Th Ave NE, Suite A7Woodinville Residential cabinet shop in full operation 4/3, no social distancing

04/03/20 7:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Edmonds Landscaping Other Landscaping 22319 76th Ave W Edmonds OPERATING AGAINST NON-ESSENTIAL BUSINESS ORDER Gordon Wall 425-773-0472
04/03/20 7:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Basin Sod and Gravel Other Landscape 812 S Dishman Mica Rdspokane valley This business is still running and I dont believe landscaping is essential business on the list

04/03/20 8:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TJ construction Construction Job sites in several areasBothell Also preforming buisness which is non essential. Anonymous Anonymous@gmail.com 2539999999
04/03/20 8:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Julie's construction Other Land scaping supply State route 507 Mckinna wa, Open to public, lots of people coming in for yard materials Charles Chaz.a.redding@gmail.com 2533148525
04/03/20 8:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rich Landscaping Construction Redmend Fall City Rd NERedmond Landscaping is essential? Russ Weaver russellweaver@comcast.net 425-505-3755
04/03/20 8:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lexar Home Builders Construction Bear Street McCleary The new construction home being build next door to us, along with at least one other site in our 

neighborhood, continue their building.
Sue Groh sue.groh@gmail.com 802-578-6303

04/03/20 8:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landed Gentry homes Construction 504 East Fairhaven Burlington Active construction work in Mount Vernon, Alpine View Drive

04/03/20 8:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ballard tree service Other Tree service 14419 greenwood ave nSeattle I ha e observed this business sending its tricks out to work on several days during the stay at home 
order

04/03/20 8:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DR Horton Construction 2738 south cherry grove wayRidgefield I’m sure residential construction is not essential right now. We are trying to contain this virus and they 
are out building new homes.

Chris ccarlstrom93@gmail.com 2533142313

04/03/20 8:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Seattle Carpentry & Remodeling Construction working @Interlake Ave N & N 95thSeattle Biz telephone 206 698-6456 04 330-4359 Jill Vanneman jill.vanneman@seattle.gov 206 733-9062
04/03/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Watersmith construction Construction Lambskin st sw Tumwater Making employees work. Verbally abusive when we asked to stay home.

04/03/20 9:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 1602 E Marine View DrEverettt Non-government construction, 30-50 workers on site Erik Maynard erik.maynard@frontier.com 425.903.2562
04/03/20 9:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DRK Construction 6th and Alder (construction site spans 6th ave from Alder to Cedar)Tacoma, WA Construction shut down when the order was given but is now back up with more people each day.  

Groups of workers congregating on the sidewalk and in alley. This is around residential homes, 
workers close to people’s backyards, making it difficult for families to allow children to play in their 
yards.

Emily Pico Emilypico@gmail.com 2067780663

04/03/20 9:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Duet apartments Other Landscaping 4702 176th Street SouthwestLynnwood Landscapers have been working regular hours (starting at 9am) at duet apartments. Unsure of 
contractor. Interacting with residents.

Jena D. Pantano jenadpantano@gmail.com 4253270686

04/03/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Colonial Lawn & Garden Other Landscaping 1118 W Washington AveYakima Fully operating when should be shut down completely

04/03/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Diversified Panel System Construction 2345 Statham Blvd Oxnard, Ca 93033Oxnard I believe this business is a non essential business and the manager of the business is aware of the 
stay at home order but has failed to let their employees now what steps they were going to take to 
follow it.

04/03/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Green Baron Landscaping Inc Other Landscaping 1206 N 6th St Yakima Partially operating when should be shut down completely

04/03/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sierra Walk in Cooler Construction 2345 Statham Blvd Oxnard, CA  93033Oxnard I believe this business is non essential at the moment and they have failed to follow the stay at home 
order.

04/03/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bayside landscape and pruning Other Landscape 352 Spotted Owl Ln.Sequim Non-essential business still in operation. Employees come to work on site and then go out to public 
job sites.

04/03/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ? Construction 392 Industrial Pkwy # 9sequim Group of people working. John Farris captjohnhi@yahoo.com 2537320059
04/03/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open EZ Access Other Ramp building 700 Milwaukee Ave NAlgona Why is ramp building essential? I believe this to be non essential per the Governor's order. Please 

make them close down!
Colleen Brixey cbrixey216@gmail.com 360-522-7854

04/03/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dixieline lumbar and home centers Construction 2325 Statham Blvd Unit C Oxnard, CA  93033Oxnard I believe this business is non essential and they aren’t following the stay at home order

04/03/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Toray Composite Materials America, Inc. Construction 19002 50th Avenue EastTacoma These employees are not essential, they are going into peoples home to refinish their counter tops 
and bathroom, not clean and sanitize the home. theres a difference from cleaning and sanitizing the 
home then a specific area, there no point in doing specific areas.

04/03/20 9:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Coronado springs apartments Construction 1400 SW 107th st Seattle They are doing loud, busy construction and not staying 6 feet away. They are over each other's 
shoulders cutting things

Kim kimacrylic@gmail.com 12062148287

04/03/20 9:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction see observation Vancouver Construction on new residential houses happening near 4404 NE 60th st. Vancouver, and near 5901 
NE 42nd Ct. Vancouver.  Houses have multiple contractors all working in close proximity.

04/03/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open discovery fellowship. Construction 1305 Ironsides Ave. bremerton  wasington Many construction trades are still working on a remodel for Catalyist Charter Schools which is renting 
space from Discovery Fellowship Church.Very concered why are they still working as putting many in 
dangeer not following rules.

Terri Allen gallen1955@msn.com

04/03/20 10:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landverk homes Construction 240th and 55th W Mountlake terrace @ 9AM April 3rd
Construction workers working on new townhome complex at several addresses along 55th W 
between 240th and 238th SW in mountlake Terrace, 98043

04/03/20 10:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown hired by property owner Construction 9211 180th Lane SWRochester Non essential construction work, fence being built. Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous
04/03/20 10:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Roofing & Construction Construction 19740 Viking Ave NWPoulsbo My contractor who is a single person, can't work on my remodel; yet this company had a myriad of 

employees milling about the parking lot this morning.  With trucks getting ready to go out on job sites.  
How is it they can remain open when construction has been deemed as non-essential.

Craig Wilkey wilkcd@gmail.com 3606208502

04/03/20 10:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Iron Gate Storage Construction 361 C St Washougal Construction of a non-essential business is continuing

04/03/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Floor Traders Construction 6227 N Division St Spokane This business is open and selling materials putting people in danger and other competitive business's 
at a disadvantage

RA Carso bigheadbob@gmail.com 5092705624

04/03/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Developer Construction 3700 West Lawton StreetSeattle WA 98199 Continue to work on new house. Susan Korbonits billkorb@comcast.net 206-715-1563
04/03/20 10:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trestle Community Management Other Community Management 2100 124th Ave NE, Suite 110Bellevue, WA 98005 Business is been open for the employees/ groups meeting

04/03/20 10:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest door Construction 19000 canyon road Puyallup Garage manufacturer staying open. I believe that falls into the construction  part of the memorandum.

04/03/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Allied sweeping llc Other Street sweepers 21415 36 ave nw Stanwood wa He has family members on unemployment and working and paying under-the-table this is a street 
sweeping company that is NOT essential and I'm concerned for employees safety coming into contact 
with possible COVID 19 people.

Michael Sunseekermk@yahoo.com 5095717054

04/03/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Port Ludlow Condominiums number1 Construction North Bay Lane Port Ludlow They have construction work continuing endangering all the elderly living here and trying to shelter in 
Place

Tom Stevens Union.h@hotmail.com 206-887-1687

04/03/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Other Lawn care 7115 e cataldo ave Spokane They are running the business as normal Rick Rickcrit509@gmail.com
04/03/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open American Olean Marazzi Dal Tile 

Service Centers
Construction 540 front st Seattle open and allowing customers in, serving non essential construction projects joe joeyandel@msn.com 2067903049

04/03/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 26799 348TH AVE SERavensdale Residential construction workers are conducting construction work from the hours of 7:00am-4:00pm. 
Multiple individual's are within the site for storm system work which is a non government or city 
essential work.

Alex abperkins88@yahoo.com 206-607-7105

04/03/20 11:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Construction Construction 6009 Stevens street swSeattle On going residential construction project Ben blecuyer13@gmail.com 5059203244
04/03/20 11:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tristate Roofing Construction 1901 Center St Tacoma Sales vans seen providing in home estimates

04/03/20 11:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open VALDAN Homes LLC Construction 6537 35th Ave SW Seattle Today there are 3 workers; we think they are all part of an extended family so aren't sure if this is a 
violation.  Also, there is not fencing around the work site.  We prefer to rename anonymous with them.

Jean Pasche-Lambert jeanp@seanet.com 2069376186

04/03/20 11:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Paul Bunyan Tree Service Other residential tree trimming 1123 4th St SE East Wenatchee, WA. 98802Residential Tree Trimming Michael Fox fox939@msn.com (509) 387-3004
04/03/20 11:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Michael & Sons Landscape Services Other Yard Care & Landscaping 4660 Ocean Beach Hwy #9415Longview Crews are out and mowing lawns and performing other yard care activities in the Kalama, WA area Jerry Hargrove jerryhargrove@gmail.com 360-703-2469

04/03/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Magic Landscaping LLC Other Landscaping 11th Place West Everett Landscaper that has been out mowing lawns, etc. multiple clients a week for multiple weeks during 
the stay-home orders. He is likely having contact with clients and at home improvement stores. The 
houses have been around 1343 Hill Street, Mukilteo 98275

Jacob Landsberg jhlands94@gmail.com 4257600386

04/03/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ? Construction 1713 Dexter Ave N Seattle The address above is where they do the construction (in my building). They have been coming to 
work doing non essential building construction the last weeks. Their van numbers are BSS6955 and 
C62035T.

Severine Durand Severine.durand@gmail 8574458666

04/03/20 11:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Concrete solutions llc Construction 13410 se 52nd st Bellevue Non essential workers are working like normal after loudly staying direct family has been sick for 11 
days away least

Oscar campos Oscarjcampos@gmail.com 2063341202

04/03/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DAEDALUS ECO LLC Construction 516 Valley Street Seattle The construction is merely for luxury townhomes - not an essential project. Todd T Tollefson todd.t.tollefson@gmail.com 2067450197

04/03/20 11:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ever-green Landscaping Other Landscaping Unknown Everett This business is up, running, and advertising "spring projects" for homeowners on Facebook. His 
name is Doug Hulzenga, 425-346-4961

04/03/20 11:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Guardian Roofing Construction 1400 West Main Street Suite BAuburn They are telling everyone they are open and essential for everything not just emergency repairs.  
They are working like normal and scooping all the business away from those of us following the rules.  
 Do something!!

04/03/20 12:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ridge line Exteriors (RIDGEE*871LO) Construction 142 W 13th Way, Lot 26La Center Builder is building a house and he has employees or friends plus subcontractors helping in this 
construction.

Arland Wood W3adw@aol.com 360 901-9114

04/03/20 12:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Terra Underground Construction 1235 W. Buckles rd Hayden Idaho This company has not complied with the shut down rules and continually have been brining in sub 
contractors, materials on a daily basis.. Sheriffs have been on site.. yet they still keep working.. there 
are five of them roofing as we speak, along with a semi that just came in with a load of bldg materials..

janet ostrander jannieo13@comcast.net 509-22-9905

04/03/20 12:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Aarons Other Rental 525 e college way suite b1Mount Vernon Still working as normal no option for employees to have any time off with out being laid off or fired Daniel wagner Ravensfury75@msn.com AHSC@aarons.com

04/03/20 12:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Other Landscape 402 Valley Ave NW #APuyallup Out providing home visits while stay home order is in place Lucas Butler local.mailbox@gmail.com 2068176355
04/03/20 12:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Speedy Glass Construction 4243 Rainier Ave S, SeattleSeattle We're open for business! Reglaze is a local Company specializing in whole house replacement

of windows & doors. We'll install new windows, doors & patio doors into your home or small
multi-family buildings/apartments. We would be happy to give you a quote on your remodel…

Michael Gai mikegai9@gmail.com 2543132746

04/03/20 12:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Allegiance Lawn & Ground Maintenance Other LANDSCAPING 1720 158th Street Ct SSpanaway, WA 98387Observed 3 workers from company performing work at 3409 N 36th St. Tacoma, WA 98407.  Workers 
arrived in the same vehicle and are performing strenuous work with common tools and equipment. 4-3-
2020 12:15pm

Bill Hoy nwshowers@gmail.com 360-888-3060

04/03/20 12:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open West Valley Landscape Other Landscaping 10706 NE Hazel Dell AveVancouver Group of four landscapers doing yard work at residence in 55+ community. Not an essential business 
and not following social distancing rules.

Roger Thornton rogerthornton@comcast.net 3609076756

04/03/20 12:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pro Lawn Care & Landscaping Other landscaping/lawnmowing 4103 Padden Hills CtBellingham Last Friday and again today, a work truck and trailer from Pro Lawncare & Landscaping came to my 
neighborhood, three people got out, and they proceeded to weed whack and mow lawns.  There is no 
way to maintain social distance in the work truck and I don't believe that cutting residential grass is an 
essential business.  I have pictures on my phone of the truck from both weeks.

Holly Stafford hollioli@aol.com 310-292-0126

04/03/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Total ground management Other Landscaping 8912 waller rd e Tacoma This business is open and has its employees afraid if they dont come they will not be paid or loose 
their job that provided for their families even when their not feeling well. These men are in contact 
with the public and are putting others as much as their self at risk, they travel in trucks which does not 
comply with the 6ft rule or social distancing for hours at a time during the day. Many of these men 
have families including kids  and are being forced to work and expose their families .

Joanna Thomas 2539855964

04/03/20 12:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premier floors & design center Construction 8801 canyon rd e Puyallup Sending out sub contractors to residential construction sites

04/03/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Living waters landscaping Construction 2510 13th street Clarkston Landscapers showing up at elderly people house doing work. There not essential they deal with alot 
of elderly

Nicholas Main Nicmain90@gmail.com 5097808144

04/03/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premiere Lawn Service INC Other Landscaping Unknown Unknown Landscaping is non essential. I do not need people close to my home (immune compromised house) 
or in the close vicinity.

Heath Callan jillcallan05@gmail.com 360-654-1377

04/03/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Plygem windows Construction 5001 d st nw Auburn They are saying they are essential but gave employees the choice to take this time off but people had 
to use their holiday pay and pto instead of shutting down

Elizabeth johnson Bethymae77@gmail.com 2539822587

04/03/20 12:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Puget sound concrete pumping Construction 1879 Brainers Rd Freeland, WA 98249Freeland Pouring concrete at residential construction site on 4/4/20

04/03/20 12:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbank Concrete & Aggregates Construction 1879 Brainers Rd Freeland, WA 98249Freeland Pouring concrete at residential construction site on 4/4/20

04/03/20 1:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Titan Homes Construction 848 N Sunrise Blvd Suite F203Camano We are watching Titan Homes clearing property next to us and they are a residential construction 
which isn’t essential.  We own a construction company and we are shut down.... so they should be as 
well.

Colin MacKenzie Locomackenzie@yahoo.com 425-330-1689

04/03/20 1:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Songbird homes Construction 6505 NE 49th cir. 98661vancouver Not following government policies to protect and contain the public from covid-19. Continuing 
business as normal increasing the chances of virus spread within young people as well as elderly. 
Holding open houses, not cleaning surfaces in said houses. GPS 4819 NE 64TH AVE  to get close, 
not listed on GPS  yet

Riley 360-869-1206

04/03/20 1:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DDN Interior Supply inc. Other Countertop manufacturer 23100 Pacific Hwy S #301, 24602 Pacific hwy sDes Moines, kent Business is running as normal, doing non-essential work Morgan Buckley morganisbuckley@gmail.com 2536327975
04/03/20 1:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DDN Interior Supply inc. Other Countertop manufacturer 23100 Pacific Hwy S #301, 24602 Pacific hwy sDes Moines, kent Business is running as normal, doing non-essential work Morgan Buckley morganisbuckley@gmail.com 2536327975
04/03/20 1:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not known Construction 7509 Aurora Ave N 98103Seattle There is non essential residential construction occurring in the building that is identified on the outside 

by a sign that reads "Green Lake Games." Several vehicles and workers have been there most 
mornings until midday Monday-Friday.

04/03/20 1:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenstone Construction 24648 e. Blue ridge Liberty lake Construction workers still working on track homes. Adam Adamcreedy@gmail.com 208-412-5945



04/03/20 1:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Huntwood Construction 23800 e appleway aveLiberty lake They plan on opening on Monday to do business again. They make cabinets. Denise Holbrook-Kelly Tiggys627@outlook.com 5099927225

04/03/20 1:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 11322 206th st SE Snohomish Workers continuing to build houses. Crowded neighborhood. Chip Chipisburgess@gmail.com 2062475543
04/03/20 1:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 11408 207th St SE Snohomish Workers continuing to build houses. Crowded neighborhood. Chip Chipisburgess@gmail.com 2062475543
04/03/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open GDS Direct Countertops Construction 5406 Neilsen Ave Ferndale Work by employees can be seen being done here daily.

04/03/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Several companies in clark county Other Landscaping All over Vancouver I see companies all over the county that are mowing lawns and such. Why is that when the residential 
remodeling companies have to close

Robert rekeesee@yahoo.com

04/03/20 1:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lawn Boys LLC Construction 124 North Schneider RdLake Stevens Lawn maintenance service (mowing only) still in operation despite being directly told it is non essential Kayla Carico Kcarico89@gmail.com 360-965-5116

04/03/20 1:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Delrio landscaping Other Landscaping NA Seattle This landscaping company is doing regular non-emergency, non-essential landscaping services in NE 
Seattle on 4/3/2020 with a team of at least two people who are within 6 feet of one another
Contact information on truck is 206-856-0251

04/03/20 1:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nature Perfect Other Landscaping Service 2905 Black Lake BlvdTumwater This firm is performing routine lawn mowing and yard trimming when other companies like this are not 
allowed to.2905

Kelly.Mcnamara Kelly.Mcnamara@comcast.net 360 790-8668

04/03/20 2:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pavilion Construction Construction 826 ne 66th st Seattle People gathering and emploees cleaning and building apts 200 units John Anonymous@gmail.com info@pavilionconstruction.com
04/03/20 2:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Glass Doc Other Glass Doc install windows 319 N custer ST Aberdeen Glass Doctor will not  shut down

As the Gov has said to do.Glass Doc will not close and are staying open.
Perry Shaw pshaw6139@yahoo.com 360-593-4387

04/03/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Aurora Lawnmower Other Lawn Mower Retail and Repair Shop 7323 Aurora Ave NorthSeattle Non essential business is still open.

04/03/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Eco Tree NW Other Tree Service 6416 176th St SW Lynnwood This tree service was working to prune in our area this week.  We are disappointing that tree services 
are violating the essential business order - pruning does not seem essential.  Thank you for following 
up on this.

Mike B. morpheus555@gmail.com 206-351-6696

04/03/20 2:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don't know Construction 17th and 58th and also 20th at 60th NWSeattle In the Ballard core around 17th and 58th NW and also 20th at 60th NW there is ongoing new 
construction of condos. I don't have addresses but it would be easy to see if someone came out for a 
site visit.

Heidi Siegelbaum Heidi@calyxsite.com 206/784-4265

04/03/20 2:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open North County Lawn Care Other Lawn Care 6689 Malloy Road Ferndale This lawn service company continues to operate business as usual. The proprietor of the business is 
based in Ferndale, but lives with his girlfriend in Point Roberts, meaning that he is crossing back and 
forth to mainland WA state via Canada, exposing our small, isolated community unnecessarily. His 
selfishness to continue to reside with his girlfriend despite having a home in ferndale, and to continue 
to do business as usual puts point Roberts at serious risk.

04/03/20 2:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Amigo Gutters Other Residential gutter replacement 7841 NE 155th St Kenmore This is a commercial business being allowed to operate out of their home in a residential 
neighborhood.  Their employees are coming in on a daily basis, parking on the street along with other 
homes, picking up trucks and materials, and driving off to other cities and communities for gutter 
installations.  The address is surrounded by homes with young children and some elderly who are 
known to be immunocompromised.  This is also located less than 1 mile from three schools.  The 
business owner is not only risking the health of their own family and his workers, but the community 
as the business workers drive into a residential neighborhood, congregate in the driveway together, 
and then head out to other homes for gutter installation across the greater Seattle area.

David Ebel davdebel7395@gmail.com

04/03/20 2:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 4304 & 4306 26th Ave SWSeattle It's a small crew of workers continuing to work on townhomes. Other neighbors have alerted them that 
the work is not essential. Project 3031574 & 3030618

John DeBerry John_deberry@yahoo.com 206-406-7490

04/03/20 3:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ProGrass Other Landscaping 29895 SW Kinsman RdWilsonville These landscapers are at Creekside Village in Vancouver doing landscaping and leaf blowing. I have 
video if you need it.

Donna Larsen Donna_la@comcast.net 5037066712

04/03/20 3:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sea con Construction 12002 Beverly park roadEverett No essential construction being done.

04/03/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don’t know Other Landscaping Don’t know Snohomish Landscaper still coming to neighborhoods. For routine lawn mowing and landscaping 
Chevy truck license-C84154j and attached trailer license 6802-XA
Please keep my contact confidential

Grace Grosenock@gmail.com 425-512-6175

04/03/20 3:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Juneau Trees & Landscap Other Tree Service 19689 7th Ave NE Poulsbo We are concerned that this business is still doing non essential work in our area, with many men 
working in a group.  Please consider talking to them about not violating the stay at home directive and 
working in a group!  Their phone number is (360) 731-6961 on their truck.

Katy Bigelow arboristkaty@gmail.com 2063511375

04/03/20 3:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ace Landscaping Construction 17207 E. Dalton Ave.Spokane Valley Appears that this company is continuing new landscape construction which seems non-essential.

04/03/20 3:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open C&C Yard Care Inc. Construction 5210 N Florida St, Spokane, WA 99217Spokane This business appears to be performing new landscape installations. Seems non-essential.

04/03/20 3:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mwh04/05 Construction 1515 port industrial wayQuincy This is a construction site where there are 3 to 400 people together every single day to do 
nonessential work for business that is not even ready to be opened the break rooms are packed full of 
people that sit 2 to 3 feet apart do you work within the 6 foot distance of each other all this work can 
be completed once this pandemic is over. We have had three positive cases and one death as of 
today Friday, April 3

bryan S gonzales bgonzo291@yahoo.com 2085854245

04/03/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open King Electrical Manufacturing Other Manufacturing company 9131 10th Ave SouthSeattle Factory is continuing to run, despite the shutdown

04/03/20 3:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Leslie and cembal Construction 506 Ahtanum Rd Union GapYakima Large groups of guys working all over yakima and Kennewick wa

04/03/20 3:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open OB Williams Company Construction 1939 1st Ave S Seattle Concern over business with many employees that is non-essential and staying open, and is also open 
for public walk in appointments.

Donna Benson Senddeeamessage@gmail.com 206-992-6124

04/03/20 3:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Huntwood Other Cabinet maker 23800 E Appleway AveLiberty Lake Huntwood has continued its operations since the governor's proclamation. They allowed some 
employees to take time off, but have kept well over 100 employees working there at the same time, 
and  they are planning on bringing more people back to work next week, despite the proclamation 
being extended. The Liberty Lake police department will not help.According to Huntwood, the police 
there told them they could keep working without being forced to shut down as long as they are 
operating at a "reduced" capacity. They are severely overworking those 100+ employees who are still 
there, many who are 50-60 years old or older. Please make this company comply before it's too late to 
save lives. Thank you!!!!

midnighthonor@gmail.com

04/03/20 3:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The M Construction 4700 Brooklyn Avenue NESeattle This constructions site is open all day and has big groups of people together and wandering around. 
Today there were over 25 people grouped together and i went and told them about the nonessential 
closure and they told me to get lost and joked about covid being fake, coughing for fun

Tan Liu (206)858-6906

04/03/20 4:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 7 cedars casino Construction Hiway 101 Sequim The casino its self is closed but there is still contruction going on with the hotel Carol powless carolpowless@gmail.com 3606705301

04/03/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Truss company Other Manufacturing plant 2802 142nd ave E Sumner wa 98390 they have hundreds of employees and are not following  the stay at home order when it is not  an 
essential business putting many lives at risk.

Artaea Peterson peterson.artaea2018@gmail.com (253)765-1352

04/03/20 4:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open vo giant Hoang general contractor Construction 3014 SW Charlestown StSeattle Construction activity continuing as if normal. General contractor is on site and directing labor. Active 8 
hours a day. New construction, development.

Aaron Hundtofte hundtofte@gmail.com 2066045504

04/03/20 5:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cousins Lawn care Other Landscaping 15884 McLean Rd Mount Vernon Wants his workers to work and if they don’t there will be Disciplinary action towards them.

04/03/20 5:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Outback Bud Company Construction 9790 Coyle Road Quilcene Construction continuing despite lockdown. Terri Naughton azzure@embarqmail.com 3607653104
04/03/20 5:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 4304 26th Ave SW Seattle Work on new construction townhomes. Anthony Welch twphoto@comcast.net 2063711285
04/03/20 5:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Framers Construction 3088 sw avalon waySeattle There is framers working on buildings they are not filling social distancing and should not be working I 

watched them park there cars on my street and walk to that job

04/03/20 5:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown....no signs visible Construction 6002 156th Ave NE Redmond Construction is continuing on a house build Stephanie will-steph@comcast.net 425-443-7878
04/03/20 5:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ranier landscape Construction 23211 meridian e Graham  wa 98338 Doing deliveries to private residents and loading customers in there yard

04/03/20 5:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rainier Woodworking Company Other Custom Cabinet Maker 2615 South 80th Street, Suite 110Tacoma On Friday, 4/3 I received this e-mail that Rainier Woodworking is reopening next week:
https://mailchi.mp/32c6a903ac44/rainier-woodworking-production-update?e=1611ac1f23

Margaret A Moore margimoore@wavecable.com 3605353106

04/03/20 5:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bellmont Cabinets Other Cabinetry 13610 52nd St E Sumner Bellmont only makes Cabinets which aren't essential and is making us come back to work Monday 
April 6th, they found a loophole and Cabinets are not worth a life. Not able to do 6 foot distance there. 
Please help

customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com

04/03/20 5:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirements1966 Construction 20838 se 240th st Maplevalley is construction ok. I have multiple projects private and public all still doing construction. So should i go 
to work?

Charles seatemp1@gmail.com 2532632389

04/03/20 6:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 11918 122nd Ave Ct EPuyallup This construction business is still working despite the work being non-essential. This is how the 
disease spreads.

Carole Baskin Carolebaskin@outlook.com 2535551212

04/03/20 6:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Other Lawn care maintenance 7115 e cataldo ave Spokane wa 99212 Operating non essential buisness, not social distancing Jason amyot Jasondamyot@gmail.com 5093129034
04/03/20 6:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tru green Other Lawn care maintenance 225 ella Spokane wa 99212 Non essential buisness open and not social distancing Jason Gobak2work@gmail.com 5093129034
04/03/20 6:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dees landscaping Other Lawn care maintenance West newkirk rd Spokane wa 99224 Non essential buisness open not social distancing Jason Gobak2work@gmail.com 5093129034
04/03/20 6:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open C and c lawncare Other Lawn care maintenance 5210 n Florida st Spokane wa 99217 Non essential buisness open and not social distancing Jason Gobak2work@gmail.com 5093129034
04/03/20 6:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Grove residential development Construction NE 116th and 178th Pl NERedmond Construction workers may be family members but if not they are working on a new home with workers 

are in close proximity. Not sure if construction is essential. Thanks
T Chiarelli tchiarelli1@yahoo.com

04/03/20 6:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sage Homes Construction 138th & Manor Way Lynnwood We saw about 6 construction workers on the job site on Friday afternoon around 4:30pm. They were 
standing close and patting each other on the back etc. non we’re wearing any kind of protective 
equipment.

P Simon Pspatsimon@gmail.com 206-755-8438

04/03/20 6:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open not posted Construction 5126 s pearl seattle two new construction houses, working everyday
third house, renovating 5201 s pearl seattle 98118  working everyday

gordy comer ggordygordy@gmail.com 2067233245

04/03/20 6:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open N/A Construction 214 17th Ave E Seattle Residential construction going on that is non-essential. Scott rosoffs96@gmail.com 2016633395
04/03/20 7:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open XH REALTY, INC. Construction 138 W LAKE SAMMAMISH PARKWAY SEBELLEVUE, WA This real Estate / Construction business started working on SDCI Project # 3022687 (@ 1020 

Bellevue Ct E, Seattle, WA 98102).

Between Tuesday, March 31 and Thursday, April 2 (2020), they have demolished two structures 
(houses) on the 1000 block of Belmont Ave E, in the Capitol hill neighborhood in the City of Seattle, 
and are now in the process of finishing the demolition of an adjacent garage and removing the trees 
that are still in the lot.

To the best of my knowledge (and having consulted the coronavirus.wa.gov page), this is not 
considered essential work during the COVID-19 pandemic and is therefore a violation of Gov. Inslee's 
stay home-stay healthy proclamation, 20-25...

CARLA BUJNOWSKI c.e.1.bujnowski@gmail.com 206.501.0875

04/03/20 7:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Builders First Source Construction 4213 S 47th Ave West Richland This business keeps manufacturing and delivering trusses for new homes which is not an essential 
business. They are putting a lot of people expose including the truss builders the truck drivers and the 
framers receiving the trusses. Other Builders first source locations might sell a few essential items but 
not this location.

John Marshall johnmarshall25@mail.com 5092054565

04/03/20 10:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open North County Lawn Care Other Landscaping 6689 Malloy Rd Ferndale Continuing to landscape and mow lawns Grant Bacon grantjbacon@gmail.com 3605991968
04/04/20 12:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JH Kelly Construction 821 3RD Ave. Longview Non-essential construction. This business will use any loophole to stay open, at the expense of 

employee health. They do not care if employees get sick. Many Employees have asked to be able to 
Stay home per The WA governor's orders, they have said No. Profit over people. Several employees 
working in close proximity and NO PPE is provided.

James Jackson Jjacksonpark@gmail.com 360-785-1000

04/04/20 7:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Moon plastering Construction Columbia Sunnyside They are building every day a house right below mine. I live at 806 w grandview ave sunnyside and 
they are building on Columbia. There are always unmarked vans building but the only truck with a 
name on it is moon plastering. Its sat morning and they’ve been building since 6 am this morning.

Leigh clough waverun@charter.net 5098401260

04/04/20 8:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open robert joyce landscaping Other landscape maintence idk everett i  told him that  that mowing yards and regular maintence is clearly not allowed  and he told me it is his 
company and he will do what he wants ..so I would like to see this company shutdown

steven clark romeyrome70@yahoo.com 4259030071

04/04/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landed Gentry homes Construction 504 East Fairhaven Burlington Active construction in Mount Vernon on Alpine View Dr.

04/04/20 8:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open C&R LANDSCAPE contractors Other Landscaping 29070 222 pl se Black diamond 3 guys in single f150 cab doing landscaping AND running gas powered equipment prior to 9am. 
Started at 815an on Saturday 4/4/20

Jeff Parker boa721@aol.com 3605409545



04/04/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Harbor Homes Construction 2918 92nd Pl SE Everett My husband reported this five days ago to this site, nothings been done. This company is still working 
on a Saturday and are working seven days a week when they should be shut down for the stay at 
home order. The address above is not the address it’s our address, they are behind our home one 
street south. The street they’re building on does not have a address yet. Can you please get out here 
and shut them down per The stay at home order. Thank you

Dina Dinawlady12@gmail.com 425-512-5122

04/04/20 10:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Samizay & Associates LLC Construction 928 13th Ave Seattle The construction of these town homes is continuing , workers onsite as of 4/3 & 4/4. I have time dated 
photos of subcontractor working and their Chevrolet commercial van , plate number C73154G .

Michael knoll.michael@gmail.com 253-332-6162

04/04/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Poof Life Enterprises Construction 214 17th Ave East Seattle I live in a house next to a construction site that has been working the last week as usual. Isn’t this in 
violation of non-essential business? People keep walking around my house and car. I’m concerned. 
Their work van license plate is: WA C25038L

Donia LaFazia dlafazia@gmail.com 2064555090

04/04/20 10:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cascade Bark Construction 11 Washington harbor roadSequim Heavy equipment kicking up dust from their beauty bark piles and with a senior citizens neighborhood 
across the street. We are wondering if they are a essential business.

Phil Pgrkatp3104@gmail.com 253-389-0587

04/04/20 11:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 214 17th Ave E (between John St and Thomas St) - Residential Construction SiteSeattle Contractor has continued construction on residential construction project (a set of new townhomes) in 
violation of the stay at home order. I am currently observing multiple workers working shoulder to 
shoulder, without face masks.

Sarah Fellows sarahmfellows@gmail.com 2063591910

04/04/20 11:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Owner hired contractors Construction 9211 180th Lane SWRochester Building fence Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous
04/04/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don’t know Other No name on truck landscaper Richards ave se Port orchard I have video and pictures of the violators Joseph Machcinski Besthands@aol.com 3609903035
04/04/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Construction 9801 204th Ave E Bonney Lake Construction at building around Costco, is non essential commercial construction. All that constructing 

needs to be shut down.
04/04/20 12:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Project TBN - BNBuilders Construction 18460 NE 76th St Redmond Project is reopening next week. Has been shut down for 3 weeks and suddenly opening again despite 

Stay Home-Stay Healthy being extended. Non-essential construction for a private corporation.

04/04/20 12:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Palisch Homes Construction Legacy Lane DevelopmentRichland My husband and I were out for our walk this morning (4/4/2020) and heard and saw construction  
workers (at least 2) working on a house in the Palisch Development.  Legacy Lane is one of the main 
through streets in that development.  THIS IS WRONG AND VERY UPSETTING!!!  If you need more 
specifics regarding location, it is their largest development near Badger Mountain.

Amy Nixon nixonra@charter.net (509)531-2738

04/04/20 12:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Refused to say Construction 6604 ne 94th Ave Vancouver Workers working on residential house construction. Refused to give a company name. Gave false 
documentation for being allowed to work. Not the owner of the new house, but contracted workers.

Matt Brands brandsmatt@yahoo.com 3607849863

04/04/20 1:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Forma Construction 9330 High School Rd NE, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110Bainbridge island Not following social distancing, construction Is non-essential.

04/04/20 1:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ag brothers Construction 2290 deer run rd East Wenatchee 3 guys Framing a residential home

04/04/20 1:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Residential Construction Company Construction 6917 Carleton Ave SSeattle Construction crew working on residential town homes. Large construction crew working Monday thru 
Saturday.

Anonymous 2068509883

04/04/20 2:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open At 458 East sequim bay rd Construction 458 East Sequimby bay rdSequim Heavy equipment operating over there an average every good weather Day. Continuing loud even 
after clarification. I would like to remain anonymous especially since some of these construction guys 
around here are very angry. They are not preforming anything essential and nothing is there to need 
protecting or emergency repair. Possibly just beginning a septic dig today. And I dont understand why 
permits arent frozen while we are on a stay at home order. Feel like I'm being held hostage to illegal 
construction all around me.

Jamorales1003lotte@yahoo.com

04/04/20 2:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LGI Homes Construction 124th St Sultan They continue to build homes up here off 124th street in Sultan. This is non-essential, with multiple 
workers present throughout the weekdays. I contacted the company to let them know and they 
refused to acknowledge.

Aubrey Van Orden aubrey.vanorden@gmail.com 4258779591

04/04/20 2:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Summit Lanscape (construction) Other Lawn care service 10615 Vickery Ave E, Tacoma, WA 98446Tacoma This lawn care service was mowing a neighbor's yard. I'd like to have my lawn cared for but I'm trying 
to follow orders. Others are just blatantly self absorbed!

Tom Tuttle tomtuttle2@gmail.com 2536863992

04/04/20 2:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cascade West Construction 5687 south 6th way Ridgefield Per the Governor, construction is to be on hold.  These guys are still working and not social 
distancing while working.  I have a picture of 3 guys working side by side if you would like to see it.

Caren Frank carenfrank@comcast.net 3602107137

04/04/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Real Properties Associates Construction 7500 Roosevelt Way NESeattle I do not feel safe leaving my name. Please make sure my report is anonymous. This company is 
owned by Ryker Young and his family. They are working remotely without the actually business being 
"open" to the public. They are still remodeling homes to rent. They have construction workers and 
cleaners going in and out of these homes. They claim they're obliging by the covid policy and rules. 
They are not. This company cuts corners and does what they want. Someone may want to investigate 
them a lot further then this. Please keep my name and all my internet info private and please do not 
share any of this info I have reported to them. I have a family to protect. Thank you.

04/04/20 3:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open FIVE STAR GLOBAL BUILDERS - 
KISLYAK PETR L

Construction 1857 173RD AVE NEBellevue ongoing construction

04/04/20 4:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown private contractors Construction N 42nd St & Midvale Ave NSeattle Contractors working on an outside portion of a private home while not abiding by 6 ft distancing order - 
 from each other and general public.

04/04/20 6:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cascade West Development Inc. Construction 5687 S 6th Way Ridgefield Residential home builder operating beyond the extended “to prevent spoilage” date. They are 
operating like business as usual. Subs are parking in nearby neighborhoods and walking to the job 
sites to avoid being seen working on the sites, for both indoor and outdoor work. All other builders’ 
sites we have seen in the area have stopped work to be responsible and in compliance.

04/04/20 6:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MD Painting & Construction Construction 11228 115th place NEKirkland MD Painting is a Non-essential business that is guilty of several Violations of the Government Orders.  
 They are endangering the Seniors some are 85 yrs old very concerned about the amount of people 
at this house that are not following the law or Practicing Social distancing... Just want everyone to 
help each other be safe during this challenging time. Thanks for all that you do.

Jerry Coleman Jerrc210@yahoo.com 425.624.4445

04/04/20 6:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mailliard's Landing Nursery Other Landscape plant nursery 3068 N Oak Harbor Rd, Oak Harbor, WA 98277Oak Harbor The owner found a loophole by saying the city brings in green waste making him essential but that 
happens once a week if that. He was even heard saying he wanted to do a covid19 promotional to get 
more people to come in now. 100s of people there a day all disregarding the stay at home mandate.

Ryan Nefcy Ryan.nefcy@yahoo.com 5038392303

04/04/20 7:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Guaranteed Construction LLC Construction 444 Sw 122nd St, Burien, WA 98146. Residential construction continuing on SE 60th St, Issaquah WA.  Workers not always following social 
distancing, and children observed on site.

04/04/20 7:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nys enterprises Construction 12322 highway 99 126Everett Please look into this business having people gather on sites jobs and the office. Work is basically 
cosmetic.  4253552474

Anonymous per retailiation

04/04/20 8:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Titan Homes Construction 6001 W Deschutes Ave #611Kennewick Home builder still working

04/04/20 9:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kippner inc. Construction 7024 NE St Johns Rd,  98665Vancouver They have continued to perform business painting homes in Clark county Washington. They were 
open all last week March 30th till April 4th. I personally seen their vehicles around Vancouver 
Washington all week long. This company has been in trouble for multiple illegal things in past. Also 
many illegal immigrants continue to work there. They have a very bad reputation and this company 
really needs to be looked at

04/05/20 12:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JH Kelly Construction 821 3rd Ave Longview These guys are staying open, requiring employees to work even though ALL EMPLOYEES want to 
self Quarantine. People are so trying to be safe but JH Kelly puts profit above people. Any loophole, 
any opportunity to make more money, they don't care about the effect on the employee. Foremans 
said if anyone tried to stop working and get unemployment they would hire so many attorneys to sue 
EVERYONE so they can't get Unemployment. They said they would Dispute any unemployment even 
if employee is following the governor's orders.

J. Baker Jessijb@verizon.net 360-450-6784

04/05/20 8:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Matvey foundation repair Construction 1912 S 146th st Seattle They are advertising on tv they are open. Requiring their employees to go to peoples houses and 
spread the virus.

Darren Dk1383@hotmail.com 206-384-6734

04/05/20 8:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AA ASPHALTING Construction 14720 PUYALLUP STSumner AA ASPHALTING IS A NON ESSENTIAL BUSINESS THEY DO NOT ASSIST IN THE OPERATIONS 
OF ANY PUBLIC UTILITIES. THEY REPAIR THE ROADWAY ONLY AFTER ALL UTILITY WORK 
HAS BEEN COMPLETED. THEIR SUPERINTENDENTS HAVE BEEN HEARD TELLING 
EMPLOYEES THEY ARE NON ESSENTIAL AND JUST RIDING THIS OUT. THEY HAVE 
EMPLOYEES WORKING IN CLOSE QUARTERS WITH EACH OTHER EVERYDAY (ESPECIALLY 
RIDING IN WORK TRUCKS) NOW THEY ARE REQUIRING EMPLOYEES TO WEAR MASKS 
WHICH IS TAKING MASKS FROM OUR VITAL HEALTHCARE TEAM FOR A NON ESSENTIAL 
BUSINESS.

Mikayla Minshall mikaylaminshall@gmail.com 2536917633

04/05/20 8:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Travis Pattern and Foundry Other Foundry 3808 N Sullivan Rd, Spokane Valley, WA 99216Spokane Valley My mom works there and there has been positive COVID-19 Cases and Travis Pattern and Foundry 
refuses to adjust any of their work hours or schedules and considers the business essential. 
According to https://coronavirus.wa.gov/whats-open-and-closed/essential-business it is not.

Tony anthonyfoxromeo@gmail.com N/a

04/05/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open landscapers for Snohomish pud property Other Landscaping Scenic dr Everett waEverett Landscape maintenance guys mowing at 8 am sunday morning during stay at home order. I own and 
operate my own my own landscaping maintenance company and have been out of work for over 2 
weeks now and will be another month. Interesting how they showed up in a different truck with no 
business name and enclosed trailer to hide equipment. Not there normal set up

Aaron Aglandscape@gmail.com 4257728087

04/05/20 10:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landed Gentry homes & Communities Construction 504 E. Fairhaven Burlington Still building new homes, not following social distancing.

04/05/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ikea Other Warehouse 4604 196th st e Spanaway I am at high risk and i have no pto or sick time and i am required to be at work i do not believe we are 
essential every other ikea is closed

Jordan Wilkins jjwilkins00@gmail.com 2533531016

04/05/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Uyeta Landscape & Maintenance Construction 19605 106th Ave SERenton Seen their landscaping trucks driving around when they are not essential. Barbara White barbwhite78@yahoo.com 2065880941

04/05/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Top notch Lawn care Construction Yelm , wa -- no business addressYelm Non-essential business working during stay at home order.  Self employed residential contractor 
working , and accepting new jobs.

Stephanie Tucksen tucksenfam@yahoo.com 5804805209

04/05/20 10:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shorewood Homes Construction 1306 Nw 67th St Seattle Contractors stir haven’t stopped working. Ashleigh Young Ashleigh5977@gmail.com None
04/05/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jones Landscape Inc Other Landscaping / lawn maintenance business 28604 NE 10th Ave, Ridgefield, WA 98642Ridgefield They are out mowing and doing maintenance when that has been deemed non-essential. Debra heartfelt@reninet.com

04/05/20 12:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LA Gustafson Contracting Construction 42740 268th Avenue SeEnumclaw Continues to regularly operate his non essential concrete pouring business.  Seen leaving and 
returning from work multiple times a day.

ijm_19_87@hotmail.com

04/05/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Builders First Source - Spokane Lumber 
and Truss

Construction 10310 E Montgomery AveSpokane Valley, WA Is this business still open? They have already been reported.

04/05/20 2:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kirkpatrick Utgaard & Perry Other Certified Public Accouns 223 N. Main St Colfax, Washington My daughter is 8 months pregnant, this  business she works for will not let her stay home from work 
and have threatened loss of her job and insurance benefits if she does not come into work.   This 
Accounting business is continuing to be open because the owner is concerned about "Tax Season"

Julene Gradwohl jkgradwohl@hotmail.com 206-234-2787

04/05/20 2:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kitsap Painting and Remodeling Construction 11782 NE Kukas LPKingston, Kitsap Painting and Remodeling has not had a valid contractors license since 11/6/2018 and has had 
numerous violations.  He is advertising on a local Facebook page as being available for work.

04/05/20 3:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 5011 South L street Tacoma Wa 98408 White Van putting roof Shingles over old old shingles on old garage roof about 5 people on Sunday 4-
5-2020.

J.D. delga1057@msn.com 253 473-0220

04/05/20 3:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unmarked truck Other Landscapers 1411 North 48th StreetSeattle Landscapers working not keeping 6 feet of distance between themselves or neighbors 
No masks

Noora Butorac lissabutorac@gmail.com 2064078101

04/05/20 3:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Paul Redal 253-677-3989 Construction 7109 81st Ave Ct NWGig Harbot Residential construction at the above address is still going. Yesterday they were doing siding well into 
the night. Today they are painting. Each day there are up to a dozen workers, still working despite the 
stop order. Phone number is listed above, don’t mail something this is the construction address - just 
call please!

Robert Mayzak mayzak@mac.com 2533418677

04/05/20 4:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MicroTel Hotel Construction 224 Bing Ave George https://www.qvpr.com/news/community/george-gets-its-first-hotel/article_61c2c9ff-7055-537b-8402-
223b2784f141.html

04/05/20 5:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Armstrong Construction Construction 719 O'farrell Cutoff Rd ELake Tapps Lots of construction going on behind us and people dumping lots of stuff.

04/05/20 6:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Huntwood industries/ T R A industries Construction 23800 e appleway Ave.Liberty lake They've been operating at normal business hours thru the whole stay at home order Jeremy Mudd Mudd1280@yahoo.com 509-919-7054



04/05/20 6:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clark Construction Seattle Construction 520 Pike St #2550 Seattle This business currently holds a contract with the port of Seattle, airport project, and is attempting to 
force other businesses that do work for them to open during this stay home stay healthy order.  It 
doesn't make sense at this time to continue work on airport construction /expansion at this time but 
nonetheless, Clark Construction affects not only themselves but other businesses as well.

Jason Zuerlein Jzuerlein@hotmail.com 2535089767

04/05/20 6:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not posted - no building permit visible Construction 14326 84th Avenue NEKirkland I was not able to locate a business name or building permit posted. They work on 2 houses (14326 & 
14328 84 Avenue NE) 7 days a week.

Todd tmain99@gmail.com 4254783417

04/05/20 8:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open BNB builders Construction 15045 Tukwila international boulevardtukwila Even though they have policies about staying six feet apart at ALL times and not sharing tool and 
protocols similar to that it is very obvious that a lot of people are not following these rules and the 
rules are being very loosely enforced if at all.

04/05/20 10:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Christensen Home Service Other Gutter Cleaning (falls under construction safety standards) 422 Wilson Lane Sumas Owner is advertising via Facebook groups they are still working. All other companies doing the same 
work have been shut down as non essential as they fall under construction safety standards. This is 
damaging to other small local companies who are cancelling work and closing per the order.

04/06/20 6:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Plumbline Drywall Construction NE 85th circle 97682 (company out of Tigard Oregon with contractors at this address.Vancouver Contracted workers for this non essential business are still gathering and working coming and going 
from this residential location. Numerous Hispanic businesses on this neighborhood cul de sac  road 
including landscaping and tree service that are not observing social distancing or stay at home 
orders. They are all related or friends and gather in large crowds on our street.

Kat Mayfield Katsantiques@yahoo.com

04/06/20 7:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Apartment Construction at Corner of NE 
66th, NE 67th and 8th Avenue NE

Construction 800 NE 66th Street Seattle Construction is continuing on residential project despite the governor's ruling that this is not an 
essential building

Reed Franklin Adam rfadam@gmail.com 6507146808

04/06/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open We Do Dirt / Salacia Construction E side of 45th Ave in the 14100 blkMarysville Wa 98271 This construction company is working when all others have been forced to shut down, seems wrong 
and should be stopped

Debbie auntypeanut@aol.com 4255081002

04/06/20 7:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Roofing and Construction 
Services LLC

Construction 1101 Madison AvenueYakima, WA 98902 This business remains open doing non-essential jobs. The owner, Ben Briggs, repeatedly shares that 
he is doing this work at present on his personal Facebook page. Today, on 4/6/20 on FB he bragged 
he was doing a roof (could be done later). On 4/4/20 on FB he bragged that he was taking a 'work' 
related trip to Las Vegas & that he did an estimate there & will be returning later with his crew to 
complete the work. On 3/31/20 on FB, in the comment section of a post he made that has since been 
pulled as being "false information" (but the comments are still there) Ben bragged that he would 
openly be defying the "essential business" order, and would keep his business open regardless of 
state regulations and rules.  He states that he will  keep his employees working simply because he 
does not want to lay them off despite him taking jobs that could be done later after this blows over. 
This guy owns his own business, is young & thinks he is above any rules, and shares he believes 
he's God. Can you folks tell him differently and, if not for him, for the rest of us, he needs to follow the 
rules.  The projects he is taking on at present are not 'essential" and could and should be done later.  
He has personally stated that he has extended himself financially and therefore must keep working 
despite the health risk to others. He states he can work around the rules.  He has been to federal 
prison for 5 years for illegal firearms & therefore I will not be giving my name to this complaint. I know 
him personally and know he is very convincing, 2 faced & can be very retaliative & dangerous for 
personal gain - as he is showing here again.Here is a link to his personal Facebook page showing 
these comments and posts (he does not post these on his business Facebook page, just his personal 
page...bragging:  

https://www.facebook.com/ben.briggs.35110?__tn__=%2Cd-R-
R&eid=ARCQdkY8XUgrQyDxELnBvkXq1HiHaplqeOvZBd5trG4UagRy0Int4OrTfzBe_kzoD6qtUWnkC1
y8rHNR

Thank you.
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04/06/20 8:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Reyes insulation Construction 3703 NE 51st St UNIT 1Vancouver Them as well as every other construction company in Vancouver area that is operated or employing 
illegal immigrants is working and dont care about the rules in place during this corona virus epidemic.  
Every company in this area needs to be looked at. It's sad that Washington continues to not do 
anything about this. Illegals are going around possibly spreading this virus around with no regard for 
the American people and the owners of these companies are just as bad of not worse. When you 
going to do something Washington??? When its to late? What a joke

04/06/20 8:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open HUntwood Cabinets Construction 23800 E. Appleway AveLiberty Lake They did shut down at first and now have reopened.

04/06/20 8:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mt. Baker Roofing Construction 5459 Hannegan RoadBellingham Mt. Baker Roofing is a non essential  residential roofing company. 
This company has it workers check into their location on the Hannegan Road, which is a residential 
area doing business. 
The workers are in one company vehicle driving to worksites performing  non essential work. Social 
distancing is not be followed.

04/06/20 8:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Contractor is Paul, I believe company is 
Greenbuild

Construction next to 2035 NW 63rd StSeattle This construction crew woring on these townhomes hasn't ceased since the order, today they started 
about 5:07 AM and are still there.  I have photos if needed.  Additionally they aren't staying 6 feet 
away from each other.  If they have special dispensation please advise so i won't report each day

Demara searchjob670@gmail.com 206-375-8656

04/06/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mount Baker Roofing Construction 3950 Horne Rd Bellingham This non essential company is open and fully operating with 70 plus employees not adhering to Social 
Distancing and performing non essential job projects which is a  direct violation of Governor Inslees  
"Stay @ Home Order.

Tim Raske timraske@hotmail.com 3609273709

04/06/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brothers K Development LLC Construction 4426 40th Ave SW Seattle Construction continuing on non-essential site. Continued construction includes the building of forms 
for the foundation and today the foundation is being poured by Ralph's Concrete Pumping, who has 
been called and informed of the (likely) non-essential status and is continuing to work anyway.

04/06/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Waldron construction Construction 801 pioneer way suiteOak harbor They are still working and it is not a low income or anything of it source they are residential 
construction company that does not follow rules.

04/06/20 8:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Concrete Strategies working under 
Clayco

Construction Hawks Prairie Rd NE & Marvin Rd NELacey Company is building a replacement warehouse for Home Depot. Workers are not following social 
distancing working side by side laying concrete.  They also have another jobsite in Dupont on Wharf 
Rd.

John Nelson jnelliejr@gmail.com 253-310-2055

04/06/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Skanska Construction Construction 1772 NE Stadium WayPullman Non-essential construction work continues despite state-wide stay at home orders.

04/06/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Seacon construction Construction 3252 Harbor Ave SWSeattle This company is building a self storage unit at the address provided. How is such a venture 
essential? Also, employees are not self distancing on the site.

Jake Monroe jakemon02@yahoo.com 2066127802

04/06/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Proscapes Other Landscape Maintenance 9002 s. March point rd.Anacortes They are open for business out performing non essential work. Jennifer Jennifer@simplyyards.com 360.922.4254
04/06/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Leafguard Construction 22620 85th pl s Kent Running appointments setting up new business inside the homes of potential customers. Most 

potential customers are older or retired people.

04/06/20 9:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Comcast Other Residential installation 402 valley ave nw Puyallup Hundreds of residential installers are entering multiple homes per day.  Also social distancing not 
being followed

04/06/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Amazon Towers construction Construction 1001 106th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue Constructing the Amazon towers is non-essential and it better not be publicly funded, yet construction 
resumed this morning.

04/06/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Construction Company Construction 7526 43rd Ave S Seattle There is non-essential construction happening on condo units right next to the provided address. Minh xiu.chau@gmail.com 206-607-7138

04/06/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Modern Metals Construction 13317 Ash Way Everett I keep being required to come in to work by my manager. The doors have been open here ever since 
the first stay at home order and ever since the more strict one came through my manager has had us 
hide our cars around the side of the building. I dont want to get fired, but i also dont want to be 
violating the stay at home order

Nick Nicholas_bradshaw@yahoo.com 4259310420

04/06/20 10:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LeafGaurd Construction 22620 85th Pl S Kent Salesman came to my house to run a bid, I asked them to leave. I forgot I had an appointment 
otherwise I would have rescheduled.

04/06/20 10:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 145th St and Stone Ave NSeattle Construction on new apartment buildings beginning on April 6th. Construction stopped after the stay 
at home order was first implemented but has restarted.

04/06/20 10:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Prime WINDOWS Other Window maker 3400 South Tacoma St.Uniongap My sons a severe Asthmatic and he still has to work to keep from getting fired! Rachel rockakarach@Yahoo.com 5098544519

04/06/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Reliable Fence, Llc Construction 12416 e boone Spokane Valley Non essential business still conducting business that is non essential. LeighAnn Lahn212009@gmail.com 5093627130
04/06/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MainVue Homes Construction 1110 112th Ave NE Bellevue Address provided above is their corporate office. The violation is occurring in the McCormick Woods 

area of Port Orchard . Home construction on St Andrews Drive, .1 mile past clubhouse.
Darcie Eder Dmitch1121@comcast.net 3605193044

04/06/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shovel & Thumb Other Lawn and Garden 3242 NE 3rd Street, ste 101Camas Employees are still driving to, making contact with, and working on residential properties (yards) for 
the purpose of appearance and not for critical structural work. They could potentially spread the virus 
all over the greater Portland/Vancouver area.

Nathan natecrawford92@gmail.com

04/06/20 10:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open buds and blades Other Landscape maintenance PO Box 326 East Olympia, WA 98540Olympia Continuing to perform landscape maintenance STEPHANIE CHILDERS WHENCANIGETITDONE@COMCAST.NET 3602390882
04/06/20 10:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 N. 21st Avenue Apt. DPasco Still in operation/not utilizing personal protective equipment,/no social distance

04/06/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 North 21st Avenue Apt DPasco Ongoing operation

04/06/20 10:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Westhaven Townhomes Construction Holly Way and Bombing Range RdWest Richland Residential subdivision still under construction.  Lots of trade workers coming and going.  People not 
practicing social distancing.

04/06/20 10:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 N 21st Avenue Apt. DPasco Still open and working

04/06/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 N. 21st Avenue Apt. DPasco Non essential construction business is open

04/06/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open chantrey estates HOA Other Yard Maintenance 10242 NE 138th Pl Kirkland Yard Maintenance continues to operate every monday. HOA President
04/06/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Roofing and Construction Construction 19740 Viking Ave NWPoulsbo I drive by their location every morning around 7:30 to go to my essential job and they seem to have a 

ton of people working.  The parking lot is full and I have seen around 20 workers loading things in the 
trucks. This is a small town and I find it very suspicious there are that many emergency repairs to 
keep all of them working everyday.

04/06/20 10:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest Construction & Remodeling Construction 8012 South Spotted RDCheney We have observed the buisness with trucks leaving in the morning, doing excavation at jobsites not 
listed above, and having employees build a structure in their back yard. I report because I worry about 
the health and safety of everyone involved, from the buisness owner to the health of the employees.

04/06/20 11:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Renaissance Homes Construction 329 N. Kellogg St. Kennewick Still building houses in Richland, WA.  Have guys working on two different houses today.

04/06/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Complete Clean LLC Other Window washers 1525 NE 115th St Seattle, WA 98125Seattle They are sub contracted with our apartments and are set to start cleaning our windows tomorrow (our 
apartments sent an email out saying it’s still happening).  I have voiced my concern to my apartment 
complex but they seem to think they are considered essential.  Window washing should not be 
considered essential by any means.  This can wait.

Molly Hays Hays.molly@outlook.com 4257708204

04/06/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Archterra Landscape Services Other Lawn Service 3307 Meridian Ave EEdgewood This company has continued to work each week in spite of the governors order and this is not an 
essential service.

Karleasa Mitchell karleasamitchell@gmail.com 206-817-7658

04/06/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Goergen Construction Construction new construction. Park Place development. Corners of W. Oxford and BismarkSpokane On-going construction that does not appear to fit any of the Governor's guidelines

04/06/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landscape Management & Services Other yard maintenance 3511 NE 109th AvenueVancouver Worker and home  owner working on sprinkling system. Richard DeRize rderize@comcast.net 503-894-4766
04/06/20 11:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clearwater summit group Construction 4228 E. Wellsley Spokane I see people parking inside fence then company trucks leaving, returning at 4:00pm Christina

04/06/20 11:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JSB Contracting Construction Main St and River Buckley Reacurring travel Every 5 to 10 minutes a dump truck is carrying loads of gravel etc in Buckley, WA, 
down road of Main Street and River Avenue. All day.  Obviously coming and going to a residential job 
site.

Buckley Resident nnnwheeler4@gmail.com

04/06/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open De Leon Painting LLC Construction 1210 PIERCE PLACE NERENTON De Leon Painting LLC
This company has been working/ painting in my apartment complex for the past several weeks. 
Painting doesn't seem as if it is an essential job... No harm were to come if the walls weren't painted. I 
said something to my apartment manager and she was no help. These guys are in my/ our secured 
building, not wearing masks or any PPE gear for our protection. I am gravely concerned about my 
health and the rest of the building.

Rebecca Sewares Rsewares@yahoo.com 4258799929



04/06/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Roofing & Construction, LLC Construction 19740 Viking Ave NWPoulsbo Again I have walked my dog and drove by the business and I saw at least 15 cars in the parking lot 
and at least 20 people inside the office.  Clearly stay at home orders are not being followed and this is 
a continued daily thing, please investigate ASAP. There is no regard for safety, or social distancing. I 
am very concerned.

04/06/20 11:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Bay View Terrace Mount Vernon They're dropping trees and doing new home construction at this site. decline decline@nope.com 1234569871
04/06/20 12:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Top Tree Service LLC Other Lawn and tree care for residential maintenance 6105 W Van Giesen StWest Richland They are doing routine tree maintenance Howard Madsen info@artistictreeworks.com 509-531-8123
04/06/20 12:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tops Solid Surface Construction 2625 Reinhardt ln neOlympia Telling people if they don’t come they won’t have a job to come back too Breanna Gallagher bre.r.g93@gmail.com 360-763-6532

04/06/20 12:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Services Other tree pruning and lawn mowing 410 N Quay St Kennewick They are doing routine tree pruning and lawn services Howard Madsen info@artistictreeworks.com 5095318123
04/06/20 12:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cascade west Construction Ne 25th st Vancouver Construction still working

04/06/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Reveal exteriors Construction 6800 block of Oswego PL NE between 69th and 70thSeattle Construction has resumed on an apartment building on this block. Scott Ohlemacher sohlemac@gmail.com 7342650484
04/06/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Alley 24 Apartments owned by The 

Jacobson Group
Other Apartment Building 224 Pontius Ave. NorthSeattle WA. 98109 The apartment leasing office is open but not servicing residents, not accepting mail or packages, not 

performing maintenance on residents apartments, and not cleaning any common areas or door 
handles. Everyday their are 4-6 employees in the office. Everyday they are renovating apartments. 
They do not social distance, do not wear masks or gloves, and are bringing in outside contractors 
such as carpet cleaners and painters since the order went into place.

Jennifer DokoDokoJenniferAtwood@protomail.com

04/06/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Delta marine Construction 1608 S 96th St, Seattle, WA 98108Seattle wa 98108 They asked employees to work and be on unemployment Decline Decline Decline
04/06/20 12:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Travis Tornga construction Construction By Mutiny bay boat launchFreeland They are still working putting their lives an our communities at risk. See them sanding boards an not 

caring for each others safety. Needs to stop.
Concerned citizen

04/06/20 12:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LNL Builds Construction 7544 43rd Ave S Seattle Construction for new townhomes is still happening every weekday at this location (as of 4/6)

04/06/20 12:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Green Earth NW Other Landscape maintenance 6135 portal way Ferndale Running full staff performing non essential landscape maintenance work. Not practicing social 
distance running 2 to 3 man crew per truck.

Mark Mjglawrence@gmail.com 3602933455

04/06/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 1966 Construction 5398 Russell Ave NWSEATTLE One of the new townhome home construction projects is still operating full time, multiple workers 
without masks every day.

CHRISTOPHER H GREEN aachrisg@gmail.com 4255169914

04/06/20 12:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jsb Contractors LLC Construction 1319 Thornton Ave SWPacific Constantly driving through Buckley neighborhood back and fourth multiple trucks hauling dirt, gravel 
etc on a project in Buckley that is non essential. Every five to 10 minutes. They roll through cottage 
and n river ave from a residential project.

04/06/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 52nd glass shop Other Sells smoking tools but NOT product 5108 Evergreen Way #1AEverett Forcing staff to come into work knowing that this is currently illegal.

04/06/20 12:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 900 Block of PleasantBremerton Forwarded complaint from Lily Clay that there is spray painting of a commercial vehicle located at 
1919 Pleasant.
Also complaint of construction work at 922 Pleasant. Believes they are doing Tile work.

Lily Clay 650-279-7534

04/06/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Convention center Construction 705 Pike street Seattle The construction workers working at the convention center have been told that if they do not come 
back to work they will make sure they have to pay back all the unemployment they recieve. Workers 
are being scared into going back to work despite the fact that this is not an essential business! My 
husband is one of them. Please help!

Sheryl L Toland stcranemom@gmail.com 2064997701

04/06/20 1:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown contractors Construction 612 NW 85TH ST Seattle Contractors are continuing to work on new construction

04/06/20 1:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Woodbridge by Lungren Homes Construction NW Rustling Fir LaneSilverdale I think Kitsap county thinks businesses are back up and running. At least in Silverdale I see a lot of 
things operating again like it used to be. This particular construction is going on again behind my 
apartment complex on Silverdale Ridge

Nicole Jirik Nsjirik@gmail.com 8435972416

04/06/20 1:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Martinez Landscaping Other Landscaping 1824 W 27TH AVE Kennewick I was under the impression that landscaping was non-essential but this company has been at my 
neighbors performing routine yard maintenance multiple days in a row with multiple workers present.

Lauren Neuhaus neuhauslk@gmail.com 4257726639

04/06/20 1:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lexar homes Construction N 5th st Mccleary Again..several workman working on a house...they stated they have special permit with City of 
mccleary...why r they above and beyond to not adhear to gov.inslee,s request

Rick  Rowe steelheadrick@aol.com 425-894-1680

04/06/20 1:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tatum Lawn Care Other Landscaping 9160 Harris Road Moses Lake Non essential business has trucks out spraying fertilizer on residential lawns non essential

04/06/20 1:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Elnora's Landscape & Weeding Other Landscapers 1215 SW AwancownOak Harbor A concerned Citizen. I was driving and saw a guy working on a lawn.

04/06/20 2:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 5021 Sand Point Pl NESeattle Current construction underway with four workers on a residential construction project

04/06/20 2:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Quadrant Homes Construction 1627 Stilson Avenue SENorth Bend This site was closed down for a couple weeks and now is reopen and workers are working closely 
together. This is a residential property that should not be listed as essential.

Karrie Fielder karriefielder@hotmail.com 2533350392

04/06/20 2:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Vekst Development & related 
contractors

Construction 323 Bellevue Ave E. Seattle Construction appears to be continuing in this new building. Workers can be seen going in and out, 
working outside and congregating on the sidewalk. They are not maintaining 6' distance from each 
other and people using the sidewalk.

Joe Childress jc1070sg@gmail.com

04/06/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Donovan Brothers Commercial 
Construction

Construction 9520 Front St S Lakewood Large gathering of construction workers, looks like they are still developing the site despite the 
governors clarification on construction workers. These workers do not fall under preventing "spoliation 
and avoid damage or unsafe conditions, and address emergency repairs"

04/06/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Long Painting Construction 1120 me 146th st Vancouver Forcing employees to work non essential jobs during the stay at home order William vankuren billvankuren@gmail.com 3608808405

04/06/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Convention Center Construction 705 pike Seattle The company is asking people back to work on a non essential construction project, putting workers 
and their families as well as the general public at risk.

Gregory Warren gmadisonw@gmail.com 2539046818

04/06/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clark Lewis / American Bridge Construction 920-1098 Pine St Seattle Not complying with the stay at home order. Multiple workers aren’t following the 6 feet social 
distancing. They threatened us if you don’t go to work we will lose our job. I do have the email 
referring to this matter.

Denisha Moe dtalitiga2012@gmail.com 206-854-7459

04/06/20 2:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown construction company, but 
there's a sign out from that'll tell you

Construction 5012 40th Ave. SW Seattle Residential construction is going on at 5012 40th Ave. SW and has been in defiance of the governor's 
order on residential construction being nonessential. They're there every day and have been violating 
it from the beginning with a work crew visible and often in close proximity to each other.

Patrick Malone pmalonecolo@gmail.com 719-242-4097

04/06/20 2:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bowen Construction / Oakbrook private 
residence construction

Construction PO Box 42 Buckley The Oakbrook PDD multiple single family private residence construction in Lakewood, WA 98498 
(between Zircon Dr SW and Ruby Dr SW Lakewood, WA between the Oakbrook Condominiums and 
the Oakbrook Country Club parking lot) has continued throughout the Stay Home Stay Healthy orders  
 and appears to be continuing. The workers, heavy equipment have continued continued / continues 
activities and to work on the site. From 31 March thru yesterday Sunday 5 April heavy equipment and 
work has continued daily. Bowen Construction workers are always courteous and hard working. 
Bowen Construction is likely just following higher direction of the private residence developer. The 
City of Lakewood is uncertain if private residence development construction is or is not an essential 
service if the development was started before the Governor's Stay Home Stay Healthy order.

Daniel Zahody haidamak@comcast.net 2533803353

04/06/20 3:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open REH CONSTRUCTION Construction 19119 5th st e Lake tapps Seen leaving premises multiple times with work equipment and employees. Also informed that 
company is working at a residence in Tacoma on Durango street building a fence.

04/06/20 3:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Covington Construction Covington Covington Construction business seem to undervalue the Stay At Home Orders. Some business are striving. 
Cause for concern.

Bryyan Cannata 253-261-8703

04/06/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ridgeline Decks Construction 123 north walnut rd Spokane I am also a deck contractor and I have stopped working and they continue to work which is unfair to 
those of us that are complying he is even trying to hire my employees that I paid off for Covid-19.

Matt Schupp 509-953-0024

04/06/20 3:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Old hickory sheds Other Shed production 20617 Mountain Hwy ESpanaway Threatening to fire employees if they complain about working at a non essential business during stay 
at home order

04/06/20 4:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lennar Hones Construction Bellflower Woods DivisionBothell The construction in these non essential new homes with a base price of the mid 700’s. Construction 
has continued 
from the stay at home order, 7 days a week during daylight hours.

Debbie Sweeney Sweeney_drb@ yahoo.com 2066188697

04/06/20 4:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open InMar, Inc Other Warehouse 8150 Industrial Blvd Breinigsville This business had an employee test positive for COVID-19 and are refusing to close down the 
warehouse for clean up. They are also refusing to give employees paid time off. They want to keep 
the warehouse open and put their employees at risk despite being nonessential.

Lizzette Rodriguez lizzettejrodriguez@gmail.com 4845050666

04/06/20 4:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Robertson & Olson Construction 330 E Mill Plain BlvdVancouver Employees continuing to work periodically throughout the day.

04/06/20 4:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 6150 128th Ave NE Kirkland A number of construction workers are out building a new home at this address while other new home 
building in the neighborhood has stopped for now

Allison Sherrill Asherrill@protonmail.com 4255168849

04/06/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Valvoline Construction 20302 98th St E Bonney Lake, WABonney Lake Non essential business is open with way more than 10 workers, all working close together. They keep 
coming into the Costco by the site as well

04/06/20 4:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Corstone Contractors LLC Construction 1910 Bickford Ave # ASnohomish Co. working on remodel for new Monroe School Dist.  District already has existing functioning offices 
and can wait an extra month or two if necessary.  Anyway, school has been shut down.  Is absolutely 
*not* essential for next 2-3 weeks.  Bad example and VERY unfair to private construction projects!

Carl Spencer Carl@SpencerLLC.com 425-343-3348

04/06/20 4:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Landscape Management Inc Other Landscaping 8805-8813 206th St SESnohomish This is the landscaping company that services Emerald Ponte at Sunrise for the HOA of J&M 
Management. This landscaping company works in the community on Thursdays and Fridays. their 
home office is in Snohomish but they travel to Southhill in Pierce County to do this work.  I thought 
landscaping was deemed unessential.

Darrell zlujrrad@gmail.com 2533484689

04/06/20 4:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bark King Blower Truck Other Landscaping 8407 Maltby Rd Woodinville Has remained open, fully staffed and operating despite order.

04/06/20 4:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tapps Electric Construction 19506 64th St E Bonney Lake Performing non-essential construction.

04/06/20 4:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bark King Blower Truck Other Landscaping 8407 Maltby Rd Woodinville Been seeing their trucks out and have people still working in office.

04/06/20 4:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Katara Construction 4700 Brooklyn Seattle Construction still being preformed. Non-essential

04/06/20 4:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Other Home Building Company 602 27th Avenue EastSeattle WA 98112 Construction continuing large groups of 6-12 workers showing no regard for our Governor order to 
stop working. They have been asked to stop working by me and will not respond. I am 72  years old 
and their many other old people in area.

Thomas Samuelsen norway606@gmail.com (206) 406-9048 cell Text too is ok

04/06/20 5:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Wagner & Sons Landscaping Other Landscape 3235 Peppers Bridge RdWalla Walla They are ignoring the order and continuing to do business and are going from house to house 
possibly spreading the virus in our neighborhood.  This is totally unnecessary.

04/06/20 5:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open emerald green grounds maintenance, 
inc

Other yard maintenance 1420 nw Gilman blvd suite 2 #2755issaquah, WA 98027 my boss is forcing us to go back to work. went on-line said regular yard maintenance is non-essential. 
i told this to my boss he told me i either show up to work on 4/7/2020 or i'll take it as your quitting. 
what should i do.

Richard Pieczynski theedickpincher@gmail.com (206) 313-1857

04/06/20 5:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Oneway Construction/ Ncw framing Construction 822 Golf course driveChelan After multiple warnings from the city, oneway construction continues to do residential framing here at 
the Chelan address

Bart 5098815301

04/06/20 5:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hammerstrom Construction Construction 6512 w. Hood place ste. A-110Kennewick Construction is continuing daily in pasco at burns estates X Kldennison@yahoo.com 509-205-8969
04/06/20 5:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kitsap reclamation Construction 5902 W. Sherman Heights RdBremerton Business  open when clearly not essential. Putting employees at risk of coronavirus John jfox@acgmaterials.com 425-319-8050

04/06/20 6:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pavilion Construction Construction 826 NE 66th Seattle Construction of apartments taking place. Employees put in danger. Framing and cleaning. This a non 
essential businesses.Apartments have had multiple crews working in a high density neighborhood.

Shane Alldeep@hotmail.com 2069818380 info@pavilionconstruction.com

04/06/20 6:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Services Other Grounds Maintenance 7115 E. Cataldo Ave.Spokane, WA. 99212 Previously reported to Spokane Dept. of Health last week.  It is our understanding that there are few 
exceptions to this type of work being essential.  This is one of the largest businesses of its type in our 
area.  We believe most others are abiding by the rulings.  It is unfair that Senske can remain open if 
my smaller grounds maintenance business cannot.  My customers matter to me and my few 
employees.  I appreciate your time.

Barry Graning, Graning Enterprises, Inc.vickeygraning@hughes.net 509-244-0232, 509-768-7474

04/06/20 7:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ProBuild Construction 10310 E Montgomery AveSpokane Nonessential construction/manufacturing warehouse labeling themselves as a auto parts store to 
avoid closure. Forcing employees to work full shifts despite product being stopped and returned from 
the border by state police

Connor Quincy Connorquincy00@gmail.com 5092090214

04/06/20 7:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unsure Construction 1301 Orting Kapowsin HWYOrting They are doing new construction

04/06/20 7:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 3300 Harbor Ave SWSeattle At least 20-30 construction workers continue to show up to build a public storage facility on Alki. I 
don't think storage facilities are essential

Jason Keller codeus@gmai.com 206-790-2189

04/06/20 7:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mcrae Homes LLC Construction 6048 34th Ave NE Seattle Substantial home construction is ongoing. It seems multiple trades have been present.

04/06/20 8:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Burke Gibson LLC Construction 702 3rd st sw Auburn Has a skeleton crew that works and tells employees to lie to police officer if they get stopped. Will not 
pay employees the 80 hour family leave for the coronavirus.

Mrs. Leon mtasele@gmail.com 2068984548



04/06/20 8:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Burke Gibson LLC Construction 702 3rd st sw Auburn Won’t close because they are lying and saying they are essential. Building houses and working on 
construction that is NOT essential. Having workers come in at night. Staying open when not essential 
services.

L.T. 2532635961

04/06/20 9:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Aho Construction Construction 4704 Junco St Moses Lake Continued development of housing project Sun Terrace. Cheryl Vaillancourt cav4765@gmail.com 360.775.8230
04/06/20 9:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open builders first source Construction 20815 67th Ave ne arlington small crew doing non essential work

04/06/20 9:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trailside Homes Construction 100 Sanctuary CourtCle Elum Full on construction project going on. Appears near end of project, painting, etc. Contractor probably 
wants to get paid.

04/06/20 10:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 3104 Avalon LLC ? Construction 3104 SW AVALON WAYSEATTLE At approximately 11:30am on Sunday, 4/6/2020 my wife and I were driving Northeast ward on SW 
Avalon Way and witnessed residential construction under way at about 3104 SW Avalon Way. I am 
not certain of the exact address, but it was on the North side of Sw Avalon and was the only new 
construction on the road. I looked in King Country Parcel Viewer and took a guess at location since 
this 3104 is the only residential vacant lot. It was definitely between SW Genessee St and  SW Yancy 
St.

JOHN LIN indigo@uw.edu 206-463-0786

04/06/20 11:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Christensen Home Services Other Gutter Cleaning/Window Cleaning 1234 unknown Bellingham We are all struggling out here. This guy is continuing to work. Posting jobs of gutter cleaning jobs he 
did yesterday on fb and siting jobs of window cleaning. This is unethical. All of us who are following 
the rules are paying a heavy price by greedy business owners cashing in on other businesses turning 
down NON essential work. This must stop! Window cleaning, gutter cleaning, roof cleaning, pressure 
washing is not essential. These businesses allowed to make money while we’re all locked down 
following rules is sick. We will suffer more if this continues

Bryan motation83@icloud.com 720-645-5723

04/07/20 3:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LCM Cabinets Other Cabinet Maker 17404 147th St SE Unit AMonroe, WA Non-essential business is still requiring some employees to come into work. This business is open at 
the address in Units A, B, and J.

04/07/20 5:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open BNB builders Construction 15045 tukwila international boulevardTukwila Business is definatly non essential construction and we are all getting packed into small trailers a 
couple times a day that are too small and impsossible to folllow social distancing in and out on the cite 
no one is following it there either

04/07/20 5:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Storage granite Construction 1615 e chemical dr Kennewick wa They have been installing granite on commercial and residential property Antonio cortez 5095796750

04/07/20 5:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Construction Laquasitt Trail Silverdale These people are remodeling a house on the laQuasett trail James 3605093502
04/07/20 6:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open H2 Precast Construction ? East Wenatchee 40-50 employees still required to work in a shop. Employees are extremely terrified to be there.

04/07/20 6:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Interior wood working Construction 15337 NE 92nd St Redmond, 98052 This is my Second time reporting the company I work for. Management continues to insist that we are 
essential business, When according to the guidelines we clearly are not. We manufacture 
architectural casework for restaurants, casinos and corporations. None of the projects that were 
currently working on or for any type of essential business. Management is telling us that we have 
been approved  as an essential business to work on the Tukwila justice center. So I went back to 
work, and we’re not working on the justice center. I’m just concerned about this virus, and it’s not fair 
the  employees to have to make the decisions of Life over livelihood. People here have spouses that 
are truly essential workers, that may  contact with infected people, That potentially can spread this 
virus.

Johnny Arellano Johnny.jj78@gmail.com 425-293-8479

04/07/20 6:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hotel construction George WA Construction 224 bing ave George This selfish owner is careless! the health of the workers and everyone coming in from other counties 
ciys to do work is in danger

04/07/20 7:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open B-Line Construction 2971 E Phillips Lake Loop RdShelton Working at a construction site at 861 E Coulter Creek Rd. They have been working through the entire 
lockdown.

Ryan 3603406295

04/07/20 8:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nature Perfect landscape Construction 2905 Black Lake Blvd swOlympia I have witnessed numerous vehicles and employees still operating throughout the area.  
While many other companies are following the guidelines, how is this large company still able to 
continue business as usual?

04/07/20 8:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nphc Other Lawn and plant care P.O. Box 15162 Spokane valley, wa 99216Saw their trucks drive by house Jesse Bertram bertram4873@gmail.com 5095527367
04/07/20 8:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CPC Landscape LLC Construction 4120 Harrison Ave NWOlympia Is landscaping an essential business?  I have seen this company mowing lawns and working on yards

04/07/20 8:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dj brothers fencing & construction llc Construction 2455 Borst Ave Apt B10Centralia Fencing is non essential. Chadwick Chapman chevyhawks4life@gmail.com 2532892926
04/07/20 8:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don't know Construction 1804 N Orchard St Tacoma Non essential residential construction

04/07/20 8:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Active Construction Inc Construction 6330 Glenwood Rd SWPort Orchard Address is approx. This is the new development on Glenwood Rd SW. Non-essential business open 
and operating.

Richard Smith wynter2wynter@yahoo.com 3607313843

04/07/20 8:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Construction 1804 N Orchard St Tacoma House flipper doing non-essential residential work. Sam samjbjornson@pacificwest.com
04/07/20 8:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open greg brock dozing LLC Construction 35919 53rd ave s auburn  wa he working all days joe
04/07/20 8:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Zach’s power washing Other Power washing 6224 nugget ct sw Tumwater Is currently at a neighbors house power washing their driveway. I have pictures of him working if 

needed. How is that essential when my BIL landscaping business had to close per the Gov order??
Courtney angelbby2121@yahoo.com

04/07/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open GRO Other Landscape 5800 NE 88th St. Vancouver Landscape crews openly working in neighborhood Gary Patterson gp9a@andrew.cmu.edu 4124800656 TRUE
04/07/20 8:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open All stars construction llc Construction 4170 Augusta Dr NETacoma Removing popcorn ceilings. Chadwick Chapman chevyhawks4life@gmail.com 2532892926
04/07/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Richland Mobile Home Park Other Mobile Home Park 35 Apollo Blvd Richland I turned in a leave of absence request letter due to the Coronavirus(Covid-19), because I am a high 

risk individual (Stroke, graves disease) my company did not accept my leave of absence Request. My 
property manager's daughter lives with her and works for a Hospital in Yakima WA  which puts us at 
greater risk. I did not feel safe going to work, therefore asking for a leave of absence, the company 
said I didn't qualify for a leave of absence because we are an essential business and I have not been 
there long enough. I see my position is posted on Indeed.com  I did not quite my job, I put in for a 
leave of absence, then I was told by the head of human resources that my resignation is being 
processed and my final paycheck will be issued. I did not quite, I requested a leave of absence out of 
fear for my life and I was fired. I had full intentions of returning to work as soon a the coronavirus ran 
its course but I was told to turn in my keys and any other company owned stuff and I would then be 
issued my final paycheck. I filed for unemployment standby with employment security in the State of 
WA and was approved to standby without seeking work until May 2 2020. I don't see myself returning 
to work on May 2 2020 because I was terminated for requesting a leave of absence. Please help me 
with this matter.
 Michelle Mackey

Michelle Mackey shellyamonmackey@gmail.com 509-578-9982

04/07/20 9:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mountain States Construction Co Construction 803 Scoon Rd Sunnyside Non essential construction and upgraded work being performed at corporate headquarters on Scoon 
rd. Multiple non-essential sub contractors performing non essential work for sole benefit of General 
contractor Mountain States. During the work day up to 100 people in total may be on site and working.

AGC 3604024532

04/07/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Isola Hones Construction 13555 SE 36th St #320Bellevue Construction STILL going on at their site on 4th Ave NE between Woodlawn Ave NE and NE 65th. 3-4 
workers hammering and doing framework starting at 8:30am. It’s so loud and I know they’ve been told 
numerous times to stop!

04/07/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open BOSA Construction 188 Bellevue Way NEBellevue Work being done

04/07/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Isola Homes Seattle Construction 6539 4th Ave NE Seattle Construction Site at 6539 4th Ave NE has workers continuing to work and has a generator running 
continuously. 

There has been no one there until today, and they showed up with 4-5 guys that were all grouped in 
close proximity at the front of the building before spreading out to work on the building. 

With everyone else also at home, the construction noise for their non-essential residential 
construction unit is offensive and frustrating to others on this densely packed residential street.

Brad Feddersen BRAD@FEDDERSENSFOLLY.COM 2069145185

04/07/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ProScapes, Inc. Other Landscaping 9002 South March Point RdAnacortes Has crews working on NEW projects such as landscape, irrigation and fence / deck installations. Has 
been negligent in implementing safety precautions and is justifying  operations under "construction" of 
essential businesses. The owner is calling an increasing amount of employees to back to work every 
day because he has not been forced to shut down.

Shaina Mohme mystical14fun@msn.com 3604306996

04/07/20 9:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mima Prairie Landscape Services llc Other (Landscaping) Mima Prairie landscape services LLC 6111 Old Olympic Hwy SWOlympia, Wa I am a employee of this Business, I am on unemployment, following the law, of not working, 
Landscaping is "Non essential"

Laurie Depretto #360-791-6888

Has continued to work every day, since 
March 27 2020 through today April 7.

This women brags she's above the law, she has 3 trucks working, with illegal Mexicans, going out 
every day from 7:30 am to 7 pm 

She has no respect for law or COVD-19

She is violation of,

(Non essential business is open)

(Business function performed that is non essential)

(Large Gathering of people) 

The work address is there home address aswell.

04/07/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedar and Sage (David Gintz) Construction 97 Big Hill Dr CLE ELUM, WA 98922This contractor continues to operate in the Suncadia development building vacation homes and 
rentals. All subcontractors and crews are still on site working.

thatlldoryn@gmail.com

04/07/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Teufel Landscape Other Landscape mainience 7431 NE Evergreen Pkwy Ste 200Hillsboro operating and violating the spirit of the essential order mowing lawns exposing society and their 
employees by spreading contact for purposes not realted to the health, safety, transportation, or the 
supply of necessities to society during this time

Chaun Griffith solocg@hotmail.com 3603564514

04/07/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bay Court at Harbour Pointe Construction 11108 Chennault Beach RoadMukilteo Our apartment has hired landscapers, gutter cleaners and power washers for the next week.  
According to "Construction Guidance – Stay Home, Stay Healthy Proclamation (20-25)" this is not 
essential. Sergent Fanning of Mukilteo Police told me that it was and refused to converse with me 
cordially about it.

Alex Sherron alex.t.sherron@gmail.com (704) 999-6833

04/07/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Growsource Other Landscape material 2200 Diviision St Bellingham They are selling beauty  bark which is not an essential  product Dick Dykstra Dirkd4@hotmail.com 3604103000
04/07/20 9:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tony Lind Paving Construction 23048 172nd Ave SEKent Still working nonessential jobs.

04/07/20 9:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Maurer construction Construction 2011 w Maxwell AveSpokane The construction company it's working on non essential buildings and work that is non essential also 
they are not providing their employees with any masks or gloves while working very close to each 
other

Peggy andersen Pmberry13@gmail.com 5093621074

04/07/20 9:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open VR Landscaping & Fencing LLC Construction 3006 Mahogany Dr SELacey Building fences which is non essential Alison Griffin griffinfamily10124@outlook.com 360-525-8182
04/07/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open C & E Concrete Design Other Landscape and Concrete Design 12005 SE 274th St. Kent Is doing a landscaping job right now at 1503 E. Nanevicz  Ave. in Buckley.  This is not the first time 

since the "stay at home order" was issued.
Sherrie Hoth sherrie911@msn.com 253-561-2225

04/07/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open VR Landscaping & Fencing LLC Construction 3014 Mahogany Dr SELacey Building fences Alison Griffin griffinfamily10124@outlook.com 360-525-8182
04/07/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open na Construction 510 10th ave E Seattle residential construction open and workers are working every day. TRUE
04/07/20 9:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DM Fencing Construction 6934 Oleander St Lacey Building fences Alison Griffin griffinfamily10124@outlook.com 360-525-8182
04/07/20 10:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trugreen Other Landscaping Audubon neighborhood by little gardenSpokane They were doing cosmetic treatments, not adhering to the rule about preventing spoliation or 

imminent destruction, etc. My lawncare Company is closed pursuant to your order. Please include all 
landscaping services in your order if that is appropriate to you. You are allowing two national 
companies (trugreen and Senske) to operate in spokane ((ignoring the community care and state 
order)) while local businesses that are invested in the area are punished for following the order. 
UPDATE THE LIST OF ESSENTIAL WORKERS TO INCLUDE ALL LANDSCAPERS OR 
FINE/CLOSE THESE BUSINESSES THAT ARE BLATANTLY DISREGARDING YOUR ORDER. It’s 
not fair or healthy for our community.

Greg gregoryhurn@yahoo.com

04/07/20 10:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ruhlman brothers inc. Construction 65 Musselman rd Hanover Company is pretending to be closed but working and having employees come in. Driving together in 
trucks and working together within the social distancing regulation



04/07/20 10:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open No Limit Construction Construction 3815 Atlanta Lane Pasco This contractor was observed working on non essential work during this prohibited time. My company 
started the project and told the homeowner that we had to place the work hold.  And he went and 
found this company to do the work even though they were prohibited. I have guys sitting at home with 
out work and these guys are violating the order.

Tim Smith tim@tricityfenceworks.com 509-531-8713

04/07/20 10:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 4260 NE 50th St Seattle Active residential construction project -- multiple workers on site

04/07/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 5049 Sand Point Pl Seattle Residential construction site -- multiple workers on site

04/07/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Force1 Other Warehouse 12704 NE 124th St. # 32-33Kirkland There are people working in this warehouse but they sell toys.  I think the name of the company is 
Kaliber Global (in Seattle).  There is a girl in there for sure that when I spoke to her, she said her boss 
told her she had to come to work and she was scared that she would be fired if she didn't come in, 
even though she has health condition that makes her vulnerable.

04/07/20 10:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ballard tree care Other Tree service 14419 greenwood ave nSeattle I ha e observed multiple trucks going out to work on multiple days John zehren John.zehren1@gmail.com 2064988366
04/07/20 10:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Adopt A Stream Foundation Other Salmon restoration non profit 600 128th st SE Everett I've been speaking with an employee that works for Adopt A Stream who is too afraid to report his 

boss for fear of repercussions. This business continues to operate with employees and volunteers in 
groups without any safety protocols in place and their CEO harasses employees for calling in sick. He 
has proof in emails. I believe this business is well outside what is considered to be an essential work 
place. The work they do can certainly wait. The employees are in fear of their safety as their CEO 
regularly communicates to them that the virus danger is not real.

Tamara Findlay tflevel5@gmail.com 3602207879

04/07/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TRAMMELL CROW Construction 1001 106th Ave NE Bellevue Last week Governor Inslee updated the Stay Home, Stay Healthy order to be in place through May 4. 
The next day the construction site, which previously had abided by the guidelines, resumed 
operations. I have noticed there are many social distancing signs on the site however have observed 
that it is not widely practiced.

Sumaya Abdurrezak 1sumaya@gmail.com 7033953773

04/07/20 10:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unkown Other Landscapers 35071 41st Pl S Auburn Concerned due to landscaping company working next door and close together. Robin Blake robin.blake@kingcounty.gov 206-477-4220

04/07/20 10:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open View Askew Other Construction of Cannabis Farm 30007 Hwy 97, Riverside, WA They just started the Dirt work on the property, no building permits have been issued and County 
Building inspector said this activity was not deemed essential since it is a new construction for a new 
farm. are they allowed to start construction?

Sharma Dickinson riversidetownhall@live.com 509-826-4670

04/07/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NLS- Northwest Landscaping Services Other Landscape Maltby Rd Maltby He is out doing landscaping work in our neighborhood. Per the Governor, this is not essential. Andrea Dobbs amdobbs4@gmail.com 2039470371

04/07/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Southgate Fence Construction 7532 Henderson BLVD SEOlympia I saw them working last week on a fence and it looked like a normal home not a government building 
or anything. Are fences essential?

04/07/20 10:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Frye Art Museum Construction 704 Terry Ave Seattle Construction workers still doing their jobs right behind Frye Museum.

04/07/20 10:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Floyd Hewitt Construction 1641 evergreenn point rdmedina doing constructi0n on residence 5 of last 6 days. Floyd Hewitt project mgr @ 206-730-4482 robert wohlman wohl1230@comcast.net 4255168181

04/07/20 10:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Malcolm Construction 314 NE 149 th Shoreline People working during shutdown closer then 6 feet Chad +1 (206) 255-6036
04/07/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Lake Grove St SW across from Harborstone CULakewood, Wa 98499 Continued construction of apartment complex that hasn’t had all foundations poured yet.

04/07/20 11:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Camden Homes Construction 15413 E Valleyway Ave # 300CSpokane Valley Construction continues in their developments
Take exit #293/BARKER RD

Turn South onto BARKER RD - go 1.64 mi

Turn Right on E CHAPMAN RD - go 0.3 mi

Turn Right on E SALTESE ESTATES RD

04/07/20 11:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rex Construction Construction 420 11th Ave W Kirkland Crew arrived today and started digging in front of house construction project.  The house construction 
project has been quiet for the last month.

Concerned Neighbor

04/07/20 11:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Pile Construction pier 62 Seattle Pier construction on the waterfront dock, non social distances, they are all going into a box I’m 
guessing for a lunch break or to get tools? There’s no way this is essential.

04/07/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open No name Construction 31100 SW Avalon WaySeattle Residential Construction is going on and open. Sheryn Linnard 206-932-4195
04/07/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hinsz landscaping maintance Other Landscape, lawncare 20 w Augusta Spokane wa Non essential buisness open Jason Jasondamyot@gmail.com 5093129034
04/07/20 11:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open New Traditions Construction 11815 NE 113th St #110, Vancouver, WA 98662Vancouver The Holley Park site in La Center Washington is building new residential construction, when that is 

prohibited during the ban. April 7,2020 at 11:00 am
Joseph luczek Joseph.luczek@gmail.com 360-989-6344

04/07/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure, there seem to be multiple 
businesses involved

Construction 919 Pine Street Edmonds This is home construction that is going on at this site and there are multiple trucks and lots of people 
working on a project that the governor has said is nonessential.

John Heldridge jeheldridge@mac.com 206-972-6432

04/07/20 11:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Total Site Services Construction 2780 Salk Ave Richland Lots of workers on George Washington way duping work that doesn’t seem essential.   Workers are 
closer than 6 feet

04/07/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Homeowner is doing construction - 
business name unknown

Construction 13758 3rd Ave NW Seattle Our neighbor is doing construction on his home. He and a crew of two to three people have been 
working regularly on the residence and not observing stat at home stay healthy. They often work from 
early morning until well after dark. Clouds of construction debris often drift toward our property. Just 
the dust and debris in the air is already complicating my breathing. We are a household with multiple 
high risk individuals. We have tried to speak to this neighbor and he was dismissive, combative and 
aggressive. Please help.

Amy Davies amkdavies@gmail.com 2069196581

04/07/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open C and C Yard Care Other Lawn care 5210 N Florida Spokane This company has been going business to business, house to house causing a potential massive 
spread of covid19. They are putting our community at risk and should cease operation immediately.

Anonymous

04/07/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Potts Painting Construction 11410 NE 124th St Kirkland saw walking around house with neighbor look like estimate Ananya Bawa Bawaananya346@gmail.com
04/07/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Radiate Fairfeild development Construction 15808 bear creek pkwyRedmond Many constructions workers are busy on this construction site. Nicole Champoux seattlesoleil@hotmail.com 2063346513
04/07/20 12:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Quadrant Homes, Monarch Ridge Construction New Home Construction 24421 NE 16th St Redmond Workers on roof carrying out construction on new builds on 244th Tania Lakhani tanialakhani@yahoo.co.uk 4255161003
04/07/20 12:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Osoyoos Ready Mix Construction Ready Mix 4601 97th Rue Osoyoos Company is spotted crossing US-Canada border to pour concrete for non-essential jobs since US 

companies in the area are closed.
David Freels chauncyfreels@live.com 5094491000

04/07/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CCM Architecture Construction 111 N 81st St Seattle Construction work with multiple workers continues on a residence at 111 N 81st St, Seattle.

04/07/20 12:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Topline Counters Other Counter tops 3900 150th Ave Ct EastSumner, WA I would like to report Topline Counters, a counter top company. They are claiming to be closed and it 
looks that way from the outside looking in and in writing, but it's actually picking up since governor 
Inslee extended the lockdown. More work is being scheduled pushing the limits of any gray area. 
Although there are some essential customers, Topline itself is not essential, that's why it's not "open" 
altogether. They actually are open though. Some are working from home which is allowable in the 
governor's proclamation but there are still measure people, installers, shop workers, and delivery 
teams carrying on and potentially exposing themselves, their families, communities, etc. There's been 
close calls but no one is sick or maybe they haven't told anyone. Some that are working are not 
comfortable but don't want to risk their job so they continue. It's to the point of going out to measure to 
places that are not safe and clearly not essential but they are defying the order themselves. Another 
thing is customers in Oregon are open and expecting delivery so Topline is supporting that. Is this 
something that someone can look into? It's not just the workers that are at risk, they have families 
waiting for them when they return home that are at risk too. That's the main reason for the governor's 
order, Stay Home-Stay Healthy. They are also taking advantage of undocumented people in the 
shop. It seems like they are the only ones working in the shop. Help us please.

Anonymous Please (I don't want to risk anyone's job)Anonymous Please (253) 826-5480

04/07/20 12:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 7020 Phinney Ave NSeattle Framing crew working on new building Miklos Kohary office@koharyconstruction.com 2067844505
04/07/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 734 N 81st St Construction 734 N 81st St Seattle About 15 construction worker in small area.  No PPE, and not observing distancing or other protocols.

04/07/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Madrona Log Home Repair and Care Construction 5609 71st Ave NE Marysville With approval to work or not boss Mentioned “working under the radar.” Claims he was approved 
essential to work. When construction was originally shut down he was trying to get his employees to 
continue working. Claiming and exaggerating rot on log, no jobs had any severe rot that would effect 
structural support or safety of a home and can wait till this pandemic is over. Also said “we just need 
to finish projects we already begun”  but is starting new projects. Sending people from lake Stevens 
down to issaquah, all the way over to Spokane. Mentioned  he is behind on bills a few months ago so 
it seems his bills are more important that the safety of his employees and their families. Is sanding and 
staining a log as important as our first responders? Markets and stores? No, and we must stop all 
unnecessary projects during this pandemic for the safety of our community

04/07/20 12:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open FIVE STAR PAINTING OF BELLEVUE Construction 213 Southwest 41st StreetRenton Business is still painting inside and outside of residential homes posing a risk to painters being 
exposed.

04/07/20 1:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open McMains Roofing Construction 176th ave East and 108th st EastBonney Lake 3 Roofers doing a complete reroof. Non essential business Rob Montgomery romontgomery67@gmail.com 253-576-3703
04/07/20 1:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dominis Stone LLC Construction 22425 72nd Ave S Kent They have stayed open during the closure and they're asking me to come back and work part-time. 

And I'm on unemployment for full-time
Brian Haley Bhaley59@gmail.com 253-733-8234

04/07/20 1:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CCM Architecture Construction residential 111 N 81st St Seattle Construction work with multiple workers is continuing on home renovation located at 111 N 81st St, 
Seattle

Other Other Other

04/07/20 1:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CCM Architecture Construction 111 N 81st St Seattle Residential construction with multiple workers

04/07/20 1:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 17819 N Palomino RdColbert Workers are doing repairs inside a house

04/07/20 1:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Adam Laneer Construction Construction Jester Ct. NW Olympia Construction is non-esential, they are gathering in a large group of people. Meysa Hayvaz meysahayvaz@gmail.com 3609518125

04/07/20 1:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Adam Laneer Construction Construction Jester Ct. NW Olympia Ongoing new happening with group of many people.  Have been working daily while the rest of us are 
honoring the stay at home policy and non-essential business closure.  They are out spreading the 
virus forcing the rest of us to be unemployed longer.  Need to be stopped!

04/07/20 1:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Leapfrog Landscaping Other Landscape maintenance Gravelly Beach NW Olympia Ongoing teams working during  non-essential business closure.  Not honoring the non-essential 
business closure or stay at home order.

04/07/20 1:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown roofing business Construction 6403 NE 140th Ave Vancouver Roofers started a roofing job in my neighborhood yesterday. They are also working side by side with 
no social distancing.

04/07/20 1:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Highpoint Investments, LLC Construction 225 Harvard Ave E Seattle Construction work is still occurring on 225 Harvard Ave E.
The construction is to build a new apartment building.

The business name is based on what I found here but this may be outdated: 
http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/AppDocs/GroupMeetings/DRProposal3028590AgendaID7012.pdf

04/07/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open One Way Construction Construction 1351 Walla Walla AveWenatchee Construction, @ the hotel next to Walla Walla Point Park R Dean info@onewaynw.com
04/07/20 1:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Micheal’s lawn and garden Other Land Scapers 204 Terry Rd. #110 Coupeville As the governor has declared that all non essential businesses should remain closed, This company 

is putting me and my family at risk by continually coming to my house.
Paul Rempa paul.rempa@gmail.com 360-9291473

04/07/20 2:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rey Landscaping and irrigation Other Landscaping 20701 295th Pl SE Maple Valley In Newport Shores, Bellevue, where I live there are numerous Rey Landscaping trucks, doing 
numerous landscaping work, all with crews of people.  We walk by them every day with our masks on, 
yet have to breathe in all the debris they are blowing from property to property.  My question is, is this 
an essential business?

Nancy Main Neisner@comcast.net 4256810643 reyslandscaping@gmail.com

04/07/20 2:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Barcelo Homes Construction 4719 90th Ave SE Mercer Island This a home remodel / flip that continues to go on inspite of the city's orders to stop work. The Mercer 
Island Police issued a warning yesterday 4/6/2020 to stop work. However the builders are continue to 
work discreetly by parking their vans behind hidden wooden construction slabs so that they don't get 
attention. The MIPD has asked neighbors to file a complaint on this webpage.

Neighbor. nadia@barcelohomes.com

04/07/20 2:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Andy's Lawn Care Other lawn care 4229 Cedar Hills Ct Bellingham Still continuing door to door lawn care April 7 2020 Niki Thae niki.thane@gmail.com 3602205679
04/07/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Innovative lawn and landscape Other Landscape/Lawn and tree care P.O. Box 48067 Spokane Several workers from Innovative Lawn and Landscape on property in our neighborhood. Spraying and 

mowing lawns. Not practicing social distancing and a non essential business still in operation.
Josh joshdipro@yahoo.com 5092202692

04/07/20 2:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 3602 14th Avenue southSeattle Workers not social distancing and no mask. Raymond Mason Raymason1@msn.com 2062901481
04/07/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open A Cut Above Landscape Maintenance Other Landscaper 5618 NE 62nd Ave Vancouver Todd Jividen, the landscaper for a Cut Above is still working in the community.  He does lawn 

maintenance  for my neighbors.  I believe Todd is the owner of the business.    My address for him is 
from 2010 so I'm not sure if it's accurate.

Mary Williams mw-ink@comcast.net 3605135504



04/07/20 2:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open R&R Irrigation Other Irrigation 1451 TULL Walla Walla He is out doing non-essential sprinkler work at residences.  Totally unnecessary at this time. Jarvis Mcboone Jarvismcboone@yahoo.com

04/07/20 3:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 106th Ave NE and NE 10th Street (new Amazon building)Bellevue Construction work for a private company continues to take place.  This construction is non-essential.

I'd appreciate a follow up. 

Thank you for keeping our city safe during these challenging times.

Jason Mariasis jason@jasonmariasis.com 571-733-0063

04/07/20 3:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Terra Bella (TERRABELLA) Other Landscaping 5528 E Cataldo Ave Spokane Terra Bella operates a private landscaping firm that does decorative maintenance but does not 
provide any necessary services during quarantine per Governor Inslee's order, and poses an 
imminent risk by not following social distancing policies and directly interacting with the public.

Holden Hansen holdennah@gmail.com 5092055155

04/07/20 3:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Green Thumb Company Other Residential Lawn Care 5030 Waschke Rd Bellingham Young laborers left when asked, and I called the company on 4/7/2020 and left VM.
A BUSINESS is not simply deemed essential, but EACH JOB on it's docket. Residential lawn care is 
NOT an essential job other than to prevent life-threatening damage.

NIKI THANE NIKI.THANE@GMAIL.COM 3602205679

04/07/20 3:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Residential construction project Other Residential 1430 24th ave Seattle Currently there are construction workers working at a property located across from 1430 24th Avenue  
adjacent to the Liberty Bank building and across  from another   Residential property  Construction 
site.1420 24th ave Seattle  wa 98122

DARNELL N HIBBLER hibbdh@gmail.com 3606204208

04/07/20 3:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Edge Builders Construction 2048 Agronomy WayLynden Non essential Construction company actively building Residential homes off Northwood Road in 
Lynden. It’s a new housing development with several construction companies building new homes.

04/07/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Amazing Painting Construction 100th Marysville Business violating stay at home order there number 
360-631-4644

John Doe NA NA

04/07/20 3:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open C&C Construction Construction 8510 N Forest Blvd Spokane They have a construction crew working outside and have had them there for a week. There are two 
company vehicles outside the house and several crew members working on a deck outside the home.

Kristen J Carter krisandry@gmail.com 5092709245

04/07/20 4:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Residential construction project Construction 19902 184th Pl NE Woodinville There's an ongoing residential construction project that's continuing despite Governor Inslee's 
proclamation. It involves multiple workers who drive into the neighborhood and are working on an 
addition to a home. These workers are not practicing social distancing. This is not appropriate, given 
the state's efforts to defeat the virus. It's also not fair to the thousands of ethical contractors who are 
abiding by the order at great cost to themselves and their employees, nor is it fair to those of use who 
live in the neighborhood and are staying home per the governor's order, and would like to be able to 
get out and walk the streets of our neighborhood safely (pretty much our only exercise option at this 
point). Please notify the homeowner that this work must stop until the crisis has passed. We all need 
to step up and do our part.

04/07/20 4:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ABR Construction Construction 120 S wall. ST Mount Vernon How can a roofing outfit be open if Construction is closed???? All other roofing companies are closed Jennifer Knuth billandjenk@gmail.com 3608535711

04/07/20 4:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest Asphalt Construction 10430 Renton Issaquah Rd SEIssaquah Still paving for non essential residential construction.

04/07/20 4:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 507 117th St S Tacoma Construction is continuing every day on a new residential dwelling. BRET TKACS Bret.j.tkacs@gmail.com 2537326412
04/07/20 5:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fairfield Residential - Radiate 

Apartments
Construction 15808 Bear Creek ParkwayRedmond I'm not sure of the actual construction company name. They have been back in operation yesterday 

and today (4/6/20 and 4/7/20)
Jennifer Henry roo_girrl@hotmail.com

04/07/20 5:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Reveal Exteriors Construction Construction 6824 Oswego Pl NESeattle Reveal Exteriors has been working at this apartment building which I believe isn't low-income housing. William Bernhard WJBERNHARD@GMAIL.COM 2063550385

04/07/20 5:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Reveal Exteriors Construction 6824 Oswego Pl NESeattle Reveal has been working on this building and I don't believe it's low-income housing WILIAM BERNHARD WJBERNHARD@GMAIL.COM 2063550385

04/07/20 5:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Intrigue custom homes Construction 296431 230303 AIRWAY HEIGHTS PR SEKennewick Home builder

04/07/20 6:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown builder removing asbestos 
siding

Construction 16th Street SW and 10th Ave SW. across from wetlandsPuyallup Not exactly sure of the address, but it’s across from the wetland on the corner of 16th SW and 10th 
SW it’s very obvious the home is being gutted.  Today they appear to be removing asbestos siding 
without proper precautions and in violation of the stay at home order.   Several trucks and trailers.  
Also blocking the streetZ

Charlotte Proulx Charproulx@gmail.com 509-930-9241

04/07/20 6:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 7300 block of Byron StOlympia Residential construction project continues every day with workers in close proximity to each other with 
no PPE.

Patrick Boyce p.boyce@comcast.net 3604701715

04/07/20 7:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Signature Landscaping Construction 7120 185th Ave NE Redmond This company was doing landscaping maintenance in a neighborhood in Kenmore. Also saw an 
unmarked truck doing siding work on new construction in Kirkland on Finn Hill today also.

04/07/20 8:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open FANCO CONSTRUCTION INC Construction 230303 AIRWAY HEIGHTS PR SEkennewick residential construction that are not social distancing Richardstyj@gmail.com
04/07/20 8:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lux Homes LLC Construction 153 16th Ave Kirkland Ongoing residential construction.  Multiple workers are on site & not observing social distancing. Jan Denby jlcd425@gmail.com 425-443-0125

04/07/20 8:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stimac Construction Construction South Kansas loop East Wenatchee General is trying to get nonessential business to go back to work because they have pre sold houses. 
Some trades are already working. General is trying to strong arm subcontractors.

04/07/20 9:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Forma Construction 200 Boardwalk Way Kelso Not understanding what Inslee wants.  Everyone does not maintain a 6’ distance.  That’s actually 
impossible doing construction.  Teams are how it works

Reid Reidmohoric@yahoo.com 3693040452

04/07/20 9:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 219th Pl SE & SE 298th StKent Construction is still underway every weekday with several workers clearing land and prepping a future 
residential neighborhood construction site.

Mark Markf2372@gmail.com 2533734900

04/07/20 10:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open BNB builders Construction 15045 tukwila international boulevardTukwila Why are we still open? We get crambed into small trailers, no one is practicing social distancing on 
the job and i constantly overhear people talking about going out every night. This is a danger to 
everyone on the site and everyone they go home to.

04/07/20 10:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trestle monument Construction 1979 w 5th Spokane I have been required to work as the owner said we are closed and has sent all employees home but 
wants me to work .

Laura tresko 5099996298

04/08/20 3:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mill Valley Homes Construction 113 W Crawford St Deer Park Directed Employees to continue to work despite Inslee’s order, claiming to be exempt. Fired 
employees for asking for proof and disobedience.

04/08/20 3:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Peak Construction Construction on Vancouver Street & W. 39th Ave.Kennewick Private construction workers have been working during the past week on a private homebuilding 
project.

Suzie stsmurphy@yahoo.com 509-582-7064

04/08/20 5:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Transco Northwest Other Conveyer systems 22211 76th Ave Kent Employees are still working, despite contractors being shut down.

04/08/20 5:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Christensen Home Services Construction Unknown not listed Bellingham Again out doing non essential work. Pressure washing is not essential!  Posted another result from 
him pressure washing another job yesterday. The day before he did one with gutter cleaning. This 
guy gets to rip off all the work honest businesses are turning away to follow our governors directions. 
Not personal. I’m suffering like everyone else and these actions are keeping us inside longer and 
honest people that aren’t greedy and self centered are paying big time by these people cashing in on 
others refusing to work.

Bryan motation83@icloud.com 7206455723

04/08/20 7:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Home Boys Construction 15906 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley This company is operating an open sales office for manufactured homes and claiming public-funded 
housing is why they can stay operating in business which is false and construction crews are 
continuing to work. The owners are continuing to put employees and the general public at risk by not 
following the Governors orders.

Anonymous roxanne@gmail.com 5092584576

04/08/20 7:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DR Horton Construction 832 N 35th ST Vancouver/Ridgefield My roomates husband  has been leaving for work this entire time of stay at home to continue working 
construction sits with DR Horton. 
We are concerned the company and the individuals are not taking it seriously

Russ Roberson russjr9595@gmail.com 8314064399

04/08/20 7:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Lawn Care Other Lawn Care 15265 NE 95th St Redmond Seeing employees coming and going, taking out work trucks and operating in full capacity Meagan Ehlers bob_roborts@yahoo.com 4065794169

04/08/20 7:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open PAG FINE HOMES LLC Construction 10426 NE 43rd St kirkland House Construction next to my house on a construction site for a house that is about halfway done. 
We have asked them to stop and they have been doing this for 4 days now. They still have not 
stopped. This is a non-essential business as mandated by Governor Inslee and this is a threat to 
public health.

vala tayebi valatayebi@hotmail.com 4257361643

04/08/20 7:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ??? Construction 324 N 77th St Seattle Continuing residential construction. Robert Powell rkpowell@mac.com 2069543219
04/08/20 8:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Contractors at Work Site Construction 743 N 92nd st Seattle This construction site continues to be active. If the mayor is stopping all essential public works 

projects. This new condo build should be stopped
Matthew Meyers mmeye1@gmail.com 5189297790

04/08/20 8:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LMN Construction 1930 boren Avenue Seattle Workers are still at work at the new 10-story office building at 1930 Boren Ave in Seattle. Again at the 
crack of dawn I hear workers again. I have photos of 3 workers within 1 foot of each other.

Adam Goetz atgoetz@gmail.com 5072721967

04/08/20 8:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sherwin-Williams Other Paint store 2303 Harrison Ave NWOlympia They were requiring their employees to report to work, threatening them with job loss if they didn't 
show up.

Bill Fishburn rwfishbu@gmail.com 360-480-6762

04/08/20 8:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open McLeod Construction Construction 301 W Raye St Seattle Construction working non-essential project on condo. People working did not respect the 6 feet rule 
and have large gather of workers instead of smaller groups. Also blocking resident entrance.

Jessica 7325338360

04/08/20 8:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Blackwood builders (Lynnwood home 
office)

Construction 4516 Greenwood Ave North (address of on going work)Seattle Blackwood Builders has never stopped work during the full shut down. they are not essential.    Still 
workers going daily to the job site:  4516 Greenwood Ave North, Seattle.  Checking with you -why 
they continue?    Blackwood ==15620 Hwy 99 Suite 11 Lynnwood, Wa. 98087  206.954.7516

04/08/20 8:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Northwest Siding Construction 223 27th Ave E Seattle Residential construction of new development  occurring at or near address provided

04/08/20 8:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction ~1800 NW 89th St Seattle There is continued construction occurring on 4 townhouses being constructed on 89th at the end of 
18th Ave NW. Guaranteed not publicly funded.

Christopher Taylor mesmedly24@gmail.com 2066787559

04/08/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Carleton Ave South Seattle There are construction crews building apartments.

04/08/20 8:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Heartland shed Construction 31611 river shore lanegranite falls are sheds essential? Elton dickinson 425-892-4842
04/08/20 9:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Chase Cooper, C&C Investments 

Properties, CRC Ventures
Construction PO BOX 2874 Wenatchee LICENSE # CCINVIP865DM This business has been reported to the local Health District for previous 

violations. They are operating residential construction on their East Haven project across from 21st 
Place NW & Cascade in East Wenatchee. On his Facebook page, he has a petition going to make 
residential construction essential. Our house has an RN, Fred Meyer Cashier, and Behavioral Health 
Ombudsman that HAVE to work. Please shut them down.

Nanine Carter naninecarter@gmail.com 5098602224

04/08/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open George WA Microtel hotel Construction 224 bing ave George People will get sick if construction is not stopped. So much danger!

04/08/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Likely Independent contractors Construction 1808 NW 89th St Seattle Framing crew working M-F 8am-6pm building townhouses in a dense residential neighborhood.

04/08/20 9:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Terrene Homes Construction 11903 NE 128th St Kirkland Address is for construction site Austin Sheely saut235@lni.wa.gov 2063059392
04/08/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest door Construction 19000 canyon road Puyallup My concern is we are a non essential buisness that thinks they are above the law and is staying 

open. We make garage doors for residential homes which falls into the construction memorandum Jay 
inslee put out. They are calling more people back as the days go. We were lauf off then they decided 
to call people back. We are non essential we shouldn't be open.

Eddie Echarette26@gmail.com 4013099311

04/08/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open home construction Construction 12814 103rd PL NE Kirkland my neighbor at this address has renovation activity ongoing at their home with large groups of workers Jennifer R Murphy jenrosemurphy@gmail.com 6512497267

04/08/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Storedahl and Sons Construction 18601 NE Yacolt Mountain RdYacolt, WA 98675 (PHONE 360-636-2420)The construction industry in Clark County has not slowed noticeably in spite of the stay at home order 
from Gov. Inslee. Storedahl continuse to run their rock quarries, hundreds of trucks continue to deliver 
to construction sites throughout the county each day, imperiling the community with the spread of the 
virus. JL Storedahl family spokespersons have proclaimed their gravel business as essential 
activities, even though they admit they do not verify their customers are supporting an essential 
activity. PLEASE contact Storedahl and Sons. If the gravel deliveries stop, other than for essential 
activities, the non-essential construction activities will also wind down and our community will be safer.

04/08/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don't Know Construction Lakegrove St Lakewood Framing crews working Mike Boyle mboylecrab@gmail.com 206-769-7664
04/08/20 10:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Contractor Construction 6654 Carleton Ave SSeattle Building has resumed on these condos as of 4/8/2020 when non-essential construction was 

supposed to be halted.
04/08/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sea con Construction 192nd ave Bonney Lake This is a new construction and there are people working her I don’t believe this is non essential work. 

I contacted the city office and they sent me this site.
Jean clarke Waclarkes@msn.com 2534474825

04/08/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Adair Homes Construction 12408 s Kremer rd Spokane wa 99224 I’m a builder and complying with rules set forth. 
Adair Homes is building home  at present home. This is not fair to the people following the restriction.

Carrie Wurzburg ccwurzburg@hotmail.com 5099981575



04/08/20 10:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open hawaiian Construction LLC Construction 15339 173rd Ave se Monroe I am seeing building being painted on main Street and highway 2 at GSHeating. At Lowe's in Monroe 
they are working on a building that could wait as well. If we have to obey rules these companies 
should too. Who does the checking please contact me

Robert Black hawaiianconstructionllc@gmail.com 2063565099

04/08/20 10:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 5049 Sand Point Pl NESeattle Residential construction site -- multiple workers on site

04/08/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 4252 NE 50th St Seattle Residential construction site -- multiple workers onsite

04/08/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open not sure,no name on trucks Other lawncare 616 GLENNWOOD CT NERENTON WA,98056 The people at 616 Glennwood ct ne are running a landscaping business out of their rented property. 
Twice a day, every day they bring trucks(with no license plates and some expired tags) and trailers up 
here to swap out trailers, tools and lawn equipment. Add that to the fact that they are not a essential 
business and scofflaw seems like a polite term. Must be nice to pay no B&o tax. What an advantage 
for a business that many others would like to enjoy.

JOHN LAPOINTE pointless34@hotmail.com 4253060815

04/08/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Aquatic bathware Other Bath tub makers 801 northern Pacific Avenue southeastYelm I have already reported this company due to remaining open after being considered non essential and 
threatening employees with job abandonment if they chose to take leave of absence in order to 
isolate. They were told to shut down yesterday and are again claiming to be essential today.

Christian Lopez Mr.christianolopez21@gmail.com 3603499824

04/08/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lenssen Homes Construction 284 Rolling Hills Ln Wenatchee There are three homes that have had construction workers every day building non essential items on 
the houses. No social distancing practices used either. Continue to build and not follow rules. Putting 
siding paper on as I saw them today and finishing touches that are non essential.

Kayla stewart Mrskaylastewart@gmail.com 2064061758

04/08/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Steve Jensen Homes Construction 10140 SE 10th St Bellevue, WA 98004 The construction workers were still working on site in the past weeks.

04/08/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mahaffey enterprise Construction Clodfelter rd Kennewick wa Trucks and equipment working on mass excavation for future residential construction, delivering rock 
and gravel to residential and contractors.

Jon Elise Non 5097356710

04/08/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Andy McAndrews Construction 223 27th Ave E Seattle Continued construction work. Project #6687395-CN. Unable to find construction company name 
online.

Jenny Jenny.siv@gmail.com 513-255-5525

04/08/20 11:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Naillon construction Construction 1415 Brown Rd W Chehalis This construction company is continuing to build homes, specifically at 675 centralia alpha rd in 
Chehalis

04/08/20 11:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific landscaping  Inc. Construction Lake forest park Lake forest park Landscapers everywhere doing not essential work, not well protected Vincent guzman sandovalife@gmail.com 4253465457
04/08/20 11:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open No name on vehicle Other Landscape 1411 Norrh 48th StreetSeattle Landscaper working. This is the second day this week. Landscaper is not wearing mask within 4 feet 

of neighbors open window.
Melissa Butorac lissabutorac@gmail.com 12064078101

04/08/20 11:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Construction Tehaleh Cascada BLVDBonney Lake Condo construction, next to Tehaleh Elementary School Karin Zueger Karinjzueger@comcast.net 253-722-3476
04/08/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest Home Builders Group Construction 6604 Ne 94th Ave Vancouver Residential construction that has refused to stop, gave false names and paperwork saying they have 

approval from a different city. Broker refused to give up builders names.
Matt Brands m.brands@students.clark.edu 3607849863

04/08/20 11:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Economic Green Other Landscaping 1909 McNair Ave Union Gap Trucks and workers out working when nonessential

04/08/20 11:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Queen Anne Painting Construction 4200 24th Ave W Seattle Making workers return for painting jobs tomorrow, 4/9 in violation of stay at home order. They do not 
paint anything essential.

04/08/20 12:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 1239 east James Construction 1239 east James Seattle This construction site is operating machinery that is producing dust and getting into the  homes on our 
street.  Everything they run their machine, I can feel the dust  in my lungs. Aren't construction sites 
closed now--this company is on site nearly everyday.

Clarita Lefthand-Begay tishalb@yahoo.com 206-856-7658

04/08/20 12:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Martin Hill Constsruction Construction 2141 sw 122nd pl burien, wa Nonessential home remodel. Susan J. Ruddell yecart9988@gmail.com 2064013698
04/08/20 12:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jackson Main Architecture Construction Aurora Ave N and 193rd.Shoreline The Construction site at the above address HAS CONTINUED to operate as usual despite Executive 

Orders. There are LARGE numbers of workers present, and they cut through our property to get to 
the construction site, putting myself AND my neighbors' health at risk. Missing a deadline for a 
building is NOT worth causing possible deaths. Please send help ASAP, they start at 6am and work 
till 8-9pm 6 days a week. Thank you, stay safe.

PJ Broder pjriffic@gmail.com 2064608211

04/08/20 12:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jackson Main Architecture Inc. Construction Aurora Ave N and 193rd.Shoreline The Construction site at the above address HAS CONTINUED to operate as usual despite the 
Governor's Orders. There are LARGE numbers of workers present, and they cut through our property 
to get to the construction site, putting myself AND my neighbors' health at risk. They also throw their 
used food bags, boxes and other trash potentially contaminated by COVID-19. Missing a deadline for 
a building is NOT worth causing possible deaths. They also start at 6am and work till 8-9pm 6 days a 
week, which is noisy and violates noise rules. I appreciate your help in making them stop. Thank you.

Marcy Broder mom_work_2000@yahoo.com 2065469293

04/08/20 12:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Queen Anne Painting Construction 4200 24th Ave W Seattle Making workers return for painting jobs of private residences tomorrow, 4/9 in violation of stay at 
home order.

04/08/20 12:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Apy construction LLC Construction 2224 Crystal Springs Rd WTacoma Also artyom Martemianov has admitting he’s going to work (while on house arrest and suspended 
drivers license) and he doesn’t care what the law says. He has text people that he’s working no 
matter what. His address is 1402 s Stevens st Tacoma wa 98406. He may or may not have a valid 
contractors license. He works under the table for this company and didn’t pay taxes either. But has full 
on admitted he is still working and doesn’t care about the stay home order. Please keep me 
anonymous 
Sergey yakimenko is the boss, artyom is a worker

Cassie Alexander cassiecass18@icloud.com 253-777-6751

04/08/20 12:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Safran Other Manufacturing 12810 State Ave Marysville Safran is ordering employees to report back April 13th, even though it is a non essential business and 
should be closed.

04/08/20 12:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Steve Jensen Homes Construction 10140 SE 10th St, Bellevue, WA 98004 They worked there on Apr.8,2020 761178596@qq.com
04/08/20 12:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Medieris Construction Construction 507 N 72nd Street Seattle This construction project is still in going, and has been in violation of a number of issues during the 

prolonged project. On site daily. Loud.
04/08/20 12:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open General contractors Construction 15213 28th Ave SW Burien 2 white unmarked contractors trucks have been reporting to 15213 28th Ave SW every day, including 

weekends. We believe they are trying to renovate this house so the owners can "flip it." the last 2 
days the trucks have been seen throughput the neighborhood with large boxes containing appliances. 
This community is home to a large population of seniors and these contractors who do not live here 
are putting us all at risk. Also the defunct Seahurst Pharmacy on 152nd SW in Burien is also running 
a nonessential business that has multiple employees still reporting daily.

04/08/20 1:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Apy construction LLC Construction 2224 Crystal Springs Rd WTacoma Also artyom Martemianov has admitting he’s going to work (while on house arrest and suspended 
drivers license) and he doesn’t care what the law says. He has text people that he’s working no 
matter what. His address is 1402 s Stevens st Tacoma wa 98406. He may or may not have a valid 
contractors license. He works under the table for this company and didn’t pay taxes either. But has full 
on admitted he is still working and doesn’t care about the stay home order. Please keep me 
anonymous 
Sergey yakimenko is the boss, artyom is a worker

Cassie Alexander cassiecass18@icloud.com 253-777-6751

04/08/20 1:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open J-Bar Plumbing Construction 10412 4th Ave W Everett Construction of non-essential residential housing is happening on the corner of 145th and Stone Ave 
N, Seattle WA. Construction began April 6th and is on-going. This is the company website: 
https://www.jbarplumbing.com/. Unsure if another construction company is also working, all vehicles 
were unmarked besides one for J-Bar Plumbing,.

04/08/20 2:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Meritus Earthworks LLC Construction Elma WA Elma Meritus is operating on non essential jobs and trucking for non-essential construction jobs/residential. Anonymous Anonymous

04/08/20 2:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open J&S Construction Elma WA Elma J&S is operating on non essential jobs and trucking for non-essential construction jobs/residential. Anonymous Anonymous

04/08/20 2:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Winterbourne Landscape Other Lanscape 8507 250th Ave NE Redmond company is performing routine weekly landscape maintenance and using leaf blowers to blow 
particles all over in the air. Do not see routine landscaping on the list of essential business

04/08/20 3:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Grassroots Lawn Care Other Lawn care 12403 Reservoir Rd EPuyallup Consistent residential lawn and yard maintenance practice and no social distancing. Heidi Sanders stillatoysruskid@gmail.com 2533654700

04/08/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Barcelo Homes Construction 4719 90th Ave SE Mercer Island We were asked to register a complaint against the above Construction by the Mercer Island Police 
Department. Barcelo Homes is remodeling a home at the above address. They are working through 
the Stay at home orders by the Governor. There are several trucks and construction workers that 
enter and leave this property on a given day. They have been warned by the city of Mercer Island to 
Stop work and have also been warned by the MIPD. We have photo evidence of trucks parked 
outside the home and evidence of work that is taking place in this property.  The builders are also 
very aggressive and threatening towards neighbors, we are unable to talk to them about the situation. 
Please do not disclose our names to them.

Meena mnsomasundaram@gmail.com nadia@barcelohomes.com

04/08/20 4:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open QC Contracting Construction 8510 N Forest Blvd Spokane Company is working on the exterior of the house.  Two company vehicles and a trailer are outside of 
the house and at least 3 crew members are there and have been working for the last several days.

Kristen J Carter krisandry@gmail.com 5092709245

04/08/20 4:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open J Sterk Construction Construction N/A Lynden WA This construction is continuing to work although they do private work. The reason I know this is 
because I know the owner and his son and they are telling others they are working until they are 
shutdown.

3609278865

04/08/20 4:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Everygreen Lawn Other Landscape 1922 S Sunrise Spokane Valley My fathers working 9 hour days during Covid. He's putting everyone in the house in danger. Boss 
refuses to close the business. Both parties are unaware i'm filing complaint.

Cassandra dale Cassandradale93@gmail.com 2084152134

04/08/20 5:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Weger's Landscape Construction Construction 628 S Clover Dr, Moses Lake construction workers on Boylson ave in Moses Lake, several people out there working on 
landscaping, concrete, sprinker install, etc

04/08/20 5:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Medallion Industries Inc. Construction 1211 East James CourtSeattle Construction laborers are working at this site. Laying down a walkway. They aren't following social 
distancing protocols. They are also loudly disrupting all the zoom classes and meeting that are now 
online and at home, surrounding this site.

Jonathan Jun Watari jonwatari541@gmail.com 8085541001

04/08/20 6:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Riggins Construction Construction P.O. Box 55939 Shoreline Performing non essential construction. Bob seeley
04/08/20 6:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Homeslice LLC Construction 1431 24th Avenue Seattle This is a residential construction who is continuing to work in violation of the stay at home notice.  

Under non-essential definition this construction is considered as non-essential.
Sandra Fuller Btkitty@msn.com 253-797-5339

04/08/20 7:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cloise and Mike Construction Construction 4158 State Hwy 16 West, Suite ABremerton Roofing contractor has started new residential projects.

04/08/20 7:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tim’s tractor service Construction 55 Obstruction Pass Rd, Olga, WA 98279Olga Multiple workers, non essential road work at eagle lake. Orcas Island,  Washington, Olga/eagle lake 
area

04/08/20 8:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dupree Building Speciality Construction 1035 E. Cataldo Spokane This business continues to operate putting family members at risk for the Coronavirus. Especially 
those family’s with immune compromised.

04/08/20 9:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AmFit, Inc. Other manufacturing 3611 NE 68th StreetVancouver Workers still required to report to work.

04/08/20 9:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open New Housing Construction (SilverLeaf?) Construction 19661 SE 24th Way Sammamish There is construction happening once again on the new housing development at this location after it’s 
been shut down the last couple weeks.  This should not be considered essential construction and 
from multiple observations, social distancing practices are not happening regardless.

dkch08@gmail.com

04/08/20 9:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Infinite Hardwood Flooring Distributors Construction 2200 222nd St SE, Bothell This is non essential business in selling hardwoid flooring

04/08/20 9:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dmac Construction 1723 e. Houston Spokane I saw people in the building and I heard saws and I know that they’re not essential.

04/08/20 10:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open noriega-landscaping Other Landscaper 16106 173 RD AVE SE APRT AMonroe Doing landscape maintenance against governors orders

04/09/20 12:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Collins Landscaping and Design Inc. Other landscaping 13407 432nd Ave SENorth Bend Landscaping is defined as outdoor maintenance. And outdoor maintenance is clearly defined as a non 
essential business in the new guidelines under the stay at home order. This business operates out of 
a residential household and employees report to work there every day. The company has been 
operating every day since the order was put into place. I know because I have them as my 
landscapers. I have spoke with the owner who gave me some run around about how he doesn't have 
to close. I know this is not the case. He should close his business like the rest of us had to and follow 
the order. he is putting himself his employees and customers at risk.

04/09/20 3:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nielsen brothers flooring Other Carpet company 6812 196th st Lynnwood They called me to ask me if they could install my carpet early they said they never closed. They sigh 
is opened and when I called they said they are opened.

04/09/20 5:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open KINGSTON BUILDERS Construction 8202 BE HWY 104 102-139KINGSTON WA Observed business worker in logo work van  performing construction services during COVID 19

04/09/20 7:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 634s Washington Colville Who decides what construction company’s can work and which ones can’t. Unbelievable. Pouring 
footers for a dental company that has a building already is essential?

04/09/20 8:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kaleidoscope Other Landscaping 16037 Aurora Ave N Shoreline They were in Madison Park doing the weekly maintenance of multiple residents’ yards. Joanne Napier joannemnapier@yahoo.com 2062002927



04/09/20 8:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stringham Custom Homes Construction 225 Harvard Ave E Seattle 6-12 people are putting up a new residential apartment. Mike Judge mike@substantial.com 425-213-0097
04/09/20 8:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ohno Construction Construction 9416 Martin Luther King Jr Way S #9416Seattle, WA 98118 They've required all of their formen and project managers to report back into the office. They are not 

working on the job sites, and none of the jobs are essential. Some of those Project managers are well 
into their 60s. Someone will get the virus, and the chances are much higher for a death.

Anonymous

04/09/20 8:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ram construction Construction 4290 pacific highwayBellingham Residential construction in the Balfour valley subdivision in whatcom county, grading, dozing, land 
clearing, development ground work, new housing construction being built when shown exists

Dj Capscrazy08@hotmail.com 240-472-3065

04/09/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cascade Built Construction 4111 E Madison #104Seattle Construction at 207 18th Ave continues well into governor's order to stay at home. They say they're 
protecting the site from spoiling so they had to finish the roof. Now they have to install windows and 
completely finish the exterior of the building. They're just using the clause in the order to protect 
against spoiling to continue to work during this whole order that everyone else has to follow. They are 
also not abiding my social distancing rules and are starting work before 7:00am. They are also 
operating with no parking signs that they don't have a permit for.

Jonathan Faux jonathan.faux@gmail.com 3128103610

04/09/20 9:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 14357 Stone Ave N Seattle There are 2 construction jobs here. For the past few days one of the two will have work activities. 
They are of the same builder.

04/09/20 9:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Romero's Yard Maintenance Other Lawn maintenance 225. 19th Ave Longview Two hispanic men, with lawn equipment, out this morning doing lawn maintenance. Roxanne Ponn Roxzy11@gmail.com 3607726892

04/09/20 9:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Project landscaping inc Other Landscaping company 1501 155th St E Tacoma This landscaping business is open is non essential.  Needs to be shit down

04/09/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Up To Pahre Painting Construction 14331 Salal Dr Edmonds This painting company is currently doing non essential work on a residential home. The address 
reported is the worksite.

04/09/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Inglis Construction Construction Corner of Malachi’s and VillierNine Mile Falls New construction work being actively done daily Shelley Lewis mama4kiddos@icloud.com 5099192134
04/09/20 10:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open (GMT-08:00) Pacific Time (US & 

Canada)
Other Residential Landscaping 13719 SE 256th Pl. Kent Residential landscaping maintenance is not an essential business yet this business is defying the stay 

at home order and continuing residential landscaping such as lawn mowing, etc. I was surprised when 
they showed up in our neighborhood this morning in Federal Way performing simple routine 
maintenance.  There are many similar businesses defying the "stay home stay safe" order in our 
region.

04/09/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mt. Baker Roofing Construction 3950 Home Rd Bellingham Employees seen working on brand new, non essential projects on Ferndale main street Cesar Carrillo felix Cesar.felix14@gmail.com

04/09/20 10:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Judha of Lion  Landscaping  & Services 
LLC

Other Lawn care 60th Street and 43rd Ave NESeattle Company is performing landscaping work on residences on April 9, 2020
Company's name is on its truck parked outside residence where work is being done. Here is the WA 
Secretary of State info for the company:
https://ccfs.sos.wa.gov/#/BusinessSearch/BusinessInformation

Deirdre P. Glynn Levin dglynnlevin@yahoo.com 2064226378

04/09/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Waldron construction Construction 380 de pioneer way Oak harbor Posting all over social media they are continuing to work despite stay at home order

04/09/20 10:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open House Brothers Construction 594 Elma Hicklin Rd WMcCleary House Brothers is working on a new construction home in our neighborhood on Bear Street. Sue Groh Sue.groh@gmail.com 8025786303

04/09/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open V maintenance Construction 1760 e Whidbey AvenueOak harbor Posting all over social media they are continuing to work despite stay at home order. Has stated they 
will not stop. Also offering plumbing and electrical services as a handyman

04/09/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Inside-out painting Construction 6568 Humphrey rd Clinton Announcing all over Facebook they are going to homes for painting. Despite stay home order will 
continue to work

04/09/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cheney Park Commons Apartments Construction 1026 W. 1st St Cheney Construction is still going on at this new apartment complex.  I can see workers and hear hammers 
pounding from my apartment next door.

Eric elefaber@gmail.com 509-280-0310

04/09/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Weingarten Realty - Rainier Square 
Plaza

Construction 3820 Rainier Ave S Seattle Property Management company is engaging in large construction project.

04/09/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open snow eater brewery Restaurant or food service business 2325 N McKenzie Ln, Liberty Lake, WA 99019liberty lake They have been, and continue to make additions to their building, as I type this, there are 8 
individuals pouring a patio outside the building, not a single person is more than 3' apart from the 
nearest other person. They have had several Idaho contractors there working on their project since 
the order was announced.

04/09/20 11:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Livingwater Other Landscape 8227 n regal Spokane They are making their employees come back to work starting Monday of next week. They reported 
other landscape companies to see if anything would happen then once nothing happened they 
decided to open back up and bring their employees back.

04/09/20 11:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Living Water Lawn and Tree Care Other Lawn and Tree care 8227 N. Regal St. Spokane Wa I am a current employee and they are telling us we are returning to work next week. Contactus@livingwaterspray.com

04/09/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open chehade landscaping Other mowing lawns 26786 sunny view kingston my neighbor hires illegal alliens to mow his yard , chehade landscaping is mowing now . this company 
is ran by a guy who is here on a working visa , his employees have been deported once already and 
now they are back , please shut them down

rob robinson flooringwashington@gmail.com 360-440-3159

04/09/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bang's Gardening Services Other Lawn mowing 206-354-0801 (Ben) Seattle The business mowed a lawn on April 8th 2020, in the city of Seattle, two of the men were not  wearing 
masks, made customer contacts, had debris in truck to suggest other mows done that day, did not 
practice social distancing, attempted to recruit other customers.   I want to remain anonymous from 
them please.

Jean Jones rempfer_332@yahoo.com 2064659573

04/09/20 11:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landscapes By Pompeo Inc. Other Home Landscaping Company 542 SW 186th St Normandy Park WA 98166We share a driveway with my neighbors who have continued to have their landscaping company on 
the premises since the governor ordered a "stay at home" order weeks ago. They are working in 
groups of 4 all wearing face masks and gloves; we do not know if they are affected, where they have 
been before their house. They are outside touching our barrels and moving items on our proerty and 
using a leaf blower to move debris. If home construction workers can not work then why are 
landscaping companies working? We do not want to see this crew back here again , please. 
Landscaping should be the least of anyone's worries right now.

04/09/20 11:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Peak Construction Construction 5223 Remington dr Pasco Residential construction continuing

04/09/20 11:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NW Roots Construction Construction 212 W Railroad AvenueCle Elum Construction company has a full crew of contractors working on a new residential construction and 
has been doing so for the past week.  The construction crew is at 1800 Larkspur Ln, Cle Elum, WA.  
Repeated reminders have been given to the business but they continue to operate against the 
governor's order and the homebuilders association guidance.

04/09/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Morrison Excavating Inc Construction Old Mill Road Port Angeles Know for a fact this crew keeps running and they are doing non-essential work.

04/09/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Amos Construction Construction 132 Wernex Loop Selah At least a dozen construction workers are building duplexes next door. Most aren't wearing masks or 
gloves. There is no hand washing station. They are not practicing social distancing.

04/09/20 12:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Monroe Door and Millwork Construction 17350 tye st se Monroe Making people come in while collecting unemployment for non essential work Annonomus

04/09/20 12:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown electrician Construction between 4013 and 4021 N 31st st. don’t know specific address because it is under constructiontacoma builder closed off front of house to make it look like no work is going on but on the alley side there is 
an electrical contractor working on the house

253-961-7549

04/09/20 12:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Teuful , Earthworks, Signature, 
Archterra, Pacific Landscape, NLS

Other Landscape maintenance All over the puget soundTacoma, Puyallup, Kent, Auburn, Federal Way, Tukwila, Bellevue, Renton,All these landscape businesses are performing regular landscape maintenance as usual. They travel 
together up to 4 guys per cab, handle the same equipment, and generally close together when 
performing duties, this work is considered non essential. 
The company I work for is the same business, but we are directed to stay home and we are 
complying, as it is a state order. This puts our company at a serious disadvantage, as the work still 
remains, the plants, weeds, and turf still keep 
 growing. There is the potential that we could lose work for obeying the strict mandate. This is 
WRONG.

Ann Inderbitzin anni@greeneffectsinc.com 206-730-0463

04/09/20 12:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Wilder McKenzie, Inc., Doug Smith Construction 4727 49th Ave NE Seattle Residential building in progress, many workers (6+) on small lot

Photo available

Tonya Teclegg@comcast.net 2068419162

04/09/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TITIAN Construction MEDELY RICLAND CONSTRUCTION GOING ON AT JUALIA HEIGHT IN RICHLAND WA.  LOCAL POLICE WILL NOT 
IN FORE ORDER.

Margaret Cato margaretcato444@msn.com 5096271134

04/09/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 26717 SE 348th Ave SERavensdale Ongoing residential construction activities.

04/09/20 12:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Justin’s Excavating Construction 293 NE Regatta Dr Oak Harbor Clearing for construction of a new home has begun... with men working on site. Expected construction 
crews to follow.

Robynne Bennett robynnebennett@yahoo.com 360.320.7211

04/09/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Commercial Property Services Construction 6955 gateway blvd lacey this construction is still open during stay home stay healthy order. their workers are not practicing 
social distancing and are gathering in groups when performing projects. their  construction is 
residential on toscana apartment home.

04/09/20 12:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Other lawn care 402 Valley Ave. NW Bldg. A Suite 110Puyallup I do not see lawn care services anywhere on the list of WA state essential services. There is mention 
of "outdoor maintenance" but that is " only when necessary to prevent spoliation, avoid imminent 
damage, or address emergency repairs"
TruGreen trucks are driving around my neighborhood, applying chemicals to lawns and providing 
other clearly non-essential services.

Paul Pomeroy pgpomeroy@comcast.net 253-880-1315

04/09/20 12:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DLH Construction 1502 5th Ave N Seattle I walk by there daily, this construction project has never ever ceased. They have multiple people 
working there daily. They had only concrete and steel installed when the ban started, they have now 
completed a lot of framing.

Anita Chung anita_chung@hotmail.com 4256476604

04/09/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ?? Construction On Valley St between Taylor and 5th Ave NSeattle A big townhouse construction project that has multiple people there working daily. Anita Chung anita_chung@hotmail.com 4256476604

04/09/20 1:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Concrete Craft Construction 3508 234th Avenue Sammamish, WA 98075For a second time, on 4/6/2020, I observed several employees of Concrete Craft coming in and out of 
my elderly neighbors' house and backyard, performing non-essential business, such as cutting down 
trees and mixing patio concrete.  They came in close contact with my elderly neighbors without as 
much as covering their faces, between the hours of 10AM to 1PM, this took place on the street of 
214th PL SE. Snohomish WA

Tina O'Connell tinazoey@gmail.com 4253811819

04/09/20 1:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Other Lawn/Weed Spray 402 Valley Ave NW Bldg. A Suite 110Puyallup Spraying the flower beds (not trees) at Safeway, Martin Way in Olympia, around shopper vehicles 
and shoppers.

04/09/20 1:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Italstone Construction 2301 Ahtanum RD Yakima Non essential business operating

04/09/20 1:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Did not see name was block by trucks Construction Corner of 13th Ave & Market StKirkland Local construction site.  Had crane truck moving materials to building people were on the site doing 
construction

04/09/20 1:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Floor Trader Construction 6227 N. Division Spokane Floor Trader Showroom has been open to the public  EVERY BUSINESS DAY  since the Govenor's 
order for non essential businesses to close.   This is the 2nd complaint that we have filed with the 
Govenor's office about this specific business and violation.   If Floor Trader is open next week then we 
will assume that the Govenor's office is not serious about it's closure order and is okay with this 
business being open and we will also be opening our business as well as we are also a retail 
business.   We will adhere to CDC guidelines for business with respect to social distancing.

Mike Hunt pkmsbl@comcast.net 5097951699

04/09/20 1:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not known Construction 14027 Palatine ave nSeattle This construction project for rental of 5 units has continuously worked 5 to 6 days a week 
disregarding non essential order. They have typically 3 to 4 active work cars daily with workers 
working with no gloves or masks or any type of face covering

04/09/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Construction 3400 Harbor Ave SWSeattle WA 98126 This is the construction site next to the ActivSpace. They seem to be still be working, building a 
storage unit facility. How is this essential?

04/09/20 2:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Highland Civil, Inc. Construction 11198 SE 61st Pl Bellevue Address above is the work site. This business is digging foundations for homes. Pictures and video 
available. They are also not following social distancing requirements, they are working right next to 
each other.

TOM POLI TOM@HLCIVIL.COM 2065518926

04/09/20 2:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gary's Lawn Care Other Landscaping 112 North 25th AvenueYakima Neighbors (located at the address listed) have been having Gary's Lawn Care come out several times 
a day to do yard work such as leaf blowing, which should not be essential at this time. There are 
plenty of people in this area with medical conditions and high risk factors (including these residents)

04/09/20 2:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TruGreen Other Landscape 15265 NE 95th St Redmond Business is open as usual, services provided are not essential. We spray pesticides and others to 
improve the health of shrubs, trees, and grass. Our services are preventative to the vegetation. 
Supervisor is threatening that they will not allow unemployment benefits to workers who try to file with 
employment security.



04/09/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fairfield Development Construction 12560 120th AVE NEKirkland Fairfield development is building an apartment complex, not essential and continue to have the site 
open for business. The entire siding crew 10+ guys is working on the exterior in plain sight. 2 guys in 
each lift working within 6’ with no face masks on. They’ve been working every day and who knows 
how many inside not visible from the street. This is what gives contractors a bad name and 
companies continue to violate the order.

Bryce Engen Rjride1020@gmail.com 2069729660

04/09/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction N 63rd Street & Phinney Ave NSeattle framing and siding crews working on construction site Miklos Kohary office@koharyconstruction.com 2067844505
04/09/20 3:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Prodigy homes Construction 8458 W Gage Blvd. Suite AKennewick This company is currently continuing to build multiple residential homes in the new residential 

development of badger mountain south west village in Richland wa. The houses are close together 
and the workers are putting the entire neighborhood at risk.

04/09/20 3:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Western Exteriors LLC Construction 214th Ave E Bonney Lake Still providing in house estimates and doing non-essential roofing projects

04/09/20 3:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SPM Seattle  Construction LLC Construction 938 Cherry  Hill StreetKent Construction workers working on site  doing non essential  work on site...Public  health  risk and large 
gatherings  with personal  pets  on property .1430 24th ave  Seattle Washington  1420 24th ave 
Seattle  Washington  98122.  This has been going on for days now even after  the  Governor ban all 
non essential business including construction site's  that are  non essential  . Mia previously contact 
to the governor's office also I contacted the mayor's office ... The police told me to contact the  
Governor's office. 253 678 
  5604 This business is in clear violation of the governor's orders.

DARNELL N HIBBLER hibbdh@gmail.com 3606204208

04/09/20 3:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Isola Homes Construction 6539 4th Ave NE Seattle Construction is ongoing at property listed anon na na
04/09/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Uellc home and property solutions Other Painting, cleaning and flooring 425-210-3744 Mt.vernon This business is still operating, painting cleaning and flooring for hunt companies on navy property.my 

business is painting on the same property but the state closed my business (stay at home order). 
They should not be allowed to work if I can't.

Deb Hummingbirdink@yahoo.com 360-632-5040

04/09/20 3:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Multiple Construction 32nd & saltese Otis orchards About 5 new houses with all phases of construction going on including Mandere framing

04/09/20 3:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open GENCAP Construction Minor Ave and E Union StSeattle Nonessential residential construction is still ongoing. No social distancing for workers

04/09/20 3:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open construction site Construction 5014 15th Avenue NESeattle For the last two days (4/8 and 4/9) construction has resumed on non-essential housing projects at 
5006 and 5014 15th Avenue NE.

Nick Dreher nick@pangeagiving.org 3602184910

04/09/20 5:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open don't know Construction 43rd & Burke N Seattle Don't know the name of the company, but construction on a new residential building is going on at 
above location.

Genevieve E. McCoy berta4848@gmail.com 2068877249

04/09/20 5:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open BEY4057.  BSN7070 vehicle plate 
numbers

Construction 511 ? York st bright gold small hpuseBellingham Construction job site open within a block of a public housing building were there a lot of people who 
would die from covid-19 if it gets in the building

Brian T Mahoney bmahoney231@gmail.com 3602015798

04/09/20 5:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Patterson Company Construction 2 Bryan Road Winthrop General contractor is working while paying his employees under the table so they can collect 
unemployment.

04/09/20 6:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Landscape Service Inc. Other Landscaping 2718 NE Burton RoadVancouver Carol Doty does all the shopping/essential errands for 4 families.    She saw this landscaping 
business out working.   She does our leg-work and I'm doing anything I can to help from home.  So 
that's why I'm writing this complaint

Mary Williams mw-ink@ comcast.net 360-513-5504

04/09/20 6:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Walsh & Co. Landscape Maintenance Other Landscaper 6715 NE 63rd St. #478Vancouver Carol Doty does all the shopping/essential errands for 4 families.    She saw this landscaping 
business out working.   She does our leg-work and I'm doing anything I can to help from home.  So 
that's why I'm writing this complaint

Mary Williams mw-ink@comcast.net 3605135504

04/09/20 6:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pickering Construction Construction 12025 9th Ave NW Seattle Men are working cutting hardiplank siding and putting it up on a house under construction.  They are 
a non-essential business.  The hardiplank siding dust is a carcinogen they are spewing into the air 
onto the neighborhood children playing in their back yard because the schools are closed. And onto 
neighbors in their back yards.

Judith Malmgren jmalmgren@seanet.com 206-498-9432

04/09/20 6:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Steve Jensen Homes Construction 10140 SE 10th St, Bellevue, WA 98004 This morning the workers keep going on work.

04/09/20 8:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Foxhead Construction LLC Construction 1091 SE Craig RoadShelton Foxhead construction is continuing to work on residential projects as a general contractor and crew of 
sub-contractors (non-essential).  Violations since order.

04/09/20 9:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lynden Door Construction 2077 W Main St Lynden I am an employee at Lynden Door, a door manufacturing plant. We are returning to work Monday 
despite being a non-essential business. Lynden Door employees more than 500 people.

Lynn blwilkins@live.com 5097603354

04/09/20 9:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Root Construction Inc Construction 1700 Hudson St #105Longview, WA 98632 Obvious residential/commercial construction (house tear down, shop remodeling, multiple construction 
vehicles) occurring at approximately 302 waters rd castle rock, WA)

04/09/20 10:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fence menders Construction 1830 west sharp, Spokane.  (509) 326-6770Spokane This company is all over spokane operating as normal doing non essential jobs. Only fencing 
company operating at moment, not fair to competition. Their trucks are everywhere all day long.

04/09/20 10:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Blue Origin Other Rocket Ship 21218 76th Ave S Kent Why is a Rocket Ship Company open? 
Machine workers are in the shop

04/09/20 10:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Burien Bark Other Landscaping materials 13258 1st Ave SE Burien Business is advertising that they are going to resume landscaping material deliveries.  

https://www.normandyparkblog.com/2020/04/09/burien-bark-to-begin-contact-less-deliveries-on-
monday-april-13/

I understand that it is contact-less delivery, however it is still a violation of the stay at home order.  It is 
still people traveling around town who don't need to.

04/09/20 11:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Closet Factory Construction 12125 Harbour Reach Dr #200Mukilteo They’re still going into customer’s homes and installing custom cabinetry (which isn’t essential)!  it is 
putting everyone at risk.

04/10/20 7:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lennar Construction 6407 N Levee Rd E Fife Still building new homes, multiple people on site, not following social distancing, delivery trucks still 
delivering product.

Christina Banham banham31@yahoo.com 2538831251

04/10/20 7:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ABC Construction 1621 114th Avenue SE, Suite 116Bellevue Non-essential construction (single family home) has continued daily, shortly after 7am throughout the 
day. Multiple people have operated heavy machinery (back hoe, smaller truck with shovel, dump 
truck) and constant sawing/nailing of people on site, often simultaneously.

Site is between two older houses in cleared woods: 26237 SE Old Black Nugget Rd. Issaquah.

Katie katie.short@hotmail.com 425-395-4624

04/10/20 7:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don’t know Construction 7000 greenwood ave northSeattle Construction have been going on for weeks.

04/10/20 8:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Punkadaoo Construction 17920 100th at ne Granite Falls This construction company has been building new build homes for weeks, from the ground up. Even 
on the weekends, I have been laid off and these guys keep on

Rather not

04/10/20 8:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open multiple Construction 14357, 14353, 14345 Stone Ave NSeattle Multiple contractors (about 10 visible at 8:15 am, on 4/10, working on new construction projects at 
these sites.  No names on vehicles.

Andrea Goodmansen goodmansen@gmail.com 206.898.1507

04/10/20 9:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open American general contracting LLC Construction 7335 James rd sw Rochester They have been working since the stay home order has been in affect..American general is building 
for Adair homes.. I dare told them it’s in the contract that they have to finish the house no matter what. 
I have the address of the house that’s being built. 420 burchett rd onAlaska wa

Stephanie Snidow Spark4574@aol.com 3607890770

04/10/20 9:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open C&R Landscape contractors Other Landscaping 29070 222pl se black diamond 3 workers... same truck as last week i reported. Jeff boa721@aol.com 3605409545
04/10/20 9:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Extreme Turbo Systems Other Light Manufacturing 12613 NE 95th St Vancouver The state deemed this business essential because it supports other essential businesses. This is not 

the case. We manufacture performance luxury parts. No portion of our parts are used for auto repair. I 
do not feel comfortable returning to work for the sake of building Lamborghini performance parts. 
These is are race car parts.

Craig Craigiiiphoto@gmail.com 3608188070

04/10/20 9:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open K&M rebar Construction 6302 ne 127 th ave Vancouver wa 98682 Workers come in cars together. No social distancing. 
They are construction related. They should be closed just like the rest of construction.  If we don’t 
stop the virus will not stop.

04/10/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Contractor Construction 7003 Murray Ave SWSeattle I live in Tracy Ann Apartments, and both in front and next door to my building, contractors and workers 
continue to remodel and work on the properties.

Kelly Lovan Kelly.lovan@lanteria.net 2069229805

04/10/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Isola Homes Construction 13555 SE 36th St #320Bellevue Running Construction at 2 site locations this entire week:

6539 4th Ave NE Seattle WA 98115

and 

The corner of NE 9th Ave and NE 63rd St in Seattle 

Both near Green Lake.

Roger Mortimer rogermortimer111@gmail.com

04/10/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Liberty Casework LLC Construction 33033 S Lawrence Tacoma Forcing employees to come in. Owner told employees to "lie to cops if pulled over and say you're 
going to the store".

04/10/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sound solid Surface Construction 33033 S Lawrence Tacoma Forcing employees to come in. Owner told employees to "lie to cops if pulled over and say you're 
going to the store". Paired with Liberty Casework.

04/10/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LAKE Management Construction 33033 S Lawrence Tacoma Forcing employees to come in. Owner told employees to "lie to cops if pulled over and say you're 
going to the store". Paired with Liberty Casework. Parent company of Liberty and Sound

04/10/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Services Other Tree Service 410 N Quay St. Kennewick This is a Kennewick tree service who is currently operating in Walla Walla, WA. They are meeting 
with clients to provide estimates. Tree services are not on the essential work list. There are portions 
of tree work that can be emergency/essential, but meeting with clients to provide estimates is not.

Kara Beckner Beckners@gmail.com 5095203214

04/10/20 9:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kirtley Cole +1 425-609-0400 const. 
Manager.

Construction 415 Maple Ave Snohomish This site was shut down 2 days ago.  Today at least 10 people working with no PPE. Kristin Willis willis4x@aol.com 4253272479

04/10/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mcconkey / Surain Industries Other horticultural  making flower pots. 1615 puyallup streetsumner wa no reason to be making flower pots at a time like this. the company isn't worried about their people 
just there bottom line

Eldon Thumpf69@aol.com 253-409-8533

04/10/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 5021 Sand Point Pl NESeattle Active residential construction == multiple workers on site

04/10/20 10:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tim Hawkins/Brookestone landscape 
and design LLC

Other Landscaping 407 203rd pl sw Lynnwood,WA 98036 Moving lawns  ,going into people yards Frank Burns Frankrburns@yahoo.com 3603487365

04/10/20 10:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Lawn Maintenance Other Lawn Maintenance 3828 E Broad Ave Spokane This company is operating and not on the essential business list.

04/10/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 3rd Ave South and State St SKirklans Residential construction continuing to operate despite being non essential. This is not affordable 
housing either, these are million dollar homes being constructed. They violate quiet hours constantly 
so it's no surprise they are now violating the governor's stay at home order. There are at least 3 
people I can hear yelling orders at each other. Large machinery being operated.

Amanda magsnpinda@gmail.com

04/10/20 11:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kirtley Cole Associates Construction 1020 North BroadwayEverett Working on non essential construction.

04/10/20 12:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Forever green landscape Construction NE 147Th ave Vancouver I have pictures of the landscape company working on April 10th 2020 950am. Cutting grass Darren Dcsconllc16@yahoo.com 3607876065

04/10/20 12:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open artisans landscapes Other landscape 1710 15th ave longview I work for northwest maintenance a landscaping company in Longview. my company was told by the 
governors office that we were not essential and to stop working.  we have complied but are frustrated 
to witness many other landscaping companies still operating. I have personally seen city workers and 
non city workers maintaining accounts. parks, banks, city offices, Cowlitz county fairgrounds, local 
businesses, the public utilities department, and residences. for the sake of our families and community 
we need to either stop these businesses or officially state that landscaping is essential to allow us 
legally to continue operation under the safety guidelines. thank you.

tim weddle tim8953@gmail.com 3607516089

04/10/20 12:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LNL Builds Construction 506 10th ave e Seattle Full construction continues. Construction waste is piling up and heavy machinery is still in use. Jack Zimmerman jzimmerman11@gmail.com 5617232730

04/10/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Steve Jensen Homes Construction 10140 SE 10th St, Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue, WA 98004 The workers keep on working this morning (Apr 10).

04/10/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fairfield Construction/Totem lake phase 
2

Construction Near 12580 120th Ave NE, Kirkland, WA 98034Kirkland I heard today that we have to go back to work on Monday April 13th that Fairfield construction found  
a window for us to go back to work

Keny Martinez kenyfmartinez@gmail.com 4254440457

04/10/20 1:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open evergreen concrete cutting Construction 4302 8th Ave NE Seattle evergreen concrete cutting is cutting concrete on the ground on Friday, April 10th. that's the 
construction for an apartment.   super loud noise. probably 8 people gathering.  the evergreen is 
working with C A James company in the construction.

shichao sun sunsc@uw.edu 2066930609

04/10/20 1:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CA James Construction 4302 8th Ave NE Seattle On April 10th, 2020, they are constructing the apartment building and cutting the ground in front of the 
building. They are working together with evergreen concrete cutting(their phone number 
8004801494). I can provide the photos if that is required.

Shichao Sun sunsc@uw.edu 2066930609

04/10/20 1:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Irons Brother Construction Construction 1517 NE 170th st. Shoreline The business is also at 1510 and there construction workers are driving their trucks in and out daily. 
They seem to have not changed or anything. I am also a carpenter and my company is following the 
rules, they seem busier now than before the shutdown.

John McCoy john.mccoy@outlook.com 206-407-7511



04/10/20 1:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open At Your Service Other Landscaping 3413 NE 219th StreetRidgefield Multiple men piling out of one truck to do landscaping at residential house on Falk Road,  Their phone 
number is 360-433-7708 per the truck they were driving.

Donna Larsen donna_la@comcast.net 5037066712

04/10/20 1:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Luongs landscaping inc Construction 11713 ne 5th st Vancouver Working construction April 10th 2020 1:15pm I do have pictures Darren Dcsconllc16@yahoo.com 360-787-6065
04/10/20 1:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Construction company name unknown Construction 7001 Roosevelt way neSeattle Non transit Construction site back to work for several days now with many people on site using heavy 

machinery. Concerned about workplace safety for workers, drivers etc.
Alexandra Bradley almibradley@gmail.com 2068528104

04/10/20 1:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Signature landscape Other Landscape 7120 185th Ave me #150Redmond WashingtonIf I can't work they can work

04/10/20 2:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dilbeck electric Construction 517 n 2nd ave Yakima Employees are doing service calls to put lights in that are clearly not emergencies. This has been 
witnessed numerous times and is possibly exposing employees and customers to the virus

04/10/20 2:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 14034 Palatine ave nseattle this construction company has been working on this house since the stop order, they also have 1 
other project down the street south of this address they are also working on

tarat taras@windermere.com 206 799-8853

04/10/20 3:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shorewood Homes Construction 1130 140th Ave NE Bellevue LOTS of construction still happening in Ballard’s 1300 block of NW 67th.  These guys never stopped 
work.  The Governor’s order isn’t doing a thing to protect anyone as long as people cheat like this.  
Pretty pointless, really...

T. Wilson TaxAdvocate@gmail.com

04/10/20 3:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open American rock Construction 2090 robertson DR Ritchland wa This place is working at residential places and are in full operation wade.blagg@americanrockproducts.com
04/10/20 3:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Action Material Construction Andrus Rd Cheney Still hauling rick and construction materials and blasting.

04/10/20 3:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ro-Con Equipment Specialists Construction 15326 SE 272nd St Kent I was contacted by Patrick looking for money to pay his employees.  I'm not sure of the jobs this 
company is doing that are ok at this time when the rest of us cannot work.  This company has other 
locations.

Betty Moerer bmoerer@comcast.net 2064455788

04/10/20 3:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Roofing and Construction Construction 19740 Viking Ave NWPoulsbo This company is doing roof projects all over the county that are not emergency. They have over 20 
people working everyday.  The owner does not care about the Governor’s order.

04/10/20 3:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NOREN DEVELOPMENT LLC Construction 11204 ROOSEVELT WAY NESEATTLE COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION CREW NOT DISTANCING AND WORKING.   THIS SITE HAS BEEN 
DORMANT SINCE APPROXIMATELY 2012.  SINCE CONSTRUCTION STARTED SEVERAL 
YEARS AGO, IT HAS BEEN SITTING DORMANT FOR MONTHS (YEARS) AT A TIME.  CREWS 
DID NOT WORK FOR MOST OF SEPT 2019 TO TIME OF QUARANTINE.  SUDDEN WORK NOW 
SEEMS RIDICULOUS.

KARMA ZAIKE KARMAZJD@YAHOO.COM 206-412-5082

04/10/20 4:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Multiple Construction 9029 4th Ave Nw Seattle The construction of a house where no one currently resides. Multiple people work in garden and 
inside without following social distancing. Multiple cars and individuals come and go. We have seen 
around 6-7 people in the same place that are not related and don't live there work there. We are 
concerned that out efforts and sacrifices are going to be useless die to people violating the law.

Joelle Joellllllle@gmail.com

04/10/20 4:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Spring green Other Fertilizing 3108 29th Ave SW Tumwater This is a business that sprays chemicals on lawns for lawn treatment. Besides open and large 
amounts of traffic with employees they are dumping lawn chemicals into the city sewage from their 
trucks.

Remain anonymous Remain anonymous Remain anonymous

04/10/20 4:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Budget Stump -N- Tree Removal Construction 199th Ave NE Woodinville This contractor (tree service) has been working for the past 4 weeks and providing non essential 
services such as tree trimming, service, maintenance, stump removal. He is NOT LICENSED and 
does NOT carry any contractor insurance and bond. The owner owes many back taxes to the state 
and IRS. 

Michael Buhl 
425-770-7197
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mike-buhl-01167a95

Also advertises as BUDGET STUMP REMOVAL and BUDGET STUMP & TREE REMOVAL.

04/10/20 4:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open A&J custom cabinets INC. Construction 2300 East 1st StreetVancouver Over 50 employees working on site side by side  to build Non-essential custom cabinets for 
residential homes? I would like to stay anonymous, due to the owners are known to be aggressive 
and retaliate! Thank you They also have been sited for non USA citizens without USA papers working 
for them!

Concerned Citizen Juls133@aol.com 360-737-7923

04/10/20 5:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Home builders association Construction 2201 n Wenatchee aveWenatchee Continued daily operations and promotions of local construction companies to break the stay at home 
order through phone calls and in person meetings.

Concerned citizen

04/10/20 6:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gold Seal Other Plumbing 5524 e Boone ave Spokane Valley This isn't about a non-essential business being open. But I do have something else that frustrates me. 
I hear that every other essential employee in Spokane gets 2 dollar hazard pay but I only get one 
dollar because I am an apprentice and not a journeyman. From what I hear, company's we're given 
enough money to give all employees that 2 dollar bonus, so why am I not. People working in grocery 
stores are getting 2 dollars more but an apprentice service plumber doesn't?

Would rather not say because I need my job 5412184191

04/10/20 6:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 88 Chelan Butte Rd Chelan House under construction has continued to work daily. 
At times as many as 12 people present.

Brad Brad.MP@Outlook.com

04/10/20 8:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sweet Exteriors LLC Construction 22427 45TH PL NE, GRANITE FALLS, WA, 98252Granite Falls WA 8731 10th PL NE, Lake Steven's WA 98258. Owner hired this business after the construction order 
was in place. Around April 3rd. Siding a house is not essential nor would any spoilage of materials 
have occurred since non were on site. I blame the homeowner who doesnt want to follow rules to 
keep our neighborhood safe. Work is continuing but close to finishing as of today, April 12th. Fine the 
homeowner, not the small struggling business.

Tracy McMillan Traycm@comcast.net 4254183410

04/10/20 8:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Archterra Landscape Services Other Landscaping 11125 Valley Ave E Puyallup They are working all over the place Karis karislbm@gmail.com 206-931-1477
04/10/20 11:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 4301 n 18th st Tacoma Construction renovation currently in progress with countless workers in close proximity of each other 

from 8-6pm daily.
Joe Wise Jwiseagenda@gmail.com 2069095495

04/11/20 7:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open laid Rite tile Construction Unknown Tacoma He's claiming he's working 5 days a week for this company- Chris boucher K Stefanko

04/11/20 8:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Robertson and Olson Construction Mill plain Blvd and c strertVancouver Despite the proclamation the company is having us work on an office building and has stated to us 
that they don't care about the essential work proclamation

Anonymous employee

04/11/20 8:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jose’s Landscape & Maintenance Other Landscaping 1808 196th St SE Bothell Advertising as an essential business- http://www.joseslandscape.com/home.php

04/11/20 9:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open PRDG Architecture and Design Construction 2827 NE 107th St Seattle Single family home construction in progress daily. Multiple workers inside.

04/11/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hansen Construction Construction 8500 Viewcrest Olympia Operating like normal. Several construction workers working on residential homes. 

Working on Viewcrest and Hawk in the Keenland Park neighborhood.

Jennifer Jennpietila@msn.com 3605560341

04/11/20 9:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Acme Concrete Paving Inc Construction 13210 West McFarland RdAirway Heights Calling employee's back to work

04/11/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Yard Butlers Other Landscape 16724 Whitman Ave NSeattle, WA 98133 Landscape maintenance company out working when not essential business. Graham ggiff10@hotmail.com 2062274389 csr@lewistools.com

04/11/20 10:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DJ Brothers Fencing Construction 2724 Cassius St SE Lacey Building Fences Alison Griffin griffinfamily10124@outlook.com 360-525-8182
04/11/20 11:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Vita Green Other Landscaping 3774 Iroquois Ln. Wenatchee Vita Green trimmed Bushes for approx. 3 hrs. w/2 man crew & supervisor. Doug. county Sheriff 

deputy told me he could not confirm a violation occrued and advised me to contact this agency.
Chuck Male c_k_male@msn.com 509/884-8463

04/11/20 11:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Roy's landscaping Health-related business 201 w Peter's st Wenatchee Roy's has been out and around Wenatchee performing landscaping services Scott Stewart Drdrewstewart@gmail.com 4252607318 info@royslawnandsnow.com

04/11/20 11:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Johntom LLC (property owner) Construction 4328 HOYT AVE Everett Continued work on house remodel reported last week. They cleared the site and appeared to stay off 
site during the week, but back on site  working this weekend. Address above is the job site. Owners 
address is 7331 BEVERLY BLVD, EVERETT, WA 98203

Stephen Elder ElderDesignBuild@Comcast.net 4253449140

04/11/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 501 29th ave s Seattle Construction preperation began today (4/11) on a lot across the street from my house- have not 
asked what company they are with due to social distancing. There are multiple people and a bulldozer 
clearing the lot. Im concerned this is to prepare the lot for a construction project during the quarantine.

Matthew Kaminski Mkamins1@gmail.com 9176507913

04/11/20 12:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open True Green Other Lawn Maintenance 438 21st St NW Puyallup Noticed true green lawn maintenance servicing/spraying  lawns in neighborhood. Don’t believe this 
essential business. Thanks

04/11/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown - operating at neighbors 
houses

Other Landscaping / lawnmowing 7517 30th Ave SW Seattle Landscaping work happening at 7517 30th Ave SW in violation of stay-Home order Sage Wilson Swilsonthomas@gmail.com 2062276014

04/11/20 1:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open sligar excavation Other excavation 3295 burch mtn rd wenatchee there are constant truck traffic in an out of property. it is a non essential business with multiple 
employees.

m.mete eren erenmete@gmail.com 5093870920

04/11/20 1:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open sligar excavation Other excavation 3295 burch mtn rd wenatchee there are constant truck traffic in an out of property. it is a non essential business with multiple 
employees.

m.mete eren erenmete@gmail.com 5093870920

04/11/20 2:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Aaron's landscaping llc Other Landscaping 301 t St SW Tumwater Landscaping is not an essential business. Kristina kristinainca@yahoo.com
04/11/20 3:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Advanced Home Renovations LLC Construction 11 S Blue St Walla Walla The owner of this business, Joel Hardin, is out working and bragging that the state can’t tell him to 

stay home and he is going to keep working anyway.  He is putting others at risk and trying to help 
organize gatherings to march against the governor.

Jarvis Mcboone Jarvismcboone@yahoo.com

04/11/20 4:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lloyd Enterprises, Inc Construction 34667 Pacific Hwy SFederal Way Office is open with employees working inside. Multiple Project sites continue working.

04/11/20 5:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Resse Concrete Construction Ely street Kennewick My boyfriend was told they are to report to work Monday after 2 weeks of being home, his boss said 
everyone else is working so they will be working to.

Misty

04/12/20 6:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lawn and Order NW Other Lawn Care 1209 E Fireside LaneSpokane Cleaning up pine needles, which seems non essential at this time.

04/12/20 7:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hands of favor landscaping Other Lawn Care 6234 warren ave Bremerton He Shouldnt be working right now

04/12/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION Construction 1805 N. 21st Avenue Apt. DPasco Non essential business is open

04/12/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 14713 28th Dr SE Mill Creek Roofing contractor performing a full re-roof. Non-essential, roofers are also not wearing ropes and 
harnesses.

04/12/20 3:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gravity coffee Construction Next property North of 12821 Pacific Ave STacoma The construction company is present and working on the new (not yet open) coffee shop next to 
Starbucks. I was unable to find the exact address for the Gravity stand but it is north of Starbucks on 
Pacific Ave.

04/12/20 7:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Uyeta landscaping Other Landscaping 19605 106th ave se Renton Business is making staff work, knowing full well it is not an essential business. This means 2-4 people 
in one vehicle going to job sites that are non essential. They made it mandatory for staff to return 4/13 
without any excuses, considering some of their staff are at high risk if they contract covid 19.

04/12/20 8:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CDK Construction 1639 Harbor Ave SWSeattle Business is nonessential, workers appear to be just painting, are not wearing masks nor practicing 
social distancing.  As a resident I am extremely concerned for mine and my family’s well being as well 
as the other residents and the construction workers themselves. They do not need to be here.

04/12/20 11:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedar county landscaping Other Landscape 28626 Black DiamondRavensdale SEE them regularly every morning at the gas station 10-120 crews hanging out chatting, and still 
performing regular landscape maintenance

04/13/20 1:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Travis Tornga Construction Construction 1423 East Mutiny LaneFreeland Non essential construction work is still continuing even after lockdown rules were put in place.

04/13/20 6:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SeaConn Construction 12002 Beverly park roadEverett Continuing construction throughout the stay at home order. This construction is Non-essential

04/13/20 7:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open I don't know Construction Hwy 410 next to Buttered Biscuit restaurantBonney Lake, WA Commercial construction of multi-housing (apartments) continues. Sandra Young sbyoung411@msn.com 2067617727
04/13/20 7:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open All American Contracting Construction Circle Dr Nine Mile Falls I see FB posts daily where they are still building pole shops

04/13/20 7:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Schoolhouse District Woodinville Construction 133rd Ave NE Woodinville This construction has dozens and dozens of people working, not complying with social distance rules 
and is in a residential area with thousands of residents, including a retirement home. 
https://www.theschoolhousedistrict.com/

04/13/20 7:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Take us for granite Construction 815 se grace ave Battle Ground Washington workers going into Oregon to install granite along with going into people's homes in 
Washington to install

Danielle Ashlyn.rua@hotmail.com 3609531262

04/13/20 8:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Macmor INC landscape/irrigation Other Landscaping ? Tacoma They've been doing landscaping for the last week in Silverdale Washington at the vintage apartment 
complex

Allen Olesen Allenado50fox@hotmail.com 206-280-2036

04/13/20 8:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open belarde company Construction 817 NE 43rd  St seattle they work in the Christie park starting from 7am this morning April 13, 2020. staffs gathering. deathdream@yeah.net

04/13/20 8:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Crystal Soda Blast Other This business does sand blasting. 12218 51 Pl. S. Tukwila This business is violating the governor's proclamation. Chuck Thomas cmt53@comcast.net 2062438955



04/13/20 8:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Budget Stump -N- Tree Removal Construction 199th Ave NE Woodinville This contractor (tree service) has been working for the past 4 weeks and providing non essential 
services such as tree trimming, service, maintenance, stump removal. He is NOT LICENSED and 
does NOT carry any contractor insurance and bond. The owner owes many back taxes to the state 
and IRS. 

Michael Buhl 
425-770-7197
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mike-buhl-01167a95

Also advertises as BUDGET STUMP REMOVAL and BUDGET STUMP & TREE REMOVAL.

04/13/20 8:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Toscana Apartment Construction 6979 birdseye ave NElacey construction of new residential apartments still happening 360-489-6377
04/13/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 14359 Stone Ave N Seattle Construction work is being done on town homes with workers traveling to the neighborhood by car to 

complete the work, increasing possible risk to everyone nearby.

04/13/20 8:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SBI, Schilperoort & Brooks, Inc. Construction 10750 SW Cowan RdVashon Additional contact info for violator; 425-672-0789, sbiconstruction.com
King co. Sheriff already contacted them, no change. Full const. crew working on new construction all 
day, every day. Has been reported multiple times with this form. Nothing changes. This form, and the 
government agency behind it,  is apparently useless.

info@sbiconstruction.com

04/13/20 9:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Howard Moe Enterprises, Inc. Other fiberglass boat builder 825 Queen Ave Hoquiam Business closed down end of March 25, 2020.  Men are back at work Monday April 13, 2020. 
Performing non-critical work on a yacht and a charter boat.

Dawn Keogh singingwind2004@yahoo.com 360.532.9438

04/13/20 9:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stripe Rite Inc Construction 1813 137th Ave E Sumner All locations remain open. Bremerton, Kennewick, Spokane, Yakima and Sumner.

04/13/20 9:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Del Pizzo's Lawn Care & Services Other Lawn Care & Services 3525 W Owens Rd Deer Park I saw this company doing yard work near the Yokes on Indian Trail today. Donn Gehret Dkgehret@hotmail.com 5099814984

04/13/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Work occurring on building cladding at 1rst and Lenora, southeast corner.Seattle Seems like construction crews are conducting work on the building cladding at the Brighton Jones 
building on the SE corner of 1rst and Lenora. Not immediately apparent that this is essential 
construction.

Sid Benavente sidbenavente@hotmail.com +12066177419

04/13/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Flanigan Group Construction 3946 S Pearl St Seattle, 98118 Town house roofing construction continues at this uninhabited property.  Workers have been on the 
roof and a delivery truck just dropped off materials today from https://www.washingtoncedar.com/. 
Essential construction or just a developer wanting to complete their project?

Jason Stephens stephensja@gmail.com 206-920-8246 edflanigan@kw.com

04/13/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Work is being performed on the NE corner of 2nd and LenoraSeattle It appears that work related to the construction efforts of the new tower on the SW corner of 3rd and 
Lenora is being performed - in the parking lot used for storage by that project, which is on the NE 
corner of 2nd and Lenora.

Sid Benavente sidbenavente@hotmail.com +12066177419 unknown

04/13/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Other Landscape maintenance Unknown Brier Gem of two landscapers in an unmarked truck/trailer.er combo. When asked why they were working 
they replied ‘ I don’t know’...when told that they were not suppose to be working they replied ‘oh’ but 
kept working for an additional hour. Truck plate #c14075R, trailer 7432-ZX  truck loaded fully with 
professional equipment.

Catie Smith Catie.smith@frontier.com 2067550514

04/13/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ExxelPacific.com Construction 903-929 North State StreetBellingham There are a few people working on Statesideliving.com project last week and now. Maybe they got an 
exception but it doesn't seem fair to other workers/companies. Maybe they are repairing noisy net but 
it wasn't being repaired last week. BTW am very concerned what will happen to nesting critters 
following lockdown?!

Liz Marshall lizardmarsh@gmail.com 360-510-8843

04/13/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open cfd Other metal fabricator 2320 n mckinzie ln liberty lake they appear to be operating in full capacity since the stay at home order was issued.

04/13/20 9:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open A's tile & Granite llc Construction 1320 Ahtanum rd Union Gap Owner - Sergio Aguilera has employees working in the shop and installing tile & granite. office@astileandgranite.com

04/13/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Homes Direct Other retail 3526 Cedardale Rd Mount Vernon Still conducting business as usual

04/13/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open greenstone home buildiers Construction 2263 winrock liberty lake Greenstone has still been working on track homes and looks to be having their contractors setup 
sneakily so they can take off at a moments notice (air compressors etc. staying in pickup beds as 
opposed to on the ground close to the worksite as is standard)

04/13/20 9:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenstone home builders Construction 24648 blueridge liberty lake greenstone is continuing building track homes. They are actively operating several sites as this is 
being typed.

04/13/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown but jobsite provided Construction 4306 26TH AVE SWSeattle Tconstruction at this jobsite for single family homes that don't appear to be for low income housing is 
still very active.

04/13/20 10:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 31602 NE 114th St Carnation Construction has continued on a residential construction project that is unessential at this time (with 
more and more workers showing up daily).  The project is directly across the street from the rental 
property listed above (that owners of the construction project are currently renting).

Megan st07760@hotmail.com 2066043100 Unknown

04/13/20 10:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JG landscaping services Construction 12218 ne 36th st Vancouver I'm not sure if residential landscaping is essential  or not but my neighbors have a service that comes 
out often with a crew of 4 workers that performs routine lawn maintenance 

Their truck said JG landscaping and had a number on it 360 356 6889

Joey Joeycooper08@gmail.com 3605137987

04/13/20 10:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open One way construction Construction 1355 pitcher canyon roadWenatchee Residential construction in progress against current restrictions info@onewaynw.com
04/13/20 10:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Oneway construction Construction 1355 pitcher canyonWenatchee Residential construction still taking place info@onewaynw.com
04/13/20 10:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Meadowleaf Construction 4100 232nd ave SE Sammamish New housing construction site Inland surf Inlandsurf@comcast.net 4258828080
04/13/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ? Construction murray ave sw seattle yard construction with more than 4 workers barbara spector spectoba@hotmail.com 14065996185 spectoba@hotmail.com
04/13/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open I don't know Construction Admiralty Way - 13000-13500 areaLynnwood There's a construction site that has not shut down. I don't know the exact address but if you go to 

136th PL SW and Admiralty Way in Lynnwood and then go north a couple of blocks, and then west a 
block or two, that's where it is (I live just south of this project). The zip code here is 98087 and the 
main landmark is Lake Stickney- this site is a couple of blocks west of the Lake Stickney public park.

04/13/20 10:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Several different local companies Other Landscape and Maintenance Companies Anacortes Anacortes There are several local landscape companies who have never stopped operating in Anacortes 
providing service to residences. We companies that have obeyed the Proclamation are not working, 
receiving no income and worse...loosing customers  to these companies working that are taking our 
customers and not obeying the proclamation.

Isidro Gonzalez billing.gonzales@gmail.com 360-770-4006 or 360-540-3458

04/13/20 10:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Prusik Construction 12704 ne 100th st Kirkland W houses under construction at least 12 guys there working as normal houses haven’t shutdown 
since “stay at home” been business as normal. Sider’s, painters, Sheetrock, framers, roofers all on 
site..

04/13/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shaun Novion Construction 2422 NW 60th St Seattle Residential construction is ongoing at this location. Anon j.spamme@gmail.com
04/13/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lazar Townhomes....AND... ZSA INC. Construction 19515 22ND Ave SE Bothel,WA 98012...place of illegal construction activitiesnew construction at the south end of  BOTHELL,WA 98012THIS IS NOT SUSPECTED!!

THESE ARE THE HARDEN FACTS!!

THEY SCUM BAG CAPITALISTS KNOW ALL OF THE LAWS !!!!

THE TWO CONTRACT/OWNERS,  BUSINESS OWNERS,/OPERATORS;...........

17-106948-SPA, Lazar Townhomes

19515 22nd Ave SE
Bothell,WA 98012

17-106948-SPA, Lazar Townhomes

Lazar Townhomes, project file number 17-106948-SPA.

 
PRIMARY/OWNER CONTRACTOR;....multiple LLC"s.......Lazar Townhomes

WA state license #....AOK1982
_________________________________________________________________________________
__________
2nd contractor, 

Mr.Mohamed

company name...... ZSA INC.

 WA state license #,...C92898J

THIS IS A WOEFULLY, DELIBERATE DEFIANT ARROGANCE , ACTIVITY ACTED OUT/ 

Mr.Sutora magre1962@gmail.com pleaseuse the  email to enitait the first contact, thank you

04/13/20 11:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open RC Ramirez Landscaping Other Landscaping 3319 Birch Ave Bremerton advertising work on FB, confirmed that they are working.

04/13/20 11:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tri North/. Pennon construction Construction 204 th st Bonney lake Construction on an non essential job.   Looks to be a oil change business. There are multiple 
construction sites working within walking distance of each other.   The other sites look to be 
restaurant in progress.

Paul Tannehill Paultannehill@gmail.com 206-391-6118

04/13/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Saltese Cabinets Construction 1616 E Lyons Ave Suite-FSpokane We had to close our cabinet and countertop shop. Saltese has not closed and is no doing work that 
we were under contract. Not sure why they are allowed to work. Now when I bring back my guys we 
will have less work to do. If we are allowed to work I would like to know as well.

We sell cabinets and countertops top multifamily builders in Washington and Idaho.

Mike Ritz michael.ritz@vbwcountertops.com 509-868-4439

04/13/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open D & C (?) Construction 3900 beach dr sw Seattle Everybody has to stay home - losing there paychecks- and witnessIng these guys hammer away from 
dusk til dawn

Jason 4159108323

04/13/20 11:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open BELFOR Constructions Construction 4320 S 131st Pl #100Seattle, WA Doing work on the roof of Chantelle apartment building and causing dis-stress to the tenants that live 
there. The tenants were supposed to relocated to another property because this work is being 
federally funded but they complex didn't want to send the money on that. We need help please.

Beatrice Clark 2064122386

04/13/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 9000 4th Ave. SW Construction 9000 4th Ave SW Seattle Super noise demolition and construction going on at a house on the street above us.  I saw multiple 
trucks arrive this morning.

Joe

04/13/20 12:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hendon Construction 6802-6808 Greenwood Ave NSeattle For several days workers have been working on the ommercial units noted above.  Workers do not 
keep social distance.  I do not believe this construction meets the exceptions for the current viurs.

Claire Reiner creiner@settle-it.com 2069147069 creiner@settle-it.com

04/13/20 12:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MGT Builders LLC (Alex Mason) Construction 400 112th Ave Ne #400Bellevue WA 98004 Group of builders working on framing of residential structure and more SHawn rubylu26@Yahoo.com 206-898-2367 alex@mgtbuilders.com

04/13/20 12:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Frontier Door & Cabinet Construction 11721 S Steele St Tacoma Company is working with a “skeleton” crew. Including performing deliveries of Doors, hardware and 
mill work from their Tacoma facility to multiple sites including Yakima.

04/13/20 12:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open New Construction Construction 15803 Bear Creek PkwyRedmond The governor’s proclamation ban non essential construction. Luxury apartments should not be 
consider essential. There was a pause in operations but they have resumed.

Sean Robbins robbins.seanm@gmail.com 3605954090 robbins.seanm@gmail.com

04/13/20 12:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open D&G Landscaping /Tony Molina Other Landscaping maintenance Various Washougal Mobile company, goes from house to house all day, day after day.  Owner Tony knows he is at risk 
and shouldn’t be working, he sent a text to his clients, including myself, saying they were not going to 
be working because of risk to get fines or cancel his contractors license.  8 days later I observed him 
doing routine work at a neighbors house.

Tony Molina

04/13/20 12:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Frontier Door & Cabinet Construction 11721 S Steele St Tacoma Business is operating with a limited amount of employees working remote and some employees 
working on site in the shop. For example, on 4/13 the company sent delivery guys to deliver non 
essential product (doors) to a project site located in Yakima, WA. There are several other deliveries 
statewide this company has scheduled for this time during the “stay at home order.”

Brian Baker Bbaker2012@gmail.com 206-503-8110 Gabe@frontierdoor.com

04/13/20 12:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 2606 West Plymouth StreetSeattle crew working on projects at house; not observing shelter-in-place guidelines



04/13/20 12:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Center Steps Apartments Construction Non-essential construction per orders 610 - 2nd Ave N Seattle Business never stopped. Sign on one side: "Project temp closed. Essential Stabilization, Security & 
Maintenance Activities Only." It closed before this w/o sign. Sign is clearly for cover since never 
closed. Now "no parking" signs turning up to block street around b/c more trucks/cars w/more people 
every day. (Parking permits look new. wth, Seattle?!) I've written to city and county reps and get press 
releases in return. So, I come to the governor. People in the 'hood take this as  sign that the virus isn't 
a problem here. And that's a problem.

Jess jess@speakeasy.net

04/13/20 12:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 1934 42nd Ave SW Construction Construction 1934 42nd Ave SW Seattle 4-5 construction workers with trucks have been working in close proximity all morning. Please advise Patrick Martin seattlegovernment@gmail.com 4844375261 Construction Firm Unknown

04/13/20 12:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kings Trees Inc. Other Tree Removal 7915 155th Ave NE Kenmore Two healthy non-hazardous trees are being removed at address noted above.  A worker at the site 
admitted this was non-essential work.  Company phone number is (425) 788-5616.

04/13/20 1:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Marclay Rutledge Construction 2717 Fox St Camano Island This guy disregards laws works every day or has workers there everyday he also had workers there 
on Easter Sunday. Hes also not a nice person in the community. I do not want my name mentioned 
Please. Thank you

anonymous please New Construction (manufactured home delivered last week)

04/13/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ESP Custom Homes Construction 7312 120th Ave NE Kirkland New home construction has continued on this residence ever since stay home stay healthy 
proclamation went into effect.  They are parking across the street or down the street, but construction 
sounds can be heard from within the sturcture.  Kirkland permit 
https://permitsearch.mybuildingpermit.com/PermitDetails/BSF19-06365/Kirkland

Craig Brown helpingpeoplein2020@gmail.com 206-499-8883 unknown

04/13/20 1:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kirkland Tower - JH Kelly Construction 695 Waterfront Way Vancouver, WA The construction just received a brand new shipment of windows today on a flatbed.  The 
home/condo tower doesn't fit any of the requirements for construction under the Stay at Home 
directive.  The crew area also eating lunch together and handing off the building right next to each 
other working without masks of any kind and not staying 6 feet apart.

04/13/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown company name Construction 2800 w wheeler st Seattle Construction workers working on site.  Not a low income project as far as we know. Candy Martin candy2100@comcast.net 2067554891

04/13/20 1:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cannon construction companies Construction 6719 68th Ave. WestUniversity Place Summer lane by Pacific lifestyle homes new construction people still working my concerns are they 
might be spreading the corona virus and new construction I presumed is non essential

Dennis pricedrightpainting@gmail.com 2539880022 cannonconstructioninc.com

04/13/20 2:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lennar Construction 1604 S 47th place Ridgefield Sales people are working onsite to sell homes. Signs say by appt only but anyone can walk in. This is 
non essential. They also held an Easter egg gift giving for kids. Shopping for eggs and candy and 
going door to door to deliver is non essential and contributes to the problem. I'm a neighbor and they 
are endangering me and my family!

04/13/20 2:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jake D Corporation Construction 1536 NW 63 Street Seattle WA 98107 This contractor continues to build homes at 12824 72 Ave NE Kirkland WA 98034, They even work on 
Saturday!! Please tell them to stop. They are building 4 homes in a short plat.

A concerned neighbor jakesbd@comcast.net

04/13/20 2:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open LENNAR Construction 29 183RD ST SW BOTHELL, WA 98012bothell they are still doing residential construction KESLEY DAWES DAWESKESLEY@GMAIL.COM 4258776344
04/13/20 3:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Riggins construction Construction PO Box 55939 Shoreline Working on a fence and non-essential construction. Richard Ryan riggins/206-370-9198
04/13/20 3:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Liberty Door Construction 11006 NE 37th CircleVancouver The company remains open with no social distancing and is delivering to non essential construction 

sites in Vancouver.
Joe Keith JoeKeith@milwaukielumber.com 360-256-8000 Felipe Hernadez

04/13/20 3:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Luxury homes llc Construction 20220 e 9th Spokane Valley Workers doing construction and concrete work. No social distancing at all. disregard to the order to 
stay home.

04/13/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Work within/near the Tapteal Nature Reserve off Leslie RdRichland Construction activity remains high at this location and it isn’t obvious that this meets any of the 
permissible construction activities. It appears to be ground prep/development and nothing related to 
safety/infrastructure.

04/13/20 3:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Energy exteriors nw Construction 17905 Bothell Everett Hwy # 103,Bothell. 98012 They are still in business. Check there website Info@energyexteriorsnw.com
04/13/20 5:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tuscany Apartments Construction Birdseye Ave NE and Britton Parkway NELacey Construction continuing. Observed 12 workers using various tools including nail guns, dry wall tools 

and machinery to continue building the addition to Tuscany Apartments
Jeremy Kochrian jkochrian@hotmail.com 3608882424 unknown

04/13/20 5:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Building Envelope Inc Construction 17120 9th Ave SE Mill Creek This co is continuing work at Spinnaker Reach Condos, 444 Blvd Parkway Bellingham Wa Brian Mahoney bmahoney231@gmail.com 13602015798

04/13/20 6:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 5169 IT is trailer license plate # Other Lawn mowing Grant St Bellingham lawn mowing business operating in York St neighborhood Bellingham Wa.
No business name on vehicles.
 trailer license plate has a rip in the metal over the first letter of the plate number. Looks like it's an I.

Brian Mahoney bmahoney231@gmail.com 13602015798

04/13/20 6:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Living Water Lawn & Tree Care Other Lawn Care 8227 N. Regal Spokane Employee there stated that they are reopening against stay at home order and performing work in 
Idaho and requiring some employees to work in office even though they are laid off

Rachel Langford Rlangford02@gmail.com 5092636983

04/13/20 6:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Meadowbrook Mobile Estates Construction 7610 W nob Hill Blvd, AYakima The Business is open Knowing the essential business guidelines. The employees were traveling 
together knowing the 6 ft guidelines probably under manager orders (saw myself with neighbor as 
witness) Employees worried about health... They are staying open after I took advised quarantine 
from government and health officials (text proven) Disputing unemployment for advised guidelines

Ryan Lynch ryanlynch206@gmail.com 5099010584

04/13/20 7:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction N post and Sinto Spokane Construction on new development daily. Tammy Murray tamurray24@hotmail.com 5099795158
04/13/20 9:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Akasha Designs, LLC Construction 38626 236th Ave SEEnumclaw, WA 98022 Akasha Whoolery (and/or their independent contractors) have STARTED work on a residential 

development project - demolition & construction of a new home per permits from SDCI.  Independent 
contractors have been at the residence (536 N 67th Street, Seattle, WA 98103) multiple times in the 
past week.

Remington Below remington.below@gmail.com 703-338-6034 akasha@adesignsnw.com

04/13/20 9:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Phinney Cooper, LLC or Grow Seattle, 
LLC

Construction 400 112th Ave Ne, Ste 400Bellevue Juan or Roque Deherrera (and/or their independent contractors) have STARTED work on a 
residential development project - demolition & construction of a home per permits from SDCI.  
Independent contractors have been at the residence (536 N 67th Street, Seattle, WA 98103) multiple 
times in the past week.

Remington Below remington.below@gmail.com 703-338-6034 roque@growseattle.com

04/13/20 10:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open landscapes by dan Other landscaper 10002 farwest dr. swtacoma Non essential business is open and operating, and not social distancing

04/13/20 10:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Wm Dicksen Construction 2839 48th St. E Tacoma Open business during quarantine.

04/14/20 12:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Toscana apartments Construction 6979 Birdseye Ave NELacey Many workers working close together for the last week, why are they working? This is non-essential 
work

Julie Bronson juliebronson1@gmail.com 3605932524

04/14/20 6:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fonceca and sons Construction 815 103 dr se Lake stevens As a concerned neighbor i see people violating the stay at home order daily at this place of 
business.they are sending workers and trucks out every day and are constantly having many people 
gather together in a small area.i fear for my childrens safety as i am almost directly accross the street 
from this business.

Aaron fonceca

04/14/20 6:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Russell Construction Construction 504 Main st Lewiston Working on residential homes in Clarkston Heights. not social distancing

04/14/20 6:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Farmers electric design and construction Construction 2020 maltby road Bothel Business is forcing employees to work on jobsites that are shut down. The jobsite is located in 
Woodinville, and no residential or commercial electrical work is being permitted

04/14/20 7:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open glasco Construction 29250 se mud mt rd enumclaw glasco is pouring concrete at 6:45am prior to working hours for the city for a driveway for a residence 
at 1870 lois lane enumclaw wa 98022

amanda brown amandabrown@live.com 2538808690

04/14/20 7:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Alderbrook Properties LLC Construction 871 EAST BEACH DRUnion Continued active residential construction with multiple workers, who do not appear to be taking 
protective measures, (such as masks, social distancing,) is going on at this property even though they 
have been reported before.  The typical signage that s usually posted by this developer is not there 
so it may be an independent contractor (no information posted on the site or any of the vehicles)  

But a search of the property ownership has Alderbrook Properties, the main developer here, still listed 
as the owner.  

It is unnerving to hear this going on day after day when the rest or our community is working hard to 
comply with the governor's order, with the golf course closed (at great cost to all the homeowners 
here as we pay high HOA fees for maintenance of the course, private roads, etc.)  

Many of us are making great financial sacrifices to keep ourselves and others safe, so it is very 
annoying to watch others simply flaunt the rules day after day.

Lorie Bickford lbickford@gmail.com 503-910-8403

04/14/20 7:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Howard S. Wright Construction Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Is site DV0045512 deemed an "essential" construction activity? If so, would you point me to the 
documentation which explains that determination? There are at least 20 workers on site for the last 
month going against the Governor's orders on this office building site.

Adam Goetz agoetz@securityinnovation.com 5072721967

04/14/20 7:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Radiate Apartments Construction 15892 Bear Creek PkwyRedmond Entire construction site is operational. Large gatherings of workers. Observable social distancing 
violations throughout day.

Bret Garrett garrettbret@gmail.com 2533559619

04/14/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unimark Construction Group Construction 1221 4th Ave Seattle They are trying to keep low under radar, by having one or two guys working at non essential jobs, two 
supervisors where sick with flu at beginning of March both worked at same job, stayed home for a few 
days but never got tested and came back to work. Zillow I believe, Rusell investments tower is the job. 
All other open jobs are staffed by one or two employees, doing non essential work. No matter what 
they say, the jobs still going are non essential. They laid off some employees but kept the favorites 
under low key low radar activities. No one is supposed to be talking that they are still working. But 
they are.

John smith johnsmithunimark2020@yahoo.com 3609102869 Chris Henderson

04/14/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Double j excavation Construction Hover rd Finely Double j excavation is doing some residential construction

04/14/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Island Details Landscape & 
Maintenance

Other Landscaping and Maintenance 12990 Phelps Rd NEBainbridge Island Island Details owner Dian Aversano is making her workers work. I fear that one of them could be 
unknowingly infected and spreading it since they do lawn maintenance and landscaping. They aren't 
doing the social distancing and it isn't right for her to force her workers to work.

Jose Ortiz 3604343816 dian@islanddetails.net

04/14/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Aceys landscape Other Landscaping 1451 masters dr Clarkston My boss has been operating illegally and has attempted to coerce me to return by saying I've 
committed unemployment fraud.

Ian Sweeney Isween1985@gmail.com 2084133717

04/14/20 8:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Zook & Oleson Other Landscape/lawn mower 3204 47th ave sw seattle Large crew working on landscape/lawn mowing

04/14/20 9:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Steve Jensen Homes Construction 10140 SE 10th St, Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue, WA 98004 They are working today(Apr.14). Petter
04/14/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Living water lawn and tree care Other Lawn care 8227 N Regal St Spokane wa This non essential business has people working in violation of the stay at home order. Also has 

employees going into Idaho to work.
Contactus@livingwaterspray.com

04/14/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Essex Apartments Other Apartment owners 19928 Bothell Everett HwyBothell They are trimming the grass at Bothell Ridge Apartments (owned by Essex). Not doing maintenance. 
Just cutting the verge. The company here does NOT cut trees off the road. The apt manager emailed 
me a letter from "Natl Landscape Professionals" claiming to be essential but the WA governor clearly 
said they are not. Every Tuesday they're out there.

Daniel Wheeler danieldwheeler@gmail.com 206.569.5094

04/14/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Future Harbor freight store(construction) Construction Twin City Town Center 1351 NW Louisiana Ave Chehalis, WA  98531 United StatesChehalis Workers worker long in close contact of each other’s , working around general public Tony johnson Anttgod@hotmail.com

04/14/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open S and s roofing Construction 104 s w ave Arlington Meeting with clients and giving replacement estimates 104 s West ave
04/14/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pro lawn care etc. Other Landscaping 15412 Olympic View Loop Rd NW, Silverdale, WA 98383Silverdale They're still working while they aren't essential.

04/14/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pro Lawn Care Ect. Other Landscaping business 15412 Olympic View Loop Rd NW, Silverdale, WA 98383Silverdale I've been seeing them landscaping every week since the stay at home order. Jered murphy Jeredmurphy187@hotmail.com 3609304369

04/14/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Residential construction Construction 509 11th Ave east 98102Seattle There is construction in progress and lots of personnel with no social distancing. Ron Kornfeld Ronkornfeld@yahoo.com 2063536769

04/14/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open L&L Excavating and Landscaping Other Landscaping and Excavating 8777 NE Delaney RdKingston This business is working what seems 24/7. They have many employees/equipment going up and 
down Hansville Hwy continuously. I only know the owner's first name which is Lucio. His main 
business is L & L Excavating and Landscaping. Also owns Indigo Topsoil and a sanican company.

info@llexcavatinginc.com

04/14/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open A's tile & Granite llc Construction 1320 Ahtanum rd Yakima Has employees "secretly" working.  Has not provided any PPE nor is practicing the 6ft rule.  Does not 
understand that these are GOVERNMENT orders.

office@astileandgranite.com

04/14/20 9:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 10018 21st AVE SWSeattle Construction on two residential properties has resumed.  Construction activity on these propertoes 
does not qualify as an "essential business" under the Governor's "Stay Home, Stay Healthy 
Proclamation" (Order #20-25) (further clarified by the Governor's Memo on Construction Guidance, 
issued on March 25, 2020).

Andrew Tsoming tsominga@gmail.com 206-919-4392



04/14/20 9:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Copper Basin Construction Construction 580 Capstone Ct Hayden Lake Idaho This company is still sending contractors into Spokane Wa.. with a blatant disregard for the States 
mandate to shut down all non essential construction sites.  there are several workers today standing 
side by side working on several projects.  Why are they allowed to continue work, while the majority of 
sites have respected the states mandate.. construction going on at 27th and Havana Spokane Valley 
wa .

janet ostrander jannieo13@comcast.net 509-220-9905

04/14/20 9:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown,they don't display the the 
name of their business or business 
license on their trucks.  CO536P is the 
license plate to one of their truck

Construction 2309 7th Street Bremerton My neighbor has at least 6 roofers re-roof their house starting April 14th during stay at home orders 
for non-essential business. I'm not sure what the contractors name, there's four white business trucks 
out there, but no business name or license number for their business on them. I was able to get one of 
their license plate numbers from one of the trucks CO536P I gave the address of where the work is 
being done at. I'm actually abiding by the rules and working from home as a mental health counselor 
and all I hear is pounding hammers re-roofing from next door, I don't have the luxury of going into the 
office, so it's hard for me to conduct my business via phone with my clients due to all that loud noise 
happening. Not to mention they're not following social distancing rules because most of the time 
they're working side-by-side and hanging out within less than three feet of each other. I've even taking 
some pics. The owner don't live there, but obviously they contracted these roofers for their house at 
2309 7st Bremerton.

Carol Lara mamaazzi2001@yahoo.com 9252869176 Unknown this license plate to one of their trucks is CO536P

04/14/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open take me for granire Construction 12710 Pacific Hwy SW,lakewood daily physical contact between workers
at the shop and between workers
and families at numerous residences 
during bids and installs

laurie nims laurieamartin@msn.com 2535881315 abraham nims

04/14/20 10:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild, there are 3 properties being 
worked on 1 full & 2 behind existing 
houses

Construction next to 2035 NW 63rd StSeattle On April 7 I received an email from you saying that someone was going to take action.  None of the 3 
properties to the right of us have ceased doing business.  Furthermore the work crews are not at all 
social distancing.  Frustrating that we're all trying to bend the curve & these guys don't care.  If you 
search by email you'll see that I've sent more than 2 complaints

De searchjob670@gmail.com It should be Paul don't know last name

04/14/20 10:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Impact property services Other Landscaping services 810 Martin Luther King WaySeattle Impact is a division of Seattle Housing Authority and they do landscaping services for the Rainier 
Vista community. They are mowing, leaf blowing and edging lawns in violation of the non essential 
businesses being required to close.

04/14/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Other Outdoor maintenance/leaf blower crew 2105 Norris Rd Vancouver Outdoor maintenance/leaf blower crew. Unmarked sweeper truck. No idea what company they are 
from but they're hired by Income Property Management, the owners/management company of this 
apartment complex.

04/14/20 10:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 115 26th ave e seattle Ongoing construction with multiple workers at the multi-home development around this address (26th 
ave E between E John St and Denny Way)

04/14/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MTT Holdings Construction 16000 Christensen Rd.Tukwila They are now continuing to work on homes that are for profit and not for low income homes. They are 
doing construction on 

Seringa Ave. 
Bremerton 98310.

Sheryl Usman sherylusman@gmail.com 360-731-0881

04/14/20 11:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Swift home Construction 10554 Interlake Ave northSeattle This construction location has been asked to quit a couple of times due to nonessential work. There 
is an elderly man that lives next-door and they will not they continue to have contractors coming every 
day and breaking the rules.

Samantha Suggarsammy@yahoo.com 360-319-9737

04/14/20 11:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gerry Homes Construction 4131 Phinney Ave NSeattle They are continuing with a home renovation project at 8544 53rd Ct NE. It's my understanding that 
that project would not be considered essential.

William Green bartergreen74@gmail.com 206-524-8120 office@gerryhomes.com

04/14/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Creative Quality Finish Construction Rd F.5 Moses Lake There are a few other construction companies still building here in Moses Lake, WA- Please either 
shut them down or reopen construction so everyone is on the same playing field. The other company 
that I know of is Vickery construction 509-431-4883-building a shop/house on Westshore Dr. Moses 
Lake, WA- he has had 12-15 people working there daily.

Stacey Clark stacey.clark@nctv.com 5097504261

04/14/20 11:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure. License plate is B51326V Other Lawn care 25th Ave NE Seattle Gardner is still cutting client lawns in violation of the proclamation.  I have pictures. Adam Belzberg abelzberg@gmail.com 2066125987 lawncare_seattle@hotmail.com

04/14/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown (construction in progress) Construction 1111 14th Ave Seattle Construction of apartment buildings is continuing at 1111 14th Avenue. Unknown

04/14/20 12:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lennar Homes Construction Bellflower Woods Bothell The construction in these new homes has continued, other than the 48 hours as directed by the state. 
They are new homes beginning in the mid 700’s. Work is still continuing 7 days a week, sun up to sun 
down with heavy equipment.

Debbie Sweeney Sweeney_deb@yahoo.com 2066188697

04/14/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open HOS Brothers Construction Construction 7733 W Bostian Rd Woodinville HOS construction is operating in Bellevue downtown next to Bellevue Square, in a capacity that is 
non-essential. They operate trucks dropping debris on the roadway with insecure loads, they do not 
practice social distancing, and in no way should be operating their business currently.

Concerned Citizen John W. Caunt

04/14/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Eagle West Builders Construction 2418 86th St. NW (per Google - see below)Tulalip (per Google) Have observed multiple vehicles with up to 6 people at a time  (not keeping apart) at 11213 Country 
Club Place, Anderson Island, WA 98303, engaged in new home construction. (There are other 
properties on the island that have new home construction still going but their signs are not posted and 
usually is only one worker at a time).

Rev. Kelly Hallock kellylynn0815@gmail.com 805.509.4647 253-666-2023 Bob Peterson (as per sign)

04/14/20 12:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Coombes Development & Forsyth 
Builders

Construction 8553 Interlake Ave. N.Seattle an unfinished residential project has had a stream of workers the past few weeks doing work inside 
and outside the house.  a window guy climbed a neighbor's fence to wash a window.  railings were 
delivered for inside.  yesterday was yard work.  today is fence construction.

206-707-9437 or 206-420-7672

04/14/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Acey's Landscape Service Other Landscaping 422 11th St Clarkston Having more than one employee in a vehicle which is a close and confined space, meeting with 
clients all of which violates the Governor's Order

dacey@cableone.net

04/14/20 12:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Modern Custom Woodworking Construction 1225 Ruddell RD SE Suite ELACEY Workers are also working in close proximity. Brian Koder vwammodog@gmail.com 360 480-7271
04/14/20 1:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Contractor-Patrick E Heath, identifies 

himself as "Self Employed Contractor" 
on recorded permits and county 
documentation

Construction 718 Bayview Court Camano Island This is a new residential construction site of a second home. The property owner, Lisa Collins, owns 
the property and appears to be encouraging her contractor, Patrick E Heath, his subcontractors and 
their laborers to continue gathering and working at the site. They are driving through a residential 
neighborhood, possibly exposing the neighborhood that was ordered to safely shelter in place at their 
homes, and they are continuing work without social distancing standards. Multiple vehicles enter and 
leave the neighborhood regularly, workers are jumping fences and gathering in close groups taking 
smoke breaks. As an employee of the state patrol, I would expect Ms. Collins to be setting the 
example, not considering herself and her project above the governor's order. We have attempted to 
contact Island County Code Enforcement Officer, John Brazier, about the situation and his course of 
action was to have us complain to the state.

Amber Kintner akintner@live.com 425-359-9895 Patrick E Heath, identifies himself as "Self Employed"

04/14/20 1:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rockerz Inc Concrete / Washington 
State University

Construction WSU Campus Pullman Washington They are still doing construction at the WSU Playfields. I see about 14 people working. They should 
not be doing construction during this time. I also noticed WSU college students talking with the group 
in the evenings as they work which puts them over 14 people. You need to shut this down!

04/14/20 1:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Golden Rule Landscape Other Landscape 24624 SE Old Black Nugget RDIssaquah They took a few days off for the holiday but now they are back landscaping my neighbors 
yard..AGAIN! This is report #5! It is really sad that while my husband is on the front lines trying to help 
you (He is a DR. at UW/Harborview) and taking extra precautions to keep us safe- YOU CAN NOT 
seem to stop this buisness or report back to me! Ive already called everyone I can. PLEASE get them 
to stop. (you will likely need to FINE the homeowner & buisness to do so at this point)

Brandi Huang limelookalike@yahoo.com 425-466-8348

04/14/20 1:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Central Highland Construction Wallace Cottages Bainbridge Island After other neighbors have complained to the city and this site, construction is still on going. Randy Komatsu randyk@islandwood.org 206 661-6160 karenbazarrealestate@gmail.com

04/14/20 1:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open not sure no name on the building Construction 7829 leary way ne Redmond They are doing construction and have people going in and out of the building. Also they are letting 
people into the building .

04/14/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rice Construction Construction Kirsop and 64th tumwater they  are building homes still and although the fence they've built is high, we can all see and hear 
them working

linda 1lindajo@centurylink.net 3603572249 rice construction

04/14/20 3:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Eruardo Landscape Design Inc. Other Landscaping 19728 State Route 9 SESnohomish Mowing lawns and conducting non essential business. Also outside talking and not within 6 ft 
distance. Multiple people (3) in one truck.

04/14/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sola Salon Studios Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 22833 Bothell Everett Hwy (on level 2)Bothell There has been construction work going on during all these time while the shutdown order is on.  
There are workers inside the Salon Salon premises, some day more workers and some days less 
workers, and they work throughout the day.

madison madisontaylorheng@gmail.com

04/14/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Howard S Wright / 1001 Office Towers Construction 1001 106th Ave NE Bellevue WA This is construction for 2 office buildings to house Amazon from 2022/2023 onwards and based on 
our review of the allowable construction services under essential services, we do not believe they fall 
in that category.  They stopped all work when the Governor instituted the essential services a few 
weeks back but as of last week, they are back to doing work on this site on a daily basis including 
weekends.

Swati Mehra SWATIMEHRA@HOTMAIL.COM muscate@hswc.com

04/14/20 3:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenpro Spray and Lawn Maintenance Other Lawncare service 7911 East Bigelow Gulch RoadSpokane Mowed the lawn at Cedar Willow and Cedar Hollow Apartment complexes 4/14/20.  Nonessential 
business operating as usual. their phone #509-927-4254

Roxanne Lindquist rox10rox.rl@gmail.com 5092175018

04/14/20 4:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open North County Lawn Care LLC DBA 
North County Lawn Care  604-533-714

Construction 6889 Malloy Rd Ferndale Been landscaping my neighbor's yard for 6 hours today. Has a huge trailer out, porta potty set up, 
name on truck. I work for L&I. He's been out all day at 3806 Canby Ct. in Bellingham, WA

Erin Stacy estacy9@gmail.com 360-510-9394 office@ncountylawncare.com

04/14/20 4:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Robs Electric Construction 1021 broadway ave severtt wa why are they allowed to build while I cannot?

04/14/20 4:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hilton Gardens Construction 3801 Alderwood Mall BlvdLynnwood There is a Hilton Gardens hotel under construction next door to my apartment complex, they are 
continuing to work during quarantine.

Cameron Nelson cameron.nelson2005@gmail.com 4258790962

04/14/20 5:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JAG Masonry Construction Beach RV Park Benton City The owner and his son are performing some type of construction. Building a wall out of blocks

04/14/20 5:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Total Construction LLC Construction 3250 Airport Way S Ste 324Seattle He is continuing to operate despite the stay at home orders. He has been leaving daily, and bringing 
home his used equipment.

04/14/20 6:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Azure Northwest Homes Construction 33400 8th Ave S Federal Way There were roofers working today, 4/14/2020, on new construction homes on 135th St E, Bonney 
Lake, 98391.  This is in the neighborhood of Tehaleh. There have been people working on these 
homes since the order was declared.

Kathryn Wagner ktjkwagner@hotmail.com 2532024393 info@azurenw.com

04/14/20 6:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Inland NW construction Construction 4326 Springdale Hunters roadspringdale, wa I thought non essential construction was shut down yet I see this co's 2 dump trucks running through 
town hauling rock every day all week long............DO not use my name please

John Kokinda 509 258-6904 Gary Molika

04/14/20 6:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SPM Seattle  Construction LLC Construction 938 Cherry  Hill StreetKent To whom this may concern

SPM Seattle   Construction LLC located  in kent Washington. #253-678-5604 .. This company  has  
Had nonessential construction work going on at the addres located at 1430 24th ave Seattle  98122 
Central  district  of Seattle...... They are in direct violation at the governor's order of all  Construction 
site's  to be shut  down unless  There essential .... Public health is at risk by  this  Construction 
business continuing to operate while under  a federal  and state of emergency.. I have sent multiple 
inquiries into the governor's office but they still continue to be working every day at the site  clearly  
not obeying  the 6 feet rule and no PPE on... This company should  be getting  fined and the 
employee's ... I am urging someone to take this matter very seriously before we have a spike in covid 
19 cases  again..... This companies white privilege is showing the lack of respect for rules and for the 
governor's office by  Continuing to work and putting  public  health  at risk  for profit. This has been 
going on for a few weeks now .. I have also sent a letter to labor industries and to the mayor's office of 
Seattle and King County someone must take action   Immediately.

DARNELL N HIBBLER hibbdh@gmail.com 3606204208 #SPMCOPM875N2



04/14/20 6:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lewis Construction Construction 8225 N. Division St. Unit A Spokane, WA 99208Spokane WA Two private homes being constructed off of Peone Road in Mead, WA. Daily construction is on-going 
as are trips into town for breaks, lunch, etc. Neighbors have not seen a break in action since the 
“essential business” order was enacted.

Nancy Nicholas Nicho8386@gmail.com 509-475-9211 Lewisconstructioninc.com

04/14/20 7:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bills yard service Other Lawm service 54th steert ct Puyallup Three people in cab of truck Bill lavagnino
04/14/20 7:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open levys lawns and landscape llc Other landcaping 916 division st port orchard still working putting people in danger. clients are old. leah delaney 4024504144
04/14/20 11:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Azure Homes Construction 18730 135th (Lot 83) St EBonney Lake Azure and lennar  homes continue to build residential homes in Tehaleh one address listed above. I 

have emailed azure with no response
Dewey Burns burnze@me.com 206-999-6282

04/15/20 5:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open MJ Hughes construction Construction 11510 ne 87th ave Vancouver There are people living out back in the campers, 
Numerous people in office
I am a concerned neighbor and can see that there’s a lot of traffic through the business, as this 
business is in a neighborhood. It seems there’s people living there as well.

info@mjhughes.com

04/15/20 8:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Valentine Roofing Construction 400 Industry Dr. Suite 130Tukwila Company continues to advertise via radio that they are open for business as usual. Philip Cady philip.cady@gmail.com 425-870-2930 connor@valentineroof.com

04/15/20 8:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Roofing & COnstruction Construction 19740 Viking Ave NWPoulsbo Again, my contractor who is a single body and could work outside at my home following social 
distancing, is not allowed as it is construction; yet, this company listed above continues to work.  
Construction was deemed non-essential by the governor, how is it that this company is still working 
and people show up to work and get assignments and go out in the community and construct?  I don't 
understand.  I have already reported them once and apparently nothing happened as they are still 
working.  Either open up construction so that all contractors can go back to work as long as they can 
meet social distancing requirements, or shut every construction company down.  There are more 
working in the Seattle area too, as it was reported on Q 13 news last night.  Come on one for all and 
all for one, or we will never end the spread of this virus.  I want my work done just as much as the next 
person, however, I am forcing my guy not to work to be in compliance.  Make something happen, one 
way or the other.

Craig Wilkey wilkcd@gmail.com 3606208502

04/15/20 8:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 145th and Stone Ave NSeattle This business is still operating even though it is not an essential service. They have been working 
through the stay at home order for two weeks Monday through Saturday.

04/15/20 8:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Residential house Construction 94719 98th South Kent Residential house being built, Not essential! Ann 2535697959
04/15/20 8:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild construction Construction 9305 Linden Ave N Seattle Labors working on a new construction project of townhouses on 4/15/20 at 9305 Linden Ave N in 

Seattle.
04/15/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Herema's Tree Service Other Tree Trimming Service Not listed on business cardNot listed on business cardThis man is going door to door on our street, wearing an official looking utility service like vest, 

knocking on doors and waiting for homeowners to open the door. When they do, he tries to hand 
them his business card which is for a tree trimming service. He is appearing to look official to get 
people to answer the door, not respecting 6' social distance, not wearing a mask and is acting as a 
perfect vector for spreading disease. Please speak with him to educate and get him to stop putting 
other people's lives at risk. The only contact information listed on the card is "Call Sue: 360-991-7935"

Kristen Andersen thenightheron@me.com 360-852-0246 Not listed on business card

04/15/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lilac City painting Construction 726 n. Hogan at. Spokane I have multiple people around my house painting, not masked, no gloves. No social distancing.

04/15/20 9:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Construction 1537 Boylston Ave Seattle A building remodel, they ignored the first week of stay-at-home order, then paused, but have started 
back up again - it is incredibly loud (like a leaf blower in your living room!), and with stay-at-home 
none of us can escape it, please help!

Shane electro_alchemy@hotmail.com 4804423389

04/15/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Construction 615 NE 15th AVE E Seattle Construction has been going on non-stop through this time. I'm a neighbor in the condo building.

04/15/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 1517 Boylston Ave Construction 1517 Boylston Ave Seattle Construction has started up as of yesterday on non-essential project Isabella ismascheroni@gmail.com 9176800044
04/15/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Palatine Hill Investments Construction 4224 NE 10th PL Renton This company is conducting ongoing residential construction activities at the address 14034 Palatine 

Ave N. Work has not stopped at any point during the Stay Home order.
Jeff Brown jcurtisbrown66@yahoo.com 206-595-0896

04/15/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Near 9800 NE 13th StBellevue There has been construction weekday mornings near 98th Ave NE and NE 13th St. Looks like there 
is work being done on a new home.

04/15/20 10:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Miles Construction Intersection of Blueberry Rd And AndasioPort orchard There are more than 6 people working in close proximity (less than 6ft) with no masks. The site is 
housing development. The parking lot at this site is full.

Cassandra Crook darth_sensei@hotmail.com 3602712658

04/15/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open KINGDOM CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 6109 Hillcrest Dr SWLakewood WA 98499 House reconstruction. Many workmen around the site, sometimes blocking the road. No distancing, 
with workman and trucks coming and going.

Alan J Hart siwash21@comcast.net 2535841530

04/15/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Other Landscape maintenance Operating at 8431 54th Ave S.Seattle A landscape maintenance crew of three mowed the lawn of the resident. This is the second time 
they've been there since the stay at home order began.

Kelly Brenner kellybrenner@gmail.com 2064955017

04/15/20 10:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open STUREGON Electric Health-related business 3902 B st NW suite AAuburn No warm water on site. 
Staff not maintaining 6 for distancing. 
Not cleaning surfaces.
Not allowing workers to work from home when requested.
No signs posted for 6 foot rule to maintain social distancing.

Jason.williams@myrgroup.com

04/15/20 11:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Outdoor Design By Oz Construction Currently working at 4565 Olivine Dr SwPort Orchard (business listed in Seattle)This construction company is performing a nonessential project. Their workers are within 2 feet of the 
surrounding neighbors. There are large crews anywhere from 6 to 10 men working they are not 
wearing any masks. They are not even within required 6 feet as they are working right up against the 
neighbors fence and are also frequently in the front yard where the entire neighborhood has to walk 
by and get their mail or walk their dog. There are many at risk seniors in this area.

Danielle RallyForTheWin@gmail.com 3608953800

04/15/20 11:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Western superior structural Construction 7380 New Market st swTumwater Doing work that is non essential putting workers at risk

04/15/20 11:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trugreen Other Lawncare 4624 E 15th Spokane Valley Trugreen treated my next door neighbor's lawn at approximately 11:00 am James Faulkner jamesfaulkner777@gmail.com 5099534343 jamesfaulkner777@gmail.com

04/15/20 11:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ken's Pool & Patio Construction 1827 West Valley Highway, Sumner, Wa 98390Sumner Laborers are building swimming pools in groups, travel together work in close proximity. No social 
distancing or protective wear. No regard at all to gov. Orders.

S. Johnson Snjohnson321@gmail.com 253-537-4320 kenspool@msn.com

04/15/20 12:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fullwiler Construction - Phone number:  
360-631-5922

Construction 9012 25th Ave NE -- (site of construction)Seattle Hi,  This is the fifth time I've reported the daily work violation of Fullwiler Construction.  Today, again, 
there is a full crew working on a house, operating large loud equipment.  I spoke with them two weeks 
ago politely, was taunted to "report us! We don't care, go ahead!".  I've been advised to continue 
reporting them.  It is upsetting to see ongoing work that is deemed non essential, their disregard for 
themselves and for the rest of us.  The house is in a residential neighborhood, with a mixture of 
retired folks, families with kids, working folks.  It's particularly galling that some people feel the rules 
don't apply to them.  I'd sure appreciate assistance with this matter!  I know you're very busy, and I 
appreciate all that you're doing to keep Washington safe.  Thank you!

Peg hobwynns@aol.com 2062611484

04/15/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Valentine roofing Construction 8513 176th pl ne Arlington Salesman giving roofing estimates at this address talking with customers will engen will_razzels@yahoo.com 4252753460

04/15/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open S and S roofing Construction 8513 176th pl ne Arlington Salesman giving roofing estimates at this address talking with customers will engen will_razzels@yahoo.com 4252753460

04/15/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Multiple Construction 3120 Randall way Silverdale Multiple different companies are working at this currently vacant building.  They are either 
reconstructing it or modifying.

Olivia Quinn ibdjeepgirl@gmail.com 3607289595 Unknown

04/15/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Evergreen landscaping Other Landscaping 35619 WA-20 Oak Harbor Non essential business operating with more than 4  people doing landscaping. Cheyanne cheyannefrohlich19@gmail.com 3609298279

04/15/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Adam Laneer Construction Construction 1950 Black Lake Blvd SWOlympia new residential construction activity, observed for past two weeks, between 1919 and 1935 Jester Ct 
NW.

Adam@adamlaneerconstruction.com

04/15/20 12:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open H Construction Construction 9808 ne 107th ave vancouver This business operates out of house in our neighborhood. They have not stopped construction as I 
see the employees showing up and leaving work from that house everyday. Plus they have been 
hosting parties with 30sih people over the past couple of weeks.

04/15/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open B&J Roofing Inc. Construction 19205 NE Union Hill RdRedmond B&J roofing is continuing their roofing work on a daily basis. Susan Smith 425-868-4366
04/15/20 12:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown-siding roofing and painting 

contractors have unmarked  trucks
Construction 1819 7th Street WestKirkland Hello this construction company is building an addition to a home at 1819 7th St West. .  There are 

two men on the jobsite today, working on taping windows and making siding.
unknown-they have unmarked trucks

04/15/20 1:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Irons Brothers Construction Construction 1510 NE 170th St. Shoreline They have a full office of staff there right now, and they have not stopped or followed the governor's 
order. They are residential carpenters, not electricians or plumbers. They have all their carpenters 
picking up their work vans each morning.

John McCoy John.mccoy@outlook.com 2064077511

04/15/20 1:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Morina Homes (Loni Morina, owner) Construction 3809 30th Ave W (where construction is)Seattle Since March 23, 2020, Loni Morina and Morina Homes have been operating in defiance of the 
governor's "stay-at-home" order to mitigate COVID-19.  Previous complaints from me (on behalf of 
neighbors) and by others have been submitted, with our attempts to educate them; photos, video, 
license plates -- and still they work. They papered over the windows so you can't easily see them 
working inside; they park their vehicles in the alley or workers are dropped off and vehicles parked 
elsewhere to make it appear no one is there. Today the builder's red van and large white construction 
van are here, working. Morina Homes' defiance of the order is very disturbing to all of us on this 
street, watching this continue day after day after day. Morina Homes defies the governor's orders, 
ignores our concerns in the neighborhood, even as a doctor and nurse on our street are fighting 
COVID-19.  With so many efforts to educate them and also notify the state, it feels as if we are asking 
a repeat felon to "please be nice." It all falls on deaf ears.

Helen Holter hh91west@gmail.com (206) 948-4226 loni.morina@comcast.net

04/15/20 1:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Johnny Tsunami Other Roof cleaning 9435 Provost Rd Ste 202Silverdale Still out cleaning people roofs with no masks or safety gear. Getclean@johnnytsunami.com
04/15/20 1:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Katerra Construction 8549 Martin way e Lacey (New construction for apartments) Construction company has framers working and preforming non 

essential work. They sent home framers today 4/15 during the press conference. However they are 
expected to return to work tomorrow at 7 am.

04/15/20 1:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Katerra Construction Hoh street Lacey Having workers come in to work even though they are not essential, had them leave for a meeting 
with city just in case media showed up and are having them return to work  next day

angel.larose13@yahoo.com

04/15/20 2:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedarwing Builders Construction Fieldstone Lane Bainbridge Island They repeatedly have been out, today 6 trucks showed up to a new home he is building in our 
neighborhood.  He has two homes located off of Fieldstone Lane NE and Koura Farm

Patty Jenkins pparc@comcast.net 360-314-8032 Robert White

04/15/20 2:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Young bucks Other Landscaping Walla walla ave WENATCHEE Working during quarantine. Not essential. Why isn’t l&i going around in our towns closing them down? 
I shut my business down, why isn’t anything being done to punish those that have stayed open?

Kelly Kellygh@rocketmail.com 5098814388

04/15/20 2:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ballard Natural Gas Service Construction 4758 Ballard Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle Still doing in-home sales calls for heating and cooling equipment.

04/15/20 3:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open GreenEarth NW Other Landscape 6135 Portal Way Ferndale 3 persons per truck. Not performing social distancing throughout neighborhoods. Non essential 
business is fully staffed and operating as usual.

Jennifer Jaase1244@gmail.com 360.922.4254

04/15/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Viking Homes Construction 6223 W. Deschutes Ave Suite #309Kennewick Received a complaint that this company is not adhering to the mandate and continuing to work.  
Complainant did not feel that residential construction should be taking place when other businesses 
are closed.

Justin Gerber justing@bfhd.wa.gov 509-460-4330 info@vikinghomes.com

04/15/20 3:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open North end construction llc Construction 10525 state ave Marysville Big crew installing new roof will engen will_razzels@yahoo.com 4252753460
04/15/20 3:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open united lawncare Other landscape longview wa longview I have photos of them performing routine maintenance on Olympia way in Longview at 2:46 pm on 

april 14th
tim weddle tim853@gmail.com 3607516089

04/15/20 3:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 19322 312th Ave NEDuvall Home being built at the JP Landscape/Tree Farm property. Viewable from road that work has not 
stopped and whatever company that was hired to build is still working there. Please look into this. It’s 
not fair for the construction companies that are complying to have their competition violating the order.

04/15/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open longview parks and recreation Other landscape maintenance 2920 douglas street longview I have photos of them performing routine maintenance at a park on larch street on april 14th at 2:43 
pm

tim weddle tim8953@gmail.com 3607516089

04/15/20 3:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open longview schools maintenance Other lanscape maintenance 2080 38th avenue longview I have photos of them performing routine maintenance at saint helens school on april 14th at 1:57 pm tim weddle tim8953@gmail.com 3607516089

04/15/20 3:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Golden Rule Landscape Other landscape 24624 SE Old Black Nugget RDIssaquah Again workers are destroying my neighbors back yard. this has been reported EVERY DAY. Sherriffs 
office will not do anything! We need this company fined or something

Brandi Huang Limelookalike@yahoo.com 425-466-8348

04/15/20 3:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open longview parks and recreation Other landscape maintenance 2920 douglas street longview I have photos of them performing routine maintenance on beech street on April 14th at 1:54 pm tim weddle tim8953@gmail.com 3607516089



04/15/20 4:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Saltaire Construction Construction 1132 Poplar Pl S Seattle Performing work on a job site located at: 5616 Beach Dr SW, Seattle, WA, 98136.
The work is not essential and does not fit with in the spoliation exemption. They have been 
proceeding "business as usual".

04/15/20 4:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open artisans landscapes Other landscape maintenance p.o. box 501 kelso I have photos of them performing routine maintenance on 11th avenue at 3:15 pm on April 13th tim weddle tim8953@gmail.com 3607516089

04/15/20 4:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open romeros yard maintenance Other landscape maintenance longview phone 3602702552longview I have photos of them performing routine maintenance on 7th avenue at 3:54 pm on march 27TH tim weddle tim8953@gmail.com 3607516089

04/15/20 4:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open michael and sons Other landscape maintenance 4660 ocean beach highwaylongview I have photos of them performing routine maintenance on 11th avenue at 3:23 pm on march 27th tim weddle tim8953@gmail.com 3607516089

04/15/20 4:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sub contractor Construction 22214 Hwy 99 Edmonds Near my house at 22214 Hwy 99, Edmonds, WA 98026 at a car dealership there is construction going 
on at that I believe to be non essential.

04/15/20 5:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open judah of lion landscaping Other Yard care 17410 SE Renton Maple Valley Rd Renton, WA 98058Renton, WA 98058 Working daily, while more important industry can not.

04/15/20 6:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Heirloom Custom Cabinetry Construction 3524 N Eden Rd Spokane valley Residential construction still open. Working in close contact with other employees. Working in close 
contact in  a shop and vehicles.

Bart

04/15/20 6:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tiger Construction and Excavation Construction 12201 Avondale Rd NeRedmond These guys started work TODAY on digging a hole for my neighbors pool. How is putting in a pool 
essential in a time like this? My parents live with me and are high risk. Please shut them down for non 
essential jobs like this! Thank you for all that you do to keep us safe!

I prefer to stay anonymous

04/15/20 9:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Toscana apartments construction Construction 6979 Birdseye Ave Lacey Construction going on at Toscana apartments

04/15/20 11:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedarwing Construction Fieldstone lane ne Bainbridge Island Contractor stated to me that they were continuing construction to prevent spoilage however the 
building is covered and sheated so is currently protected per the posting clarification by governors 
orders and new residential building construction should not be continuing. Numerous calls in locally 
but no one came out to even investigate.

04/15/20 11:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Building Envelope, Inc Construction 1028 49th Pl SW Everett Wa 98201Everett,  Mill Creek Work continuing at Spinnaker Reach Condominiums 444  or 441 Boulevard Pkwy Bellingham WA.
Jobsite is adjacent to a city park. Called Bellingham Police Dept and they refused to do anything 
about it. Photos available.

Brian Mahoney bmahoney231@gmail.com 3602015798

04/16/20 12:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Martin"s Landscaping Other Landscaping 704 87th ave NE   #28     Phone #425 737-7728  on side of truckLake Stevens They do not think this order apples to them.I asked him about why he was working a couple weeks 
ago and he showed me this bouges letter that he said he was essential worker,  now he has bought 
another truck to use to work out of with out his company name on it. what's up with this. this is not 
right. Is he even licensed? this worries us because he has kids that play in neiborhood with all other 
kids. I have not been able to work because of this why is he not been stoped?

4254329773

04/16/20 8:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Morgan Industries Construction 200 block of 6th St Pomeroy Construction work at this address

04/16/20 8:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Integrity Roofing and Construction 
Services LLC

Construction 1101 Madison Ave Yakima, WA  98902 This business has stayed open during the entire shut down & is not an essential business.  Heres 
what the owner Ben Briggs had to say on Facebook today 04/16/2020. "Fuck the stay at home bs...... 
There ain’t a chance I’ll stop working and not go about my everyday life! Haven’t compiled yet and 
never will! I’ve got family to take care of!  What a fuckin POS your fine governor is. Play your game 
Mr. Governor, it’ll soon be Over."  He has posted several messages over the past 2 weeks stating the 
same thing along with that he thinks the governor is just a stupid democrat.  CAN WE PLEASE DO 
SOMETHING ABOUT THIS GUY? They're have been several reports about him, yet nothing is done. 
Suspend this guys license or something, he's out to kill us all and dont care one bit. Hes been to 
federal prison and is very threatening, so I am not leaving my name. In a side note, on facebook today 
he's offering a $500 reward for the guy that got too close to his Harley yesterday....to "have a talk with 
him." This guy is clearly dangerous and threatening us all, bragging about it & encouraging others to 
do to break the stay at home order and risking others lives. Please DO something. He has also been 

 to federal prison for illegal firearms. Here is some further info: 
Integrity Roofing And Construction Services LLC is a Washington Wa Limited-Liability Company filed 
on July 2, 2018. The company's filing status is listed as Active and its File Number is 604298966.
The Registered Agent on file for this company is William Halsey and is located at 513 N 21st Ave Ste 
B, Yakima, WA 98902.
The company has 3 principals on record. The principals are Ben Briggs from Yakima WA, Benn 
Briggs, and Madison Mcrann.  ***It should be noted that of the 3 individual officers listed, one is him, 
the 2nd is his 4 year old son and the last is his wife.

mptmyemailaddress@yahoo.com

04/16/20 8:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stimac construction Construction 25 beacon dr east Wenatchee WA 98802East Wenatchee We live in east Wenatchee near 4th street and Kansas. On Friday kyle Steinberg (our county 
commissioner) opened up New residential construction he deemed essential. Which included any 
homes under contract. Within an hour there where crews swarming all over this neighborhood. There 
are 8 new homes being worked on and 6crews arrived. There where at least 20people on the site and 
not one was complying with social Distancing. Unfortunately our small town thinks that because we 
have had a minimal amount of deaths that we are fine. We are losing jobs to other sub contractors 
who are willing to work illegally during this stay at home order. The police won't enforce the stay at 
home order for these construction companies because the commissioners have gone against it. All we 
are trying to do is comply but there are so many in our town who just don't believe, especially because 
our town commissioners are not concerned about it an keep minimizing it. Please help us keep our 
town safe.andnstimac construction is not the only one, you unfortunately only gave one spot but I 
know of 8 construction companies violating the order.

Emily clinton Emilyannclinton@gmail.com 5096707762

04/16/20 8:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedarwing Construction Fieldstone Lane NE Bainbridge Island I have contacted the police but they have allowed the contractor to continue despite my neighbors 
and I complaints. The new homes have sheathing and are covered but 6-8 truck loads of contractors 
show up every day.  The contractor has continually harassed me and I have an autoimmune disorder.

Patty Jenkins pparc@comcast.net 3603148032 ivy@cedarwing.net

04/16/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kohary Builders LLC Construction 3042 NW 64th St Seattle 98107 Builder continuing residential construction during shutdown building fence 6" from neighbor's property 
line. Workers not social distancing.

Corinne Adler (206)941-3240 miklos@koharyconstruction.com

04/16/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AK Construction Construction 4988 lovely lane se Port orchard Ak Construction is a roof cleaning business that has stayed open throughout this whole epidemic. 
Kevin says he is essential and wont shut down. Roof cleaning isn't essential. It's not okay for other 
businesses to have to close and others not work and Kevin still running his business. There are 
pictures on his employees facebook. (Joe possanza) I hope he will get contacted and told to shut

Ryan warsalla Ryanwarsalla1@gmail.com 3605175045 Kevin@akroofingnw.com

04/16/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Eduardo Landscaping Other Landscaping 12225 4th Pl W Everett Two men in a landscaping truck were working in my neighborhood at 309 E 11th St, Snohomish, 
98290. They are listed as nonessential business operating. No mask. They are supposed to be home, 
not working.

Joe Istvan joey.istvan@gmail.com 425-346-1653 206 335-3804

04/16/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Lodges Construction 901 S. 72nd Ave. Yakima Large scale residential apartment building project has started operations up again on 04/16/2020. hawks98908@gmail.com 509.654.2338 Byron Borton

04/16/20 9:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Wayne Dalton overhead doors Construction 2001 Industrial Dr Centralia Threating employees with there jobs that dont come to work. They make Custom Garage Doors for 
the RICH. . How is that essential ,  we are not expendable assets,  Business as usual. . profits before 
people.

Michael Deseguirant Millwright0059@yahoo.com 3606212689

04/16/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Wayne Dalton overhead  doors Construction 2001 Industrial Dr Centralia Making custom Garage doors for the RICH,  Non Essential,  threatening employees to come to work 
or lose there job..covering there tracks NO Use of time clocks. We are just EXPENDABLE assets to 
the Corporation.

Michael Deseguirant Millwright0059@yahoo.com 3606212689

04/16/20 10:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northwest Landscape Services Other Landscaping 7120 185th AVE NE, Ste 150Redmond Concerned citizen in Snoqualmie, WA reporting a landscaping business that is currently not following 
Social Distancing Guidelines and is performing non-essential business in her neighborhood. Told to 
report the business to the local law enforcement non-emergent phone line. Also advised caller to 
report the business to the governor's website. The employees of said business are working shoulder 
to shoulder, and not practicing safe distancing with other neighborhood members, especially those 
that are currently waking/jogging in the neighborhood.

Erica Spenningsby EJSpenningsby@gmail.com 2064846334

04/16/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NORTH CREEK LANDING 
APARTMENTS LLC

Construction 1419 183rd St SE Bothell ongoing residential construction. no contractor info on trucks. no social distance. no ppe on workers 
who don't speak english and may be exploited.  but the apts are coming soon 
https://www.apartments.com/danilet-apartments-bothell-wa/7g24ynx/

tracey bergrabbit@gmail.com

04/16/20 10:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedarwing Construction Fieldstone Lane NE Bainbridge Island They are continuing to work and feel they are being responsible without permits and masks and non 
essential. Cedarwing's owner Ivy White continues to state her new construction business is essential 
for them and has no permits for continuance.  She sent a letter stating it is covered, but need to 
continue, new construction residential. Can you provide that there is evidence? The City has not 
provided any assistance, and this is sad after one of our own officers just died.

Patty Jenkins pparc@comcast.net 3603148032 ivy@cedarwing.net

04/16/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Natures Design Other Lawn Maintenance 1616 SE Ellis CT #165Port Orchard Lawn service company now been out twice in the last 3 weeks after the governor issues they are 
nonessential. Also no social distainings either between worker and home owner.

Tiffany Meckley tiffmeck@gmail.com 3604711369

04/16/20 10:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open I don't know Construction 1530 Yelm Hwy SE Olympia The construction near my apartment has continued on-and-off throughout this order. The address I 
provided above is for the Briggs YMCA (which is next door to this construction). (I don't have the 
address of the construction site or a business name.) There are out hammering again today.

Shanelle Pierce shanellepierce@hotmail.com 360-791-0582

04/16/20 10:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Terrane Construction 10801 Main St #102 Bellevue I have seen their people out surveying property, I thought all construction services were shut down.   
How is providing a survey essential?

ps.west300e@gmail.com

04/16/20 10:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Harvey Cleary Construction South east corner of horn rapids road and Stevens drRichland Construction site open disregarding the state order. many people on the site

04/16/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open VanHoof Construction Construction Dead End of S 175th StSeaTac Construction site open, driving recklessly through neighborhood, no PPE, so social distancing, no 
dumping permit (they are dumping)

Scott Weigel service@crewinc.com 206-396-8716

04/16/20 10:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rich Landscaping Other Landscaping 27901 Redmond-Fall City Rd NERedmond Rich landscaping has performed landscaping services at Trillium apartments three weeks in a row in 
violation of the stay home order. Rich landscaping also violates the social distancing requirement. 
This is the third thursday in a row that Rich landscaping has violated the stay home order by 
performing landscaping services at Trillium Apartments located at 4902 148th St Sw Apt B411

Nicole trilliummgr@pinnacleliving.com (425) 697-9007

04/16/20 10:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gencap Construction Construction 11415 Slater Ave NE #101, Kirkland, WA 98033Kirkland,  WA Woodinville apartment building construction David Haugen haugendave@comcast.net 4254171863
04/16/20 11:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open GENCAP Construction 11415 Slater Ave NE #101, Kirkland, WA 98033Kirkland The construction project at 1310 Minor Ave, Seattle, WA is ongoing despite the governor's Stay Home 

order. This site shares an alley with an assisted living facility, which receives deliveries in the alley. 
The construction workers are not, and can not, practice social distancing while working on the site 
and in the alley.

04/16/20 11:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Katerra Construction 4520 bay vista blvd. Bremerton This is a new construction apartment  project that has continued with production from beginning of 
shut down. To date still 40 to 50 vehicles are there daily working.

Mark G. Brewer Traceyleebrewer3@gmail.com 3604702653 Humanresouces@katerra.com

04/16/20 11:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open RM Homes Construction 12400 Gibson Road Everett Construction still working every day for the last 30 days when they are NOT suppose to be. Nothing 
being done about it. While we are stuck inside listening to pounding ALL DAY long. Please do 
something about this!!!!



04/16/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DP DESIGN BUILD Construction 950 18th Avenue WestKirkland Yes this contractor and his subs have been building a residence at 950 18th Ave West, known as 
"The Diana Residence".  After watching them ignore the quarantine rules all this week,  Today 4-16-
20 I told one of the subs who was cutting siding that there was a quarantine.  He shrugged and went 
back to his work.  Another sub was working along side him. The DP foreman was there today but I 
couldn't find him or else he was hiding from me in the house.  I don't appreciate their total lack f 
consideration for the rules, and the brush off I received.  One of the worker cars was a white Lexus 
license BER2760.  The two subs are rough and intimidating.   I'd like you to stop their consruction 
activity.

unknown-the phone number of DP Design Build is 425 985 2633

04/16/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Vulcan Construction Adser St between Broadway and 9thSeattle, WA They are doing construction for new multifamily housing with heavy equipment.  They have split Alder 
street in half making this block useless.  We are a retirement community stuck in our building which 
backs onto Alder and cannot get away from this constant noise and dust.  Is this essential at this time?

Janelle Coppinger jmcoppinge@aol.com 206-588-2474

04/16/20 11:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AJJ Construction LLC Construction 609A + 609B S. Washington AveCentralia Non-essential new residential construction continuing in violation of the stay-at-home order.  Property 
owner is also principal in construction company, and claims workers on site are "family members" 
working to improve property. This is ongoing, continuing construction with workers on site regularly. 
Building continues daily.

Jack Brandt jack_brandt@outlook.com 206-334-6768 Kevin@akroofingnw.com

04/16/20 12:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ginn Homes Construction 160 Loganberry streetWoodland They are continuing  to build these homes out at this job site doing new rough ins of plumbing, HVAC 
etc. non essential items. Not complying with governors orders.

Chad namanny Cowlitzplumbing@yahoo.com 360-931-8986

04/16/20 12:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown what company Construction 3710 27th Pl W Seattle Construction new residential units while not following social distancing protocols.

04/16/20 1:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Trammel Crow Company - Seattle 
Division

Construction 1001 106th Ave NE Bellevue One day after the extension of the Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation until May 4, 2020 the 
construction work continued. The construction site is for office towers which are in no case essential 
businesses. Even though they added Social Distancing signs it doesn't make them an essential 
business or essential infrastructure project. 

Workers are also still working a lot closer to each other than the recommended 6 feet, which would 
only apply to an essential business anyway. I'm concerned for our community.

Oliver Huebler oliverhuebler@gmail.com (312) 889-8066

04/16/20 1:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Residential construction at Toscana 
apartments

Construction 6955 gateway blvd Lacey New Residential Construction still happening in spite of stay at home orders

04/16/20 1:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lboz construction dan sherman Construction 351 view lane Ellensburg Operating the business when non essential business are ordered not too.

04/16/20 1:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clayton Homes of Lacey Construction 6312 martin way Lacey Showing homes to groups, not social distancing.

04/16/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sound Painting Solutions Construction 4110 39th Ave. S.W.Seattle As reported previously, I've seen this business operating every business day for the last week. The 
employees show up and appear to park in the alley (it's a residential zone, not commercial). Why do 
the rest of us have to make sacrifices to stay in when these painters can do whatever they please? 
Also, why the heck can a multi-person commercial operation run out of a person's house?

Mary Anderson

04/16/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Topline Counters Construction 3900 150th Ave Ct ESumner I am being forced to put my health at risk as well as my families as I was called back to work and 
cannot decline as it will effect my unemployment. There are several employees being forced to work 
in the field now on non essential job sites.

04/16/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Windy Hill Condominiums Construction 27th Pl & Manor Seattle Continued construction on renovating condos

04/16/20 2:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Saltaire Construction Construction 5600-5620 Seattle Construction continues on 3 houses 7 days/wk including Sundays Phyllis Warman Pawarman@msn.com 4255914019
04/16/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Washington Foundations Construction 820 NW 54th st Seattle These folks are laying foundation for condos. No one is wearing masks or social distancing and 

they’re not an essential business anyway. I took video with license plates of the vehicles and showing 
them working to prove it.

Amanda Sanford Hildurblomtattoo@gmail.com 2067187676

04/16/20 2:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ZSA Construction Construction 10605Avondale RD NERedmond residential construction at 22nd AVE SE Bothell 98012 construction site Dennis Irving dennis.c.irving@gmail.com 4259087723 zsaconstruction@gmail.com

04/16/20 3:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open not sure Construction 18843 Highway 20 Winthrop, WA Many local construction companies have shut down, obeying the stay at home order.  I believe this 
job site is an out of town contractor, doesn't seem right that they are still operating.

unknown

04/16/20 3:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedarwing Builders Construction Fieldstone Lane NE Bainbridge Island I contacted the City of Bainbridge and I can provide their email back.  They said only the Governor's 
office determined violation and the City was not enforcing violations to the order.  I verified that this 
contractor has no special permit to allow them to work, and his 12 workers on this house on 
Fieldstone.  The owner Ivy White said they didn't need permission or a permit.

Patty Jenkins pparc@comcast.net 3603148032 ivy@cedarwing.net

04/16/20 3:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Saltaire Construction Construction 5600-5620 Beach Dr SWSeattle I've reported this before, and they have not been shut down. They are doing construction on 3 
houses, not following social distancing, and are working 7 days a week.

Margaret Kindley makit61@hotmail.com 206-349-9733

04/16/20 3:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Central Highland Inc Home Builder 
(David Smith)

Construction 995 Madison AvenueBainbridge Island WA Ongoing construction in possible violation of the Gov Orders. Using Spoliation as an excuse to 
continue work denying the order to stop residential construction. New single family homes started to 
be constructed after the order.

Todd Cunningham tcunningham@bainbridgewa.gov 206-780-3755 smithhouse4@comcast.net

04/16/20 4:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Chavez Landscaping Maintenance  425-
761-4081

Construction 22706 SE 49th PlaceIssaquah The yard construction continues for the last 2 days at 22706 SE49th Place, Issaquah, WA 98029 by 
Chavez Landscaping Maintenance at 425-761-4081.

Scott Workman Sworkman88@gmail.com 4255578525 Chavez Landscaping Maintenance  425-761-4081

04/16/20 5:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bark boys Construction 15402 n Newport hwySpokane Have been seeing trucks hauling dirt all week from somewhere on Monroe Rd. Matthew pyper Matthew.pyper1@gmail.com 509-979-3264

04/16/20 5:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Island detail landscape Other Landscaping 12990 Phelps Rd NE,Bainbridge Island, WA 98110The owner never shut down her buisness its been open her workers are performing work duties such 
as lawn maintenance  and other things. They are working with close to each other and riding in one 
vehicle and not doing  social distanceing. Thiers two or more in a vehicle  or job site and their working 
on residential homes. My concern is they go back to the shop at the end of the day and may have the 
virus and speading it with the office people who goes home to thier familes and also could be 
spreading it as well. Their boss is forcing them to work even if they refuse and want to quarantine  
them selves at home

Chris salas Braksis85@gmail.com

04/16/20 5:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Artisan Inc Construction 651 N Keys Rd Yakima Forcing workers to work during stay home order

04/16/20 6:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Synthetic Turf NW Construction 295 Shore Drive Camano Island I see that the crews are working during the current shutdown. Other similar companies like Dream 
Turf are not. Someone needs to contact them with a cease and desist order.

Rick Eirich rickeirich@hotmail.com 4254449280 rickeirich@hotmail.com

04/16/20 6:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bills yard service Other Lawn service 54th steert se Puyallup Ask for help wont shut down my life is in jeopardy please help me

04/16/20 8:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske Other Lawncare 7115 E Cataldo Ave Spokane Senske has been out servicing lawns for fertilizer, weed control and mowing. As well as tree 
applications for bugs and fungus. I have been informed that routine maintenance is not essential.

04/16/20 8:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open C & C Other Lawncare 5210 N Florida St Spokane I have seen C&C trucks out with multiple people in one vehicle not wearing any PPE such as masks 
or gloves. I have also been informed that routine maintenance is non essential, such as mowing and 
fertilizing and have seen them on multiple properties that are not government buildings.

04/16/20 9:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Anderson Construction NW LLC Construction 2148 Snyder Ave. BREMERTON General contractor keeps working on projects, some with permits. Joel and Lisa Anderson also take 
their two kids to the clients' job sites, both commercial and residential. The contractor also meets with 
vendors and prospective clients at close range, breaking social distances.

ERNEST EDSEL buhlmessner@ymail.com 3603732910

04/16/20 11:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Accurate concrete cutting Construction 6816 me 40th ave unit unit AVancouver Forcing us to work. not following social distancing rules. Non essential work. Vern

04/17/20 6:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bills yard Service Other Residential Landscaping 13612 55th ave E Puyallup Owner has told employees he’s been contacted by L&I and to stop giving out business cards. 
Refuses to comply with the stay at home order

Joan jomay9591@gmail.com

04/17/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Woodin Creek Village Construction 13390 NE Village Square Drivewoodinville I don't know the construction or landscaping name. But these folks have about 50 workers working 
outside and doing landscaping, drilling and jack hammering.  They are being monitored by the 
construction company here in Woodin creek village.  All working very close together too.  please come 
and take a look.

04/17/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Renessance cabintry Construction Fjord ave Poulsbo I saw them working at a house on fjord ave Kristian Watson kcwsequoia@gmail.com 3609304995
04/17/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open His Hands Other Landscaping Poulsbo place Poulsbo Doing landscaping, mowing etc. Kristian Watson kcwsequoia@gmail.com 3609304995
04/17/20 9:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Urban NW Himes Construction 1617 SE 84 Ct Vancouver Starting to frame a brand new house JoEllen Upham uphamje@comcast.net 3602564255
04/17/20 9:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Morina Homes (working right now at 

3809 30th Ave W in Seattle/Magnolia)
Construction 2558 76th Ave SE #571MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040Loni Morina of Morina Homes (license #MORINHC840RE) and his crew continue working at this 

residential house at 3809 30th Ave W in Seattle/Magnolia -- non-essential  construction. They've 
been working here since March 23, 2020 when Governor Inslee initiated the stay-at-home order, 
despite our telling them they they are in violation of the order, physically handed the order, told to 
leave -- but they continue. Neighbors continue taking photos, videos, and taking down license plates 
of Morina and his crews working here, even as we are following stay-at-home orders. What is worse 
is that an L&I inspector called me yesterday to say Morina and his wife told him that Morina only there 
working by himself or waiting for deliveries. Really — for the past month? It’s simply not true. From 
early morning to evening — 5 and 6pm there’s drilling, sawing, and work crews present.  Today 
(4/17/20) Morina showed up early with a crew and flatbed truck, working on the third story deck and 
railings in close proximity to one another and with no face masks; we have photos of them working. 
Why does no one deal with this? Officially warn them? Fine them? My friend at CBS News died of 
COVID-19; my former colleague at KIRO-TV just got off an intubator with COVID-19, and my mother is 
in a nursing home with COVID-19.  Construction crews in violation of the governor's order are the 
weak link in the system -- and possibly spreading the virus to those we love. Please address!!!

Helen Holter hh91west@gmail.com 206-948-4226 loni.morina@comcast.net

04/17/20 9:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dowbuilt Construction 1111 Bellevue Place ESeattle Residential construction site has been active for several days. They have removed the name of the 
business from their vehicles, so I am only assuming it is Dowbuilt company. They have several 
workers on site and they start construction every morning around 8 am.

Marshall Traverse mtraverse@digipen.edu 206.915.6681

04/17/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Urbala Development LLC Construction 33505 13pl S Federal Way Development business doing non-essential construction. Multiple complaints has been filed for this 
business and they are ignoring the order. Workers on site not wearing masks.

Angela Manning 206-607-7094

04/17/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild Development Construction 9221 Linden Ave N Seattle Residential townhouse construction site suddenly reactivated construction activities yesterday. Today 
several trucks, deliveries, and about 10 construction workers and delivery drivers moving about the 
site.

Greenbuild Development Inc

04/17/20 10:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open K&M Rebar Construction 6302 ne 127 th ave Vancouver wa 98682 This business is non-essential. 
Not following social distancing on breaks. 
Riding in cars together. 
If commercial and residential construction is closed in Washington they should be closed also.

04/17/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open compass construction Construction 110 10th Ave S Seattle Construction has continued on Yesler and 10th ave s. Bruce 2065048269



04/17/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Island Rock and Water Other Landscape Design and Install 497 7th Avenue Fi Fox Island Disappointed I filed this form on 4/9 at that time they had been working over a week and nothing was 
done so the work has continued 8 more days. There continues to be numerous trucks (10 today) and 
crew (average 8 workers) who are not following social distancing,  They are doing complete 
landscape remodel at 1922 and 1908 Sullivan Dr.  Grading, new irrigation, truck loads of new plants 
planted, new soil,  rock, gravel, bark, today they are laying sod. They have fabricated above ground 
planter boxes, installed a fire pit.  It is disrespectful to the business owners following the proclamation 
and to our health care workers and community.  Disappointing to see they have been able to keep 
working for almost 3 weeks and will likely be finished before anyone researches. The business owner 
and his dog are on site daily.  Clearly keeping their business going and their employees working is 
more important that the community and our health care workers, not to mention their employees.  
Frustrated business owners like this are out there and that this process did nothing.  They appear to 
be almost done today, after 3 weeks of working full time.  This entire project has been done with the 
exception of the first 2 days, during the stay at home order.  They should lose his license for this 
blatant FU to those of us complying. I am not going to share my name as this is a small street and 
community. I live in the East Bay area and walk the street daily.

Sean Scanlan

04/17/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open we do dirt dirt contractor Construction 136th st next to the national guard amory and across from the navy exchangemarysville washington they have been moving dirt for two weeks now tim duren tellieharley@yahoo.com
04/17/20 10:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open RAISED GARDEN BEDS Construction 918 E OLYMPIC SPOKANE 3 EMPLOYEES RUNNING POWER EQUIPMENT TABLE SAWS, BEHIND BUILDING. They are 

building wooden garden boxes.
04/17/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Waverly Homes and urban homes Construction E 6th street and Upland AveLa center They started framing a new house from the foundation. Framing on it now. Chad Namanny Chad.cowlitzplumbing@yahoo.com 360-931-8985

04/17/20 11:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Washington Foundations Construction 820 NW 54th st Seattle This is the second day this business has been forcing its employees to go work on the foundation for 
condos at the listed address. I took a number of videos yesterday on my I pad and too one again to 
day which include footage of the employees working and license plates of all the vehicles involved. 
Please get in touch with me ASAP so I can get these videos over to you. I will continue capturing 
footage for evidence of these violations and sending complaints. Thus far, what I’ve seen is April 16 
2020 a crew came and payed the foundation, complete with a cement mixing truck, and a and some 
sore of crane truck to lay the cement in addition to the company truck. This morning, April 17 2020 
they came back to work more on the foundation. I have videos from both days.

Amanda Sanford (Amanda is my legal name, but I prefer to be called Hildur Blom)Hildurblomtattoo@gmail.com 206-718-7676

04/17/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Plantscapes INC Other Landscaping 1227 Poplar Pl. S. Seattle Guy at our Tacoma shop tested positive for CO-19. Owner only shut down office for cleaning for 2 
days. Did not DEMAND people working in direct, extremely close contact with infected person to stay 
home. Allowing them to continue working!!! HELP!!! Isn't listening to concerns of employees! Putting 
us all in danger by refusing to close!!!

Terry Posner

04/17/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brewster Gardens Construction 309 S 7th St Brewster, WA 98812 Renovation of units ongoing during lockdown, unit 303 and 304. We just got a termination of lease for 
June 30 for construction purposes. Also ongoing work on the sprinkler water supply.
I do not consent to my name being released to the company.

Baya Walls bayadeewalls@yahoo.com

04/17/20 11:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DR Horton Construction 503 NE 137th Ave Vancouver The builder is continuing building homes.  They just started another one this morning. They have 5 
more foundations poured.  I’m guessing they will just keep going unless they are stopped.

Gregg White brokergregg@gmail.com 3607211650

04/17/20 12:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ML's Lawn Service Other Landscape maintenance 9517 31rst ave ct nwGig Harbor  WA License # MLSLALS840KW         UBI# 603147968 Acer Landscape services, Dan Jolliffelandscapeservices@acerwa.com 8332532237 mlslawn@gmail.com
04/17/20 12:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open D.J. Turner Construction Construction Near 62th englewood aveYakima The violator above is just on of many I’d say 80% of jobs that should be shut down are active in 

Yakima. I’m in construction out of work it angers me that I’m out of work struggling while those who 
brake the rules don’t have this problem. I see violators all over the Yakima. Unfortunately those who 
follow your regulations loose the most. Good employers loose employees to contractors who brake 
the rules. So if your going to put restrictions in place you better enforce them because violators reap 
the benefits from those who respect the state orders.

Cody Cuyle Codycuyle@hotmail.com 509 985-6793

04/17/20 12:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Viking construction Construction 8th and Grady, spokane valley wa 99016Spokane valley Construction of numerous homes in a one block radius. It is my understanding construction was only 
permitted for the integrity of the structure. This is not the case here. Many workers not to mention the 
proximity they are working in relation to eachother.

Rachelle  larson Larsonrachelle@yahoo.com 5099936314

04/17/20 12:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Behind 2029 and 2025 NW 63rd StBallard There are 2 construction sites with full crews (no social distancing)  working days and sometimes into 
the night at these 2 locations in the neighborhood.  They are on half lots, according to google maps it 
looks like 2029 (behind blue house) & 2025 (behind large yellow house).  They have never adhered 
from the moment the governor issued the order.

De searchjob670@gmail.com Unknown

04/17/20 12:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pacific Lawn Maintenance Other Lawn care LIBERTY LAKE Liberty lake There are many lawn companies following the rules and not open until May 4th. I live in Liberty Lake 
and while taking my kids for a walk I saw this company providing services at multiple houses.

Joline Messina Jolinemarie@gmail.com 3145709205

04/17/20 12:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 7012 Roosevelt Way neSeattle Demolition workers on roof beginning a job unrelated to sound transit work at a site for private 
development. 
I have major Concerns about worker safety.

Alexandra Bradley almibradley@gmail.com 2068528104

04/17/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Garcia Landscaping Other Landscaping 311 E11th St. Snohomish Two men not social distancing, doing a yard install not maintenance. Wheelbarrowing topsoil 
installing new landscape. Their sign is on their truck with their info # 425-760-1240. Worked 
yesterday and today.

Joe Istvan joey.istvan@gmail.com 425-346-1653 pedrog1975@hotmail.com

04/17/20 12:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ACS LLC Construction 1020 S344th St, Unit 201Auburn Multiple workers have been on this site every day Monday-Saturday since the Gorernor's order. 
Today commercial vehicle with license C88973K delivered building materials to the site. I recognized 
the driver as being one of the builder's employees.

David Switzer davishke@gmail.com 4257532102

04/17/20 12:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Floors&More Inc & DBA Marvl Homes Construction Jobsite-1276 MOUNT BAKER AVENUE CAMANO ISLAND,  WA  98282.... Mailing  address-130 E DRYLAKE RDCamano Island Has continued to build a new home and remodel the neighboring house. Throughout the 
shutdown..Constant traffic going through the property, Bringing people and materials though a private 
easement putting all the neighbors at risk..

04/17/20 1:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fullwiler Construction - Phone number:  
360-631-5922

Construction 9012 25th Ave NE -- (site of construction)Seatle This is my 8th time reporting this construction company that continues to work Monday through Friday 
from 9 to 5.  They're remodeling a residential house, in a residential neighborhood.  They know they 
are in violation,  have been spoken to, at times make effort to conceal their trucks, etc.  This week 
they're working with a full crew,  multiple vehicles,  large construction equipment, running saws, 
hammering.  They have no regard for the Governor's order, know they are in violation, but seem to 
believe the rules do not apply to them.  PLEASE assist us with this matter!   I know you're busy,  and I 
do appreciate very much that you're here to help.  Thanks so much!

Peg hobwynns@aol.com 206-261-1484

04/17/20 1:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Spokane's finest lawns Other Lawn 1704 E Everett Ave Spokane This company is servicing my neighbors with edging, lawn mowing, and other non-essential services. 
I called to check if they knew their trucks were out and they said they felt like they were essential so 
they're just doing their own thing and don't care about other companies following the rules.

Joline Messina Jolinemarie@gmail.com 3145709205

04/17/20 1:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rex construction Construction 230 8th Avenue Kirkland They have had workers daily. Right now there are three separate sub contractors outside on the 
street with workers. One worker standing right next to my driveway. Just curious if they obtained 
permission to do this amount of work.

Lisa Lramsey2@gmail.com

04/17/20 1:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Morrow equipment co llc Construction 5902 192nd street e Tacoma We rent n svc cranes.  Morrow wants us to return on april 20 after telling us we're shut down and 
paying us until may 1st, reassess then. Corp employees in ore are still at home until may 5th.  They 
say now we are essential but no way to know if truthful. I dont want retaliation for sending this 
complaint but not comfortable disobeying shelter at home

Kim Kimsutter@hotmail.com 2532023323

04/17/20 1:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open island details and landscaping service Other lanscaping P.O. Box 10874, Bainbridge Island, WAP.O. Box 10874, Bainbridge Island, WAthis peson has workers doing yard work in diferent places
with his trucks doing yard work

jose lupillo lupelandskiping2hotmail.com dian@islanddetails.net

04/17/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premier Roofing LLC Construction 12601 120th Ave NE, Kirkland, WA 98034Bellevue Since the day after the governor gave everyone the stay home order they still make all employees to 
show up for work even though they know about the orders, people have tested positive for covid at 
this sight and they still are keeping the doors open. They even had 250 people on site 4/16/2020 
Fairfield is who runs the sight and premier is the roofing company that keeps working.

Unknown

04/17/20 2:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premier Roofing LLC Construction 19641 70th Ave S, Kent, WA 98032Kent This is a non essential buisness that has been open the entirety of the stay at home order

04/17/20 2:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Life Center Rainier View (The church 
construction is taking place at)

Construction 17708 28th Ave E Tacoma Several individuals doing construction on a new structure behind the church.  It is my understanding 
that construction is not allowed.  Quite a few trucks and people there today (4/17/20)

Anonymous unknown

04/17/20 3:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Esteban Landscaping Other Lawn Care Unknown Rochester Company performed lawn care on a neighbour's lawn, and when they were finished, proceeded to 
travel around the neighbourhood leaving ziplock bags with a rock and business card in them on 
people's driveways. I can provide a picture if requested. Their phone number is 3608801334

Cbloomer@live.com 3609517053

04/17/20 3:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pj Lawn Services Other Lawn Mowing Service 5306 33rd Ave SE, Lacey 98503 Per the States order all non-essential businesses are supposed to be shuttered. Representatives of 
this company were mowing lawns in the Lakepointe HOA in violation of the States order. The current 
order prohibits even the HOA landscaping contractor from performing landscaping duties for the HOA 
in general.

Robert Buettner buettner1@earthlink.net 3604121859

04/17/20 4:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DR Horton Construction Rainier Ridge Blvd EPuyallup Construction of new residential homes is being conducted as well as the sales office being open and 
showing and selling homes.

Rylie Vincent Rylie.vincent24@gmail.com 360-949-9239

04/17/20 4:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure Construction 6650 Carleton Ave SSeattle This multiple townhome construction site was/has been open all week.

04/17/20 5:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sam Longtain Construction Construction 335 Elochoman Valley RdCathlamet Consistent non-essential work following the stay at home order.

04/17/20 6:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Wren Village by Songbird Homes Construction 6505 NE 49th Circle Vancouver Non-essential residential construction project that keeps on going from 7am to 6pm or later, including 
on the weekends.

Ella and Gary Lungwitz elungwitz@hotmail.com 360-567-7276

04/17/20 7:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rimmer and roeter construction Construction 205 mission ave Cashmere Quincy job site is non essential and not following distancing protocols. Jane doe Hatedbyyou4ever@gmail.com 5094232213 Unknown

04/17/20 8:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bill lawn service Other Lawn service 54th steet s e Puyallup Why you are business down we are in jeopardy we have ask over and over to shut us down

04/18/20 8:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild Development LLC Construction 9305 Linden Ave N Seattle 4/17/20. Full crews of labors working daily, Monday to Saturday during the stay at home order. 
Additionally these works are not practicing any of the state recommendations guidelines to work 
safely. Day after day this company is jeopardizing the safety of the community they are working. 
Please help protect our community.

mailto:Info@GreenBuildDev.com

04/18/20 8:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild Development LLC Construction 9305 Linden Ave N Seattle 4/18/20. Full crews of labors working daily, Monday to Saturday during the stay at home order. 
Additionally these works are not practicing any of the state recommendations guidelines to work 
safely. Day after day this company is jeopardizing the safety of the community they are working. 
Please help protect our community.

mailto:Info@GreenBuildDev.com

04/18/20 8:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild Development LLC Construction 9305 Linden Ave N Seattle 4/16/20. Full crews of labors working daily, Monday to Saturday during the stay at home order. 
Additionally these works are not practicing any of the state recommendations guidelines to work 
safely. Day after day this company is jeopardizing the safety of the community they are working. 
Please help protect our community.

Info@GreenBuildDev.com

04/18/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Sign Post Men Other Sign post installation 17317 E. Trent Spokane Valley Working and telling people he has a letter from the Governor that he is allowed to work. When asked 
for the letter he hung up the phone

Britney britneyinglis@yahoo.com 509-218-8062 Josh Heuett: josh@orderyoursign.com

04/18/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenway Lawncare Other Lawn Care 8210 N Jensen Rd Spokane Valley Mowing Lawn

04/18/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Straightline Lawncare Other Lawn Care 9407 n atlantic Spokane wa Mowing Lawn

04/18/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jefferson Landscaping Other Landscaping 19340 NE Union Hill RoadRedmond saw crew working when landscaping is deemed to be non-essential service jeffersoncarroll@comcast.net

04/18/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Biscay’s Lawn Carr LLC Other Landscaping irrigation 4403 Satsop Ct SE. Olympia Continuing to work and have contact with customers when the business is non essential and is 
potentially harming the public by not following the Stay-home and Stay- Safe order given by the 
governor.

Anonymous

04/18/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bear Creek Landscaping Other Landscaping 903 Redmond-Fall City Rd NERedmond saw crew working when landscaping is deemed to be non-essential service mike@bearcreeklandscaping.com

04/18/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Viking homes Construction Grady road off of 8th street 6 homesGreenacres We have seen many many people working on these homes all week. Today is Saturday and there are 
at least 2 people there working.  Tuesday my husband went to town and that area had people 
everywhere and today being Saturday there are still workers there.

Katrina Hill katlynne@gmail.com 5098794442



04/18/20 1:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lennar Construction NE 137th & NE 119th areaVancouver Lennar homes is continuing to build homes throughout most of Clark County Washington. 20-25 
workers.

04/18/20 3:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Kirkland construction Construction 695 waterfront way Vancouver Construction still ongoing even with all construction being closed by Governor anonymous anonymous anonymous

04/18/20 8:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Santos Ramos Landscaping 
Maintenance

Other Landscaping 1995 Kaster Ct NE Bremerton Still out performing services not adhering to social distancing.

04/18/20 8:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Smith excavating Construction 5930 sunburst lane Monitor Not essential

04/18/20 10:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Okanogan mountain home ( mountain 
home construction)

Construction Pierce County Buckley Business has posted online photos of building decorative doors and installing, building decks and 
other work in the month of April. Non of which was emergency oriented.

Kathleen Gregor kathleensranch30@yahoo.com Okonagonmountainhomes.com

04/18/20 10:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open All of Lynden WA Construction Construction Lynden Washington Lynden I work in Lynden and there is construction  going on all over this town, no one wearing masks or 
following any social distancing. This has been going on for weeks.They act like they are above the 
Governors orders and mock him! It is not fair to other cities like Bellingham who follow the guidelines! 
I have

04/19/20 7:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ed's Creative Concrete LLC Construction 4526 South 11th StreetTacoma Thursday April 16, 2020, I reported what I feel might be non-essential construction in the backyard of 
4526 South 11th street in Tacoma WA. I received and email from MIL WA Essential Business 
<waessentialbusiness@mil.wa.gov on April 17, 2020 alerting that my case submittal has been 
referred to a state agency for action. Yesterday at the address they received mixed concrete from 
Ed’s Creative Concrete LLC to continue this rather large construction of a patio in the backyard. While 
creating this huge concrete patio the construction crew is not wearing PPE or obeying the social 
distancing guidelines. This construction project needs a review ASAP to reduce the threat to the 
community health.

David Mc Corry dgmcgm@gmail.com 425-615-2854

04/19/20 8:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Venture General Contracting LLC Construction 10002 HOLMAN ROAD NWSeattle Construction on Aegis Living Apartment building info@ventureseattle.com
04/19/20 8:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premier Roofing LLC Construction 12601 120th Ave NE, Kirkland, WA 98034Kirkland 5 siders tested positive for the coronavirus on this job site and they still won't shut down the site and 

let people stay home, this company has roofers all over washington state still working and not 
complying with stay at home order.

04/19/20 8:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premier Roofing LLC Construction 19641 70th Ave S Kent They have multiple sites open when they aren't suppose to be, one sight has a 5 positive tests for the 
coronavirus. Please do something for the safety of their employees.

04/19/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Myer's drywall Construction 2325 e riverside Spokane The foreman for Meyers Drywall, Jason Nelson, is still working everyday with his 2 man crew. They 
don't even ware masks. The address I provided is the shop their workers are based out of.

Kim puntney adayatatime_041005@outlook.com 5093157405

04/19/20 12:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Flores painting Other Painting 2227 Texas street Bellingham They were at Lowe’s with their paint attire on picking up paint for a customers home. Christine Cmdodge66@hotmail.com 4252128808

04/19/20 1:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Central paving Construction Ellensburg Ellensburg Doing nonessential paving work on private jobs, putting people at risk.

04/19/20 2:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Conner Homes Construction 12600 se 38th st suite 250Bellevue wa 98006 In Buckley, Perkins Prairie Project they have been framing houses, setting window. siding new 
homes. they have also backfilled and have been setting garage floor an entry forms for concrete. This 
has been done in last week and half. I believe Westward Hoe from Enumclaw was dirt contractor that 
backfilled and graded for this foundation. Foundation was pour before shutdown but everything was 
and is being done after.

www.connerhomes.com

04/19/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NORTH RIDGEVIEW ESTATES Construction 28400 124th Ave SEAuburn Residential Construction site operating Monday-Friday. Mainvue WA LLC
04/19/20 3:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open GLASS DOCTOR Construction 18840 72nd ave KENT i AM A CONCERNED SPOUSE OF AN EMPLOYEE i WAS TOLD ORIGINALLY MY HUSBAND MAY 

BE CALLED TO PROVIDE EMERGENCY SERVICES TO THOSE WITH GLASS IN HOMES AND 
STOREFRONTS AND BUSINESSES THATHAD BROKEN GLASSTHAT WAS A SAFETY ISSUE OR 
SECURITY ISSUE BUT THIS IS NOT THE CASE THEY HAVE OFFICE STAFFIN THE OFFICE 
WHEN IT IS NOT NECCESSARY BECAUSE THEY DO HAVEA PHONE SYSTEM THAT LETS 
PEOPLE GO STRAIGHT TO EMERGENCY SERVICES AND THEY ARE STILL SENDING OUT 
TECHNICIANS FOR CRACKED WINDOWS THAT ARE NOT REALLY AN EMERGENCY AND 
ESTIMATES ON JOBS THAT ARE NOT AN EMERGENCY ALSO DURING THIS TIME THERE ARE 
CUSTOMERS IN THE WAITING AREAS USING COFFEE MACHINES , RESTROOMS AND 
SITTING . I FEEL THEE IS SOME REAL ISSUES HERE WITH THE STAY AT HOME I HAVE KIDS 
AT HOME AND I HONESTLY AM CONCERNED FOR BOTH MY SPOUSE AND THE REST OF MY 
FAMILY I HONESTLY THINK SOMEONE SHOULD LOOK INTO THIS.

Concerned spouse n/a 999-999-9999

04/19/20 10:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Absolute Lawn Care Service Other Landscaping PO Box 11151 Yakima Business is still operating despite being non-essential. customerservices@absolutelawncareservice.com
04/20/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Terrene Homes Construction NE 24th St & 244th Ave NEsammamish ~4 employees working on single family home development

04/20/20 8:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ashworth Homes Construction 2023 s washington streetSeattle Roofers working beyond regular permitted hours and non-essential work. Construction work is 
proceeding until nearly 8pm in the evening and social distancing is not being followed.

John Doe johndoe@johndoe.com 2069202671 lisa.surowiec@ashworthhomes.com

04/20/20 8:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Douglas Construction 16699 east Sprague aveSpokane Valley New Construction crews are currently working on apartment complex not following 6 ft distance and 
have non essential workers working

james Blackdodge22@gmail.com 5093254675 TRUE

04/20/20 8:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Toll Brothers Construction NE Big Rock Rd & 268th Ave NEDuvall Observed 5+ employees working on single family home development

'The Ridge at Big Rock'

Austin Sheely saut235@lni.wa.gov 2063059392

04/20/20 8:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gary Merlino Construction Construction 4700 Brooklyn Ave NESeattle Full construction crews on site since governors proclamation. Jamie Collins jacollins@gmail.com 2066016462
04/20/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Soundbuilt homes local Construction 12815 Canyon rd e Puyallup Multiple construction sites actively working not social distancing building homes in Elk Run Bonney 

Lake
Gene Ghi685108@gmail.com 2537920996

04/20/20 8:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Pioneer Human Services -Fazio 
Associates landscape arcitects

Construction 1717 BELMONT AVESeattle Building a residential apartment is not essential and I see workers everywhere on the street. They 
never stopped working during the pandemic.

Sara Kiani skiani240@gmail.com 2069108639

04/20/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open NW Urban Homes Construction 1004 E 13 St Vancouver They are framing a brand new home at 1617 SE 84 Ct., Vancouver WA. 98664 JoEllen Upham uphamje@comcast.net 3602564255

04/20/20 9:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Smartcap Construction 188th St NE Arlington Still working bringing in loads of dirt. Building a industrial site. Just protecting my elderly neighbors. 
Haven’t heard from anyone.

Teresa Alexander Teeder39@aol.com 360 631-0786. 360 925-6509

04/20/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedarwing Construction Fieldstone Lane NE Bainbridge Island Contractor continues to work on the new single family construction.  I have contacted local-City of 
Bainbridge but they are not enforcing and directed me to continue to file with Governor's office.  It 
feels like no one really cares, more of a "guideline" not an order?

Patty Jenkins pparc@comcast.net 3603148032 ivy@cedarwing.net

04/20/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 7600 E. Green Lake Drive N.Seattle Workers building a residential house that I believe is nonessential. Valerie Hughes valerie.l.hughes@gmail.com
04/20/20 10:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Granger Family Homes? Construction 7824 122nd Ave NE Kirkland, WA 98033 This is a single, residential housing construction site. Today, there are numerous construction 

workers there working. They are in close contact, not practicing social distancing. Building a house is 
not considered an "essential" service or business. The rest of us are all staying home, adhering to the 
Governor's orders. Having others lapse like this means that the Coronavirus will continue spreading in 
our community.

Laura lbdfisher@gmail.com 206-478-4288

04/20/20 10:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedarwing Builders Construction Koura Farm-Fieldstone LaneBainbridge Island New single family residential homes, continuing to work despites governors order.  Robert White is 
general contractor for two new homes, continuing to construct.

Patty Jenkins pparc@comcast.net 3603148032 robert@cedarwing.net

04/20/20 10:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dont know they are hired by my apt 
complex.  Courtside

Other Landscaping in all the apts including mine and surrounding 612 American st Olympia wa I live at courtside apts in olympia I am totally laid off and dont understand what is essential about 
mowing the lawn every other day in my apt and others nearby

Joey bauer Joeybauer666@gmail.com 3607633804

04/20/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Central Highlands Construction Wallace Cottages Bainbridge Island We were sent an email that you were contacting them, but it's business as usual at the construction 
site today, 4/20.

Randy Komatsu randyk@islandwood.org 206-661-6160 karenbazarrealestate@gmail.com

04/20/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Boren Office Lofts  Contractor is 
Howard S. Wright (HSW)

Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle, WA 98101 Construction of 12 story office building has been non-stop, six days per week. Today there are ~50 
personal vehicles of construction crew parked in the lot next door. No social distancing. Today they 
are pouring concrete on one level and workers are clearly visible working on 5 other levels.

Howard S. Wright is the construction contractor

04/20/20 11:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Intermountain west insulation Construction 1026 north 34th ave Yakima They arent using any protective equipment and are doing non essential jobs and telling their 
employees if they dont they are going to lose their jobs my husband works there and i an extremely 
worried about my family and want something done and more than 10 people are there at a time with 
no distancing or anything.. they arent offered face masks gloves sanitizer or anything

Sarah Jenetta ddoomless@gmail.com 5099393718

04/20/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open New Townhouse construction Construction 4417 Meridian Ave NSeattle Construction workers all went back to work today, none wearing masks. Jocelyn Moore Jocelyntymoore@gmail.com 2066010916

04/20/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lennar Construction 11629 174th St E Puyallup Residential construction multiple homes working Gene Ghi865108@gmail.com 2537920996
04/20/20 12:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open All4Fencing Other FENCING 3826 W. Decatur Ave.Spokane They have been installing fence posts since this morning for a 6' vinyl fence.  It's my understanding 

that this is considered non-essential.  If it's OK,  then, someone needs to inform my landscaper that 
this is fine.  What's fair for one is fair for all.

Donna K. Workman workman.donna@gmail.com 6365448180 bids@all4fencing.com

04/20/20 12:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Contour Countertops Construction 1530 Center st Tacoma My husband's boss/owner is making him work. He is being told to go out and measure countertops in 
people's home and construction sites. This is non essential work while we are still in a stay home 
order.

Michelle Ryser mmryser@gmail 206-549-2214 Chuck

04/20/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mr. CU Landscape Design & 
Landscaping, Inc.

Other Landscaping 23832 51st Ave Se Woodinville, WashingtonThis landscaping company is performing cosmetic work on a house in my neighborhood. Workers are 
close together and not wearing masks. The truck was white and said Mr. CU Landscape Design & 
Landscaping, Inc. on it. It had two phone numbers, 425-486-3584 and 206-963-9228

425-486-3584

04/20/20 12:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 N 21ST AVENUE APT DPASCO Owner still open and working and not taking precaution steps on social distancing ju76592@gmail.com

04/20/20 12:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mine Hill Design Construction 2115 Squak Mt. Loop SWIssaquah Builder is working during this pandemic. They are clearing trees on the lot and cutting down way too 
many trees. They are still working on building a SFR and this is not essential business. They are not 
practicing COVID - 19 safe practices .

Stieglitz, Lawrence

04/20/20 12:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 NORTH 21ST AVENUEPASCO Owner still in operation and when I approached him about precaution measurements he should be 
taking hebecame very rude to me.

ju76592@gmail.com

04/20/20 12:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TCC Construction 1001 106TH AVE NEBELLEVUE NON ESSENTIAL CONSTRUCTION SITE FOR OFFICE TOWERS IGNORING GOV. JAY INSLEE’S 
PROCLAMATION.

Simon Rosenthal 4156336050

04/20/20 12:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 6212 N ROAD 68 APT 7CPasco Company open ,Workers working ju76592@gmail.com
04/20/20 12:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 6212 north Rd 68 Apt 7cPasco Non essential Business open ju76592@gmail.com
04/20/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 6212 N road 68 Apt 7CPasco Open ju76592@gmail.com
04/20/20 12:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 north 21st avenue apt DPasco Owner still working not taking precaution measures and not following social distance. Non essential 

Business open.
ju76592@gmail.com

04/20/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 n. 21st Ave apt DPasco Non essential business open working under extremely bad conditions ju76592@gmail.com
04/20/20 1:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 n 21st Ave apt DPasco Non essential Business open ju76592@gmail.com
04/20/20 1:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Don’t know Construction Behind 6227 Rich RdOlympia 98501 The construction at the site was stopped for the last 2 to 3 weeks.... And now it appears they have 

started again but to my understanding there is not a change in the limitations.
Nope Due to potential retaliation 3600000000

04/20/20 1:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Home construction crew Construction 1118 NW 62nd St Seattle Construction has been working on new home construction for last few weeks. They are not staying 6 
feet apart and are not essential.

Rosie Sabaric rosie.sabaric@gmail.com 206-853-9417

04/20/20 1:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Compass Construction 6756 Lake Washington BLVD NEKirkland Construction workers with Compass Construction have been present on site all day since 9 am, today 
4/20/2020. The builder is AEGIS LIVING which serves an ASSISTED LIVING COMMUNITY... 

I live in the apartments nextdoor! Email is preferred if you have any questions.

Amy Dalton daltonamy03@gmail.com 3605275124

04/20/20 1:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rainier General Development Inc. Construction 602 Rochester st. West #11Rainier Washington Business continues construction homes in the subdivisions in Rainier . Employees not practicing 
social distancing .

Larry warner Lwarner1285@gmail.com 360-292-5403

04/20/20 1:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open not known Construction S Dearborn St &26th Ave SSeattle I observed construction going on near "S Dearborn St &26th Ave S". Could you check if they violate 
the STAYatHome order or not?

04/20/20 1:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open N/A Construction 30300 23rd Ave SW Federal Way Septic Tank Permits without proper permits N/A
04/20/20 2:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open J. A. Wright Construction Construction 19108 Hwy 20 winthrop I am continuing to see / hear this business operating, even though they are non essential. Driving 

dump trucks, pump trucks, installing new septic systems. none of which are emergent or essential. 
making/delivering gravel as well. this is a private septic pump and install business that should not be 
open at this time

annonymous annonymous we live in a small town, id like to remain annonymousadmin@jawrightconst.com

04/20/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ProLawncare and Landscaping Other Residential landscaping 4019 and 4103 Padden Hills CtBellingham Four workers showed up this afternoon to a residential neighborhood to pull weeds.  They all travel in 
the same work truck and are not maintaining 6 feet, nor all wearing masks.  This is at least the third 
time during the stay home order that this has occurred (previously it was three workers).

Holly hollioli@aol.com

04/20/20 2:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open All Phase Excavating Construction 1920 Main St #15, FerndaleFerndale Violating by working on residential home construction sites that are closed for Covid 19. a minimum of 
8 work trucks and heavy machinery on site today at Drayton Reach in Blaine , WA.

Jason Gaskill j.gaskill@verbruggen.nl 5095317350 hi@allphaseexcavating.com



04/20/20 3:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Airro Construction Construction 508 Loop Ave Manson New residential home construction work daily at 508 Loop Ave in Manson. Work at the home site has 
never stopped through the stay at home order, and there are multiple crews and subcontractors 
working Monday through Saturday.

Donald Grondin don.grondin@gmail.com 6192081052

04/20/20 3:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Maika'i Construction Construction 2819 NW 58th Seattle Construction is going on while stay at home order is issued. Work has been going on for 7 days

04/20/20 3:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Maika’i Construction Construction 2811 NW 58th st. Seattle Wa.98107Seattle There have been construction work going on at this site for 7 days. Stay at Home!

04/20/20 4:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Numerous Construction 5005 Ruston Way Tacoma I didn't think contractors could be working right now. The smaller companies don't think they can. Why 
would there be an exception for Pt Ruston? There are dozens of workers at Pt Ruston mostly without 
social distancing or masks. Contractors should be treated equally.

J Rosenkranz jrosenkranz@msn.com

04/20/20 4:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Anderson-Morris Other Concrete 3724 S Robie Spokane Valley The owner is doing cash jobs and claiming unemployment.  Bragged about it while doing my 
neighbors drive way. Kris Anderson

04/20/20 4:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Puget Sound Energy Liquefied Natural 
Gas Facility

Construction 1001 E. Alexander AveTacoma This facility is continuing construction despite not being a critical energy asset since (1) it is not 
completed nor will be in time for the upcoming 2020/2021 winter season and (2) has not been deemed 
necessary until 2023 at the earliest per the latest PSE IRP overseen by the WUTC. There is no 
justifiable reason for the the construction of this facility continuing at this time.

Todd Hay todd.hay.act@gmail.com

04/20/20 4:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Huntwood Construction 23800 e Appleway aveLiberty lake The company was deemed nonesstial I was off for 3 weeks called back even though the order is still 
in effect I don’t know what to do

04/20/20 4:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Air Design Linderman LLC Construction 1807 E Francis Spokane The owner is a money hungry Mormon that just wants his workers working to make him money he 
doesn't care about the safety procedures

04/20/20 4:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Metals Fabrication Co Construction 2524 S Hayford Rd Airway Heights Construction company - Non-essential construction projects including commercial business for 
Amazon, REI, etc. NO ESSENTIAL projects requiring business to stay open.

04/20/20 4:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Metals Fabrication Co Construction 2524 S Hayford Rd Airway Heights Construction company - Non-essential construction projects including commercial business for 
Amazon, REI, etc. NO ESSENTIAL projects requiring business to stay open.

Email@metalsfab.com

04/20/20 5:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Biscay’s Lawn Carr LLC Other Landscaping 4403 Satsop Ct SE. Olympia He works with employees on peoples yards and has interactions with his customers. Not respecting 
the 6 foot social distancing and seems to not be wearing masks or gloves. Is causing potential harm 
and spread of COVID.

04/20/20 6:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gateway construction Construction 1111 3rd ave Seattle Non essential construction on 23rd floor. Anonymous
04/20/20 7:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild development Construction 9217 Linden Ave N Seattle I looked outside because I heard loud noises from some machine and saw this company using an 

excavator. They were working for the past week now doing construction and some of the workers 
themselves said that they are working because no one is going to do anything to them

04/20/20 7:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Venture General Contracting Construction 2710 Tagore Ave NERedmond Esterra Park Apartments are being built. They are pouring slabs and columns. Civil, electricians, and 
plumbers are also there. Plumber is 458-256-1444. Inland Pacific might be the general contractor, 801-
602-7723.

04/20/20 8:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Yadon Construction specialties Construction 202 N Napa Spokane Non essential business operating and allowing customers in

04/20/20 8:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild Development Construction 9217 linden ave n Seattle The neighbors and I are tired of seeing them use excavators and disobeying health safety 
requirements in our neighborhood

info@greenbuilddev.com

04/21/20 3:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Master roofing inc. Construction Wa Vancouver They are roofing a house next door to me and are not practicing social distancing at all !

04/21/20 5:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Senske services Other Landscape maintenance 7115 e Cataldo streetSpokane I had discovered that another business that preforms the same functions was closed down to being 
non-essential

04/21/20 8:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Retail Construction 16 Valley Street areaSeattle Construction before order has been lifted and it starts at 7am in a residential area and ends at 7pm. 
The employees yell, are very close to each other on work site and they play loud music. 
Unacceptable for this level of disrespect for order and this level of noise in a residential area. They 
are putting lives at risk.

Gary Ard ; Stirling properties

04/21/20 8:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Orion Equipment/Williams Construction 21818 4th Avenue SouthNormandy Park Continued construction and landscaping  

Also at 21937 Cliff Avenue S

04/21/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Orion Equipment/Williams Construction 21937 4th Pl S Normandy Park Continued construction  and landscaping

04/21/20 9:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Collz Inc. Construction 4417 Meridian Ave NSeattle Construction work resumed on townhouses at the above noted address  yesterday. 
Collz Inc office address: 4014 Aurora Ave N, Ste B, Seattle, WA 98103

Kelly Jimenez kelly@hoedemakerpfeiffer.com 3103512217 (206) 714-6688

04/21/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Michael Komiyenko Construction 6606 NE 94th Ave, Vancouver, WA 98662Vancouver Working on a different home, getting the new home filled and wired using Sunlight Electric. Roofing 
home, putting up poles for fence, no stoppage when others have stopped and used intimidation when 
I asked why they were still working

Matt Brands Brandsmatt@yahoo.com 3607849863 Michael Komiyenko

04/21/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ella Roberts Construction Construction 16 Valley St. Seattle Construction on non-essential, non low-income residential property with excessive noise. ellarobert16valley@gmail.com

04/21/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Langsford Construction 4244 236th Ave Ne Redmond HOA says they are continuing to do maintenance because they are contractors but the essential 
services list does not look to include landscaping contractors. https://www.chateauhoa.org/ They 
have normal mowing and yard beautifying, not time sensitive work

4252680990 Kohler

04/21/20 10:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedarwing builders Construction Fieldstone Lane NE Bainbridge Island The contractor is continuing to work and according to. City they do not verify it is responsibility of 
contractor. The city did note in construction permit that contractor stated they needed to work with 
governors permission for new single family under spoliation though their new homes have had 
coverings and sheathing. They notified city on April 16 after working for days prior

Patty Jenkins Pparc@comcast.net 3603148032 Robert@cedarwing.net

04/21/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Garland Landscape LLC Construction P.O. Box 524 Burley Business is nonessential and all employees now have to work cause the owner needs to make 
money. He got the small business loan and is already out of that money to pay his employees. He is 
now making employees work.

info@garlandscape.com

04/21/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 10018 21st Avenue SouthwestSeattle Residential construction occurring on-site in violation of the Governor's Proclamation.  Construction 
was previously suspended, but has resumed again as of this morning.

Andrew Tsoming tsominga@gmail.com 206-919-4392. Unknown

04/21/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dexter Yard/Turner Construction Construction 700 Dexter Ave N Seattle Turner Construction has a large construction crew working at 700 Dexter Avenue on non-essential 
building construction.

Anne Wingate aawingate@gmail.com 9789982234 ckillian@tcco.com

04/21/20 10:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open greater seattle capital llc Construction 5126 s pearl seattle 98118,  5019 52 ave s seattlesesttle two new construction, workers everyday, no distancing, no masks
no need to contact me, except for further information

gordy comer ggordygordy@gmail.com 2067233245 andrew@gscontractor.com

04/21/20 11:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open greater seattle capital llc Construction 5126 s pearl seattle 98118,  5019 52 ave s seattlesesttle appears to be a flip, paint, new windows, workers every day
no use of masks, no social distance
no need to contact me except for further information

Gordy Comer ggordygordy@gmail.com 2067233245 andrew@gscontractor.com

04/21/20 11:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Maririch Construction Construction 3318A 30th Ave SW Seattle Construction work is taking place in a private condominium that is unoccupied. This work has not 
been approved by the condominium board and despite repeated requests the owner has not halted 
work. The work is also very disruptive for those of us living here and trying to work from our homes.

Tim Olson timothy.k.olson@gmail.com (313) 570-6175

04/21/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Camden Homes Construction 12905 E San Juan LaneSpokane Valley They are performing construction on this home (and others).

04/21/20 11:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 923 28th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98144Seattle Construction ongoing for new town homes with a crew of at least 3. PPE not being worn.

04/21/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nw legend construction Construction 5321 e 41st Spokane There are a few construction crews working around my house and I'm worried due to covid-19

04/21/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nw legend construction Construction 5321 e 41st Spokane There are a few construction crews working around my house and I'm worried due to covid-19

04/21/20 12:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nw legend construction Construction 5323 e 41st Spokane Construction going on all around my house.

04/21/20 12:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nw legend construction Construction 5325 e 41st Spokane Lots of workers violating stay home stay safe order.

04/21/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 5 star guttering Construction 6402 Pacific pines drPasco Business has continued to operate disregarding orders to shelter in place by our governor. fivestarguttering@gmail.com

04/21/20 12:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nw legend construction Construction 5325 e 41st Spokane Wprk crews all over my neighborhood!

04/21/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Audit and Adjustment Co Inc Other Collection Agency 20700 44th Ave W #100Lynnwood Forcing employees to accept full time wages and telling them they are back to work and not laid off 
when they are non essential. Continuing to remain open with employees actively working Monday 
through Friday and they are non essential

Stephd@audit-adjustment.com

04/21/20 12:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ferguson Construction Construction Aurora Ave N and N 191stShoreline Construction of storage facility.  Construction workers have been on site for more than a week.  My 
understanding is this doesn't fall under the heading of essential business.

Tim G RichmondHighlands@hotmail.com

04/21/20 12:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 1956 Other lawn care 13221 122 nd av e Puyallup two men cutting a res. lawn. Edward G Hawkins magic98329@gmail.com 2535498716 magic98329@gmail.com
04/21/20 1:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Did not post the name but mentioned he 

is starting up a landscaping , lawn 
mowing business during this time.

Other Landscaping business Not sure his address he is on facebookSpokane Valley He is on my friendslist and mentioned he is starting a lawn mowing, land scaping business. When I 
said it would be against the social distancing, quarantine as not an essential business he said he 
don't care about getting fined . He has already done atleast 1 yard for the business on 4/18 

Lyssa Gooch is with Ian Surginer.
18 April at 17:56 · 

Was awesome to see my son today! He came to do our yardwork, social distancing and all, but still 
better than not seeing him at all.

Amanda AmandaMittan1@gmail.com I would rather not http://facebook.com/ian.surginer

04/21/20 1:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Not sure. Blue pickup truck license 
plate C8Z037P

Construction 3925 shelby rd lynnwood Construction is being conducted today the 21st of April and yesterday the 20th. They started at 8 a.m. 
yesterday and worked until 3:45 and today they're there at 8 and working still it's 2 p.m. They have a 
crew working there so they are not following guidelines of social distancing and they're working when 
they should not be

Tamara tam-newman@hotmail.com 206-412-8976

04/21/20 1:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Nova Build Construction 5020 A Mullen StreetTacoma 98409 On Friday (April 17, 2020) I contacted Yaros K at 206-255-2757. His name was on the Construction 
contact/permit information.  Project No ENG18-0252  (PRJ17-0058) I contacted the City of Kenmore 
and they could only provide me with name and address of Company which was Nova Build.  There 
are no phone numbers listed for this company.  When contacting Yaros K.  I informed him that his 
company was not following social distancing guidelines and that they were not wearing masks.  I 
asked if he had and exemption for ongoing construction and to please post it on the site.  He never 
responded.  I informed him that I would be contacting the Violations of the Governor's Proclamation if 
the work continued. On Monday April 20, 2020 the work has continued and it continued today April 
21, 2020.  Keeping in mind that construction has started in late December 2019 and has not ceased.  
When contacting the City of Kenmore and asked them to verify the permit they only provided the 
name and address of company.  I do not retalition from this company.

Lisa Elliott lisaelliott02@msn.com 425-486-5277

04/21/20 2:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 223 Yesler Way Seattle Renovation/remodeling continuing at apartment building. This renovation is not being done because 
the building is falling apart or anything like that. Renovation has continued after Gov Inslee's order. 
This is affecting residents' ability to follow the Stay Home-Stay Healthy order/shelter in place because 
the construction workers are throughout the building on a daily basis. Also concerning that resident 
doesn't know where the workers are going after work, thus potentially exposing residents' to. 
Resident(s) in contact with workers every day. Workers are not wearing PPE, including but not limited 
to masks.

John Hill wajohn101@gmail.com - preferred (206) 741- 6954  - Text first please, will be more likely to answer

04/21/20 3:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open On Point Painting Construction unsure Vancouver Seeing the vans with full workers at gas station, on way to job site. We are abiding the stay at home 
orders for our painting construction company yet seeing an Oregon based company doing work in 
Washington while we cannot.

Melinda Antti mcantti73@gmail.com 3607713051

04/21/20 3:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open T. Garrett Construction - Todd Yost Construction 8820 27TH ST E EDGEWOOD, WA, 98371-1954UBI Number: 602 389 594: This non-essential construction company has been actively building 
homes and been operating with a crew at two building sites. The workers are not wearing masks. 
They have been onsite multiple days (10+) during the proclamation in violation, were seen working all 
day today 4/21. Recently they have used illegal unlicensed contractors and were reported to L&I for 
violations recently. They are now violating the Governor's order too. Working today at homes at 1863 
126th Ave. Ct. E, Edgewood and 1860 126th Ave. Ct. E, Edgewood, possibly others. Shouldn't be 
allowed to have unprotected workers in a neighborhood doing nonessential work. Seen on 4/15 too.

todd@tgarrettcontruction.com



04/21/20 3:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Seacon Construction 12002 Beverly park roadEverett Preforming non-essential construction

04/21/20 4:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dont'know Construction 121 Aloha Street Seatte Construction on a new home has been going on for several days.  I've tried to find out the name of the 
company, but they have removed their signage from the site and from their vehicles.

Gwendolyn Fairbanks wendyfairbanks@yahoo.com 4152693947

04/21/20 4:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ken’s Yard Service Other Landscaping 10410 15th Ave sw Seattle Employees performing yard maintenance all over West Seattle. Not an essential business plus 
workers aren’t social distancing

04/21/20 4:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hybrid Architecture Construction 6820 OSWEGO PL NESeattle This construction site has been operating for several days, and the activity doesn't seem to fall into 
the "essential" types of construction. I don't see any permits or contact information for the business on 
the site.

Brianna Mills briannamm@gmail.com

04/21/20 5:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Impeccable landscaping Other Lawn mower 20909 East Euclid 99027 Two employees working and are closer then 6 ft. Is mowing a lawn a essential business. On 
4/21/2020 about 245 pm. They also made contact with me . Without face coverings

Dennis Kuespert dlkuespertgmail.com 5099996860

04/21/20 5:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bear creek landscaping llc Other Landscape maintenance 903 Redmond fall city RDRedmond Why is bear creek landscaping allowed to be open.  Every other landscape company has been 
closed. That preforms the same service.  Why ?  Check their Facebook bragging - they should be 
closed also

Jon Wecametodrink@hotmail.com mike@bearcreeklandscaping.com

04/21/20 6:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Living Water Lawn and Tree Care Other Lawn Maintenance 8227 N Regal St Spokane Owners emailed customers requesting them to report other lawn care companies for violation yet they 
are out working too.

Contactus@livingwaterspray.com

04/21/20 6:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Copper Basin Construction Construction 2721 S. Havana Spokane This company has decided after getting told multiple times they can not continue to build that they 
would put up extra tall privacy fences and ask contractors to bring personal unmarked vehicles so no 
one would know. You really need to do something........or they will continue to build houses with no 
concern for the governor's order.

Anonymous Timbertiger20@gmail.com Anonymous

04/21/20 6:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Howard S. Wright Construction Construction 1001 106th Ave NE Bellevue The company willingly ignores the Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation from Governor Jay Inslee 
and continues construction. Putting profit over the health of their workers and our community. The 
project is for two office towers with no essential business or small businesses involved.

Volker Himbeer volkerhimbeer@gmail.com 2063380656

04/21/20 6:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Ninja flip construction Construction 4711 eastwat dr Port orchard Multiple vehicles and employees working at home in indianola. Clyde Clydebarker7@gmail.com 3604717575
04/21/20 6:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Tucker Estates/ Hinkle homed Construction 20139 Weston ct SwCentralia 5 houses are being built and construction is now beginning on a 6th house. Everyday workers are 

painting, drywall, finish work, earthwork, concrete work, and Wood was just delivered to the 6th house 
that is a foundation at the moment.

Travis Feldheger Travis Feldheger 3609707573

04/21/20 7:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open CLASSY CHASSIS Other CAR WASH 105 7TH AVE SE PUYALLUP, WA Making employees work when business should be closed.  Classy Chassis has 3 other locations 
opened in the Pierce County region.  Lakewood, Gig Harbor and another Puyallup Canyon Rd 
location.  I've left a  voicemail at the corporate headquarters in Lakewood for HR to call me back and 
advise why they are open.  No one called me back as to why my daughter was being scheduled to 
work.  I had my daughter inform her manager she wouldn't be coming back to work until the stay at 
home policy was over.  The corporate office has sent out a group text telling the employees if they do 
not report to work they will be fired and will not be able to claim unemployment.  I feel this was a direct 
unwarranted threat to the employees.  Thank you for taking the time to review as I'm sure you are 
flooded with violations.  All the best.

Nicole Williams truman52201@yahoo.com 360-529-9921 corey@classychassis.com

04/21/20 9:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Reese Concrete Construction Ely Streeg Kennewick They have 2 people that are possibly with virus at work

04/22/20 1:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TW CLARK Construction 16708 E BROADWAY AVESPOKANE This TW CLARK construction has been working everyday except for Sundays since Washington 
State has issued the stay at home order and Gov. Jay Inslee has ordered non-essential businesses to 
close, which this Construction Company still is working on the New Apartments on 16708 E 
BROADWAY AVE,  I have concern for the people who rent these apartments out due to the fact the 
TW CLARK CONSTRUCTION WORKERS continue to work and spread the covid 19 inside theses 
apartments gonna up!!!

Rachel rpiche288@gmail.com 5093855360 info@twclark.com

04/22/20 8:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Becky Teipen (not known if there is a 
dba)

Construction 7508 11th Ave NW Seattle The developer of a residential rebuild located across from our home continues to meet her workers on 
the property and her workers come and go regularly. The owner is Becky Teipen her phone is 
206.883.2102

Lora Brown Lora_lorraine@yahoo.com 2062571130 not known

04/22/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open No name on job site Construction 7337 23 ave ne Seattle They are working on the house next door. The workers stated that the mandate is not being enforced 
so they are starting work back up on all their job sites. They say the small risk of a fine is worth it. 
What’s the point of a mandate that isn’t being enforced?

04/22/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open RM Homes Construction 12400 Gibson Road Everett Pretty sure Gov. Inslee just said last nite that construction was still NON Essential. But yet, for over a 
month now they are still building these new homes 20 feet away from where I live. Lots of loud 
pounding. Early in the morning. While we can’t leave our house. And Nothing is being done about it! 
Why have this is nothing is going to be done??

04/22/20 9:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Landscaping Company Construction 2602 N Sullivan RoadSpokane Valley Installing sprinkler system at future townhouse development on 28th and Adams in Spokane Valley.  
They have been working on this for at least a week.

04/22/20 9:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 5021 Sand Point Pl NESeattle Residential construction site, multiple workers on site Doug Stumberger dstumberger@hotmail.com unknown
04/22/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Steve Jensen Homes Construction 10140 SE 10th St, Bellevue, WA 9800410140 SE 10th St, Bellevue, WA 98004The workers keep going on work today(Apr. 22) White 2062735673
04/22/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mima Prairie Landscaping services LLC Other Mima Prairie Landscaping services llc 6111 old Olympic Hwy swOlympia Lauri Depretto, has continued to work every day since, May 28th. 

She is Bragging that she has received Voicemail messages from L&I yet she needs not return call or 
Comply with State laws & Restrictions, weather it be L&I or Jay Inslee she says the Attorney General 
is powerless aswell. 

Obviously there is going to be a Money Trail to prove these claims, aswell as Time Clock Slips, she 
has 3 Illegal Mexicans working, every day, who also are bragging they have been followed, bye the 
police or Government worker. 

This lady, is a nasty human that truly believe she is above the law! 

This October 2020 I will be Revealing Timeline evidence, in regards to Fraud & Forgery  done bye 
Laurie Depretto that has avaided Taxsasion too the amount of hundreds of thousands. 

I expect to be kept Confidential, this women is breaking many, many laws, has for years, I will provide 
undeniable evidence of Fraud & Forged Timelines, Via Hour log Route sheets & Payroll this October, 
its the Right & Responsible thing to do. 

Thank for your time, here is my Email for further communication, I expect this to be kept Confidential 
for obvious reasons. 

Have a great day.

tgrtreeservice@gmail.com

04/22/20 9:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open (Unknown) Construction 600 NW 77th St Seattle New residential construction began again on Mon, April 20, at the address listed (when it’s not 
raining).

Rebecca Prosser beccaprosser@gmail.com 2069207360

04/22/20 10:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bonavista Management Other Painters 950 N 72nd St. Seattle I live in West Seattle and there are painters scraping paint and painting the building on 4/22/2020. 
How is that essential in addition to not wearing masks? The apartment complex is owned by 
Bonavista Management. We received no written notification notifying us that this would be transpiring 
today and again how is that essential? I do not know the business name but you can reach out to 
Bonavista to get that information.

LaQuanda lrenee1977@gmail.com

04/22/20 10:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open T. Garrett Construction - Todd Yost Construction PO BOX 2090 MILTON, WA, 98354-2090On 4/22 Wed. this nonessential home construction builder was again actively building two homes in 
violation of the proclamation and with workers not wearing masks. One home at 1860 126th Ave Ct. 
E, Edgewood, right now has a crew of three people working, the home at 1863 126th Ave. Ct. E., 
Edgewood, has a crew too. There are at least four vehicles at the site. This company is a known L&I 
violator. They have been actively conducting nonessential construction all during the stay-at-home 
order. This puts the neighborhood of elderly senior citizens in danger. This company is a known bad 
actor, history of disregarding legal/safe labor standards, uses unlicensed subcontractors operating 
with dissolved business licenses.

todd@tgarrettconstruction.com

04/22/20 10:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bonavista Management Other Painters 950 N 72nd St. Seattle I live in West Seattle and there are painters scraping paint and painting the building on 4/22/2020. 
How is that essential in addition to not wearing masks? The apartment complex is owned by 
Bonavista Management. We received no written notification notifying us that this would be transpiring 
today and again how is that essential? I do not know the business name but you can reach out to 
Bonavista to get that information. In addition to them climbing up peoples windows with out not 
knowing is not okay. They could have knocked on the door or something. People can get hurt if they 
are not aware of what is happening.

LaQuanda lrenee1977@gmail.com

04/22/20 10:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bridge Property Management Construction 209 21st Ave SW Puyallup Bridge Property Management or a contractor hired by them have been remodeling several apartments 
in the complex.

04/22/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lane Hardwood Floors Construction 14700  Aurora Avenue NorthShoreline Showroom is open. Douglas Smith mactripper650@gmail.com 2066980694
04/22/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jensen Lee Construction Construction 2110 Buchanan Loop Suite #6Ferndale This company is operating when it should not be. Employees are at risk as they are not 6 feet apart. 

This company should be inspected because they are not essential as they only produce railings.

04/22/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cobblestone Construction Construction 185 mohawk st whitesboro Cobblestone Construction is requiring its employees to return to work on May 1, 2020 replacing an 
existing roof on Embassy Suites at 6646 Old Collamer Road South, East Syracuse, NY 13057. 
Regardless of the covid shutdown

04/22/20 11:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Douglas Construction 16701 east sprague spokane valley A few business are operating at the sprague apartments.. this morning I noticed they were hiding all 
employees in the garages...  to avoid being seen from streets or houses(like mine)

James blackdodge22@gmail.com TRUE

04/22/20 11:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Douglas Construction 16701 east sprague spokane valley A few business are operating at the sprague apartments.. this morning I noticed they were hiding all 
employee vehicles in the garages...  to avoid being seen from streets or houses(like mine)

James blackdodge22@gmail.com 5097667723 TRUE

04/22/20 11:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ProScapes, Inc. Other Landscape Construction 9002 South March Point RdAnacortes I work for a company that has applied for and received the PPP grant money as a small non-essential 
business in Anacortes, WA. This came at an ideal time for the owner as he was unable to pay his 
employees for the pay period prior to and during the week of the shut-down. In the weeks following, 
he continued to operate “under the radar” and told the employees they would only be paid if they 
continued to work for him even though the company had been shut down by law enforcement.
The owner has since opened back up full force under his own justified reasoning that his landscaping 
business is “preventing spoilization” and is therefore considered “essential”. Understandable to some 
degree, but I find it curious that these jobs include new installations and improvements to his $4M 
estate.
It appears the owner has applied for and used this money as a means to keep his already failing 
business afloat and his property improved with essentially free labor. He continues to put his crews to 
work on non-essential projects with no solid (certainly not enforced) safety measures or readily 
available PPE.
How does it make sense that a non-essential business can continue to operate as usual and get paid 
to pay workers that shouldn’t be working and not pay employees that chose to follow the order. And 
then have it all forgiven because he has maintained his employee head count (by means of replacing 
those who chose to stay home).
It’s a shame that so many compliant businesses are struggling while this non-compliant company will 
likely breeze through this, financially better off that when this all started, while putting numerous (75+) 
people at risk- most that don’t realize they have a choice.

04/22/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jolly Homes Construction 7337 23 ave ne seattle contractor is refusing to shut down. States that the mandate is not being enforced and they are willing 
to risk fines

PO Box 25610 Seattle, WA 98125  (206) 367-8416.



04/22/20 12:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Homies Professional Landscape 
Maintenence

Other Gardeners and Landscapers 10903 NE 88th St Vancouver Alex continues to operate his business with no concern to him, or his employees, or the people in the 
neighborhoods in which he is operating his business.

John wpr275@yahoo.com

04/22/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open One-Way Construction Construction 1115 Walla Walla Ave #207Wenatchee Heard the employees were told they need to come back to work, even thought they're not supposed 
to be working. Apparently residential construction is going on currently.

Kevin 509pcs@gmail.com 5098601874 info@onewaynw.com

04/22/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open I've seen Greenbuild trucks and I know 
the contractor is Paul

Construction Next to 2035 NW 63rd St,  there are 3 sites, one next door & 2 half lots behind the next 2 housesSeattle I've reported this multiple times and they are now in full swing again.  Yesterday and today I 
confronted one of the trucks that was going to block our driveway.  I asked if they were essential 
workers and they said yes.  According to your list they are *not* essential workers.  Furthermore there 
is no masks and no social distancing.

De 206-375-8656 Unknown

04/22/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown - they are hiding their 
company name to avoid being caught

Construction 7337 23 Ave NE Seattle The construction crew down the street from us continues to return to the worksite, even after being 
shut down. I understand the struggle between wanting to work/feed one's family/keeping the 
community safe, but this biz owner seems to willfully disregard the order and the requests of 
neighbors.

Nancy White Nancy.White@gmail.com 2065236250 NA

04/22/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Great Northwest Excavation LLC Construction 17923 78th Ave E Puyallup My work has contacted me today 04/22 to inform me that I have to show up to work Monday on 04/27. 
I was told that they're going to start working regardless of the Stay at home order. And that they'll only 
stop working if warned. We are not essential we are basic residential construction. I'm worried about 
my safety and my family's safety. I have a 3 month old baby I don't want to risk him being sick. But If I 
don't show up I might get fired and I might get fired for sending this too. Please help..

Alexander Alexhamilton242@gmail.com 2537370620 Lance Heck. gnwex@aol.com

04/22/20 1:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open YOMO Construction 4047 WILLIAMS AVE WSEATTLE Residential home construction continues at 
this location.  The crew consists of several workers, 
several personal and company (Yomo), and 
trailers.  Starting around 7 AM.

04/22/20 2:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Peizer Commercial Real Estate Construction 7312 Vashon Pl SW Seattle, WA 98136 Construction/Remodeling of a home.

04/22/20 2:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open the west sound company Construction 26272 12 trees ln poulsbo I have been walking in that area on trails and they have a crew out there working dig holes and doing 
other projects -I feel these companies should follow the same rules and not think there better then 
others -I'm a out of work contractor how fair is it that this company can work when others are out of 
business i hope you put a stop to this asap

04/22/20 2:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open selkerk Other lawn maintenance 1910 E Riverside Avespokane not following the stay  home order

04/22/20 2:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jerry’s Iron Works Construction 6553 Lynden This business has been open since the stay at home order was issued. Employees work in small 
confined spaces.

Michael Orr michaelorr3@hotmail.con 3604410620 Bryan Kaptein

04/22/20 3:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Fullwiler Construction - Phone number:  
360-631-5922

Construction 9012 25th Ave NE -- (site of construction)Seattle This is my 8th or 9th report of the daily Monday through Friday 9 to 5 violation of this company -- they 
are NON essential, and are violating the governor's orders.  They were there working Monday with a 
full crew, this time in addition to their usual trucks they had a large box truck.  There are always 
multiple workers, wearing safety vests, they are in full view,  and don't care about the orders by the 
Governor.  I'm appreciative of any help or guidance,  but I'm also VERY disappointed that this 
company continues to work every Monday through Friday from 9 to 5,  without regard to their safety, 
the workers' safety and this residential neighborhood's safety.  PLEASE advise what my next step is if 
you are unable to stop the continued violation.  Thank you so much,  sincerely.

Peg hobwynns@aol.com 2062611484

04/22/20 3:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rich Landscaping Other Landscape 27901 Redmond fall city roadRedmond All employees are working, 75 plus individuals

04/22/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Union Ave Steilacoom Residential construction at two locations adjacent to Union Ave. One at about 636 Linda lane, West of 
Union behind 1110 Union. One at 902 Powell, Northast of Union. Multiple cars and trucks over many 
days.

Bill Lum Bill98388@gmail.com 2532302478

04/22/20 3:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mutual Materials Construction 605 119 Avenue NE Bellevue Their show room is most likely full of people not adhering to the social distancing order. wicktimesix@comcast.net

04/22/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Auntie's Bookstore Other Retail 402 W Main Spokane Owner is forcing employees to return to work, 40 hours a week, or stripping their unemployment 
benefits.

johnwaiteataunties@gmail.com

04/22/20 4:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Reclaim co Construction 3801 old Naches highway Yakima wa 98908yakima Violating the stay home order and operating as a non essential business putting employees and 
public at risk for Covid-19.

Nina Shepherd nshepherd825@gmail.com 206-877-2442

04/22/20 5:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open D R Horton Construction/Windsor 
Estates

Construction 1009 E. Silver Pine RdColbert Construction of new homes have not ceased since the the proclamation in March. Anonymous blmarquez@drhorton.com

04/22/20 6:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Father Nature Landscape Other Landscape 7718 Portland Ave ETacoma Still open and making Employees come in for meetings. Making people work together at Office/Shop 
and going out to work doing nonessential business.

chris@fathernaturelandscapes.com

04/22/20 7:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open K&am Rebar Other Rebar company 6302 ne 127 th ave Vancouver wa 98682 No Social distancing 
Non essential business

04/22/20 10:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Construction Company Construction 923 28th Ave S. Seattle Construction across the street from our residence has been underway. Many people without masks, 
not practicing social distancing and coming into close contact with many of the neighborhood 
residents has been consistently happening.

04/23/20 6:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Riccon  Construction LLC Construction 16821 72nd Ave NE Kenmore They are a residential company. www.ricconconstruction.com
04/23/20 9:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Five Star Painting of Federal Way Construction 34310 9th Ave S Unit 103Federal Way Five Star Painting is sending estimators and painting teams to residential homes as they have been 

operating throughout the entire Stay Home, Stay Healthy order.
Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

04/23/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lake Chelan Tree Service Other Tree service next to 322 E WoodinChelan workers are not essential, not social distancing

04/23/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction NW 90th at 19th Nw Seattle Construction of a multi-story, multi-unit residential living unit. Power tools, jack hammer, nail gun all 
day

04/23/20 9:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Couerdalene windows Construction 115 N Sycamore St. Spokane They are not following safe social distancing.  They have there workers work long hours ma 
ufacturing windows. They were on the news saying they were staying open despite the fines.  
Workers are around each other everyday on shift very close breathing and touching one anotber. 
This is unsafe/ unhealthy  for workers and there families.  Not right! They just dont care about there 
employees health. They care about making money.

Lacey pryor 5094356978

04/23/20 10:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sole proprietor Construction 11295 Wing Point DriveBainbridge island Reported to city of Bainbridge code compliance.  Illegal tree cutting and landscaping activity for 9 
days.  Claus Hagstromer, home owner said he doesn’t care about non essential work order stoppage, 
it doesn’t apply to him or anyone who wants to come work for him.  City 
compliance officer  has visited site and recommended I follow up on this form.  Also cutting trees 
without permit is Russell Yee with same operation at 11299 wing point drive.  He was also spoken to 
by compliance officer.

Catherine Benson Bensonca@hotmail.com 2067959464 Jennyharespo@aol.com

04/23/20 10:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 98032 Construction Madison AVE North Kent the construction has resumed as of Monday 4/20/2020 at Madison AVE, Kent WA 98032. However, 
we are still on our stay at home order through May 4th. Also, the construction workers are not social 
distancing. Please advise. Are they supposed to be working during this stay at home order?

Cathelina Salas cathelina.salas@gmail.com 206-963-2355 Imad H. Bahbah, Principal Architect/ imad@ihbarchitects.com

04/23/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sound West Group Construction 320 Queen Anne Ave NSeattle Construction is ongoing and has been for the past week for a private mixed use development. 
Workers on the job site are not practicing social distancing. Multiple sub contractor vehicles seen on 
site. Work stopped initially, but resumed last week.

Taylor tayminter@gmail.com 253-830-4751 cpm@soundwestgroup.com

04/23/20 10:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rich Landscaping Other Landscaping 27901 Redmond-Fall City Rd NERedmond For the past three Thursdays in a row Rich landscaping has violated the stay home order, and social 
distancing, by performing non-essential landscaping functions.

Scott Iceberg scotticeberg@yahoo.com 425-480-9103 info@richlandscaping.com

04/23/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Premier Roofing LLC Construction 19641 70th Ave S Kent Their whole buisnes is open on all job sites, They show up late in the office so it doenst look like 
there open, 2 different job sites they are on have positive cofona virus cases, they dont care about 
our health, please please help.

(206)-730-9225

04/23/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Construction Construction Talbot road  4 bloks south of valley medicalRenton Full construction going on Diana R Green DianaRGreen@gmail.com 9286001337
04/23/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Dovetail GC Construction 3129 E Ames lake DR NERedmond Building of home has never stopped construction during the stay home order from the gov

04/23/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Isola Homes / Resolute Builders LLC Construction 1724 11th Ave Seattle Construction has restarted at a residential condo development at 1724 11th Ave NE. The property is 
"Wyn Townhomes On 11th", owned by Isola Homes / Resolute Builders. Constructed paused roughly 
a month ago.

04/23/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Heavenly Lawn Care Other Landscaping business 3637 W Brown StreetPasco This business is still operating and has the order to stop.  Owner said he will not be told what to do 
when it comes to operating his business

Heaven Maya 5094401844

04/23/20 11:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open T. Garrett Construction - UBI 602 389 
594 - Todd Yost

Construction 8820 27TH ST E EDGEWOOD, WA, 98371-1954Today Thurs 4/23 this nonessential private home construction company is again building homes in 
Edgewood in violation of the proclamation. They have been working every day this week and 
throughout the shut down and without face masks. There are two crews of workers, one group of 
three at 1860 126th Ave. Ct. E, Edgewood, and a second group across the street at 1863 126th Ave. 
Ct. E, and the business owner has been coming and going. Multiple vehicles. Operating heavy 
machinery and a backhoe today and doing non essential construction work. This puts our elderly and 
high risk neighbors at risk. They have worked more than 15+ days now during the shut down at least. 
Because Edgewood City Hall is closed, this contractor thinks they can get away with it obviously.

todd@tgarrettconstruction.com

04/23/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Isola Homes Construction 1724 11th Ave NE Seattle i'm trying to work from home and this construction site just reopened right next to me! they shouldn't 
be allowed to operate during this time. there are 10-20 workers at this site and they're clearly not 
obeying social distancing guidelines.

04/23/20 11:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Holland Corporation Construction 601 Columbia St. Vancouver WA Commercial construction ongoing in violation of guidelines. Workers not complying with social 
distancing.

I wish to remain anonamous

04/23/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jolly Homes Construction 7337 23rd Ave NE Seattle It's my understanding that residential onstruction work should not be happening at this time. Further, 
when a neighbor spoke to three workers on site they told her that "The mandate is not being enforced 
so their boss said to go back to work business as usual." They also said their boss "Isn’t worried 
about getting fines because they took all the business signs down so there’s no way to report who the 
company is." We looked up the permits for the address and the builder on record is Jolly Homes – PO 
Box 25610, Seattle, WA 98125  (206) 367-8416. I don't appreciate them trying to be sneaky and not 
adhering to the governor's proclamation and this is not helping to flatten the curve. Thanks.

Tara Parsons taraeparsons@hotmail.com 2062255701

04/23/20 11:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Accurate Concrete Cutting Construction 6816 NE 40th Ave Vancouver non essintial business still operating and preforming construction Ian 3606089748
04/23/20 12:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Compass Construction Kirkland Kirkland Compass project called Aegis Living at corner of 10th ave S and Lake st S in Kirkland WA is operating 

with workers not social distancing and not wearing PPD.
Mark 2062959759

04/23/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gonzales construction Construction 901 72nd ave. Yakima wa 98908Yakima Making employees work and threatening to replace them if they don't. And work is non essintial. 
Already got shut down once

Chasity mccormmacK Chasluvspsp30@gmail.com 5094241373

04/23/20 12:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Needlepointer Other Needlepoint and craft supplies 22811 100th Ave WestEdmonds Still operating despite being non-essential. Firing employees for adherence to stay-at-home order and 
not coming in to work on location.

Evan Hart evanhart01@gmail.com 4254205554

04/23/20 12:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Thomas S Wright Construction 1930 Boren Avenue Seattle I filed a complaint before but didn't get a response.  It's so bad that this is the only construction site 
(besides the convention center) that is working now.  And since we are having to stay in our homes as 
much as we have to, having a time without the construction noise would be helpful.

Kimberly K Donovan kimmykaye01@gmail.com

04/23/20 12:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landscapes By Pompeo Other Home Landscaping business 542 SW 186th St Normandy Park 98166This landscaping company has continued to show up at 15212 27th Ave SW in Burien despite the 
state "stay at home" order. A crew of 4 men wearing face masks and gloves are spending an hour+ 
working on my neighbor's yard. They took their businesses' sign off their truck after the first week 
when we told them we were going to report them and despite calls to the owner of the company they 
continue to perform non-essential work and put this community and the residents who live here at risk. 
Landscaping during a pandemic is a function for the "elite" and the rich; to shutter other small 
businesses and allow this company to continue to be open is criminal. We would like them fined 
and/or their license revoked and as long as the governor's order is in place we would like them to stop 
work.Thank you

Francesca Lamorticelli 15220 27th Ave SW next door neighbor who shares a driveway with the home owners who continue to employ this landscaping companycescalamort@gmail.com

04/23/20 1:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Jolly Homes Construction 7337 23rd Ave NE Seattle Construction of single family home started up again 4 days ago.  Multiple people working closely 
together without masks on site.  Additional businesses dropping off supplies.

Jennifer A Beardsley beardsleyja@gmail.com 2062454709 Jolly Homes



04/23/20 1:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gonzalez construction Construction 901 s. 72nd ave. Yakima wa 98908Yakima Threatening to fire employees if they don't work even though they have been shut down once for non 
essential working

Millissa johnson 5094243014 (509)949-6303 only have his phone number

04/23/20 1:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JC Killin Contractors Construction 543 3rd Ave S Edmonds Residential construction site continues to be active. Neighbor Jon Killin
04/23/20 1:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Teufel Other Landscaping 6844 a 220th st Kent Landscaping going on for Tehaleh llc mowing grass not social distancing Gene Ghi685108@gmail.com 2537920996

04/23/20 1:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hinkle homes and various contractors Construction 20139 Weston Ct SwCentralia There are 6 houses being built, one just started today (4/22/20) with framing from the foundation. The 
others have been going on with everything from siding to painting, drywall and finish carpentry. They 
are in clear and blatant violation of the governors orders and haven't stopped construction.

Travis Feldheger travisgf@gmail.com 360-970-7573

04/23/20 1:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC Construction 1805 North 21 Avenue Apartment DPasco Non essential and still working with no protection. Owner very rude when I addressed him. ju76592@gmail.com

04/23/20 1:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open All4Fencing Other Fencing 3826 W. Decatur Ave.Spokane I reported this company on Monday, 4/20/2020, for putting fence posts on the 
10004 W. White Lane property.  I received an email from this office Tuesday.  Indicating what steps 
will be taken.
They are back today (4/22/2020) putting in the rails and panels.  Really?
I am not happy that my landscaper is abiding by the rules and these guys are getting away with this.  
I have photos from Monday and today of the workers violating the Governor' Proclamation.

Donna K. Workman workman.donna@gmail.com 6365448180 www.all4fencing.com

04/23/20 1:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hinkle Homes Construction 20139 Weston CT SWCentralia Continued building of residential homes despite the Governor labeling it a non-Essential business. 
They have had one or two people out there daily but today they have increased that to at least 6 
people and have begun work on a new house.

Nicole Manriquez Nicmanriquez8@gmail.com 360-280-6947

04/23/20 2:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Barcelo Homes/Harvard Apartments Construction 3120 Harvard Ave E Seattle The general contractor is insisting that we continue work. We feel that this project is not an "essential" 
construction project. We are not willing to put our staff at risk for a project that is not essential.

Rachel Haukaas rachel@wcelectrics.com 206-718-1965 nadia@barcelohomes.com

04/23/20 2:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Weed Wackers Other Lawn Care 14011 A St Street Tacma Still operating under stay at home order.

04/23/20 2:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open precision door and millwork Construction 9516 e montgomery suite 14Spokane valley This business is still open.  Why?  Doesn't anyone care about law-breakers?

04/23/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Residential Construction Contractors Construction 927 28th Ave. SouthSeattle There is no residential construction in any neighborhood but there is for the place next door.  I believe 
the manager is coordinating this in violation of non essential business ban.

Patrick Dougan misterdougan@gmail.com 3212006510

04/23/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Master wholesale inc Construction 520 s.front st Seattle Owner blake adsero has no respect for the governors proclamation, and has told his employees he 
will spit in jay inslees face if he tries to close his business. In addition to refusing to close there is no 
social distance being practiced

Pete spalding

04/23/20 3:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gonzales construction Construction 901 S 72 Ave Yakima Washington stateMy boss, Ernesto Gonzales, gave us until Monday to show up for work before firing us. Melissa Johnson bratty4u21@gmail.com 15094243014

04/23/20 3:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open English excvation Construction 4205 5th Ave nw Olympia Like 3 guys standing next to each other walks right up to home owner all there doing is planting grass 
and plants but there is no care whatsoever

dillonenglish1@yahoo.com

04/23/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open A-1 Roofing Construction 2342 Anderson hill rdPort orchard Employees are completely re doing roofs still. Not following the 6ft social distancing and two of them 
do not look in good health and might be sick

04/23/20 3:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open unknown Other Personal Residents that has been remodeled into 14 single quearters. 1715 So. Wilkeson Tacoma WA 98418 Kelly Alexander has purchased home as a single family dwelling. Owner has divided this home into 14 
separate quarters. This location is not zoned for that type of occupancy. Also has no code permits to 
make this type of changes. There are 3 to 6 persons that are working at this location.

Loy Sparling lunaumbra02@gmail.com 253-219-8803 unknown

04/23/20 3:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Grahams General Contracting LLC Construction 15818 NE 25th St Vancouver WA They have been performing non-essential construction in the Cimarron Neighborhood for the past 
week. They are not social distancing and there are at least five people working. They make it 
impossible for Neighbors to move about the street without coming in contact. Their CCB# 204476 
LIC#GRAHAGC867JQ

Alexandra Bradford Alexandradbradford@gmail.com 6468645945 Jefferygraham23@gmail.com

04/23/20 3:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open TLC Construction 2602 N Sullivan RoadSpokane Valley Installing sprinkler system at 28th and Adams in Spokane Valley.  Future townhouse development

04/23/20 4:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cambridge Apts/Grandview Homes Construction 7000 265th St NW Stanwood Construction continues on this project. I contacted the mayor and bldg dept a couple of weeks ago to 
no avail. Please respond.
Thank you

Jim Pickering PICKERING843@GMAIL.COM 5038166532 129 N Olympic Arlington, Wa

04/23/20 4:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Auntie's Books Other bookstore 402 W. Main Street Spokane He's called his employees back to work and threatened to report them to unemployment if they don't 
agree. It's still dangerous out there and the stay at home order has not ended. Shouldn't he have to 
wait until May 4? I love the store. I even love John, the owner. But this virus is a beast and people 
could get sick.

johnwaiteataunties@gmail.com

04/23/20 5:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open His hands lawn care Other Lawncare 6300 NW Concrete BoulevardSilverdale Weed eating and lawn mowing are not essential, especially in the pouring rain.

04/23/20 5:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open RP development Construction 6159 west DeschutesKennewick Notice people working for Rp development out in Pasco.. non essential business working with lots of 
people

04/23/20 5:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Khr homes Construction Northeast 30th and Northeast 170th ct.Vancouver I saw at least three men and within short proximity of each other working on a house no mask. I took 
three pictures I would like to send to you if that's possible

Nikkii Trana periwinkl342@gmail.com 360) 562-8881

04/23/20 5:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Northeast Landscaping Services LLC Other Lanscaping PO BOX 18211 SEATTLE Business had multiple employees and Vehicles performing work at 34226 SE Satterlee St, 
Snoqualmie, WA 98065 on 4/23/2020. No employees were equipped with PPE  and were in close 
proximity with each other.

DAVID MILLS nefariousd7@gmail.com 9283087811 jcm@northeastls.com

04/23/20 6:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stanwood High school Construction 7400 272st NW Stanwood Construction ongoing throughout stay at home order. No social distancing.

04/23/20 10:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Paras Homes Construction 693 N Havanna Spokane Today (4/23/2020), a construction supervisor who works for Paras Homes and several subcontractors 
were on a residential construction site in the Eagle Ridge subdivision of Spokane and there was no 
social distancing, masks or other methods of protection in place. It was my understanding that they 
are nonessential at this time and the lack of social distancing is also an issue.

LA Johnson Lajohnson258@aol.com 5099819196 Information@parashomes.com

04/24/20 1:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Clausen landscape Construction 7225 188th st se Snohomish Workers working regular routine maintaince not following protocol and not being keeping distance 
some have even coughed and don’t wear masks or gloves also doing projects that are non essential

04/24/20 5:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Have seen Greenbuild trucks, 
contractor is Paul, and think it's Crafted 
by Design?

Construction 3 lots next to 2035 NW 63rd StSeattle (Ballard) I've submitted multiple reports regarding the property next to 2035 NW 63rd (building town homes) 
and the 2 half lots next to that.  They have never ceased doing business and there is no social 
distancing.  I resent nothing being done about this while the rest of us are having to go without work.

De searchjob670@gmail.com

04/24/20 6:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open lynden door Construction 2077 W Main St, lynden,wa. 98264 I worked at Lynden door I feel making residential doors as non-essential  because I did work there 
social distancing in most areas are almost impossible to do.I feel because they choose to run under 
these conditions there putting all their employees at risk.

Chester Swindle chetjr69@gmail.com 3605505008

04/24/20 7:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lane landscaping in the financing Other Landscaper Madera circle Madera circle Non-essential business not following the social distancing guidelines talking to multiple customers at 
different locations staying 6 feet from each other also stay at home order states that landscapers are 
not allowed to work and they had been working in Madera for two days

04/24/20 7:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open SDOT Construction Delridge Way & Chelan StSeattle Governor explicitly stated in last news conference when asked why road work can be done but 
houses cannot be built that he ordered road construction halted. SDOT is paving 5-legged 
intersection.

Matt Scott Wascottelders@gmail.com 425-308-7469

04/24/20 8:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open ? Construction 1909 E. Spruce Seattle Two men are working on renovating a gutted house at this address.

04/24/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 5 star gutter Construction 513 Colorado st Kelso They shut down initially but then called their employees back to work last monday( 4/20) anyways 
because of the business losing money. Gave the employees masks but they don't wear them and they 
car pool in company trucks. There was also a child with them on atleast one of their jobs.

Tas911@gmail.com fivestarguttering@gmail.com

04/24/20 8:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Robert lee, property owner Construction 10012 21st Ave SW Seattle 98146 Construction continues. Neighbor asked crew yesterday why work allowed. Told allowed to work on 
concrete. Neither of us have seen them work on other than the wooden structure. Have 8 am photo 
today of work on 2nd wood floor.

Gill 2067668141 Unknown

04/24/20 9:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sea Con Construction 3252 Harbor Ave SWSeattle Construction site for new self storage facility. Robert goldentreasures@msn.com 2537772775
04/24/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open DEP Homes Construction 731 16th ave Seattle The construction crew is back at it in full force next to my home. This is concerning since stay at home 

still has at least 12 days left!
04/24/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Rodriguez Irrigation and Backflow Other Lanscaping 380 Mt. Olympus Dr. Sw.Issaquah, Business had multiple employees and Vehicles performing landscaping work on the 7200 block of 

Douglas Ave SE , Snoqualmie, WA 98065 on 4/24/2020. No employees were equipped with PPE  and 
were in close proximity with each other. Orginanization  does not appear to have a city of Snoqualmie 
business license which is required by ordinance

DAVID MILLS nefariousd7@gmail.com 9283087811 rgzservices@yahoo.com

04/24/20 9:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Eastgate Urban Village Construction 
Company

Construction 13102 39TH AVE SEEverett A large construction company restarted a project two weeks ago with hundreds of construction works 
on site again. It's a retail shopping center and apartment  complex that originally stopped work, but as 
resume. On the corner of 39th Ave SE and 132nd ST SE in Everett, across from the Chevron station.

Jan Webb jantitow@msn.com

04/24/20 10:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown - No identifying signs on the 
site

Construction 6524 24th Avenue NWSeattle This residential construction site is active despite the stay at home order. Most of the workers clearly 
are not wearing masks and the site workers huddle together for a chat every couple of hours. 
Everyone who lives around the site is currently required to stay at home while they ignore social 
distancing and run heavy and noisy construction equipment all day. All of the 5-10 men on site 
throughout the day are using a single porta-potty so I'm not sure who we're kidding about the value of 
the masks that only a few of them are wearing.

Chris cmbats@gmail.com 7817992300

04/24/20 10:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction Unknown Seattle My neighbor has hired a "contractor" to remodel her bathroom for esthetic purposes. I understand that 
this contractor is both unlicensed and is offering discounted rates during the stay-at-home period. My 
neighbor, Vanda Oliviera, lives at 736 N. 94th. St., #1, Seattle. The "contractor" drives a red van, WA 
license #BOC4571.

Stacey L. Romberg stacey@staceyromberg.com 206-784-5305

04/24/20 10:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The Landscaping Company Construction 2602 N Sullivan RoadSpokane Valley Installing sprinkler system at 28th and Adams in Spokane Valley.  This has been going on for over a 
week at a future apartment site.

04/24/20 10:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Foushee Construction 3269 118th SE #1000Bellevue Major construction happening at Nickerson and 3rd Ave, concrete delivery trucks, people less than 6’ 
apart.

04/24/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Building Under Construction Construction 316 Florentia Street Seattle Construction started back up today on the building at the corner of Florentia and 3rd. There are 
dozens of workers on the top of the building working without facemasks.

04/24/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open BRC- Big Rock Construction Construction 2915 29th Ave SW, Ste ATumwater Active construction has been going on at "The Easterly" construction site (across the street from my 
house) since Tuesday, 04/21/20. The address of the property is 929 Eastside St SE, Olympia, WA 
98501

Lisa Mahoney lisamah63@yahoo.com 360-481-6250 info@bigrockbuilds.com

04/24/20 11:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Scott Gervais Construction 6217 202nd st ct e Spanaway They have continued to still build daily during this whole stay home order. Neighbors have called to 
report to the non emergency police department and we are not getting any response from them. The 
police have refused to stop by and handle this with the many calls and messages. I have a short video 
from today that shows how many cars 4-5 are over there. I spoke to the fire department and she told 
me to take a video for proof of a date. When one of them saw me he yelled to the other worked I was 
taking pictures. My husband is now worried about retaliation. But it shouldn’t have had to come to this 
is the police would have done their job in the first place and shut them down when the first neighbors 
called. Land planning services have been called and paperwork has been filled out in the beginning 
and still nothing has changed. We would just like them to comply like everyone else who has been 
made to. We have been told at the city building that he was considered a “frequent flyer “ so he has a 
lot of authority and gets away with things he shouldn’t like not having stuff checked over. He was shut 
down once for lying on his paperwork and having to have it done correctly because he was caught. 
We don’t want crooked people like that in our neighborhood.

Carie Whipple Carienerik@hotmail.com 253-576-4343

04/24/20 11:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open PAVILLION Construction NE 66TH AND 8TH AVE NESEATTLE CONSTRUCTION ON MULTI UNIT (8 FLOORS) APARTMENT BUILDING HAS BEEN GOING ON 
FOR THE PAST 2 WEEKS

MICHAEL mtaylortbone@gmail.com 2063100260 info@pavilionconstruction.com



04/24/20 11:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Landscapes By Pompeo Other Home Landscaping business 542 SW 186th St Normandy Park 98166This landscaping company has continued to show up in the Burien neighborhood of Seahurst despite 
the state "stay at home" order. They have removed the signs for their company from the sides of their 
trucks but the truck spotted on 27th Ave SW yesterday license plate number was "C16302G. Not only 
should this company be fined for failure to abide by the governor's order but any individuals who have 
continued to encourage this company's disregard for the order and have received services from them 
during this period should be fined as well. This community is trying to do it's best to stay home and 
save lives and this selfish disobedience is a slap in the face to the members of this community. 
Landscaping my yard during a pandemic would not be my 1st priority and is disrespectful to all the 
health care workers risking their lives to save people. As much as I feel for ALL small businesses 
ordered to close; a landscaping company is not one of the businesses that I would choose to save or 
reopen. A landscaping company is so nonessential during this outbreak and a luxury item for the rich. 
To allow this non-essential business to continue to flourish while so many businesses that the 
working class support will perish is just WRONG. Next time we see this truck and it's crew in our 
neighborhood we are calling the police.

Burien neighbors trying to stay home and stay safe

04/24/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The lake apartments Construction 18727 Blueberry Ln,Monroe Obviously these guys are sneaking around because siding and framing is not an essential service. 
Also they are very hostile to anyone who drives by.. they are looking at you like they are wondering if 
you are going to report them. They are not supposed to be doing framing and siding. That is not a 
safety issue. When I was looking at them they rolled up there cords and hoses and took their guns 
and went on the back side of the building to work.

Brendt Sommer Akasommertime@gmail.com 2069633676 Various companies construction

04/24/20 12:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Cedarwing Construction Koura Farms Bainbridge Island Working two job sites, is it the total workers from both job sites? They have worked since the shut 
down, no PPE, no investigation, everyday, City of Bainbridge isn't enforcing.

patty jenkins pparc@comcast.net 360-314-8032 robert@cedarwing.net

04/24/20 12:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Various companies at site Construction 18621 Blueberry Ln Monroe, WA 98272 People are swarming all over this construction site. Why are they allowed to be at work? It's not public 
housing. This is a for profit venture. When the workers see you they run and hide.

Nadine Sommer Nadeflower13@icloud.com 2069633676 Canoe club

04/24/20 12:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Aces hvac llc Construction 8431 W.yellowstone Kennewick I was laid off march 26th 2020 due to stay home stay healthy. My employer said we would not be 
returnting to work until stay home stay helathy is lifted.   We do hvac and they have us doing regular 
routine check ups on hvac in residential homes. Also our employer did not provide any adecute 
cleaning and sanitation supplies.  My manager had said routine checks ups were not emergency

David 5093034411 linom1@live.com

04/24/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open The lake apartments phase 2 Construction 18727 Blueberry Ln Monroe These workers are hostile. They scowl and scatter like rats when you look at them. They're still 
working away... They run and hide their tools and waiting for you to leave.

04/24/20 12:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Canoe club construction LLC Construction 18727 Blueberry Ln Monroe, WA 98272 These workers are collecting unemployment and working under the table.. that means they can make 
up 2 twice what they normally do. This makes it very hard for them to stay home. It's like turning down 
free money. They are very sneaky and hide when you try to observe them.

04/24/20 1:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open K&M Rebar Construction 6302 ne 127 th ave Vancouver wa 98682 Non-essential business open. 
Not following social distancing 
 Taking breaks together as they leave in there cars 
Together. 3 or 4 workers

04/24/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bel Air Apartments Other Apartment Complex 807 3RD AVE N Seattle There has been work being performed in apartment 42 within my complex for the past two weeks. I 
believe they are performing repairs to get it ready to rent again. They also shut down the water in our 
whole building on 4/17, which made hand-washing impossible.

04/24/20 2:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Slabjack NW Construction 700 NW Gilman BlvdIssaquah He is still out running work crews, estimators, and working his crews for 12-14 hour days and fired 
some of his crew members because they chose to listen to the order of stay home... some of his crew 
members are also high risk because of certain immune disorders and he still is having them all work.

Jenn juztjenncan@icloud.com Dave Freeburg

04/24/20 2:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open HCI steel buildings Construction 17833 59th ave ne suite cArlington This company opened before the governor signed phase 1. 
Company violating all phase 1 requirements

Sales@hcisteelbuildings.com

04/24/20 2:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open mbp.com Construction 12053 NE 70th St Kirkland Construction activity has been constant throughout the Stay at Home order on 12053 NE 70th St, 
Kirkland (parcel 388910-0018). LSM19-02372

Brian Call brian.call@gmail.com

04/24/20 3:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open All painting llc Other Painting 5333 Lambskin SW Tumwater They are open and ask me to work under the table and I declined, but I see they are still in service 
and puting people at risk.

Scott scootergow1@gmail.com 3607633815

04/24/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shorewood Homes Construction 1130 140th Ave NE, Ste 200Bellevue - but working at 1300 nw 67th St in BallardYou reached out to them and they said the had violated the governor’s order, but had stopped that on 
Saturday. Notwithstanding that admission, they continue to work most days, despite what they said to 
you.

Julie Julie23269@gmail.com 206.859.3805 Admin@shorewoodhomesinc.com

04/24/20 4:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bills yard service Other Landscaping 13612 55th ave ct E Puyallup No masks provided, equipment not being sanitized , 6ft rule not being followed . L&I has already made 
contact and owner continues to refuse to follow stay at home essential business orders . Employees 
and customers are being put at risk daily.

Jo Maydrajf@yahoo.com

04/24/20 5:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Long irrigation Other Landscaping and irrigation 1288 B highway 20 EColville I believe this business is operating while being non essential.

04/24/20 9:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bill yard service Other Bill yard service 54th sreet ct Puyallup You dont care it seems will all employs have tryed to ask for your help you are a fuller of goverment Bill lavagnino Billlavagnino@gmail.com

04/24/20 9:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Sfw construction Construction 12824 193rd Ln SE, Renton, WA 98059Renton Not only open and working but offering discounts (hundreds of dollars off jobs) to entice people to hire 
them. Operating in Oregon and Washington under a variety of company names including sfw paint, 
sfw siding, sfw construction

Diane Fanning defanning10@gmail.com 2069409854 Swade@sfwconstruction.com

04/24/20 10:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Stone Creek landscaping Construction Cheney HS Cheney WA Throughout April the city of Cheney has allowed non-essential work at their new high school 
construction to continue. This I believe violates your orders especially since monies are federal, state 
and voted funds. Continuance of work at the high school main contractor and sub contractors have 
also been continuing. All of this work are non essential, since the Eastern University construction has 
totally halted , they have started work this week. I want my name kept private due to having 
repercussions from the City of Cheney

Jacques D surfer5775@yahoo.com 509-232-9496

04/25/20 6:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brookside landscaping and design llc Other Landscaping 1204 Park Ave. Bremerton wa 98337 Risking the lives of the employees health due to coronavirus Darlene Dlilio@Hotmail.com 3605590389 Adam Goit
04/25/20 8:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shorewood Homes Construction 1300 NW 67th Street is where they are workingSeattle These contractors have NEVER stopped working - completely ignoring the Governor’s proclamation. Ashleigh Young Ashleigh5977@gmail.com

04/25/20 8:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shorewood Homes Construction 1300 NW 67th StreetSeattle These idiots are still working

04/25/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Bushman Tree Service Inc Other Tree Service 37400 295th Ave SEEnumclaw Working in close contact with each other, no precautions in place, in company vehicles etc.

04/25/20 11:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Becker landscaping and services Other Landscaping Unknown Mulkiteo Facebook page clearly shows them working today to mow laws.  Copied from their fb page today: 
Heading into a rainy forecast but that won’t stop us from laying stripes! Now is a great time to 
schedule lawn aeration and de-thatching. There are many other services we offer to keep your 
property looking sharp! Let us know how we can help.  @ Mukilteo, Washington

Jane Ingham jringham123@yahoo.com 4257701692 Tyler

04/25/20 5:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open 5 Men & a Mower, Inc. Other Yard Service 9027 Evanston Ave. NSeattle This company has never ceased operations, I see them every week on my block mowing a lawn. 
Reached out to them directly 3 weeks ago and they ignored my concerns that they were violating 
State Orders.

Chuck fabulouschuck@gmail.com 2065182783

04/25/20 6:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Mountain Home (Okanogan mountain 
Homes)

Construction 15616 carbonado south prairie roadBuckley This company is run by a father and son. The son has the 253.273.5408 number and works at a side 
car fabrication shop. That is the construction companies known address too. The father is doing work 
around Pierce county. Interior barn doors, building decks, doing interior work that is purely for 
aesthetics rather than safety. It's disturbing to know folks are out working while others are trying to do 
the right thing.

Janet Kline janadefreece@msn.com 3602653178 Leroystringfield63@gmail.com

04/25/20 9:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Evergreen Tree Care Other Tree Service East Trent Avenue Spokane Valley WashingtonThe owner of this business is sending out sales reps to meet with homeowners.  This business 
operates on the west side of the state but has a headquarters in Spokane.

04/26/20 10:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Proscapes Other Lawn Care 9002 South March Point Rd.Anacortes Observed doing lawn maintenance at 42nd Place in Anacortes.  As one of the larger landscape 
companies in town, also servicing some city common areas,  this is especially concerning.  They 
should be setting the example!

Curtis G Bisby curtbiz@msn.com 3602027488

04/26/20 10:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Collins Landscaping and Design Other landscaping 13407 432nd Ave SENorth Bend I am an employee at this company and being forced to come to work , otherwise I will be replaced. 
This company is a non essential business under the Governors order. I should not have to loose my 
job because I am trying to follow the order and stay home and be healthy. Also he is not allowing us 
paid sick leave under the paid sick leave law. Please do something about this and protect our workers 
rights.

Michael Gordon capt.m.r.gordon@gmail.com 2067696042

04/27/20 6:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Gorgeous gardens Other Landscaper PO Box 77664 Seattle, WA 98177Seattle I saw them working on people’s yards all week 
Business number is 206-383-2250

info@gorgeousgardensllc.com

04/27/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Olympic Landscapes Other Yard Maintenance (Lawn Mowing) unknown Port Angeles or SequimNon-essential business in operation. www.olylandscapes.com
04/27/20 9:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Terri Koontz and Patti Maggiora Other landscaping 3204 Y Street Vancouver These two have had an under the table landscaping business for two years.  They have continued to 

work through the stay home order.
04/27/20 10:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open PNW Remodeling and Flooring LLC Other Remodeling 4802 S Pine St #0117Tacoma Workers observed not observing physical distancing protocols, including standing and handling 

equipment while obstructing public sidewalk.
Cari G carigg1987@gmail.com 206-312-2453

04/27/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unknown Construction 1140 2nd Avenue SouthEdmonds Violation of Governor's Proclamation.
New construction work. 
Start of new residential re-roofing. This is NOT a restart.

Steve Waite waitearch@comcast.net 425-774-1331

04/27/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Shur-Klean Tunnel Car Wash Other Car Wash 3311 Kitsap Way Bremerton, WA 98312Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi Crandall Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.com 206-789-3700
04/27/20 1:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Richie's construction Construction 9849 Township Park RdPetoskey Noticed crews and work trucks were moving and working on more than one occasion. Saw them 

again today in the area.
04/27/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Creative Countertops Construction 22285 Stottlemeyer Dr NEPoulsbo I have driven past this business on multiple occasions and observed that they are working. I know 

they are a business that goes inside homes people live in during work being performed.
Mike Jones reasjuice@yahoo.com

04/27/20 2:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Uncertain Construction 6814 Ravenna Ave NESeattle They've been working since Friday, April 17. They don't seem to be doing emergency repairs. Charles otis82@outlook.com 8057050367

04/27/20 9:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Absher Construction Construction 1916 Eastlake ave ESeattle Construction has been going on for weeks. Groups of construction workers hang out without social 
distancing. They are spitting on the ground.

04/27/20 11:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Na Other Yard care 18221 36th pl s SeaTac Operating in a retirement community of 55 or older residents Peter Dreamer889@aol.com 2064191185 Na TRUE
04/28/20 8:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Greenbuild Development LLC Construction 9221 Linden Ave N Seattle 4/28/20-New residential construction site is not following the requirements to be conducting work (e.g. 

no hand washing station, not following social distancing, etc.).
Info@GreenBuildDev.com

04/28/20 8:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Luther Senior Center Construction 625 Berkshire Place Richland, WA On 28th April our management is painting the outside trim on 50 units.  They have hired Prestige 
Painting. Phone # 509 845 5910; no address.  It is unnecessary to do this  early in the pandemic 
period.  It was recently done 1 or 2 yrs ago.  Please delay this work.

Diana Eliason bowdendr@gmail.com 5093922233 Lutherseniorcenter@yahoo.com

04/28/20 8:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Huntwood Custom Cabinets Other Warehouse for Huntwood Cabinets 23800 E Appleway AveLiberty Lake Non essential employees continue to work. Not following social distancing or providing masks. Large 
gatherings of people. And calling additional smployees to report to work on 4/29. They are also 
making truck drivers deliver cabinets and complete warehouse work.

Alex Ochoa 5092161569

04/28/20 12:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Unsure. But their van is here everyday! Construction Norbert Pl NW Silverdale He is now painting the 2nd house on the street and is here everyday. He has been here almost 
everyday for 6 weeks and is now starting another house. He has a coworker with him every time too. 
They are exposing us to potentially anything they may have or who knows who they’re around!  If I 
can’t work why can they??? I have pictures of then working on this house too.

Tiffany Sierra tmsierra5@gmail.com 3695518914

04/28/20 1:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Lasko Design Other Residential Design 205 Allen Street Kelso I have seen multiple people come and go from this establishment even though they are a nonessential 
business

04/28/20 3:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Brist Mfg Other Screenprinting 4208 Meridian St, 102Bellingham Business is open, they are knowingly violating the stay at home order and waiting for a slap on the 
wrist. - This is the 2nd notice sent.

anonymous anonymous anonymous brendan@bristmfg.com

04/29/20 6:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open mission ridge Construction 7500 mission ridge roadwenatchee construction phil dirt pdirt@nwi.net 5096636543 TRUE
04/29/20 7:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Hayden Homes Construction 64th and Oxccidental Rd in Yakima WAYakima despite my calls to the local Health Department, notices to the newspaper and TV stations and a call 

to the company the work has never stopped on the new subdivision 34 homes just up the street from 
my home at 5805 Occidental Rd 98903. Hayden Homes lady representative was REALLY RUDE 
when I called them last month. They have worked every day except Easter weekend.

Linda Curlee lindaseeyah@yahoo.com 5094802077 unknown

04/29/20 8:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open AGS Stainless Construction 7873 NE Day Rd Bainbridge Island Non-essential business is business as usual



04/29/20 10:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is open Green pro Other Landscaping business 7911 East Bigelow gulch roadSpokane washington Working cutting the lawn at valley 206 apts and other properties Troy Dilley tdilley38@icloud.com 5099542041 Greenprosprayandlawn.com
04/28/20 1:43 PM Law EnforcementNon-essential business is open Black rock arena Other Barrel race venue 15250 SR 24 Moxie Holding race this Saturday

04/29/20 9:43 AM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Car Wash Palace Other Car wash 10450 16th Ave SW Seattle (White Center)Vacuums and self service car wash open Ann Carlson amc2362@gmail.com 206-755-4677
04/29/20 5:26 PM No AgencyNon-essential business is open Green Cleaning Seattle Otium Maid Other House Cleaner 4615 Aurora Ave N. Seattle This house cleaning company is still operating and cleaning houses. Crystal Snauthes cyrstal06241976@gmail.com 2067775850 customerservice@greencleaningseattle.com
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 7:50 AM
04/30/20 6:43 AM Non-essential business is open Hitler.com Other Jay inslee Gov mansion Olympia Violation by governor of state and federal constitutional rights of wa citizens

04/30/20 7:32 AM Non-essential business is open Kaufman Chiropractic Health-related business 18920 Bothell Way NE #100Bothell Open 6 days a week and chiropractor is NOT on March 23 list by Governor.
They are open 6 days a week.

DO SOMETHING

Wendy Crisafulli drwendy.c@gentledds.com 425-591-7378 Mike Kaufman/425-486-1122

04/30/20 7:35 AM Non-essential business is open Lucky Puppy Other Dog Grooming 1407 N Young st Kennewick The owner of this establishment is still continuing to work and take in clients even though the type of 
business is NON-ESSENTIAL.

Sierra

04/30/20 8:21 AM Non-essential business is open Tony's Landscaping Other Landscape 18622 112th Avenue EPuyallup Tony continues to work mowing lawns through the Governor's stay at home order. He's mowing the 
lawn next door to me for weeks. I do have a picture of his truck parked at the neighbors house.

Karen Murph 4goofy1@comcast.net 206.276.1643

04/30/20 8:33 AM Non-essential business is open Shur Kleen Other Car wash 3311 kitsap way bremerton This is one of several car washes operating. My favorite, Brown Bear remains closed. What is the rule 
for carwash business?

Malcolm Lamey mlkman57@comcast.net 3603408197

04/30/20 9:29 AM Non-essential business is open Riffe lake campground Other Campground 241 Osbourne rd. Mossyrock Allowing people to camp when it has clearly said no camping. Campground is solid packed on 
weekends. Bathrooms and showers are open.

RIFFELAKECAMPGROUND@GMAIL.COM

04/30/20 9:31 AM Non-essential business is open Tan republic (c & c companies) Other Tanning salon 5720 Ruddell road se unit eLacey Their 3 locations are open tues - sat currently and are non essential. Chris Clare
04/30/20 9:43 AM Non-essential business is open Tim Lane State Farm Other Insurance 1014 N Pines Rd Unit 101Spokane Valley Tim Lane is scheduling meetings with people in his office and has all of his employees here. He is not 

cleaning after meeting with people and a lot of his customers are elderly.

04/03/20 9:55 AM AG Non-essential business is open Coronado springs apartments Construction 1400 SW 107th st Seattle I forgot to mention the most important thing. They are planning to rebuild my apartment during the 
outbreak and displace us into hotels. They are even planning on having a bunch of packers and 
movers come into my home. I'm fine with this when there isn't an outbreak. But not now. I'm immune 
compromised in several ways. Please make them put this on hold.

Kim kimacrylic@gmail.com 12062148287


